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YEAR’S EXPORTS, $2,695,655

Government Statistics Show Increase of

$800,000—Where the Cars Went.

During the year 1905 American automo

bile exports reached the substantial total

of $2,695,655, which, when compared with

the showing of the two previous years,

reveals the amazing growth achieved in

that short period. From $1,643,029 in 1903

to $1,897,510 in 1904, hardly

more than a normal increase’but the jump

of practically $800,000 recorded by the fig

ures of 1905 supplies convincing evidence

represents

of the extent of foreign demand for the

Study of the de

tailed report for the year brings to light the

American made machine.

fact that England and Englishmen where—

ever found are the heaviest buyers. The

United Kingdom heads the list with $707,

045, with British North America a close

second at $537,588. Next in order comes

France with $269,703—a generous showing

indeed to send to the “only country that

exports cars to the United States in any

quantity.”

Other Europe with $239,379 is the only

other item topping the $200,000 mark,

Mexico with $192,452 and Italy with $163,

978 showing substantial gains over last

year, while $151,859 to the West Indies and

Bermuda, Germany with $105,457 and $120,

033 to British Australasia complete the list

of items of six figures.

The total for the month of December,

1905, amounting to $196,645, is a generous

advance over that of the month just pre

ceding it, $129,389, but shows a slight fall

ing off as compared with December of the

previous year—a fact, however, that had

little effect on the annual returns.

The tabulated figures for the month of

December and for the twelve-month then

ending, are as follows:

Year ending

December December

Exported to— 1905 1905

United Kingdom . . . . ..75,258 707,045

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,645 269,703

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,651 105,457

Italy . . . . . . . . . , . . .. 4,073 163,978

Other L..rope . . . . . . . .. 1,477 239,379

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 1, 1906.

British North America..23,827 537,588

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29,672 192,452

\Vest Indies & Bermuda 20,498 151,859

South America . . . i . . .. 5,507 61,419

British East Indies .. 696 31,793

British Australasia . 8,964 120,083

Other Asia and Oceania 2,699 63,577

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5,760 39,288

Other countries . . . . . i. 8,918 12,034

Total . . . . . . . . . . . .$196,645 $2,695,655

“Open Air Show" up Again.

The old idea of an “open air show" which

was broached last fall is again being dis

cussed by the New York Automobile Trade

Association. It was brought up at an in‘

formal dinner of the members on Monday

last, but, of course, no definite action was

taken. The idea is to have a display of

cars at either the Morris Park or Empire

tracks in conjunction with a number of

track events—not speed contests, but

gymkhana races and other competitions de

signed to demonstrate the capabilities of

the cars.

Extent of England's Trade.

During the year 1905, Great Britain ex

ported 1079 cars valued at £376,853 and

parts to the value of £125,861, a total of

£502,712. The previous year the exports

aggregated £321,966. The import trade

was, however, of immensely greater pro

portions. In 1905, 5,622 cars valued at

£2,438,002, and £929,121 worth of parts,

were brought into the country—an aggre

gate value of £3,367,123 as against £2,423,

940 during the year 1904.

Baldwin Buys Bigger Factory.

To meet the demands of their growing

business, the Baldwin Chain and Manu

facturing Co. has purchased what is known

as the Kent factory, on the corner of

Chandler and Bellevue streets, \Vorcester,

Mass. It is a four-story building of modern

construction with much adjacent land for

extension and in every way admirably

adapted for the purposes of the company.

Adams Gives up the Atlas.

Fred H. Adams, of Boston, who has had

the New England agency for the Knox

Motor Truck Co.’s Atlas truck, has relin~

quished that holding.

No. 1

TRAVELING SHOWS NEXT?

Report from Cleveland that Two Trains

Will Tour Country this Fall.

Charles B. Shanks, of the Winton Motor

Carriage C0., is authority for the state

ment that next September will see a broad

ening out of the idea used to introduce the

the 1906 W'inton

last fall, when it was staged in a special

in the chief

to automobile buyers

railroad car and exhibited

cities of the country.

“The idea has been enlarged to such an

extent,” Shanks is quoted as saying, “that

next fall will see a traveling trans-conti

nental exhibition of automobiles touring

the country in two special trains of ten

ears each. The subject was broached to

most of the prominent makers at the recent

New York Shows, and it is understood that

about twenty of them have considered it

favorably and will build and equip railroad

cars for the express purpose of displaying

their cars and using them as salesrooms.

“\Vhen all is in readiness the trains will

be made up in the East, and will then travel

to all parts of the country, the trip lasting

about four months. Each car will have its

sales agents, and it will really be a big auto

mobile show on wheels, an automobile

show that is mobile, as it were. Personally

I am much in favor of the plan, as I

know from the success of our trip last fall
it is a good thing.” i

It is known that G. A. Wahlgreen, of

Denver, is exploiting such a scheme, but

Shank’s is the first open endorsement of it.

Pierce to Build Larger Plant.

A new factory is being built on Elmwood

avenue, south of the Belt Line, is to be

erected by the George N. Pierce C0., of

Buffalo, N. Y., the Hanover street plant

being no longer sufficient to carry on the

rapidly increasing work. A fifteen-acre

plot has been secured as the Elmwood ave

nue site and plans for the structure are now

being prepared. The new plant will have

250,000 square feet of floor space, a cap

acity of 1,000 cars annually and will employ

about 800 men.



18 the motor mono.

In the Retail World.

Charles F. Batt, 1378 Bedford avenue,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has taken the agency for

the Moon car, a St. Louis product.

In Cincinnati, Ohio, the Cincinnati Auto

mobile Co. has been formed, to handle

automobile supplies. It is located at 10

\Vest Seventh street.

Toledo, Ohio, will have a new garage,

plans having been filed for one at Bancroft

street and Ashland avenue, by L. R. Blood.

The building will be 40x120 feet, one-story

high and of brick construction.

The McDuFfee Automobile Co., of Chi

cago, is this week moving into its new

quarters at 1501-03-05 Michigan avenue.

The Northern Car Co. will occupy the for

mer location of the McDuffee Co.

Building plans have been filed for a five

story and basement garage to be erected

at 177-179 East Seventy-third street, New

York City, for the Automobile Realty Co.,

of which N. F. Brady is president. The

estimated cost is $60,000.

Carl N. Richardson, of Athol, Mass, and

J. B. Manley, of Brattleboro, Vt., have

formed a co-partncrship under the firm

name the Greenfield Automobile Co., and

will open shop in Greenfield, Mass. A

garage, 40x120 feet, is being erected.

The New York Cab Co., Ltd., has just

acquired the three-story dwelling at No.

262 West Fortieth street, New York City.

With this purchase the company now owns

a lot fronting 103 feet, with a depth of 98.9

feet, on which a garage will be erected.

Mark Guy, the veteran bicycle dealer of

Asbury Park, N. J., who last year entered

the automobile business, has purchased two

lots on Main street near Lake avepue, that

city, on which he is erecting a one-story

brick garage, 50x100,,feet. He is the local

agent for the Olds cars.

A new automobile agency in Boston is

the Imperial Automobile Co., at 1024 Boyls

ton street, which will handle the Dolson

cars in New England. These officers have

been elected: President, John A. Seaverns;

secretary, Charles F. VVebber; treasurer,

David J. O'Connell.

Perry P. Calph and Howard J. Brown, of

Binghampton, N. Y., have formed a part

nership and will trade under the firm name

of the Binghampton Motor Car Co. They

will occupy a garage which is now being

erected on State street. The Pope-Toledo

and Olds lines will be carried.

The Newark Motor Car Co., of Newark,

N. J., which was incorporated last week,

has elected these officers: President, J. M.

Kelly; vice-president, George Walters;

treasurer, P. Broderson, and secretary.

The company has taken over the business

of the Reo Company at 283-285 Halsey

street, this city.

_

Fischer Plant Brings a Good Price.

The disused plant of the Fischer Motor

Vehicle Co., formerly of Hoboken. N. J..

was sold at public auction last week. The

appraisers had valued the whole at less

than $3,500, but the auctioneer secured

more than $9,800.

The Shows on the Slate.

February 3-10—Chicago Automobile Show

at the Coliseum, under auspices of the N. A.

A. M.

February 3-10—VVashington Automobile

Show, under auspices of the Washington

Automobile Dealers’ Association, Inc.

February 9, Chicago-Annual meeting

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation.

February ll-lZ—Second Annual Inter

national Road Races at Havana, Cuba.

February 12-17—D e t r o i t Automobile

Show, under auspices of the Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion.

February 19-24—Cleveland Automobile

Show, under auspices of the Cleveland

Automobile Dealers' Association.

February 24-March 3—Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show, under auspices of the Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

March 5-10—Bufi'a10 Fourth Annual

Automobile Show, under auspices of the

Buffalo Automobile Trade Association.

March 10-17—Bost0n Automobile Show,

under auspices of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association.

April 2-7—Toronto,

Show.

Ont., Automobile

 

Berkshire to Boost its Capital.

Quite a substantial increase has been

made in the capital stock of the Berkshire

Automobile Co., of Pittsficld, Mass, it hav

ing announced at the annual meeting held

in Pittsfield last Saturday, that the capital

would be increased from $50,000 to $250,000.

Of this $75.000 will be preferred, seven

per cent. No change was made in the

management, the old officers being re

elected as follows: President, Dr. \Villiam

J. Mercer; vice-president, John McQuaid;

treasurer, Fred A. Cooley; clerk, \Valter T.

Casey. The old board of directors was

also re-elected.

Here’s the “Incredible Car.”

In the effort to find catch-phrases to fit

their cars, some advertisers are straining

the English language to the limit. When,

however, one of them styles his car “The

Incredible Car," the limit appears to have

been passed. According to the dictionary

encredible means “beyond or difficult of

belief." '

Trenton “Sees” a Factory Coming.

Historic Trenton, the capital of the State.

where they are now trying to abolish auto

mobiles, has visions of an automobile fac

tory. John L. Huser and a number of cap

italists are reported to be negotiating with

a New York concern to establish a plant

there.

The Week’s Incorporations. '

Los Angeles, Cal.—Angelus Motor Car

Co., under California laws, with $30,000

capital. Corporators—F. K. Eckley, A. C.

Lusby and W. G. Nevin.

Cambridge, Mass—Northern Automobile

Agency, under Massachusetts laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—Charles Haigh

and D. A. Sansser.

New York City, N. Y.—New Century

Auto Co., under New York laws, with $1.000

capital. Corporators—W. B. Frank, David

Lamb and F. S. Kelly, Jr.

Buffalo, N. Y.-—Standard Garage Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—F. Gentschl, W. C.

Schultze and J. G. W. Knoll.

New York City, N. Y.—Mexican Auto

mobile C0., of New York, under Delaware

laws, with $100,000 capital; to deal in auto

mobiles. Corporators not named.

New Haven, Conn—Foster Motor Co..

under Connecticut laws, with $25,000 cap

ital. Corporators—John W. Hine, Charles

W. Floater and Robert A. Bronson.

Somerville, Mass.—Somerville Automo

bile Agency, under Massachusetts laws.

with $5,000 capital. Corporators—Frank

D. Wilkins and A. P. Schoonmaker.

Dover, De1.'—Hereules Truck Co., of

Philadelphia, under Delaware laws, with

$100,000 capital; to make and sell patent

device known as the Hercules truck. Cor

porators not named.

Cleveland, Ohio—Auto Shop Co., under

Ohio laws, with $50,000 capital. Corpora

tors—Carl F. Schroeder, Ira B. Sperry.

Walter C. Schroeder, Milton W. Lusk and

A. L. Maurer.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Southern California

Motor Car Co., of Los Angeles, under Cali

fornia laws, with $50,000 capital, $10,000

paid in. Corporators—J. E. Paul, J. J. Paul

and C. W. Hershey.

Cleveland, Ohio—Oliver Electric Vehi

cle Co., under Ohio laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—E. C. Mulleen, A. H.

Parrott, H. A. Mulleen, Sherman Arter and

M. Barnes.

New York City, N. Y.—Inter-State Am.

mobile Clearing Co., under New York la Q.

with $50,000 capital; to sell automobiles.

Corporators—C. A. Wardle, W. Metz

ger and G. H. Stillwell.

New York City, N. Y.—Arc Spark Mfg.

Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital; to manufacture spark-plugs. Cor

porators—Kl C. VVideen, C. J. Pearson and

F. T. H. Bacon.

Paterson, N. J.—Mot0r Car and Storage

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $10,000

capital; to conduct a garage. Corporators

—H. Coulson Fairchild, Alfreda Fairchild

and Hattie A. Berry.

Alexandria, Va.—Rock Creek Auto and

\Nagon Co., under Virginia laws. with $30,

000 capital; to deal in and repair automr»

biles. Corporators and officers—T. O P-n

by, president. J. Barton Miller, lft‘;l:‘.:l'\‘f;

L. E. Shoemaker, secretary.
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NOW FOR CHICAGO’S SHOW

It Will be Bigger and Better than Ever

Before, but Will Resemble a Well

Thumbed Book—Who and What

Will be There.

 

Chicago will open its biggest and its best

automobile show on Saturday night next.

It will outdo New York in this respect: The

patriotic Chicagoian will be able to shout

exhultantly, “Two shows for the price of

one." For it will be so big that the Coli

seum, which has served for so many years,

will no longer contain it. The “overflow”

will be housed in the First Regiment Ar—

niory “down the way" and connected with

the Coliseum by an alley. One fee will

admit to both.

Manager Miles, who used to live in Chi

cagoand who visits it occasionally—always

at this time of each year—when he is not

residing in New York or skirting around

Denver, says this Chicago show will be the

national show, with a capital N and empha—

sis on “the.” Miles figures it this way: He

and the National Association of Automobile

manufacturers will divide the pot, and as

the N. A. A. M. held no show in New York

this year—there were two instead of one

held here—presto! the Chicago show is the

national show—don’t forget to emphasize

that "the." It is just as easy to figure it

out as to roll off of a log. The figuring is

very creditable to Miles's ingenuity and it

does the Chicago show, or any other show,

no harm.

"For the fun of the thing," let it be styled

the national show. Then look at it closely

and behold the dimness of the stars in its

nationality. The lustre is off of them all.

It was removed by the New York shows

and 'twas ever thus. This is not the fault

of nor to the discredit of Miles, or Chicago

or its show. It simply cannot be helped.

The New York shows came first and never

before were there so few absentees. The

\Vestern makers followed the star East

ward in such force as they never had fol

lowed it before. When this sort of thing

happens, whatever may come afterward,

naturally lacks lustre, and so it is that the

Chicago show to the very many men

who spent the eight days in New York,

must appear like a well-thumbed book.

bound in a new cover and containing

here and there a new picture, but still a

very f:-mi1iar volume.

The cover of the book which Chicago

will provide will be handsomer than any

cover Chicago ever provided before. The

harmony and uniformity of design and dec

oration, now deemed the proper caper for

automobilg shows, prevail at the WCSt

ern exhibition. There will be Dutch panel—

ing of Flemish oak in a setting of green

and gold and a lot of white plaster of paris

fashioned into automobile designs, and

all that sort of thing. The signs over each

exhibit will not be of paint, but will be

constituted of a row of small metal shields

on each of which a letter will be enameled;

the shields will be suspended by chains

with “shirred art drapery" of old gold for a

background. The signs will be flanked by

grouping of electrically lighted globes.

In a word, this Chicago show is likely to

prove an agreeable surprise in respect to

the beauty of its setting and its trappings.

If any true blue Chicagoian, even those

who did not see the New York functions,

does not agree that “this knocks New York

silly," well—he won’t be a true blue Chica

goian, that’s all.

It has not yet been made plain whether

that peculiarly exclusive feature of pre

vious Chicago shows is to be perpetuated—

the “nigger lady” or “boy wonder” who

lifts up her or his voice in song several

times each day and evening and thus fill

with joy the soul of the man who is intent

on making a sale or otherwise transacting

business. To date, no Chicago show has

been complete without this feature. One

of the most interesting speculations has

to do with the completeness or incomplete

ness of this show in that regard and as to

whether the warbler will be black or white,

male or female.

In all, 205 exhibitors have engaged space

at Chicago, of whom 48 were not repre

sented in New York. Of the 205, eighty

one will show cars, only eleven of which

were not in evidence in either of the metro—

politan exhibits. These cars are the Auburn,

the Adams-Farwell, the American truck.

the Chicago, the Holsman, the Kansas

City, the Pierce-Racine, the Soules, the

Synnesvedt, the Tinchcr and the Gales, all

save three of which are made in Chicago

or within easy distance of it.

The full list of exhibitors and the goods

they will display is as follows:

MF-C—Main Floor-Coliseum.

FF-CA—First Floor Annex-Coliseum.

SF-CA—Second Floor Annex-Coliseum.

G-C—Gallery-Coliseum.

MF-A—Main Floor-Armory.

G-A—Gallery-Armory.

Acme Motor Car Co., The, Reading, Pa.—Space 41

M. . A.—Acme cars. ,

Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa, Space 50 M. F. A.—

Adams-Farwell air-cooled cars. _

American Electric Novelty & Manufacturing Co.,

New York, S see 136 G. C.—Alvin self-starter.

Aerocar Co., etroit, Mich., Space 247-248 S. F.

C. A.—Aerocars.

American Locomotive Motor Car Co., New York,

Space 3-4 M, F. A.—~American Berliet cars.

American Motor Truck Co.. Space 2 M. F. .

American Lamp Co., Chicago, 111., Space 61 M. F.

A.—Search1ights and Headlights.

Apnerson Bros. Automobile Co., _ Ind.,

Space 96-97 M. C.—Apperson touring cars.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Ameshury, Mass, Space 201 G.~C.

~—Lamps and generators.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind., Space 122

. F.-C. A.—Auburn cars.

Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora, 111.,

Space 138 G. C.——'l‘hor Motorcycles and_ parts.

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., Space

119-120 F. F.-C. A.~—i\ustin ears. _

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich,

59-60 G. A.4Rain covers and lap r0 cs.

Auto Importing Co.. New York, N. Y., Space 14

M. F.-A.—Rochet-Schneider cars.

Autocar Co., The, Ardmore. Pa., Space 5-6 M. F.

C.—Aut0 cars. '

Automobile Supply Co.. Chicago, 111., Space 264 S.

F.-C. A.——Accessones.

Arnstein, Eugene, Chicago, Space 56 G.-A.—Acces

soriel.

KokomO.

Space

Autocoil Co., The, erse C't , N. .13%. C.—BSparkM<i_oilsi y Iy I, space 139

a ger__ rass g. ‘o., R n h , W' ., -81km C-_§lolgrllam s. e as a is Space 162

a er . otor e ice 0., Chica , 111., ‘ -
86 M. F.-C_.—1£lectric vehicles. 80 space 85

Baldwin Chain and Mf . Co., Worcester, Mass.,

Space 187 _G. C.-—Ba1 win chains, House patent

spring recoil check.

Bagltholomew Co., The, Peoria, 111., Space 91-92

. P. .—Glide cars.

Belden Auto Transmission Co., Pittsburg, Pa.,

ransmission gears.Space 216 G. C.——T

Beg liqy-Ralston Co., Chicago, 111., Space 222-224

B Sk h_.-C.AA.—Su€qliesé

er s ire utomo ie 0., Pi tsfiel , It ~ .,
Bl5 Mi F.-AM—Berk‘shireccars. t d hiss Space

oms rom . otor ‘o., . 11., Detroi , It ' .
8-9 M. F.-A.—Queen ears. 2 “Ch. Space

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y., Space 157 G.

C.—Gasolene motors.

ancoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 134 G. C.—

Hoods, tanks and radiators.

William H., Cleveland, Ohio, Space 176

. .—_Dust guards.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co.. Syracuse. N. Y., Space 186

(, C.—_~Transmission and steerin gears.

Kingston Co., Kokomo, 1n ., Space 198-199

. C.—l\ingst0ii Carburettcrs and specialties.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind., Space 17-18 M.

B I; .-;]Lam_ber€ cars. c

u ao .ectric ‘arria e 0., Bufi'alo, N. .,
.10 M. F.-.-\.—l§lectrig vehicles. Y space

Brown

0 d

Byriie

G

Buick Motor Co., ackson, M’ h. S -
F. F.-C. A.—Buick cars. m I pace “4 US

Bowser 8: Co., F., Fort Wayne, Ind., Space

c ld~$_l1l G.AC.—Gats)oll'in% stogge outfits.

a 1 ac utomo ie .0., etr 't, M' h., -
101 M. F.-C._—Cadi11ac cars.0| m space 100

Chicago Caloric Engine Co., Chicago, 111.,

Chfifi .I. 2.—Ca1grlic in ines.

. icago utomo ie .1 g. Co.. Chi , 111.,
11 F. F.- C. A.—Steam cars. cage Space

Space

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chica 0, 111.,
c 1135-L38S.BF.-C. .2.—Téio:s. 8 Space

oum us ugg' “0., oumbus, Ohio, S ace 241
243 F.-C. A.—Electric carriages. p

Consolidated Mfg. Co.. Toledo, Ohio, Space 194

G. C.-—Yale motorcycles.

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York, N. Y., S ace
274-278_S. F.-C. A.—Tires. p

Cook Railway Appliance Co., Kalamazoo, Mich,

S ace 280 S. F.-C. A.—-]acks.

Cor in Motor Vehicle Co., New Britain, Conn.,

Space 83-84 M. F.~C.-—Corbin air-cooled cars.

Culver Novelty Co., Culver, Ind., Space 86 G. A.—

Young's rotary carburetter.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill., Space 257 S. F.

C. A.~Sprockets.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Space

24-26 M. F.-A.—~C1eveland cars.

Dac Automobile Supply House. New York, N. Y.,

Space 288-289 S. F.-C. A.—Sundries.

Daimler Mfg. Co.. New York, N. Y., Space 31 M.

F. A.——American Mercedes cars.

Davton Electric Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, Space 150

G. C.—Aonle ignition aparatus.

Davton Folding Tonncau Co., Davton. Ohio, Space

285 S. F.-C. A.‘.»\rtz Folding Tonneau.

Davton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio, Space 27 and

48 F.-A.-—Stoddard-Dayton cars.

Detroit Motor Car Supplv Co.. Detroit, Mich..

Space 211-212 G. C.‘Bodies and tops.

Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.,

208 G. C.——Springs.

Diamond Chain 8: Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.,

Space 182 G. C.-—Diam0nd chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. Space 142-143

G. C.—Diarriond detachable and solid tires.

Diet: 8: Co., New York, N. Y., Space 154 G. C.—

Toseoh. _Ierscy City, N. _l.,

Snace 217 S. F.-C. A.—Lubricants.

Dolson Automobile Co.. Charlotte. Mich.. Space 40

M. F.-A.——Dolson cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., Space 233

214-239-240 S. F.-C. A.—Dorris cars.

Duff Mfg. Co.. ~Pittsburg, Pa., Space 268 S. F.

C. A.—Barrett Jacks.

Durvea Power Co., Reading, Pa., Space 13 M. F.-C.

—Duryea cars. _ .

Edmunds 81 Jones Mfg. Co., Detrmt, Mich, Space

193 G. C.—-E. & I. lamps.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio, Space 60-61 M. F.-C.

lmore cars.

Enwlish Daimler Co.. The, New York, N. Y., Space

4 . F.-A.—Daimler cars.

Excelsior Supplv Co.. Chicago, 111., Space 272-273,

.. .-C. A.-——Sundries. _

Firestone 'l‘ire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, Space

132 G. C.—~Firestone sidevvire res.

Fisk Rubber Co.. Chiconee Falls, Mass" Space 161

G. C.-—Fisl< mechanically fastened tires.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 111-113 M.

.- ..—Ford cars.

Franklin Mfir. Co., H. II. Syracilse. N. Y.,

Space 102-104 M’. F.-C.~Franklm sir-cooled cars.

0., Space 204

Space

Gabriel llorn Mfg. Co.. Cleveland,

G. C.—-"orns and shock absorbers.

G. 8: 1. Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind., Space 164 G.

C.—G R: I detachablr tires.

Gaiilois Tie-e Co., New York, N. Y., Space 278 S. F.

. A.— is 0's tires.

Gearless Trs‘iisriiision Co., Glens Falls, N. Y., Space

83-84 G.-A.—Friction gearing.

 

(‘onthiued on page 38)



‘ A tire locked to the rim as is

A FISK TIRE

represents a Life Preserving Principle, and

 

Reduces Tire Maintainance to an Economic

Basis.

Beads of a wedge shape are applied

to a flat rim and held by rings

which

corresponding t 0

are rolled on an angle

that of the

bead, so that when drawn down

by clamping bolts, the bead acts

with the

result that the tire is firmly held to

as an inside cone wedge,

the rim, without air pressure or circum

ferential contraction.

Such a construction should readily appeal

to any discriminating buyer.

Write for further particulars in printed form.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
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Wheels end Tlrel -Five perlone.

100 lnchce. Motor—Four cylinder -

Pueenger cap-city - -

Wheel hue -

  

MODEL l1 SPECIFICATIONS.

CADILLAC
moon H

Price $2500, F.O.B., Detroit

(LA MP5 NOT INCLUDED)

 

A car which not only upholds the reputation of “Cadillac

Quality ” but adds increased significance to that

universally recognized standard of excellence.

Horse Power - - -32 x 4 Inches. -

We“ ht - - - - -

n - 30

- 4 3-8 x 5 Inches. 2400 the.

Price $2500 list.

MODEL I1 RUNABOUT

Same as above but with Runabout body, price $2400 list.

DRIVE—Direct shaft with specially ground and hardened gears.

BEARINGS—Genuine Hess-Bright ha I bearings throughout including axles, front wheels,

transmission and engine thrust bearings.

TRANSMISSION—Cadil ac planetary type, specially Cut and hardened gears, three forward

lpeeds and reverse.

STBFRINO OBAR— Our o\vn new deal , positive and reliable in it! actioni

BRAKE—Double acting, expanding an contracting on drums on rear wheels.

powerful to lock wheels almost instantly.

CONT HOL—Remarkably effectual by instantaneously actin govarnor.
LUBRICATOR—Specia Cadillac type, mechanical pump izecd, quantity regulated by speed of

engine.

Sufficiently

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - -

COMMUTATOR—New and efficient design placed huriz ntaily on vertical shalt wrth oil

container.

CARB‘ RBTOR—Spe ial type for four-cylinder motor, proven by exhaustive t st: to be mo t

ettectual and economical.

RADIATOR—Honeycomb pittern of great capacity and exceptional coo'ing efficiency.

SPRINGS-Semi-elliptic front and three quarter elliptic rear. afiording extreme case and

comfort.

BODIE '—¥xclnsive Cadillac design at unusual elegance, upliolltered in ll ni bufle-l leather

over steel coil springs and genuine curled hair.

Detroit, Mich.
Member. Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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lust Supposin'

Let us suppose that a member of, say,

the New Jersey Senate introduced a bill

providing ' '

that all horses and drivers or horse-drawn

vehicles, shall be registered annually, that

the amount of registration fee shall be

graduated according to the size of the

horse, 50 cents for each hands-high and

25 cents “per hands-high” for each driver,

that no non-resident horseman shall be.

permitted to enter the State except on

paymcnt of $2 on the occasion of each

entry and $1 for each succeeding day he

may remain within the State,

that no person shall be permitted to drive

a horse until he shall have filed his

photograph with the State authorities and

proven his ability to guide and control

the animal,

that no person under 18 years of age shall

be permitted to drive a horse under any

circumstances,

that no breeder of or dealer in horses and

  

no liveryman shall be permitted to sell or

rent out animals, or to loan or demon

strate one for the purpose of effecting a

sale, until a registration fee of $50 per

annum shall have been paid,

that no horse or horse-drawn vehicle shall

be permitted on the public roads that

docs not bear numbered tags front and

rear, that does not carry a bell or horn,

or does not, after sunset or during a fog,

display a light front and rear,

that no horse shall be shod with metal

shoes and no vehicle be equipped with

metal tire-s because of injury to the roads,

that all vehicles be equipped with two

brakes, separately applied, and all homes

be equipped with muzzles, “hobblcs” and

“blinders,”

that all drivers shall reduce the speed 70f

their horses when within 200 feet of any

other horse or vehicle and to stop when

any other driver may put up a hand or

give other signal,

that all drivers shall stop when ordered to

do so by any constable and on demand

produce registration certificates, personal

photographs, etc, and permit inspection

of his animal or vehicle or both,

that the right of any driver to use his horse

on the common roads may be perman

cntly revoked by any court or justice of

the peace,

that these rights may be revoked also at

the pleasure of the Commissioner of

Horse-Drawn Vehiclcs' Regulation and

Registration,

that in the event of arrest and acquittal for

violation of the law, the verdict of “not

guilty” shall be of no effect in restoring

the rights,

that violations of the law shall be punished

by fines up to $500 or imprisonments

up to 60 days,—

Let us suppose that such an act becamc

a law in, say, the State of New Jersey—

would there be a riot, a revolution, or

merely a lynching of the man who proposed

it, or the murder of the first constable who

dared to hold an the horseman for exam

ination?

Would any legislator dare propose it?

Would any curl'i in the land uphold it?

W'ould any neighboring State sufl’cr it to

exist without immediate retaliation on the

citizens of New Jorscy? v I

If such :1 law is just and proper for one

class of vehicle, why is it not just and

proper for all classes of vehicles?

Are the roads made for all men or chiefly

for horsemen?

Is the use of the public roads to be made

a revokable privilege for one class of cit

izens and an inalienable right for all other

classes?

Is citizenship, which includes the right to

lawfully use onc’s property when and where

he will, to be measured by onc's means of

locomotion? -

Is this right to be nullified and this prop

erty to be rendered useless at the whim of

any justice of the peace or any other man,

although an ofi‘cnding citizen may have

already suffered a fine or imprisonment for

an offense which he may have committed?

Is the law to be permitted. to pursue~ a

man after he has paid its reasonable penal—

ties, su'ch as are meted out to all men?

Do “police powers" constitute a license

to impose double or triple taxation and to

curtail personal liberty and enjoyment of

personal property? I

Are the United States, or any of them, to

be made a despotism or are they to be

maintained as a republic in which all men

are truly free and equal?

If such a law is republican freedom, what

is despotism?

Tests that are Desirable.

In a certain sense, the completion of the

motor testing plant at Purdue University,

the first of its kind this

which was referred length last

full Isolated

here and there may have used

in country,

to at

week, is of significance.

makers

rollers for testing purposes, certainly

all of them employ some method of mea

suring the output of the motor when first

assembled, but the testing of a motor or

even a complete machine under such cir

cumstances, is a very different matter from

the impartial investigation which is possible

with apparatus such as Purdue has set up.

The development of the motor car up

to the present time has been largely by

rule of thumb—each maker working out

his own designs, or adapting those of other

makers, and refining the machine by the

Until

within a year or two, there has been no

simple process of trial and error.

well established practice in any one line,

barring a few of the less important details.

More than this, there have been no well

authenticated text books on design,-and

the dcsultory technical articles appearing

from time to time have been too difuse and

scattered to cover the entire field, or even
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any one portion of it with any degree of

completeness and satisfaction to the

draughtsman.

Now, however, rapid strides are being

made in the theoretical problems connected

with the building of the car, notably in con

nection with the various associations of the

makers or engineers in one way and an—

other. There is a great deal, however,

which is either too broad and comprehen

sive, or too specific, to come well within

the province of such organizations as these,

and which therefore must remain untouch

ed except for the efforts of the independent

investigators.

This is work for which the schools and

alliances of the users are especially fitted,

and to which they may well confine a good

share of their attention during the next

There is much to be

learned, particularly in regard to the pre—

cise variations of road resistance under

two or three years.

varying conditions of surface and weather.

Another field, which also, is barren

of authentic data to a great extent,

is that of the efficiency of the trans

mission system, and its behavior under

various conditions on the road. These mat

ters are best got at by means of some ap

plication of the principle of the transmis

sion dynamometer fixed directly to the

car, and read under actual service condi

tions on the road. So far as is known, no

work of this sort has as yet been attempted.

It is fraught with difficulties, almost too

numerous to mention, yet it is by no means

impossible of accomplishment, granted only

And it

is work which will well reward the experi

the time and means to work it out.

menter both in itself, and cumulatively,

through its benefit to the industry.

Factors that Eflect Sales.

Of all the factors that influence the inex

perienced purchaser in making a choice of

a car, probably none has such weight as its

silent operation and smooth running. It

must be borne in mind that the buyer of

to-day has a wide range of available models

from which to chorxse—he is no longer con

fined to a comparatively few cars which

are within his means. The most advanced

ideas and types of construction are now

represented by cars at figures which would

not secure the_ most crude specimens but

a few years ago.

Take a man whose only knowledge of the

car is confined to what he has gained from

seeing them coursing up and down the

streets or along country roads, or grant that

he has had an opportunity to ride in one or

several makes, he usually brings a more or

less unbiased mind to bear upon the subject

and it cannot be doubted that first impres

sions count. And if these first impressions

consist of an unpleasant recollection of the

amount of noise and discomfort arising

from the operation of the motor with its

attendant vibration they are apt to be

remembered unfavorably rather than other—

wise. Easy riding qualities cannot, of

course, be overlooked or underestimated as

a factor in bringing about sales, but as

demonstrations in the majority of instances

are over smoothly paved streets in the city,

they constitute a factor which is thus not

permitted to enter into the question.

Considered from whatever point of view

that varying individual opinion may sug

gest, in the aggregate the different points

suggested by the so-called sharps for criti

cism, may all be simmered down to the

The

average human being is not fond of being

matter of quiet and easy operation.

constantly in close proximity to any source

of noise or vibration, regardless of how

exhilirating the result of the energy de

veloped may be, and of which the racket

If this be

true of a man, how much more so is it of

represents but power wasted.

a woman? And the salesman who does not

figure on the influence of the eternal fem

inine is disposing of cars is apt to reckon

without his host and find himself a sadder

but wiser man at the end of the season.

The statement that the opinion of a wife

or daughter is most often the deciding word

that closes the sale is one that will meet

with few dissenting voices. True enough,

the die may be cast against the giver of free

rides and the expounder of the car's multi

tudinious advantages possessed by none

other, for no more weighty reason than the

fact that some feminine member of the fam

ily, whose word is law, canth consider

herself becoming in such a setting. The

upholstery or the color of the car may be

too blonde or too brunette, as the case may

be. Or it may be such a "funny" looking

she does not favor itcar, or again

"because." Both these are overpowing ar

They are the

final word and there is no court of last re

guments in feminine logic.

sort to overrule them.

But if he can in the first instance show a

car that performs creditably in the matter

of silent and easy operation, he has already

All the

argument in the world on the intricate sub

scored several points in his favor.

jects of engine and transmission design,

exclusive mechanical features and the like,

which interest the uninitiated prospectivr.

owner merely as possible sources of trouble

in the future, with an attendant increase in

his knowledge of mechanics as well as his

vocabulary, and his wife not at all, because

they are mere "works," cannot dispel the

unfavorable impression that those same ad

vantages leave when they are shown off for

his benefit.

talk” both before and after a demonstration

It takes more than a “heap of

to convince even the most unsophisticated

individual in things autombile, that a car

which pounds and hammers its way along

is better than one in which the presence of

the motive power is only audible to a degree

sufiicient to constitute a reminder that it is

still there.

Take the average man who is making his

first plunge and his ideas of what he wants

have been gained either as an onlooker at

the game or from the seat of someone else's

car. In the latter case he most frequently

will want either a duplicate of his friend's

car or something that bears as little resemb

lance to it as possible. He will either be a

firm disciple, satisfied with none other, or

a sincere enemy, ready to accept any other

that has no features in common with the

object of his aversion. But in the former

case, his ideal is something as silent as an

electric with many its times speed and

power.

So much for the inexperienced one with

a desire to become the possesor of a car.

But how much more is the same thing true

of the man who has had sufficient experi

ence to know that noise is a totally unneces»

sary element of the working of a good

A car that is at

all noisy when brand new will become more

motor and its accessories.

and more so with age, and the promise is

not a cheering one. If, when in the pink

of condition, having been run just enough

to make everything smooth and well worked

in, the machine grunts and puffs unduly or

manifests an inclination to produce sundry

other indescribable noises, it is hardly to be

wondered at that the new band should have

misgivings finally crystallizing in a dislke

for the car, while the man who recognizes

the symptoms, comes to the same conclu

sion, though by way of a different process

It will be found profitable

in the long run to even go to the extent of

of reasoning.

postponing a demonstration, when the car

for some reason or other is not in condi

tion to do its builders credit in this respect,

for it is a diflicult matter to counteract the

effect of first impressions.
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Two Miles a Minute a Reality at Last

 

America and France Share the Honor—Record Breaking Alone Saves the

Florida Carnival from Abject Failure.

Ormond, Fla,

minute, or rather better than two miles a

Jan. 29.-—Two miles a

minute is at last a fact.

Fred Marriott in the 30 h. p. Stanley

steamer was the first to accomplish the

 

about as dull, as dismal and as bedraggled

and as disappointing an affair as ever has

been held.

D’s—big D's and 'many of them, best

represent the feelings of all those who at—

nicc chap, doncherknow. He owns a “man”

and a mirror and both must have told him

They

looked like a cross between a squaw's blan

that his coats were “resplendent.”

ket, a warrior’s foot-robe and a Mardi Gras

 
 

MARRIOTT IN THE STANLEY RUNNING A“’AY FROM LANCIA IN THE FIAT.

feat. Victor Demogeot, who substituted

for the deposed Hemery in the 200 h. p.

The Ameri

can fairly flew the distance in 59% seconds,

Darracq, was the second one.

the Frenchman thundered it in 58% sec

ons, a pace of 127% miles per hour. These

stupendous performances were done to—day,

the last day of the carnival, and an extra

day at that.

It is a good thing for Florida that two

miles a minute is a fact; for except for the

phenomenal string of records that were

created, this Ormond beach speed carnival,

or whatever it may be termed, has left

nothing but bitter tastes in the mouths of

the visitors. Not even the correspondents

who are here or were here as the guests of

the hotel and the manager of the carnival,

will be able to disguise the unpleasant fact.

Speed—unlimited speed is about all there

was to it. In every other detail it was

tended. Perhaps a twelve-month may erad

icate the bitter taste which now exists; but

at this moment there are many who are

predicting that if the Florida carnival of

1906 does not prove the last one, it will be

because of some wondrous changes-in the

management. As was stated last week, the

number of visitors was much'szinaller than

last year and but for the excursions from

the surrounding country, few would have

witnessed the sport, with full apologies to

the word. "Society" remained conspicuous

by its absence and professionalism was

written so broadly about everything that

occurred that there was no chance for en

thusiasm, even had the weather permitted

it, which certainly was not the case. Al

though Mrs. Howard Gould and her hats

and husband were among the missing, Mrs.

Gould's hats were partly replaced by W.

Gould Brokaw's coats. Brokaw is a deuced

costume. And the fringe on them was per—

fectly lovely and matched Mr. Brokaw’s

complexion exquisitely.

Except for the last two days, the visitors

wduld have been more comfortable in New

York.

I-Thursday that many packed up and left and

Disgust set in so strongly on

if they are possessed of the idea that the

’fialminess of Florida is a hoax they scarcely

can be blamed. They felt little of it while

here. Generally' speaking, it was damp,

dreary and chilling. The thermometer was

near to the freezing point most of the time

and furs were necessary and much in evi

dence.

Anybody may obtain a fair idea of the

conditions that prevailed by fancying be

taking himself to a sea-swept beach at

about 9.30 a. m., with the thermometer

registering about 30 degrees and standing

there until 11.15 before witnessing the first
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1.TheSurlyHemeryafterhisDisqualification.

Car,downandout,asusual.

2.Weighingin.

3.ChiefiyMr.Brokaw's

5.TheTimersattheirPost.

Coat.

  

4.TheChristie
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“race,” then waiting until 2 o’clock for the

second event and finally after tarrying

another hour, to hear the announcement,

“There will be no further racing to-day."

And the racing—pshaw! is it unfair to dig

nify the sport by such a term. There was

nothing resembling a close finish nor was

there a single thrill of excitement during

the entire week. The nearest approach to

enthusiasm was when H. L. Bowden pro

posed three cheers for Mr. Stanley, the

builder of the solitary American car that

figured in the carnival. A little group in

front of the clubhouse cheered right heart

ily, a compliment which Mr. Stanley ac

knowledged with a smile and the remark,

“\Ve can do it in 27 seconds."

Off the beach the promoters of the car

nival lost no opportunity to “turn a trick."

The hotel-keepers were keenly alive to

their opportunities and their Carnival

Manager Morgan was not asleep. There

was a moving picture show of automobile

scenes given at the Daytona opera house

and also one in the Ormond Hotel Casino.

The guests of the hotel were “invited” by

letter to attend. Price, 50 cents. A Day

tona paper let it be known that “W. J.

Morgan was behind the enterprise.” To

add to the quality of the carnival, the

hotel also threw open its parlor to a trick

bicyclist who, after performing his stunts.

was permitted to pass his cap among the

guests. Then, to cap the climax, at the so

called “grand ball," programme peddlers in

evening dress were licensed to circulate

and r-y their wares. It induced some one

to let fall a remark about “dropping a

sausage on a page of poems.”

DEEP DISGUST ON THURSDAYa/

Ormond, Florida, January 25.—Disgust

of the remaining visitors who have been

inviegled into “taking in” the Florida speed

tournament to be in turn “taken in," about

reached the limit of human endurance when

the night ended to-day's fiasco.

It was rainl rain! nothing but R-A-I-N,

until 2 o’clock this afternoon when the

officials made a pitiable attempt to run off

two events so the now thoroughly disgusted

tourists might not become too disinterested

to take their dollars away with them. But

the two events that were disposed of did

their "suffering," ~andlittle to alleviate

  

THE STANLEY “BEnTLE” FLYING

many “pulled stakes” and it is doubtful if

Ormond ever will see many of them again.

Alfred G. Vanderbilt did not surprise

anyone when he and his private car slipped

away yesterday; the “mastadon” is still

here, and here it is likely to remain until

Richard, its designer, takes it back to New

York and discovers why it “didn’t.” Charley

“Horse"-Gates and Mrs. Gates, with their

retinue of attendants, left for Palm Beach,

and George W. Young, who paid a fancy

price for the F. I. A. T. that has yet failed

to distinguish itself, and his party of New

Yorkers, also departed yesterday, while

Henry Ford and James Couzens, of Detroit:

were among the others who “betook them

selves hence" to-day.

The weather was about as cheerless as

one would care to experience and the

spirits of the spectators were equally as de

pressed. A heavy north wind, with a light

rain falling. a high tide that left little room

on the beach for the few cars to romp up

and down the strand, and all the big cars

laid up in hospital tents were conditions

not apt to stimulate any great amount of

enthusiasm, so it is not surprising when,

the rain finally having stopped and the ofi'i—

cials announced the first race for 2 o’clock,

that only a hundred or so had the temerity

to leave the sheltering hotel verandas for

the bleak stretch of coquina-shelled beach.

That handful of spectators was heartily

glad when the two events were over and

they could get back for dinner.

The two events consisted of a ten-mile

Corinthian handicap for amateurs and the

one solitary event for American stock cars,

  

AT 127% MILES PER HOUR.

neither of them being very interesting nor

very representative. Three cars contested

the “price handicap” at fifteen miles, which

was won in runaway fashion by Frank Dur

bin in a Stanley steam car, his time being

13 minutes 42% seconds. J. E. Bristol, 30

horse-power Stoddard-Dayton, finished sec

ond in l7:11%. The Stanley had 25 seconds

and the other car 12 seconds handicap. A.

L. Kull, in the 50 horse-power Wayne,

from scratch, was doing well until one of

its battery wires broke.

The amateur handicap was utterly devoid

of interest. Picture three cars spread out

over an area of miles and it can be seen

why it was uninteresting. The first heat

was taken by S. B. Stevens, the million

aire iron manufacturer, who handled one of

the small Darracqs that formed a strand

of Hemery’s string until that disagreeable

Frenchman was deposed, in 62.36%. Almost

a minute later finished J. R. I-larding in a

Mercedes. Nearly five minutes later than
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that a little Maxwell runabout which Alfred

Reeves, of New York, had entered “for the

fun of the thing" and to keep up appear

ances, was driven across the wire. James

L. Breese, who has been unfortunate in

financing unknown and untried cars, was

the only finisher in the second heat, his

competitor, Charles B. Barron, having

broken down. The final heat was an empty

victory for Stevens. His time was 9:28.

Thus endeth Thursday; praises be to Allah

that it was no worse. The summaries:

Ten miles, Corinthian handicap for amateurs—

First heat—S. B. Stevens, 80 h. p. Darracq, first;

J. R. Harding. 90 h. p. Mercedes, second. Times,

6.36% and 752%. Also ran—Alfred Reeves, 10

h. p. Maxwell, 12 251%. Second heat—James L.

llreese. 60 h. p. Mercedes. first. Time, 9:28. Charles

\V. Barron, 90 h. p. F. I. A. T., broke down. Final

beat—S. B. Stevens, 80 h. p. Darracq, first; I. L.

Breese, 60 h. p. Mercedes, second. Time, 9:28 and

9:47%.

Fifteen miles, Price handicap for American stock

touring cars~—-Frank Durbin, 20 h. p. Stanley steam

er (0:25), first; J. E. Bristol, 30 h. p. Stoddard-Day

ton (0:12), second; A. L. Kull, 50 h. p. Wayne

(scratch), third. Times, 13:42% and l7:ll%. Kull

broke down at finish.

FOUR WORLD’S RECORDS FRIDAY.

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 26.—F0ur world's

records went by the boards to-day and each

time Stanley's wonderful “beetle” and the

double-engined Darracq figured in the "kill

ing,” the former setting up world's figures

for one kilometer and one mile for steam

cars and the latter the same distance for

gasolene cars. The Stanley's times, how

ever, eclipse those made by the foreign

machine.

It was a good thing that fast going was

the order of the day for many of the guests

—those who had not already departed—had

packed up and were ready to go. The re—

maining faithful are determined to “stick”

to the finish. Marriott's wonderful flight

occurred in the record trials. Clifl’ord Earp,

the English driver of the 100 horse-power

Napier, was the first to essay the flight

against time. He fell far short of the mark,

however, the timers giving 37% seconds for

the mile. Next came Louis Chevrolet, at

the wheel of the big Darracq; he thundered

down the beach in 30% seconds, a new

record for gasolcne cars and 3% seconds

better than the previous best. None of the

other gasolene cars came within speaking

distance of Chevrolet's figures. Then Fred

Marriott, the Yankee in the American built

car that has carried everything before it,

tried for the mile. In striking contrast to

the big foreign machine, the "Beetle" flew

noiselessly to the tape, flashed across it and

then like the big bug it suggests as if

seeking to escape from some bigger mon

ster of the air, it flew, flashed, darted.

swept. swooped down the smooth mile

stretch of sand, traveling faster than wheel

ed vehicle ever travelcd before, in the once

incomprehensible time of 28% seconds, a

world's record for any form of locomotion.

lt averages 127% miles to the hour.

F. E. St'anley, the inventor of the mar

vellous speed creation, was standing on the

  

I. WHEN THE BLOOMIN' RAIN “’AS GENTLY FALLING.

2. THE CLUHHOUSE.

3. AT THE STARI'ING PO NT.

beach nervously fingering a stop watch

>when Marriott made his wonderful flight

against time, and when somebody proposed

“three cheers for the designer of the car

that had saved his country from disgrace,"

they were given right heartily. Mr. Stall

ley was visibly embarrassed.

In the kilometer trials Marriott's per

formance was equally remarkable. He

covered the distance, 625-1000 of a mile in

18%, seconds, or at the rate of 123% miles

an hour. Chevrolet. in the Darracq. made

the next best time. 19% seconds, which is

a new record for gasolene cars. Truly, it

was a great day for records. but little else.

The weather was rather raw and damp,

and the tide and rain washed the be' was

not as smooth as it might be. The “"11 ' =z-‘itii

er hindered nor assisted the contestants. The

start of the races was delayed until one
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EARP ROL‘NDING ’iHE POST ON THREE TIRES

o‘clock. owing to the inability of the timers

to get the apparatus set in position. The

record trials were run off with quick dis

patch. Preceeding these, two uninteresting

ten mile events were run. The ten mile

Corinthian Handicap was won by J. R.

Harding (English Daimler), who was given

the generous time allowance of 3 minutes

30 seconds. That the handicappers were

wideof- the mark wasrevident, for Harding

led by over a mile at the finish. James L.

BreeSc. in a 60 horse-power Mercedes, fin

ished second, having an allowance of thrcc

minutes. Alfred Reeves, 10 horse-power

Maxwell, with 6 minutes, was third. Charles

Barron. in a Fiat. failed to finish. Harding's

actual time was 8:48, while the second car

to finish covered the ten miles in 6:42%.

Guy Vaughn and Emmanuel Cedrino were

the only contestants for the middle-weight

championship. Vaughn, who heretofore

has driven Dccauvillc cars with success.

handled one of the light Darracqs and tin

ished nearly one minute ahead of the Italian

driver and car. The day's summary follows:

KILOKIETER RECORD TRIALS.

(Steam Cars.)

Fred Marriott. 30 h. p. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . ..0:IS9§

(Light-weight Gasolcne Cars.)

Charles Fleming, 10 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . ..0:59.

(Middle-weight Casolenc Cars.)

S. B. Stevens. 80 h. p. Darracq....'. . . . . . . . ..0:ZS

Dan \‘Ir'urgis. 32 h. p. Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . "0134“

“l)cacon" Holmes. 50 h. p. \Vayne . . . . . . . ..0:4l%

(Heavy-weight Gasolenc Cars.)

Louis Chevrolet, 200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . ..0:l9}§

Clifford Earp, 100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . ..'.....0:219§

Em. Ccdrino. 110 h. p. l. A. T. . . . . . . . ..0:229§

Frank Kulick. 100 h. p. Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . . “024%

ONE MILE RECORD TRIAL-S.

(Steam Cars.)

Fred Marriott. 30 h. p. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . ..0:28'/§

(Heavy-weight Casolene Cars.)

Louis Chevrolet. 200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . ..0:30yg

Em. Cedrino, llO h._p. I". I. A. T. . . . . . . . ..0:36%

Clifford Earp, 100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . “057%

Frank Kulick, IOO h. p. Ford . . . . . . . . . . . . ..O:40

(Middle-weight Casolcne Cars.)

Guy Vaughh. 80 h.’p. f)arracq....'. . . . . . . . HOMO-K

llan “'urgis, 32 h. p. R80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “02.52%

"Deacon" Holmes, 50 h. p. \Vayne . . . . . . . . . ..1:06

' " (Light-weight Gasolenc Cars.)

Charles Fleming, IO II. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . ..1:25}{;

Ten miles, middle-weight championship—Guy

Vaughn, 60 h. p. Darracq, first; Emanuel Cedrino,

 

- 52'. 2'!
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TOWING OFF THF.

24 h. p. F. I. A. 'l‘.. second. Times, 7:00 and 7:50.

Ten miles, Corinthian handicap—J. R. Harding, 45

h. p. English Daimler (3:30), first; S. B. Stevens,

80 h. p. Darracq (scratch), second; James L. Breese,

60 h. p. Mercedes (3200), third; Alfred Reeves, 10

h. p. Maxwell (6200) fourth; Charles W. Barron. 90

h. p. F. l. A. T.. failed to finish. Actual times,

82-48%, 6:42% and I0:50%.

EARP’S JOY; MINNEAPOLIS’S GLOOM

Ormond, Florida, January 27.—On four

wheels and three tires, Walter Clifford- Earp.

the English gentlcman-amatcur, won the

lCO mile race here this afternoon. The

odds were such as would have caused a

driver of less perscvcring and less daring

to give up long before the finish. Earp's

right rear whch shed its tire before the

forticth mile. but instead of giving up the

ghost then and there or stopping to repair

the fire. the doughty Englishman stuck to

it when sticking to it seemed vain, and not

   

 

Jack" Prince and his old Six-Dav Rival, W. J. ("Senator")

Morgan, now Manager of the Carnival. (Photo was taken

some years be\ore Morgan denounced cash prizes.)

TEM l’O RARILY DISABLED "BEETLE."

only completed the remaining sixty miles.

but. as stated. winning out and incidentally

setting up a new record for the distance of

1 hour 15 minutes 40 seconds. The former

record, 1:18:14, was made last year.

It was a disappointed trainload of Minne

apolis and St. Paul people that pulled out

of here at 3 o’clock this afternoon. The

“Twin Cities" sent South 21 special train of

three cars, a dining car and a buffet, filled

with those who had contributed largely to

the $2,000 Minneapolis trophy, and they

remained over to see the 100 mile race for

which it was offered. The \Vesterners ar

rived Thursday morning and were immedi

ately driven over to the beach to See the

“sport.” They waited a long time—so long

that they had reason to thank their stars

that they brought their furs with them. The

Florida weather was not so very much un

like the Minnesota brand they had left he

hind. The party lived aboard the train.

which was due to return on Friday. They

fought off the railroad officials for a day,

for they did want to see run the race for

their trophy, which had been delayed a day

by mismanagement somewhere. But they

had their long journey for naught. The

railroad people hauled off theirtrajn at 3

o'clock to-day, just before the race for the

Minneapolis trophy was run.

For the first time since the carnival start

ed the sun condescendcd to shine. The

race was scheduled to start at 1:30 p. m.,

but as usual, the timing apparatus failed in

its mission and over an hour elapsed before

it could be made to work. When it was

believed to be in working order, “two miles

a minute" time trials were started. Deme

geot, who has been Hemery’s mecanicien

for the past few years, was at the wheel

Qud essaycd the trial, but alas! the timing

apparatus failed to register. Then Marriott

in the "beetle." tried and blew out a cylinder

head. After that it was decided to post

pone the races until Monday.

The starters in the lOO-mile race for the

Minneapolis trophy were Louis Chevrolet.

120 h. p. Christie; Walter Clifi’ord-Earp. 100

h. p. Napier: Emanuel Cedrino. 110 h. p.

Fiat; Vincenzo Lancia, 110 h. p. Fiat; J. H.
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THE LAURELS OF THE CARNIVAL

World’s Records Established

 

Old New Miles

 

 

Date. . Distance. Driver. Machine. Record. Record. Per Hour.

Jan. 26—One kilometre, gasolene cars..... .. ..Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:24V5 0:182/5 122.2

Jan. 26—One mile, steam cars . . . . . . . . . . .. ...Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .. 021% 0:19,; 115.9

Jan. 26—One mile, gasolene cars . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:38 028%, 127.6

Jan. 29—Two miles, steam cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Mariott. . . ..‘. . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . . .. 034% 030% 117.6

Jan. 29—Two miles, gasolene cars . . . . . . . .V. Demogeot . . . . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. None 059% 120.8

Jan. 26—One kilometre, steam cars . . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley . . . . . . . . . . .. None 058% 122.4

Jan. 24—Five miles, gasolene cars . . . . . . . . . . . Clifford Earp. . .. .. ..100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3:17 2:56 102.2

Jan 29—Fifteen miles, gasolene cars . . . . . . . . ..V. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. T. . . . . . . .. None 10:00 90.0

Jan. 27—One hundred miles, gasolene cars .. Clifl'ord Earp . . . . . . ..100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:18:24 1:15:40% ' 79.3

The Victors

‘ k I Average Miles

Date. Race. Winner. Machine. Time. Per Mile. Per Hour.

Jan. 23—One mile, Dewar Cup . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 0:33 0:33 109.0

Jan. 23—One mile, heavyweight champ . . . . . . ..V. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. T. . . . . . . . .. 0:37 0:37 95.7

Jan. 23—One mile, steam championship . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 031% 031%, 113.2

Jan. 24—Five mile, open championship... .. ..V. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. 2.501% 036%, 99.5

Jan. 24—Five mile, heavyweight champ . . . . . . ..Clifl‘ord Earp . . . . . . . . . ..100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2:56 035%, 102.2

Jan. 24—Five mile, middleweight champ . . . . . Cedrino . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 h. p. F. I. A. T.. . . .. .. 353% 0:46% 76.9

Jan. 25—Ten mile, Corinthian Handicap... .. . .S. B. Stevens . . . . . . . . . .. 80 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 9:28 056% 63.5

Jan. 25—Fifteen mile, Stock Car Handicap ....Frank Durbin . . . . . . . . . .. 20 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 13:422/5 025444 65.7

Jan. 26—Ten mileI middleweight champ . . . . . ..Guy Vaughn . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 7:00 0:42 85.6

Jan. 26—Ten mile, Corinthian Handicap... J. R. Harding . . . . . . . . . .. 45 h. p. English Daimler... 8:48“ 052% 68.2

vJan. 26—One kilometre, gas heavyweight . . . . ..Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:193/5 0:31 115.9

Jan. 26—One kilometre, gas middleweight. . . . . Guy Vaughn. . . . . . . . . .. . 80 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:25 0:40 90.0

Jan. 26—One kilometre, gas lightweight . . . . . ..Charles Fleming . . . . . . . .. 10 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:59 134% 38.1

Jan. ZFOne kilometre, steam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 0:182/5 029% 122.2

jan. 26—One mile, gas heavyweight . . . . . . . . . ..Louis Chevrolet . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . 030% 0:303/5 117.6

Jan. 26—One mile, gas middleweight.. .. .. . . . . .Guy Vaughn . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . 0:403/fi ' 0:403/fi 88.7

Jan. 26—One mile, gas lightweight.. .. . . .. .. . .Charles Fleming . . . . . . .. 10 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . .. 135%, 125% 42.2

Jan. 26—One mile, steam. . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 028% 028%, 127.6

Jan. 27¥One hun’d. mile, Minneapolistrophy ....Clii’l'ord Earp . . . . . . . . . . ..100 h. p. Napier . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1:15z'402/r, 0:45% 79.3

Jan. 29—Fifteen mile, open championship. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . .. 10:00 0:40 90.0

Jan. 29—Ten mile, open championship. .. ..V. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. T . . . . . . . .. 621934, 0:28 94.9

Jan. 29—Ten mile, open handicap . . . . . . . . . . . ..V. Lancia . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..110 h. p. F. I. A. '1' . . . . . . .. 6:181/5 037% 96.7

Jan. 29—Thirty mile, American cars . . . . . . . . . ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . .. 24:1833 036% 54.3

Jan. 29—Two mile,lgas, record trials . . . . . . . . ..V. Demogeot . . . . . . . . . ..200 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . .. 0:584/f, 029% 122.4

Jan. 29—Two mile, steam record trials. . .. .. ..Fred Marriott . . . . . . . . . .. 30 h. p. Stanley steamer. . . . 0:593/5 0:2944, 120.8

Jan. 29—One mile, middleweight champ . . . . . . ..Guy Vaughn . . . . . . . . . . .. 80 h. p. Darracq . . . . . . . . . . . . —— — —
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Harding, 45 h. p. English Daimler and Wm.

H. Hilliard, 90 h. p. Napier. They started

thirty seconds apart in this order. The

course afforded a straightaway stretch of

fifteen miles with seven turns. Earp took

the lead at the start and at the 10-mile

post, in front of the club house, had a fair

One hundred miles, for Minneapolis $2,000 trophy

—\Valter Clifford-harp, 100 h. p. Napier, first;

Em. Cedrino, 110 h. p. F. I. A. T., second;

Wm. L. Ililliard, 60 h. p. Napier, third. Also ran—

H. Harding, 45 h. p. Daimler. Also started——

Vincenzo Lancia, 110 h. p. F. I. A. T.; Louis Chev-v

Times, 1:15:40%, 1:16:32.rolet, 120 h, p. Christie.

and 1:21:05. Order at start (thirty seconds sep

Cedrino, Lancia,arating cars)—Chcvrolet, Earp,

 
    

 

EARI‘ AFTER WINNING THE HUNDRED MILE EVENT.

lead over the others. At 28 miles the Eng

lish driver led Cedrino and Lancia by a

little over a minute, while Hilliard was

nearly six minutes behind.

Ten miles further Earp threw the shoe of

his right rear tire and when he passed the

grandstand, on three tires, traveling at 70

miles an hour, the small crowd cheered. At

the 40-mile post Cedrino had taken the

initiative with Lancia trailing nearly one

second. At this point Earp was 6 minutes

35 seconds behind the leader and Hilliard

6 minutes 52 seconds in the rear. The jovial

Lancia had the misfortune to break his

radiator at 49 miles and dropped out of the

contest. At 58 miles Cedrino was well in

the lead, with Earp trailing, by 6:59, and

Hilliard, 8:30. He led Earp at 70 miles by

11 minutes 2 seconds. At 75 miles Cedrino,

however, dropped a tire, and not daring to

continue on the rim, he, unlike the English

man, stopped to replace it. It lost him the

rkce. ‘Vhile he was re-shoeing, Earp went

to the front and at 85 miles led Cedrino by

3:52; at 88 miles he was 5 minutes 33 sec

onds ahead of Hilliard, his' team mate.

Earp led across the finish line and 1 minute

29 seconds elapsed before Cedrino flashed

by. Corrected time gives Earp the victory

by 59 seconds, having done the century in

1 hour 15 minutes 40% seconds, a new

record.

Chevrolet, who had charge of the ill—fated

Christie car, dropped out of the running at

sixty miles, his engine having missed fire

from the beginning. Harding made a fairly

creditable showing and he was in fourth

place when he was called off. The

summary: dull

Harding, llilliard. At ten miles—Earp, Cedrino,

Lancia, Chevrolet, Hilliard, Harding. At twenty

eight miles—Earp, Cedrino, Lancia, Hilliard, Chev

rolet, Harding. At forty milcsMCedrino, Lancia,

Earp, Hilliard, Harding, Chevrolet. ,At fifty-eight

and the mechanics are working like beavers

to get them in readiness for the morrow.

One of the sensational—though it finally

turned out to be rather amusing—features

was the prostest of F. E. Stanley, owner and

builder of the steam car that comparatively

has been wiping up the beach with all the

other cars, against the 200 horse-power

Darracq, on the grounds that it has no

differential as required by the A. A. A.

racing rules. Stanley based his protest on

the action of Lancia, Cedrino and Earp yes—

terday when they protested against the 80

horse-power Darracq entered for the 100

mile race by B. Stevens, who purchased

the entire string of Darracqs after Hemery

was “set down.". It was claimed that the

French car had no differential and when

Mr. Stevens learned of the protest he with

drew the car.

Stanley’s protestv was made verbally to

Referee Robt. Lee Morrell, but when told

it would have to be put in writing and that

it would cost him $10 to “see,” he hastily

concluded to “pass.”

The prote2ts bring up an interesting

point inasmuch as the 80 horse-power Dar

racq is the same car that won the last

Vanderbilt cup race. If it violated the rules

then—but what's the use of “iffing.”

TWO MILES A MINUTE AT LAST.

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 29.—Two miles

and more in one minute at last and made by

an American car! This was the choice tid

bit in the final development of the last

day's meeting of the tournament. Although

 
 

  
 

THE BIGGEST LITTLE PEBBLE ON ANY BEACH.

miles—Cedrino, Earp, Hilliard. Lancia, Chevrolet

and Harding dropped out. At seventy miles—Ced

rino, Earp, Hilliard. At eighty-eight miles—Earp,

Cedrino, Hilliard.

STANLEY FILES SUNDAY PROTEST.

Ormond, Florida, Jan. 28.—This has been

a day of rest insofar as racing is con

cerned. There are few cars that have not

been crippled or that do not need tuning

not sensational in view of the fact that the

Stanley steam car—this is the machine that

did the trick—has been doing almost as

good in every race it competed in, never

theless it was a thrilling finale to a meet

ing "that has produced more records and

less sport than any that have gone before it.

Although the American car was first to

obtain the honor, it was not- however, alone

Q
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DEMOGEOT IN FULL FLIGHT IN THE 200 H. P. DARRACQ. i ' . '

in its glory, for the 200 horsepower Dar

racq, which was brought over to do this

very thing—2 miles in one minute—driven

by 'a practically unknown driver, Demogeot,

who up to this time had been playing the

understudy to the fallen Hemery, accom

plished even better time, going the two

miles in 58% sec'onds, while the record flight

of the Stanley "beetle" just before was

clocked at 59% seconds.

Both ‘performances were made at the

close of the day and the close of the dis

mal and bedraggled carnival, and the beach

was not at its best. A light breeze was

blowing from the northwest, giving the

cars a slight advantage. Only two cars—

the Sfanlcy and the Darracq—essayed the

trial. ;The start was from the timer's stand

at Daytona, with the finish two miles to the

southivard. The indomitable Marriot, in

the "beetle" made the first onslaught. His

time iifs 'three seconds over the minute,

fastergéhin'any car had ever traveled that

distanpg,3bttt still not within'the long sought

goal. 5';_Th‘e11 came the furious looking

Frenclidaitfi, Derno‘geot.- He seemed to be

trzwcl'tag‘ifaster than'his predecessor, and

almostfii'ti‘taritly it was recorded that he

had the steamer’s time by 2% sec

onds. ifs neither car had accomplished the

mark 'zi’iiiaed at, each was allowed another
trial. liéigain the Stanley flashed over the

startinlinine, and was instantaneously swal
lowedi‘u'p‘in the wake of it,s,own steam.

"Fifty-nine and three-fifths," yelled the

timers in unison and a cheer—the second

one of the carnival—went up. Then Her

bert L. Bowden, the Boston millionaire, who

drove a mile ‘in 32% seconds last year in

a.freak Mercedes, proposed three cheers

for the car, its driver and maker. They

were given willingly.

Scareely had the echoes died away when

the Darracq againthundered down the tide

washed strand. Just past the starting line

Demogeot's cap sailed- up in the air, but

ear and driver were swallowed up in the

mist before the headgear alighted. Demo

geot's time for the two miles was 58% sec

onds—a flight comparable with nothing

earthly.

When the shouting was over and Demo

geot returned to the judges stand, he was

escorted to the platform, blushing like a

schoolgirl all the while, tobe crowned with

a laurel or palm wreath, just as it was done

in the days of Nero. This time, however, the

“prettiest girl in Florida," a really good—

looking little girl of fourteen summers,

Mary Simrall, by name, did the crowning.

After reciting her well-learned piece, dainty

Miss Simrall placed the crown of glory on

the head of the earstwhile mechanic, and

presented him with the gold crown trophy

as “speed king of the world."

Vincenzo Lancia carried off the other

honors of the day, getting three firsts,

which included two “championships”, The

lS-mile open championship brought to

gether three foreign cars—two Fiats and

a Napier, manned respectively by Lancia

Cedrino and Hilliard. Cedrino led by a mile

at the 7-mile post, when his car went down

and out. Lancia won in ten minutes flat.

Hilliard finishing 1 minute, 36% seconds _

later. The 10-mile open championship and

the 10-mile for heavyweight cars was run

as one event. Lancia again scoring, and de

feating Marriott in the Stanley, and Hilliard

in the Napier. Lancia's time was 7:35%.

This popular son of ltaly and hero of the

Vanderbilt Cup race, also won the lO-mile

handicap, starting from scratch. Hilliard

(Napier) scored second from the one-min

ute mark. The winner's time was 8:033?

The programme‘culminated with the com- .

pletion of the 30-mile for American cars

and the one-mile middleweight champion

ship. Marriott, in the Stanley, added one

more victory to his long string by winning

the former in 28 minutes 38% seconds. The

other competitors were ‘the Christie,.with

Walter Christie up and the Ford, with

Frank Kulick at the helm. The Christie

stopped for water and finished second, three

minutes late; the Ford ran into soft sand

and was abandoned. The one mile middle

weight championship proved such only in

name; it was really a fizzle, foozle or some

other such complimentary . name. Guy

Vaughn (Darracq), was the only starter, and

the timing apparatus once more covered

itself with glory by failing to work. The

summaries:

Fifteen mile open championship—Vincenzo Lancia,

110 h. p. Fiat, first; William Hilliard, 60 h. p.

Napier, second. Times, 0:10 and‘ 011%. Also

startedé'Em. Cedrino, 110 h. p. Fiat.

Ten mile open championship, including ten-mile.

race for heavy-weight cars—Vincenzo Lancia, 110

h. p. Fiat, first; Fred Marriott, 30 h. p. Stanley

steamer, second; \‘Villiam R. Hilliard, 60 h. p.

Napier, third. Times, 6:19” and 735%.

Ten mile open handicap—Vincenzo Lancia, 110

h. p. Fiat (,scratch). first; William R. Hilliard, 60

h. p. Napier (1:00), second. Times, 6:1824 and.

8:03%. Also started—J. N. Harding, 45 h. p.

English Daimler. '

Thirty miles for American cars—Fred Marriott.“

30 h. p. Stanley steamer, first; Walter Christie, 130 .

h. p. Christie, second. Times, 34:18% and 37:24%. .

Also started—Frank Kulick, 100 h. p. Ford. '

One mile middleweight championshiw—Walkovrr

for Guy Vaughn, 80 h. p. Darracq. Timing ap

paratus tailed to work. ~

Two-miles-a-minute trials—Victor Demogeot, 200

h. p. Darracq. Times, 1:01% and 025895; Fred

Marriott, 30 h. p. Stanley. Times, 1:03 and 0:49“.

 

_ Batchelder to Leave A. A. A.

A. G. Batchelder, Secretary of the Amer

ican Automobile Association, has been

unable to resist the attractions of news

paper work, in which he spent most of his

life, and is making ready to return to it

He is to become editor of the Automobile, _,
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TWO TWO-CYCLE PATENTS UP

Detroit Lawyer Drags out the Second One

 

—l-Iow the Two Compare.

The two-cycle patent situation is becom

ing interesting. Following the sudden ap

pearance of Joseph Day on the scene with

a patent that has but short life left in it,

another Richmond has walked on the field

in the person of James VVllitiCl'llOF'Y, a De

troit} attorney, who also has a patent on a

two-cycle three-port motor, which, how

ever, does not expire until 1910. Like Day,

he is issuing licenses, or is willing to do

so. \Vhile they seem to be the owners

of the rights neither Day nor VVhittemore

are the inventors of their respectii : motors

Day's patent was issued to l“. W. C.

Cock, the English patent bearing date of

October 15, 1892.

United States patent was filed March 10,

1894, and United States patent No. 544,210

was granted to F. W. C. Cock on August

6, 1895, two claims being allowed;v

Whitteniore's patent was granted to Clark

Sintz. of Springfield, Ohio, on November

21, 1893, the application having been tiled

on same on October 27, 1892. In his speci

fication, Sintz states: “My invention relates

to gas engines, and the object of my in

vention is to produce a gas engine in which

high speeds may be attained and maintained.

A further object is to provide means where

by an explosion may be secured at each pis

ton stroke. A further object is to provide a

novel arrangement of the supply and ex—

haust ports in connection with the piston,

whereby a substantially valveless engine is

secured." The Sintz engine is almost

precisely like the Cock engine, and a search

of the filewrapper shows an afiidavit by

Sintz that he had made an engine precisely

like that shown in his drawings prior to

May 1, 1892. The only difference between

the two engines is that Cock uSes separate

gas and air ports to the c'rank case, while

Siiitz shows an air port only. This, it is

said, does not affect the situation, as three~

port engines employ but one crank case

port.

The Day-Cock patent is as follows:

Application for the

near the beginning oi its inward stroke until near

the end of the return or outward stroke and to be

opened while said piston is terminating its out

ward stroke and during a portion of its inward

stroke, all substantially as described ior the purpose

specifier].

The VVliitteniore-Siiitz patent embraces

the following claims:

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

'1 In a gas engine, the combination oi a c linder

and a piston therein, the cylinder being divi ed by

the piston into a combustion chamber and a com—

Dressiou chamber, and a passage connecting the two

chambers, the said passawe being 0 ened and closed

by the piston, with air and gas in ct (ports opening

into the compression chamber, the sai ports being

covered and uncovered by the piston itself, substan

tially as set forth. _ . _

Z. In a as engine. the combination oi a cylinder,

a compression chamber at. one end thereof. a piston

adapted to reciprocate within the c linder and_to

compress the explosive mixture in t e compression

chamber during its downward or outward_stroke, a

port or passage leadingdrom the compression cham

ber into the cylinder, its lower end being adapted

to remain constantly open and its opposite end

adapted to be closed by the iston from near the

beginnin of its inward stro e until said piston

has neary reached the limit of its outward stroke

and to be opened when the piston is completing

its outward stroke, air and gas inlet orts leading

into the cylinder and adapted to be cased by the

piston irom near the beginning of its inward stroke

until near the completion of its return_or outward

stroke. and an exhaufit gort communicating with the

cylinder and adapted to e closed by the piston from

1. In a gas engine cylinder having su ply and

exhaust ports, and a moving piston in sai cylinder

.,m@_
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DAY-COCK ENGINE.

adapted to alternatel open said sup ly and exhaust

ports to opposite ems of said cylin er, and a com

municating chamber, adaited, by the movement of

said piston, to be opened‘ simultaneousl to the op

posite ends of said cylinder, and thus _ mm a com

munication from one end oi the cylinder to the

other, substantially as specified. _

2. In a gas engine a cylinder having suppl and

exhaust ports arranged near the center t ere-oi

and approximate to each other,_aud a piston adapted

to normally close both oi said ports, said piston

Wv
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SlNTZ-‘NHUI'FEMURE ENGINE

being adapted to uncover _one of said arts and

cause it to communicate With one end 0 the cyl

inder. as it approaches the limit of its movement

in one direction, and to uncover the port and cause

it to communicate with the opposite end of the cyl

inder, as it approaches the limit oi its _movcment

in the other direclion, and a communicating cham'

ber adapted to form a communication irom_one

end of said cylinder to the other, as the piston

reaches the limit oi its movement in one direction.

substantially as and for the purpose specified. _

3. In a gas engine, a cylinder, in moving piston

therein, supply and exhaust ports arranged on one

. der and

side oi said cylinder, a chamber 11, on the opposite

side, a port h controlled by the piston communicat

ing directly_with the cylinder from said chamber

when the piston is at the limit oi its downward

stroke, an opening _in the wall of the piston and a

second port iroiii said chamber h communicating with

the opening in the wall oi the istoii when said piston
is at the end of its downwardp stroke, whereby coni

munication is made between the ends of the c 'linder

around the piston head, through the chain er h,

substantially as described.

4. In a as engine, the combination with the cylin

t e moving JMSTOII therein, oi supp] and

exhaust ports arrange on one side of the cyinder,

and the communicating chamber having ports on the

opposite side of said cylinder, and an opening through

the walls of _said piston adapted to form a com

munication with said chamber and thus establish

a communication from one on oi said cylinder to

the other, the exhaust Kort being arranged slightly in

advance of the port w ich opens through the cylin

der to said communicating chamber. so that the ex.

plodirig chamber is permitted to exhaust prior to

the time the chargc‘is admitted thereto, substanti

ally as specified.

S. In a gas engine, an electric ignitor consisting

essentially oi an insulated electrode extending

through the cylinder head, a rock-shaft arranged at

right angles to said electrode extending through the

cylinder walls and carryin on its inner end a rock~

inig bar which is arrange within the cylinder and

a apted to normally contact with the electrode', a

proiecting arm on said _r0ck-shait on the outside of

said cylinder, and a spring extending from said arm

to _a stationary connection on the outside of said

cylinder, so as to hold the rocking bar in contact

With the electrqde, and rocking bar bein adapted

to contact with the moving piston and break the

contact With said electrode, substantially as specified.

_6. In an explosive engine and in combination, a

piston and a cylinder having a direct supply and an

exhaustivport both arranged to be closed by the pis

ton on its upward or compression stroke and to be

opened by tie piston at the limt oi its power or

downward stroke, the said ports being opened and

closed successivel by the movement of the piston,

substantially as cscribed.

_ In an explosive engine and in combination a

piston and a cylinder, an exhaust port in said c lin
der opened by the piston before the limit oiy its

downward or power stroke, an indirect supply port

opened by the piston at the limit of its power stroke

and a direct supply port connected with the indirect

supply port leading to the opposite end of the cylin

der, the said piston being arranged to close the ex

haust and indirect supdply ports successively at the

beginning oi its upwar or com resion stroke and to

open the direct supply port our; at the limit of its

downward or power stroke, all substantially as de

scribed.

8. Invcombination in an explosive engine, a cylin

der havmg an exhaust port and a direct supply port

ararngcd to be opened successively by the piston at

the end oi its down or power stroke, communica

tion between the direct supply port and the oppo

site end of the cylinder, through an indirect supply

port, and a piston having an opening arran ed to

form connections with the supply ports at t e end

of the power stroke, substantially as described.

9. In combination in an explosive engine, a cylin

der having an exhaust -ort and direct supply port

both arranged to be opened by the piston at the

end of its down or power stroke, communication be

tween the direct supply port in the cylinder below

the limit of the upward or compression stroke, and

a piston having an openin arranged to connect with

the direct supply port at t e end of the power stroke,

said piston in its movements covering and uncov~

ering all the ports substantially as described. _

10. In combination in an explosive engine, a cylin

der havng an exhaust port and supply port leading

to a chamber which is also in connection with the

interior of the cylinder, and with the as or other

explosive supply. and an indirect suppy port 'hav

ing connections with said chamber, and a piston

arranged to open and 01058 said ports and to draw

and force the supply, substantially as described.

 

Olds Increases Its Capital.

At the anual meeting of the board of

directors of the Olds Motor Works, Lan—

sing, Mich., Monday of this week, it was

voted to increase the capital stock from

$500,000 to $612,000. The directors stated

that they “had no kick coming," as the

company last year trebled its business over

the previous year and that already enough

orders have been placed to double last

year’s business. Consequently it is an

nounced that the Olds Gas Engine Works

and the American Suction Gas Producer

Co., two independent concerns, but whose

stockholders are closely identified with the

Olds Motor Works, have been combined

and will be known as the Olds Gas Power

Co.
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HE HAD “SECRET SWITCHES "

His Telephone Friend Devised Them—

Later the Repairman had things to Say.

 

Pity the poor agent for his is a path beset

with trials and tribulations. One of the

New York fraternity who represents a

prominent maker, recently disposed of a

car to a customer who was more than

pleased with its operation during the few

days of his possession. But before a week

had elapsed the agent received a hury call

over the telephone to send someone up to

see what ailed the car. After a thorough

overhauling of all possible sources of de

fection the trouble hunter finally decided

the batteries were at fault and telephoned

for new cells.

As the engine started off on the very first

turn of the crank the moment the new

installation was complete, the old cells

were thrown in the nearest ash barrel and

all concerned went on their way rejoicing.

Before the repairer had returned to the

salesroom there came another irate mes

sage from the same owner stating in terms

more forceful than elegant that the car had

run for just fifteen minutes and no amount

of persuation would make it move an inch.

An emergency car was-sent out to tow the

derelict back and as soon as it arrived at

the garage the star repairer crawled under

it. What he found, after a few minutes'

inspection of the wiring, caused him con

siderable surprise as well as an outburst of

profanity.

The wiring had been cut and two snap

switches which inform the uninitiated that

they are “on” or “off,” the type usually em

ployed on incandescent wiring, had been

inserted in series in the circuit. But the

switches were not guilty of any wrong

doing; it was the manner of their installa

tion. Where the main wiring had been at

tached to the terminals of the switches

there was no fault to be found, but con

necting the two was a single strand of 36

or 38 copper wire several inches long. Wire

of this guage is about as fine as a human

hair and is within one or two degrees of

the finest size available for practical pur

poses. It is very generally employed in

what is known as “lamp cord" for hanging

incandescent lamps and seldom less than

14 to 20 strands are used together, this be

ing done for the purpose of flexibility. But

a single strand of such wire presents such

a high resistance to the passage of the

electric current that the ordinary battery

of six or eight volts usually gives no sign of

life when tested through it. In conse

quence‘the car batteries might just as well

not have been there after their first flush

of life had been expended. Overcoming the

resistance of the circuit soon lowered their

voltage to such -an extent that they were

to all intents dead—only the elimination of

what thus amounted to a gap could make

them available.

“\Vhat in thunderation has all that mess

ing with the wiring been done for and who

did it?” but mildly expressed the senti

ments of the agent conveyed to the owner.

The latter admitted that a “telephone

friend" of his was guilty but that the idea

was his. He was not going to have any

one running off with his car when left on

the street, nor could anyone take it out

without his knowledge. Not much. “Those

were secret switches." There was no doubt

about the secret of them for nothing short

of a close inspection from beneath revealed

them.

“Catching on" in Egypt.

That the use of the motor car in what are

commonly considered out of the way cor

ners of the earth is increasing, is well illus

trated by the statement that in Egypt where

there was only one car ten years ago, there

are to-day one hundred and seventy ma

chines, of which one hundred and ten are

in Cairo, and fifty-six in Alexandria. Up

to the present time, the French makers

have placed the cars used there, though

it is to be presumed that before long others

will invade that tradition girt region. It is

said that a movement is now on foot to

construct a first-class highway between

these two centres, with a series of well

built radiating roads as an adjunct, and it

is thought that the completion of this en

terprise will have a distinct bearing on the

motor car market there.

About the Use of Steels.

A great deal of talk about nickel steel

and chrome nickel steel was made during

the show by would-be wiseacres. Occa

sionally the fact that they were stupidly

using a catch phrase was exposed, as when

a man demanded why frames were not

made of nickel steel. They are not, be

cause in a structure like a frame the nickel

does not flux evenly with the steel under

the rollirg process, but segregates. Nickel

steel is all right for certain parts and is

being used by a number of makers. Chrome

nickel steel is high priced and very ex

pensive to work.

 

Alas! the “Snow Automobile.”

While the industrious inventor is busying

his brain in devising the “snow automobile"

in one form or another, the probable field

of usefulness of that sort of machine is

yearly growing more and more restricted.

According to the scientists, the rapid de

vastation of the forests, and the rapid in

crease of the more densely populated areas,

has a constant tendency to make the climate

less rigorous than formerly, and reduce the

annual snow-fall.

Motor Stages for Montclair.

Montclair, N. 1., is to have practically an

automobile street railway. Stages are to be

installed on streets which the trolley lines

do not reach and will be run under 15 min

utes headway, or oftener if the patronage

justifies it. The fare to any part of the

town will be ten cent!

RATES TO BE REDUCED

Western Railways Finally Agree to do so—

Reduction will be SubstantiaL

 

 

After much effort the automobile inter

ests have secured a substantial reduction of

freight rates in the \Nestern country. The

\Nestern Classification meeting, which has

been in session at Los Angeles, Cal., has

reduced the rates from double first to first

class on less car-load shipments of fly—

wheels, sprockets, crank shafts, cylinder

heads, chains, brake drums and shoes,

springs, cylinders, connecting rods, axles

and boilers. The new rates will become

effective April lst.

This is a reduction of 50 per cent. in the

freight charges west of the Mississippi

River on parts shipped for repairs. In the

case of Pacific Coast points, such as San

Francisco and Los Angeles, it reduces the

through rates from the factories from $6.00

to $3.00 per 100 pounds. I. S. Marvin, of

the A. L. A. M., represented the automobile

interests at the meeting.

 

Tips that will Save Tires.

Air costs nothing—which tires do not—

therefore never allow the weight of the car

to rest on deflated tubes, even over night.

Avoid sudden application of the brakes

—they hurt the tires more than is at first

apparent.

Running a flat tire, for even a very short

distance, is sure to be costly—to someone.

If one side of a tire shows more wear

than the other, as sometimes occurs on

front wheels—turn it around for a while.

Always keep greases and oils away from

the tires—then tend to destroy the rubber.

Keep the rims in good order, free from

dents and kinks, and always clear of rust.

preserves the tires. Rust destroys white

paint, when dry.

Always carry at least one extra tube

when on the road—t0 save time when the

inevitable occurs. _

Remember that a nipple that fits the tire

valve is almost as necessary as a pump

when that time comes.

Remember, also, that a small jack is

easier to manipulate than a section of a

brick wall when you want to change inner

tubes.

The best way to insure good results with

your tires, is to buy good goods in the

first place—and then take good care of

them.

How Cars Can Run Away.

"Don't start your car until you are in it,"

would seem to be a superfluous bit of ad

vice, but a man in Orange, N. 1., proved

otherwise. He had a small car and threw

the gear changing lever to first speed, in

tending to step in at the same time. His

foot “mis-cued" and he sprawled on the

ground, while the car ran off and broke its

back trying to climb a tree.
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FREYLINGHUYSEN IN FULL
 

in New

Jersey Senator’s Bill—Hearing Next

Wednesday.

Astounding Provisions Lurking

 

Examination of the Freylinghuysen bill

itself, proves that the excerpts that were

handed out last week but lightly sketched

the viciousness of the measure. Mr. Frey

the

The gentle—

linghuysen—Joseph S.——went “whole

hog" while he was about it.

man who represents Somerset County in

the New Jersey Senate is a resident of

Raritan but, like so many other Jerseymen,

he earns his living, or much of it, in New

York, the residents of which he is so anx

ions to “shake down” for $1 per day, when

they use the roads of New Jersey. He

maintains a law office in \Nilliam Street in

New York City.

I-Iis bill, on which a hearing will be held

in the State House in Trenton, on \Nednes

day next, is that rank that after providing

that the motorist shall be well “plucked,” it

sets up the Commissioner of Motor Vehi

cles as mightier than any court in the Com

monwealth. It states that if a motorist's

right to use his property is revoked by any

magistrate or justice of the peace, only the

commissioner can restore it, but he cannot

do so within one year after such revoca

tion, even though appeal to a higher court

may prove the alleged offender to be not

guilty.

Despite the extra tax which he will be

required to pay, Mr. Freylinghuysen would

also prohibit the motorist from using such

devices as tire chains, or other anti-skid

devices which add to his personal safety.

Also, he must display the numbered tags

above the level of the tires and, presum

ably. employ a boy to see that dust does

not settle on them. Likewise must he not

only stop on signal from horsemen, but

he must reduce speed whenever he sees

one. Before he reaches this stage, indeed

when he applies for a license, and before it

is granted, he must supply his photograph

and the license will not be granted unless

he proves that he has “knowledge of such

mechanisms as is necessary to insure safe

operation of the vehicle.”

If a dealer wants a license he must not

only do all of these things but his pocket

first will be picked of $50 for one general

number, which may be used on as many

as five vehicles.

If the bill becomes a law, the roads of

New Jersey will be filled with "Shoo-fly”

inspectors, whose duty it will be to lay traps

and hold up automobilists to see that they

are carrying photographs of themselves,

and that they are possessed of mechanical

knowledge and that their cars agree with

this knowledge. _

This precious bill in full is as follows:

PART l.--—DEFINI'I‘IONS.

1. As used in this act:

(1) The term _“motor vehicle" includes all vehicles

propelled otherw'ise than by muscular. ower, except

ing such vehicles as run only upon rats or tracks.

(2) The term “motor cycle" includes such motor

vehicles as run only upon two wheels and those mak

ing a single track.

(3) The term "automobile" includes all motor ve

hicles excepting motor cycles.

(4) The word “magistrate” shall be deemed and

understood to mean and include all justices of the

peace, judges of the city criminal courts, police

ustices, recorders, mayors, and all other officers

aving the power of Committing a magistrate.

'2. Automobile fire engines and such self propelling

vehicles as are used neither for the conveyance of

passengers nor for the transportation of freight, such

as steam road rollers. are excepted from the pro

visions of this act.

PART ll.——~'l‘tll{ CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIP

MENT ()F MOTOR VEHICLES.

3. livery motor vehicle niust be dirigible and its

steering apparatus must be so constructul as to in

sure a reliable working of the apparatus under all

circumstances. Motor vehicles whose weight ex

“Putting the Screws to it.”
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cceds seven hundred and fifty pounds'must be pro

vided with a reverse wheel.

4. .\ll levers and handles of the mechanism must

be so arranged that the driver of the Vehicle can

manipulate them without danger of confounding them

and without taking his eyes off the road.

5. livery motor vehicle must be equipped with a

plainly audible signal trumpet.

6 (l) livery automobile shall carry, during the

criod from one hour after sunset to one hour be

ore sunrise, and whenever fog renders it imposible

to See a long distance, at least two lighted lamps

showing white lights, visible at least two hundred

and fifty feet in the direction towards which said

automobi‘le is )rocecding, and shall also exhibit one

red light visibie in the reverse direction. Upon the

fronts of the two aforesaid lamps showing white

lights shall be displayed, in such manner as to be

plainly visible when such lamps are lighted, the

number of the registration certificate issued as in

this act provided, the same to be in Arabic numerals,

not less than one inch in height.

(2) Every motor cycle shall carry, during the

)eriod from one hour after sunset to one hour be

fore sunrise. and whenever fog renders it impos

sible to see a long distance, at least one lighted

lamp, showing . a white 'light, visible at least two

hundred feet in the direction toward which the

motor cycle is proceeding.

(3) \Vitliin the limits of any city of the firs}

or second class. the streets of which are illuminate

by artificial light, no high power search light (in

addition to the lamp lights required by this section)

shall be displayed on anv motor vehicYe.

7. Automobiles shall be provided with at least

two brakes, powerful in action and separated from

each other, of which one brake must act directly

on the drive wheels or on parts of the mechanism

wihch are firmly connected with the wheels. Each

of the two brakes must sufiice alone to stop the car

riage within a proper time. One of the two brakes

must be so arranged as to be operated with the foot;

provided, however, that on automobiles not exceeding

ei ht horse-power one brake will be sufficient.

for motor cycles a brake operated by hand is

sufficient.

8. No motor vehicle tire shall be fitted with a

chain or other metal grip device when used upon

macadam or other made roads, except upon asphalt,

cobble. Belgian block or vitrified brick pavements.

9. Every motor vehicle must have devices to pre

vent excessive noise,- annoying smoke and the es

cape of gas and_steam, as well as the falling out

of embers or residue from the fuel.

PART III.—DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VE

HICLE REGISTRATION AND REGU

LATION.

10. The Secretary of State shall forthwith organize

in connection with the Department of State, the De

partment of Motor Vehicle Regulation and Registra

tion. He shall provide suitable quarters for the same

nd shall furnish all necessary su plies and equipment

for the proper enforcement of t e provisions of this

act. He shall approve all bills for disbursement of

money under any of the provisions of this act,

which shall be paid by the State Treasurer, upon the

warrant of the Com troller out of any appropriation

regularly made there or.

11. The Assistant Secretary of State shall be ex

ofiicio commissioner of motor vehicles, and shall have

personal charge and supervision of the enforcement

of the provisions of this act. The Secretary of State

shall appoint a chief ins ector of motor vehicles,

who shall be chief clerk oi) the department, and who

shall have practical knowledge of the mechanical

arrangement and capabilities of al kinds of motor

vehicles and be capable to pass upon the efliciencv

of motor vehicles and the corn etency of motor ve

hicle drivers. The Secretary oi3 State shall also ap

point as many inspectors as may be necessarv in de

tectin violations of this act, in obtaining evidence

of vioations and otherwise assisting in the enforce

ment of the act. He shall also provide the clerical

assistance necssary to carry into effect the provisions

of this act. He shall fix the compensation of all in

spectors, clerical assistants and others emploved under

this act. The compensation of the commissioner of

motor vehicles shall be fifteen hundred dollars per

annum. in addition to any compensation he mav

receive by reason of any statute fixing the compen

sation .of {\ssistant Secretary of State. and that of

the chief inspector shall be fifteen hundred dollars

per auuum.

13. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall be

authorized and full power and authoritv are herebv

given to him to designate the chief of police and

the .lt'HVl-lll dcputv of said chief of police of anv

municipality in this State, or any other proper person

to be the agent of the said commissioner of motor

vehicles, for the registering of motor vehicles and

issuing registration certificates, and for the exam

ining of applicants for licenses to drive motor ve

hicles. and the granting of licenses to said appli

cants, subject to the requirements of this act and

to such rules and regulations as shall be imposed

by the Commissioner; or any chief of police and

deputy who may be so designated. are hereby author

wed and rer'uircd to act accordingly and until the

said_authoritv so to act is revoked bv the said com

missioner. There shall be a fee of fifty cents al

lowwl such agent for every registration certificate so

issued by him and for every license so granted by

him. the same to be retained from the registration

fee or the license fee paid to him; provided. how

ever. that every registration and registration certificate

and_ every llCtllSC‘ to drive motor vehicles shall be

subject to revocation by the said commissioner of

motor vehicles at his discretion. and if a driver of

motor vrhicles shall have had his license revoked, a

new license granted to him within one year thereafter

shall be void and of no effect unless it shall be

granted by the said commissioner of motor vehicles

in pchon; and if the registration or registration cer

tificate of any motor vehicle shall have been re

voked, a new registration made or new registration

certificate issued within one vear thereafter shall be

void and of no effect unless the new regulation shall

be made and the new certificate issued under the

personal direction of the commissioner of motor ve

hicles.

13. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall be

authorized and full power and authority are hereby

given to him to license at his discretion, and upon

payment of the lawful fee. any proper person of

the age of eighteen years or over to be a motor ve

hicle driver, said commissioner having first examined

said person and being satisfied of his abilty as an

operator. which examination shall include a test

of the knowledge of said person of such portions

of the mechanism of motor vehicles as is necessarv

in order to insure the safe operation of a vehicle of

the kinds or kinds indicated by the applicant. and

the said applicant having practically demonstrated hi!

ability, by means of a trial trip, to conduct a vcliicb

of the class designated, and the said commissioner 0

motor vehicles mav in his discretion refuse to gran

a license to drive motor vehicles to any perso:

who shall. in the estimation of said commissioner

be an improper person to be granted such a license,

and the said commissioner shall have power to gran;

a registration certificate to the owner Of any mom?

vehicle, application for registration having proncrlv

been made and the fee therefor paid, and the vehicle

being of a type that complies with the rcotiircmcnts

of this act. But it shall be lawful for the said com

missioner of motor vehicles to refuse registration

to anv vehicle that in his estimation is not a proper

vehicle to be used upon public roads and highways

of the State.

14. The. commissioner of motor vehicles shall have

such powers and duties as are in this act given

and imposed, and shall collect such data with re

spect to the proper restrictions to be laid upon motor

vehicles and the use thereof upon the public roads,

turnoikes and thoroughfares. as shall seem to be

for the public good, and under the direction of the

Secretary of State shall report to each legislature

the operations of his office for the year ending on

the next preceding thirty-first dav of December. It
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shall be his duty to attend to the enforcement of

the provisions of this act. _

15. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall keep

a record of all his official acts, and shall preserve

copies of all decisions, rules and orders made by

him, and shall adopt an official seal. Copies of

any act, rule, order or decision made by him, and

of any paper or papers filed in his office, may be

authenticated under said seal, and when so authenti

cated shall be evidence equally with and in like

manner as the originals. _

16. Motor vehicle inspectors may be appomted

as provided in section eleven of this act and shall

be presented with a badge indicative of their othce,

and when wearing such bad e on the left breast of

the outermost arment shal have power to stop

any motor vehic e and examine the same to see that

it complies with the requirements of_ this act, wheth

er in matter of equipment, identification or otherwise;

to require the roduction of the license of the driver;

to arrest, witiout warrant, for _violat_ioiis of this

act, and generally to act.v as special officers for the

enforcement of the proviSions of this act.and for

the detection and arrest'of those who violate or

infringe upon the proviSions hereof.

.‘ V.-—'I‘HE OPERATION OF MOTOR
PXRT I VEHICLES.

(3) Every manufacturer of or dealer in motor ve

hicles, instead of registering each motor vehicle

owned or controled by him, may make aiplication,

as hereinbefore provided in this section, or a re -

istration number, and the written statement, in a -

dition to the matters hereinbefore contained, shall

state that he is a manufacturer or dealer, as the case

may be, and that he desires to use a single number

for all machines owned or controlled by him; and

thereupon the commissioner of motor vehicles, if

satisfied of the facts stated in said application, shall

issue a certificate, as licreinbefore set forth, assign

iiig the same a number as hereinbeforc set forth,

which certificate shall contain the statement that the

same is issued to the applicant as a manufacturer

or dealer, as the case may be, and tha one certifi

cate shall cover and be valid .for all. motor vehicles

owned or controlled by such manufacturer or dealer

until sold or let for hire, or loaned for a period of

not more than five successive days. All such motor

vehicles shall be regarded as registered under such

general number: provided. and if, in addition to the

registration number displayed on the front and back

of the car, as hereinbefore provided, there shall be

added the letter “M,” of equal size and prominence;

and provided further, that not more than five motor

vehicles owned or controlled by the same manufac

turer of or dealer in motor vehicles shall be in Oier

ation at the same time under the same number. he

fee for every such manufacturer's or dealer’s certifi

cate shall be fifty dollars.

(4) No registration or registration certificate made

or issued under any former act shall be valid after

July first, nineteen hundred and six.

1°. ('1) No person shall hereafter drive a motor

vehicle upon any public street, public road or turn

pike. public park or parkway, or public driveway or

public highway, in this State. unless licensed to do

so in accordance with the provisions of this act,

and unless he shall have upon his person the license

to him granted. No person under the age of eigh

teen years of age shall be licensed to drive motor

vehicles. nor shall any person be licensed to drive

motor vehicles until he shall have passed a satisfac

torv examination as to his ability as an operator,

which examination shall include a test of the knowl

edge on the part of said person of“ such portions of

the mechanism of motor vehicles as is necessary in

order to insure the safe operation of a vehicle of the

kind or kinds indicated by the applicant, as well as

a practical demonstration by means of a trial trip.

Licenses and the fees therefor snail be rated accord

ing to the horse tiower of motor vehicles and shall

be granted for t e )eriod of one year; and the

license, for one year rom the date thereof, shall en

title the licensee to drive any registered motor ve

hicle of the class for which it is grantd, or of a

class of a smaller horse power. Motor vehicles of

a horse power not exceedin one horse ower shall

be rated Class 1, and in Ii 0 manner t c class of

every motor vehicle shall be determined by the num

ber of horse power of the vehicle, and the annual

fee for a license to drive any motor vehicle shall be

computed at the rate of twenty-five cents per horse

power of that vehicle; provided, however, that the

minimum annual fee for a license to drive a motor

shall be one dollar; and if a motor vehicle shall have

two ratings of horse power, the license fee shall be

based upon the highest rating. livery ap licant

for a license t?» drive a motor vehicle must urnish

the examiner with a photograph of a size for at

taching to the license, which photograph must be

an accurate likenes of said applicant.

20. (1) Each license to drive a motor vehicle shall

specify the maximum horse power of the vehicle al

lowed to be driven thereunder, and shall declare that

the licensee has represented himself to be eighteen

years of age or over, and that the licensee has

passed a satisfactory examination as to his knowl

edge of the mechanism of motor vehicles. and has,

by a trial trip, practically demonstrated his ability

to operate a motor vehicle of the horse power speci

fied, and shall have firmly attached thereon a photo

graph of the licensee (furnished by the licensee, as

hereinbefore. provided). which photograph must be an

accurate likeness of the said licensee.

(2) The license granted to drivers of motor vehi

cles shall be of such form as to leave thereon a

blank space of suitable proportions for the making

of memoranda thereon by magistrates before whom

the holder of the license shall be charged and found

guilty of violating anv of the provisions of this act.

and it shall be the duty of a magistrate, when he

passed judgment or sentence upon any person found

guiltv of violating anv of the provisions of this act.

to demand from such person his license to drive

motor vehicles and to inscribe in the blank space

aforesaid. in short form, the date of the entry. the

nature of the violation, the iudgment or sentence of

of the court, together with the name of the county

in which the magistrate sits. which memorandum

shall be signed by the magistrate. and a memorandum

of a violation aginst this act so set forth in brief

form, signed by the magistrate, shall be prima facie

evidence in any subsequent proceedings of the viola

tion so noted: and any driver of a motor vehicle

:who shall have been arrested, and shall fail or refuse

to produce his license before the magistrate by whom

the matter shall be heard. shall be committed to the

coiintv jail and there imprisoned until he shall pro

duce his aforesaid license. or satisfactory reasons he

adduced before the magistrate for the non-production

of said license. '

PART V.--IDENT1F1(‘ATION MARKS OF Mo

roR VEHICLES.

driveways or public highways in this State shall

have the number of the registration certificate, issued

as in this act provided, it on both the front and back

of every such autoniobic, in a conspicuous place,

above the level of the tire in the back, and above

the level of the tire and below the hood in front, kept

clear and distinct, and clean of rease, dust or other

blurrin matter, so as to be painly visible at all

times tiring daylight; such numbers to be separate

Arabic numerals, and not less than four inches in

height, the strokes to be in width not less than

one-half an inch, and there shall not be placed upon

the front or rear of said vehicle any other numbers,

and when the number of the registration certificate

shall include a letter or letters, such letter or letters

are to be not less than four inches in height, and

the:i fitrokes to be not less than one-half an inch in

W1 1. .

(2) The owner of each and every motor cycle which

shall be driven upon the public street, public roads,

turnpikes, parks, public parkWays, public driveways

or public highways in this State shall have the num

ber of the registration certificate issued as in this

act provided, in a conspicuous place on the said

motor cycle, and the said numerals shall be kept

clear and distinct, and clean of grease, dust or other

blurring matter, so as to be plainlv visible at all

times during the daylight; such numbers to be sepa

rate .-\rabic numerals and not less than three inches

in height and the strokes to be in width not less

than one-third of an inch; and when the number

of the registration certificate shall include a letter

or letters, such letter or letters are to be of the

same proportions as the numerals.

PART VL—USE OF ROADS AND llIGI-lVVAYS.

(22) Drivers of motor vehicles whether of burden

or of leasure, using any of the turnpikes or public

roads in this State, when met bv another motor ve

hicle, or by a carriage, sleigh or sled. shall keep to

the right, and when overtaken by another motor vehi

cle, carriage, sleigh 0r sled, they shall likewise kee

to the right, so as in both cases to permit sucii

motor vehicle, carriage, sleigh or sled, either met

or overtaken, to pass uninterrupted.

(2) No owner, or purchaser or driver of a motor

vehicle who shall have complied with the require

ments and provisions of this act shall be required

to obtain any other license or permit to use or

operate the same, nor shall such owner or purchaser

or driver be excluded or prohibited from or limited

in the free use thereof, nor limited as to speed upon

any public street, avenue, road, turnpike, driveway.

parkway or other public place, at any time, when

the same is or may herafter be opened to the use

of persons havin_ or using other carirages, nor be

required to comp y with other provisions or condi

tions as to the use of said motor vehicle, except

as in this act provided; provided. however, that noth

ing in this section contained shall be construed to ap

ply to or include any speedway created and main

tained in pursuance of an act of the Legislature of

the State of New Jersey entitled “An act to provide

for the construction and maintenance of speedways

in the counties of this State." approved March nine

teenth, one thousand nine hundred and two; nor

to ang parks or parkways created and maintained in

accor ance with an act of the Legislature of the

State of New Jersey entitled “An act to establish

public parks in the counties of this State and to pro.

vide for the acquirement, improvement and regulation

of the same,” approved March twentieth. onethous

and nine hundred and one. No city. town, township.

borough or other municipality shall have power to

make any ordinance, by-law or resolution limiting

or restricting the use of speed of motor vehicles. and

no ordinance. by-law or resolution heretofore or here

after made by any city town, township, borough or

other municipal or loca authority by whatever name

known or designated in respect to or limiting the use

or speed of motor vehicles shall have any force, ef

feet or validity.

(3) No person shall drive a motor vehicle upon

any public street. public highway. public road. ub

lie parkway, turnpike or pubic driveway in this tate

in a race or on a bet or wager.

PART VII. PROVISIONS CONCERNING

SAFETY OF TRAFFIC.

17. No person shall own or drive a motor vehicle

the owner of which vehicle shall not have complied

with the provisions of this act concerning the proper

registration and identification of the 5211116,th10}:

shall any person own or drive a motor vehicle vifi 10'

shall display on the front or back thereof ~a Ctlé

tious number or a number other than that designate

for such motor vehiilc in the registration certificate

. motor vehic e. _Oflb'ilciivery resident of this State who is the owner

of a motor vehicle, and every non-resident o‘wner

whose motor vehicle shall be driven in this State,

shall annually file in the otiice of the commissioncé

of motor vehicles, or W1lh_lh€ lawful agent _of sali1

commissioner, a statement in writing containing t e

name and address of such owner. together with a

brief description of the character of such anotlor

vehicle, including the name of the maker a_r_i tie

manufacturer's number of the motor \'('thl€,- it niirlp:

ber there be, and the rated horse powei of t c

motor vehicle, and shall pay annually to the com

missioner of motor vehicles, or his lawful agent,f a

registration fee of fifty _cents per horse pgwertor

each motor vehicle; and if a motor vehicle faye hWfi

ratings of horse power, the registration ee 5 a

‘ ‘ he hi rhest rating; no registration fee,
be based upon t 5., dollars for each

however. shall be less than two _

motor vehicle. The coniniisSioiier of motor. vehicles

shall issue for each motor vehicle so registered a

certificate properly numbered, stating that such motor

'- '1 e is rcristered in accordance With this section,

a’iilduishall 651156 the name of suchowner, With 215

address, the number of his certificate and th;_ 1(:

scripition of such motor yehicle or motor ve ic es

to be entered in alphabetical order of the owners

names in a book to be kept for that purpose, pro

vided. however. that the commissmner of rfnotor

vehicles may refuse registration in the case 0 any

motor vehicle that shall not comply With the require

ments of this act or that shall seem to him unsuitd

able for use on the public roads _of this .State, an!l

rovided further, that no registration certificate sha _

bear a number containing more than four fi res,

if the numbers ex ressed by four figures shal have

been exhausted, t en the enumeration shall begin

anew. consecutively from 1, and have prefixed thereto

a letter of the alphabat. commencing With A. Uan

any and every transfer of a registered motor vehicle

by the owner thCI'COf'Ifl whose name'the same is

registered, the said registration and. certificate thereof

shall forthwith b and become v0id; but the same

may be validated by the endorsement of the commis

sioiier of motor vehicles, the purchaser having made

written application therefor and paid a transfer fee

of one dollar. Every registration shall expire and

the certificate thereof become vmd at_the expiration

of one year from the date thereof, subject to renewal

b the commissioner of motor vehicles upon the filing

of the proper statement and the payment of the reg

istration fee by the owner of the motor_vehicle.

(2) There shall be a special ShOft-_D€l',l'0(l registra

tion to be called the “Tourist Special. The pre

liminarv written statement in this instance shall be

similar'to that required by paragraph one of this

section, and shall designate the period for which the

registration is desired. Along With the filing of

said statement shall be paid the registration fee.

which shall be one dollar for each day of the period

for which registration shall be made; except that no

such registration fee shall be less than two dollars,

and that the period from Saturday to the next follow

ing Monday shall be counted twn days. 'The certifi

cate issuing in this instance shall be plainly marked

“Tourist Special." and shall clearly specify the first

and last days of the period for which registration

shall have been made: with the certificate_shall be

issued two number tags, made of strong white paper

or cardboard. and upon each tag, followed bv the

letter "S." shall be imprinted the number of the

said certificate. in separate Arabic numerals. not less

than four inches in height. the strokes to be in width

not less than one-half an inch. and upon the line below

the numerals shall be plainlv marked the first dav

and the last day of the period for which registration

shall have been made: and the said tags shall be

affixed. and during the period of the registration

maintained. by the owner of the motor vehicle, one

noon the front of the vehicle and one upon the back

thereof. in accordance with the provisions of section

twenty-one of this act. and shall constitute the only

letters or numerals there displayed.

21.~ (1) The owner of each and every automobile

which shall be dvine upon the public streets, public

roads. turnpikes, parks, public parkways, public

23. The following rates of speed may be main

tained, but shall not be exceeded, upon any public

street. public road or turnpike, public ark or park

way, or public driveway, or public big way. in this

State by any one driving a motor vehicle:

(1) A speed of one mile in seven minutes upon

the sharp curves of a street or highway, and at the

junction of intersection of prominent cross-roads

where such street, road or highway passes through

the open country. The term open country" mean

ing where houses are an average more than one

hundred feet apart.

(2) A speedof one mile in seven minutes where

such street or highway passes through the built-up

portion of a city, town, township, borough or village

where the houses are an average less than one hun

dred feet apart. _

(3) A speed of one mile in seven minutes within

two hundred feet of any horse or other beast of

draught or burden u on the same street_or highway.

(4) Elsewhere an except as otherWise_ provided

in subdivisions one, two and three of this section

a speed of one mile in three minutes; provided, how

ever, that nothing in this section contained shall

permit any person to drive a motor vehicle at ang

speed greater than is reasonable, having regai

to the traffic and use of highways, or so as to en

danger the life or limb or to injure the gropertfi of

any person; and it is further provided, t at not in;
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in this section contained shall affect the right of

any person injured, either in his person or pro erty,

by the negligent operation of any motor vehic e, to

sue and recover damages as heretofore; and provided,

further, that the foregoing provisions concerning

the speed of motor vehicles shall not apply _to any

speedway built and maintained for the exclusrve use

0 motor vehicles if the said speedway at no pornt

crosses any pubt.c street, avenue, road, turnpike,

driveway, or other public thoroughfare, or an rail

road or railway at grade, the said speedway having

been constructed with the permission of the commis

sioners or the board of freeholders as the case ma

be, of the county or counties in which said spec -

way shall be located, and provided further, that every

person driving a motor vehicle shall, at request or

upon signal by putting it) the hand or otherwise

from a person riding or driving a horse or horses

in the opposite direction, cause the motor vehicle

to stop and remain stafionary so long as may be

necessary to allow said horse or horses to pass.

24. If a physician shall have his motor vehicle

stopped for exceeding the speed limit while he is

in tie act of responding to an emergency call, the

registration number of the vehicle and the driver's

license number may be. inspected and noted, and

the physician shall then be allowed to'procecd in

the vehicle to his destination and subsequently such

roceedings may be taken as would have been proper

liad the person violating the provisions as to speed

not been a physician.

25. Motor vehicles belon ing to the military estab

lishment, while in use or official purposes, are

exempt from the provisions of this act pertaining to

speed.

PART VIII. PROCEEDINGS.

.30. Proceedings under this act may be instituted on

any day of the week, and the institution of such pro

ceedings on Sunday shall be no bar to the successful

prosecution of the same; and any process served

on Sunday shall be as valid as if served on any other

day of the week.

31. (1) All proceedings for the violation of the

provisions of this act shall be entitled and shall run

in the name of the State of i\ew Jersey, with the

commissioner of motor vehicles or a motor vehicle

inspector, or a police officer, or a constable, or such

other person as shall by complaint institute the pro

ceedings as prosecutor; and any magistrate may, at

his discretion, refuse to issue a warrant on the com

plaint of any person other than the commissioner of

motor vehicles or a motor vehicle inspector, until

a sufficient bond to secure costs shall have been exe

cuted and delivered to the said magistrate.

(2) The same fees shall be allowed the magistrate

and officers in proceedings under this act as are

allowed for like services in the small cause court.

and shall be paid by the defendant, if the defendant

be found guilty of the charge laid against him. If

the defendant be found not guilty of the charge or

charges laid against him, then the Costs must be

paid by the prosecutor; except that when in such

instances the commissioner of motor vehicles. or any

motor vehicle inspector, shall have been the prose

cutor, then the Costs laid on the prosecutor shall be

paid by the commissioner of motor vehicles from

the moneys coming into his hands in accordance

with the provisons of this act.

32. (l) .'\ny constable, or police officer, or motor

vehicle inspector or the commissioner of motor vehi

cles is hereby authorized to arrest without warrant

any person violating any of the provisions of this

act. and to bring the defendant before any magis

trate of the county where such offense is committed.

The person So offending shall be detained in the

office of the magistrate until the officer making such

arrest shall make oath or affirmation, which he shall

do forthwith, declaring that the person under arrest

has violated one or more of the provisions of this

act, and specifying the provision or provisions vio

latcd, whereupon said magistrate shall issue a warrant

returnable forthwith. and the said magistrate shall

proceed summarily to hear or postpone the case

as provided in sections twenty-six and twenty-seven

of this act. _

(2) Any constable, or police officer. or motor vehi

cle inspector, or the Commissioner of motor vehicles

is hereby authorized to stop on signal any person

driving a motor vehicle and require of him the pro

duction of his license to drive motor vehicles. and

such person shall forthwith produce his license _for

inspection; and if any person driving a motor \’<'l11CIC

shall, upon such a demand. fail or refuse to produce

his license, he shall be forthwith arrested by said

officer without a warrant and taken before a magis

trate and charged with the offense of driving a

motor vehicle without a license; provided. however.

the said officer shall forthwith, and upon the request

of the person so stopper], exhibit his official badge

as evidence of his appointment and authority.

33. A warrant issued by any magistrate in accord

ance with the privisions of this act, shall be valid

throughout the State, and any officer who has power

to serve the said warrant and make arrest thereon

in the county where the same shall have been issued.

shall have like power to serve said warrant and make

arrest thereon in any of the several counties of this

State. If any erson shall be arrested for a vio

lation committed) in a county other than that in

which the arrest shall take place, the person so

arrested may demand to be taken before a magis

trate of the county in which the arrest ma have

been made. for the purpose of making a cash eposit.

or of entering into a recognizance with sufficient

surety; whereupon the officer serving the said war

rant shall takc the person so apprehended before

a ma istratc of the county in which the arrest shall
have sheen made, who shall thereupon fix a day for

the matter to be heard before the magistrate issuing

the said warrant, and shall take from the person

apprehended a cash deposit or recognizance to the

State of New Jersey with sufficient surety or _sureties

for the appearance of the said person at the time and

place designated in accordance with the provismns

of section twenty-seven of this act; the cash dcposrt

or recognizance so taken shall be. returned to the

magistrate issuing the warrant, to be. retained and

disposed of by him as by this act provided.

34. The same fees shall be allowcd the magistrate

and officers making an arrest in proceedings under

this act as are allowed for like services in the court

of small causes; and shall be paid by the defendant

if the defendant be found guilty of the charge laid

against him. If the defendant be found not guilty

of the charge or charges laid against him. then the

costs must be paid by the prosecutor. except that

when in such instances the commissioner of motor

vehicles. or any motor vehicle inspector, shall have

been the prosecutor, then the costs laid_ upon the

prosecutor shall be paid by the commissioner of

motor vehicles from the. moneys remaining in his

hands from the payment of registration fees, license

fees and otherwise.

PART IX. PUNISHMENTS AND PENALTIES.

26. (l) A complaint having been made in writing

and duly verified, that any person has violated any

of the provisions of this act, any magistrate of the

county in which the offense is committed may, within

three months after the commission of said offense,

issue a warrant directed to any constable, police

officer, motor vehicle inspector or the commissioner

of motor vehicles of this State, for the arrest of the

person so charged; and the magistrate shall state

what section or provision of this act has been violated

by the defendant, and the time and place of said

Violation, and upon the return of said warrant the

said magistrate shall proceed in a summary way to

hear and determine the guilt or innocence of such

person, and, upon conviction, shall impose upon the

pcrson so convicted by this act prescribed. together

with the costs of prosecution for such offense. If

any person shall fail to pay the penalty or penalties

SO imposed, together with the costs of prosecution,

the said magistrate shall commit him to the county

jail of the county whcie such conviction is had, for

a period not exceeding ninety days, or until said

penalt ' and Costs are paid.

2) .uch magistrate, u on receiving complaint in

writing, duly verified, of) the violation of an pro

vision of this act b" any corporation, is hereby

authorized and required to issue a summons directed

to any constable, police officer, inspector of motor

vehicles. or the commissioner of motor vehicles, of

this State, requiring such corporation to be and

appear before said magistrate on a day therein named,

to answer the said complaint. which said summons

shall he served on the president, vice-president, sec

retary. superintendent or manager of such corpora

tion, at least five days before the time of appearance

mentioned therein, and thereafter all proceedings

shall be the same as against individuals. except

where a different procedure is provided by this act.

27. .-\nv hearing to be held pursuant to this act

"nftv. for "nritl cause shown, be adjourned for a period

of not (‘XCthtllllg thirtv days from the return of any

warrant, from the time of appearance mentioned

in any summons, or from the date of any arrest

without warrant. as the case may be. but in such

case it shall be the duty of the magistrate to detain

the defendant in safe custody. unless he shall enter

into a bond to the State of New Jersey. with at

least one sufficient surety. in an amount not ex

ceeding. five hundred dollars. conditioned‘ for his

appearance on the day to which the hearing may be

adjourned. and thence from day to day, until the

case is disposed of, and then to abide by the judg

ment of the magistrate. provided no appeal there

from be taken: and such bond if forfeited may be

prosecuted bv a commissioner of vehicles in any

court of competent jurisdiction.

29.. The defendant in any proceedings instituted

under this act. mav appeal from the judgment or

sentence of the magistrate to the Court of Common

Pleas of the county in which such proceedings shall

have taken place. provided the said defendant shall.

within ten davs after the date of said judgment.

pav the costs of such proceedings and deliver to the.

magistrate a bond to the State of New Tersev, of such

amount as the magistrate shall direct. not exceed

ing the amount of five hundred dollars. with at least

one sufficient suretv. conditioned to stand to and

abide bv such further order or judgment as may

thereafter he made against the other party; and

provided further. that if the said magistrate shall

have imposed a sentence of imprisonment, the de

frndaflt shall be imprisoned forthwith upon the

imoosing of mid sentence; but that an appeal pro.

erlv taken in accordance with the provisions of this

act shall be a stay upon the further enforcement of

the sentence of imprisonment.

20. Whenever an appeal shall be taken as aforesaid.

it shall he the dutv of the magisctrate to send all

nape", together with a transcript of the proceedings

in the case. to the next court of Common Pleas of

the said count" which court shall, in a summary

way, try and determine all such appeals.

35. Any person who shall be convicted of violat

ing any of the provisions of this act shall be subject

to a fine of not more, than five hundred dollars, or

to imprisonment in the county jail for a period of

not exceedin sixty davs.

36. It shal be lawful for a magistrate before

whom any hearing under this act shall be had, to

revoke the license of any person to drive motor

vehicles: said revocation to be set aside from and

in addition to any other penalty provided by this

act; and from the said revocation by the said magis

trate an appeal shall lie to the commissioner of

motor vehicles, and to him only; and the validity of

said revocation shall in no wise depend upon the

outcome of the appeal of the Court of Common Pleas

profidcd in section twenty-eight of this act.

I’ART X. MISCELLANEOUS.

37. Moneys received in accordance with the pro

visions of this act, whether from fines, penalties,

registration fees, license fees or otherwise shall be

accounted for and forwarded to the commissioner

of motor vehicles, and by him paid over to the

Treasurer of the State of New Jersey as a fund for

the repair of macadamized uantry roads throughout

the State, and by the said Treasurer to be appor

tioned once each year among the several counties

of this State according to the milea c of macadam

izcd county roads in each county, t e share appor

tioned each county to be used for the repair of ma

cadamized county roads in that county under the

direction of the board of chosen freeholders or the

commissioners of that county, as the case may be,

and to be paid in the same manner as State funds

are paid for the improvement of public roads under

the act entitled "An act to provide for the per

manent improvement of public roads in this State”;

provided, however, that in each instance. as the said

moneys are colltctcd and forwarded to the commis

sioner of motor vehicles, or by him paid over to the

State Treasurer, such deductions may be made and

amounts withheld as are authorized by the provisions

of this act.

38. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall be

authorized and full power and authority are hereby

given to him to have erected at such points through

out the State as to him shall seem necessary, caution

ary warnings of dangerous crossings. steep declivi

tics, or other irregularities or perils of the roadway;

at a cost, however. not to exceed in the aggregate,

five thousand dollars.

39. This act shall take effect immediately, but

nothing in the act shall hold any motor vehicle or

driver subject to its provisions ncforc July first next,

and every motor vehicle registered under an act cu

titled “.\n act defining motor vehicles and providing

for the registration of the same and uniform rules

regulating the speed thereof," approved .\Iarclt

twenty-third. nineteen hundred and three, and sup

plements thereto, shall be subject to the provisions

of that act until that time.

40. All acts and parts of acts contrary

inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

to and

 

Jackson Wants 20-Mile Gears.

Senator Jackson, of Middlesex County,

evidently is envious of the notoriety achiev—

ed by Senator Frcylinghuyscn of Somerset;

and rear; arrests without warrants and pro

on Monday last introduced a little automo

bile bill of his own into the New Jersey

legislature.

It is apparently the same measure that

former Governor Murphy was so anxious

to have passed last year, making it un—

lawful for automobiles having a speed great- -

er than twenty miles an hour, to use the

public roads. It will be remembered that

Mr. Murphy’s son has invented some sort

of governor to keep cars within the limit

Senator Jackson’s measure limits the age

of drivers to eighteen years of age or over;

limits the weight of machines loaded to

20,000 pounds; limits speed to twenty miles

an hour; limits the tread to sixty-two inches

and the body to seven feet in width: pro

vides for lights at night, numbers in front

or rear; arrests without warrants and pro

vides for fines and imprisonments. In fact,

it is almost identical with the law now in

force.

The bill was framed by three organiza

tions—the State Board of Agriculture. the

State Board of Horticulture and the State

Highway Protective Association.

 

In Massachusetts. one of the brilliant

legislators is evidently anxious that motor

vehicles be made public nuisances. He has

introduced a bill requiring that all of them

be provided with bells. which shall be

sounded automatically at every revolution

of the wheels.
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L’HOMMEDIEU’S LITTLE BILL

There’s $2 More in it than appeared on the

Surface—Its Full Text.

 

\\'hile the bill which Senator L’Homme

dieu introduced into the New York legis

lature was supposed to levy a tax only on

the horse-power of the motor, examination

of the measure itself proves that the Sen»

ator has so arranged it that the State will be

able to shake $2 more out of the pockets

Mr.

The

bill, which stands a chance of passage and

which the Senator seems cocksure will be

approved by the Governor, is quite interest

ing in its phraseology. It follows:

of the unfortunates who own cars.

L’Ilomniedieu calls it a “filing fee."

Section 1. Subdivision one of section two of chapter'

five hundred and thirty-eight of the laws of nineteen

hundred and four, entitled “An act in relation to

the registration and identification of motor vehicles

and the use of the public highways b such vehi—

cles," is hereby amended to read as fol ows:

Subdivision 1. Filing statement—liver' person

hereafted ac uiring a motor vehicle taxable under

this act shal , for every vehicle owned by him, tile

in the office of the secretary of state a statement of

his name and address, with a brief description of

the vehicle to be registered, including the name of

the maker, factory number, style of vehicle, the

number of horse power and the motive power, on a

blank to be prepared and furnished by such secretary

for that puipose; the filing fee shall be two dollars.

Every person owning a motor vehicle, who has not

filed a statement in pursuance of this section in

which the number of horse power of such vehicle is

specified shall, on or before June first, nineteen hun

dred and five. file in the office of the secretary of

state a supplemental statement of the name of such

owner, the registered numbr of his motor vehicle.

and the horse power thereof.

Section 2. Such act is hereby amended by adding

to the_folli;iwing new sections to be numbered sec.

tions nine. ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, and

fifteen, respectively, to read as follows: .

Section 9. State tax on motor vehicles.——:\n an

nual state tax of one dollar per horse power is here

by imposed upon every motor vehicle except motor

cycles owned by a resident oi this state except a

motor vehicle owned bv the manufacturer therof, or

by one whose ‘principal busines is that of a dealer

in motor vehic es, but this exception shall not ap

ply to a motor vehicle in the usual personal use of

such manufacturer or dealer; nor shall the tax be

imposed on motor vehicles constructed, owned and

used for the transportation of goods, wares or mer

chandise. The tax shall accrue and be based upon

the ownership of such vehicle on lune first of each

year. In case of the acquiring of the title of a motor

vehicle after June first of any year, other than one

upon which the tax has been paid. the tax shall

accrue with such title and be paid pro rata for the

remainder of the year. In computing such tax the

fraction of a horse power equal to one-half or more

shall be deemed one full horse power. "l‘hc filing

of a statement of horse power of anv vehicle reg

istered with the secretarv of state shall not preclude

the secretary of state rom determining the horse

power of any vehicle subject to tax by the use of a

dynamoinetcr and assessing the tax 'in accordance

With such test. The term owner as used in this

section and the subsequent sections of this act in

cludes a vendce having the possesion of a motor ve

hicle under a contract of conditional sale. although

the legal title to such motor vehicle remains in the

vendor.

Section. 1H. Lien of tax and payment thereof.—~

The tax imposed by this act upon .a motor vehicle.

together with anv unpaid interest thereon. shall be

Come a hen upon such vehicle on the date of the

accrual of such tax. \Vithin thirty davs after such

tax accrues. the owner of each such 'vchicle shall

transmit to the secretary of state the amount of such

tax: and the secretary of state shall issue to such

owner; a receipt thereof, specifying the name of the

owner, the registration number of the. vehicle on

which the tax is paid, the horse power thereof and

the amount of tax paid. If such tax is not paid

within thirtv days after the same acrucs. the amount

thereof shall bear interest at the rate of two per

centuiu a month.

Section ll. Effect of failure to pav taro—If such

tax is not paid within thirty days 'after the same

accrues as required by this act. the owner of such

a motor vehicle. notwithstanding his registration

under this act. shall forfeit all rights acquired there

by. and shall be subject to the same penalties and

liabilities. civil and criminal. for operating such ve

hicle upon the public highways, as if such vehicle

were not registered.

Section 12. Collection of tax. If the tax imposed

on a motor vehicle by this act is not paid when due.

 

the secretary of state may enforce its c‘ollcction,

with accrued interest, by an action against the owner

thereof on the date when such tax accrued, in any

court of competent jurisdiction; or he may issue

his warrant under his hand and ofiicial seal, di

rected to the sheriff of any county of the state,

commanding such sheriff to levy upon and sell the

motor vehicle on which such tax and interest is

a lien, if the same can be found within his county.

for the payment of the. amount or such tax, with

accrued interest thereon and cost of executing the

warrant. and to return such warrant to the secre

tary of state and pay to the stae treasurer the

money collected. by virtue thereof, at a time to be

therein specified, not less than sixty days from the

date of the warrant. The sheriff to whom any

such warrant shall be directed shall proceed upon

the same in all respects with like effect and in the

same manner as prescribed by law in respect to exe

cution issued against property upon judgments of a

court of record. and shall be entitled to the same

fees for his services in executing the warrant to be

collected in the same manner.

Section 13. Exemptions from other taxation.—

The taxes imposed by this act upon motor vehicles

shall be in lieu of all other taxes, general or local, to

which motor vehicles as personal property may be

subject under the laws of this state: and the owner

of such a vehicle in the assessment of a tax pro

vided by this act shall not be entitled to any de

duction for debts owned bv him either on account

of the purchase of such vehicle or otherwise.

Section 14. Payment of tax before registration of

motor vehicles—Jic secretary of state shall not

hereafter register anv motor vehicle pursuant to this

act. unless at the time of filing the statement rc

quircd bv section two of this act. the owner of such

vehicle shall have paid such tax for the then current

year, but if the motor vehicle for the registration

of which application is made was not owned by a

resident of this state on the date fixed by this act

for the accrual of taxes for the then current year,

such owner shall only be reouired. in order to pro

cure rcgistration of such vehicle to pay a tax pro

portioned to the length of time between the date

when such a motor vehicle was owned within the

state, and the first dav of June succeeding.

Section 15. Application of taxes.*-Taxcs collected

in pursuance of this act shall be paid into the state

treasury. and shall be cxpcndcd under the direction

of the state engineer and surveer either for the con

struction or for the repair and maintenance of high

wavs constructed under the provisions of chapter one

hundred and fifteen of the laws of eighteen hundred

and ninctv-cieht. and the acts aincndatory thereof

and supplementary thereto.

Section 3. This act shall take effect immediately.

 

Change in the Case of Rye.

Rye, not three X, but Rye, the name of

a suburb of New York. is something dear

to the memory of quite a few motorists.

At the recent New York shows, the owners

of a garage in that town took occasion to

advertise their business widely by distribut

ing cards. It was amusing to watch the

facial expressions of some of the recipients.

Often it would take the form of “Let me

see—Rye, where have I heard that name

before. 0, yes! That’s the place where I

was held up to the tune of fifteen by the

judge last summer. Never again.” But

things have changed since then and the in

habitants of Rye are keenly curious as to

what will happen to speeders arrested from

now on, as \V. N. Edwards, the new judge,

is in the automobile business himself.

The Automobile in “Bedford’s Hope.”

“Bedford’s llope,n one of the very “up

to the minute” things in melodrama, which

has lit upon New York after having been

duly tried upon the dogs, embodies an

automobile thriller of the pure wool and a

full yard wide variety. It is the work of

Lincoln J. Carter, a pioneer of modern

theatrical sensationalism and he is credited

with having achieved a new triumph in

stage realism. “Bedford’s Hope” has not

the faintest connection with its title, but

for all that, it is the opinion of the critics

that not in years has anything so realistic

ally exciting been attempted on the stage

as the thrilling race incident that brings

the third act to a whirlwind close, when an

automobile is disclosed in contest with a

passenger train racing across the Bad

Lands of Montana. The train bears the

villain, bent on the financial destruction

of the father of the youth and girl who

occupy the touring car. The automobile,

of course, makes the express train look

like thirty cents.
 

Trophy Thieves Under Arrest.

Although the miscreants who purloined

the Pyrenees Trophy from one of the

stands in the British Show a few weeks

ago, have not as yet appeared to confess,

and although the cup itself is not to be

found, the LondOn police have apprehended

a couple of men whom they think are fully

conversant with the theft and subsequent

disposition of the booty. One Burns, and

one Hall, are in custody charged with com

plicity in the deed, it being alleged that the

former, who was the managing genius of

the scheme, hired a van and took it to

Olympia Hall, on the morning of Novem

ber 25th, where he was met by Hall, wh)

had the trophy under his arm, wrapped in a

cloth. The prize was then carried to the

stables where the van belonged, according,r

to the police, and there broken up. Lvi

dence of identification was taken at a pre

liminary hearing, and a conviction is

expected at the trial which is soon to come.

 

New York’s Police Trap Abolished.

New York City’s new police commis—

sioner, General Bingham, proposes saving

the city money. On Friday last the “Me

Adoo automobile telephone trap,” in upper

Broadway, went out of existence and the

six policemen and one roundsmen were

sent back on post; the city thereby saves

$9,900 a year in extra salaries. The new

commissioner discovered that since the

establishment of the trap in July, not an

arresthas been made. Hereafter the work

will be done by two policemen on motor

cycles.
 

Louisville Club Incorporated.

The Louisville Automobile Club, of Ken

tucky, has “taken out its papers." with no

capital stock and therefore no power to in

cur debt. Its objects, as stated in the char

ter, are to maintain the rights of automo

bile owners,'to discourage reckless driving

and to encourage rational legislation and

further good roads. The incorporators are:

George H. Wilson, J. W. Lewman, William

C. Pfingst, Harrison Robertson and Biscoe

l-Iindman.
 

California Wants More Money.

The Automobile Club of California has

found insufficient the $35000 collected for

the building of the seven miles of road over

the new boulevard, which will give a good

exit from and entrance to the city of San

Francisco. Ten thousand dollars more is

needed, so the subscription list will be

reopened.
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ENDURANCE RUN EXCITING

Police Trap and Mountain Climbing Made

it Memorablo—Honors are Split.

 

 

San Diego, Cal., Jan. -27.—C. A. Haw

kins, of San Francisco, at the wheel of a

fifteen horsepower White steam car, won

the touring class cup in the first annual

endurance run of the Coronado Country

-Club, which started from Los Angeles,

Thursday, 25th inst., and terminated here

to-day with a race meet at Coronado Park.

The award was based upon gasolene con

sumption, the White having used but sev

enteen an one-half gallons for the jaunt

of nearly 200 miles. Although the trophy

was awarded the White, a 1906 model Pack

ard, driven by Walter Donnelly, made the

best all-round showing, scoring the full

possible 1,000 points and consuming but

twenty gallons of gasolene. A gold medal

will be awarded the Packard for the most

meritorious performance. In this class E.

H. Howes, 24 horse-power Frayer-Miller,

scored next best and W. S. Hook, 50 horse

power Apperson, was fourth.

In the class for light touring cars two

twelve horsepower Fords, driven respective

ly by W. M. Varney, of Long Beach, and

F. A. Bennett, of Los Angeles, were suc

cessful, the former winning the class cup,

and the latter the economy prize. Bennett's

car carried five passengers, at a per capita

cost of $2. R. C. Hamlin, 10 horsepower

Franklin, scored first in the runabout class,

with 97 points. The Maxwell and Stoddard

Dayton cars entered in the run, made splen

did showings, but were disqualified for 'dis

playing advertising placards.

This was the club’s first attempt to run

a contest of this kind and naturally it has

a lot to learn about such. As it is proposed

to make the run an annual affair, this year’s

experience will doubtless prove a valuable

asset in the future. The first day’s stage

of the run carried the tourists to Corona,

72 miles from Los Angeles, through a roll

ing and mining country. Massachusetts of

ficials are not the only ones to profit by a

tour as the contestants learned to their sor

row the first morning. When only twenty

miles out, at Azusa, the tourists ran into a

speed trap and although a few got safely by,

most of them were stopped, baled before the

local justice and invited to pay up. Most of

the cars were equipped with speedometers

and although the drivers swore to only ten

miles an hour, the judge preferred to take

the word of his constable and the vic

tims finally were permitted to proceed after

depositing $50 for bail. The second day’s

route led over three ridges of the coast

range, in some places the grade reaching

thirty per cent., through Temecula, Pala_

Mission, Valley Center, Escondido, Mission

Valley, through the San Diego River at the

ford and thence into the city, where the

trip ended. En route over the mountain,

one big car ran over the bank and spilled

the two men and their wives, but they land~

ed in the trees and escaped with a scratch

ing. The brakes on another car gave out

and it ran into the bank. Two other cars

then quit.

This afternoon's race meet at the Coro

nada mile track attracted a large crowd of

enthusiasts and proved a big success. The

expected star of the meet—\Vebb Jay's

“\Vhistling Billy"—'lid not shine, however,

which proved somewhat of a disappoint

ment. It overhauled one of the new White

runabouts in a pursuit race at two miles,

but broke down in the one mile time trial.

The keen sport furnished by the other

events though compensated for the short—

comings of the steam “whistler.” The sum

maries follow:

Five miles free-for-all—VV. S. Hook; 50

h. p. Apperson, first; I. A. Clairemont, 20

h. p. Napier; Ralph C. Hamlin, 10 h. p.

Franklin, third; H. C. Olive, 30 h. p. Stod~

dard—Dayton, fourth; G. A. Bradbeer, 16 h.

p. Premier, fifth. Time, 6:32 3-4.

Two miles for runabouts—R. C. Ham

lin, 10 h. p. Franklin, first; G. A. Bradbeer,

16 h. p. Premier, second; Hctman Lotz, 20

h. p. Napier, third. Time, 3:251-4.

Two miles against time—George A. Brad

beer, 16 h. p. Premier. Time, 3:26 3-4.

Five miles for fully equipped touring cars,

carying four passengers—\N. 5. Hook, 50

h. p. Apperson, first; Walter Donnelly, 24

h. p. Packard, second; Harry Olive, 30 h. p.

Stoddard-Dayton, third; A. Laywell, 24 h. p.

Frayer‘Miller, fourth. Time, 6:32.

France Finds Another Course.

According to cable reports, France has

selected the course over which the re

vamped “Grand Prix" is to be run this year

under another name. It is termed the

“Circuit de la Sarthe” and is considered ad

mirably adapted to the purpose. It is in

the vicinity of Lemans, just far enough

from Paris to escape the horde of tourists

who usually frequent the race courses dur~

ing the training period. The city of Le

mans has guaranteed $20,000 toward de~

fraying the expenses of the race. So far

so good, but the racing committee of the

French Club has made a further decision

which has already given rise to endless dis

cussion. It is to make the contest 720

miles, running it oFf in instalments of 360

miles each on successive days. This. how

ever, has to be passed upon by the club be

fore becoming final.

 

Salt Lake City, Utah, automobilists,

headed by Leroy C. Snow, are trying to

interest sufficient capital to build a speed

way from Salt Lake to Salt Air and thence

skirting the lake for several miles. The

motorists reason that the horsemen of the

city will subscribe liberally towards the

project, for a speedway would draw all

automobilists to it and leave the other

drives in the city to the indisputed posses

sion of the horsemen.

WANTED HIS MONEY’S WORTH

He Watched the Filling of His Tank and

then Asked a Question.

Few others connected with the auto—

mobile business are in such a favorable po

sition to study human nature as the garage

keeper. If all the reports as to the tricks

practiced by the members of the latter fra

ternity be considered as gospel, he is cer

tainly not a much malinged individual, and

that such reports are believed in many

quarters goes without saying.

An owner who could conceive of no good

as inherent in any garage keeper always

was at pains to watch every ounce of gaso

lene and lubricating oil that was put on his

car, much to the disgust of the attendant

who did not appreciate this imputation upon

his honesty. Upon replenishing the car's

fuel tank with a five-gallon tin of gasolene

in accordance with instructions, he found

that not quite five gallons were required

to fill it. There was about a pint left in

the tin after completing the operation. The

owner anxiously waited to see what would

follow, and when the attendant started to

walk off after having replaced the tank cap,

asked him:

“\Ncll, what are you going to do with

that?"

The attendant, after disgustedly looking

in turn at the remnant of gasolene and the

owner in turn, replied:

“What do you want me to do? I'll put

it in your pocket of you think you need it."

Motor Cars for Electioneering.

Seldom has the automobile played such

an important part in politics as at the re

cent general elections in England. Candi

dates who did not make use of the car were

decidedly in the minority. And one of these

“antis” had a curious experience. Fearing

to offend his agricultural constitutents, he

stuck to dobbin and as a part of his cam

paign literature, issued a cartoon of an

automobilist and his machine, abstracted

from Punch. As a sequel both the motor

ing candidate and his driver are suing the

defeated _horse owner for financial balm,

claiming that the cartoon constituted a

libel on their driving abilities and Punch

has brought suit for infringement of copy

right.

v18,000 Miles Without Trouble.

Glasgow boasts of a citizeness, who in

turn brags of what appears to be the world’s

long distance non-stop record. She has

been the owner of a car for 18 months past

during which time she claims to have cov—

ered 18,000 miles without an involuntary

halt through mechanical trouble. It is a

testimony to reliability of which any maker

might well be proud and it would be inter

esting to learn of similar experiences with

American cars on American roads.
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United States Army Adopts an Automobile Ambulane‘e

a

" ’I‘ *r ‘

' 'f‘a'!

. . TRAINING

Although the \Var Department has from

time to time experimented with motor cars

in variousavays, seekingto adapt '-them to

one or another branch of the service, no

attempt has been made to apply them to'

hospital work up to the present time. Now.

however, a study of the automobile ambu

lance is to be made. a trial mac‘ii-i: having

been purchased and regularly established

at Fort Myer. Va.. near \\'ashing'_ r1. lt has

been said that-practically no cliinge .has

been made in the methods of. transporting

the dead and wounded since the .period of

the Civil \Var, and if this be the ease, the

THE

0

  

HOSPITAL SQl':\l) IN THE l'SE‘OF 'l‘lll':

new departure is one which is all the more

radical, though none the less welcome, a

change in the tactics of the Department.

The machine chosen for the initial trials

is mounted on a \'\"liite steam toarnig chas

sis of standard type, though Somewhat

lengthened out to make room for the roomy

closed body which. despite the great length

of wheel base secured. considerably over

hangs the rear wheels: The spriner suspen

sion is of unusual length. thereby adding to

the natural efiect .of the long base in se

curingr a remarkably easy riding; \‘t‘lHt‘lC.

The interior is fitted up in regulation style,

All ... ' u I

. P '(‘u - .i— -1"{“1UU!P\."

NEW AMBl'LAXCI'I. ‘

a folding stretcher and emergency supplizs

being stored away in lockers and rac'ks,

while a folding seat is placed on one sick

oppositc the cot. .

The use of the motor ambulance in -reg—

ular tield drill work has been connneucecl

already, its utility thus being .put to the

test. As shown in .the illustrations, it is

being used on the paradegroundrits crew

going through stretcher drill, and practic

ing its use. The use of motor ambulances

has been put to a, most practical test'ln sev

eral cities where those installed have stood .

rigorous usage of municipal emergency.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN OHJNG

Many Much-Needed and Far-Reaching

Changes EEected—Purposes They Serve.

 

 

-One ‘of 'the little things, comparatively

speaking, which have done much toward in

creasing the prejudice of the anti-motoring

public, and“ which have contributed not a

little toward taming the enthusiasm of the

user, has been the propensity of the aver

age v'car for dripping oil in greater or less

' Aside

from the unpleasant result of this in the

quantities, and on all occasions.

smooching of well kept streets, and garage

floors, it has involved in every case a very

marked wasteage of oil, with consequently,

increased expense to the owner. rThanks

to the development of the mechanical» oiler

to its present'statev of sufficiency, and the

better constructio‘n'of thei'mecha‘nical parts

of the car, there is “leismtrouble on this

score from the new cars,__than there was a

year ago, yet many of'ThE'fie‘w'bties are not

blameless, and there are in' existence, nu

merous machines of less recent "construc

tion which are extremely “bad in this

respect. ~ ' i ‘ '- ‘ '

Generally speaking, any overflow of oil

from a bearing, may ‘-be taken to indicate

th'at'the journal is worr'r'it'o‘ Such 'an extent

that the oil has a comparatively'free pas

sage to'the outside of the case. but this is

not always -true,'a's will be shown pres

ently. When such is- the case, however,

the steps taken to correct the poor adjust

ment of the wearing surfaces should tend

also to correct the other and from the com

mon point of view; less important difficulty.

of flooding on the outside. -I~n some in

stances, felt -_was,hers, are p.rovided.-to~soak

up any oyerflowof this nature, and prevent

thp spread of the oil to adjacent par-ts,'but '

they are not always,_-of value in effecting

the purpose for which they are-intended.

In other, instances, the flooding is caused by

faulty; design, it being inevitable in any -

case where moving parts are made; to slide

in. and out from an enclosure where oil is

freely circulating, , unless they are packed

with glands and regular packing-after ‘the

fashion in which the piston rods of steam

,.

engines are treated. Also, when‘nil. ways *

are grooved in the bearing metal, if they

are led too close to. the outer'efid of the

journal, the surplus 'feed is more likel'y to

work out-than ingand on- this account? s‘uc’h

grooves should invariably be ‘cut ’in such‘

a way that they will tendlto-v'induCe a flow

inwardly thereby conserving the supply,

and-lessening the tendency to-wastage 'on

the-outside. -Bearings which are fed 'from'

one side and drained at the other, either

through .oil 'wells. provided with ring oiler‘s,

or thy simpledrains; should give'little or no

trouble unless they are considerably worn,

while ballibearings, 'even when placéd'in

cases which are flooded'with oil, are not

likely; tn'give any-trouble'on this Score, b'e

- a 'groove formed in the crank case.

cause they ret|uire little lubricant them—

selves, and are easily to be protected from

flooding by means of washers.

Thus it will be seen that in general, the

only method of cure to be adopted in the

hope of reducing the overflow from a bear

ing, is to readjust it to reduce any possible

amount of play, and to cut the oil grooves

in such a way that they shall tend to lead

the surplus lubricant away from the

the outer end of the journal, without at

the same time skimping the distribution to

the entire surface. In cases where gear

shifting rods, for instance, are led out of

the gear box below the oil level,they can be

pabkcd by means of an improvised gland;

while in others the refitting of the bearing

is the only expedient which can be resorted

to, and one which will prove but a tem

porary relief.

Aside from the common run of bearings,

which are subject to the same faults arising

from similar causes, there is one specific

difficulty in the average " machine which

comes in a different way, and requires spe

cialtreatment. It is‘ to be noticed that in

most cars, the greater amount of overflow

from the engine base, and indeed, from

the entire machine, emanates from the rear

bearing in the crank case. The reason of

this is that the motion-of the car, coupled

with the churning efiec‘t which the moving

crank shaft exe'rts‘on the oil tends to slop

a much greater quantity of the lubricant up

against the rear end of the case. than upon

any other part. This effect is greatest

when_the machine is'incliued in hill-climb

ing, and least when running down hill, but

at all times, tends to concentrate the bulk

of the oil in the rear end of the case. This

tendency is'only partially reduced by par

titioning off the case by means of bulk

heads, as is done in many machines, for

whatever lubricant is left in the vicinity of

the rear bearing will‘be distributed over that

end of the case and will find its way out un

less special provision is made to check its

progress. '

To guard against this tendency, many mo

tors are provided with a little flange turned

inwardly from the flywheel, and running in

This,

in' theory, at least, tends to catch the sur

‘ plus' oil, 'which is thrown by centrifugal

force' against the flange in the case. and

from there‘drained'of‘f‘ to the interior. In

many' cases. however, the device works

backwards, the oil creeping up through the

drain and'being distributed impartially over'

the' inner side of the~ hood by the very'

- flange which was intended to catch and re

tain it. A method of improving the effi

ciency of such a device. is to plug the open

ing cif'the drain into the case and tap into

' it a small'coppe'r pipe which is led around

- By this means, the surplus is returned to '

‘the point from which it tends to flow, anda natural circulation induced through the

to the front of the motor; being given suf

ficient fall to ensure a good flow when the

car is inclined by a considerable amount.

I \

entire case.

Where no such arrangement has been pro—

vided by the makers, however, it is hardly

worth while to install one, a better method

being to ensure a close fit in the bearings,

and to lead the oil grooves away from the

end, and provide a good and efficient drain

leading directly into the case. Thus the

forward end of the bearing is sure to get

a plentiful supply of oil, both from the over

head feed, and from the surging upward

from the case of the wash there, while the

natural tendency of the oil may be relied

upon to force suflicient oil to the rear end

to give it the proper amount of lubricant.

As a general thing, the spectacle of a

car standing by the curb and dripping oil‘

from every pore, may be taken as an indica

tion of negligence on the part of the driver.

since with proper attention to detail in the

way of adjustment, and due care not to use

too much oil, the average machine may be

driven many hundreds of miles without

causing trouble in this way. There are

chronic cases which are difficult to cure,

but the careful driver will take care in such

instances to see that the overflow is caught ,

either in the or underpan by bits of cotton

waste so disposed as to keep the drip from '

reaching the pavement. For a machine

which leaks oil, and a machine which

leaks water. are nearly as great a dis

grace to the driver as a machine which

“lays down" in the street, in front of its

owner's house, and refuses to budge with

out long persuasion and the use of many

tools.

Motor Cars for Grocery Drummers.

Jonathan Blackwell 8: Co., a big whole

sale grocery firm in Trenton, N. 1., are

going into automobiles, or at least they are

going to equip all their drummers with the

modern means of locomotion, having con- ’

tracted for a number of specially built cars.

Blackwell is of the opinion that the small

grocer is the most profitable trade for the

wholesaler and because of bad train service

at small stations travelers do not get

around often enough to the little fellow. }

The cars with which the firm proposes to

provide all their traveling men will be large

enough to carry a full line of samples and

that will save in drayage charges as well

as for excess baggage. They also will be

large enough for the drummer and the

chauffeur—the firm sending out a compe—_

tent driver with each machine—to sleep in

should occasion arise.

 

To Clear the Carburetter.

[t is suggested that the trouble of dis

mounting the spray of the carburetter or of,

taking the latter down entirely might be

avoided by turning a thread on the outside

of the stud formed in the bottom of the

carburetter to take the needle valve in order _

that a reducing nipple to fit the pump noz

zle might be put on. With this in place

the pump could be called upon to clear out

any obstruction that might have found '

lodgment there.
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Questions for the “Engineman.”

“Automobile engineman" is the ofiicial

title given to its chauffeurs by the City of

New York, so many cars being used to ex

pedite the business of the various depart

ments of the metropolis that two new

“enginemen” were added to the growing

list on the first of the year. The successful

candidates were selected from a. list of ap

plicants who were given an opportunity to

display their knowledge of automobiles on

paper about a month ago. The examination

was divided into three heads, experience,

arithmetic and technical knowledge, a per

centage of 75 being required on the last

named and an average of 70 on all. The

successful applicants were appointed in the

departments of water supply and parks.

The mathematical knowledge required

was of the most rudimentary order, not

going as far as the rule of three, while the

"experience" consisted in filling in a blank

accompanying the application and showing

the would-be city chauffeur's actual career

behind the wheel. The technical paper was

as follows:

1. What is the difference in construction

between the air-cooled and the water-cooled

motor, and what attachments or extra parts

are necessary for the operation of either

type?

2. Describe as clearly as possible exactly

what takes place in the cylinder of a four

:ycle motor during one complete cycle,

including the necessary operations of

valves, ignition on the car and use of

(a) Spark plug, etc.

3. Describe the construction, location and

use of (a) Coil; (b) Commutator; (c)

Spark-plug.

4. Describe in the same way the construc

tion, location and use of (a) Circulating

Pump; (b) Radiator; (c) Muffler; ((1) \Vhat

effect has cutting out the muffler have on

the engine?

5. What are the most important parts of

the engine to be lubricated? State fully

what points are to be looked to in regard to

kind and amount of oil used and care of

lubricating devices.

6. (a) State all the points to be looked

to in taking supply of gasolene; (b) What

special care is necessary with the water

circulating system in cold weather?

7. (b) \Nhat care should be taken in

changing gears starting and reversing; (b)

How is the speed of engine regulated while

running and why does this regulation cause

a change of speed?

8. What brakes are there on an automo

bile? Describe how each one acts and what

is its special use.

9. State in detail everything you would

do or see to in preparing an automobile

in your care to take out on the road and in

getting under way.

10 and 11. Write a short account in the

form of a report to the owner describing

some accident to the engine or machinery

of the car in your charge and how you re—

paired the same.

12. What are the city regulations in re

gard to speed and lamps, covering auto

mobiles?

13. Draw rough sketches showing the

proper course of a vehicle in turning from

one street into another (a) to the right,

(b) to the left; (c) also what other general

rules should the driver of a vehicle always

observe?

Records Mileage, Speed and Fuel.

In the development of such accesories of

the motor car as are used in measuring the

speed and distance traveled, and the con‘

sumption of the various essentials as fuel

and lubricants, there is ample scope for the

full sway of inventive genius.~ Great ad

vantage is being taken of this, and thef'fe

sulting crop of fittings is as numerous as it

v

 

  

  

is varied, and naturally involves one or two

types in which the uses of several independ

ent instruments are combined in one.

Among these is a recent invention, the

Lumsden Quadruple Meter, a British de—

vice, which, as its name implies, combines

the functions of speed indicator, trip and

total mileage recorders, and a fuel meter.

The speed indicator, unlike most of its

class, is intended to notify the driver when

any predetermined speed has been reached

by the sounding of a small bell. By means

of a small crank located at the side of the

instrument, and at the base of one of the

dials, the meter may be set to any desired

speed, a hand upon the dial pointing to the

speed at which the bell will sound its note

of warning. As each turn of the crank cor

responds to a certain known movement of

the pointer, the setting may be done in the

dark without reference to the dial, and thus

the device proves itself equally emcient by

day or night.

The total and trip mileage recorders are

mounted on top of the case, and work upon

the ordinary cyclometer principle, the trip

register being readjustable to zero at any

time, the total record continuing up to

10,000 miles and then repeating. The fuel

meter, which registers upon the second of

the two larger dials the amount of fuel

used, up to 100 gallons, and then repeats, is

heralded as an exclusive feature. 'It fur

nishes a ready means of comparing the

rates of consumption under various condi—

tions of load, highway, and weather, and

also gives an accurate and authentic basis

for tallying the operating costs on the road

with those which are obtained from the

dealers' statements. And even apart from

its economic value, it furnishes a quantative

measure of the relatively efficient perform

ance of the motor at different times, and

under different conditions.

In the construction of the device, all high

speed mechanism has been done away with,

and the movements used are such as are

not likely to become deranged on that

account. The mechanism is entirely me

chanical. no electricity, magnetism or com

pressed air being used in any way. The

drive from the front wheel of the car, is by

means of a flexible shaft which takes its

motion by friction disc bearing against a

ring which is mounted on the wheel. : The
device is enclosed in a cubical’lcase 11% x

4% x 5 inches‘in external dimensions.

Uses of a Herring-Bone Gear.

A rather unique provision for the per

manent adjustment of the driving and lay

shafts of a transmission set is to be seen

in the new type of G. G. V. change gear

mechanism, in which a pair of herring-bone

gears are used for driving the secondary

of the two elements. Of course, in this

case, the lay shaft is constantly in motion,

but in a case where this is to be done, the

use of the herring-bone type of gears, tends

to absorb a part of the thrust of the bevel

driving set, and to relieve the ball bearings

with which every well made transmission

is now equipped.

 

To Avoid Battery Troubles.

Speaking of measuring instruments: On

the Peerless spark coil box and a part of it

is found a little voltmeter, which indicates

continually to the operator exactly how his

battery'stands. This is a device that ought

to find general adoption for expensive cars

where a battery is used. It will ward 05

a lot of trouble, because before starting on

a long tour or run the operator would see

that his voltage was getting dangerously

low and recharge, saving the annoyance

from exhausted batteries than which there

is not greater.

Belts for Cooling Fans.

It is to be noticed that several of the

American makers are this year using spring

belts for driving the radiator fans, instead

of the more common leather belt with some

sort of an extra contrivanee for regulating

its tension. For all drives which require

but little power, the spring belt is to be

recommended, as it requires little or no at_

tention from the driver, perserves its ten

sion automatically, is not likely to give way

at the fastening when properly joined, and

is not affected by weather conditions.

“Motorcycles: How to Manage Them.”

Price, 50c. The Motor World Co., 154

Nassau Street, New York
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"Seek first perfection of workmanship. Poor materials do not warrant it. Bad design is not worthy of it.

THE MATERIALS in the Stearns Car are brought from any country that makes the best—each for its

purpose.

THE DESIGN is the refinement of accepted practice and shows no after thoughts. They are worthy 0!

THE WORKMANSI-IIP that HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALLED IN SKILL AND IN THE TIME

SPENT ON EACH CAR. More than 2100 hours labor (10 months of working dayA by expert American

machinists in finishing each Stearns Car makes the parts fit so they snap together like your watch lid, hang

tight, yet part in the hands.

By what process could any maker, anywhere, produce a better car? Where is another so made?

After producing this car we figured the cost and selling price. We were pleased to find that the duties and excessive commis

sions on our only competitors, make our charge—$4,250—barely half the cost of any foreign car that makes a comparison possible.

We seek communication with those who will appreciate this car. For such it will give a service greater than any other mechan

ism the world has produced. Shall we send you our book of details?

SPECIFICATIONS—4945 h' pi; 'i'g'lin‘l" motor. forward under hood; transmission. 4 speeds

forward‘ one re-verse' sclecnve W e; 'gm.“°n- Jump SDark with magneto, batteries and coil; carburettor,

dwble au‘omahc‘ scars. and 51". t5- special chrome nickel steel; crank shaft machined from solid billet;

I-seetion_axles, forged in one piece; frame,_pressed steel; wth base, 118 inches; double chain drive;

transnussion equipped With imported Hesanght bearings.

THE F. B. STEARNS CO.,

Members A. L. A. M.

3000 Buclld AVG"

 

CLEVELAND, O.
 

New York Branch, m W. 89th St..er

F, Wooleton, Mgr. Boston Agu, Reed

Underhill CO., 122-224Columbus Avenue.

Chicago Alla, Gilhens Bros. Co.,|328-|334

Michigan AVenue.

Agents, Bqulnped to handle such

a car, desired.
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(Continued from page :9)_
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Goodrich Co.,‘The, B. F., Akron, Ohio, Space 204

G. C.——C,oodrich clincher and mechanically attached

tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio, Space

166-167 C. C.—Goodyear mechanically fastened

tires.

tiray & Davis, .\mesbury, Mass" Space 165-166 C.

C.——.>\cetylene and oil lamps.

Hancock Mfg. Co., Space 76 (.i. .:\.-—Specialties. _

Hardy Co., R. 15., New York, N. Y., Space 178, (.1.

C.-—“‘Sta1Rite" spark plugs. ‘

Harris Oil Co., The A. \V., Providence, R. I.,_Spacc

179 G. C.—~1,ubricants._ ‘

Hartford Rubber \Vorks Co., Hartford, Conn., Space

158-159 (.1. C.‘—Perfected Dunlop and Hartford de-

tachablc clincher tires. ‘

Hartford Suspension Co., New York, Y., Space

195 G. C.—Trut1ault-Hartford Suspensions. ‘

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., Space

53 (i. .‘\.-S)C€(l indicators. ‘

Hendee Mfg. Lo., Springfield, Mass.. Space 283 S. F.

C. .\.—1ndian motorcycles and attachments. _

[line-\Vatt Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., Space 146 G. (.——

.\cetyline lamps and generators.

Haynes Automobile Co.,_ Kokomo, 1nd., Space 7-8

M. F.-C.—Haynes touring cars. ‘

Holsman Automobile Co., Chicago, 111., Space 95

M. F.-C.w—11olsman automoljnles.

Hutchinson lilectric llorn Co., New York, N.

Space 72 (i. .-\.——1'Ilectric horns._ ' ‘

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, i\. J., Space

151 (i. C.—Roller bearing axles and parts.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., l‘he, Chicago. 111., Space

.379, S. F.-C. .\.—*\\"ixon compound air pump, and

Imperial Lyon headlight adjuster. ' v '

International A. 8: V. Tire Co., _New \ork, N. ‘11,

Space 155 (i. C.—l)etachable tires._

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich., Space 123

1.24 F. F.-C. .\.—~]ackson ears. _ _

lones Speedometer, ~New York, N'. Y., Space 133
i S. F.-C. .\.-—Speedometers and odometers.

Y.,

Jeffrey R- Co., '1‘. 113., Kenosha, “'isq Space 42-47

M. F.-C.—-Ramblcr cars. 7 U _

Kansas City Motor Car Co., Kansas Ltty, Space

(i-7 M. F.-.\.—-Kansas City cars. ‘

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, (1., Space 71 (i. .-\.—Ra

diators. hoods, fenders, etc.

Knight &' Kilbourne Mfg. Co., Space 10 M. F.-.\.—

Specialties. ‘ ‘ .

Knoblr-ck-'leideman Mfg. Co._. South Bend, 1nd.,

Space 321 S. 1“.'C. .\. ——lgnition apparatus.

Knox \l.lt"11101)ll(' Co., Springfield, Mass., Space 55

59 M. 1i.-C.—- Knox air-coolrd touring cars.

Lear \utomobile Co. ()scar, Columbus, Ohio, Space

45 .\l. l“.- \.—- Prayer-Miller tov'ing cars.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.,

219-270 S. 1".-C. .\.'--»llrdies. _‘

Locomobile Cowoanv of .\merica. Bridgeport, Lonu.,

Space 48-51 M. F.-C.~Loc'"“obi'e touring cars.

Logan C"l1§t"tt(‘t1011 Co., Chillicothe, ()hio, Space

48 M. F.- \.— Logan touring cars. Q

If‘fitlrwt .\"tembile Supply Co., Chicago, 1ll., Space

3‘6 S. F.-C. i\.*'anl)S.

111., 184 G. C.~Long ‘ifg. Co.. Chicago,

Hocds and *"rliators. _

Lozier \frmr Co.. New York. N. Y., Space 36 M. 1“.

.‘\.-—-1.ozier tr~"rinpr cars.

Look Electric Co., Space 66 (i. .\.- Ignition appa

(‘o., Chicago,

ratus.

.Ml'Cord &' Ill., 156—6." Cfl—Z”

I’m-er- Feed~ Lubricat'"s.

McC-ivhan Mfg. Co.. New York, N. Y., Space 297

C'. C.— ndonieters.

McCre't \‘lotor Truck Co.. Cl"\"l'i|i(l,

39 M. F.-\.A—-Cc""merci-'" vehie‘es. _ _

McTeaene J. 11.. Chicago, 111.. Space 52 (i. .'\.~-Sam

sen tires.

Space

Space

Space

(lhio. Space

Madison-Kipp Ni". Co.. Madison, \\-'is., Space 266

S. F.-C.. .'\.——Lubri("1tor~‘v

Manhattan Storage Co.. New York, N. Y., Space

360-270 S. 1".-C. .-\.-'—(?)

Manon “otor Car Co.. Indianapolis, 1nd., Space

47 M. F.-\.—Marion air-cooled cars.

Mavwell, Iiriscoe Motor Co.. Tarrvtown. N. Y.,

Space 34-35 M. F.-\.——l\1axwell touring cars.

MichaelssCo" 11. Sargent. Space 19 M. F.-.\. —

Srict‘lftllil’fi.

Michelin Tire. American .‘\Q€t‘t(‘\’. New York. N. Y.,

Space 51 C'. \.~~‘.\liehelin tires. -

Milwaukee Rubber \Vorks Co.. Milwaukee, \Vis.

Space 92 C. A. Fawkes tires.

Mitelv'l ‘lotor Car Co.. Racine. \Yis., Space 80-82,

M. 1“.-C.—<\1itr~hell tourino' cars

Moline \"tomobilc Co., Moline, 111., Space 33 M. 1“.

‘\——Moline cars.

Moon Motor Car Co.. St. Louis, Mo., Space 49 M.

1".-\.7~~\1o~u tourinqr (tarc

MorI'an X' \Vrirrht. Inc., Chicago. 111., Space 149

149 C. C.—--M. &- \Y. tires, clincher and detach

able types.

Motorc-ir Co.. The. Space 3541 S. PFC. \.

Motor Car Equipment Co.. New York, N. Y., Space

S. 1*“.-C. =\.—-Supolies and s'ttidr'es. '

Rims-inner Device Mfg. ('~.. 1"mlleton. 1nd Spa"?

14-! C. C.-—\fotsinver \ut" Spark”

N Y. 8' N. 1- Lubricants Co.. New York. N. Y..

Space. 190 C. C.——Lub"ican's.

National Carbon Co,, Clew'rl'nnl, ()hio, Space 133

C. C.~Columbia Dre Batteries

N"'ional Motor Vehicle Co.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Sr-"ce 76-79 1.\1 17-“ »~.\:"tintt"l Tourin" car"

North Chie'mo Machine Co., Chicago. 111., Space

791 _Q_ l-‘f‘ \_

Nnv-r‘v"! 1‘" ‘IQ"'\](H‘ (‘fi . Inlliftq'lunlic_ Ind” Space

227~338 S. F.-C. .\. Marmon air-cooled cars.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit,‘ Mich, Space 69-70 M.

F.-C.~<Northern touring cars. ~

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.,

Peerle automobne jacks. /

()lds Motor “'orks, Detroit,

M. F.-C.—(')lds touring cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 34-37

M. F.-C.—Packard touring cars. I

Panhard & l.evassor, New York, N. Y., Space 16

M. 1".-.\.—---Panhai1.l cars.

l’antasote Co., New York, N. Y., Space .309 G. C.—

Y., Space

Space 192 G. C.—

l’antasote for coverings.

Palais ,de 1' Automobile; New York, N.

32. M. F.-.-\.———Renault and Uelauney-llclleville

cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Space

9-13 M. F.-C.» Peerless touring cars.

Pierce, Co., The (i. N., luffalo, N. Y.,

107 M. 1f“.-C.~-l’ierce .\rrow car.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., )canette,

(i. C.—-l)etachable tires. * ~

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Space 20-36 M. F.

C—Popv'l‘oledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune

and Po ie-Waverley cars.

Space 105

Pa., Space .302

Engine Co., Detroit,

.-\.—Pung_s-l*‘inch cars.

1nd., Space 177 C.

Space 20-23

Premier ilUtOI' Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, 1nd., Space

93 M. 1*‘.-C.— YPremier air-cooled car. - '

Pierce Engine Co., Racine, \Nis., Space 125 F. F.-C.

.\.- —-Pierce~Racine cars.

Pungs-Finch .\uto and-Gas

Mich, Space 1.21 F. F.-C.

Prest-(,.)-Lite Co., Indianapolis,

C.——.-\cctylene gas tanks.

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, 111., Space 271 S.

F.-C. .-‘\.—.\uto-clc wrenches.

Rainier Co.. The, New York, N. Y.,

M. F.-.\.—Rainer touring cars. _

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich., Space'37

M. 1".~.\.---Rapid Commercial cars.

Reading Standard Cycle Mfg. Co., Readin , I’a.,

Space 63 .\.—'l‘horoughbred motorcycles am? Read

ing Standard bicycles.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich., Space 94

.v1. l“.-C.—-Rcliance cars. _

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich., Space 42-44

M. F.-.-\.—Reo Touring cars.

Reilly & Sons, Space 80 CI. .>\.—Robes. ._

Remv Electric Co.. Anderson, 1nd., Space 171 (i. C.

—Remy ignition apparatus. ,_

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio, Space 210

(I. C. —-'1‘ires. '

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Space 168 G. C.—

Neverout lamps.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio, Space 98-99

M. F.-C..—Royal touring cars.

Samson Leather Tire Co., New York, N. Y., Space

Jet-302 S. F.-C. .\.-- Samson leather tires. -

Schwartz \\'heel Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa., Space

172 o. C.~\\-'heels. _
Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa., Space 147

(i. C.—Stcel tubing. . _

Sherwin-“"illiams Co., Leveland, ()hio, Space' .286

S. l“.-C. .~\.—\"arnishes. I .

Smith & Mabley, Inc., New York, N. Y.,‘ Space

ll-l3 M. F.-\.——S. \\" .\l. Simplex cars.

Soules Motor Car Co., (irand Rapids, Mich, Space

1 M. F.-.-\.—1)eliverv_wagons. _

Spiccr Universal Joint Co., I’lainheld. N. _l..

185 (i. C.—--Spicer universal toints.

Sprague l'mbrella Co., Norwalk, Conn., Space 140

i. C. Canopy tops.

Speed Changing Pulley Co.. 1nd.,

Space 62 (i. .\.-~L'ni\'ersal carburetters. ,.. \

Splitdorf, C. F.. New York, N. Y., Space 152 C. C.—

Ignition outfits. f- ~ _

Standard Carriage Lamp Co., Chicago, Ill., Space

.325 S. F.-C.—1.amps. ‘

Standard Oil Co., The, Chicago, Ill., Space 175 G. L.

-— Fuels.

Stnadard Roller Pa.,

Space

Indianapolis,

Bearing Co.. Philadelphia,

Space 173 (i. C. Roller bearings, axles, etc.

Stearns Co, The 1". 11.. Cleveland, Ohio, Space 40,

S4 ‘1. F-L. - Stearns touriner cars.

Steel Ball Co., The, Chicago, 111., Space 135 G. C.-—~

llill precision oilers. . _~

Stevens .\rms & ,Tool Co.. The 1., Chicopee Falls.

Mass., Space 27-29-41 ‘M. F.-C.~—-Stcvcns-Duryea

Ca"s. ‘ '

St. Louis Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo., Space 68

M. F-C.—St. Louis cars. '

Studebaker \utomobile'- Co.. South Bend. 'Ind..

Space 39-39, 52-53 M. Pill—Studebaker commer

cial and pleasure cars. -_

Swinehart Clincher Tire N" Rubber Co., .\kron, (1..

Space 193 C. C. -Swinrhart tires. '

Svunestvedt “achine Co.. Pittsburg, 1'a., Space 46

M. F.- \.---— Electric 'velticles.

Temple: Ralph, Chicago, Ill., Space 15 M. F.-‘\.

Thom-as Motor Co.. E. R.. lufl'alo, N. Y.. Space

3“-33 “. 1".-C.~—'1‘hmnns Flver tourintl'cafs.

'l‘iipken Roller Bearing .\xle Co., Canton, ()., Space

1.99 C. C. -Roller. bearing fl_\'l§‘s. _ _

Tineher Motor Car Co., Chicago, 111.. Space 11/

1“. F.-C. \.~ 'l‘incher touring ear. ' ~

Tol'hei-n Mfg. Co.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Space 171)
C.—(‘-'u.'oll'nc r\tttfi‘t's. - ‘

Tritt Electric Co., Space ea (..

ratns. "

Valentine R: Co., New York. N. Y., Space 206 Cl. C.

—-\"a"nishes. _ _ '

\chm Acruniulator Co.. (hicago, I'll. Space 259 S.

('i.‘ l.“

F.- ‘\.—~lgnition batteries.

Ventilated Cushion Co., Space 95

Vehicle Eouipment Co.. New York, Y., Space

128-130 F. F-C.Volta Battery Cor. Soath 397 S."F -C'. .-\.»—11':"te"ies."

Veeder Mfg-Co.. Hartford, Comr, Space mo (i.("tiloirieters. tachometers. etc.

l'nivgrcal Storage Battery Co.. Space 213 S. [T..—C.

.=\.~Storage batteries.

.\.~—1ginitio.n iappa

.\1ic1i.,“.Space- 62_-67

Cushions. '

\.—»F.lectrie Vehicles. 4.

\C.

b

automobile to

Waltham Mfg. Co., \Valtham, Mass," Space 89-90

.\1. F.-C.— Yalthem-Urient ‘cars. ' '

\\'ay Muffler Co., Philadelphia, I’a., Space 54 G. .\.—

\\"ay neck tnufilers. - , 3

\Yaf'ne .\utomobile Co., Detroit, .\I-ich.',"Space 87-88

.\. 1".—C.-»'\Nayne touring cars. ‘

\‘t‘aener Gear Co., Muncre,‘lnd., Spat): 181 G. C.—

'\\‘arner- differential and steering gear.

“arner Instrument Co., Ueloit, Vis., Space 174

(i. C.I--~Speedonteters.

\Yebb Co., The, New York, N. Y....Suace 191 (i. C.

~Speed indicators. j

\Need Chain Tire (irip Co., New' York, N.'Y., Space

Zoo (1. C.—'Chain tire grips and Lasbar- speed

indicator. ' — ~ '

\Yestel'n T001 W'Orkfi

--(iale cars. _ '

“'heeler Mfg. Co.,

(1. C.—-7l‘ops. ' '

“bite Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland- Ohio, Space

1117-111) .\1. I‘.~C.'3—_\Vbite steam cars. "

\Yhit't-ley Steel Co.,‘Chicago, 111., Space ZJO‘S. 1".

C. .\.~Parts.

“'hitnev Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn, Space 145 (i.

-\\"hitney chains. ‘ -

“'elch Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac. Mich,

126 1". 1".-C. .-\.~-\'\'elch touring cars.

\Nindsor .\utomobile Co., “'indsor, Ind.. Space 251

352 S. F.-C. .-\.—- “'indsor cars. »

\Yoods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, 111., Space 71

75 .\1. F.~C.——\Yoods electric vehicles.

\Yray Pump 8: Register Co.. Rochester. N. Y.,

Space 137 G. C.—~Pumps and pressure regulators.

Gales-burg, I‘ll,~ Space 231]. C.

-;I.)etr0it, Mich, Space 190-197

Space

 

Boston Show in Two Buildings.

Although the balconies. 'hcretofore rc

served for spectators, were thrown into the

exhibition space, Mechanics’ Pavilion. large

as it is, has proved utterly inadequate to

meet the calls for room at the Boston

show, March 10-17. Accordingly, Manager

Campbell has leased Symphony Hall, one

block away. and there the overflow will

be housed. Two years ago. the latter build

ing was used by the importers for a dis

play of foreign cars. Manager Campbell

also hints at'departures in decorative effects

and as it was the Boston show that “set the

fashion" in the now general scheme of

harmony in signs and trappings. the hint is

worthy-0f remark. .

 

Queer Suit Against a Garagernan.

Rather a novel defense to an action In

recover $14 for repairs to a car, brought by

a Buffalo garage keeper, was a counter

. claim of $300 for “having run the aforesaid

automobile-while in the-plaintiff's posses

sion, 'at such a rate of_spced. that the said

plaintiff was then and there pursued by the

police. whereupon he brought the said

such a sudden and violent

stop that the said automobile was damaged

in the sum of $300. for which “your peti

tioner therefore prays judgment." N'edless

o

Z-fs - 7‘.

to add, the plaintiff's claim was not allowed

and the result was a verdict of $39.15 in

favor _of the repairer.

 

Big Work of One Big Truck.

“hen the armory show in New York

was over, one of the Vehicle Equipment

- Conniany'sdng electric trucks gave a dent

. . onstration, that “speaks volumes." lt \\';is

loaded with 2,000 pound wagon that had

-~ been. on exhibition and towing a heavy three

'ttiii'tritck.‘it-madc of? as if it was hauling a

"load of feathers. This scene iii-front of the

armory 'x-vasitncturcd in last week's Motor

“’orld’, but unfortunately the credit “'35

g‘izlen'to the Columbia truck.

‘ I

1.6" 1!...
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Nassau Street, New York.
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1906 MODEL 8, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. ‘ Not a single dissatisfied customer, only favorable con mcnts everywhere, and

orders galore for the new model from former users. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee.

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after January 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR CO., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

The Rainier Car will be exhibited at the Armory Show in Chicago.
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LOZIER. MOTOR CARS

are built along most beautiful

lines—-their general finish and

appearance being properly

in keeping with their high

grade mechanical construction.

(By virtue of the extraordinary care

with which every part of a Lozan car is

put through production, our output for

the year will be but 150 Cal's—real (ars—

made right—tile only way we know 11010

to build. Our new Catalogue, Book

Twenty-two, treats briefly upon the gen

eral features of LOZIER construction, and

we would be glad to send you a copy.

(L Three sizes of cars—Type C, 35 H. P., Type D, 40

H. P., and Type E, 60 H. P., ranging in price from

$4,500 to $8,000 will be the schedule for the year.

  

 

(LLimousiner, Landrzulez‘: and

Touring Car: now delivering.

 

 

SEE US AT THE CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE

SHOW, FEBRUARY THIRD TO TENTH.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Selling Agent for Wiramrin am! l/liuoir, Dan .8. Soul/lard, 1409 M212gran Az'enuc, Clu'tago
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THE SCALING OF PAINT

Trouble that has Long Vexed Even the

Carriage Makers—Causes of it.

Paint scaling has been a long-existing

trouble—so long, in fact, that it has passed

into paint shop records as a tradition—and

it bids fair to continue to hold a prominent

place in paint shop affairs. The scaling of

paint is not a difficulty easily controlled,

says the Carriage Monthly. The clamor

of the riding public, the competition which

overrides discretion, and the presence of

conditions which formerly were unknown,

have served to make the trouble :1 living

issue with the body painter.

It is not a difiiculty confined to the out

} 01'in re

cently a writer in a contemporary noted the

put of "cheap work" factories.

fact that the chipping and scaling of paint

was a noticeable feature of work sent out

by some of the best Eastern builders. Hubs,

felloes, spokes, springs, showed sharp edges

bereft of paint and varnish. It is a well

known fact, to be sure, that the scaling of

the finish from such parts is due more to

the impoverished coatings of material, and

to careless sandpapering which strips the

material from the sharp edges where it

should be left in full depth, than to any

other cause or combination of causes. The

widespread observation of the paint scaling

issue is due, however, to causes quite for

eign to those responsible for the gleaming

edges of springs, spokes, felloes, hubs, side

bars, etc.

In the old days no small share of this

trouble came from an excessive employ

ment of linseed oil—often boiled linseed

oil—but at the present time the other ex

treme has been reached, and the japan

soaked and turpentine thinned paint' and

color is the rule rather than the exception.

Either extreme is deplorable and about

equally as disastrous. It is Satan beset,

and opens the highway to a winding train

of surface disruptions.

Here and there painters are found who

contend that the free use of patent 'mater

ials, so-called, is responsible for the decline

r\f the surface. but this has little standing

at the court of rigid inquirybecause it is

known that much of the work painted and

finished with the ready prepared pigments

wears durably and gives good account of

itself generally. The manufacturer of’these

products is no more accountable for the

unskilled application or handling of the

pigments than are the manufacturers of the

ordinary paint and varnish materials. "

It is simply a question of correct use and

handling by the painter.

No doubt some of the paint scaling is

due to the use 'of the regulation oil and lead

foundation upon workgive'n only a limited

time for the painting] \Vhile oil and lead

0n. __.

I.» l

.

is a combination of unexcelled merit when

adequate time may be given for the material

to dry properly and season out, it is like—

wise an unsafe combination when the lim

itations of time necessitate more or less

haste in surfacing and coating upon. Blis

tering and deadening, and, greater than all,

scaling and peeling of paint, are directly

due to ensue. 7

There is greater danger under the present

quick system of carriage painting from too

much oil in the foundation coats than too

little. An excess of oil is the chief germ

of the paint scaling disease, and it is by

far more prolific of mischief than any

- other.

Admitting the force of the dictum that

'oil‘is the life of the paint it is no less

important to understand that it is the life

of the paint only when it is given an oppor

tunity to change- its composition through

the action of the air, heat and light, and

when deprived of these agencies, and

smothered prematurely under coatings of

pigment, it seeks an outlet, a breathing

space, so to speak. and at an unexpected

hour it throws off its covering and bares

the surface to the stares of the world.

Hence we say limit the use of oil in pro

portion to the reduction in time of painting

the vehicle, and through this course elim

inate the scaling difiiculty as a result of the

oil treatment.

Naturally there is another extreme to be

avoided which has its origin in the exces—

sive use of turpentine to overcome the dis

advantages of the time limit. Coats thin

ned out to excess with turpentine are likely

--indeed (lo—to go to the surface in a con—

dition to dry out highly inelastic and brittle.

Such coatings are due to flake and dry off

early in their life of service, a fact which

should stimulate the painter to overcome

this defect in the system of preparing

materials. 1

Again, we find inferior oils, turpentine

and japan, and inferior pigments, too, caus

ing a deadly blight upon the finished sur

face, among the manifestations of which

is this same flake and scaling deviltry.

Adulteration and cheapening of materials

has gone on and on until it is now an issue

of ueaiing with firms having an established

reputation back of their products.

Inferior materials produce a paint that

lacks elasticity, adhesiveness and cohesive

ness. the trinity of essentials without which

any pigment must fail. Failure of the paint

to hold itself together, and grip hard to the

wood. and retain sufficient elasticity to re

spond to the changes of the wood texture,

leaves the structure of varnish without sup

port. and in a very brief while the luster

disappears and the. whole form 'and sub

stance of the varnish is destroyed. .

It has already been said that the feverish

hurry which distinguishes

-ppeseut day carriage painting is only an

other illustration of sowing the wind and

reaping the whirlwind. Even with the quick

drying pigments now furnished to the trade,

the work of painting “hurry vehicles" has

much of the.

become so abbreviated that there must

naturally be some forcing of coats, one

upon another, before absolute dryness of

the material can be assured. And when

this occurs a formidable list of surface cas

ualties may be expected.

It has been stated that chipping and scal

nig of paint was a quite noticeable feature

in the experience of some Eastern carriage

builders. Upon closer examination it will

be found that these conditions are respon

sible for it.

At a glance it will be seen that conditions

and circumstances are especially suited to

the development of surface flaking and

scaling. Why not apprehend these condi

tions and circumstances and arrange to

hold them closer in check, thereby making

the paint and varnish structure a permanent

investment of labor and material?

 

Ingenious Repair of a Wheel.

There are times when even the ignominy

of a “tow home" could be endured with

good grace, and that is when the aforesaid

tow is not forthcoming. Though badly dis

abled by the complete smashing of a front

wheel one of the contestants in the recent

Australian reliability trial avoided the ne

cessity of either the tow or the “tote”

home that seemed inevitable, by an ingeni

ous expedient. The wheel itself was a total

wreck, hub, spokes and felly being nothing

more than a mass of kindlings, but the

steel rim was not alone intact but in good

shape. A hard wood plank borrowed from

a farmer was cut into two pieces just long

enough to force into the rim, the two pieces

being placed at right angles so that they

crossed one another in the centre. With

fifteen minutes’ work this provided a “four

spoked" wheel of substantial aspect and

weight. The addition of a hole through the

center completed it and slipping on the

axle and screwing up the retaining nut fin

ished theijob on which the car ran many

miles.

Making Plain the Suspenders.

An enterprising \Vestern paper, which

' has recently come out in a new dress, pre

sents in the first issue of its new series, an

article under the somewhat startling cap

tion, “Use Suspenders for Automobiles,"

in which reference is made not to those

homely articles of wearing apparel to which

our forefathers were wont to refer as

“galluses,” but to the spring equipment

of the modern motor car. In this effusion

reference is made to a device which "is now

marketed by a New York concern—which

eliminates the undue amount of resiliency

from springs which are limber, and—materi

ally increases the speed of the car." All of

which is very enlightening.

Why he Prefers Foreign Cars.

“American machines don’t seem to be

good enough for Hyspeed."

“I should say not; he's director in a life

insurance company."—-Ex.
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow Victoria Tonneau, 40-45 Ii. P., with semi

enclosed top. Price without top, $5,000. Semi-encloaed top, $350 extra.

The Pierce Arrow is a car whose final destination is neither the scrap heap nor the machine shop.

There are probably more Pierce Arrows of old models now in satisfactory use than any other make of

CHI. A Pierce Car of several years back is a better investment than many 1906 cars. The greatest

obstacle to the ownership of an auto to many people is the cost of maintaining—not the ordinary garage

charges, but the far greater expense of repairs, adjustments and the like. Even if you do not mind the cost

of these, the annoyance and delay when a car breaks down takes away from the pleasure of operating it.

in the famous Glidden Trophy run the Pierce Arrow went one thousand miles without a single

adjustment. More than that, it did not require an expert chauffeur or mechanic to do this. The perform

ance can be duplicated by any American gentleman with a Pierce car.

Ifyou are interested, we will rend booklets and tee/mica] derenptionr

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COl‘lPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Baltimore, Md.—Southern Auto. Co., 2,021 Maryland .

_ Montreal and Ottawa—Wilson & Co., 142 Bank St.Ave.

Boston, Mesa—J. \\'. Magulre Co., 745 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y.—'1‘he George N. Pierce Co., 752 Main l

St. (Retail).

Chicago, lib—H. Paulman & Co., 1,321 Michigan Ave.

Denver, COL—The George N. Pierce Co., 1,643 Cali——

fornia St.

Detroit, Mich.—J. P. Schneider, 189 Jefferson Ave.

Geneva, N_ Y.-—-J. A. Place.

Hartford, Conn—The Miner Garage Co., 120 Allyn St.

i—iouaton, Tex—Hawkins Auto. and Gas Engine Co.

Kanzas Cily_ him—E. P. Moriarty Co., 1,612 Grand

VG.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Bush & Burgc Co., 7th and Main Sta.

luuisville, Ky.—-The Zorn-Strauss Co., Inc.

LIST OF DEALERS:

Milwaukee, “'is.—Hlbbard Automobile Co.

New York, N. Y.—i-iarmlds Motor Car CQ., Broadway.

6801—5901 Sts.

Oakland, Cal.—’i'he George N. Pierce Co., 1.013 Clay l

St, (Wholesale).

Philadelphia. Pa.—Foss—Hughea Motor Car 00., 201

North Broad St.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Banker iiros. (30.. Baum and Beatty Sts.

Portland, Me.-—J. A. Dowling.

Portland, Ore—Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

Providence, R, I.—'l‘he Shepard Co.

Roel‘isster, N. Y.—U. S. Automobile Co., 21 Plymouth

ve,

St. Louis, Mo.-—-\Vestern Auto. Co., 4.701 Washington

Boulevard.

St. Paul, Minn—C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minnesota St.

1 San anclaCO. CaJ.—Mobile Carriage 00,, Golden Gate

Ave. and Gough St.

Suratoga Springs, N, Y.—W. L. Hodges. 16 “'oodlawri

Ave.

Scranton, Pa.—Standard Motor Car Co.

Seattle, Wash—Broadway Auto. Co.

Sheffield. Pa.—C, H. Smith Co., Ltd.

Springfield. Mass—E. H. Clark Auto. Co., 117 Lyman St.

Syracuse, N, Y.—Amos~Pierce Auto. Co., 109 South

State St.

'I‘itusville, I’m—A. E. Lambert.

Toronto, Ont.—Auto. and Supply Co., Ltd, 24 Tem

perance St.

Troy, N. Y.—Troy Auto, Exchange, 22 Fourth St,

Utica, N. Y.—Utlca Motor Car Co.
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The Week’s Patents.

809.655. Automobile Body. Allie R.

\Yelch and Fred S. W'elcli, Pontiac, Mich.

Filed May 20, 1905. Serial No. 262,781.

Claim.—l. An inclosed carriage body

divisible along the line of the upper edge

of the sides of the Seats and back of the

front and rear seat, substantially as shown

and for the purpose described.

809,704. Motor Plow. Henry J. Kyle,

Tipton, Ind. Filed June 9, 1905. Serial

No. 264,422.

Claim. In a plow of the class described,

in combination, a frame comprising for

wardly diverging side stringers and having

a wheel space formed in the rear portion

thereof, a main driving wheel rotatably

mounted in said frame in said wheel space,

means for driving said wheel, springs at

tached to the forward extremity of said

frame and having laterally disposed necks

attached to said side stringers, an axle at

tached to the under side of said stringers

and wheels mounted upon said axle.

809.738. Dust Allayer for Automobiles.

“'illiam H. Parker, Royaloak, Mich. Filed

March 11, 1905. Serial No. 249,568.

Claim.—1. In a motor carriage, a fan and

fan casing disposed in the rear thereof, said

fan casing having a longitudinal opening

transverse to the line of travel of said car

riage and adapted to deliver forcibly a sheet

of air through said opening, means for vary

ing the opening of said fan case, and means

for driving said fan connected with the pro

pelling means of said carriage, substantially

as described.

809,740. Lubricator for Crank and Sim

ilar Shafts. Thomas 5. Patterson, New

York. N. Y. Filed January 4, 1904. Re

newed November 15, 1905. Serial No. 287,—

482.

Claim.—l. As an improved article of

manufacture. a crankshaft having a bore ex

tending from end to end, the said bore

being reduced in the crank arms and con

tinuing through _the crank pins and the

shaft being provided With outlet ports at

its bearing points. the said ports gradually

increasing in umber as the distance from

the fillin'r end of the shaft increases.

809,742.

P. Perry, Chicago, Ill.

Serial No. 160.467.

Claim.—1. As an article of manufacture,

a storage battery grid, comprising three flat

superimposed lead members. the two outer

members being provided with a plurality of

vertically disposed columns of obliquely

arranged apertures of one member being ar~

ranged at an angle to the obliquely ar

ranged apertures of the other member and

the intermediate member being provided

with evenly distributed small openings or

perforations.

809.771.

Internal

Storage Battery Plate. David

Filed June 8, 1903.

Automatic Speed Regulator for

Combustion John G.

Callan, Lynn, Mass, Assignor to General

Engines.

Electric Company, a Corporation of_ New

York. Filed October 23, 1903. Serial No.

178,172.

Claim.—1, A speed governing device for

explosive engines, comprising means sensi

tive to fluctuation in speed of the engine for

progressively reducing the charges of ex

plosive mixture to a predetermined point

and in further combination of the govern

ing action for maintaining the charges'con

etant at said point while simultaneously de

laying the ignition of the charges.

809,772. Emergency Governor, John G.

Callaii and Frederick R. C. Boyd, Lynn,

Mass, Assignor to General Electric Com

pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed

June 13, 1904. Serial No. 212,274.

Claini.—l. A governor comprising a ro

tating element and a coiled spring carried

thereby having a free end, and a regulator

acted upon by the spring.

809,791. Compound Gas Engine. John

W. Eisenhuth, Brooklyn, N. Y., Assignor to

The Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co., a

Corporation of Maine. Filed May 25, 1905.

Serial No. 262,301.

Claini.—1. In a gas engine, the combina—

tion with high pressure cylinders, of a low

pressure cylinder adapted to be operated by

the exhaust from the same, piston valves

mounted in pockets or recesses formed in

the enging casing between said cylinders

for controlling the movement of the gaseous

mixture, the said valves being arranged in

pairs and moving upon each other in said

pockets but controlling different ports, tele

scoping stems secured to the said valves.

and cams for engaging the valve stems so

as to reciprocate the valves independently

of each other, substantially as described.

809,802. Variable Speed Mechanism.

Silas L. Heywood, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed June 13, 1904. Serial No. 212,252.

Claim.—1. The combination, with two

expansive pulleys, one having sliding heads

and the other a sliding and a non-sliding

head, the sliding head of the latter pulley

being free to recede from the other head bv

the tension of the belt to contract the pul

ley, of means for moving the heads of the

former pulley in the same direction but at

different speeds to expand that pulley.

809.916. Controlling Device for Motor

Vehicles. John C. Gallagher, Elmira, N. Y.

Filed November 5. 1904. Serial No. 231,511

Claim.-—-1. The combination, with a steer

‘ing shaft and wheel, of a tubular standard

through which the shaft passes and a re

voluble control rod mounted upon the

standard at one side and projecting above

the hub of the steering wheel.

810,412. Shaft and Clutch Mechanism;

John O. Hobbs, Chicago, 111. Filed October

22. 1903. Serial No. 178,145.

Claim.——l. In a shaft and clutch mechan

ism, of the class described, the combination

of a shaft comprising a rigid clutch portion

and flexible partions, and a clutch member

connected to the flexible portions of such

shaft and rotatable against the tension

thereof in either direction into positive

contact with the rigid shaft portion, sub

stantially as described.

810,419. Attachment for Vehicle Wheels.

 

_

(L S I X new feat

ures in the new

Jones Combination

Speedometer

Odometer.

A complete cata

log upon request.

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

132 West 32d St, New York,

  

 

 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cantl per line of seven words. cosh with order.

In cooltnll. 25 cent-l per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19054906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

OR SALE—Established Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD WHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

FOR SALE — Very cheap, Searchmont four

cylinder. Ford two cylinder; Winton two

cylinder; Rambler two cylinder, improved Rambler

E, one cylinder; Orient Buckboard; mostly 1905

cars; prices and descriptions extremely interesting.

A card will bring the information. E. S. YOUSE,

Reading, Pa.

‘ a I ANTED—Position by experienced chauffeur,

Address CHAUFFEUR, P. 0. Block.

Room 6, Columbus, Indiana.

 

 

 

 

OR SALE— Quick returns; two Surrey, type i

Ramblers, used as demonstrators; first class

condition, .3800 each. One model F Ford, used as

demonstrator, Ai condition, $750. One i904 Knox,

good condition, canopy top; repainted; original

cost, Bi,350, price now, $450. One model C Rani

bler runabout with top, in good condition, $225.

One model E Rambler runabout, in good condition‘

$250. One 1904 Olds runabout in good condition,

8250. Further particulars by mail. RICHMOND

JARVIS CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

 

EED MONEY— Will sell my 53.500 French

straight-front Landaulet (electric), 50 miles

on one charge; maximum speed, 20 miles per hour;

new exide batteries, 3 speeds ahead and rear; run

about 500 miles; finished dark green, inside

elegant; newly varnished; a dream to ride in;

smooth running; grand to shop, attend weddings.

parties, theaters, eic.; first check for $i,500 takes

it f. o. 1). Syracuse, N. Y. Photo of carriage on

request. Address E. R. WA'IERHOUSE, 506

Vine 51., Syracuse, N. Y.
 

OR SA LE—Haynes-Apperson runabout, good

condition; buggy top, magneto, tools, Veeder

cyclome er, 8300 f. o b. Harrisburg; also Gabriel

horn, Model D, $ro; list 825, never used, condition

perfect. JAMES MCCORMICK, Jr., Box 548,

Harrisburg. Pa.

MUST BE SOLD at once for the account of

purchasers of '06 Royal Tourists.— P- pe~

Ti led , 05, type 8, 35 H. P., Michelin tires, one ex

tra tire, carrier and cover for same, 3 inner tubes,

extra, 2-passenger runabout body as well as regular

touring body, cape top, i0 inch searchlight on dash,

gas tank, clock, Wamer speed meter, ’06 transmis

sion, car recently overhauled, color white with ied

running gear, low price of $2500 00 for quick sale.

‘04 Peerless, fine condition, can py top, gas iank,

price $15 00. '05 Royal Tourist, fine t rder. ‘05

Pope-Toledo, type 8, perfect condi ion, canopv N p.

Baker Stanhope and charging set complete. Steam

Loeo Stanhope, cheap. Ohio Sales Agency,

ROYAL MOTOR CAR COMPANY, 330 Euclid

Avenue, (.leveland, Chic.

FORl)

FORD MOTOR (30.,

DE’l‘ROIT, MIC".

Member: A. M. C. M. A.
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George W. Kirkpatrick, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed February 3, 1904. Serial No. 191,805.

Claim.—l. The combination with a vehi

cle-wheel of a flexible band extending over

the face of the tire, a device separate from

the band and engaging the ends thereof and

means for moving it relatively to the rim

U) tighten the band.

810,420. Attachment for vehicle-\Vheels.

George W. Kirkpatrick, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed August 8, 1904. Serial No. 219,851.

Claim.—-l. An attachment for vehicle

wheels embodying a member forming a

saddle adapted to be located within the

wheel-rim, means for securing the saddle

thereto and a band extending over the tread

portion of the wheel, means for detachably

connecting one end of the band to the sad

dle and securing member engaging the op

posite end of the band and adjustable on

the saddle to tighten the band.

809,986. Tire and Other Valves. George

H. F. Schrader, New York, N. Y., assignor

to A. Schrader‘s Son, incorporated, New'

York, N. Y., a corporation of New York.

Filed Feb. 6, 1897. Serial No. 622,297.

Claim.—l. In tire and other valves, a

valve, member comprising a complete valve,

consisting of a shell having an egress-duct

leading through its outer end, a seat, a

valve-chamber, a valve proper in said cham

ber closing against said seat and an egress

duct, inclosed in its interior, said shell hav

ing a smooth outer wall surrounding said

chamber and fitting within the interior of

a tire tube, having a projecting flange out

wardly of said wall. and a packing recess

formed 'in the cylindrical wall of said

shell inwardly of said flange, 21 ring of

packing material surrounding said shell and

fitting said recess and held against acci

dental escape by the lower side of said

recess, and a union surrounding said flange

for removably coupling said member to an

air-tube, and a valve proper within said

chamber.

810,030. Cooler. Benjamin Briscoe, De

troit, Mich, assigiior to Briscoe Manufac

turing Company, Detroit, Mich, a corpor

ation of Michigan. Filed Sept. 28, 1903.

Serial No. 174,921.

Claim.—-1. In a cooler, a liquid-conduit

comprising a flattened tube having the par

allel walls thereof in close proximity, and

an inwardly-extending rib on the said tube

for holding said parallel walls spaced from

each other, and a radiating flange sleeved

upon said tube.

810,058. Variable-Speed Gear. Peter W.

Kane, Mason City, Iowa. Filed Dec. 31,

1904. Serial No. 239,181.

C1aim.—l. _The combination with a cone

of gears conSisting of a plurality of parallel

gear-wheels and a spiral gear crossing said

gear-wheels and forming parts of the latter

at the points of crossmg, of a moveable

gear-wheel. means for guiding the latter

automatically to follow the path of said

spiral gear, said means adjustable to hold

said moveable gear in mesh with either of

said parallel gear-wheels.

810,061. Pneumatic Cushion Wheel.

Charles A. Lee, Kansas City, Kans, assig

nor of one-half to Albert J'. Holzmark,

Kansas City, Kans. Filed June 28, 1905.

Serial No. 267,471.

Claim.—1. A wheel comprising a rigid

inner portion having an encircling ring. a

rigid outer portion having an inner circular

ring andan outer encircling ring, a circular

pneumatiocushion between the ring of the

inner portion and the ring of the outer por

tion, and radial rods extending through

the pneumatic_cushion and the rings in

contact therewtth and clamping the latter

tightly upon the former.

810,087.

ders, Cupertino, Cal.

Serial No. 259,738.

Claiin.—1. A carbureting-machine having

in combination two water-containing tanks,

a bell in each tank, a receptacle submerged

in one of said tanks and containing liquid

hydrocarbon, two tubes fixed to the bottom

of the other tank and rising above the

water-level thereof, one of said tubes con

taining an absorbent filling, means con—

necting the hydrocarbon-receptacle of the

one tank with the tubes of the other tank.

an air-supply connecting with the tube con—

taining the filling, a pivotally-mounted

bucket suspended from the bell and oper

aiable in the tube which receives the hy

drocarbon from the receptacle, a pipe con

nection between the two tubes. and means

Carburetter. Stephen P San

Filed May‘lO, 1905.

,whereby the raising of the bell the bucket

is elevated to deliver its charge of hydro

carbon into the pipe connection for saturat

ing the filling of the other tube, said bell.

in its descent. forcing the carbureted air

out of said filled tube, and means conduct

ing the carbureted air to the bell of the

other tank.

810,347. Gas Engine. Edwin F. Porter

and Walter R. Whiting, Boston, Mass, as

signors to American Rotary Engine Com

pany, Boston, Mass. a corporation of

Maine. Filed Mar. 16, 1905. Serial No.

250,368.

Claim.—1. In combination with a cylin

der, :1 piston. two oppositely-rotating

crank-shafts, of means interposed between

said pitmen and piston for loosely connect

ing the former to the latter to provide lost

motion between the said parts.
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T PA 0 E M A R in

INTERNATIONAL A. & V. TIRE CO.,
BOSTON 895 Ployllton 5!.BR \‘CHES:

  

instant success.

cionuun '

finrniiTrFi'cEs 1

CHICAGO, 135-137 Lake St.

ALL TIRES WILL BE AS GOOD AS

International

when made like them, but not until then.

The exclu‘ive feaiure which gave “Fox Brand" Single

Tube Motor Tires the reputation of bring the best made was in

corporated in -‘ Fox Brand " Clincher Tires two years ago with

We refer to the

INTERNAL CUSHIUNED CONSTRUCTION

which makes u: I. re foundation praciically indestiuctible.

be recovereu svenl time; eien after it has been worn down, by

hard serv ce, to the very last ply of ia‘iric.

explaizi \\ 111! at the Chicago Aulomobi 2 Show, but if you can

be..ieve yo i own eyes, We will give you concruswr. EVIDENCE in

\l'lr: form of Tins worn down in senice to ihe last layer of fabiic

Wl'I‘HUUT RlM CU'l‘TlAG, BEAT) STRIPPING, BLISTERING on SEPAR

ATION ()1? FABRIC PLIES.

Milltown, N. J., U. S. A.

SAN FRANCISCO, 105 Front 5'.

Tires

1! can

We will not only
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_ We Deliver the Goods.Our entire organization has from the very first been devoted exclusively to thebuildlng of Commerclal Vehicles.The success of Rapid motor wagons is due to the fact that they are built with the idea of giving lg,

heavy continuous servrce and carrying heavy loads.The wagonallustrated weighs 2230 lbs. and carries 3000 lbs. easily. Rear wheel measures 34 inches; Q"

front wheel 32 inches; solid tires. The double side chain drive insures a maximum of power delivered tc :1 _

the Z-mch solid steel axles. The cut illustrates only one of our many bodies. Size and style of body fur '-'

nished to meet your reqturements. FVQ‘P'yF;

One Ton, $l,400; l l'2 Ton, $l,800. 3

GUARANTEED FOR one YEAR.Agents can secure territory by writing me now, before all choice allotments are gone. Our newfactory IS a guarantee of prompt delivery. -.

. Address F. R. HENRY, Sales Manager, '.

RAPID MOTOR VEHICLE CO., Pontlac, Mlch. ¢=.>_.<j
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WARNING
The Gabriel Horn is fully protected by patents,

and dealers and users are warned against purchasing

infringing devices. We have recently entered suit

in the United States Courts against companies which

have been displaying and oFfering for sale an inlringe

You’re always sure of

A FINE FAT SPARK

with

SPLITDORF COILS
 

[it'r ‘ W

 

ment of our patents, commercially known as "The

Gabriel Horn," and it is needless to say that we will

continue this policy of protecting ourselves and our

customers from infringers. When purchasing, be sure

the horn bears our Trade Mark.

The Gabriel Horn

warns without

frightening

and has

a beautitully

modulated

  

 

That's why everybody uses them.

0. F. SPLITDORF,

t7-27 Vandewater Street.

Manufactured in 2, 3, 4, and 8 chimes.

GABRIEL IIIIRII MFG. IIII.

98l Hamilton 8t., Cleveland, Ohio

  

 

 

E. J. WILLIS CO. THE MAN IN THE BAR

ALL NEW "0VEL TIESI with his unnerving allegiance to duty, represent:

HOS, the care. forethought and consideration which the

NEW SPEEDOMETER, K E s H 0 R E

NEW TOOL CHEST,

NEW 5PARK PLUG. 8r Illfil'llIiAII SIIIITIIERN RAILWAY

Th e AmaZ0 n if:ii.il'i::'3§l£::§rES;lilikiiiliié

Clincher Tires
AT LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

Send for Trade Prices and Catalogue. Direct connecuons Between

Boston, New York, Buffalo, Gloveland,

E, J , CO_ chicago, Plttsburg, Oincinnatl

8 Park Place, NEW YORK and St. Louis.
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The VOLCANO TORCH is the

most poverful hand blow Torch In

the world. Keeps up its own pres

sure for any length of time. No air

pump required Can be refilled

without stopping action of the tort? .

Wllr heat I railroad car nle

4V5 in.diameter red hot in I5 minuter.

Jusr the thing for lravelllng eulo

mobllcl.

Write for descriptive matter

TNE VOLCAIO TOIOII 60.. - Elle. h.

  

 

Does She Miss Exploslons?
    

That’s a sign that your batteries

are weak. The owner of an

A plo Autonltlc Battery

Cglrg'nr, never has trouble from V

1 wk current or bath ries See

us at Chicago Show. Dayton El”. 1

If]. 80., Ol hem OIL. Dayton, 0.

DIAMOND ONAINS
OUR CHAINS OUTWEAR ALL OTHERS

Replace your worn out chain with

a “ DIAMOND," which fits

any standard sprocket.

OIAAIONOOHAIN & MFR. 00.. INDIANAPOLIS

 
 

 

 

HYnTT ROLLERBEIIPJNGS

TURN FRICTION mro ENERGY

HYflTT ROLLER BEHRING COMPHNY

HfiRRISON NEW JERSEY

APE YOU FROM mssoumr

  

 

TOURING OAR

THE F. B. STEARNS 00.,

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A.

WWW
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economical car made.

application of power.

  

, ‘ I
‘1‘ I 'l

- era-Is
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THE TWO-BIBLE ELMORE.
I'I’IIT A STRONG HEART TO THE STEEP HILL."

The two-cycle in practical results is as strong up hill as on the level road. The explanation

of the two-cycle principle is as simple as human breathing. It is merely a uniform, unbroken

application of power—something which is a physical impossibility in the fohr cycle.

want to understand this clearly send for “The Heart of the Man and the Machine."

STUDY THIS DIAGRAM—IT'S IMPORTANT.

CYLINDER N0. r.— Explosion has forced pislon halfway down.

CYLINDER No. |.—]ust starting down from expl sion.

CYLINDER No. 3.—Coming into aciion before force oI explosion in Cylinder No. a is exhausted

CYLINDER No. 4.—Will come into action when piston of cylinder No. 3 II bilf way through.

A SINGLE-FACT IS WORTH A SHIPLOAD OF ARGUMENT

The single fact we wish to impress upon you is that the Two-Cycle Elmore is the most

From 15 to 20 parts on every cylinder eliminated. Actually 50 per

cent. of working parts eliminated. All inlet and exhaust valves entirely done away with. One

two or three cylinders may be cut out at will.

The two-cycle car goes anywhere without change of gear; always a steady unbroken

Can be throttled down on the high speed to two miles an hour or speed

along at the rate of 45 miles; will climb steep, difficult grades without strain or effort.

 

 

If you

I

Send for Illustrated r906 Catalogue.

THE ELMOHE MFG. OOMPANY

IIO4 AMANDA STREET,

CLYDE, OHIO.

Members Association lace 'sed Automobile

Manufacturers.

 

  

  

flexible.

Forfuller (Irrzrljbhbn mu!

for Circular. Dept. C.

Baldwin Spring Recoil Check
HOUSE PATENT.

An automatic frictional device perfectly

controlling the recorl of the springs.

No oil, no air to keep packed.

Attachment easily made.

Connection of the bedy and running gear

No oiling or adjusting required.

BALDWIN CHAIN & MPG. cu, Worcester, Mass.  

  

Frr e action of

springs.

the compression of the

Controls the sharp recoil only.

Makes riding at an increased rate of spe- (I

comfortable and saves the springs and

tires.
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The $1,000

Ti re Eco n om y

Competition

is for the mutual benefit

of maker and user.

  

We want you to know

all about tires and how

to treat them.

We will pay for your

education.

20 per cent allowed for

old tires of any make.

PENNSYLVANIA’RUBBER c

JEANNETTE, PA.
  

 

  

 

Persistent and conscientious adherence to one idea—and that

idea one which we have demonstrated to be the correct one—

year after year has made the Premier Motors the efficient, de

pendable ones which we have always built.

This, in conjunction with our splendid construction through

out the car, makes the Premier, “The Quality Car," stand out.

boldly among its competitors, evidencing its worth in its

pressed steel frame, 20-24 H. P. motor, selective type, three

speeds forward and reverse sliding gear transmission, shaft

drive, buoyant but firm full elliptic springs, I beam front axle

efficient brakes. perfected lubricating system, light weight,

high power, great speed, pleasing design, comfort and elegance

of equipment. These features CAN'T HELP appealing to those ’

interested in the subject of motor cars.

AIR COOLED

$2,000.00 and $2,250.00 F. O. B. Indianapolis

Semi for Catalogue and Booklet (S).

Premier Motor Mfg. Company

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.

Members American Motor Car Manulacturcra Association.

 

 

 

Built by _ ‘

E. W. BLISS C0., of Brooklyn, N. Y

30 H. P.

THE. CAR WITH A

REPUTATION

BEHIND lT.

DouoLAs ANDREWS

Selling Agent,

l623 Broadway, New York
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ENTER THE A. E. V. M.

Electric Vehicle Makers Organize and In

corporate—The Purposes which the

Association will Serve.

“To foster trade, to reform abuses, and

to promote harmony in the business," the

Association of Electric Vehicle Manufac

turers was, on Monday last, incorporated

under the laws of New York State.

Robert M. Lloyd, Electric Vehicle Co.,

New York City; George Pope, of Hart

ford, Conn., Pope Mfg. Co.; M. L. Goss,

Baker Motor Vehicle Co. and J. W. McCrea,

McCrea Motor Truck Co., Cleveland, Ohio;

T. W. Goodridge, Studebaker Auto Co., of

South Bend, Ind. and James MacNaughto'n,

James MacNaughton Co., of Buffalo, N. Y.,

are named as the incorporators.

The movement leading up to this “taking

out of papers” has been so quietly conduct

cd that the notice of the issuance of the

certificate of incorporation was the first

that was generally known of it. Indeed, the

organization really will be not wholly com

pleted until late this week when a meeting

will be held in Chicago at which officers

will be elected.

When one of those concerned with the

u~>cciation was asked exactly what the get

ting together implied, he said:

"It means just what the notice of incor

pomtion states and merely reflects the

spirit of the times. We all have interests

in common which can be better served by

becoming personally acquainted and pulling

together rather than by remaining

strangers or half strangers to one another

and pulling each a different way. The asso

ciation has no capital stock, no price or

prices or no patent or patents to exploit

and will have no oflice, no manager, no

salaries. It is designed chiefly to promote

acquaintance and good feeling and is purely

a defensive organization, that is to say, we

will be prepared to act together should oc

casi0n arise. The objects are such as we

believe will appeal to all reputable makers

of electric vehicles and we believe they will

its with us. The door has not been and

Will not be closed to any of them."

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

Diamond again Abreast of Demand.

Figurativer speaking, the Diamond Rub

ber Co. has resumed business. For three

months the Akr0n company has been un

able to promptly deliver some of the most

popular sizes of its tires and a lot 01' “fret—

ting and stewing” has resulted. The instal

lation of additional equipment, which dur

ing this period has been responsible for

some of the delay, has been finally com~

pleted and the big plant is again humming

merrily in all departments. The stocks of

the Diamond branches have been fully re

plenished, the “famine” is over and imme

diate deliveries and satisfied smiles are once

more the rule.

 

Alden to go with Timken.

The well-known automobile engineer, H.

W. Alden, formerly with the Electric Vehi

cle Co., and latterly “well up” in the Pope

Mfg. Co.’s commercial vehicle department,

has engaged with the Timken Roller Bear

ing Axle Co., Canton, Ohio, and will be

attached to its engineering stafi. He will

remove from Hartford, Conn., to Canton,

Ohio, on March 1st.

Moskovics Joins Brandenburg Firm.

F. E. Moskovics, formerly sales manager

of the Acme Motor Car Co. and latterly

traveling representative of the Continental

Caoutchouc Co., has been admitted to part—

nership in the distributing firm of Branden

burg Bros. 8: Alliger, of New York and Chi

cago. Moskovics’s new duties will keep him

“swinging around the circle” as of yore.

 

Chapin Resigns Olds Sales Management.

Roy D. Chapin, sales manager of the

Olds Motor Works, has tendered his resig

nation—a proceeding that will cause wide

spread surprise, as he was considered

almost an Olds “fixture.” Except that he

may decide to rusticate for a short period,

Chapin’s plans for the future are uncertain.

 

Des Moines Raises Funds for Kitto.

\V. H. Kitto, formerly of the Simplicities

Automobile Co., of Middletown, Conn., has

at last induced the residents of Des Moines,

Iowa, to subscribe the $30,000 needed to aid

him in the establishment of a factory there.

The Motor and Components Mfg. Co. is

the style under which it will operate.

MORE BASIC PATENTS UP

This time 3. Batch of Five—Suits Involving

Two of them Already Started—A. L.

A. M. Dickering for the Lot.

Two more alleged basic patents unex

pectedly have appeared on the scene, No.

657,650, commonly termed the “plate pat

ent," and covering what is known as the

gridiron segment, and No. 662,401, covering

the sliding gear type of transmission. Both

patents were issued late in the year 1900

to Leonard N. Dyer, a member of the firm

of Dyer & Dyer, formerly patent attorneys

in Washington, but now of New York.

The full importance of the patents came

to light only last week when Dyer 8r Dyer

filed suit in the United States Circuit Court

for the Southern District of New York

against the Lozier Motor Company for al

leged infringement of both patents. It

then became known that in December last,

suits on the same counts had been brought

against the Auto-Import Company, who

handle the Rochet-Schneider car in

this country, and also against Delaney

Nichol, a user of a Rochet-Schneider car

and a former District Attorney of New

York.

It is now asserted also that fully 60 per

cent. of the automobile manufacturers of

this country are making use of the devices

covered by these patents and that action

against them is probable, although when

seen by a Motor World man on Tuesday,

a member of the firm of Dyer & Dyer in

timated that proceedings against the users

of infringing cars was even more probable.

At the same time he did not deny a rumor

that his firm was negotiating for or had

practically completed the sale of the pat

ents to the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers, in fact, he admitted,

such negotiations, but it was only by a pro

cess of elimination that they were brought

to the door of the A. L. A. M. The legal

gentleman even seemed to regret that the

negotiations had progressed so far that re

treat was impossible, this remark apparent

ly being a slip of the tongue.

Patent No. 657,650, issued September 11,
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1900, applies to an “Automobile Vehicle,”

the particular feature on which the suits are

based, constituting the ninth claim, viz:

“In an automobile vehicle a transmission

gearing therefor the operating handle, or

the fixed guide plate having recesses sub

stantially as set forth," which means sub

stantially the slotted guide plate for the

gear changing lever, commonly styled the

gridiron segment. The patent shows it

applied to a belt driven vehicle.

The other patent involved, No. 662,401,

was issued November 27, 1900, and covers

"Gearing for Automobile Vehicles," the

sliding gear being described in claim 12, as

follows:

“In an improvement in gearing, two

shafts parallelly arranged, a gear rigidly

fastened to one shaft, a second gear in

mesh with the first gear but free to rotate

about its supporting shaft, a clutch member

upon said gear, a third gear rigidly sup

ported upon one side of the shafts, a loose

gear adjacent thereto, normally inoperative

intermediate mechanism interposed between

said gear and its supporting'shaft, a gear

keyed to the other shaft' but capable of

lateral or endwise movement thereon, a

clutch member on one face of the fourth

gear, and a projection or hub upon the op

posite face, substantially as set forth.”

It appears that Leonard H. Dyer also

has four other patents which his firm is in

clined to believe cover basic principles, but

the status of which they admit is not fully

established, although they seem to be in

cluded in the negotiations with the A. L. A.

M. These patents are as follows: Nos. 643,

595, Feb. 3, 1900; 662,400, Nov. 27, 1900;

676.223. June 11, 1901, each of which applies

to features of transmission.

The devices covered by these patents

were all conceived by L. H. Dyer in 1894-5,
when he vwas residing in Chicago Heights

and engaged in experimenting with a self

propelled vehicle, to which they were ap

plied. 'Of course, their value was not ap

preciated at the time and even after the

patents were issued their importance was

not fully realized. About two years ago

this dawned on the Dyers and they entered

into negotiations with several manufactur

ers. but one of whom, however, took out

a license—the Electric Vehicle Company.

It continued in force for one year, when

owing to a certain amount of dissatisfac

tion on one side or the other, it was allowed

to lapse, and has not since been renewed.

 

End of the Searchmont Plant.

A force of men began last week to tear

out the machinery and otherwise dismantle

the plant at Trainer, Pa., formerly occupied

by the Searchmont Automobile Co. \Nhen

the plant was sold sometime ago, it was

rumored that a company would be formed

to manufacture engines for gasolene cars

and also to build a special car, but these

things have not materialized, and the place

that once gave employment to hundreds of

workmen will soon be no more.

In the Retail World.

I.. W. \Vright, the South Norwalk, Conn.,

carriage man, has taken possession of his

new garage, a three-story brick structure,

63x61 feet.

William Ashenberg, Perth Amboy, N. 1.,

is about to begin the erection of a garage

in that place. It will occupy the vacant lot

on Smith Street near McClellan.

Christopher F. Weeber has purchased

five lots at Central avenue and Bradford

street, Albany, N. Y., where he intends to

build an automobile factory. Ground was

broken last week.

F. W. Howe, the Sidney, (N. Y), dealer,

has purchased the lot adjoining the Phelps

building at that place, and will erect a three

story garage, 40x69 feet. It will be ready

for occupancy April 1.

Ground has been broken for the new

garage to be occupied by the Somerville

Automobile Co., of Somerville, Mass, which

was incorporated last week. It will be lo

cated at Boston Avenue and Broadway and

will measure 40x80 feet.

Browne & Schmidt, Paterson, N. 1., have

under process of construction a commodious

machine and repair shop at 201-203 Pater

son Street. of brick, two stories high, and

measuring 50x75 feet. They will move from

10 Lee Place, on March 1.

The Ottawa (lll.) Motor and Cycle Co.,

of which I. L. Bane and Jacob C. Zeller,

are the leading spirits, have bought out the

business of the late Max Schultz. The gar

age will undergo several improvements be

fore the new proprietors move in.

Another agency is to be opened in Boston

this week. This is the Northern, and it

will be handled by Charles Haigh, formerly

with A. T. Fuller, who was until this year

agent for the Northern. Haigh has leased

space in the Motor Mart in Park Square.

The Piedmont Motor Car Co., Atlanta,

Ga., have just taken on the agency for the

Pope-Waverly electrics and will handle

them apart from their gasolene interests. To

that end they have acquired the show room

at 88 North Pryor Street, formerly occupied

by the \Naverly Automobile C0.

Although Wheeling, W. Va., boasts of

numerous automobiles it has not a garage,

but this present deficiency soon will be

filled by Richard H. Mahlke, who owns a

car and is proprietor of a large machine

shop. Mahlke will convert the first floor

of his establishment into a garage and will

build an addition for storage purposes.

The Piedmont Automobile Co., formerly

the Southern Automobile Co., have taken

possesion of their new garage at 193 North

Pryor Street, Atlanta, Ga., and have also

let contracts for the construction of a sales

room, 40x90 feet, on North Pryor Street,

close by the garage. For 1906 the Pied

mont people are handling the Ford and the

Maxwell cars.

The Electric Automobile Co., has been

organized in Savannah. Ga., with $20,000

capital and will take over the business of

the Electric Supply Co., of that city. Elec

tric vehicles only will be handled, a garage

with 12,000 square feet of space, being now

in process of equipment at the corner of

Bull and Bryant stFeets. The Pope-Wav

erlv will be the concern’s leader.

The Aurora Automobile Co., which in

corporated some time ago at Aurora, lll.,

and opened its stock subscription books,

but did little else, is reported to be trying

to sell its patents on the doctor’s runabout,

devised by Dr. D. D. Culver, to Chicago

parties. The men who endeavored to sell

stock in the automobile company have now

formed the Aurora Mines Co.

As soon as projected improvements are

made the Eastern Automobile Co., Phila

delphia agents for the Peerless far, believes

it will have the best equipped garage in the

city, if not in the State. The present site

occupies Nos. 326 to 332 North Broad

Street, but the company has acquired the

adjoining property to No. 340, and is con‘

verting it into one large salesroom.

The Automobile Supply Co., of Chicago,

last Friday filed a creditor’s bill in the Su

perior Court against the Yale Automobile

Co.. of 1,413 Michigan Avenue, that city,

asking that the defendant company be dis

solved and its assets sold for the-benefit

of its creditors. The supply company as

serts the defendant company is indebted to

- it for $280. The Kirk Manufacturing Co.,

also a complainant, asks $707.

George J. Bohnet. who has the agency

in Saginaw and Bay City, Mich, and also

in fourteen counties of that State for the

R00 cars. will shortly open a well-equipped

salesroom and garage at 114-116 South

Franklin street, Saginaw. Bohnet was for

four years manager for W. K. Prudden &

Co., Lansing, Mich, until last September,

when he acquired the business, re-selling it

recently to Wall & VVurgis, to look after the

Reo interests in other counties.

Connecticut Cuban Company to Increase.

The West Indies Transportation Com—

pany, a corporation organized under the

laws of Connecticut and doing business in

Havana. held its annual meeting in Hart

ford last week, at which Thomas Malcolm

of Hartford, was re-elected president, and

J. Condit Smith and H. B. Geuchius, direct

ors. The company runs motor busses and

does a general automobile business in Cuba

and as it is planned to extend its opera

tions, handling freight and express as well

as passengers. it was voted to submit to

the stockholders a proposition for an in

crease of capital stock necessary to acquire

additional machines.

 

Thery Becomes a Manufacturer.

Advices from abroad state that Leon

Thery, twice winner of the Bennett cup,

has left the Richard-Brasier firm and will

himself engage in the manufacture of auto

mobiles. Thcy will be styled the “Tliery,“

of course.
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GAVE UP TO GOODYEAR

$150,000 Claimants Withdraw Suit, Pay

Bills and are Able to do Business Again.

 

The New York-Broadway Rubber Tire

Co. is very much wiser than it was two

months ago. Among other things it has

learned that instituting suits for even $150,—

000 worth of damages does not always ac

complish its purposes.

It did that sort of thing with the Geod

year Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

and had all its labor for its pains. When

the Goodyear people really “got busy” they

acted with such vigor and dispatch, that the

New York-Broadway concern finally was

compelled to cry “enough,” which .means

that it has paid the Goodyear accounts,

withdrawn the $150,000 suit, and, so to

speak, promised to "be good" hereafter.

It will be recalled that the New York

Broadway Co., which handled the Goodyear

products in the Greater New York district,

discovered that it had been “damaged” to

the extent of $150,000 at just about the time

the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. began

pressing for the payment of an overdue

note; to secure the alleged claim the Good

year property in New York was attached.

The attachment was promptly bonded and

released and immediately the Goodyear in

terests faced about and delivered an upper

cut in the form of a suit for the amount of

the note which they held and also by at

taching all the New York-Broadway assets

in sight, which included stores in New York

and Brooklyn, bank accounts, etc.

The New York-Broadway Co. was unable

to obtain bonds to release the attachments

and as a result they were “tied up" for a

period of Seven weeks or until they settled

with Goodyear. Before doing so,' it is

alleged tht they quoted all manner of cut

prices on Goodyear tires in the effort to

prove damage and also that they sought

to prove the Goodyear Co. a foreign cor

poration which had executed the contract

with them in New York whereas it was

made and signed in Akron, Ohio. These

allegations were set up in the vain effort

to have the attachments vacated. The

Goodyear people. however, resolutely re

fused to be bluffed or dissuaded and had

ready for we two additional attachments.

They proved unnecessary, however, as the

New York-Broadway C0. soon “saw a

light" and wilted. They paid not only the

Goodyear note, which was overdue, but

also two others which had not matured and

likewise discontinued the $150,000 suit

which which had been filed in the name of

one of their employes. -It was not until

then that the attachments were released

and that they were again able to come into'

possession of their stores and transact busi

ne>5.

The Week's Incorporations.

Joliet, Ill.—Stenha_r_t-Jensen Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws; to deal in auto

mobiles. Corporators—E. W. Stenhart, C.

F. Jensen and W. H. Whittemore._

St. Louis, M0.——Uni0n Automobile Co.,

increased capital stock from $15,000 to $35,

000; all increase paid. Assets, $35,000; lia—

bilities, $2,568.61.

New York City—New Century Auto Co.,

under New York laws, with $1,000 capital;

to conduct a garage. Corporators—VVilliam

B. Franke, David Lamb and Frederick L.

Kelley, Jr. '

Chicago, lll.—Cullman Wheel Co., under

Illinois laws, with $15,000 capital; to make

wheels, sprockets, etc. Corporators—A. A.

Worseley, N. H. Hanchette and I. H.

Whitefield.

Buffalo, N. Y.—James MacNaughton Co.,

under New York laws, with $10,000 capital;

to make motors. Corporators—James Mac

Naughton, Charles S. Chamberlain and M.

D. Ashford.

Morristown, N. J.—Morristown Garage

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to deal in and repair automobiles.

Corporators—Thomas B. Reid, John V.

Wise and Alexander Reid.

VVilkes-Barre, Pa.—Wy0ming Valley Mo—

tor Co., under Pennsylvania laws, to con

duct a garage. Corporators—Ambrose

\Nest, Laning Harvey, C. E. Stegmaier,

James Cool and Charles L. Ashley.

Des Moines, Iowa—Motor Components

Co., under Iowa laws,“with $30,000 capital;

to make automobiles. Corporators—B. S.

\Valker, W. H. Kitto, G. C. Hubbell, H. G.

Guer, R. McCutcheon and F. C. Hubbell.

New York City, N. Y.—_The Rossell Co.,

of America, under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital; to make engines, motors,

etc. Corporators—IEugene N. Robinson,

Manuel de Caserte and Charles M. Eaton.

New Yorlg City—Constantine Storage

Battery Co.. under New York laws, with

$8,000 capital; to make storage batteries and

ignition apparatus. Corporators—E. B.

Constantine, \N’. Hunet Smith and John A.

McEwan.

Trenton, N. J.—VValter Auto Car Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $1,000,000 cap-

ital; to make automobiles. Corporators—

Col. A. L. Kuser, \Villiam \Nalter, R. V.

Lindabury, John L. Kuser, R. V. Kuser,

Fred Kuser, Gen. C. E.’ Murray, F. W.

Roebling, 2d; A. C.:Reeves, Mahlon R. Mar—

gerum, Eisle &-King, Herman Unger, and

Christian W. Stengle.

New York City, NPJY.—A55ociation of

Electric Vehicle Manufacturers, under New

York laws, to foster trade, reform abuses in

business and to: promote harmony in the

trade; with no capital. Directors—Rob

ert M. Lloyd, of New York; George Pope,

of Hartford, Con'u.; M; L. Goss and J. W.

McCrea, of Cleveland, ,Ohio; T. W. Good

ridge, of South Bend, Ind., and James Mac

Naughton, 'of Buffalo, N. Y.

WALTER GOES TO TRENTON

New Jersey Capitalists Reorganize and Re

move the New York Company.

 

 

VVhat probably will prove a notable addi

tion to Trenton’s industries was its secure—

ment last week of the Walter Auto-Car Co..

formerly the Walter Automobile Co., of

New York City, makers of the Walter gas

Thc Walter business

was renamed, incorporated and recapital

olene touring car.

ized under the laws of New Jersey as the

Walter Auto-Car Co., with $1,000,000 capi

tal, of which $300,000, the amount on which

business will be commenced, already has

been paid in.

At present the waiter car is made in

New York, but the factory in this city will

be abandOned and a large building erected

in Trenton. The old plant of the Consum‘

ers Brewing Company, near the Pennsyl

vania Railroad shops, has been acquired,

and will be used as a part of the factory.

It is expected that work on the new plant

will be commenced at once. The old Wal

ter Automobile Co., has been turning out

fifty cars of one model a year, but the re

organized company expects to increase this

output to five hundred cars, which will com

prise three models of 30, 40 and 50 horse

power, respectively.

Among those who are interested in the

new company are William W'alter, Colonel

A. R. Kuser, R. V. Lindabury. John L.

Kuser, R. V. Kuser, Frederick Kuser, Gen

eral C. E. Murray, W. Roebling, Wash

ington A. Roebling, 2nd; A. C. Reeves.

Mahlon R. Margerum, Eisle & King, Her

man Unger and Christian W. Stengle.

Odd Origin of a Fire Report.

The Union Drop Forge Co.. of Chicago,

is in position to know that the Motor World

is closely read and also to realize that it

makes a difference in what manner of pub

lication an item appears. It was rather an

unusual and unfortunate chain of circum

stances that brought about this result.

Nearly all of the Chicago dailies gave space

to a report that the Drop Forge works had

suffered a disastrous fire, the item of news

also being telegraphed to all the important

commercial! papers, in none of which did it

attract notice. When it was printed in the

Motor W'orld, however, things happened.

The Union Drop Forge Co. does work

for a number of automobile manufacturers

and immediately after they received the

Motor World, letters, telegrams and long

distance telephone messages poured in on

the Chicago drop forgers. They were at

some pains to make plain that they had suf

fered no fire whatever, which really was

the case. \Vhat happened was that when

a fire occurred on their street, the alarm

was sent in from their office and straight

away the firc reports put them down as

the victims—a mistake that happens not

once in a lifetime.
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1i Have withstood all competition as the Safest, Most Reliable, Long Wearing Tires made.

{I They combine all the best features of other makes with many marked special virtues of

their own.

1i Their absolutely safe rim attachment is undisputably a veritable accident insurance.

And they have a Quality peculiar to themselves, given by combining only the best materials

with peculiar care in each one—as if our very reputation depended upon the service

it rendered.

Write for article on the constructlon. THE FISK RUBBER (.10., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

 

Wheels and Tires -

Motor—Pour cylinder -

Flve persona.Paaaanlel' capacity - -

base - 100 Inches.Wheel

  

MODEL H SPECIFICATIONS.

CADILLAC
MODEL H

Price $2500, F.O.B., Detroit

(LAMPS not INCLUDED)

 

A car which not only upholds the reputation of “Cadillac

Quality ” but adds increased significance to that

universally recognized standard of excellence.

32 x 4 Inches'1 Horse Power - - -

- 4 3-8 x 5 Inches.

- - so

“eh ht - - - - - 2400 lbs

Price $2500 list.

MODEL I1 RUNABOUT

Same as above but with Runabout body, price $2400 list.

DRIVE—Direct shaft with specially ground and hardened gears.

BEARINGS—Genuine Hesyliright ball bearings throughout including axles, front wheels,

transmission and en in: thrust bearings.

TRANSMISSION—Cad“ at: planetary type, specially cut and hardened gears, three forward

speeds and reverse.

STBFPINCI GEAR— Our own new design, positive and reliable in its action.

BRAKE—Double acting, expanding and contracting on drums on rear wheels.

powerlul to lock wheels almost instantly.

CONTROL—Remarkabl effectual by instantaneously actiri governor.

LUBRICATOR—Spccial' Cadillac type, mechanical pump feed, quantity regulated by speed of

engine.

Sufi'iciently

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - .. -

COMMUTATth—New and efficient design placed horizontally on vertical shalt Va'ltlt nil

container.

CARB' RHTOR—Spetial type [or tour-cylinder motor, proven by exhaustive tests to be most

effectual and economical.

RADI ATOR—Honeycomb pattern of great capacity and exceptional cooling efficiency.

SPRINGSf— Semi-elliptic front and three quarter elliptic rear. afl'ording extreme case and

com ort.

BODIE "—Fxcltisive Cadillac design of unusual elegance, upholstered in hand buffed leather

over steel coil springs and genuine curled hair.

Detroit, Mich.
Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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About the Gas Turbine.

For many years the turbine engine has

been a sort of will 0' the wisp which has

lured numerous inventors on to their ulti

mate undoing. In the course of develop

ment of the gas engine, this fantasy has

beset many, and they have labored long and

in mil to perfect a motor in which the high

potentiality of the burning products of

combustion should be directly converted

into kinetic energy without the interven

tion of any such mechanical medium as a

reciprocating piston and connecting rod.

Theories in plenty, have been worked out,

and not a few patents have been taken on

devices which never got beyond the experi

‘uental stage.

\Yhile the steam turbine has been verg

ing toward a successful issue, the combined

pressure bred by its example and the de

mand for a rapid running motor of even

torque such as would be suitable for use in

motor cars, has developed a score or more

nf motors primarily intended for this speci

fic work, but destined never to run to ad

vantage.

The true reason why the gas turbine has

never yet been produced, and the difficulty

which, from the standpoint of the present

day engineer seems insurmountable, is that

the temperatures produced by the burning of

carbonated vapor frequently reach a point

in excess of that of the fusing point of plat

inum. Obviously, no structure composed

of a series of comparatively thin plates and

unprovided with a cooling medium can be

made to withstand such a high degree of

heat. On the other hand, to in any way

cool the gases before utilizing them in the

turbine, involves the loss of a proportionate

amount of their potential energy. Hence

the inventor is beset by the devil and the

deep blue sea, and finds so great a number

of difficulties, both mechanical and theoret

ical, in his way that his progress is well

nigh cut off at the outset.

According to the idea of Dougald Clark,

whose word in matters pertaining to the

gas engine is not, in all probability, to be

gainsaid by any living man, the three points

to be settled before the gas turbine can be

brought to really commercial issue, and

which involve the solution of three prob

lems, which in themselves, are cnigmas of

no mean quality, are: first, the construc

tion of an efficient turbine compressor,

“comparable in efficiency with cylinder com

pression"; second, an efficient nozzle ex—

pander, by means if which the adiabatic

expansion of the gasses may be brought

about successfully; and third, an efficient

form of turbine blade through the medium

of which the kinetic energy of the gasses

may be converted into mechanical work

without an attendant increase in heat due

to the molecular disturbance if the gasses

in impinging on the blades. Here, then, are

two considerations distinct and separate

from those which affect the structure of

the blades themselves, or the turbine, as it

appeals to the lay mind. Only one of these,

and the third consideration which is pres

cribed, are being solved by the construc

tors of the steam turbine of the day, and

these two are by no means as yet wrought

out to the satisfaction of the steam engine

builder.

In the use of steam as a working fluid,

energised by the judicious use of a small

proportion of burning gas, Mr. Clerk thinks

he Sees certain attractive possibilities owing

to the evolution of but a small percentage

of the heat otherwise obtained, yet he is by

no means certain that the solution of the

gas turbine is to be found even here. And

this, is largely dependent on the results to

be obtained from further study of the

steam turbine in its more advanced form.

Ilence, it is to be concluded that the future

of the gas turbine is largely dependent on

the development of its steam driven rela—

tive, and that until the latter type of prime

mover his been brought to a more practical

form than it has arrived at, up to the pres

ent time, it is not to be considered seriously,

and that even then its possible commercial

utility is largely a matter of question.

To the average man who does not boast

a large amount of scientific knowledge, the

gas turbine may well be considered a prac

tical impossibility for the present. What it

may become at some time in the future, is

not a matter of very great moment in this

day of live possibilities. The point is, that

it cannot be made to run to-day.

==

Shortcoming of Catalogues.

If any one of the side issues of the auto

mobile business needs mending, it is be

yond a doubt the method of cataloging cars.

For while it is doubtless true that more

money is being spent on trade literature

to-day than ever before, and while the

printers’ art is being called into requisi

tion in all its scope to produce the most

tasteful effects known to the ingenuity of

man; and while the result is highly pleas

ing and creditable from the typographical

point of view, still in the composition and

arrangement of the subject matter, there is

room for most decided improvement. Pre

sumably, the function of the catalogue is

either that of a price list or a descriptive

argument in favor of the goods which it

advertises. If it fails to accomplish either

one or the other of these purposes, then it

may be taken as falling short of its mark.

In the literature of the average motor

car maker of the day are to be found as a

general thing: a few pretty pictures of a

car in an attractive setting of green leaves,

or plunging through a monstrous snow

bank; a dreamy paragraph or two on the

pleasures of motoring in the abstract, with

the name of the maker brought into copious

requisition; a half-tone or two of some of

the non-commital features of the machine,

such as the gear box and the off side of the

motor; and a list of specifications which

are the merest generalties in disguise. The

special features which serve to differentiate

the car from others of its class, are left

to be imparted to the prospective buyer by

the agent in a sort of genial confidence.

The points which the inquisitor wishes to

learn that he may decide between this ma

chine, and another, are left for him to de
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termine by close questioning or by sheer

inference, and instead of the detailed in

formation which he would have, the reader

is enlightened by clauses such as these:

“Levers....Brass Plated, Steering Wheel

....Fixed" and so on to the end, when he

gives it up, and wonders what the car really

is like after all.

As the real intent of the catalogue is to

answer the inquiries of a would-be pur

chaser, and to serve as an argument for

the machine as against others of its class,

it becomes a means to an end, and a vehicle

to carry the interest from the abstract des

cription on the page to the concrete illus

tration in the car itself. That being the

case, if the reader be at all discerning, he

is seldom carried beyond the stage of cas

ual interest if he is forced to rely solely

upon statements to the effect that the ma

chine is thoroughly up-to-date in every way,

that it is constructed of the

materials obtainable, and that the workman

very best

ship is in every way the best obtainable.

For to judge from a perusal of the average

pamphlet of the conventional sort, it is im

material what car a man buys, each being

held up to view as the best, and the propo

sition generally speaking, left unproved.

It is true enough that there can be no

such thing as a catalogue sale in the auto

mobile business, the mail order trade be—

ing confined to wares of lesser value, yet

what can be the intrinsic value of the cat

alogue unless it furnish a basis of compari

son, and actually tell something of the car

The

marked tendency toward a general unifica

as a distinctive. individual of a class?

tion of design for all cars of the same

type which is making itself so prominent

this year, involves a narrowing down of the

line of demarkation between the various

machines. This, in turn, makes it harder

than ever before to differentiate between

them in few words, and involves a closer

description of the cars in order to make this

possible. The true art in drawing up a

description of this sort lies not so much in

must be

sought after by the reader, as in so word

ing the matter which is uSed that it cannot

fail to interest him, and whet his appetite

excluding certain details which

for a more complete investigation than is

possible from merely glancing over a page

or two of print.

The catalogue as an argument, then,

should specify all that is distinctive about

the car, all that is novel, and all that is

It should be an answer

to a train of unanswered questions, so

especially worthy.

worded that the questions themselves and

others as well which are unanswered, shall

formulate themselves in the mind of the

In it,

there should be little room for wise gener

They are

a part of a legitimate follow-up system, are

proper in their place, and are not without

their contingent value, but they do not be

If brevity- is the

soul of wit, then the descriptive brochure

reader without effort on his part.

alities, and flattering enconiums.

long in the catalogue.

should be the epitome of conciseness, yet

above all, it should be comprehensive.

Striving for Variable Strokes.

More than one attempt has been made in

the past to contrive a variable stroke motor

in which the four-cycle principle should

be carried out to greater advantage than

is possible in the ordinary type of motor

having equal piston strokes for each event

of the cycle. The most recent of these is

an English device, in “which the sun and

planet method of gearing is used in con

junction with an eccentric crank pin, to

give the desired result in the travel of the

piston.

The stub end of the connecting rod is

made unusually large, and embraces an en

larged eccentrically

mounted on an inner pin which serves it in

crankpin , which is

the way of a bushing. This sleeve or bush

ing is made to revolve at half the speed

of the crank shaft by means of planetary

gearing, so that the position of the piston

with relation to the centre of the main

crankpin, is constantly changing. The effect

of this is to secure a veriable travel for the

piston, two long strokes being in every case

followed by two of the shorter length.

In this way, the stroke which corresponds

to the explosion of the charge is made very

long with the result that the piston uncov

ers a series of ports in the cylinder wall at

the end of its travel, thus securing an aux—

iliary exhaust. Similarly, the succeeding

in-stroke carries the piston to the head of

the cylinder, thus completely clearing the

cylinder of its contents. The suction stroke,

on the other hand, is shorter, and not of

sufficient length to permit the auxiliary

ports to be uncovered, while the compres

sion strokes, leaves a properly proportioned

volume in the upper part of the cylinder

to hold the charge which is to be fired.

Thus a clean exhaust with little or no back

pressure is obtained.

It is perfectly obvious that by means of a

variable stroke, the functions of the cycle

can be performed more perfectly than by

COMING EVENTS.

February 3-lO—Chicago Automobile

Show at the Coliseum, under auspices of the

N. A. A. M.

February 3-10—Washington Automobile

Show, under auspices of the \Vashington

Automobile Dealers' Association, Inc.

February 9, Chicago—Annual meeting

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation.

February ll-lZ—Second Annual Inter

national Road Races at Havana, Cuba.

February 12-17—D e t r o i t Automobile

Show, under the auspices of the Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion.

February l9-24—Cleveland Automobile

Show, under auspices of the Cleveland

Automobile Dealers’ Asociation.

February 24—March S—Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show, under auspices of the Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

March S-IO—Bufi‘alo Fourth Annual

Automobile Show, under auspices of the

Buffalo Automobile Trade Association.

March 10-17—Boston Automobile Show,

under auspices of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association.

April 2-7—Tor0nto,

Show.

Ont., Automobile

any other means, chiefly on account of the

possibility of scavenging the cylinder under

such circumstances. The mechanism neces

sarily involved in obtaining it is, however.

of such a nature in every case, that the ad_

vantages gained prove a not unmixed bless

ing, and on that account, it seems doubtful

whether such a method of construction

ever can be brought to a successful issue

in a high speed motor for common and

practical useage.

 
 

One more little voice has piped out_the

fact that the automobile must henceforth

be taken seriously, and now, all counties

East of the Rocky Mountains having been

heard from, the vote may be considered

unanimous, and the association of unorgan

ized scribes may consider itself at liberty

to pass upon the question. What of it?

The thing was self-evident from the first,

but it really did require the consent of all

before it could be accepted as a fact.

 

Evidently the obscure commentator who

proposed that the tire makers offer their

wares free of cost to the motorist so long

as he agrees to have all his repair work

done by the maker supplying him, had not

been to the shows, nor investigated the

far reaching nature of the improvements

offered to the 1906 buyer.
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Megaphone Quartet the Feature of Chicago's Show

 

Despite Fine Trappings and Unusual Splendor, the Promoters Again Call

Vaudeville to their Assistance—Several New Cars of

Note Put in an Appearance.

 

Chicago, Feb. 3.—To the melodious warb

liugs of a megaphone quartet with brass

band the

thrown open this afternoon to that well

accompaniment, doors were

thumbcd book—the Automobile Show—in

:i new cover. And it is indeed a new cover,

binding and fly~leaf all of a de luxe edition,

for never before has the “Only National

Show" come forth in such resplendent array

to appeal to the public of the Windy City.

And the appeal was not in vain, for long

before evening arrived, every aisle of the

Coliseum represented a surging mass of

humanity that circled round and round—out

the long and apparently endless tube lead

GENERAL VlEW OF THE :HOW IN THE CULXSEUM.

ing to the overflow exhibits in the First

Regiment Armory, and back again, in a

manner that precluded any examination of

the cars themselves. But not yet does the

car reign supreme as the center of attrac

tion, for the “boy phenom" and “nigger

lady” of other years have given way to the

man behind the megaphone. As already

stated there are four of him and by main

taining an automatic side to side action of

the huge papier mache tubes, they attempt

to give every part of the house the benefit

of at least a portion of the touching selec

tions rendered. Apparently no Chicago

show is considered complete without this

  

silly, distracting and inexplicable feature.

Advance descriptions of the decorative

effects, under the spell of which the design—

ers of the Coliseum have been completely

banished, conveyed but a scant idea of the

actual result wrought by the army of work

ers who finished their tasks none too soon,

though in time to leave the picture complete

for the opening hour. The very aspect of

settled preparedness takes the initiated vis

itor by storm, for Chicago's opening night

has hitherto meant a vastly different scene.

But with both the ornamental setting and

the jewels all in place it seemed hard to

realize that some of the latter had arrived
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but an hour or two before. There is an

occasional gap to be seen, such as the some

what appropriate emptiness of space 13——

the vacancy of which caused the average

visitor to regard it askance at first until a

glance at the ill-fated numeral brought forth

a smile. To the knowing, there is an odd

significance in the space number when taken

in connection with the sign, for the latter

bears the name of the Duryea Power Co.,

Reading, Pa.

Effectiveness of Decorations.

Upon entering, it is the setting rather

than the occasion of it that first strikes and

holds the eye. The details of the picture

demand attention before the gaze comes

to earth to investigate the cause of it all.

Yellow and black are the dominating colors,

varied with white, purple and the light

green or patina of old bronze. No particu

lar school of art has been relied upon to

supply the motifs, something borrowed here

and there, blending with original features

and combining to make the whole the most

effective background for the motor car that

the West has ever seen. The main floor has

been-divided into three longitudinal plots

or strips by colonnades with parallel aisles

between, and this has been further divided

into six rectangles by the intersection of

the main aisle leading from the entrance. '

Square columns of Flemish oak, embell

ished with staff ornamentation in bronze

green, support a continuous capital, all in

the same sombre but effective material,

which is thrown into high relief by the

gilded signs and bright yellow tasselled

drapery. Depending by iron chains from

this capital are the names of the cars,

spelled out in white on a dark blue back

ground, formed by an individual staff shield

for each letter, all being suspended sepa—

rately. Crowning the capital is a contm»

uous crest of ornamental staff in a conven

tionalized floral and symbolical design, the

flowers, winged wheels and the hammer

and gear wheel of mechanical industry be

ing in relief, touched with gilt, thus con

trasting with the bronze green of the crest

and harmonizing with the drapery. Between

each sign and against the drapery, which

is utilized to set off the signs and names,

are suspended copies in staff of Mercury’s

magic speed wand. Space boundaries are

marked by a low gilded rail, from which

hangs a curtain in dark red, the floor being'

carpeted in deep green set off by a border

stripe of the same shade as the curtains.

Setting of Wall Spaces.

Not a whit less effective, though lacking

the same elaborate ornateness, is the scheme

of decoration adopted for the wall spaces.

These are divided by buttresses built about

the springing ends of the arches, both

these and the walls themselves being con

verted into panels of burlap set in frames

of the same Flemish oak. The ends of the

buttresses separating the wall spaces are set

off with large plaster medallions bearing

replicas of the winged wheel and the alle

gorical chauffeur used on the poster.

A similar arangement is carried out in

the balcony, the latter being further out

lined by a continuous broad strip of white

bunting edged with yellow and hung with

green festoons. The ceiling is one

mass of white and yellow bunting, com—

pletely hiding the frame of the building,

the plainness of the latter being further re<

lieved by the use of American flags. Exactly

the same scheme or ornamentation is car

ried into effect throughout, so that whether

the visitor chances to find himself on the

main floor, in the annex or in the armory,

the same restful and pleasing uniformity of

color and ornament is apparent.

Lighting Well Carried Out.

To complete the picture and show it at

_its full value, a most effective scheme of

lighting is employed. Here, if anywhere,

was an opportunity to undo the work of

the decorator by misplaced effort, but the

lighting has been made to blend harmon

iously with the color and decorative ar

rangement, so that it forms a component

part of the whole. Clusters of five inverted

arc lights, adorn the ends of the colonnades,

with groups of three at intervals and single

lamps equally spaced between, in addition

to which the permanent lighting of the

building is employed, all the arches being

outlined in incandescent lamps, while tem

porary ornamental chandeliers bearing the

latter are numerous in the balcony and

annex.

There are one or two features to detract

from the effect of the picture as a whole.

though they are in themselves trivial and

cannot dim the lustre nor belittle the credit

due its designers and the skill and dispatch

with which the work has been executed.

Probably_the only one worth while calling

attention to is the failure to carpet the

aisles, thus revealing a floor in generally

poor condition, dirty and splintering in

many places, though the presence of a candy

booth at the main entrance and a soda foun

tain in the armory also strike the eye as

strangely incongruous in such a setting.

How the Cars are Staged.

In less time than it takes to begin to

describe it, the eye has absorbed it, as a

whole and in detail, and instinctively turns

to the cause of it all—the cars. And here

are familiar names and faces on every hand.

Flanking the main entrance are the Haynes

and Autocar exhibits, showing the same

array of new models as at New York. On

each side of these two come the Winton and

Peerless—names that suggest automobile

shows since their inception and within a

minute's walk of them one comes across

that same array that has formed the back

bone of the show ever since such a thing

existed. They were its creators and main

support and now some of them bring forth

a collection of models and types sufficient

to constitute a show of themselves. Such

for instance is the product of the allied

Pope interests, for, beginning with the spick

and span Pope-Toledo touring car that

heads the line, down through the Pope

Hartford, Pope-Tribune and Pope-Waverly

cars until the end of a complete section is

brought up by a heavy electric truck built

for a flour mill and appropriately finished

in creamy white, one has passed in review

practically every representative model in

either gasolene or electrically operated ve

hicles that the market can boast.

And just across the main dividing aisle is

to be found another instance of the same

thing in the very comprehensive exhibit of

Columbia electric and gasolene cars made

by the Electric Vehicle Co. Taken togeth

er, these two exhibits extend in a strip 16

feet wide, practically the entire width of

the building. But the main aisle is full of

interest, for opposite each other in the block

are the Thomas and Packard cars, the for

mer exhibit revelling in Thomas flyers of

most striking finishes that compel the visi

tor's attention and hold him in their spell

for some time, while the glittering Packard

chassis, enclosed by a brass railing, the

polish of which suffers by comparison, is

an object of unending interest to all alike.

Time was when the foreign makers excelled

in this respect, but few exhibition chassis

ever constructed can rival this product of

the Packard factory for elegance of finish,

or the clearness with which from its ele

vated position it makes plain the simplicity

of Packard principles and the excellence of

the material with which they are carried

out.

Stearns's Striking Exhibi t.

Further down the same line comes an

other quite complete assortment of electric

and gasolene cars, made under the aegis of

the Studebaker name, while at the end of

this row stands a car that brings an in

voluntary exclamation of admiration to the

lips of every woman who sees it. It is

a huge Stearns touring car, every part of

which is finished in creamy white, relieved

with broad stripes of bufi. Standing alone

in its majestic beauty, it forms one of the

most striking exhibits on the floor, and is

but another telling commentary on the fact

that having reached an unprecedented de

gree of efiiciency and reliability in the me

chanical end, there is now ample time to

devote to the aesthetic. At the oposite end

of the same line are the trim and business

looking Stevens Duryea cars, and behind

them and on one side as well as backing

the Thomas fiyers, comes the entire family

of Ramblers. The interval between the

shows has given time to catch up, so that

now for the first time does the complete

Rambler menage beam upon the visitor

in stately array. The line is headed by a

handsome linousine and the long array

of cars is punctuated by the presence of a

highly polished exhibition chassis of model

15, neither of which was on view at New

York. As it is about the most comprehen

sive line of two and four cylinder gasolene
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cars made in the west, if not in the country

at large, it is an exhibit that attracts an

unusual amount of attention, much favor

able comment being elicted by the long and

painstaking study devoted to the design

and execution of the new four-cylinder cars

which is revealed in the numerous detail

features exclusive to them, as well as many

others which evidence the fact that the

makers have been keenly alive to the merits

of devices worked out by other builders from

hard experience. One of these that is uni

versally appreciated is the fitting of a com

bined starting crank holder and spark re

tarder. The crank cannot be disengaged from

its support without operating the spark re

tarding mechanism which is thus made auto

matic in action. It is a matter of minor de

tail to be sure, but one that cannot fail to

impress upon the beholder the amount of

foresight lavished upon the design and exe—

cution of the car and it is something that

distinguishes the Rambler line throughout

-—one of the many other instances of it

being the improved radiator suspension.

.\ mecca for those alive to the sporting

element of the automobile is the Loco

nrobile stand, with the car driven by Tracy

in the Vanderbilt race. In comparison with

it the other models of the Locomobile hold

but secondary interest until curiosity has

been sated, and there is a widespread desire

to see the stock models of the car capable

of making such a consistent performance

under the most trying conditions. The deli

cate tints in which the present year’s Loco

mobiles are finished is also a matter of gen

uine admiration, as they form a pleasing

contrast to the endless lines of sombre black

and blue. The two rectangles opposite,

the Rambler and Locomobile stands appear

to take one into different territory—a com

mercial vehicle lane composed of Knox de

livery wagons and Olds trucks and busses.

Though both makers exhibit runabouts and

touring cars, they are overshadowed at first

glance by the higher bodies of the wagons.

.And Knox “waterless” delivery wagons

are evidently very much at home in the

\Vindy City, for the commercial end of the

exhibit is composed entirely of vehicles

built for the service of Chicago firms. They

are of widely varying purposes and illus

trate the fact that their usefulness is unre

stricted. Naturally, there is a double at

traction on the Olds stand—interest is divid

ed between a desire to note the features of

the new Olds “Palace” touring car and the

two-cylinder, two cycle car. Though still

in evidence and as large as life, the curved

dash runabout that has shown so conclusive

ly what it is capable of, as well as its later

brother—the piano box type, have perforce

been relegated more to the background

since the advent of the two new members

of the Olds family that are so strikingly

different from their predecesors, and which

embody so many features of interest from

It is evident thatthe standpoint of design.

the Olds commercial vehicles have not been

neglected in the meantime, for they are here

in full force. The two-cylinder vertical

chassis, of which type one is shown as a

full fledged hotel bus or station wagon, an

other striped and still a third for trucking

purposes, are not to be neglected.

Right across the main aisle the old and

new in “two cycledom” confront each other

for facing the new Old two cycle are the

Elmore cars—“the automobiles that made

the two cycle principle famous" and with

out the constant and consistent adherence

of whose designers this type which gives

such exceeding promise of efiiciency and

simplicty might have been left to slumber

undisturbed in unknown fields of minor im

portance. To say that the new three and

four-cylinder Elmore touring cars are “cen—

ters of attraction" is but to overwork a

phrase that becomes meaningless where

there is so much to attract. Their exceed

ing simplicity and utter lack of small parts

afford but little opportunity for study of the

Elmore power plant. It is all there, to be

sure, but that is so little of it that one good

look is sufficient to absorb not alone its

salient features, but all visable details—and

of the few of the latter that are apparent

the most striking is the provision made for

instantly cutting off the gas and spark from

any cylinder.

One of the “new from the ground up"
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cars that every wise one takes out his note

book on approaching is the “leverless Nor

thern," which is a law unto itself in prac

tically every respect. And the fact that

what sounds so complex in a description

should be so utterly simple in realitv comes

as a surprise to the majority. They are not

prepared for the severe plainness and lack

of encumbrances of its one-piece four-cylin

der motor, or the absence of the compli

cated apparatus that would seem to be en

tailed in the addition of a compressed air

plant to a car. It is proving as much of an

eye-opener to the sharp on :s of the western

contingent as it did when first uncovered in

New York.

Flanking the Northern exhibit is still

another aggregation of electrics and gaso

lene driven cars, the product of the \Voods

Motor Vehicle Co., and across the main

aisle the latter strung out in a line are the

National, Maxwell and Mitchell. The highly

polished chassis of the “holder of the

world’s 1,000 mile record" embodies fea

tures sufficient to keep the spellbinder con—

tinuously occupied in explaining their

merits to interested onlookers and the lat

ter never fail him. The National is a car

that shows the result of long continued

and painstaking attention to every part of

the power plant and its accessories so that

the interest excited in the mechanical crit

ics is not to be wondered at. The Maxwell

exhibited is one of the few that is divided

between the Coliseum and the Armory,

though the showing in either is sufficiently

representative to stand alone. Next to the

Coliseum branch of it stands a Mitchell

truck and beyond is a line of the various

members of the growing Mitchell family

of cars, which probably more than any oth

ers on the floor appeals to the prospective

owner who is a new entrant into the fold

arid whose means are limited. Four-cylin

der cars such as now form the Mitchell line

at $1,000, $1,500 and $1,800, make the visitor

who is anxious to join the ranks, but thinks

it far beyond him, take a new interest in

automobiling and confirms his opinion that

in the near future the possesion of such a

car will be his as well as that of many

others in his position. The Mitchell cars

prove potent educational factors by demon

strating that not alone excellence of design

and execution, but quality of material may

be combined at a figure that is well within

the reach of the man to whom even a $2,500

car is an impossibility.

Lined up against the rear wall in their

artistic setting of panels are the Pierce

Arrow, the White galaxy of steamers, and

last but very far from least, the Ford six

cylinder chassis and the four-cylinder run

about. As the holder of the Glidden trophy

which is on exhibition at a downtown jew

elers, the Pierce Great Arrow attracts the

attention of the many whose antipathy to

the automobile rests upon a mistaken belief

in its lack of reliability. The running of

1.000 miles without so much as a single ad

justment, is a performance that not alone

causes considerable eye lifting, but a re

 

 

  

 

formation of opinion as well. “So that's

the car that did it," seemed to be the tenor

of most 0f_the surprised exclamations. To

the adherents of steam the showing of

White cars is one that tends to make him

more confident than ever that steam is the

only power. Here are \Vhite runabouts,

\Vhite broughams, White touring cars—the

makers have gone into it thoroughly and

almost every model turned out, and one of

the largest aggregations of cars of one

make and class to be found anywhere on

the floor. The number of models, and their

quality, as well as the interest evinced in

them, leaves little doubt in the mind of

even the strongest advocate of gasolene

that steamers—that is “"hite steamers—

will always hold their own with the best of

them. '

An equal if not greater amount of inter

est has been constantly centering about the

striking exhibition chassis of the Ford six—

cylinder model which looks to many of the

\Vcsterners more like the product of the

jcwcler’s shop than of the automobile fac

tory. Its severe simplicity despite its extra

pair of cylinders, has been the cause of call

ing forth unstinted praise and no little

marvelling at the fact that it should be

found possible to turn out such a piece of

mechanism to sell at $2,500—a price that

commanded very little and that extremely

crude, but a year or two ago. A repetition

of the ovation tendered to the Ford four

cylinder $500 runabout in New York has

greeted its appearance here, and acting

upon the experience of its debut it has been

mounted on a stand to which it is fastened

to prevent the crowd constantly surging

about it from carrying it oFf bodily.

"Poor man's corner” would be a most

fitting title for this alcove, for right across

the aisle,from the Ford $500 runabout, that

in every respect represents the very last

wC'rd in “modern design and construction,

is the Holsman. No juggling of space

numbers could have resulted in bringing

so close together types that are so far

apart. Even the original Ford of 1892

shown in New York would look modern

and up-to-date beside the awkward looking

Holsman, which is apparently least known

in its home town, for the usual remark

heard consists of “Well, what it is any

way?" And whether a satisfactory reply

were forthcoming or not few evinced suf

ficient interest in finding out to tarry. A

year ago when the rear entrance tonneau

disappeared for good and all from the ken

of the automobile body designer, the Hols

man clung to it, if such it could be termed,

for the door was three inches high. Now it

has come nearer adopting an out and out

rear entrance tonneau, if the term can be

used in connection with an old line farmer's

surrey, by making the door a foot or two

high. This feature and the adoption of a

flexible steel cable in place of the hemp

rope formerly used as a drive, constitute

the only changes in the runabout and

surrey models—the same now, price

included, as they were when first built

and the same as they will be at the end of

the chapter. There is certainly a demand

for a “farmer's automobile,” when such as

these bring $650 and $800.

In the order named, against this same

wall are ranged the Reliance, Premier and

Glide—all of \Vestern origin and repre

senting in their design the tendencies of the

out and out American builder who has

wrought for himself, only adopting from

other sources, features of proven merit.

All these were at New York show this

year, some of them for the first time. The

Premier has cut a swath for itself in the

air-cooled field and invaded the Eastern

market so long ago that it is probably as

well known there as nearer home. Nor is

the Reliance an altogether new corner in

Eastern fields though its makers have de

voted their attention largely to marketing

their product in the West.

Extending along the wall aisles leading

in both directions from the main entrance

are to be found the Wayne and Waltham~

Orient on the right and the Baker electrics

and Cohbin air-cooled cars on the left.
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With their 50 h. p. model, the builders of

the “'ayne are entrants into the ranks of

makers of high powered cars, and the big

Wayne, which made its debut with the

opening of the year, bears all the earmarks

of experience in turning out a combination

of strength, lightness and reliability that

can doubtless hold its own against all com

ers. The \Valtham-Orient is not a new

line to Chicago by any means, but its pres

ence among the “'estern cars recalls that

it was the pioneer among air—cooled cars

Down East when that principle was con—

sidered something peculiar to the region

west of Albany. From the Orient buck

board up, the entire line of the W'altham

'U‘utlUClS is well represented.

The Corbin is another Down East crea

tion that is nsurping the prerogative of the

Western builder of air-cooled cars by in

vading Chicago for the first time this year.

its success in its own country is doubtless

sufficiently well known all over the union

to make its name here and will morever

form but a basis upon which to build its

reputation more firmly. But a step away

and the heavy and medium weight chassts

are encountered again in the shape of the

50 h. p. Apperson and the Royal, both

names to conjure with. These share the

panelled spaces of the north wall with the

Cadillac—a car, the fame of which is not

greater in the East, where it is truly great,

than it is in the West. There is little that

can be said of any one of this trio that is

not well known, or that would add to its

reputation. It would be a difficult matter

to find a town of importance where their

names have not become a byword. To the

uninitiated, eager to see the wheels go

round and get a glimpse of the "works."

the 30 h. p. Cadillac exhibition chassis with

the interior of the motor lighted by elec

tricity and turned over by an electric mo

tor, is a magnet that holds an interested

circle of si- tators, not all of whom are

set-king infringation of a rudimentary na

ture by any means. The low prices at

which the three lighter models of the Cad

illac are ofiered likewise prove an attrac

tion too strong to resist and aid materially

in filling the order book.

On the first floor of the Annex is to be

found another single exhibit that consti—

tutes a fair sized automobile show in itself

—the cars of the Vehicle Equipment Co.

Flanking this exhibit on either side are the

Marion air-cooled cars with their novel

suspension and the \\"'elch, and it requires

but the installation of the Viqueot exhibit

in connection with the varied line of elec

tric vehicles already displayed by the Vehi

cle Equipment Company, to complete the

exhibits on the main floor, with the possible

exception of an occasional car or chassis

here and there that has been held up in

transit. Others housed in the Annex are

the Buick, that has come to the front in

such an impressive manner during the past

season, the Austin and Jackson, which in

vaded the East for the first time this year,

the Pungs-Finch, a well‘known product of

the country's autcmobile center, Detroit,

the Pierce, Racine and the Tincher.

Uses

The Tincher line now includes models of

30, 40 and 70 horsepower, listing at $4,000,

$6,000 and $7,500 respectively, the last nam

ed being the heaviest stock touring car

placed on this market. Cellular radiators

have been adopted on these cars in place

of the five tube type formerly employed,

while another innovation is the fitting of a

single distributor for the double system of

magneto and accumulator ignition. A fea

Tincher is the

Tincher no Side Levers.

ture. exclusive to the

adaptation of a selective change speed

gear without the use of the familiar

side moving lever that is its invari

able accompaniment. This is obtained

by the use of what is termed a

vertical quadrant—something on which

the makers are not disposed to unburden

themselves fully until it is covered by pat

ents. The changing lever and its slide are

duplicates of the type in use on the straight

sliding system and in normal position give

the neutral and two speeds simply by mov

ing forward and backward or centering the

lever. Two additional speeds are obtained

by pulling up the handle of the lever which

is of the telescopic type, and then forward

or back, according to the result desired.

Ingenuity in a Steamer.

.\lthough manufacturing for three years

past, the Chicago Automobile Manufactur

ing Co. is exhibiting its product, the Chi

cago steam touring car, for the first time at

any show. While employing steam as a

motive power, the car follows gasolcne pro

pelled lines throughout and possesses many

features of merit and interest. Under a

bonnet that to all appearances might shelter

:1 gasolene motor equally well is carried a

steel tube semi-flash generator, while un

der the foot board and level with the rear

axle is a 25 h. p. four—cylinder, single acting

steam engine. The cylinders are inclined

toward each other. The engine develops its

rated horsepower at 600 r. p. m. and there is

a cut-off range of from l/fi to M of the

stroke which in experienced hands should

prove very economical of steam. The gen

erator is of the down-draft type and tank

capacity sufficient for 19 gallons of gaso

lene is provided. A gear change is provided

giving a ratio of 1 to 6 for hill slimbing, the

direct drive being 1 to 3. All four pumps

are run from an ingeniously arranged sin

gle eccentric on the gear box. which makes

the engine particularly simple. Novel tor

sion rods are employed, the final drive

being to a floating rear axle with jaw

clutches in the driving wheel hubs, the lat

ter also being equipped with ratchet sfrags.

The resemblance to the gasolene car is

further accentuated by the use of side lev

ers for controlling the cut off and reverse

as well as the gear changes and by the use

of the same type of hand levers on the

steering wheel for the throttle and auxiliary

water control. A rotary throttle of ingeni

ous design that dispenses with packing is

employed, its operation being through

ports on the same principle as the cut ofi’

of the usual high speed steam engine. The

suspension is unique in that the springs are

in the shape of an archer’s bow and unusu

ally long. With 34x4 inch wheels the weight

is 2100 pounds, the car completed listing

at $2,500 and $3,500 with limousine body.

By the addition of an outlet and check at

the pressure guage on the dash the engine

air supply is employed for pumping the

tires.

ARMORY.

Upon emerging from the long wooden

bore into the Armory, the presence of for

eign machines is at once evident and im

presses the fact upon one that they are

conspicuous by their almost total absence

in the Coliseum, the Mercedes, which is

housed in the Annex being the only excep

tion. And even in the Armory they form

but a fraction of the total showing, such fa

miliar titles as the Queen, Maxwell, Rm,

Rainier and Berkshire, the Cleveland, Lo

zier, Stoddard-Dayton, Frayer-Miller and

others combining to form a preponderance

of American design. Ilere also is the Ameri
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can Berliet—the product of the American

Locomotive Automobile Co., the pol

ished chassis coming in for no small

amount of favorable attention at the hands

of those well versed in the highest degree

of the art. To say that such exhibitors as

the Prayer-Miller, Queen, Cleveland, Lo

zier, Berkshire, Ranier and Rec shipped

their exhibits in toto from the New York

Show is merely to reiterate the fact that

they are well represented amid surround

ings that do them credit, and to judge from

the size of the crowd the “overflow” show

does not suffer in the least on that account,

many coming at the main entrance of the

Armory first and going through to the Coli

seum afterward. Interest in the “Baby Reo"

has quadrupled through the provision of

compressed air to show it in operation,

while the reputation for endurance and re-'

liability gained by the Prayer-Miller dur

ing the past season makes the new Six—Cylin—

der model a magnet that fails to act upon

few indeed.

A feature of interest at the Lozier stand

in addition to the cars and a number of

parts in selection showing the method of

construction and quality of material em

ployed, consists of a huge four-cylinder

marine motor and transmission. Ranged

along the north side with the exhibits of

the American Berliet and the Cleveland is

the Hotchkiss stand, displaying a highly

polished chassis for which the French mak

ers are justly famous and which but a few

years ago would have been the envy of

American builders. To judge from the ex

tent of the Maxwell exhibit in the Armory

it would appear that this was their sole rep

resentation, for there is a limousine, a de

livery wagon finished in bright yellow, a

touring car and a tourabout, in addition

to the cars in the Coliseum.

Many Cars from Kansas City.

One of the most comprehensive lines of

gasolene cars that were not shown at New

York is that of the Kansas City Motor Car

Co., a concern which in spite of six years’

experience in building cars of various types

under another name, comes to its first public

exhibition this year. Among its products

are to be found anything from a gasolene

runabout up to a ten ton truck driven by

the same power. The runabout chassis

built by this firm consists of a two-cylinder

horizontal opposed type rated at 25 horse

power, the dimensions being 5x5%. The

wheel base of this chassis is 96 inches and

its weight about 1,500 pounds. On it is

mounted a runabout body, at $1,450, touring

or four-passenger type at $1,650 and an

lS-passenger hotel ’bus at $3,000, 4% solid

tires being employed on the last named.

Then there is a slightly heavier and more

powerful chassis with the same type of en

gine, the cylinder dimensions being 5x554,

and the weight 2,300 pounds on a 97 inch

wheelbase. With 32x4 and 42 rear tires

this sells at $2,250. All the cars of the

above type are built as closely as possible

to the same standard throughout; all em

ploying a two-speed planetary gear.

The head of the touring car line is a

50 horsepower, four-cylinder vertical type,

the dimensions of which are 5x5 on ,a

wheel-base of 110-inches. This is provided

with a four-speed sliding gear and sells at

$3,000, being in most other respects simi

lar to the lighter cars. The lowest powered

car of the entire line is a 15 horsepower de

livery wagon with a capacity of 1,000

pounds, the engine being of the horizontal

opposed type as are all of the motors on

the Kansas City commercial vehicles. This

light delivery wagon has a wheel-base of

86 inches and with 28x3-inch solid tires,

sells for $1,250. Next in order comes a 25

horsepower delivery wagon of medium cap

acity, built upon the standard 25 horse

power chassis already referred to. It sells

at $1,650. A still larger size of the same

type is rated at 35 horsepower with a carry

ing capacity of 2,500 pounds and upon the

same chassis is built a two-ton truck, the

increased capacity being gained by an alter

ation of the gear ratio, substituting carry

ing power for speed. This lists at $3,500.

Truck With New Clutch.

Next in size is the four-ton wagon, em

ploying a 60 horsepower four-cylinder hori

zontal opposed motor—probably the only

one of its kind using this type of engine.

The cylinder dimensions are 5x57/fi inches.

The tread is 78 inches and the wheelbase

124 inches, the frame being of the heavily

armored wood type. "An exclusive feature

of these heavy trucks is the form of clutch

employed, this being of the usual V-section

metal pulley with champing hardwood

blocks, a type usually found on direct con

nected gasolene-driven, electric lighting

sets. A gear interlocking device is pro

vided, effectually preventing the clutch

from being engaged until the pinions are

fully in mesh, a two-speed sliding gear be

ing used on all the heaviest trucks. With

the exception of the differences in the body

and running gear, as well as the gear ratios

of the transmission, this four-ton truck sell

ing at $4,500, is substantially the same as

the 6, 8 and lO-ton trucks listing at $5,000,

$7,000 and $7,500 respectively. Some idea

of the massive construction of the vehicles

may be gained from the fact that a 3%-inch

solid steel axle is employed on the six-ton

size and a 4%-inch axle on the 8 and lO—ton

with 51/2, 7 and 8%-inch solid rubber tires,

the drive being by double side chains in

every instance. While the same engine

is used on all these sizes the difference in

the gear ratio gives average speeds of 20

miles in the case of the 4-ton, 18 for the

6-ton and 14 miles an hour for the 8 and 10

ton. The same radiators and bonnets are

used on all sizes from the runabout up.

Valveless Four-Cycle Engi n e .

One of the genuine surprises afforded by

the entire show is to be found in the Ar

mory in the shape of the “Silent Knight”

car, built by Knight & Kilbourne, a Chis

cago firm. Its chief feature of distinction

is a valveless four-cycle motor and the man

ner in which this has been worked out is

decided novel and interesting. The pistons

work up and down in sleeves instead of

directly against the cylinder. There are

two of these sleeves, the upper one being

about half the length of the lower. A sin

gle two to one shaft is run by gearing from

the main shaft and from this secondary

shaft two connecting rods control the

movement of the sleeves which traverse a

range of one inch while the piston is trav

eling its normal stroke at five inches. Two

ports are cut in the upper or shorter sleeve,

one for the intake on the left hand side and

one for the auxiliary exhaust on the right,

the main exhaust being through a large

port in the long sleeve which uncovers it

at the extreme end of the piston's stroke.

These sleeves and their ports in admitting

and exhausting the changes work on the

same principle as the usual high speed

steam engine. Their area averages about

six times that generally calculated in pop—

pet valve design. Owing to its freedom

from exterior moving parts and the rapidity

of the exhaust the motor is very silent in

operation and is well christened. Although

somewhat diffcult to comprehend from a

description, the principle of the motor will

be clear if it be borne in mind that the

sleeves are concentric with each other and

that they travel in opposite directions at

the same time as the piston is making its

stroke. Rather a novel provision for pump

ing the tires takes the form of a small

pump mounted on the frame and adapted to

be run by the motor merely by snapping

the end of the pump piston over a small

specially designed crank pin that is nor

mally recessed in the surface of the secon

dary shaft pinion. This pin and the pump

piston are so designed as to be readin at

tached, but cannot become disengaged

without releasing the former. Apart from

the motor and its immediate accessories,

the remainder of the car is assembled prin

cipally from Garford parts. A car has been

in service for a number of months during

which time it has been run several thou—

sand miles with satisfaction. The “Silent

Knight" is in reality just making its debut

as it has not been on the market up to the

present. The suspension may also be ex

cepted from the foregoing general state

ment as it is of a design claimed by the

makers to render unnecessary the use of

any shock absorbing devices. The springs

are of the usual semi-elliptic pattern, but

upon the upper side of them are bolted two

short leaves under a tension opposed to

that of the remainder of the spring. They

are bolted in $10 ted ways to permit of their

movement, thus tending to overcome any

plunging or sudden fiexion of the main

springs.

Other exhibitors in the Armory that were

not at the few York Show are the McCrea

Truck Co., selling agents for the Champion

electric delivery wagons and trucks and the

Western Tool Works, builders of the Gale
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cars. of which there are on view a light

touring car with their novel tilting body

permitting of an instant inspection of every

part of the chassis, and a covered runabout.

In the same category is the American Mo

tor Truck Co., builders of gasolene com

mercial vehicles. They are at present con

fining attention to a 3 to 4 ton capacity

truck fitted with a 4-cycle vertical, 35 horse—

power engine placed tandem undcr the driv

er‘s seat. The engine dimensions are 5x6 and

it is designed particularly for truck use,

low compression and low speed, making for

durability and safety from breakdown un

der continuous hard usage. A valuable

feature of the motor consists in splitting

the crank case at a 450 angle, all bearings

and shafts being enclosed and supported

on the permanent side, the other half rep

resenting a cover, the removal of which

permits of the abstraction of any part, in

cluding the pistons, without the necessity

of disturbing any adjustments. Transmis

sion is through a 2-speed planetary gear

with side chains as the final drive. The

front axle is a drop forging of 2%)(4 inch

section and the rear is a 2-inch square of

solid steel. Four and 5-inch Firestone solid

tires are employed on 36-inch artillery

wheels. The wheel base is 118 inches and

the tread 54%. As a stake truck this vehi

cle lists complete at $4,000.

FourFive Cylinders; Speeds.

This year the Adams-Farwell line in

cuudes a full-fledged 45 horsepower touring

car, and despite the many radical innova

tions embodied in its predecessors, the in

genuity of its designer has found further

scope for his ability. It is motored with a

5-cylinder engine of the air-cooled, fly

wheelless, revolving type made familiar by

this house, and while an experimental en

gine of this size was in use all last year,

it now makes its first public appearance.

The dimensions of the cylinders are the

same in both, 5x5 inches, and so far as the

4 .
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new motor is concerned it is practically

an enlarged replica of the 3-cylinder type.

The four-speed planetary transmission em

ployed on the 1905 convertible cars is re

tained in the same types this year, but for

the touring car a double clutch sliding

change speed gear giving four speeds and

reverse has been adopted. It is composed

of two independent elements, the motor it

self being mounted over the center of the

gear box and driving the countershaft of

the latter through bevel pinions. The driv

ing shaft is supported on three Hess-Bright

ball bearings and is squared near each end

to receive the sliding elements, the left

hand clutch giving the first and third and

the right, the second and fourth speeds.

The various elements are so arranged that

a shift to a lower gear may be made before

releasing the higher, an effective interlock

ing mechanism on the clutch rocker shaft

preventing the meshing of a gear that is

engaged by a clutch, and preventing the en

gagement of a clutch before the pinions are

fully in mesh. Altogether it is a piece of

mechanism that is difficult to explain in a

few words, particularly without illustration,

but is on the whole very simple and very

cleverly worked out. The line now com

proses a convertible 25 horsepower car at

$2,000; a 45 horsepower touring car at

$3,000; a brougham on the 3-cy1inder chas

sis and an extension brougham on the 45

horsepower chassis at $4,000.

But there are also numerous familiar

names in the Armory besides, some of old

standing such as the Logan Construction

Co., with an extensive line of pleasure and

commercial vehicles—a description that ap

plies with equal force to the Marion Motor

Co., ~the Rapid Motor Vehicle Co, with

commercial cars alone, the Acme Motor

Car Co., touring cars, the Moline Automo

bile Co., makers of the Moline car; new

comers such as the Moon and new entrants

into the field of four-cylinder touring cars,

such as the Dolson, built by the Dolson

Automobile Co. The exhibit of the Synnest—

vedt Machine Co. could not possibly escape

the attention, for the platform of the S—ton

electric truck staged, resembles an elevated

dancing floor more than anything else. It

is equipped with a sufficient battery capacity

to give an effective radius of 30 miles. A

Renold silent chain drive to both rear

wheels is employed.

The Soules Motor Car C0. stages a line

of light gasolene driven- delivery wagons.

They are equipped with a 24 h. p. two-cyl

inder horizontal motor, the dimensions of

which are 5%x5. Transmission is by means

of a leather faced cone, two-speed sliding

gear and propeller shaft. With body, these

delivery wagons tip the scales at 2,400

pounds and have an average speed of 20

miles an hour. They are fitted with 32 or

34 inch wheels, with 3-inch solid tires, and

list at $1,800, complete, any type of body

being supplied.

Harrison’s Novel Departur c s .

Next to the Grout stand on the second

floor of the Annex, was uncovered a sur

prise that did not arrive in good season for

the opening. It is called the Harrison and

hails from Grand Rapids. This is its first

how, and the object of its builders—the Har

rison Wagon Works, is to restrict their

output to comparatively few cars, but to

turn out as good an automobile as can be

built. It embodies numerous novel features

throughout that render it well worth study

ing. With a bore of 4% inches and a

stroke of 5 inches, the motor is rated at

40 horsepower. The exhaust valves are

placed in the center of the head and are

operated by rocker arms, with yokes en

circling each exhaust pipe. The exhaust

cam shaft is so constructed as to give a

variable lift to the valves, which is controll

ed by a small pedal on the footboard. This

permits of varying the size of the exhaust

opening by about 25 per cent. The inlet

valves are of the atmospheric type. A safety

valve is provided on the muffler, as well as

means for opening or closing the latter at

will. From the forward end of the second

ary shaft a bevel driven shaft is carried up

ward to the opposite side of the motor, where

it extends rearward to the dash, and is util

ized to carry the distributor. The transmis

sion is in a class of its own in that it pro

vides as many reverse as forward speeds—

four in each direction. The gears are always

in mesh, the various changes being effected

through the medium of individual jaw

clutches. controlled by a lever in a selective

quadrant. One of its most unique features,

however, is the provision made for self

starting, which consists of a device for in

jecting dry gas from a Prest-O-Lite storage

tank into the cylinder that is about to fire.

when the spark completes the operation.

W'ith a 7—seated body of the touring type

and cape top, the Harrison lists at $5,000.

At short intervals, the sameness of the

long rows of cars, conforming more or less

closely to one standard, is punctuated
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with one of the air cooled type. This

is the case with that new Detroit pro

duction—and a “quick comer,” the Aerocar

——which is located on the second floor of

the Annex. Its appearance invariably

brings about a halt for an investigation of

the exhibition chassis shown, which, unlike

all others, is finished in black and the more

striking because of the fact.

ACCESSORIES.

Of all the hundred and one things that

the motor car must have, and without

which it would be incomplete; the things

that are usually classed under the com—

prehensive term of accessories, tires stand

pre-eminent, from the viewpoint of both

value and importance, and it goes without

saying that tire interests are better repre

sented at the show than any other single

item in the accessory line. Detachability

is the watchword and there is seldom an in

terested audience lacking in front of such

booths as those of the Hartford and Good

rich tires for the demonstrators to prac

tice on. Keen appreciation of the advances

made is apparent, but there is a desire to

compare all the devices of this kind shown

which results in a round until the merits

of the Fisk and Goodyear, the G. & 1., the

new Firestone and the Dunlop, the Goodrich

and all others of any pretensions in this

line have been examined and compared. The

new “Double Diamond," inner tube and the

Burnham tire protector, also an addition to

the same family, are sources of interest,

and particularly the‘ former for obvious

reasons.

The new Pennsylvania racing type, with

its broad flat tread covered with corruga

tions, has a business-like appearance, and

interest in it is heightened by the fact that

it is designed especially for racing, though

its qualities as a preventive of slipping and

sliding under touring conditions are also

features of note. Questions of the economy

are of vital import to the owner of a

car, so that the booklet of the Fisk Rub

ber Co., issued under this title and ex

plaining the merits of their cushion con

struction and mechanical fastening, meets

with ready acceptation. “Past performances

rather than future promises,” is the watch

word of the Firestone solid tires, while the

Swinehart corrugated tread solid clinchers

likewise rely upon a long record of things

achieved, some of which are incorporated

in a neat pamphlet. The Dewes is an

other solid tire of endless double locked

fastening, made in New York City, and

the rapidly increasing adoption of the com

mercial vehicle in all sizes and for everv

imaginable purpose is bringing the solid

tire into such increasingly greater use on

the motor vehicle that it will rival its com

petitor, the pneumatic, in numbers, in the

near future. “'ith one or two exceptions,

every prominent domestic maker of both

pneumatic and solid tires from Morgan and

W'right, who are probably most at home at

the Chicago show, to the Fisk Rubber inter

ests from farthest East, is represented in

the circle of the exhibits that fringes the

balcony of the main floor. The exceptions

are the International A. & V. Co., whose

exhibit is located in the Coliseum Annex,

and the Panther tires of the Electric Rub

ber Manufacturing Co., which are displayed

in the balcony of the Annex, where those

premiers of the foreign racing and touring

world—the Michelins, are also to be found.

Here, also, are the Gaulois of French origin,

and the patent Fawkes non-puncturable,

that hails from Milwaukee.

Next in both number and importance,

come the lamps, and it would seem that

there is scarcely a spot on the balcony from

which a lamp exhibit is not in sight. The

Chicago Cops Make Things Interesting.

Chicago, Ill., Feb. 6.——The Chicago police

are doing their best to make things inter

esting for the out-of-town exhibitors at the

shows. It seems that two days ago a dem

onstrating car narrowly escaped hitting one

of the city's “finest,” and to even things up

his fellows immediately went on the war

path. The net result is that the demon

strators of the Lozier, Pope-Toledo, White

and Haynes cars have been "pinched" and

fined from $50 to $75 each for alleged viola

tion of the speed law. The three first

named cars carried New York home num

bers, and their drivers were placed under

bonds to procure local licenses. Fourteen

warrants are out for other demonstrators,

but as yet the “cops” have not succeeded

in serving them.

 

The passageway connecting the Coliseum

and the Armory already has been “christ

ened." It is now known as “Pneumonia

Alley."

 

reflection of the polished brass of dozens

of mirror'like lamps that adorn such famil

iar stands as that of Gray & Davis, the

Badger Brass Manufacturing Co., and the

Rose Manufacturing Co., can be seen from

almost any part of the floor. To the unini

tiated they are lamps and nothing more, but

to the many manufacturers who take ad

vantage of this opportunity to see all that

the market afl'ords in this field, there are

many novel points of construction as well

as finish and quality. Also the various

patented systems of generating the gas

gives the salesmen plenty to do in the

demonstrating line, though in connection

with acetylene gas on the car, the name

Prest-O~Lite has become a by—word and

familiarity with the brightly polished copper

tanks and their purpose in daily use on so

many cars, makes of them an item that calls

for little or no explanation. \\'hether the

visitor knows the inner workings of the

Prestolite tank or not, he knows what it is

and what it is for, and he sees it so often

on the streets that its appearance here calls

forth instant recognition.

The buzzing and whirring attendant upon ‘

the operation of the multitudinous kinds and

sorts of speed indicators proves as potent a

call as the howl of the barker at the sea

side, and the working of the little instru

ments is always a source of curiosity. Just

what makes the red liquid mount the arched,

graduated scale of the Veeder tachodometer,

is a mystery to the majority and it gets a

correspondingly great amount of attention.

In fact, just what kind of works may be

hidden by the compact cases of such instru

ments as the Jones speedometers and the

\Narner autometcr is about as much of a

puzzle as why is a gasmeter? Both employ

hidden means to accomplish their ends, but

in view of the unsavory reputation of the

latter, where accuracy is concerned, it

would probably be better not to carry the

comparison any further where instruments

that are accurate to the fraction of a mile

are involved. An energetic invader of

Western territory in this field is the Hicks

speed indicator and odometer, made in

Brooklyn.

Flashing spark plugs to the right of them,

spark plugs to the left, spark plugs, coils,

batteries and magnetos wherever one looks

and all spitting fire as if they meant busi~

ness. The magneto is in evidence here and

there, working smoothly and silently, but

making the sparks fly without apparent eon~

sumption of energy. The new machine de

signed by Splitdorf, the La Coste and the

Apple, all came in for their share of at

tention. In addition to the alternating gen

erators now forming an important part of

his line, the Splitdorf booth is adorned with

the usual endless array of coils of all sizes

and capacities, and which are so largely em

ployed as to make the name almost synony

mous with high tension ignition. Then

there are dry cells and accumulators galore,

the Ever Ready specialties which in addi

tion to batteries now comprise the Ever

Ready trip detector and the Ever Ready

self-starting device, both of which made

their preliminary bow at New York. The

large line of National dry cells, the Hensel,

Vesta and Universal accumulators, all of

which are now shown in special sizes for

ignition purposes in addition to the regu

lar commercial types. Plugs of every im

aginable shape and size adorn the booth

of the R. E. Hardy Co., and despite their

number every one of the “Starite” plugs is

made for a special purpose—in fact, a

glance over the list of Starite sizes and the

cars on which they are used is a liberal edu

cation in the matter of the varying stand

ards adopted by American makers in this re

spect

Hill precision oilers make their presence

apparent on such a great number of cars

on the floor that it is like re-meeting an old

friend to see them arrayed in working order

in the balcony after having made a round

of the car exhibits. In addition to their

line of rotary drive force feed oilers having

from one outlet to ten, McCord & Co. also

make a specialty of twisted wire for belts

and copper and asbestos gaskets of all shapes

and sizes for cylinders, mufflers, spark~plugs

and the like. Incidentally, the McCord peo—
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ple challenge the statement that any other

system of lubricants is in more annual use

than theirs, and submit a list of cars that

bears them out. The Madison Kipp. line of

mechanical lubricators are also well rep

resented.

Few such complete electrical installations

for the car are shown as the Apple ignition

system, comprising as it does, everything

except the coils and plugs. A convenience

that is appreciated in this connection is a

voltmeter, placed on the face of the auto

matic cutout inserted in the circuit between

the charging dynamos and the accumula

tors. Kangaroo spark plugs are a novelty

of their kind made by the Tritt Electric Co.

and which provides flexibility for the ex

pansion and contraction brought about. It

is fitted with a strong helical steel spring,

surrounding the core and holding all its

parts together, a lava core and mica tube af

fording double insulation. Heinze coils,

made by the Lowell, Mass, builders, who

have had many years experience in the de

signing and Winding of coils for X-ray use

and wireless telegraphy, are in a class that

merit the attention of the technically minded

owner who is not content with simply a

coil, but must have one of the highest ef

ficicncy which, of course, means battery

economy. The same applies to the build

er of cars, for poor accessories will ruin

his reputation sooner than anything else.

Here’s a Rotary Carburetter.

Whether the carburetter outranks the ig

nition system is a question that will never

be settled, for is would be hard to do with

out either, but one is as numerous as the

other. Rather a novelty of this kind is

termed Young’s Rotary Carburetter and

Mixer, and is made by the Culver Novelty

Co. The mixer is in fact an auxiliary de
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vice adopted to be attached to any make .of

'Jarburetter. The Young carburetter is of

the throttling type, so arranged that shut—

ting off the air simultaneously shuts the

needle valve, both opening and closing in

the same proportion. No float feed is em

ployed. The mixer consists of a cylindrical

casing containing two multiple blades, free

ly revolving wheels on a centered shaft.

These are similar to ventilators, and are re

volved by the suction of the engine. They

attain a speed of 1,500 to 2,000 r. p. m., run

ning in opposite directions, thus thoroughly

mixing the air and gas.

Kingston carburetters and ignition spec

ialties, made by Byrne, Kingston & Co.,

hold forth in the balcony of the Coliseum,

and are shown dismounted as well as in

every possible size that could be rcquiredby

any car on the market. But speaking of

size, a sight to catch the eye, is the line of

carburetters made by the Speed Changing

Pulley Co., which range from a pigmy of

a fraction of an inch up to a jumbo of three

inches outlet. The latter is a stock size,

although originally made to the order of

the British \Vestinghouse Co., and still

supplied to them. On the same stand, are

also shown one of the four-cylinder air

cooled motors now being specialized by this

firm.

Nothing brings to mind so forcibly the

fact of the generally awakened appreciation

of the role played by quality of materials

as the presence of some of the largest spec

ialists in the country, such as the exhibit

of special high grade drop forgings made

by the Bethlehem Steel Co. Midvale auto

mobile steel and the boat steel, which it has

been found necessary to produce in order

to cut it, both of which are turned out by

by the Midvale Steel Co. are exhibited.

The fact that the Bethlehem steel

-of the advances made.

drop forgings test from 85,000 pounds

per square inch tensile strength for

annealed open hearth steel, up to 250,000

pounds per square inch in the case of an

nealed chrome nickel steel, and that gears

cut from Midvale automobile steels test

from 65,000 to 200,000 pounds per square

inch elastic limit, is sufficiently illustrative

Then, there are fur

ther specialists in prepared material, such

as the bewildering array of cold drawn

'seamless steel tubes for every imaginable

purpose, shown by the Shelby Steel Tube

Co., and the manganese bronze castings for

various uses displayed by the William

Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building

Co., as well as their Parson's white brass

for bearings.

Going a step further in the preparation

of the material and the stage of the parts

specialist is reached, such for instance “Kin

wood” line of pressed steel frames, muffllers,

radiators, gasolene gauges and mechanical

oilers, made by the Kinsey Manufacturing

Co., the apparently infinite range of driving

chains,-such as are specialized by the W'hit

nev Manufacturing Co., in their roller, block

and “wizard” chains, as well as the Whitney

repair outfit for detachable roller chains—

a tool the value of which is not fully ap

preciated until most needed; anti-friction

bearings, of which the Hyatt and Timken

rollers and the annular ball bearings, made

by the Standard Roller Bearing Co., are

familiar instances.

Call Them “Life Preservers."

“Life preservers" is the wording of a

sign that attracts many to a booth in the

Annex, to find that this life saver consists

of a puncture proof, anti-skidding device. It

is built up of fabric reinforced rubber tread

of corrugated surface, made with a'number

of steel ears, around each side. A flexible

steel cable lies in the latter, and is tightened

with a turnbuckle, effectually holding the

protective tread in place. A somewhat dif

ferent form of life preserver that is not the

less valuable, is a line of non~explosive gaso

lene tanks and cans. They are the product

of the International Non-Explosive Tank

Company, their chief distinction consisting

in a safety tank and duplex safety valve that

may be made part of any ordinary tank or

can. Numerous tests have been made with

half empty tanks, containing 30 or 40 gallons

of gasolene by lighting a large bonfire un

der them, with no more dangerous result

than the ignition of the large amount of gas

liberated, but no explosion has ever followed

as would inevitably be the case without such

provision. The safety valve merely con

tinues to rise and fall until all the gas is

consumed. Precautions in fuel handling prob

ably find their most modern illustration in

the elaborate outfits displayed by S. F.

Bowser & Co. and the Tokheim Manufactur

ing Company, by means of which it is ren

dered unnecessary to have any gasolene in

the garage, or to handle it at all in the

ordinary sense, as it may be pumped di

rectly into the tank of the car.

Heading the list of shock absorbing d¢

430867A
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vices. comes the time tried Truffault-Hart

ford. A novel and rather formidable look

ing apparatus, shown in the armory is the

“Hotchkin anti-jolt device or shock elimi

nator,” which is neither as complicated as

it would appear at first sight, nor so im

posing as its title, for it is in fact a very

simple and effective mechanism, employing

an ingenuously devised chamber. contain

ing glycerine and an automatically acting

valve to effectually check the upward recoil

and still allow a sufficiently rapid recovery

to keep it in readiness for the next bump.

The opening is regulated by a needle valve,

permitting of its adjustment to conform to

the needs of the springs. Then there is

the Baldwin spring recoil check, consisting

of a cylinder or case containing a leather

faced piston, the rod of which is attached

to the axle, while an eye bolt on the case is

made fast to the floor of the car, and the

Edo spring compensator—a device of for—

eign origin. which has been adopted by sev

eral of the leading French makers. This

is shown together with the La Carte maquc

bos and ignition specialties by the Franco

American Auto Supply Co.

Celluloid is rapidly displacing glass for

wind shields, a full line of these being shown

by a Down East concern—the Teel Manu

facturing Company—together with the Teel

tire case, which is made on the “detachable”

plan, and permits of a tire being slipped

in or out without lacing, and the Teel pol

ished brass monograms. In connection with

their display of E. & J. lamps and head

lights of all kinds, the Edmunds & Jones

Manufacturing Co., show the Togo gaso—

lene motor. It is of the two—cycle type,

and is probably the smallest of its kind,

as the single cylinder model is scarcely

more than a foot high. It is rated at 1%

h. p., two cylinders, 3 h. p., and 4 cylinders,

8 h. p. Even the four—cylinder size could be.

carried off by a not over strong man.

No end of tops are to be found—a line

in which the names of Sprague and Lon-‘

don are most large, and it is noticeable

that the runabout has not been neglected

where covering is concerned, one type

amply provided with celluloid lights being:

specialized by the Detroit Motor Car Sup-l

ply C0. The Artz patent folding tonneau

still occupies a field all its own, and

proves a constant source of surprise to those

who see it in operation, for the first time.

An indestructible steel wheel, made by Tur

ner & Fish, a Chicago firm, is a novelty that‘

interests manufacturers. It is made of two

steel stampings, the die leaving raised steel

spokes of the usual number between the.

webs, so that but for its solid appearance

it would not differ at first sight from the

standard article. Before riveting the two

faces, that constitute the finished wheel,

they are copper plated and coated with en

amel and baked. The weight complete is

from 11% to 19 pounds per, according to

size, and their carying capacity ranges from

15,000 to 50,000 pounds, a special size being

designed for heavy trucks. The rims are

shrunk on in much the same manner as

 

  

 

with wood wheels, and the hubs are also

bolted in the same manner.

“Your troubles and their remedy." is the

title of a pamphlet issued by the makers

of the Hancock valveless oiler, which was

not seen at New York. For it are claimed

the advantages of independent leads under

high pressure, suction from the sight feed

glasses so that the latter cannot fill and

ability to run without the glass at all, as

well as numerous others, prominent among

which is an utter lack of nuts, screws or

other small parts. In connection with lu

bricants, may be mentioned the exhibits of

oil such as the Harris and the Vacuum Mo

biloils—things that are pased by without

more than a glance by the uninitiated, but

the importance of which are duly appreci

ated bv the experienced owner as well as

the builder.

Chicago has not yet come to the stage

of prohibiting horn blowing and the many

different alarms shown on the various ac

cessory stands, which, however, is nothing

like as continuous or annoying as in

former years, and some of the offenders,

such as the Hutchinson Electric Horn,

may be pardoned in satisfying the all

absorbing curiosity to find out how it

works. As usual, the Gabriel stand is a

prominent center of attraction in horndom,

and resembles the organ loft of a church

more than an exhibit of automobile horns.

As at New York, the new Foster shock ab

sorber is shown in connection with this ex

hibit and attracts a great deal of favorable

attention.

Among the miscellaneous accessory ex

hibits are to be found many items to arrest

the attention of the seeker after novelty as

well as the visitor bent on making pur

chases. One of these is the line of the

W'ray Pump and Register Co., comprising

such specialties as the Kellogg compound

double acting hand pump, and multiple

gear compound pump with register. Wray

collapsible and Tripley compound pumps,

pneumatic and multiple gear jacks and the

Ezy coupling.

Another exhibit of interest to manufactur

ers is that of the Baker adjustable ball

bearing steering gear, which is a self-lock

ing device in which the lost motion can be

taken up at four difi'erent points.

Motors hardly can be termed accessories,

though they are through necessity shown

in this connection, some of the leading ex

hibits being those of the Brennan motors

of the two and four cylinder, horizontal and

vertical tvpes and transmissions; the Twen

tieth Century motor, which is a convertible

two and four cycle engine, and the Perfect

kerosene motor. The latter starts on gaso

lene in the usual manner and employs a

special type of vaporizer located over each

inlet valve. The latter is kept operative

by shunting a portion of the exhaust

through the case containing it. It is made

in two-cylinder horizontal type, rated at 20

horsepower, and four-cylinder vertical at

40, the dimensions, 5x5, being the same in

both instances. Features of construction,

apart from the vaporiser, are the use of cop

per jackets, leaded and ground in and self

contained mechanical oilers, the latter en—

closed in the crank case of the four-cylinder

type.

At the present rate of increase, it would

seem that it will not be long before there

will be such an array of makers of special—

ties and accessories that they would have

no difficulty in mustering sufficient to hold

a good sized show of their own, although

this in fact is what it amounts to now, so

many and diversified are the exhibits.

The following is the summary of exhibits

and exhibitors:

Acme Motor Car Co., The, Reading, Pa.—

Acme cars.

Adams Co., Dubuque, Iowa—Adams-Farwell

air-cooled cars.

American Electric Novelty & Manufactur~

ing Co., New York—Alvin self-starter.

Aerocar Co., Detroit, Mich,—Aerocars.
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American Locomotive Motor Car Co., New

York—American Berliet cars..

American Motor Truck Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Trucks.

American Lamp Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Searchlights and headlights.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co., Kokomo,

Ind—Apperson touring cars.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass—Lamps

and generators.

Auburn Automobile Co., Auburn, Ind—Au

burn cars.

Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., Aurora,

III—Thor Motorcycles and parts. _

Austin Automobile Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

—Austin cars.

Auto Accessories Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Rain covers and lap robes.

Auto Importing Co., New York, N. Y.—

Rochet-Schneider cars.

Autocar Co., The, Ardmore,Pa.—Aut0cars.

Automobile Supply Co., Chicago, Ill.—Ac

cessories.

Arnstein,

sories.

Autocoil Co., The, Jersey City, N. ].—Spark

coils.

American Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Gasolene cars.

Archer & Co, New York Citv—De Leon

and Hotchkiss cars.

Adams 8: Elting Co., Chicago, III—Acces

sories. _

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis.—

Solar lamps. _

Baker Gear Co., Chicago, fill—Accessories.

Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.—~Auto

mobile steels. .

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

—Electric vehicles.

Baldwin Chain and Mfg. Co., 'VVorcester,

Mass—Baldwin chains, House patent

spring recoil check.

Bartholomew Co., The, Peoria, IIl.-—-Glide

cars.

Belden Auto Transmission Co.—Pittsbiirg.

Pa.—Transmission gears. _

Beckley-Ralston Co., Chicago. Ill.—-SUPDIICS.

Berkshire Automobile Co., Pittsfield, Mass.

—Berkshire cars.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H., Detroit, Mich.

——Queen cars.

Brennan Mfg. Co., Syracuse, N. Y.-—Gaso~

Iene motors.

Briscoe Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich—Hoods.

tanks and radiators.

Brown, \Villiam H., Cleveland, Ohio—Dust

guards.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Transmission and steering gear.

Byrne Kingston Co., Kokomo. Ind—King

ston carburetters and specialties.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind—Lambert

cars.

Buffalo Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

—Electric vehicles.

Buick Motor Co., Jackson, Mich—Buick

cars.

Bowser 8: Co., S. F. Fort Wayne, Ind.—

Gasolene storage outfits.

Cadillac Automobile Co., Detroit, Mich.'—

Cadillac cars.

Chicago Automobile Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

——-Steam cars.

Chicago Battery Co., Chicago, III—Dry bat

teries.

Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building

Co.. The, Philadelphia, Pa.—Manganese

bronze castings.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Tools.

Columbus Buggy Co., Columbus. Ohio-—

Electric carriages.

Consolidated Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio—Yale

Motorcycles. .

Continental Caoutchouc Co., New York, N.

Y.—Tires.

Cook Railwav Appliance Co., Kalamazoo,

Mich—Jacks. _ I

Corbin Motor Vehicle Co., New Britain,

Conn—Corbin air-cooled cars.

Eugene, Chicago, Ill—Acces

Culver Novelty Co., Culver, Ind—Young's

rotary carburetter.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, Ill.—Spr0ck

ets.

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Cleveland ears.

Dac Automobile Supply House, New York,

N. Y.-—Sundries.

Daimler Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.—

- American Mercedes cars.

Dayton Electric Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio——

Apple ignition apparatus.

Dayton Folding Tonneau Co. Dayton,

Ohio—Artz Folding Tonneau. 7

Dayton Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio—

Stoddard-Dayton cars.

Detroit Motor Car Supply Co., Detroit,

Mich.-—-Bodies and tops.

Detroit Steel Products Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Springs.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Diamond chains.

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—Dia

mond detachable and solid tires.

Dietz & Co., New York, N. Y.——()il lamps.

Dixon Crucible Co., Joseph, Jersey City, N.

J.—Lubricants.

Dolson Automobile Co., Charlotte, Mich.—

Dolson cars.

Dorris Motor Car Co.. St. Louis, Mo.—Dor—

ris cars.

Dqu Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—Barrett jacks.

Duryea r'ower Co., Reading, Pa.--Duryea

cars.

Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Crown gasolene delivery wagon.

Duplex Ignition Co., New York, N. Y.——Du

plex spark plugs.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit. Mich.

—E. & J. lamps.

Elmore Mfg. Co., Clyde, Ohio—Elmore

cars.

Electric Vehicle Co., Hartford, Conn—Co

lumbia gasolene cars.

Electric Rubber Mfg. Co., Rutherford, N. J.

—Tires.

English Daimler Co., The, New York, N.

Y.—Daimler cars.

Excelsior Supply Co., Chicago,_III.—Snn

dries.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio—

Firestone sidewire tires.

Fisk Rubber Co.. Chicopee Falls, Mass.—

Fish mechanically fastened tires.

Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich—Ford cars.

Franklin Mfg. Co., H. H., Syracuse, N. Y.—

Franklin air-c0oled cars.

F. M. S. Cycle Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio—

Horns and shock absorbers.

G & J Tire Co., Indianapolis, Ind.— G & J

detachable tires.

Gaulois Tire Co., New York, N. Y.—Gaulois

tires.

Gearless Transmission Co., Glens Falls, N.

Y.—Fricti0n gearing.

Goodrich Co.. The, B. F., Akron, Ohio—

Goodrich clincher and mechanically at

tached tires.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. Akron, Ohio

—Goodycar mechanically fastened tires.

Gray & Davis. Amesbury, Mass—Acetylene

and oil lamps.

Grout Bros. Automobile Co., Orange, Mass.

—Grout gasolenc cars.

Hancock Mfg. Co.—Specialties.

Hardy Co.. R. E, New York, N. Y.—“Sta

Rite" spark plugs.

Harris Oil Co.. The A. W., Providence, R.

I.—Lnbricants.

Hartford Rubber Works Co.. Hartford.

Conn—Perfected Dnnlop and Hartford

detachable clincher tires.

Hartford Suspension Co.. New York, N.

Y.——Truffault-Hartford Suspensions.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Speed indicators.

Hendee Mfg. Co., Springfield. Mass—In

dian motorcycles and attachments.

Heine-Watt Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill—Acety

lene lamps and generators.

Haynes Automobile Co., Kokomo, Ind.—

Haynes touring cars.

Ilolsman Automobile Co., Chicago, Ill.—

IIolsnian automobiles.

Iluicliinson Electric llorn Co., New York,

N. Y.——Iilectric horns.

IIyatt Roller Bearing Co., Harrison, N. J.—

Roller bearing axles and parts.

Harrison Wagon Co., Chicago, Ill—Auto

mobiles.

IIeinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass—Coils.

Ilensel Storage Battery Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Storage batteries.

IIotchkiss Anti-Jolt Device Co.—Shock ab

sorbers.

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., The, Chicago, Ill.

—\\'ixon compound air pump, and Impe

rial Lyon headlight adjuster.

International A. 8: V. Tire Co., New York,

N. Y.——Detacliable tires.

Jackson Automobile Co., Jackson, Mich.—

Jackson cars.

Jones Speedometer, New York, N. Y.—

Speedometers and odometers.

Jeffery & Co., T. B., Kenosha, Wis—Ram—

bler cars.

Kansas City Motor Car Co., Kansas City.—

Kansas City cars.

Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio—Radiators,

hoods, fenders, etc.

Knight & Kilbourne Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

—“Silent Knight" gasolcne cars.

Knoblock-Heideman Mfg. Co., South Bend,

Ind—Ignition apparatus.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.—

Knox air-cooled touring cars.

Lear Automobile Co., Oscar, Columbus,

Ohio—Frayer-Miller touring cars.

Limousine Carriage Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.

—Bodies.

Locomobile Company of America, Bridge

port, Conn.—Locomobile touring cars.

Logan Construction Co., Chillicothe, Ohio—

Logan touring cars.

London Automobile Supply Co., Chicago,

Ill—Tops.

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill—Hoods and

radiators.

Lozier Motor Co., New York, N. Y.-—I.o

zier touring cars.

Look Electric C0.—Ignition apparatus.

Lang & Lyon, Chicago, III—Supplies.

McCord & Co., Chicago, Ill—Force Feed

Lubricators.

McGiehan Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.—

Odometers.

McCrea Motor Truck Co., Cleveland. Ohio

—-Commercial vehicles.

Madison-Kipp Mfg. Co., Madison, \Vis.—

Lubricators.

Manhattan Storage Co.. New York, N. Y.

Marion Motor Car Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.—

Marion air-cooled cars.

Maxwell Briscoe Motor Co., Tarrytown, N.

Y.——Maxwell touring cars.

Michaels, Co.. H. Sargent—Specialties. .

Mercedes Importing Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Mercedes cars.

Michelin Tire, American Agency, New

York. N. Y.—-Michelin tires.

Midvale Steel Co., Midvale. Pa.—Steels.

Milwaukee Rubber Works Co., Milwaukee,

\Vis.—-Fawkes tires.

Mitchell Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis—Mit

chell touring cars.

Moline Automobile Co., Moline, Ill.—Moline

cars.

Moon Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—Moon

touring cars.

Morgan & Wright. Inc. Chicago. Ill—M.

& W. tires. clincher and detachable tvpes.

Motor Car Equipment Co., New York, N. Y.

—Supplies and sundries.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co., Pendleton, Ind.

--Motsinger auto sparker.

N. Y. 81 N. J. Lubricants Co., New York,

N. Y.-—I.ubricants.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio—Co

lumbia dry batteries.

National Motor Vehicle Co., Indianapolis.
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Ind—National touring cars.

North Chicago Machine Co., Chicago, Ill.

Nordyke & Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—Marmon air-cooled cars.

Northern Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich—North

ern touring cars.

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.-—Peer1ess au—

tomobile jacks.

Olds Motor W'orks, Detroit, Mich—Olds

touring cars.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Packard touring cars.

Panhard & Levassor, New York, N. Y.—

Panhard cars.

Pantasote Co., New York, N. Y.——Pantasote

for coverings.

Palais de 1’ Automobile, New York, N. Y.—

Renault and Delauney-Belleville cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Peerless touring cars.

Pierce Co., The G. N., Buffalo, N. Y.—Pierce

Arrow car.

Pierce Engine Co., Racine, Wis—Pierce

Racine cars.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Jeannette, Pa.—

Detachable tires.

Pope Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.—Pope-To

ledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune and

Pope—Waverley cars. .

Premier Motor Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

—Premier air-cooled cars.

Pungs-Finch Auto and Gas Engine Co., De

troit, Mich.——Pungs-Finch cars.

Prest-O-Lite Co., Indianapolis, Ind—Acet

ylene gas tanks.

Prosser & Son, Thomas, New York, N. Y.

Pneumatic Tire Protector Co.--Tire covers.

Railway Appliance Co., Chicago, Ill.—Auto

cle wrenches.

Rainer Co., The, New York, N. Y.—Rainer

touring cars.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Rapid Commercial cars. _

Reading Standard Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading,

Pa.—Thoroughbred motorcycles and

Reading Standard bicycles.

Reliance Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.—

Reliance cars.

Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich—Rec

touring cars.

Reilly & Sons—Robes.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind—Remy

ignition apparatus.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio—

Tires.

Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—-Never

out lamps.

Royal Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio—

Royal touring cars.

Samson Leather Tire Co., New York, N. Y.

—Samson leather tires.

Schwartz Wheel Co., The, Philadelphia, Pa.

—Wheels.

Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—

Steel tubing.

Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, Ohio.—

Varnishes.

Smith & Mablev, Inc., New York, N. Y.—

S. 8: M. Simplex cars.

Soules Motor Car Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

—Delivery wagons.

Spicer Universal Joint Co., Plainfield. N. J'.

—Spicer universal ioints.

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, Conn.—

Canopv tops.

Speed Changing Pulley Co., Indianapolis,

Ind—Universal carburetters.

Splitrlorf. C. F., New York, N. Y.—Ignition

outfits.

Standard Carriage Lamp Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Lamps.

Standard Oil Co.. The. Chicago. Ill—Fuels.

Standard Roller Bearing Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.—Roller bearings. axles. etc.

Stearns Co.. The F. 3., Cleveland, Ohio-—

Stearns touring cars.

Steel Ball Co., The, Chicago, Ill—Hill pre

cision oilers.

Stevens Arms & Tool Co., The 1., Chicopee

Falls, Mass—Stevens-Duryea cars.

St. Louis Motor Car Co., St. Louis, Mo.—

St. Louis cars.

Studebaker Automobile Co., South Bend,

Ind—Studebaker commercial and pleas

ure cars.

Swinehart Clincher Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio——Swinehart tires.

Synnestvedt Machine Co., Pittsburg, Pa.—

Electric vehicles.

Temple, Ralph, Chicago, Ill.—DeDietrich,

Hotchkiss and Panhard cars.

Thomas Motor Co., E. R., Buffalo, N. Y.—

Thomas Flyer touring cars.

Timken Roller Bearing Axle Co., Canton,

Ohio—Roller bearing axles.

Tincher Motor Car Co., Chicago, Ill—Tin

cher touring cars.

Tokheim Mfg. Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa—

Gasolene outfits.

Tritt Electric Co.-—Ignition apparatus.

Teel Mfg. Co., Medford, Mass—Tire covers

and dust shields.

Turner & Fish, Chicago, Ill.—Steel wheels.

Universal Electric Storage Battery Co.—

Electric batteries.

Valentine 8: Co., New York, N. Y.-—Var—

nishes.

Vesta Accumulator Co., Chicago, Ill—Igni

tion batteries.

Ventilated Cushion Co.—Cushions.

Vehicle Equipment Co., New York, N. Y.—

Electric vehicles.

Volta Battery Co.—Batteries.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Odome

ters, tachometers, etc.

Waltham Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass—Wal

tham-Orient cars.

Way Mufiler Co., Philadelphia, Pa.—Way

neck mufflers.

Wayne Automobile Co.,

Wayne touring cars.

Warner Gear Co., Muncie, Ind—Warner

difi'erential and steering gear.

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, ' Wis.—

Speedometers.

Webb Co., The, New York, N. Y.—-Speed

indicators.

Webster Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.—Anti-skid

ax e.

Webb Chain Tire Grip Co.. New York. N.

Y.—Cha1n tire grips and Lashar speed in

dicator.

Works, Galesburg, Ill.—VVestern Tool

Wheeler Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich—Tops.

I

Detroit, Mich.—

Gale cars.

White Sewing Machine Co., Cleveland, Ohio

——\Vhite steam cars.

Whiteley Steel Co.. Chicago, Ill—Parts.

\Vhitnev Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn—Whit

ney chains.

VVelch Motor Vehicle Co., Pontiac, Mich.—

Welch touring cars.

\Vindsor Automobile Co., Windsor, Ind.—

Windsor cars.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co., Chicago, Ill.—

Woods electric vehicles.

Wray Pump and Register Co., Rochester.

N. Y.—Pumps and pressure regulators.

\thon Motor Carriage Co., Cleveland, 0.

—Winton cars.

Constable Outwits the Garageman.

Muncie, Ind, boasts of a constable who

lays no claim to knowledge of the automo—

bile, but who did not allow that fact to

phase him in carrying out an order of court.

Armed with a writ of replevin and support

ed hy a chauffeur impressed for the occa

sion, he descended upon a local garage to

take possession of the machine of a judg

ment debtor. The garage keeper disputed

his right and asserted his superior lien of

$180 for storage and repairs. But the con—

stable was provided in this respect as well

and settled the bill. The garage keeper was

still obdurate and requested an armistice in

order to get the court on the telephone.

When he returned after an unsatisfactory

.interview with the justice, constable and

chauflcur had disappeared and with them

the machine.

To Freshen the Leather Top.

With the increased use of the covered

motor vehicle, there comes to the chauffeur

a new problem in the proper niethod of

caring for the leather top. It is a problem

which has been worked out to a finish in

the carriage business, and from which sev

eral lessons are now to be learned in this

connection. Leather which is allowed to

become dry through long exposure to the

air without proper dressing, or which is

frequently folded as in the case of a top

which is open the greater part of the time,

soon tends to crack and lose its surface.

For the treatment of leather which has be

gun to go bad under such circumstances,

the Carriage Monthly advises the following

treatment:

“In case the top is more than a bit worse

for wear, melt one-quarter pound of beef

suet, and to this add one-eighth gallon of

neatsfoot oil, best quality, incorporating

the mass thoroughly. To these ingredients

then add a tablespoonful of melted bees

wax, again shaking in a closed dish or can

to insure intimate incorporation. Finally,

the addition, with a resumption of shaking,

of, say, one ounce of ivory black, completes

the material. Rub on the top with soft

cloths, taking due care to rub the mixture

well into the leather. This mixture cools

the leather and imparts to it a redeeming

elasticity.

“In the case of the top that has suffered

greatly from wear or harsh treatment, we

would advise the use of a first-class top

dressing, to be purchased ready for use.

or shop prepared, as follows: Liquid

asphaltum, one-eighth gallon; elastic fin

ishing varnish, one—eighth gallon; boiled

linseed oil, one-sixteenth gallon; coach

japan, one-sixteenth gallon;turpentine, one

eighth gallon; ivory black, one pound. All

mixed completely."

No Hard Rubber Tires.

In all kindness may we ask why in thun

der certain correspondence schools that

advertise to teach people how to automo—

bile continue to speak of “hard rubber

tires"? says Tire News. If the motor peda

gogues know anything about rubber—and

they should not else advertise a course on

tires—they should know that “hard rubber"

is and has been since the days of Goodyear

a hard, unyielding, ebony-like substance,

such as combs, telephone receivers and the

like are made of. There are no hard rubber

tires; every rubber tire to~day, solid, cush

ion, pneumatic or freak, is a soft rubber

tire. A tire teacher who writes about hard

rubber tires is as anomalous as a grammar

school principal who should say “I seen it."
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WASHINGTON’S SHOW NOW ON

Purely Local, of Course, but Many of the

big Cars are in Evidence.

 

\Vashington, Feb. 5.—The National cap

ital's sixth annual automobile show, this

year being conducted by the \Vashington

Automobile Dealers’ Association, which in

turn is aided by the young but energetic

\Vashington Automobile Club, the latter

looking after the comfort and entertainment

of visitors, was officially opened to-night in

the Light Infantry Armory on Fifteenth

street. That it is more complete and more

gorgeous than its predecessors, is a fact,

but it is the same old local show, brought

up to 1906.

If the truth be told there are only six

honafide out-of-town exhibitors—two of

these are from Baltimore, fifty miles dis-

rant; one of them, the Motor Car Co., shows

the Peerless and Stevens-Duryea cars and

the other, the Robinson Co., have a stand

filled with lubricants. The Electric Storage
iBattery Co., of Philadelphia, exhibits what

its name signifies and Jersey City is rep

resented by a tire concern. The other two

visitors—both hailing from the West—show

motor boats and marine engines. In all

there are 22 exhibitors, 73 per cent. of whom

are local dealers. Thirty-one makes of cars

are represented.

A glittering copy of “Old Glory" radiated

welcoming waves of tri-colored electricity

to the crowds who attended the opening to

night. This electric fiag has a record. It

is said to have created something of a sen

sation at the famous Taft banquet. It is

suspended above the display of the Pope

Mfg. Co. In point of numbers the attend

ance was a record-breaker. From the, time

of opening until the lights went out at mid

night the scene presented in the auditorium

was that of a good-natured hurly-burly.

Dignified senators, members of Congress

and representative lawyers, doctors, and

business men and their wives, of courSe,

rubbed elbows with chauffeurs and others

of the less elite with condescending grace.

The decorations are pleasing and present a

woodland efl'ect, and to harmonize with the

scenic pastoral elaboration the band played

airs from the comic opera suggestive of

green fields, babbling brooks and leafy bow

ers. The floor was arranged in green as a

lawn, with clinging vines about the walls,

while growing palms and other plants and

rustic settees were in evidence on all sides,

the scene being bathed in a daylight of elec

tricity. Overhead were vari-colored electric

stars and other devices, giving a tint of

mellowness to the picture.

The show will continue throughout the

week. The complete list of exhibitors and

the wares they display follows:

\Villiard Automobile Co., \Nashington,

Jackson and Dolson cars and Swinehart

tires; Howard & Rhine Co., Washington,

Haynes and Auburn cars; Wm. C. Robin—

son & Sons’ Co., Baltimore, lubricants;

Thomas 8: Helbert, W'ashington, Maxwell

cars; Commercial Automobile and Supply

Co., Washington, Wayne, Logan and De

Mar cars; Reo Motor Car Agency, \Nash

ington, Reo cars; National Automobile Co.,

Washington, Thomas, Packard, Buick,

Studebaker and Olds cars; Motor Car Co.,

Baltimore, Peerless and Stevens-Duryea

cars; S. J. Meeks' Sons, W'ashington, Lam

bert cars; Rudolf, West & Co., Washington,

supplies; Haughton Automobile Co., Wash

ington, Premier and Gale cars; National

Electrical Supply Co., \Vashington, sup

plies; Electric Storage Battery Co., Phila

delphia, storage batteries; Washington

Electric Vehicle and Transportation Co.,

\Vashington, Columbia cars; Pope Mfg. Co.,

Pope-Hartford, Pope-Toledo, Pope-Tribune

and Pope-Waverly cars and supplies; Cook

and Stoddard Co., \Vashington, Locomo

bile, Franklin, Baker, Cadillac and White

cars; Charles E. Miller & Bro., Washington,

Ford and Columbus cars and Indian motor

cycles; Voorhees Rubber Co., Jersey City,

N. J., tires and repair outfits; Detroit Motor

W'orks, Detroit, Mich, marine engines;

Automobile Tire and Repair \Vorks, Wash

ington, tires; Truscott Mfg. Co., St. Joseph,

Mich, motor boats and engines; VVelsbach

Light Co., Washington, lights.

 

Engineers Indorse Freylinghuysen.

Section Eight of Senator Freylinghuy

sen’s iniquitous measure which reads: “N0

motor vehicle tire shall be fitted 'with a

chain or other metal grip device when used

upon macadam or other roads, except upon

asphalt, .cobble, Belgian or brick pave

ments," was officially endorsed by the As

sociation of County Engineers of New Jer—

sey at its annual meeting last week. A

resolution to that _efiect was passed, pre—

ceding which the engineers engagcd in a

long technical discussion of the destructive

effects of high-powered automobiles upon

the improved roads of the State. The engi—

neers, of course, said nothing about the

bad effects of, metal horseshoes or narrow

steel tires on horse drawn vehicles.

 

Post Sues for Rear-end Collision.

David J. Post, of Hartford, Conn—he of

the Veeder odometer—has gone gunning

for the Hartford Street Railway Co. On

October 7th last, while driving his car, Post

was butted into from the rear by one of

the Hartford street cars. The repairs cost

him $61.65 and the new equipment made

necessary by the rear-end collision, $65.

Post has entered suit for these sums and

also for the loss of the use of his car for

the 12 days that it was laid up, or $350 in

all.

Jersey Says “Soak ’em” Again.

New Jersey’s State Tax Board has come

down hard on Atlantic County. It directed

the local assessors to tax all automobiles as

personal property and “to be sure the rate

is not too low."

DISCUSSION IS DEFERRED

Hearing on Freylinghuysen Bill Goes Over

After a Few Preliminary Outbursts.

To the observant but uninitiated stranger

Trenton's streets on Tuesday must have

presented a foreign and puzzling spectacle.

Soft felt hats, red neckties, regulation boots,

and flowing hirustic decorations were very

much in evidence, and the wearers of theSe

adornments pedestrinatcd along the streets

of New Jersey’s capital with that lope pe

culiar to those who have followed the plow

shares the greater part of their lives. The

unknowing might have marvelled thereat

and wondered if the State fair was in pro

gress, but the Trentonian could have told

him that all the motorphobes of the State

had gathered to discuss and endorse, of

course, the proposed measure introduced by

Senator Freylinghnysen, which is passed,

will practically bar automobiles from New

Jersey highways. -

Tuesday was the date originally set for

the hearing, but the automobilists had been

assured that it would be postponed to en

able them to get their defense in present

able form. The farmers, however, evidently

did not understand this arrangement and

they had come prepared to fight. They

were given a partial hearing in the Senate

chamber when the meeting was adjourned

to reconvene on Tuesday, 20th inst.

Clarence E. Case, a lawyer, who lives in

Somerville, where also resides a part of the

year the author of the iniquitous measure,

presented a petition in favor of the bill and

spoke at length of "harm" automobiles do.

He was followed by John P. Murray and

then a letter was read from somebody in

the Oranges. The Society for the Preven

tion of Cruelty to Animals has taken

upon its shoulders the burden of work usu

ally done ministerial associations, Epworth

Leagues, and such, for Colonel J. A. Ed

wards, who spoke for that association, put

forth a novel though rather amusing plea,

why automobiles should be ruled off the

road. He said there were places in the

State where the women had not been to

church for a year because of the tremen

dous rate of speed at which machines went

by their doors. There were always more

machines out on Sunday than any other

day. Dr. Young, the last orator, was hon

est at any rate and said he spoke for the

“hayseeds.” “Automobilists seemed to

think no one else had any rights,” he vouch

safed. “They would not slack up for the

farmers. They had no sympathy for the

man on the road. They blew the horn, and

if the farmer did not get out of the way,

so much the worse for the farmer. If laws

were not enforced, the next thing the farm

ers would do would be to shoot the auto

man.”

Then the meeting broke up and the jan

itor opened the windows to let some fresh

air into the room.
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“Sampling” Florida’s New Road.

  

Of much more real interest to the visitors

at the frost-blighted Ormond speed carni

val, was the new road from Palm Beach to

Miami, which many of them “sampled” be

fore leaving for home.

Good roads are not numerous in Florida

and where they exist they are not of great

length. This Palm Beach-Miami highway,

however. covers a stretch of 70 miles and

enables Florida to be seen as it should be

seen. It takes one into the very heart of

the country, which to visitors from North—

is not short of a revelation.

Among other things it gives him a truer in

em elimes,

sight into the so-called “negro question,”

for the road passes many of the squalid

negro settlements that well betoken the

shiitless nature of the black man of the

Southern backwoods. The convict gangs,

When the Locusts Swarm.

“High noon-tide in India. We are near

ing Poona and everlasting sunshine and

cloudless sky is our portion. Suddenly on

the distant horizon a little cloud appears

“no bigger than a man’s hand.”

“We shall actually have rain," we remark,

but the native boy corrects such an impres

sion, says a writer in the Motor Car Jour

rial.

"Locusts, sahib.” At first we made light

of the matter, but in half an hour “the scene

made up almost wholly of negroes, also

“speaks a piece.”

The flat nature of the Florida country

also impresses the man who resides where

hills abound, but the midwinter greenery,

the gold-laden trees of the orange groves,

the scrub-palms and those that tower to

mighty heights, the moss-hung trees that

usually skirt a dismal swamp reeking either

with green scum or blooming water lilies—

all these, while they might Soon grow nio

notonous, are yet So strange to northern

eyes that for the nonee, at least, each holds

some special ‘eharm.

The Palm

llle'l'O\\'

road is but a

that

vehicles meet, one or the other must liter—

Beach-Miami

strip—so narrow when two

ally “take to the tall grass." But motor

pliobia is not yet rampant in the South and

the inhabitants are usually so nhliging that

it is rare that the motoring \‘lSltHI' is not

"given" the whole road.

\ g'lv'

vi

‘ i. \

. fl; _

v-. e 1. 4‘ a ‘ I '\
" a J ‘v A I .Q

. ‘

BEC‘Q"‘ '

A Halt for Oranges.

was changed," as the poem hath it. Try

and picture a snowstorm, blinding and

beating with relentless fury on your car,

and further endeavor to imagine each flake

transformed into an insect some two inches

long and you may realize somewhat what

a “locust storm” is like. The air became so

black it was impossible to see the hedge on

either side of the road, and folding our arms

over our faces to protect them, we awaited

the settlement. Locusts do not sting hu

mans, but they are awfully sticky, and it is

a weird sensation to be obliged to pick the

little insects from one's clothes.

“Several misguided miscreants had crawled

up our trouser legs so that it took some

time to get under way again—and then,

most horrible of all, we began to side-slip

on the greasy creatures! But for most care

ful going we should have had a nasty acci

dent. VVe heard afterwards that it is not an

uncommon occurrence for trains to slip oFf

the metals when a swarm of locusts has set

tled on the line.”
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FIRESTNE
POPULARITY

AS EVIDENCED AT THE BIG snows.

  

  

CHICAGO

COMBINED SHOW:

128 Firestone

Side Wire Motor Tires

against

88 of all Other

Makes of Solid Tires.

NEW YORK

SHOWS:

128 Firestone

Side Wire Motor Tires

against

80 .of all Other

Makes of Solid Tires.

  

 

 
 

 

Honest Statements Backed by Honest Tires

Bring this Continued Success.

We can advise you on your tire requirements intelligently and if given an opportunity will

Neither in our advertising nor in person do we make false or

misleading statements to influence sales.

advise you honestly.

- Our interest lies in furnishing you a tire that will make your commercial vehicles an

economical success.

\Ve have given years of time and spent thousands of dollars to bring tires for commercial

vehicles to their present state of perfection, and will be glad to call upon al (1 give you

the advantage of our experience and properly fit your vehicles with tires that

have and-fl give best results.

FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER C0.,

BRANCHES 8

'S'l‘. Lours, 2226 Olive Street.

BOSTON, 9 Park Square.

 

- Akron, Ohio.

CHICAGO, 550 Wabash Avenue.

DETROIT, 24o Jefl'erson Avenue.

NEW YURK, 1738 Broadway.

PHILADELPHIA, 211 N. Brold.
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DAVIS’S WONDER-WORKER

He Disdains Gasolene, Carburetters and

such Things and it Winds up Itself.

Peoria, 111., is proud! It has an inventor,

one L. 0. Stevens by name, but this fact

alone would not be the cause for so much

jubilation and exultation were it not that

More than that, he

is a revolutionist and naturally his attention

Stevens is progressive.

and force will be directed toward reform

ing present day methods of automobile

construction.

Stevens's wonderful machine differs from

all standard makes in that it uses neither

gasolene, steam nor electricity for its m0

tive power. There will not be that vexa—

tious trouble with the carburetter for Stev

ens's wonderworker is without “lungs" and

is neither air not water cooled. “In fact

it is so simple that at first thought it looks

more like an idle dream of a crank than a

machine based upon actual laws of machin

ery," is the way a local paper puts it.

Like numerous others of its kind which

crop out at spasmodic intervals, each and

every one of which has yet failed to startle

the world by its cleverness and turn topsy

turvy accepted standards of motor car con

struction, the propelling power of this par

ticular machine will be springs, just ordin

ary springs. each fifty feet long and two

and a half inches wide. The inventor says

it will take eight of these springs to run

the car.

According to advance information these

springs “will run upon a Set of cogs which

operate a friction disk, and which will run

nine hours and fifty-five minutes at sixty

revolutions per minute. The speed control

will be a unique feature of the new machine.

It can be run at any speed and reversed as

fast as it can go forward while to stop the

machinery, all that is necessary is to throw

the cone connected with the driving wheels

in the center of the disk.”

“\\-'hen the springs run down," this inter

esting description goes on to explain, “there

is an electric storage battery connected

with the springs to wind them up again.

These springs are wound up from the in

side, so winding them does not interfere

with the running of the machine. The ma

chine will run easier than any at present, as

there is not so much vibration and it will

be noiseless. It's chief advantage will be in

saving extensive repairs and the simplicity

nf construction, the gearing all being placed

in one solid frame to prevent jamming.”

Mr. Stevens has disposed of half his in

terest in the patent and, of course, a com

pany will be formed for their manufacture

——if sufficient capital can be interested.

 

Showing Just how it Works.

Many attempts have been made—by de

scription, illustratibns, working models,

and otherwise—to explain the working of

.much success.

the ordinary four-cycle automobile engine

so that the lay mind might understand it;

but the peculiar nature of the problem has

kept these attempts from meeting with

Now, however, by an in

genious application of the moving-picture

principle, it is made possible even for the

most untechnical to grasp the idea in an

instant. It is by means of a mutoscope

thumb book, which is given away by the

Rec Motor car company of Lansing, Mich,

that this advance in popular education'is

accomplished.

Gilbert of the Firestone.

Having had not a little to do with the

marked success of the Firestone solid tire,

when the Firestone mechanically fastened

pneumatic tire came along last month,

Joseph M. Gilbert, sales manager of the

  

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., Akron,

Ohio, “saw his duty and done it.” The

sensational $500 Ford runabout afforded

the opportunity. Gilbert grasped it so

propmtly and so well that the New York

show was but two days old when he had

the Ford contract for 2,000 pairs of the

new Firestone‘tire “signed, sealed and de

livered.” It was one of the real coups of

the show and gave the new tire a big

boost, just as a tire of such quality will

give the astounding little Ford car a further

claim to serious attention.

Mr. Gilbert, a most agreeably aggressive

man, is further prosecuting the good work,

and with principals of the same stamp be

hind him, other coups of the same sort

are not improbable, the name Firestone

standing high and the Firestone staff being

well organized; indeed the entry of a Fire

stone pneumatic tire into the field was in

itself in the nature of an event, and one

which gave more room to the Gilbert elbow.

Municipal ventures are evidently con

ducted on a profitable basis on the Other

side. The Coventry, England, town coun~

cil has decided to expend a further sum of

$25,000 for the purchase of electric motor

cars. The previous investment of $35,000

for similar purpose is earning about 12

per cent.

EFFECTS OF S'I'RIPING
 

How it “Sets off” a Car—Some Combina

tions that are Effective.'

 

“Apparently the automobile depends less

upon the stripping for the show it makes

in the world, and the applause it wins l)_\'

virtue of its smart appearance, than up! n

certain other features that command public

attention,’ says a writer in the current issue

of the Carriage Monthly. “At any iate,ycu

observe upon the rank and file of machines

a paucity of striping effects. This is in sharp

contrast to the enormous display of panel

colors of a strikingly vivid pattern, and it

suggests the impression that great riches

of color rather than discriminating selec

tion govern in the matter of choosing sup

posedly appropriate pigments.

“Striping upon the automobile equipment

is usually of an exceedingly plain descrip

tion, and very largely consists of straight

line work, particularly upon pleasure vehi

cles. And, after all, what is more effective,

without ostentatious display, than, for, e\

ample, upon a cool, rich expanse of gray.

a single %;-inch gold line, with the distance

line on either side of ivory black, drawn a

space heavier than a hair line. This is a

popular striping combination-for a gi'ay

pattern, and it carries with it a pronounced

suggestion of elegance. The real effect is

obtained, however, not so much by reason

of the combination itself, as by the accuracv

which distinguishes the display of the lines

upon the surface. In other words, the pre

cision, uniformity and accuracy practice!

in drawing the lines, exerts a powerfu‘-—if,

indeed, a not all-controlling influence upon

the appearance of the vehicle when finished.

“To cite another example: Automobile

yellow, a color that fills the eye with visions

of the prolific daisy, if striped with a 5-;

inch line of dark blue, with double lines of

black thrown at a %-inch space either sid-r,

furnishes a beautiful color combination with

much of the overpowering effect of the yel

low, studied apart from other colors, chm;

nated. Or a deep maroon, rich in itself, but

dependent to a very great extent upon some

appropriate striping combination to draw

the real elegance of its tone into bold relief

Stripe this maroon with a 3—16-inch line of

ivory black, paralleling it with ha.r lines of

genuine gold bronze, the whole combination

being drawn in straight but marvelouslv

accurate lines, and you have in example

of panel color and striking effects scarcely

surpassed. Likewise cream color .v‘iich

stripe with a %-inch or 3-16-inch line of

aluminum, and distance line it with dainty

stripes of Tuscan or Indian red, or, for a

more vivid effect, with Twentieth Century

red. Many persons have seen the dark.

blue leviathans, nearly black from some

points of view, and decidedly blue from still

others, scuttling adown country roads or

rolling magnificently along city pavements,
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and they have invariably delighted in the

picture of color.

“These dark, line blues, too dark to look

frigid, and too rich in their measure of

color effect to look gloomy, striped with a

M-ineh line of ivory black, to better accentu

ate the splendor of the blue, and distance

line with fine lines of gold, furnish an exam

ple for the student in color problems to

earnestly contemplate.

“Possibly the red automobile, the fiery,

untamed and always livid vehicle that brings

trouble to the mounted police and drives the

farming community into seclusion, is the

most difficult to stripe without offense to

the average man.“ Red is a color peculiar

in this respect, at least. It does not per—

mit, without violent transgression of certain

clearly defined laws of color harmony, the

use of other than a comparatively restricted

class of pigments for striping. The gradu

ating stripe. namely, the stripe showing

various shades of red overlapping one an—

other, may be advantageously used upon

any of the brilliant shades of red. Black

lines are always in order, but beyond these

—Beware."

Where do They Come From?

“Who supplies all the bent nails that are

so made that the sharp point, owing to the

weight, always sticks upward, no matter

how they are thrown down?” asks an over

seas contemporary. Someone must supply

them wholesale, for whenever an auto

mobile road race of lesser importance than

the star classics are run 05 in France, many

thousands of these bent nails are to be

found. During a recent race, the forest

roads near St. Germain were literally

strewn with them—so much so that it was

possible to pick up hundreds of them in a

few rods. They were alike, new and bright,

fresh from the factory and the strewn roads

being long, such a generous supply must

have entailed a considerable outlay of

money to provide.

 

The first automobile has made its appear

ance at Nairobi, in the East Africt protec

torate. It was imported by a general stores

company and will be used for commercial

purposes.

Rhode Island Chauffeurs Organize.

Like their New York brethren, the pro

fessional chauffeurs of Rhode Island have

formed an organization the Rhode Island

Professional Chauffeurs' Association—for

social purposes and mutual protection. The

club starts with thirty-four members, and

cosy rooms have been fixed up at 109 W'ash

ington Street, Providence. These officers

were chosen to guide the club's destiny:

President. Edward Shay; vice-president, Al

fred Moille; secretary. Frank \Needin;

treasurer, George Champlin; board of gov

ernors, Andrew Denver. Douglas Rice, Ed

ward Shay, Alfred Moille. Frank \Veeden

and George Champlin.

 

 

How the Clerk got Cars.

Vaingloriousness was acknowledged to

be his besetting sin by a clerk of the name

of Forbes, who has succeeded in passing

himself off on the English public as a baron

of that name. \Vith the help of high class

note paper and an assurance out of all pro

portion to his means, he was able to pur

chase, without payment, a car from one

firm, and sell it to another for payment. He

gave orders to motoring firms about Lon

don with such success that 200 County

Court summonses were found among his be—

longings when arrested. Now he has com

menced a twelve months' term where motor

cars will not attract him.

International Contest in August.

It has been decided that the proposed in

ternational reliability contest known as the

Circuit European, which is being promoted

by the Automobile Club of France, in con

junction with other continental clubs, shall

be held during the first half of August

next. It has also been arranged that there

shall be separate committees of control for

each country through which the competi

tors will pass in the course of their long

journey, which will be 5,000 kilometers, or

about 3,125 miles.

Got $2,500 for a Finger.

A verdict for $2,500 damages for a broken

finger and a few bruises, was awarded a

Louisville, Ky, insurance man, T. Grant

Slaughter, by name, against \Vesley Greg

ory, another insurance man of the same city

last week. According to sworn testimony

Gregory, in an automobile, was going at the

rate of only eight miles an hour when the

accident occurred and the evidence made it

appear that had the plaintiff exercised due

care when alighting from a street car, it

would not have happened. The jury. how

ever, brought in a verdict for $2,500.

Date of License Hearing Advanced.

An order has been handed down by the

Supreme Court advancing for argument for

the week of February 19, the appeal from

the recent decision of Common Pleas Court

No. 4, in the pending conflict over the

Philadelphia automobile ordinance. The

question to be passed upon is whether the

act of thc State Legislature did not super—

sede Council's ordinance, and whether auto

mobilists shall pay both a State and county

license or operate under a single license is

sued by the Commonwelath.

 

Ohio to Organize Assoc ation.

Ohio will have a State automobile asso

ciation which will become a part of the

American Automobile Association if.the

“feelers” sent out by the Cleveland Auto

mobile Club are productive of good fruit.

A meeting has been called for February

22, during show week, when delegates from

the various clubs will meet to decide the

matter.

After the Glass Strewers.

They have had so much tire trouble from

broken glass and from petty thefts of ac

cessories that the motorists of Cleveland,

0., have complained to the chief of police.

He has issued orders, of course, and also

asked the motorists to get the names of any

persons seen throwing glass or other sharp

substances in the streets.

Here's the Automobile Grocery.

It is now the automobile grocery, if you

please. The Philadelphia Portable Store

Co. has been formed in Trenton, N. 1., to

peddle groceries in automobiles. It will no

doubt prove a blessing to- the always too

busy-t0»go-out housewife.

 

Prest=o=Lite Gas Tanks
which put an end to lamp troublesjof every sort and make the lighting of motor

cars as safe, as simple and as satisfactory as the illumination of one’s home

Are No‘v Being Made in Tvvo Sizes.

30 CUBIC FEET. $35.

Get Catalog.

THE CONCENTRATED ACETYLENE COMPANY, -

Operating under exclusive license from The Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

  

10 CUBIC FEET, $50.

lts interesting and informing

- Indianapolis, Ind.
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1906 Catalogue and Cars Now Ready.

  

1906 MODEL B, 30-35 H. P. PRICE, $4,000.

GUARANTEED FREE OF REPAIRS FOR ONE YEAR.

During 1905 the Rainier was the hit of the season in New York, the most critical of

markets. Not a single dissatisfied customer, only favorable comments everywhere, and

orders galore for the new model from former users. Before you decide, investigate the Rainier,

carrying the world’s broadest automobile guarantee.

Make and break spark. Simms-Bosch Magneto. Bevel gear drive.

THE RAINIER COMPANY, Broadway, cor. 50th St., New York.

Chicago Branch: 1253-1255 Michigan Ave. (after January 15th).

Boston Agents: MORRISON-TYLER MOTOR (0., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory.

The Rainier Car will be exhibited at the Armory Show in Chicago.
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H I G H

GRADE

MOTOR

BOATS

20-21-26 It.

$325. to $800.

BOOK EIGHTEEN

  

  

are built along most beautiful

line5—-their general finish and

appearance being properly

in keeping with their high

grade mechanical construction.

(LBy virtue of the extraordinary care

with which every part of a LOZIER car is

put through production, our output for

the year will be but 150 cars-rm! (arr—made

rzg/ll—Ille 0nly may we know 11010 to {II/171]. Our

new Catalogue, Book Twenty-two, treats

briefly upon the general features of LOZIER

MOTOR CAR construction, and we

would be glad to send )ou a copy.,

(1 Three sizes of cars—Type C, 35 H. P., Type I), 40

H. P., and Type E, 60 H. P., ranging in price from

$4 500 to $8,000 will be the schedule for the year.
 

(LLImouslnes, Landaulets and

Touring Cars now delivering.
 

LOZIER MOTOR CARS H I G H

GRADE

MARINE

MOTORS

2- and 4-Cycle

3 to 55 H. P.

BOOK TWENTY - ONE

  

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Westem Selling Agent, Motor Cars, Motor Boats and Marine Motors, Dan B. Southard, 1409 Michigan Av., Chicago

Nicho'ls Bros" Ltd., Toronto, Ont.. Motor Boat and Marire Motor Agents for the Province of Ontario, Canada
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ABOUT PATENTS GENERALLY

Some Plain Truths for Inventors—Secrecy

and Suspicion that Count for Nothing.

 

Every mechanic who is a mechanic, and

nearly everyone of mechanin beat. is

constantly studying to improve the meth

ods, devices or machines by which work is

done, and there is scarce one but has some

more or less material conception which

he considers worthy of a patent, says the

American Machinist. ‘

Such

through the medium of patents that they

immense fortunes have been made

are often held in a degree of esteem bor

dering on reverence, and we are apt to

think of the patent itself as being the

direct source of wealth, rather than the

mere shield against competition which it

is; so it behooves us, before we invest

sixty or more hard-earned dollars in get

ting a patent, to stop and consider just

how the returns are to come. Contrary

to the general shadowy impression, which

patent attorneys are careful not to dispel,

capitalists are not generally watching the

Patent Office Gazette for a chance to in

vest in every untried invention reported

therein, and the cost of procuring the

patent is usually a very small fraction of

the amount required to get the article

started on the market.

An idea is not patentable, but any novel

combination of parts is, whether it be

practical or not; and the Patent Ofiice

gives no information as to its practica

bility; hence it is obvious that|.the first

thing to do with our bright mechanical

ideas is to put them in material working

form and to test their practicability. A

patent gives no power. It is at best Only

a guarantee from Uncle Sam that no one

but the patentee will have the privilege

of making and vending the device covered

by it; and, if no one else wishes to make

such device. it is obviously useless to

patent it. Having material assurance of

the practicability of our invention, it is

well. before proceeding, to apply for a

patent. to _find if anyone else wants to

make it and if he is willing to pay for

the privilege of doing so; or, if we wish

to engage in the manufacture ourselves,

tn learn something of the market for it.

In devising the subject of a successful

patent, mechanical ability is not more es

sential than is good judgment as to what

will sell. Once a want becomes known

there are thousands of skilled mechanics

ready to attempt the supply of it; and,

where a thousand men, skilled in the line

to which it is related, Set about to supply

a want, nine hundred of them will produce

devices esgcntially similar; so the chance

of anyone making a marked success is

comparatively slight; but wealth and hon

or await the man who forsees a demand,

“WP/I.“ "- and adequately protects his

rtrice

The fledgling inventor is apt to be chary

of publicity for fear that someone will steal

his ideas; but, after attempting to market

a few patents, he is apt to hrrive at a state

of mind which would cause him to feel fiat

tered if somebody would steal one. There

is little danger of theft of this kind, most of

the supposititious cases being simply cases

of coincidence; and, while it is well to have

drawings of one‘s device, dated and signed

by two witnesses, which may be used to

prove priority of invention in case of need,

it is also well to know how the device

strikes other and unbiased people, before

investing much in it, for the glamour of

one's own invention is likely to dazzle

his eyes and warp his judgment, ‘while his

intimate friends, with the best intent, are

prone to flatter.

\Vhile it is well to get as many opinions

as possible, seeking rather the unfavorable

than the favorable, they are of use only to

clarify one's own judgment, which must

needs be the final basis of decision. It

is well to test a thing by placing it tenta

tively on the market and, if people who

are so ready to say “it is a good thing"

evince a disposition to buy, there is yet

ample time to procure a patent, as a thing

may be on the market and in public use

for two years before it becomes public

property.

It is said, doubtless truthfully, that over

90 per cent. of all business enterprises

fail; and, if this is true of old and tried

lines, where is the occasion for surprise

if 99 9-10 per cent. of the new ones do

likewise? In perfect accord with the

divine law of compensation, in all business

where there is a possibility of gain, a risk

proportionate to the prospective gain must

be taken. No man can tell with any de

gree of certainty whether a device will

sell or not, and an “expert” is about as

likely to err as another, in some respects

more so.

To form an opinion of value as to the

selling possibilities of an entirely new dc—

vicc requires a broad knowledge of human

nature and its needs; a knowledge likely

to be somewhat cramped, in the mind of a

salesman, by the limitations of the particu

lar line with which he is engaged and the

class of customers which he reaches. A

hardware salesman is apt to be unable to

see any possibilities in anything which is

not solid and substantial, while one carry

ing a line of cheap jewelry would be likely

to see but little merit in an improved form

of stump puller.

There are probably few, if any, devices

on the market to-day which have a more

extensive sale than the sectional book

case; and it is told of the inventor, by one

in a position to know, that, at the time of

its conception, he was at work 0g a folding

crate for the shipment of chickens; and

that, after a thorough canvass and discus

sion, in which discussion several “experts”

took part, it was decided without a dissent

ing voice that, while the book-case might

sell to a few professional men, the market

would be very limited as compared with

that of the chicken crate, so it had better

, awaitthe completion of that device—and

wait it did. The sales of the chicken

crate possibly reached a dozen (if memory

serves, most of those were returned), while

the sales of the book-case have been be

yond estimate and are still growing.

Things which the most perspicacious

business men think will have a large sale

are often found to meet with no favor

whatever, while things at which they

laugh, as ridiculous, sometimes have phe

nomena] sales. No one can tell until he

tries. If he fails, he has the satisfaction

of feeling that he has evolved something

from his own brain of which future gen

erations may make use, and his name is

at least enrolled among many which

are great—more permanently recorded

than if it were inscribed on, a tablet

in the Hall of Fame; and, too, it is an

open question if he who tries and fails,

and tries again, is not entitled to more

credit than are many of those who suc

ceed; as to the cash returns, that's dif

fereut.
 

On Keeping the Contact: Clean.

It is essential to the successful use of the

high tension distributor, whether mounted

on a magneto or used in some system of

sychronized ignition employing 'a sep

arate coil and some external source of cur

rent, that the contacts be kept clean and

free from the grindings of the metal parts.

There is certain to be a due amount of

wear on the parts, no matter how well they

may be constructed, and as a result of this.

they become coated with a thin film of dust

in time, which is composed of the grindings

of the parts themselves, compounded with

a small amount of oil. To remove this, it is

necessary simply to take off the cover and

wipe the parts with a rag slightly

damped with oil. After this has been done

there is little likelihood of trouble again

occurring for some little time. Other than

this, there can be little annoyance connect

ed with the use of a distributor of this type

It must be borne in mind, however, that

the high tension current is much harder

to insulate than the primary, handled in the

more ordinary types of commutator, and

hence a greater amount of care should be

exercised to keep the vital parts clean at

all times.

For Cleaning the Upholstery.

“To clean and to remove stains from

light-colored leather," says a motorist who

has tried it, the following formula may be

used with good results: “Take one pint of

milk and boil it, let it cool and add one

drachm of hydrochloric acid, and one

drachm of sulphuric acid. Shake well and

add half a drachm of oil of lavender, one

pint of vinegar and the white of one egg

beaten to a froth. Keep in a tightly corked

bottle. Rubbed on the leather with a cloth

it greatly improves its appearance and re

moves stains."
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow Victoria Tonneau, 110-45 ll. 9., with semi

enclosed top. Price without top, 85,000. Semi-enclosed top, 8350 extra.

The Pierce Arrow is a car whose final destination is neither the scrap heap nor the machine shop.

There are probably more Pierce Arrows of old models now in satisfactory use than any other make of

car. A Pierce Car of several years back is a betttr investment than many 1906 cars. The greatest

obstacle to the ownership of an auto to many Pt ople is the ct st of n aintairiing—not the ordinary garage

charges, but the iar greater expense of repairs, adjustments and the like. Even if you do not mind the cost

of these, the annoyance and delay when a car breaks down takes away from the pleasure of operating it.

In the famous Glidden Trophy run the Pierce Arrow went one thousand miles without a single

adjustment. More than that, it did not It quire an expert chauffeur (-i‘ mechanic to do this. The perform

ance can be duplicated by any American gentleman with a Pierce car.

lfyou are [literals/1, we will send booklet: and fez/Infra] description:

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

Baltll‘more. Md.—Southem Auto. Co., 2.021 Maryland

ve.

Boston, Mass—J. \V. Maguire Co., 745 Boylston St.

Buffalo. N. Y.—The George N, Pierce Co., 752 Main

5!. (Retail).

Chicago, Ill—H. Prulman & Co.. 1.321 Michigan Ave.

Denver, COL—The George N. Pierce Co., 1,643 Call— ‘

tornia St.

Detroit, Mich—J. P. Schneider, 180 Jefferson Ave.

Geneva, N, Y.—J, A. Place.

Harttord, Conn—The Miner Garage Co., 120 Allyn St.

Houston, Tex—Hawkins Auto. and Gas Engine Co.

Kanzna City, Mo.—I-1. P. Moriarty Co.l 1.612 Grand

ve.

Los Angeles. Cai.—Bush & Burge Co..7th and Main Sts.

Louisville. Ky.—The Zorn—Strauss Co., Inc.

LIST OF DEALERS:

Milwaukee, Wis.—Hibbard Automobile Co.

Montreal and Ottawa—Wilson & Co., 142 Bank St.

New York, N. Y.-—Harroldn Motor Car Co., Broadway.

68th-69th Sta.

Oakland, Cal.~The .GBOi'ge N. Pierce Co., 1.013 Clay

St. (“’holesale).

Philadelphia, Pa.—-I-‘oss—Hughes Motor Car Co.,

North Broad St.

Pittsburg, I’m—Banker Bros. Co., Baum and Beatty Stu. t

Portland. Me.-—J. A. Dowling.

Portland, Ore.—Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

Providence, R. I.——'I'he Shepard Company.

Rochester, N. Y.—U. S. Automobile Co., 21 Plymouth

AVE.

St. Louis, lilo—Western Auto. 00.. 4.701 Washington

Boulevard.

201‘

St. Paul, Minn—C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 388 Minnesota \'

San Francisco. Cal.—Moblle Carriage (30.. Golden Gal

Ave. and Gough St.

Saratoga Springs. N. Y.—W. L. Hodges. 16 “'oodlau

Ave.

Scranton, Pa.—Standard Motor Car Co.

Seattle, Wash—Broadway Auto. Co.

Sheffield. Pa.—C. H. Smith Co., Ltd.

Springfield. Mum—E. H. Clark Auto. Co..117 Lyman 5

Syracuse. N, Y.—Amos-Pierce Auto. Co., 109 sou

state St.

Titusvilie, I’m—A. E. Lambert.

Toronto, OnL—Auto. and Supply Co., Ltd., 24 Te]

perance St.

Troy. N. Y.—Troy Auto, Exchange. 22 Fourth St.

Utica. N. Y.—Utica Motor Car Co.
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The Week’s Patents.

810,206. Locking Device for Motor Cars,

Automobiles and the Like. Isaac W. Hey—

singer, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 21,

1905. Serial No. 275,065.

Claim.—1. In a wheeled vehicle, a lock

ing device consisting of the combination

of two operative units, the first unit secured

permanently to the wheel or axle upon

which said vehicle travels, and adapted,

when properly connected with the second

of said units, to communicate motion to an

operative part thereof, and the second unit,

detachably connected with first unit, and

adapted to be disconnected therefrom, said

second unit provided with a primary mov

ing part adapted to be directly moved by

the movement of said first unit, in combina—

tion with a more slowly-moving secondary

element connected therewith, and adapted

to be moved along a definite line of travel,

together with a fixed abutment against

which said secondary element shall, after

an interval, be arrested, and thereby arrest

the movement of the primary moving part

of said second unit, and of the connected

first unit, and so arrest the travel of said

vehicle, substantially as described.

810,435. Rotary Explosive Engine. Frank

Reynolds, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Nov. 2,

1903. Serial No. 179,481.

Claim.—l. In a rotary explosive-engine,

the combination of a case comprising two

intersecting cylindrical compartments and

formed with two separate explosion-com

partments each provided with a port afford

ing communication with its respective cyl

indrical compartment, suitable igniters in

the explosion~compartments, parallel rotary

shafts extending axially through said cyl

indrical compartments and geared to rotate

in opposite directions, sectoral pistons in

the latter compartments and secured to the

respective shafts and opening and closing

said ports alternately, compression-cham

bers communicating directly with the

respective explosion-compartments, a car

biireter communicating with each of said

chambers alternately, means supplying the

carbureter with air and gasolene, recipro

cating pistons in the chambers and operated

by the aforesaid shafts, and compressing

the mixture in said chambers and forcing

the compressed mixture into the explosion

cornpartments, check-valves in said cham

bers and explosion compartments and

opened by the suction and compression

respectively of the mixture, means of auto

matically closing said valves, and exhaust

ports in the said case, substantially as

described.

810,495. Gas-Engine. William G. Miller,

\Vest Medway, Mass. Filed Mar. 30, 1905.

Serial No. 252,937.

Claim.—I. An engine comprising a cas

ing, a piston reciprocally moveable therein

and dividing the casing into compartments,

one of said compartments forming the

explosion chamber, an inlet-valve to the

other compartment, said piston adapted to

draw the working agent into the said other

compartment during one portion of its

stroke, said casing having iston-controlled

exhaust-ports for the exp osion chamber,

means carried by the piston for passing the

working agent into the explosion chamber

from the other chamber, and means carried

by the piston for closing the exhaust ports

in advance of the admission of said work

1.1:: agent, substantially as shown and

described.

810,509. Clutch-Operating Mechanism.

Clifford L. Reed, Portland, Oreg. Filed

“ay 26, 1905. Serial No. 262,474.

Claim—l. In a clutch-operating mechan

ism, a longitudinally-moveable member, a

thrust-pin, inclined members opposed to

the longitudinally-moveable members,

wedging members moveable between the

inclined members and the longitudinally

moveable member, and means for trans

mitting movement from the thrust-pin to

said wedging members.

810,372. Steering-Knuckle for Vehicles.

Jackson 0. Ilaas, Pottsville, Pa. Original

application filed Oct. 21, 1904. Serial No.

229,481. Divided and this application filed

Feb. 16, 1905. Serial No. 245,936.

Claim.——l. An axle having an approxi—

mately cylindrical head, a steering-knuckle

having a recess pivotally engaging said

head, the lower wall of said recess consti

tuting a flange eccentric with the pivot, and

a hook-shaped member upon the axle en

gaging said flange.

810,379. Motor-Vehicle. Harry M. Pope,

Chicopee Falls, Mass, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Morton Trust Company,

trustee, a corporation of New York. Orig

inal application filed Oct. 23, 1899. Serial

No. 734,420. Divided and this applicatiori

filed Sept. 10, 1903. Serial No. 172,563.

Claim.—l. In a motor-vehicle, the com—

bination with a motor, driving connections,

driving-wheels and independent steering

wheels, of a two-part running-gear frame,

one part of said frame supporting an axle

is held from movement in a horizontal

plane and which is provided with indepen

dent steering-wheels, the second part sup

porting the motor, driving connections and

the driven wheels in fixed relation there

with, said second part being suspended

at one point from the first-named part

whereby the wheels may accommodate

themselves to an uneven surface without

distortion of the motor and driving con

nections, and a spring connection between

the two reach members.

12,437. Frictional Retarding Means for

Spring-Vehicles. Jules M. M. Truffault,

Paris, France, assignor of fifty-one one—

hundredths to Edward Vassallo Hartford

and forty-nine one-hundredths to George

H. Hartford, both of Orange, N. J. Filed

June 9, 1905. Serial No. 264,523. Original

No. 695,508, dated Mar. 18, 1902.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle. the combination

with a supporting spring between the parts

of thevehicle movable relatively to each

other, of rotating frictional means between

the parts which provides a yielding resist

ance to movement, said means producing

a retarding effect on the reaction of the

spring, substantially as described.

810,526. Wheel for Vehicles. Thomas

Gare, New Brighton, England. Filed Jan.

15, 1904. Serial No. 189,173.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle-wheel, segmental

sections with their sides fitting against each

other tangent to the bore of the wheel, sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

810,528. Apparatus for Heating Tires.

George W. Graves, Detroit, Mich, assignor

to Daniel D. Frisbee, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Dec. 19, 1904. Serial No. 237,474.

Claim.—1. In an apparatus of the char

acter described, the combination with a

casing formed by two detachable semicyl

indrical sections and having a combustion

chamber at its lower end, of tire-supports

above and on opposite sides of said com

bustion-chamber, and means for imparting

rotary motion to the tire upon said sup

ports.

810,535. Explosion-Engine. Heinrich

Heinrich. Spotswood, N. 1., assignor of'

one-half to David D. A. Outcalt, Spots

wood, N. 1'. Filed Apr. 20, 1904. Serial

No. 204,120.

Claim._-—l. In an explosion~engine, a pis

ton having a peripheral groove forming a

water-receptacle, a_ported cylinder, a revol

uble member having a water-passage in

communication with the port, and means

for rotating said member.

810,542. Exhaust-Muffler.

Kalilenberg, Two Rivers, Wis.

9, 1905. Serial No. 277,775.

Claim.—1. A _mufiler_ consisting of a

closed drum provtded with heads at either

end thereof, exhaust inlet or outlet open

ings in the heads, an inner jacket of less

diameter than the drum in communication

With the exhaust and inlet openings, peri—

pheral openings in the jacket adjacent to its

ends, and a valve fitted in said jacket be

tween the peripheral openings. '

810,565. Gas-Engine. Edwin F. Porter

and \Nalter F. Whiting, Boston, Mass, as-'

signors to American Rotary. Engine Com-'

pany, Boston, Mass, a corporation of

Maine. Filed Nov. 24, 1900. Renewed _

Mar. 16, 1905. Serial No. 250,405.

Claim.—l. An engine comprising a piston

and cylinder, 3 pair of crank-shafts mounted

parallel With each other, a pair of connect

nig-rods extending from said piston to said -

shafts, a gear mounted on each shaft and

intermeshing one with the other, and a fly-,_

wheel keyed to one end of each crank-shaft

and located on opposite sides of the'engine.

810,636. Automobile. Leonard B. Gay

lor, Newton Center, Mass. Filed Mar. 21,

1905. Serial No. 251,238.

Claim.—1. In an automobile the combi

nation of a motor mounted upon a spring-

supported frame over a fixed rear axle, a

William R.
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counter-shaft forward of the motor,

sprocket-wheels on the counter-shaft, -

sprocket-cliains proceeding from said

sprocket-wheels direct to each driven whecl

independently and means for transmitting~

the power of the motor to the counter

shaft at variable speeds.

810,643. Cooling Means for Explosive

Engine Cylinders. Simeon Ham, Indian

apolis, Ind., assignor of one-half to August

H. Timmerman, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed

May 8, 1905. Serial No. 259,368.

CIH'IITI.-:—In a gas or explosive engine, the

combinatiou_with the cylinder thereof and

a series of integral—turned air-cooling ribs

surrounding said cylinder, of‘ a jacket or

casing surrounding said cooling-ribs of

said cylinder and having its top and bottom

ends open, said jacket having an outwardly

flaring base-lip, an inwardly and down

wardly curved deflecting-lip situated at the

top of said jacket of casing whereby the

column of outgoing air is deflected against

the_cnd cover of the cylinder, an annular

air-jet tube, having a continuous annular

slit or air—outlet jet-opening, situated be

rieath the bottom open end of said casing'

in relative position thereto so that the air

under pressure escaping from said annular

slit is directly applied to cool the cylinder.

a pressure-blower connected directly to

the crank-shaft 'of said engine and suitable

means for connecting said blower to said

annular jet-tube.

810,673. Vehicle-Steering Mechanism.

Frank B. Rae. Chicago, Ill.. assignor to

The American Electromobile Company, “

East Orange, N. 1., a corporation of New
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Jersey. Filed June 4, 1898. Renewed July

26, 1905. Serial No. 271,390.

Claim.-——l. ,A vehicle-steering mechanism

comprising a vehicle-frame reach-rod, an

axle mounted at its center upon said rod

and having its ends free to move vertically

but not horitontally, brace-rods connecting

the ends of the axle with said reach-rod, a

pair of wheel-shafts pivotally attached to

the axle near the ends thereof, a pair of

wheels mounted upon said wheel-shafts,

wheel-levers integrally connected with said

wheel-shafts. a difl‘erentiating lever having

pivotal connection with said axle, connec

tions between the outer ends of said wheel

levers and of said differentiating lever, a

hand-lever mounted for movement in :1 Ver

tical plane, an auxiliary lever mounted upon

a vertical pivot, connections between said

hand-lever and said auxiliary lever, and a

floating rod connecting said auxiliary lever

and said differentiating lever.

810,674. Vehicle-Motor Suspension Me

chanism. Frank B. Rae, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor to The American Electromobile

Company, East Orange, N. J., a corpora

tion of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 7, 1905.

Serial No. 277,470. 4

Claim.—1. A vehicle-motoqsuspension

mechanism comprising a drivmg-axle, a

lurality of vehicle-supporting Journal

boxes thereon, a tube connecting two ad

jacent boxes and inclosing said axle, and

a motor having its axle end rotably mount

ed upon said tube and its free end_yield:ngly

sup rted from some other portion of the

vehicle. substantially as described.

810,679.

George . Rudert, Wilmington, Del.

March 7, 1905. Serial No. 248,839.

Claini.-1. In a vehicle, the combination

with the body portion thereof, of a pair_ of

oppositely-disposed spindles each_ being

pivotally connected to the body portion for

wardly of a line passing through the axes

of the spindles, supporting-wheels on the

spindles, said spindles being adapted to be

adjusted on their pivots to vary the angu

larity of the wheels to steer the vehicle,

and means for automatically returning said

spindles into alignment after the steering

operation.

810,685. Power Gas Apparatus. Godfrey

M. S. Tait, Montclair, N. J., assignor to

Combustion Utilities Company, New York.

N. Y., a corporation of New York. Filed

Oct. 21, 1905. Serial No. 283,839.

Claim.—l. A combination_of a suctions

producer; an internal-exploSion engine; a

connecting-conduit; interposed in said con

duit a fan-blower having a liquid-seal by

pass, whereby gas may be delivered under

a constant predetermined pressure to the

engine, substantially as described.

810,697. Cap. Louis Balsam, New York.

N. Y. Filed May 17, 1905. Serial No.

260,788.

Claiin.—-l. In a cap. the combination with

the vizor, of an eye-protector of trans

parent material and a bellows connected

between the front edge of said vizor and

the front endgs of said protector. whereby

the protector is adapted to be pulled down

from the rear, substantially as described.

810.722. Vehicle Attachment. Henry F.

Cook. Sag Harbor. N. Y. Filed June 13,

1905. Serial No. 265.090.

Claim.-~1. In a device of the character

described. the combination of a vehicle

body, supporting-wheels therefor and aux

iliary wheels normally sustaining no portion

of the weight of the vehicle-body but cap

Filed
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able of sustaining it when one or more-0f

the supporting-wheels leave the normal

plane of the surrounding surface of the

road-bed.

810,783. Friction-Clutch. Jonathan D.

Maxwell, Detroit, Mich. Filed July 25,_1904.

Serial No. 217,925.

Claim.—1. In a clutch, the combination

with a driving and a driven shaft arranged

in axial alignment with their ends abutting,

a facing-disk having an axial sleeve secured

to one end of the shaft and forming a

socket to receive the end of the opposite

shaft, :1 series of discous plates mounted

on said sleeve at one side of said disk, a

longitudinally-moveable facing-disk at the

other side of said plates, a feather secured

to the sleeve and engaging notches in the

plates and moveable disk, a yoke secured

to the shaft opposite that to which the

sleeve is secured and having outwardly-ex

tending arms provided with lateral ends

extending longitudinally over said plates

and disks, a second series of discous plates

mounted on the sleeve between the first

plates and disks and free to turn thereon

‘and provided with notches in their peri

pheries to engage the ends of the yoke, flat

springs secured to one face of each of the

plates of the second series outside the peri

pheries of the first series and engaging the

adjacent plate of the series at its end to

force said plates apart. and means for mov

ing the plates of one series into frictional

contact with those of the other against the

action of said springs.

810,792.

Lansing, Mich.

No. 228,563.

Claim.—l. A vaporizer having a liquid

fuel-supply nozzle with a valve set interme

diate its ends. a throat surrounding said

nozzle and adapted to have an air-current

pass through it, said throat contracting

toward the discharge end of the vaporizer. a

valve coactiiig with the seat in and com

manding the discharge nozzle, and a fluted

or ribbed stem extending from the valve

through the discharge portion of the seat.

for the purpose specified.

810.881. Motor-Vehicle. Leroy S. Pfouts.

Canton. Ohio. Filed Apr. 1, 1905. Serial

No. 253.376.

Claim.—l. In a iiiotor-veliicle, an axle

provided with hollow bearing-shanks and

wires located throughout, sleeves loosely

mounted upon the shanks and provided

with motor-supporting stubs and stub

axles, motors secured to the stubs, arms

journaled concentrically with the sleeves

upon the shanks, means for communicating

rotary motion from the motors to the trav

eling wheels. and the motors. traveling

wheels and means for communicating ro

tary motion to said traveling wheels having

common pivotal points. substantially as and

for the purpose specified.

Carbureter. James McIntosh,

Filed Oct. 15, 1904. Serial

810.888. Vehicle-Tire. Charles Stein.

Akron. Ohio. Filed Sept. 29. 1904. Serial

No. 226.463.

Claim.—1. A combined shoe and rim, for

pneumatic tires. embodying a shoe formed

with meeting margins. a seat or support for

the inner periphery of the pneumatic tube.

means for securing said shoe to the rim

passing through the shoe at or near the

meeting margins in combination with an

embedded non-stretchable material, located

in one of the margins.

810,921. Tire for Vehicle-\Vhecls. Abed

nego Dewes. New York. N. Y. Filed July

20. 1905. Serial No. 270.471.

Claim—1. A solid tire for vehicle

whecls, composed of a flexible material,

adapted to be seated on the periphery of

a wheel-felly, and a retaining strip or core

having a plurality of undercut recesses

formed in each of its two side edges, em

bedded in the flexible material so as to be

wholly within or above the base or seating

portion of the flexible tire and adapted to

receive the threaded portions of screws

passed through the felly of the wheel.

810,929. Storage Battery. William Fen

iiell and \Nilliam P. Perry, Leytonstone,

England. Filed Mar. 17, 1904. Serial No.

198,846.

Claim.—1. In an electric accumulator, a

honeycombed mass, an active material on

the exposed surfaces of the mass, and un

obstructed passage-ways formed therein

besides the interstices of the mass for the

egress of gas.

810,930. Storage Battery. William Fen

nell and \Nilliam P. Perry, Leytonstone,

England. Filed Mar. 6, 1905.- Serial No.

248,778.

Claiin.—1. An electrode comprised of a

non-conducting mass insoluble in _electro

lyte pierced in more than one direction With

intercommunicating passages, the walls of

the passages being lined wrth active ma“

terial.

810,944. Elastic Tire. John E. Hopkin

son, West Drayton, England. Filed Aug.

15, 1905. Serial No. 274,348.

Claim.—l. In a tire. the combination

with a concave rim and a rubber tire ex

tending across said run, of check-plates

adapted to compress the rubber laterally.

of re-entering flanges upon the check-plates

and of serrations upon the inner faces of

the flanges arranged to thrust the tire into

the concave rim.

810,959. Oil System. Howard C. Mar

iiioii. Indianapolis. Ind., assignor to Nor

dyke & Marnion Company, Indianapolis.

Ind. a corporation of Indiana. Filed Feb.

13. 1905. Serial No. 254,421.

Claim.—l. In an oiling system, the com~

bination. with a bored rotating member;

of a feeder for introducing oil thereinto

comprising. a main hollow casing provided

with, an annulus arranged‘to slip over the

end of the rotating member, a drip-chain

ber within the annulus. an inlet-chamber

within the casing. a spiral groove formed

in the interior of the annulus and leading

in the direction of rotation of the shaft

inward toward the drip-chamber, a tube

within the annulus communicating with the

inlet-chamber and extending into the bore

of the rotating member, there being a spiral

groove on the periphery of the inlet—tube

and leading toward the inner end thereof in

the direction of rotation of the rotating

member; and an overflow pipe leading from

said first-mentioned chamber.

811,122. Sparking lgniter for Internal

Combustion Engines. Alfred R. Bellamy.

Edgeley, Stockport, England. Filed Sept.

27. 1904. Serial No. 226,192.

Claim.—1. In combination a magneto

electric generator. a trip-lever mounted on

the axis of the armature of the generator.

:1 plunger connected to one end of such

trip-lever, sparking mechanism connected

to the other end of the plunger and means

for oscillating the trip-lever in one direction

consisting of a tappet carried by an eccen

tric-rod vibrated bv an eccentric mounted

on the side shaft of the engine the eccentric

rod being connected to a link pivoted onto

a bracket or fixed part of the frame of the

engine and means for adinsting such link

toward or from the eccentric-rod substan

tially as described.
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A HORSE MAY STUMBLE

THOUOH HE HAVE FOUll LEOS.
There are a. lot of four cylinder engines, but the four cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore is the

only engine that never stumbles, never hesitates, never pauses in the application of power.

Believing the old saying that an eye finds more truth than two ears, we want you to see

the 1906 Elmore before you buy.

When you have once examined and understand the Simplest Car In the World, you

will readily see why it produces practically double the power of any similar sized motor of

the four cycle type; and why it is the most economical car of the present times.

Think what it means to eliminate actually fifty per cent. of the moving parts and reduce

the cost of up-keep fully fifty per cent.

The simplicity of the Two‘Cycle Engine has given it great motor prominence. Look at

Cylinder No. 1. Half way dawn with force of explosion acting upon it. At the same time

the piston of cylinder No. 2 is just stlrting dowa from ano‘her explosion and before the

force of this explosion is exhausted the third cylinder will come into action, then the fourth.

and so on as long as gas is fed into the cylinder and there is a spark to fire it. The many

advantages of the 1906 Elmore are too numerous to mention in this space. Send for our

new catalogue and special literature.

I 4

Send for Illustrated 1906 Catalogue.

THE ELMOHE MEG. OOMPAHY

lIO4 AMANDA STREET,

CLYDE, OHIO.

 

 

 

 
 

Members Association lnrensed Automobile

Manufacturers.

  

 

' “The A.B.B. of Electricity"
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard of understanding.

108 Pages.

"I! MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

l64 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

50 Cents Per (Papy
 

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. club with order.

In apltnie. 25 eentl per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19054906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

OR SA LE—Established Automobile business,

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD WHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

 

OR SALE—Haynes-Apperson runabou', good

condition; buggy top, magneto, tools, Veeder

cyclome er, 530') f. 0 b. Harrisburg; also Gabriel

h 'm, Model D, 810; list $25, never used, condition

Perfect. J\MES MCCORMICK, Jr, Box 548,

Harrisburg, Pa.

 

I I 2 H. P. 2 CYLINDER Autocar runabout in

good running condition for one dollar. Send

me one dollar and you will receive ticket which

entitles you to one chance on above car. Will be

shipped to holder of lucky number if 300 tickets

are sold before April 15, if not, your money

will be refunded. I,. C. KLESNER, Evart. Mich.

References: Evart Savings Bank. First State Say.

ings Bank.

 

OR SALE—~40 H. P. American Mercedes,

side entrance, seat seven—$3,500. Owne

going abroad, also Auto car runabout with rumble

and top. W. l,. SMITH, i305 Arch Street.

Philadelphia, Pa.

 

MODEL "E" i905, two passenger Franklin,

special built and finish, with speed 50 miles

per hour; all metal parts nickel plated; cost $1,800

fully equipped; has been run 1,300 miles; equip

ments, Goodrich tires, with Bailey tread, never

punctured; Victoria top, wind shield, four Gray &

Davis bullet gas lamps, Prest~o~Lite gas tank.

\Varner speedometer, Gabriel horn, grade meter,

gasoline tank gauge and clock: car looks like new ;

reason for selling, have ordered six cylinder car;

demonstration to prospective customer from 5 to

100 miles; lowest possible price, 5|.lso. Address

Post Box 448, Harrisburg. Pa.

OR S \I.E—Stock of merchandise consisting

of bicycle supplies together with furniture,

fixtures, I4,ooo card index, mud guard patents and

good will of business of E. H. Hall Company, Inc..

bankrupt Public auction 59 Exchange Street,

Rochester, New York, February 13th at IO o'clock.

Private bids received. For particulars inquire of

]-\MES G. GREENE, Trustee. 513 German

Insurance Building, Rochester, N. Y.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

in every walk of life.

The way to acqulre Knowledge

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the Automobile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable $2 worth.
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Standard Rims
Are what their name implies.

Standard because satisfactory.

Satisfactory because durable.

Durable because made by experts

from the best material procurable,

and branded with the tire inspector’s stamp.

Look for the “l” beneath the stamp.

It’s right if- it’s a Standard Rim.

, Standard Welding Co.

Cleveland.

McClernan 6: Orr—Western Representatives, Chicago.

 
  

 

ALL IIRES WILL BE AS GOOD AS

International

Tlres
when made like them, but not until then.

The exclusive feature which gave "Fox Brand" Single

Tub: Motor Tires the reputation of being the best made was in

corporated in "Fox Brand" Clinch'er Tires two years ago with

instant success. We refer to the

INTERNAL BUSHIOIIED CONSTRUCTION

which makes our tire foundation practically indestructible. It can

be recovered several times even after it has been worn down, by

hard service, to the very last ply of labric. We will not only

explain WHY at the Chicago Automobile Show, but if you can

believe your own eyes, we will give you concrusrvz EVIDENCE in

the form of Tires wom down in service to the last layer of fabric

wrruour RIM CUTTING, READ STRIPPING, BLISTERING 0R SEPAR:

ATION or" FABRlC rues.

INTERNATIONAL A. & V. TIRE CO., ..;.i‘.':";.:..':., Milltown, N. J., U. S. A.

BRA‘CHES: BOSTON 895 Boyllton 5t. CHICAGO. l35-137 lake 5!. SAN FRANCISCO, ")5 Front 5!.
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We Showed the Car

A'l' CHICAGO AUTOMOBILE SHOW

THE ROYAL TOURIST
We lhowed an exact dupli"ate of the car that aumersaulted and finished third in

the Vanderbilt Elimination Race.

We allowed the car in which fouled spark plugs are never found. _

We showed the car that costs less money for repairs than any motor car, big or

little, built anywhere.

we 'howed the ROYII Tourist. We sold more cars at New York Show than any

other limilar make, including a sale of 840.000.00 worth to One I mily.

ROYAL
FORTY H. P. $3,500.00

THE ROYAL MOTOR OAROO.
Cleveland, 0.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & C0.. New York. N. Y.; 0. J. DUNHAM,

Benton. Helm; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE 60., Chicago, 111.;

G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolil. Minn; AUTOMOBILE & SUPPLY C0.,

Lirn.. Toronto. Ont.: MOTOR SHOP. Philadelphia, Pa.; REY

BURN MOTOR CAR CO.. St. Louis. Mm; STANDARD AUTO.

MOBILE 60.. Pittsburg. PL; AMOS-PIERCE Q CO.. Syrucune,

N. Y.; BCHOEFFEL CO.. Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL MOTOR

CAR AGENCY. San Francisco, Cal.:

Member A. L. A. M.

 

A Tribute from the People.

THE PREIER,
"THE QUALITY CAR."

(AIR coouzo)

attracted marked attention at the great New York Show, owing to its

beautiful design, luxurious equipment and upholstery, and its “forcc~

fnl" appearance in general.

Upon examination our visitors found that its real rnerit lay in its

construction—pressod steel frame, powerful motor (20-24 H. P.),

selective t'gc sliding gear transmission (three speeds forward and

reverse), 1)- eam front axle, full elliptic springs with Premier shock

absorbing bead, easy, irreversible, steering gear: great flexibility, light

weight. and great speed, recommended it to any one desiring a

splendid motor car, and the general verdict was “there is no better

carlat any price”-—no car which accomplishes its end more satisfac

tori '.

’i't further tribute. of a character so substantiated as to leave no

doubt of sincerity, was the fact that many of these admirers bought

the cars, then told_their friends. and flu] came and saw and bought!

50 Premier fame—Justly earned Aespreads. If you want to know about

the ears, write for our new catalogue and booklet.

$2,000 and $2,250—f. o. b. Indianapolis.

PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY,

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S A

Mernbers American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.

  

 

RELIABILITY
was demonstrated in the most convincing manner

at Indianapolis, on November r6th-r7th, 1905,

when a National Stock Car made

l094 3-16 MILES IN 24 HOURS

Breaking the World’s Record by 78 9-16 Miles

  

The Bar Thai Brnkeihe World’s Record
  

National, Model D, 4 cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price $3,000.

n innovation in Tnunng Bars

National, Model E. 0 cyl., 50-60 II. P. Price $4,000.

S'y‘ish, powe'fu‘, smooth runnicg, easily col trolled. Aluminum

body, seats sevtn passengers conifntai-i}, all facing forward.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

NATIONAL MUTUR VEHIGLE fillMPINY
l007 E. 22d STREET, - INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

DlS'l‘RIBU‘I‘URs

Linncott Motor (‘0...... . . . . . ..163 Columbul Ave.. Boston. Mane.

Holnon & Schulz I‘o . . . . ..88ih St. Q Broadway. New York, N. Y.

Ralph Temple Auto Co. .. . . . . . . . ..3il Mich. Ave" Chicago, Ill.

Liberty Auto Co......... . . . . . . . ....i38 Beatty SL. Pittsburg, Pa.

Tiogn Auto Co. ..Broad and Tings Sta.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Colonial Auto (30...... . . . . . . . . ...3UH Olive St.. St. Louis, MO.

The Fisher Auto Co. .. . . .330 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Member A marr‘can [Ilnlor (or JIlnnn/nclurzrr' A .rmrr'all'on, Chicago.
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Comprises Two Distinct Types.

Each a leader in its particular field.

Surrey Type Three is a large, ele

gantly designed, five-passenger car

with two-cylinder, opposed, motor

and planetary type of transmission,

refined to the highest degree of struc

tural simplicity.

It is in fact a touring car with the

simplicity of control and operation of

a runabout.

It is primarily designed for those I

who desire a car for the service and

pleasure to be derived therefrom, with

the least possible amount of care and

attention.

 
  

To meet the popular demand of ex

perienced operators for multi-cylin

der motors and a more elaborate

power plant, even at the expense of

some complication, we present Model

Fourteen.

This is equipped with a four-cylin

der vertical motor, sliding gear trans

mission and shaft drive.

A car that is up to the minute in

e d t '1.very e a Model Fourteen, $1,750.

Our catalog describes seven models. It is at your service.

Plain Office and Factory, - KENOSHA, WIS.

BRANCHES:

Chicago, Milwaukee, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco,

New York Agency, 134 West 38th St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES.

Thos. B. Jeffery 6: Company.
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~ ANDREWS WANTS $;0,0UO

Accuses the Motor and Accessory Makers

of “Trespass”—Summonses Served

on Directors at Chicago Show.

Although his show is not due to open

until September next, A. M. Andrews, the

Chicagoan, who appears to be the head

and front of the Manufacturers of Auto

mobile Parts, Appliances and Accessories

Exhibition, Inc., feels that already he has

been damaged a trifling $50,000 worth by

the Motor and Accessory Manufacturers,

Inc. Evidence of Andrews's feelings was

thrust on several directors of the organiza

tion during their visit to the Chicago Show

last week. It took the form of a summons

to appear in the Cook County court.on the

first Monday in April to show cause why

they should not be mulcted $50,000 for

"trespass."

The name of the complainants or the na

ture of the trespass was not given, but it

Andrews

An

drews was, of course, among those in at

tendance at the Coliseum Show and, it is

alleged, gleefully let fall the intimation that

there would be “something doing before the

show closed.” It was known that he was

much aggrieved by the resolution of the

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers, adopt

ed last month, which recited that any mem

ber exhibiting at any show not sanctioned

by the directors, may be debarrcd from ex

hibiting at sanctioned shows. The Chicago

proceedings make it appear that Andrews's

.\I. o. A. P. A. a. A. E. did not receive a sanc

tion, as they also make it appear that the

promoters were counting on a fat profit.

Later Promoter Andrews confirmed the

general impression that he had instigated

the action. In a letter pleading 'with the

press “not to take sides in the matter," he

says that “our exhibitors represent an ag

gregate capital of over $200,000,000 and the

suit alleging trespass and conspiracy is

brought for their protection." Of course,

- was generally understood that

was the man behind the summons.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 15, 1906.

he does not give the names of the ex

hibitors.

The summons was directed to the fol

lowing:

Motor and Accessory Manufacturers' As

sociation (a corporation, etc.); David Post,

Veeder Mfg. Co., (a corporation, etc.);

Howard E. Raymond, B. F. Goodrich Co.,

(a corporation, etc); H. S. White, Shelby

Steel Tube Co., (a corporation, etc.); J. W.

Gilson, Hartford Rubber Works Co., (a

corporation, etc); Clarence E. Whitney,

Whitney Mfg. Co., (a corporation, etc.);

P. S. Steenstrup, Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.,

(a corporation, etc.) Service was made on

all of those named save Mr. White. None

of them, however, appeared to be unduly

worried.

Dealers' Association to Open Offices.

Following up its recent decision to throw

open its doors to all dealers and thereby to

become national in fact as well as in name,

the National Association of Automobile

Dealers is preparing to “gather 'em in" and

“do things" in real earnest. To that end

the office of business manager has been

created and W. R. Densmore, formerly

with the Packard Motor Car Co., has been

engaged to fill the position. Offices will

be established in the Prudential building in

Bufl’alo, of which Mr. Densmore, of course,

will have charge.

 

Electric Vehicle Makers Elect Officers.

The organization of the Electric Vehicle

Manufacturers’ Association was completed

at a meeting in Chicago on Friday last, 9th

inst. The following were then chosen as

the officers: President, George Pope, Pope

Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.; vice-president,

George N. Studebaker, Studebaker Auto

mobile Co.. South Bend, Ind; treasurer, M.

L. Goss, Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleve

land, Ohio; secretary, Robert McA. Lloyd,

Vehicle Equipment Co., New York.

 

John to Sell the Moon.

George John, formerly connected with

the International A & V Tire Co., has been

appointed sales manager of the Moon

Motor Car Co., of St. Louis. The negotia

tions were closed during the Chicago show.

No. 3

FOR AN OUTDOOR SHOW

Independent Manufacturers take Unexpect

ed Action—Road Race also in View—

Detroit May be Chosen.

 

Detroit, Mich, Feb. 13.—It looks as if

this city will be selected for the outdoor

national show. James Couzens, Benj. Bris

coe and R. B. McMullcn, constituting the

committee from the American Motor Car

Manufacturers' Association, met the local

Chamber of Commerce this morning and

went deep into the matter. An attempt is

being made to secure the Fair Grounds for

the show. It is of ample size and well

located.

 

Chicago, Feb. 10.—There will be an out

door show—a National one—held in this

country this fall. The American Motor

Car Manufacturers‘ Association will be its

sponsor and in all probability it will not

occur in either New York or Chicago.

How it will affect the national indoor

shows heretofore held in January of each

year has not been made plain nor will the

officials of the association commit them

selves on that point, but reading between

the lines leads straight to the conclusion

that the organization will not again have

to do with the indoor show; the move

ment for the outdoor exhibition therefore

appears to mark a breaking away from old

standards and a radical upheaval of the

show situation.

The new order of things was inaugurated

at the annual meeting of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association,

held here yesterday in the New Southern

Hotel. At this meeting the Committee of

Management, as the official board is styled,

was increased from five to nine members,

the new committeemen being Walter Mar

mon, of the Nordyke & Marmon Co.;

Charles Lewis, of the Jackson Automobile

Co.; Charles E. Duryea, of the Duryea

Motor Co., and W. H. Vandervoort, of the

Moline Automobile Co. The officers were

then re-elected, as follows: Chairman,

James Couzens, Ford Motor Co.; vice
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chairman, A. C. Newby, National Motor

Vehicle Co.; treasurer, J. B. Bartholemew,

The Bartholemew Co.; secretary, Wm.

Mitchell Lewis, Mitchell Motor Car Co.;

auditor, Benjamin Briscoe, Maxwell-Bris

coe Motor Co. '

The election to membership of the Craw

ford Automobile Co. and the Dorris Motor

Car Co. was ratified, after which the motion

to instruct the general manager of the asso

ciation to pr0ceed with the promotion of

an out-door show, open to all, to be held

in September or October next, was passed

by the unanimous vote of the 18 members

present. The motion was succeeded by

the reading of a telegram from a city, which

evidently had prior knowledge of what was

to Occur, offering a bonus of $15,000 if the

show is held “in its midst." Other tenders

from other cities have, it is stated, also

since came to hand.

In conjunction with the out-door show it

is proposed to have a road race of about

250 miles for American-built cars only and

the securing of the necessary permission

to hold such a race will naturally have

weight in selecting the location for the

show. The Middle West is generally fav

ored, Detroit being generally thought of as

the most advantageous point, though

whether the roads adjacent to it are good

enough to hold such a race on is somewhat

of a question. The association itself will

Conduct the show.

Having in mind that since the automobile

show held in the 69th Regiment Armory in

New York, opposition to using those State

buildings for such industrial purposes has

been aroused so that their use for future

exhibitions of the sort is extremely doubt

ful, General Manager McMullen was asked

if the holding of the out-door show fore

shadowed the withdrawal of the association

from the National indoor shows. He stat

ed, however, that nothing had been said to

define the attitude of the members on this

point, but that they opposed the present

season for holding an indoor show on the

ground that it interrupted and delayed

manufacturing at a time of the year when

it could be least afiorded, and that the

holding of an outdoor show in the early

fall meant a longer manufacturing season

and was decidedly for the benefit of the

entire automobile industry—a statement

that makes reasonably clear that the or

ganization will not again have to do with

the indoor shows unless they are held early

in the fall instead of in January as hereto

fore. '

 

One-Half for De Dietrich Creditors.

Judge Holt, of the United States District

Court, has confirmed a composition of the

De Dietrich American Branch, New York,

with its creditors at 50 cents on the dollar

cash, to pay which there was deposited

$35,395 cash in a trust company. The sched

ules showed liabilities of $140,974 but the

claims' filed did not amount to so much;

the assets were $46294.

In the Retail World.

The Hasbrouck Motor Works, of New

London, Conn., has taken the agency in

that city for the Rambler cars.

Charles W. Smith, of Bloomfield, N. J.,

has “opened up" in that town. He will

represent the Pope-Toledo, Pope-Hartford

and Pope-Tribune.

The Hamilton Automobile Co., of Phila

delphia, has taken on the Queen. It also

represents the Corbin and Stoddard-Day

ton in the Quaker City.

J. J. Mahoney is having a garage built

adjoining the Quaker City Hotel, at Ohio

and Atlantic avenues, Atlantic City, N. J.

It will be run in conjunction with the hotel.

Frank C. Blomberg & Co. are making

ready to open a new fire-proof garage at

346 to 352 Madison street, Memphis, Term.

The firm will carry an extensive line, in

cluding the White, Thomas, Buick and

Baker.

Perkins 8: Corliss, the Gloucester, Mass,

dealers, will build a new garage on the lot

on School street, that town, which they

recently acquired. The building will be

two stories high, 45x100 feet, and will be

ready for occupancy April 1.

The Commercial Automobile Storage &

Supply Co., Washington, D. C., recently in

corporated, will handle the Wayne in the

District of Columbia and the State of Mary

land. It is located at 1715 Thirteenth

street, N. W.

John Carpenter & Sons, who conduct the

Bridgeport (Conn) Automobile Co. garage.

at 251 Cannon street, have bought a lot on

Fairfield avenue, 50x100 feet, and will build

thereon a garage. It will be one-story high,

of concrete construction and fire-proof, as

a matter of course.

J. P. Beck & Co., carriage manufacturers

of Saginaw, Mich, have observed the trend

of affairs and decided to enter the auto

mobile business. The firm has just con~

tracted for the erection of an automobile

and carriage repository, 90x60 feet. It will

be erected in the 800 block in Genessee

' avenue and will be completed by July 1.

W. W. Sears and O. R. Nattinger have

formed a partnership to engage in the

automobile business and have leased the

building at 812 and 814 Walnut street, Des

Moines, Iowa, where they will establish a

commodious garage and salesrooms. The

Rec and Ford cars will be represented.

Neither Sears nor Nattinger are new to the

business, the former having been with the

Olds Company and the latter with the Rid

(lell Automobile Co., of Des Moines.

That the Babcock Electric Carriage Co.,

of Buffalo, acquired a “live wire” when it

secured as sales manager C. A. Benjamin,

was again proved last week when he landed

Orlando F. \Veber Co. as Chicago agents,

securing a substantial order to bind the

bargain. Incidentally, Benjamin is to be

elected secretary of the Babcock Company

at the next meeting of the directors.

The Orlando F. Weber Co. has disposed

of its Milwaukee store to the recently or—

ganized \Nelch-Estberg Co., which will

continue to handle the Pope lines in Mil

waukee and vicinity. \Velch in the case of

the new company stands for the two sons

of the president of the White Rock Mineral

Water Co., who has taken this opportunity

of starting them in the automobile business.

The Ohio Oldsmobile Co., of Cleveland.

has reorganized and reincorporated as the

Auto Shop Co., with $50,000 capital. The

company will remodel the building at 731

Vincent avenue, where they will handle the

Olds, Franklin and Thomas lines. At the

meeting last week, when organization was

perfected, these ofiicers were elected: Presi

dent, E. F. Voris; vice-president, Rollin \V.

Lusk; secretary, J. B. Sperry; treasurer,

\V. C. Schroeder; manager, W. R. Owen;

directors, the officers, Milton W. Lusk, Ed

ward M. Springsteen, Carl F. Schroeder,

W. H. Hart, Otto Starek and I... H. Uhl.

Strike on at Napier Works.

One hundred and twenty of the mechan

ics employed at the Jamaica Plains, Mass.

factory of the Napier Motor Co., went out

on strike last Saturday afternoon. The

trouble has been brewing for some time.

The plant is in charge of a superintendent

sent over from the English factory and he

has been introducing methods which are

not 'agreeable to the American mechanics.

The climax came last week when he asked

the men to sign an employer’s contract

whereby they would be held financially res

ponsible for spoiled work and for tools.

This. the superintendent explained, was the

rule in English factories. The arrangement,

however, did not suit the machinists' ideas

of American independence, and after cnn~

ferring with the International Association

of Machinists, they decided to strike.

Baker in New Factory.

The Baker Motor Vehicle Company, of

Cleveland, have finally taken posSession of

their new factory at Edgewater Park and

L. S. & M. 5. Railway, the change rnekin;y

their capacity many times greater than

heretofore. The new plant consists of a

large main building, three stories in height,

which contains the offices, drafting and

shipping rooms, stock rooms, etc. The fac

tory proper is a one-story building cover

ing several acres of ground.

 

Miller to Move Further up.

On March 10, Charles E. Miller, the wel'i

known supplyman will remove his uptowr.

retail branch from its present location 01,

\\'est 38th street, New York, to 924 Eightl‘

avenue, between 54th and 55th streets. Th-i

new place, which will be around the corne,‘

from the new clubhouse of the Automohil ‘

Club of America, will do both a wholesal

and retail business.
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NO GASOLENE FOR SIXTY

New York Fire Authorities Take Action

Against Garages—How they Offend.

 

One of the most sensational develop

ments that has ever been sprung upon the

New York trade, takes the form of a re~

fusal to renew the permits of more than

nfty garage keepers to store gasolene on

their premises, which was made public by

Superintendent Murray of the Bureau of

Combustibles, late last week. Since then

curiosity has been rife as to just who the

unfortunates are as well as what further

action the department may take in the near

future.

"Under no consideration whatever could

we give you the names of the garage keep

ers whose licenses we have refused to re

new," said Mr. Murray, when appealed to

by 21 Motor World man for information

concerning the delinquents. “This is not

a sudden flare up that will subside and leave

things in much the same old position," he

went on. “From 200 five years ago, the

number of automobiles in the city has

grown to many thousands and so vast a

growth in such a short time has given rise

to innumerable small places run by indi

viduals with little or no capital, and who

pay little or no attention to the regulations.

For the past year and a half we have been

patting these little fellows on the back,

asking them kindly to obey the law, but

Without any visible result and the present

method of procedure is the outcome.

"\Nhat is that method?

refused to renew the license to store gaso

lene on the premises and within the next

thirty days we will collect evidence as to

the places that are violating the law by not

having a license. \Varrants will be issued

for the arrest of the proprietors of all such

places and they will be prosecuted under

Section 789 of the Penal Code, which makes

the ofiense a misdemeanor.

"No, they are not all small fry by any

means, although the great majority consist

of storage and hiring places. Still, if we

made their names public, it would lay us

open to a charge of destroying their busi

ness. One of them is the garage of the

largest manufacturer in the country. Yes,

the very biggest maker of vehicles in the

United States," he said after a moment’s

reflection, “and if we gave his name for

publication we’d never hear the end of it.

Of course, there are dozens of them who

have threatened to pull all sorts of strings

and wires. when we refused to renew their

licenses. but compliance with the regula

tions will be their only way for making

peace.”

“In brief, you have simply decided not to

Why, we have

renew the licenses of the 'forty to fifty

places unless immediate compliance with

the regulations is forthcoming?” was sug—

gested.

“That’s it, but the number now is some

sixty odd, and before we get through it

will be something over two hundred," res

ponded Mr. Murray. “We have had to wait

until the present to take action because

the revocation of a license in force would

have raised a question as to the disturbance

of vested rights, contained in such an ac

tion, depriving a man of his property with

out compensation or due process of law, so

that rather than have any such complication

we have revoked no licenses, but simply

awaited the expiration of the licenses and

then refused to renew them. Our reason

for doing so in the case of such a number

just now is due to the fact that in a few

months, winter having given way to sum—

mer, most of them could conform through

not having any further use for a fire for

heating purposes. In most instances the

violation consists of the presence of a fire

in the same building with gasolene, al—

though some have not complied with the

regulation concerning the burying of the

gasolene tank.

"Then some of the violations are so flag

rant and constitute such a menace that we

have warned the proprietors that we would

hold them personally responsible in case of

loss of life resulting through a fire in their

places. As an instance, one such estab

lishment on 59th street backs on a theatre.

There is a garage on the first floor, and

above there is a meeting room where fully

three hundred people congregate every

night. If that place ever takes fire it will

be impossible to get those people out alive

for there is nothing but a thin wooden par

tition separating the garage from the hall

way. We have notified the owners that

they will be indicted for manslaughter in

case of such an occurrence.

“Probably a third or more of the offend

ers cannot make their present places con

form to the law," he continued in response

to a question as to how many would be

put out of business by the enforcement of

the regulation. “But just look here,” illus

trating with a diagram on the back of a

card, “most of these places have either a

furnace or a low-pressure boiler in the rear

of the cellar. All we ask them to do is to

move it to the front as near the sidewalk

as possible, enclose it entirely with a brick

or other fire-proof wall and provide an

entrance direct from the street. Of course,

there are hardly any of the new garages

that do not come within the letter of the

law in every particular; it is principally the

makeshift building that is under the ban

and as many of them cannot be made to

conform, their proprietors must stop

handling gasolene. We will not depend en

tirely upon our own resourses for procur

ing evidence as we can obtain access to the

reports of such concerns as the Standard

Oil Co. to show just who is buying gaso

lene in this city."

The Week’s Incorporations.

Boston, Mass—Comfort Auto Sight See

ing Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$40,000 capital. Corporators—F. C. Russell

and R. Higgins.

York, Pa.—York Motor Co., under Penn

sylvania laws, with $100,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators-—

James A. ‘Kline, et als.

Sanford, Maine.——York County Garage,

under Maine laws, with $10,000 capital; to

conduct garage. Corporators—Charles S.

Holmes and Fred J. Allen.

Everett, Mass—Bay State Auto Co., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $10,000 cap

italy; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—Julius Boly and F. C. Boly.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Ducro Mfg. Co., under

New York laws; to manufacture gasolene

motors. Corporators—Louis C. Ducro,

Charles Jempson and Emma S. Ducro.

Chicago, Ill.—Stoddard-Dayton Automo

bile Co., under Illinois laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—W. E. Harvey, H. L. Babcock and

A. S. Joslin.

New York City, N. Y.—The Downtown

Garage and Automobile Repair Co., under

New York laws, with $5,000 capital. Cor

porators~E. R. Geddes, F. M. Raynor and

A. Collins.

Chicago, Ill—Excelsior Auto Supply Co.,

under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to

make supplies. Corporators—H. Mus

grave, James B. Gascoigne and John A.

McKeevcr.

New York City. N. Y.-—George J. Scott

Motor Co., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital. Corporators—George J.

Scott, Madeline Scott, Jacob Michaels and

Mayme Michaels.

New York City, N. Y.—Motor Top Co.,

under New York laws, with $5,000 capital;

to manufacture automobile tops. Corpora

tors—Syna W. Matthewson, Louis C. How

ard and Harry A. Trimm.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Woodill Auto Co., of

the County of Los Angeles, under Califor

nia laws, with $25,000 capital, $50 paid in.

Corporators—Gilbert Woodill, A. G. Wood

ill, H. B. Woodill, Arthur Wright and A. L.

Woodill.

Baldwinsville, N. Y.—American Gasoline

Motor Co.. under New York laws, with

$20,000 capital; to make gasolene motors.

Corporators—Julius D. Sweet, Howard

Hendrickson, James A. Carhart and Wil

liam B. Harris.

Jersey City. N. J.—The American Elec

trical Novelty Co., of the Pacific Coast,

under New Jersey laws. with $30,000 cap

ital; to make all kinds of electrical appli

ances. Corporators—H. O. Coughlan, John

R. Turner and B. Staffort Mantz.

Cleveland. Ohio—Auto Shop Co., under

Ohio laws. with $50.000 capital; to deal in

automobiles. Corporators—E. F. Voris,

Rollin W. Lusk, J. B. Sperry, W. Schrieder,

R. R. Owen, Milton W. Lusk, Edward M.

Springsteen, Carl F. Schroeder, W. H. Hart,

Otto Starek and L. W. Uhl.
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1T Have withstood all competition as the Safest, Most Reliable, Long Wearing Tires made.

1] They combine all the best features of other makes with many marked special virtues of

their own.

1i Their absolutely safe rim attachment is undisputably a veritable accident insurance.

And they have a Quality peculiar to themselves, given by combining only the best materials

with' peculiar care in each one—as if our very reputation depended upon the service

it rendered.

Write for article on tire construction. CO., Chicopee Falls, Mass.

ADILLAC
moon n

Price $2500, F.O.B., Detroit

(LA MPS NOT Incuiman)

  

 

 

A car which not only upholds the reputation of “Cadillac

Quality ” but adds increased significance to that

universally recognized standard of excellence.

MODEL SPECIFICATIONS.
Pnslenler caplclty - - Five persona. Wheels and Tlrcl - - n 32 x 4 Inches Horse Power - - ' - - 30

Wheel bale - - - 100 Inch". Motor—Four cylinder - - 4 3-8 x 5 lnchee. Welght - - - - - 2400 lb. .

Price $2500 list.

MODEL l‘l RUNABOUT

Same as above but with Runabout body, price $2400 list.

  

DRIVE—Direct shaft with specially ground and hardened gears COMMUTATOR New and efficient desi n :laced huriz nta'l ' l h f >_ _ _ _ , . ‘ _ \y on vertica s a t wtth
BBARINGSTQenume Hess-Bright Dal beannga througli.ut including axles, lronl wheels, container. g i 0‘

tnnsm'ss'ou and en me mm“ beanngs CARBURBTOR~Spe ial type [or four-cylinder motor, proven by exhaustive tests to be "105‘
N— r ‘ ' ,

TRAlizn'l-fiflaig "vecrilatill ac planetary type, specmlly cut and hardened gears, three forward effect“! and economical.

STEERING GBAR- Our own new design, positive and "liable in i“ “gem RADIATOR—Honeycomb pattern of great capacity and exceptional cooling efl'iciency.

BRAKpEwcg‘zl‘l‘lzielggg'lfigr'iffg‘ilslzlfi ianliafifi'zl‘rac‘mg 0“ drums on "3' Wheels' summcmly SPRINGS—Semi-elliptic lion! and three quarter elliptic rear. affording extreme case and

CON1 MQOL—kemarkablfv effectual by instantaneously aclin governor. comm"

LUBRILATUR—Specia Cadillac type, mechanical pump feed, quantity regulated by speed of BODIE*—Exclusive Cadillac "reign of unuaual elegance, upholstered in hand buffed lean“.

engine. over steel coil springs and genuine curled hair

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich,
Member-e Anociaflon of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Why not “Opening Days"?

Of course, it is not possible for every

city to have its local Show, but few towns

are so poor in automobile establishments

and in automobile interests, but that they

may have an “opening day.”

The “opening day" idea is not a new one.

It has served to advantage in many older

industries. There is no reason why it can

not be made to serve as well in this newer

If the National Association of Auto

mobile Dealers is in want of something to

trade.

do, it can do nothing worse than exploit

this idea. But while organization may serve

to effect its spread, an organization is not

really necessary to turn it to advantage.

All that is required is a tacit understanding

or a concert of action on the part of the

dealers in any town, indeed, one real live

man who knows how to make the most of

it, can almost force his fellows into line.

A little housecleaning or decoration and a

little publicity is about all that is required.

“Opening days" stimulate inspection and

inquiry and inquiry and inspection stimu

late sales. Washington’s Birthday is a

  

good day for “openings,” but any other

day will do almost as well.

 

Alcohol and Commercial Vehicles.

Allied automobile interests have always

shown themselves capable, not alone of de—

fending their own interests when attacked,

but likewise of working for their own bene—

fit, and seldom has a better opportunity ap

peared to do the latter than in the proposed

industrial alcohollegislation to exempt

from taxation now before Congress. True,

the manner of its application may be in

direct, but it is none the less a benefit and

one that interests every owner of a. gaso

lene driven vehicle, present of prospective.

It is probably due to the fact that free

alcohol is only associated in the minds of

the majority of motorists with its use

directly as a fuel for the motor, that they

can conceive of no advantage to be derived

from the passage of the legislation in ques

tion. No fault is to be found with gasolene

and statements [as to its threatened scarcity

are regarded more as emanating from

sources contaminated by an utterly ulterior

interest than otherwise.

It is generally conceded that the time is

not far distant when the building of vehi

cles for commercial purposes will form the

backbone of the industry. But where will

the greater economy of the motor wagon

come in, if its fuel is to steadily advance

in price? The automobile movement is not

responsible for the increased demand and

consequent advance in cost of gasolene, to

anything like the extent popularly imagin

ed. It is a small factor when compared

with the 800,000 gasolene stoves and as

many more small stationary engines that

consume it every day in the year and al

most every hour of the twenty-four. And

this is a demand that is increasing with the

same rapidity as that for automobile use;

west of the Mississippi there are millions

There

is nothing to equal, gasolene as a source of

heat, light and power for a very respectable

portion of the population of the country

and that portion is certainly, not diminish

of people who know no other fuel.

ing in numbers.

Relieve the not over generous supply of

the constantly increasing pressure of this

demand and it will be some years before

the motorist will have to bother himself,

either about the relative superiority of alco

hol as a fuel for the automobile motor, or

the upward trend of the price of gnsolene..

The onlyv way to do it is to provide

means for supplying something equally

efficient at the same price and this is only

to be found in tax free alcohol, the basis

of which is produced by the very people

who now use so many millions of gallons

of gasolene annually for stoves and power.

The measure now before Congress calls

for the support of' every motorist, not alone

as such, but as a citizen as well, for it is

of vital importance to the industrial prose

perity of the country.

No Stagnation of Design.

Hindsight seldom fails to discover many

things that were not included in the philos

ophy of those who depended solely upon

their powers of prognostication, but a re—

view of the developments brought forth by

the shadows which within a fortnight of

one another annually reveal all that the

makers have chosen to keep covered until

that time, tallies so closely with what was

predicted that the retrospect does not differ

materially from the majority of show fore

It was fully anticipated that the

indicative of

casts.

trend of design would be

standardization so far as this could pos

sibly be followed without sacrificing orig

inality wholly, and events materialized the

expectation.

There were, nevertheless, a sufficient

number of exceptions from the general rule

to still the fears of those who regard any

thing approaching a set standard as but

the means of impressing the mark of un

varying sameness upon all. It may be urg

ed by these opponents that the present

bordering upon homogeneity by such a

number of builders is but the result of the

influence of the parts maker on one hand:

and of the entrance into the manufacturing

field of makers with neither the capacity

nor desire to experiment, on the other. The

development of original ideas and their

final materialization in metal as perfected

devices, constitutes a burden of expense

such as only the best equipped makers can

bear. It is accordingly not to be wondered

at that a large number of new builders

either depend upon the specialist for many

of the necessary components of their cars,

or adopt proven standards when undertak

ing the manufacture themselves.

To a certain extent this is true, but view—

cd from another light, it is likewise equally

true of practically every builder in the

country for few if any, would find it profit

able to install the extensive facilities re

quired to turn out the car from the ground

up. The difl’ercnce is, in consequence, one

of degree rather than of kind, for where

one maker relies upon his own plant to pro

duce everything but the tires, and still an
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other everything but the body and tires, or

these and the wheels and so on up, the

shading being almost perceptible until the

“assembled” stage is reached.

To the initiated eye, the components of

a car are but the pages of an open book.

Recognition instantly greets the familiar

lines of the stock part and at a glance can

tell its origin, even where as in some in

stances attempts have been made to deceive

the discerning. In the light of this knowl

edge, a review of the shows may be said

to have disclosed somewhat more than was

anticipated in the way of novelty, though as

predicted, it was with but few exceptions

only to be found after diligent search for

detail. Of the latter more were in evidence

than were to have been anticipated after

the settling eflects of a twelve-month of

standardization, but they are practically all

of a nature the adoption of which means re

tention from the outset rather than experi

ment. Of the instances that may be termed

experimental systems, in that they embody

original ideas almost wholly, it is too early

to speak. They have but entered upon their

careers by appearing at the shows, and the

result of daily service may be so totally

different from the hopes of their creators

that it would be unprofitable, to say the

least, to attempt to predict their future.

Their presence on the stage a year hence

will speak volumes.

 
 

Ofl'setting the Cylinders.

History repeats itself in this no less in

other fields, except that for obvious reasons

the cycle of events which brings recurrence

to light, has been comparatively of short

duration. This anent the alleged discovery

of certain features of design that have re

cently been adoptedwabroad by one or two

makers, and which despite the fact that they

were discarded several years previous by

others, are being hailed as both original and

exclusive.

As an instance of this, may be cited the

practise of offsetting the cylinders on the

crankcase in order to lessen the amount of

side thrust against the cylinder wall. The

oretically at least, this constitutes an ad-'

vantage the importance of which should

make its general adoption imperative, but

like so many other cases, this is but an ex

ample of the ever-open gap between theory

and practice. Following the former, one of

America's foremost investigators, Charles

E. Duryea, embodied this feature in his

engine years ago, and there is still

remains to-day; theoretically as valuable as

ever, but of so little actual bearing upon

current practice that few other designers

have considered it a profitable expedient.

After a lapse of several years during

which probably not more than one or two

American makers regarded the innovation

favorably enough to adopt it, only to dis

card it again after a short time, Continental

designers have rediscovered it and are now

exploiting their find as another example of

the advanced design typical of the foreign

motor. One French maker took it up two

or three years ago and has since consistent

ly adhered to the principle; in the interim

two or three others have fallen into line

so that it now bids fair to enjoy what the,

Gaul is fond of terming a “vogue.”

As already stated, it is a principle that

works out well in theory. According to the

latter, the thrust of the connecting rod

against the cylinder wall on the power

stroke is excessive and should result after a

certain period of running in wearing the

cylinder more on that side than on the

other which receives only the thrust of the

idle portion of the stroke. Theoretically

this should cause the cylinder to become

oval, and particularly in the case of the

horizontal engine, but that such has been

the case in actual practice to anything like

the extent feared would hardly appear to

be borne out by current design. A fur—

.ther advantage claimed for this feature is

the much better utilization of the power

developed during the explosion by expend

ing the full force of the latter in such a

manner that it is converted into a turning

movement at the crank with the minimum

amount of loss due to the angularity of the

connecting rod in relation to the piston and

wrist pin. And in this probably theory

and practise approach more closely than

in the former instance, though even here

experience does not seem to have shown

the extra initial cost to be justified.

Its chief exponent in this country who is

considered an authority on gas engine de

sign, has clung to the principle continu

ously and consistently, and doubtless will

do so to the end of the chapter. Whether

in the course of another decade, refinement

of design will have reached a point where

expedients of even smaller relative.value

will find general appreciation through ne

cessity for improvement at any cost, is

rather difficult to foretell. But be this as

it may, the fact that foreign designers

should have resurrected a feature long since

tried and found wanting in this country,

and now be claiming originality and exclu

siveness for it, forms a striking commentary

COMING EVENTS,

February 12-17— Detroit Automobile

Show, under the auspices of the Tri-State

Automobile and Sporting Goods Associa

tion.

February 19-24—Cleveland Automobile

Show, under the auspices of the Cleveland

Automobile Dealers' Association.

February 24-March 3—Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show, under auspices of the Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

March S-lO—Buffalo Fourth Annual

Automobile Show, under auspices of the

Buffalo Automobile Trade Association.

March 10-17—Boston Automobile Show,

under auspices of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association.

April 2-7—Toronto,

Show.

Ont., Automobile

on the much vaunted superiority of the

foreign production.

English Ideas of Tallness.

In all the world there is nothing more

amusing than the efforts of the top lofty

British paragrapher who attempts to be

little American enterprise and American

achievements by means of his own little

' Thus the:

paragon of journalistic'dignity, the “Car,”

in reference to a set of figures which are

store of mistaken information.

months old, the commentator evidently for—

getting that the total area of the little

kingdom which gave him birth is scarcely

greater than that of the single State which

is credited with over double the number

of miles which he atttributes to the entire

Union:

“According to an American estimate

there are now over 90,000 automobiles in

the United States, which thus leads the

world in this respect," he says. “It is as

serted that in New York City there are

14,000 cars, whilst in the State of that name

there are no less than 23,000. The number

of automobile factories now in America is

reputed to be over 100, and their output.

last year to have been 26,000 cars. Tall

figures, these, which hardly seem correct

to European eyes, especially when we con

sider that the total length of ordinary roadsq

in America is computed at about 3,001

miles. There must be considerable over",

crowding.” -— 1

Someone who has been advocating the;

 

use of speed indicators on all motor cars.

has conceived the brilliant idea 0f auto»

1

1

rates 0 1

imprisonment Ii

matically suggesting to the would-be evil

doer the extent of the law's revenge b;

forbidden

“fine,

labeling the various

speed successively,

manslaughter and murder."
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NEW LAW FOR NEW YORK

West Enders “Get Busy”—State Commis

sion, Good Jobs and Revocation

Provided for.

After all, an effort is being made to tinker

the New York automobile law. A revised

bill was introduced into the Assembly on

Monday by Representative Stanley of Man

hattan, and into the Senate by Senator

Saxe, also of Manhattan. It is fairly well

known that the Automobile Club of

America had drafted a measure for intro

duction, but it was generally understood

that the club ofiicials had been prevailed

on to let well enough alone and to hold its

measure in check. Meanwhile the super—

active West End Improvement Association

dipped its fingers into the matter and let

it be known that it proposed "doing things.”

The A. C. A. then submitted its measure,

but it was not satisfactory as a whole to

the West Enders and their counsel, John C.

Coleman, proceeded to inject into it the

West End ideas. Some of those in the A.

C. A. readily accepted them, others as bit

terly opposed them, but the latter were

over-ruled and the bill, as stated, was intro

duced into the legislature at Albany on

Monday.

It is to be known as the “Motor Vehicle

Law" and in substance it provides for the

appointment of a State Motor Vehicle Com

mission, in which plenary powers for the

regulation of automobiles within the State

are to reside, all other legislation to that

effect being repealed. While the commis

sioners are to receive no compensation

other than traveling and necessary expenses

the bill provides one or two good jobs such

as counsel to the commission at $4,000, and

a secretary at $3,000. Minor clerical assist

ants and examiners are also provided for.

A limit of $8,000 yearly is the aggregate set

upon the latter, but they are not otherwise

fixed.

The commission‘s headquarters are to

be in Buffalo and New York, meetings once

a month at Albany being obligatory

throughout the year. On such occasions

two of the commissioners are to constitute

a quorum, though all examinations and

investigations undertaken by any one of

the commissioners are to be deemed the

proceedings and decisions of the commis

lion itself when afiirmed.

Complete powers over the licensing and

operation of automobiles is invested in the

commission, the prerogative of which is not

to be infringed upon by any local authority.

Licenses for cars are to be much the same

as at present, but two identification num

bers are to be carried on front and rear of

the car instead of in the latter position

alone. The requirements of registration

are practically those now in force, except

that the owner of a car already registered

must turn in his credentials and will receive

a certificate and seal under the new law

upon payment of $2, whereas a previously

unregistered owner pays a “filing fee" of $3

for this formality. The seal is to be of

metal not less than two inches in diameter

on which is to be stamped “Registered

Motor Vehicle Number , New York

Motor Vehicle Law” and is to be conspicu

ously affixed to the car. Upon the sale of

a car by anyone other than a maker or

dealer its credentials must be returned to

the commission within ten days.

Makers or dealers are merely required

to register one car of each type handled,

and as many duplicate members and seals

as may be required will be supplied at an

additional fee of fifty cents each. It fur

ther provides for exemption of non-resi

dent owners and prohibits the operation of

unregistered vehicles as well as the use of

fictitious numbers.

A speed limit of one mile in three min

utes is set, except when approaching

bridges, curves, descents or the like and

when traversing them. Local authorities

are however given the power to pass or

dinances on this point, particularly for

parks, drives and the like, power being re

served to exclude automobiles from horse

speedways, but such local speed limits

must not be less than that of one mile in

six minutes on the streets of any incor

porated village or town and that the same

limit be applied to all other vehicles, and

the penalties for violations must also be the

same in every case, and where such ordin

ances are passed, the familiar warning signs

must be erected. Local authorities may also

grant permission for speed races.

The provisions as to stopping on signal,

meeting horses, brakes and lamps required

and the definitions of the various terms

such as that “motor vehicles shall include

all vehicles propelled by any power other

than muscular,” and excepting motorcycles,

are substantially the same, if not identical

with those in the existing law.

In addition to the formalities now pres

cribed for the registration of chauffeurs,

an age limit of 18 years is set and the latter

must under the new law demonstrate their

fitness for the position to the commission,

upon which a license badge similar to that

now in vogue will be issued. Like owners

previously registered, chauffeurs in the

same position will have to hand in their

credentials and in this case pay $3 for the

new ones, whereas the newly registered

chaufi‘eur is taxed $5 as a “filing fee." The

same prohibitions as to the use of fictitious

badges and driving by unregistered chauff

eurs obtain as in the case of owners.

Violations of the speed limit are made

misdemeanors punishable by a fine of not

more than $100 for the first ofi'ense and of

not less than $50 nor more than $100 or

imprisonment for 30 days for the second

offense, this being raised to not less than

$100 or more than $250 with the same im

prisonment upon third and subsequent of

fense. Fines for other violations range

from $25 to $100 with ten days imprison

ment as the maxim.

Records are to be kept by all courts and

 

trial justices and forwarded to the commis

sion and such trial courts and justices may

make recommendations concerning the re

vocation or suspension of licenses. The

latter power, however, vests in the commis

sion which may revoke or suspend the

license of either owner or chauffeur upon

notice and hearing. Licenses are t‘olbe en

dorsed upon conviction and when suspend

ed or revoked, a penalty of $100’and 10

days' imprisonment is provided for operat

ing a car thereafter.

In case of arrest every owner is entitled

to an immediate hearing in lieu Of which he

must be released upon giving a personal

bond to appear, or by leaving his car, or

he may deposit a sum equal to the maxi

mum fine provided for the offense, any

security deposited being returned upon

admission to bail.

All acts inconsistent or contrary to the

provision of the bill are repealed by it, and

it is made to take effect on May 1, 1906.

Italian Test for Touring Cars.

An international competition for touring

cars is being projected by the Automobile

Club of Milan, to be held in Italy, starting

the 15th day of May and spreading over

eleven days. The tour of 5,000 kilometres

will be divided into eleven daily runs, all

but one of which will be over 400 kilos.

(250 miles). The start will be at Milan

and the routes to the various towns

throughout Italy. The competing cars will

be required to maintain an average speed

of 30 kilos (18.7 miles) per hour, while

not exceeding 40 kilos (25 miles), the max

imum allowed in Italy. In connection with

the event a sum of about $25,000 will be

hung up in prizes, in addition to the cups

being offered by the Milan Municipal Coun

cil, and the Milan Automobile Club, and

an object of art, the Grand Prix of Agricul

ture, presented by the Italian Minister of

Agriculture.

Count Poeting Ofl'ers Two Prizes.

It would seem that the donation of prizes

for the various degrees of excellence in

connection with the automobile business

has come to be a fad with certain classes

of people. The latest burst of generosity

to be recorded in this line comes, 'as have

many of the others. from the other side of

the Atlantic. Count Poeting, former presia

dent of the Automobile Club of Austria,

has recently offered two prizes of $200 each,

the one for the best automobile invention

from the mechanical point of view, and the

other for the best literary work touching on

the sport of automobiling. .3

 

The tire, lamp and speedometer trials

of the Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland have been further postponed

until Monday, 25th inst., upon advice of

the makers. The regulations which already

have been given in the Motor World,

provide for practically all classes of tires,

lamps and speed indicators.
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CHICAGOANS IN CHARGE

Farson Chosen President of A. A. A.—Sec

retary will Remove to New York.

 

_Chicag0ans and Chicago influence will

dominate the American Automobile Asso—

ciation during the next twelve months,

residents of the Windy City having been

elected president and secretary of the asso

meeting held last

Thursday at the show. John A. Farson,

ciation at the annual

millionaire automobilist, traction magnate,

banker, lawyer, churchman and numerous

other things, but above all, an “all-round

good fellow,” was the man chosen for the

presidency. A. G. Batchelder, retiring sec

retary of the A. A. A., casting the proxies

of sixteen clubs and State organizations for

him as president, as later he cast them for

Sidney H. Gorham, another Chicagoan, as

secretary of the national organization.

John Farson is fearless, independent and

aggressive and achieved considerable notor

iety over his fights against Chicago’s unjust

automobile ordinances. He also made him

self conspicuous through his advocacy of

scarlet cravats and checkered suits as a

gentlemanly adornment, but this is only a

minor matter and now a matter of history.

His election to the highest office of auto

mobiledom, it is thought, presages a new

and golden era for the American Automo—

bile Association and that his power in

motor politics will be felt. Mr. Farson

succeeds Elliott C. Lee, of Boston, and will

enter upon his new duties the first proximo.

Mr. Farson is also president of the Chicago

Automobile Club.

Sidney S. Gorham, secretary of the Illi

nois State Automobile Association, secured

the “plum”——the secretaryship of the asso

ciation, to succeed A. G. Batchelder, who

refused re-election as he is about to take

up newspaper work. Mr. Gorham is equally

energetic and a tireless worker, and will

doubtless make his presence felt to no

small degree. He will remove to New York

City, this being considered the best loca—

tion for carrying on the work of this office.

The report of Treasurer George K. Far

rington showed a healthy balance of

$4,679.10 in the strong box, and the report

of the secretary also showed a wonderful

growth, 7,100 members now being on the

rolls, which includes four State associations

and 66 clubs.

Previous to the election of officers :1 new

board of directors was chosen. Following

is a complete list of the officers and direc

tors:

President, John A. Farson, Chicago Auto

mobile Club; first vice-president, William

H. Hotchkiss, Automobile Club of Buffalo;

second vice-president, Dr. Milbank John

son, Automobile Club of Southern Cali

fornia; third vice-president, Louis R.

Speare, Bay State Automobile Association;

treasurer, George K. Farrington, New Jer—

sey Automobile and Motor Club; secretary,

Sidney S. Gorham, Illinois State Automo

bile Association; directors, John Farson,

Chicago Automobile Club; W. H. Hotch

kiss, Automobile Club of Buffalo; Dr. Mil

bank Johnston, Automobile Club of South

ern California; L. R. Speare, Bay State

Automobile Association; G. K. Farrington,

Automobile Club of New Jersey; William

A. Rolfe, Massachusetts Automobile Club;

Asa Goddard, Worcester, Mass, Automo

bile Club; Dr. F. E. Constans, Brockton,

Mass, Automobile Club; Dr. E. W. Bran

dow, Berkshire, Mass, Automobile Club;

S. L. Haynes, Automobile Club of Spring

field; R. L. Lippitt, Rhode Island Automo

bile Club; David H. Morris, Automobile

Club of America; A. R. Pardington, Long

Island Automobile Club; F. H. Elliott,

Syracuse Automobile Club; H. S. Wood

worth, Rochester Automobile Club; N. M.

Pierce, Binghampton Automobile Club;

A. G. Batchelder, New York Motor Club;

F. R. Pratt, New Jersey Automobile and

‘Motor Club; G. A. Post, North Jersey Auto

Club; W. E. Edge, Atlantic City Automo

bile Club; J. H. Edwards, Automobile Club

of Hudson County; K. G. Roebling, Mercer

County Automobile Club; W. C. Temple,

Automobile Club of Pittsburg; H. Bartol

Brazier, Automobile Club of Philadelphia;

\N. T. White, Cleveland Automobile Club;

Val. Duttenhofer, Jr., Automobile Club of

Cincinnati; W. S. Belding, Automobile

Club of Maryland; Asa Paine, Florida East

Coast Automobile Association; A. B. Lam

bert, Automobile Club of St. Louis, and E.

H. R. Green, Dallas Automobile Club.

Racers Must have Mufliers.

Mufflers must hereafter be used in rac

ing cars. This is one of the radical changes

that the racing committee of the Automo

bile Club of France has made in its rules.

For a long time it has been customary to

allow racing cars to throw their exhaust

from the side of the engine, so enabling the

usual length of heavy piping and muffler

to be dispensed with, and resulting in in

creased power. The committee has resolv

ed that racing cars must in the future be

provided with an exhaust box fixed hori

zontally beneath the chassis and sufiiciently

high above the road to prevent the throw

ing up of dust.

More Jerseymen Enlist for the War.

The Union County Automobile Associa

tion, of New Jersey, was formed in Plain

field, last week, to protect the interests of

automobilists, generally, and to fight the

proposed Freylinghuysen bill, specifically.

It was decided to engage ex-Senator

Charles A. Reed to represent the associa

tion at the hearing of the measure at

Trenton, next Tuesday, 20th inst. The fol

lowing officers were elected: President, Dr.

F. C. Ard; first vice-president, Dr. F. J.

Zeglio; second vice-president, J. P. Stevens;

secretary, A. B. Laing, and treasurer,

George J. Tobin.

TO PROMOTE TOURING

Company Formed to Cater to Americans

Abroad—Ambitious Plans of Project.

It transpires that the recently incorporat

ed American-European Automobile Touring

Co., of New York, has large and far-reach

ing plans. In brief, it aims to conduct

automobile tours from London, Liverpool,

Paris and Genoa on the 1st and 15th of each

month during the outdoor season, with a

special view of catering to the Americans

abroad.

The promoters figure that of the more

than $150,000 Americans whom, it is esti

mated, visited Europe last year and who

spent upward of $300,000,000, comparatively

few were able to tour the country in auto

mobiles as they would have done had op

portunity-offered. The American-European

Automobile Touring Co. proposes ofiord

ing the opportunity; price $70 for a two

weeks' tour. They expect to start their

service with 24 motor cars and 12 conduc

tor-attendants, which, according to their

prospectus, should pay a profit of 33% per

cent. the first year.

G. Radford Kelso, of the Martin B.

Brown printing house, is at the head of the

enterprise; John D. Reynolds, vice-presi

dent and treasurer, and George Vassar, Jr.,

secretary. A. Elliott Ranney, of the Elmore

Automobile Co., of New York, is one of the

directors. Offices have been established at

253 Broadway and subscriptions to the cap

ital stock of $150,000 are being invited.

No Recourse for Obstructionists.

A jury in the circuit court at La Crosse,

Wis., has decided that in a personal damage

case brought against the owner of an auto

mobile the plaintifi cannot collect damages,

even if the defendant is exceeding the speed

limit, if said plaintiff fails to get out of the

way and is injured. Ferdinand Simpson

sued M. Boehm, and the case was decided

in favor of the defendant.

End of Dead Horse Hill.

Because of a clash between the authori

ties of Leicester, Mass, and W'orcester.

Mass, Dead Horse Hill will be the scene of

no more automobile hill climbing conteste

The Worcester Automobile Club had calcu

lated upon this hill for its annual climb this

‘year, but it will probably have to seek an

other “mound.”

Gets $1400 Car for 25 Cents.

John A. Lyons, of Malone, N. Y_, is

happy. He won the $1,400 automobile that

was chanced off at the Masonic fair at that

place last week He held the lucky 25_¢¢m

ticket.
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ONLY ONE CAR FINISHED

Accidents

Cuban Race of Interest—Demogeot

Wins for a Cuban.

Although rain interfered with and de

layed Cuba's second annual speed carnival

one day, it did not rain the following day

and there was plenty of good weather and

big crowds, it did not wholly escape the ill

 
 

luck which attended the Florida carnival.

The fact that they were both in the hands

of the same promoter may have had some

thing to do with the “hoodoo,” but it was

really too bad for the Cubans that after

going to such expense and making such

elaborate preparations. their second atten‘ pt

to hold a successful “international” road

race should meet with such a disappointing

result. For only one car finished of the

full!" that started. This was the 80 horse

power Darracq that won the Vanderbilt

cup race. It was driven by Victor Demo

gt‘fll. the Frenchman who made the better

than two miles a minute ride on the Flor

ida beach. He practically walkedover, cov

ering the course of 2l8 miles in 3 hours 38

minutes 29 seconds. an average 59.77 miles

an hour. Accidents put the other cars out

of the running.

The Zlg-mile road race originally was

~\“!c(1ult-(l for Sunday last, llth inst., but

a heavy rain made the Course slippery and

the officials decided to postpone it until

the following day, after thousands had

lhut'lltycd to the starting place at Camp

Columbia. near Ilavana. The postpone

ment did not keep the people away, how

ever. for Monday was a perfect day. The

race was four times over the stretch of lime

Stone road from Camp Columbia to San

Cristobal. 54.49 miles, in all 217.97 miles.

The course had been well covered with a

to Lancia and Cedrino Rob

mixture of crude oil, asphalt and water

for which the city of Havana appropriated

$7,000. The government also expended

$30,000 to complete the road in time for

the race and in addition the local automo

bile association had subscribed something

like $14,000 in the tournament. Naturally,

there were some disappointed Cubans when

only one car finished and the others dis—

abled to such an extent that the remaining

events had to be called off until next year.

The "International" cup race, as it was

 

  

surprise when it was announced that he had

overhauled Bernin before the cars reached

Hoyo Colorado—the great hole. Then it

looked roseate for Lancia, but Bernin and

Demogth reached San Cristobal, the end

of the first lap, at 10:51 and 11:03, respect—

ively, without any tidings of the two

Italians. Half an hour later it was learned

that Lancia's macanicien, Ajassa Battesta,

had been thrown out while crossing a rail~

road beyond Artemisa. The car was going

at the rate of 75 miles an hour when the

accident occurred and Lancia stopped and

hurried back to his helper, who was found

lying in the road. He was pretty wel.

shaken up and Lancia quit then, to take him

to a hospital.

The accident to Cedrino also happened

near Artemisa, where there is a “double-S"

curve. So far as could be ascertained Ced—

rino attempted to take the curve at full

speed and .his car turned turtle. Cedrino

and Capra, his mechanicien, were both

bruised considerably. Lancia's time to Ar

temisa, 52 kilos from the start, was 0:30:15

against Bernin's 0:34:30, Cedrino's 0:34:00

and Demogeot's 0:37:00. Bernin was the

first to reach San Cristobal, the first control

and where the return began, his time being

0:51:15. Demogeot’s time was 0:54:26 The

 

 

mews or 'rnz CUBA! counsn.

exactly two nations,called—there were

France and Italy, represented—was started

from Camp Columbia at exactly 10 o'clock

Monday morning, Maurice Bernin in Bro

kaw's 90 horsepower Renault, being the

first to get away, he having drawn this po

sition. Then followed at three minute in

tervals, Vincenzo Lancia (Fiat), Emanuel

Cedrino (Fiat), and Victor Demegeot (Dar

racq), although the last named lost more

than two minutes at the start, through a

faulty clutch.

Lancia, the dashing Italian, was easily

favorite in the betting, so there was little

rules required that the contestants remain

at the control until the others had been

heard from, and that each control was to

be made in 90 minutes or less.

On the return from San Cristobal, Ber

nin lost valuable time from a puncture and

was as good as eliminated before Camp

Columbia was again reached. Demogeot

arrived there in 5l minutes 675 seconds and

after that had the course entirely to him

self. Interest waned, naturally, and many

of the spectators left Havana before the

finish, but among the faithful who re

mained till the finish was President Palma,
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~ THE PALM FRINGE!) ROAD IN CUBA.

who, with his family and cabinet and mem

bers of the municipal council, occupied a

box in the grandstand. Demogeot reached

San Cristobal the second time in 58 min

utes 9 seconds and was back at Columbia

in 0:54:37%,'his total time being 3:38:18.

A local race between two touring cars,

in which there was $15,000 at stake, the

winner taking the sweepstakes, created

more interest than the big race after the

two Fiats were eliminated. The course was

to San Cristobal and return, 108.98 miles.

The cabled reports of this event. which

were somewhat garbled, give the race to

Dessarios, a Cuban, who drove a 30 horse

power Clement, with Luis Marx's 60 horse

power Mercedes second, and Juan Argulles'

30 horsepower .\lors third. The times were

2:04:02, 2:05:42 and 2:35:27. Owing to the

accidents to the big cars the other events

which were to have been run of? were laid

over until next year.
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Tales of a Queen Mother.

According to a recent report Margherita

the Queen Mother of Italy. who is a mos.

enthusiastic motorist, has decided that site

will tour America in a motor car in the near

future. She intends to do" the country

from end to end, and in order to avoid all

unnecessary fuss and ceremony will make

the trip “incog,” although this does not

mean that she will descend quite to the level

of the ordinary, everyday garden variety ol

automobilist who goes on tour. Instead o!

chopping off the handle to her

altogether she has decided that she wants

to be at least a countess. and has in conse

quence elected to be known for the trip a:

the Countess Stupinigi—a most soul satis

fying mothful for anyone not familiar with

the language. It is is the name of one_ot

her various castles. and so on that account

probably considered as a legitimate fraction

of her title which may now be assumed.

111111“.

Since she took to automobiling Rome is

said to have seen little of her, as she has

devoted herself to exploring most of the

countries of Europe, and, having exhausted

whatever of novelty and change to be found

within its borders, now yearns for the larger

freedom of the unrestricted expanse afford

ed by the United States. Strangely enough,

the Dowager Queen was formerly much

prejudiced against the motor car and would

not- consider entering one, as she had re

garded them as both ugly and very danger

ous. One day her son, the present King,

persuaded her to try a spin, and despite the

fact that the brakes refused to work, re

sulting in a run down hill that made her fear

for her safety and decapitating a dog as an

incident, she became a convert and has since

had so much experience that she can hardly

be deemed a novice at motor traveling. She

knows what it is to have a breakdown out

in the country miles from any aid, to have

collisions. to be stoned and to be lost for

hours without anything to eat, but the more

adventures she has the greater is her love

of the pastime.

One of her most serious adventures took

place in the wilds of Norway. She had

been warned not to go into a certain dis

trict as the inhabitants were grossly ig—

norant. superstitious and ferocious, but the

accounts of the scenery were such that she

could not resist the temptation and the

pzrty set ofi', taking a Norwegian inter

preter. A tire burst just at the outskirts

of a small village and they decided to ex

plore while repairs were being made, but

before there was an (,ipportunity to do so

there strode from a menacing and mutter

ing crowd that had gathered. a gigantic Nor

wegian with a club as big as himself.

The interpreter came to the rescue and

explained that the head of the party was a

queen from a distant land who was touring

their country and merely wished to go

through the village to the other side.

“Queen!” snorted the Norwegian, “Queen

of Death, who goes about in a chariot with

a devil in it." At this very inopportune

moment the engine began to race and throb

in a most alarming way, but the giant stood

his ground although the rest of the mob

t0ok to their heels. “I am not afraid of

your magic.” he declared. with a white face.

"and if any of you come an inch further 1

will brain you as you stand." his words

being emphasized by a shower of stones

from behind the trees, the villagers having

regained sutlicient courage to return that

far. A retreat was considered the better

part of valor and it was carried out in pen

feet order barring considerable dodging of

stones.

Queen Margherita is an admirer of Bret

llarte and is anxious to see. the wild and

wooly \\'est. \Vliile royalty is not kow

towed to overmuch in Bull Frog or Ton

opah there is little doubt but what the royal

visitor would be accorded a most entbusi

astic reception in which gun firing will

ligure largely if she strikes these or similar

mining camps.
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VANDERBLLT CUP COMING BACK

Another Race in America Assured—Chair

man Morrel-l Talks of Courses.

That there will be a contest for the Van

derbilt cup in this country in 1906 now ap

pears assured. According to cable advices

received from W. K. Vanderbilt, Ir., who

went to France to definitely settle the dis

position of his trophy; which is at present

in Paris, it appears certain that the race

will be held this fall, by virtue of Tracy's

gaining third place in Dr. H. E. Thomas’s

Locomobile, in last year's contest and of

But

just where it will be run off is another

France’s refusal to conduct a race.

matter. To quote Chairman Robert Lee

Morrell of the three A's

“There has been opposition in the past

racing board:

where there should have been cooperation.

The race is an event of suflicient import

ance to any locality to have its residents

come forward with a petition to that effect

of their own accord," added Mr. Morrel, in

response to the Motor W'orld's inquiries.

"My Vanderbilt

is ofiicial," he went on, "so that there is no

doubt as to the holding of the race in this

country, but we are tired of fighting in

junctions and opposition. It is time that

the residents of localities where there are

good roads should realize the great advant

age resulting from the holding of the race

in their locality and make a bid for it, as

is done in France, where substantial finan

cial support is tendered. Last year’s race

was a financial success, netting about

$5.500, due in a large part to the increase

of the entrance fee from $300 to $500, but

the expenses amounted to $19,000.

"Last summer I talked with Highway

Commissioner McClintock, of Massachus

etts, of holding the race between Boston

and \Vorcester, as well as with Mr. McDon

.ald, who holds the same position in Con—

necticut, as to a course in that State, and

while we agreed that certain roads would

be favorable for such an event, there was no

definite understanding. We do not wish to

commit ourselves to any particular locality

at this early date,” continued Mr. Morrell.

"Any place in the country that has aspira

tions in this direction may make its attrac

tions known. We are tired of opposition

and are not going to encounter it if pos

sible. As an indication that the value of

the race to a locality is beginning to be

appreciated, I have already received an ap

plication from the Board of Supervisors

of Nassau County, Long Island, where the

race was run last year, but no action will

be taken on it at present.”

Asked as to his relation to the post of

chairman of the A. A. A. racing board for

another year, Mr. Morrell said that it was

doubtful if business interests would permit

information from Mr.

him to devote the great amount of time

and attention to the matter that its proper

administration requires, and that accord

ingly he would not accept the position

again. “But, if instead of centering power

in a cumbrous racing board such as that of

last year," he added, "there was appointed

an executive committee of the racing board

to consist of at least three members, each

of whom was selected particularly for his

fitness, and absolute control of racing man

agement, was given this committee, I would

be willing to serve as a member."

It is understood that considerable pres

sure has been brought to bear upon Mr.

Morrell to make him reconsider his decis—

ion against accepting a reappointment, W.

K. Vanderbilt, Jr., being among those who

have urged him to retain the office.

Here’s the Garage Apartment House.

"Tenants arehcqucstctl not to keep more

than two automobiles in their apart

ments.

“Automobile elevator begins running at

8 a. in.

"Please report any inattention of automo

bile clevator boy to the janitor's gar

age in basement.

“Ring bell one for gasolcnc, twice for oil,

and three times for fire department.”

Utopia seemed a step nearer for automo

bilists in Chicago last week when plans

were announced for an apartment building

in which every flat will have its own gar

age. If the scheme is put into effect as

planned, dwellers in these unique twentieth

century apartments can step directly from

their living rooms into their automobiles,

be conveyed to the street via the elevator,

drive serenely away without having once

lifted a foot since they entered the car.

No more waiting in the snow or rain at

the curb. The brilliant idea has been con

ceived by LaVernc \V. Noyes, of the Aero—

motor Company. The building will occupy

50 feet on Lake Shore drive and 152 feet

on Elm street. It will be seven stories

high and cost $250,000.

The automobile room, as the garage will

be called, is to be in the extreme rear of

each apartment, facing Elm street. The

room will be directly connected with an

electric elevator big enough to accommo

date any car except a “rubber-neck wagon.”

The Noyes building will provide accommo

dations for four automobiles for each flat,

making a total for the building of twenty

eight. No doubt there will be many appli—

>cations for the janitorship in the Noyes

“motorists’ heaven," for such a position in

a building of this kind would tend to ele

vate the janitor and raise him to a higher

plane than he already now occupies. He

could run a nice little accessory store in the

basement, and the chances for plum pick

ing—Senator Freylinghuysen's proposed

“motor vehicle autocrat’ would not have

near so fruitful a field to operate in as this

janitor of the Twentieth Century fiat.

THREE DAYS OF ALCOHOL

Subject Thoroughly Threshed out at Wash

ington—Strong Attendance at Hearing.

That

will not be permitted to languish unthought

the proposed alcohol legislation

of or die unmourned is clearly evident from

the well attended hearings held in the Ways

and Means Committee room of the House

of Representatives during the latter part of

last week. In addition to Secretary Wil

son of the Department of Agriculture, there

was heard at the first session, which lasted

three and a half hours, R. F. Herrick, of

\Vinchester, Mass, representing the New

England section of the Society of Chemi

cal Industry and the American Chemical

Society; ex-Governor Bachelder, of New

Hampshire, master of the National Grange

of the Patrons of Husbandry, Paul Mehlin,

President of the National Piano Manufact

turers' Association, Commissioner Yerkes,

of- the Internal Revenue Office, and Prof.

Charles E. Monroe, of George Washington

University.

The addresses of these representatives

of various industries were in the nature of

pleas for legislation on the subject and

were endorsed by Secretary Wilson, while

Commissioner Yerkes and Prof. Monroe

dwelt largely with matters of information

concerning the working of a provision for

tax free alcohol

The second hearing held on the following

day not only brought out almost the full

roster of the Ways and Means Committee

itself, but a very much larger attendance of

witnesses in behalf of the movement. The

speakers at the second session were like

wise chiefly representatives of various in

dustries, such as silk, hat and chair making

interests, although there were also dele—

gates from commercial associations, as the

President of the Philadelphia Trades Lea

gue, a representative of the Detroit Cham

ber of Commerce and of the Michigan State

Grange, an organization of 50.000 farmers.

Besides these there was a delegation from

the Lynn, Mass, Painters’ and Decorators’

Union, accompanied by a member of the

association who had become totally blind

through using wood alcohol to remove

paint in a closed room.

New York was heard from in the shape

of resolutions adopted by the New York

State Grange at a meeting in Geneva, en

dorsing the bills now before Congress, and

also calling upon the State Legislature to

urge upon Congress the necessity for the

immediate enactment of this legislation.

The hearing of the third day was devot

ed entirely to listening to testimony of Dr.

Wiley. This was in the nature of experi

ments showing the different forms assumed

by alcohol. He admitted that it was poss

ible to convert dcnaturized alcohol back to

a condition suitable for drinking purposes.

but argued that the cost of such proeess

would be greater than the manufacture of

new alcohol from grain.
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DETROIT SHOW7 MINUS DOGS

But Two Brand New Cars Crop Out—

Michigan Products Conspicuous.

Detroit, Mich., Feb. 12.--There is no dog

music at Detroit's "fifth annual," the sec—

ond of the local shows to be held this year,

which was opened this evening in the Light

Guard Armory, under the management of

the Tri-State Automobile and Sporting

Goods Association. The absence of this

sort of “music” is, indeed, the conspicuous

feature of this year's exhibition. The array

of howling canines which constituted the

dog show held in connection with the pre

vious exhibitions of motor vehicles, is miss

ing. The Association will hold its dog

show in March. It is just as well perhaps,

for from the looks of the thing there would

not be room in the Armory for both dogs

and automobiles. As it is, the exhibitors

are cramped for room, and many of them

have been unable to get all their models

in the spaces assigned them. The result

is that the agents—it is almost purely

local show—have been obliged to keep'up

a continual sprint between the hall and

their places of business.

Almost all the leading makes are repre

sented, including the Olds, Reo, Jackson,

Cadillac, Northern, White, Areocar, Pierce,

Pope-Toledo, Columbia, Welch, Peerless,

Autocar, Packard, Pungs-Finch, Thomas,

Queen, \Ninton, Woods, Locomobile,

Franklin, Rambler, Ford, Wayne, Maxwell,

Reliance and Baker, in the pleasure line,

while the Rapid and Soules delivery wagons

and “foods gasolene and electric delivery

wagons and trucks are also accorded

spaces alongside their forerunners, cars of

the pleasure type. Eighteen of the cars are

Michigan productions.

Although it has been shown at the other

shows, and is not exactly what might be

termed new to Detroiters, the Aerocar,

made in this city, is attracting considerable

attention. The Walker runabout is another

of the comparatively new cars, that is made

in Detroit. One of the brand new cars,

that had a crowd around it all evening, is

the Paragon runabout. made in Detroit by

the Detroit Automobile Mfg. Co. It is not

surprising that it was the center of attrac

tion, for the price—$375, with a buggy top

included—would suffice to draw those who

"would a-motoring go" but haven’t the

price. It employs a two-cylinder air-cooled

motor developing five horsepower, with

direct drive. A neweomer in the field is

the Motorcar Co., of Detroit, which is

showing for the first time, three models of

its Cartercar. There are two types of tour

ing car and one delivery wagon, each using

the same chassis, upon which is mounted

a 20 horsepower, two-cylinder horizontal

opposed motor, water-cooled. In sundries

there is nothing that has not been shown

at the other shows or that is not too well

known to describe.

The really remarkable part of the show

was that all the exhibits were in place by

7 o'clock when the doors opened. Chicago’s

show did not close until Saturday and the

wares shown there were then rushed to

Detroit in special cars, arriving here from

seven o'clock this morning until late in the

afternoon. How they all were gotten in

the building and set up is a mystery whiclr

none but Detroit‘s energetic workmen can

explain. The crowd at the opening night

was greater than on any previous opening

and augurs well for business to be done,

The exhibitors and the wares they are

displaying are as follows:

Reo Motor Car Co., Reo cars; Seidler

Miner Automobile Co., Jackson cars; Cadil

lac Automobile Co., Cadillac gasolene and

Baker electric cars; \Vm. F. V. Ueuman,

Soules delivery wagon; Northern Mfg. Co.,

Northern cars; Detroit Auto Mfg. Co., Par

agon car; White Garage, VV'hite cars; J. P.

Schneider, Olds, Pierce, Pope-Toledo and

Columbia cars; Welch Motor Car Co.,

Welch cars; Standard Automobile Co.,

Peerless, Autocar and Packard cars;

Pungs-Finch Automobile Co., Pungs-Finch

cars; Rapid Motor Vehicle Co., Rapid de

livery wagons and trucks; Grant Bros,

Buick and Thomas cars; Blomstrom Motor

Car Co., Queen cars; Olds Motor Works,

Olds cars; Detroit Automobile Co., Win

ton, Woods, Locomobile and Franklin cars;

Wm. H. Weber, Rambler cars; J. J. Miller;

Ford Motor Car Co., Detroit, Ford cars;

Wayne Automobile Co., Wayne cars;

Maxwell, McLeod & Co., Maxwell cars;

Walker Motor Car Co., Walker runabout;

Aerocar Co., Aerocars; Motorcar Co., Car

tercars; Reliance Motor Car Co., Reliance

cars; S. F. Bowser & Co., Inc., gasolene

storage outfits; Newton & Woodall; Hayes

Mfg. Co., hoods, radiators and fenders;

Hertz & Co., spark-plugs, timers, etc.;

Detroit Steel Products Co., springs; Motor

& Accessory Mfg. Co., supplies; Gray &

Davis, lamps and generators; Edwin S.

George; Shug Mfg. Co., ignition appar

atus; Michigan Storage Battery Co., storage

batteries; Monnier Cycle & Automobile

Supply Co., supplies; Michigan Steel Boat

Co., motor boats; Firestone Tire 8: Rubber

Co., tires; Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Solar

lamps; Edmunds 81 Jones, lamps; Mac

Donald, VVessels & Ames, supplies;

Automobile Equipment Co., tops and

supplies; C. F. Splitdorf, spark-plugs, coils,

etc.; Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., “Per

fection” oilers; Briscoe Mfg. Co., hoods,

radiators, fenders, etc.; Hyatt Roller Bear—

ing Co., Hyatt roller bearings; \Nm. E.

Metzger, accessories; Salisbury Tire Co.,

tires; Standard Oil Co., fuels and lubri

cants; Jones Speedometer, speedometers,

odometers, etc.; Rands Mfg. Co., tops;

Hydraulic Oil Storage Co.; Wm. Cramp

& Sons Ship & Engine Building Co., man

ganese bronze castings; American Lamp

Co., lamps; United Mfg. Co., “Little Giant"

gasolene engines; O. C. Foster and Michi

gan Bolt 8: Nut Works.

BOSTON’S EMBELLISHNIENTS

New England Show will be Marked by

Pergolas and Grapevines.

When the Boston Automobile Dealers'

Association set the example of employing

a uniform system of decoration for the

Automobile and Power Boat Show a year

ago, it is possible that they builded wiser

than they knew, for the idea was destined

to be copied very largely, and to tax the

ingenuity of the decorators to the utmost

in providing new and pleasing combina

tions in all the more prominent exhibitions.

But, however that may be, the management

has promised this year not simply to follow

its own precedent, but to introduce a few

new kinks which will prove an eye opener

to the public outside the Bay State. And.

indeed, the general description which has

been sent out this week seems not to belie

the assertion in the least, for when the

doors of .\Iechanics' and Symphony Halls

are thrown open to the public ‘on the even

ing of March 10th at the commencement of

the exhibition, there will be revealed a

scheme of decoration which in motif and

execution will be both unconventional and

attractive.

There will be a pergola covering the

main aisle of the first great hall of Mechan~

ics building and the two large aisles of

Grand Hall—with a band stand at the inter

section of the two Grand Hall pergolas.

The hundreds of marbelizcd columns used

for this decorating scheme will support the

lattice overhead, from which will trail

thousands of yards of grape vines hanging

in graceful forms, vines and fruit spark

ling and glittering with the myriad electric

lights concealed among the leaves. The

walls will be covered with green burlap

capped with red, while trailing laurel will

add the finishing touch of beauty. Floors

will be covered with grass matting and

spaces will be divided by white enamel

railings supported by brass-capped posts.

From the railings will be suspended a

plaited drapery of dark green shade of

Amure. All the signs on the floor have

dark red backgrounds and gold letters and

will be placed at a uniform height over each

space, thus carrying out the uniformity that

is so necessary in a show of this kind. In

the Grand Hall the signs will be supported

on white enamel posts.

The basement will be draped with yacht

emblems, pennants and flags and will pre

sent a far better appearance than ever be

fore. Rope railings will divide the spaces

in which will be exhibited some Of the

finest boats, engines and trucks ever seen

under one roof.

Symphony Hall. where the overflow will

be housed, will also present a particularly

attractive scene as the natural beauties

of the building will be enhanced by the

apple blossom decorations adopted by the

management.
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TINKERING AS A DISEASE

Some of the Questions that Arise and Some

Points to be Considered.

Many persons live in a state of perpetual

panic lest they be ill.

eluding those who have just acquired their

Many motorists, in

first car and sometimes those who are just

finishing their fifth, suffer from a chronic

disease which for want of a better name

has been styled “Tinkeritis.” Automobilists

who are afflicted with this malady are like

the small boy who is not content until he

has taken his watch apart to discover what

makes it go and then wonders why it does

not run after he reassembles it. The motor

ist who sits at the driving wheel contin

ually in a state of high tension, straining

his ears for symptoms of knocking in the

engine, is sure something is grinding that

ought not to grind.

Is he unhappy? .No, not at all. The only

misery a sufferer from “tinkeritis” has to

endure is when everything goes right.

There is an old saying, “If you look for

trouble you’ll surely find it," and it seems

to be well applicable to the man who is

forever and always tinkering with the

mechanism of his car. The paradise of the

victim of “tinkeritis"—that is, motor “tin

keritis”—-is to have his ignition balk, his

mixture to become chaotic, added to a

broken crankshaft and a frozen lubricator

all in the space of five minutes. He evi

dently thinks cars are not built to go, but

to allow their owners eternally to crawl

around them for the purpose of mechanical

adjustment.

“I would I were a motor maker,” is an

everlasting theme of the tinkermaniac, who

thinks the motor millennium would then

arrive. Not once does it occur to him that

manufacturers of automobiles know the

first elements of their construction. He is

apparently looking for the car to give trou

ble and it does. The trouble arises eight

times out of ten from the mere fact that the

Owner suffers a violent attack of “tinker

itis.”

Abnormal repair bills frequently are due

to amateur “tinkeritis.” Running- cost de

pends largely upon the presence or absence

of this microbe, which flourishes and waxes

fat in so many garages. Like the mumps

or the measles’seizing upon the young and

defenseless—so does this disease frequently

attack the novice. The “tinkeritis” fever

may wear itself out with the first car, but

the chances are that the car will be the first

to succumb. It is, however, when the dis—

ease takes hold of the veteran that the case

is serious and the cure doubtful.

In its first stages the sufferer proves a

veritable gold mine for the repair man, but

presently he becomes harmful to the in

dustry. His car always is in a state of abso

lute breakdovm, mechanical exhaustion or

feeble convalescence. Its debility and in

validism are public object lessons to his

friends and neighbors to beware of the

automobile. They do not appreciate nor

stop to think that his car was a sound and

healthily-constituted vehicle until its owner

developed the malady and converted it into

a broken-winded crock.

Nearly every owner has to face an at

tack of “tinkeritis,” just as he was obliged

to grapple with a period of teething or a

spell of whooping cough in his infantile

days, and a temporary phase of tinkering

on his first car teaches him many things

relative to the internal anatomy of the ma

chine. But “tinkeritis” in the owner of a

second car is apt to prove a dogged disease

—and, if not hurtful to the man himself, is

not the best thing for the car.

What they Call it.

Grandma says we’re right in style,

A'sittin’ in our automo-bile.

Grandpa says we’re fit to kill,

A’ridin’ in our automo-bill.

Ma, she says we ought to feel

Grateful fer our automo-beel.

Pa says there ain’t no other man

Kin run an auto like he can.

Auntie preaches near and far

‘Bout our lovely touring car.

Uncle Bill says he ain’t seen

Nowhere such a good machine.

Brother Jim, he keeps a-braggin’

’Bout the speed of our new wagon.

But, oh, it sounds so grand and noble

When Sister Sue says automoble.

—Puck.

Motor ’Bus as a Dressing Room.

Rather a novel use for one of the London

motor ’busses has resulted in its conversion

into a traveling green room in order to

accommodate an actress who does her

“turns” at two different theatres some dis

tance apart with but a short interval be

tween. In fact, she has but forty-five min

utes in which to leave the stage of the

Gaiety as the “Spring Chicken,” transform

herself into one of the characters of the

“Hero and Heroine” at the Palace and re

turn to resume her part at the first theatre,

which entails another change of costume.

Just how rapidly this lightning change pro

cess must be effected may be realized from

the fact that the performance at the Palace

requires twenty minutes. A Vanguard gas

olene driven motor ’bus has been curtained

and daintily fitted as a dressing room and

all changes are made en route.

Responsibility for' Hired Cars.

Whether a person hiring a motor car is

liable for tire repair is a point just de

cided by a Manchester, England, court. A

British motOrist hired a car for $25 a day

for a run from Manchester to Lands End.

A back tire burst and a new one, costing

$55, was paid for by the customer, who

sought to recover from the owner. The

judge decided that persons hiring motor

cars, like persons hiring cabs, were not

responsible for any damage and gave judg—

ment for the customer.

THE CHOOSING OF A CAR

Some of the Symptoms and How it Usually

Afi'ects Most of the Victims.

Probably no question is easier to enlarge

upon than that dealing with the choosing of

a car, and probably none is more futile

when considered from any but the most

general standpoint. For the whole matter

so hinges about the individual tastes of the

prospective owner, that for another to at

tempt to dictate to him in any specific way,

is but a waste of time, and on that account

the generality of the advices given to own

ers, and expecting owners, is as worthless

as it is explicit and detailed. There are,

however, several general points of construc

tion, which are of considerable importance

in the service of any machine, and which

may be applied with equal aptitude to all

types.

In the first place, the question of type,

weight, power and price having been fixed

upon, it should be noted that the maximum

of stability and accessibility have been se

cured in the design of the machine, for

upon these two matters, hang more of the

worth of the car than would at first appear

Second only to these, it

should be noted that that wherever possible

to the novice.

the working parts have been enclosed and

protected from dust and dirt, and that the

method of enclosure adopted has been such

that the parts themselves can be got at

with ease. This applies not simply to the

vital parts of engine and transmission, but

to the other mechanism which may be so

disposed that it is subject to derangement

or injury as a result of the action of the

finely divided particles of dust from the

road when mingled with and carried in the

surplus lubricant. The mere covering of

the entire under side of the machine, and

the enclosure of the articulations of inter

nally expanding brakes, and cardan shafts,

for instance, is not entirely effective unless

the enclosure is made complete, and at the

same time, readily demountable in case of

need.

A matter in connection with the lubrica

tion of the working parts which is quite

likely to escape the novice is that of the

arrangement of the piping from the central

lubricator to the various bearings which it

supplies. This should be substantially put

up, and should at the same time provide

for the working of the different parts of

the machine so that no kinking at the

bends, or tearing away from the connec

tions can occur under ordinary usage. All

bends should be made with a fairly large

radius of curvature, and the disposition of

the leads should be such that there can be

no chafing against any of the moving

parts.
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As to the mechanism itself, it should be

seen to that all arms are fastened substan—

tially to their rods or shafts, so that there

shall be no possibility of their working

loose in service. Keys should be of ample

size and depth, and whereever possible, the

principle of the taper fit should be used

to insure the maximum of rigidity with the

minimum of dependence on the keys and

nuts which are used simply as fastenings.

Particularly in connection with the operat~

ing levers, it should be noted that there is

little or no spring when the parts are

brought into use as this always tends to

wear away the bearings, no matter how

solidly they may have been made originally,

and leads to a deal of complication when

the car has been in use for a few months.

In many otherwise practical machines, the

clutch pedal shaft, shows a visable

amount of deflection when the pedal is dc<

pressed, and this alone should be taken as

an indication that it is not sufficiently

strong for its work, even though the adja

cent parts may be amply solid, and the de—

flection can apparently do no harm in any

way.

It should be noted that all connections

between the links and arms are made in

such a way that the pull exerted upon them

is in direct line, that is to say, that no

amount of normal service can tend to rack

the components out of line, and that the

adjustments are properly locked in secure

fashion. This, of course, implies that all

nuts and bolts used in making such adjust

ments shall be protected by lock-nuts and

cotter pins or other locking means where

practicable, and that in permanent or semi

permanent adjustments, as in the mounting

of the motor and transmission, lock wash

ers shall be used.

The adjustment of all moving parts

should be looked into, and care taken to

note that there is provision for further ad

justment, and that in case an adjust

ment is not perfect in any case, it is not

the fault of the mechanism, but rather that

of the assembler. Special care should be

taken to see that there is no lost motion——

particularly in a new car—between the vari

ous parts. And in connection with this,

the amount of spring of the parts should

be noted, and the point where the yielding

occurs noted, and the cause ascertained.

In connection with the ignition appara

tus, it should be seen to that the wiring is

located in such a way that it is as little

exposed as possible, and that ,it is put up

in a workmanlike manner, and without

stretching or kinking the conductors.

manner of making the terminal connections

should also be looked into, to see that they

are permanently and substantially made,

and that there is no possibility of their

breaking. through the fraying of the wires

at the binding screws, or through the

burning or tempering of the wires, in cases

where soldered connections are employed.

All of these are minor details in them

selves, yet they may be taken as a measure
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of the degree of care which has been laid

out in the construction of the hidden parts

of the ear. and are in reality of more vital

importance when it comes to a considera

tion of the actual service which can be got

out of a machine on the road, than the true

novice can be made to believe, generally

speaking. The more expensive grades of

car at the present time, are little likely to be

found at fault in any of these respects,

though many of them have certain minor

flaws in construction. which are apparent to

the trained mechanical eye at the first

glance. The cheaper grades of machine.

however, which have been built in more

economical fashion, and under greater re—

strictions as to the cost of assemblage, are

frequently open to a great deal of criticism

in this respect. The discovery of minor

faults of the sort indicated, need not of

necessity condemn an otherwise satisfac

tory machine, but they should lead to a

thorough examination of the parts found to

be at fault, to see that the cause is not more

vital than at first would appear. and that

the drawback, whatever it may be, cannot

affect the running of the car to any material

degree. These are things which come out

when the owner has once become fairly

well acquainted with his machine. The

point is, however, that he should take care

to gain the most intimate acquaintance that

circumstances will permit before he has

committed himself. rather than afterward,

when the knowledge gained may involve a

considerable outlay of time and money, or

even when some accidentmay have occurred

which though springing from an insig

nificant source. is by no means trivial in

its effect.

How to Strike a Light.

One usually has a box of matches in the

daytime, but many motorists find on a wet,

windy night that they have either used all

their matches in trying to light their lamps

or have forgotten the matchbox. One of

the fraternity who frequently has been per

plexed by this dilemma suggests the follow

ing: Disconnect the high tension cable from

the spark plug in the motor and connect to

a spare plug; lay this in the cylinder head,

keeping the terminal away from the metaL.

Make a small torch by cutting a cleft in a.

stick and fixing a piece of waste, paper or

rag therein; turn the starting handle until

the plug is sparking, soak your torch in

gasolene taken from the carburetter and

you have the necessary light. If you have

an open spark gap in the circuit the light

can be obtained from this without unscrew

ing the terminal.

Providing an Extra Air Inlet.

For the benefit of those users who desire

to apply an extra air inlet to a carburetter

which has not originally been equipped with

such a device, an inventor has recently con—

trived a suitable valve which can be clamp_

ed to the outside of the inlet pipe between

the mixing chamber and the throttle valve

without altering the structure or arrange

ment of the existing vaporizer. It may be

applied by simply cutting a hole in the

intake and clamping it in place.

.Jl‘a-_
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IGNITION REVIEWED

How it has Evoluted from the Hot Tube—

Tendencies of the Present and Prob

abilities of the Future.

There few dissenters from the

dictum that decrees the use of mechanically

operated valves or forced feed lubiication,

are

or similar matters of relative importance

to the proper functioning of the motor, but

it is apparent that a process of evolution is

going on where the ignition is considered.

In one respect the matter of ignition is

equally well settled as that of certain other

features, such, for instance, as the shaft

drive, inasmuch as a majority of all the cars

on the market use the high-tension

system.

On the other hand, it cannot well be

compared with such an item as the shaft

drive, for this is not alone a feature that

is gaining new adherents constantly, but it

is, moreover, considered more as a finality.

Accessions are likewise being made to the

ranks of the users of high tension ignition,

but they are without exception newcomers

in the field. They have never used any

other while many of the new shaft driven

cars once used double chains, and, in some

instances, the single chain.

How Designers HaveI)ifiered.

As a basis for stating that ignition gen-

erally is a question upon which designers

as a body are not uniformly agreed as upon

a number of other features, it may safely be

said that the high tension system is not re

garded as final by any means. Seemingly

less progress has been made where this

matter of prime import is concerned than

in many others—ignition appears to have

stood still as far as any radical improve

ment is concerned. This refers more par

ticularly to the years 1903 and 1904, during

which time little was done except to per

fect the details of construction and design

of the various component parts, such as

coils, vibrators, switches, distributors and

the like. \Vhere the latter are concerned

the great advances made are without doubt

responsible for the immensely increased re

liability of ignition systems as a wnole.

Better contact making devices and better

distributors, greatly improved coils and

trembler machines, all these have con

tributed so largely to steady working that

the designer is naturally 10th to part with

what serves the purpose well for something

which, though it may promise vastly greater

simplicity and correspondingly greater re

liability and ease of adjustment and repair,

is, nevertheless, not cheaper and involves a

radical disturbance of existing features.

Probably this policy of “let well enough

alone” is responsible in great measure for

the continued adherence to the same sys

tem in such a large number of instances.

ln going forward, those designers who

-and torches.

were not content to follow the general run

but wished to strike out for themselves,

have gone backward. Apparently a contra

diction in terms, but in a sense true, for in

leaving the beaten path, these dissatisfied

seekers after improvement and simplicity

have reverted to the low tension make and

break system of ignition that was discarded

but a few years ago to make room for the

competitor which it now in turn threatens

to oust. In order to make the present

status of both perfectly clear it is necessary

to trace the trend of improvement back

ward for several years.

Daimlers's Hot Tube.

To begin with its inception, it is well

known that Daimler found the ignition the

first and most serious stumbling block he

encountered in the adaptation of the in

ternal combustion motor to a road vehicle,

and it was something upon which he worked

for a considerable length of time before ar

riving at a result which warranted giving

it a road trial. The result of his experi

ments was the hot tube. a device that mo

torists who have joined the cult within the

past three years have no conception of. It

consisted of a small platinum tube, very

.small in fact. extending a short distance

into the combustion chamber horizontally

at a position close to the top of the cylinder.

At its outer end this contrivance carried a

small hood extending vertically above it for

a few inches and directly beneath it a small

cup similar to those used on gasolene lamps

And starting the hot tube was

effected in the same manner as in the case

of the latter, except that as soon as hot

enough to fire the charge the working of the

motor was relied upon to maintain the

platinum at the right temperature. A small

amount of gasolene or alcohol poured into

the -cup referred to supplied the initial

source of heat, and under favorable circum

stances an ounce or two of fuel was suffi

cient to get the engine under way.

The disadvantage of such a system read

ily will be apparent. but that it served the

ends of its designer by accomplishing what

was intended of it until something better

could be devised goes without saying, for

all the original Daimlers, as well as the Pan

hard cars, were equipped with it. Nor is

this such a matter of ancient history as it

may appear to be to the casual observer

unacquainted with its history, for it was a

feature of the Panhard cars as late as 1902,

and when the latter firm first took up elec

trical ignition it was merely as an auxiliary.

Faith in the original remained firm to the

extent of continuing its installation until

electricity proved itself beyond peradven

ture its superior. Naturally the greatest

inherent defect'of this predecessor of the

jump spark on the car was its liability to

become cooled unduly so that it failed to

fire the charge, rendering a repetition of the

starting pr0cess necessary. This and the

impossibility of altering the time of igni

tion proved its undoing.

“Electrical ignition was not wholly a nov-

elty at that time for it had been in use to a

considerable extent on small stationary and

marine motors, although the use of the high

tension current and the jump spark plug

were a departure. A modification of Daim

ler's hot tube was in use to a great extent

on stationary gas engines, the proper tem

perature being maintained in this case by

burning a gas jet at the base of the hood of

the tube. For engines of 25 horsepower or

over this is still a common method of ef

fecting ignition, but on lower powers it is

:xtremely wasteful of fuel, in the case of

five or six horsepower engines using as

much if not more for this purpose as is

required to run the engine itself, for the

proportion of air used is greatly less.

Advent of Electricity.

This need of great economy led to the

adoption of the electric current in the first

instance. The method of utilizing it con

sisted of the familiar hammer and anvil, the

source of energy being represented by a dry

or wet primary battery, usually of the open

circuit type. The sparking capacity of the

current was increased by placing a single

wound, highly self-inductive spark coil in

the circuit. Both as regards efficiency and

economy this system is without an equal

for the small, slow speed stationary engine,

and probably the fact that it operated so

well on this type of engine is responsible

for the small amount of attention devoted

to its improvement. Hot tube igni

tion of any character was naturally unfitted

to the needs of the designer of marine en

gines and to the latter must be accorded

considerable of the credit for advancement

in this direction. But apart from its

changed environment there was not much

to distinguish the operating conditions of

the small marine motor and its shore com

petitor, so that here also no great amount

of improvement was found necessary to

render the adaptation a success. \/\'ith in

creased speed in the marine motor came a

demand for a sparking mechanism that

would not break down under the influence

of wear in such a short time. a fact that

shortly led to the designing of the wipe

contact as well as other modifications of

this portion of the mechanism.

But high speed from the point of view of

the stationary or marine engine designer

and from that of the builder of automobile

motors is a very different quantity indeed.

It may well be doubted if many of the auto

mobile motors of early vintage could be

governed to run as slowly as the average

normal speed of many a stationary engine

using the make and break system of igni

tion. So that apart from its crudity, it is

not at all to be wondered at that when

transferred bodily from one to another'this

method of producing the spark in the com

bustion chamber proved practically an utter

failure. Its parts were cumberous and heavy

and their movement entailed the use of

equally heavy actuating parts, the addition

of which only tended to further burden a

mechanism that was not any too well un—
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derstood at its best. But more than all

that, was the overpowering demand of this

system for current. As if it were not

enough that the moving parts should wear

out or shortly go to pieces under the strain

imposed by the high speed engine, it was

impossible to obtain a battery that would

survive the heavy draught made upon its

energy for very long. One to two hundred

impulses per minute and five to six hun

dred were totally different quantities and

no type of cell made, whether primary or

secondary was found adequate to the task.

Direct Current Generator.

The one thing remaining was the small

direct current genrator, but as this was in

its infancy it likewise proved a great dis

appointment. Such machines can only be

designed to produce their output within a

limited range of their normal speed; over

speeding causes them to burn out and a

drop of more than 10 or 15 per cent. causes

them to refuse to generate. The task of

the automobile engine builder in overcom

ing these first defects of the very life giving

element of the motive power is not entirely

appreciated and it is barely to be wondered

at that he went from one thing to another

and was at that time willing to adopt any

thing that ot’fered sufficient promise of ful

filling this all important duty. The low

tension make and break system accordingly

was of short duration on the automobile

motor. Indeed, only a few of the pioneers

of the art resorted to it for some adopted

the jump spark from the outset and later

comers were only too glad to be able to

follow in their footsteps.

Coil W'ith Contact Breaker.

Just who was responsible for the invert

tion of the combination of the induction

coil with a contact breaker and a spark

plug—the elements of the high tension sys

tem, does not appear and, so far as known,

no patents have ever been taken out on any

system of this kind as a whole, though there

are patent rights without end in connection

with its connection with its various com

ponents. Suffice it to say, however, the

high tension system antedated the advent

of the automobile by quite a few years. But

it was not until taken up generally for the

use of the motor car that its possibilities

were ever developed.

Since then it has been consistently ad

hered to, although as already stated, prac

tically the only improvements made in it

during the past decade have been in the na

ture of refinement of detail and it is need

less to add that coils, switches and other

accessories now to be had in such endless

profusion and niccty of construction were

then an utterly unknown quantity. So far

as that most essential component of the

system—the source of curent, was con

cerned, this did not change for several

years. The dry cell was selected owing to

its compactness and freedom from fluid

solutions and to its vagaries as then consti

tuted, must be attributed a large part of

the afflictions that beset early experiment

ers. The dry cell of to-day bears little re

semblance to its predecessors of five years

ago, where efficiency is concerned. Follow

ing it came the small accumulator and the

likewise‘diminntive generator, the adoption

of neither of which gave the motorist undue

cause for congratulation at the outset. In

1903 the high tension magneto made its

appearance in the American field as a for

eigner, for it came from abroad.

Advent of the Magneto.

Such were existing conditions at the close ‘

of 1904; American cars represented prac

tically every known type of electrical igni

tion except the low tension make and break

and the show of 1905 was signalized by the

apearance of one or two instances in which

this was a feature. It had long been con

sidered that the excessive momentum and

inertia of the moving parts necessary to

actuate the_tripping or wiping mechanism

in the cylinder would prove an insuperable

obstacle to the adaptation of this system

to the high speed engine, a fact that prob

ably accounts for the length of time it was

allowed to slumber undisturbed while the

high tension was being developed. To its re

crudesence, which dates back but a year or

two, must be attributed what has already

been referred to as the unsettled state in

which the matter of ignition presents itself

at the opening of the shows of 1906. Not

alone is there too much involved to make

this a possibility of even the near future,

but there is also the factor of initial cost in

the adoption of anything new. This will

be plain by tracing back the course that

the current producers have taken on the

car. From a pinnacle where it was the

only thing in the market, the dry cell has

been relegated to the low-priced ear; the

small direct current generator can hardly

be said to have achieved unbounded success

in this field, it has appeared here and there

but never for very long. In the meantime

the accumulator and the high tension mag

neto have developed strength to an extent

that makes their use practically universal

on cars above a certain figure. The ac

cumulators form an auxiliary to the mag

neto where the latter is employed and

where not, the storage plant is duplicated.

Duplication of Ignition.

Duplication of the ignition was in fact

one of the most marked features of last

year’s models and the experience of the

past twelve-month has demonstrated the

great value of such a precaution so con

clusively that it is now attempted on even

the lowest priced cars by providing a sec

ond set of dry cells. From this it reaches

its limit in the other direction on a car

embodying complete high and low tension

ignition systems; accumulators, coils, dis

tributor and spark-plugs on one hand and

a low tension magneto with make and break

mechanism on the other. Between the two

were to be found varying degrees of dupli

cation, the majority taking the form of a

second set of accumulators and an addi

tional unit coil. That this is a tendency

which is general regardless of the cost

of the car and which is bound to become

more and more so with the year hardly

needs repeating.

In this connection, however, it was most

noticeable that those makers who have had

the temerity to break away from established

standards so utterly as to adopt the low

tension magneto and mechanically actuated

igniters considered themselves in a position

where duplication on any such elaborate

scale was totally unnecessary. No stronger

evidence of their faith could be forthcoming

and the experience of the past year has for

tified it to an extent where, if exceptions

there be from the rule, that a duplication of

at least some vital part of the ignition sys

tem is a necessity, it will be found among

the ranks of those who have gone back to

the formerly despised make and break sys

tem, but have brought it forth in a guise

in which even its staunchest supporters of

old can see no resemblance to former prac

tise except in principle.

About Future Tendencies.

This, then, must mark the future tenden

cies where ignition is concerned. The high

tension system having been brought to a

state of development where further im

provements appear problematical, several

makers have considered the time ripe to

drop it. That there will be new adherents

to the ranks of these dissenters from time

to time goes without saying and hence

forth it will be an unceasing battle between

the supporters of the different principles.

It must be high or low, the single instance

referred to at last year’s show in which

both were embodied hardly marking a pre

cedent that will be followed owing primar

ily to the cost of installation as well as to

the fact that such a step would be directly

counter to the advantages of the extreme

simplicity and lack of parts aimed at by

those favoring the low tension. And just

here there enters the element that will deter

many from becoming disciples of the new

cult until it has become more firmly estab

lished—expense.

Just how much greater the cost of in

stalling the low tension magneto and the

mechanical igniters with their push rods,

springs and earns, is than that of the high

tension system, none but a manufacturer

can accurately calculate, but it is safe to

say that it will approximate at least double.

Competition has assumed a keenness

where manufacturing costs must now be

very closely figured and this difference pre

sents a drawback not readily overcome, un

less as is done in at least one in

stance, the Locomobile, the magneto

itself is made in the home factory

of the car. But even at that, it cannot be

brought within the reach of any but the

higher priced cars and there is little likeli

hood that it will appear at or under the
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Putting Tires to the Road Test

    
 

 

$3,000 mark. “’hile the cost of the gen

erator itself forms a very important item

it is not due to this alone by any means

that one so greatly exceeds the other, for

It has only been through the employment

of the most accurate work on materials

of the highest grade that the use of this

System on the high speed motor has has

been made possible. By totally discarding

the crude prototypes that worked so well

on small, slow speed stationary engines

and that failed so dismally on the automo

bile, in favor of parts weighing but a frac—

tion of their predecessors it has been found

possible to overcome the disadvantages of

excessive inertia and momentum. Naturally

this class of work is beyond the manufac

turer who is building a competitive car

that is, one to sell at as low a price as pos

sible consistent with good work, such as a

number of the four-cylinder cars being put

out at $1.800 or less for the coming season.

There is on the other hand so much compe

tition between the makers of accessories

for high tension systems that contact

breakers, coils, switches and distributors

that are far better than the best of but a

few years ago may now be had at a frac

tion of what the latter cost.

This must, of course, determine the

choice of manufacturers of such cars and

there is little to be looked forward to in

the shape of novelty 0r radical departure

on any but the more expensive examples

of the builder's art. That where the latter

is in evidence it will take the form of the

low tension system with its simple heavy

generator is generally conceded. And fur

ther than that, developments are to be

looked for in the case of those who have

already made this a standard part of their

equipment for the past year, for it is natur

ally to be expected that its present form is

but an introduction to improvements that

are to come. It is not difficult even for the

layman, to realize that the use of push rods,

springs and cams embodies over-much

complication and an excess of small mov

ing parts that are bound to require more or

less constant attention. They are unneces

sary it would seem, nor is there any need

of substituting something else; they may

be eliminated entirely and this is what has

been done in one or two instances. By rais

ing the ignition cam shaft from its custom

ary place at the side of the lower end of the

cylinders, to a position just over or under

the igniters themselves, it is easy to ac

tuate the latter directly from the cams in

stead oi _hrough the medium of rods with

out the addition of any superfluous mechan

ism. But even simpler than this is a plan

that eliminates all moving mechanism to

accomplish the sparking in the cylinder. In

order to effect this, one of the many mag

netic spark-plugs devised in the past few

years is employed, the same. current that

actuates the plug also causing the spark.

The use of such plugs with batteries has

not been found practicable owing to the

amount of current required, but in conjunc

tion with the low tension generator of

ample capacity and substantial build this is

a system that represents the very acme of

simplicity.

But even this, should it prove highly suc

cessful, can hardly be said to represent a

goal that marks finality of design in this

respect, for the possibility of incorporating

the generator with the motor itself, instead

of making it an accessory, is something that

has only been touched upon and must

sooner or later come in for more attention.

This may be mentioned merely as one of

many possible developments that the future

may bring. IGNITOR.

 

How Hartford Tires are Tested.

Pig lead by the ton, plus car and driver,

are employed by the Hartford Rubber

\Vorks Company in testing their Hartford

Dunlop and Clincher tires. The car shown

is equipped with Hartford Dunlops and the

idea is that the only satisfactory test of

tires is based upon their performance on

the road.

The Hartford Rubber \Norks Company

employ this method of taking absolute rec

ords of their average production, and are

thus enabled to know at all times whether

or not the tires are coming up to the high

standard which has been set.

The car without the driver weighs 4050

pounds, pig lead being used on the rear

platform to secure the increased weight.

The driver has instructions not to run less

than 100 miles each day irrespective of

weather conditions. 1 .. , 'n
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QUEEREST OF MOTQRS

It has Curved Cylinders and no Crankshaft

—The Objects Sought.

Despite the now generally prevalent uni

formity of gas engine design. there are to

be seen here and there motors which are

radically different from the common run of

the type, and from time to time additions

of no little importance are made to the

ranks of the unusual. There are many of

them, which are of interest merely as studies

in design, while others develop a totally new

method of operation, and are worth far

more than the passing consideration which

their freakish appearance would seem to in

dicate. One of the most receht and radical

new comers of the latter order, is the

Rekrab two-cylinder motor, a British pro

duction, which is advertised as having

curved cylinders and no crankshaft, and

although the description is both silly and

incorrect. since all cylinders are curved, and

the machine really has a crankshaft, the

affair itself presents considerable food for

thought in the method of construction.

In place of the usual connecting rod

mechanism for transforming the recipro

cating motion of the piston to the rotary

action of the driving shaft, the old principle

of the slotted link and sliding block has

been adopted. The pistons, however, in

stead of traveling in a rectilinear path as

is commonly done where this method of

transformation is used, follow the arc of a

circle the centre of which is located at a

point in a horizontal plain with the driving

shaft, and but slightly above it. As a re

sult of this, the cylinders are formed as

segments of an annular ring, their construc

tion apart from this fact being perfectly

regular. The slotted links in which the

crank bearing blocks ride. are formed in

the centre of annular curvature of the cyl

inders, and are extended beyond the crank

shaft, and ofi‘set to attach directly to the

pistons themselves. Thus the pistons and

arms are rigidly connected together and

vibrate backward and forward pendlum

wise, while the crank bearing blocks oscil

ate in their slots to accomodate the circu

lar travel of the crank pin.

As will be vseen from the accompanying

illustration, the arrangement of the two cyl

inders A,A’, permits of a very compact con

struction in the motor. The piston A2

shown midway of its travel, is fixed to the

arm N, which is extended and pivoted at

the point P, while the sliding block k, en

closes the crank pin 5. The motion of the

piston is cirCuIar, about the centre of curv

ature P, while the block K slides back and

forth in its guides, carrying the crank pin

circularly. The arrangement of the cylin

der A is similar in every respect. The inlet

valves are automatic, while the exhaust

valves are actuated by rocker arms from

the cam shaft E in the manner indicated.

Ignition is by jump spark, and the efl’ect of

the construction is to produce a motor

which is singularly compact and rigid in its

arrangement.

A point in connection with the transfor

mation of the reciprocating motion of the

pistons into the rotative efi’ort of the shaft,

is that while in the ordinary arrangement,

the outboard and inboard strokes of the

piston are represented by equal arcs on

  

the crankshaft orbit, in this case, the arcs

are of unequal length, the advantage of

the longer being given to the working

stroke, which, of course, means that the

impulsive effort of the gas is ‘ applied

through a greater proportion of the revolu

tion of the shaft than in the common type

of motor. By the same token, however,

the lesser arc is given over to the exhaust,

 

  

and carriescompression strokes, which

with it, in the former instance, the draw

back of giving less time for the clearing

of the cylinder. This disadvantage, it is

posible to remedy by proper design, of

course, but it should not be lost sight of

as an existing fact.

The use of the annular cylinder and the

difficulties evidently attendant upon its con

struction, and also the difficulty of the prop

er construction of the piston packing, would

seem to militate strongly against the ulti

mate success of the idea in its present

form, but the motor is worthy of careful

consideration on account of the property

just indicated, which it is probably the only

machine to attain. It is being manufac~

tured by a firm in Lytonstone, which is

planning to install it regularly in a car

withh' a short time.

PET COCK IMPROVEMENT

One of the Little Things, Long Neglected,

Finally Receives Attention.

Pet the

whether as compression reliefs or for drain

cocks on automobile motor,

age -purposes, are the same to-day as they

werelong before the motor car was thought

of. The same as they are for every other

kind of work requiring them, and it has rt

mained for the designer of the Parsons

kerosene engine to invent an improved form.

This new Parson’s valve is a simple and

ingenious piece of mechanism, readily dis

mounted should occasion make it "‘06;

sary.

It consists of four pieces, a screw bush

ing, a valve spindle, control lever and a

small helical spring. The valve spindle

has a very coarse thread turned upon it.

— 3 t"W’sfg
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which engages a corresponding thread on

the inside of the bushing. ABut instead of

screwing together tightly, considerable play

is permitted between the two, and in this

lies the chief distinction of the valve. An

ordinary conical valve head forms the lower

end of the stem, and just above it are

four small ports communicating with the

hollow interior, which is open at the other

end to the atmosphere. Any leakage through

the valve can in consequence, pass through

the hollow valve spindle.

Normally the valve is held against its

seat by the spring referred to, and within

the limits of the amount of play permitted

by the loose fit between the bushing and

the spindle, it acts as an ordinary check

valve. or as the Briton terms it, “a simple

automatic non-return." In his role it is

particularly convenient for injecting gaso~

lene or kerosene into the cylinders, while

the motor is running, as it prevents the

liquid being blown out again on the up

stroke of the piston before a valve of the

ordinary type could be closed. “then r;

quired it may be opened by direct pressure,

but on the other hand. it may be set so

that the latter has no efl‘ect. By means of

the lever, the valve may be opened posi

tively and left open indefinitely as the pitch

of the thread is such as to prevent any

pressure behind the valve from closing it

automatically under these conditions.

Another feature is the facility With which

the valve may be ground in, the play be

tween the threads permitting a partial ro

tation of the valve while on its seat.
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TOOLS AND TOOL CARRYING

Complement Supplied with One Car and

the Provision for Stowage.

Like a small cruising yacht, the modern

motor car requires the expense of a good

deal of thought in arranging for the proper

and economical disposal of the tools and

spare parts which are essential to its care,

so that they shall at all times be accessible

underneath, and at the right, a compart

ment for the lubricant, two of the four cans

being used for engine oil and transmission

compound, respectively, and the others for

hard and soft grease.

In the second illustration in which the

trays are shown removed, the manner in

which the wood is fashioned to conform to

the shape of the tools and parts is made

plain. The provision of a separate place

for each tool, not simply avoids the confu

sion and attendant annoyance of the old

 

 

  

 

 

when needed, and yet shall not interfere

with the comfort and convenience of the

passengers or driver. Unlike its predeces

~=-r of a year or two ago, the present day

car exhibits as a rule considerable niccty in

the stowage of its equipment, and indeed,

many of them are worked out with a degree

of care and elaboration which well repays

the makers in the end, even though the

labor is not directly conducive to engine

efficiency, nor to smooth running on the

road. An example of the care with which

this secondary refinement has been carried

out in the 1906 types of Locomobile cars.

is here illustrated, the neat disposal of all

the essentials being well shown.

In the picture showing the tool case as it

is mounted on the car. it will be seen that

there are three trays with a compartment

time tool kit. but also serves to protect the

articles themselves fnom iniury due to jolt—

ing when on the road.

In the regular equipment are included

such extras as a jack and tire pump, in

addition to the regular assortment of tools

and spare parts, and one or two special tools

which are found useful in caring for the

machine, as for instance, the long pet cock

key with which the cocks in the engine base

may be opened from the side of the car

without the necessity of the operator‘s

crawling underneath in order to secure the

proper oil level in the crank pit. All the

components are of the best stock obtainable

and the selection is made with a view to se

curing what is essential without in the

least encumbering the car with needless

weight or useless dunnage.

CLERK ON GAS TURBINES

Gces Deeply into the Subject and then De

livers an Unfavorable Opinion.

 

Although the gas turbine has been a sub

ject for considerable discussion for several

years and has attracted a good deal of atten

tion as a possibility, its actual status has

been unknown to the average man, whOSe

attention generally speaking, would only be

called to it when presented at the hands

of one whose faith in its practicability was

perhaps tempered in a measure by his own

self-confidence. Indeed, up to the present

time, there has been scarcely a single effort

to sum up the subject from an impartial

standpoint, and to consider it in a thor

oughly conservative light. The following

extracts from a lecture recently delivered

by Dugald Clerk, than whom none is better

posted on gas engine therodynamics, com

pletely covers the subject from the theoret

ical point of view, and practically delivers

a knockout to the idea that motors 0f the

type in question can be made to succeed

commercially at this stage of the develop

ment of the mechanical arts. The full text

of the address is given in a recent issue of

the Scientific American Supplement:

"The wonderful success obtained by the

distinguished engineer, the Hon. C. A. Par

sons. and his many able followers, with the

steam turbine in its various forms," says Mr.

Clerk, “has naturally attracted the attention

of engineers to the apparently analogous

problem of the internal combustion turbine.

Accordingly. much mathematical and en

gineering ability has been recently devoted

.to the subject—so far, I am sorry to say,

without concrete result. In this sub'ect, as

yet. the dreams of the theorist obstinater

dccline to realize themselves in tangible

iron and steel. I have not been able to lin'l

: ny gas turbine in a state of effective rota

tion doing useful work, although I have

noted many statements in the press to the

effect that some Wonderful German. French

or Italian gas turbine had worked and was

about to relegate the ordinary cylinder and

piston gas engine to the museum, with

which many engineers'used to threaten the

steam engine. One gas turbine only has

really rotated within my own direct knowl

edge. It was designed by Mr. F. W. Lan

chester, of Birmingham, to operate with

the exhaust gases from one of the petrol

engines used in his well-known motor cars.

He assured me a few days ago that it really

rotated at a high speed, and made a loud

shrieking noise. but only gave, he said. a

total brake-horsepower equal to that cap

able of being evolved by two blue-bottle

flies. This power he did not consider to be

satisfactory. _ .

“Speaking seriously, it does seem remark

able that so much interest should be taken

by so many able men, without any sort of

result in practice. It appears to me that
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most of those who have written on gas tur

bines, and have even designed and patented

them, have given too little weight to cer

tain differences between the steam and in

ternal combustion engine problems. Many,

indeed, have assumed that the solution of

the gas turbine problem is the easier of the

two, and that few difficulties exist which

have not already been met and conquered

by Mr. Parsons in the steam turbine. Many

distinguished men have b~en of this opin

ion, and even Mr. Parsons himself, so early

as his first fiirbine patent, appears to have

been of the opinion that the hot gas or in

ternal combustion turbine presented prac

tically the same problem as the steam tur

bine.

“In most of the recent discussions upon

the gas-turbine problems, it has been recog

nized that the temperatures possible in the

cylinder gas engine are impossible for the

gas turbine. It has been fully proved by

many investigators, including myself, that

the temperatures quite common in the or

dinary gas engine practice range as high as

2,000 deg. C., although in the best practice

for the most economical results, 1,500 deg.

C. or 1.600 deg. C. appears to be an upper

limit. If one realizes what the temperature

2,000 degrees C. means, it becomes very

evident that no turbine constructed either

on the lines of Parsons or Laval could pos

sibly be made to work with continuous sup

ply of such gases; 2,000 deg. C. is consider

ably over the melting point of platinum. It

.15 much higher than the temperature at

which cast-iron flows from the crucible, or,

indeed, the temperature of the interior of

the blast furnace itself. Any blades of iron,

steel, or, in fact, of any other material, even

fire-brick itself, become fluid or semi-fluid

at this temperature. It is obviously hope

less, therefore, to attempt, in the gas

turbine, temperatures which are quite feas

ible in the cylinder engine. This fact, as I

have said, is generally recognized. It is

accordingly, said, by those who take a fav

orable view of the gas turbine, that it is

necessary to supply the turbine with gases

at a much lower temperature. Mr. R. M.

Neilson fixes the temperature of 700 deg.

C. as one which steel-turbine blades would

probably stand, without too rapid deteriora

tion. I fear that on this point I must differ

from him, because, in my experience, oxi

(lation of steel, and even iron, is a fairly

rapid process at this temperature.

“Seeing the impossibility of construct

ing a turbine with materials to stand a high

temperature, many have proposed to con

vert high temperature into kinetic energy,

so that instead of having work stored up

in the gas in the form of heat, the heat

shall disappear, and the energy of the heat

transformed into motion of the gaseous par

ticles at a high velocity. Such proposals,

then, include the compressing of a gaseous

mixture to, say, 50 pounds or 60 pounds

above atmosphere, the igniting of that mix

ture within a combustion chamber at con

stant pressure, and the expansion of the

mixture through an expanding jet of the

Laval type, so as to drop the temperature

and obtain its equivalent in kinetic energy

or velocity of the gaseous particles. The

rapidly-moving particles at the relatively

low pressure and temperature are then al

lowed to impinge upon rapidly-rotating

blades of sickle configuration, and they are

supposed to give up their energy of motion

to those blades, and so expend work upon

the turbine. This appears to be the most

feasible of all the gas turbine proposals,

so I will proceed to examine it a little more

minutely.

“Success by this cycle of operations re

quires: (l) A rotary or turbine compressor

of high relative efficiency. (2) An expand

ing nozzle which shall insure that free ex

pansion is quantitatively equivalent to adi

abatic expansion behind a piston. (3) A ro

tating turbine of such construction as to

secure very high efficiency of transforma

tion of kinetic energy of the moving gas

into effective work available at the turbine

shaft."

Mr. Clerk then proceeds to discuss a

theoretical cycle for the gas turbine, basing

his assumptions upon results which have

been worked out in steam turbine practice,

and arriving at the conclusions that, (l)

turbine compression must be resorted to

if the maximum possible efficiency is to be

attained, (2) that by means of a suitable

expansion nozzle, the temperature of the

gasses may be lowered to“ an equable de

gree, but that, (3) unless the proper con

tour is adopted for the blades, the temper

ature will again be raised as a result of the

molecular disturbance of the gasses in im

pinging against them. VVorking along this

line then, he evolves a possible theoretical

efficiency as follows, disregarding, of courSe,

all losses due to conduction, radiation, etc.,

and treating of the purely ideal engine.

“To produce an efficient gas turbine,

therefore, on the favorite cycle so much

discussed recently,” he says, “it is neces

sary first to have, as I have said, a very

efficient conversion when the moving gases

strike the turbine blades. Using~the num

bers I have suggested, of 90 per cent. ef

ficiency of compression, 90 per cent efficien—

cy of nozzle expansion, and 80 per cent.

efficiency of conversion in turbine, we have,

with a cycle having negative work equal

to 0.4, the following efficiencies: To get

0.4 of work in compression, we shall require

0.445 of work put into the compression. On

expanding in the nozzle we shall obtain

0.9 only of the total energy of the flame

gasses in the shape of kinetic energy, and

of that 0.9 we shall only get 0.8 returned

in the shape of available work by the tur

bine part. That is, we shall get a total

work from the turbine of 0.72, and deduct

ing the negative work 0.72 -- 0.445 x 0.275—

that is from a cycle which would give us

0.6 in work, we shall only get 0.275, or

about 22 per cent. The practical efficiency

of an engine of this kind will only be 22

per cent, even assuming the high efficien

cies of compression and jet expansion which

I have mentioned. In my view, no such

efficiencies of compression or jet expan

sion are at present known, and accordingly

there appears no likelihood of the produc

tion of any gas turbine which can rival the

reciprocating gas engine in efficiency and

in economy. To produce such a turbine

requires the solution of three problems: (1)

An efficient turbine compressor, comparable

in efficiency with cylinder compression. (2)

An efficient nozzle expander with a higher

efficiency than 90 per cent. (3) An effi

ciency of conversion of kinetic energy of

the moving gases into work delivered at

the turbine spindle of greater than 80 per

cent. Either these problems must be sat

isfactorily solved or else new materials dis

covered which will stand temperatures

which at present melt fire-brick. The out

look, I fear, is not hopeful. This thermal

efficiency of 22 per cent assumes no losses

in the combustion chamber due to heat con

duction, and no losses in the turbine itself

from the same cause. Considering the losses

in gas engine cylinders of small size, it

wonld not be too much to allow in a tur—

bine a heat flow of at least 25 per cent.

This, of course, reduces the efficiency from

22 per cent to 16.5. In ariving at this figure.

I have assumed that no greater loss would

be incurred from heat flow in the turbine

than in the cylinder engine; but even with

reduced temperatures when striking the tur

bine, the very fact of requiring a reservoir

for combustion to operate, and the forcing

of the whole of the hot products through

a relatively small nozzle, necessarily means

greater loss than I have assumed as taking

place.

“Assuming, however, no more loss than

I have given, an engine with an efficiency

of only 16% per cent of the total heat given

to it would not compete with internal coni

bustion motors of existing construction. It

may be said that the advantage of continu

ous rotation is so great that even at this

low efficiency the gas turbine would be suc

cessful. Personally, I doubt it very much.

because the mechanical difficulties with gas

turbines would be much greater than the

mechanical difficulties of the steam turbine.

No doubt if a plentiful supply of relative

ly low temperature gases under consider

able pressures could be obtained, these

gases might with advantage be expanded

in a nozzle and used to operate a turbine.

To carry this idea into effect has already

been attempted, as I have said, by Mr.

Lanchester, and there is some hope of oper

ating in this way. I fear, however, that

the temperature of the gases in the ex

haust in the gas engine are too high as

they stand to be so used. Gases, however.

from an exhaust or air supercompression

engine, such as I have lately been working

with, could no doubt, give considerable cf

ficiencies in turbines. I do not see. how

ever, any solution of the gas turbine prob

lem here, because the amount of energy

available for the turbine after the gases

leave the gas engine is too small for consid—

eration in connection \vtih any really high

powered machines.
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SOME STRIKING DEPARTURES

English Car that Embodies Ingenious Inno

vations—How they are Applied.

Standardization is becoming such a po

tent factor in motor design that it is now‘

the exception, rather than the rule, to find

instances in which an entire system of orig

inal design has been adhered to through
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itself, are the clutch, main brake and change

speed gears. This arrangement insures

positive alignment as well as avoiding the

necessity of a universal joint between the

cultch and gear-box—a feature that is com

ing into more general use.

The oil pump is placed inside the crank

case at the left side of the motor, and de—

livers the oil into a tube leading longitud

inally with branches running to each main

bearing. The oil flows to the connecting

rod heads through diagonal holes in the

crank-shaft, and thence up the center of

the connecting rods to the small ends and

cylinders. Small holes through the cylin

der walls near the lower extremity convey

oil to the cams and countershaft bearings.

The lowest piston ring, when overrunning

LANCHBSTER COMBINED MULTIPLE DISC, CLUTCH AND BRAKEs

out. One of these that may be cited, how

ever, is the New Lanchester of English

manufacture, and, leaving out of considera

tion the question as to whether advantages

are gained thereby or not, it possesses

many features that are of general interest.

It is of the usual four cylinder type,

which is one of the very few features it

possesses in common with others. In the

first place, the valves are arranged hori

zontally and are mechanically operated by

means of vertical levers, enclosed in cam

boxes so that the cams and the portions of

the levers on which they operate are always

immersed in oil. Flat instead of the usual

helical springs are employed to return the

valves to their seats, thus effecting a con

siderable saving m the weight of the mov

ing parts, and obtaining in consequence a

valve motion that is very silent, even at

high speeds. The inlet exhaust and cir

culating water connection are disposed par

allel to each another along the top of the

cylinders.

There is a Separate throttle to each inlet

valve, these being of the ordinary butterfly

valve type. They are linked together, and

opened or closed simultaneously by the

centrifugal governor, or by means of a foot

accelerator attached to the footboard.

Another striking feature is the incorpora

tion of the magneto generator with the fly

wheel—something that has been done in this

country by individual experimenters, but

has never attained to the dignity of becom

ing a part of the standard equipment of a

car. The fly-whcel is placed at the forward

end of the engine, while in a case integral

with that of the crank case of the motor

two forward speeds and one reverse on the

epicyclic principle. The forward speeds

are the low and compound, or second,

speed, and each gear is brought into action

by applying a brake to a drum carrying

one of the elements of the epicyclic train.

The clutch case contains the high speed

gear, which gives a direct drive through a

W'eston type of clutch composed of several

steel discs, these discs being mounted

alternately on a sleeve carried on the

motor crankshaft, and in a box attache-:1

to the arborshaft. The brake box con‘ains

rings similar to those used in the clutch,

the difference being that the inner or in

ternal rings are carried to the arborshaft,

and the external rings are mounted in

grooves in the brake box casting, and there

fore cannot revolve.

The clutch and brake are actuated by

means of one lever, operated on the outside

by a link connected to the hand lever, and

operating within the clutch case on the

clutch in the forward direction, or on the

brake in the backward direction.

It will be seen from Fig. 2 that the

clutch-actuating lever carries on trunnions

a thrust sector, which through a ball bear

ing acts on a thrust ring and the clutch

pins. A forward movement of this sector

will depress the clutch pins and clamp the

clutch discs together. In a similar way the

 

      

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

    

 

 

 

  

 

LANCH ESTER ENGINE.

this hole, causes oil to be blown up the tube

and supplies ample lubrication for these

vertical shafts. The arrangement of the

various essentials of the motor itself as

described will be clear upon-reference to

the vertical longitudinal elevation shown by

the accompanying illustration.

The countershaft box consists of three

portions—the change-speed box, the clutch

case and the brake box.

The change-speed gear box is attached

direct to the rear end of the crank case, as

previously described. This box contains

sector, if moved backward, acts on the

brake discs, but in this case there is no

necessity for a ball thrust, as the parts

operated on do not revolve.

At the rearmost end of the brake box is

arranged a counter thrust for the main

clutch, and the arbor-shaft also carries the

universal coupling for the propeller shaft

This coupling the makers prefer to term the

“driving pot.” The coupling connects the

propeller shaft to the worm-shaft, and is

capable of sliding telescopically, as well as

having universal radial movement.
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France as a Field for Small Cars.

“In a country like this there is an ex

cellent field for the sale of American built

automobiles, particularly of the smaller

variety, such as runabouts or small ton

neaux,” writes United States Consul Gold

schmid, from Nantes, France, in com—

menting upon the outlook for American

manufacturers of motor vehicles in that

country. “The reason for this is that the

French manufacturer does not produce ma

chines that will compare with American

machines in general handiness, price, light

ness and elegance. The machine for the

middle class, the business men, for the man

of moderate means or income has been neg

lected by the French manufacturer, who has

catered to the rich to the practical exclu

sion of the less fortunate but more numer

ous man of smaller fortune. It is in this

line of trade that the American manufac

turer may reap a harvest if he goes about

it in an intelligent way.

"I think that thousands of American ma

chines could be sold here annually if this

business received the necessary attention.

In order to obtain this result, I would sug

gest that a certain number of American

manufacturers club together and establish

agencies in various parts of the country.

Such agencies should have show rooms or

garages for a number of American ma

chines; should be provided with serious and

hard-working managers; should have work.

shops where the necessary repairs could be

well and quickly made, and should have

constantly on hand a full supply of the dif

ferent parts of the machines so that broken

or damaged parts could be immediately re

placed. In speaking with a local dealer in

automobiles, l was told that one of the prin

cipal obstacles to the importation of Ameri

can automobiles was the impossibility for

quick repairs, due to the distance from

which duplicate parts would have to be

sent. and the consequent dissatisfaction of

the owner of the machine. As the class of

customers to be reached would not repre

sent the wealthiest, a certain credit system

might be established, and machines might

be sold to many reliable people who can

not always afford to pay cash for a ma

chine. This class includes the smaller

business men, professional men, such as

doctors. and many others, who would buy

them for pleasure vehicles. Such machines

could also be sold as auxiliaries to the

wealthier owners of expensive machines,

 

Oils the Chain all the While.

On one of the foreign cars this year is to

be seen a device for lubricating the driving

chains continuously while the vehicle is in

motion. It consists of a pair of feed pipes

of small bore which are lead, one to either

side to a point just over the lower side of

the chain, and directly behind the driving

sprocket. By opening a valve conveniently

located, the driver may feed a proper

amount of lubricant on to the chain while

the machine is running. Unfortunately,

however, no provision is made for cleaning

off the superfluous dirt which the fresh oil

is certain to pick up from the road, and

on this account the expedient would seem

to be one of doubtful virtue.

Improvement in Circulating Pump.

To the uninitiated it would Seem that

there is little or no room for improvement

in the construction of so simple an auxiliary

to the motor as the geared circulating

pump, nevertheless each year sees some

thing new in this line put upon the market,

which embodies features which make dis

tinctly for the betterment of the device.

One of the newest of these is being ex~

ploited by the New York Gear Works, of

  

56-58 Greenpoint avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

manufacturers of the Ball Improved Trans

mission Gear. It is made entirely of bronze,

and is non-corrosive. All bearings are lined

with anti-friction metal, which greatly in

creases the life and efficiency of the device.

A very notable feature in its construction,

and one which is strongly dwelt upon by

the makers, is that the gears and shafts

are made integral, which does away with

all keys and pins, and which, aside from

eliminating the liability of failure of these

fastenings, prevents any possible fault in

action through the rusting of iron or steel

parts. The pump is designed to run at

about six hundred revolutions per minute,

and is tapped for half-inch piping on both

sides. It weighs only about five pounds.

 

Dry Subject Interestingly Treated.

If there is any catalogue in connection

with the production of the motor car which

naturally would seem to come under the

classification of the dry as dust, it is one

dealing solely with the steels which go

into its structure. For however interesting

the finished product may be to the layman,

the raw material possesses as a rule, little

or no attraction for him. By dint of clever

ingenuity in its making, the Carpenter

Steel Company, of Reading, Pa., has suc

ceeded in reversing the precedent, and has

produced a catalogue which is filled from

cover to cover with a mass of data and illus

tration which is of natural interest even to

one who has but the vaguest conception

of the vital importance of its subject mat

ter. In addition to a complete list of the

metals produced for the various specific

uses of motor car construction, together

with the guaranteed strength, there are

given numerous results of tests upon them.

giving values of the elastic limit and ten~

sile strength ranging from 185,400 and

269,200 pounds down to 46,300 and 74,500

pounds, according to the purposes for

which the metals have been compounded.

In addition to this, the brouchure is illum

inated with a series of cuts of test pieces

showing the effects of the tests upon them,

and several other subjects as well, are de

picted, including a half-tone series illus—

trative of the evolution of a forty horse

power crank shaft.

Crude System of Air Control.

Apropos of the demonstration at the re—

cent New York Show, of the Northern car

fitted with a complete system of air control

which was extended even to the manipula

tion of the gears, the proposed system of

an English inventor, is of the same nature,

though so crude as to be in no wise com

parable with it in point of probable utility.

In a word, the idea, which is another at

tempt to secure an absolute control of the

car by means of compressed air, involves

the use of a multi-cylinder compressor

which is to be used by turns as a compres

sor for the double purpose of retarding the

motion of the machine, and as a motor for

starting the regular prime mover, which is

supposed to be a gasolcne engine.

A regulating valve would be mounted on

the steering wheel, by means of which the

driver would control the inlet from the

compressor to the storage tank, which

would be fitted with a safety valve to safe

guard it at a certain maximum pressure.

Thus, to decrease the speed of the machine,

the clutch having been thrown out, this

valve would be closed until the resistance

offered to the action of the compressor

would be sufficient to bring it to a stop.

This retarding effect could be very nicely

modulated by the lever and the amount of

its effort could be brought from zero to its

full value in an instant of time.

In order to start the motor, it would be

simply necessary to throw the crank shaft

of the compressor into connection with the

crank shaft of the motor and to alter the
distribution of the valves inisuch a way

as to convert it into a compressed air motor

for the time being. The principle of the

thing sounds decidedly simple and attract

ive. but some idea of what is in the invent

or's mind is brought out when he casually

remarks that- the amount of space taken up

by the compressor should not exceed 24 by

18 by 12 inches. and that of the tank, not

over 24 by 10 inches. the affair being cir

cular. Also. he suggests that for starting

the motor, the best point of attachment

would be at the fly-wheel, while to secure

the best braking effect, the differential

drum, or the point of application of the

ordinary countershaft brake would be most

suitable.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity” will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price. 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. '"
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ABOUT WATER COOLING

Comprehensive Review of Existing Systems

—The Ideal' Radiator Outlined.

 

Although premised by a statement which

15 ably disproven by current American

_practice, the paper recently presented be

fore the Graduates’ Association of the In

stitute of Mechanical Engineers, of London,

by F. Edgar Bennet, which is here excerpt

ed somewhat fully, presents a brief and

rather comprehensive review of the subject

of water cooling, in thoroughly tangible

form.

"The necessity for coolers arises from

the fact that air—cooling becomes impracti

cable with any but small cylinders, even

Mr.

simewhat startling introductory assertion.

"Water cooling had to be adopted," he con

with forced draught," is Bennet's

tinues, “and means found to cool the water

efficiently. The following divisions em

brace almost every known type of cooler:

“1. In which a tube or tubes carry the

water and air circulates outside: (a) Coil

radiators, with or without gills or fins con

sisting of one or more tubes, the tubes

either flat, round or irregular section; (b)

a top and bottom or two side water tanks

or main pipes between which tubes pass.

“2. In which tubes form air passages and

water circulates around them: (a) The

honeycomb (various types); (b) tubular

(tube plate back and front).

“3. Diaphragm, in which a plate increases

the length of the travel of the water.

“4. Series of plates connected to dis

tributing and collecting boxes (water

tanks) at each end.

“S. Series of plates interconnected by a

system of washers. Example: The Fouche

and Lanchester radiators.

“6. Rotary. Driven either mechanically

or by means of the water pressure.

“The gilled tube radiator in its various

forms is, on the whole, the most generally

used at the present time. At first it had

the field almost to itself, the designers of

cars being apparently too busy rectifying

mechanical faults to bother about radiators.

There was really no reason why they should

do so, the coiled gilled tube as then used

being a most cfi‘icient cooler. Independent

water tanks were general. Down to 1901—2

there was little change. The advent of the

Mercedes radiator (honeycomb) caused

many manufacturers to discard the gilled

tube in its favor. The gilled tube radiator

is now almost always surrounded by a case;

in France it is called a Cloisonne radiator.

In some cases wire is wound around instead

of gills, as in the Kitchen and Clarkson

radiators; in others a strip of metal, first

corrugated, is wound on the tubes. Another

form is that in which the gills themselves

form the tubes, the collar of one being slip

ped into the next, and the whole dipped in

solder. Smaller or flattened tubes have

greater efficiency, because there is no ap

preciable core of water in the tube. Radia

tors have been~made with hollow gills and

also fitted with deflecting diaphragms to

spread the water over the whole surface.

“The methods of attaching the gills vary.

The following are the most usual: (1) Tin

ning the tube and gills and subsequently

sweating them together; (2) soldering on

without tinning previously; (3) relying on

mere contact of the collars; (4) introducing

the collar of one gill into the next, forming

thus a wedge contact; (5) making the gills

continuous, so that they are mutually sup

porting.

“The usual allowance of gilled tube per

horse-poWer is about three square feet sur

face with a fan and twice that amount with

out. The gill surface should be at least

four times but not more than six times the

tube surface, as the receptive is far in ex

cess of the emissive capacity of the tube

under the conditions in which radiators

work.

“A radiator has recently been constructed

which depends upon an old principle, viz.,

utilizing the latent heat of a very volatile

liquid, such as ether, to transfer the heat

of the water to the cooling tubes. There is

no top water tank; the tubes are screwed

into and partly immersed in a bottom water

tank and are sealed, and the air exhausted

after being partly filled with the volatile

spirit. The spirit is evaporated by the

water and condensed by the air-cooled

tubes. It is obvious that a good quantity

of heat passes along each tube from the

tank and is dissipated by the gills, and the

author thinks this is the principal cause of

the efficiency of the apparatus.

“The Rothwell car, -using thermo-syphon

circulation, has a radiator consisting of top

and bottom tanks connected by small coils

about V-inch over and of %-inch copper

pipe—a similar construction to Kircaldy's

Compactum condenser. Undoubtedly this

would be most efficient, but the coils ap

peared to be too closely packed; in fact,

looking at the front of the radiator one

wonders how the air passed through it at

all. But the shape of the coils undoubtedly

reduces the friction of the air in its

passage.

“Devices for breaking up the core of

water in vertical tube radiators are only to

a small extent used. They include: (I)

Knotted wire; (2) a twisted piece of metal;

(3) an internal displacement tube with wire

wound on, leaving an annular concentric

space; (4) a Field tube, Wheeler conden—

ser style (the water passes down the inner

tube and then up the annulus); (5) an inner

tube through which air passes; this is un

doubtedly the most practical.

“The honeycomb or cellular radiator is

size for size most efficient; in fact, some

times too efficient. As it was originally

made the tubes were fitted into tube plates,

but afterwards other methods were intro

duced, i. e., separating the tubes by a wire

.mesh, expanding the ends, fiuting them in

the centre, etc. A “block” of tubes is as

sembled and-dipped in a solder bath, the

casing being afterwards added. The usual

sizes of tubes are %-inch square, %-inch

square, and equivalent sizes in other shapes

~~triangular, hexagonal, etc. The water

either passes between the tubes vertically

or is made to travel in a zigzag or sinuous

path by bafiles. Square tubes are placed

diagonally, horizontally, or dodged. The

former is the best. The water spaces are

irregular in some forms, but the average

varies from 1-32 inch to 1-16 inch, generally

the former. A fan is fitted behind the rad

iator or in the engine fly-wheel, usually the

former. It was at first commonly fixed to

the radiator by a bolt passing through, but

is now usually attached to a bracket on the

engine. Driving is by a belt or chain.

Fans are almost all of two types, of which

the first largely predominates—propel]er

and centrifiugal—and answers the same

purpose to an extent as the old water tank.

When a belt—driven fan is used, overheat

ing may often be traced to slipping. At

the moment a honeycomb radiator, gen—

erally speaking, helps to sell a car. Thus

imitation honeycombs are much in evi

dence. The thickness of honeycomb tubes

varies from 0.006 inch to 0.012 inch. They

have to be made of the best brass; both

solid and Triblet drawn qualities are used.

Copper “shells” have been drawn, but are

not very satisfactory, and are expensive.

The thickness of honeycomb tubes within

the limits specified has_ very little efiect

on efficiency.

“The radiators of Type 4 are principally

represented by corrugated or flat plates

either rebated or with intermediate strips

to form the waterway. This type can be

made to stimulate the honeycomb appear

ance without its cost, and is very little if at

all less efficient than that type. The plates

are almost always fixed vertically. either

adjacent plates being drawn together and

folded and soldered, or distance pieces in—

serted and soldered to each plate. Very

thin plates have been used as thin as 0.005

inch. A strong form is made by forming

fiat corrugations out of the strip of metal

in such a manner as to give a “square

tube" honeycomb appearance when the

plates are placed together in series.

“Circulation of cooling water is by thch

methods: (1) Pump, (2) convection

(thermo-syphon), (3) revolving the cooler

itself. Rotary radiators find little favor.

A very ingenious one was shown at the

Agricultural Hall early this year; The

water entered and left through trunnion

joints. The center of the radiator was in

the form of a fan with hollow blades. The

water was driven down one set of blades

and returned up the other set, which was

inclined rearwardly. The water also passed

through a honeycomb ring casing. The

fan drove the air through the honeycomb

The Cannstatt Daimler cars in 1896 had

the water introduced by a channelled fly
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wheel, from which it was driven into a pipe

by centrifugal force and so to the storage

tank. A system of flat revolving plates

has been thought out, but not been used

to any large extent.

“A few words concerning pumps may 'not

be out of place. There are four principal

types used. Popularity is in the order

named: (1) Centrifugal and propeller, (2)

gear, (3) eccentric, (4) reciprocating, and

(S) semi-rotary (very little used).

The gear pump is not so popular as at

one time. It is subject to a great loss of

efficiency due to wear, and then becomes

noisy. The Albany pump takes advantage

of the notion of cutting grooves in pump

buckets, long practised; grooves being cut

in the tops of the teeth and down the

sides. Water fills these spaces and forms

cushions. It is undoubtedly a great im

provement. Gear pumps do not permit of

thermo-syphon circulation or they break

down unless a by-pass (opened and closed

at will) is fitted. Centrifugal pumps do

not possess the above defect. They work

very silently, and can be designed to per

form their work in a very efficient manner.

Moreover, they do not, like the gear

pumps, wear to any great extent and lose

efiicicncy. The type of pump should be

chosen which will best suit the radiator.

\Vhere the passages are long and tortuous

and of restricted section a gear pump of

improved form is calculated to give the

best results. Otherwise the centrifugal

seems the most desirable form. The thermo—

syphon system is coming largely into

favor. More surface is needed and a good

quantity of water must be carried above

the engine, but these requirements are

easily fulfilled. It is no trouble, neither

does it cost anything to put a gallon of

water in the radiator every day or so. There

should be a good body of water above the

engine. Pipes should be of ample diameter.

“In thermo-syphon systems these should

be of ample size, and should increase to

wards the radiator. Air locks should be

carefully avoided and expansion carefully

guarded against by rubber connections or

bends. \Vith pump circulation the dia

meter of the pipes should not be less than

the pump suction and delivery. A tap or

plug should be fixed at the lowest point

in the system to drain it out in cold

weather. These are usually riveted to the

sides of the radiator, generally outside but

sometimes inside. The Sypker cars have

ball joint brackets designed to neutralize

vibration and frame distortion. Others have

simple hinges which are almost as effective.

All the above remarks apply to radiators

fixed in front of the bonnet.

“Fillers are made in a great variety of

sizes and styles from about one inch to

three inches in diameter, and in height from

half an inch to over four inches. Two

inches diameter by two and a half inches

high is a good mean. A very ingenious

filler is that used on Panhard cars. A cen

tre spindle operates rods held in position

by springs. These rods engage with a ring

in the filled body, and the lifting of a knob

on the centre rod withdraws them and al

lows the cap to be removed. Vulcanite and

woodite caps, generally fluted and with

metal screws, find some favor. The author

noted at the recent show many filler caps

with about three-quarters, of an inch of fine

thread—too much altogether. Only a few

threads are necessary, and those not finer

than about eleven to one inch.

“Incrustation can be avoided by using a

scale removing fluid. There is no doubt

that radiators of the coil type often become

encrusted and thus lose efficiency. Honey

comb radiators have been taken to pieces

after a year’s use, and found almost as

clean inside as when they were first put

together. When scale-removing fluids are

employed the radiator should be washed

down occasionally to remove the flakes of

lime, etc., which accumulate. Oil greatly

reduces efficiency, and should be carefully

excluded. Weak hydrochloric acid, say

ten per cent., will to a great extent remove

scale if left a while in the radiator, but it

should be well washed out afterwards with

an alkaline solution.

“Like many other things in a motor car,

the radiator is a compromise. Even the

best radiators sometimes get over—hot; thus

radiators have to be designed to effectively

cool the jacket water under exceptional

conditions, with the result that the water is,

generally speaking, returned to the engine

too cold. When the temperature is main

tained at an unnecessarily low degree to

save a half a gallon of water a day at the

expense of loss of power due to that re—

quired by the fan, the conditions are cer

tainly not ideal.

“It has been found that the angle of the

radiator tubes to the wind affects the flow

of air. Messrs. Grouvelle and Arquem

bourg have experimented, and find that the

incoming angle should be about thirty de

grees and the outgoing about seven degrees.

The fall of temperature in a radiator is

usually from 30° to 50°F. The amount of

water passed through per horsepower

varies generally from about ten to fifteen

gallons per hour. The proportion of heat

taken up by the jacket is usually twenty

five to thirty-five per cent. of the total

available.

“The ideal radiator will (1) present the

least possible resistance to the air—(a)

horizontally, (b) vertically; (2) be as sim

ple as possible; (3) have the least number

of soldered joints; (4) be that in which the

greatest quantity of water passes a given

spot in the shortest time; (5) will not over

work the pump; (6) have no air pockets

whatever; (7) weigh the least consistent

with strength; (8) be so constructed as to

give readily without leakage under frame

strains and vibration."

Combining Motor and Dynamo.

Few ideas have been so persistently fol

lowed as that of combining the internal

combustion engine with a dynamo, on a

motor car, for the purpose of eliminating

any mechanical change-speed-gear, says the

Automotor Journal. Extremely limited

success has, however, attended the numer

out practical efforts in this direction, and

naturally each succeeding year removes

something of the urgency for such a sys

tem, because the_cn0rmous improvements

which have taken place in the construction

of motors, have tended toward that flexibil

ity of control which is the real aim of all

gasolene-electric combinations. Primarily

the chief stumbling block to any such

arrangement is that of weight, for the dy

namo and motor weigh more than the

engine itself, while accumulators, when

employed, are not only heavy and bulky,

but apt to increase the total weight to a

prohibitive figure. When accumulators are

not used, a portion of the weight is saved,

but one of the most important advantages—

the storage of energy—is lost also, and the

system is then merely equivalent to a var

iable gear.
 

Torch that Needs no Pumping.

"Volcano" is the apt title given an im

proved form of gasolene torch for which is

claimed the unusual advantage of dispensing

with the air pump; it also maintains its own

pressure constantly and permits of refilling

without suspending operation. In addition

to this, it dispenses with a starting cup, in

place of which an ordinary lamp burner

mounted on a tank and serving as the

base of the torch itself is substituted. This

heats the generator and maintains the pres

sure. According to the makers, the Vol

cano Torch Co., Erie, Pa., their product is

the result of three years’ study of the prob—

lem of providing an improved form of hand

or bench torch and the "Volcano" is orig

inal from the ground up. It differs from

the ordinary article in that it is the only

one of its kind to employ a steel cylinder,

brazed and staybolted, as well as a safety

valve. This gives it a capacity to with

stand pressures up to 2,000 pounds per

square inch. Some idea of its power

may be had from the fact that the small

size will bring a four-inch milling cutter,

one and one-half inches thick, to the proper

temperature for dipping in eight to ten

minutes.

Knuckle Joint for Connecting Rod.

The very latest thing in automobile clubs

is known as the Automobile Club de La

Sarthe, and it has just been formed at Le

Mans, with the avowed object of promoting

the interests of the contest for the Grand

Prix. It is about to undertake a mission—

ary campaign of a thoroughly modern and

very commendable sort, which will be open_

ed by a series of popular lectures to be

given in the public halls of the towns and

villages along the line of the course. These

will be garnished with moving pictures of

the most recent contests of importance to

the motoring world, and will include sun

dry recommendations to stock owners as

to the advisability of keeping their cattle

off the roads during the preliminary trials,

and at the time of the great race itself.
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THE LOZIER LINE
 
 

BOOK TWENTY-ONE

treats of our ' very com

plete line of Two-cycle and

Four-cycle Ma r i n e Motors.

The Two-cycle line embraces

3, 5 and 7% h. p. sizes in

Single-cylinder, and 10 and 15

h. p. sizes in double—cylinder.

The Regular Four-cycle line is

in 20 h. p. two-cylinder, and

40 and 55 h. p. four-cylinder

Our Special light-weight 25

h. p. Four-cycle motor weighs

complete with clutch and

bed-plate only 775 pounds_

BOOK TWENTY-TWO

describes briefly the general con

struction of LOZIER Motor

Cars, the line for 1906 being

covered in the following three

sizesz—Type C, 35 h. p.—Type

I), 40 h. pr—aml Type 15, 60

h. |).——l‘rices, $4,500 to $8.000.

  

BOOK EIGHTEEN

tells of LOZIER Motor Boats

and our methods of building.

The increasing demand from

year to year warrants our build

ing stock sizes in larger quan

tities for 1906 than ever before.

These include the Special $325

20-ft.3h.1). Open Boat, of which

so many were sold last sea

son—and the Regular 21-foot,

3 h. p. and ZG-foot 5 h. p. Open

Boats, as respectively $600 and

$800. A fine line for selection.

 

If you are interested send for the above

catalogues. (LThe LOZ'IER product in each

.of the lines represented is acknowledgedly of

the highest grade, the same careful construc

tion being followed in all our departments.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Westlnl Self»; Agni! for .Untar Cars, Mer Iw‘onfx am! i’llarim' illntvrs, DA.V B. SOU/‘HA RD, [.109 Alicia/gnu Az'enw. (VI/(ago

JVICIIOLLS' BROTHER-5‘, Lid, Turin/la. (ll/flrrl'fl, .Mn'nr Baal nm/ .erl'ue Illnlnr Agruts for 1],! [ly'pflfppy d 0",,”[0‘ GURU!“
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow. 2&3: H. P. with straight tonneau

body. cape top and folding glass front. Price without top or glass

front, $4.000. Cape top, $200 extra. Folding glass front, 850 extra.

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fact

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds.

is a machine.

.An automobi'e

The more a man understands about the principles of

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the

Pierce

is made.

Arrow

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of

any automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when

compared, not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the

long time of service given. Pierce Arrows are never out of date as

far as effective service is concerned. Catalogue and descriptions

mailed on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

BUFFALO. N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

LIST OF DEALERS:

Baltimore. hid—Southern Auto. Co.. 2.02] Maryland

Ave.

inston. Mass—J. .W. Magulre Co.. 746 Boylston St.

Buffalo. N. Y.—The George N. Pierce Co., 752 Main

St. (Retail).

Chicago. Iii.—H. Pcuiman 8: Co.. 1,321 Michigan Ave.

Denver, COL—The George N. Pierce Co.. 1,643 Cali

fornia St.

Detroit. Mich—J. P. Schneider, 189 Jefferson Ave.

Geneva. N. Y.-—~J. A. Place.

Hartford. l‘onn.—The Miner Garage Co.. 120 Allyn St.

Houston. Tex—Hawkins Auto. and Gan Engine (‘0.

Kane?! City. Men—E. P. Moriarty & Co.. 1,012 Grand

ve.

hos Angeies. Cai.-—Bush & Burge, Cor. 7th find Main

Sta.

Louisville. Ky.—The Zorn-Strauss Co.. inc. ~

Milwaukee. Wis.——Hibbard Automobile Co.

Montreal and Ottawa—Wilson & Co.. 142 Bank St.

New York. N. Y.—Harroid5 Motor Car Co.. Broadway.

Bath—69th Sts.

Oakland, Cab—The Georg... .\'. Pierre (‘0.. 1.013 Clay

St, (“'liDll‘SAll! ),

Philadelphia. Pa. -Fmis-Hughes Motor Car (30.. 201

North Broad St.

Pittsburg. Pa.—-Banker Bros. Co., Baum and Bentty Ste.

Portland. Me.-»J. A. Dowiing.

Portland, Ore.—Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

Providence, R. I.—'1’he Shepard Company.

Rocl'Aester. N. Y.—U. 8. Automobile Co., 21 Plymouth

ve.

St. Louis. Mo—Western Auto. Co.. 4.701 “’ashington

Boulevard.

St. Paul. Minn—C. P. Joy Auto. Co.. 368 Minnesota St.

San Francisco Ooh—Mobile Carriage Co.. Golden Gate

Ave. and Gough St.

Saratoga. Springl. N. Y.—W. L. Hodges. 16 “'oodiawn

Ave.

Scranton_ Fir—Standard Motor Car C0.

Seattle. Wash—Broadle Auto. Co.

Sheffield, Pa.—C. H. Smith Co.. Ltd.

Sprlgptrfloid. Ma_ss.—E. R. Clark Auto. t‘u._ 117 Lyman

Syracuse. N.

State St.

Titusviiie. l'a.—A. E. Lambert.

'l'urunto. Ont.--Auto. and Supply Co.

penance St.

TFOY. N. Y.—Troy Auto. Exchange. 22 Fourth St.

Utiou. N. Y.—Utloo Motor Cu- 00.

Y.—Amos—Pierce Auto. Co.. 109 South

Lid., 24 Tem—
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The Week’s Patents.

811,076. Front Axle for Automobiles.

Frederick C. Miller, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Apr. 13, 1905. Serial No. 255,276.

Claim—1. A front axle for automobiles,

consisting of a tube, the ends of which

have been slotted and swaged apart to form

Jaws. V

2. A front axle for automobiles, consist

ing of a tube, the ends of which have been

slotted and swaged apart to form jaws, the

slotted edges of the tube forming arched

side walls to the jaws.

811,112. Automobile-VVheel. Earl A.

Wheeler and William Heckert, Sharon, Pa.;

W. \V. Shilling executor of said Earl A.

Wheeler, deceased. Filed Dec. 29, 1904.

Serial No. 238,766.

Claim—1. A wheel having two separable

half-rims which together constitute a com

plete grooved rim, an interposed ring to

which said half-rims are secured, at least

one of said half-rims being detachably con

nected to said ring, and a flexible tire fitted

in said rim and attached to said ring by

fastenings engaging the under portion of

the tire. . -

811,116. Jack for Lifting and Transport

ing Motor Cars. Henry Adams, Tunbridge

Wells, England. Filed Mar. 11, 1905. Serial

No. 249,607.

Claim—l. A jack for. lifting and trans

porting motor-cars, carriages and the like,

comprising a column, a carrier-frame sup

porting said column and mounted upon

wheels, an axle-rest rotably carried by said

column and means enabling said column to

be tilted and also restored to its normal

vertical position, as set forth.

811,178. Lady’s Automobile Hat. Hor—

ace A. Saks, New York, N. Y.., assignor to

Saks & Company, New York, N. Y., a

corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 12,

1905. Serial No. 278,093.

Claim.—1. An automobile hat compris

ing a crown, a brim arranged to swing

down at an angle thereto, and a shield at

tached to the crown and brim for closing

the space between the crown and brim

when the brim is lowered.

811,220. Multiple-Piston Explosive En

gine. Charles T. Hilderbrandt, Chicago,

lll., assignor of one-half to Everett W.

Brooks, Chicago, Ill. Filed Feb. 10, 1905.

Serial No. 245,095.

Claim.—l. The combination with an en

gine cylinder having oppositely-moving

twin pistons, of a driven shaft disposed lat~

erally of the cylinder and at right angles

thereto. a vertical guide mounted on one

side of the cylinder, a cross-head recipro—

cable over said guide, pitmen~connecting

the outer ends of the pistons with said

cross-head, and driving connections be

tween the latter and said driven shaft, sub

stantially as described.

811,232. Vehicle Tire.

August Fischer, Chicago, 11].

Jules Lang and

Filed Nov.

14, 1904. Renewed June 28, 1905. Serial

No. 267,451.

Claim.——1. A vehicle-tire, comprising a

tube of resilient material, a longitudinal

partition subdividing the interior of said

tube, and a plurality of_longitudinal webs

on each side of said partition and extend

ing across the space between said partition

and the opposite walls of said tube, tie

webs on one side of said partition lying in

different planes from those on the other

side, substantially as described.

811,296. Pneumatic Spring for Vehicles.

Matthew M. Howland, Providence, R. 1.,

assignor of one-half to William W. Dun

nell, Providence, R. I. Filed May 11, 1905.

Serial No. 259,969.

Claim.——1. An improvement in vehicles

comprising a vehicle-body, running-gear

therefor including springs, pneumatic cush

ions, yieldable means engaging said cush

ions and connecting said body with said

running-gear to prevent longitudinal mo—

tion on the parts and yieldable means to

prevent lateral motion on the parts.

811,250. Cushion-Fork for Motor-Cycles

and Other Vehicles. \Villiam G. Schaefier

Reading, Pa., assignor to William F. Remp

pis, Reading, Pa. Filed May 19, 1905. Serial

No. 261,103.

Claim.—1. The combination with a fork

steiii having a T-sliaped fork-connecting

end. of a fork having a U-shaped crown

which is pivoted at its spread ends to one

arm of said T~sliaped end and the bend of

which overlies the. other arm thereof and

has a spring connection to the latter.

811,327. Transmission Mechanism for

Motor-Cycles. Louis C. G. Rivierre, Paris,

France. Filed Oct. 31, 1904. Serial No.

230,843.

Claim.~—1. In a two-speed transmission,

in combination, a fixed axle, a hollow spin

dle rotatable thereon, sprockets carried by

said spindle, a hub rotatable on said spindle,

a pinion carried by said spindle, planetary

pinions on said hub engaging said pinion,

a member rotatable on said spindle and ad

apted to be frictionally locked to said hub,

a gear on said member meshing with said

planetary pinions, and means for braking

said friction member.

811,422. Friction Clutch. Albert C. Men

ges, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Wil

liam Harrison, Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed

Jan. 19, 1905. Serial No. 241,843.

Claim.—l. In a friction-clutch, the com

bination with a case and a clutch-wheel, of

a plurality of radially-movable clutch-arms,

a corresponding series of removable caps

forming guides for the arms and having

outer angular extremities, springs held be

tween the angular extremities of the caps

and the inner extremities of the arms, radi

ally-slidable sleeves movable in the inner

extremities of the springs and through the

inner ends of the arms and having auxiliary

spring-controlling devices independent of

the first-mentioned springs interpoSed be

tween the caps and the arms, and also ad

justing means for regulating the clutch

arms, and means engaging portions of the

said sleeves for throwing the arms o'ut

wardly.

811,470. Sparking Device for Engines.

James E. Worth and William B. Eten,

Fancyhill, Va. Filed May 15, 1905. Serial

No. 260,538.

Claim.—1. The combination in a sparker,

of a pair of electrodes, one of which is mov—

able, a rock-shaft carrying the movable

electrode, a yielding arm connected to the

rock-shaft, a second shaft, also having a

yieldable arm, means for connecting the

two shafts, and an operating-rod adjust

able to engage one or the other of said

arms.

811,490. Pneumatic Tire. James M. El

der, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Mar. 24, 1905.

Serial No. 251,868.

'Claim.—1. The combination with a

wheel-rim, of a pneumatic tire, side pieces

adapted to extend around the sides of said

tire and to conform thereto, said pieces

having flanges adapted to engage the sides

of said wheel-rim and portions adapted to

extend between said rim and tire, a bear

ing-strip arranged between said side pieces

over the tread of the tire, means to secure

said bearing-strip in place, means to secure

said side-pieces to the wheel-rim, and

means to clamp said side nieces to each

other between the tire and the rim.

811,507. Automatic Air-Brake Apparatus

for Automobiles. Frederick Kalisch, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor of one-eighth to Geo.

D. Kluegel, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. 24,

1905. Serial No. 251,903.

Claim.—1. The combination with the en

gine of an automobile of a friction-pulley

riding on the fly-wheel 0f the engine, an

air-pump operated by the rotation of the

friction-pulley, a storage-tank, a brake-cyl

inder, tubular connections from the storage

tank to the air-pump and to the brake-cyl

inder, and means whereby the pressure

within the storage-tank is utilized to auto—

matically move the friction-pulley into and

out of engagement with the fly-wheel of

the engine; substantially as specified.

811,757. Gas Engine. Vincent G. Appel,

Dayton, Ohio. Filed Dec. 5, 1904. Serial

No. 235,583.

Claim.—l. In combination, vertical en

gine cylinders, supports therefor laterally

extended beyond the engine-cylinders, an

engine-crank below the top of said sup

ports, valve-gearing above the engine-cyl

inders, a sheathing for the cylinders, a can

opy arranged when in normal position to

constitute a continuation of the sheathing

and _moveable to give access to the valve

gearing,_and doors arranged when closed

to constitute a continuation of the cylinder—

sheathing disposed to overlie the laterally'

extended portions of the supports.

811,809. Explosive Engine. Joseph A.

Williams, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Sept. 27,

1904. Serial No. 226,119.

Claim.—1_. The combination with an ex—

p105ive-engine_including a cylinder and a

separable stationary combustion-chamber,

of means for forcing a scavenging charge

of air through the same at a time when the

combustion chamber is not in communica

tion With the cylinder.

811,888. Explosive Engine.

Williams, Cleveland, Ohio.

1905. Serial No. 240,139.

_ Claim.——l. In an explosive-engine, a cyl

inder, a compression-chamber, a conductor

for the-explosive mixture connecting the

said cylinder and chamber, a valve located

in said conductor near the intake opening

into the cylinder through which air is ad

mitted into the_condiictor and compression

chamber, a dance independent of said valve

for supplying fuel communicating with the

conductor beyond the valve from the cylin

der, whereby when air is drawn through

the valve and conductor into the chamber

it _Will become carbonized as it passes the

said device, and when the mixture is admit

ted to the cylinder it will be preceded b.v

air which has not been so carbonized for

the purpose of expelling the exploded gases

from the chamber.

811,928. Safety Starting Device for Gas~

Engines. Alvin S. Johnson, Minneapolis,

Minn, assignor 0f one-fourth to F. J.

Moore. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed May 14,

1904. Serial No. 207,893. -

Claim.——l. The combination, with a gas

engine crank-shaft. of an arm loosely

mounted thereon, mechanism for locking

said arm on said shaft when it is turned in

one direction, mechanism for tripping said

locking mechanism upon the reverse move

ment of said shaft and arm, and means for

Joseph A. ‘

Filed Jan. 9,
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holding said locking mechanism in its un

locked or inoperative position after being

tripped, for the purpose specified.

811,955. Reversing Mechanism for Ex

plosive-Engines. Edwin B. Robertson,

East Norwalk, Conn. Filed Feb. 20, 1905.

Serial No. 246,408.

Claim.—1. In an explosive engine, the

combination with a shaft, a fly-wheel and

spring-controlled oppositely-acting driving

dogs and corresponding stop-pins on its

inner surface, of an eccentric having a

loosely-mounted hub, an ignition device

operated by the eccentric, and a rod extend

ing from the eccentric-hub into the path of

the driving-dogs and stop-pins, substan

tiallly as described, for the purpose speci

fie .

812,094. Starting-Crank for Engines.

George B. Selden, Jr., Rochester, N. Y.

Filed Ian. 30, 1905. Serial No. 243,390.

Claim.——1. The combination of a crank

shaft, a starting—clutch member revolving

therewith, a starting-crank provided with a

clutch member corresponding to that on the

shaft, a non-rotating support, a movable

lever on the support for disengaging said

clutch members when said crank-shaft re

volves backward, and means arranged at

right angles to the axis of revolution to

actuate said cam on said backward move

ment, as and for the purposes set forth.

812,118. Driving-Axle for Automobile

Vehicles. Jules E._G. Denis and Louis M.

J. De Boisse, Paris, France. Filed June

14, 1904. Serial No. 212,519.

Claim.—l. In a live axle for automobile

vehicles, the combination With a central

shaft having a differential gear arranged

thereon and toothed disks at the extremi

ties of said shafts, of end shafts having

internally-toothed drums meshing with said

toothed disks, said end shafts also having

toothed disks at their outer extremities, and

of internally-toothed drums secured to the

road-wheels, said road-wheel drums engag

ing the toothed disks upon the outer ex

tremities of the end shafts.

812,129. Automobile. Ben E. Hervey,

Spokane, Wash. Filed Aug. 15, 1905. Serial

No. 274.286.

Slaim.—1. In an automobile, the combi

nation of a supporting frame comprising

relatively longitudinal bars, connected at

their front by a cross-bar, spaced pairs of

relatively short longitudinal bars arranged

without the relatively long bars at the rear

ends thereof and spaced apart therefrom,

the cross-bars connecting the ends of the

pairs and the relatively long bars, an axle

fixed on the front ends of the relatively

long bars, wheels on the ends of the axle,

alined shafts having oppositely-disposed

crank-arms journalcd on the pairs of bars

and on the relatively long bars, and with a

crank-arm on either side of said long bars,

wheels on the shafts between the members

of the pairs of bars, a counter-shaft jour

naled in front of the shafts and provided

at either end with oppositely-disposed crank

arms arranged on either side of the long

bars, connecting-rods between the corres

ponding crank~arms, a bevel-gear on the

countershaft, a power-shaft journal longi

tudinally on the frame and a bevel-gear

thereon meshing with bevel-gear on the

counter-shaft.

812,143. Spring-Hub for Vehicles. \Vil

liam M. LeFfroth, Providence. R. 1., assig

nor of one-half to Emmett Ainley, Provi

dence. R. I. Filed Sept. 20. 1905. Serial

No. 279.218.

Claim.—l. In a yielding or resilient hub

for vehicle-wheels. the combination of a

non-revoluble circular frame, a spring

pressed axle-skein movably mounted and

guided therein, a plurality of ball-holders

adjustably mounted in the outer periphery

of said frame, a flanged revoluble ring lo

cated outside of and concentric with said

frame member having its inner face pro

vided with a peripheral groove or seat and

arranged to be secured to the spokes of

the wheel, and anti-friction-balls revolubly

mounted in said holder members and bear

ing against the said grooved portion of the

revolublc ring, substantially as described.

812,165. Tire. John L. Coniiable, Chat

tanooga, Tenn.; Caroline Augusta Con

nable, executrix of said John L. Connable,

deceased, assignor of one-half to Frank L.

Connable, Wilmington, Del. Filed Apr. 3,

1901. Serial No. 54,167.

Claim.——l. In a rubber tire in combina—

tion with a rim, retaining means, a passage

or passages in the tire for said retaining

means, a rigid bearing-plate supported sole

ly by its bearing in the rim and engage

ment with the tire and having a rigid bear

ing on the rim and provided with a thin.

sharp projecting portion having its bearing

edge extending into said passage or pas

sages whereby said retaining means are

suspended independently of the rubber tire

and without pressure on the walls of said

passage or passages, substantially as de

scribed.

Springfield Top
(Pat. i805) .

ALUMINUM

BODIES.

Sprlngflald Halal

Body 00.,

38! lile Avenue,

Springfield. Mass.

 

  

 
 

The $1,000

' Tire Economy

Competition

is for the mutual benefit

of maker and user.

 

  

  

PENNSYLVANI RUBBER c
JEANNETTE,PA. A

We want you to know

all about tires and how

to treat them.

We will pay for your

education.

20 per cent allowed for

old tiresiof any make.
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THE WISDOM or SIMPLICITY.

Upkeep, cost of. maintenance reduced fifty per cent.

Actually fifty per cent. of moving parts done away with.

From 18 to 20 parts on every cylinder and all inlet and exhaust valves elimi

nated.

One, two or three cylinders may be “cut out at will Runs quietly and

smoothly without jarring over rough roads and climbs steep and difiicult grades

without strain or effort. These are a few of the cardinal points which have made

the Two-Cycle Elmore a power in the automobile world.

The difference between a two-cyc‘e and the four-cycle is the difference between

the strong and weak heart

A faint heart and a weak engine are always in danger.

The two-cycle engine produces a rhythm of motion, with no interval between

the impulses, which has reduced the cost of operation to a minimum.

The expansive force of one explosion is only half way through when another

begins.

To understand and know a machine well it is necessary to study it.

“'6 have special booklets explaining the two-cycle principle more clearly, which

we would like to send you. Write for booklet and catalogue describingthe Four

Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore at $2,500.00, and the Three-Cylinder Two~Cycle El‘

more at $1,500 00.

THE ELMORE Mrs. COMPANY,

1104 Amanda Street, - - - CLYDE, OHIO.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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TOURING CAR
0

THE F. B. STEARNS CO., ;

CLEVELAND, omo, u. s. A. 3
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The Pullman of Motor Cars

Gua'anteed Free of Repairs for one year.
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HYflTT RDLLERBEflPJNQS

TURN FRICTION mro ENERGY
Good Agents wanted in unassigned territory,

THE RAINIER CO.,

BROADWAY, cor. 50th St, New Yorkj
HYfiTT ROLLER BEfiRlNG COHPHNY

HfiRRlSON NEW JERSEY

APE YOU FPOH HISSOUPI?
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WANTS All] EUR SALE.
15 cents per line or seven wordl. out: with 0rd".

In capitals. 25 cent- per llue.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.,

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

OR SALE—Established Automobile business

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD \VHEEL CO., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

ODEL “E” igus, two passenger Franklin,

special built and finish, with speed 50 miles

per hour; all metal parts nickel plated; cost $r,8oo

fully equipped; has been run 1,300 miles; equip

ments, Goodrich tires, with Bailey tread, never

punctured; Victoria top, wind shield, four Gray &

Davis bullet gas lamps, Prest-o-Lite gas tank,

Warner speedometer, Gabriel horn, grade meter,

gasoline tank gauge and clock; car looks like new;

reason for selling, have ordered 'six cylinder car;

demonstration to prospective customer from 5 to

100 miles; lowest possible price, 31450. Address

Post Box 448, Harrisburg, Pa.

 

OR SALE—Model “B” \‘Vinton, 24-3o-h.p.,

in fine condition, newly painted; will make

bargain price to immediate buyer, as my Mode

“K” Winton has been delivered. Bargain, care

\VINTON COMPANY, 1706 Broadway, N. Y.

 

ULLOCK DUPLEX IGNITORS, latest

pattern, fully guaranteed. We are over

stocked and to make room for 1906 models will

sell at one-third off regular prices. Cash with

order, $4.75 each. Discount to the trade. Address

C E N TR A L MOTOR-CAR SUPPLY CO.,

Central Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

 

OR SALE—One Electric Vehicle Co‘s five

ton “Columbia “ brewery truck, complete;

motor and truck in good condition; battery was

in use for ten months. Inspection -and offers

solicited. WM. 1. LEMP B RE W l NG C O.,

St. Louis, U. S. A.

How Anfiour Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VOLT AMIETEI,

ft. .
"" wrll tell you.

{II Guarante 'd,and the price in right.

bend for catalogue and trade dis

\ COUINS.

~, Volt Ammoier.$8.00. Ammuhrnnly. $4.00 '

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC CC.. Inc

MERIDEN, CONN

  

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

in every walk of life.

The way to acquire Knowledge

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the Automobile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable $2 worth.
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The Car for today, tomorrow and years to come.

—Buiit by practical men.—

  

The Aerocar achieved the most pronounced practical success at the New York and Chicago Automobile Shows. It was

conceded as possessing the one perfect air-cooled motor, while in beauty of design, and elegance of equipment and finish

it is second to no other motor car made. As practical evidence as to the why and wherefore we again repeat the specifications

and detailed information given in previous advertisements.

AEROCAR SPECI FICATIONS.

MODEL—A.

RICE—$2800, f. o. b. Detroit.

BODY—“Side Entrance" Tonneau. Front doors

(easily detached and complete without them.)

COLOR—Royal Blue.

SEATING CAPACITY—Five persons.

TOTAL WEIGHT—2000 ounds.

WHEEL BASE—104 inc es.

WHEEL TREAD—56 inches.

TIRE DIMENSIONS—Front. 4x34.

TIRE DIMENSIONS—Rear, 4x34.

MEERING—Worm and nut.

BRAKES—Two (rear hub) and transmission.

GASOLINE CAPACITY—20 gallons.

FRAM Pressed steel.

MOTOR POWER—24 h. 1).

NUMBER OF CYLINDERS—Four.

CYLINDERS ARRANGED—Vertical in line.

COOLING—Air. .

IGNITION—Jump spark with storage battery.

DRIVE—Shaft, bevel gear.

TRANSMISSION—Sliding gear.

SPEEDS—Three speeds forward and reverse.

CLUTCH—Leather-faced cone clutch.

ROAD CLEARANCE-9 inches.

STYLE OF TOP—Extension.

We courteously solicit the opportunity of sending our illustrated detailed infor

mation. A postal card will bring it.

we courteously solicit the opportunity of giving a practical demonstration of the

running merits of the Aerocar.

Some good territory is still open to agents who will write us promptly.

THE AEROCAR COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.

 

DETAIL INFORMATION.

The frame is of pressed steel. and sufficiently strong so that there is no possibility of its sagging

or becoming distorted trom the hardest possible use to which the car may be put.

The tour cylinders of the motor are cast separately and are of a. peculiar. symmetrical. flanged

construction. The bore is 4 inches by 4 inch stroke. Both cylinders and pistons are made of a

special gray iron mixture, very hard. time grained, and close, and without speck or blow hole. Th.

construction of piston and rings is such that it prevents an excess of lubrication accumulating- on,

top of piston, obviating the usual deposit of carbon, generally found on either air or water cooled

motors.

The crank case is in two pieces, and are fine specimens of aluminum castings. with handhol.

plates. making bearings and connecting rods easily accessible to inspection.

The mechanically operated valves, located in the cylinder head, are interchangeable and mad.

0! nickel alloy.

The crank shatt is of generous proportions,.rnade from high carbon steel. hammered, forged.

rough-turned and ground to size. Phosphor bronze and nickel Babbitt bearings, ot ample wearing

'surtace. are tound throughout the motor.

The commutator is placed in a vertical position, which is very accessible. Both primary and

secondary wiring are incased in fibre tube.

Carburetor is thoroughly automatic. making starting almost instantaneous and tuel consump

tion very economical.

Lubrication is or the splash system, through the agency oi.’ a Hill Precision Oiler.

(In addition to the peculiar construction of the cylinders to tacllitate air cooling. a 15-inch

tan is used the six blades or which are made of sheet brass. It is carried on Hess-Bright ball

bearings. The construction of this tan is theoretically and practically correct, the blast being con

ecntrated directly on the cylinders. On a still day, the inn is unnecessary, the motor cooling entirely by

the movement or the car. Some of these motors have been run 3500 miles without an adjustment to the con

necting rod or bearings being necessary.)

  

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association.
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The Fastest Time Ever Made

By Any Moving Vehicle

was made on

0&JInnis
by the

Stanley Steamer

at

oRMono

One Mile 28% sec.

THE STANLEY CAR HOLDS THE FOLLOWING

WORLD’S RECORDS:

Distance. Record. Driver. Time.

1 Kilometer . . . . ..World’s . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Marriott. . .. .182/5

1 Mile . . . . . . . . . . .World's . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Marriott. . . . 28%,

2 Miles . . . . . . . . ..World's for Steamers

and American Cars. ..Marriott. . .. .593/5

5 Miles . . . . . . . . ..World’s . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Marriott.... 2.47%

15 Miles . . . . . . . . ..World’s for Stock

Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Durbin . . . . . .. 13.12

Every one of these records was made on regular G 8: 1

Tires, selected from stock shipments; and the tires were

never changed nor even blown up from the time they left the

Stanley Factory at Newton until they returned there.

The same set of tires went through the preliminary prac~

tice and the entire meet, without so much as' having a pump

put to them.‘ ,__ ‘ . , I ,

' a ,- .

Is this notconvincing proof that G 8: J TIRES are THE

FASTEST AND BEST TIRES MADE.

Write us for full information.

I.s
t.

onInn: (10.

lndianapoiis.

Depots:

Detroit

San Francisco

Buffalo

Denver

Gleveland

Philadelphia

Chicago

Boston

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros. Portland, Keats & Go.

‘, Los Angeles, ansay-Ilutchlns Rubber 80.

 

  

WHITE

The Incomparable

The Car for Service.

FIRST, LAST, AND ALL THE

TIME.

The first endurance run in this country

was held September 9th- 13th, 1901, from New

York to Rochester, under the auspices of the

Automobile Club of America. Eighty cars,

Arr erican and foreign, started and but twenty

earned first-class certificates. Among the

starters were four Whites, all of which earned

first-class certificates. \

The latest endurance run in this country

was held January 25th-26th, 1906, from Los

Angeles to San Diego, under the auspices of

the Coronado Country Club. Thirty re

presentative cars started and but twrl~ gained

a perfect s'corc. One of thrsc was [a White. -..

and the other a gasoline car of 40 per cent. ,,

greater cost. As the White had used three

gallons of gasoline less than its adversary, it

was declared the winner and awarded the

John D. Spreckcls’ cup. J - - ~

All reliability and endurance competitions

held in the interval between the two above

described contests have, with practically un

broken monotony, resulted in White victories.

Above is illustrated the White generator,

one of the “reasons why.”

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

WHITE 353.1738 C011PANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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“3-1? "

  

I'llnlod Annular Ball Bearlng

' {Milfih'ifirfim-u i '

Journal Roller Bearlnga.

Full n».

  

  

QJM/

Front Alla. Lemolue Axle.

 
 

‘
-~

Ball Thrust Collar. Journal Roller‘ Burlngs.

  

Roller Bearing with Caslng and Sleeve. From 1nd Rear Hubs.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING GUMPANY

48th & Cirard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Annular Ball Bearing. Send for New Catalogue. Bell Retalnar.

\ Sllent Typo.
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World's Record

of l094 3-i6 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

wnv EXPERIMENT?

National i‘lodei D. 4-cyl., 35-40 4. P. Price, $3000.

National l‘lodel E is an Innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward.

I

National l’lodel E. o-cyl., 50-60 H. P. Price, $4,000.

Write for Particular.. ' Y '

lllATlllllAl.‘ Mlllllli lEllllllE 60., - E. 220 Sireel, Indianapolis. llill.

N \1IONAL DISTl IFUTBRS

Lancet! Motor Co.. r63 Columbus Ave, Boston . Liberty Auto Co.. I38 Beatty it., E E., Pittaburg

Homau & Schulz Co , r34 W 38th St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency. 705 S. Main St , Los

Ralph 'l emple Auto Co., 3n Mich Ave., Chicago l ngeles, Cal.

Tioga Anto Co . Broad and Tioga $ts., Phila. Fawkes Auto Cn . Minneapolis and St. Paul

Robt. F Boda & Co , 68 E. Noble St.. Columbus. McKinley Mntor Car Co , Rochester, N. Y» ‘

Colonial'Auto C01. 3944‘ Olive St . St Louis. Mo. Fisher Auto 01 . 330 N lll St , indianapolis, ind.

1110116er A men'an .llator Car Many/lull”. r:' Arsncr'alian, Chicago.

I

1

  

 

 

  
T.’ A ’ ' if -‘ '._ IMPROVED ~

*Tl'lE, I TRUFFAULT-HARTI-‘ORD
» \. _ SHOCK ABSORBER a ,

TRADE MARK

  

Modern Car.
40-45 H. P. Double Chain Drive.

in

tr: inch wheel base.

increases th e

spe d

i nables cars to

proceed at highest

rpev d over all ob

structions.

Individually cast cylinders Battery and high tension “1123211? the

magneto ignition.» Prevents lost

I I I _ triction.

lndrvrdually designed bodies. Absolutely pre

p PRICE, $1,500.00. I;'i.sg§"'“k‘“g °'

28-32 H. P. Double Chain or Direct Drive M’k” “bbh'

  

s“ ones and rough

. d _ioz-mch wheel base, I a 8 seem like

. as halt.

Battery and lOW tension magneto lgnlllOD'. New model a‘io lutely self-lljusting. Requires no atlentio after application.

Bodies to y°ur own taste. gegltfzvfizr'riilz glzbzzrgzrglzifl Arrow, Loranmbi/I. lelr'wu, Riv/mrd-Ii’rul'lr, Pn

I “Dooo'oo' cus(:)?l::l:5;€5’:l‘ol?f. ’40 w A R N I N c canaru‘l' 0252223022:- 860

"lists- ""°d'°P"“7;‘;'::Io:' 52:13:15,;051‘13; '°' ol iliifdfifii'ffi ‘1i.‘$i'§§§"io'l“vl. .."Z‘1311.}?2.3 ia'l‘il‘y'lill. ifi°i°351° iii:

80' In magne ll - I . handling any infringing device that maabe offend for sale ‘ e also warn the trade

againlt the use of the term " Phock A v bor “ which is our Trade Mark.

THE VIQUEOT COMPANY 67 Vestry Street New York.

CITY, N. Y. \VI All. TIIR SOL“ AMII'CAN AG'NT.\' FOR 1’"!

coanou-Bmtué,

git-Jun» »~ "THE FlNESl‘ AUI‘OHOBILII‘. IN I'HI WORLD.”

_-_i
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Everything in Electrics
 

  

. o

 

 
 

From the handy

delivery wagon

to the

luxurious Brougham.

 

 

  

.7

A

 

 

Our Iine..includes over 1100. Standard Designs of the better class of “Electric I

‘4

a“ ‘ ' Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.
|-\_

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY New York

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the World

 

 

 

WhyGoodycarDctachablcAutolircsWon’tRimCut
' HEN an Auto Tire gets rim-cut,

it’s time to feel for your pocket

book and ask yourself, “What

tire shall I get next time?”

For a rim-cut tire is

pretty near its finish.

And the chances are

ten to one that if you

are forced to ride

around the block on

an ordinary tire with

ordinary rims your

tire will be rim-cut

before you get there. _

Because ordinary rims F'!- I

are just like a dull jack-knife. Now if

. -~ you wished

to cut. a

strap with

  

  

' knife.

the strap

was held

you couldn’t do it, because

your. strength would not be

great enough.

~ But if you take

‘tlie strap like

like Fig, 1

that dull .1

and :

That’s exactly the way the ordinary

rim cuts the ordinary tire. When the

tire is inflated, like Fig. 3, even the

tremendous weight of the car is not

sufficient to cause the rim to cut the tire.

, \te

Detachable

AUTO TIRE and

Universal

  

But just as soon as it gets fiat, like Fig. 4,

then‘the' rim begins to cut it. just as the

knife did the strap in Fig. 2.

rim against which the tire rests forms

the are of a large circle. That rim can

no more cut the

tire than you could

have cut the .strap

by using the ban

. dle of the knife in

stead of the blade.

N o t i ce th e

edge of the ordinary rim used with ordi

nary tires (made into a circle), in Fig. 6,

and compare with the Goodyear Uni

versal Rim, used with Goodyear Auto

Tires (Fig. 7.)

Then you can. see

more clearly what

we mean.

We (and others) ‘~

have ridden the

Goodyear Auto

  

Fig. 6

r_\

  

,, Fig. 7 _ .

Tire on Universal Rims absolulely flat

for 25 miles on rough roads without

the least injury to the tire. 1We have

the evidence if you would like to see it.

This is only one reason why wise riders

are specifying Goodyear Auto ’l‘ires on

Universal Rims for their new cars. Our

“Good News Book" gives ALL the rea

 

  

. Eigv 2, With a i " Now look at the picture of the Good- SOUS. It is intensely interesting to

; “"16 Sawmg 1")“ year .18th Tii_'e._on the Goodyear Uni- Manusacturers, Dealers and Riders seek-p ~

can “It 't' versnl Rim (Fig. 5.) The portion of the a, ing relief from tire troubles.

, THE G{(_)ODYEARv TIRE é RUBBER COMPANY, Grove Street, AKRON, O.

l

i Branches in following cities: Boston, 6 Merriniiu- 51.; New York, Z¥i\\'.-17th_f¥t.i Chicago. 110 Lake FL; Clnt’InIlan. 242 Fast Fifth St"; St. Louis. m9 N. Broadway; Cleveland,

I 89 Frunktort St.; Philadelphia. 1521 Spring BL; Denver, Sixteenth BL; and Detroit, 242 Jeflemn Ave.
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IT IS NQWLL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK All OWNER

OF A

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

- Cleveland, 0.

AGENTQ; C.A. DUERR & CO., New York, N. Y.; G j. DUNHAM, Boston,

Mans.; THE MCDUFFEE AU'I‘nMOBILE £10., Cliicag', 112,; G. W,

CAPLIN, Minneapolis Minn.: AUT-FMOIUI.E & SUPPLY C0" Lim.,

Toronto, 00L; MOTOR SH'IP. Phi adelfihil. Pa.; REVBURN MOlltk

CAR CO., 5!. Louis, Mo.; STANDARD A TO "NILE C‘L, Piltsbur , PA;

AMOS-PIERCE AUT-l CO.. S racuse, \t. V.; SCHOEFFEL CO., Rot: ester,

N. Y.; ROYAL MOTOR CA AGENCY, Sin Frauu'scn, tal.;

Member A. L. A. M.

  

 

A Tribute from the People.

‘

a/

TH PR MIER,
"THE QUALITY CAR "

(AIR COOLED)

attracted marked attention at the great New York Show, owing to its

beautiful design, luxurious equipment and upholstery, and its “force

fu appearance in general. -

Upon examination our visitors found that its real merit lay in its '

construction—pressed steel frame, powerful motor (20-24 H. P.),

selective ty e sliding gear transmission (three speeds forward and

reverse), I- earn front axle,- full-elliptic springs with Premier shock—

absorbing head, easy, irreversible, steering gear: great flexibility, light

weight, and great speed, recommended it to any one desiring a

splendid motor car, and the general verdict was “there is no better

carlat any price"—no car which accomplishes its end more satisfac

tori y. ' . t -

A further tribute, of a character so substantiated as to leave no

doubt of sincerity was the fact that many of these admirers bought

the cars, then to their friends, and they came and saw and bought!

remier fame~justly earned-"spreads. If ynu want to know about

the cars, write for our new catalogue and booklet.

$2,000 and $2,250—f. o. b. Indianapolis.PREMIER MOTOR MFG. COMPANY,w

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S A

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association.
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'fi'om .Steel Bar

Tb Finis/red Car"

We Manufacture—

Not Merely “Assemble”

“ The strength of a cable is the strength of

its weakest link."

The working parts of agvv‘J‘Acme" cor

respond to the links of vat, cable, and as i-we

. ,"4 ‘

make all our own parts We dehth hesitate“ to

- give each completed car"

' Rifles ABSOLUTE

BINDING GUARANTEE

 
  

 

Type XIV

5 Passenger Tonneau 7 Passenger Touring Car

4 Cylinder—45-5o H. P.

Speed Limit 60 miles

P.i:e $3500.00.

4 Cylinder—3o-35 H. P.

Speed Limit 50 miles

Price $2750.00.

Let an ACME prove its “own merits”—arrange by

mail for a demonstration at any of

our branch offices or write

direct to the factory.

ACME MOTOR CAR Co.,

READING, PA.
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It was generally cbnceded the financial plOPOSiliOn pt both shows: _

It is a medium weight touring car, strictly modern 1n desgmpequtpme‘l" and appolnlmef‘ts' _

The piglcal “suit of years (/f study and development in the direction ot_sunpllcrty.1n destgn

and structural economy. _ . . . ' ' . . '

The power plant comprises a four cylinder vertical motor wnh sliding gear trammrstn and

shaft drive. - _ _ _ ,

The accessories, such as carburetter, igniting, Inbrlcalmg and C°°hng Syswmsr are a" the late“

and most approved types. _ . . .

Only the concentrated efforts of a large and perfectly ‘iqu'l’Pe‘I Orgamlfllw" [alder POSSIble the

production of such a car at such a price. v _ . ‘ _

Not only is the first cost attractive but the structural Simplicity assures the m nimum expense of

care and upkeep. _ _ , _ .

Your most critical inspection is invited and our catalog, givmg full details. 15 at Your serV'ce

Thos.- B. Jeffery 8: ompany

Main Office and Factory Kenosha, Wis

B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—304 \Nabash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—10th and Market Sts.

NEW YORK AGENCY—134 W. 38th St.

Repre-entatlvea in all leading oltien.
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OLDS HAS TWO-CYCLE PATENTS

Pioneer Manufacturers Quietly Secure Con

trol of Situation—How Matters Stand.

 

The Olds Motor \Vorks is in control of

the two-cycle patent situation.

Whispers had been afloat that the Olds

people had not been slumbering since the

patents on the two-cycle engine so sud‘a

denly assumed importance three months

ago, but it was not until this week that the

extent of their wakefulness was disclosed.

F. L. Smith, general manager of the Olds

Motor Works, and Mr. Seegar, general

manager of the Olds stationery engine

interests and also a director in the Olds

Motor Works, both are in New York, and

after considerable persuasion admitted that

the Olds interests had secured control of

both the Day-Cock and the Sintz patents,

the two exploited basic patents covering the

two-cycle, three port gas engine. To the

great majority of people this will be in

the nature of sensational news.

The Cock patent, No. 544,210, of Aug.

6, 1895, was generally supposed to be still

the possession of Joseph Day, the English—

man, who so suddenly appeared on the

scene and who was first heard of three

months since, when he appeared at the fac

tory of the Elmore Mfg. Co. and convinced

the Elmore people of the wisdom of taking

out a license under the Cock patent. The

Sintz patent was issued Nov. 21, 1893, and

as was exclusively stated in the Motor

World of Feb. 1, last, in which both patents

were illustrated and described, was sup—

DOsed to be the property of James Whitte

more, a Detroit attorney. Since that time

Mr. Whittemore has also acquired the Day

Cock patent and it now transpires that in

respect to both patents he was acting

for the Olds Motor Works; his ownership

IS merely nominal. The rearrangement of

affairs will not, of course, in any way dis

turb the Elmore license granted under the

Day-Cock patent, but henceforth any others

who may desire to operate under either the

I)Iiy-Coek or the Sintz patents must “see”

the Olds Motor Works, or rather their

alwl'ney, Whittemore, which is practically

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

one and the same thing. The Day-Cock

patent, incidentally, has less than a year

of life left in it while the Sintz patent does

not expire until 1910.

While the unearthing and exploiting of

these patents has created a' considerable

Hurry in the automobile trade, it has pro

duced something akin to consternation in

the motor boat industry, in which two

cycle engines are more generally employed.

Many of the boat makers have been granted

lisenses while others are belligerent. Only

this week the stationery and marine motor

manufacturers are holding what is supposed

to be a very secret meeting in New York,

to discuss the situation. When Mr. Smith,

of the Olds Motor \Vorks, was asked if he

was aware of the fact, he smilineg admitted

that he was-and added that Olds repre

sentatives would be found hovering in the

“ofiing.”

Aerocar Rushing a Big Addition.

Although the Aerocar Co., of Detroit,

erected their factory in record time and

have had time to little more than become

thoroughly installed in it, they have broken

ground for a big addition to the plant which

also is being built in the “double quick."

The New York show is directly responsible

for it. The Aerocar people came east with

half of their production of 500 cars disposed

of. This half was speedily snapped up, and

to meet the demand created by the Chicago

exhibition, an enlarged output became im

perative. No time was lost in deciding to

meet it by erecting an addition to the

plant, which now is well under way.

More Two-Cycles in Prospect.

According to apparently trustworthy re

ports, the makers of the Rambler, Ford,

Buick and Reliance cars are working on

two-cycle engines. This, of course, does

not necessarily imply that they will market

such engines, but is interesting as showing

a trend of trade thought.

Ariel to Remove to Bridgeport.

The Ariel Motor Car Co. of Boston, is

making ready to remove to Bridgeport,

Conn. It has closed negotiations for a

factory in the latter place, of which it will

take possession on March lst.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, February 22, 1904.

N. A, A. D. GROWS AMBITIOUS

 

Seeks to Establish Co-operative Purchasing

Bureau—Discounts the Magnet.

 

Back of the action of the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Dealers in engaging

W. R. Densmore as business manager and

in establishing ofiices in Buffalo, it trans

pires that a most ambitious project is for—

mulating. '

“Increasing the membership” and “build

ing up the organization” is not to be the

sole duty of the business manager, nor is

the association to devote its chief attention

to bettering the relations between dealers

and the automobile manufacturers. For, as

a matter of fact, it is the accessory manu

facturers who are due to receive the at

tentions 0f the dealers’ association.

The dealers have become possessed of

the idea that in co-operative purchasing

there is a big future for the organization.

Accordingly, the effort is being made to

establish a purchasing department, which

will “lump” the dealers’ orders and de—

mand quantity discounts, the goods to be'

distributed and the low prices, of course,

be shared by the retailers. How far the

scheme has progressed is not known, al

though the demand for discounts has been

made, or, at least broached, to a number of

acecssory manufacturers.

Several years ago an exactly similar en

terprise was attempted in the bicycle busi

ness. The co-operating dealers incorpor

ated as a distributing company, opened a

depot in Boston and started with a great

flourish 0f trumphets. The venture, how-.

ever, met with most indifferent success

and fell very far short of the promoters’

anticipations.

Reliance Issues Gold Bonds.

To secure additional capital with which

to expand its growing business, the Reli

ance Motor Car Co., of Detroit, Mich, has

issued $150,000 five per cent. ten year gold

bonds. A trust mortgage was filed last

week. It is stated that none of these bonds

will be placed upon the market, having all

been subscribed for by the present stock

holders. ' '

No. 4.
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In the Retail World.

Carl Lagergreen, a machinist of Ulster

ville, Mass., is erecting a sizeable garage

on the lot adjoining his present location.

The Red Rock Auto & Wagon Works, of

Washington, D. C., has established itself in

a commodious garage at 2613 Pennsylvania

northwest.

Bloomington, Ill., will have an automobile

garage this spring. Veery & Son have an

nounced their intention of building one of

concrete blocks.

The Automobile Co. of Paterson, N. J.,

has been incorporated to do a general gar

age business. The company has temporarily

l0cated at 217 Paterson street, that city.

The Covell 8L Crosby Motor Co. has in

stalled itself at 1621 Broadway, New York

City. The concern has taken the metro

politan agency for the Ariel car, a Boston

product.

John \Villey, of Elmira, N. Y., has pur

chased the business of E. H. Strong. in

Binghampton, N. Y., and will continue to

run the same. The automobile department

will be enlarged.

The Krueger Mfg. Co., which was re

cently incorporated in Milwaukee, \Vis., to

make automobiles, is preparing plans for

a $14,000 factory building. It will be lo

cated on Biddle street, near East Water.

The Akron (Ohio) Automobile Garage

Co., last week moved into its new two

story brick garage on South Main street.

The old quarters of the company will be

retained for repairing and storage purposes.

The Way-Roberge Motor Car Co., of

Meriden, Conn., has had to vacate the

premises at Pratt and Benjamin streets, as

the building was sold last week. The firm

has temporarily located in the Curtiss Way

building.

Frank E. Howes and H. Lawrence Rid

ings, of Utica, N. Y., have formed a co

partnership and will operate at 128 LaFay

ette street, that city, as the Standard Auto

Co. The Rec and Ford cars will be ex

ploited.

A. B. Smith, with J. M. Lauder as part

ner, will open a garage at his property,

on Howard street, Akron, Ohio, where they

will handle the Rambler and Premier cars.

The repair shop will be located at 697 South

Main street.

Another new and apparently unknown

foreign car to make its entrance into New

York is the Fraignac-Desogouttes, made in

Lyons, France. Georges Dupuy, a Parisian

newspaper correspondent of 31 West 42nd

street, has taken the agency.

MacNaughton & Dubroy, who were in

corporated at Buffalo, N. Y., last week, will

do a general garage business. They have

rented the Werner building on Main street.

Mercedes, Renault and Simplex, in addition

to American cars, which have not yet been

selected, will be carried.

Harry S. Houpt, the New York agent

for the Thomas, has taken on the Ranch

& Lang electric. The entire basement of

the new garage at Sixty-third street and

Broadway will be used for their storage

and care.

Fire in the garage of the Quaker City

Cab and Automobile Station, 1113 Vine

street, Philadelphia, Tuesday last, 13th inst.,

completely gutted the building and burned

five touring cars and one sightseeing car.

The loss will amount to $15,000.

Kirk Bros’. Auto Co.. is the style of the

concern formed in Toledo, Ohio. and which

Ezra E. Kirk is president, and Ed. E. Kirk

general manager. Oldsmobiles will be ex

tensively handled for the present, though

other lines may be added later on.

According to the Oxford, N. Y. Times,

the shows held in New York were not in

vain, for Messrs. Morton & Webb, of that

town, purchased a 14 horsepower Pope

Tribune touring car, and secured the

agency for that style of car for Chenango

county, as well as the other lines of the

Pope Mfg. Co.

The Troy and Albany Automobile Ex

change, of Albany, has opened its new

garage at the corner of State and Lark

streets. The new building occupies a lot

90x156 feet, and is two stories high. On

the first floor are the display rooms, stor

age room, and lockers, and the machine and

repair shop is located on the second. The

company has the agency for nine makes of

cars and will in addition carry a full line

of sundries.

When completed, lt is claimed that the

new 'garage now being erected by the re

cently incorporated 'Welch-Estberg Co., of

Milwaukee, Wis, will be the equal of any

building of similar character in the West.

It will be a modern four-story building,

50x150 feet, at Seventh and Grand avenues,

fronting on the latter with a basement

entrance on Seventh. The basement

will be uSed for transient storage and a re

pair shop. The VVelch-Estberg Co. will

handle the entire Pope line in addition to

the Northern.

The Sterling Motor Car Co., of Bing

hampton, N. Y., is installing an electric

dynamo capable of charging thirty cars at

one time in its garage. The company has

been reorganized and these ofiicers elected:

President and manager, L. L. Heller; vice

president, Fay Spawn; secretary, J. S.

O'Neill; treasurer, W'ard Decker; directors,

the officers and J. O. Heller. For 1906 the

company's line will comprise the Locomo

bile, Columbia, Royal Tourist and Cadillac

gasolene and Columbia and Baker electric

cars.

Dam the Sales Manager.

One of the “whole Dam family" has been

appointed salesmanager for the Gobron

Brille cars, the American agency forwhich

has been taken by the Hartford Suspension

Co., of New York. President E. V. Hart

ford has selected Andrew C. Dam to act

in that capacity.

The Week’s Incorporatiozxs.

Chicago, lll.—F. A. \Neaser Co., under

Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—Frank A.

Weaser, S. F. Scott and G. A. Major.

Rochester, N. Y.——Brownell-Trebert Co.,

under New York laws, with $50,000 capital;

to make automobiles. Corporators—F. A.

Brownell, H. L. F. Trebert and Paul L.

Hardy.

Paterson, N. J.—The Automobile Co. of

Paterson, under New Jersey laws, with

$15,000 capital. Corporators—Alfred B.

Watson, Samuel J. Watson and Edwin M.

Squires.

New York City, N. Y.—New York Motor

Truck Co., under New York laws, with

$85,000 capital. Corporators—N. \V. Schlat

er, Jersey City; J. W. Deane and William

Conover, New York.

New York City—American Anti-Punc

ture Tire and Automobile Co., under New

York laws, with $50,000 capital. Corpora—

tors—O. L. Ellison, Dr. C. A. Hegeman

and E. L. Barney, all of New York.

Brockton, Mass.—_Brockton Auto Ex

change, under Massachusetts laws, with

$5,000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—President, F. E. Smalley; treas~

urer, M. H. Bates, Brockton.

Jersey City, N. J.—Manly Drive Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $200,000 capital;

to make variable speed gears. Corporators

—A. H. Overman, T. M. Rowlette and F. I.

Lockman, all of New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—\V. J. Duane &

Co., under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to manufacture motors, engines,

etc. Corporators—Vi]. J. Duane, F. A. Phil

lips, A. Y. Pringle, all of New York City.

Montclair, N. J.—Montclair Auto Station

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $50,000

capital; to manufacture motors, engines,

etc. Corporators—John W. Surbrug, Wil

liam H. Benjamin and Roy Jenkins, all of

Montclair.

Hamilton Square, N. J.—Waltcr Aut0~

mobile Co. of New Jersey, under New Jer
sey laws, with $1,000,000 capital, toimanu

facturc_ and deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—W. Walter, J. R. Vandervcer and F.

Kuser, New York;' A. R. Kuser, Bernards

ville; F. \N. Roebling, C. E. Murray, W. A

Roebling and A. Reeves, Trenton: J. L.

Kuser, Bordentown; H. Unger, N. King,

C. W. Stengel, A. Van Winkle and W. H.

Guerin, Newark.

Indianian Flirting With Fort Worth.

J. M. Smelzer, of Columbus, Ind, who

claims he represents a concern that builds

automobile engines “suitable for either gas

or gasolene," is coquetting with the Factory

and Home Industry Club of Forth_Worth

Texas. He is looking for a suitable location

for a mammoth factory and, natur. lly, the

Texans will be asked to subscribe liberally

for stock.
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CANCELSTHEIRCHARTERS

 

New Jersey Lops off a Lot of “Dead Ones”

Who Failed to Pay Taxes.

 

New Jersey’s annual volume of corpora—

tions that failed or neglected to pay the

corporation tax for 1905, after an extension

of time by the governor, and therefore are

now without their charters or the legal

right to do business, was published this

week. As usual, among the two or three

thousand corporations, some are identihed

with the trade.

Pneumatic Tire and Rubber Co., American

Rubber Works Co., Atlas Automobile Co.,

Auto Coupler and Supply Co., Auto Street

Sweeper Co., Bradford Gas Engine Co.,

Engleman Patent Vehicle Gear Co., Eureka

Automobile Co., Federal Motor Ve—

hicle Co., Fischer Motor Vehicle Pro

motion Co., German American Steel

Ball Co., Hoffman Lubricating Oil Co.,

International Gas Engine Co., Inter

national Tire, VVheel and Rubber Mfg. Co.,

Interstate Ball Bearing Co., Metropolitan

Motor Express Co., Mobile Transit Co.,

Mobile Transportation Co. of New Jersey,

Munger Automobile Tire Co., Munson

Safety Automobile Co., Official Automobile

Blue Book Co., Pan American Motor Co.,

Perfecto Gas and Gasoline Engine Co.,

Phipps Road Car Co., P. T. Motor Co.,

Reserve Automobile Co., Seashore Auto

Co., Shrewsbury Motor Works Co., Solar

Motor Co., Standard Gas Engine Co.,

Standard Motor Vehicle Co., United States

Automoter Co., United States Gasolene

Engine Co.

Among them are: All‘lttSS

 

Fisk to Build in Chicago.

A quick move, and one sure to leave its

impress on the trade in Chicago, was made

by the Fisk Rubber Co., during the Chicago

show. Harry T. Dunn. the president of

the company, arrived in the \Nindy City on

Thursday, the 8th inst., and before night

had executed a long lease on the property,

1440-42 Michigan avenue, on which will be

erected an up-to-date rubber tire supply

house. The lot is 25 feet front on the west

side of Michigan avenue, adjoining on the

south the new store of the Excelsior Supply

Co., with a depth of 170 feet. The ground

will be broken immediately for a two-story

building covering the entire lot; the struc

ture will have a front of pressed brick and

wifl have a cement floor basement and be

fireproof throughout.

A novel and attractive innovation will be

that in the rear will be a fully equipped

garage, so arranged that a'customcr desir

ing removal or repair of tires may drive

into the room, have his car properly over

hauled and new tires put on by expert

workmen in attendance.

The basement will be used for storage of

stock. The first floor front for the local

sales offices and rear for tires in racks for

immediate use and delivery. In the second

floor front will be located the Western

district offices and in the rear will be fitted

up a complete repair shop with the most

modern appliances.

As illustrative of the expedition with

which this move was made, it is only neces

sary to say that the lease of the premises

was made, the plans drawn for the new

building and the unexpired lease on the

present premises disposed of (at a profit)

in one day, and the contract was made for

the erection of the building and let within

24 hours thereafter. Foundations for the

building werg begun on Monday, February

14th, and the contractor is under bond to

complete the same in 60 days, which is

“going some." Of course, much of the

preliminary work for the deal had already

been accomplished by Ben H. Pratt, the

active local representative of the Fisk Co.,

and Frank C. Riggs, manager of the west—

ern district, and Mr. Dunn expressed him

self as highly pleased with the carefulness

and promptness with which the negotia

tions were conducted.

White to Erect Pacific Palace.

Ground has been broken on Van Ness

avenue, between Market and Fell streets,

San Francisco, Cal., for a magnificent four

story garage and office structure, to be

known as the Civic Centre building, and

which will be the headquarters for the

\Vhite steam cars, and the location of the

Pacific Coast offices of the sewing machine

company. The White company has leased

the land for twenty years, at a cost of more

than $500,000. There will be about 200,000

square feet of floor space. The machine

shop will occupy 12,000 square feet of the

floor space, with hard white maple floors,

and all the benches will be of hard white

maple. The shop will contain traveling

cranes. which will go to every part of it,

and will be fitted up with an equipment at

an expense of from $10,000 to $12,000 in

machinery and special tools for automobile

repairing exclusively. There will also be

a paint shop and upholstering department

for refinishing old cars. In addition to this

there also will be space for the storage

of two thousand sewing machines, and

garage room for the storage of 250 auto

mobiles. >

Baltimore Organizes and Plans Show.

Baltimore is to have an automobile show

in the spring; at least the Automobile Deal

ers’ Association of Baltimore. which was

formed last week for that avowed pur

pose, says so. With but one exception,

every firm in the Monumental City was rep

resented at the meeting and subscribed its

name as a member and took a block of

stock, the par value of which is $10, and of

which there are 100 shares. The association

organized with the following officers and

members: President, R. Keating; vice-presi

dent, J. J. Mason; secretary, E. L. Buch~

anon; treasurer, Howard Gill; members,

Auto & Motor Co., Callahan, Atkinson &

Co., G. R. Surdeal, Motor Car Co., Mount

Vernon Motor Car Co., Auto Outing Co.,

Mar—Del Co., Higgins & Mason, B. H. Bit

tle, Automobile Storage & Repair Co., and

the National Electric Supply Co., and Com

mercial Vehicle Co., of Washington.

Messrs. Washington, Gill, Bittle, Nus

baum and Slee were appointed to Fnd a

place and suggest a date for holding the

show. As soon as a charter is secured the

local organization will ask the National

association for a sanction.

 

Kaestner Assets Disposed of.

Frank M. Hoffman and Otto Knoblock,

as receivers for the Kaestner Mfg. Co., of

South Bend, Ind., which went into bank

ruptcy some time ago, have sold the real

estate of the company to the St. Joseph

Loan and Trust Co., for the amount of the

mortgage is held on the plant, the pur

chase pricc being $16,050.52. These figures

include the buildings and machinery. The

same concern also bought the office fix

tures for $915.93. The Kaestner Mfg. Co.

went to South Bend two years ago from

Chicago. and manufactured gasolene en

gines, but have never enjoyed a very

roseate existence.

 

Garford and Royal Sue Each Other.

The suit of the Garford Mfg. Co. against

the Royal Motor Car Co. for $10,000 claim

ed to be due them for material purchased

last year and which was recently instituted,

has been followed by retaliation in the

form of a counter-suit for $75,000, brought

by the Royal Company, on the grounds of

defective material and damages resulting

from the failure to furnish goods according

to contracts. The Royal Motor Car Co.

admit their indebtedness to the amount

claimed, basing the refusal to pay on the

grounds set forth in their counter-suit

which is being filed this week.

 

Omaha Dealers to have a Show.

Omaha, Neb., dealers, of which there are

exactly five, finally have concluded that as

the expected help is not forthcoming from

manufacturers, to hold a show, anyway

They have set the date the week of March

l9-25, and will exhibit the new models in

the Auditorium. It will, of course, be

decorated.

New Plant for Providence.

A new concern to manufacture gasolene

runabouts will soon be organized in Prov—

idence. R. I.. to be known as the Page

Automobile Co. Three model cars already

have been constructed and it is said that

several local capitalists have become suffi

ciently interested to subscribe for stock.
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are made by a Company that has

never tried to see how far it could go 5

in cheapness without getting over the line

that separates a thoroughly reliable tire "

from a "make believe."

'1] We have never believed in the "35 inches to the

yard" or " l 5 ounces to the pound" kind of tire

building.

quur whole aim is a dependable, safe, honest product

at a fair price—and just about l00% of those who have

used Fisk Tires endorse our efforts.

Fisk Tires Represenl the Best Worllt and Wear

That Can Be Pu! Into a Tire Al Any Price.

‘1] They answer perfectly the requirements of exacting drivers,

who seek Comfort, Economical Tire Service, and Safety

from Accident.

THE FISK RUBBER CO., figfififi§§ (5

'6 CADILLAC
moon H

Price $2500, F.O.B., Detroit

[LA MPS NOT INCLUDED)

 

 

 

 

 

 

A car which not only upholds the reputation of “Cadillac

Quality ” but adds increased significance to that

universally recognized standard of excellence.

MODEI. II SPECIFICATIONS.
Passenger upscl - - Five persons. Wheels and Tlres - . .. 32 x 4 Inches. Horse Power - - - - - 30

Wheel base - - - l00 Inches. Motor—Pour cyllnder - - 4 3-8 x 5 Inches. Welght - - - - - 2400 lbs

Price $2500 list.

MODEL l'l RUNABOUT

Same as above but with Runabout body, price $2400 list.

DRIVE—Direct shaft with speciall ground and hardened gears. COMMUTATOR—New and efficient design placed huriwntally on Vertical shaft with o

BEARINGS—Genuine Hess-Bright ball bearings throughout including axles, front wheels, container.

‘nn'missmn “d c" inc "mm beanngs' CARBI‘RBTOR—Spetial type for four-cylinder motor, proven by exhaustive tests to be me“

TRANSMISSION—Cad“ ac planetary type, specially cut and hardened gears, three forward cflcclu“ and economicaL

speeds and reverse.

STEERING GBAR— Our own new design, positive and reliable in in anion RAD! ATOR—Honeycomb pattern of great capacity and exceptional cooling efficiency.

BRAKE—DWI)“ “ling “pandlng .3“ contr‘cung 0“ drum“ on "at Whecls' Sumdcmly SPRINGS—Semhelliplic front and three quarter elliptic rear afiording extreme ease and

powerful to lock wheels almost Instantly.

CONTROL—Remarkabl effectual by instantaneously actin} governor. _

LUIRICATOR—Special Cadillac typeI mechanical pump eed, quantity regulated by speed of BODIE‘—Exclusive Cadillac design of unusual elegance, upholstered In hand hufl'ed leathe

engine. over steel coil springs and genuine curled hair.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich.
Heathen Association of Licensed Automobile Henulscturem

comfort ‘>
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Decline of the Demonstration.

Be it spoken with due credit to those who

are taking the initiative in the movement,

the day of the extended demonstration on

the road is fast passing away, and the cars

many of them, are being sold outright, like

so much merchandise over a counter, and

subject to the same general restrictions and

the dealers

handling the better known cars, have found

reservations. Several of

themselves able to give up the practice of

demonstrating at length to the prospective

customer and the alleged prospective cus

tomer, and despite the adoption of the dar

ing policy, find themselves none the worse

off at the end of the month than they

would have been had they continued to offer

free rides to all customers and their fam~

ilics and carry on the business of selling

in the tonneau of a moving car.

The time has come when numbers of

makers find themselves equipped with a

reputation for thorough workmanship and

careful attention to detail in the construc

. tion of their cars, that enables them to sell

The fact that

a car is being regularly put out by a house

of an already established standing, is proof

largely on representation.

positive of the worth of the machine with

out other ccommendation than the guar

antee which accompanies it. This being

the case, the dealer no longer feels him

self obliged to devote from one hour to an

entire day in carrying prospective buyers

about the country, wasting his own time,

and wearing out his demonstrating car.

Instead, although the demonstrating car is

still kept in readiness, it is chiefly used in

displaying the hill—climbing abilities of its

type on the nearest severe grade; the free

junketing trips are no more.

There has been a gradual reduction in

the length of the average demonstration

for several years, brought about first by

the abuses which were beginning to be

enormous, and second by the enforced re

duction in the cost of selling induced by

The failure

of the numerous schemes intended to secure

the increase in competition.

the co-operation of local dealers in securing

a uniform charge for demonstration on a

rebate plan, forced the individual dealer

to fall back on his own resources in the

matter, and the natural result was that

he reduced the item insofar as he could

do so without jeapordizing his position in

the market. The movement has been sclf

inductive for the most part, as a result of

the difficulty of securing uniform adherence

to any set regulations, and has been de

vcloped in measure with the success of the

individual machines.

Thus it has come about that the mere

fact that a car is offered for sale by a reput

able house, is suificient evidence of its abil

ity to go and keep going under what are

understood to be normal conditions, and

the business of training operators and edu

cating the purchasing public into the mys

teries of automobile technicalities is rclc

gated to the hands of professional trainers,

Many dealers still find

it expedient to display the powers of their

for the most part.

machines to a considerable extent by giv

ing limited demonstrations to responsible

persons, but most of these are exploiting

cars of comparativer new make, which on

that account demand a practical illustration

of their worth.

About the Motor Cab.

It has been said that however well the

various other questions pertaining to the

design and construction of the motor car

have been settled, the ignition problem is

still undetermined insofar as the adoption

of a system which may be considered as

finally satisfying all the requirements im

posed upon it are concerned. However

far from or near to the truth this may be,

the fact remains that fewer makch seem to

have come to an agreement in this matter

than in any other, and that hardly a day

passes without the announcement of some

new system which is alleged to be essen

tially the thing.

poscd schemes, and those which have been

Among the many pro—

tried with greater or less success in the

past, it would seem that none had been

more fully discussed and more thoroughly

disposed of than those depending on the

principle of self—ignition, that is to say, ig

nition without the aid of any supply of ex

ternal energy. Nevertheless, one of the

most recent propositions involves the re

vival of this principle, albeit in a decidedly

noch form. '

The idea, which is the product of the

combined effort of a couple of Parisian in

ventors, is nothing more nor less than the

utilization of the exhaust gases of one cyl

inder for the ignition of the charge in the

next in order in a multi-cylindcr motor. In

order to accomplish this, the cylinders are

connected by a suitable system of piping

in the proper order of their firing, and

valves are interposed in order to secure the

proper timing cflect. Also the piping must

be insulated in some way so that there shall

be as little loss of heat as possible from

the small amount of flame which is by-pass—

cd from the exhaust into the working cyl

Granted the fulfillment of these

conditions, it is apparent that it will be pos

inder.

siblc to secure an efficient ignition flame,

and one of ample capacity for the purpose,

at the expense of no external energy what

ever, and that unlike other systems, there

can be no possibility of a failure to ignite

the new charge so long as the mixture fed

to the cylinders is maintained at its pr0per

composition.

As applied in practice, each cylinder is

tapped at a convenient point in the com—

bustion chamber, and a pipe led from it to

the next in order of firing through a small

chamber which acts as reservoir for the

flame during the infinitcssimai period of its

retention, a check valve being interposed

between it and the cylinder, in order to

prevent the backward escape of the ignition

flame during the exhaust. From this cham

ber a second pipe leads to the combustion

shifts of men will he maintained and be in

readiness for calls at any hour.
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in regulating the timing. These ignition

valves, as they may be called, are actuated

from a single cam shaft in the usual way,

the cams being provided either with a

series of stepped faces disposed at varying

angles about the shaft, or otherwise, with

a helicidal profile. By moving them later

ally along the shaft, of course, the time

of opening may be varied to suit the needs

of the case.

It is perfectly evident that in any such

arrangement, some other system of ignition _

would be essential for starting purposes

and for use as a stand-by in the event of

any derangement of the mixture which

prevented any one cylinder

with

flame for the use of the next in order. In

from firing

suflficient force to secure a clean

these days of double ignition systems, how

ever, that would not of necessity prove

an essential drawback, especially as the use

of the self-inducive system would entail

the loss of no battery or magneto energy.

Also, it is evident that the need of insulat

ing the little heat reservoirs might intro

duce difficulties which might impair the

effectiveness of the scheme. As a scheme,

however, and hence considered wholly in

the light of its ideal possibilities, it pos

sesses certain attractions which place it in

the class of the

which have made the gas engine so useful a

modern improvements

servant of man.
  

The Matter of Special Highways.

One of the newest and greatest problems

of the age, the problem of maintaining and

controlling the trafi‘ic of great cities, and its

closely allied parent of far greater scope,

the universal problem of the transportation

of man and his goods, are becoming more

and more salient to the smooth action of

the mechanism of civilization every day.

The growth and development of industries

everywhere, and even more important still,

the growth and development of mankind

in its demands upon industry, are compell

ing the attention of those whom they most

vitally withconcern ever increasing

urgency. The alarming growth of the

congestion in the cities’ streets, and its

increasing rate of growth, demands the

marshalling of municipal authority in its

sagest capacity, to govern and direct it so

that the machinery of communication shall

run smoothly and not impede its own pro

gress. At the same time the growth of

inter-urban and inter-state traffic, and-the

slower, albeit no less steady. growth of

the tributary traffic between country and

 

city, imposes a claim upon mankind which

is as vital as the circulation of its own

life-blood.

And into these two problems the problem

of motor propulsion is injecting a new con

dition, that of speed, and the necessity of

segregating traffic into classes according

to its capacity for speed, under certain cir

cumstances. Just how great a part the

motor car is to play in the traffic of the

future, none can say. Its friends and allies

are disposed to accord it a most important

part, in bullheaded

opposition to its advancement, or through

lack of attention to the importance of its

present position, give it a lower rating in

while others, either

perspective. All are waking up to the fact

that it is a factor to be reckoned with to a

certain extent, however, and each is get—

ting at its possibilities after his own

fashion. '

It is not to be gainsaid that the possi

bility of segregation properly controlled

and governed is the saving grace of the

traflic problem. Just how it is to be gov

erned, however, and where and how it is to

be applied, is a different matter. That it

must come to a greater or less extent in all

large communities, even as it has come to

New York and other cities to a less degree,

is certain. That it is to be applied to inter

urban and other highway trafiic, when the

need is sufficiently great, is to be inferred.

It has been applied to railroads universally,

it is essential to their welfare, and it will

be as essential to the proper and safe con

duct of highway traffic, when that traflic

has been sufficiently great to warrant it.

The crude attempts to throttle the move

ment of motor propulsion by stringent legal

measures, but hastens the need of a solu

tion of the traffic problem—it can in no

wise check the development of the motor

car. The making of speed laws and the

regulation of traffic in general to certain

fixed conditions acts in the same way.

One thing is certain. The construction

and use of exclusive motor highways or

courses as avenues between centres of ac

tivity, can not forward the cause of the

automobile in a general way. On the con

trary, it must tend to segregate it from

other modes of traffic, and ultimately to

form a barrier between it and other means

of locomotion. The automobile was de

signed primarily for the common highway.

It was intended to be a means of emancipa

tion from the confinement of the railroad

and a placement of its advantages in the

hands of the individual rather than in the

COMING EVENTS.

February 19-24—Cleveland Automobile '

Show, under the auspices of the Cleveland

Automobile Dealers’ Association.

February 24-March 3—Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show, under auspices of the Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

March 5-10—Bulfalo Fourth Annual

Automobile Show, under auspices of the

Buffalo Automobile Trade Association.

March lO-l7—Bos'ton Automobile Show,

under auspices of the Boston Automobile

Dealers' Association.

April 2-7—Toronto,

Show.

Ont., Automobile

Obviously, to

place the automobile on a course or track

hands of the corporation.

by itself, a suggestion that periodically re

curs and that was only this week revived

by Mr. John Brisben Walker, is to retro

grade toward the spirit of the railroad, and

accomplish in a measure just what the

intended to avoid. The

the auto

mobilists' rights on the highway, and the

automobile was

automobile on the highway,

equable control of the automobile among

other traffic having equal rights with it in

every respect, is the indispensible status

which must be gained for the motor car in

order that it may fulfil all the promises

which have been made for it, and that it

may become universally useful to mankind.

As a commercial or business venture, the

motor highway undoubtedly could be made

a success. As a means to an end, it un

doubtedly could be made of great benefit

to the user and the industry in certain

localities and under certain circumstances.

But ultimately, its effects would not be

otherwise than harmful, since it would

unavoidably serve to differentiate between

motor and animal traction, and prevent that

blending and amalgamating of all interests

which alone will permit the essential of

universal co-operation in the solution of the

great and overwhelming traffic problem.

A striking illustration of the way in

which the manufacturers of the day are

caring for their patrons is furnished by the

few aggressive members- of the fraternity

who keep inspectors constantly on the road

in one of his cars traveling about from

place to place and examining every car

turned out from their shops and in service.

Thus the maker himself constantly is en

abled to keep his fingers on the public

pulse, and thus to diagnose its needs to

advantage.
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TO 'I'FST NEW DEVICES

A. C. A. May Attempt Philanthropic Work

--Prizes as Means to an End.

At a meeting of the Board of Governors

of the Automobile Club of America, held

late last week, it was decided to establish a

series of competitions to test new devices

and improvements, as well as to bring out

inventive ability in the line of automobile

needs. The plan is to offer prizes for the

best

within a stated time, and others for open

inventions of certain kinds made

contests to demonstrate the advantages of

new carburetters, anti-skidding and self

starting devices and other practical features.

George F. Chamberlain, one of the pioneer

members of the club, has been appointed

chairman of the special committee to take

the matter in hand, and Mr. Chamberlain

hopes to appoint several practical members

to serve with him in order that at least

one or two contests along these lines may

be arranged for the coming spring.

W'hile the support of public spirited auto

mobilists is not requested is so many words.

it is apparent that offers of cups and other

prizes for various inventions on the part

of those who are more anxious to see prac

tical results attained than speed records

broken, would be very gratifying to the

board of governors of the club.

“The automobile industry is now in such

a position that a little additional incentive

along certain lines would be almost certain

to produce valuable inventions," was the

way President Morris explained the situa—

tion. "The name of \N. K. Vanderbilt, Jr.,

is associated with the speed properties of

the car through the Vanderbilt Cup," he

continued, "and it seems as if the time were

ripe for other enthusiastic automobilists

to come forward and take a vital interest

in the progress of the industry in other

departments. This is something that should

appeal to all users of machines, for it is in

the direction of making better, safer, and

perhaps, more reasonably priced vehicles."

That there has been a tendency toward

practical ~tests has been evident in the

economy tests held last year. The proposal

to extend this form of research is in line

with what has long been a custom in

France. a prize of several thousand francs

having been offered only recently for the

best form of automatic starting device. The

same is true in England, where prizes have

been offered at different times for various

purposes, and although perfection has not

been attained considerable progress has

been made.

\Vhile nothing definite has yet been done,

it is thought that in view of the wide—

spread discussion of the subject of the

alcohol motor, a prize may be offered in the

near future for the best results to be ob

tained in the designing of such an engine

within a certain period.

Diamond Acquires Marsh Rim.

From Akron. Ohio, comes the news that

the Diamond Rubber Co. has secured ex—

clusive control of the Marsh quick detach

able rim, which means that there has been

added to the Diamond line a mechanically

fastened tire with the Marsh rim constitute

ing the fastening.

The rim consists of three parts, the rim

body proper which is permanently attached

to the wheel, the removable outer flange of

the rim and a locking ring which holds the

removable angle in place. There are no

separate small parts. The locking ring is

U-shaped. It is held in position by expan~

sion, but its security in place is further

strengthened by the use of a small, easily

operated lock. The U-shape of the locking

  

ring causes it to engage a bead projecting

downwardly from the rim flange which it

holds in place making the escape of the

flange impossible whether the tire is 111'

fiated or not.

The opening of the locking rlng with any

small tool permits of its ready removal.

\Vith the locking r1 lg removsd the outer

flange of the rim slips readily ofi'. The

inner tube can be firm removed in part or

entirely, or the tire can be taken from the

wheel if desired. The reversal of the oper

ations illustrated will return the tire to

place again.

No tire staybolts are used with the Marsh

rim, but as an additional safeguard against

"creeping" the inner tubes are fitted with

a rubber-headed staybolt which becomes

a part of the metal valve stem of the tube

and is tightened or loosened simultaneously

with the tightening or loosening of the lock

nut of the valve stem.

Haynes Reaches New York.

The New Haynes 50 horsepow'er, Model

K, demonstrating car has finally made its

appearance in New York and in conse

quence Manager F. G. Currie is corres

pondingly happy. The big Haynes, sound

in construction and attractive in appear

ance, with its low list price of $3,500, found

many takers at the New York show and

these reinforced by a small army of pros

pective buyers have been clamoring for a

demonstration. The Haynes Model 0, 30

35 horsepower and listing at $2.250, equally

attractive as a buying proposition, is ex

pected in about a week.

CONTEST FOR STOCK CARS

Belgium Undertakes the Task and Evolves

an Interesting Set of Rules.

just what rules are conducive to the best

results in a race designed exclusively for

touring cars of the accepted standard types,

would seem to be diflicult to determine, but

the promoters of the Coupe de Liedekerke,

an annual event, limited strictly to touring

cars, which will be inaugurated in Belgium, '

think they have solved the problem to the

mutual satisfaction of the manufacturer and

buyer alike.

In general the rules of the Coupe de

Liedekerke provide that the race shall be

run annually in Belgium on the road as

far as possible without controls, and over

a distance of at least four hundred kilo

meters. The competition is intended ex

clusively for manufacturers, each of whom

may be represented by three cars, but these

must be touring cars exactly as of models

described in their catalogs. The maximum

total cubic capacity of the cylinders of

each car is limited to three litres 750 milli

litres independent of the number of cylin

ders. The stroke must not be shorter than

the bore.

The special rules which will govern the

race, and which have just been made pub

lic. are as follows:

“The cars participating in the race must

be identical in every point to the corres

ponding model sold by the manufacturers.

The specification of the model and price

will be taken from the last issued catalog

of the manufacturer. In order to enable the

judging committee to satisfy itself that the

competing cars are identical with the cur

rent type, the manufacturers must indicate

to the committee ten chassis, either from

stock or in the course of construction, or

amongst cars already delivered to cus

tomers. The committee will select one or

more of these cars and will compare same

with competing cars, continuing their ex

amination as far as they deem necessary.

They will, among other things, take the di

mensions of the cylinders, will weigh the

chassis and carosserie and will assure them

selves that all the parts are identical, both

in regard to dimensions and material. The

manufacturers will, for the purpose of this

examination, put at the disposal of the com

mittee the necessary room and workmen.

"The discovery of any fraud through start

ing a car not of the current type as en

tered will involve the disqualification of the

manufacturer without prejudice to any other

penalties which the stewards think fit to

inflict.

"The bore and stroke of the cylinders

must be the same as those of the cylin

ders in the current types of the car.

“The race is_strictly confined to touring

cars, which have to comply with the fol

lowing specifications: (a) A comfortable car

roserie, four seats (tonneau, side entrance,

etc.) completely upholstered and painted.
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(b) A bonnet identical to that fitted to the

current type car. (c) Two lamps. (d) Rigid

mudguards covering at least a quarter of

the front and back wheels and having a. min

imum width of twenty-five centimeters. (e)

Sufficient number of steps. (f) Spare parts,

accessories, tools, inner tubes, tire pump.

jack, etc., weighing together at least fifty

kilos. Space of at least twelve cubic deci

meters must be allowed in the carrosserie

for a case to store these accessories.

“The cars will be examined by a commit

tee of coachbuilders. This committee will

have the right to exclude any other car they

consider not fitted with a. proper touring

body.

“The two front seats must be occupied by

the driver and a passenger, the two back

seats may carry ballast.

“The total weight representing the four

persons must be 280 kilos. If this weight is

not attained, it must be made up by bal—

last, which must not consist of any parts

or provisions or of any article which would

be of any use on the car during the race.

_“T_he race will include a team race for

three cars. The result of this race will be

arrived at by adding the times of the cars

of the same team. Only those teams will

begplaced whose three cars have finished

the total distance within the specified time

limit.

“The challenge cup will be won by the

manufacturer of the car which has finished

the distance in the shortest time. A special

prize (gold medal) will be presented to the

driver of the car making the best time of

the cars whose total cubic capacity does not

exceed three litres. ~

What is a Walking Pace?

According to the by-laws of Northumber

land, a vehicle proceeding at more than a

walking pace must be furnished with two

front lights after dark. An automobilist

was summoned for having only one of his

front lights burning. Thereupon the solici

pointed out that the by-law was obviously

framed with a view to horse-drawn traffic

only, inwhich case the pace would, of

course, be judged by whether the horse

was walking or trotting. The solicitor

asked the magistrates when they would

consider a motor going at a walking pace,

and when it should be considered as going

faster than- a walking pace. The magis—

trates found the riddle too much for them,

and dismissed the summons, suggesting at

the same time to the County Council that

the hy-law should be revised.

\:‘
.

The Problem of Poultry.

“If one kills a duck, chicken, or other

wayfarer from a poultry farm miles from

anywhere, no ostensible owner being in

sight to whom compensation can be paid,

is it ethics to put the fowl aboard for the

family stock pot, or-lcave it on the road for

the first tramp 0r passerby to claim?” is the

puzzling question on which a motorist asks

opinions.

MEGARGEL IS MUD BOUND

Stalled in New Mexico and Waiting for

Roads to Dry—The Awful Conditions.

Percy F. Megargel, who, with Dave Fas

sett, is criss-crossing the continent in a

Reo, is stuck in the mud “until further no

tice,”

New Mexico.

between Gallup and Albuquerque,

At last accounts they were

waiting for the ground either to freeze

solid or to dry out completely. The former

is rather unlikely at this season of the year,

for the more rigorous portion of New

Mexico winter is now past, and owing to

the rainy season now on, it may be weeks

before the roads will begin to be passable.

Megargel in describing his experiences of

the past week, writes in part as follows:

“While we have been through all kinds

of weather, and experienced all kinds and

no kinds of roads, this ‘doby’ soil of New

Mexico certainly beats: anything I have

ever come across in my three years of

automobile cruising. _The soil seems to be

impervious to water at a depth of about

two feet, and these twenty-four inches are

mud of the stickiest kind. Our wheels,

when they will revolve at all, carry around

on the tires clusters of real estate that

would cause many an over officious real

estate agent to think we were endeavoring

to carry New Mexico back East with us."

The washes, arroyos, gulches, gulleys and

ravines between Gallup and Albuquerque

are simply uncrossable at this time, the soil

at the bottoms being so soft that even after

spreading canvas over the mud, the Rec

mountaineer sinks until the differential rubs

on the canvas. With these conditions, and

the sharp 30-40 per cent. inclines to climb

on the opposite side of the gulches, and

arroyos, it is quite apparent why it is fre

quently difficult to make more than two

or three miles progress per day even with

the aid of spade, cable and bunches of

Apache and Navajo Indians.

There is absolutely n0_travel by wagon

over these trails and to secure a team to

carry gasolene one day recently, Megargel

had to walk fourteen miles and then bribe

the Mexican teamster uitil the former had

practically purchased the latter’s outfit be

fore he would consent to undertake the

drive, only to result in his wagon breaking

down after plugging nearly eight hours

over a stretch of twelve miles and compell

ing Megargel to carry the precious fuel for

the last two miles.

How Widely Witnesses Disagree.

Police prosecutions frequently develop

amusing situations, particularly when upon

the trial the numerous witnesses lined up in

substantiation of the apprehender’s testi

mony and the majesty of the law are put

on the stand. One of these came to light

in Plymouth, England, recently, in which

the offender was charged with “having

driven his car at a speed dangerous to the

public.” In consequence a boy was alleged

to have been knocked down and severely

injured. No less than ten witnesses gave

testimony for the prosecution, which was

to the effect that the car was driven “furi—

ously,” “dangerously” and “like an express

train" down the street, according to the

descriptive powers of the teller. But upon

cross examination no two of them agreed

on any material point, and particularly as

regards the speed which was variously put

at fifteen, eighteen, twenty, twenty-five and

two hundred miles an hour, this last being

most emphatically sworn to by a furniture

dealer. The defense brought out the facts

that the car was not proceeding more than

six or eight miles an hour, was halted

within its own length, and that the boy who

really thought he was being chased by the

prosecuting policeman was more frightened

than hurt.

California Club’s Many Appropriations.

Radical reforms were suggested and car—

ried out at the annual meeting of the Auto

mobile Club of Southern California, held

in Los Angeles, on the lst inst. The most

important of these was to strike the word

"dealers" from the constitution, allowing

membership to all. It was also decided to

reduce the membership fees from $25 a

year to $1 a month. It was recommended

to expend $275 to repair the Riverside road,

extending east from Azusa; to place $250

to the credit of the automobile school re

cently established by the club; to purchase

a lathe and other equipment; and to expend

$500 or more to place road signs in Ven

tura and Los Angeles counties. The club

elected the following officers: President,

William Garland; vice-president, Walter

Newhall; secretary-treasurer, Fred Flint,

In; directors, William Garland, Charles

\Velborne, Walter Newhall, M. J. Connell,

George Ellis, William Theyer, C. B. Hoppe

and Fred Flint, Jr.

Now Blamed for Bible’s Advance.

It sounds strange, but the London Bible

Society maintains that automobiles have

caused the price of Bibles to advance;

the Society claims that it is now between

the horns of a dilemma of either increasing

the price or selling its books at a greater

loss, because the cost of leather suitable

for bindings has doubled in the past year.

Among the causes ascribed are the demand

for leather for automobile coats and the

craze in America for patent leather shoes.

How They are Evangelizing.

Evangelization with an automobile—liter

ally religion by machinery~has been a

method tried in Pittsburg by four young

women with success. They are credited

with the conversion of 3,000 souls, the re

sult of earnest exhortations froh the seats

of motor cars. The young ladies save their

voices, however, in singing their songs to

the religion-seekers. Phonographs do the

singing.
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WALKER URGB MOTORWAYS

Paints Beautiful Pictures of Future Condi

tions and Suggests Means and Routes.

Special highways in general for the auto

mobile and an automobile speedway be—

tween New York and Philadelphia in par

ticular formed the subject of an address

delivered on Tuesday evening last, before

the Automobile Club of America by John

Brisben \Valker, who advanced some very

novel ideas.

"\‘Vho of the members of this club be

lieves that the intolerable crowding of the

streets as it exists to-day will be continued

indefinitely in the future?” asked Mr. Wal

ker. “Place an additional 10,000 automo

biles on the streets of New York and

imagine the conditions. Yet the solution

of the problem is as easy as that of the

country road. Make up your minds to this

fact: Eventually there must be elevated

streets with a clear road for automobiles.

Men and women will not be content to go

up and down the fifteen miles of New York

at a slow pace. Sooner or later the demand

will be made for a clear roadway with no

cross streets, and that can only come by

elevating the street itself.

“See what advantages can be obtained

by this elevation. In Seventh avenue, for

instance, two elevated roadways, one for

trucks and the other for cars, and an open

subway giving perfect ventilation for a four

track electric road and for the use of gas

and water pipes and electric wires can be

built for not very much more than the cost

of our subway. The excavation of the street

need not go more than twelve feet beneath

the surface. This would require the rais—

ing of the cross streets, perhaps three or

four feet, but only at the points where they

pass over the subway. An elevated deck

would be run from the side streets, and the

100 feet of Seventh avenue could be separ

ated in such a way as to keep two distinct

currents moving north and south, respect

ively, and lines for rapid and slow move

ment well maintained. The improvement

of Seventh and Eighth avenues will mean

the establishment of costly barriers in the

way of such progress. Why should not this

club take up these questions now, appoint

committees of capable engineers, and bring

the subject before the public?”

Then dwelling upon the chief topic of his

discussion, a special automobile speedway,

Mr. Walker said: “On such a speedway

there would be no grade crossings, the sur

face would be of dustles material and keep

ers placed at the entrances and exits would

collect toll according to the distance travel

ed. There would be three ]ines of travel

in each direction, for which there should be

at least a width of eighty feet while the

tntlfSc should be made as straightaway as

possible. A continuous rail would divide

the routes for surthbound and northbound

cars and separate exits would be provided

for each. SluW moving machines would be

I

given the outside path, cars traveling up to

thirty miles an hour would be placed next

while the mile a minute machines would

be next to the rail, it being the duty of the

toll keepers to regulate this division of

traffic. As a surface material, blue lime

stone sprinkled with oil would doubtless be

found to fill all requirements.

“A highway such as this could be used,

not alone for pleasure travel and the speed—

ing of high-powered machines, but for the

transportation of passengers between the

two cities. The feasibility of automobiles

for passenger service has been demonstrat

ed time and again and seldom more conclu

sively than by the economy test of last fall

in which ten passengers were carried sev

eral hundred miles by motor bus at an

operating cost that could not be approached

by the railroads. At a charge of 50 cents

per passenger from here to Philadelphia

such a road should be self-supporting.”

Producing a large map of the State of

New Jersey, Mr. Walker showed three pos

sible routes that he had plotted. avoiding

large settlements. One starting from the

foot of West 42d street, would begin at

Weehawken, pass between Hackensack and

Passaic, run through the Oranges and then

extend in as straight a line as possible to

Philadelphia, passing south of Bound Brook

and north of Trenton. The other routes

would lead across Staten Island, running

south of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the

more southerly of the two giving access to

Philadelphia through Camden.

“Naturally you want to know the prob—

able cost of such an undertaking,” con

tinued Mr. Walker. “I believe the con

struction of the road could be brought

within $6,000 a mile, provided the right of

way could be obtained without cost. That

would mean for the ninety miles between

New York and Philadelphia $540,000. The

yearly sum for maintenance should not

exceed $10,000, and, figuring interest at

6 per cent. on the cost of the road, would

bring the annual charges to $67,400. At less

than 400 passengers a day, the road would

bring in an income of $73,000 a year, a com

fortable profit on the investment.‘

In view of the contemplated drastic

action against the automobile, Mr. \Valker

contended that such special highways would

soon be essential and urged upon his hear

ers that they take the initiative is the pro

motion of the New York-Philadelphia pro—

ject.

If the plans of the Automobile Club of

Minneapolis can be carried out, Minnesota

will have one of the finest roadways in the

country around Lake Harriet and motorists

of that city will repoice. Provided that

permission of the park board can be ob

tained, an oiled road about thirty-five feet

wide and three miles long will be built

and in use by the latter part of the spring

or early summer. It is proposed that the

road shall be exclusively reserved for auto

mobiles during two hours of every after

noon.

CLEVELAND’S MODEL SHOW

Local Exhibition Proves an Eye-Opener—

One Exhibitor Invokes the Law.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 21.—The Cleveland

Automobile Show may fairly be called a

model exhibition, and this in a broad sense,

taking into account its size, the adaptability

of the building for the purpose to which it

has been put, the relation of the cost of the

decorative scheme and the effect produced

by it, and the tasteful and harmonious

grouping of the cars and their accessories.

The Cleveland show, in short, is a beau

tiful show, one that in its general effect far

surpasses all previous local shows, and,

taking everything into consideration, seems

likely to have set a mark that will not soon

be surpassed.

On entering, the visitor is surprised into

wondering whether he can really be in

Cleveland—soft coal, dust-ridden Cleveland,

where everything of lighter hue is quickly

changed to a leaden and sooty black, for

the central idea of the show color scheme

is white, and even at this writing remains

white, with a whiteness that is almost

startling.

At the first look around one sees over

topping everything in the center of the

roof, a huge star of white and blue bunting,

outlined in electric lights from which broad

streamers of the same colors are flung to

the four walls of the building. forming, as

it were, a veritable patriotic canopy. The

balconies, draped and caught up in festoons

of white, have at regular intervals medal

lions of the different States, these meeting

on the two long sides a union shield in the

center. This liberal use of the national

colors is decidedly noticeable and whether

by accident or design, gives the impression _

that this is truly an “American show” for

American cars. Fitting, too, in a way in

this city where leaders of steam, electric

and gasolene cars are produced.

In the balcony the stands are prettily

decorated in white and purple and the line

of parts and accessories displayed is fairly

representative. One end of the balcony,

however, is of exhibits, tiers of chairs ris

ing to the ceiling where the weary visitor

may rest and look down on the picture pre

sented below. And a pretty picture it is,

too. Crowning each exhibit in the centre

is an are light from which depend four

strings of electric lights which meet in a

graceful dronp the clouded are light which

ornaments the brass corner-posts and on

which are blazoned the names of the cars

shown within. It is worthy of note here

that aside from those of small glass sus

pended in the centre of the booths there is

and entire and refreshing absence of signs,

small placards on the cars giving their

names and prices. The carpeting of the

stands is green and a profusion of potted
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plants, ferns, etc., complete an effect that

is at once restful and of quiet elegance.

The aisles are broad and clean, and the

flat-topped desks with telephones attached

furnish the only evidence of business aside

from earnest conversations generally car

ried on in the tonneaus of the big machines.

Of the cars themselves, there is nothing

particularly new or startling, the majority

having been seen and described at the big

shows just ended. The Palmer, an Ohio

production, is the only car making its
debut at this show. I

The only feature of the week thus far

was caused by Whitcomb, the local Ramb

ler agent, who located on one of the side

aisles and against the wall insisted on de

parting from the uniform decorative

scheme and erected a handsome piece of

scenery showing mountains in the back

ground and a winding road up which the

Rambler car exhibited threatened to dash.

A row of potted plants along the aisle and

effective lighting completed what is really

an artistic effort, but it raised a howl of

protest among unappreciative competitors.

Whitcomb was then requested to re

move the offending scenery, declined to do

so and promptly secured an injunction

against the show management, restraining

them from interfering with it. The injunc

tion, however, was vacated yesterday when

the court was taken over in an automobile

to view the unappreciated work of art. It is

understood, however, that the show man

agers will take no further steps, not wishing

to make the Rambler man out a martyr to

his art, but leave him wedded to it, or at

least in possession of it.

The attendance so far has been large

and considerable business is reported in

sight.

The list of exhibitors and the wares they

are displaying are as follows:

Standard Auto Co., Cadillac, Autocar and

Packard cars; Harry S. Moore, Stoddard

Dayton cars; Holmes-Booth Motor Car Co.,

Pope-Hartford and Pope-Tribune gasolene

and Pope-VVaverly electric cars; T. C.

Whitcomb Auto Co., Rambler and Premier

cars; R. H. Magoon Motor Car Co., Pope

Toledo and Locomobile cars; \Ninton

Motor Carriage Co., \Ninton touring cars;

Auto Shop Co., Oldsmobile, Franklin and

Thomas cars; Royal Motor Car Co., Royal

and Columbus cars; \Vhite Garage, \Nhite

steam cars; Ohio Motor Car Co., Waltham

Orient, Buick and Columbia cars; Price

Bros. Carriage Co., Baker electric cars;

Cleveland Motor Car Co., Cleveland cars;

Reo Motor Car Co., Reo cars; Chisholm &

Phillips Auto Co., Peerless, Stevens-Duryea

and Knox cars; Ford Motor Co., Ford cars;

Paxson Motor Co., Wayne, Jackson and

Prayer-Miller cars; Palmer Automobile

Co., 1906 Model Palmer runabout; G. A.

Collins 8: Son, Akron, automobile tops;

Napier Motor Co. of America, Napier cars;

F. B. Stearns Co., Stearns touring cars;

Gaeth Automobile Works, Gaeth cars;

Sprague Umbrella Co., Norwalk, 0., Auto

mobile tops; Central Automobile Co., Stud

 

ebaker cars; Ranch & Lang Carriage Co.,

electric stanhope and electric coupe;VValker

Motor Car Co., Walker runabouts; Mc

George Mfg. Co., Maxwell cars; Hipp,

Reitz 8: Hall, Moline cars; Columbia Lub

ricants Co., lubricating oils; Teel Mfg. Co..

Bedford, Mass, Teel tire cases, tops, etc.;

S. F. Bowser & Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind, gaso

lene storage tanks, etc.; Pennsylvania Rub

ber Co., Jeanette, Pa., tires; C. F. Split

dorf, New York, spark coils and plugs;

Oliver Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., jacks; Never

Miss Spark-Plug Co., Lansing, Mich"

spark-plugs; Bassett Presley Co., metals;

R. E. Brown, lamps; W. D. Strong & Co.,

sundries; Collister & Sayle, Prest-O-Lite

tanks and sundries; Veeder Mfg. Co., Hart—

ford, Conn., odometers, tachometers, etc.;

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, VVis.,

Solar lamps; Gray & Davis, Amesbury,

Mass, G & D lamps; Cleveland Tool &

Supply Co., steel tubing; National Carbon

Co., Columbia cells; I, Lehman, steering

knuckles; Ohio Rubber Co., automobile

clothing: Hartford Suspension Co., New

York, Trut’fault-Hartford' suspension; Wm.

Cramp & Sons Ship and Engine Building

Co., Philadelphia, manganese bronze cast~

ings; Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit,

Mich, E & J lamps; Jones Speedometer,

New York, Speedometers, etc.; Strong, Car

lisle & Hammond Co., automobile parts;

Warner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Nis., VVar

ner autometer; Firestone Tire & Rubber

Co., Akron, Ohio, tires; Standard \Velding

Co., automobile parts; Chas. E. Miller, New

York, sundries; Homer Commutator Co.,

commutators; Wm. H. Brown, dust guards,

fenders, etc.; Excelsior Spark-Plug Co.,

spark-plugs; John H. Graham, New York,

horns and lamps; C. H. Lodder, wrenches.

Chicago to Enforce Wide Tire Law.

After considerable vacillation and entirely

contrary to all expectations, Chicago's city

fathers have revoked the order which has

served to suspend the enforcement of the

wide tire ordinance passed two and a half

years ago and which was to become effect

ive on Jan. lst of the present year. Instead

of doing so, it was held up by a stay and it

was generally considered that the stay

would be both indefinite, and the last to be

heard from the ordinance, as no attention

had been paid to its provisions. In con

sequence, the revocation of the order came

as a surprise, creating as it did with one

blow, thousands of offenders who have

never altered ‘the narrow tires of their

wagons. The actual enforcement of the

ordinance by the police will doubtless lead

to interesting developments. '

How One Customer Got his Car.

From now on, the air will be full of that

oil told tale in which the irate customer

and the delayed delivery will form a daily

incident of thc agenl'.~ life. But there is at

least one buyer of a 1906 model who will

not have to cool his heels and stifle his

impatience as balmy weather comes on

apace to make every day of waiting doubly

exasperating. He is E. S. Straight, of Pitts

burg, and he uses his car in business. He

had ordered a new Autocar and he wanted

it on the spot. Learning that a carload of

machines had arrived for the agent of the

car. he did not wait to be informed, but

like his name went to the agent, laid a check

for the balance of the price on his desk and

told him he was going out to the freight

station to get one of the machines himself.

As an earnest evidence of his intention he

carried a coil of rope for towing the ma

chine and was accompanied by a strapping

big friend. ' They helped unload the ma

chines, towed their choice back to the

garage, saw it fitted up and rode off in it

in triumph.

For Speedway in National Park.

The county commissioners of Pierce

county. Washington, are co-operating with

the members of the Chamber of Commerce

of Tacoma, in a movement to build an auto

mobile track from the city limits to the

Mount Ranier national park. The speed

way contemplated will follow the main

course now pursued by travelers to Long

mire Springs and Paradise Valley, and the

road up the Nisqually River valley will

be utilized. It will be widened along the

most of its route, and its many crooks will

be straightened. At Eatonville the auto

mobile road will deflect from the present

road across the Mashel mountain, and a

new road built that will strike the Nisqually

river near the mouth of the Mashel and

follow up that stream to Alder, on the

Tacoma & Eastern Railroad. lncluding all

the advantages derived from the old road

to the mountain, the automobile track, the

commisioners estimate, will ecst $40,000.

The commissioners propose that forty or

eighty business men of Tacoma be found

who will contribute this money, and be re

paid by Pierce county in annua install

ments of $10,000. ‘

 

Oldfield to Forsake Footlights.

Barney Oldfield, who has been doing a

turn on the New York stage in the “Van

derbilt Cup," will forsake the footlights

after this week to begin his spring round

of the tracks. He is not, however, through

with the stage, as he signed with the theat

rical managers for two years. This season

Oldfield will drive a new Peerless racing

car of ninety horsepower and, of course, it

has been christened the “Green Dragon."

His first race will be at Savannah, Ga.,

where he is booked for March 3. From

Savannah Oldfield will go to Atlanta, Bir

mingham. New Orleans, Houston, Dallas,

San Antonio, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Portland, Spokane, Butte and Minneapolis,

returning to Minneapolis. for a proposed

24-hours' race at \Vashington Park on May

30. ,Charlcs Burman will.'as last year,

drive against Oldfield sometimes, using the

stripped Peerless.
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The Fight Against Fanatical Freylinghuysenism.

Probably never since automobile legisla

tion was first proposed, was there such a

battle for and against a bill as was waged

on Tuesday last, 20th inst, against the

Freylinghuysen bill now pending in the

New Jersey legislature. The occasion was

the public hearing before the Senate Judi

ciary Committee.

The Jackson bill, which would require

automobiles to be geared so that they' can

not exceed a speed of 20 miles per hour,

was also due for an airing, but it received

and gave over its chamber for the hearing.

The large gallery, in which a scattering of

ladies occupied the front seats. was full to

overflowing. Every seat, every aisle, every

window of the main floor was crowded.

The farmers had come early and avoided

the rush. They had the choicest positions,

if positions counted for anything. But the

automobilists were largely in the majority.

They had come from all parts'of the State

and from New York and Philadelphia. The

latter city sent down a special train of four

equally divided between the “fors” and the

“againsts,” Mr. Scarritt pleaded that the

“againsts” be given 15 minutes in which to

answer their opponents, but he failed to

carry his point. '

Mr. Reed then launched his thunderbolts.

He read a long resolution of protest passed

by the Union CountyQAssociation. In sub—

stance it recited that the roads were for the

use of all men and that any law which re

quired licenses and sought to set up other

discriminations, was contrary to the consti—
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scant attention. The measure fathered by

Senator Freylinghuysen was the real cause

of it all. Among other drastic provisions

it seeks to set up a Commissioner of Motor

Vehicles and to vest him with autocratic

powers, to impose a per horsepower tax on

both the man and his machine and to re

(iuire photographs and examinations; to tax

non-residents $1 per day and dealers $50

per year; to forbid the use of anti-skidding

devices on tires and to make licenses revok

able by any magistrate or justice of the

peace.

The Associated Automobile Clubs of

New Jersey had aroused the State and ad

joining States as they never had been

aroused before and the agricultural and

other anti-automobile organizations and

elements had performed similar service in

behalf of the bill. The result was that the

State House at Trenton was crowded

practically to its very doors. The

little Senate chamber would not have held

one-twentieth of those who attended. Per

force, the Assembly suspended its sitting

carloads. It was a unique gathering of chin

whiskers and Van Dyke beards, of merch

ants, lawyers and horny handed sons of

toil.

The speakers against the bill had .‘een

marshaled for conference in an ante-room

previous to the hearing. Winthrop E.

Scarritt did the marshaling. He did not

want them to “overlapH in their arguments

and suggested that they agree to a definite

end and to present their views in short,

sharp, crisp fashion. They conferred and

really agreed to nothing and when Scarritt

delivered his speech it was longer and

fuller of rhetorical flights than any of the

others. Scarritt was a volunteer worker,

several of the others were there because

they were paid to be there and to speak.

Ex-Senator Charles A. Reed, who repre

sented the Automobile Association of

Union County, and who opened, the argu

ment, was one of these. 'When Chairman

Hillery, of the Judiciary Committee, an

nounced that two hours and a half would

be given to the hearing, the time to be

tution. The resolution also protested

against arrests without warrants and

against trials by any court lower than

Courts of Common Pleas. Mr. Reed then

sounded the keynote of the opposition to

the Freylinghuysen bill—that the existing

law, if enforced, is sufficient for all pur

poses. He admitted that is was difficult of

enforcement and when asked by Chairman

'Hillery what suggestions he had to ofier,

he stated his faith in the revocation of

licenses. He warned his hearers, however,

that taxation for revenue only, as in taxing

one class of vehicle for alleged damage

done the public roads, was surely unconsti

tutional and would undo the Freylinghuy

sen bill, if it were passed.

The applause when Mr. Reed sat down

gave a clue to the strength of the auto

mobilists present. But it was as nothing to

that provoked by the quick wit of the

speaker who followed him, W. H. Spear,

representing the Hudson County Automo

bile Club. Mr. Spear’s voice filled the room.

He said that the car was no longer merely
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the vehicle of the rich; it was now the

vehicle of the middle classes and had come

to stay. It was an evidence of progress

such as was the railroad and the trolley

car. In the State of New Jersey it repre

sented a valuation of $50,000,000 from

which the Freylinghuysen bill would prac

tically withdraw the State's protection and

leave it at the mercy of any prejudiced

justice of the peace, whose fairness, when

automobiles are involved, as open to grave

question.

“There are automobile hogs; I admit it,"

went on Mr. Spear, “and they attract atten

tion solely because they are the exception

and not the rule (Applause) just as the

drunken man on the street attracts notice

because he is unlike the great majority of

those who walk the streets. It is unfair to

visit on the many the sins of the few. But
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“ AG'IN THEM AUTOMOBEELS, B'GOSH!"

at that, the automobile hogs are not the

only men who violate the speed laws of the

State.”

“What other vehicle can travel as fast

an an automobile?” interrupted Senator

Freylinghuysen at this point.

“The trolley car," came the answer

as quick as a wink and as clear as a bell.

The automobile part of the assembly

fairly thundered its applause. Its cheers

had scarcely subsided when they had occa

sion to break out again with almost re

doubled force.

“I thought the complaint in your city

was that it takes a trolley car half an hour

to go two blocks," rejoined Senator Frey

linghuysen.

"No," replied Mr. Spear. “It does much

better than that, and yet no gentleman has

arisen in this legislature and introduced

a bill to require motormen of trolley cars

to be examined or registered.”

When the applause had subsided, Mr.

Spear proceeded to attack the constitution

ality of the bill and to urge that the exist—

ing law be given a fairer trial.

After Mr. Spear came \Vinthrop E. Scar—

ritt, “one of the noblest Romans of them

all.” Most of his argument was read from

manuscript and was delivered with more

than the usual number of dramatic pauses

and drawls and declamatory effects peculiar

to the speaker. He said he spoke as a resi

dent and as a tax-payer of New Jersey and

also, by authority of President Morris,

for the 1,000 members of the Automobile

Club of America, many of whom reside in

New Jersey. Mr. Scarritt's general argu

ment was sound and well founded, but

specifically he seemed chiefly concerned

with the reduced speed limits set by the

Freylinghuysen bill. He quoted Judge

Cooley’s famous decision that the horse

has not superior rights on the road and

cited the superior rights which Senator

Freylinghuyscn would create for the ani

mal. The bill, he said, sought to accomplish

by indirection what the legislature dare not

do directly—drive the automobiles from

the road. He declared that it did not have

back of it the public sentiment of the State

without which any law is a dead letter. He

had also consulted a number of eminent

attorneys and all agreed that the bill, if

passed, would not stand the constitutional

test. He then pitched into a long assault

on the speed limits provided for. “I say

frankly," he said in the course of it, "that

if this Freylinghuysen bill becomes a law,

then I shall break the letter, but not the

spirit. of that law every time I take my

car out. A good team could go faster than

eight and a half miles an hour. There are

14,000 automobiles in this State, and if you

pass this bill, I warn you now that you

will force 14.000 of the best women and

men in this State to become lawbreakers.”

Mr. Scarritt repeated this a couple of

time, each time more slowly and with

greater deliberation and vehemence. He

said he did so after calm thought in his

“library at midnight," in which place and

at which hour he had prepared hs argu

ment. He urged that the present law fully

covered all points and with more fine em

phasis, suggested that it were wise as jus

tice suggests that a “thousand guilty men

escape than that one innocent man should

suffer," and wound up with a fine rhetorical

flight in which the stars and stripes and

Washington crossing the Delaware soared

high.

One of the most effective and impassion

ed speeches against the bill was delivered

by Charles Thaddeus Terry, counsel of the

National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers. Mr. Terry has a deep, full voice

that carries far without straining. He did

not indulge in theatrics, but in calm, almost

heart-to-heart tones, be reviewed in se

quence the more drastic features of the

measure and pointed out their illogic and

unconstitutionality. He suggested that the

nine months' trial accorded the present law

scarcely had been enough to condemn it.

Robert V. Lindabury, of Newark, who

said he represented no organization and

spoke only for himself and other unattach

ed automobilists, also spoke. He stated

that he was a farmer and expected some

day to use motor driven agricultural imple

ments, and pleaded that the future be not

weighted because of the present faults of

a few sinners. Other speakers against the

bill were Edward Robert Walker, repre—

senting the Mercer County Automobile

Club, Adrian Riker, representing the New

Jersey Automobile and Motor Club, E. J.

Applegate, of Cranbury, Edmund \Vilson,

of Red Bank, and Robert Shaw, of Pater

son, and R. G. Betts, president of the Fed—

eration of American Motorcyclists. The

latter said the bill would impose greater

hardships on motorcyclists than on auto—

mobilists and pointed out some of them.

The motorcyclists' representatives were

rather bitter at the treatment accorded

them by the automobilists' “steering com

mittee.” None of the automobilists men

tioned motorcycles in their arguments and

despite tacit understanding, used up every

moment of time accorded the opposition.

  

 

TWO MORE OF THE “ ANTIS.”

It was only because of strong personal

pleading with Chairman Hillery and Sen

ator Freylinghuysen that Mr. Betts was

accorded three minutes in which to argue

for a “square deal” for motorcyclists.

Clarence Case, a lawyer of the North

Branch Anti-Automobile Association. was

the first speaker in favor of the bill. He re

counted the alleged dangers and iniquities

of automobilists and drew a great round of

applause from “his side" when he said that

only that very day he had clipped from a

morning newspaper reports of two acci

dents due to automobiles. The clippings,

however, proved boomerangs.

“May I speak a word?" interrupted ex

Senator Reed, mildly. “Of course," assented

Mr. Case. “I only want to say," cohtirwed

the Senator, “that one of those accidents was

caused by the breaking of the axle of the

automobile, and the people hurt were the

automobilists themselves.”

At this the automobile side of the house

roared with delight, and Mr. Case tried

again.

“A gentleman in this room," said he, “an

ardent autoist and an opponent of these

bills, has told me that there is one road

near Newark that he never uses because
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every hour of the day at least three auto

mobiles pass over it at the rate of forty

miles an hour.” .

“\Vhat's the name of that road?" asked

Mr. Lindabury. \Nhen it was given Mr.

Lindabury rejoined: “That's odd. My wife

and daughters drive their horses on that

road twiCe each day and I've never heard

of those three automobiles."

This "baiting" of the anti-automobile

speakers was a feature of the afternoon,

the sallies being invariably followed by

tremendous applause, laughter and cheer

ing. At one stage it became so frequent

and so great that it appeared that the

“antis” would be laughed out of the room.

Senator Freylinghuysen saw the danger and

finally protested rather warmly at the re

partee and suggested that common courtesy

be accorded the speakers.

The “antis” were not very rich in effect

ive oratory, the best address being made

by John J. Murray, of Hudson county,

whose appearance suggests William J.

Bryan. At the outset his argument was

thoroughly Bryanistic, too. It sounded for

all the world like the reading of a typical

editorial from a ranting yellow journal. The

shuddering women and weeping children

who remained indoors because of their

fears, the automobilists who cared not for

God, man or devil, and all that sort of

thing were vividly pictured. Mr. Murray

suggested that unless something be done,

the farmers may rise in their might and

demand that automobiles be kept off the

roads entirely. He said they had given

the State the right of way through their

lands and believed that if the roads that re

sulted were permitted to become menaces

to their lives and libetries, that the courts

would restore their rights or their lands

to the farmers. After a lot of such flub—

dub, he countered heavily on the automo

bisists by reading one of their circulars

which gave 17 reasons why the bill should

be opposed. He read each reason and

pointed out that of the 17, not more than

two of them had been specifically referred

to by any of the. automobile advocates,

which really was the case. Mr. Murray

also dwelt significantly on a clause in the

circular that stated that money was needed

to assist the campaign._

“You all know what money means in

connection with legislative affairs," he thun

dered.

He also made the point that to exempt

automobilists from arrest without warrant

was in the nature of the class legislation

against which they were protesting.

E. C. Hutchinson, State Highway Com

missioner, who spoke in sing-song tones,

said he had no interest in special legislation,

but he did want to keep the roads in repair

and cared not where the money came from

so long as it was forthcoming. Most of

the damage was caused by spikes or chains

on automobile tires and not only was ninety

per cent. of the damage caused by non

residents, but ninety per cent. of the acci

dents; ninety per cent. of the requests for

road repaihs comes from non-residents also.

He thought they should be made to pay

for it and said he believed most of them

were willing to do so. As evidence, he

read a letter from R. Fulton Cutting, of

New York, saying that if the road between

Ramsey and Mahway, on the road to Tux

edo, is improved, the residents of Tuxedo

would help bear the expense.

John Kipp, of Morristown, favored the

bill. He read a latter from Vice Chancel

lor Stevens condemning reckless automo

bilists and deploring the dagame to the

State’s good roads.

Senator Jackson, of Middlesex, support

ed the bill bearing his name, declaring it

to be fair toward all classes and all inter

ests and adding that as no one had said a

word against at, it should be substituted

for the Freylinghuysen measure.

President Voorhees, of the State Board

of Agriculture, advocated the Jackson bill,

declaring that he reckless use of horseless

vehicles hurt farmers’ business and destroy

ed the happiness of farmers’ homes.

Others who urged anti-automobile legis

lation were Charles Barton, of Camden,

who said respecting the enforcement of the

present law, that Camden county had tried

it and failed, having figured that to proper

ly do so would entail an annual expense

of $78,000. “I. J. Tyrell, of Burlington and

Charles Collins. of Moorestown, also spoke.

May Tax by Weight, not Horsepower.

Senator Irving L’Hommedieu's bill im

posing a yearly tax of one dollar per horse

power upon automobiles, and a two dollar

registration fee. has been amended, chang

ing the basis of the tax from horsepower to

weight. In its amended form the measure

fixes a flat rate of fifty cents for each 500

pounds or major fraction. As the changed

bill is more within reason and is endorsed

by the Automobile Club of America. says

the gentleman from Orleans, it is believed

that it will pass. By the provisions of the

bill the proceeds of the tax will, as pro

vided for in the original form, revert to the

State engineer for the cars and maintenance

of the improved highways of the State.

Kentucky May have County Licenses.

All that is now needed to make Kentucky

a replica of Missouri is the vote of a

majority in both houses of that legislature,

and the signature of the governor. Repre

sentative Frazier introduced a measure re

quiring automobilists to take out licenses

in every county of the State through which

they pass and to carry only the number of

that county while in it. The bill was re

ferred to the house committee on railroads

and last week was reported favorably.

To Amend Maryland Law.

Representative Brown, of Somerset, has

introduced a bill in the Maryland legislature

which changes the existing law so as to

transfer the custody of the registration lists

and places the collection of the fees in the

hands of the comptroller instead of the

secretary of State. Owners are required to

pay one dollar annually, instead of one

dollar for a perpetual license, and half the

fines imposed go to the informer, which

ought to make some rurales independently

wealthy. The speed limit has been increas

ed from ten miles to twenty miles in the

open country.

Chicago Hears of New York Pirates.

Via Chicago comes the news that as a

result of some hood—natured bantering over

a special design of automobile shown at

Madison Square Garden during the recent

show, ten young society men in New York

have formed the Pirate Club. Orders have

4Q

been placed for cars numbered from 1 to

10, and at a dinner to be given in the Hotel

Astor, May 31, these will be drawn by lot

by the “Pirates.” There are to be three

officers in this unique club—the big chief

buccaneer, little chief buccaneer and keeper

of the padlock of the treasure chest. The

three men who drive their cars fastest and

best at the Empire City race track course

June 2 will win these offices. Temporary

ofiicers have been elected to manage the

affairs of the club until the selection race

is held. Each member will pay $3,500 for

his car. Names, unfortunately, are miss

ing.

Atlantic City May Open on Easter.

Atlantic-City is planning to start the ball

rolling in the East by' giving a race meet

on the beach during the Easter holidays.

The Atlantic City Automobile Club, which

is promoting the affair, gives promise of

sufficient events to try out the 1906 model

stock cars beside several events for racing

cars. Although the boardwalk city‘s beach

may not be as fast as Florida's strand. some

good time, nevertheless, has been made. the

Ford scoring a mile in 38 seconds.

The Gliddens Reach Calcutta.

“Around the World Glidden,” known in

Boston and private life ac Charlie J.. who,

accompanied by his wife, is making a

leisurely automobile tour around the world.

added 4,405 miles in India to his total

mileage. They arrived in Calcutta, Jan. 1.

after completing the India‘iour. 150 far the

Gliddens have visited 27 countricz' an,d have

covered 29,505 miles on their' trip. 1‘.

__ gl.

Doctors Dominate Denver Club.‘

At its annual meeting the Colorado

Automobile Club, of Denver, elected'these

oFficers for the ensuing year: President, Dr.

F. L. Bartlett; vice-president. Dr. J. W.

O'Connor; secretary, Dr. W. H. Bergtold,

and treasurer, Louis Searing.

Date Set for Tourist Race.

It has at last definitely been decided to

hold the Tourist Trophy race, of the Auto

mobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland,

on Thursday, September 27th. The Isle of

Man has been selected at the ground for

the conflict.
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WAITING FOR THE RACERS T0 PASS—A TYPICAL CUBAN VILLAGE.
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ABOUT THE CUBAN ROAD RACE

Result Was Disheartening, but Cuba Wants

More—The Preparations and Cost.

 

In several respects it was too bad that

Cuba’s second annual “grand international

cup race" should have turned out the fizzle

it did. One was because it was not the

fault of the natives of the island republic.

All Latin'speaking people are brim-full of

enthusiasm, are good sportsmen and when

it comes to paying for it their hands are

deep in their pockets almost before the

word for monetary aid is given. A pr0of

of this was the elaborate preparation Cuba

made for its race. The municipality of

Habana appropriated $7,000 to sprinkle the

course, which was 54.49 miles long, with a

mixture of crude oil, asphalt and water; the

Cuban government expended $30,000 to

complete the road in time and in addition

to this, the local automobile association

spent nearly $15,000 on the tournament.

which went for paying expenses, entertain

ment, building grandstands and the like.

Then the government further interested

itself to the extent of providing thousands

of “rurales” as Cuba’s paid soldiers are

called, to police the course, and issued a

manifesto to the effect that if an animal of

any description was found on the course

during the race it would be instantly shot
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without ceremony. All this was not done

for advertising or business purposes. as has

been the case in other .tournaments, but

merely for the sake of the sport, which

needs no advertising.

There are three hundred and sixty utl\l
 

  

DEMOGEOT AT THE: \VHEEI..

I. ROW 1!!! COURSE WAS GUARDED

M»,V.._

i. PRESIDENT PALMA “V THE GRAND STAND.

3. THE OFFICIAL STAND AND CRUDE BLACKBOARD.
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automobiles in Habana and these all were

chartered weeks before the race at fabulous

prices to convey the natives to Camp

Columbia, the starting and finishing point.

On the day of the race there was scarcely

a person on the streets of the metropolitan

city of the island—they had all gone to

Columbia.

As told in last week’s Motor World there

were only four starters in the 218-mile con

test and before the second lap two had been

eliminated and one of the remainder was

so hopelessly behind time that he dropped

out. Demogeot, the victor, is a native of

France, and has for several years been in

the employ of the Darracq company, where

he played the part of understudy to Hem

ery, until that peppery Frenchman was

deposed as head of the Darracq stud of

racing cars at Florida for insubordination

to the racing ofiicials. Then Demogeot was

put in charge and forthwith blossomed out

as an intrepid driver—Hemery’s equal if not

his master—by driving two miles in less

than one minute and later winning the

Cuban event. .

If Vincenzo Lancia, hero of the Vander

bilt cup race, "gentleman, scholar,” and

magnificent driver, failed to stay in the

running he did not diminish his popularity;

instead he was idolized for his humanity.

When his chances of winning the race

looked most roseate, the dashing Italian

suffered a twist of fortune that might or

might not have put him out of the running.

While going at full speed over a railroad

crossing his mechanic was shaken off the

car. Instead of going on, Lancia thought

more of the welfare of his helper than of

the glory of winning a race, and he stayed

by the injured man and procured medical

assistance. It takes a real man to do the

good Samaritan act during an automobile

race.

Cedrino, the other Italian driver, mis

calculated the centrifugal force generated

by taking a curve at high velocity and thus

he came to grief, overturning his car, and

suffering bruises, as did also his helper.

Bernin, the other driver, was going well

until a punctured tire ruined his chances of

overhauling the speeding Demogeot in front.

President Palma, of the young republic,

was the center of attraction in the royal

box in the grandstand. He was surrounded

by members of his family and dignitaries

high up in Cuba's military and political

otheialdom. He proved an interesting spec

tator and a good sportsman, remaining at

the course, even after all but one of the

cars had been discommissioned.

If there is a race next year, the commit

tee states that it would like to see the for

eigners compete, but that if they do not

there are enough wealthy men in Cuba to

furnish the fastest cars in the world, and

who are willing to pay for the sport. Lan

cia and Cedrino and their host of mechanics

arrived in New York on Tuesday. Lancia

will remain in the city a few days before

'sailing for “Sunny It." Dcmogeot is still

in Cuba.

\

WHY NOT FREE ALCOHOL

Opponents of the Federal Bill have Their

Innings—Additional Information Desired.

Opposition interests had a hearing be

fore the House Committee of Congress on

\Vays and Means, on Tuesday last, when

they were given an opportunity to present

arguments as to why a bill providing for

industrial alcohol should not

The large delegation of

manufacturers and employees who gave

tax free

become a law.

testimony were practically all representa

tives of wood alcohol interests and it was

plain that their chief motive was self-pre

servation.

For instance, Henry J. Pierce, president

of the Wood Products Co., of Buffalo, who

was the first and principal speaker, character

ized the plan to remove the tax from grain

alcohol as “purely selfish” and added that

it would annihilate or cripple the wood

alcohol industry, which represents an in

vestment of many millions of dollars,

employs thousands of men and affects the

welfare of at least 100,000 persons. His

arguments were entirely along this line, as

were those of Austin Farrell, representing

various iron and lumber interests in Michi

gan, who said it was merely a question of

self preservation. E. B. Stevens, chemist of

the Buffalo concern, reviewed the history

of denaturized alcohol in England, France

and Germany.

M. D. Bubb, president of the Association

of Manufacturers of Wood Alcohol, testi

fied that there are eighty factories in New

York and Pennsylvania producing millions

of gallons annually, while a representative

of the Ashland Iron & Steel Co., of Ash

land, Wis., said his company had $1,500,000

invested in plants and timber lands. New

England wood alcohol interests were also

represented, beside which there were nu

merous New York, Pennsylvania and

Michigan delegates. Last, but not least,

there was a delegation from the W. C. T.

U., but just what their purpose was in at

tending the hearing was not made plain and

they were promised an opportunity to be

heard later.

Since the close of the hearing in favor

of the bill, the matter of free alcohol has

come in for considerable attention at the

hands of the House generally. Prior to

these hearings, the discussion of the sub

ject had been very largely academic in

tone—there was a feeling that the agitation

was primarily for educational purposes with

a view to legislation in the future, rather

than in the hope of securing any immediate

results at this session. This view has

undergone considerable change since the

conclusion of the hearings, apparently as a

result of the unexpected impression made

by the testimony then offered. It was con

ceded at the time that the arguments

presented had been exceptionally well pre

pared, and that in many ways the occasion

was much in advance of the ordinary Con~

gressional hearing. The impression made,

however, seems to have been of greater

depth even than had been supposed.

Especially impressive was the testimony

to the effect that alcohol could be employed

for running engines where other fuels are

now employed, and the possible result that

might thereby be produced on the prices

of cereals which now command relatively

unsatisfactory returns. The diverse, and to

many of the members, the new uses to

which alcohol could be put, together with

the experiments of the members of the

Department of Agriculture and the testi

mony of representatives of various indus

tries, has caused many of the members

of the House to give the matter consider

able more though and attention than is

usually accorded any subject of proposed

legislation. On top of this was the testi

mony as to the injurious effects of using

wood alcohol.

Further evidence is desired on two points

in particular—the possible effect on the

revenue of removing the tax, including the

question of fraud, and the extent to which

the process of denaturizing grain alcohol

would cause a demand for wood alcohol

and would thereby elimitate the claims of

danger to that industry. Any light that can

be shed on these questions will doubtless

meet with the consideration of the members

of the House. \Vhile the committee does

not, so far as known, accept the idea that

the present system of taxation should be

maintained merely to keep in existence the

wood alcohol industry, further support

would undoubtedly be gained if it could be

shown that the present wood alcohol product

would be largely demanded for use as a

methylator. Extreme claims have been

made to this effect, but it is considered that

no such demand would be likely to make

itself felt in the near future. Prof. Munroe,

in his testimony, showed that 12,000,000

gallons of wood alcohol were manufac

tured in 1904. This would require 600,000,

000 gallons of grain alcohol to consume it.

though Prof. Munroe further thought that

the amount likely to be used and the de

mand for wood alcohol in new industries

would take care of the wood alcohol in

terests. On the whole, it does not at

present appear impossible to pass a bill, at

least modifying the present situation as

to industrial alcohol, through the House at

this session, but what would become of it

in the Senate is a different question.

Classes them with Horse Thieves.

Automobilists and horse thieves are con

sidered in the same class by the Lake

County Protective Association, which was

formed in Indiana last week. The associa

tion plans to do two things at one time—~

rid the State of horse thieves and put vio

lators of the automobile speed laws behind

bars.’
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MORE MARKED INNOVATIONS

Sponsors of Revolving Cylinders Enlarge

on that Idea and Some Others.

Following their successful evolution of a

type of vehicle all their,own in connection

with a form of motive power likewise dis—

tinctive, the builders of the Adams—Farwell

car have shown that their system is as read

ily adaptable to standard practise as any

other by adding a touring car of the con

  

ADAMS FARWELI. MOTOR.

ventional type to their line which for 1906

comprises several types.

That is, to all appearances, the car is of

the usual touring type, though investigation

proves the contrary. Its chief feature is, of

course, the Adams-Farwell revolving, air

cooled motor which in this instance is built

with five cylinders. Having achieved suc

cess with the three-cylinder type, one of

five cylinders was built early last year and

experimented with constantly and the re

sult has been its adoption as the standard

equipment of the heavy car for 1906. The

advantages accruing from the increase in

the number of cylinders include the elim

ination of vibration, as well as of the dead

center, thus producing a constant, even

torque and rendering slow motor speeds

possible.

As in the previous types, the complete

power plant is placed just forward of the

rear axle between and over the driving

wheels, thus giving the car plenty of clear

ance. So far as the construction of the

cylinders, pistons and connecting rods is

concerned, this does not depart from stand

ard practise except in the system of air

cooling flanges. The cylinders are cast

separately and machined so as to fit to—

gether on a cast steel bottom flange and a

bronze top flange. The pistons are pro

vided with five rings and are equipped with

the usual wrist pin and steel connecting

rods, except that the latter center atacom

mon point on the crankshaft round which

the entire engine revolves, the functions of

the motor itself being those of the

ordinary four-cycle type. The cams for

operating the valves are also placed at this

point.

A distinctive feature of the motor is the

use of both variable inlet valves and vari

able compression in order to regulate the

amount of power developed. The inlet

valves always pass the maximum charge,

but when running light, the valve is held

open for a certain length of time and

causes some of the mixture to be returned

passing it on to the next cylinder, whereas

under full load, the valve admits the entire

charge and immediately closes. This

method of control has been brought to a

point where it permits of an unusual degree

of flexibility in operation, making it pos

ports uncovered by the pistons, permitting

the escape of the high initial pressure

against baflle plates which effectually

deaden the noise. An automatically gov

erned timer advances the spark in propor

tion to the requirements of the load and at

the same time lengthens the period of con

tact as the speed advances, thus saving

  

AI)AMS~FARWELL 'I‘W'IN CLUTCH TRANSMISSION.

sible to pass instantly from no load to full

load. The gas is accordingly never throt

tlcd and as the valves are closed by 'cen

trifugal force, their action is always pro—

portionate to the speed of the motor. Light

steel wire springs are employed to close

the valves in starting and at slow speeds.

Some of the advantages of the Farwell

motor consist of the fact that it is without

parts usual in others, such as its lack of

gaskets or packed joints. It also dispenses

with a mufiler entirely. The latter is ac

complished by the provision of auxiliary

  

“lNSlDIS” or Tm: MOTOR.

current at low speeds. But one coil is

used. In place of the usual float feed for the

carburetter a gasolene well is provided and

supplied by a small pump automatically

controlled by the motor itself.

The transmission of the new type of car

is itself entirely new and like the motor,

very novel. It is of the sliding gear variety

providing four forward speeds and reverse,

but upon examination will be found to

differ radically from the usual mechanism

of the kind. In the first place it has two

independent clutches, one of which controls

the reverse, first and third speeds, while

the other operates the pinions of the second

and fourth speeds. The driving shaft, sup

ported on Hess-Bright ball bearings at the

ends and in the center by a Timken roller

bearing, is operated through bevel gears

attached directly to the motor itself as may

be seen in the view of the latter from be

low, the motor itself being mounted directly

upon and at the center of the gear box.

The male members of the clutches are

keyed to this driving shaft, as is also the

starting lever ratchet, while the female

members are secured to bronze bushed

loose sleeves which turn freely on their

shaft. To the sleeves on the left as shown

in the accompanying illustration are keyed

the the pinions of the first and third speeds.

and to the right those of the second and

fourth speeds, the gears for the 'reverse

being on a separate shaft. The driven

shaft is supported on three Hess-Bright

ball bearings of generous dimensions and

is squared at each end to receive the slid

ing members of the various speeds in the

order already referred to. The upper part

of the transmission case is a heavy bronze

casting which also forms the base of the

motor, the stationary crank shaft being
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keyed in the central hub in this casting.

Aluminum covers enclose it both top and

bottom, the under one acting as an oil pan.

The system of speed change control is

unique in that an idle set of gears may

be engaged before disengaging the clutch

from the speed below or above and in the

majority of combinations the idle gears

are out of mesh altogether. The control

consists of two short levers extending hori

zontally from the steering tube and just

under the wheel, the left hand lever actuat

ing the reverse, first and third speeds and

the right hand the second and fourth. The

final drive is by means of a single chain.

The car is usually started on the second

speed, the transmission permitting of quick

forward and reverse movements without

the necessity of sliding gears every time—

a great convenience in traffic. Another

great advantage is that there are in reality

two independent transmissions, either of

which will run the car should the other be

damaged. From the foregoing it will be

apparent that the entire power plant is

mounted upon the same base providing an

excellent means for securing and maintain

ing alignment. The cylinder dimensions

are 5x5 inches and with the maximum com

pression of 90 pounds to the square inch,

the motor develops 40 to 45 horsepower.

For convenience in entering the driving

seat, the steering wheel with all its attach

ments is made to tilt to one side at such

an angle that is possible for the occu—

pant of the off seat to readily control the

car in an emergency, pedal brakes being

provided on each side. Thirty—four-inch

wheels with 4%-inch tires front and rear

are used, the wheel base being 108-inches.

With the usual equipment this leader of the

Adams-Farwell line lists at $3,000.

More Gasolene Railways in Prospect.

Asuburban motor line from St. Joseph,

Mo, to some place thirty or forty miles

east of that city, is to be promoted by the

Real Estate Exchange of that city, if the

committee appointed to look into the feas

ibility of the matter reports favorably. It

is estimated that the line for a gasolene

motor system can be built at a cost of $20,

000 a mile. The equipment, plant, rolling

stock and additions will cost $3.000 a mile.

Several Maryland capitalists are behind

a scheme to build an “automobile railroad"

from Tolchester Beach, the summer resort

on the eastern shore of the peninsula, to

Chestertown, the nearest Pennsylvania rail

road station. A charter will probably be

asked for this week. The men interested

in the project are Alva T. Lamkin, W. G.

- Evans, J. D. Bacchus, T. D. Bowers, I. M.

Sides, W'. B. Cooper, W. W. Hubbard and

Fred G. Usilton.

A motor line from St. Joseph, M0., to

Highland, Kan, is being projected by the

St. JOSeph 8: Grand Island Railway Co.

Gasolene cars similar to those in use on

other suburban roads in the West will be

employed.

Features of a Duchess’s White Car.

  

Aside from the quantities of beauty of line

and elegance of detail, the most noteworthy

feature of the touring bodies of this year

is their capacity: a capacity which, while

allowing for each individual passenger a

greater amount of room than has ever be

fore been allotted in the automobile. at the

same time permits of carrying an amount

of luggage which is truly surprising when

considered in the light of the machines of

a year or two ago. An excellent illustration

of this attribute of the present prevailing

styles, is here presented in a view of a

White demi-limousine which has just been

sold by the London branch of the White

Sewing Machine Co., to the Duchess of

Manchester, formerly Miss Zimmerman, of

Cincinnati.

It will be noticed that the basic lines are

those of the King of Belgium type, which

despite the fact that it has been in use

for several years, still retains a well deserv

ed degree of popularity with those to whom

its soft and graceful curves appeal. The

demi-limousine construction permits of a

more rigid structure than can be obtained

in the simple canopy top, while at the

same time it has all the advantages of that

style in the matters of light and ventila

tion. The closure at the back affords

thorough protection to the occupants in all

sorts of weather, both from the elements.

and from the dirt of the road, giving the

body all the comforting characteristics of

the fully enclosed type. The entrances are

wide and easily accessible, and the use of

doors to the front seats is a feature to be

remarked.

The great utility of the machine as a

touring vehicle is shown by the arrange

ment for carrying two suit cases under the

running boards on either side, while the

space on the running boards between the

seats is used to advantage by means of

lockers which by no means injure the ap

pearance of the car as a whole. The

arrangement for the comfort and conveni—

ence of the passengers are as complete as

may be desired, while the fact that the

protection of the occupants from any pos

sible injury has been looked after as well.

as is shown by the use of wire glass in the

large window in the rear of the tonneau.

  

Motor Stage Routes Projected.

E. M. Wilson has established an auto

mobile transfer line in Sterling, Ill. All

trains will be met and he will make trips

into the country and nearby towns as soon

as business warrants it.

William Headlum contemplates running

a motor ’bus next summer between New

bergh and Goshen, N. Y. The car will

seat fourteen passengers and the fare will

be 45 cents one way or 15 cents for the

round trip. Two round trips will be made

daily.

Because the Southern Pacific Railroad

Company has refused time and again the

petition of Fernando, Cal.. residents to erect

a new depot, they will institute a boycott

by the establishment of an automobile line

from that place to Los Angeles. The

Board of Trade is behind the movement

and a l4-passenger Knox car already has

been purchased and commuters' books of

tickets have been issued.

\Villiam Stonebourne, who runs the old

stage line between Albany and Rennsalaer

ville, N. Y., has purchased a motor 'bus,

with a passenger capacity of sixteen, which

he will place on service between these two

points on May 1. It will make round trips

daily. The distance to Rennsalaerville

from Albany is about 26 miles, and it now

takes 24 hours, at least according to an

Albany paper, to make the trip with double

team coaches, and with the automobile

Stonebourne expects to make the trip in

less than three hours.

 

Hartford's (Conn) board of assessors

have figured out that there are just $162,450

worth of automobiles in that city. This is

an increase over 1904 of $54,950.
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FACTS ABOUT STEEL ALLOYS

Expert Souther Corrects Some Errors and

Misunderstandings—Truth About Flux.

This item concerning the use of steels

was “turned loose" by someone or other

shortly after the shows and since has been

industriously going the rounds of the press:

“A great deal of talk about nickel steel

and chrome nickel steel was made during

the show by the would-be wiseacres. Occa

sionally the fact that they were stupidly

using a catch phrase was exposed, as when

a man demanded why frames were not

They are not, be

cause in a structure like a frame the nickel

made of nickel steel.

does not flux evenly with the steel under

Nickel

steel is all right for certain parts and is

the rolling process, but segregates.

being used by a number of makers. Chrome

nickel steel is high priced and verv ex

pensive to work."

Henry Souther, the well—known Hartford

engineer and metallurgist, thinks it about

time that the item’s career was checked and

the light turned on. He writes:

“The statements made are inaccurate and

absurd. Such statements do a great deal

0f_ harm when read by the layman. Manu

facturers get a very bad impression. Curi

ously enough, such statements are quite

as readily believed because they are printed

as the well considered statements of a

trained metallurgist.

“For example, somebody started the

theory about, that during the process of

forging, nickel may be burned out of the '

steel. No more foolish proposition can be

put forward than that. Nickel once incor

porated in melted steel, as it is in common

practice, can not be extracted by any pro—

cess of forging, no matter how badly or

how Well done. Nickel once put in steel

stays there. Nevertheless, the above was

believed by well-known manufacturers.

“Now, as to the statement made in the

paragraphs referred to: Frames are not

made of nickel steel, “because in a struc

ture like a frame, the nickel does not flux

evenly with the steel under the rolling pro

cess, but segregates.”

“In the first place the metallurgist can

not conceive what the man is driving at

who wrote it. Nickel or anything else

does not get a chance to flux under a roll

ing process. Flux has nothing to do with

metals, anyway, and has only to do with the

slag connected with the melting process.

“Segregation can not occur in any rolling

process, but can occur during the solidifica

tion of a large ingot. After once solidify

ing, no change takes place as far as segre

gation is concerned.

“Nickel steel is all right for frames,

chrome steel is all right for frames, and the

combination is all right for frames, if orig—

inally the steel is all right. It makes no

difference, providing that they are workable

and can be used.

“For example, nickel steel was safely

.made into bicycle tubing in very large

quantities by the old Pope Manufacturing

Co., and it was probably the best tubing

ever produced in the world. It would be a

fine thing if the automobile maker could

have such fine material as that was.

“Several frame makers have tried to press

up side bars and other members of auto

mobile frames cold from nickel steel and

chrome steel. A great many failures have

been made, and it is probable that hot

pressing Will have to be resorted to in

order to produce successful frames of so

stiff a material.

.“Alloy steels are now being worked hot

into pressed steel shapes and are used for

gun carriages in the United States Army.

If automobiles are to have the strongest

possible frames, they will adopt similar ma

terials, worked in a similar manner."

About Getting Under the Car.

Sooner or later the necessity for get

ting under the car arises, no matter how

accessible its parts may be. A pit is in con

sequence a great convenience, but one that

is for obvious reasons beyond the reach of

the average private owner. Many expedi

ents to provide something of the kind have

made their appearance on the market, all

of them accomplishing the object sought in

a more or less satisfactory manner, but it

has remained for a British genius to devise

a “portable motor car elevator.”

This is nothing like as ponderous or

costly a piece of mechanism as its elaborate

title would imply. Two metal strips several

inches in width and of channel section form

its sides, the length of which is slightly in

excess of the wheel base of the car. These

are tied and supported on a light metal

frame running on three castors, the third

one of which only touches the floor when

the elevator is tilted to take on a car. The
latter is runhup to the apparatus and is

drawn up the incline with a small drum and

rope.

When the car is in place the frame may

then be brought to a horizontal position

and a leg dropped under one end to main

tain it there, although this it not necessary

as straps are provided to pass around the

wheels to hold the car in the inclined posi

tion. Once on the elevator the latter may

be used to movethe car about or as a turn

table. In order to accommodate cars of

varying treads, .the channels may be spread '

or contracted by means of the traverse tie

rods which are equipped with turn buckles.

Pleasantville’s Hopes Mount High.

Pleasantville, N. ].—it’s down on the

meadows near Atlantic City—is going to

have an automobile factory if the residents

will subscribe $3,500 to repair an old build

ing for its use. The offer will be accepted

it is stated, but the names of the persons

interested in the scheme are not mentioned.

CREAM COLOR FOR CARS

Not an Easy Task to Obtain it—How to

Mix and Apply it for Best Results.

“There is a certain glow and warmth in

the cream color used upon not a few of the

big automobiles or touring cars that invari

ably sends a thrill of enthusiasm through

the wayside pedestrian and gives to the

beholder in general a great yearning to own

the creamy-dressed machine," says Carriage

Monthly.

cream-colored job is

“The painting and finishing of a

no doubt attended

with more than ordinary difficulties, and

with the object of possibly eliminating

some of these difficulties we here review

the details of such work. First clean away

the existing stains, discolorations and

greasy smears, if any, and follow with suf

ficient sandpapering to reduce any coarse

or raised grain of the wood to a clean,

smooth finish. Then apply a coat of raw

linseed oil and turpentine, with enough

white keg lead to check the extreme pene

trating power of the linseed oil, added,

using three-quarters oil to one-quarter tur

pentine. Apply with a round or oval bristle

brush, bound close enough, or reduced suffi

ciently by wear, to brush this primer into

the wood fiber.

"This coat in a dry temperature of 65 de

grees, uniformly maintained, will be in con

dition after forty-eight hours to sandpaper

lightly, and coat up with a lead coat made

of white keg lead, carrying one-quarter raw

linseed oil to three-quarters turpentine,

with a gill of japan to each one-quarter gal

lon of the mixture. Brush on a clean, fine

coat of the pigment, free from brush marks.

The day following carefully inspect the

surface and puty existing defects with a

putty made in this wise: dry white lead to

a working consistency in quick rubbing var

nish and gold-size japan, equal parts. For

deep cavities in which putty dries slowly

stiffen the putty up considerably by the

further action of dry white lead.

"For any coarse, eaty patches of wood,

thin the putty proportionately, and with a

broad French scraping knife, half elastic;

glaze in firmly but smoothly. The follow

ing day apply the first coat of rough-stuff,

which if not purchased ready prepared, may

be made according to the appended for

mula: Dry white lead, four pounds; pul

- verized pumice stone No. 0, one pound;

pulverized soapstone, three pounds, with

enough yellow ochre, dry, added, to throw

a yellow cast into the mixture. Mix to a

stiff paste with three parts quick-drying

rubbing varnish and two parts of coach

japan, then thinning the mass with turpen

tine to a free brushing consistency.

“Apply one coat of this stuff per day,

using sufficient coats to “stop” the surface

solidly enough to permit rubbing to an

absolutely level surface. The number of

coats to be determined by the condition of
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the surface. To the final coat of stuff add

enough lemon yellow to provide a guide

coat for the rubber. Set the surface aside

in good drying quarters for a week, if pos

sible, after which time the rubbing out may

be proceeded with. Select a medium fine

rubbing brick, or, speaking technically, ar

tifical pumice stone, and rub with strokes

always directed one way, and, above every

thing else, avoid scratching or disfiguring

the surface.

“It is next to impossible to eliminate the

trace of such defects on a surface so deli

cate and so highly sensitive as the one un—

der treatment. For moldings, pieces of the

stone should be hollowed and grooved and

otherwise fitted exactly to such parts that

they may be rubbed to a perfection of sur

face quite equal to the panels, etc. After

rubbing, stand the job aside until the day

following, and then with No. 00 sandpaper.

or, better still, a tuft of the curled hair cus

tomarily used by carriage trimmers, give

the surface a light polish, then dust off and

apply a coat of the proper color.

“Now in respect to this color, there are

a number of paint makers who will furnish

it true to shade or tint, and ground to a

condition of exceeding fineness. If, how

ever, the painter chooses to prepare this

color for himself, it may be done as follows:

Flake white, eight parts; chrome yellOw.

two parts; English vermillion, one part. If

the flake white and the yellow should be

japan ground—and as a matter of more as

sured accuracy of results they should be—

thin out with turpentine, adding as a binder

a tablespoonful of pale drying japan to each

quart of the thinned color. In working out

to the desired automobile cream now so

much admired along the boulevards, and up

and down the highways of the world, the

above proportions may have to be modified,

or added to or subtracted from, as the

strength and coloring power of the pig

ments are determined. '

“Over the tinted roughstuff apply a single

coat 'of the cream color, using a 2%-inch

camel's hair fiat brush. Thin the color to

a condition to insure perfect freedom from

brush marks, and work with an eye single

to maintaining a clean surface, both in res

pect to stains or discolorations, and to ac

cumulating substances commonly defined

as dirt, either of which are capable of de

stroying that superb quality belonging to a

cream-colored surface. Any surface rang

ing from the ordinary yellow to pure white

depends for its beauty and brilliancy upon

the purity of its color, which in turn is

maintained only by a cleanliness described

in books of old time as next to godliness.

“The coat of flat color having dried, it is

again dusted off, and adding enough rub

bing varnish to the color to convert the

mass into a color-and-varnish without, how

ever, disturbing a good measure of the cov

ering power of the pigment, flow on a coat

of this mixture using a flat 2%—inch bristle

brush for the main panels, and a one-inch

brush for moldings and wiping up, etc.

After forty-eight hours, with a roll of soft

Royal Develops

Never until this year has that distinctively

American type of machine, the runabout,

come into a position of prominent regard.

The grunabout, in America, has been in

past leasons what the tri-car and the quad

haye been to England, and the voiturette

to F'ance. Now, however, it has come

much, more largely to the front owing to

the adoption of the type in a modified and

  

improved form by the makers of large and

powerful machines. So wide has become

its use and so greatly has the demand

for it increased, that scarcely a maker ex

ists who does not list among his types, at

least one form answering to this descrip

tion. Among them, of course, the name

of Royal is to be found.

The Royal Runabout is a brend new

proposition, which has just been announc

ed to the trade, and well exemplifies the

class of high powered cars which are be-.

ing put out at the present time with two

broadcloth, or a perforated square of rub

bing felt, dipped into No. 00 pumice stone,

and water, rub the surface lightly, observing

great care not to tear up in any way the

color and varnish. It is simply desired to

reduce the gloss and free the surface from

any foreign substances.

“The next coat of color-and-varnish

should contain a greater quantity of varnish

and a consequently reduced portion of

color. Flow this on quite as freely as you

would the clear varnish, and hold the sur

face free from runs and sags and other ills

to which the surface is heir by virtue of

carelessness or lack of skill. In due time

this coat may be rubbed a little harder and

more thoroughly than the preceding one.

This should suffice to furnish a surface both

dense enough in color, and rich enough in

body, to stripe upon. The following coat

of varnish should be practically colorless

rubbing varnish, flowed with precision and

skill. Then follow at the proper time with

a good uniform surfacing, wash perfectly

and surely clean, and finish with an elastic

finishing varnish without fault or flaw, and

lo! victory is yours.”

a ‘ Big Runabout.

passenger seats and sloping decked backs.

It is styled Model “N,” and is furnished

with the standard type of four-cylinder

motor having “square” cylinders of 5x5

inch dimensions, and bearing a conser'va

tive rating of forty horsepower. The change

speed gearing is of the familiar type, giving

three forward speeds in addition to the

reverse, by means of a sliding train of

gears, and the braking equipment is of the

expanding clutch type, acting on wheels

and transmission.

The wheel base is 110-inches, and this,

coupled with the method of drawing the

body lines gives the machine a particularly

rangey appearance which is decidedly an

fait this season. The seats are roomy and

comfortable, and the sloping deck at the

back affords not simply a finished appear

ance to the car, but gives ample storage

space for extra tires anl spare Parts, such

as cannot well be carried in the more con

ventional touring car.

Here’s the Traveling Repair Shop.

Although the idea of the traveling motor

car repair shop is not \xactly new, it is

about to be put into effect in this country

for the first time. An enterprising Milwau

kean has just conceived such a scheme.

Clifford E. Golder, manager of the Curtis

Automobile Co., who is responsible for the

plan, is preparing to put it into execution

at once, and before the summer season is

well under way, the public in that vicinity

will be served with a peripatetic repair

shop of no mean capacity. For the pur~

pose, an old touring car will be remodeled,

the tonneau being replaced by a special

form of body equipped with tools and spare

parts of every description, even to a drill,

vise and forge. The machine will be kept

in readiness for a run at all times, and an

efficient repair man will be on hand to go

to the relief of the disabled motorist on an

instant’s notice, putting his machine into

working order in the briefest possible time,

or, in the event of its total disablement,

towing it back to the home shop. Two

shifts of men will be maintained during the

summer months, so that there shall be no
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BRAKES AND APPLYING THEM

Effort that is Possible and Why the Power

ful Ones Require Caution.

One of the commonly accepted strong

points of 1906 car is its

system of brakes, in which is is agreed to

the average

excell its predecessors of a year or two ago

to a very marked degree. Yet it is probably

quite true that the average buyer at this

time has no idea that the breaking power of

his machine is far in excess of what is ever

to be required, and that it puts into his

hands a means of abuse which may do quite

as much harm in the course of a season‘s

use as would be done otherwise as a result

of ineffectual brakes.

The truth of this assertion will be ap

parent if it be considered that while with

a less powerful, or even insufiicient braking

equipment, the driver learns to allow for

its shortcomings in his driving, and make

his calculations accordingly, in the case of

the cars of the day, unless he be extremely

prudent in his management, he will tend to

reley overmuch on his brakes, not simply

running great risks of disaster in the event

of their failure, unlikely though it may be,

but by the same token greatly racking the

entire mechanism and taking away the life

of the tires, by the abrupt use of the brakes

which he is'tempted to make. Thus, al

though the advantage of the generally in

creased area of braking surface given to

most cars at the present time, is undeniable

from the standpoint of design, it carries

with it the demand for greater caution and

skill in handling than has ever before been

the case.

Although it may not at first be apparent,

iteis nevertheless quite true that the max

imum braking effort possible in any ma

chine is measured not by the size and num

ber of the brakes, but by the weight of the

and the adhesion of the tires. For,

granted sufficient power in the brakes

either individually, or when applied simul

taneously, to check the motion of the

wheels so that they will slide, no further

retarding effort is possible. Hence, in de

signing the brakes, after making all proper

allowances for the losses in the mechanism

due to the presence of oil on the surfaces,

and, in the case of the rear wheel pair,

commonly referred to as emergency brakes,

of the losses due to improper equalization,

the entire basis of further and final calcu

lation must be the adhesion of the wheels

to the road, or, in other words, the maxi

mum tractive effort which it is possible to

obtain.

This quantity is precisely the same as

the maximum possible driving effort. Its

magnitude varies exceedingly, not simply

in measure with the size and degree of

inflation of the tires, but with the condi

tion of the road surface. Hence, while

the maximum possible speed of a car of a

certain weight may be figured on a basis

L

of its performance under the most favor

able road conditions, the maximum pos

sible braking effort, ' far as, the power of

the car is concerned, must be considered on

a basis of the worst possible condition of

the track, where the traction is greatest.

To consider a little mo e closely what is

involved, take the case of 2,000 pound car,

which, when carrying a load of 600 pounds,

has its load evenly distributed over the four

wheels. Then the weight carried by each

of the tires will evidentl vbe 650 pounds.

The coefficient of frict' n between the

wheels and the road is‘fsuch a variable

quantity that it is difficult to make an as

sumption ‘covering the proper condition,

but for the present purpose, it may be

taken as 40 per cent. for a hard dirt road

having considerable loose soil on its sur

face, or for a macadam road in poor con—

dition. Then, it is evident that the adhesion,

or maximum tractive effort will be 40 per

cent. of the load, or 260 pounds per tire,

which is the measure of a force which ap

plied at the tire would check the rotation

of the wheel. Supposing the emergency

brake drums to be 10 inches in diameter,

and the coefficient of friction between the

working surfaces to be 30 per cent., then

the amount of force which must be applied

at one brake in order to hold its wheel, will

be equal to the inverse ratio of the dia

meters of the drum and wheel multiplied

into the tangential force required at the

wheel, and that in turn, multiplied by the

coefiicient. Or, in other words,

w:2,947 pounds.

That is to say, the application of

this somewhat startling amount of

force must be secured in order to

check the rotation of the wheel in

stantaneously. When a system of linkage

is used which gives an advantage of forty

times the force applied at the hand lever,

however, as is perfectly possible in the

ordinary arrangement of parts, the amount

of effort required at the lever is found to

be but 72 pounds in round numbers, and

when the lever is made to actuate both

brakes, the total efiort required is there

fore 144 pounds.

Under ordinary circumstances, a far less

expenditure of force at the lever would be

sufficient to skid the wheels at once, and

even under the most trying circumstances

of soft road surface, the wheels would

cease to turn almost instantly when the

lever was pushed to its full limit, the effort

being secured by a sharp thrust and hence

being greater than would be possible if it

had to be sustained for any length of time.

Brakes of 10 inches diameter are extremely

common at this time, while those of lesser

size are commonly fitted with mechanism

of such a nature that the requisite effort

may be secured at the expense of an even

less amount of force at the lever. From

this, it will be seen that under ordinary

circumstances, the enormous braking sur

faces in common use are not essential.

Their advantage is that they are more last

ing than those of less size, and that they

more readily conduct away from the sur

faces of contact the heat which is generated

and hence run cooler than otherwise would

be the case, unless water cooling were

employed.

In the case of the running brake actuated

by means of a foot pedal, the power ob

tained would be even greater. than this for

the same size of drum since the effort is

applied throuin the medium of transmis

sion gearing, and an added leverage gained

in this way. In the somewhat rare case

of a clutch shaft brake which is placed in

front of the change speed mechanism, the

effort varies in accordance with the position

of the gears, and is greatest on the lower

speeds, when its value is out of all propor

tion to the needs of any imaginable case.

Commonly, the application of either brake,

with a modicum of efi‘ort on the part of the

operator is suflicient to skid the wheels at

once, while the simultaneous application

of the entire braking system through the

means of an interlocking mechanism, serves

to stop the motion of the parts with a

shock, which, owing to the sudden absorp

tion of the energy of rotation of the mov

ing parts themselves, sets up internal

stresses in the machine which are as de

structive as they are uncalled for except

when the action is essential to the preser

vation of the health and physical symetry

of the driver and passengers.

The width of the braking surface and

hence, in a general way, the area of work

ing surface is a consideration of but sec

ondary importance in the design of the

system, the diameter and pressure applied

being the two essential elements to be dealt

with. Friction, being dependent solely on

the pressure between the surfaces in con

tact, and the diameter of the drum deter—

mining the advantage or leverage through

which the frictional force is applied,

the area may in theory be anything

from a knife edge to ten feet. Owing

to the abrading of the surfaces, however.

which is inversely proportional to their

area, the surface is made as great as is

convenient, so that the wear shall be as

slight as is practicable, and so that the heat

generated shall be conducted away as fast

as possible, for it is to be understood that

the effect of friction is in every case that

of the generation of a proportional amount

of heat.

The idea of water cooling for brakes used

on cars which are to be subjected to the

strain of prolonged descents has been put

into practice on a number of foreign cars,

and one or two of American manufacture

this season and last, with good results,

but it is by no means a necessity in ordinary

‘work, and as a matter of fact, it entails so

much extra mechanism which is not ordin

arily essential, that it hardly seems worth

its added cost of installation. The evil

effects of overheating in the brakes may

be overcome by applying them intermit

tantly and alternately as far as possible,
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and indeed, the skillful driver counts the

hot brake shoe as among the least of his

troubles on the road, and seldom considers

it at all.

Considering the superlative quality of the

braking equipment of the average car, the

essential requirement in handling it is de

cidedly a negative one, for it should be

used with caution at all times, and should

invariably be applied as gently as possible

in order to minimize the strains on the

machanism, and the abrasion from the sur

face of the tires as well. The braking sur

faces should be kept in good condition at all

times, free from oil and dirt of all sorts,

and the mechanism should be so adjusted

that the shoes cannot drag when the car

is in motion. All things considered, per

haps, this is the most important admonition

of all, and the one which is least likely to

be obeyed in the average case.

How to Test the Two Sparks.

Seldom have the advantages of the differ

ent sparks produced by the high tension

and the make and break been more efl'ect

ively compared than in the following which

is an excerpt from an article on ignition

systems generally, from the pen of Charles

E. Duryea. Taking them in the order men

tioned, he says:

“Pass a strip of paper between the points

of a jump spark plug and the paper will be

perforated by the sparks, leaving a line

of minute holes. To get the actual size of

the spark in the cylinder the points should

be separated a quarter of an inch or more,

for it is well known that the compressed

air is an insulator, and that engines which

frequently miss on full charges will fire

regularly when throt_tled, thus proving that

there is a larger and better spark when

there is no compression.

“To test the make and break spark in a

similar manner, connect one wire from such

a system to a piece of sheet metal on which

is placed a sheet of thin paper, preferably

held about one thirty-second of an mcn

above the metal. Connect the other wire‘to

a common pin and push the latter through

the paper. Then pull the pin away quickly

A'large spark will follow, burning a hole

through the paper, frequently an eighth of

an inch in diameter. Compare the area of

this hole with that of the minute perfora

tion made by the jump spark, remembering

that the make and break spark is also long

er. and it will be seen that the volume and

heat of the make and break spark is much

larger, on which account it will fire a less

perfect mixture.”

“To prevent rust," relates one who says

he has tried it, “take four ounces of par

afi‘in wax and melt it in a tin, pour the melt

ed wax into a pint bottle of gasolene and'

shake well until it is dissolved. Brush this

mixture over all the metal parts and it will

effectually prevent rust and oxidization

from atacking it. A little gasolene will

easily remove the wax."

GASOLENE-ELEQ'I'RIC,,SYSTEMS

Great Diversity that aExists—Om: of the

Most Recent French Efforts.

Numerous attempts have been made to

perfect the electrical transmission for the

gasolene motor car during a period extend

in‘g back to the veriest infancy of the

industry. Plausible enough in theory at

least, to attracti‘the attention 'of the de

signer, the idea of securing_a thoroughly

flexible and simple method of control and

that at the same time embodied-in a sys

teni'which upon occasion could be used to

supplement the effort of tile .inotor, the

constructor of an electrical turn of mind

gear, the drive is always direct. Under the

driver's seat is a battery of accumulators,

by means of which the dynamo itself can

be used as a motor whenever it is desired

to increase the speed of the car or to help

the engine driving up-hill. It also forms

the only means of reversing. \Vhen not in

use, the battery is charged by the dynamo

if the conditions are favorable and the en—

gine is not already fully occupied in its

task of driving the car. On the Auto-Mixte

chassis, the battery consists of 28 Tudor

cells; these weigh 375 pounds, so that alto

gether the chassis weighs 2,775 pounds in

running order. All the cells are coupled

up in series.

At the driver’s right hand is a lever

which operates the controller, mounted on

the side of the frame, and in front, on the

dash, is a volt ampere meter which indi—

  

THE ELECTRO-M IXTF. SYSTEM.

has ever had some plan up his sleeve which

followed along this line. And although the

machines built have been distinguished not

infrequently by their cumbersomeness, they

have been far from crude, and have besides

shown a very marked similarity in a gen

eral way.

Very diverse, however, have been the

numerous systems adopted; some, like the

Krieger, merely use the electricity as a

medium for transmission of power to the

driving motors; others, like the Fischer,

supplant this by a battery of accumulators,

which affords a source of reserve power and

enables the engine—which may be built on

the small side—to be kept running always

at an approximately constant speed and

load. In other cases, like that of the Ger—

main, the dynamo and motor form a com

pound unit which provides a gradually

variable change-speed-gear'; whilst in the

Auto-Mixte system—recently’exhibited at

the Paris Salon-it is"the dynamo itself

which is occasionally used as a motor (in

conjunction with accumulators) when the

engine needs temporary assistance.

The dynamo is mounted immediately be- _

hind the engine, and just behind the

dynamo is the main clutch. The armature

is thus caused to revolve long as the

engine is running. A propeller‘shaft transv

mits the power to the live-rear-axlc and,

there being no mechanical change-speed

cates the condition of the battery by show

ing whether it is discharging, being charg

ed, or is in a state of electrical rest. It will

be understood that the battery assists the

engine by discharging its current through

the dynamo—thus converting it into'a

motor, and that the dynamo is equally in

readiness to charge the accumulators by re

versing the current. Which of the two

obtains the mastery depends on the speed

of the dynamo and on the prevailing con

ditions, that is to say, on the position of

the controller, which varies the resistance

in the circuit of the “shunt-wound” magnets

of the dynamo. If it is desired to go faster,

whether on the level or up-hill, the con

troller-lever is advanced forward, and this,

by weakening the voltage of the dynamo,

renders the battery more in a position to

drive it as a motor. On the engine is a

magnetic governor, which acts directly on

the throttle-valve, and in conjunction with

the controller is an electro-magnetic device

which times the ignition. Ordinary low

tension igniters are employed, but the po

sition of the iron core in the intensity coil

of the circuit is made adjustable, and is

connected to the controlling lever. Alter

ing its position varies the “fatness” of the

spark, and the relative igniting powers of

the “fat” and the "lean" sparks are consid

ered sufiicient to give the necessary advance

or retardation.
.A _ ___A.,___.<
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BRIDGE OF COI LISIONS

Where and Why they Occur Oftenest at

Victoria, B. C.—Regarding Road Rules.

"On a bridge in the city of Victoria, B. C.,

there are more collisions every day than

upon any other bridge in the world,” an

nounced an elderly gentleman in a group

discussing the rules of the road, says the

Spokesman.

“Railroad collisions do you mean?" in

quired a youngster.

“No, sir; I don't mean railroad collisions.

I mean head-on collisions between vehicles,

and face-to-face collisions between pedes

trians. And the reason for them all is that

the bridge is the spot where the American

rule of road clashes with the English rule

of road. We always keep to the right and

the Canadians there keep to the left. And

the result is one continual mix—up.

"Did you ever stop to consider how

strange it is in a custom of this kind, which

is so important and so often used, the Am

erican colonies should have worked out a

rule diametrically opposed to the mother

country? Why is it that in England people

on the road always keep to the left, while

in the United States and most parts of

Canada they always keep to the right?"

Nobody ventured to reply. “Well, why

is it," continued the speaker, “that we now

call the horse that is nearest to us the ‘olf’

horse and the horse that is farthest away

from us the ‘nigh’ horse?

A young man murmured a few indistinct

words about “ox teams.”

“Right you are!” exclaimed the veteran.

"The humble and obsolete ox is responsible

for all those collisions up in Victoria. In

England, way back before they ever had

carriages or vehicles of any kind, when ar

mored knights on horseback used to be

about the only people that met in the roads,

the custom i1 keeping to the left sprang

up, and most reasonable it was Because

in those days the knights were always

looking for trouble and they never knew

who was going to hand them a blow from

a broadsword. So they always took care

to pass other travelers with their sword

arm towards them, simply as a matter of

precautionary defense. This naturally

meant that they should hunch over to the

left edge of the road and present their

armed right hand to the passerby."

“Isn’t that a pretty fanciful explanation?"

asked one of the circle, who was bolder

than his companions. '

“Yes, I think it is, and I only gave it to

you for what it is worth. But it's funny

that, reasoning in the same way, you can

explain why Americans keep to the right.

Because in Colonial days the peril on the

road did not come from the travelers, but

from the savages lying in the ambushes

in the surrounding forests. Therefore, the

New England settler took care to present

his right afnl o the source of possible dan

ger, and consequently rode on the right

side ofatrfléroad. His' reasohs were uncons

ciously'trhe same as those of the knight

of King Arthur, but by. acting upon them

he created an entirely different custom.

“But I don't think it was the knight or

the Colonial horseback rider that originated

either of the national rules of the road.

It was the carter and the ox driver. The

carter was the person who made.',the

greatest use of the English highways and

byways as soon as the country developed

enough to need a transportation system.

Long caravans of heavy drays passed‘over

the roads, each driven by a man who ~rode

upon the left-hand animal, originally

picked out, I suppose, because a horse is

mounted on the left side, and because a

position on the left side of the pair brought

the right arm over into the centre of the

field of action. and permitted free exercise

of the whip. Being mounted on the left

hand horse, the carter naturally drew over

to the left-hand side of the road when he

wished to dismount in order to avoid the

mud in the middle of the road, into which

he would plunge if he pulled over to the

right side and then got down to terra

firma. And having dismounted on the left

side, he would naturally trudge along that

edge of the road with his team, and other

teams similarly situated would, of course,

keep to the left to avoid criss-crossing.

“It's odd,” concluded the veteran, “that

in the different provinces of Canada differ

ert customs in the matter prevail. In On

tario and Quebec drivers turn to the right,

and in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

they turn to the left. In France the rule of

right prevails: in different parts of Ger

many and Austria different habits obtain.

You often have to change from left to

right, or vice versa, when crossing some

unimportant frontier.”

Electioneering in Motor Cars.

Automobiles played a far more prom

inent part in the recent general election in

England than many of the candidates did.

One of the results of the use of such a great

number of cars for the same purpose was

the development of some amusing situa

tions the recitals of which makes diverting

reading. On one occasion the candidate

of a local constituency was making the last

cleaning up round of his territory and told

his chauffeur to get all possible speed out

of the car. Unfortunately a lamp went out

and the driver stopped to relight. The

candidate slid out of the tonneau at the

same‘time to examine the guideboard. In

the meantime the chauffeur remonnted and

got away without losing any time, oblivious

of the fact that his employer was left he

hind in a rain storm without any overcoat

and miles away from the meeting place

he was due at. It seems like the irony of

fate to have to record the fact that the

candidate met defeat.

FACTS FROM A FARMER

Explains How Drivers Make Horses Timid

and Gives Some Good Advice.

"I drive both a horse and an auto and

have had ample opportunity to view the

horse scaring question from the viewpoint

of both the farmer and the automobile

owner," writes a contributor to Farm and

Home. “I believe that any horse can, by a

few trials, be trained to pass an automobile

quietly. I possessed a horse that was fran—

tically afraid of an auto the first few times

he met it. Like all horses unaccustomed to

the machines he shied from the strange

thing because he thought it would hurt him.

“It is doubtful if any horse shies or

scares at a thing just to be mean. If a

horse has any life in him at all, he will shy

from any object on the road that is strange

to him. Especially is this true of colts, and

one that will not do it is hardly worth

breaking.

“In my case, I led the horse up quietly

to a machine that was drawn up to one

side of the road. He snorted and pranced

frantically at first but was gradually per

suaded to approach close enough to touch

his nose to the seat. Then the motor was

started, and the horse held close to the vib

rating machine. He soon learned that it

was a harmless thing, and he now passes an

auto on the road with but a pricking of his

ears and a look of disdain, as he believes

it hardly worth the attention of a sensible

horse.

“While driving my machine I have met

all sorts of people on the road, and fully

three-fourths of them have trouble in pass

ing with their teams. The whole trouble

lies in the people being more frightened

than the animals. Men begin yelling, wo

men screech, and the horses at once con

clude that the automobile is going to hurt

them. I have met farmers, who, on seeing

the machine approach, would hurriedly

blindfold their horses that they might not

see the puffing monster pass. After such

an experience it would be a difficult matter

to drive that team by a car without serious

trouble. Others begin applying the whip

when their team shies and the next time the

horses are afraid of both the automobile

and the whip. -

“Be gentle. be cool, be patient when you

meet an automobile with your fractious

horse. The “chug chug" wagon is here to

stay, and we may as well begin early to ac

custom the colt to it, just as we had to do

with the bicycle and the locomotive."

The automobile has penetrated the Alps

in the form of a bobsleigh. The device is

called the Credos. It is an automobile

sleigh with a sharp bonnet, which enables it

to cut through the wind like the point of a

good racer. It promises to be a feature 1".

the winter sports in the Alps.
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WHY FRANCE 15 FEARFUL

"Jarmed by Progress of Other Countries—

The Situation Well Stated.

“For a long while past it has been evi

dent that the French motor car industry

has been in somewhat an unsettled state.”

says the Motor Review in commenting

upon upon the change which has come over

the French manufacturers who see that

their future supremacy lies in a continu

The

motor vehicles has grown so rapidly that

ance of racing. manufacture of

the heavy production has raised a problem

which makers themselves do not find easy

to solve.

“Although the number of cars built in

France is enormously in excess of home

needs, there is no apparent falling off in

the new firms who are constantly coming

into the industry, and it is not easy to see

how trade can escape trouble in the early

future unless it is able to continue the

policy which has been carried out for some

years past of securing an increasingly firm

hold upon the foreign markets. For the

moment the foreign demand seems to be

keeping pace with the increasing produc

tion, to judge at least from the business

done at the Paris Salon, when most of the

leading firms booked orders for their whole

output during the present year. Neverthe

less, it is obvious that foreign countries

are beginning to satisfy their own require

ments, and are even sending vehicles into

France where their performances in the

different trials, and the popularity they have

seeured among the public, prove to the

French makers that they no longer hold

the position they did formerly. They, of

course, have a great advantage in so far

as concerns their productive facilities and

in their great reserve of skilled labor,

which enables them to hold their own

against the growing foreign competition,

but at the same time it is clear that these

advantages will be diminished in the early

future as foreign manufacturers extend

their works and acquire the same experi

ence as the French makers.

“The last show in Paris proved that so

far as technical advances are concerned, a

limit has now been reached when there is

a tendency t0ward a levelling up all around.

Under these circumstances the French man

ufacturer has to adopt every possible ex

pedient for maintaining the lead he has

obtained upon his foreign rivels. How this

is to be done has long been a vexed ques

tion in automobile circles. A year ago it

was thought that the French industry would

secure its position by adopting a policy

which aimed at stifling the development of

the industry abroad. In England, Germany,

America and elsewhere it is believed that

the reputation of the French cars would be

eclipsed by the success of foreign vehicles

in international races, so that every effort

was made to continue the policy of organiz

ing a long distance speed contest which

has done so much to build up the industry

in France. The danger of this poliCy was

so obvious to the French makers that they

tried to suppress racing altogether, unless

they could introduce their famous formula

of “proportionate representation.” This, of

course, was summarily rejected by the for

eign manufacturers, and finding matters at

a deadlock the Automobile Club of France

formally decided to withdraw from racing

in any shape or form.

“Fora time it seemed as if there was

every prospect of France inaugurating a

new policy when racing would be replaced

by trials of touring vehicles of which the

European circuit and the wheel and the

race were to be the most important fea

tures. This project did not pan out nearly

so well as the French club expected. The

tire manufacturers showed very little read

iness to take upon themselves the burden

and expense of competing in races which

would have the effect of showing up the

weakness of their products more than their

merits, and the experience gained during

the year with the various touring trial

events did not point to the European cir

cuit being a particularly brilliant success.

At the same time Italy decided upon or

ganizing big races, and in Germany an agi

tation was started in favor of racing. so

that in the event of the French makers

abstaining there was every prospect that

public interest in the automobile movement

would be diverted from France to other

countries, in which event the last state of

affairs would be worse than the first. See

ing that nothing could replace motor-car

racing as a means of enabling the country

to maintain its prestige, the French manu

facturers boldly decided to make racing the

most prominent feature of the year, and on

this principle being almost unanimously

adopted by the trade, arrangements were

at once made for finding a suitable site.

“For certain reasons that it is unneces

sary to go into here, the French club de

cided to reject the Auvergne circuit and

select one nearer Paris, where the race

would be regarded as a public attraction.

Instead of running cars over courses which

are specially selected as offering the

greatest difficulties to the drivers, the

sporting commission of the French Club

has been inspecting circuits with a view of

finding a level circular route of about

sixty miles on which the highest possible

speeds can be attained. After inspecting

three circuits within easy distance of Paris

the sporting commission finally approved

of what is known as the Sarthe circuit.

Starting a few miles outside of Le Mans

the road is perfectly straight along one side

of the triangle to St. Calais. From here to

La Ferte-Bernard the road nndulates with

occasional stiff gradients, and then back

again to Le Mans the going is first undu

lating and then fiat. Of the sixty miles of

road there are more than fifty miles abso

lutely straight, and except for the bends at

the apices of the triangle the cars will

be able to travel at their maximum speed the

whole way. This race will prove a very severe

test not only for the cars, but more especi

ally for the pneumatic tires. Although the

forthcoming race has not yet been officially

named it is probable that it will be known

as the Grand Prix de 1’ Automobile Club of

France, and thus the French body will

have carried out its intention, expressed at

the beginning of last year, to replace the

Gordon Bennett contest with a Grand Prix

race, although the conditions under which

this will be done will have to be consider

ably modified. Each maker will be allowed

to enter a maximum number of three cars,

and presumably it will be an open race in

which all nationalities will be allowed to

take part under equal conditions. There is

no doubt that from a business point of view

the French trade has acted very wisely in

continuing the traditions of the sport, and

there is every prospect therefore of the

present year giving a fresh incentive to

motor-car racing which a little while ago

seemed to have its days numbered.

Knuckle Joints in Connecting Rods.

A distinct novelty in the line of motor

construction has recently been inaugurated

by a foreign inventor who has introduced a

knuckle joint in the connecting rods just

above the crank shaft bearing. The object

is, of course, to permit of automatic align

ment of the bearing in case the cylinders

are not mounted at right angles to the en—

gine axis. Of course, this tends to deprive

the rod of a certain amount of its essential

rigidity, but the matter of alignment is one

which cannot be neglected with impunity.

and it would seem that some provision of

this nature made either in this way, or by

the use of a bushirg set in a sperical seat,

would prove a distinct advantage in cater

ing to efficient action in the motor.

Swiss Test for Service Vehicles.

A competition for commercial vehicles is

being organized by the Automobile Club of

Switzerland, the proposed dates of which

are April 23d to 27th inclusive. There will

be two classes—one for public service vehi

cles, and one for motor trucks. The test will

be conducted upon an economy basis, and

there will be four daily runs, those for the

public vehicles ranging from 95 to 115 kilo

meters and for the trucks, about 85 kilo

meters.

When the Car is New.

Especially with new cars, which are now

being bought, the man who is his own

chauffeur should regard the rule of looking

over every part and tightening all nuts be

fore going out. However well made a

machine may be nuts will loosen during

the early days of its running on the road

until they get set, through all the parts

becoming reciprocally adjusted, for a car,

like a ship, must “find itself."
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grircngllr ‘is hardly

“lpossi‘blet Too great

 

. (L In Motor Car Service, weight, properly considered,

has muchlto answer for. Slrengl/z, of course, is what

isaimed at in the more or less heavy kinds of con

" istruct’ioni-but strength may be attained in the In:

heavy kirifl if the mas/er inmd is back of the design.

(Lin the E40 H. P. Lozier Motor Car, weighing less

.Athan'12,860 pounds, greater strength is secured by

virtue of,~ its ferfect mechanical construction (and

the rnaster hand) than is evidenced in many cars of

from to 25 per cent. greater weight. (L'I‘oo great

weight l51~§10 more desirable in a Motor Car than it is in

X

a sleigh, out long/eat

wag/11m eans sorrow

for the tires—and

tires cost money——

be~ides it is an in

sult to a good motor

  

 

 

  

car tire to wear it out needlessly through making it 'v

do lrurk sen/ire. (LToo great weight takes more

power to move—power means something more than

gasoline—and even gasoline costs money: Too great

weight usually shows itself somewhere, or if it does

not show, it sooner or later makes itself felt. 700

[Igllf‘weight is also possible—but that is the other

extreme—never go to extremes. (L The construction

of Lozie'r Motor Cars embodies_years of study: and

long practical experience in the manufacture of High-' ‘

grade Gasoline Motors, and we know} how to build

v for allthe desirable

points in a high

grade car. G:t 'an'

opinion lrom any

Lozier owner. Send

for Motor Car Cata

logue describing

LozierConstruction.

THE LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY

MOTOR CARS

35 - 4o - 60 H.P.

$4,500 to $8,000

MOTOR BOATS

20- 21- 26 Feet

$325 - $600 - $800

MARINE MOTORS

Two and Four Cycle

3 to 55 Horsepower

FIFTY-FIFTH STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Secour Motor Boat and Marine Motor Exhibit at the National Motor‘fl at and'Spoflsman’s Show at Madison Qqnare Garden, New York City, Feb. :0 to March 8

Wain» Selling Agni! far 4"”!07 Carr, Motor Baal: and Marine filotorr, DA N B. SOUTHA RD, 1409 Michigan Avenue, Cling!

NICHOLLS BROTHERS, Ltd.I Toranla, Onlaria, .‘Holvr Boat and Murine Matar Agents/or flu Province of Orr/aria, Canada
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow, :8-32 ll. P. with straight tonneau

body, cape top and folding glass front. Price uitwut top or glass

front, $4,000. Cape top, $200 extra. Foldi 1g glass front, 550 extra.

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fact

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds. .An automobile

is a machine.
The more a man understands about the principles of

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the

Pierce

is made.

Arrow

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of

any automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when

compared, not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the

long time of service given. Pierce Arrows are never out of date as

far as effective service is concerned. Catalogue and descriptions

mailed on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COMPANY,

W

Li:
BUFFALO,N.Y.

Members Association oi Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

LIST OF DEALERS:

BaltiAmore. Md.—Southern Auto. Co., 2,021 Maryland

ve.

Boston, Mesa—J. W. Magulre Co., 745 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N, Y.—The George N. Pierce Co.I 752 Main

St. (Retali).,

Chicago, Ill.—H. Prulmun & Co., 1.321 Michigan Ave.

Denver, COL—The George N. Pierce Co., 1,643 Call—

fornla St.

Detroit. Mien—J. P. Schneider, 189 Jefferson Ave.

Geneva, N, Y.—J. A. Place. - ,

Hartford. Conn—The Miner Garage Co., '120 Allyn St.

Houston. Tex—Hawkins Auto. and Gas' Engine Co.

Kanias City, Mo.—E. P.'Moriarty 8: Co.', 1,6!2 Grand

ve.

L03 sAngelea, Cal.-—Bush & Burge, Cor. 7th and Main

t8. ' ' ‘

Louisville. Ky.—The Zorn—StrausaCo" Inc.

Milwaukee. Wis.—Hlbbard Automobile Co.

Montreal and Ottawa—Wilson & Co., 142 Bank St.

New York, N. Y.—-Harrolds Motor Car Co., Broadway.

68th-59th Sta.

Oakland, Cal.—The George N. Pierce Co., 1.013 Clay

St_ (Wholesale).

Philadelphia, Pa.—Foss-Hughea Motor Car 00., 201

North St.

 

Plttshurg, Pa.—Banke:' Bros. Co., Baum and-Beatty Sta.

Portland, Me.—J. A. Dowling.

Portland, 0re.—-Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

Providence, R. I.-—-’1‘he Shepard Company.

ROChAester. N. Y.-U. 5. Automobile Co., 21 Plymouth

ve,

St. Louis, bio—Western Auto. Co., 4,701 Washington

Boulevard.

St. Paul. Mlnn.—C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minnesota. St.

San Francisco, Cal.—Mobile Carriage Co., Golden Gate

Ave. and Gough St.

Sarakoga Springs, N, Y.-—-W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodlawn

V0. ~ ‘

Scranton, Pa.—Standard Motor Car Co.

Seattle, Wash—Broadway Auto. Co.

Sheffield, I’m—C. H. Smith Co., Ltd.

Spriggfleld, Mona—E. R. Clark Auto. Co.,. 111 Lyman

Syracuse, N. Y.-—Amos—Plerce Auto. Co., 109 South

State St.

Tltusvllle, Pa.—A. E. Lambert.

Toronto, 0nt.—Auto. and Supply Co., Ltd., 24 Tem<

perance St.

Y.—'l‘roy Auto. Exchange. 22 Fourth St.Troy, N.

Y.—Utica Motor Car CoUtica. N.
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The Week’s Patents.

12,449. Electrically-Propelled Vehicle.

Russell Thayer, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

July 29, 1905. Serial No. 271,800%. Orig

inal No. 764,020, dated July 5, 1904.

Claim.—l. An automobile propelled with

an electric motor and a storage battery;

having wheels constructed and arranged to

traverse the tracks of a railway supply sys

tem, with said motor in operative connec

tion with said system, and, to traverse a

trackless roadbed, independently of said

system, with said motor in operative con

nection with said battery, substantially as

set forth.

811,533. Control of Automobile Motors.

Edward H. Anderson, Schnectady, N. Y.,

assignor to General Electric Company, a

corporation of New York. Filed June 29,_

1905. Serial No. 267,510.

Claim,—,l. In a single-motor drive for

automobiles, a storage battery, a motor pro—

vided with a plurality of field-windings, and

a controller having contacts arranged and

connected to connect _said motor to said

battery with a field-windings ,in series,

shunt one of the field-windings, remove

said shunted field-winding without break—

ing the shunt, and then connect the field

windings in parallel.

811,562. ‘Friction Device for Brakes and

Clutches. Charles W. Hunt, \Vest New

Brighton, N. Y. Filed June 14, 1905. Serial

No. 265,142. .

Claim.—1. A friction device for brakes

and clutches, comprising a friction-band, a

friction-surface to co-operate with said

band, differential levers independent and

substantially radial to which the ends of

said bands are respectively secured and

means to move both of said levers in one

direction 'or the other, whereby the ends of

said band are moved differentially in one

direction or the other.

811,618. Carburetter for Hydrocarbon

engines. Charles H. Claudel, Argenteuil,

France. Filed May 26, 1904. Serial No.

209,976.

Claim.—l. In a carburettcr for supplying

motors, _the combination of a vaporizmg or

gasification chamber, a _casing surrounding

this chamber and providing for the exhaust

gases of the motor a passage havmg two

parts which overlie different portions of

said chamber, the outer walls of said parts

being heat-conducting to an unequal ex

tent, and means for varying the distribution

or circulation of the exhaust-gases in the

two parts of said passage.

811,622. Air-Cushion for Vehicles. Mur

illo Downer, Chicago, 111. Filed May 7,

1904. Serial No. 206,842.

Claim._—l. In an air-cushioning device

for vehicles an air-cushion to _nornially

carry the load and a spring;within such a

cushion adapted to provide an elastic sup

port for the vehicle when the pressure of

air is diminished in the cushion.

811,630. 'Bearing. Charles Glover, New

Britain, Conn., assignor‘to Corbin Screw

Corporation, New Britain, Conn., a corpor-'

ation -of Connecticut:_ ‘Filed Oct. 10, 1905.

Serial'No. 282,145. _ (

Claim.-_-_-1. "A bearing having an_ outer

groo'ver. ring, an inner groov’er ,ring, _balls

thereinfand_tr911gh-shaped pieces of sheet,

metal-fp'rseparatingthe balls, _ , _

811,640., Oil-.Féedirig Device. Thomas J.

Kehoe, Fort ~Wayne, Incl.~ -Filed~Juné 9,‘

1905. Serial NO’. 264,387.

Claim.—1. In mechanism of the _class

described, a fountain having a series of in

dependent leads communicating with its

lower part; a series of plungers working in

the leads respectively and each plunger hav

ing means in conection therewith for ad

mission of oil from the fountain into the

corresponding lead when the plunger is in

uppermost position; outlet-valves arranged

one in each of the leads, and located there

in beneath the corresponding plungers; and

mechanism in connection with the plungers

to actuate the same.

811,646. Vehicle-\N'heel Tire.

Lorimer, Philadelphia, Pa.

1905. Serial No. 255,683.

Claim.—.1. In a vehicle-wheel, a support

ing ring, a pair of flanges, and a series of

John H.

independent transversely-arranged spiral

spring tread .units..

811,656. Spark-Coil. Charles P. L.i Noxon, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed Sept. 26,1904.

Serial No. 225,930.

Claim—1. The combination of a primarv

circuit, alsecondary circuit, means for inter

ruptirig the current in the primary carcnit,

means' for holding the first-mentioned

- means in its position. assumed when the

current is interrupted thereby, and mechan—

ical means for making and breaking the pri~

mary circuit, substantially as 'and for the

purpose described.

811,680. Controller for Sparking Devices

of Gas-Engines. Daniel B. Willix, Alexan

dria Bay, N. Y., assignor of one-half to

George W. Willix, Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

Filed Apr. 24, 1905. Serial No. 257,266.

Claim.—l. In a gas-engine or the like,

means for controlling the current to the

igniters. comprising a set of contact-ter

minals for each igniter, each set consisting

of a contact‘terminal connected in a pri

mary circuit of the coil and contactjter

minals connected in the secondary circuit of

the coil and to the igniter, all of said con

tacts being arranged in a single row, and

means operating with the main shaft of

the engine to close said contacts.

811,708. Ball-Bearing. Samuel E. Eve

land, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 21, 1905.

Serial No. 279,405.

Claim.—1. A bearing_comprising the com

bination of concentric rings whereof one is

grooved on its inner and whereof the _other

is grooved on its _outer surface, balls inter

pOSed between said rings and arranged in

said grooves. and a cage comprismg a

crown-toothed ring having between its teeth

countersinks and having the ends of its

teeth enlarged and provided with concave

faces to permit of the insertion of balls and

having the shanks of the teeth inclined to

form with said countersinks'and _the en

larged heads ball-sockets, substantially as

described.

811,732. Armor Tires.for Pneumatic

' Alanson A. Moore, Detroit, Mich; assignor

of one-half to Frank H. Bessinger, Detroit,

Mich. ,Filed Feb. 21, 1905. Serial No.

246,767.,

C1aim.—1. The combination with a tire

and a rim of greater width than that portion

of the tire which engages said rim, of a se

curing-band :engaging the outer surface of

the rim_at one side of the tire, means on the

ends of said band for drawing said ends to

1 ward-each other _to clamp the band to the

rim. :1 series _of. chains extending trans

versely across the.tir.e and forming» an ar

mor therefor, and means for securing the

> ends of the chains'to said band.

811.734. Autoniatichoverning Device for

Gasolene Engines. David C. McCarroll,

Filed Apr. 15, ‘

I

Kansas City, Mo. Filed Nov. 29, 1904.

Serial No. 234,702.

Claim.—l. In valve-operating mechan

ism a rotary shaft, a main cam-plate fixed

on said shaft, and a supplemental cam-plate

loosely connected with said shaft and hav

ing its cam in normally open or extended

position from the fixed cam said plates hav

ing registering openings extending tangen

tially to the said shaft, an angle-bar having

an inclined edge within said registering

openings adapted to move said loose cam

plate toward a coincident position with the

cam on the fixed cam-plate and self-adjust

ing means for holding the supplemental

cam-plate in contact with the said inclined

edge of said angle-bar.

811,744. Combustion-Engine. Fritz-Reich; 1

enbach, Charlottenburg, Germany. Filed

Mar. 9, 1905. Serial No. 249,203. ‘

vClaim.—l. In an internal-combustion.

engine, the combination of a cylinder hav

ing a head,. a piston, the piston and the -

headforming. when in juxaposition an annu—

lar combustion-chamber,- inlet and exhaust

valves, and a fuel-injector arranged tangen-

tially to said annular chamber, for the-_pur- -

pose set forth.

811,752. Steam or Gas Turbine. Johann

Stumpf,lBerlin, Germany, assignor to Gen

eral Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 6, 1904. Serial No.'

227,353. .

Claim.71. In an elastic-fluid turbine, the

combination of a nozzle or fluid-discharg

ing device, a primary bucket-wheel receiv

ing motive fluid from the nozzle or fluid—

discharging device, and a secondary bucket—

wheel _receiving motive fluid directly from

the primary wheel, the buckets of the sec

ondary wheel being so shaped that its speed

exceeds that of the primary wheel. '

812,201. Method of MOunting and Auto—

matically Adjusting the Lamps of Motor

Road-Vehicles. Leonce Girardot, Puteaux,

France. Filed Oct. 14, 1904. Serial No.

228,474.

Claini.—A device for automatically ad

jtusing the lamps of motor-cars in accord

ance with changes in the direction of travel

ing comprising in combination a rotary

lamp-support pivotally mounted on a ball

bearing, a plate supporting said ball-bear

ing and rigidly fixed to the cooling-jacket

or the frame of the motor-car, a horizontal

rod attached by one end to the rotary lamp

support, a vertical rod provided at its other

end with a fork and pivoted in an interme

diate point to the cooling-jacket or the

frame of the motor-car, two collars mount

ed on the steering-rod and adapted to en

gage with the forked end_of the vertical

rod, and a spring connecting one end of

the lamp-support to a fixed part of the

frame. ’

812,259. Tire-Protector. John E. Caps,

Kansas City, Mo; Filed Jan. 31, 1905. Serial

No. 243,477. 'I _ '_ ~ '

Claim.—1. In a tireprotector, a yielding

body, and a pflncture-resisti_iig member lo

cated therein and comprising a_strip of

resilient material extending longitudinally

through the body and disposed in a plurality

of oycrlapp'ing convolutions. -_

812,304. Explosive Gas-Engine.

G. Short, Carthage, N. Y. Filed Sept. 24.

1902. Serial No. 124,702. ‘

Claiiri.—1. An_explosive-gas_engine 'hav

ing a cylinder with a combustion chamber

and a piston working therein, an exhaust;

chamber. a fuel-duct, an air and fuel com—

biniiig chamber, having free and, unob

structed communication with said combus

Edward ‘ I
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tion chamber, an air-compression com

partment, and a vacuum-space intermediate

the combustion-chamber and the compres

sion-compartment, a valved passage-way

leading from the vacuum-space to said ex

haust-chamber, valve mechanism for allow

ing air under pressure from said compres

sion compartment together with fuel, to

simultaneously enter the combining-chani

ber, and means for actuating said mechan

ism exposed on one side to the atmosphere

and on the other side to the vacuum-space,

as set forth;

812,321. Vehicle-Tire. Hugh R. Auld,

Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 13, 1905. Serial

No. 245,364.

Claim.——l. A tire comprising a strip of

rubber having flanges upon each side of

the tread portion for supporting the retain

ing wires, and a stiffener consisting of rigid

longitudinal side bars located in the base

portion of the. tire beneath the flanges with "

their Widest dimensions parallel to the base, ‘

there being thick cushions of rubber be

tween the side bars and the wire—engaging

surfaces of the flanges, and a cross-bar

joined to the side bars and embedded in the

rubber.

812,338. Motor-Driven Vehicle. Hans T.

Hansen, Wauwatosa, Wis. Filed Apr. 15,

1905. Serial No. 255,702.

Claim.——1. In a vehicle of the described

class, the. combination of a central fixed

axle-shaft provided with vertically-extend

ing pivot-studs; an oscillatory ring mount—

ed on said ring; and driving mechanism

having universal—joint connection with the

wheel exterior to the hub and substantial]

in the plane of the wheel-rim. .

812,345. Transmission-Gearing. Emil

Huber, Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 15. 1902.

Serial No. 131,475.

Claim.—l. A changesspeed gear

sisting of a combination of a driving-shaft,

a driven shaft, means for connecting and

disconnecting said shafts, a spur—wheel and

a clutch member'fixed upon'said driven

shaft a counter-shaft, a spur-wheel upon

said counter-shaft in constant engagement '

with'thc first mentioned spur-wheel, where-_

by said counter-shaft is driven, a secondary

shaft' cOiitinuing in line With said driven

shaft, a clutch member slidably engaging'

but‘rotably fixed thereon and adapted to

engage clutch member upon the driven

shaft, said clutch member being fashioned

.and engaging substantially as hereinbefore

described, whereby the driving-shaft is en

abled to drive the driven shaft with the

same speed, a spur-wheel normally rotating

freely upon said secondary shaft, the clutch

member engaging said secondarv shaft be

ing made with an opposite clutch-section

adapted to engage the spur-wheel normally

rotating freely upon said secondary shaft

and compelling said spur-wheel to rotate in

connection therewith, a spur—wheel engag

ing said secong spur-wheel being fixedly

mounted upon said counter-shaft, the whole

being so arranged that the double clutch

member may be shifted centrally out of en

gagement with the two opposite clutch

members, detaching the secondary shaft

from the counter-shaft, or into engagement

with the clutch member on the spur-wheel

running loosely upon the secondary shaft

whereby the‘said spur-wheel through the

intervention of the gearing upon the coun

ter-shaft will drive said secondary-shaft

with a speed proportional to the gearing.

gear-wheels normally rotating freely upon

said secondary shaft, a second pair of com

panion clutch members mounted between

said companion clutch members and gear

wheels and adapted to engage either one or

be adjusted centrally out of engagement

, ter‘L. Sidwell, Rivera, Cal.

COH

with both companion clutch members, gear

wheels on the counter-shaft adapted to en

gage the last-mentioned gear-wheels and

means for shifting the last-named pair of

clutch-members, substantially as described.

812,371. Speed-Regulator for Explosive

Engines. John A. Secor, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to General Power Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 16,

1904. Serial No. 198,345.

Claim.—l. In an internal-combustion en

gine the combination of an air-throttling

valve, a fuel throttling-valve, and a water

throttling valve, with a governor adapted

to vary the quantity of the combustible

charge, and the relative proportions of air,

fuel and water, in coordination with the

variations in quantity of said charge.

812,373. Pneumatic-Tire Protector. Les—

Filed Sept. 23,

1904. Serial No. 225,661.

Claim.—l. A tire-protector comprising

a series of curved protecting-pieces, buffers

secured between said pieces and means for

securing the said curved protecting pieces

upon the tire, said means adapted to slide

upon the said curved pieces.

812,427. \Vheel-Tire for Automobiles.

liernian Kerngood, Baltimore, Md.', and

Harry A. Taylor, New York, N. Y. Filed

July 3, 1905. Serial No. 268,198.

Claim.—The combination with a sheet—

nictal rim, strips secured to the rim with

washers interposed between the strips and

the rim, convolute springs. extendin" trans

versely of the rim and having loose sliding

connection between the rims and the strips,

a transversely-bent strip fitted _over.the sev- .

eral springs and a rubber tire enclosing

said strip and springs and. secured at its

edge in edges of the rim. - .

812,483. POWer-Transmission 'Devic'e.

Frank de Coligny Chicago, Ill. Filed 'Aug.

7, 1905.. Serial No. 273,047. .

Claini.——l. A power-transmission 'device

the combinationwith the driving and driven

parts,_of a cylinder on one of said parts

having an inner bearing-surface surround—

_ ing an oil chamber provided with inlet and

outlet ports, and an oil-circulating conduit

‘ communicating with ‘the ports, a wheel ec

ceiitrically mounted on the other of- said

parts to have independent rotation thereon

in rolling contact with the said surface in

the said chamber, a resilient deflector iii

said_chamber between the said ports and

bearing against said wheel, a valve- in said

conduit, and opening means for said valve.

812,519. Power-Transmitting Mechanism.

Joseph Pentrelli, New Haven, Conn., assig

nor to The Snow & Petrelli Mfg. Co., New

Haven, Conn., a corporation. Filed Mar.

11, 1905. Serial No. 249,639.

Claim.—l. In a power-transmitting me

chanism, the combination with a rotatable

case, of a driven shaft, a fulcrum-gear and

a driven gear differentiated from each other

in size and arranged concentric with the

said case and shaft, a driving-pinion and a

driven pinion differentiated in size, rotating

together on the same axis, meshing directly

into the said fulcrum and driven gears res

pectively and revolved planetwise around

the same with the said case; a controller for

the said fulcrum—gear, and means for trans

mitting the rotatable movement of the said

case to the said shaft for the direct rotation

thereof and for transmitting the movement

of the said driven gear to the said shaft for

the rotation thereof thereby.

812,563. Vehicle-Wheel.

Heitz—Boyer, Paris, France.

1905. Serial No. 271,213.

Maurice G.

Filed July 25,

, Renewed Apr. 16, 1903.

Claim—1. In a vehicle-wheel, the com

bination, with a rim, of a plurality _of blocks

bearing against the same, toggle-links con

necting certain of said blocks at either side

thereof, and spokes forming in connection

with said links a plurality of toggle-jomts.

812,573. Automobile. Herman Lemp,

Lynn, Mass, assignor to General Electric

Company, a corporation of New York. Filed

June 4, 1904. Serial No. 211,731.

Claim.—1. In combination, a prime mov

er, a differential gear, a dynamo-electric

machine connected thereto through said

gear, and a magnetic clutch in circuit With

said machine and_ adapted to clutch said

prime mover to said gear.

812, 584. Starting Mechanism for Gas

Engines. Vernon B. Miller, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Feb. 28, 1905. Serial No. 247,671.

Claim.~—1. In a starting mechanism of

the class described, in combination, a crank

spindle, a starting-spindle adapted to en

gage the same, a sleeve in which said start

ing-spindle is rotatably mounted, said

sleeve having a thread of high pitch, a one

way clutch connection between said start

ing-spindle and said sleeve, and a member

having a threaded bore receiving said

sleeve.

812,605. Rubber-Tire Guard. Lewis

Slama, Humboldt, Nebr.

Serial No. 266,297.

Claim.l. A rubber tire guard, comprising

a network of alternating cruciform links

and ring-like links, and means for securing >

the guard to a tire.

812,622. Electric Igniter for Internal

Combustion Engines. William H. Walter,

New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24, 1902.

Serial No. 152,982.

In an electrical igniter, the

Filed July 6, 1905.

CIaim.—1.

- combination of a hollow .plug provided near

- its inner end with openings or slots lying

- inside of the ring-terminal_ and the latter

presenting a continuous active edge of thin

section, and a beveled disk-like terminal

having an active edge of thin section dis

posed in parallel and opposing relation-to

the corresponding edge of the ring-like ter

minal and forming therewith with an inter:

mediate sparking gap of uniform width, said

ring-like terminal being presented edgewise

to the disk—like terminal.

812,629. Vehicle Wheel. Manuel G. Ba

bio, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 31, 1905.

Serial No. 276,562.

Claim.—l. In vehicle-wheels, the combi—

nation with a primary and a secondary hub,

one loosely mounted relatively to the other,

chain connections between the hubs, limit

ing their movement in opposite directions,

a pneumatic tube located between the two

hubs, being sustained by the outer hub and

provided with an inner annular flange, and

a check or guiding collar loosely mounted

on the inner hub, having annular offsets

between which the flange of the pneumatic

tube is received.

812,694. Clutch. Israel H. Spencer, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed Feb.'29, 1904. Serial No.

195,912.

Claim—1. In a clutch, the combination

of a shaft, a hub fixed to said shaft and hav

ing tapering runways, a drive-wheel hub

having a head fitting over said shaft-car

ried hub, clutch-balls in said runways, and

means for retaining said clutch-balls at the

deepest ends of said runways; said means

consisting of a rocking shift-plate, pins car

ried by said shift-plate extending into said

runways, and throw-plate having connec

tion with said shift-plate, substantially as

set forth.
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STRENGTH FRUM SIMPLIBITY

is one of the big reasons why

tic motorists. ., ’ . ,

It’s great power comes from an engine as simple as the action of

heart. ’

forced forward again by an explosion of gas each timeit returns.- The

girls.

operation is reduced to a minimum.

A most important fact is the reduction of the rip-keep along-with eli

actually fifty per cent. of the moving parts.

To Know and Understand is Trua Progress.

time that an explosion takes place in No. 2.

_No. 2 is half way through, and before the force of No. 3 is exhausted

come into action.

Write for Catalogue describing the Four-Cylinder Two-Cycle

$2,500.00 and the Three-Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore at $1,500.000.

 

 
 

A Y

5‘15?“ iii-5'3

‘ I IA'U

  

 
 

 

The Two-Cycle. Elmore
is attracting, not wide-spread attention alone, but creating 'action among enthusias

The Two-Cycle Elmore is the only automobile; engine based‘vupon' the ' prin- ,7

ciples underlying the natural law of power, in which the piston i‘n'ea'ch cylinder is?

stant application of power with no interval between the impulse 'of each cylinder.

The expansive force of one explosion is onlyi'half way through When another 'be

When from 18 to 20 parts on each cylinder .and all the inlet and exhaust

valves have been done away with, it is only natural that the cost of production and

Look at Cylinder.No. 1. The force of the explosion is acting on it at the same

No. 3 will come into action when

THE ElMllllE MFG. '60.. - 1104 Amanda Slreel, Clyde, llllill.~

 
 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents oer line or noven words. cash wlth order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

  

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model st=am; price and descrip—

tion on app'ication. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyviile Sq., Providence, R. I.

  

 

FOR SALE—Established Automobile business

stock and machinery. For particulars

address STANDARD WHEEL co., Terre

Haute, Indiana.

 

MODEL “E” [915, two passenger Franklin,

special built and finish, with speed 50 miles

per hour; all mefal parts nickel plated; cost $1,800

fully equipped; has been run 1,300 miles; equip

ments, Goodrich _tires,.with Bailey tread, never

punctured; Victoria top, wind shield, four Gray &

Davis bullet gas__lgimps, Prest-o-Lite gas tank,

Warner speedometer, Gabriel horn, grade meter,

gasoline tank gauge and clock; car looks like new;

reason for selling, have ordered six cylinder car',

demonstration to prospective customer from 5 to

100 miles; lowest possible price, $r,150. Address

Post Box 448, Harrisburg, Pa

  

the human   

  

re is .a con  

mination of

  

 
  

FOR SALE—Mtdel “B” Winton, 24-3o-h.p.,

in fine condition, newly painted; will make

bargain price to immediate buyer, as my Mode

“K” Winton has been delivered. Bargain, care

\VINT N COMPANY, 1706 Broadway, N. Y.

  

 

No. 4 will

  

B U LLOC K DUPLEX IGNITURS, latest

pattern, fully guaranteed. \Ve are over

stocked and to make room for 1906 models will

sell at one-third off regular prices. Cash with

order, $4.75 each. Discount to the trade. Address

C E N T R A L MOTOR-CAR SUPPLY CO.,

Central Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

  

Elmore at

  

 

FOR SALE—One Electric Vehicle I 0’s five

ton “Columbia " brewery truck, complete;

.Jnotor.and truck in .good condition; battery was

in use for ten months. Inspection and offers

solicited. WM. J. LEM? B K E \\ I NC t.‘ O .,

St. Louis, U. S. A.

 

AKER ELECTRICS—One each Runabout,

Stanhope, Imperial and Surrey with top—

retumed from our European Branch—all new—

at reduced prices to dispose of quickly. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55ll‘l street and

Broadway, New York 

 

B“The A. B.G. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard ofunderstanding.

108 Pages.

THE MOTOR WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

16

50 Cents Per copy.

 

l623 BROADWAY,

ERKSHIRE AUTOMOBILES

High Class 'l'turing Cars.

vMade and tested in the B-rkshile Hills.

l906 Models ready Deccmb r l5th.

H. 1’. $2,000. 25 H. P. 52

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

40 H P. $4.500

 

NEW YORK

 

 

 

l54 Nassau Street, NEW YORK |
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PENNSYLVANrafiCLINCHER

  

The $1,000

Tire Economy

Competition

is for the mutual benefit

of maker and user.

We want you to know

all about tires and how

to treat them.

We will pay for your

education.

20 per cent allowed for

old tires of any make.

 

  
 

  

PENNSYLVANIARUBBER (:0.

. JEANNETTE,A. 4 '
 

 

 

BROWN-LIFE dines

Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and Bhain Drive

Dillerenlial.

Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans

  

. . Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

(Latter all so‘d for presmt.) Built by Skilled Workmen from the

K. rnnnvrurv PETERSON. res LakeStreel.0hleago,lll. every; Facrwy Be“ Mater'a's Obtamb'e'

. H esnven.

THOS. l. WETZEL, ll Warren Streal, New York.CHAS E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York, 1

318-320 ll. Broad Sl., Phi‘adelphia, 1 Sales Agent202'204 Columbus AlBl‘lllB, BOSlOIL |>Carryirvg Stock. both as to construction and controhand the easiest to

406 Erie Slrael. Cleveland, 0. J Wm“ “d mammn'

“ Marks a NEW Era ll] Automobile COHSU’UCUOH.”

PUST & LESTER 00., Harlford, Conn. Easler" Sales Ageing 40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

—— CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

BROWN-LIFE scan 00., 200 s. Geddes sr., Syracuse, n. v. ‘ v Peabody, Mass" u. s. A.

t”
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They do it.

NEW YORK—78 Reade 8t.

BOSTON—114 Columbul Ave.

PHILADELPHIA

BUFFALO—715 Main St.

N. Broad St.

  

They Make _ Good Where Others I

Prematurely Cease to Meet

Requirements.

Diamond

SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES

Are made to withstand the strain of both weight and traction.

Their record is a Diamond Record.

THE DIAl‘lOND RUBBER COMPANY,

AKRON, OHIO.

DETROIT—158 Jeflerzon Ave.

ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St.

CH CAGO—167-169 lake 8t.

CLEVELAND—828 Harnn St.

SAN mmmsco-ooa Hinton 8t.

DENVER—822 BOIIOII Bulldln‘,

MINNEAPOLIS—611 Flrlt. Ave. 8.

 

 

 

Why Goodyear Auto Tires Won’t Creep

ID you ever try to force an inch

tube over an inch and a quarter

bar—or to put a pair of N0. 7

gloves on a No. 8 hand?

You wouldn't be so foolish, would

you?

But that's to all intents and pur

poses what the Automobile Man has to

do every time he puts

an ordinary tire on ,_

an ordinary rim. It’s ~

  

about as hard work as breaking into a.

bank, and he goes at it the same way,

with a “jimmy” and other burglar’s

tools. Because a 30-inch wheel (for

example) is really 31 inches in diameter,

when you consider the flange. So a 30

inch tire has to be forced over a 31~inch

rim every time you put on a tire, or take

it off.

It's a heart breaking job, even for a.

Strong man, and it takes from half an hour

to an hour each time you do it.

And after you have removed such a

tire a. few times, the base of the tire be

comes stretched, and the fabric (used to

strengthen it) becomes broken in places,

11 ntil this tie becomes 31inches in diameter

instead of 30, a full inch larger that the face

of your wheel. So you have to bolt it down,

or it will creep, tear the valve out and cause

all kinds of trouble. And even then you

havc to keep it pumped up continually as

hard as it will stand.

Now the Goodyear Detachable Auto

Tire can’t creep, because, in the first place,

it doesn’t ,v-r';.~;t_

have to be r ‘

fan-rd on (it

you use the

G o o d y e a r

U n i ve rs a 1 ~ ,,

Rim). The 30-inch tire \\ ’3'

slides right on to the 30-inch i

rim as easily as you would it" '—

put on your hat. It doesn’t have to be

pried over a 31~inch flange.

And next, at the first stroke of the

pump, the tire begins to grip the rim like

grim death, because there is a mesh or tape

of piano wire vulcanized clear around the

tire on each side of the base.

F:

  

When the tire is flat these wires are

like this:

And each single wire like this:

N
t The instant you begin to pump, this

Wire begins to shorten like this:

And when the tire is pumped up

hard, the wire mesh is like this:

38822
If on put a Goodvear Auto Tire on

a woo rim, and pump it up hard, the

pressure Will be so great that the base

wrll squeeze a ridge in the wood.

So the Goodyear Auto Tire-need be only be”

inflated. and it will still have a firmer grip on the

rim than it is possible to secure with plates and

bolts. This, however, is onlyjurt one oi the 2000

points of this trouble-saving tire.

You will find other points in our"Good News

Book." It is vitally interesting to every manu

facturer, dealer or user, for it shows the way to

perfect relief from Tire Troubles. it‘s FREE

Ask for .

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER COMPANY - Grove Street. AKRON O
o

gunshot! in the following cities: Bolton. 6 Merrith FL; New York. Z)? W. 47th St; Chicmzo. 110 Lake SL- Oincinnntl 242 E. Fifth St: St. Louie. 712-714 Morgan BL; Glove and, 69

Hart 82.; Philadelphia. 1521$prin¢ BL; San Francisco, Goo. P. Moore & 00., 5% Golden Gate Arm; uflnlo. 719 Main St.; Denver, 2‘5) Sixteenth Se; Detroit, 242 Jofleraon Are
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ments or free repairs.

 

-The manufacturer who equips his cars with

m odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu-*

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

 

THE VEEDER MFG. 00., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometera, Tachometers,

Counters and Fine Castings.

  

 

THE MAN IN THE GAB

with his unnerving allegiance to duty, represent:

the care, forethought and consideration which the

LAKE SHORE
& HIGHIGAN SOUTHERN RAILWAY

gives to every detail of its wonderful system for

the easy and safe transportation of the thousands

who annually travel from East to West, and vice

versa. over their famous trunk lino.

Direct Connections Between

Boston, New York, Buffalo, cleveland,

Chicago, Pittsburg, Gincinnatl

and St. Louis.

   
 

WITHERBEE

Storage Batle lgniler

  

Recognized as the most satisfactory means of ignition

Now used and endorsed by 48 of the leading automobile and

motor boat manufacturers.

Every battery guaranteed to give satisfaction or purchase money

refunded

Wriie for descriptive pamphlet.

WITHERBEE IGNITER COMPANY

54| West 43d Street, new YORK CITY

 

  

--~-.4-_dei~__/_.

_

-.__-._.

.-d.-.
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The Fastest Time Ever Made
By Any Moving Vehicle The Incomparable

Gsfiifins WHITE

The Car for Service.

by the

Stanley Steamer

at

 

ORMOND

One Mile 28% sec.

THE STANLEY CAR HOLDS THE FOLLOWING

WORLD’S RECORDS:

    

 

Distance. Record. Driver. Time. ST,1 Kilometer . . . . ..Wor1d’s . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Marriott.. .. .18%1 Mile . . . . . . . . . . .World's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marriott. . . . 28%, '

2 Miles . . . . . . . . ..World’s for Steamers . . .

and American Cars. ..Marriott.. .. .59% T1: first er damn“ tun m this country

5 Miles . . . . . . . . . .World’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Marriott. . .. 2.47% was 51d S¢Pt¢mber 9th'13th' 19011 from Na"

15 Miles . . . . . . . . ..World’s for Stock York to Rochester, under the auspices of the

' Cars . . . . . . . . . . . . - . ..Durbin . . . . . .. 13.12 Automobile of America. cars,

Every one of these records was made on regular G & J Am “i533 and foreign, Stated and but “Vth

Tires, selected from stock shipments; and the tires were earned first-class certificates. Among the

never changed nor even blown up from the time they left the start"; were {our Whites, all of which earned

Stanley Factory at Newton until they returned there. first_class certificates.

The same set of tires went through the preliminary prac- The latest endurance run in this country

tice and the entire meet, without so much as having a pump was held January 25th_26th' 1906’ {tom Los

1"“ t° thcm' Angeles to San Diego, under the auspices of

Is this not convincing proof that G & J TIRES are THE the Coronado Country Club. Thirty re

FASTEST AND BEST TIRES MADE- presentative cars started and but two gained

Write us for full information. a perfect score. One of these was a White

and the other a gasoline car of 40 per cent.

greater cost. As the White had used three

gallons oi gasoline less than its adversary, it .

I was declared the winner and awarded the

6&J co. John D. Sprcckcls’ cupi

[ndianapofis' All reliability and endurance competitions

held in the interval between the two above

Depotsi described contests have, with practically un

Ghicago Bunnlo negro“ @hwelmd broken monotony, resulted in White victories.

Boston Denver San Francisco Philadelphia WRITE FOR LITERATURE

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros. Portland, Keats&eo.

Lon Angelou, Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber @0.‘ CLEVELAND OH“)
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IMPROVED° >

IRUFFAULT-I'IARTFORD
SHOCK ABSORBER a

Increases the speed. Prevents lost traction.

Enables cars to proceed at highest Absolutelypreventsbreakingofsprings.

speed over all obstructions. Makes Cobblestones and rough roads

Doubles the life of tires. seem like asphalt.

New Model Absolutely Seif-Adiusting. Requires No Attention Alter Application.

A dolled b] the Pin-(z Great Arrow, Lacanmbilr, lde/ltSdfl. Riclmrd-Brnu‘er, I’lngeat, Napier, Gaénm-Bril/ie'

Cars under l.500 lbs., $40. Cars over l,500 Ibs., S60.

(Four .Yus/(nsivnx) (Four Surfemiuns)

\V A R N I N G

We are the owners of fundamental patents entirely covering every prac

ticable form of frictional retarding devices for vehicle sprlngn, and hereby

warn the trade from handling any Infringing device which may be offered

for sale. We also warn the trade against the use of the tem “SHOCK

ABSORBER," which In our trade mark.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY,

E. V. Hartford, Pres. 67 VESTRY STREET, NEW YORK.

  

  

 

We are Sole American Agents for the celebrated

GOBRON-BRILLIE

" The finest automobile in the world”

 

 

OF ALL TIIE

AMERICAN MODELS

both Pleasure and Commercial, exhibited at the

CHICAGO SHOW

ARE USI NG

Timken Roller Bearings
 

TIMKEN 'ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO.

Main Office and Works: CANTON, OHIO.

  

‘~__‘b.

_.-—-

‘

_.

_
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of l094 3-16 mile in 24 hours. National Cars are a know__n

quantity.

WHY EXPERIMENT ?

National Hole! 0, 4-cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price, $3,000.

National l'lodel E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. Notion-l Model B, o-cyl., 50-60 H. P. I‘rlce. sumo.

Wri to for Particulaurs.

NATIONAL MUTth VEHIGLE 60., - E. 22d Street, lndianapulis, Ind.
NATIONAL DISTI IBUTERS

L.nscott Motor Co., 163 Columbus Ave. Boston Liberty Auto Co., 138 Beatty vit., E E., Pittsburg

Homan 8; Schulz Co , 134 W 38th St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St, Los

Ralph lemple Auto Co., 3n Mich Ave., Chicago " ngeles, Cal.

Tl( ga Anto Co , Bread and Tioba r ts., Phila. Fawkes Auto Co , Minneapolis and St. Paul

Robt. F, Bod: 8: Co , 68 E. Noble St, Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co , Rochester, N. Y.

Colonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive St . St Louis, Mo. Fisher Auto Co , 330 N Ill St , ndianapulis, lnd.

M016!" A mericrm {Motor Car Mang/adunrr' Asa-aviation, Chicago.

 

  

Perfect! Sim 1e

Jilnpl/ er/i’gt

_g_

The Car With a Doctrine”

The Maxwell Doctrine stands behind the construction of every Maxwell car. EXPERIENCE, not

theory, is the keynote of the “ Doctrine.”

During the last year the unprecedented successful record of the Maxwell cars has PROVED the con

structive principles upon which it is based to be RIGHT.

 

One of the Latest Proofs.

The Maxwell was the only car in its class to makeaPERFECT SCORE in the Los Angeles

San Diego Endurance Contest of January 25th. If you are interested in advanced motor con

struction it will pay you to get the facts about the Maxwell “ Doctrine " and the Maxwell Cars.

 

 

l6-2O H.-P. Multiple Dirk Clair/r Bevel Gear Drive I O-H-"P

Tourlng Ca r TI“ 2: Pain! Suspender! Mflul Baditr To urn bout

s l ,450 N0 Pump $780

Maxwell cars are sold under the positive guarantee that as good a car cannot be ac Id at a lower price.

Send to Dept. 2 for Catalogue

BRANCHES: BRANCHES: ‘ ~

MaxwelllI-Bri560ci‘ lac $orated Maxwell-88:52: Shale Lompany

W , . . , v -Morrison frylerorMomr Company Member Am- rlcau Motor Car Manufacturen' Association. max'dl‘nrbsgza‘ ¢L$°d COmP‘"!

Mich.
°“°“- Ma’s- Main Office: Tarrytown, N. Y. Mane" 6'1"“, Bro-4d)"- N- Y

Fisher Automobile Company y 'chnrd lrvin & Company

Indianapolis, ind. PawtucketChicago Foreign Representatives
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Everything in Electric

From the handy

delivery wagon

to the

luxurious Brougham.

 

 

 

 

  

  

    

Our line includes over 100 Standard Designs of the better class of Electric

Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.
  

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY New York

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the World

  

 
 

  

 

  

Elegant in Finish. 1 _

Luxurious in Appointments. -_ ~ _

:Built by skilled “orkmen from the Best 3’» g~

Materials Obtainable. N

THE SIMPLEST GASULENE GAR IN THE WORLD

THAT THEboth as to construction and control and the easiesl lo operate and mainta n.

“ Marks a New Era ln Automoblle Construction."

ROYAL TOURIST
CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY' is the most reliab'e and most economical motor car built anywheze.

DeabOde M553" U~ 5' A' If you can: to confirm this statement

A SK A N O WN ER

"THEsmow _, OF A

. CAR

RoYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, 0.

AGENJ'S: C. A. DUERR & CO.I New York, N. Y.; G J. DUNHAM, Bolton,

Mus; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicago, 111.; G. W.

CAPLIN. Minneapolis. Minn.: AUTOMOBILE & SUP LY CO., Lim"

Toronto, Ollt.; MOTOR SHOP, Phi'adelphla, PL; REYBURN MOTOR

CAR CO., St. Louis, Mo.; STANDARD AUTO MOBILE CO., Piltsbu ,

AMOS-PIERCE AUTO CO., Spracuse, N. Y.; SCHOEFFEL CO., R ester,

N. Y.; ROYAL MOTOR CA AGENCY, San Francisco, Cal.;

Member A. L. A. ll.
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EPOCG
The Car for today, tomorrow and years to come.

—Bui)'t by practical men.—

  

[3&24 H. P.-—Four Cylinders—45 Miles an Hour—Five Passengers—Weighs Under

2,000 Pounds—Price F. 0. 8. Detroit, $2,800.

The Aerocar has taken the automobile trade by storm because of its magnificent beauty in design and equipment; be_

cause of its perfect air-cooled motor, and because it demonstrates every claim we make for it. If there is such a thing as per

fection in motor cars we have achieved it in the Aeroca r. '

The Aeroear from start to finish is the work of successful motor car builders. There isn’t a single detail of experiment

in the entire car. It is the culmination of a practical achievement in mechanical construction. The air-cooled motor of the

Aeroear is the result of eight years’ continuous, incessant testing, and for the past two years it has not been possible to

make an improvement on it. It is, therefore, the time-tried, time-tested, absolutely proven successful air-cooled motor.

As with the motor, so the same practical experience characterizes the design and construction of the Aerocar through

and through. Although the complete car weighs under 2,000 pounds, every part in the construction is more than ample in

strength.

Runs as smooth as .velvet. Is ready every day in the year, under all sorts of weather conditions and temperatures. Has the

speed} has the power; has the strength; has the “get there" that the purchaser of a motor car has the right to expect.

Send for our illustrated literature which describes the Aerocar in detail. If possible, arrange for a practical demonstra

tion, which we are always glad to give.

Some good territory is still open for good agents who write promptlyv

THE AEROCAR COMPANY, Detroit. Mich.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Association.

IMPERIAL AUTO CO., 1024 Boyleston St., Boston, Mass.

AEROCAR COMPANY OF CHICAGO, 347-349 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

OSCAR M. BERGESTROH, MinneapOIis, Minn.
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It was generally conceded the financial proposition of both shows. _

It is a medium weight touring car, strictly modern in desrgn, equipment and appointments. _

The logical result of years of study and development in the direction of Simplicrty in desrgn

and structural economy. _ . . . .

The power plant comprises a four cylinder vertical motor With sliding gear.transmissmn and

shaft drive. _

The accessories, such as carburetter, igniting, lubricating and cooling systems, are all the latest

and most approved types. . . . .

Only the concentrated efforts of a large and perfectly equipped organization render possible the

production of such a car at such a price. | _ _ ,

Not only is the first cost attractive but the structural simplrcrty assures the minimum expense of

care and upkeep. _ _ _ . .

Your most critical inspection is invited and our ca‘alog, giving full details, is at your service.

Thos. B. Jeffery & ompany

Main Office and Factory - Kenoshfl. Wis

B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—304 \Vabzish Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457-459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

DAN FRANCISCO—10th and Market Sts.

NEW YORK AGENCY—134 W. 38th St.

Reprenentatives in all leading cities.
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FIRE ATTACKS PIERCE PLANT

Early Sunday Morning Blaze Destroys one

Building—Main Factory not Touched.

Not the main factory, but one of the de

tached buildings of the George N. Pierce

Co.’s plant in Buffalo, was practically de

stroyed by fire on Sunday night, 25th inst.

The building was one devoted to motor

testing and bicycle assembling—the Pierce

people also make one of the highest class

bicycles in the world and for the storage of

automobiles and repair parts, and while its

destruction will entail some inconvenience

and slight delay in the shipment of cars,

most of the disturbance will fall on the bi

cycle department.

The blaze started at about two o’clock

in the morning and spread with such great

rapidity that at one time the whole block

was threatened, but good work on the part

of the firemen kept it within bounds. The

Pierce main factory was untouched.

The cause of the fire is a mystery. It ap

peared to start in the motor testing room,

no one being on or near the premises save

the watchmen who guard the buildings. A

small boy was the first person to discover

the blaze and some valuable time was lost

while he tried unsuccessfully to pull the fire

alarm box. The loss, estimated at $75,000,

is fully covered by insurance.

White Gets West End Site.

The White Sewing Machine Co., last

week, bought and secured title to the prop

erty on West End avenue between 69th and

70th street, which comprises several city

lots and which, as soon as feasible, will be

the headquarters of the New York branch.

A big six-story building, part of which is

occupied as a livery stable, and a single

story building now occupy part of the prop

erty, and these will be renovated and

altered for present use or until permanent

building plans are decided upon.

Although the selection of this location

“off Broadway" will probably prove a sur

prise in some quarters, it would seem to be

an unusually wise and foresighted move, as

it is in the heart of a wealthy residential

quarter, close to the great cross-town ar

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 1, 1905.

tery, 72d street, through which a steady

steady stream of carriages and automobiles

enter on Riverside Drive, but one block

west, and on which Broadway, a few blocks

east, is reached over splendid roads.

Japan Begins to Open Up.

Because Prince Arisuqawa, of~Japan re

cently purchased a touring car, the fash

ionable folk of the Empire are now expected

to go and do likewise. Some of the wise

merchants are therefore preparing for the

anticipated demand. The Sorin Shokwai, of

Tokio, who do a large business in other

American goods, are among the number.

They ask for catalogues and quotations.

At present there are said to be but two

automobile dealers in Japan, the Nara Auto

mobile Co. and the Osaka Automobile Co.

Suits Likely Over Shock-Absorbers.

There is likely to be legal music over the

anti—vibration devices which are now

springing up in such numbers. The Hart

ford Suspension Co. claims the patent

rights to all frictional retarding devices

applied to springs and are issuing warnings

to that effect. It also appears that the term

“shock absorber" applied to such devices, is

likewise private property; it has been trade

marked by the Hartford Company and can

be rightfully applied only to the Truffault

Hartford suspension.

Timken to Double up Again.

Although the Timken Roller Bearing

Axle Co. have but little more than com

pleted an addition to their plant at Canton,

Ohio, which doubled their capacity, they

have just let contracts for the erection of

other buildings that will again enlarge their

facilities two-fold. The new buildings will

be of the most modern fire-proof construc

tion.

Licensees Will Discuss Advertising.

Advertising is the subject to be taken up

at a meeting of the advertising managers

and financial men of the companies repre

sented in the Association of Licensed Auto

mobile Manufacturers, which has been

called for March 9th. Each member has

been asked to have two representatives

present.

GABRlEL BLOWS ITS HORN

And those Jobbers who Gave it no Heed

Were Promptly Enjoined.

Although there were those who thought

that nothing would come of it, the Gabriel

Horn Mfg. Cd, of Cleveland, has made

good its threat to proceed against alleged

infringers of the patents covering their well

known horn; ‘and their blows were struck

at not the manufacturers, but at the jobbers

who were selling the infringing articles.

\Vhen. their published warnings passed

unhecded, the Gabriel people retained as

their counsel the man who had fought and

won the Bell telephone and other big suits

and he proceeded to such good purpose that

all save two of the oflending jobbers “came

down.” E. J. Willis and the Manhattan

Storage Co., both of New York, were the

two who hesitated, and as a result they

were last week served with injunctions re

straining them and every one connected

with them from selling or otherwise dis

posing of infringing horns.

One luckless New York jobber who load

ed up with offending horns, has been vainly

trying to make his peace, pleading to be

allowed to “clean up” and promising there

after to “be good," but the Gabriel Com

pany have simply pointed to their published

warnings of months ago and declined to

make concessions of any sort.

Baker’s 84 Miles on one Charge.

During the Cleveland show, last week,

the Baker Motor Vehicle Co., without any

special preparation, decided to see what

mileage one of their Baker Suburban car

riages would accomplish without a recharg

ing of the batteries. The Suburban'is a

two-passenger car, equipped with 24 cells,

11 P. V. Exide battery and lists at $2,000.

Its advertised mileage is forty miles. This

splendid car did just eighty-four and“ two

tenths (84 2-10) miles at an average speed

of 13 7-10 miles per hour—a performance

that speaks for itself and requires no com

ment. The entire route was not a selected

one, but the distance was made over ordin

ary city streets—and Cleveland streets are

not the best in the world, either.
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The Week's Incorporations.

Manchester, Vt.—New Hampshire Auto

mobile and Country Club, under New

Hampshire laws, without capital; corpora

tors not named.

Groton, Conn—Holmes Motor Co., under

Connecticut laws, with $30,000 capital; to

manufacture and deal in automobile, marine

and stationary engines. Corporators not

named.

New York City, N. Y.—-Endurance Motor

Car Co., under New York laws, with $35,000

capital. Corporators—Harold Mabie, Hack

ensack, N. J.; H. \V. Johns, Bronxville, and

A. Parker Smith, New York City.

Newark, N. J.—Consumers Tire & Rub

ber Co., under New Jersey laws, with $200,

000 capital; to make all kinds of tires. Cor

porators—J. T. Rickey and H. Reich, of

Jersey City; J. W. Brunton, of Newark.

Louisville, Ky.--Kirchdorfer Automobile

Co., under Kentucky laws, with $20,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

—Joseph C. Kirchdorfer, Edward Kimmel

and F. S. Clark, all of Louisville.

Jersey City, N. J.—-The Ariel Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $150,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Corporators—C. S. Yea

gle, Holmsburg, Pa.; E. L. Barney, New

York City; G. M. Osgoodby, Montclair.

Providence, R. I.—Providence Gas Motor

Co., under Rhode Island laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—Cyrus B. Wattles

and Robert S. Foster, of Providence; and

Albert K. Tillinghast, of East Greenwich.

Rahway, vN. J.—Eagle Automobile Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $60,000 capital;

to make automobiles. Corporators—Frank

C. Vanderwater, Edwin Vanderwater, A.

Gibbey Spencer, George W. Loft and

Henry S. Grifiin, all of Rahway.

Paterson, N. J.—-Paterson Vehicle Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; to sell and repair automobiles. Cor

porators—Millard A. Mallett, Sufiern, N.

Y.; John Vanderberg, Paterson; Everett A.

C. Cooper, Passaic.

Jersey City, N. J.—Auto Cushioned Hub

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $100,000

capital; to manufacture hubs for automo

biles. Corporators—W. M. Lawyer, Brook—

line, Mass; J. C. Wayner, Lancaster, Pa.;

R. Head, New York City.

Springfield, Mass—E. L. M. Automobile

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $15,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors and officers—President, Harry S. El

kins, 32 Beyers street, Springfield; treas

urer, Harry C. Medcraft, 10 Chestnut street,

Springfield.

Shawnee, Okla—Dill Motor Power Co.,

of Shawnee and Arkansas City, under Okla

homa laws, with $310,000 capital. Corpora

tors—Enoch Hall, J. H. La Grant and R.

T. Myers, of Arkansas City; W. H. Harrah,

of Shawnee; Jacob Lambert, of Fairfax,

and W. C. Cooper, of Guthrie.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.-—Davis-Turn—

er Falls Motor Road Co., under Oklahoma

laws; with $25,000 capital; to build motor

road. Corporators—Guy E. Blackwelder,

Robert Chowning and C. T. Williams, Ok

lahoma City; J. B. Dickerson, C. B. Mc

Cluskey and James Draughton, Davis.

Liberty Trees Sprouts $300 Cars.

Not to be outdone by Peoria, 111., Green

field, Ind., has “developed” an inventor. He

is also a wonder worker who carries the 1776

name Liberty Trees, in befitting fashion.

Mr. Trees has “received valuabl

on an improved automobile that will revo

lutionize the manufacture of these ma

chines." He has also completed his first

car "which is the equal of any $1,000 auto

mobile in the city.” Mr. Trees may manu

facture these machines and sell them to the

public for the moderate sum of $300. The
car weighs 600 pounds and employs ahtwoj

cylinder gasolene engine. That is all that"

is known about it.

Seeking a New Bedford Site.

Harvey E. Guptill, a manufacturer of

shoes at Haverhill, Mass, and E. L. Dorr,

of the same place, want to establish a

motor car manufactory at New Bedford,

Mass, and have accordingly written Mayor

Thompson to that effect. They state that

they have taken up the matter with the

Board of Trade, but want to get in touch

with the city ofiicials. The name of the

concern anxious to locate in New Bedford

is not given, but Lamont H. Chick, of the

Merchants' National Bank of Haverhill, is

named as a reference.

No Reduction on Ramblers.

One of those little instances that prove

how closely the advertising pages of the

Motor World are scanned, occurred

through error in pricing the Rambler Sur

rey Type 3, in the issue of February 15.

The price was given as $1,300, fifty dollars

below the catalogue figures. At once, let

ters of inquiry began to pile in on T. B.

Jeffery & Co., who were at some pains to

explain that no reduction had been made

and that the $1,300 price was an error.

Firestone Gives a Banquet.

The Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., dur

ing the Cleveland show, last week, gave a

banquet on Friday night at the Hollenden

Hotel, to forty of its heads of departments

and office employees and their wives, fol

lowing a visit to the show. The dining

room was prettily decorated with roses and

carnations and the occasion, as might be

expected, was a happy one.

  

Parts, not Cars, for Kitto.

The Motor and Components Co., which

recently was formed in Des Moines, Iowa,

through efforts of William H. Kitto, for

merly identified with the Simplicities Auto

Co., of Middletown, Conn., has leased the

building at 119-121 East Walnut street, Des

Moines. For the present no cars will be

made, it is said, the company applying itself

to the manufacture of parts.

patents,

In the Retail World.

Dante Cusi, Mexico City, is among the

agents for the Wayne car appointed during

the past week.

G. H. Barnes is preparing to “open up” in

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., with the Reo as a

leader. He will locate at 207 Church street.

Theodore Randolph, of Nyack, N. Y., has

purchased a place in Burd street, and will

open a garage on April 1. He will repre

sent the Maxwell-Briscoe cars.

The large, double tenement house on

Main street, Waterville, Maine, known at

the Buck block, has been acquired by Hen

ings & Belyea, automobile dealers of Port

land. It is understood they will convert it

into a garage.

Titman, Leeds 8: Co., of Philadelphia,

have taken the agency for the Studebaker

.cars, which were represented by the La

Roche Co. The new company will locate

at 317-319 North Broad street, the Quaker

City’s automobile row.

F. O. Babbitt and T. B. Matthews will

open a garage and repair shop on Willow

street, Fitchburg, Mass, having leased the

Brown building for the purpose. The place,

which is 75x25 feet, will be fitted up to suit

the needs of the new firm.

C. S. Henshaw, the New England repre

sentative of the Thomas car, has taken

quarters in the Park Square Automobile

Station. The location is, however, merely

a temporary one, as Henshaw is seeking

something more suitable to his needs.

A garage exclusively for electrics, now

under construction on South Main street,

between Eleventh and Twelfth streets, Los

Angeles, Cal, will shortly be opened by

L. A. Sanders and M. K. Benaugh. W. K.

Cowan, the Pacific Coast Rambler agent,

will turn over his electric business to the

new firm.

Owing to the death of Charles E. Zim

merman, who was president of the Zim—

Rock Motor Car Co., New York agents for

the Stoddard-Dayton, a new ofiicial board

has been necessitated. At a meeting of the

directors, P. Freeman Rockett, the manager,

was elected president, and Clarence Mc

Kenzie, president of the Standard Brake

Co., was elected treasurer.

Smiths ’Will Direct the Sales.

In all probability the salesmanagership

of the Olds Motor Works, Detroit, left va

cant by the resignation of Roy D. Chapin,

will not be filled. The duties of the office

have been taken over by F. L. and Angus

Smith, under whose direction the sales

department will hereafter be conducted.

More Room for Milwaukee‘s Wagon.

The Four Wheel Drive Wagon Co. will

enlarge its factory at Vliet and 34th streets,

Milwaukee, Wis. An addition, 50xll8 feet

and 19 feet high, will be erected and an

other story will be added to its present

building. Work will begin immediately.
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GAVE SUKERNEK VERDICT

He Returned Car to Agent who‘Refuse'd to

Receive it—Then Came the Suit.

Judge Hammond and twelve good men

and true, had to listen to the tale of woe of

a would-be automobilist, in the Municipal

Court of Buffalo, recently. It was brought

out that one Louis Sukernek, of Emporium,

Pa., had invested in what was called a “big

tonneau touring car" for which he paid

$553 in cash and gave two notes of $500

each to the plaintiff, who was John A. Cra

mer, a Buffalo dealer. Sukernek alleged in

his complaint that the car was guaranteed

to be good for any and all hills about Em

porium, otherwise it was to be returned

and the deal called ofi.

Witnesses told an affecting talc"of the

new owner’s experience with the car. The

new owner, a friend and a representative

of the agent, started to take the car to its

home town. At East Aurora, the man

from the garage decided he had gone far

enough and turned the car over to the two

Pennsylvanians; then the trouble began. It

took four hours and a half to reach Hol

land, ten miles further along, because the

engine gave up the ghost every few hun

dred feet, nothing but a vigorous session at

the crank inducing it to turn over again

after each spell. Both men blistered their

hands and the machine became hot all over

and smoked like a furnace. The men like

wise became hot and smoked, but what they

said did not go on record.

The machine was sent back to Buffalo,

repaired, and then shipped to Emporium,

and again a representative undertook to ,

show off its paces, on the hills roundabout,

but in the middle of the first rise it balked,

groaned wearily, smoked furiously and fin

ally came to rest. With the aid of four

man power it was pushed up the hill. A

second attempt gave the same result and

the buyer with the name decided that auto

"iobiling was not the real thing after all

and shipped the car back to the agent, who

refused to receive it and it was sent to a

storage warehouse pending the outcome of

the litigation. The jury sympathized with

the automobile buyer and declared against

the agent.

 

Quinby to Build Big Addition.

J. M. Quinby 8: Co., the automobile and

carriage body makers, are about to enlarge

their plant in Division street, Newark, N. J.,

by the erection of a four-story and base

ment brick structure adjoining their pres

ent building. Last fall the concern pur

chased a tract running through from Or

ange to Division street, 100x128 feet in

dimensions, with the idea of adding another

building to the plant, and as soon after

May 1 as possible work on the extension

will be commenced. The new building will

cover an area of 40x100 feet, and will front

on Orange street. The old Metropolitan

Rink building, in Division street, at present

occupied, a one-story structure covered

with iron sheathing, 80x200 feet in dimen—

sions also has been purchased by Quimby

8: Co., and will be utilized in connection

with the' extension.

Puncture of a Tire Combine.

Late last week some one hoaxed the New

York Globe into printing a tall story of a

big “combination of tire manufacturers"

that had been formed “to fight the tire

trust,“ the “preliminaries of which were

perfected during the automobile shows.”

Joseph M. Gilbert, sales manager of the

Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., was quoted

at some length and was among other things

made to ‘say that “a fund of $50,000 already

has been subscribed for the battle," and

, that "our membership includes all those

who refuse to recognize the G & J patent.”

Unfortunately for the story and the

“combination,” Gilbert denies knowing any

thing about either. In response to the

Motor World’s inquiry, he wires:

“Entire statement false. Never heard of

fund or any such proposition. Deny it

absolutely.”

The other concerns said to be included in

the combination are the Pennsylvania Rub

ber Co., Michelin Products Selling Co.,

Harburg Tire Co., Amazon Rubber Co.,

Ajax Standard Rubber Co. and the Electric

Rubber Co. At the Pennsylvania Co.'s New

York office, Manager Hayes said there was

no truth in the story and Manager Winans,

of Michelin, was even more specific. The

Motor World’s inquiry was the first he had

heard of the matter. He denied the report

unequivocally.

 

Equitable Enters Automobile Trade.

The Equitable Distributing Co., Boston,

which heretofore handled only bicycle

goods, has removed to 24-26 Columbus ave

nue and “taken on” automobile supplies.

Originally the Equitable Distributing Co.

was composed of a number of New Eng

land bicycle dealers, who banded under

that title to make co-operative purchases

and obtain the "long" discounts, just as the

National Association of Automobile Deal

ers are now attempting to do. The concern

proved a most indifferent success and the

concern soon became merely a jobbing

house. As such, is was recently incorporat

ed under the laws of Maine.

New Questions for Jurors.

They try automobile damage suits in true

western style out in Denver, Co]. In a dam

age suit brought by Filmore Waldron against

George E. Harman, tried in Denver, last

week, the question “Did you ever ride in

an automobile?" was put to every prospect

ive juror. If he answered in the afiirmative

he was excused, the counsel maintaining

that if he had he would probably favor the

defendant. The case is still on.

MIXED CARS AND BOATS

Portland, up in Maine, Holds a Little Show

-Those who were There.

Portland, Maine, is holding its first auto

mobile show this week, and while it is

termed an automobile show it is really a

combination car and boat exhibition, half

of the spaces being taken by boat builders,

of which there are not a few in and around

Portland.

The show opened in the Auditorium

on Monday morning and will continue

throughout the week. The hall is scarcely

large enough for the purpose and several

of the city’s dealers preferred showing

their new models in their own garages,

where they have more room than could be

secured in the Auditorium. Among the

dealers who are not in the show are the

Allen Motor Car Co., Stoddard-Dayton and

Reo cars; Roy F. Elliott, Rambler cars;

L. C. Gillson Automobile Co., Maxwell,

Stanley and Ford cars, and the Eastern

Motor Car Co., who have the Wayne.

Practically the same decorative scheme

that has characterized other local shows

is carried out in the Auditorium. The floor

is covered with green burlap and the same

material in red and green conceals the

walls. The posts are finished in Flemish

and the rails around the exhibits are colored

crimson. The signs are neat gold letters

with black outlines framed in two

inch borders. Naturally there is an abund

ance of flags and incandescent lamps.

The list of exhibitors and their wares

follows:

J. A. Dowling, Pierce-Arrow, Studebaker

and Fiat cars; W. L. Blake & Co., marine

engines; H. J. Willard Co., Inc., Peerless,

Winton, Elmore, Buick, Cadillac, Packard

and Franklin cars; Maine Motor Carriage

Co., Thomas, Stevens-Duryea and Olds

cars; H. C. Stratton & Co., American Mer

cedes; Herbert A. Harmon, White cars;

Peabbles-Shaw Boat Co., marine engines;

N. A. Jacobs Sons, motor boats; Mianus

Motor Works, marine engines; W. F. Saf

ford Mfg. Co., marine engines; Andrews

Boat Co., motor boats; Carey Electrical

Works, J. H. C. dynamos; Aseptic Drinking

Cup Co., drinking cups; James Bailey Co.,

supplies; Elastic Tire Filling & Motor Co.,

tire compound; Vacuum Oil Co., lubricants;

Detroit Automobile Vehicle Co., Crown de

livery wagon; Thomas Laughlin Co., ma

rine specialties; Smith 8: Langmaid, ma

rine engines; Angler Co., supplies; Fair

banks Engine Co., marine engines.

Horse Exchange to Become Garage.

It was reported this week that the Horse

Exchange, located at Broadway and Fifticth

street, New York, had been sold by W. K.

Vanderbilt for nearly $1,000,000, and is to

be transformed into a big garage and sales

rooms. The purchaser is not named.
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Their many marked virtues need only a

- glance to be recognized.

THEY WILL BE CHEERFULLY DEMONSTRATED UPON

APPLICATION, BY ANY OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES.

....FISK BRANCHES....

....'

Nzw YORK: 754 Seventh Ave. Boa-mu: :39 Columbus Ave.

Simmer-151.0: :35 Bridge St. Prnuoznum: :38 N. Broad St.

__ Mmmueous: 704, Hennepin Ave. Arms-u: to; N. Pryor St.

‘ """"" Srrmcuss: 423 S. Clinton St. Bun-aw: 893 Main St.

Ctr-:vzutuo: 318 Euclid Ave. Los Auceuzs: 1034 Main St.

Dinner-r: 262 Jefferson Ave. Curcaoo: 1251 Michigan Ave.

Kansas Crn‘: 1330 Main St. Sr. Lovrs: 3908 Olive St.

SAN Fnascrsco: "4 Second Ave.

IF YOU DESIRE TIRES THAT WILL BE EASY ON

YOUR CAR, COMFORTABLE AND UNANNOYING

TO YOU, BESIDES ABSOLUTULY SAFE,

SEE THAT YOUR EQUIPMENT IS uFISK"'

\Vrite us for a copy of “Tire Talk"

The Fisk Rubber Company,

CHICOPEE FALLS, Mass.

‘1 . CADILLAC
t 4‘ \, moon M

$950.00 F. O. B. Detroit

The worthy successor of our 1905 Model F,

v;.,> of which more were made and sold

last year than any two other

models combined.

 

 
 

  

  

Theifollowing letter is one of many which shows WHY:

Cuba, N. Y., January 30, 1906.

‘CADILLAC Moron CAR Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :—September I, 1905, I purchased from the Centaur Motor Co., Buffalo, '

one Model F Cadillac. This machine I have used for livery and have made upwards of 2,000

miles. It has not caused one moment of trouble or one cent for repairs. It has made all

the hills in this section, which are very bad, with perfect case, no matter what the load might

. be. When I purchased it I did not know any more about a machine than a boy of ten years,

but found it to be very simple in every detail. I cannot speak too highly of the Cadillac, it

is certainly a winner. F. L. HA LLACK."

IS IT ANY WONDER THAT CADILLACS SELL?

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., H - l - - Detroit,Mich.
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Four-Cycles and Two.

While it is generally conceded that the

four-cycle motor as at present constituted,

has arrived at a stage where further im

provement must of necessity be very grad

ual, there is no disposition on the part of

designers representing an advanced school

of thought to consider it as beyond the

reach of influences that may in the next

few years change it very materially. Di

mensions, compression, valve placing and

the like are essentials upon which the ma

jority are in accord and as to some of these

items the policy of letting well enough

alone may. not be amiss, though in the

final calculation, the value of experiment,

often abortive when made, appears in its

true light.

Probably more attention is being paid at

the present time to improvement in the

manner of operating the auxiliaries of the

motor itself, such as the valves and ignition

gear, than to any other single feature, and

this in turn influences the placing of its

accessories, such as the circulating pump.

Just how great an improvement has already

been brought about where these portions

of the mechanism are concerned may be

realized from the almost total elimination

of the noise produced by the old valve ac—

tions with their poorly cut gears, though

one of the causes that contributed to this

in no uncertain manner was the discarding

of the automatic inlet.

And it is in the varied new arrangements

of the cam shaft to be found on some of

the 1906 cars, that the first step toward el

iminating as many as possible of the parts

connected with this essential, is in evidence.

There have been attempts in the past to

use but a single cam shaft and still retain

the opposite placing of the valves, but

they have not endured, sooner or later go~

ing the way of their predecessors. Others

have succeeded them and still others will

do likewise in the future until every part

that may possibly be done without has been

eliminated.

The advantages of opening both sets of

valves from a single cam shaft accessibly

placed, are many and obvious, not the

least of which is the fact that the number

of small parts involved is reduced to the

minimum. As evidence of the trend of de

sign that favors bringing the operating

shaft as closely as possible to the parts

to be moved, may be cited the elevation of

the igniter cam shaft on one or two cars

employing the make and break system.

Doubtless this same desire to reduce the

engine to the fewest number of moving

parts is responsible for the increased

amount of attention being accorded the

two-cycle principle at the present time. It

finds further substantiation in the “valve

less” type of four-cycle motor which made

its first bow at Chicago recently.

Whether the elimination process will in

the end wind up by eliminating the four

cycle engine itself in favor of the two-cycle,

or whether changes in design will sooner

or later place both on a par where this par

ticular design is concerned, is naturally

dificult to foretell at this time, but it is

plainly evident that the four-cycle engine

is still far from being a finality, despite the

high degree of efficiency to which it has

been brought.

About the Motor Cab.

Gasolene driven trucks, delivery wagons,

omnibusses, railroad cars—all these and

. more are with us in numbers that leave no

possible room for doubt as to their success.

The degrceof reliability to which the

purely pleasure vehicle has attained made

this a foregone conclusion. Then why not

the gasolene driven cab? Why not, indeed?

Cities like New York have been looking

forward to the poor man’s cab for untold

years, but so far as surface indications are

concerned, it is no nearer to-day than ever.

Electric cabs have been introduced in vari

ous large cities of the country, but their

influence in reducing the cost of this form

of transportation has not been startling,

to say the least. And it is certain that the

horse hauled cab holds out no promise in

this direction. This process of elimination

brings the question back to the gasolene

driven cab.

The suggestion is not such a startling

one as may appear at first sight, for Paris

has officially adopted this form of trans

portation after exhaustive trials of other

powers. The cabs accepted by the authori

ties for use in the French capital are the

product of one of the best known makers

there. They are of the landaulet type with

accommodation for three passengers in all,

Simplicity

has naturally been the guiding star through

out the design of such a vehicle and the

result attained appears to be such as is

eminently fitted to endure the constant and

trying service imposed by this form of

work.

one of whom sits by the driver.

With its high efficiency, great economy

of operation and indefinite radius of action,

the gasolene cab holds forth great promise

of speed and luxury in this field. With a

carrying capacity no greater than that of

the horse drawn type that has so long held

the field, its earning capacity would still

be far greater and would undoubtcly be an

effective earner of dividends, even at a rate

of fare much below the maximum permit

ted by law in this country where cab ser

vice comcs higher than probably-any other

spot on the globe.

London has proved in an eye opening

fashion that the gasolene driven omnibus

can catch the nimble small coin in a man

ner that makes it superior to the trolley

car as a provider of net profits, though the

fares charged are but little more than half

of thoSc in force here. Endless arguments

could be brought to bear to show that there

is nothing so well adapted to the needs of

such a service, nor one that couldvpos~

sibly prove so popular with the general

public that must be relied upon to support

it as the gasolene cab. But to those famil

iar with the capabilities of the car in other

lines, they will readily suggest themselves.

There is certainly a most excellent oppor
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tunity for some progressive American

manufacturer to make a name for his pro

duct and to make a very substantial addi

tion to his bank account as well, in this

hitherto untried field.

The Setting of the Valves.

Time was when the owner of a car knew

as little about the setting of the valves of

his motor as he did about the complex pro

cesses involved in the conversion of crude

para rubber into the tubes and shells of his

tires, which, as he was assured, contained

nothing else except the fabric which formed

the skeleton. Times have changed, however,

and the average owner of the day knows

quite as much about the intimate workings

of his machine as did the professional

chauffeur of a year or two ago.

Nevertheless, the average owner has yet

a good deal to learn before he could qualify

to take hold of any motor and so adjust its

valve gear that it will at once and without

further ado yield the best possible results.

For valve setting is ticklish work at best,

and work which had best been relegated to

those who make it their exclusive business,

and know the characteristics of the

motor under discussion. There are times,

however, when such men are not to be had,

as, for instance, when the half-time gears

have been removed in overhauling the ma

chine, and the mechanic has neglected to

“spot” them in order that they may be re

assembled in their proper relation. At such

times, and when any repair work involving

a possible alteration in the periods of open

ing of the various valves is being done, it

is well for the owner himself to understand

thoroughly the principle involved, and the

methods of adjusting the mechanism to pro

duce the correct results.

At first blush, it would seem that this is

no very difficult matter after all, since the

functions of the cycle are well defined by

the position of the piston, and may readily

be traced by anyone who has an under

standing of the four-cycle principle. There

are, on the other hand, certain conditions

which are not commonly reckoned with in

demonstrating the simple principles of the

thing which have a considerable bearing on

the action of the motor, especially when

running at high speed. These are the time

taken in opening and closing the valves,

with the incidental momentary throttling

of the gasses in consequence, the possible

restriction of the gasses in their passage

through the ports, causing in poorly de

signed motors, the phenomenon which is

known as “wire drawing," and the enertia

of the gasses, or in plain words, their mo

mentum, which is solely due to the velocity

of their flow to and from the cylinder.

On account of these factors which are

commonly conceded to have a most im

portant bearing on the functioning of the

machine, it is customary to open and close

the valves, not directly on the dead centre

of piston travel, as in the common course

of things should be done, but somewhat

earlier or later as the case may be. Thus,

on account of the tendency to throttling

of the incoming gases, it is customary to

hold open the inlet valves, when mechani

cally operated until the piston has com

menced its upward travel, and to close

them only when the beginning of compres

sion would tend to reverse the flow in the

induction pipes, and discharge the contents

of the cylinder. Similarly, the exhaust

valves are opened before the piston has

reached the end of its travel on the explo

sion stroke, and are held open until 'it has

passed the upper dead point, and has com

menced to travel downwardly, thus creating

a partial vacuum in the cylinder due to the

increase in volume. This naturally delays

the opening of the inlet valves until the ex

haust has fully closed, and considerably

alters the arrangement which would be

adopted but for the factors above men

tioned.

According to the most recent European

practice, the inlet valves are opened when

the piston has traveled about 1% per cent.

of its downward stroke on the suction per

iod, and are held upen until the stroke is

complete, and the piston has traveled from

7.7 to 10.8 per cent. upward on the compres

sion stroke. Similarly, the exhaust valves

are opened when the piston is from 8%

to 11% per cent. of the stroke from the

end of its down stroke, and at the end of

the expansion period, and are held open

until the upper dead centre has been passed

and the piston is down 1% per cent. of its

stroke.

This practice, of course, does not apply to

most of the motors in use, the custom up

to this time having been to close the ex

haust and open the inlet more nearly at the

upper dead centre. But where in compara

tively high speed motors, it is possible to

alter the timing, it will be found that better

results will be obtained by this means than

otherwise would be possible. It is a very

wise plan for the purchaser of a car to as

certain and make note of the distribution

for possible future reference, and where

c'oMiNG EVENTS.

February 24-March 3—Philadelphia Auto

mobile Show, under auspices of the Phila

delphia Automobile Trade Association.

March 5-10—Butfalo Fourth

Automobile Show, under auspices of the

Buffalo Automobile Trade Association.

March 10-17—Boston Automobile Show,

under auspices of the Boston Automobile

Dealers’ Association.

Annual

April 2-7—Toront0,

Show.

Ont, Automobile

 

this has been done, there can be no diffi

culty in resetting the valves at any time,

but even so, it is well to bear in mind that

certain advantages are to be gained by the

use of a rational amount of “lag” and “lead”

in the setting of any motor.

 
 

One of the taking features of the Motor

Boat Show which is holding forth at Madi

son Square Garden, New York, this week,

is an aquatic runabout in which the motor

is started by an ingenious twist of the

steering wheel which for the time being is

diverted from its normal function and made

to serve the purpose of the more ordinary

starting crank. When it is desired to turn

over the motor, all there is to do is to push

forward the steering column, thereby dis

connecting it from the other mechanism

and throwing it into gear with a ratchet

contrivance which is connected by means

of a sprocket chain to the crank shaft,

give it a sharp twist in the proper direction,

and there you are. Apropos, when the

motor car inventor can construct a similar

arrangement for the steering wheel of the

ordinary car, which is precisely analogous

to this in every respect, he will find him

self in a position to make all his rivals sit

up and look around.

 

It was bound to come sooner or later

and now it appears to have arrived. There

have been discussions as to what would

happen when the motorman of the trolley

car, the engineer of the locomotive, the

operator of this, that and the other method

of transportation ad infinitum, should sud

denly become incapacitated through illness,

death or any cause which prevented him

from controlling the mechanism of his

charge, and now it has been extended to

the motor 'bus. Suggestions galore are, of

course, forthcoming, though probably they

will go no further than figuring in the dis

cussion.
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RACED UP MOUNT LOWE

Good Going in California Hill-Climb—E. R.

Thomas's Mixture of Sweet and Bitter.

Los Angeles, Cal., Feb. 22.—Ideal wea

ther, enthusiastic crowds, representative

entrants, a sand-papered course and perfect

administration all combined to make Cali

fornia’s fourth hill—climbing contest and

the first to be held this year, an unparalleled

success. The contest, promoted by the

Automobile Dealers’ Association of Southern

California, was held to-day upon the incline

which begins at Pasadena, 904 feet above

sea level, and ends at Altadena, 1,500 feet

altitude, where the famous golden poppy

fields are located and where the noted trol

ley line cuts into Mt. Lowe. The distance

was three miles, averaging a grade of 3%

per cent. The surface of the course was

remarkably smooth, it being one of Cali—

fornia's many oiled highways, so it is not

surprising that excellent time was made.

Society was out in force, and lined the

course in automobiles, horse-drawn vehicles,

with motorcycles and ordinary bicycles. A

better location for a hill climb could not

have been chosen, and, taking the magnifi

cent highways and salubrious climatic con

ditions into consideration, this form of sport

is bound to become popular in Southern

California. Only those who have been in this

part of the state can fully appreciate the

magnificent view unfolded from the summit

of Mt. Lowe or Mt. Wilson. The San Gab

riel Valley, the richest in the world,

stretches out in plain sight as also the other

valleys to the areage of 2,500 miles. On

Washington's Birthday the air was clear

and the thousand or more spectators on

Mt. Lowe could see the ocean 40 miles dis

tant, while the islands more than forty

miles at sea could be discerned in

outline, as well as the snow capped

peaks hundreds of miles away.

For genuine hard luck, E. R. Thomas, the

Bufialo manufacturer, who has been so

journing in California for a fortnight, can

tell a tale that must produce sympathetic

words of condolence from all who hear it.

Mr. Thomas was extremely anxious to have

the new Thomas “Flycrs” represented in

the climb, but the cars ordered by the local

agency were no farther west than La Junta,

Col. He persuaded the Santa Fe railroad

to make up a fast freight and send it

through on schedule. The three Thomas

cars arrived here yesterday, so there was

little time to limber them up and get famil

iar with the course. Mr. Thomas started

from Pasadena this morning, got on the

wrong road and ran into a sea of adobe

mud, from which he was finally extricated

and set aright. Then his chauffeur ran the

car into a wagon, shearing a wheel of the

latter. Then in the event for large touring

cars. the driver took the turn at too high a

rate of speed, tangented off into the vineyard

at that point, backed out of the soft soil

anc made for the other corner. The right

front tire collided with a freshly trimmed

grape vine, which cut it, and at the next

angle it burst. To add to its troubles,

the driver stripped his gears and almost

landed into the six-foot ditch which

parallels the road.

“In spite of the ill-luck which attended

Thomas's own private car, the other

two made splendid showings, the one

driven by Frank Siefert winning in the large

touring car class, establishing such fast

time that none of the drivers wanted to

go against it’in the free—for-all, so that it

was adjudged the winner in this also. Sie

fert's time for the three miles was 458%.

Two 35 horsepower Pope-Toledos, one en

tered by the Western Motor Car C0. and

driven by a representative of that concern,

and the other driven by E. C. Anthony,

finished second and third in this class, while

a Packard, with A. B. Bussman up, was

fourth. The Thomas off/the Arrowhead

Hotel C0. came up fifth.

A 22 horsepower Buick was the surpriseI of the day, and fully justified all claims

made for its hill-climbing capacities. It

won the two events for runabouts and was

beaten only by a Reo in the class for light

touring cars. H. L. Olive, in a 30-35 horse

power Stoddard-Dayton, finished first in the

class for cars costing between $1,500 and

$2,500, being clocked at 616%. A 20 horse

power Stevens-Duryea was second, less than

one second ahead of a Prayer-Miller, driven

by E. H. Hawes. D. C. McCan, driving a

30 horsepower Franklin, won in the open

runabout class from an 18 horsepower

White, with H. D. Ryus at the wheel. The

touring cars were required to carry a full

complement of passengers, that is four, and

the runabouts, two passengers, averaging

a per capita weight of 150 pounds. The cars

were in full touring equipment. The timing

was by means of tleephone. The summary:

RUNABOUTS COSTING UNDER $1,000.

  

  

Pos. Driver. Car. Time.

1. Dr. Brown .. . ' . 6:0754,

2. F. A. Bennett . .. . 7:07

3. E. Bennett, . Wayne..... 7:25

4. R. Passavant . . . . . ..12 h. p 7:57

5. Gale Automobile Co.. 8 h. p. ale . . . . . ..10:28%

RUNABOUTS COSTING UNDER $1,500.

1. Dr. Brown . . . . . . . ..22 h. p. Buick . . . . .. 6:05

2. Leon T. Shettler ..16 h. p. e0 . . . . . . .. 6:4l~)§

3. F. A. Bennett. 14 h. p Ford . . . . . .. 624354

4. F. P. Crosby... . 16 h. p. Premier. 7:

5. F. Bennett r ..16 h. p. Wayne.. .

6. Grover T. Garland...12 h. p. Franklin.... "

RUNABOUTS-FREE-FOR-ALL.

1. D. C. McCan . . . . . ..30 h. p. Franklin... 6:32%

2. H. D. Ryus . . . . . . . ..18 h. p. \\'hitc . . . . .. 7:14l/§

TOURING CARS COSTING UNDER $1,500.

. Leon T. Shettler

l\. Hamilton...

D. L Wold

W

  

. 18 h: p. Reliance.::i 8i093§

. K. Cowan . . . . . ..18 h. p. Rambler.... 921444

TOURING CARS COSTING BETWEEN $1,500

AND $2,500.

autos

  

  

1. H. L. Olive, 30~35 h. p. Studdard-Dayton 6:26%

2. Western M. C. Co. 20 h. p. Stevens-Duryca 7:02-34

3. E. Hui—Iawcs, 24 h. p. Prayer-Miller 7:03‘/§

4. R. C. Hamlin, 12 h. p. Franklin... 8:22%

5. Success Auto Co., 30 h. p. Winth .. 8:43

TOURING CARS COSTING OVER $2,500.

1. Frank Siefert . . . . ..50 h. p. Thomas.... 4:58%

2. Western M. C. Co. 35 h. p. Pope-Toledo 5:04ng

3. E. C. Anthony . . . . ..35 h. p. Pope-Toledo 5:06%

4. A. B. Bussum . . . . . ..24 h. p. Packard.... 5:243é

5. Arrowhead Hotel Co. 50 h. p. Thomas.... 5:33'é

6. R. C Hamlin.... .20 h. p. Franklin... 6:19'/§

7. E. R. Thomas. . . . . ..50 h. p. Thomas.... '1

" Did not finish.

districts they are better made . a

MOTORING IN SOUTH AFRICA

It's Practical, but it has its Peculiarities—

Some of them Described. n 'v

Writing from Grahamstown, a South Af

rican physician, Dr. E. Gerard, who has had

various motoring experiences in that far-off

land since he imported his first belt-driven

crudity in 1902,

ranged through

experiences which have

every degree of variety

from the gay to the very harrowing, tells

in a recent issue of the Autocar what he

considers to be the general specifications

of the idea car for that country. He ought

to know something about his subject, for

he has driven five difierent cars of his own,

three of them of English make, one French

and one American, and can point out weak

nesses in each despite the fact that they

were not of unknown marks in any case.

Also, he gives a practical testimonial to

the utility of the motor car, and explains

what are the peculiar conditions imposed on

a machine intended for service there.

“My ideal car should be,” he says, “weight

about 1,500 pounds at the most, four cylin

ders, horsepower about 12-16, removable

tonneau, wheels about 34-inch. I have

never used wire wheels, but should think

that if well looked after they would be bet

ter than wooden wheels. The wooden

wheels of the last two cars I have had have

lasted well. They were specially built

strong. The tracking in this county would

perhaps be better if the wheels were a bit

further apart. I find on the bad roads that it

is an advantage at times to have the wheels

a bit narrower than the wagon tracks, as

you can mount the middle hump with one

of your wheels. This hump on the country

roads is a terrible bugbear to motorists, as

from the constant trekking of bullock

wagons the road is worn on each wheel

track and the hump is left in the middle.

This is often 12 inches high and will catch

your silencer or front axle. The car should

have at the very least 12 inches of ground

clearance—more if possible—and a slow

running engine—about 800 revolutions per

minute—so that it will pick up quickly afte

stopping to go through a cross drain. T

drains are to carry off storm water, a_

  

roads and frequently on flat road 5

take them at a fair pace. I r i

in Albany they are a disgrac 'must be specially strong t

quent twist to which it is ‘

through these sluits, as

the springs long and

and you must have a)

would rattle any 1‘

It is very rough

heavy car tires

heavy expense

high tension i'
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\

These I charge myself- with a small engine

and dynamo, which acts well, but I think

I should like to try a magneto next time.

“I have now quite given up horses for

two years and done my entire work on two

motors. My experience is that as far as

I can make out, although I can give no

actual figures until May, that it works out

about one-third more expensive than keep

ing three horses as I used to do; that I can

finish my work more quickly; that, instead

of having to sleep in a small farmhouse and

put up with a lot of discomfort, I can go

back to town the same night, much less

tired than by using a buggy. I often have

to do from twenty-five to thirty miles

out to see a patient, and although a motor

can can only manage to average about from

twelve to sixteen miles an hour on these

roads, it means a lot on a journey which

if taken with horses, including outspans,

can only be done at an average of six miles

an honr.

"One of the greatest drawbacks to motor

ing out here is the unbridged rivers, which,

after rain, are troublesome to get through.

I think the commutator should be placed

on the dashboard; the carburetter, also,

should be placed as high as possible.”

Club Tries the Gasolene Cocktail.

“Gasolene cocktails" appeared on menus

last summer, but the formula had always

remained a secret until the annual ban

puet of the Alameda County Automobile

Club, at Oakland, California, last week.

Beside each plate was placed a minia

t'ure gasolene can which was labeled

“Automobile Cocktail,” and the formula as

follows: Half glass gasolene No. 72; three

jiggers of cylinder oil; spoonful of graphite

grease. Stir well with monkey wrench and

garnish with a 3-8 locknut." Many of the

guests were chary about tasting it at first,

but subsequently it proved that the ingre

dients were very much like those of any

other “appetizer.” A novel feature was

sprung on the members at the beginning of

the festivities. All lights in the banquet

room were turned down, leaving the room

in darkness save on the stage where were

two powerful searchlights and what seemed

to be the front of an automobile. The re

\ sult was that guests entering the darkened

1orn seemed to be meeting a real automo

_at night on some country road.

\ “ding the banquet these officers were

President, Dr. George W. Rudolph;

ent, Charles J. Heeseman; sec—

i,George Gilman; treasurer, R. J.

' Ioverners, the ofiicers, Dr. N.

lain, Wickham Havens and

"resident of Pittsburgs.

1.) Automobile Club, at

“sweek, chose the fol

~:nt, George E. Tur

W. Linford Smith;

W. Darley; third

2r; treasurer, Geo.

C. Wolfi,  

CARS FOR WAR PURPOSES

Supposed to be for Russia’s use—How they

are Armed and Armored.

Evidently Russia is preparing for further

trouble, for it is reported that the eight ar

mored cars being constructed by Charron,

Girardot & Vogt, in Paris, are destined for

One of

these cars was recently completed and sub

jected to trial.

the use of the Russian government.

The chassis is, with few

changes, of the standard 30 horsepower

type turned out by this firm. These altera

tions take the form of stronger springs and

axles, and the provision of a device by

same kind, though its features are all simi

lar. Its armament consists of a 120-milli

metre rapid-fire rifle, installed in a project—

ing hood in the rear of the body, means be

ing provided for giving a clear sweep so

that it may be fired at any point of the com

pass. In running order and with complete

equipment the total weight is three tons and

the machine is said to be capable of a max

imum speed of 25 miles an hour.

The greatest secrecy has been preserved

all along both as to the building of these

cars, as well as to their final destination.

All the construction has been carried on

behind closed doors and all the numerous

trials carried out are said to have taken

place at night on unfrequcnted roads. Ger

many has done something in the way of

  

means of which the engine can be started

by the driver from his seat. '

The entire body is enclosed by steel

plates designed to be proof against rifle

fire at a distance of 130 yards. When not

in action a large section of the armor cover

ing the driver’s seat can be lifted allowing

a clear view ahead. This is lowered when

engaged and is provided with small open

ings, but the latter may in turn be closed

by sliding panels. Naturally, everything

about the car is designed to be proof as far

as possible against disablement through

being struck, the radiator, bonnet and

wheels all being armored. The last named

are of the steel disc type and are shod

with pneumatic tires. As part of the equip

ment of each, two complete spare wheels

are carried and a further provision against

breakdown is a double carburetter; the

equipment also includes two portable

tracks, carried one on each side of the car

and which can be quickly laid down to en

able the machine to cross ditches and

narrow streams.

In appearance, this new type of armored

car, which is painted a khaki color, differs

considerably from its predecessors of the

 

finds-.41: r'sr'ffi

building armored automobiles herself and it

is reported that the German government

dispatched a special commissioner to keep

an eye on the French war cars. Rumors as

to the destination of these cars have been

various, including everything from the

French to the Russian government, and

probably fear that they are to be added to

the French war establishment is responsible

for the German commissioner.

The Detachable Starting Crank.

Next to the apparently superfluous bit of

advice not to start your car before you are

in it, which was disregarded with rather

serious results by a Jerseyman, recently,

comes the admonition not to leave the

starting crank behind. The detachable

starting crank is becoming decidedly passe,

but there are hundreds of cars in use that

have it. Next to forgetting to take it along,

comes placing it in the car so carelessly

that it is shaken out on the road. More or

less advice as to just how to start the en

gine without the crank, has appeared from

time to time, but it will be found consider

ably easier in case the starting crank is not

missing.
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QUAKERS DISPLAY THEIR CARS

Philadelphia’s Flag-Dressed Show now in

Progress—The Wares Exhibited.

 

 

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 29.——For the week

Father Penn has discarded his broad-brim—

med Quaker hat for a cap and his octagonal

shaped spectacles for the more modern

goggles. This is automobile week in this

staid old town of homes and meeting houses

and the Philadelphia fifth annual show is

on. The doors in the National Export

building were opened Saturday night, and

judging from the rush of people that

swarmed to get in and of the crowds that

out on the second floor where the acces

sories’ displays hold forth.

One amusing incident occurred on the

opening night. There is a real band that

plays catalogued concert music. Everybody

had a gorgeous time except the unfortunate

rotound German who plays the “big fiddle”

—that’s what they call the ’cello in Phila

delphia. The good Herr Something or

Other was sawing away for dear life when

a merry soul in the balcony conceived the

brilliant idea of dropping peanut shells on

his bald pate. (That is another proof of

the Quaker City’s backwardness—no public

function is complete without peanuts).

What, with dropping his big “fiddle” bow

about every other note to whisk peanut
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THE WHITE EXHIBIT

have since jammed the aisles and exhibition

spaces, Philadelphia will be heard from in

the buying world this year.

So far as the show itself goes, it is dis

tinctively local, even more local than the

exhibitions just held in Cleveland and De

troit. It is held this year under the aus—

pices of the Philadelphia Automobile

Trades Association, and to make the affair

eclipse anything heretofore attempted, the

association early secured the services of

Chester A. Campbell, who has managed

the Boston shows. Mr. Campbell’s handi

work is apparent. The decorations are the

finest that have ever marked an industrial

exposition in this city. The national colors

in every conceivable shape—flags, large and

small, bunting, knotted and draped, wide

bars of red, white and blue—are tastefully

blended to hide the yellow barrenness and

sharp corners of brick and columns of the

walls and supports of the big room. Grass

grcen matting covers the floors, and a har

monious red tapestry hides the walls. The

railings are white and gold and the signs

over each exhibit are in script lettering on

Flemish oak. The most attractive fea

ture of the decorations are the continuous

bowers of apple blossoms which divide each

booth. \Vhile not real, they are natural

enough to deceive all but the most persist

ent observer. Though not So elaborately

finished, the same scheme has been carried

 

 

AT PHILADELPHIA.

-hells from his cocoa top and stopping be

tween bars to shake his fist at the grinning

imp in the gallery, the 'cello artist made

Verdi's divine “Fantasia Rigoletto" sound

like the bleachers when the home team

makes a two-bagger with three men on

bases.

Most of the leading makers of cars are

represented, with the exception of the Pope,

Franklin and Olds lines, handled in Phila

delphia by the Quaker City Automobile

Co. As this concern could not obtain suffi

cient elbow room in the show building, it

is holding an “independent” show at its

new salesrooms at 138-146 North Broad

street. The main floor of the spacious six

story building is tastefully decorated and

a band will render selections throughout

the week. The Pope-Toledo. Pope-Tribune,

Pope—Waverly, Pope-Hartford, Franklin

and Olds cars are on exhibition. Another

firm to hold a show of its own is the Tioga

Automobile Co., at Broad and Tioga streets;

They handle the National cars.

The exhibitors in the show building and

the wares they are displaying are as fol

lows:

Hamilton Automobile Co., Corbin, Stod

dard-Dayton and Queen cars; Locomobile

Co. of America, Locomobiles; White Gar

age, \Vhite cars; La Roche Automobile Co.,

Studebaker cars; Ford Motor Co., Ford

cars; Dalsimer Automobile Co., Haynes
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cars; Martin & Hart, Thomas and Wal

tham-Orient cars; Paul P. Rippien, Prest

O-Lite gas tanks and supplies; Motor Shop,

Tourist cars; Reo Motor Car Co., Reo cars;

Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., Colum

bia gasolene and electric and Buick cars;

Keystone Motor Car Co., Autocar and

Packard cars; Foss-Hughes Motor Car Co.,

Pierce, Cadillac and Baker cars; Thos. B.

Jeffery & Co., Rambler cars; Ranier Co.,

New York City, Ranier cars; Kelsey Motor

Car Co., Maxwell cars; St. Louis Motor

Car Co., St. Louis cars; Napier Motor Co.,

Napier cars; Gawthrop & VVister, Elm0re

cars; Winton Motor Car Co., Winton cars;

Knox Automobile Co., Knox cars; Diamond

Motor Car Co., Jackson and Cleveland cars;

H. M. Ambler, Welch cars; F. P. Young,

Glide cars; Hartford Suspension Co., Truf

fault-Hartford suspensions; Reading Stand

ard Cycle Mfg. Co., Reading, Pai, Reading

Standard bicycles and Thoroughbred motor

cycles; J. I;. Gibney & Bro., tires and sun'

dries; Iroquois Iron \Vorks. Iroquois

trucks; MacDonald & Campbell. clothing;

Rose Mfg. Co., Neverout lamps; Mercedes

Import Co., New York City, Mercedes

cars; W. W. Taxis, parts; Smith & Mabley,

Panhard, Renault, Simplex and Mercedes

cars; Brazier Automobile \Vorks, Marmon

cars; James T. Halsey, Halsey trucks; J.

H. Mitchell, Mitchell delivery wagons;

N. A. Petry, \Veed chain tire grips; Puritan

Soap Co., cleansers; Consolidated Rubber

Tire Co., tires; Mors Automobile Co., New

York City, Mors cars; Hoskins & Howell;

Reed Haverstick 8; Co.; Voorhees Rubber

Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J., tires; J. W.

Jones, New York City, Jones’ Speedo

meters, etc.; William C. Robinson 8: Sons'

Co., lubricants; Penn Automobile Supply

Co., sundries; Pennsylvania Rubber Co.,

Jeanette, Pa., tires; Charles E. Miller, New

York City, sundries; J. H. Jolley, parts;

Keystone Lubricating Co.; Penn Petroleum

Co.; George W. Nock Co.; E. Teel & Co.,

Medford, Mass, tire covers and tops; H. A.

Connor, Samson tires; Fairmount Engine

Co., Chadwick cars: \Vay Mufiler Co., muf

flers; Michelin Tire Co., Michelin tires;

Hutchinson Electric Horn Co., New York

City, Hutchinson electric horn.

 

Shipped 17 Carloads of Cars.

On February 25th. there left Kenosha,

VVis., what is thought to be the largest ship

ment of automobiles ever made—a train

of 17 carloads. The automobiles are Ramb

lers, of course, and are destined wholly for

their San Francisco branch and not for

distribution among sub-agencies. Therev

were 67 Ramblers in the shipment. the

freight charges on which amounted to

$6.630.

 

According to a German source, there are

but 250 automobiles in Russia; what is even

more remarkable is that 180 of them are

Oldsmobiles of the familiar curved dash

variety.
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TO CUT CONSTABLE? GRAFT

Motorists Urge the Passage of Bills that

will Make Persecution Unprofitable.

Eight bills, each of which proposed more

or less change in the existing law relating

to automobiles, were the subject of the

hearing given by the committee on roads

and bridges of the Massachusetts legisla

ture, at Boston, Mass, on Friday, last.

Nearly all the clubs of Massachusetts sent

large delegations to the hearing and indi

vidual automobile owners and dealers made

up a large assemblage.

The committee first took up the bills re

lating to the disposition of fines received

from automobilists. One of the measures

put in by Representative Samuel L. Porter,

provided for the use of the fine money on

the State highways. Another bill, by Foster

C. Parker, calls ‘for the use of not only

the fines, but of the registration and licens

ing fees on the highways.

Counsel for the State Automobile Asso

ciation, Francis Hurtubis, Jr., opened the

hearing for the automobilists

said, are in favor of having the fines de

who, he

voted to highway improvement, as such a

law would prevent the petty prosecution

conducted by town and city officers. He

claimed that town constables often ex

ceeded their authority in holding up auto—

mobilists, and said that from May 20 to

October 19, 654 automobilists paid fines

aggregating $6,457. There were also many

fined who pleaded nolo. Mr. Hurtubis men

tioned Leicester, 'Weston, Lincoln, Hing

ham, Sudbury, Wrentham and other places,

where the constables have been particularly

active. He claimed that short courses are

used and that the methods employed are

unfair to the automobilists. Many of the

arresting ofiicers make good pay arresting

automobilists. He said that Sudbury main—

tains a police force of eight men on Sun—

days and holidays to trap automobilists,

and he thought this force would be mater

ially reduced if there were no monetary

incentive.

President Speare of the Bay State Auto

mobile Association, stated that the automo

bilista are in favor of good roads and want

to help along the movement. They desire

also to have removed the incentive to en

force the law for purposes of revenue only.

The automobilists do not object to speed

regulations; they are necessary to prevent

abuse. In his opinion, the speed limit is too

low and there is no discrimination between

a case in which the speed limit is exceeded

by only a small margin and reckless driv

ing. He thought that automobilists should

be warned the same as drivers of horses

are warned.

The Worcester Automobile Club appear

ed in favor of the bills in the person of

D. L. Gay, who said that in July the Lei

cester constable signed at the Worcester

Central Court for fees amounting to $101.78,

in August for $55.80, and in September for

$232.76, about $500 for three months’ work.

In September the club took up the policy

of appealing cases, and there were few

convictions. He thought the bills would

stop arrests for revenue. Game and fishing

fines go to the State and most other fines

go to the county.

Judge Prescott Keyes of Concord was

called upon to give the view of a justice.

He said that there undoubtedly had been

much abuse of the law by those who en

force it. The law has not been administered

as a regulation for safety on the highways.

for which it is designed, but has been ad

ministered throughout the State as a law

for revenue. The judge said that he had

driven an automobile 15,000 miles. If the

fines go to the Commonwealth the law will

be enforced with equality. He favors a law

against reckless or dangerous driving rather

than the existing speed limits.

Leicester, which has a national reputation

as a motorphobic community, was repre

sented by Selectman Chauncey Smith. The

speaker read his address, in which he class

ed automobilists with burglars and other

lawbreakers. His suggestions for legisla

tion were a minimum rate of ten miles and

a maximum rate of twenty miles, with pen

alties of jail sentences. He proposed a tax

of $1 per horsepower (which a committee

man said was unconstitutional), and wanted _

some method of distinguishing the cars

owned by dealers. The hearing on the

other bills was then postponed.

Lamont Wins Twice on Ormond Beach.

Two handicap races formed a part of the

annual W’ashington’s Birthday carnival held

on the beach at Ormond, Flo., and they

probably created more interest among the

hotel crowd and the natives than did the ill

fated international carnival which utilized

those sands a month ago. Seven fully

equipped touring cars, carrying two pas

sengers each, competed in the six-mile

handicap, and six in the two.

The events were run with a two-minute

control at each turn, all the contestants

starting and finishing in front of the grand

stand in front of Bretton Inn. The two

mile handicap was won by B. A. Lamont,

who drove an eight horsepower Cadillac.

with a handicap of two minutes. He finish

ed in 4:55. W. A. Adrian, 20 horsepower

Stevens-Duryea (0:10), finished second, in

3:21, and William Whitney, in the same

kind of a car, with the same power, was

third, in 3:27. His handicap was 14 seconds.

In the six-mile handicap, B. A. Lamont had

another easy victory, this time driving a

30 horsepower Locomobile, with a handicap

of 1:45. He finished in 6:05. William Whit

ney was second, in 13:33. He drove a 20

horsepower Stevens-Duryea, with 78 sec

onds‘ handicap. E. R. Bellman, 15 horse

power Panhard (1:45), finished in 10:03.

FOR TOLLS AND TELEPHONES

One More Freak Bill Presented in New Jer

sey—Frelinghuysen Reduces Fees.

Evidently New Jersey wants to play the

“whole hog" or none. Senator Minturn,

who, by the way, is a member of the judi

ciary committee, which has the Frelinghuy

sen and Jackson measures under considera

tion, on Monday introduced a bill in the

legislature, which goes even those choice

specimens “one better.” It is not stated

who the author is, whether or not he resides

II] the state or whether he is sound of

mind and body, particularly the former.

The measure provides for the establish

ment, under the supervision of the State

Road Supervisor, of toll houses and gates

at intervals of ten miles on the main travel

ed highways, to be equipped with tele

phones to collect toll from automobiles, ten

It would

ride in

cents from each person riding.

virtually make all persons who

“America’s Russia” a convict, as they would

have keepers looking after them continually.

The time of every car will be taken on

passing through the toll gate and then

telephoned on to the next station, then if

the driver arrives there sooner than he

ought, a constable will be in waiting to

escort him to the nearest justice of the

peace to be held in bail. If, at the trial he is

convicted, his license is to be revoked for

one year. The annual license fee, by Sen

ator Minturn’s bill, is to be increased to

five dollars per year, part of which is to

go to the different counties for road repair.

The money extracted at the toll gates is to

be turned over to the township collectors

weekly. The toll keepers are to be paid $15

per week and mounted policemen are to be

stationed on all boulevards, with unlimited

power to arrest.

Simultaneously with news of the advent of

the Minturn bill, it is announced that Sen

ator Frelinghuysen, the New Jerseyman,

introduced an amended act, which will be

reported out of the judiciary committee

some time this week. Very little improve

ment is noticed as a result of his pruning.

The license charge of 75 cents per horse

power is abandoned and in its place is a

provision that each car of 30 horsepower

or less shall pay a fee of $3, and each ma

chine of more than 30 horsepower, $5. The

driver of a car of 30 horsepower shall pay

$1 as a license fee and that of a car of more

than 30 horsepower, $2.

Lee Wants Motorists to Stop.

Assemblyman Lee, last week, introduced

into the New York legislature a bill requir

ing automobiles to slow down before pass

ing restive horses and to come to a full

stop if the driver of the horse-drawn vehi

clc. holds up his hand. It embodies no other

radical features.
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Jersey Road Closed to Motor Cars.

-There is one highway in New Jersey

where automobiles are forbidden, and it

will not be the only one where motor cars

, will not be seen, if Senator Freylinghuy

sen’s bill is allowed to pass. This particu—

lar road, however, is the one leading to the

'government powder works at Picatinny.

Major 0. J. Mitchell, the commandant, has

placed a flag pole in the road, on which

waves an American flag, surrounded by

signs reading, “No automobiles allowed.”

When Freeholder John D. Smith, of

Rockaway, chief of the village fire depart

ment and a politician, encountered the .ob—

struction, he sent for Major Mitchell and

remonstrated, saying that it was against

the laws of the State to in anywise obstruct

a highway. The Major informed him that

the State had ceded the grounds to the

Federal Government, and that it had ab

solute jurisdiction.

Smith called a meeting of the Rockaway

authorities, and suggested a trip to the gov

ernment works in automobiles to demand

that the flagpole be taken down with the

trespass notices. ,

“What’s the matter with notifying the

Governor,” said one. “You know they have

soldiers up there, and our Executive can

call out the National Guard if necessary to

enforce the laws.”

Just before the time agreed on to go to

Picatinny one freeholder became nervous

of visions of bristling cannon. Others be

came similarly afilicted and the trip was

given up. Then they proposed taking the

matter before the Morris County Grand

Jury.

Date and Route of Herkomer Contest.

It has finally been settled that the date of

the competition for the Herkomer Trophy

is to be the week of June 6th to 13th, next.

The event, which will be on a larger and

more ambitious scale this year, will be con

trolled by a joint committee from the Ger

man Imperial, Bavarian and Austrian aut0~

mobile clubs. It will be open to all touring

ears of 16 horsepower, or its recognized

equivalent, 2%-litres cylinder capacity, or

over, owned and driven by members of a

recognized national automobile club. Each

car must be capable of carrying four per

sons comfortably and must be provided

with an engine bonnet, mud-guards, three

lamps, two brakes, muffler and sprag device

to prevent backing down hills. The entry

fee is $75 and will be received up to April

15 by any of the three clubs named. The

event is not to be run unless at least 60

entries are received.

Each car will be required to carry an ofii

cial observer, and the cars will be locked

up over night at the end of each daily stage.

Forty-five minutes each morning will be al

lowed for oiling up, replenishing supplies

and adjusting brakes. The contest will in

clude speed trials and a hill climb, the latter

to be held at Semmering, near Vienna. In

addition to other information which the
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motorist desirous of entering a car must

furnish, such as the type of car, name of

owner and driver, maker’s certificate as to

engine dimensions, serial number and class

of fuel, he must also state whether he is

insured against accident or not and in what

company. The first stage will be from

Frankfort to Munich, from there to Linz

and then on to Vienna, where a day will be

spent. From Vienna to Klagenfurt, to

Innsbruck and then back to Munich.

Mayor Weaver Makes a Speech.

John Weaver, Philadelphia’s reform

mayor of distinct personality, was a guest

at the banquet of the Germantown Auto

mobile Club, last Saturday night. He ad

dressed the motorists and after telling a

funny story of a breakdown, said there was

nothing more exhilarating than a ride in

an automobile going ninety miles an hour,

and almost in the same breath said that

the speed limits of the city must be enforc

ed. Among other things he said:

“There is nothing more exhilarating than

to ride in a big machine at the rate of

ninety miles an hour—but don’t do it within

the city limits—go over to Jersey. I am

willing to do anything I can for the auto

ists. We want the speedway completed and

the Wissahickon drive widened for the

autoists. Furthermore, we want cars built

in America to equal in speed those made in

Europe. In the November campaign I

know how the American built machines

carried me around to meetings and helped

me smash another ‘machine,’ but often they

were not fast enough. I want to say that

the speed regulations within the city must

be enforced. A certain park guard may be

promoted for recently arresting a certain

chauffeur who was exceeding the limit in

Fairmount Park.”

Maryland to Have “Orphans’ Day."

The Automobile Club of Maryland has

become a corporate body, the incorporators

named being M. Gillet Gill, C. W'arner

Stork, H. M. Rowe, Richard J. Leupold and

J. S. Dietrick. It was decided at the last

meeting that an orphan’s day parade should

be held the latter part of May or the first

of June, and a committee appointed to look

after it. It also was settled that the head

quarters of the club should neither be in

the building of the Motor Car Co. nor in

the Garage, and a committee was appointed

to select suitable club rooms.

Expedient to Prevent Skidding.

Somewhere the suggestion has been made

that as a simple expedient for the preven

tion of skidding, a pair of light chains be

fastened to the rear axles and allowed

to trail on the ground by the side of the

tires and slightly in advance of the tread.

By this means, so it is claimed, when there

is any tendency to skidding, the ends of the

chains will .roll under the tires and check

their side-slipping.

End of the Alcohol Hearing.

Since the close of the hearings of the op

position interests to the passage of a bill

exempting industrial alcohol from taxation,

some of the members of the ways and

Means Committee of the House, before

which all the testimony has been presented,

are in favor of an additional hearing of

the favoring forces to rebut the evidence

brought out by the wood alcohol people,

but the prevailing opinion seems to be that

the case for free alcohol has been made out

so clearly as not to require any further

testimony. -

At first the hearings at which the wood

alcohol interests were so largely repre

sented appeared to surprise some of the

members of the committee, who had not

expected such a large delegation of oppo—

nents, and who had further anticipated that

the case of the opposition would be pre

sented with much less assurance. The fur

ther progress of the hearings, however, has

so largely reassured advocates of the legis

lation that even the doubters n0w question

the wisdom of holding further hearings in

rebuttal of the opposition testimony.

It has been found that the members of

the committee who were formerly in favor

of the plan are standing firm and that even

the principal opponent of the bill in the

committee is likely to be neutral rather than

antagonistic because of the fact lately made

plain to him that his constituents include a

large number of persons who are for the

bill as well as a number who are against it.

Secretary Shaw, Chairman Payne and Com

missioner Yerkes have made statements

showing that there is nothing to be feared

on the score of the loss of revenue, despite

which one of the members of the committee

still harps on the subject and holds out on

that account.

Strong efforts are being made to secure

the approval of Speaker Cannon for the

bill and it is believed that the opinions of

Secretary of State Shaw and Chairman

Payne of the committee will have consider

able weight. The speaker has not yet com

mitted himself, but it thought that a deci—

sion will be forthcoming in the very near

future.

West Indies Becoming Popular.

That the \Vest Indies are becoming pop~

ular for midwinter tours was evidenced by

the number of automobiles taken down on

two steamships last week. On the Mag

dalena, bound for Jamaica, no less than

seven touring ears were on board, and the

Virginia carried a large number consigned

to Colon.

Races in Texas in April.

The Houston, Texas, Automobile Asso

ciation, in conjunction with the Houston

Driving Association, has an automobile

race meet on the tapis for April 20 and 21.

An efiort will be made to secure some fast

cars and drivers from the North.
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NEW THINGS IN TWO-CYCLES

Car with Ingenious Engine and Carburetter

—Motor Reversed by Spark.

Some of the ingenuity of designers who

have hitherto devoted their attention to

evolving odd and striking forms of the four

cycle engine, has been sidetracked over

to the two-cycle principle. At least,'so it

would seem to judge from the number of

novel forms of the latter which make their

appearance from time to time. One of

these is the creation of an English concern,

the Valveless Motor Co. This British firm

has, in fact, evolved an entire distinctive

system upon which they turn out cars, but

interest naturally centers in the

which embodies many unusual features. It

is known as the Lucas Valveless motor and

is not altogether a newcomer.

It is, in brief, a two-cylinder, two~cycle,

reversible engine, with but a single U-shap

ed cylinder, having two pistons, one com—

bustion chamber and 2 flywheels. just how

such a seeming anomaly that practically

amounts to a contradiction in terms, is pos

sible, is best explained by a reference to

the sectional drawing of the motor. From

this, the manner of making two cylinders

out of one and with but a single combus

tion chamber, will be clear. As the engine

is of the two-cycle type, the crank case is,

of course, sealed, both the inlet bypass to

the combustion chamber and the carburet

ter being in evidence at the right. The for—

mer is, of course, provided with a check

valve, as shown, or “an automatic non

return," as the Briton is fond of dubbing it,

while the latter is very simple. In place

of the usual float feed it employs a diaph

ragm controlled by a helical spring against

which the suction of the engine must act.

Its movement is limited by a collar. The

entire engine is water jacketed, including

the dividing wall between the two pistons

that are actuated by the same explosion in

the common combustion chamber.

The cycle of operations of the engine is

as follows. At the position indicated by

the sectional drawing the pistons are at the

extreme end of their downward stroke and

are about to compress the charge which

has already flowed into the combustion

chamber and is prevented from being forced

out again by the check valve. At the same

time, the upward stroke of the pistons cre

ates considerable suction in the airtight

crank case which draws in a fresh charge

through the common inlet and outlet lead—

ing to the latter and the bypass. The pis~

tons rise and fall together and the charge

is fired by one plug centered in the head

of the cylinder, as shown. The revolution

of each crankshaft is, however, in a oppo

site direction. Though but two counter

weights appear in the illustration, there are

four in all, two on each end of the crank

shafts; there are also two independent fly

motor, ‘

wheels. On the completion of the down

stroke, the exhaust port at the left opens

slightly in advance of the uncovering 0f

the inlet. At 1,000 r. p. m., this motor is

said to develop 13.5 horsepower.

As for the remainder of the car, it is

likewise of novel design and construction.

The frame is formed of heavy angle iron

and is entirely enclosed from beneath by

a sheet metal apron extending practically

the whole length of the chassis. The radia

tor consists of horizontal tubes so disposed

as to form a bonnet with an open end in

front, but the engine is not placed beneath

it—a fact that is at once evident both from

its size and its great height from the

ground. The space covered by this radiator

bonnet is utilized to protect the cone

 
 

 

 
 

  

shaped fuel tank, while the water tank

forms the dash.

The engine is placed crosswise at about

the center of the chassis, and as in addition

to its system of counterweights and pistons,

its two fly—wheels revolve in opposite direc

tions through the medium of gearing not

shown in the illustration, its operation is

said to be particularly free of vibration.

Lubrication is provided by two means—

pressure from the engine and a worm pump

located in a casing placed in an accessible

location just beyond the left hand flywheel

and protruding through the frame. Here,

in fact, are centered most of the vital acces

sories, for in addition to housing the oil

pump, this casing also contains the gov

ernor and commutator. The oil is regu

lated by a sight feed placed on the dash

through which it is forced by the pump.

From the sight feed glass it drops into

funnels terminating the ends of the leads

to the crank case into which it is drawn by

the suction of the engine. The oil is re

turned from the crank case by the crank

chamber pressure.

One of the features of the transmission .

is the fact that it requires no reverse, as

the direction of the rotation of the engine

itself is reversed by advancing the spark

to the maximum point, where the circuit

is suddenly broken and the engine slows

down running on momentum, then' the cir

cuit is closed again and the engine starts

in the opposite direction. Forward move

ment is regained by the same process, a

commutator switch being provided for this

purpose which requires but a turn of the

wrist to operate it. All the low tension

wiring is encased in copper tubing. The

drive is by a single chain from a sprocket

on the right hand shaft to an intermediate

shaft carrying two additional sprockets

with chains to the rear axle which is pro

vided with a differential. These two chains

and sprockets represent the two speeds for

ward, or high and low gear, and they are

controlled by a double jaw clutch which en

gages either of them to a central wheel

keyed to this intermediate shaft, the opera

tion of changing gear being through the

medium of the usual side lever. This form

of transmission is said to be very effective

while the engine itself develops ample

power to make the car a good hill climber.

The Position of the Driver

The uninitiated frequently ask why it is

that the operators of large touring cars are

seated on the right hand side instead of the

left, which would obviously seem to be the

most convenient places as rules of the road

require that all vehicles going in opposite

directions turn to the right, in passing.

There appears no very good answer to the

question so far as American cars are con‘

ccrned. In England, Where all vehicles pass

on the left in meeting, the location of the

operator on the right hand side is readily

accounted for. This question came up for

discussion in a New York garage the other

day, and M. I. Budlong, president of the

Electric Vehicle Company, makers of

Columbia cars, who was present, said that

his concern made two cars operating on

the right hand side and one car-operating

on the left. He said that the general pref

erence of chauffeurs, as well as of owners

who do their own driving, is for the right

hand seat, as this leaves the driver's right

hand free to operate the levers.

“In country and suburban driving, which

is really the principal use made of large

touring cars,” said Mr. Budlong, “the posi

tion of the operator's seat is immaterial so

for as the meeting of other vehicles is con

cerned, but in city traffic left side operation

is the better and we make our light 18

horsepower car, which is extensively used

for town driving, to operate on the left. In

addition to the advantages of this in run

ning through thick city traffic, the left hand

side is preferred by owners for city service

as it leaves the right hand free to be occu

pied by a guest, who, in getting in and out

of the car when it is standing with its right

hand side to the curb, as is required by

many city ordinances, is not obliged to

climb over the steering wheel or go around

into the street.”

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may'now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

01, 154 Nassau Street, New York City. "’
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SMALL CAR POSSIBIIJTIES

“Grown-up” Runabouts Leaving a Void to

be Filled—What May Fill it.

In the design and construction of the

the whole trend

greater luxury and comfort for the passen

The

only possible exception to this is to be

 

motor car, is toward

ger, and greater carrying capacity.

seen in the now popular type of heavy run

about, which, indeed, fulfills the conditions

of the first two clauses to the letter, if not

that of the third. This trend is constantly

being made manifest even in the lighter

and cheaper grades of car, so that as time

goes on that type of simple runabout—the

idealic “poor man's" car—is growing less

possible.

cannot be gainsaid, that the average cost

of cars is becoming lower every year. For

with the increase in the number of parts

involved in the use of multiple engines, slid

ing gear transmissions giving three and

four speeds, and the other details which are

involved in the touring class of vehicles,

the cost of manufacture governing the sell

ing price cannot be decreased materially

beyond a certain point.

Thus while the light runabout is constant

ly growing more complete in every detail,

and more like the heavier machine, more

elaborate, more capacious, and more com—

plicated, by the same token, the gap in the

line of self-propelled vehicles which always

has existed between the types of light car

and the simplest form of motor bicycle, is

growing wider rather than narrower. It is

this field in which the poor man who has

a definite need of an auto-propelled vehicle

expects to find his own machine. It is

here that the man of moderate means ex

pects to find a machine which will give him

all the pleasures of motoring without its

expense, and all the joys and independence

of cycling without its attendant drawback

of physical labor. And it is here that the

manufacturer of rapid and cheap produc

tive ability, will find an opportunity for the

amassing of the gigantic returns which

ultimately will be granted to but a minor

portion of the members of the industry.

On the other hand, there is coming more

and more into prominence, more especially

on the other side of the water, a type, which

whether it assumes the form of the tri-car,

the fore-car or the quad—a name, which, by

the v'"" ' i ..ozt now fashionable—is consti

tiiied more essentially for the use of the

man of limited memns and modest require
ments. Unlike tlieirunabout of common

usage, which is nothing more or less than

an offshoot of the full grown car, cut down

and fashioned to a lower aiad cheaper scale.

and which, frequently enough, is merely

a bi-product of a firm whose piece de re

sistance is far more pretentious and for

midable, this class of vehicle is a direct and

legitimate descendant of the bicycle. It

 

And this, despite the fact which '

Testing his Car in the Snow.
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embodies all the points of excellence of

that machine, possesses all its saving grace

of lightness and simplicity, utilizes all the

lessons of construction which were learned

in the later years of the bicycles’ popular

ity, and is above all other things, cheap

to build.

The tri-car principle, whether taking

shape as a fore-car or side-car attachments

to the motor bicycle, or as a distinct and

complete machine, has all the drawbacks

of the three'wheeled vehicle which has

never found favor in this country. The

four-wheeler of the same class is hardly

better off at the present time, the one time

popular type of quad, having rattled and

jolted its way out of favor several years

since, and the voiturette, by far the most

promising embryo ever hatched, having

been nosed out by other and more preten

tious successors. Nevertheless, somewhere

within the range of the two types, lies a

region of unfathomed possibility for the

present day constructor, in which there is

more of promise insofar as actual commer

cial results from the salesman's point of

view are concerned, than lie almost any

where else in the entire outlook of the in

dustry, barring only the branch of commer

cial machines. The development of such a

type of machine involves a deal of effort

which will be unrepaid for some little time,

also it involves the outlay of so great an

amount of capital that none but the most

solidly grounded interests had best under

take its introduction. But for such as have

the temerity to undertake it. and for such

of them as have the ability to carry the

thing through to the end, there is a reward

which is far too important to be overlooked

even now.

Purdue will now Test Ignition.

Having completed the installation of its

automobile testing plant and put it to work,

Purdue University is about to undertake

another branch of investigation in connec

tion with the car, which should be product

ive of even greater practical results. There

has long been a real need of some experi

mental knowledge of the requirements for

igniting the fuel in the cylinder of the inter

nal combustion engine, and by no one has
i the lack of it been felt more keenly than

the manufacturers. In consequence, two

series of investigations will be undertaken

at Purdue, both of which will be in charge

of Prof. J. \N. Estcrline, of the department

of electrical engineering.

The first will comprise a comprehensive
study of'v the various forms and makes of

ignition apparatus now on the market, such

as high and low tension magneto systems,

spark~plugs, coils, batteries and the like.

In conjunction with this, there will be

carried ;on an investigation comprising a

series of tests to determine the limitations

of, and, if possible, the ideal conditions for

the ignition of gasolene. Variations of

capacity, inductance, current, potential,

compression and quality of the mixture will

be made, and the effect of these variables

studied. If possible, a comparison will be

made with the ideal conditions in order to

demonstrate clearly in what elements the

shortcomings of present systems are cen

tered. The co-operation of makers of en

gines and ignition apparatus would result in

making such a series of experiments pro

ductive of valuable data to the trade gens

crally'as well as to the mechanically minded

carltl ner.
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62 MILES ON TWO GALLONS

Remarkable Performance Stirs Europe and

Leads to Some Spirited Discussion.

Sixty-two miles at an average speed of

 

46 miles an hour on two gallons of gasolene,

is the extraordinary performance of a regu

lar 16—22 horsepower Berliet car. that is

setting French makers by the ears, and de

spite the fact that though the trial was un

ofiicial, it was witnessed by several authori

ties, there is a tendency to discredit it in

some quarters.

carried out on the road between Salon and

.\rles, during the first week in February,

and the car used was not only a standard

stock car in every respect, but was brand

new and was not in any way specially pre

pared for the trial. Without fuel its weight

was about 2,350 pounds and with full equip

ment and three passengers it scaled close

to a ton and a half.

Probably much is due to the fact that

the car was driven by an expert from the

Berliet factory, M. Bablot, who has the

reputation of being able to get more out of

the engine than almost any other man in

France. A marked course of 15.42 miles

was covered four times at an average speed

of 45.95 miles an hour, the time being

checked by the official timer of the Auto

mobile Club of France. The consumption

for the total distance of 62.1 miles was

15.84 pints of gasolene, or approximately

one half of what might be expected under

such conditions. The performance has been

sworn to by Fernand Bettin, president of

the Automobile Club of Salon, Paul Barlat

ier, of the Marseilles club, Jean Hunzecker,

official timekeeper of the French club, Mar

ius Masse, a dealer. and J. Panthe, the

This consumption test was

" official watchmaker 0f the Automobile Club

of France.

But despite this volume of evidence there

is one doubter who refuses to be convinced

and thinks some mistake is responsible for

the most unusual showing made. He is

Baudry de Saunicr and requested the opin

ion of the Technical Committee of the

French club, which went against him with

but one dissenter out of four, but still he

is skeptical. It was further suggested by

the president of the Automobile Club of

Cannes, that the consumption test should

have been by weight instead of by volume,

as the Berliet tank, “being behind its con

tents," must have become heated by the

exhaust, and gasolene has a considerable

expansion coefiicient. Query: When is a

tank behind its contents? If the expansion

coefiicient of gasolene were in reality such

a powerful factor as to cut fuel consump

tion in half even under adverse circum

stances, it would pay to build tanks that

were always “behind their contents” and

which were warmed by the exhaust.

In connection with this performance it

is interesting to note that the Berliet car

burctter, which must naturally be accorded

a very large share of the credit, does not

differ radically from other types. As will

be noted from the sectional elevation of it

shown by the accompanying sketch, it

embodies all the features sanctioned by

current practise and they are moreover

combined in what has generally come to be

recognized by designers, as the form best

adapted to give a high degree of efficiency.

The usual float feed chamber is in evidence

at the right, communicating with the spray

nozzle, centered at the bottom of the body

of the carburetter, the gasolene impinging

against a corrugated cone extending down

ward in the centre of the mixing chamber.

At the left and on the level with the spray

nozzle, is the main air intake, the direction

of the suction being indicated by the long

arrows. Just above these are the auxiliary
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air intakes indicated by the small arrows

and which are set at an angle facing the

sides of the cone. Surrounding these aux—

iliary air intakes is a warm air jacket. The

further course of the mixture is indicated

by the large arrows, the amount passing

being controlled by the rotary throttle

forming the upper part of the mixing cham

ber. This is operated by hand from the

wheel, as usual, through the medium of the

small lever H shown at the lower left hand

corner.

In commenting upon the excellence of

the performance of the Berliet car, the

Autocar remarks that in any such test, the

driver is the main factor, and, given a well

designed and efficient engine and carburet

tcr, it must be conceded that this is so.

Those familiar with cars and consumption

tests are only too well aware of what the

expert driver can do in the way of keeping

the fuel consumption of his engine down.

His resources are inexhaustible. He keeps

his engine running at the most economical

speed, which is invariably below the nor

mal; he places the tank or carburetter and

adjusts the feed pipe so that the tempera

ture is sufficiently raisod to admit a small

weight of gas under a large volume, and

he has many tricks for getting the most

out of the engine with the least quantity of

gasolene which would astonish the novice

whose knowledge of driving is limited to

handling the throttle and ignition levers.

This kind of driving is so far abnormal

that consumption tests are and always will

be misleading. Since the results are bound

to be so very much better than can be

obtained under ordinary service conditions.

Even in the case of stationary engines,

where the test consumption is practically

the same as that secured in ordinary prac

tise, the wiles of the expert make them

selves felt. But the automobile motor is

capable of such extremely wide variation

that consumption tests, to be at all prac

tical, must be carried out with cars driven

by motorists and not by expert mechanics

Again, the devices resorted to in consumi

tion tests are so varied and difficult t.

understand that even when carried out with

every possible precaution under the super

vision of men who think that they have

got to the bottom of even the most re

Sourceful driver’s expedients, it sometimes

happens that the results obtained are so

extraordinary even in the face of these ex—

cessive precautions, that the judges are

apt to look askance at the results and think

there is something they cannot fathom. If

the judges are never sure of the results,

how can the consumption tests be of any

value?

An instance illustrative of the foregoing

happened at an official consumption test in

England two or three years ago. One of

the cars scored with such an extraordinarily

low fuel consumption that its performance

could not be made to conform consistently

with that of the other entrants and was

accordingly an object of suspicion on the

part of the judges. The tank and fittings

were all examined with painstaking care

and as everything stood inspection, the car

was tested again with the same result. It

was then ascertained that a small quantity

of picric acid had been added to the gaso

lene, and for a time following that there

was a boom in picric acid until it was

pointed out by an eminent chemist that

with the use of this ingredient there was

considerable danger of the motorist leaving

his car and soaring aloft at record speed.

In view of such results at official trials

where everything is kept closely under su

pervision, it is hardly to be wondered at

that a certain amount of skepticism should

prevail when extraordinary results are the

outcome at unofficial trials.

French Investigator here to “See Things."

More evidence is forthcoming that France

has her eye peeled on the American auto

mobile manufacturer. In addition to estab

lishing a sort of automobile consulate under

the management of Georges DuPuy, she is

now sending Count Henri de la' Valette, an

expert of the Paris Tribunal of Commerce

and a member of the Automobile Club of

France, to this country to report on the

progress of the industry here. The first

thing he did on arriving at New York was

to visit some of the garages and their size

took him by surprise. Before returning he

will visit all the principal factories.
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Trafl'ord's Ingenious Speed Indicator.

It is suggested that the speedometers in

stead of being graduated in miles should

be marked “Fine, imprisonment, man,

slaughter” in succession, but there appears

to be no ardent desire to adopt his sugges

tion. Instead, it would seem as if the aud

ible signal attachment to the speedometer

to warn the driver when he is exceeding the

legal limit, without the necessity of keeping

his eye glued on the dial continually, were

about due for a siege of popularity as iwo

of this type have made their appearance

simultaneously, one on each side of the

Atlantic.

A New Yorker, Wesley Trafford,‘ is re

sponsible for the American invention which

incorporates a number of novel features in

addition to its electric alarm. In fact, the

entire operation of the instrument is elec

trical instead of mechanical, as is the case

with the great majority of other types in

use. The instrument is about four inches in

diameter, is mounted on the dashboard as

usual and is connected with a contact make

an] break on the hub of one of the front

wheels, through a flexible cable, the usual

shaft being eliminated. Two independent

rows of figures are on the dial, the inside

one divided into sixty equal parts represent

ing the number of miles per hour, and the

outside one the number of minutes to the

mile.

There are two pointers moving across

the dial. In the electric circuit between‘ the

instrument and the breaker on the wheel

hub, there is a clock. The contact maker

comes into action every one-sixtieth of a

mile. This moves the indicator on the dial

one point ahead. As both the clock and the

dial face of the speedometer are divided

into sixty equal parts, one movement per

minute of the indicator hand means a speed

of one mile per hour and so on up to the

varying speeds. At the end of each minute

the clock throws the pointer back to zero,

and the speed at the end of the previous

minute is indicated by the ,second pointer,

which is pushed ahead and remains station

ary when the first hand returns to zero.

This second pointer constantly indicates

the extreme speed reached, and by pressing

a button, either or both pointers may be

returned to zero. The Second pointer may

also be set at any desired speed, and when

the first overtakes it, an electric bell or

buzzer comes into action, warning the

driver that the speed limit set has been

reached or exceeded.

Mirrors for use in Traffic.

Drivers who are obliged to run through

heavy traffic to any extent find it of con

siderable advantage to affix a small bit of

mirror plate to the right stanchion of the

canopy just above the dash so that the fol

lowing traffic may be observed without

turning the head. Such a device may be

very simply and easily contrived, and serves

to relieve the driver of considerable anxiety

and twisting about in his Seat when work—

through closely crowded streets.

Departure in Rear Axles.

Rear axle construction is still a point

upon which numerous designers hold radi

cally differing opinions. Taken in the ag

gregate these may be simmered down to

two or three standard types at most, but

those that find themselves outside of this

pale are naturally of greater interest. One

of these that made its debut at this year's

Paris Salon was a feature of the Aries car

 

and while following lines that have been

adopted in isolated instances previously,

embodies points that makes it of interest.

As will be plain from the sketch illus

trating half of it together with the difi‘eren

tial and one driving wheel hub, the man—

ner of supporting the weight is radically

different from usually accepted forms. The

differential itself is placed on a drop axle,

while the driving axles extending from each

side of the differential run through bearings

(C) at the outside end of the supporting

axle (B) and on which the road wheels are

mounted on balls. The driving axles them

selves are of the floating type, the drive to

the wheels being through a star dog clutch

on the end of the shaft (A). This, of

course, is but another means of relieving

the differential shafts of the weight of the

car.

Carburetter for Kerosene or Alcohol.

Despite the great amount of attention

and research that have been lavished on

  

the elaboration of a carburetter to handle

kerosene, the simple type of vaporizer used

in connection with the exhaust does daily

service to the number of thousands and for

both simpliicity and economy is hard to sur

pass. It has the defect common to all ap

paratus of the kind—the necessity for a

preliminary heating before it is possible to

start, but the same is true of even the most

elaborate type devised.

The builders of the Ivel agricultural

motors have recently brought out a kero

sene vaporizer for use in connection with

their motors and it may be said to be typi

  

cal of its kind. As will be apparent from

the appended illustration, the intake of the

cylinder is through the staggered tube AB,

while the exhaust of the motor is led

through the apparatus by way of the CD.

\Vhat corresponds to the heater—a part of

the vaporizer that assumes differing forms

with each new design, takes the form of a

nest of tubes in, this iiistance, and is shown

at the left. The opening F is for the recep

tion of the flame of a gasolene torch to heat

for starting. The end A of the intake pipe

is connected up immediately above an or

dinary spray carburetter.

As the kerosene is drawn up by the in

duction of the motor it must pass along the

nest of tubes shown. There are a number of

the latter closely placed together and they

exert a bafiling action on the spray and thus

assist in vaporizing it. Once the engine

is under way the exhaust maintains this

heater at the proper temperature. The

device is also efficient with alcohol.

Where Nickel Comes From.

Nearly all the nickel uscd in the United

States is obtained from Canada, with a

small quantity from New Caledonia. For

this reason the production of nickel ore in

Canada is of especial interest ta the users of

this metal in the United States. In 1903

the nickel output aggregated 12,505,510

pounds. In 1904, however, there was a fall

ing off of approximately 2,000,000 pounds.

as compared with the nickel content of the

matte in 1903. A better quality of matte,

containing a much larger percentage of

nickel. has been obtained during the last

few years.

Silence is golden with practically every

part of the mechanism of a car, and the

same truism applies to the acetylene gas

lamps which should burn without making

any fuss. A burner that hisses is wasting

gas and is apt to give a reduced light and

more or less smoke in consequence.
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SIX CYLINDERS; ONE CRANK

Remarkable Specimen of Ingenuity—How

it Operates—Other Novel Features.

Apparently there is no limit to the strik

ingly original forms that may be given the

internal combustion motor. So many odd

ways have been devised in the past of util

izing the explosive action of a hydrocarbon

and air mixture as a prime mover that it

would seem that the possible range of nov

elty in this direction must have been ex—

hausted long since. That such' is not the

case is evident by the recent appearance of

a six-cylinder horizontal motor with but

a single crank. During the past two years,

almost a baker’s dozen of very novel forms

  

O

socket joint at both this and their outer

ends. In all there are no less than fifteen

of these joints in the engine—they may, in

fact, be said to be its distinguishing feature

 

  

SHOWING THE SINGLE CKANK.

and one of the things that makes such a

design possible.

Each of these connecting rods is attached

at its outer end to the end of one of the

arms of a six-armed spider, accommolating

mam. ma, I

cums! can“.

 

 

LEGE’S UNIQUE SIX CYLINDER MOTOR.

of motors have been brought forth from

the inner depths of the ingenuity of Ger

man and French inventors and strange to

relate, the greater part of them have been

entirely feasible though not altogether prac

tical in many instances, but it has remained

for an Englishman, A. I. Lege, to create a

type that is more than any of its predeces

sors of the field of radical departures, in a

class of its own.

As already stated, the Lege motor has

six cylinders, the reciprocating motion of

which is transformed into a rotary move

ment through the medium of a single crank.

It is difficult to conceive at first sight just

how this is to be accomplished, although it

takes but a glance at the horizontal section

illustrated here to make it plain. The cyl

inders are all horizontal, but they are rang

ed about a circle at equal intervals with

their open ends all pointing in the same

direction. So far as their construction is

concerned, these cylinders and their pistons

are of the standard type, but this can

hardly be said of any other feature of the

engine. For instance, the connecting rods

instead of being attached to the piston by

the usual wrist pin, terminate in a ball and

the socket portion of the joint. This spider

or radial frame is hung on a shaft sus

pended at a point considerably to one side

of its center on the large ball and socket

joint G. At its outer end it terminates in

another joint of the same character in the

single driving crank of the motor which is

  

EXTERNAL VIEW.

integral with its main-shaft B carrying the

flywheel as shown in the second illustra

tion. The short side of the shaft carrying

the radial frame terminates in the same

manner in a small crank actuating the sin

gle cam shaft C. The ignition gear and the

exhaust valves are operated by this shaft,

the inlet valves being of the atmospheric

type. In action the reciprocating move

ments of the pistons impart to this spider

to which they are all attached, a dishing

motion, which in turn communicates a

turning movement to the cranks placed on

offset bearings at each end of the shaft to

which they are attached and which also

carries the spider. The latter is prevented

from revolving with the cranks to the det

riment of the connecting rods by means of

a supplemental arm working back and forth

in unison with the dishing or oscillatory

motion of the frame, in a slot cut in the

main casing of the engine which completely

encloses all of its parts.

The motor is of the four-cycle type, the

explosions taking place in alternate cylin

ders, so that there are three turning im

pulses during every revolution of the main

shaft. So far so good, while totally out

of the ordinary and at the same time con

stituting a feature which required the ut

most precision in design and execution, the

details of the drive are simple and readily

understood, but it will be apparent that the

task of figuring out the valve and ignition

gear operating mechanism as well as the

placing of the valves and their connections

must have been one that called for an un

usual amount of ingenuity and mechanical

skill. Interest naturally centers in this

portion of the engine. The cam-shaft C

rests on a long bearing centered in the

circular space formed by the six cylinders

and is further supported by two sets of ball

bearings one of which is placed on an out

ward bearing frame D which is a spider

bolted rigidly to the frame of the motor it~

self, as will be plain. Near its center the

cam shaft carries a pinion C2 meshing with

intermediate pinions C3, mounted upon

studs fixed in the casing. These intermedi

ate pinions in turn engage an internally

toothed wheel I, formed integrally with a

sleeve which has its direction of rotation

reversed and a reduced speed ratio of two

to one. Formed on this sleeve are cams R,

which are so arranged to come in cpntact

with rollers carried on the suitably forked

or staggered ends of the spring closed ex

haust valves H, and to open them in the

proper order. The six exhaust outlets ter

minate in a circular tube surrounding the

end of the motor from which they are led

off to the muffler. A similar circle of tub

ing concentric to the former conducts

the mixture through appropriately placed

branches to each of the inlet valves which

are set directly over the exhausts. The end

of the exhaust outlet will be noticed in the

form of a yoke emerging from each side

of the flywheel beyond which they come

together and extend to the muffler.

Novel constructional features are not con

fined to the engine alone, but extend to its

accessories as well. The carburetter is

fitted with an automatic air inlet, in which

the suction of the engine acts on a drum.

The vacuum created causes the drum to

move downward opening auxiliary air inlets

through holes pierced in the drum itself.

This, of course, is a matter that has become

familiar through current practise in the

past two years, but the action of the drum
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or piston is usually spring controlled. In

this instance, through the medium of a ver

tical rod and rocker arm, the drum is con

nected to an air dash-pot, against the re

tarding action of which the suction of the

engine must work, an arrangement that is

said to result in delicately balancing the

air intake. The timing of the ignition is

accomplished in the usual manner through

the medium of a distributor affixed to the

sleeve I on the cam shaft C already refer

red to. The contact blades are carried on

insulated holders mounted on an insulating

support also carried by the cam shaft.

A combined pump performs the func

tions of lubricating the various bearings as

well as keeping the cooling water in cir

culation. It is an ingenious combination

of a plunger pump for the oil and one of

the rotary type for the water, both mount

ed on the same base and riven by the

same chain and sprocket. The shaft carry

ing the sprocket works the rotary pump di

rect and carries a pinion on its outer end

meshing with a gear bearing an eccentric

to which the plunger of the oil pump is

attached.

The entire engine is encased so that a

view of it from the outside such as that

shown conveys but a scant idea of the

novelty of its internal arrangements. In

addition to the illustrations showing a

perspective and a horizontal section, a

sketch of the preliminary model made by

its builder is shown and from this the action

of the pistons and their connecting rods

on the oscillating spider and the single

crank will be clear at a glance. 'Wliile the

practical value of such a motor is doubtful,

to say the least, its successful designing and

execution calls for a knowledge of mechan

ical principles and a degree of skill in their

application to the concrete that cannot fail

to elicit the admiration of those fam'liar

with the difficulties encountered in the con

struction of such a motor.

Air Resistance Counterbalances Weight

A. G. New, the honorary technical expert

of the Automobile Club of Great Britain,

recently lectured the members of that club

on the Tourist trophy race and its lessons.

The lecture was a practical one, and per

haps the most notable pronouncement in it

was the calculation which Mr. New gave

that the winning car in this race, if it was

required to travel 114 miles an hour, would

require engine power equal to 234 horse

power. At 71 miles an hour it would re

quire to develop 57 horsepower; at 50 miles

an hour, 20 horsepower; at 32 miles an

hour, 5.2 horsepower, and 21 miles an hour,

only 17; horsepower to overcome wind re

sistance alone.

Put more graphically, the lecturer stated

that if the car was driven over a precipice

it could only fall at the rate of 200 miles per

hour, because at that pace the air resistance

would exactly counterbalance its weight.

Anybody who is desirous of a quiet death

will take note of this.

ABOUT PAINTS AND PAINTING

Some Suggestions that Make for Conveni

ence and Good and Economical Results.

Care and neatness are as essential in the

paintshop as in other departments and the

workman who is sytematic as regards the

little things, will in nine cases out of ten

turn out a much better job than the man

whose only thought consists in getting out

a job in the shortest possible time. This

latter is never careful about his brushes and

neatness is not in his vocabulary. The fol

lowing paint-shop jottings from the Car

riage Monthly are of interest to the man

who particularizes upon neatness and econ

omy in the shop:

“In suspending bristle paint brushes in

water, hang them so that the binding holds

clear above the water, otherwise such parts

will soon swell and burst the binding.

“Glue-bound brushes should never be

kept in water, nor should brushes bound in

shellac be suspended in turpentine. Either

method of treatment will destroy the work

ing property of the brush.

“Why daub the walls of the paint shop

in every vicinity of the mixing bench with

every smear of pigment imaginable? Bet

ter by far locate a good width of board in

close proximity to the aforesaid bench, and

upon this space wipe out the brushes.

“There are times in the life of every fin

isher when it just naturally seems the most

advisable thing to do to mix the varnish.

Generally speaking, varnish mixing is a

bad practice—and more often than not dis

astrous. In mixing two different grades of

varnish, pour into a can and shake vigor

ously; then set aside for two or three days

until the contents of the can have assimi

lated.

"To clean off the varnish brush which,

through accident, has fallen to the floor,

or in some other way becomes stricken

with dirt, first wipe out the varnish, and

then putting the brush away fill it full of

varnish. This, in due time, will cause the

dirt to settle to the bottom, eliminating it

from the brush.

“Boiled oil is unsuited to carriage paint

ing, because, first and foremost, it dries

from the outside and not through and

through. It yields a treacherous surface

to paint over, which makes further com

ment unnecessary.

“‘Never putty on the priming’ is good

advice, and for this reason: The priming

coat lacks body and that strength of pig

ment required to hold the putty secure in

position.

"Accurate advice from an old-time painter:

‘Never putty a crack or cranny or a joint

between two pieces of wood that are sub

ject to diverse forms of resistance. An

unfortunate twist or wrench of the vehicle

will dislodge the putty.’

“A note to the color mixer: Tone, as

applied to a color, measures the depth of

the hue of that color. The primary colors

have no established hues, tints, or shades,

but in everyicompound of the primaries a

hue is recognizable. To illustrate: Green,

a compound of blue and yellow is made to

vary wonderfully as the proportion of one

primary is increased over that of the other.

“The greens, the popularity of which

continues like the life of the fabled brook

and promises to go on forever, consists of

two orders——cold and warm. Blue or black

predominates in the cold greens and yellow

in the warm greens.

“Van Dyke brown has recently come into

renewed prominence as a panel color for

certain light business vehicles. Genuine

Van Dyke brown—the natural deposits of

brown pigment—is a warm color with a

pronounced reddish hue and possessed of

plenty of durability.

“Some beautiful yellow striping colors:

Primrose and canary yellow, straw and

cream color. Upon dark green and blue

surface they afford charming effects.

“Fine, distinct grays for business vehicle

panels: Light, medium, normal, pearl and

French gray, the latter made of white, dark

ened with ivory black, and given a touch of

warmth with a dash of vermillion.

“The very richest and distinctive blue

effect is obtained by a very dark green

ground being glazed with ultramarine blue.

“The umbers are, after all, useful pig

ments, and burnt umber, done to the proper

turn, furnishes a beautiful dark brown, now

often seen upon city business wagon panels.

Burnt umber should, of course, have a very

strong ground color owing to its lack of

opacity. Make the ground color of Indian

red, lamp black and a dash of chrome yel

low. Then to heighten the brilliancy of

the umber use it as a color-and-varnish

coat

“Does yonr paint or color curdle and give

you much bother at times? If so, look to

the quality of your japan supply. An in

ferior japan will cheapen the quality of any

pigment to which it is added, in addition to

curdling it. Mix japan, for test, with raw

linseed oil. If the two assimilate, trust the

japan. If the contrary condition ensues.

mistrust it."

Gasolene and Stove Gasolene.

Slight differences in the specific grav

ity of the gasolcne obtained for fuel will

not make an appreciable difference in the

running of the car, but if stove gasolcne

be supplied by mistake it is apt to cause

the carburetter to work erratically, and

the latter will, in the majority of instances,

be attributed to almost everything but the

real reason. Stove gasolcne is of compara

tively low test, about 60° and is nothing

as “lively” as the higher test fuel. An ex

perienced nose may readily detect the dif

ference in that stove gasolcne savors very

strongly of kerosene, while the odor of

gasolcne of 80° or higher specific gravity, is

indescribable. A hydrometer is, of course,

the only accurate means of learning this

characteristic of the fuel to a certainty.
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THE MAN WITH THE SKATE ON

Just how he Looks and how he Controls

Things—Some Questions that Arise.

 

Ever since it was made plain that the

motor skate was not a new brand of auto

mobile jag, nor yet an idle dream, but in

stead a roaring reality, and that Hiawatha’s

wonderful moccasins with their magic mile

a-minute gait, and even the winged feet of

Mercury himself were to be outsped by the.

modern motorist, mounted on his gasolene

castors, interest in the invention has been

rife. Also the imp of the perverse has been

bust stimulating reportorial genius as dis

played in the columns of daily newspapers

until both the skates and their rider or

user or chauffeur or operator or pedes—

trian, or whatever he may properly be term—

ed, have been invested with most marvelous

propensities.

Usually, according to report, the skates

are driven by electric power, the supply of

which is derived from a battery strapped

to the waist of the user. Somewhat less

frequently, steam is said to be the motive

power, and the alleged disposition of the

essential parts of the necessary apparatus

are as varied as they are amusing.

Occasionally, the right answer is guessed,

and the propulsive function truthfully at

tributed to the gasolene motor. Even then,

however, the details are apt to be rather

meagre and unsatisfactory, some even

maintaining that the power plant is carried

strapped to the body of the user while the

principle of the shaft drive is utilized in

distributing the power to the driving trucks.

All doubts in this regard are quite dis—

pelled by a glance at the two illustrations

herewith presented, which reveal beyond

question the fact that a tiny motor is plac

ed beneath each foot plate, its fuel tank

being located directly behind it, and the ig

nition batteries and coils carried by the

rider strapped to his waist. Of course, it

is to be presumed that the equipment as

shown is not such as would be used in

regular service, as when taking an after

noon skate in the park, for instance, or

running down town to business in the

morning. Ordinarily, the batteries would

in all likelihood be carried in the pocket,

the wires being led up through each trou

sers leg, and the current switched on and

ofl‘ by turning a false button in the waist

coat.

There are several questions which arise

in connection with the proposed universal

use of these contrivances, and unless due

provision has been made to guard against

possible contingencies, embarrassing con

sequences might arise under certain cir

cumstances. Apparently the worthy in

ventor himself is of the same opinion also,

for as shown in the second of the two pic

tures, he is apparently trying to decide

  

SHOWING METHOD OF CONTROL.

what would happen if one motor became

reversed when the other was pegging away

at the rate of “twenty an hour.”

  

HOW THI BATTERIES All CARRIED_

URGES THEM TO comma

American Consul Says it’s the Best Way

for Makers to Gain Foreign Trade.

United States Consul Dunning writing

from Milan, renews the suggestion which

has been made already many times, that the

most effective method of building up for

eign trade is for American manufacturers

and merchants to combine in opening gen

eral agencies in all the larger foreign cities.

By way of illustration, he refers to a some

what similar plan which has recently been

brought before the chamber of commerce

at Brescia, where the Italian export prob

lem is being studied with great care, and

not a little success. The Brescian Cham

ber has come to the conclusion that the

principle of association is necessary, not

in the way of creating syndicates or trusts,

but rather in the way of constituting groups

of interests in which single associations un

dertake what could not be accomplished by

individuals working singly.

“The report from Brescia argues, as the

consulate has already argued for American

exporters," says the Consul, “that where

a single firm could not appropriate the large

sum necessary to maintain an agent and

an ofiice in the important foreign trade

centers, ten firms in combination could

secure special and expert representation

with all its advantages and at a reasonable

cost. Groups typical of Italian export trade

mentioned in the report are firms dealing

in preserved fruits, cotton, textiles, butter

and cheese, flax and linen, wool, silk, agri

cultural machines, electrical supplies and

machines, bicycles and automobiles, porce

lain articles, and furniture. This partial

list seems to me to be closely related to

our own American export efforts. A cen

tral office would be established at each

great market, supported by an equal

division of the expenses among the sub

scribing units. The whole plan is to be

placed before the chamber at Brescia, when

it has been thoroughly worked out, with

the suggestion that it be initiated at the

earliest practicable moment.

“The group system of foreign represen

tation unquestionably is suited to the larger

number of our exporters. In some cases,

of course, the American house can afford

to set up its own establishment. There

are a number of these in Milan, managed by

Italians or Englishmen, and they are among

the finest business exhibits of this great

city. Every one is on a prominent street

with a complete office equipment and a

handsome showroom. They are distinct

ively American in style and attract much

notice. There has just been established

here what we would term a “model

grocery,” over which has been painted as

the background of a sign, a large Ameri
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can flag. Yet there is not on sale within

the shop a single American article, except

ing a small line of Chicago canned meats.

“The latest special agency to be opened

here handles the product of a large manu

facturing firm in the Middle States. The

show is not large, but cleverly arranged.

It is a corner store, in a handsome new

building, and 50 feet long. Along one-third

of the rear wall is the inclosed counting

room, the rest being occupied with blue

prints and drawings of the stock machinery.

The other two sides are glass windows as

large as those of a Yankee department

store. There is a polished hard wood floor,

on which are the large machines, with their

polished steel set off with jet black, making

a striking efiect. Crowds of people stand

in front of the windows with absorbed in

terest, and the whole plan seems to be a

successful realization of what we, who are

on the ground floor, know to be the value

of an appeal to the eye in a country like

this. Hardheaded American business men,

who do not believe the consul when he

writes about such things, would be inter

ested to see what has been done in this

case with a colorless and unornamental

line of stock. This agency is handled by an

Italian expert, who very probably buys his

stock outright under special terms. In gen—

eral, the main thing is to get the American

article on view here and let it tell its

story."

About “Digging into” Things.

A good many surprises await the man

who occasionally digs in to the bottom of

things, whether it is the scrap iron pile,

the bin of odds and ends, or the affairs of

his own office, but for the man who pre

fers a prosperous business to surprises the

habit of digging to the bottom as he goes

along is far ahead of spasmodic enterprise

in that direction, remarks a contemporary.

Too often we consider only the surface of

matters of seemingly secondary importance

without going into the real depth of them

and finding out their possible importance.

Even though they are sOmewhat secondary

in their own nature, a business is really

made up of so many secondary details

that not to know more than the surface

of them is to have but a superficial knowl

edge of the whole business.

Get at the under side of things as they

come along; don’t stop at the surface.

Know more about your books than the

footings. Dig in and See whether the

showing is properly obtained or if there

is a dangerous undercurrent. Don’t be

satisfied with generalreports of salesmen;

dig in and find out the true facts. The fact

that a certain line of goods is not selling

may not mean that is is unsalable. Find

out why it does not sell; if because there

really is no place for it or because people

do not understand its value and haven’t

had a chance to find out. Accepting re

ports is only surface knowledge; the real

vital facts, the why of your entire business

lies below the surface. Dig in and get it.

'INCREASING THE COMFORT

Some of the More Recent Foreign Devices

that Seek to Eliminate Jars and Jolts.

Despite the fact that American roads are

of a nature that would apparently require

the fitting of shock absorbers to a far

greater extent than abroad, it is noticeable

that the foreign shows were productive of

more devices of this kind than made their

appearance here. It is not very long ago

  

EDO ANTI-SHOCK DEVICE.

that the Truffault device had the field all

to itself on the other side, but there are

now a dozen or more, of radically differing

types in many instances, but all with the

same object in view. One of these that

bears not the slightest resemblance to any

of its predecessors or contemporaries, is

the Edo.

As shown by the accompanying sketch, it

consists of an Archimedian screw supported

in a bracket on the frame and arranged to
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“a P" suocx ABSORBER.

rise and fall in a similar bracket on the axle

the construction being such that the screw

can only return slowly, thus preventing any

plunging action or sudden rebound of the

springs on rough roads. It was further

noticeable that quite a few makers added

helical springs as auxiliaries, these being

made fast to the rear axle and the under

side of the body. There were one or two

instances of this in evidence here but hardly

sufficient to be called anything more than

exceptions.

Rather a novel addition to the ranks is

termed the “BP” amortisseur or shock

damper, from the initals of its designers. It

is fitted in connection with the 'spring

shackles, a short rod projecting downward

from the latter and terminating in a cap, the

periphery of which presses against a small

air tube held between it and an upper cap.

The details of the device will be clear from

a reference to the sketch showing an ele

vation and a section. As will be seen, the

end of the shackle is connected to this rod

which is virtually a plunger carrying the

upper cap with its circular air .chamber.

Every movement of the spring tends to

force this plunger downward thus pressing

the air chamber against the fixed lower cap

which naturally tends to set up compres

sion in the contained air.

'Another device termed the "Rep," con

sists of the principle of the multiple disc

friction clutch. As a matter of fact, it is

practically a small metal disc clutch, the

plates of which are arranged alternately, as

to one-half in a case attached to the frame,

and as to the other, on a spindle which

turns in proportion to the movement of an

arm to which it is connected, and which in

turn is connected to the center of the

spring. The Sans is also of the friction

type, consisting of two arms, one of which

is attached to the frame and the other to

the center of the spring, as usual, the joint

between the two being provided with a

miniature brake drum. That is, one of the

arms constitutes the drum while the other

supplies the brake band and any motion of

the car on the springs causes the band to

constrict upon its drum.

Quite the most radical of all is the pro

duct of M. R. Taverne, who does away

with the springs altogether as proposed by

an American engineer, and substitutescom

pressed air, but whose system has not as

yet seen the light. Both are in fact identi

cal. In place of the springs, cylinders and

plungers are employed, the latter being

fast to the axles and the former to the

frame. Any movement between the two

tends to compress the air in the cylinder.

What Smoke Usually Indicates.

Black smoke issuing from the muffler

pipe may be taken as an indication that

much too rich a mixture is being fed to the

motor. Similarly, blue smoke indicates an

overplus of lubricating oil, and white smoke

occurs usually only when kerosene is being

used, either in excess in the mixture of

a kerosene burning motor, or for the pur

pose of cleaning the cylinders of a gasolene

machine. The presence of steam in the ex

haust in any amount may be caused by the

presence of water in the crank case, but

when accompanied by a great deal of miss

ing in one or more of the cylinders, and

denoted by a churning sound, it may be

taken as a certain indication of a cracked

cylinder which is being flooded with water

from the jackets.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. *1"
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FOR ALASKAN SERVICE

Novel Steam Vehicle Designed to Replace

Dog Teams in Ice Bound Country.

The development of the steamship, the

locomotive and the automibile, and the still

later conception of the dirigible airship,

would seem to have exhausted the field of

novel means of transportation, says the

Scientific American. Yet a machine which

is in its basic principles a decided innova

tion, has been designed and constructed by

a Minneapolis man, Charles E. F. Burch,

who has experimented for years in prac

One of

the machines in question is now resting on

the ice of Lake Calhoun, where it has been

tested, for it must be understood the ma

chine is intended to travel on a frozen sur

face. The object which the inventor has

in view is the revolutionizing of the means

of winter transportation in Alaska, where

he is heavily interested in mining proper—

ties difficult of development owing to their

inaccessibility. At present in certain parts

of Alaska, freight transportation during

the winter is accomplished entirely by dog

teams and sleds and in consequence the

charges are from $100 to $1,000 per ton.

It is the inventor’s plan to use in the place

of dog teams, his ice locomotive, drawing

its train of sleds, and in this way to reduce

the expenses of freighting to the minimum.

It is hoped that the invention will prove

a boon to winter commerce in Alaska, and

should it succeed will doubtless be received

with enthusiasm by thousands in that frozen

country, who in winter are practically shut

out from the civilized world.

The ice locomotive is propelled by steam

engines, but instead of resting on wheels or

runners is supported by four great steel

spirals, one at each corner of the body in

the place usually occupied by the wheels

or runners of ordinary vehicles. The spirals

_lie with their vertical axes horizontal and

are of opposite pitch. The edges of the

blades are fashioned like steel skate blades

in order that they may grip the ice well;

each of the spirals is directly connected

to a separate steam engine and in conse

quence the spirals may be operated inde—

pendently, this method giving unusual con

trol over the car. ' It can be driven forward,

backward, sideways or at any oblique an

gle desired and it can even be made to

spin around like a top. The model now at

Lake Calhoun is 22 feet long, weighs 4%

tons and has engines of 42 horsepower and

steel screws 27 inches in diameter. It is

easily seen that the greater of the diameter

of the spirals, the greater will be the ability

of the ice locomotive to travel over rough

surfaces and to surmount obstacles. Ac

cordingly a machine which the inventor is

having built in Canada to protect patent

rights in that country, will have spirals six

feet in height. The ice locomotive is steered

by means of two semi-circular steel discs, at

tical demonstration of his ideas.

each corner of the body, operated by com

pressed air. The discs work in unison and

are weighted in order to better grip the ice.

The bottom of the body is made water tight

so that in the event of the machine break

ing through the ice it will float on the sur

face of the water. In that case, it would

be possible to easily propel the machine,

for the spiral method of navigation as is

well known, operates successfully.

The Lake Calhoun machine, which is un

finished and rough in appearance, was con

structed to make an estimated speed of

nine miles an hour, but on its trial trip it

easily travelled at the rate of eighteen miles

an hour. Obstacles and rough places were

passed with surprising ease, a toboggan

slide course of ice and snow several feet

above the level of the lake was surmounted

without difficulty and while traveling at

full speed. The inventor intends to use al

cohol boilers in the machine constructed

for practical service in Alaska, thus avoid—.

ing the danger of freezing and furthermore,

considerably reducing the size of the boil

ers. He plans to have a condenser to con

dense the alcoholic steam and use it over

and over again. Wood, coal or oil may be

used for fuel under the boiler.

To Test Four and Six Cylinders.

As an outcome of the lengthy and heated

discussion as to the respective merits of

the four and six-cylinder types of engine

that has been carried on in England for

several months past by the advocates of

the two schools, the chief representatives

of which are Charles Iarrot and S. F. Edge,

:1 $500 cup has been put up to be competed

for under the control of the Automobile

Club of Great Britain. It is to be known

as the “Deasy Challenge Cup” from the

name of its donor, and the rules to govern

the competition are in substance as follows:

First and foremost, the competition is to

be restricted to bona fide touring cars of

standard types, such as are usually offered

from stock by the manufacturers, and are

to be limited in power. Cars of three cyl

inders or any number greater than that, are

to be eligible, provided the total piston area

of all the cylinders does not'exceed the total

maximum area of four cylinders, both this

and the rule prescribing a limited power

being based upon rules formulated in

France for the “Circuit Europeen."

Both a minimum weight and minimum

standard dimensions are to be prescribed

and are to apply to the body as well as to

the chassis. The minimum load will be five

persons and 150 pounds of baggage or an

equivalent. As the winning car is to be

the one completing the course in the short

est time regardless of all other considera

tions, it is practically a race for touring

cars, the only condition attached being that

the fuel consumption, speed on'the level

and on grades, gear ratio, weight and other

data likely to be of general interest in con

nection with the winning car, is to be pub

lished.

MANY TIED IN INDIA

Reliability Contest Fails to Develop Win

ners-How the Affair was conducted.

India is apparently like Australia as re

gards automobile endurance tests, in that

it seems impossible to run an aflair of this

kind without several cars tieing 'for first

honors. It will be remembered that in the

last Australian event—the Dunlop Relia

bilty contest—five cars scored alike for

first place and now comes the news from

India that three cars in one class and five

cars in another tied for the first honors in

the reliability contest that was concluded

at Bombay, January 18th.

The reliability trials were were promoted

by the Motor Union of Western India and

comprised a series of runs from Bombay to

Mahableshwar and back, extending over

four days. The first day’s journey was to

Poona, 113 miles; the second day’s to Ma

hableshwar via Wai; the third day's to

Poona via Satara and the last day’s back

to Bombay. The competition was divided

into four classes, as follows: A, for cars

costing $1,250 and under; B, for cars be—

tween $l,250 and $2,250; C, for cars be

tween $2,250 and $3,000, and D, for cars

costing over $3,000. ‘

Professionals and amateurs alike were

permitted to drive, a minimum speed of

twelve miles an hour and a maximum of

thirty-five miles between any two places

being allowed. For every minute or part

of a minute spent in repairs or adjustments

one point was deducted, whether such re

pairs were made on the road or in controls.

No points were scored against them for

tire troubles, however. In all thirty-two

cars started from Bombay at 8 a. m., the

15th ult., and of these 15 made non-stop

runs. The first arrival at Poona was W. L.

Sorrel, 40 horsepower De Dietrich, who was

closely followed by the Maharajah of Tik

ari, 40 horsepower De Dietrich. The chief

event on the first day's run was the ascent

of the treacherous Bhor Ghat, which was

responsible for a large loss of points for

some of the contestants. Five cars had not

reached the control at 6:30 p. m., so they

were disqualified.

At 8:16 o’clock the following morning

the first car was waved off for Mahable_

shwar. A run of six miles and then the

ascent of Katara Ghat began with a tun

nel, which the competitors had to traverse

to the highest point. By 4 o’clock in the

afternoon all the cars which had left Poona

in the morning had reached the end of the

secOnd day’s journey, the DeDietrichs turn

ing up first again. In the moonlight at 6

a. m., on January 17th, the contestants

started for the run back to Poona. Over

night all the brakes had been tested on

account of the hazardous and somewhat

perilous slide down the Satara Ghat, a dis

tance of 17 miles with several acute turns.

All but one came through on time, and the
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following day’s run into Bombay was ac

complished without incident. Once one

of the drivers had a narrow escape from

colliding with a pair of mules, but by

ditching the ear escaped disaster.

The three cars to tie for the first prize

in Class D were the 40 horsepower De

Dietrich, Sorel up; the 24 horsepower Fiat,

driven by Mulraj Khatau, and a 16 horse

power Richard-Brasier, with Paul Picard

at the wheel. Dr. Dean, in a 15 horsepower

Argyll, was the lone survivor in Class C.

In Class B, five cars tied with a perfect

score, as follows: 10 horsepower Clement,

Major Meyer; 10 horsepower Argyll, F. B.

Stewart; 16 horsepower Clement, I. Zab

erbuhler; 10 horsepower Clement, T. Hazel,

and 12 horsepower Woolsley, Lieut. Jenkin.

A small English runabout, driven by a

native Indian, C. D. Kerrawilla, was the

only one to finish with a perfect score in

Class A.

Enlightening the French Peasants.

News does not travel very fast among

the peasantry of the Continent and in con

sequence the Automobile Club of France

has resorted to a novel method of inform—

ing the populace along the newly selected

“Circuit de la Sarthe,” over which the

Grand Prix will be held, of the nature of

the coming event. Every village on the

course is being treated to a series of popu

lar lectures illustrated with the aid of the

cinematograph, showing the scenes, inci

dent to the running of the previous inter

national contests. This diplomatic step to

allay local irritation and prevent the pres

ence of broken bottles on the road is in

charge of Georges Durand, a member of

the club, who takes occasion to mention in

the course of each lecture that all damage

done to poultry or other property will be

promptly paid for.

Why there is no Strain on Springs.

It is a source of considerable mystery to

the average untechnical man that the com

paratively light spiral springs which are

used in ball bearings 0f the the D. W. F.

type should be sufficiently strong to keep

the balls separated when the bearing is

carrying a heavy load. The reason, which

is perfectly apparent after a moment’s con

sideration, is that as the pressure on the

balls is only radial, and normal to the sur

faces of the races, there can be no tendency

for them to separate so long as the parts

are kept clean and free from gummy oil.

Trophy Thieves Get Long Terms.

At last, mystery of the fate of the $5,000

Pyrenees Trophy which was stolen from

the exhibit of its holders at the Olympia

show, in London, and about which a great

stir was made at the time, has been solved.

Frederick Hall and Robert Burn, who to—

gether carried off the cup in the cool, dim

hours of the morning of November 27, have

been convicted and sentenced, the one to

three years, and the other to two years

penal servitude.

Speedometer With Warning Bell.

“Geschwindigkeitsmesser" is the dainty

little mouthful that the Teuton must employ

every time he has a desire to say speedo

meter, but then that does not bother him

much, because his mouth is built that way.

\\'hen it comes to an English-speaking in

(lividual trying to master this specimen of

  

double-barreled German compounding, he

would rather be excused. The occasion for

referring to it is the advent of a new instru

ment on the German market under the title

of the “Protector,” which is apropos in that

it is intended to warn the driver audibly

  

when he is exceeding the legal limit. This

it does by sounding a good»sized bell which

forms part of the apparatus and comes

into action through the closing of an elec

tric circuit whenever the needle passes the

point for which the alarm is set. But in

addition to this, it protects the driver by

automatically recording the speed made at

every moment of the way, on an endless

strip of paper, thus furnishing evidence.

The paper strip is, of course, calibrated

to represent speeds from nothing to 60

kilometres (45 miles) an hour, and is passed

beneath a self-inking pen controlled by the

speed indicating portion of the apparatus

the variations of which it automatically re

cords. The paper is passed beneath the

pen by means of clock-work in the usual

manner, a line of dots on each side of the

strip furnishing the chronograph indication.

The roll of paper carried by the instrument

is sufficient for 100 hours steady running.

In addition to this function, it combines

that of a time-keeper which surmounts the

case together with a trip and Season odo

uimeter and a Speed indicator on its face,

the scale of which is graduated up to 80

kilometres an hour. As will be evident

from the accompanying illustrations show

ing an exterior view and revealing the

"works," it is, like most German produc

tions of this kind. of formidable appearance

and size as befits its title, but in spite of

these handicaps is said to be both accurate

and durable. It is the product of a Dresden

sewing machine factory.

Nuts that Should be Watched.

From time to time the motor should be

gone over thoroughly to see that all bolts

and nuts are drawn down tightly against

their castings. The importance of this pre

caution is particularly marked in the case

of the studs holding the cylinders down to

the engine base, as if they are allowed to

slacken up sufficiently to permit the cylin

ders to loosen, the result will be a continual

working which not simply tends to strain

the piping connections, but also has a ten

dency to throw the cylinders out of align

ment and cause damage to the bores. Neg

lect of this, frequently causes a slight knock

which is particularly hard to locate.

Car for the Premier.

Gradually the motor car is receiving rec—

ognition at the hands of the various powers

of the world in one way or another, and its

unofficial status is thereby being rendered

all the more secure. Quite the latest in

stance of this is to be seen in the action

of the State of Victoria, Australia, which

has placed a machine at the disposal of its

Premier. In it, he has covered many miles

of territory, on one occasion making an

emergency run of ten miles in some fifteen

minutes and presumably thereby saving

some great cause. For it is not to be sup

posed that so great a personage would

dain to speed for the sake of pleasure alone.

Effect of Stale Gasolene.

Frequently the difficulty in starting a

motor when it has been standing idle for

some little time is due to the fact that the

small quantity of gasolene which has been

standing in the float chamber of the carbur

etter has become stale through contact with

the air. Hence, the early charges taken into

the cylinders are extremely weak. To ob

viate the difficulty, close the supply cock

and drain off the float chamber after which

it will be flooded with fresh fuel, which, in

most cases, will ensure an impulse after the

first compression.
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CLUTCH DEVELOPMENT

Two New Variations of the Metal to Metal

Type—Mora a Convert.

With the strengthening of the tendency

to use metal to metal in the clutch in con

trast to the, at one time, almost universally

employed leather-faced cone, there have

sprung up two rival schools, the adherents

of the multiple disc idea, and those who pin ,

their faith to the expanding or contracting

  

FIG. I.

band, the distinction in the latter case be

ing one of application rather than of type,

for both are essentially the same. Much

has already been written about the multiple

disc type, which is now in its' second or

third year on some cars, and which seems

to have more than fulfilled expectations.

It has also been simplified, the number of

discs in one case in particular, having been

reduced to three, consisting of a bronze

plate between two iron discs. But little

has been mentioned of the constricting or

expanding band type, which, though old in

other fields as well as in the role of the

individual clutch, has not been employed,

so far as known, for the master clutch up

to within a comparatively recent time.

One of the latest converts to the band

type of clutch is the Mors, two views of

which are shown in the accompanying illus

tration, Fig. I. It will be apparent at a

glance that all clutches of this type are but

a form of brake. This is, they depend upon

the principles of the latter for their opera

tion and only differ from a brake in the

manner of their application. To judge from

the front elevation alone of the new Mors

clutch, it would appear as if this were of

the internal expanding type, but examina

tion of the sectional view will show that it

is of the constrictive order, the band acting

upon a special internal rim of the flywheel,

instead of against the inner side of the peri

phery of the wheel itself, as is sometimes

the case. In this instance, the constricting

band is in two parts, one end of each be

ing made fast solidly to an immovable arm

while the opposite ends are attached to

shifting arms which are in turn fastened to

a sliding cone attached to the shaft of the

transmission.

It will be noticed that these arms are piv

oted at their outer ends and that movement

at right angles to the axes of the latter

tends to exert a pull on the ends of the two

halves of the constricting band. The move

ment of the sliding cone to which the arms

are attached is controlled in the usual man

ner through the medium of a collar

held in action by a helical spring surround

ing the shaft. To disengage the clutch it is

only necessary to overcome the tension of
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MORS CLUTCH.

this spring by the use of the foot pedal,

as is the case with the great majority of

clutches of whatever type. The band con—

sists of a piece of thin spring steel of great

elasticity, to the face of which is riveted

at regular intervals a number of cleats in

  

FIG. 2.

order to provide a better grip on the drum.

The distance between the two is easily

regulated by means of the bolts holding the

inner ends of the moveable arms, in order

to take up any wear on the cleats.

Another clutch of practically the same

type, though of a somewhat different order,

is the Julien, also of French origin. In this

instance, the inner face of the fly-wheel

itself is utilized for the braking surface

against which a bronze segment is progres

sively applied. One end of this segment is

riveted at the point 0 t0 the periphery of

a drum carried by the spider M. At its

other end which is separated but an inch

or so, it is attached to the end of the lever

L, which is in fact, a rocker arm, carrying

the counterweight C. As is apparent from

the sketch showing the front elevation, the

position of the counterweight and of the

rocker arm in turn, is regulated by means

of a number of combination washers and

a second rocker arm carrying on its end

a friction roller G bearing against the hub -.

of the spider. - . .

The relative position of G will be better

understood by reference to the sectional

view. The latter further shows the usual

collar for the reception of the declutching

lever as well as the familiar tension spring

surrounding the shaft. To the under side

of the sliding collar there is riveted a tooth

shaped wedge I. In order to engage the

clutch it is suflicient to work the pedal con

nected with the sliding collar D so that this

moves forward pushing the wedge I be

tween the roller G and the hub; this com

presses the washers R in exerting a pres

sure against the lever of the counterweight,

which in turn begins to oscillate at the

same time and brings the first section of the

segment against the surface at O. This

movement of the segment is suflicient to

overcome the inertia of the standing parts

and to insure the engagement of the clutch.

Owing to the curve of the wedge J, the ac

tion is progressive and when the limit of

its travel has been reached the pressure is

such that there is no further slipping what

ever between the bronze segment and the

face of the fly-wheel, although the clutch

 
 

  

 
  

 

 

 

JULIEN CLUTCH.

operates in heavy grease. The progressive

action is further increased by the use of

the compressible washers referred to.

On the other hand, the disengagement is

sudden and complete, as the space between

the segment and the wheel is but two milli

metres or approximately eight hundredths

of an inch. The action of the counterweight

under the influence of the centrifugal force

generated also assists in bringing the seg

ment out of contact. One of the chief

merits of this type is its extreme lightness

and hence its lack of undue momentum.
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Defining the Show Chassis.

As an advertising dodge a foreign firm of

tire manufacturers has been ofiering a prize

of $50 for the best answer to the question

“What is a show chassis?” But most of the

competitors who undertook to provide the

necessary definition either considered the

question as a conundrum or as an oppor

tune occasion for flippancy.

One tersely replied that “Everyone knew

what that was,” while another laconic reply

was “It is like beauty—only skin deep.”

From this they ranged up to lengthy tech

nical essays on what a show chassis is,

should be and should not be, while another

sender felt moved to poetry. Between

these two extremes came answers galore

of which the following is a type. “A show

chassis is a chassis, a replica of which the

exhibitor hopes he can kid the public into

believing they are going to buy; which the

novice believes he can buy; which the ex

pert knows jolly well he can never buy."

But neither the poetic, the witty nor the

facetious were equal to the applicant who

replied in all seriousness that “A chassis

was a female chaufieur."

Missed Wife, Kissed Mule.

Evdiently all the speed records did not

go to smash on the Florida beach if the

following may be taken as an illustration

of the fact that there are still more laurels

to be won in this field. It comes from the

South, also. The owner of the car was

leaving to catch a train for the North

and had jumped in and thrown on

the high speed when he leaned out to kiss

his wife good-bye, but the flight of the car

was such that he missed the object of his

affection and bestowed the osculation on a

mule which stuck his head over the fence

a mile down the road, just in time to inter~

cept it.

Chicago Develops a Boy Prodigy.

Chicago has another celebrity in the

shape of a boy with a strong penchant for

running automobiles belonging to other

people. He is Clarence Morgan, and has

kept the Windy City police in a constant

state of worry for six weeks through his

fondness for getting away with unguarded

cars. As a result of his automobile experi

ences, Clarence will be placed where there

are no cars to fool with.

This is an Easy One.

“A dog that runs under a carriage is

called a carriage dog, is it not?”

“Certainly.”

“Well, what would you call a dog that

runs under an automobile?"

“Why, a dead dog!"

—-Rambler Magazine.

St. Louis Petitions for a Speedway.

Automobilists have petitioned the coun

cil of St. Louis, Mo., to convert the conduit

running from the water works to Bissell’s

Point into a speedway for automobiles. The

conduit is seven miles long. .

He Wanted What was Missing.

Some of the oddities of the motoring

vernacular are apt to give rise to amusing

situations at times, as witness the follow

ing: A young man of wealth with plenty

of leisure to enjoy it, was, after much ar

gument and cajoling, persuaded by an auto

mobile agent to forsake the window seat

in the club, which was his chief occupation,

and buy a car. The dealer being a personal

friend, the purchaser relied upon his word

implicitly and believed that the car he in

vested in was the real thing—the only

thing on four wheels. Not knowing the

mufiler from the bonnet,-and being totally

unversed in the skillful manipulation of the

horn or any other of the useful or ornamen—

tal accessories, he engaged a hired man at

a generous stipend to hold the wheel and

push the brake.

During the maiden trip, several of the

club cronies were invited to ride. All went

well until the start on the return trip when

the motor began to cough spasmodically

and finaly gave up the struggle with a last,

lingering sigh.

"What's the matter, Mr. Shover?" inquir

ed the newly installed owner of the car.

“I think the engine is missing, sir," said

the driver in his best professional lingo.

“It is, is, it?" replied the exasperated

owner of the car. “That’s what I get for

buying a car from a friend, but at that, I

didn’t think he’d strip anything from the

ensemble without making me a commen

surate allowance. I ordered all the acces

sories and I’m going back after that engine

if it costs me $l0 in cab fares.”

Here‘s the Automobile Dinner.

The automobile menu has appeared in

this country, and its oleagenous and sapon

ific components were far from attractive in

name at least, but probably the climax was

reached the other day in London, when an

enthusiast give a dinner to several of his

friends, at which the table was decorated

in a way suggestive of a motor car. There

were headlights at one end, and tail lights

and a number pad at the other, while the

servants were dressed in chauffeurs' cloth

ing even to the goggles and gaiters. The

toastmaster prayed for silence on a motor

horn, and though it is not recorded, it is to

be presumed that the coffee was made over

a plumber’s blow torch in a corner to in

crease the realism as much as possible.

How Australia is “Looking up."

According to the Sunday Tribune of Syd

ney, New South Wales, there are at the

present time something like 500 motor

cars running in Sydney and its environs,

while the total number of machines in use

in the colony amounts to a thousand or

more. Motor ’bus services are being estab

lished, or are in immediate contemplation

by the New South Wales Government, as

well as by several private corporations to

compete with trolley lines.

'Colors of the Circus Man.

With the'passing of the last two years

there has practically faded from the hori

zon the “red devil” of the daily newspaper

stories. Gaudy colors have given way al

most entirely to sombre and more service

able, though none the less attractive shades.

But not so with the car bought by John

Ringling, the circus owner. His cars have

always been very much out of the ordinary

where finish is concerned, but his new

Pierce will be an absolute “riot of color.”

Canary yellow, light green and yellow pan~

elling have been some of his favorites in

the past, but none of them will be in the

same class with the brilliant carmine run

ning gear and upholstery of the new car,

set off by a body in deep orange between

the two and topped off with a cape top in

colors to harmonize with the remainder of

the scheme. It will be a color combina

tion visible from a distance.

Why the Gate was Slammed.

The next arrival at the pearly gates was

a dapper little chap in a leather cap:

“And' what was your occupation on

earth?” asked St. Peter, suspiciously.

“I was an automobile dealer,” replied the

new arrival.

“Ahl And did you guarantee your ma

chines not to break down?"

“Yes, that was one of my drawing cards."

“That will do. You will have to share

the fate of the man who guaranteed patent

leathers not to crack.”

And the pearly gates closed with a dis

mal bang—Ex.

Says First Car is Sweetest.

Just as in the realm of romance love‘s

young dream remains the sweetest, so one’s

first love in a motor car ever lives in ten

der memory. “I never could create the halo

of sentiment about the bonnet of my mod

ern six-cylinder, 40 horsepower car, that I

wove around my wheezy, bronchial, and

altogether physically degenerate 3 pony

power motor," says the man who is now

driving his fifth machine. “It was my first,

and no other car, however perfect, can ever

again be that. It is like the boy’s first top

—and his first pair of trousers. Even if he

emulate Beau Brummel in after days, no

clothes ever give him a tithe of the joy

created by that first pair of long ones."

Denver has an Auto Mechanics’ Club.

Chauffeurs and automobile mechanics of

Denver, Colo., have organized as the Auto

Mechanics’ Club to “provide a place for

social entertainment for the men working

at the automobile trade, to study the tech

nical points and 'care of machines, and to

promote careful and good driving of cars.”

E. F. Crawford was elected president;

Louis Sanford, vice-president; L. E. All

mon, secretary and treasurer, and I. A.

Carlson, I. C. Miller, A. B. Clow and W. H.

Shimpf, trustees.
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FOR THE FEMALE PHYSICIAN

One of them Glorifies the Motor Car and

Relates her Experiences.

"‘Nothing succeeds like success." There

fore when I settled down to practice I

determined to let everybody know that a

medical woman had come to this Northern

provincial town," says a feminine M. D. in

Motoring. “All the other doctors used

horses. A motor-car would call attention

to me. As a business axiom, if a doctor

possesses but one patient he must drive a

carriage. I had no patient in prospect so I

determined to drive a motor-car. Where

upon my friends, motor and non-motor, pro

ceeded to give advice. I then realized the

truth of the proverb “God deliver me from

my friends, I can deliver myself from my

enemies." However, I listened pleasantly,

touched my hat metaphorically, and said

“thank you, sir" to each. But I followed

my own devices and advices and bought a

single-cylinder, 8 horsepower car with a

Cape cart hood and rolling mica wind

shield.

“Everybody said “a chauffeur is a great

expense.” I agreed with everybody. But

I argued thus to myself: A woman who

has taken a good medical degree surely has

as much capacity as the boy chauffeurs so

often seen in charge of 40-h0rse cars. So I

determined to be my own chauffeur. A local

agent agreed if I bought my gasolcne, lub

ricating oil and accessories from him, to

overhaul my car once a week free of charge.

I engaged a boy to wash down my ear, pol

ish brasses, etc., twice weekly at 12 cents

an hour. By superintending the process I

see that no damage is done.

“The first and last word for a doctor's

car is comfort. I ‘fussed’ the makers in

what they doubtless thought was true fem

inine style. But I thought of long night

spins when my practice flourished and of

all the hours I should spend at the driving

wheel when my patients grew apace. At

length I achieved cushions as soft and

yielding as thistledown, and then the driv—

ing lessons began. My teacher carried a

bag of stones. Without warning he would

throw one ahead and I had to stop before

the stone was reached. It was capital prac

tice. I had dissected bodies. It was much

easier to take a car to pieces. Its anatomy

was a much simpler lesson than that of the

humans I had been obliged to master to

obtain my degree. I had ‘broken in’ frac

tious patients at the hospital. A motor-car

furnished more plastic material.

“My fame spread as I drove my motor

car abroad. I looked busy and flourishing.

Nervous persons began to discover that it

would be a great relief in case of emer

gency to know that the doctor could fly

to the rescue at 40 miles an hour. My car

didn't do it. But I never said so. I took

my first case for a drive or two during con

.valescence, and two of her children. That

‘brought me several patients.v

." 't
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“Every night at dusk I lighted all the

lamps of my car, intending, when tele

phoned for to my first case, that I would

create a record in promptness. I did. In

less than three minutes after the 'phone

sounded I was en route, and it happened to

be a case where minutes counted. People

call that luck. It wasn’t. Only foresight

in having my lamps trimmed, my tanks full,

and car and doctor ready for the road.

“There were motor mishaps at first. But

that wasn’t money lost—merely experience

bought, which always costs a good deal.

Before I had a practice I had plenty of time

to get over a woman's impulse to steer

straight for every man, woman, child and

farmyard animal she meets on the road.

“I can set a fracture with the best in a

human limb; but I cannot change a tire.

However, I have never failed to encounter

some brawny mascauline on the road who

would act as chief surgeon in a tire opera

tion for a shilling or so. Therefore I laugh

at punctures and tire-changing. Doubtlcss

some day—or rather night—I shall find

myself in a fearful dilemma.

“Now that my practice has grown to quite

a prosperous degree, I am gradually pro

moting the boy who cleans my car at so

much an hour to be my chauffeur of the

future when he is old enough to get a

license. I

“Some prejudice still exists against the

medical woman. Consequently her prac

tice covers a wider area than that of the

man practitioner. The patients who are

content to be treated by a ‘mere woman’ are

often scattered about in outlying districts.

Another point is that many doctors charge

an extra fee when they have to take their

horses out a distance of 10 miles or so.

With a motor-car, the extra charge is less

ened by the fact that the lost time is so

materially diminished by the use of mechan

ical locomotion.

“The doctor who can quickest reach a

patient scores as a winner. Hence the

motoring practitioner must invariably be

the one preferred by patients in outlying

districts. ‘Twice as much work with half

the fatigue' is the moral I have drawn from

three years' use of a motor-car. And my

prescription for physicians of all sorts and

conditions with regard to horseless car

riages is go and do likewise as I have done,

and conduct a fairly big practice with a min

imum of fatigue, and a personal maximum

of health and profit."

Motor Terms for Family Use.

“A girl glossary of motor terms" is the

description sometimes applied to the fem

inine motorist with a mechanical turn of

mind, says Motoring Illustrated. “Gaso

lene giggling" might also be an appropriate

appellation for those motor talking individ

uals of the fair sex. Not to be able to talk

gasolcne, tires, speeds, clutches and throt-~

tles is to find oneself an alien listener to an

unfamiliar jargon, so the feminine enthu

siast soon acquires a vocabulary.

She—the mechanically minded convert of

the fair sex, then begins to talk of her teeth

as “sprockets.” Should she suffer from in

digestion she puts it down to “faulty car

burration" or a “poor mixture." \Nhen

tired, her batteries have “run down" and

she complains of “forty horsepower" head

aches. If the cook answers the mechanical

matron's criticisms on her dishes, it is

termed “back fire,” while the larder under

matutinal examination is termed the “in

spection pit.”

The Kaiser, his Cars and Colors.

According to the latest official census the

Kaiser’s stud now comprises six touring

cars, but one of which—a Fiat—does not

claim Germany as its place of origin. This

is the favorite, but it is said that no more

"foreigners" will be permitted to enter the

royal garage in future, although three new

Mercedes of the present year’s type have

been acquired and will join the ranks soon.

To take care of this array, there are seven'

chauffeurs and an army of cleaners. Two

chauffeurs invariably accompany William

on his travels, one of whom has nothing

more serious to do than to toot a horn with

a note all its own; its unique blasts warn

other traffic to make way for royalty. The

chauffeurs are decked out in a uniform,

which to judge from its description is a

cross between that of a German cavalry

officer and a hotel porter. The Kaiser’s

favorite colors are ivory white, blue and

gold, though some of his cars are finished

and upholstered in a claret red; crowns,

large, small and medium—gold on the

search lights, and painted a foot square on

the panels, adorning every part of every

car, one of them on the rear taking the

place of the regulation number.

Stolen in Paris; Sold in London.

Stealing a 60 horsepower touring car

would appear to be a job of proportions

sufficient to phase even the most daring of'

the gentry with the habit of annexing the

goods and chattels of others, but i'. did not

seem to deter a trio of Frenchmen who

“acquired” some $8,000 to $10000 worth of

car in Paris and decided to dispose of it

in London.

Unfortunately for them the supply of

gasolcne gave out while stil‘ some miles.

away and the passing motorists who wrrc

appealed to for a tow on'the score of be

ing hopelessly broke down, looked askanee

at the proportions of the car. Finally a

motor ’bus driver volunteered to do the

job and piloted them to one of London's

swell hostelries. Between them they mus

tered exactly two cents, whicn accounts

for their inability to buy gasolcne, and

they had to call on the hotel management

to foot the bill on the security of the car.

Board and lodging were on the same plan

and were settled for the next day by auc

tioning the car off forr$l,000 Then the

police stepped in and goralled the takers

en masse.
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This is the Pierce Great Arrow, 28-32 H. P. with straight tonneau

body, cape top and folding glass front. Price without top or glass

front, $4,000. Cape top, $200 extra. Folding glass front, 850 extra.

One convincing proof of the excellence of Pierce cars is the fact

that they appeal most to the most mechanical minds.

The more a man understands about the principles ofis a machine.

An automobile

mechanics, the better he appreciates the way in which the

Pierce

is made.

Arrow

The initial cost of a Pierce Arrow is greater than that of

any automobile made in this country, but the price seems low when

compared, not only with the small cost of maintaining, but with the

long time of service given. Pierce Arrows are never out of date as

far as effective service is concerned. Catalogue and descriptions

mailed on request.

THE GEORGE N. PIERCE COl‘iPANY,

91-3

t_,J
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

LIST OF DEALERS:

-
0:Q

Baitkmore, Md.—Southern Auto. Co., 2.021 Maryland

VE

Boston, Mass—J. W. Magulre Co., 745 Boylston St.

Buffalo, N. Y.—The George N, Pierce Co., 752 Main

St. (Retail).

Chicago, Ili.-—H. Prulman & Co., 1.321 Michigan Ave.

Denver, Col.—-The George N. Pierce Co., 1,643 Cali—

i'ornla St.

Detroit, Mich—J. P. Schneider, 189 Jeflereon Ave.

Geneva, N, Y.—J. A. Place.

Hartford, Conn—The Miner Garage Co., 120 Allyn St.

Houston. Tex—Hawkins Auto. and Gas Engine Co.

Karissa City, him—E. P. Moriarty & Co., 1.612 Grand

ve.

Los Angeles, Cal.—Bush & Burge, Cor. 1th and Main

Sta.

Louisville, Ky.—The Zorn-Strauss Co., Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Hibbard Automobile C0.

Montreal and Ottawa—Wilson a. Co., 142 Bank St.

New York. N. Y.—leroidl Motor Car Co., Broadway,

bath-69th Sta.

Oakland, Cal.—'I‘he George N. Pierce Co., 1,013 Clay

St, (Wholesale),

Philadelphia, Pa.—Fou-Hughe| Motor Car 00., 201

North St.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Banker Bros. Co., Baum and Beatty Sta.

Portland, Me.—J. A. Dowling.

Portland, Ore.—Covey & Cook Motor Car Co.

Providence, R. I.—'1'he Shepard Company.

Rochaséer, N. Y.—U. 8. Automobile Co., 21 Plymouth

St. Louis, Mo.—-Western Auto. Co.. 4,701 Washington

Boulevard.

St. Paul, Mlnn.—C. P. Joy Auto. Co., 368 Minnesota St,

San Francisco Cai.—-Mobilo Carriage Co., Golden Gate

Ave. and Gough St.

Saraéoga Springs, N, Y.—W. L. Hodges, 16 Woodiown

VB.

Scranton, Pa.—Standard Motor Car C0.

Seattle. Wash—Broadway Auto, Co.

Sheffield. Pa.—C. H. Smith Co., Ltd.

Spriggfleld, Mum—E. R. Clark Auto. Co., 117 Lyman

Syracuse, N. Y.—Amoo—Plerce Auto. Co., 109 South

State St.

'I‘itusville, Pa.—-A. E. Lambert.

Toronto, Ont.—Auto. and Supply Co., Ltd.. 24 Tern

perance St.

Troy, N. Y.—'l‘roy Auto. Exchange, 22 Fourth St.

Utioa, N. Y.—Utica Motor Cu- 00.
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The Week's Patents.

812,607. Induction Coil. John Splitdorf,

New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 15, 1904. Serial

No. 232,890.

C1aim.——l. A casing or retainer for an

induction coil, having apertures through its

walls extending from an air-space about

“the iron core to the outer atmosphere.

812,664. Transmission Gear for Motor

Vehicles. Theodore P. Meinhard, St. Louis,

Mo., assignor to St. Louis Car Company,

St. Louis, Mo., a corporation. Filed Aug.

7, 1905. Serial No. 273,189.

Claim.—1. In a transmission gear, the

combination of a shaft, a gear member slid

ably mounted upon said shaft, a slide-rod

extending through said shaft and having

engagement with said gear member, and a

rock-shaft having connection with said

slide-rod, substantially as set forth.

812,698. Elastic Tire for Vehicle \Vheels.

Theodore Sterne, Paris, France. Filed

June 23, 1905. Serial No. 266,657.

Claim.—_1. The combination with a wheel,

of a resilient tread member thereof, cylind

rical cushioning means interposed between

the felly of the wheel and said tread mem

ber, and rigid means engaging said cushion—

ing member on opposite sides thereof at

pomts intermediate of the felly of the wheel

and said tread member, substantially as des

cribed.

812,726. Locking Device for Automobiles.

Alexander Churchward, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to General Electric Company, a

corporation of New York. Filed June 30,

1904. Serial No. 214,713.

_ C1aim.—-1. In an automobile, speed—chang

ing. power-transmitting mechanism com

prising two dynamo-electric machines elec

trically and mechanically connected, and

means for locking the field and armature of

one of said machines together.

812,729. Variable Speed Device. John A.

De Vito, Roxbury, Mass. Filed May 3,

1905. Serial No. 258,671.

Claim.—l. In a variable-speed device, a

driven shaft; a driving-shaft; a plurality of

gears rigidly mounted upon one of said

' shafts; and an equal number of gears rotat—

ably mounted on the other of said shafts,

eac_h_0f said rotatable gears meshing with

a rigid gear; in combination with means for

successively causing each pair of meshing

gears to rotate the driven shaft, and a brake

mechanism cooperative with said means,

substantially as set forth.

812,753. Carbureter for Hydrocarbon En

gines. Wesley Kouns, Salina, Kans., assig

nor of one-half to Frederick H. Quincy,

Salina, Kans. Filed Oct. 20, 1904. Serial

No. 229,263.

Claim.—In an auto-regulated carbureter,

the combination with the cylinder of an en

gine, and a supply—pipe provided with the

globe-valve, automatic check-valves and

auxiliary air-pipe having an automatic air

inlet valve and globe-valve, of a gasolene

tank having outlet pipe, connecting with

supply-pipe, and being provided with air

inlet pipe, the lower end of which extends

nearly to the bottom of said tank and its

upper end having attached thereto an air

valve and its frame, substantially as des

cribed.

812.759. Wheel-Tire. William L. London,

Chicago, 111. Filed May 1, 1903. Renewed

Jan. 16, 1905. Serial No. 241,352.

C1aim.—l. In a wheel-tire the combina

_ tion of a metallic-band; a plurality of cir

cumferential rows of wooden blocks_ and

means for securing said blocks in position,

said means comprismg five flanges and

.clamps capable of radial adjustment be

tween said rows of blocks.

12,450. Rim for Rubber-Tired Wheels.

Orson L. Pickard, Toledo, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 25, 1905. Serial No. 289,354. Original

No. 771,445, dated Oct. 4, 1904.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle-wheel, a rim hav

ing a body portion divided circumferentially

into two parallel abutting sections which in

terlock in the direction of rotation, and

means for preventing independent rotation

of said rim-sections, substantially as

described.

812,860. Hydrocarbon Motor. Abbot A.

Low, Horseshoe, N. Y. Filed Dec. 19, 1904.

Serial No. 237,368.

Claim—l. In a hydrocarbon motor, the

combination of a combustion-chamber, a

mixing-chamber, an inlet-valve interposed

between said combustion chamber and mix

ing chamber, an intersticed screen in said

mixing-chamber, means for injecting a jet

of hydrocarbon fuel against said screen,

and means for effecting a simultaneous but

differential adjustment of the quality of

fuel and compressed air injected against

screen in the mixing-chamber, for the pur

pose described.

812,888. Speed-Changing Mechanism.

Peter Shannon, Chicago, 111. Filed July

5, 1904. Serial No. 215,262.

Claim.-—-1. In a speed-changing mechanism,

the combination of a driving-shaft, a driven

shaft in parallel relation thereto“, gear-wheels

carried by said shafts, a carrying-head cap

able of circular adjustment with relation to

the axis of the driving-shaft, and a series

of trains of variable—speed gears carried by

said head and comprising a series of outer

gear-wheels having variable diameters, in

termediate idler-gear wheels operatively

connecting said outer gear-wheels with the

gear wheel of the driving shaft, and a

series of outer gears of uniform diameter

moving in unison with the series of outer

variable gears aforesaid, and adapted to be

successively brought into operative engage

ment of the gear-wheel 0f the driven shaft,

substantially as set forth.

812,893. W'heel-Tire. Eugene F. Sobers,

Bethlehem, Pa. Filed Sept. 19, 1905. Serial

No. 279,178.

Claim.-—-1. The combination with a vehi

cle-wheel of two or more annular mem

bers movably disposed relative to the felly

portion of the same and with the opposite

edges overhanging, annular clamp-plates

bearing against the sides of the wheel and

with their inner faces overhanging, means

for securing said clamp-plates to the wheel,

and elastic tire members encircling the

wheel between said annular members and

said clamp-plates and with the side faces

projecting beneath the overhanging por

tions of the clamp-plates and annular mem

ers.

812,937. Tachometer or Speed-Indicator.

Vinzenz Koblizck, Salmthal, Austria-Hun

gary. Filed June 14, 1904. Serial No. 212,

510.

Claini.—In a speed indicator, in combiiia

tion, a rotatable shaft, a stationary sleeve

secured to it,_and a second sleeve sliding on

it, bowed springs carrying centrifugal

weights uniting the two sleeves, an angular

rack carried by the sliding sleeve, indicat

ing mechanism actuated by the said rack,

clappers projecting from the sliding sleeve,

and a gong rotated within range of the

same, substantially as described.

812,989. Power-Brake Mechanism. Cur

tis B. Goode, Boston, Mass. Filed Jan. 4,

1905. Renewed Nov. 11, 1905. Serial No.

286,838.

C1aim.—1. The combination with a ve

hicle provided with a rotatable shaft, an

air compressor carried by said vehicle and

provided with an air-inlet port and with an

exhaust-port independent of said air-inlet

port, a piston in said compressor, a reser

voir communicating with said exhaust-port,

a valve- controlling said air inlet and ex

haust ports, mechanism for operating said

valve from said shaft to admit compressed

air from sair reservoir into said compressor,

to obtain an initial rise in pressure within

said compressor, which is increased by the

movement of said piston in said compressor

and a valve to control the exhaust from said

reservoir, for the purpose specified.

812,997. Motor-Chair. John A. Himburg,

Troy, Ala. Filed June 15, 1905. Serial No.

265,437.

Claim.—A device of the character de

scribed comprising a horizontally-extending

framework consisting of longitudinal run

ners, an intermediate longitudinal runner

or bar and cross-bars connecting the same,

longitudinally-extending rails carried by the

two outside longitudinal runners or bars, a

chair provided with a bottom frame having

supporting rollers at its ends mounted on

said rails, a motor, a casing for said motor,

said casing being secured to and carried

by the intermediate longitudinal bar, a

train of gearing mounted in said casing and

operatively connected with the shaft of

said motor, bracket-lugs projecting down

wardly from the bottom frame of the chair,

a pitman connected at one end to said lugs,

and a crank operatively connecting said

pitman with the said train of gearing, as

and for the purpose set forth.

813,035. Spring-Wheel. Frank A. Born,

Grover, S. D. Filed May 17, 1905. Serial

No. 260,874.

_ Claim.—1. The combination with a wheel

including'inner and outer spaced rims, pairs

of_ brackets carried by the outer rim, a rod

slidably engaged in each pair of brackets,

plungers having passages therein in which

the rods are engaged between the brackets,

said plunger being slidably engaged be

tween the plungers and the brackets, helical

springs engaged with the rods between the

plungers and brackets, helical springs en

gaged with the rods outwardly of the brack

ets, washers engaged with the rods out

wardly of the last-named helical springs and

cotter-pins engaged in the rods beyond the

washers. and means for holding the outer

rim yieldably against movement toward

the inner rim.

813,043. Valve-Controlling Mechanism

for Explosive Engines. David F. Graham

and Frank A. Fox, Stamford, Conn., assig

nors, by mesne assignments, to The Eisen

huth lIorseless Vehicle Company, Middle

town, Conn., a corporation of Maine. Filed

Mar. 11, 1903. Serial No. 147,228.

C1aim.—1. In a controlling device for

inlet-valves of explosive-engines, the com

bination with a vapor-pipe having a plural

ity of inlet-openings and valve-seats for

said inlet-openings,_of inlet-valves for con

trolling said openings, throttle-wheels, a

connection between said wheels for causing

them to operate in unison and connections

between said throttle-wheels and valve

stems, substantially as described.

813,044. Motor-Vehicle. Peter E. Han

son, Galveston, Tex. Filcd June 24, 1905.

Serial No. 266,782.

Claim—l. A self-propelled, dumping
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dray comprising an axle provided with and

supported by traveling wheels, a main

frame having a rear section connected with

and arranged to swing vertically on the

axle, and also having a forward section

hinged to the rear section at a point in ad

vance of the axle, whereby the frame is

adapted to flex, means detachably connect

ing the said frame-sections with a view of

retaining the same in alignment with each

other, a pilot-wheel carried by the forward

frame-section, a motor carried by the rear

frame-section, and a driving connection in

termediate said motor and the axle.

813,052. Electric Brake for Vehicles. Jos

eph N. Mahoney, Astoria, N. Y., assignor

by mense assignments, to American Elec

tric Brake Company, a corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Nov. 8, 1901. Serial No.

81,604.

Claim.—l. The combination with an elec

tric braking system, of an automatically—

acting controller mounted on the vehicle

and operating to control or vary the brak

ing-current within appropriate limits in re

lation to the speed of the vehicle to thereby

vary the pressure between the braking-sur

faces and increase the efliciency of the brak

ing operation.

813,058. Automobile.

rose, Spokane, W'ash.

Serial No. 266,994.

Claim.—In a vehicle, the combination

with upper and lower horizontally-disposed

frames, of depending brackets carried by

the upper frame, loiigitudinally-extending

arcuate plates carried by the brackets, long

itudinally-extending arcuate plates carried

by the lower frame in vertical alignment

with the first-named plates and spaced

therefrom, a plate carried by the lower

frame, a vertical shaft pivotally mounted

upon the plate and in the upper frame, a

live axle journaled horizontally in the ver

tical shaft and extending between the spac

ed plates, rollers carried by the axle and

engaging the plates, wheels carried by the

axle and meshing with the first-named

bevel-gear, and means for driving the first

named bevel-gear.

William T. Pen

Filed June 26, 1905.

813,068. Explosive-Engine-Starting Me

chanism. Henry J. W'iegand, Milwaukee,

Wis. Filed May 21, 1904. Serial No. 209,

018.

Claim.—The combination with an explos—

ive-engine shaft, :1 starting-crank therefor, a

catch for locking the crank to the shaft, a

cam-lever for controlling the catch, a awl

for controlling the movement of the ever

and a stationary part arranged to move the

pawl to disengage the catch when the shaft

is moved in a reverse direction.

813,081. Sparking Igniter for Explosive

Engines. George Cormack, Jr., and Fred

erick C. Zumdahl, Rockford, Ill. Filed

Feb. 5, 1904. Serial No. 192,105.

Claim.—l. _/_\n igniter f_or gasolene-en

gines, comprismg two pomts, one being

movable, an arm. having a connection with

the movable pomt,_and an operating-bar

having one end prowded With a_notch form

ing two sections. said bar being movable

transverse to its length to bring either sec

tion of the end under the arm, in order that

the time of ignition may be changed.

813,104. Sparking Device. Harry A. Mil

ler, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Jan. 14, 1905.

Serial No. 241,004.

Claim.-l. An_ignition device, compris

ing a plug, a spring-held reciprocable con

tact member. an oscillating contact mem

ber, a chamber communicating with the

inner end of the plug, and a member con

tained in said chamber and exposed to the

cylinder-pressure and serving to actuate

said second-named contact member, for the

purpose set forth.

813,116. Valve-Gear for Explosion-En

gines. Hans Richter, Nuremberg, Germany,

assignor to The Firm of Vereinigte Mas

chienfabrik Augsburg und Maschienbaug

esellchaft Nurnberg A. G., Nuremburg, Ger

many. Filed Aug. 23, 1904. Serial No.

221,863.

Claim.—l. In valve-motions for explo

sion-engines, the combination, of a passive

roller—track actuated by the governor and

an active roller-lever working upon said

passive roller-track and actuated by the ec—

centric-rod with a catch loosely mounted

on a bolt in the inner end of the active

roller-lever and adapted to come in engage

ment with a cross-piece arranged in the

head of the valve-rod and to be brought

out of engagement with said cross-piece by

a note fixed on the active roller-lever, sub

stantially as described.

813,175. Automobile-Frame. Albert E.

Schaaf and Frank S. Davis, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed Aug. 27, 1904. Serial No. 222,390.

Claini.—A member for automobile-frames

comprising a metallic bar bent to present

an exterior bearing-surface as and substan

tially parallel supporting members as said

supporting members being approximately

perpendicular to the said bearing-surface

and longitudinal strengthening—beads, form

ed upon the outer margins of the said sup

porting members, said strengthening-beads

being formed by folding back upon them

selves the margins of the supporting mem

bers substantially as described.

813,185. Speed Indicator. Bernhard Volk

mar, New York, N. Y., assignor, by direct

and mesne assignments, to The Acme Auto

Meter Company, New York, N. Y. Filed

July 21, 1905. Serial No. 270,611.

Claim.—1. In a speed-indicator, a revolv

ing shaft, a cone, a governor-ring having

connection with a fixed point on the shaft

and mounted to the slide on the shaft, the

said ring also having connection with said

cone, and means for resisting the centrifu

gal force of the said ring.

813,186. Steering-Gear for Automobiles.

Jesse \Narrington, Indianapolis, Ind., assig

nor to Nordyke & Marmon Company, In

dianapolis, Ind., a corporation of Indiana.

Filed June 29, 1904. Serial No. 214,579.

Claim.—l_. In a steering-gear, the com

bination, With the steering-shaft and worm

carried thereby, of a worm-segment mesh

ing with said worm and conSisting of a pair

of mating toothed segments angularly ad

justable relatively to each other, an inclos

ing casing for said parts, and adjustable

means accessible from the exterior of said

casmg for_yieldingly holding said mating

segments in various positions of relative

angular adjustment.

813.203. Mufiier.

New York, N. Y.

Serial No. 278,267.

-Claim.—1. A mufiler comprising a drum

or casing having a perforated diaphragm

transverse to the drum or casing and a

wall whereby the same is divided into a re

ceiving chamber, an equalizing chamber and

an exit-chamber, and tubes, for connecting

the exit-chamber with the equalizing-cham

ber at a point in the region of the center

of the latter.

813,204. Engine-Driven Blower for Ex

plosion-Engines. Lee A. Fraycr and VVil

Gustave E. Franquist,

Filed Sept. 13, 1905.

liam J. Miller, Columbus, Ohio.

11, 1905. Serial No. 240,570.

Claim.—In an air-cooled explosion- en

gine, a secondary starting-shaft, a blower

mounted thereon, a small pinion on said

shaft, a prime moving shaft, a relatively'

large cushioned gear-wheel thereon mesh

ing with said pinion and adapted to form a

yielding connection between said blower‘

and said prime moving shaft, and whereby

the speed of said blower is greatly accele—

rated.

813,213. Motor-Propelled Vehicle.

ren S. Johnson, Milwaukee, Wis.

Nov. 10, 1904. Serial No. 232,165.

Claim.—l. In combination with the body

of a vehicle, a turn-table; a divided driving

shaft carried by said turn-table; a motor

for imparting rotation to said shaft; differ

ential gear interposed between the motor

and the shaft-sections; ground-wheels con

nected with the respective shaft-sections;

and means whereby either wheel may be

temporarily held against rotation while the

other is left free to turn.

813,229. Detachable-Link Chainv Archi

bald D. Morris, New York. N. Y. Filed

Nov. 19, 1904. Serial No. 233,435.

Claim.—l. In a detachable-link chain,

the combination of the interior link mem

bers with the exterior link members, pins

connecting- said exterior and interior mem—

bers, and rotatable retaining-pins formed

with flanges and overlapping the exterior

link members. said flanges normally retain

ing the members in operative relation.

813.305. Supply and Exhaust Valve Me

chanism for Motors. \Vilber H. Johnson,

Cumberland, Md. Filed July 5, 1902. Serial

No. 114,436.

Claim.——1. In a motor, the combination

of a motor, a piston operating therein,_a

fluid-supply pipe, a controlling valve in said

,lec, reciprocating means governed by the

piston for periodically operating said valve,

an exhaust-valve in the supply-pipe control

ling the exhaust of spent fluid from the

motor to the atmosphere, and means of

which the first-mentioned means form a

part for operating the exhaust-valve alter

nately with the said controlling-valve.

Filed Jan.

War

Filed

 

JONES SPEEDOMETER

su cu: in meeiiig the most exacting requirements as re

gards permanent accuracy, durability and simplicity of

construciion has given it an international VIPIIIaiUUI and

made us the largest manufacturers in the country for

this class of instrument. ‘

Owing to the great dcn and for the instrumenl_ last

Spring, our ta tor es were unable to male prompt delivery

on all orders. This tern o-ary short supply caused sev

eral attempted and in trier a)”: of our der»: to be

laced on the market. The unsatisfactory results to

buyers of these poor imitations caused a great number of

complaints to reach us; many persons believing iliat they

were instruments of our manufacture. We therefore

WARN al intending purchasers that there is an!) out

JONES SPEEDOM ETERand ihat is manufactured in

New York, and has the words ‘r'llnnufactured 6110:, W.

jam's, New York“ engraved on the till]

JONES SPEEDOMETER

132 West 32d Street New York
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ILL MATCI‘IED HORSES DRAW BADLY
is an old saying which holds trus with the explosive force of an antomo‘Jile engine, fo

the irregular explosions of the four~cycle engine are like ill matched horses. The Four

Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore Engine produces a constant, unbroken application of power

with no intervals between the 1mpu‘ses. The expansive force of one explosion is only

half wry through when another begins.

All for each, and each for all.

The easiest self-starting car made, goes everywhere—anywhere—without change 0

gear. Can be throttled down on the high speed to two miles an hour or speed along at the

rate of 45 miles an hour, up hill or on the level, always the same. Runs quietly and

smoothly over rough roads. All inlet and exhaust valves and from 18 to 20 parts on

each cylinder have been done away with. Actually 50 per cent. of moving parts eliminated

Cost of maintenance reduced fully 50 per cent. The small cost of up-keep has made the

two-cycle Elmore the most desirable car in the world Send for catalogue describing

the Four Cylinder Two-Cycle Elmore at $2 500.00 and the Three Cylinder Two-Cycle at

$1,500.00.

THE ELMORE MFG. COMPANY,
1104 Amanda Street, - - - CLYDE, 0mg

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

 
  

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line 0! seven words. each with order.

In eanltaln. 25 come per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.,

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

OR SALE-Model “B” Winton, 24-3o-h.p.,

in fine condition, newly painted; will make

bargain price to immediate buyer, as my Model

“K” Winton has been delivered. Bargain, care

WINTON COMPANY, 1706 Broadway, N. Y.
 

ULLOCK DUPLEX IGNITURS, latest

pattem, fully guaranteed. We are over

stocked and to make room for 1906 models will

sell at one-third off regular prices. Cash with

order, $4.75 each. Discount tothe trade. Address

C E N TR A L MOTOR-CAR SUPPLY CO.,

Central Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
 

AKER ELECTRICS—One each Runabout,

Stanhope, Imperial and Surrey with top—

retumed from our European Branch—all new—

at reduced prices to dispose of quickly. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55th street and

Broadway, New York.
 

CHAUFFEUR, strictly temperate, speaking

German and English, wishes position with

private family; machinist by trade; first-class pri

vate and garage references. W. W. Winkler, 615

Columbus Ave., New York City.
 

‘OR 5 \LE—‘econd-hand Automobiles from

$100 up; write us for prices and description,

we can save you money. THE E. H. TOWLE CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.

VULCANIZING—Onethird saved; we do re

treading and repairing; make large vulcaniz

ing outfits. Extra value in single tube tires

28x21-2, 310; 28x3, 812; 30x3, 1}; 34x21-2,$10;

seconds, 52 less each; clincher tires, 25 per cent

OH list. CHAS. E. MILLER, Anderson, Ind.

FOR SALE.

 

Machinery as good as new, slightly used,

consisting of Pneumatic Riveter and Air

Compressor, Engine Lathes, Drill Presses

various sizes, Key Seaters, Emery Grind

ers, Turret Lathes, Milling Machines and

a variety of other machinery.

Full particulars and prices on application.

THE CONSOLIDATED MFG. CO.,

TOLEDO, OHIO.
 

 

BERKSHIRE AUTOMOBILES“The A. B.6. of Electricity”
will help you understand many

things about motors which may

now seem hard ofunderstanding.

108 Pages. 50 Cents Per Copy.

THE MOTOII WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY,

IN Nassau Street, NEW YORK

High Class Touring Cars.

Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.

l906 Models ready December l5th.

16 H. P. $2,000. 40 H. P. $4,500

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

SELLING AGENTS

25 H. P. $2.500.

l623 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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Grooved Bal‘ Thrust.

  

I'langod Annular Ball Bearing. Annular Ball Betrlnl'.
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Jamaal Roller Bearings. Miscellaneou: Belrlnn.
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Roller Bearing with Cain; and Sleeve. - Front Ind Rear Hubl.

STANDARD BULLER BEARING GUMPAN

48th & Girard Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

  

Annular Ball Belflnl- Sand for New Catalogue.

Ell Blll Relfllot.
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The Week’s Patents.

813,250. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Clarence M. Steele, Statesvillc, N. C. Filed

Apr. 7, 1905. Serial No. 254,312.

Clai1n.—l. An internal-combustion en

gine, comprising two parallel crank-shafts,

a cylinder hung on one crank-shaft and a

piston hung on the other crank-shaft, means

for holding the same parallel, and means

for maintaining the intake and exhaust con

nections.

813.316. Automatic Cut-Off for Explos

ive-Engines. Max Munzel, Brunswick,

Germany. Filed Jan. 6, 1905. Serial No.

239,918

Claim.—l. An automatic cut-off for ex

plosive motors comprising the combination

With a suction-pipe, of a valve mounted

therein, means for shifting the valve to

open position, means for retaining the valve

in an open position, means for automaticrnly

returning the valve to closure position when

released, and means for adjusting the valve

after the same has been shifted to open po

sition.

813,365. Cask or Vessel for Ignition or

Explosive Liquids 0r Gases. Wilhelm

Dreyer, Bad Rothenfelde, Germany. Filed

Aug. 10, 1905. Serial No. 273,679. ‘

Claim.—-l. A device of the class describ

ed, including a plurality of annular sections

having central openings, space members

interposed between said sections to form

openings tlierebetween, a bushing having

an opening corresponding'to the central

openings of the annular sections, and means

for securing the said bushing and annular

sections together.

813,369. Clutch. Archibald H. Ehle and

Jesse H. Nice, Philadelphia, Pa., assignors

tn Burnham & Williams Company, Phila

delphia. Pa., :1 firm. Filed July 22, 1905.

Serial No. 270,853.

Claim.—-l. The combination in a clutch,

of a hub, of levers pivoted thereto, shoes

carried by the levers. a ring with which

the shoes engage, and a shifting ring con

nected to the levers. the said levers passing

through said shifting ring, substantially as

described.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. "‘
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Nickel Steel Forgings

VALVE STEMS. r

The Machinery Forging Co.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

 

HEINZE MOTOR CAR COILS

  

  

  

Will increase the power of

your enginefrom 10 to 15%.

~ ', Are the mast thoroughly con

structed coils on the market

producing the hottest spark

and having the most rapid

, vibrator.

~ ;- Are guaranteed against burn

a . ing out.

Send for our complete catalogue

Sup. No. 1:.

Manufactured by

Hoinzc Electric Company,

Factory. LUVIELL, MASS.

 

THIS IS THE TREAT) ioF :

OUR NEWRAClNG TYPE
AgEXACT WIDTH“‘4\

LATEST~FASTEST~SAFEST

PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER COMPANY=JEANNETTE,PA.
NEW YORK—1665 BROADWAY.

BOSTON—167 OLlVER STREET.

PHILADELPHIA—6r; N. BROAD STREET.

CHICAGO—:66 LAKE STREET.

LONDON—4 SNOW Hi LL.
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Immune—Michelin Tires.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY, Inc.,

E. D. WINANS, Gen'l Mgr. SOLE AMERICAN IMPORTERS Telephone 5560-5561 Madison Sq.

31-33 West 31st Street, New York.

PHILADELPHIA, Michelin Tire Agency, 1437 Vine St., J. L. Keir, Mgr.

CHICAGO. Michelin Tire Agency, r220 Michigan Ave., D. J. Canary, Mgr.

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.
  

Constant Sight Feed.

MCCORD & CO., I407-80 Old Colony Bldg , CHICAGO

E. 1 DAY & CO., Pacific Coast Distribu ore

324-326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

N0 Liquidn.

 

The Grout Gasoline Bar
for I906.

Send for Partlculars.

GROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE OO.,

muse-E, MAss.

ST. LOUIS MOTOR OAR OO.

“ RIOS THAT RUN ”

4 Cylinder. 36 H. P.$2500

PEORIA, ILL.

THE NEW HOTOHKISS
Built like a gun by gunmakers.

THE DE LEON
A French Car at American Price.

ARCHER 8:. CO.

1597 Broadway, New York

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

in every walk of life.

 

 

 
 

The way to acquire Knowledge

is to keep posted and the best way

to keep posted is to regularly read

THE MOTOR WORLD

Nothing of moment in the Automobile

world escapes it.

It is an uncommonly valuable 5: worth.

 

BOSTON, Leon Rubay.

 

 

THE THOMAS EXCELS ON EITHER

SIDE OF THE OCEAN.

That is a strong statement. We have not, however, made it unthinkingly. We

repeat, that the Thomas excels point for point—contains all that is excellent in the

best foreign cars. It has improved upon nearly all the foremost features included

in these cars. And it contains elements of efficiency which cannot be found in any

other car on either side of the ocean.

Take the question of safety alone. We realize fully that every one does not

care to ride at the rate of 60 miles an hour. Such speed is not necessary. But

surely the car which can demonstrate its ability to develop this speed easily,

quietly and without jolt or jar must also contain other equally vital points of

excellence.

We have positive knowledge that a 50 horsepower is absolutely necessary to

ride smoothly and safely up steep grades or over bad roads without changing gear,

and it is also necessary to pick up speed quickly without changing gear, on

crowded streets. It is also necessary to propel a car of sufiicient dimensions to

form the highest degree of comfort in riding. It is also cheaper to maintain, as the

mechanism is seldom, if ever,

overtaxed, which is the chief

cause of expensive repairs.

Early in the season we

said: “Every (stock) Thomas

car guaranteed to show sixty

miles an hour before leaving

the factory." That statement

still stands.

At the same time that we

issued this announcement we

also stated over the affidavit of

five responsible citizens that

the Thomas had negotiated a 14% grade on the high speed carrying five people

and showing 40 miles an hour at the summit of the hill. That statement also stands.

In this series of announcements and technical description it has been utterly

impossible to go into details extensively. \Ne ask that you send for our 1906 illus

trated catalogue, which treats thoroughly the distinctive and exclusive features and

the wonderful mechanical perfection of the Thomas.

\Ve also ask that you bear in mind constantly, that our claims are broad,

sweeping and comprehensive—and that when we claim for the Thomas world

leadership we expect you to put us to the test in every way that may suggest

itself to your judgment and experience.

TIIE THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,

1416 Niagara Street, - - BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Munulacturerl.

  

' l  
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of 1094 3-l6 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

  

WHY EXPERII'IENT ,7
  

Nailunll I'iodel D, 4-cyl., 35-40 H. P. Pike. $1 000.

National Model E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. National Model a, o-cyl., 5 Leo n. v. Price, shim

  

Write for PartioLxlars

NATIONAL Mlllllll VEHIGLE 60., - E. 220 Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
N ATIONAL DISTI? IBUTERS

I..nscoit Motor Co., :63 Columbus Ave, Boston Liberty Auto Co., r38 Beatty .it., E E., Pittsburg

Homan 8: Schulr. Co , 134 W 38th St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St., Los

Ralph lemple Auto ('o., 3-! Mich Ave., Chicago Angeles, Cal.

Ticga Anto Co , Broad and Tioga .‘ts., Phila. Fawkes Auto Co., Minneapolis and St. Paul

Rubi. F. Boda & Co , 68 E. Noble St, Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Colonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive St , St Louis, Mo. Fisher Auto Co , 330 N [I]. St., lndianapolis, Ind.

  

Mrméen A nun'can [Water Car Mmufizclurrrs’ Anaciatian, Chicago.
  

 

 

  

 

  

From the handy

delivery wagon

to the

luxurious Brougham.

  

 

  

 

 
 

Our line includes over 100 Standard Designs of the better class of Electric

Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.

  

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY New York

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the World
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|r IS NOWEL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK All OWNER

OFA

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland. 0.

g C. A. DUERR 8r CO., New York N. Y.; CAc ELLE, Mass; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE co., Chica 0,

III.‘ G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn; AUTOMOBILE 81 S P

PL Co., Lim., Toronto, Ont.; MOTOR SlleP, Philadelphia. Pa:

REYBURN MOTOR CAR CO.. St. Louis, Mo.; STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE CO. Pittsbur , Pm; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO CO.,

S racuse, N. S HOEFF'L CO.. Rochester, N. Y.; ROYALY.;

It OTOR CAR AGENCY, San Francisco, Cal.

Member A. L. A. M
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'T5SIMPLECAn"

  

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the Best

Materials Obtainable.

SIMPLEST GASOLENE CAR

IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to operate and maintain.

“Marks a New Era in Automobile Construction."

4045 Horse-Power $5,006.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody. Mass. U. S. A.

  

THE
  

 

Aerocar

    

The Car for today, tomorrow and years to come.

—Bullt by practical men —

  

The one air-cooled motor car that has successfully

achieved every practical demonstration “ put up” to it;

for instance, the big hill in Cleveland on a rainy day,

with deep, sticky mud—made no difierence to the

Aerocar—it went up just as wanted, just as expected,

without the slightest trouble—while numerous so called

“high powered " cars failed, stalled, stopped, couldn’t

make it.

The Aerocar is built by practical men, and this

fact cannot be overestimated. It means satisfaction to

the purchaser—it means a continuous demand for the

Aerocar.

  

Aerocar Model A 1906. Five passengers. Four

cylinders air-cooled. 24 H. P. 45 miles an hour.

Sliding gear transmission. Cone clutch. Direct

drive. Hill Precision Oiler on dash. 104-inch wheel
  

base. 34x4 tires. Under 2,000 pounds.

Full lamp equipment, including gas headlights.

Price f. o. b. Detroit, $2,800.

A big roomy car--a small expense running car.

It not represented in your city you cannot afford to

miss the opportunity of securing the selling agency right

away. Write today.

  

  

The Acrocar Company

DETROIT, HICH.

Members American Motor Car Manufacturers Association.

 

 

AEROCAR COMPANY COMPANY OF NEW YORK, 73d

and Broadway, New York, N. Y.

AEROCAR COMPANY OF CHICAGO, 347349 Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, Ill.

IMPERIAL AUTO CO , 1024 Boylston St., Boston, Mas

OSCAR M. BERGESTROM, 249-251 Third Ave., Minneapo—

lis, Minn.
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FIRESTUNE

PNEUMATIC

TIRES

Have taught the Popular Fanny

They were examined by thousands at the New York and Chicago Shows and invari

ably commended. The reasons underlying their approval by the most critical observers

connected with the automobile trade are many.

In the first place, everyone who knows anything about tires knows that FIRESTONE

products represent the highest degree of exce'lence.

THE FIRESTONE PNEUMATIC TIRE is built from the best of materials

throughout in the most careful, painstaking manner. The easy accessibility of the inner tube,

together with their absolute freedom from possibility of danger make them ideal.

A FIRESTONE PNEUMATIC TIRE cannot possibly come off the rim no matter

how severe the service. Were they not otherwise fastened, the flanges alone would hold

them in place. We safeguard them, however, by the use of steel clips, securely fastened to

the edges of the tire with large, smooth headed rivets. Through these clips, the flanges and

the felloe, half-inch bolts are passed and firmly screwed in place.

A FIRESTONE PNEUMATIC TIRE might be fairly cut and torn into ribbons

and yet it would remain firmly seated in the rim. There are no parts to work loose and per

mit the tire to fly off while running at speed, and the possibility of rim cutting in case of

puncture is entirely eliminated.

  

The fact that 85 out of every hundred commercial automobiles are “equipped with

FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRES is a guarantee of their superior excellence.

THE FIRES'I'ONE PNEUMATIC TIRE is just as good in every particular and

our mechanical fastening removes every objection heretofore existing in the use of

PNEUMATIC TIRES.

Booklet and further information will be furnished upon request.

FIRESTUNE TIRE & RUBBER 00., Akron, llltin.
B R A N C H E S :

NEW YORK—1788 Broadway- 1 h 1, 3“; ‘i CHICAGO—550 Wabash Ave.

BOSTON—9 Park Square. , ‘

PHILADELPHIA—211 N. Broad St.

ST |.()UIS—2226 Olive St.

DETROIT—240 Jefferson Ave.
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It was generally conceded the financial proposition of both shows: .

It is a medium weight touring car, strictly modern in design, equipment and appointments. ‘

The logical result of years of study and development in the direction of simplicity in design

and structural economy. . . . . .

The power plant comprises a four cylinder vertical motor wrth sliding gear transmission and

shaft drive.

The accessories, such as carburetter, igniting, lubricating and cooling systems, are all the latest

and most approved types. _ . . .

Only the concentrated efforts of a large and perfectly equipped organization render possible the

production of such a car at such a price. _ _

Not only is the first cost attractive but the structural simplicity assures the minimum expense of

care and upkeep. _ _

Your most critical inspection is invited and our ca‘alog, giving full details, 15 at your servtce.

Thos. B. Jeffery 6: Company

Main Office and Factory - - - Kenosha, Wis

, B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—304 W'abash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILVVAUKEE—457~459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—10th and Market Sts.

NE\V YORK AGENCY—134 W. 38th St.

Reprenentatlve- in all leadirng cities.

7?t!
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SHOW SITUATION THICKENS

Action of N. A. A. M. Further Unsettles

Things—Guarantees and Contests

Discussed.

More interest was added to the already

complicated show situation by the action of

the Executive Committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

at their monthly meeting in New York yes

terday. They took a firm stand in favor of

two national shows only, one in New York,

the other in Chicago. There iwas even

some disposition to eliminate Chicago, but

the \Vestern influence prevailed. The ac

tion of the association was crystalized in

the following resolution: ‘

\Vhereas, in the opinion of the Executive

Committee the local shows of 1906 have

not been productive of benefits to the in

dustry commensurate with the loss of time

and expense involved, therefore be it

Resolved, that no shows be sanctioned

hereafter excepting one annual show each

in New York and Chicago, and that the

resolution relative to exhibits at unsanc

tioned shows he continued in force.

On the surface this appears to eliminate

all local shows, and also, to somewhat em

barrass the outdoor show projected by the

American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Asso

ciation. The New York situation would

also appear to be compromised, as the

Association of Licensed Automobile Manu

facturers have leased the Madison Square

Garden for l907,and as their members are

in control of the N. A. A; M.; it seems in—

evitable that that will be the only New

York show to be sanctioned, which will

leave “out in the cold" any independent

manufacturers who may wish to exhibit in

New York.

At this meeting, the N. A. A. M. Show

Committee was increased from three to five

members. M. J. Budlong, Electric Vehicle

Company, was re-appointed chairman. The

other members are G. W. Bennett, T. B.

Jeffery & Co; W. T. White, White Sewing

Machine Co.; W. E. Metzger, Cadillac

Motor Car Co., and C. C. Hildebrand, I.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 8, 1905.

Stevens Arms & Tool Co. In addition to

Mr. Budlong, Mr. White is also a re-ap

pointee. President Cutler also announced

the appointment of these other committees:

Legislation—G. W. Bennett, W. R. Innis

and A. L. Pope.

Contest—S. I). Waldon, W. T. White,

S. T. Davis, Jr., L. H. Kittredge and A. L.

Pope.

Membership—S. T. Davis, In, G. W.

Bennett and P. Owen.

Show—M. I. Budlong, G. W. Bennett,

W. T. White, C. C. Hildebrand and W. E.

Mctzger.

Transportation—W. T. White, Charles

Clifton and W. R. Innis.

Auditing—P. Owen, A. L. Pope and M.

L. Goss.

Good Roads—S. D. \Valdon, S. T. Davis,

Ir., and E. R. Thomas, of Buffalo.

W. E. Illetiger was elected a member

of the Executive Committee to succeed

Roy 1). Chapin, resigned. _

The subject of guarantees was among the“

topics of discussion, and after some little

debate it was resolved that there was no

necessity for departing from the present

sixty-day warranty.

The Glidden Tour was also discussed, as

likewise were several other projected con

tests and as a result the attention of the

members will be called to the resolution

passed last October, which recites that

“This association is opposed to the holding

of contests in the United States which

have not been approved by its Executive

Committee, and that it is not to be permis

sable for any member to take part in any

unapproved contest under the penalty of

being debarred from participating in such

events as may be held with the approval of

qr under the auspices of this association."

he Contest Committee has several recom

mendations regarding the Glidden rules

that it will present to the A. A. A. It is

stated that the price classification is one

that will be objected to.
i The association's share of the profits of

the Chicago show was reported to be

$25,000, one-half of which is to be rebated

'to all those exhibitors who had participated

in at least one previous show in the VVcst

ern city. With the $25,000 in hand, the

strong box of the N. A. A. M. will contain

approximately $55,000. '

No. 6.

The Show Committee will to-day meet

S. A. Miles, secretary of the association,

who personally has re-leased the Chicago

Coliseum, At this meeting, it is expected

that the contract which has hitherto existed

with Miles will either be continued, or new

terms agreed upon.

Those present at the meeting were: E. H.

Cutler, A. L. Pope, G. W. Bennett, M. J.

Budlong, L. H. Kittredge, Charles Clifton,

P. Owen, S. D. Waldon, S. T. Davis, Jr.,

C. C. Hildebrand and W. R. Innis.

Steel Ball Sues Buick for $25,000.

The Buick Motor Co., Jackson, Mich.,

has been made the defendant in a suit for

$25,000 damages, instituted by the Steel

Ball Co., Chicago. Breach of contract is

the allegement. The Steel Ball Co. claims

that the Buick people contracted to use the

Hill Precision oiler during 1905 and al

though the goods were tendered them on

several occasions, they were not shipped at

the Buick request. According to the Steel

Ball Co.’s allegation, the Buick Motor Co

entered into a contract to use another oiler,

despite their agreement to employ the Hill

device, and did use it to the hurt and injury

of the plaintiffs.

vFlint- Concern in Receivers’ Hands.

-The Auto Brass & Aluminum Co., Flint,

Mich., is in the hands of George A. Mars

ton,.as receiver. While a meeting of the

creditors was being held to investigate the

afiairs of the concern, the Great \Vestern

Smelting and Refining Co.'f0rced it into

bankruptcy and the receivership followed.

Castings and a force-feed oiled comprised

the product of the bankrupt concern, whose

assets are about $10,000 and liabilities about:

$28,000.

Jefl'ery Obtains Award of $50,000.

Thomas B. Jeltery & Co. were last week

awarded the sum of $50,508 as damages in

cident to condemnation proceedings neces

sary to obtain right of way for the C. & N.

W. R. R. through the Jeffery factory lands

in Kenosha, Wis. The railway company

acquired a lOO-foot strip which entailed the

destruction of the Rambler testing track

and the destruction of the foundation for a

new building.
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In the Retail World.

The Roanoke Automobile Co. will build

a garage at Roanoke, Va., to cost ~$3,000.

The dimensions are not.given.

_M. A. Newmark is erecting a garage-on

South Spring street, Los Angeles, Cal. The

building will measure 100x60 feet.

George Taylor, of Rahway, has con

tracted for the erection of a garage on hi

property on St. George's avenue. “

Samuel Graybill is erecting a garage at

Elizabethtown, Pa. It will stand on the

Engle property, opposite the Exchange

bank.

James Millard & Son will erect a garage

adjoining their machine shop on Broadway,

Kingston, N. Y. The building will mea

sure 60x80 feet.

W'alter B. Johnson, a carriage dealer of

Essex Junction, Vt., has embarked in the

automobile business. He has taken on the

Buick as a starter.

D. H. Boyd has “opened up” in Newark,

N. J., as the owner of the Astor Garage.

He will do a general garage business at

40 Sherman street.

The New Jersey Vulcanizing Company

has established itself at 83 Halsey street,

Newark, N. J. As the name signifies, it will

repair automobile tires.

The Seacoast Garage Co., of Long

Branch, N. J., is building a garage at

Brighton and Norwood avenues. that city.

The estimated cost is $22,000.

George F. Dyer has leased the Swett

stable property, Manchester, Mass, and

will do business as Dyer’s Auto Depot. The

garage will be opened April 1.

F. A. Goddard and E. T. Reynolds have

leased the old pumping station at Lynn,

Mass. and will convert it into a garage.

They will operate as the Swampscott Auto

mobile C0.

The Aerocar Company of New York has

been formed to handle the “quick comer”

of that name, and has located at

Broadway and 73rd street. The show

room fronts on both streets.

The American Motor Car Co., of Boston,

has been organized in the New England

metropolis and located at 70 Kilby street.

It will handle the American car made by

the Indianapolis concern of that name.

Hawkins & Moore, of Woodland, Cal.,

have sold the Woodland Garage _at that

place. H. H. Lusk, of \Voodland, and

George Bielar, of San Francisco, who will

continue the business, are the purchasers.

The Wyoming Valley Motor Car Co. has

been formed at Wilkesbarre, Pa., to do a

general garage business. It has l0cated at

35-37 North Washington street, and elected

these officers: President, Ambrose West:

vice~president, James Cool; secretary and

treasurer, Laning Harvey.

The Essex Automobile Co., of Newark.

N. J., has removed from Lombardy street

to the large and well equipped garage at

79 Orange street, formerly occupied by the

Auto Vehicle Co. The latter company took

possession of its new garage at the corner

of Clinton and Elizabeth avenues, on Thurs
day _of _last 'week. - ‘l i j I ‘

Th‘lee'Mor‘a Motbr Car Cor, of Rochester,

N. Y., has fiilallyrlocated in Newark.‘ N; Y.,

and machinery is being set up in the old

Reed building which has been acquired.

The company will _merely' assemble cars,

having the parts made elsewhere.

Chattanooga,_Tenn., now hasa garage.

the Sid Black Automobile Co., of Cincin

nati, Ohio, having last week opened a

_ branch in the Tennessee city, at 707 Chest~

nut street. Fred Joyce is in charge. Thomas,

Franklin, Buick and Olds cars will be car

ried in stock. '

Fire Commissioner Vt’illiam Fowden, of

Atlantic City, is having plans prepared for

the erection of a fireproof four-story gar

age for that resort.

be on the first floor, the salesroom on the

second, while the third will be utilized for

storage purposes. The location has not

been decided upon.

The H. J. \Villard Automobile Co., agents

in Portland, Maine, for the Peerless, VVin

ton, Elmore, Packard, Franklin, Buick and

Cadillac cars, has acquired the car barn on

Spring street which it will fit up as a gar

age. With the salesrooms on Lafayette

street, this addition will give the company

ample elbow room.

J. A. Clairmonte, a former New Yorker,

who obtained the Napier agency for South

ern California, has organized the Napier

Automobile & Garage Co., at Los Angeles,

Cal, with himself as president, F. K. Rule,

secretary, and Frank McDonald, treasurer.

The company will shortly remove to new

quarters at 719 South Spring street.

Theodore Jonas, president of the Jonas

Automobile Co., 726 National avenue, Mil

waukee, Wis., died at his home in that city,

on February 23, from a complication of

diseases. For many years he was identified

with the bicycle trade in that city, and took

up the automobile in 1901. The business

will probably be continued by his brothers.

August, William and Gustave Jonas.

Thomas \V. Morse, the Lenox' (Mass)

dealer, will enlarge his garage at that place

before the season sets in. An addition will

be built to the east extending to Church

street, 32x46 feet, and a cement floor and

other improvements are to be

Morse's line for this year comprises the

Pope-Toledo, Pope-“"3verly, Pope-Hart

ford, Pope-Tribune, Ranier and Berkshire

cars.

A new company in Baltimore, Md, is the

Motor Carriage Co., which was incorpor

ated last week with $10,000 capital, to han

dle the \Ninton, Pope-Hartford and Pope

Tribunc cars. G. F. Bucholz, James Cald—

well and W. C. Hood are named as the

incorporators. The show rooms of the

company will be centrally located, probably

on Howard street, with a garage on North

avenue.

The machine shop will i

made.

An agency for the Olds cars has been

opened at 531 North Howard street, Baiti

inore, Md, under the style of the Oldsmo
bile Co.w Oliver Light, formerly identified

with Cadillac interests, and Charles D. Pur

roy, formerly prominent in the fire depart

ment of New York City, compose the firm.

An addition, 40x50 feet. is being built in the

rear of the building and a second story may
I be added later.

The Ranier Co., last week, parcelled out

Ranier territory with a generous hand.

three of their agency appointees getting

entire States, as follows: Van Automobile

Co., St. Louis, the State of Missouri and

_Southern Illinois: Paxson Motor Car Co..

Cleveland, the State of Ohio; A. H. Hayes.

SaniFrancisco, the State of California; T. S.

Morse. Lenox, Mass, the Berkshire dis

trict of that State. ' "

The business of the Dominion Motor Car

Co., which carriedon a large trade in Mon

treal, Canada, has been acquired by Henry

Morgan 8: Co. The new concei n will oc

cupy a disused factory at the foot of Beaver

Hall Hill, which is being remodeled for

their purposes. The garage will be located

on the first two floors and, owing to the

peculiar situation of the building on the

hillside, will have advantage of ground en

trance to both floors. The company has

taken the Montreal agency for the Maxwell

ears.

The Week's Incorporations.

New York City, N. Y.—Automobile Main

tenance C0. of America, under New York

laws, with $200,000 capital. Corporators—

Frank Van Order, William Meick and C. F.

Reyes, all of New York.

Newark, N. J.——Pneumatic Tire Shield

Co., under New Jersey laws, with $200,000

capital; to make tires and appliances. Cor

porators—S. \lVllSOl'l and J. Brunton, New

York City, and A. G. Mager, Newark.

Brookline, Mass.-—-_Dingle \Vetherbee Co..

under Massachusetts laws. with $25,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—Elliot C. Lee, Brookline; S. K. Din

gle, Boston, and R. A. Jordan, Brookline.

VVilkes-Barre, Pa.—Wyoming Valley

Motor Car Co., under Pennsylvania laws,

with $50,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—Ambrose West, of Plymouth;

James Cool and Laning Harvey, of \Nilkbs

Barre, Pa._ '

New Rochelle, N. Y.—Wallace Brothers‘

Automobile Co., under New York laws,

with $25,000 capital; to deal in and repair

automobiles. Corporators—James Wallace,

\Villiam Wallace,~ Charles R. Maltby, of

New Rochelle, and \Villiam B. Dungan, of

New York City. . I

Baltimore, Maryland—Baltimore Motor

Carriage Co., under Maryland laws, with

$10,000 capital; to deal in and repair auto

mobiles. Corporators—George Buckholtz,

\Vallace C. Hood, Harry M. Benz"i':er,

James S'. Caldwell,~ Edwin R. Stringc: and

Walter E. Collier. ' -
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AUSPICIOUS EXPORT START

January Shows a Substantial Increase—

Mexico and Italy Conspicuous.

 

The year began auspicioust in the matter

of exports. The statistics for the month of

January, ‘1906, show an increase of more

than. $100,000 as compared with the same

month in 1905.

tion of the American cars exported was not

Unfortunately, the destina

indieated prior to July, 1905, so that a com

parison of 'the various items comprising the

total cannot be made.

In the present instance, the United King—

dom leads off with $114,991, and the next

largest ‘figure in the list, $40,461, is that of

British \Nest Indes and Bermuda, with

British Australasia a close second with

$32669, and British North America.

$22,107. One of the surprises em

l‘odied in the report is to be found in the

size of Mexico's total of $30,935, as well as

that of $20,005 to Italy. France is also a

taker with $16,369 to her credit.

The unusual extent of the advance exhib

itcd by January of the recent year over

its predecessor of 1905, may be appreciated

from the fact that the increase shown by

the period of seven months ending January,

1906, or $1,438,600, over the corresponding

period of the year previous, $1,122,638, rep

resents but little 'more than double the gain

of this one month. For 1904 the total for

the period of seven months, ending with

January, was $1,014,124. The total for the

month of January, 1905, was $196,144, and

for 1906, $297,694, and the latter also repre

sents a very substantial increase over the

‘total of $196,645 of the month just preced

ing it. '

The table in detail is as follows:

Jan. 7mos end'g

Exported to— 1906 Jan. 1906

United Kingdom . . . . ..$114,991 $412,928

France . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,369 113,696

Germany . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.806 30,824

Italy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.005 62,094

Other Europe . . . . . . . .. 4.448 66.597

British North America. 22.107 250.116

Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30.935 145.179

\\'est Ind'ies & Bermuda 40,461 104,893

South America . . . . . . .. 3,588 41,490

British East Indies 4,147 24,149

British Australasia 32,669 117,365

Other Asia 8: Oceania. 2,000 29,746

Africa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1,168 20,180

Other countries . . _ . . . .. 10,289

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $297,694 $1,438,600

Miles Gets the Coliseum Again.

S. A. Miles, manager of the National As

sociation of Automobile Manufacturers,

who personally held the option on the

Chicago Coliseum, in which the \Nestern

show has been held during the past several

years, has renewed the lease of the building

for automobile display purposes for a term

of three years. As yet, however, his ar

rangement with the N. A. A. M., whereby

that organization has nominally at least

held the show aml shared the profias, has

not been renewed.

Cramer, not Sukernek, got Verdict.

.By a curious and unfortunate reversal of

the facts in the case, it was stated in the

Motor World last week that in the suit of

John A. Cramer, the Buffalo dealer, against

Louis Sukernek, of Emporium, Pa., for the

balance of $500 due on a car purchased by

the latter, the jury rendered a verdict in

favor of the defendant when the very con

trary was the case. The "twelve good men

and true" required but twelve minutes in

which to decide in Cramer's favor. Suker

nek claimed that the car would not climb

the hills in his vicinity, although one of

Cramer's workmen went to Emporium and

demonstrated that this was not the case.

At the end of three months, however, the

man with the queer name shipped the car

back to the Bufi‘alo dealer, who refused to

receive it. and who promptly instituted suit

for the $500 still due him and the jury, as

stated, lost no time in deciding in his favor.

Highlands and Gould on Shawmut Staff.

John Highlands, once famous as a Har

vard athlete. has been appointed general

manager of the Shawmut Motor Co., which

acquired the Phelps plant in Stoneham,

Mass, and which is now building a 35-40

horsepower touring car listing at $3,500.

George T. Gould, Jr., has been appointed

Eastern sales manager of the concern with

headquarters in New York at 1634 Broad

way.

Winton to Open in Pittsburg.

A Pittsburg branch will soon be opened

by the Winton Motor Carriage Co., which

will make the company's seventh branch

establishment. Earl Kiser, who lost a leg

when he went through a fence at the Cleve

land, Ohio, race meet, August 12th, last,

will be the manager, assisted by John S.

Johnson, another former luminary of the

bicycle track.

Eagle to Alight in Rahway.

The Eagle Automobile Co., which was

incorporated at Rahway, N. J., last week,

has purchased the Thorp property on St.

Georges avenue, that city. A factory will

be erected at once. Frank C. Vanderwater,

Edwin Vanderwater, A. Gibbey Spencer,

George W. Loft and Henry S. Griffin, all

of Rahway, are named as the incorporators.

Goes from Apperson to Autocar.

Fred C. Brand has resigned his position

as manager of the Chicago branch of the

Apperson Bros'. Automobile Co., to become

assistant general sales manager of the

Autocar Co., of Ardmore, Pa. His suc

cessor in the Chicago office has not yet

been named.

E. H. Broadwell, vice-president of the

Fisk Rubber Co., has gone to Bermuda for

a short sojourn. He has been in ill health

of late and the visit is made for recuperative

purposes.

HERE’S MORE JERSEY JUSTICE

Court Limits Supply of Gasolene and Gives

Neighbors Right to Inspect Garage.

  

If the decree of Vice Chancellor Garrison

handed down last last week, restraining

Richard J. Nelson and James Ray from

“storing, keeping and using gasoleiie" in

their garage on the Hudson County Boule

vard, Jersey City, N. J., is to becpme estab~

lished as a precedent, it will lie in the power

of every neighboring resident of a garage in

that State to not only limit the supply of

gasolcne to microscopic proportions and to

lay down the law to the garageman, but

at any time enter and “nose around" the

premises to see that the law is being

obeyed. For the injunction accords per

mission to the successful petitioners for an

injunction “to inspect, at all proper times,

the gasolcne tanks of the automobiles about

to enter the said building, or actually within

the same, for the purpose of ascertaining

the amount of gasolcne therein." It does a

great deal more; in so many words, it prac

tically annuls that provision of the consti

tution which protects private rights

against invasion by restricting the right of

search to those armed with a search war

rant which will only issue upon the estab<

lishment of at least a prima facie case.

Anyone who happens to have a grudge

against a garage keeper or who objects to

its presence in the neighborhood, may put

an end to the sale of gasolcne on the prem

ises, merely by going'into- court and pray

ing for an injunction.

In substance the decree itself follows:

It is directed to the defendants, their

attorneys, agents and servants, enjoining

them from “storing, keeping, permitting

and using gasolcne inside of the building

occupied by them as a garage until the fur

ther order of this court in the premises;

provided, however, that until the further

order of this court in the premises the

said defendants above named may permit

sufficient gasolcne to remain in the auto

mobiles about to enter the building under

their own power; said amount of gasolcne

so permitted to remain in each said auto

mobiles shall not exceed one-half of a pint.

“And it is further ordered as a conces

sion in favor of the defendants contained

in the above proviso, that the complainants

shall be permitted from time to time and

at all proper times to inspect the gasolcne

tanks of the automobiles about to enter

the said building, or actually within the

same, for the purpose of ascertaining the

amount of gasolcne therein."

Rubay Establishes Boston Branch.

Leon Rubay, the New York dealer in

imported supplies, is establishing a branch

house in Boston. Ile has leased the old

store of the Fisk Rubber Co., at 242 Colum

bus avenue, for the purpose.
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Their many marked virtues need only 3.

~ glance to be recognized.

THEY WILL BE CHEERFULLY DEMONSTRATED UPON

APPLICATION, BY ANY OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES.

....FISK BRANCHES....

New Yomt: 754 Seventh Ave.

Simmerinan :35 Bridge St.

Mmsxu’ous: 704 Hennepin Ave.

SYRACUSE; 423 S. Clinton St.

CLEVELAND! 318 Euclid Ave.

Durnm'r: 262Jellcrson Ave. Cmcnoo: 1251 Michigan Ave.

Kansas City: 1330 Main Sr. 51. Lows: 3908 Olive 8!.

SAN FRANCISCO; n4 Second Ave.

IF YOU DESIRE TIRES THAT \VILL BE EASY ON

YOUR CAR, COMFORTABLE AND UNANNOYING

TO YOU, BESIDES ABSOLUTULY SAFE,

SEE THAT YOUR EQUIPMENT IS “FISK"'

\Vrite us for a copy of “Tire Talk"

The Fisk Rubber Company,

Bos'rox: 239 Columbus Ave.

PHILADELPHIA! 138 N. Broad St.

ATLANTA: :03 N. Pryor St.

BurrALo: 893 Main St.

Los ANGELES: 1034 Main St.

  

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 

  

\ CADILLAC
 

 
  

 

 

MODEL M

$950.00 P. o. B. Detroit

The worthy successor of our 1905 Model F,

of which more were male and sold

last year than any two other

models combined.

  

The following letter is one of many which shows WHY:

Cuba, N. Y., January 30, 1906.

“CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemenf—September I, {905, I purchased from the Centaur Motor Co., Buffalo,

one Model F Cadillic. This machine I have used for livery and have made upwards of 2,000

miles. It has not caused one moment of tr0uble or one cent for repairs. It has made all

the hills in this section, which are very bad, with perfect ease, no matter what the load might

be.

"AmLMLMOTfl? CAR CO.,

When I purchased it I did not know any more about a machine than a boy of ten years,

but found 1t to be very srmple in every detail.

is certainly a winner.

I cannot speak too highly of the Cadillac, it

F. L. HALLACK."

IS IT ANY WONDER THAT CADILLACS SELL?

Detroit, Mich.
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Flexibility and Starting.

When the application of the gasolene

motor to the field of motor propulsion was

first proposed, two apparently insurmount

able

against its usefulness in the work that for

drawbacks militated so strongly

a long time it was considered unfitted for

the purpose, and only its compactness and

comparative simplicity served to lure the

makers of the earlier cars on to attack the

problems incident to its perfection and

:Ld-ptation to the then little understood

needs of the motor car. These two draw

backs were its inflexibility, its best work

being developed only within a compara

tively limited speed range, and its inability

to carry a load at low speeds necessitating

the use of more or less complex mechan

ism of transmission; and the fact that "it

could only be started after a portion of its

cycle of operation had been performed arti

ficially, and usually only after a tedious

period of persuasive labor at the starting

crank.

Despite the forces of these drawbacks,

and the lesser difficulties attendant upon

the development of any new form of me

chanism, the gasolene motor has come into

its own and'has assumed a degree of use

fulness which is far beyond the wildest

hopes of its progenitors, no matter how

extravagant may have been their dreams.

_ Nevertheless, these two factors still inter

fere greatly with its usefulness and will

continue to do so until a considerable fur

ther modification of its organism has been

made possible by the study of years and

the concentration of many able minds.

The solution of the first has been carried

to' its present status by the two-fold de

itself, and the

transmission

velopmcnt of the motor

evolution of the

which, though admittedly crude from the

mechanical standpoint, yct serves its pur

poses most admirably. Thus by increasing

the

gearing

by a considerable amount effective

I'spced‘rarige of the motor, and at the same

time providing the transmission with a suc

'cession of steps, each giving a difierent

‘ratio of speed from each of the others, it

has been made possible to alter the speed

of the car from a very reasonable minimum

determined

solely by the power of the motor. And

although the proper manipulation of motor

and gearing which is essential to the

smoothest action and the most economical

utilization of the motor's power, requires

up to a maximum which is

a considerable degree of skill and under

standing, still this is by no means suffi—

ciently great to make it prohibitive to the

untechnical and unmechanical user, or to

militate against the use of the gas engine

to a perfectly general and very wide extent.

~On the other hand, the methods of start

ing are for the most part unchanged, and

the operator still cranks the motor before

climbing into his seat in the majority of

cars, just as his predecessor did ten or

twelve years ago when the gasolene ma

chine had first begun to assume encourag

ing proportions. True enough, most motors

of the multi-cylindcr type can be relied

upon to start “on compression” for a part

of the time, and the degree of certainty of

their starting by the mere manipulation of

the ignition increases in just proportion to

the number of cylinders in use. Just now

when the tide of favor is surging toward

the use of an increased number of cylin

ders, the improved balance of the average

motor, and its likelihood of self-starting a

good deal of the time tends to lessen the

prejudice against cranking.

Still the evil is just as great' as it ever

was, even though its effect be less felt, and

the time is very evidently ripe for the

inventor and the designer who is of an

inventive turn '65 mind, to turn their atten

tion to this problem and solve it in a simple

and practical manner. Numerous efforts

have been made already to solve it. They

vary in principle throughout the range of

possibility. Some of them possess features

which recommend them to the attention of

the user, and some are but the crudest of

‘nakesliifts. Yet all of them will have served

a purpose in pioneering the way for some

system or systems which shall in time have

become sufl‘iciently developed so that they

will be deserving of regular use on all

machines. .

Doubtlcss, the show season of 1907 will

be marked largely by the presence of the

self-starting feature on many machines.

Much that is old and much that is new

will be revealed. But now is the time to

50w the seed which is to-be productive of

the harvest then, and the manufacturer and

designer should bestir themselves in can

vassing the problem before it is too late to

work it out successfully.

Concerning the Carburetter.

Not since the surface carburettor finally

gave way before thc spray nozzle type and

the latter came into general use, has such

uniformity of design in this essential of the

With the

exception of a number of examples so

small as to form but a negligible fraction of

the total, a rccapitulation of the details

embodied in practically all the carburetters

motive power been noticeable.

now extant would reveal such a startling

sameness that the conclusion that the de

' signers had all taken a common starting

point would be inevitable. And, to a cer

That is, all have

come to appreciate the fact that there are

basic

tain extent, this is true.

certain principles of carburettion

which must be embodied in the apparatus

regardless’of the form of the latter assumes

their

Requisite proportions of air and liquid as

or the manner of application.

well as the amount of gas to be produced

by given quantities of the former, have

been more definitely approximated. Given

such data as a starting point observation of

a larger number of carburetters now on the

market, whether as stock parts made by

specialists, or the exclusive product of

builders who restrict their use to their own

cars, brings home the fact quite forcibly

that but slight and, in many cases, insig

nificant deviation in detail marks those that

differ perceptibly from the many.
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As a common ground front which to start

all have adopted the float-feed with little

or no variation, for in its present generally

accepted form it is not capable of a great

deal—a mere matter of detail as to whether

fuel should be admitted from above and the

inlet closed by the float itself, or from be

low, through the medium of weights and

levers apparently sulfieing to sum up all

A radical

divergence of opinion may be noted on the

part of designers on the subject of the

necessity of water jacketing the carburetter

that can be said on this score.

to insure its proper operation at low tem

peratures, but those who now hold the af

firmative of this proposition are greatly in

the minority—so small in number, in fact,

as to hardly merit any more than the clas

sification of being exceptions to the general

rule. Air regulation has always formed the

difficult feature of the problem, as it was

the stumbling block of the early investi

gators. “Not enough air" summed up the

cause of the greater part of early carburet

ter trouble, but it was some time before it

was realized. 'lt puzzled the most erudite

in gasolene engine lore as to why the car

buretter with which an engine ran beauti

fully at times would not be productive of

even a cough at others; why sudden stop

pages were so frequent. In the light of

present knowledge it appears absurd that

is should not have been realized at the time

that overspeeding of the engine where no

provision for increased air supply was

made could only result in drawing liquid

fuel into the cylinder and sooner or later

flooding it until a stop occurred.

Just how best to secure the necessary in

creased amount of air at the proper time

and in quantities proportionate to the needs

of the motor as gauged by the amount of

fuel being drawn through the nozzle repre

sented the problem that has since been

solved to a great extent by the evolution of

Not that finality

has been attained, by any means, but a long

the automatic carburetter.

step toward that degree of flexibility that

has ever been the aim of the gasolene cn

gine designers was taken with the creation

of the present day adjunct as represented

by the best types of automatic carburetters.

It must be generally conceded that to the

latter more than to any one other item of

improvement that has been brought about

in the past two years, is due to the won

derful advance made in the control of the
motor. I

Extreme variation of design was rather

to have been looked, for in the creation of

appliances for automatically supplying the

constantly varying extra air supply made

necessary by the ever changing speed of

the motor, but a review of the methods of

accomplishing this would almost be con

ducive of the belief that all, or at least a

had

Many have taken advantage of the

majority, sprung from a common

origin.

partial vacuum created in the body of car

buretters by the suction of the piston of

the engine to employ spring controlled

valves actuated by this force which in

creases with the speed of the engine and is

always directly proportionate to it. This,

in fact, is quite generally used.

Up to a certain point, carburetter de—

velopment abroad has proceeded along the

same lines; so far as air regulation is con

cerned, the problem has been dealt with in

much the same manner, but foreign design

ers and the French builders of prominence

in particular, have gone a step further by

holding that the supply of fuel as well as

air should be regulated automatically.

Acting upon this theory the multiple spray

type of carburetter has been evolved and

it is so generally considered as marking an

advance over its predecessors that its use

will be general on leading foreign cars for

1906.

single air inlet take care of the normal re

In this form one spray nozzle and a

quirements of the engine up to a certain

speed when the added suction brings into

play additional

panied by that of its air port, so that the

supply of each

nozzles—usually accom

increascs proportionately.

\Vhether this does indeed mark an advance

that will sooner or later cause the single

nozzle type to disappear remains to be seen,

but, however that may be, it is easy to

perceive in the almost startling similarity

of the great majority of carburetters now

extant, a general rec'ognition of the basic

principles governing carburetters and with

these firmly established half the battle is

won.

Prejudice of the Judiciary.

Even the judiciary in the State across the

river that would tax the automobile and

everything connected with it out of exist

ence, seems to have fallen a prey to the

same insidious microbe that has been af

It seems unfortu

nate that one who has been elevated to a

position that is universally regarded as

fiicting its legislators.

enabling its possessor to look upon things

impartially and with due consideration of

should be

swayed by prejudice to the extent of ignor

the rights of all concerned,

ing a matter of constitutional liberty, as

did Vice Chancellor Garrison,v of New

Jersey.

It is bad enough to'issue an injunction

practically restraining the defendants from

using gasolene in their business, but in also

permitting the successful petitioner to go

upon the garage keeper's property “at allv

reasonable times” in order to inspect the

garage and the cars stored therein, to ascer

tain whether the decree was being obeyed

or not, the chancellor violated one of the

most sacred privileges guaranteed by the

If this may be done with

impunity at the instance of

constitution.

every dis—

gruntled neighbor of a garage, then would

Russia be outdone by Jersey'with a ven

geance. It‘is unfortunate for two reasons,

in that it shows a failure of equity in this

instance, and because it is one of those

things that serve to foment and keep alive

a spirit that is bound to disappear of its

own accord in due course, unless continu

ally fostered by such occurrences as this,

which are given an amount of credence by

the unthinking public, commensurate with

the high source of their origin.

Powerful imaginations are usually neces

sary attributes of press agents. One of

the fraternity has caused it to be made

known quite generally in the foreign press

that of the cars exhibited at the New York

shows, a large majority were fitted with

German tires, which will prove startling

news to the American trade and public.

But the press agent is very specific. He

gives the exact number of cars so equipped

The fact that the total is greater than the

number of cars staged is a mere trifle that

cuts no figure.

 

It is written that a gasolene motor taken

from a car which was two years old. re

cently was found to develop something like

eight horsepower more than when it was

originally tested and put

Granted only that the satne mysterious in

fluences could be made to work in the en

into service

tir'e car and it would seem that a man could

buy a runabout to:day for his little son, and

have it grow up with him and develop into

a “roaring forty” by the time he attained

his majority.

 
 

Sellers must have found the past

There was not a

Col.

week inexpressibly dull.

single announcement of the inauguration of

a publication to be devoted to commercial

motor vehicles. The previous week only

five of them were announced.
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BUFFALO SHOW BEGINS WELL

Hall Well Filled and Tastefully Decorated

—Exhibitors Who are in Evidence.

This week in Convention Hall, Buffalo.

N. Y., the sixth of the local shows to be

given this year is'holding forth, under the

management of the Automobile Dealers’

Association of that city. It is, of course, a

purely local exhibition, although two large

manufacturers—the George N. Pierce Co.

and the E. R. Thomas Motor Co., whose

plants are in the lake city, are personally

exhibiting. Other out-of-town exhibitors

are the Badger Brass Manufacturing Co.,

Kenosha, Wis.; Gray 8: Davis, Amesbury,

Mass, and‘ Edmunds & Jones, Detroit,

Mich., all of whose lamps are well known;

Charles E. Miller, the New York sundries

man; Hartford Suspension Co., New York;

\Narner Instrument Co., Beloit, \Nis., and

the American District Steam Co., of Lock

port, N. Y.

The decorations are simple, but pleasing

to the eye. The ceilings are covered with

yellow and white bunting, and the floor by

the regulation green matting. The signs

consist of gold letters on white back

grounds, which gives a harmonious effect.

From the center of the ceiling. a mammoth

electric chandelier, composediof hundreds

of incandescent bulbs, is suspended.

The exhibitors and the wares they are

displaying are as follows:

Buffalo Auto Station Co.; Clincher Tire

& Rubber Co., Swinehart tires; Brunn’s

Carriage Manufactory, Stevens-Duryea

cars; MacNaughton & Dubroy, motors;

Glouster Cycle Co., motorcycles; Buffalo

Carburetter Co.,- Buffalo carburetters;

Thomas Spring & Gear Co.; Buffalo Auto

Truck & Motor Co., trucks; Knox Auto

mobile Co., Knox cars; Ford Motor Co.,

Ford cars; George N. Pierce Co., Pierce

cars; Centaur Motor. Co., Peerless, Wniton,

Cadillac and Northern cars; E. R. Thomas

Motor Co., Thomas cars; J.. A. Cramcr,

Premier, Stoddard-Dayton and Mitchell

cars; Buffalo Automobile Exchange, Haynes

and Franklin cars; Jaynes Automo

bile Co., Olds, Pope-Hartford, Pope

Toledo, Buick and Locomobile cars; Pop

penberg Automobile Co., Rambler, Marion

and Corbin. cars; P. \V. Eigner; Buffalo

Motor Car Co., Hotchkiss and Autocar;

\Nalter Hayes, White cars; Alex. Weller;

Babcock Electric Carriage Co.. Babcock

cars; Palace Motor Car Co.; 0. K. Machine

“forks, supplies; Kane, Champlin Co., Reo

cars; American District Steam Co., Lock

port, N. Y.; Dai H. Lewis, Route books;

Gray 8: Davis, Amesbury, Mass, lamps;

Badger Brass Mfg. Co., Kenosha, Wis,

Solar lamps; Buf't'alo Gasolene Motor Co.,

marine engines; _ Kelsey Cd, 'supplics;

Charles E. Miller, New York City, sup

plies; National Battery Co., batteries; War

ner Instrument Co., Beloit, Wis, Warner

speed indicators; Hartford Suspension Co.,

New York City, Truffault-Hartford suspen—

sions; Weed Chain Tire Grip Co., Weed

chain grips and Lashar speed indicator;

Edmunds 8: Jones Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.,

E. & J. lamps; Thomas Auto-Bi Co.,

Thomas motorcycles; Neal, Clark & Neal

Co., Indian motorcycles; Cleveland Cycle

8: Auto (10.; American Motor Truck Co.,

American trucks; Meadows & Hafer; Clar

ence M. Rodgers, Rapid trucks.

Napier Seeks to Enjoin Strikers.

An ad interim injunction against the Bos

ton local of the International Association of

Machinists, its officers and a number of its

members, was granted by Judge Fox of

superior court last week to the Napier

Motor Co., as a result of labor troubles

growing out of difierences arising from the

maintenance of an “open shop” at the fac—

tory of the petitioner in Jamaica Plain,

Mass. It will be remembered that many of

the employees went out on strike some

time ago, giving as their reason dissatis

faction with methods introduccd by an Eng

lish superintendent.

The company asks that the union-be re

strained from patrolling the streets in the

vicinity of the company's factory; from in

,terfering .with the employees of the com

pany as they come and go to their work,

from using indecent language and oppro

brious epithets; from assaulting, delaying

or threatening the employees and from per—

suading, or attempting to persuade them to

leave the plaintiff’s employ.

The plaintiff alleges that members of the

union in the employ of the company, inter

ferred with the non-union employees of the

company, by threats and violence, and were

for this reason discharged.~ The union, it

is claimed, demanded their reinstatement,

and when the demand was refused, ordered

a strike.

Sixty of the 200 employees went out, and,

the plaintiff alleges, have been picketing

the premises. The plaintiff says that it has

always maintained an open shop, and has

steadfastly refused .to make membership of

a labor union an essential to obtaining a

position in the Napier factory.

An order was issued, returnable to-day,

Thursday, March 8th.

  

Brooklyn Man Claims a Gas Turbine.

Ilerman Pederson, a Brooklynitc, arises

to state that he has discovered, or rather

invented, the practical internal combustion

turbine. Gasolene is the fuel and it will

be exploded in conjunction with air, just as

it is in the cylinder of the ordinary motor.

His first turbine motor is 3 feet long by

8 inches wide and 7 inches high. He claims

it will develop 15 horsepower at 4,000 revo

lutions per minute, four explosions to the

revolution, but does not hesitate to explain

how the 16,000 explosions per minute are

to be obtained, adding that he can build a

turbine motor that will develop 30 horse

power on a total weight of 50 pounds.

BETTER THAN GASOLENE

Germans Discover a New Fuel for Which

they Claim Great Virtues.

 

“Homogenal” is the name given to a new

variety of gas that is said to be unequalled

is the result of

the discovery that benzol of a high specific

gravity, 90° or over, may be gasitied, and

has been given this title owing to its homo

genous qualities.

for power purposes. It

The mixture used in its

production consists of heavy benzol and

peat or similar oil. In addition to being

far cleaner as well as cheaper, the new

gas possesses the added advantages of be

ing non-poisonous and non-freezing.

No structural alterations are entailed in

existing power for the installation of a gas

producer for handling this gas, and the lat

ter is said to dispense with the necessity

of cooling water and to work without any

waste of gas. In addition, it is claimed not

to damage the motor and is produced cold

and free from soot. Its comparative effi

ciency is said to be 50 per cent. in excess

of that of warm producer gas while its cost

is greatly less.

Just what- proportion-the latter bears to

the cost of existing fuels may best be ap

preciated from the fact that one kilo. (2%

lbs.) of benzine at 33 pfennigs (7 cents) will

produce 2% cubic meters of gas, whereas

the same weight of homogenal gas at a

cost of 3 cents, is equivalent to 6 cubic

meters. The efiiciency of benzol itself will

be clear from experiments with a 5 horse

power light car which was run at the rate

of 15 miles an hour for sixty minutes with

an expenditure of 1.05 kilos. of unwashed

benzol at a cost of 6 cents, compared with

16 cents for the same amount of benzine.

When using unwashed benzol the exhaust

is said to be invisible, and with washed ben‘

zol, entirely odorless. With the former

there is a slight but not objectionable

smell.

Ford Turns to Traction Engines.

Rumor has it that Henry Ford, of the

'Ford Motor Company, is planning a gaso

lene-driven traction engine. In general, its

design is said to be that of its steam proto

type and is to be of 30 to 35 horsepower,

but further than this, nothing is known.

Mr. Ford thinks such a vehicle will in time

displace the motor truck for heavy hauling

as it can pull any number of trailers, while

in the rural districts its usefulness would

be unlimited.

Post Once More on the Road.

Wallace B. Post, the veteran and widely

’known traveler for the Billings 8: Spencer

Co., is again able to be about after a pain

ful operation on his eyes. His afliiction

was doubly sad, as during his confinement

his wife, an almost life-long invalid, passed

' away.
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BOSTON’S BIG SHOW READY

Nearly Three Hundred Exhibitors on the

List—Decorative Scheme will be Original.

If the Boston show, which opens on Sat

urday next, was being held in Chicago,

there is no telling what term the Chicago

ans would use to describe it, since the

Westerners figured that they have held the

only national show, and the only one that

required two buildings to compass it. This

year, although the more sedate Bostonians

are employing two buildings, Mechanics

Building and' Symphony Hall, for their

show, and though the number of exhibitors

compares favorably with any show ever

held either in New York or Chicago, and

the decorations are to be both original and

' in good taste, no great bluster has marked

the preliminary arrangements. It's absence,

‘ however, does nbt disguise the fact that the

Boston show is a‘great, big, fine, large func—

tion. It would be slanderous to term it a

local show. It is immensely‘larger and in

every way far beyond the exhibitions that

that term is employed to characterize. Each

year has seen it expand, and this year,‘as

already intimated, it will be larger than

ever before. _ -' _ '

The galleries in, Mechanics Building,

which were previously given over to‘the

spectators, are this year being used‘for ex

hibits, and, despite this added space, the

lease of Symphony Hall, a b10ck away, was

made necessary in order that' the overflow

might be taken care of.v In all,'there will

be 280 exhibitors, of whom 74 will stage 97

different makes of cars, which gives an idea

of the importance‘of the show. '

It was Boston that set the fashion in

uniformity of show decorations and this

year its embellishment is to depart from

the usual order. Two Grand Hall pergolas

are to constitute the striking feature. It

will require the use of hundreds of mar

bclized columns from which grape vines

will depend and in which vines, grapes and

myriad electric lights concealed in the

leaves will gleam.

Practically every car of note will be in

evidence, and at least two new cars will be

shown for the first time, the Page and

the Shawmut. The following is the list of

the cars that will be displayed:

Peerless Motor Car Co., Boston, Peerless

cars.

Bangs, A. R., Boston, Franklin and Darracq

cars.

Dunham, George J., Boston, Royal Tourist

cars.

Winton Motor Carriage Co., Boston, Win

ton Touring cars.

\Nhite Sewing Machine Co., Boston, White

Touring cars. ,

Reed-Underhill Co., Boston, Knox and

Stearns Touring cars and Knox Trucks.

Moore & Smith, Boston, Autocars.

Napier Co., of America; Boston, Napier

Touring ears.

Fuller, A. T., Boston, Packard and Cadillac

Touring cars.

Boston Automobile Exchange, Boston,

Crawford Touring cars and Columbus

Electrics.

Pope Manufacturing Co., Boston, Pope

Toledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope-Tribune

and Pope-Waverly cars and Commercial

vehicles. \ 11. we)

Randliff Motor Car Co., Boston, Panhard,

Stoddard-Dayton, Frayer-Miller and Ard

seley cars.

Skinner, K. A., Boston,

Touring cars.

Maguire, J. W. Co., Boston, Pierce Touring

cars, and Baker Electrics.
Brown, iGeorge M., Boston,

Touring cars.

Mills Kennedy Co., The, Boston, Welch

Touring cars.

Boston Motor Co., Boston, Acme and Mer

kel cars. '

Jenkins 81 Sheldon, ‘Bostou, Mitchell Tour

ing cars._ . . . . . ‘

Kimball Co., E. T., Boston, Corbin Touring

cars. ' '

Blake & Co., E. P., Boston, Jackson Tour

ing cars. . .

Ford Motor Car Co., Boston, Ford cars.

Breed, E. 5., Boston, Haynes and Elmore

Touring ears.

Butler Motor Car Co., Boston, Cleveland,

Pierce-Racine.and Richard-Brasie‘r Tour

ing cars. I

Sturtevant Mill Co., Boston,~ Sturtevant

Touring cars. '

Jeffery 8: Co., Thos B., Boston, Rambler

Touring cars.

Fosdick Co., Harry, Boston, F. I. A. T. and

Studebaker Touring cars. ‘

DeDion Bouton

Apperson

' Locomobile Co., of America, Boston, Loco

mobile Touring cars.

Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., Boston, Co

lumbia Gasolene and Electric cars.

Linscott Motor Co., Boston, National and

Rec Touring cars.

Morrison-Tyler Motor Car Co., Boston,

Maxwell, Ranier and Marion Touring

cars. '

Essex Motor Car Co., Boston, Essex Steam

CZU'S.

Wayne Automobile Co.,

Touring cars.

Boston, Wayne

Baker-Comerais Motor Car Co., Boston,

Premier cars.

Berkshire Automobile Co., Berkshire,

Mass, Berkshire Touring cars.

Henshaw, C. 5., Boston, Thomas Flyer

Touring cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., \Vilkes-Barre,

Pa., Matheson Touring cars.

Adams-Sutton Motor Co., Boston, Olds

mobile Touring cars 4 and. Commercial

vehicles.

Buick Auto Agency, Boston, Buick Touring

cars. _

Waltham Manufacturing Co., \Valtham,

Mass, VValtham-Orient cars.

Page Motor Vehicle Co., Providence, R. I.,

Page cars.

Leach, J. N., Boston, Melrose cars.

Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Mass,

Atlas trucks.

Vehicle Equipment Cm Long Island, N. Y.,

Commercial Electric vehicles-a

Butler Motor Car Co., Boston, Rapid Com

mercial vehicles. ,

Snow, John L., Boston, Peerless Touring

cars.

Saunders, C. H., Melrose, Mass, Moline

Touring cars. ,

Coburn,‘ A. J., Boston, Upton Touring cars

and Constantini Ele'ctrics.

Toppan, A. W., Boston, Standard Touring

cars. '

Hub Automobile

Mass.

Ross, Louis S., Newtonville, Mass., Steam

cars.

Coleman, H. P., Boston, Duryea Touring

cars.

Corwin Manufacturing Co., Peabody, Mass,

Gasaulec Touring cars. _

Wing &' Co., F. E., Boston, Marmon cars.

Imp'erial Auto Co., Boston, Acrocar, Dol—

Exchange, Dorchester,

' “soug'Azgus, St. ‘Louis‘and Martini cars.

St. Louis Motor Car CO.,"PEUFin, 111., St.

Louis cars.

Grout Bros'. Automobile Co., .Orange,

Mass., Grout Gasolene cars.‘ ‘

American Motor Car Co., Boston, Ameri

can cars.

Duquesne Co., The, New York City, Du—

quesne cars.

Stanley Motor Car Co.,

, Stanley Steam cars.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N.

Y., Babcock Electric cars. _

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H., Detroit,

Mich., Queen cars.

Newton, Mass.

‘Shawmut Motor Co., Boston, Shawmut

cars.

Stratton Motor Co., Boston, American Mer

cedes Touring cars.

Johnson Service Co.,

Johnson Steam cars.

Mors Automobile Co., Boston, Mors Tour

ing cars.

Mercedes Import Co., New York City, Mer

cedes Touring cars. '

English Daimler Co., New York City, Eng—

lish Daimler, C.' G. V., and Deeauville

cars.

Northern Automobile

Northern Touring cars.

Crown Motor Co., Boston, Glide cars.

Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co., Middle

town, Conn., Compound cars.

Iroquois Motor Car Co., Seneca Falls, N.

Y., Iroquois cars.

Nichols & Co., D. P., Boston, Frayer-Miller

and the Clark Steam cars.

Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.,

Crown delivery wagons. n“

Harrison Wagon Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Harrison Touring cars.

Practically all of the standard accessories

will be shown, likewise a formidable array

0 inptor boats. 1

Milwaukee, \Vis.,

Agency, Boston,

I] i'

 

The Automobile Dealers’ Association of

Baltimore, Md., finally decided to hold

their show from March 31 to April 7, in

stead of from April 2, as was at first in

tended. The display of new models will

be in the spacious Mount Royal Garage.
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CARS FOR COMMERCE

How They have Developed Abroad and the

Types in Use—London's Many Motor

’Busses and Cabs.

London, Feb. 26.—\\"hile the commercial

branch of the motor car industry in America

may be just beginning to assume tangible

proportions, its interests in Great Britain are

The

obvious reason for this is that the heavy

in a far more substantial condition.

traction machine towing its load in two or

more trailers. and the heavy steam lorry,

had come into fairly general use here even

before the motor vehicle had begun to be

taken seriously in America, and that the

present commercial types are a legitimate

increases in favor, it must gradually oust

the municipal tramway schemes and thereby

reduce municipal expenditure, and likewise

the pickings obtained from contracts upon

which many of the energetic councillors

exist.

During the past year the motor ’bus es

pecially has made great headway in Lon

don; the main difiiculty has been to secure

enough vehicles. Most of the great Lon

don omnibus companies have for months

had a considerable number of motor vehi

cles on order, but it is only quite recently

that these have been delivered in sufficient

numbers to make their presence really felt.

Even at the present time it is clear that

some two or three years must elapse before

the supply can hope to bear any adequate

proportion to the demand. Altogether,

apart from the fact that the old-established

strong combination. It is highly probable

that, in the end, chain transmission of the

type shown will be superseded by some

form of "live" axle, just as the similar chain

transmission has gradually given way to the

more direct type for ordinary cars. The

very latest type of ’bus manufactured by

Messrs. Thornycroft is equipped with a

four-cylinder engine having a 4%-inch bore

and a 5-inch stroke, the power being de

veloped at 900 revolutions per minute. The

cylinders are all separately cast, and the

water jackets are so designed that there

are no sharp corners where dead water may

lie, so that the circulation is extremely efli‘

cient. This is a most important considera

tion for ’busses, because traffic driving

means-continually stopping and frequently

a good deal of work upon the lowest gear.

Like most of the ’bus engines, the Thorny
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outgrowth of these rather than an offshoot

of the pleasure cars, as are the majority of

the corresponding types constructed in

America.

Indeed, one of the most remarkable fea

tures of the British motor industry is the

fact that far more attention has been paid

to the commercial vehicle than has yet

been devoted to the subject either in Amer

ica or on the Continent. Thus, while to the

French must be accorded the credit of hav

ing introduced the mechanically propelled

vehicle in its pleasure form, John Bull must

be given due allowance for the development

of the commercial types. This development

has been all too slow, but, although it must

be admitted that the authorities have done

their utmost to thwart the motor move—

ment in the interests of the horse breeders

and agriculurists who rule Parliament, and

are even more likely to do so than ever

during the next year or so, the utility of

the commercial machine is too obvious for

such vehicles to sufier materially, even by

Parliamentary opposition, for already the

public feel that there is a great future for

mechanical traction. It is rather curious

that the great opponents of the commercial

motor are the people who, to serve their

own ends, become members of our muni

cipal councils. One of the reasons for the

opposition is that, as the motor omnibus

Motor Busses in Use in London and Suburbs.

'bus companies have decided to adopt

motor traction at the earliest possible mo

ment, numerous special companies have

come into existence. In fact, to the London

Motor Omnibus Co., which runs the Van

guard ’busses, must be given the credit of

really seriously introducing such vehicles

to the public, although Messrs. Tilling, who

have for some time past run a partial motor

service, should also receive a certain

amount of credit. The Vanguard 'bus is

specially built for the company by Messrs.

Thornycroft, and is entirely of British man

ufacture. It is a double-decked vehicle, fit

ted with a 24 horsepower gasolene engine,

and designed to carry 34 passengers. Like

practically all the motor 'busses running in

London, the driving wheels are fitted with

twin tires of solid rubber, and it may be

noted that theSe have proved successful,

the liability to side-slip being very mater

ially reduced. Four speeds and a reverse

are provided, but in this connection it may

be noted that a great many of the motor

’busses now running have only two speeds.

and for all ordinary work it is found that

this is sufficient. '

In the chassis employed for this type of

’bus, the frame is constructed of the best

channel steel, and added to this is a supple

mentary under-frame to which the engine

and gear-box are bolted. It forms a very

croft is provided with low tension magneto

ignition, but it, is probable in a compara

tively short time there will be a reversion

to the high tension magneto system.

Another type of vehicle used by the Van

guard C0. is the “Milnes-Daimler" and this

again follows upon the usual lines. On

some of the ’busses chain transmission is

not employed, but the countershaft carries

toothed wheels engaging with internal teeth

on the road wheels. This system appears

to work satisfactorily, but the fact that the

gearing is necessarily unprotected is some

what against the method in the case of a

vehicle which has to run in all weather and

receive comparatively little attention.

Another recently formed company is the

London & District Motor ’Bus Co. which

is running its vehicles under the general

name of the "Arrow." Several types are

being used by the company, but one of the

most comfortable and completely up-to

date is that shown in the accompanying

illustration. This vehicle has a very long

wheel-base and runs very "sweetly." For

town use the ’bus is fitted with a motor of

22 horsepower, but for country work

Messrs. Straker & Squire, who are the

manufacturers. employ an engine of 35

horsepower. This is sufficient to take the

vehicle practically anywhere with a full

load. The half-speed shaft of the motor is
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placed above the cylinders, an arrangement

which enables both the exhaust and inlet

valves to be operated by the same shaft.

Although the stroke is not extremely long,

the cylinders are longer than usual, as the

pistons have a length of approximately two

diameters. This should materially add to

the wearing powers of the engine. This

’bus is equipped with four speeds and re

railway ’bus with luggage roof belongs to

the Great \Vestcrn Railway, which has done

more to develop the motor omnibus for

feeding country stations than any other

railway company in this country. This par

ticular ’bus has proved of great utility, and

its carrying capacity is really enormous.

The same railway company have adopted

a number of purely delivery vans. also made

  

London's Gasolene Driven

verse. In addition to the ’busses built for

the London 8: District Company, the firm

have constructed several vehicles for the

Great \Vestcrn Railway Co., in'this case

the number of passengers carried being 40.

They have also constructed a number of

’busses for the London Road Car Co.,

which is one of the old omnibus companies

lately taking to the new form of traction.

The various railway companies have dur

ing the past year greatly augmented the

country motor ’bus service which was

tried merely as an experiment, as

Straker & Squire and Thornycroft & Co.,

Ltd., have been busy in constructing special

Vehicles for this class of work. The rail

way companies have also gone in largely

for char-a-banc vehicles, which follow on

the lines of the ’busses, the chassis being

identical. The Thornycroft here shown

has had a great amount of work in Belfast.

It is fitted with a 24 horsepower motor and

the body is designed to carry 17 passengers.

It is worthy of note that, as a rule, the

’busses supplied to railway companies are

constructed with side doors, while not a

few have tops constructed to convey pas

sengers' luggage only, these vehicles being

largely used for country districts.

The \Volseley Tool & Machine Co., Ltd.,

have devoted an immense amount of atten

tion to the motor omnibus, and this has

been'rewarded by a large number of orders.

Several vehicles manufactured by this firm

are being run in London, and it will be seen

on reference to the illustration that the

employment of the horizontal motor en

ables the total length of the vehicle to be

materially reduced, which is, perhaps, an

advantage in congested traffic. The Wolseley

experiment of taking them through the city

instead of confining the routes to the \Vcst

End. Unfortunately a good deal of preju

dice exists in the minds of the police

authorities and much opposition has been

raised, but at length the company has over

come all obstacles and now it is possible

to travel by motor ’bus completely through

the city. The police, however, are still en

deavoring to hamper the movement as

much as possible by limiting the number of

vehicles allowed. The absurdity of the 0b

jections raised may well be illustrated by

the statement that, should a motor 'bus

break down, it would “obstruct traffic," but

it is clear that it could not possibly create

more obstruction than an ordinary horse

drawn ’bus when the horses fall down. The

Clarkson ’busses are supplied to the Lon

don General C0., and to the Road Car Co.,

but, so far, steam ’busses are hardly so

popular as those of the gasolene type.

Argle Motors, Ltd., are now construct

ing a number of motor ’busses both in the

single and double-deck type. One of the

former which has proved a most comfort

able vehicle, has a long wheel-base and

steers very steadily. It is arranged to seat

16 passengers, and is made with 20, 24 or 30

horsepower engines, according to the na—

ture of the roads over which it has to

 

 

  

 

Belfast’s Gasolene. Char-a-banc.

by the \Volseley Company. ~These have

proved entirely satisfactory, and far more

economical than horse-drawn vehicles, to

say nothing of the advantages of extra

speed and long distance capacity.

Messrs. Clarkson, Ltd., who are cele‘

brated for their steam wagons and ’busses,

have for some time past been engaged in

the construction of gasolene vehicles to the

order of various ’bus companies all over

the country. The London General Omnibus

Company, which is perhaps the largest and

most important concern of this nature in

the Kingdom, have several of the Clarkson

vehicles in use, and lately have made the

travel. It is one of the few four-cylinder

vertical types which has high tension accu

mulator ignition, which certainly is more

easily handled than any other, especially in

the country districts. The Argyll Com

pany also makes a light delivery lorry in

two sizes, one with a 16 horsepower, four—

cylinder engine, and the other with a 12

horsepower, two-cylinder motor.
I The motor cab, while not new to Lon

don, having been tried some year or so ago,

has been developed to such an extent that

a considerable number are now plying for

hire, and several companies have been

formed to run them. A typical pattern is
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little doubt that the great advantage of suclz

cars in saving long waits for trains. especi

ally on cross country journeys, will soon

render them not only popular, but almost

indispensable to the up-to-date firm.

Although lately engaged in the construc

tion of steam lorries, the Lancashire Steam

Motor Co., Ltd., have now gone into the

manufacture of gasolene vehicles. The

steam type is very successful for slow-haul

age, and the lorry shown in the illustration

is a typical pattern, but for motor omnibus

work the present trend is towards the gas

olene engine. The new ’busses built by the

Lancashire Co. to the order of the London

& Suburban Omnibus Co., Ltd., are design

ed to carry 38 passengers, 16 inside and 18

on deck, while accommodation is provided

on the driver's seat for two more. But for

some reason; however, the police will not

permit seats of the latter class to be used.

The motor is four-cylinder, vertical, de

veloping approximately 22 horsepower at

 

 

  

that manufactured by the Argyll Company.

This is made with gasolene engines of

either 12 or 16 horsepower, according to

the requirements and general conditions

under which the vehicle is to run. The mo

tor cab is extremely popular, so popular, in

fact, that it is rather difficult for the man

in the street to engage one, because it is

no uncommon thing for the driver to be

requested to take a couple of passengers

down to Brighton, some fifty miles away,

in the event of the last train having gone,

while during the day, the motor cabs are

often engaged for long drives into the

country.

The commercial traveler as a class has

been sadly neglected by the motor trades,

but in this matter the Argyll Company is

again conspicuous in the construction of a

commercial traveler’s car. It is manufac

tured with either 12 or 16 horsepower en

gine and can be arranged to seat either one

or two travelers and fitted up to carry sam

ples for almost every trade. It is extra

ordinary that so few firms have had the

enterprise to provide motor vehicles for

their travelers up to this time, but there is
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800 revolutions, 30 lmrsepchr at 1000 revo

lutions, and capable of acceleration to 1,250

revolutions if necessary. The cylinder bore

is 4%-inch and the stroke 5%-inch. The

water jackets are large, and low tension

magneto ignition is used. The gearing dif

fers from most types in that the .gears are

always in mesh, while a special arrangement

is fitted by means of which, if the driver

misses his gear, the slow speed automat

ically comes into operation, so that the

vehicle cannot possibly run backwards.

There are three forward speeds and a re

verse. '

Although it may be said that at the pres

ent time the attention‘of manufacturers is

revolutions. The transmission is by means

of a chain to the main differential. The

carrying capacity is half a ton. The 12

horsepower car also has a two-cylinder

motor, and except that the cylinders are

larger, the design is practically the same

as that of the 8 horsepower vehicles. The

firm also constructs a 20 horsepower, Z—ton

wagon, and a similar vehicle designed to

carry three tons. Both these wagons have

been largely used, and some local authori

ties have adopted them for municipal work.

While the motor ’bus and the vehicles

designed for the haulage of goods are to

be regarded as of most importance, these

two classes by no .means comprehend the

it is too fast for the aVerage farmer, who

likes to take things easily. It can haul a

three or even four furrow plough making

a ten-inch cut at the rate of some six

miles an hour, and the only thing that is at

this speed a somewhat stronger plough is

required. In reaping and binding it far

outstrips the best team of horses and in

open competition has done nearly double

the work in the same time. It is also ex

cellent with the mower, and the speed is a

great advantage in this work. It can be

used to drive a threshing machine, a special

‘ pulley being provided for this purpose, and

thrown into use when the road wheels are

disconnected from the engine. Finally, it

I

  

largely centering on the omnibus trade, yet

many firms are also catering to the ordinary

tradesman who wants a light delivery car.

This branch of the industry is entirely sep

arate from the lorry manufacture, which is,

however. steadily increasing, but calls for

no particular reference, as the standard

designs are all widely known. There is,

however, an immense field for light delivery

cars for local tradesmen, and the VVolseley

Company have brought out several types

of these. One illustration will serve to

show the general idea. It will be seen that

the parcels car is substantially the same, so

far as chassis is concerned, as the ordinary

light cars turned out by the firm. It is

made in three~sizes, 6, 8 and 12 horsepower,

the latter kind having a carrying capacity

of one ton. The engine of the 7 horsepower

car is horizontal and has a single cylinder

with a bore of 4%-inch and a stroke of

5-inch. The power is deve10ped at 800 rev

olutions per minute. The ignition is high

tension accumulator, which is perhaps the

best form for a vehicle of this type, which

will be largely in the hands of drivers to

whom the apparent mysteries of either of

the magneto systems are apt to be puzzling.

The 8 horsepower car is driven by an en

gine with two horizontal cylinders of 4-inch

by 4-inch, developing the full power at 900

Ivel Agricultural Motor in Use.

entire range of the field. For besides these,

there are numerous special uses for the

commercial vehicle in which it is rapidly

creating a market for itself. Thus, for in—

stance, the repair work on the overhead cir

cuits of the Belfast and other tramways is

done by means of a motor tower wagon,

through the use of which delays consequent

on a breakdown are frequently reduced by

a considerable amount over what they for

merly were when horse-drawn wagons were

used. Still another type of special commer

cial car has been supplied to the British

Vacuum Cleaning Company for use in its

work. The vacuum apparatus is placed at

the back, and a canopy top capable of car

rying considerable weight is fitted. This

vehicle has proved excellent for the work

for which it was intended.

Apart from ordinary commercial vehicles

as used for road work a good trade

is already being done in agricultural motors

of which the Ivel, invented by Dan Albone,

of Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, was the pio

neer and is still without a rival. This ma

chine will do the entire work of a farm,

from ploughing the land to reaping and

binding, and finally hauling the produce to

the nearest market, or to the railway. Those

who have adopted itare loud in its praise,

will drag extremely heavy loads and takes

the place of an entire team of horses. The

engine is a two-cylinder, horizontal, op

posed pattern, giving rather over ten horse

power at about 800 revolutions. A special

feature is the arrangement by which kero

sene can be used in the 'ordinary carburet

ter, only a small quantity of gasolene being

required for starting. After the motor has

been running for a short time, the gasolene

is turned 05 and the kerosene turned on.

In one respect at least it has not taken

London's motor ’bus drivers long to adopt

the tactics of their horsed predecessors

which some years ago made abundant copy

for the comic papers. This was known as

“running rivals off the road," and with the

inauguration of competition it has been re

vived. The method employed is said to be

barbaric in its simplicity. Two ’busses of

the stronger company are detailed to

fi“nurse” each of the new company’s vehi

cles that was selected as a victim. One of

these would make a business of arriving at

important corners first, so as to pick up all

waiting passengers, and the second would

I follow closely behind to take any that hap

pened to be left. Racing for the corners

was,'of course, the chief feature of the

the only complaint being that, if anything/game.
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WHEN THE CAR IS NEW

Why Care is Necessary and the Manner of

Inspection that is Advisable.

In the earlier days of the motor car, the

testing and .“running in" process at the

factory was quite as essential as any other

steps in its manufacture. For then only

were the minor defects in its construction

discovered and set right by the skillful

hands of the workmen before it fell to the

There

was not a little of the experimental work

less competent care of the owner.

which was supposedly done only on the

trial cars performed, and there were all

the little imperfections due to~the large

amount of hand labor which then was un

avoidable got rid of and the machine tuned

up for its work on the road. Now, how

ever, matters of design have settled down

to a point where the use of interchangeable

parts and duplicating machinery has be

come possible, and so it happens that year

by year, the testing process becomes more

and more perfunctory, and the actual test

itself becomes less and less essential to

the subsequent satisfactory working of the

car. ' .

That this is the case, is greatly to the

credit of the maker and also to his benefit,

for it reduces largely a factor of expense in

the making of the car which hitherto has

been hard to keep track of and hard to re- -

duce as a consequent item. It implies that

the average of all the cars turned out will

be more uniformly excellent than under

the old regime when so much depended on

the personal equation of the tester and the

amount of time granted him for the work,

and also a greater similarity in the cars.

Also, it implies that the purchaser of a car

gets a machine which is absolutely new in

stead of one which ~has been in service

over anywhere from a couple of hundred to

a thousand miles. For it used to be the

boast of one of the foreign makers that all

cars of his make had been run over a thou—

sand miles before they were sent out. And

this, though guaranteeing the good working

condition‘of the machine when it came into

the hands of its owner, by the same token

involved the marring of its finish to a

greater or less extent, and deprived him

of that feeling of supreme satisfaction

which comes only with the possession of

something which is “brand new."

This fact, however well it may speak for

the builder of the present day, also places

upon the owner of a new car a burden of

responsibility which was not laid upon him

in those days. For although the new ma

chine comes to him in perfect running order

as far as the adjustment of parts is con

cerned, yet the various journals are not

as yet wholly seated to their bearings, and

the parts have not as yet become fully

adapted to the conditions under which they

will have to serve. In other words, while

the testing process is now carried on in

just as thorough a way as it formerly was,

and while the cars are now turned out in

better form than heretofore, still a portion

of the running in process is relegated to

the user.

This implies no laxity on the part of the

makers for the most part, for granted the

proper measure of caution on the part of

the driver, such caution as would be exer

cised by any well versed engineer in hand

ling a new piece of machinery, there will be

no-likelihood of trouble. If, on the other

hand, he be inclined to expect from the

machine all the work that would be re

quired from it at the end of the season or

after it had been in service for several

months, he is not unlikely to bring down

upon his head a little trouble, which, .of

course, he will be likely to lay at the door

of the builder. ~

The great tendency of a child with his

new toy, to play with it until it is broken,

and the great tendency of the grown-up

child with his new motor car, is to run it

to death; that is to say, to giVe it constant

and relentless use, giving it at. the same

time, no more attention than he wiuld give

to an older machine which had become

fully “acclimated” to the .work into which.

it had been thrust. Of course, it goes with

out saying that a new machine of any‘sort

requires

which has seen some service.

demand frequent

they are getting plenty of lubricant, the

smaller parts which are vital in their func

tions require inspection to see that they

have not lost their adjustment and have

not developed flaws which could not be

discovered until after they had been in ser

vice for a little time, and the whole fabric

needs a complete inspection now and then

and at more frequent intervals than it will

need later on, to see that it is in proper

order, and all parts working in proper re

lation to one another.

In other words, every new car needs to

be handled gently for the first few hundred

miles and driven with unusual care; not too

fast, and not too slow, until it is work

ing "sweetly" in every fibre. And during

this supplementary running in process, the

user should be over particular to see that

all the oil feeds are working plentifully,

that no part is being starved, and that no

part is running warmer than it should. In

general, the matter of adjustment takes

care of itself. If the mixture needs more

air or less gasolene, the lack of power, or

any of the other well-known symptoms rc

veal the fact. All the other troubles which

are to be expected during the life of the

car have their little signs as well, by which

they can be told, but the way in which the

parts are adapting themselves to their

working conditions, can only be told by

careful inspection. Just where the makers‘

obligation leaves off, that of the owner

begins. It is up to the maker to make

the car, but it is up to the owner to make

it go, and generally speaking, it is his own

The bearings

more attention than does one'

fault if it does not go, and go as far as he

can expect it to in reason. But unless he

exercises due caution in its manipulation

for the first few‘hundred miles it will not.

nor will it be the fault of the maker or

anyone but himself if it does not. ‘

How the Accumulators Were Reviewed.

\Vith the increased popularity of the ac

cumulator for ignition purposes there has

-come a new set of difiiculties for the well

versed driver to master. \Nith the only

other form of battery used on the car—the

dry cell, there were seldom more than a

few expedients to be resorted to. A good

driver soon knew them all and knew how

to take advantage 'of them, but there is a

disposition _to_ regard_ the accumulator; as

something apairt—in somewhat the same'

light as the magneto is looked upon by

many.

An instance illustrative of this fact is to

be found in the experience of a driver 'who

was compelled to resort to his reasoning

powers through inability to obtain other

aid. When the engine began to misfire, he

. vainly-endeavored to buy or borrow a new

:set of _accumnlators, btit being )WItthxj:

:fundsfthis'was not easy. ‘ A. test .with ltlre

voltmeter showed the .voltage to-~be but'S, -
although vthe battery had been charged ibut

U

_I

a short time. before. As a last resort a ‘feu: - '

c'ents'worth of sulphuric acid'was invested‘

inspection to see _that I, in, new solution mixed and put an place of

the“,old.- The efiect was magical, the needle

showin'g'4.1.volts immediately and the en

gine was run thirty-five miles without miss

ing. A test the next day showed that the

cells were still normal so that it was evident _

that the new solution was the only thing

needed.

Where the latter is concerned, it is well

to carry a hydrometer or battery tester on

the car so that the specific gravity of the

solution may be kept constant at all times.

The proper specific gravity for accumula

tors varies more or less with the make of

cell and this can be readily ascertained.

The average solution consists of one part

of commercial sulphuric acid to four parts

of water, and the acid should always be

added to'the water, never the reverse in

mixing. '

Why Solder Should be Avoided.

In all work about the electrical installa

tion of the motor car the use of solder

should be avoided as much as possible, as

the heating of the parts tends to harden the

copper conductor, and also as the flux tends

to soak into the insulation and injure it,

rotting it in some cases, and in others,

where a metallic salt is used, impairing its

insulating quality. Where soldering is ab

solutely essential, a non-conducting flux or

soldering compound should be used, or

failing this, simple resin.

The first of the four-cylinder Ramblers

left the factory at Kenosha, \IVis., last

week. A carload of them is being made

ready for shipment to New York this week.

IF.
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Dr. Carver Doing his “Death—Defying” Feat. '

 

How the Doctor Leaps the Gap.

One more stunt has been added. to the

already long list of hair-raising “attrac—

tions” which have been bred from the or

dinarily harmless roller coaster, in the

shape of a motor car which leaps the gap.

The identical performance gone through

with by a performer mounted on a bicycle

has ceased to charm the public, and the

demand for something more “death-defy

ing" has been met by a Los Angeles, Cal.,

man, who uses a Cadillacurunabout for the

purpose. The track is every whit as steep

as that used for the bicycle trick, and like

that incline is free from any concealed

safety devices which prevent the machine

from going astray; the gap itself is fully

thirty feet wide.

\Vhen the feat was first attempted, the

machine used suffered considerably. Both

front springs were broken on the first at

tempt, and each time_following, either the

front axle was bent or the frame gave way.

After several attempts with a two-cylinder

runabout, Dr. '

bought from the Lee Motor Car Company, a

second-hand Model E Cadillac, which al

ready had seen six months’ hard usage on

the road. That it was still in good cond

iton, however, is shown by the fact that

since its first jump it has been down the

shoot five times successfully, and that no

repairs of any sort have been deemed neces

sary to any part whatever. After having

made fifteen more jumps, Dr. Carver will

Carver, the experimenter;

rq-me ‘v'o -- > _
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start on a circuit of the State, carrying this

along with his line of other attractions of

a similar nature.

Students Organize Two Clubs.

An automobile Club has been organized

by the Princeton (N. J.) University stu

dents. Several long tours are planned, one

of them along the Atlantic coast. These

officials have been elected: President, Sterl

ing Morton; vice-president, Dyer Pearl, Jr.;

secretary-treasurer, David M. Davis.

Several of the students of the Polytechnic

Preparatory School, in BrOOklyn, have

formed the Poly Prep Automobile Club,

“for social enjoyment and for the study of

the mechanism of the automobile." They

have elected these officers: President, R. E.

Pardee; vice-president, J. B. Cronin; secre

tary, J. C. Van Cleaf; treasurer, E. C. Gil-_

lespie.

~.

 

The Baby 55 an Excuse.

A new use for babies is suggested by the

excuse of a chauffeur who was summoned

for exceeding the speed limit. His license

was asked for and handed over. It was

badly mutilated. “The baby tore it," was

the explanation forthcoming. The remark

able coincidence that the astute

should have selected the only part of the

license that had borne an endorsement was

duly commented upon by the magistrate.

infant '

How Speedometers Will be Tested.

An “Odotachymetre” competition is the

very latest. It is not for prehistoric ani

mals, but is to be a test of speed indicators

and this is merely the French way of saying

it, or rather the Gallic adaptation of the

classic Greek to the purpose, for the Tech

nical Committee of the Automobile Club of

France, which is responsible for it, had but

one alternative, and that was “chemino

vitessometre”. which is the pure French of

it. A prize‘bas been offered by Baron

Henri de Rothschild for the best device of

the kind and a set of rules and regulations

to govern the contest is being elaborated.

The rules drawn up 'for the;contest by

the Technical Committee of' the French

Automobile Club, 'provide'that‘it shall com

mence on May'lst, the entries", for which

the fee is $10, closing on April 15th. Unless

three or more entries are-.received, the

contest will be postponed.‘ The trial will

consist of two different-tests, running; twice

over a measured course of 100 kilometres '

(62.5 miles)," during 'which independent

readings will'be taken_ every 25 kilometres,

and a bench test in the laboratory. In

making the awards, the judges will take

into consideration the ease of adjustment

and repair, regularity of working and dur—

ability, accuracy of record which will, of

course, have the most effect on the result.

and the weight and price. This is the first

of the competitions of a similar nature to

be held in France during the year.
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TRUCK FOR TWO PURPOSES

Not only Hauls l-Ieavy Loads, but Helps

Lay Underground Wires.

 

pailythe adaptation of the commercial

motor vehicle is becoming broader, and

daily its application to some novel use is

announced. One of the latest achievements

NEW Eusiiuoi' filEtEPiDlrli‘T

.u

of the Knox Automobile Company, of

Springfield, Mass, in this line has been the

construction of a truck for the New Eng

  

lang Telephone and Telegraph Company,

of Boston, for use in laying underground

wires. And while the application of the

motor propelled vehicle to this sort of use

is by no means new, the method of con

struction of this particular machine is

"8: Titisnnn

Showing the Winch and Operating Mechanism.

(the mote worth.

entirely novel, and its early trials would

seem to indicate that it is to be wholly suc

cessful.

The chassis is simply that of an ordinary

three-ton truck driven by a horizontal two
cylinder motor of the_ familiar Knoxpair

cooled type, and rated at twenty horse

power. The-'cliief departure from the

ordinary is to be Seen at the. rear of the

platform, where is mounted on a heavy

’nnmuv.

channel steel framework a transverse winch

shaft having a winding drum at either end.

This shaft is driven by a double chain re

  

duction from the engine shaft, and the mo

tion is controlled by means of a friction

clutch actuated by a lever located within

easy reaching distance of the drums. The

framework of the winch is very heavy and

projects from the sides of the platform

E l

1 - 0 El ,
sufficiently so that the drums can be worlr

ed from the side without inconvenience.

The particular service for which the ma

chine is designed, that of pulling electric

cables through underground cdrldtiits. has

been done by hand-driven winches for the

most part up to this time, the only excep

tion so far as is known, being in the case

of a few heavy deliric trucks which have

been equipped with‘pom' winches driver.

Tbbisi'n'u'c'non A _Vuwmriirvn

d @421. -.1fi-‘ “nu-._
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by small independent motors. Thus the

Knox Company seems to be justified in

making the claim that this is the first ma

chine of its kind to be built, since in this

case, the power is taken from the main

driving motor of the truck, and all super

fluous machinery in this way dispensed

with. The platform body, which measures

six by twelve feet in the clear, is set high

enough to clear the mechanism of the

winch, and is furnished with stake side

boards.

“Our cars cannot be distinguished from

private vehicles, as only the latest side en~

trance high-grade touring cars are used,"

reads the ad. of a Western garage with carsv

to hire, but the very latest note, in the busi»

ness of renting automobiles is expressed

by the second part of the announcement:

“Our limousine car is the onlytone in the

rent service in constant demand for wed

dings, receptions and teas. Kindly place

your orders in advance.”

YPostmaster Wilcox’s request for auto—

mobile mail deliveries in New York, now

pending some time, will have its fate dc

cided in the near future by the outcome of

experiments of this nature which are

shortly to be undertaken in Detroit.

Thorough tests of the car for this service

have never been made and a favorable

showing in Detroit will doubtless result in

tipping the balance its way.
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JAMAICA NO PARADISE

New York-Tourists Upsets Popular Notion

Roads Dangerous and ‘Fuel Scarce.

According to A. A. Stewart and Herbert

S. Francis, two New Yorkers, who are now

touring in Jamaica, automobilists who conv

template a tour of the island would do well

to ship a sufficient quantity of gasolcne

along with the car, for the “blood of the

motor car" is a very scarce commodity

there and very expensive.

In a letter just received by Douglass An

drews, of New York City, selling agent for

the Berkshire and Bliss cars, Francis states

that when they landed in Kingston'with

their car they had just ten gallons of

gasolcne. ' Hearing that a garage was in

town he started confidently off to replenish

the tank, only to learn that not a drop of

the fuel was to be had. Another American,

touring the island, hearing of the difiiculty,

gave Francis ten gallons.

“Gasolene in Jamaica, when it can be

found,” writes Mr. Francis, “is worth from

50 to 75 cents a gallon. The duty on it is

15 cents a gallon—almost as much as a

gallon costs at retail in New York. The

automobile tourist, if he is going to remain

for any length of time, would do well to

ship his supply from New York. A duty of

one—sixth of the value of the car is also

collected at the Custom House, but the

amount is returned when the machine is

taken out of the island."

Judging from Mr. Francis's letter, tour

ing in Jamaica has its hardships as well as

its pleasantries. Anent the first trip to 'San

Antonio, sixty-nine miles from Kingston,

; Mr. Francis writes:

“You may perhaps round a corner sud

denly and see a sheer declivity of 1,000 feet

on one side and at the bottom a mountain

stream wcnding its way in and out through

the various obstructions. When we reached

Annotta Bay we still had

.miles to go, and it was getting dark. The

.darkness of the tropics, due to the dense

.foliage and vegetation, was, to say the

least, conducive to a serious accident. I

.managed fairly Well for about twenty miles,

,when suddenly the car swayed in some soft

.clay, and off I went into a ditch, with both

axles buried. We were four miles from the

nearest plantation, but I procured a Jamai

can as black as your hat and persuaded him

to run to the plantation and ask theI man

ager to send us a mule team. I received

his reply in about an hour and a quarter,

saying that the mules were turned out to

grass, and, being very hard to catch, he had

sent his farm hands to try to push us out.

-It took seventeen men, with the aid of two

large levers, to dislodge the machine.

“It was one of the hardest roads I ever

drove over, the corners here being prac

tically all acute angles and exceedingly

dangerous. The only pleasure derived

thirty-three_

from the journey was the way the engine

worked, never giving the slightest trouble

or missing all the way, and pulling up hills

that seemed impossible, on the second speed.

\Vhen we came to a level stretch we easily

went forty to fifty miles an hour."

Biggest of 'Automobile Buildings.

Boston’s ‘Tmotor mart,” the biggest g2;

age in the world, was opened to the 51mm

on Tuesday, 27th ult. Five streets—Colum

bus avenue, Eliot, Church, Dennison and

Pleasant streets—bound the structure,

which has a floor area of 47,000 square feet

of concrete alone. The garage, which is

under the same roof, though separated

from the twenty-one salesrooms, occupies

20,000 square feet of space on_ three floors

and has a capacity of more than 300 cars:

The building is constructed of steel and

concrete and is the most complete establ

lishment of its kind in existence, a restau

rant and postofiice even being within its

walls. A number of local dealers have se

cured stores iri5the big building. .

Brooklyn Claims Second Largest lClub.

“'here size is concerned the Long Is

land Automobile Club now lays claim to

being the second largest organization in the

country. It has a present membership roll

of 340, and judging from the rate of in

crease during the past few months, the am

bition of its supporters to have this reach

half a thousand by June first, seems in a

fair way or fulfillment, as there are 1,700

registered owners of automobiles resident

in Brooklyn.

 

Team Race Between Two Western Clubs.

Rivalry is becoming keen between Indi

ana-automobile clubs and Terre Haute and

Indianapolis have decided to settle the

question of prestige by holding a team

race. Each team will be composedlof six

cars from each club and each car will carry

five men. The cars will be sent off separ

ately and timed for 73 miles. The event

has been set for the first Sunday in May‘

and the defeated club is to provide a ban

quet for the victors.

Where Speed Law is Dead Letter.

According to Consu! Fleming, at Edin

burgh, whatever may be the petty restric

tions imposed on the motorist in the way

of arrest for technical violations of the

speed ordinances in other 'parts of Great

Britain, in Scotland the law is practically a

dead letter and it is nothing unusual to see

cars going at the rate of fifty miles an hour

on the main roads leading into Edinburgh.

Twenty-five Seconds Wonder Crops Up.

About this time of the year crops out

that hardy perennial about a wonderful

torpedo-shaped electric racing car being in

course of construction in the shops of the

General Electric Co., at Schnectady, N. Y.

This time is it being designed to travel a

mile in twenty-five seconds.

BOSTON OWNERS UNITE

Finally Completf their Organizatiioii;

Abuses Which they Will Seek to Correct.
 

“With the “express determination of en

couraging the use of automobiles in a man

ner consistent with the laws of the State,"

the automobile owners of Boston and vicin

ity-met last Thursday night, lst inst., and

effected the permanent organization of the

Automobile Owners’ Association, with a

membership of more than 500. Plans for

the perfection of such an organization have

been under way for several months past, a

temporary organization having been formed

several months since.

The new organization will endeavor to

influence its members to regard the right

of others in the use of highways and will

report to its ofi‘icers any person driving a

car in such a manner that is deemed reck

less or dangerous. Most important, how

ever, the organization will demand fair and

just treatment from those enforcing the

laws in relation to automobiles, and will

employ counsel to secure it. It will also

conduct the cases of its members whose

arrests seem unwarranted. Frederick Tudor

was elected president; John M. Graham,

treasurer; and Francis Hurtubis, Jr., sec

retary and counsel. In addition to these

the following directors were chosen: Fred

erick E. Snow, George D. Clapp, Henry E.

Russell, Oliver Ames, Eben D. Jordan, W.

Q. Gay, William M. Wood, Charles Sias,

William A. Tucker. N. W. Juruan. tie-nee

U. Crocker, Elliot C. Lee, Oliver W. Mink.

Samuel Carr, H. L. Burrage, R. B. Fuller,

R. H. Stearns, Jr., Jeremiah \Villiams, E.

Hayward Ferry and John L. Batchelder, Jr.

Lowell Joins the A. A. A.

At the annual meeting of the Lowell

(Mass) Automobile Club, it was unani

mously voted to join the American Auto

mobile Association. The ofiicers also

advocated the appointment of a committee

to secure new members and appointed

Members Jones, KittridgeiQreen, Noyes

and Runnels on this committee. The

following officers were re-elected: Presi

dent. H. E. Fletcher; vice-president, Dr.

M. W. Jones; secretery, E. _P. Cheney;

treasurer, W. H. Greek" '

Still Another Bill in Jersey.

Still another automobile bill has appeared

in the New Jersey legislature. On Monday

night. Senator Cornish, of Warren, intro-_

duced a measure which makes it a misde

meanor for any automobilist to refuse to

slow down to seven miles an hour when re

quested to do so by an approaching horse—

man; also a misdemeanor to run a car faster

than a mile in two minutes or to display

fictitious license numbers. The penalty for

such offense is $500 or sixty days in jail.
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WE WANT TO BUY

BU c K s
If you have a second-hand

Model “C” 1905 Buick tour

ing car for sale, communi

cate with us at once.

Jaynes Automobile Company,

BUFFAlO, N. Y.
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Doing a Thousand and More in Mud and Rain.

 

Ninety-eight Hours Without a Stop.

It seems now to be quite the fashion for

every automobile manufacturer to send one

of his cars on a LOGO-mile non-stop contest. 7

and until several weeks ago all these so-called '

records had been established by big four

cylinder cars. Just before the Philadelphia

show. however, \N. F. Smith, of the Phila- .

delphia branch of the Thos. B. Jeffery Co.,

made an enviable record with a double op

  

The Rambler Car and its Crew that Did it.

ning so smoothly, not an adjustment having

been made since the start, that it was de

cided to continue the trip. The operators

were, however, almost exhausted from the

cpnstant exposure to wind and rain that

the car was left standing with the engine

running until 9 a. m. Friday morning. Then

Herbert Bittncr and Joseph Kachline start

ed up-State on a 250—mile trip, the route

' ,embracing Norristown, Pottstown, Phoenix

posed motor Rambler car, under most ad- Ivmei Reading, Lebanon all“ Harrleurgi the

\-crse_weathcr conditions, a feat of which‘_ latter Place bemg reamed at 10345 P- m

thg manufacturers may\ feel justl'y proud.

The run started'from the' North 'Broad

street, Philadelphia, garage, at noon, Fieb

ruary 20th, and was made in relays of 38

miles each, going out through the hilly

section around Ogontz and finishing at the

starting point. J. E. Banger, C. B. Cleaver,

Herbert Bittncr and Joseph Kachline, were

the drivers who alternated at the wheel

(luring'the trip.

During all of one day and night the car

ploughed through mudand water in one of

the worst rain storms of the year, and at

times the mud nearly reached the hubs.

At the completion of the original under

taking of 1,000 miles the engine was run

Friday.

At places the roads were all but impass—

ible' and four miles from Harrisburg the

passengers had to go ahead with the dash

lamps to pick out the road. Twelve miles

from Lancaster a mud hole was run into.

andthe car sank to above its hubs. It re

quired nearly an hour and a half to extri

cateit, but the motor was not once stopped.

After returning to Philadelphia several

trips were taken around the city, when the

motor finally was stopped by Senator Viv

ian S. Gable, having run continuously for

98 hours and 6 minutes. In that time -it

covered 1,383 miles of the worst road imag

mable.

 

Chicago Fixes Fares for Public Cars.

Chicago, Ill., has passed an ordinance

fixing rates to be charged for the use of

automobiles plying for hire. For cars with

a capacity of four or more persons, the rate

for one or more persons, not exceeding one

mile, is one dollar, and for each additional

passenger, fifty cents for the first mile and

firty Cents for each additional mile; by the

hour the rate is to be five dollars. For

automobiles carrying not more than three

passengers the rate is to be fifty cents for

the-first mile and twenty-five cents for each

additional mile; the rate for the hour is

three dollars. The rates are higher than

those that prevail for horse-drawn rigs, but,

of course, the service is superior.

Maryland Chauffeurs Getting Together.

The Chauffeurs‘ Association of Mary

land has organized with fourteen members.

A general call has been sent out through

out the State for every driver to join the

new organization. The association elected

these officers: President, A. F. Wagner;

first vice-president. C. E. Loose; second

vice-president, J. Dyer; secretary, D. Kra—

mer; treasurer, E. U. Burrier.
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Where Armored Hose is Advisable.

Like a chain an automobile is no stronger

than its weakest link and one of the weak

links in the automobile motor consists of

the rubber hose pipe connections between

the radiators and the water jackets and

between the parts of the latter where twin

cylinder castings are employed. On a

smooth running engine there is not suffi—

cient vibration set up to damage these con

nections or cause them to let go and spray

everything with hot water in the course of

a season's hard running, but then every

motor does not run smoothly. Where trou

ble is experienced with this essential, the

hose pipe in place should be discarded en

tirely and armored hose substituted. Where

there is any strain on the unions, the latter

will hold better than the ordinary type.

Proof of Proper Lubrication.

Low grade lubricating oils will not main

tain a film between the piston and the cyl

inder walls at high temperature and high

compression developed in the automobile

motor and the result is rapid wear on these

parts. It is not uncommon to have a motor‘

ist point to a well polished piston or cylin

der as an indication that a good quality of

lubricant is being used, while as a matter

of fact no stronger argument could be

presented against a quality of oil that will

do this.

Where the pores of the metal have not

been filled with graphite and nothing but

oil has been employed, the high polish is

the certain tell~tale of excessive friction and

to the practised eye conveys the informa

tion as surely as if said in so many words

that poor oil has been used there. If upon

an examination of the cylinder the same

type of motorist who regards the high pol

ish as an indication of smooth running,

merely finds some bright streaks, these are

regarded as a sign of undue friction. A

well lubricated cylinder ought to present

a rather dull color, showing that a film of

oil has been maintained and has reduced

friction to a minimum.

Want Dealer on City Commission.

At the last meeting of the New York Auto

mobile Trade Association, the committee

appointed some time previous to petition

the Mayor to place a member of the asso

ciation on the Municipal Explosives Com

mission, reported that the Mayor desired

the association to nominate several mem

bers from its ranks as candidates for the

appointment. Accordingly, all of the mem

bers of the Board of Governors of the as

sociation were nominated and the Mayor

will be communicated with further in order

to insure action being taken in the matter.

Hartford, Conn., has passed a gasolene

ordinance. It requires gasolene in larger

quantities than five gallons to be stored in

a metal tank buried at least three feet under

the ground.

Gasolene Railway for. Rus‘sia.

“Viestnik Putei Soobschtcheniya" is re

sponsible for the statement that in a short

time a direct automobile service will be

established between Novorossisk and Sus

hum, Russia. It is planned to run cars for

five different purposes; for first-class pas

sengers, with a speed of about 20 miles an

hour, to run only from January to October;

a postal-passenger service all the year

round for second and third-class passengers

at a speed of 15 miles an hour, and a freight

service two or three times a week at 8 miles

an hour. In addition to these, there will be

baggage cars and local feeders in the dis

tricts tapped by the main line.

The route will be over the Black Sea

paved road, and measures have already been

taken to correct sharp curves and improve

gradients as well as to erect protecting

walls and strengthen some of the bridges.

Besides this, special signaling arrangements

will be made. There will be twenty stations

in all, sleeping accommodations being pro

vided at the four principal stops, Ossipook,

Tuapo, Bardan and Hograch. The service

will be started with sixteen passenger cars

and nine for freight;

Richard Springer, a Philadelphian, has

established an automobile stage line be

tween Linoleumville, N. Y., and Arlington

station. The route was formally opened

last Saturday. A ten-cent fare will be

charged each way.

 

 

One powerful stroke after another.

Elmore Two-Cycle engine works.

an explosion behind it.

the nail as often as you were hitting it.

ITS JUST LIKE DRIVING A NAIL.

That’s the way the

Every time the

piston of a two-cycle goes forward, it goes with strr ngfh.

With a four-cycle engine, on'y every other stroke has

Just as though you were missing

And the four-cycle cylinder is covered with small gear

 

 

At All Speeds

Absolutely Accurate

, O matter how fast or how slow

‘ N you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

It is actuated by the same unchange

aéle magnetism which makes the Mari

  

 

ing, sometimes exposed, other times covered up, every

part of which is absolutely essential to the power-making

process, while the two-cycle has nothing of the sort. No

cams: no levers and no springs. Just a piston making

good in a cylinder, and it will keep it up as long as the

gas and spark are there. '

THEY START, FROM THE SEAT.

With the-Elmore four cylinder engine there are four

explosions at every revolution of the shaft; practically a

constant application of power.

We want you to know all about our

Muial 15, Four-cylinder, Tvm-uyclr Elmore, Prim, $2.500

Model 14, Three-cyllnder. Two-cycle, Elmore, Price $1,500

Better write tcday for our booklet and full technical

description.

THE ELMORE MANUFACTURING CO.,

AMANDA ST" CLYDE OHIO.

flambsrs Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

 

  

   

ner‘s Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful ma -

netic indicator because there is just one way n

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have patenled that way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliabilin is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Registers Speed and Distance)

it registers any speed from 5‘ mile [0 60 mile: per hour.

it tells how far you have gone on the In") and gives total miles

traveled during the season.

It goes on the dashboard. where it can be read from the seal, and

fits any Automobile. }

It's as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It is unru

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it. and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

[-10 of I! incorrect. Any man who can afford an automobile can

easily afford an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in his pockel.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book, “Auto Pointers." Address

The Warner instrument Co., 119 Roosevelt 5L, Beloit, Win.

- (The Auto-Meter is on sale by all finitelan dealers and at most Garages.)
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Constitutes of a Good Chauffeur.

“The old adage: ‘A workman is known by

his tools,’ applies with special force to the

man in charge of a motor car. You can

size up the value of a mechanic-driver by

a glance at the car’s mechanism and his

tool kit. A man who jumbles his files, chisels

and spanners together has not the in

stinctive feelings of a true mechanic," says

Motoring Illustrated.

“If the inner tubes are stowed away in

the lockers mixed up with grease-tins, car

bide and rubber solution, you may safely

write down your chauffeur as slovenly. And

the outward and visible signs of his neglect

are but the reflections of a similar, though

perhaps, invisible neglect of the car’s in

ward mechanism. The valves are doubtless

left unground and in a pitted state. The

brakes, which it so essential should be in

perfect condition, are, in all probability,

so neglected as to prove dangerously un

reliable in an emergency. Such a mechanic

will inevitably keep his bearings in a bad

state, the car and its parts in bad fettle, and

going from bad to worse.

“The car may present a fair outside,

lamps bright, coach-work clean, paint well

groomed, and metal polished to the last

degree. But these are minor matters in the

life of a car. The main consideration is

the condition of motor and transmission.

Is the grease in_ the gear-box full of metal

lie particles, which will find their way to

the ball-bearings and cut them? Many

mechanic-drivers, especially those of Con

tinental origin, are keen, clever, and capable

of extracting the last speed-ounce from the

engine they neglect. Such men may be

ruthless destroyers and wasters of good

cars. ‘

“A good motor-mechanic has the car, its

outside and inside, at his finger ends. He

knows the exact spot where each spare is

stored; and these are always there when

needed. His valves are always in good

condition, and not'neglected until all com

pression has been lost. He takes the earl

iest opportunity of making a good, sound

job of temporary makeshift and road-side

tinkeriugs. He never runs out of carbide,

oil, grease, 'or gasolene. He always carries

spare inner tubes, which are air-tight. He

has spare air-valves, split-pins, washers,

nuts, and bolts, and never, by any chance,

leaves the tire-pump or the jack at home.

Such a workman is worth his salary—and

a good wage at that. His employer is at

peace with the world and the repairman.

For a car so kept will not run its owner

into ruinous outlay on repairs.

“Some chauffeurs are engaged because

they are an ornament to the car. But if

slovenly in work, though smart in appear

ance, they are not worth their salt. What

avails brilliant fireworks-driving or good

appearance if a valve gives out suddenly

and he has neglected to carry a spare one?

He may cleverly coax the car home minus

the valve. But the man who carries a spare

valve is more useful. The careless me

chanic often seriously injures the reputa

tion of a good type of vehicle by “blaming

011 the car" all his own slovenly sins and

mechanical omissions.

“Wise employers institute periodic motor

parades, arranged as rapidly as a fire-drill.

A motor parade consists of a merciless in

spection, without notice, of the tool-kit;

lockers should be turned out; each separate

part and accessory of the car to be subject

to microscopic scrutiny. If found wanting,

a stern caution to be issued. For a subse

quent offence, a change of chauffeur.

Lubrication of the Clutch.

Every new device brings with it a demand

for a different sort of treatment than was

accorded its predecessor in the same role,

and of nothing is this more true than the

multiple disc clutch, which has, to a con

siderable extent, displaced the leather-faced

cone. Many are frequently prone to con

demn a thing because it does not respond

to treatment totally unsuited to its needs

and this is the case of the multiple disc

clutch. It is to be run in "oil," and the

drived to whom oil is just that and nothing

more, there never appears to be any con

nection with the kind of oil used and the

trouble.

Heavy lubricating oil should never be

used in the multiple disc clutch for obvious

reasons—the separation between the plates

' is but a fraction of an inch, and heavy.oil

has a well-known tendency to gum, so that

when the clutch has been standing idle for

a couple of hours, _ particularly in cold

weather, the plates will stick fast. If the

driver who has trouble with a clutch of

this type will make an examination before

condemning it, and after finding the cause

of the difficulty clean out the gummy.oil

and replace it with something lighter, there '

will in few cases be further cause for com

plaint.

Artistic Decoration of Cars.

Artistic decoration of the ear is said to

be the vogue in Paris at the moment, ac

cording to cable reports and several famous

artists have'not disdained to use their

brushes on the panels of automobiles of

wealthy owners. Many are decorated with

rural scenes, others allegorical groups and

the majority merely bear the heraldic em

blem of their owner in the center of the

panel, while extremists have gone in for

an entire scheme of ornamentation in color

such as was prevalent on the palanquin

chairs and stages of two or three centuries

ago.

Hard to "Kill" the Motor.

Rather a striking instance of the long

evity of the automobile motor as at present

constituted is to be found in the instance

in which a touring car was deposited at the

bottom of the harbor of a summer resort

in attempting to hoist it aboard a steamer.

It was permitted to remain there for sev

eral months, but was finally raised and the

car's former motive power now saws cord

wood ten hours a day.

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven wordl. out: with order.

In caultlll. 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.,

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

FOR SALE-Model “B” Winton, 24-3o-h.p.,

in fine condition, newly painted; will make

bargain price to immediate buyer, as my Model

"K" Winton has been delivered. Bargain, care

WINTON COMPANY, i706 Broadway, N. Y.
 

ULI.OCK DUPLEX IGNITORS, latest

pattern, fully guaranteed. We are over

stocked and to make room for 1906 models will

sell at one-third off regular prices. Cash with

order, 54.75 each. Discount to the trade. Address

C E N T R A L MOTOR-CAR SUPPLY CO.,

Central Trust Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
 

BAKER ELECTRICS—One each Runabout,

Stanhope, Imperial and Surrey with top—

returned from our European Branch—all new—

at reduced prices to dispose of quickly. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55th street and

Broadway, New York.

FOR SA LE—t econd-hand Automobiles from

$100 up; write us for prices and description,

we can save you money. THE E. H. TOWLE CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.
 

VULCANIZING—One-third saved; we do re

treading and repairing; make large vulcaniz

ing outfits. Extra value in single tube tires,

28x21-2, 5:0; 28x3, $12; 30x3, 13; 34xzr-z $10;

seconds, 82 less each; clincher tires, 25 per cent

off list. CHAS. E. MILLER, Anderson, Ind.
 

FOR SALE—Mason, 10 H. 1’. Steam Engine,

new. A 1 condition, Price, $50. New Loco

mobile, 4 H. P. Steam Engine, never been in a

machine, Price, $25. Victor Steam Water Pump,

A 1 condition. Price, $13 Victor, 4 H. P. Steam

Engine, Price, 812. Heavy Steam Running Gear,

A i conditi'n, Price, $25. All kinds of Steam

Parts. NORTH AVE eUIO EXCHANGE,

1423 North Ave , Bridgeport, Conn.

TELL us what you want; our bargains: Olds ,_

Northern, Knox runabouts, two and four

cylinder Locomobiles, four cylinder Thomas and

Ford; one cylinder Pope-Hartford Sales Garage,

34 Temple St., New Haven, Conn.
 

FOR SALE—A 1905 Model Locomobile,

with extras Cost. 13,100. Far overhauled in

November, in first class condition. Best offer over

8|,Soo takes it. Address Box 582, Waterbury,

Conn.

FOR SALE.

Machinery as good as new, slightly used,

consisting of Pneumatic Riveter and Air

ICompressor, Engine Lathes, Drill Prese .

various sizes, Key Seaters, Emery Grind

ers, Turret Lathes, Milling Machines an

a variety of other machinery.

Full particulars and prices on application.

THE CONSOLIDATED MFG. CO.,

TOLEDO, onto.
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INCREASE YOUR HORSE POWER.

You can do it without developing a new and larger Engine. Fit your wheels with

TIMKEN ROLLER BEAR GS
They remove one big element of friction, and it is friction that “eats up"

power. Four Timkenless wheels consume a lot of it.

Horse Power, FROM THE STANDPOINT 0F ROAD USAGE, is not all a matter

of stroke and bore.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., - — - Canton, Ohio.
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The Week's Patents.

813,104. Sparking Device. Harry A. Mil

ler, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Jan. 14, 1905.

Serial No. 241,004.

_ Claim.—l. An ignition device, compris

ing a plug, a spring-held reciprocable con

tact member, an oscillating contact mem

ber, a chamber communicating with the

inner end of the plug, and a member con

tained in said chamber and‘exposed to the

cylinder-pressure and serving to actuate

said second-named contact member, for the

purpose set forth.

813,025. Ice-Velocipede. Henry Schenec

klotli, Holstein, Iowa. Filed Oct. 17, 1904.

Serial No. 228,696.

Claim.—1. The combination of a vehicle

frame, two shafts mounted in the vehicle

frame, means for jointly rocking said shafts,

arms on the shafts, a lazy-tongs lever pivot

ed at one end of the machine frame, means

for connecting said arms with the lazy

tongs lever to extend and to fold the lazy

tongs lever when the shafts are rocked.

812,937. Tachometer or Speed-Indicator.

Vinzenz Koblizek, Salmthal, Austria-Hun

gary. Filed June 14, 1904. Serial No. 212,

510.

Claim.——In a speed-indicator, in combi

nation. a rotatable shaft,-a stationary sleeve

secured to it, and a second sleeve sliding on

it, _ b0wed_ _springs carrying centrifugal

weights uniting the two sleeves, an angular

rack carried by the sliding sleeve, indicat

ing mechanism actuated by the said rack,

clappers projecting from the sliding sleeve,

and a gong rotated within range of thhe

same, substantially as described.

813.081. Sparking Igniter for Explosive

Engines, George Cormack, Jr., and Fred—

erick C. Zumdahl, Rockford, Ill. Filed Feb.

5, 1904. Serial No. 192,105.

_Claim.—1. An igniter for gasolene-en

gines, comprising two points, one being

movable, an arm having a connection with

the_movable point, and an operating-bar

havnig one end provided with a notch

forming two sections, said bar being mov—

able transverse to its length to bring either

section of_ the end under the arm, in order

that the time of ignition may be changed.

813,396. Friction Clutch. Severin C. An

ker-I-Iolth, Riverside, Ill. Filed Nov. 1, 1905.

Serial No. 285,376.

Claim—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, in combination, a shaft, a friction

clutch mounted thereon, said clutch com

prising a loosely-sleeved driving member, a

member rotatively fixed to said driving

shaft but longitudinally movable thereon,

and means rotatively fixed to said latter

member for engaging and disengaging the

two clutch members, a driving-gear loosely

sleeved upon said shaft, and a ratchet con

nection between said gear and friction—

clutch, as and for the purpose specified.

813,397. Spring-\Vlieel for Vehicles. Jose

G. Babio, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed June 10,

1905. Serial No. 264,577.

Claim.--1. In a vehicle-wheel a hub and

rim. said hub being provided with a central

outwardly-directed annular web member,

and said rim being provided with an in

wardly-directed annular web member, spiral

tension spring-spokes connecting said web

members, and annular cover plates secured

to one of said web members and inclosin

the said spokes and the adjacent edge 0

the other web member, one of said parts,

the rim of the hub being movable toward

and from the other part, and the connection

of the spokes with one of said web mem

bers being a radially-movable connection,

substantially as shown and described.

813,422. Self-Propelled vehicle. Hugh

Hill, Anderson, Ind., assignor to Hill Stand—

ard Manufacturing Company, Anderson,

Iiid., a corporation of Indiana. Filed Mar.

20, 1905. Serial No. 251,045.

_Claim.—-1. In a child's cart, the combina

tion of a longitudinal girder or frame mem

ber, a bearing for the driving-axle secured

upon the under side of said girder, a pinion

_mounted on the driving axle in said bear

ing, another bearing for a supplemental

gear-wheel mounted above the girder, and

adjacent to the first-mentioned bearing, a

gear journaled in said bearing meshing

with the pinion, and struts rigidly connect

ing the two bearings to insure accurate cen

tering of the gear and pinion, substantially

as described.

813,456. Incandescent Igniter for Use

With Internal-Combustion Engines. John

\V. Seal, London, England, assignor of two

thirds to John Bernard Langford, Chiswick,

England. Filed July 25, 1904. Serial No.

218,056.

_ Claim.——1. In an incandescent igniter for

internal-combustion engines the combina

tion of an ignition-tube and a casing form

ed of a_ plurality of parts inclosing said

tube, said casing of such form and size as

to leave a _space between it and the walls

of 'the ignition-tube, the casing having a

main passage adapted to direct the main

volume of the gases into the ignition-tube.

and .having narrow side passages adapted

to direct jets of burning gas against par

ticular points noon the outer walls of the

ignition-tube.

813,460. Metal Vehicle-Body. Hinsdale

Smith and Arthur P. Smith, Springfield,

Mass. Filed May 22, 1905. Serial No. 261,

707.

Claim.—A metal vehicle-body having

body-forming plates provided at their mar

ginal borders with integral stiffening-flan

ges and reinforced-beads contiguous to such

flanges.

813,461. Change-Speed Gearing. How

ard R. Stacks, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Geo. V. Cresson Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Nov. 29, 1904. Serial No. 234,746.

Claim.—1. In a change-speed gearing,

the combination of a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a train of gears and a reversing

means, a cam—shaft, means whereby a cam

on said shaft may be caused to connect said

first-mentioned shafts through said train of

gears or not as desired, said reversing

means comprising a double reversed conc

pulley and corresponding clutch members,

a lever for shifting said cone to engage

either of said clutch members, said lever

being provided with a slot, a hollow hand

shaft geared to said cam-shaft, and a hand

shaft concentric with said first-mentioned

shaft and having an eccentric-pin to engage

said slot and said lever.

813,462. Turn-Table for Automobiles.

' Henry R. Stickney, Portland, Me. Filed

Dec. 28, 1905. Serial No. 293,564.

Claim—1. The herein-described turn

table for automobiles consisting of base

having an annular track thereon, a series

of rollers adapted to run on said track, an

annular frame resting on said rollers, radial

beams secured to the top of said frame, a

central vertical pin secured to said base

and forming a pivot for said frame to rotate

on and a ball-bearing on the upper end of

said pin for resisting the upward thrust of

said frame.

'

813,477. Vehicle-Wheel Tire. Charles C.

\Vorthington, Dunnfield, N. J. Filed Aug.

11, 1904. Serial No. 220,358.

_ Claim._—l. A vehicle-wheel tire compris

ing an inner circular band adapted to be

secured to the body of a wheel and a sur

rounding resilient outer part, consisting of

a_ plurality of arched spring-rods secured

diagonally across the peripheral face of said

band With the ends of their respective

arches located on said band at fixed dis

tances apart and the mid-portions thereof

constituting a resilient wheel-tread.

813,524. Frame for \Vind-Shields for

Automobiles. James C. .Simm, Jr., and An

drew P. Olson, Chicago, Ill. Filed July

17, 1905. Serial No. 270,148.

Claim.—-1. A rectangular frame for

transparent wind-shields comprising inter

iorly-slotted metallic tubular parts and

means for making one of said parts ad

justable upon_and detachable from its ad

jacent parts, in combination with grooved

parts of elastic stuff fitted in the bore of

the tubular parts the _grooves in the elastic

stuf’f being of less Width than the slots of

the tubular parts and arranged to coincide

thereWith and form an open, straight elastic

groove around the interior of the frame, as

specified. -

813,529. Tire. Russell G. Smith, Buffalo,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to Auto-Car

Equipment Company, Buffalo, N. Y., a cor

poration of New York. Filed Jan. 14, 1905.

Serial No. 241,023.

_ Claim.—_l. An emergency-tire, compris

ing a flexible band adapted to encircle a

wheel-rim, a series of blocks or sections

secured side_ by side to said band by fas

tenings passmg through the band and into

the blocks, and means independent of said

fastenings for securing the tire to-thc

wheel-rim, substantially as set forth.

813,536. Cylinder for Internal-Combus~

tion Motors and the Like. Max Thier,

Erfurt, Germany. Filed Mar. 28, 1904.

Serial No. 200,448.

Claim.—1. In a cylinder _for internal

combustion engines and the like, the com

bination with the body portion of the cylin

der, of an interior lining consisting of a

plurality of parallel parts, extending paral

lelly to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder

and means adapted to prevent a relative

displacement of one part of the lining with

resoect to another, for the purpose as de

scribed.

813,541. Automobile. Frank M. Blair,

Toledo, Ohio. Filed July 15, 1905. Serial

No. 269,824.

Claim—1. In an automobile, the combi

nation with a running-gear comprising a

rear axle having casing provided with a

bearing extending forward radial to the eas

ing, and with rotatable axles, a front axle

parallel with the rear axle, a pair of springs

fixedly mounted transverse each axle, and

a main body-supporting frame having bars

directly mounted and supported on the

springs, of a subsidiary frame having its

front end portion hinged at a plurality of

points to the front end portion of the main

body-supporting frame between the side

bars, and its rear end extended to the rear

axle and rotatablv mounted on the radial

bearing,a motor mounted on the subsidiary

frame, a shaft connected to the motor and

extending in direct line from the connec

tion through the radial bearing of the rear

axle, means connected to the shaft and in

ner axles adapting the shaft to rotate the

axles, a sleeve mounted concentric to the

shaft between the motor and the radial
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bearing, and fixedly supported by the sub

sidiary frame, a radius-head rotatably

mounted on the sleeve concentric to the

shaft, and radius-rods diverging from the

radius head and secured to the rear axle,

813,653. Carburetter. Fred A. Law,

Hartford, Conn. Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial

No. 254.847.

Claim—1. A carburetter comprising an

atomizing-chamber, an air-tube extending

from the interior through the bottom of

the chamber, a supply-tube for combustible

located axially of the air-tube, a shell to

fit the interior of the atomizing-chamber,

endwise movable therein, there being air

ports through the wall of the chamber be

low the inner end of the air-tube and nor

mally covered by said shell, the opposite

end of the latter being closed; a valve for

the supply-tube operable by the movement

of said shell to vary the supply of combus

tible coincidently with the opening of said

air-ports. and suitable means to move the

shell cndwise.

813,676. Vehicle-Tire. George M. Stadel

man, Akron, Ohio. Filed Apr. 26, 1904.

Serial No. 205,010.

Claim.——l. In combination with the rim

of a vehicle-wheel, a cushioning-tire upon

said rim having its sides formed with cir

cumferential retaining-band seats, retain

ing-bands extending about said seats, and

rigid guiding means for said bands at the

sides of the tire. unyieldingly supported on

said rim and operating to guide said bands

inwardly and downwardly against their

seats and retain the tire in the rim-channei.

813,638. Carburetter. Earl E. Adams,

Battle Creek, Mich. Filed Apr. 10, 1905.

Serial No. 254,705.

Claims—1. In a carburetter, the combi

nation of an encircling gasolcne-reservoir,

a float-controlled valve to supply said reser

voir, a central chamber suspended within

said reservoir, a diaphragm having an open

ing separating said chamber into an upper

and a lower compartment, an air-valve op

erative on and adapted to vary the openings

in said diaphragm, a spray-nozzle opening

upward in close proximity to said opening

in the upper compartment. an air-inlet to

the lower compartment, and means to con

trol said valve and spray-nozzle, substan

tially as set forth.

813,684. Motor-Car for Preventing Side

Slip. Thomas G. Allen, London, England.

Filed Jan. 6, 1905. Serial No. 239,859.

C1aim.—1. In a motor road-vehicle, a

means for preventing unintentional opera

tion of the steering-wheels during side slip,

or the like, by utilizing the natural grasp

of the Operator to lock said steering wheels

relative to the vehicle body, comprising a

steering mechanism, a steering-handle con

nected thereto, said parts being normally

free to operate to turn said wheels, suffi

ciently close to said handle to permit both

to be grasped by the same handle, it is

rigidly connected to the vehicle-body when

said handle and member are forcibly clasp

ed by the hand.

813,730. Storage Battery. Adolph Mul

ler, Berlin, Germany. Filed July 30, 1904.

Serial No. 218,816.

Claim.—~1. A battery-plate-support con

sisting of perforated covers provided with

lateral loops, and having pins inserted

through the loops, the relation of the loops

being such that the pins lock the covers to

gether, substantially as described.

813,736. Explosive-Engine. Gurdon Pen—

dleton, Groton, Conn., assignor to The

Thames Motor Company, New London,

Conn., a corporation of Connecticut. Filed

Aug. 31, 1904. Serial No. 222,826.

Claim.——1. In combination, a crank—cham

ber section, a cylinder mounted upon and

depending within said section, a shaft revol

ubly mounted in said section, a piston in

said chamber, said piston being formed with

depending plate whose opposite edges are

curved to conform to and engage the bore

of the cylinder, a bar secured to the lower

cross portion of said plate. with a space be

tween them, and a crank and a traveler

block movable in said space and connecting

the said plate and shaft.

813,746. Explosive Engine.

Shanck, Cleveland, Ohio.

1903. Serial No. 166,233.

Claim.—1. In a twin-cylinder explosive

engine, the combination with the cylinders

having closed ends, of duplicate compres

sion-chambers independently mounted

thereon and of predetermined less capacity

than the cylinders therefor, each provided

with a passage communicating with the

front of its respective cylinder, an admis

sion-port from each compression-chamber

centrally placed in each cylinder between

its ends, an exhaust port from each com

pression chamber centrally placed in each

cylinder between its ends, an exhaust-port

for each cylinder arranged to exhaust in

advance of the admission, a comminwling

chamber arranged to bridge the compres

sion-chambers and the bridge-chamber,

automatic valves therein. an elongated

spraying-tube entering the bridge-chamber

between the compression chambers, a valve

at the outer end of the tube, air-inlets there

for, and a delivery-nozzle for the valve

adapted to discharge vapor longitudinally

of the tube, substantially as described.

Henry K.

Filed July 20,

813,770. Changeable-Speed Gearing. Ellis

M. Burr, Champaign, 111. Filed July 1, 1905.

Serial No. 267,964.

-Claim.—1. In a device of the class de

scribed, the combination with the bevel

gear-wheel, of a bearing-sleeve pivoted on

the axis of the wheel, a shaft journaled in

said sleeve, a plurality of different-sized

beveled pinions secured to said shaft, and

means for holding said shaft with any de

sired one of said pinions in engagement

with the wheel.

813,846. Odometer. Bernhard Volkmar,

New York, N. Y., assignor to The Acme

Auto-Meter Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Sept. 6, 1905. Serial No. 277,212.

Claim.—1. In odometers, a casing, a car

rying-shaft, mounted for end and rotary

movement in the casing, a set of register

ing-disks and a set of recording disks loose—

ly mounted on the said shaft, one set of

disks being independent of the other, each

disk of both sets being provided with series

of apertures in one of its faces, a ratchet

wheel loosely mounted on the said carrying

shaft adjacent to the initial disk of each

set, spring latch-arms secured at one end

to the face of each disk opposite that con

taining the apertures, a similar arm being

similarly connected with each ratchet

wheel, each of the said latch-arms having

a bevel foot—section formed at its free end,

and posts on said foot-sections adapted to

enter apertures in opposing disks, fixed

spurs located in the path of the foot-sec

tions of the said latch-arms, a line-shaft,

means for driving the line-shaft, and inde

pendent dogs carried by said line-shaft, en

gaging the said ratchet-wheels.

813,900. Protecting Device for Pneumatic

Tires. Emile Lapisse, Elbeuf, France. Filed

Sept. 2, 1905. Serial No. 276,828.

Claim.——1. A protecting device for pneu

matic tires, formed by a strip of suitable

material which is of sufiicient width to

wrap the cover of the pneumatic tire and

to be secured between the flange of the rim

and the flange of the said cover, and which

is provided with flat heels practically at

right angles with respect to the lateral

portions; and hooking devices each com

posed of a metal plate having an outwardly

opening bight abutting on the flange of the

rim of the wheel and provided with means

by which it is Secured to the flange of the

protecting device. -
 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. *“
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“MICHELIN TIRES ” mean miles of speed,

comfort and economy.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY, Inc.,

THE ONLY AMERICAN AGENTS AND IMPORTERS

E. D. Wmans, Gen’l Manager

Telephone 5560 Madison

Itarthrs In All large ( itizs. Agencies Eve yv ht re.

31-33 West 3ISt Street,

New York City



EDC mOlOl‘ WOFID.

G & J Tire

6F TDDAY

eombines the Latest and Most Ap

proved Methods of Tire eonstruction

with the Best Materials Ever Used

by any" Tire Manufacturer

ONE cum: WRAPPED TIRES

VULGANIZED IN QPEN STEAM

STRONG, TGUGl-l, DURABLE

EASY T6 HANDLE

WRITE US FOR GATALOG

GaJInesCo.

Indianapolis.

Depots I

Detroit

San Francisco

Buffalo

Denver

Gleveland

Philadelphia

Ghicago

Boston

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros. Portland, Keats & Go.

Los Angeles, Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber 30.
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The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

 
 

 

THE WHITE STEAMER ABROAD.

The favorable comparisons frequently made

between various American machines and the

best-known of the foreign makes are interest

ing, but we believe that a specific statement

of the sales abroad of these American machines

would be more convincing.

This company has a branch office in Lon

don (exclusively for its automobiles) which

was established in 1901. We also have flour

ishing agencies in Paris, in Antwerp and in

Milan. Our cars are thus sold in four Euro

pean countries incompetition with the home

product. The price abroad is the American

price plus all extra charges for freight, duty,

ete. The number of White cars already con

tracted for to be delivered in Europe this sea

son reaches well into three figures.

This extensive European organization en

sures that White tourists will receive abroad

every courtesy and attention.

In addition to our European business, we

have agencies in Japan, in Australia, in the

Philippines, in Hawaii, and in Mexico. As an

example of the importance of these agencies,

we might call attention to the fact that there

are more Whites in progressive Japan than all

other makes combined.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

wnma 2.22m. comgsnv
CLEVELAND, omo
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Speaking of the THOMAS FLYER

A Man Said:

“I should rather give One Hundred Dollars—or One Thousand Dollars-—

more to own that car, because it is equipped with an ABSOLUTELY

CERTAIN BACK-STOP SAFETY DEVICE."

And when you come to think of it; when you try to draw any comparison between safety and danger, money cuts no figure.

Any automobile owner who has experienced even uncertainty on a hillside knows precisely what value to put on this

indispensible THOMAS feature. _ How many times have you been stalled on an incline by a farmer's wagon or a load of

hay? How many times—to your personal knowledge—have the ordinary brakes failed to hold?

lost for want of just such an all-important factor of safety as this?

On the other hand, THE 50 H. P. THOMAS FLYER is a marvelous hill climber.

per hour on a 14% gradient with a five-passenger load.

Of course you know that every Thomas (stock) car is tested to make 60 miles per hour before shipment. They do it—

every one of them.

How many lives have been

It has a certified record of 40 miles

All of which comes down to the big fact that the 50 H. P. Thomas engine actually develops 50 H. P. You may not want

to travel at a 60-mile rate, but you emphatically want an engine so powerful that road bed problems need not be ever pres

ent to mar the joy of a tour. With the THOMAS hills no longer exist for you, and the worst American road has no terrors.

You'll want to know more of this wonderful car, because it is admittedly THE CRITERION to-day by which all other

American cars must be judged.

\Nrite at once for‘our catalogue and complete description of exclusive THOMAS features.

THE E. R. THOMAS MOTOR CO., 1416 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y,

Members Association 0! Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

six CYLINDER

TOURINGCAR

“Model K" 6 eylinderg 456x484 40 H. P. Speed 50 miles, 114 Wheel Base._ Magneto

Ignition. Mechanical oilers, Wheels 34 in. Tires 4 in. Weight 2,400. Price $2,500.

“ Model K” is a luxurious touring car with a world of reserve power, with

speed to meet every requirement, with an engine so simple, so smooth in its ope

ration, that the presence of a motor on the car could almost be questioned. A car

that embodies more advanced Amerlcan ideas in

automobile construction than any car ever built.

Not a copied car.

A car that is the growth of a lifetime of study andlpractical

development in automobile construction.

There is no feature or this car that has not been worked aut.

There is no danger from experiments. They are radical features,

but they are trove" featuru, backed up

not only by the best mechanical views, but

by actual explrunnr.

Let us give you a demonltration of this splendid car.

FORD MOTOR CO.

Detroit, Mich.

V v . _> Members A. M. C. M. A., Chicago,

‘- _;;' v " - ‘ BRANCHIS: r47~|49-i5|-|53 Columbus Ave, Boston:

. . ’52:. W in; e ' ' Y '_v_ _ 9' 1711-13 liroadway,NeI York; 717 Main St., Buffalo;

1 7 L i 7 ' , .. i ‘ l\' I ~ Broad and Buttonwood Stl., Pluladel hia; I“ Michi

\_.. ' / " " ' gan Ave., Chicago; up} 3. E. Eucli Ave, C evellnd

~>~ 4.; - r.“- and 308-310 E. nth St., Kansas City; :‘~

CANADIAN TRADI supplied by ord Motor Co. of

Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ontario.
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of 1094 3-l6 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

WHY EXPERIMENT?

Natlonll Node! 0, 4-cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price, $3,000.

National Model E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. Nltlunll l'lodel E. 6-cyl., 50-00 h. P. Price, $4.000.

‘Vrite for Particulars.

NATIONAL Mlllllll VEHIBLE 60., - E. 220 Slreel, Indianapolis, Ind.
NATIONAL DISTQIBUTERS

Lumen Motor Co., :63 Columbus Ave., Boston Liberty Auto Co., 138 Beatty in, E F... Pillsburg

Homan & Schulz Co , 134 WY 38th St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St, Los

Ralph lemple Auto Co., 3|! Mich Ave., Chicago Angeles. Cal. -

Tioga Anto Co , Broad and Tioga Ms“ Phila. Fawkes Auto Co., Minneapolis and St. Paul

Robt. l" Boda & Co , 68 E. Noble 51., Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co , Rochester. N. Y.

Colonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive St , St Louis. Mo. ' Fisher Auto Co , 330 N ill. b!., indianapolis, Ind.

M9116!" A variant .‘llolar Car Manufacturers“ Association, Chicago.

 

 

 

From the handy

delivery wagon

to the

luxurious Brougham.

 

 

 

 

 

Our line includes over 1.00 Stifilard Designs of the better class of Electric

Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY New York

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the World
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IT IS NOW WELL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK AN OWNER

OFA

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland. 0.

AG "1'8: C. A. DUERR & CO., New York N. Y.; C. J. DUNHAM,

oston, Mass; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicifo,

l ' G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn; AUTOMOBILE 81 S P

OTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

  

PL CO., Lim., Toronto, Ont.‘ M _

REYBURN MOTOR CAR 0., . Louis o.' STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE co. Pittsburé, Pa; Amos-tumor; AUTO CO.,

S acuse, N. Y.; SOHOEFF L CO., Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL

RIOTOR CAR AGENCY, San Francisco. Cal.

- Member A. L. A. M  

I
 

  

The Car for today, tomorrow and years to come.

-— Built by practical men —

The one motor car driven by a reliable, test-proton, perfect air

cooled motor.

2 H. P. Five passengers. 45 miles an hour. Four cylinders.

Wei ht under 2,000 ounds. Price, 1. o. ‘b. Detroit, $2.800.

fin the AEROCAE! is given possibility to develop continuous

higher power for the weight, greater speed, harmonious unanimity of

work, smooth, consistent runmng, greater durability, positive relia

bility in ease of operation and service, quick responsive control,

intrequency of repairs, than is, or can be, given by any other motor

car in the world.

Illustrated literature on request. Prompt shipment assured.

If there is no agency in your town you had better write us

at once.

THE AEROCAR COMPANY, - Detroit, Mich, U. S. A.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.

The Aerocar Company of New York, 73d St. 8: Broadway, New York.

The Aerocar Company of Chicago, 347-349 Wabash Ave., Chicago. Ill

Imperial Auto Co., 1024 Boyleston St., Boston, Mass. _ _

Oscar M. Bergestrom, 249-151 S. Third Ave., .iiinneapolis, Minn.

 

 
 

Elegant in Finish.

Luxurious in Appointments.

Built by Skilled Workmen from the

Best Materials Obtainable.

THE SIMPLEST GASOLENE

CAR IN THE WORLD

both as to construction and control and the easiest to

operate and maintain.

“ Marks 1 New Era in Automobile Construction.”

40-45 Horse-Power $5,000.

CORWIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Peabody, Mass., U. S. A.

 

  

We make a Car for every requirement at a

price to suit every purchaser.

Sim/Im'ry is the keynote of Wayne design and in all our cars,

the one aim has been to get all the engine power to the wheels

without waste.

WHICH OF THESE SIX MODELS INTERESTS YOU?

Model F, Seven passenger touring car, 4 cylinder 50 h. p. motor - ,3509_oo

(Limousine $4500 00)

Model K, Five passenger touring car, 4 c tinder 35 h. p. motor - 3500.00

Model B, Five passenger touring car, 4 cy inder 14-28 h p. motor - new,”

C , Five passenger family car, 2 cylinder opposed 20 h. p. - "50,00

Five pas' engel family car, a cylinder opposed t4 II. p.

engine under hoot - - - - .

Model H . 'I lie bus ness man's two passenger runabout. Same

engine as Model G. - - . _ _

Let us send you cat log and full particulars lbout any at these cars.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO., Dept. 4, Detroit, Mich.

[000.00

800.00
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of all rubber tires used on commercial automobiles in this country

are FIRESTONE TIRES. This is not guess-work. We can prove

it. You can prove it to your own satisfaction by observation and

actual count of the first hundred commercial automobiles you see.

THE FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRE marked an ’

era in tire building.

They never come off the rim no matter how heavy the load or

severe the sevice. ’

They are built upon honor, of the choicest materials that money

can buy and with the best skill to be found anywhere.

Their wearing qualities cannot be excelled. These are the rea

sons why FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

are used more than all others.

Then Why MelI Fireslone?

FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER 00., - Akron, Ohio.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK—1788 Broadway. CHICAGO—550 Wabash Ave.

BOSTON—9 Park Square. ST. LOUIS—2226 Olive St.

PHILADELPHIA—211 N. Broad St. DETROIT—240 Jefferson Ave.

 

  

/
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It was generally conceded the financial proposition of both shows. _

It is a medium weight touring car, strictly modern in design, equipmefit and a'PPOEnjmeP‘s- ,

The logical result of years of study and development in the direction of simpliCity in design

and structural economy. , . . . . .

The power plant comprises a four cylinder Vertical motor wnh sliding gear transmission and

shaft drive. _ _ _

The accessories, such as carburetter, igniting, lubricating and cooling systems, are an the late“

and most approved types. _ . . .

Only the concentrated efforts of a large and perfectly equlPPed orgamlmlon render P‘JSSlble the

production of such a car at such a price. _ _ _ , _

Not only is the first ecst attractive but the structural Simplicity assures the minimum expense of

care and upkeep. _ _ _ , _

Your most critical inspection is invited and our ca‘alog, giving full details. 15 at Your sen/168'

Thos. B. Jeffery 8: Company

Main Office and Factory K131105118. Wis

B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—10th and Market Sts.

NEW YORK AGENCY—134 W. 38th St.

Reprellentatives in all leading cities.
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EXTENT OF LICENSED TRADE

Sworn Testimony Brings out First Authen

tic Figures—1905 Output, 17,000 Cars.

For the first time, figures which afford a

definite and authentic idea of the production

of American automobiles and of the growth

of the industry during the last three years,

were disclosed last week by M. J. Budlong,

president of the Electric Vehicle Co. The

figures came out in the course of Mr. Bud

lo'ng's testimony in one of the proceedings

in the United States Circuit Court involving

the Selden patent, in which he had been

called to testify to prove the extent to

which that patent had been recognized.

According to these sworn figures, the

total number of automobiles manufactured

and imported under license, from January

1, 1903, to January 1, 1906, was 41,696.

The valuation of these cars was $63,141,

43722 and the royalties paid on them to

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers was $814,183.52. All of the

figures given represent cars actually sold.

The increase of production in 1904 over

1903 amounted to 30 per cent. in the num

ber of vehicles, and the increase in the

value of the gross sales was 58 per cent.

The increase of 1905 over 1904, in the

number of vehicles, was 32.5 per cent.,

while the increase in the value of the pro

duct sold rose to 66.2 per cent.

The total business in 1905, according to

the testimony, amounted to 17,840 vehicles,

having a valuation of $31,814,75899.

These figures reveal some averages of

peculiar interest. Taking the total number

of cars produced by the licensed makers

and their selling prices, it is shown that the

average selling price for cars of all sorts in

1903 was approximately $1,170., In 1904

the average price was $1,422. In 1905 it

was $1,784. For the three years, 1903, 1904

and 1905 the average selling price of domes

tic cars was $1,429, and of imported cars

$6,710. The latter figure gives a clue to

the number of foreign cars included in the

statistics, which works out at about a round

thousand.

a
0

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 15, 1906.

Iieretofore, the estimates of the country’s

production that have appeared have been

merely wild guesses and while Mr. Bud~

long’s figures have given rise to a crop of

similar estimates of the output of the in

dependent manufacturers, the crop is more

chaff than wheat, although it is fairly safe

to say that the independent production dur

ing 1905 did not exceed a total of 15,000

cars, making it reasonably certain that the

entire output for the year was about 32,000

vehicles.

Selden Show Profits $60,000.

Despite the smaller number of exhibitors

and the unusually heavy expense necessi

tated by the elaborate decorative scheme,

it was authoritatively announced last week

that the net profits of the A. L. A. M. show

in Madison Square Garden in January last,

were in excess of $60,000, the exact figures

not being given. The Garden management

and the A. L. A. M. each received more

than $30,000. The profit of the association

was rebated to the vehicle exhibitors en

titled to share in it; the rebate amounted

to 60 cents a square foot, or about 35 per

cent. of what they paid for exhibition space.

The show committee. consisting of Colonel

George Pope, Marcus I. Brock and C. R.

Mabley, was not discharged, but was con

tinued 'in ofiice.

Mitchell to Build Big Factory.

In July next, the Mitchell Motor Car Co.

will begin the erection of a new and modern

factory at Racine, \\"is., the plans and

specifications of which have just been com

pleted. The building will measure 400x120

feet and will be of cement construction

with steel window sills, fireproof glass and

all other latter-day conveniences and safe

guards.

 

Miller Renews Brampton Rights.

Chahles E. Miller will continue to control

the Brampton chain in this country. He

renewed his contract during the recent visit

of Charles Brampton, who sailed for home

last week. Miller’s new contract is broader

than the old one in that it permits him to

establish selling agencies for the chain

throughout the, United States,

No. 7

SHOW SITUATION IS RELIEVED

N. A. A. M. Resolution not so Drastic as

Appeared—Chicago the Key to Situation.

\Nhile the action of the executive com

mittee of the National Association of Auto

mobile Manufacturers at its meeting last

week in resolving that “no show be hereafter

sanctioned except one annual show each

in New York and Chicago," appeared to

eliminate local shows, it is learned from an

authoritative source that such is not the

intent of the resolution.

The misunderstanding likely to result

dawned on some of the members of the

N. A. A. after the meeting had adjourned

and they got t0gether in an effort to make

the situation clearer. The efi'ect will be

disclosed at the April meeting of the ex

ecutive committee. Meanwhile it is known

that the resolution meant to convey only

that henceforth the N. A. A. M. will have

to do only with national shows; it will pur

sue a “hands 05” policy so far as local ex

hibitions are concerned and they may be

undertaken without let or hindrance, save

that the manufacturers themselves will have

nothing to do with them; if their agents

exhibit their cars no objections will be in

terposed, but the agents must bear any and

all expense that may be incurred.

So far as the national shows are con

cerned, the situation created by the reso

lution is a pretty one. As the members of

the Association of LicenSed Automobile

Manufacturers have the controlling vote in

the N. A. A. M., and as the licensees’ lease

of Madison Square Garden has another year

to run, it is beyond the bounds of belief,

-as the Motor \Norld said last week, that

any other show in New York will be sanc

tioned. This means that only licensed cars

will be exhibited in New York in 1907 and

as immediately after last week’s meeting,

the N. A. A. M. renewed its contract with

S. A. Miles covering the Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory in Chicago, any manu—

facturer who may exhibit at any other show

that may be undertaken in New York or at

the outdoor show projected for this fall by

the American Motor Car Manufacturers'

Association, will find the Chicago show
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closed to them. The resolution makes plain

that if the Automobile Club of America

conducts a show in New York next Jan

uary it will not be sanctioned; the club

show of this year was sanctioned, as will

be recalled, and the exhibitors there were

thereby enabled to obtain space in Chicago.

Chicago is thus made the key to the whole

situation. It is known, of course, that the

American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Asso—

ciation is proceeding with its out-door show

project without any idea of the N. A. A. M.

or its sanctions in view, but a member of

the latter prophecicd last week that there

would be so few 1907 models ready for

staging in a show held in October of 1906

that there will be many makers who will

turn longing eyes toward the Chicago in

February next.

After the adjournment of the N. A. A. M.

meeting last week, it also leaked out that

the matter of again admitting new mem

bers had been discussed and that action of

some sort that will at least partly reopen

the door is in prospect.

Looking into Pekin for Factory Site.

Pekin—Illinois, not China—is on the

verge of securing a new industry, a factory

for the manufacture of automobiles. Two

“gentlemen'l—the—i names are not given—

have been in the place for several weeks,

looking over prospective sites, and finally

hav come to the conclusion that Pekin is

just the place they want to locate. A com

mittee, however, consisting of H. G. Her

gct, James W. Barrett and Herman W.

Hippen, has been looking into the merits

of the motor company which desires a lo

cation, and much will depend upon their

report.

End of the Black Diamond.

At last, Judge Ray has granted an order

dismissing the bankruptcy proceedings be—

gun on July 25 last, against the Black Dia

mond Automobile Co., of Utica, N. Y., by

creditors of that city and elsewhere. There

was no opposition to the dismissal of the

petition. The order also discharges the

temporary receiver, Charles G. Irish. It is

understood that the liabilities of the de

funct company have been settled.

Snutsel will Sell Supplies.

The Snutsel Auto Supply Co. has been

incorporated and has opened offices and

salesrooms at 1534 Broadway, New York

City. The company will manufacture, im

port and export supplies and will do both

a wholesale and retail business. Paul L.

Snutsel is president and general manager;

Joseph C. Hofiman, vice-president, and Ru

dolph W'einacht, secretary and treasurer.

Shifts in the Napier Staff.

L. Le Roy Moody, formerly with Norris

Mason, is the new manager of the Napier

Motor Car Company of New York. \Nal

tcr H. Woods, the former incumbent, has

been made secretary and treasurer Of the

main company.

In the Retail World.

Burlington, Wis., is to have a garage.

Swiebel Brothers are preparing to furnish

one in connection with their machine shop

on Chestnut street.

F. E. McLeary will soon commence the

erection of a steel and concrete garage at

Farmington, Maine. It will stand on Broad

way and have a frontage of 23 feet.

The South End Automobile Company has

established itself at Nos. 7 and 9 Wright

street, Newark, N. J. lt.will handle the

Walter car, which will soon be made in

Trenton. _

'i \Vehrfreitz & Quallo is the name of a

firm that has started in business at 150 Mul

berry street, Newark, N. J. The firm will

make automobile trimmings and uphols

tery.

The Lambert friction driven car has

made its debut in Middletown, N. Y. Sayer

Fancher has taken the agency on the

strength of having sold two of this year's

models.

F. E. Bolan Motor Co. is the name of a

new concern that opened up in Newark,

N. J., last week. It has located at 239 Hal

sey street, and will handle the National,

W'ayne and Hotchkiss cars.

The Cadillac Company of New York, will

move into its new garage at Broadway and

Sixty-second street, New York City, on

Thursday of this week. The added room

has long been needed.

Julius Ruff and Emil Schuester have

rented the former Homan & Schultz garage

in \Vest 38th street, New York, and will

trade as the Auto Renting C0. Cars for

rent will he kept on hand day and night.

General Andrew \Velch, one of the oldest

and largest carriage and hardware dealers

at Aurora, 111., has followed the wind

blown straws. He has taken the agency in

that place for Cadillac and Studebaker cars.

Carl N. Richardson, of Athol, Mass, has

bought a half interest in the garage of

John Manly. An enlargement is in con

templation that will more than double the

floor space, making the building 160x36

feet.

Last week the Greene Motor Car Co.,

Newark, N. J., agents for the Locomobile,

moved into its well appointed garage at

88-90 Washington street, where it will be

permanently located. It was formerly

located at 222 Halsey street.

An overheated stove in the repair room

of Sague & Sons’s garage, at Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., last week, caused slight damage.

Several valuable cars were stored in the

building, but were gotten out before the

flames gained headway. Three hundred

dollars will cover the loss.

Crossed electric light wires, it is thought,

started a fire which destroyed the Fashion

Automobile Garage, at 4212 Cottage Grove

avenue, Chicago, Wednesday of last week,

7th inst. Fourteen cars were burned, en

tailing a loss of approximately $10,000; the

building was damaged to the extent of

$2,000.

Although it was supposed that the idea of

rapid transit in Nyack, N. Y., and vicinity

had been abandoned, such seems not to be

the case. The Rockland Motor Co., last

week purchased an Oldsmobile stage, with

a capacity of twelve passengers, and will

soon begin operations.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Laporte, Ind—The Automobile Mainten

ance Co., under Indiana laws, with $5,000

capital. Directors—John 'Wolf, Alexander

Lindgren and Martin Weber.

Meridian, Miss. Meridian Auto & Cycle

Co., under Mississippi laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles, etc. Cor

porators—Theodore Sturgis, R. G. Mynton,

et als.

Milford, Mass—Milford Automobile Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—W. Hadley, Hopedale; and W. H.

Baker, Milford.

Bergen, N. Y.—Apex Motor Co., under

New York laws, with $15.000 capital; to

make automobile motors, etc. Corporators

—A. A. Sands, G. E. Parish, Bergen; F. O.

Bullis, Rochester.

Chicago, Ill.-—Webb & Pine Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital;

to manufacture automobiles and accessories.

Corporators—William Friedman, Harry A.

Riley and Morris Friedman.

New York City, N. Y.—The Mutual Auto

Accessories C0. of America, under New

York laws, with $10,000 capital. Corpora

tors—T. R. Nesbit, S. A. Houch, F. J. VVal

lace, all of New York City.

Rutherford, N. J.--VValler Motor Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $5,000 capital:

to make automobiles. Corporators—“lil

liam E. Waller, Elwood F. Waller and John

M. Bell, all of Rutherford.

Bridgeport, Conn—Bridgeport Vehicle

Co., under Connecticut laws; to make auto

mobile parts. Corporators and officers—

Henry H. Miller, president and treasurer;

H. F. Brandes, vice-president, and T. C.

Miller.

Camden, N. J.-—Camden & Atlantic Auto

mobile Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$25,000 capital; to make automobiles. Cor

porators—L. Dare Ginhart, Jr., Charles

Summer Wcsley and M. Leon Berry, all

of Camden.

Boston, Mass—Boston Mechanical Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $200,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors and officers—C. F. \Vhitney, Newton,

president; H. E. Whitney, Cambridge,

treasurer and clerk.

Utica, N. Y.—Powell Muffler and Timer

Co., under New York laws, with $5,100

capital; to make mufflers, timers and cut~

out switches for automobiles. Corporatmw

—~VV. S. Foster, \V. B. Foster, J. J. Rad 'l

and G. A. Bowman, Utica; H. S. Powhi,

Clinton.
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. cilities of access. It

Boston’s Mammoth Motor Mart.
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IIOL‘SED IN ONE BUILDING.

 

Features of the Motor Mart.

Boston has taken a lead in centralizing

the automobile dealers of the Hub in the

erection of the “Motor Mart" which is illus

trated by the accompanying photograph,

and in so doing has probably set an exam

ple which will be followed in smaller cities

that do not boast of an extended “automo

bile row.” As already chronicled in these

columns, the building is constructed of

steel, concrete and glass and occupies a

complete block, facing on Park Square and

bounded by Columbus avenue, Church, Ten

nyson, Pleasant and Elliot streets, which

permits of unusual lighting, as well as fa

is four stories in

height, each of which has 47,000 square feet

of floor space, the first one being entirely

of concrete. No space is taken up by ele

vators, their place being supplied by

special hoists in the rear of the building

for each salesroom.

less than 21 independent salesrooms of no

mean proportions, likewise a garage which

is a virtual building within a building, com

prising 20,000 square feet of floor space

and with a capacity of 300 cars. In addition

to being the most modern building of its

kind. it is likewise the most complete, in

cluding even a branch postoffice and a res

taurant within its walls. Although it was

only thrown open a fortnight since, many

of the salcsrooms are already occupied by

In all, it shelters no‘

the representatives of well known cars,

among whom are the Packard, the Cadillac,

the Olds, the Corbin, Acme, Northern.

Grout, VValtham-Orient and Glide, as well

as some accessory makers, prominent

among which are Morgan & Wright.

Standard Increases Capital and Plant.

The capital of the Standard Roller Bear

ing Company has been increased from $2,

000,000 to $3,500,000. This increase in their

capital has been required to provide for an

enlargement in their factory and equipment.

A four-story factory, 150x200 feet, will be

erected immediately for the manufacture of

annular ball bearings, on which this com

pany claims basic patents.

During the past year, the Standard Com

pany have equipped with machinery, a

four-story building, 95x200 feet, and have

also built and equipped an iron foundry,

70x150 feet, two-stories in height; harden—

ing and tempering building, 70x150 feet.

The Kinsey Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio, this

week placed their Eastern sales agency

with T. I. \Vetzel, of New York, and the

Western agency with K. Franklin Petersen,

of Chicago. To their line of radiators, oil

ers, hoods, fenders, tanks and the like, the

Kinsey people have just added pressed steel

frames.

New York Trade Carnival in May.

At a meeting of the New York Automo

bile Trade Association held on Monday

evening last, it was definitely decided to

hold the proposed “Spring Automobile

Carnival" or open air show at Empire track,

on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, the 24th,

25th and 26th of May next. It was also

decided that the affair should be fostered

entirely by local agents, and in consequence

Percy Owen, who was appointed chairman

of the special committee having the matter

in charge, resigned in favor of Frank

Abrams, owing to hisvaffiliation with the

National Association. It is generally un

derstood that the management will be in

the hands of Alfred Reeves. ’

France’s Export Tops Twenty Millions.

According to the returns just published,

the total value of the exports of motor cars

from France for last year showed a gain of

more than $5,800,000 over those of 1904,

and more than $18,000,000 over those of

1900. The actual values given are: for 1905,

$20,080,000; for 1904, $14,260,400; and for

1900, only $1,883,400. The distribution of

the total returns for 1905 is given as fol

lows: England, $8,514,400; Germany, $2,440,

000; Belgium, $2,082,400; America, $1,329,

400; Italy, $966,800; Algeria, $732,800; Ar

gentina, $625,000; Spain, $506,000, and

Switzerland, $383,400.
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Their many marked virtues need only a

glance to be recognized.

THEY WILL BE CHEERFULLY DEMONSTRATED UPON

APPLICATION, BY ANY OF OUR REPRESENTATIVES.

.....FISK BRANCHES....

New YonK: 754 Seventh Ave.

SPRINGFIELD: 135 Bridge Si.

Mmmsal-ous: 7u4 Ilennerin Ave.‘

SXIKACL'sE! 423 S. Clinton 51.; ..

Cuevnnasu: 3:8 Euclid Awe.

Dar-lion: 262 JelTerson Ave.

Kansas C1": 1330 Main St. .

Sax immersed; in Second 'Ave.

IF YOU DESIRE TIRES THAT‘XVILD BE EASY ON V

YOUR CAR, COMFORTABLE AND UNQNNOYYNG

TO YOU, BESIDES ABSOLUTULY SAFE,

SEE THAT YOU R EQUIPMENT IS “Flsx'h

\Vrite us for a copy of “Tire Talk"

The Fisk Rubber Company,

_ CHicoPEE FALLS, MASS.

AILAC
MODEL M

$950.00 F. O. B. Detroit

The worthy successor of our 1905 Model F,

of which more were made and sold

last year than any two other

models combined.

Bonn-ox: :39 Columbus Avel

PHILADELPHIA: :38 N. Broad St.

ATLAKTA} :03 N. Pryor St.

Bun-41.0: 893'Main St. >

‘Los Assam? my Main 5n

Cnrca'oo: n5: Michigan Ave.

$1. Lours: 3908 Olive St, “
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The following letter is one of many which shows WI‘IY:

Cuba, N. Y., January 30, 1906.

“CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen :——September 1, 1905, I purchased from the Centaur Motor Co., Buffalo,

one Model F Cadillac. This machine I have used for livery and have made upwards of 2,0c0

miles. It has not caused one moment of trouble or one cent for repairs. It has made all

the hills in this section, which are very bad, with perfect case, no matter what the load might

be. When I purchased it I did not know any more about a machine than a boy of ten years,

but found it to.be very simple in every detail. I cannot speak too highly of the Cadillac, it

is certainly a winner. F. L. HA LLACK.”

IS IT ANY WONDER TI'IAT CADILLACS SELL?

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - a Detroit, Mich.
lumber: Motion a! Licensed Automobile Kenulutunrl,
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The Subject of Searchlights.

Ever since the time of the first applica

tion of the really powerful searchlight to the

motor car, there have been numerous com

plaints coming in a never ending stream

from one quarter or another, and all to the

same effect, namely, that the use of such

lights on the public highway is on occasion

a menace to the safety of the public, not

withstanding the fact that their primary in

tent is simply that of safeguarding the gen

eral public and the occupants of the car

from injury. Many suggestions have been

oficrcd as to possible methods of ameliorat

ing the evil, ranging from the establishment

the use of

shades, adjustable shutters, and even the

abolition of such lights, to an appeal to

the milk of human kindness in the heart of

every driver, and a citation of'his obligation

to the public to make its use as little obtru

sivc as possible.

of compulsory screen laws,

As a matter of fact, very few of these

suggestions have been of any practical

value, since they all tended more or less

'eithcr to partially curtail the use of the

  

light when needed, or else to outlaw its

use altogether. An entirely novel sugges

tion has recently been made, however, and

one which is deserving of especial consid

eration in this connection, in that it in no

way contemplates the impairing of the efifi—

It proposes

the placing in front of the outer lens of

ciency of the lamp any time.

screen made up of plano convex vertical

lenses constitutinga means of disseminating

the light in abroad band near the lamp and

thus removing the glare from the track at

all points save directly in front of and at a

short distance from it. In this way, every

ray of light would be utilized in illuminat

ing the course of the car, and the nuisance

to opposing traffic thus greatly abated, if

not wholly removed.

A similar method is applied to the search

lights of vessels when entering harbors, to

remove the inconveniences and dangers to

other shipping, and it is even made com

pulsory on all vessels passing through the

Suez Canal. The method is simply that of

temporarily shortening the focus of the

beam of light and distributing it broadly over

a closely adjacent plane, instead of concen

All the other

have been suggested up

trating it on a distant one.

methods which

to this time, so far as is known, have

involved either the partial screening of the

light, and hence, the loss of a certain

amount of its power, or else its deflection

to a point near the front of the car where

it would be concentrated on so small a field

that much of its value would be wasted.

One point which should be brouht out in

this connection is that when the car is mov

ing through traffic or in districts where a

slow rate of speed is necessary, it is fre

quently of greater advantage to have the

proximate field brilliantly illuminated, than

to have that at some distance lighted more

brightly. In this way the driver is enabled

to see the course directly before him with

great distinctness, and to guide the car with

much greater discretion than otherwise.

The use of such screens on touring cars,

would enable the operators to throw a

broad, well distributed light on the road

when a bad spot is encountered, thus fur

nishing a better means of getting over

rough country than is to be found at pres—

ent even when one of the two headlights

is focused close to the front of the car.

Such screens could be easily constructed,

should not prove tremendously expensive,

and should be fashioned readily enough so

that they could be brought into the field

of the light by a simple movement from the

. useful purpose.

And what is more to the

point, they would

driver's seat.

serve if consideratcly

used, to do away with the nuisance and

danger of the scarchlight whenever neces

sary without at the same time interfering

with its full value when its long range is

needed.

 

Possibilities of the House Car.

Ever since the early days of the stage

coach of old, cartoonists have had a habit

of depicting from time to time, 21 mon

strous vehicle fitted and furnished with all

the comforts and conveniences of home,

and constituted as a traveling domicile.

\Nith the advent of the motor car, the limit

less possibilitics of caricature were drawn

upon still more frequently in the produc

tion of ideal house cars, until finally it

came to pass that a French enthusiast had

constructed according to his own design

just such a contrivance as had been shown

For it has

ever been that the caricaturists have been

the leaders of fashion.

in the earlier humorous prints.

Despite the fact that the several attempts

which have been made to construct house

cars, and pullman cars, and camping cars,

have not achieved any particular degree of

notoriety, there is doubtless a not incon

siderable field in just that line awaiting de

velopment. The freedom of the motor car

from the restraints of the rail, its uncon

ventionality, and the unlimited possibilities

of exploration which it unfolds, coupled

with the increasing tendency to long tours,

make the utility of such machines distinctly

apparent. Taking the form of. camping

cars, equipped with all the paraphernalia

of the wayside bivouac, the ideal thing for

hunting and exploring parties is developed,

where the element of give and take of‘the

out-of—door camp is not to be considered.

Taking the form of the caravan, motor

driven, equipped for comfort first of all,

and making the question of speed but a sec

delightful

mode of country travel is obtained, without

ondary consideration, a most

any of the drawbacks usually attendant on

motor touring due to the exigencies of life

at country hotels.

The purely ultra types of pullman limou

sine have proved themselves to be of but

They are

expensive in first cost and expensive in

little real value to the motorist.

maintenance, and after all, serve 9. none too

The

other hand, mounted on such a chassis as is

house car, on the

now commonly used for the gasolene driven

truck, furnished with a rather plain body,
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and fitted up in the same general style as

is employed in small cruising boats, should

not be nearly as expensive, either in cost or

operation, and should yield its owner a far

greater amount of enjoyment.

Such a’ machine, furnished with a four—

cylinder motor of not more than twenty

the

mounted over the bonnet, and having a

horsepower, having driver’s seat

chassis giving from 6 to 8 feet of room in

the clear, should provide ample room for a

folding berth on either side, possibly for

two tiers of berths, a dimunitive kitchen

outfit, to say nothing of the folding tables

and desks now in common use.

luggage and supplies

could, of course, be found on the roof, and

at the rear.

Ample ac

commodation for

By sacrificing something in

finish and suiting himself with a plain oak

interior and an exterior distinguished for

its plainness, the owner of such a machine

could probably build and equip such a cara—

van at a cost hardly greater than that of one

of the most elaborate limousines in every

day use.

The range of possibility in this line is

infinite, and to carry it into any detail is

but a useless flight of the imagination, yet

that there is more than idle fancy in the

idea is at once apparent, and that the day of

the house car may yet arrive Seems not at

all improbable.

Brakes and their Application.

It seems not a little strange that consid

ering the present status of motor car de

sign in other lines, the braking equipment

should still be confined to the somewhat

narrow limits which have been adhered to

since the commencement of the industry.

Up to the present time, the makers have

confined themselves simply to the improve

ment in detail of the existing types of

brakes, making them universally double

acting, and providing means of equaliza—

tion in cases where two or more are ap

plied by a single lever. These, coupled

with the very general tendency to increase

the area of effective working surface which

has been manifest lately, have constituted

The

brake itself, and the point of its application

the entire range of improvement.

remains unchanged. Either the rear wheels

are braked directly, or else the effort is

applied somewhere in the line of transmis

sion.

It is commonly conceded that the stop

page of the rotation of a wheel under cer

tain conditions causes it to lose its sense of

direction, which is natural enough, since

all bodies tend to move along the lines of

least resistance. Hence, when the road is

pitched to one side, or when there is a side

thrust from any cause whatever, the conse

quence is that when the brake is applied,

a side-slip is developed. The tendency to

this is at once augmented by the fact that

the machines swivles about the front wheels

as an axis, and, in cases where the braking

effort is applied in any way which brings

the differential into play, this is doubly

accentuated by the tendency of the wheel

having the least tractional resistance to

advance in an oblique direction pulling the

rear of the machine along with it.

It is perfectly rational to suppose that

this tendency would at least in some mea

sure be checked by applying the brakes

to the front wheels, yet on the other hand,

the effect of this would be such that in

case the machine were given a slight in

cline to its original direction of travel, as

for instance, by a swerving of the steering

wheels, the momentum of the rear end

would tend to swing it around and thus

cause a slewing of the rear end closely

analagous in its nature, and identical in its

effect with that caused by skidding. Hence,

it would not seem that much, if anything at

all was to be gained by applying the brakes

to the front instead of the rear wheels.

Again, applying them to all of the wheels

simultaneously, would apparently tend to

place the machine quite out of control of

the operator, since all four wheels would

tend to lose their sense of direction and the

machine would follow the lines of least

resistance, traveling sidewise, or obliquely,

or in fact, any old way at all, except in a

straight line.

If, on the other hand, they were to be

applied to one front and one rear wheel,

it would seem, in theory, at least, that while

the sense of guidance would be retained by

the two free wheels, the other two would

have sufficient traction to accomplish the

desired retarding effect. If the two im

peded wheels were on the same side of the

car, then the possibility of one track being

more slippery than the other would seem

to create a tendency to creep, while if the

two were on opposite sides, it would natur

ally seem that the relative advantages or

disadvantages of grade pitch and traction

resistance would be counterbalanced on

the two sides of the vehicle and the natural

resulting tendency would be to maintain

the machine in a straight course.

W'orking along this somewhat novel line

of argument, a writer in a foreign contem

porary gives the results of sundry experi

ments which he has conducted with a

model which have seenied to bear' out the

theory that the ideal method of applying

the brakes would be upon the opposite

front and rear wheels. Also, he states that

he has been unable to put his theory to a

practical test, but has “contented himself

with taking out a patent on the idea." This,

however, need not act as a deterrent upon

designers in hindering them from making

experiments along a line which up to the

present time has yielded but partially suc

cessful results.

The idea of applying the brakes to the

opposite'wheels at each end of the machine

is unsymetrical, unmechanical, and without

analogy in the world of traction, and yet.

if by such means it can become possible to

obviate the difficulties and dangers due to

skidding, then the first two objections are

of but little moment; the third need not

necessarily apply at all, since wholly novel

considerations are involved which defy all

precedent at every turn. But at all events.

there seems to be considerable food for

thought in the very idea, and it is not un

likely that a series of experiments con

ducted with a view to bringing out the suc

cess of the system, might lead to the estab

lishment of certain data in the matter of ad

hesion and traction, to say nothing of the

distribution of weight in the vehicle, which

would well repay the investigator for the

time taken up by the study.

  

It is unfortunate for many reasons that

more data was not compiled regarding the

capacity and performances of the cars of

half a decade ago. Not merely to demon~

strate in black and white the vast improve

ment that has been brought about in the

interim—this is sufficiently in evidence and

scarcely needs any written substantiation

to make plain its extent, but to show more

clearly just what is responsible for the ad

vance. And in no other particular is this

lack of information so keenly felt as in

the item of fuel consumption. Some of

the old-time motors developed an insatiable

thirst, it is true, but in the majority of in

stances. the price of the fuel went into the

chauffeur's pocket and so its cost seldom

if ever had any bearing on the mileage cov

ered. Owners were blissfully ignorant of

what the car would do on a gallon of gaso

lene and never questioned the bills so that

was an end of it. In consequence, with the

exception of the records of one or two

early economy trials, there is no data extant

that can be brought to bear on the subject.
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FARSON SELECTS HIS STAFF

Stranger for Racing Board and New Men

for other Committees—Platform Outlined.

President John Farson, of the American

Automobile Association, gave unmistakable

evidence that he believes in the proverb

vigorous policy will be pursued, with two

objects in view—better roads and univer—

sal automobile legislation.

Contrary to general expectations, Robert

Lee Morrell was not reappointed chairman

of the racing board. Mr. Morrell had

steadily maintained that he would not ac

cept the honor again, but it was thought

Augustus Post retired as chairman of the

racing committee, being succeeded by Paul

Deming of the Detroit Automobile Club.

Judge W. H. Hotchkiss, of the Buffalo

Automobile Club, will head the highway

committee for the ensuing year and Sidney

C. Gorham, the new secretary of the A. A.

A., takes I. B. Dill’s place on the law com

  

PRESIDENT

“a new broom sweeps clean," for at the first

meeting of the new board of directors at

the rooms of the Automobile Club of

America, last Thursday, 8th inst., he swept

out such men as Messrs. Morrell, Post,

Shattuck and Dill and appointed new chair

men for the Racing, Touring, Highway and

Law Committees. Mr. Farson was unable

to be present at the meeting, but sent a

letter, which further showed that energy

to obtain practical results will be the chief

characteristic of the A. A. A. this year. A

FARSON

that pressure would be brought to bear

upon him to fill the position this year. His

successor, Jefferson DeMont Thompson,

is as much of a “dark horse" as was Mr.

Morrell upon his appointment last year.

Mr. Thompson is a business man and a

member of the Automobile Club of America,

owns three or four foreign cars and has

witnessed nearly all the important speed

contests abroad. He is against track rac

ing, but favors beach carnivals and the

Vanderbilt cup race, as a matter of course.

AND SECRETARY GORHAM OF THE A. A. A.

mittee. The appointments were made in a

letter to Secretary Gorham and were rati

fied by the board of directors.

President Farson outlined the platform

of his administration in the following letter

to the directors:

“I would, if agreeable, have Sidney C.

Gorham counsel of the association. There

will be no expense attached to this position,

except if any work arises to be done Mr.

Gorham will present a bill and same may

be duly audited. I am confident that he
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will not present any bill that will not meet

with the universal and unanimous approval

of the board.

“I shall be glad to have emphasized in

the administration of the year:

“1. The question of good roads, with na

tional, state and local aid; and with this

in view have asked Mr. Gorham to prepare

a uniform bill to present to the various

State legislatures, the support of _the

Brownlow bill or a bill covering the ques

tion of national aid for presentation in

Washington.

“2. The question of a uniform bill to be

present-ed to the various State legislatures

governing the use of automobiles on the

highways and in the city streets. Uniform

laws on this question"'would be very ad

vantageous from every standpoint.

“3. The. American Automobile

tion should set its face like a flint against

reckless and insane use of automobiles by

irresponsible and careless chauffeurs and

operators.
“4. A closer‘relation between the Ivarious

automobile7'clubs of America and Europe.

“5. A better understanding of the rights

of automobilists. - <

“6. Restrictions covering the question of

racing, so'that the matter may be hedged

about witht'every safeguard.

“7. A .unilorm'system of signboards

throughoutithe country, under the sanction

of the American Automobile Association."

Considerabtc speculation and interest is

being attached to the probable appointees

to the various committees. The chairmen

will meet in a few days and name their

helpers for the year.

The following directors were present at

last Thursday’s meeting: S. L. Haynes,

Springfield (Mass) Automobile Club; R.

Lincoln Lippitt, Rhode Island Automobile

Club; Dave Hennen Morris, Automobile

Club of America; A. R. Pardington, Long

Island Automobile Club; T. H. Elliott, Syr

acuse Automobile Club; H. S. Woodworth,

Rochester Automobild Club; N. M. Pierce,

Binghampton Automébile Club; A. G. Bat—

cheldcr, New York Motor Club; F. R. Pratt,

New Jersey Automobile and Motor Club;

G. A. Post, North Jersey Automobile Club;

J. H. Edwards, Hudson County Automobile

Club; \Vindsor .T. White, Cleveland Auto

mobile Club; and N. S. Belding, Automo

bile Club of Maryland. Lewis R. Speare.

Bay State Automobile Association, presided

in President Farson’s absence.

“Per Horsepower” Tax Reaches Canada.

Canadian automobilists are'beginning to

have troubles of their own, particularly

those in the Province of Quebec, the law

makers of which propose to levy the famil

iar “per horsepower" tax, that has cropped

up here regularly for the past two or three

seasons. This would hit Montreal hardest

as fully 90 per cent. of all the cars in the

province are owned there. There will be

the usual delegation to protest against the

passage of the measure.

Associa

Garage is. not a Stable, Says Court.

A garage, when used for private pur

poses, is neither a stable nor a building

for mechanical purposes, a fact which will

cause many persons with “restrictive clause

deeds" to rejoice. This ruling was given

in a decision rendered‘by Judge Gaskill, in

Superior Court, at Boston, on Thursday

last, 8th inst., in dismissing a bill brought

by Erastus B. Badger against Jacob Morse

for an injunction to restrain the respondent

from erecting a house" for his automobile.

The complainant resides at 856 Beacon

street, Boston, and the respondent resides

in; the adjoining, house, No. 858. Restric

tions in their deeds prevent the erection of

a stable or a building for/mechanical pur

poses among other various matters. The

complainant c'ontended that the building

which the respondent is erecting in the rear

ofhis house, in which he intends to house
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New Chairman of A; A. A. Racing Board.

 

his automobile, is a violation of the restric

tions prohibiting a stable or building for

mechanical purposes.

The respondent claimed that neither re

striction was broken and the counsel argued

that neither contention set up by the com—

plainant was tenable. As stated, the court

gave a verdict for the respondent. Although

it appears a small matter on the outside,

the ruling of Judge Gaskill is an important

one, as it establishes a precedence that will

tend to make real estate agents be less dic

tatorial in the future.

Federation Formed with Two Officers.

Fine Italian hands, or rather a particu

larly fine Italian hand which has been

working more or less unseen for the last

couple of years to bring about the result,

was largely responsible for the Pennsyl

vania Motor Federation, which was formed

on March lst, at a meeting held in the

quarters of the Automobile Club of Phila

delphia. Isaac Starr, president of the lat

ter organization, was elected president of

the Federation, and Paul C. Wolf, secretary

of the Automobile Club of Pittsburg, was

made secretary, and, for the time being,

treasurer. The remaining offices were left

vacant until men can be found to fill them.

‘of that which is

' for his appearance.

Because the Automobile Club of Phila

delphia was previously allied with the Am—

erican Automobile Association, efforts have

been made to create something of a hubbub

over its allied “secession.” VMembers of it

are quoted as saying that the association

did not give them enough for their dollar.

that they did not favor the Vanderbilt road

races, etc., and that strong doses of good

roads and legislation is what the Federa

tion wants and proposes feedings to its

members. The Federation is an offshoot

termed the American

Motor League, a fact which sheds a flood

of light on the situation, at least to those

who are in position to see behind the

SCCXICS.

Bill to PermituBlankethail Bond's".

W'ithout objection, the“ bill oflAssemr

blyman Robert Lynn Cox, of Buffalo, N.

I‘ Y., amending the law relating tog-the re-:

lease of automobilists when arrested, was;

passed in the Assembly of the New York

' Legislature last Friday. 1 The preSent law

provides that in case of/arrest for violation

of the speed limit or any other provision

of the automobile law,‘ the person arrested

shall be entitled'to an immediate hearing

and if that cannot be had‘ shall be released

upon the deposit of a sum equal to the

amount of the fine imposed for his offense.

or upon leaving his automobile as security

Mr. Cox’s bill, which

was introduced at the instance of Buffalo

automobilists, adds that the prisoner shall

be released on_ giving bond executed by a

fidelity or surety company organized under

the laws of this State and having a deposit

of at least $200,000 with the Superintendent

of Insurance of this State, said bond or

undertaking to be in an amount not exceed

ing the maximum fine for the offense with
iwhich the owner is charged, and to be

conditioned for the owner’s appearance in

answer for such violation at such time and

place as shall then be indicated.

Thomas to Build Three Cup Racers.

In a letter protesting against the appoint

ment of anyone either dirflectly or indirectly

connected .with the trade on the racing

board of the American Automobile Associaé

tion, E. R. Thomas let it be known that he

is having constructed at the Thomas fac—

tory at Buffalo, N. Y., three cars for the ex

press purpose of carrying 05 the honors in

this year’s Vanderbilt race. “If I lose,"

says Mr. Thomas, “it will cost me $40,000."

If one of his cars wins, he adds, that _“it

means $25,000 for the driver." Several other

manufacturers are said to be building rac

ing cars for this year's race, which, it is

supposed, will again take place on the Long

Island course, petitions having been circu—

lated by the residents of Nassau county.

  

Automobile schools are coming along,

but evidently the co-educational principle

is not looked upon with favor as a Quaker

City seat of automobile learning has estab

lished a class exclusively for women.
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Opening night at Boston has come to be

almost as much of a feature as the show

itself.

dently loves paper, for the population turns

out in force and practically mobs Mechanics

Building. Last year the police found it

necessary to close the doors by nine o'clock

in order to avert what threatened to be a

catastrophe if any more people were per—

mitted to enter the building; this year on

Saturday night last both entrances were

thrown wide open and the incoming and

outgoing streams were permitted to fight

it out among themselves as to which should

gain the mastery without the formality of

Hundreds of

people continued to arrive every minute

taking up admission tickets.

after seven' o’clock until the crowd strug

gling to get" inside almost assumed the

proportions of that already within the build

ing which resembled Broadway and Thirty

third street on the night of a presidential

election more than anything else.

It was well worth the effort, for neither

pains nor expense had been spared to create

a fit

sorics.

Mechanics' Hall does not lend itself well

setting for the car and its acces

Unfortunately the main portion of

to the decorative effects of such an exhibi

tion, but the decorators had made the best

of their opportunities.

main entrance the entire length of

Stretching from the

the

building was what appeared to be a sylvan

bower that had sprung into being from the

fancy of.a poet, for with its onyx or mar

belized columns and gilded capitals, sur

mounted by creamy white lattice work,

It is “paper night" and Boston evi- '

 

Boston’s Fine, Large Show.

Symphony Hall not Ready on Saturday But Mechanics Building Was a Bower

of Grapevined Beauty—Free Admission Attracts a Mob on

Opening Night—Several New Cars in Evidence.

 

through which twined grape vines in all

the splendor of autumnal tints, set off by

innumerable vari-colored incandescent lights

amid the foliage, it was well calculated to

charm the eye. Red was the dominating

motif of the decorations. contrasting efiect
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ivcly with the green floral festoons and the

floor covering and set ofi‘ by ivory white

railings adorned with brass balls. The signs

were of the same shade of red as the dec

orations, relieved with gilt lettering. Owing

to the tringular form of the building. two

main aisles radiated from the entrance and

were joined by a cross aisle at their end,

the former continuing to the entrances to

Grand Hall.

  

GRAND

For many reasons the decorations in the

latter, which were the same throughout,

were far more effective. The Italian per

gola, in the shape of a huge cross, started

from each side of the building, meeting at

the center to form a flowery retreat that

I’I'IRGOLA.

served to house the orchestra. And from

the balconies it was possible to look down

upon the scene from all points of view,

from which an excellent idea of the effect

iveness of the whole could be gained. The

red and green of the floor and signs blended

harmoniously with the white and gilt of

the railings and lattice work, to form a pic

ture pleasing in the extreme. Unfortunately

the thumbing of thousands of hands soon

\
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marred the purity of the railings, leaving

them more of a chocolate shade, but it

was a defect easily remedied with soap and

water. A fact that added in no small mea

sure to the effectiveness of the show as a

whole, was to be found in the liberal allot

ments of space and the further circumstance

that with few exceptions n0 attempts had

been made to crowd an unnecessarily large

number of cars on the stands. This pro

vided sufiicient leeway to relieve the con

gestion of the aisles to some extent.

Familiar names and cars greeted the eye

on every side, for of the total of 305 ex

hibitors, but a comparatively small pro

portion were purely local or identified with

interests that have not been represented at

former gatherings. The entire left hand

side of the main aisle leading from the

entrance to Mechanics’ Hall was flanked

by the Columbia gasolene and electric vehi

cles, the Locomobile, with Dr. H. E.

Thomas's Vanderbilt cup racer, the Fiat,

Studebaker and Ramblers in the order

named, the Columbias and Ramblers each

having an end alcove of generous dimen

sions and well lighted, in which the cars

were displayed to the best advantage. On

the right, facing this line, were the Reo,

National, Marion and Ranier, all shown

under the same auspices and occupying a

large triangle by themselves. Next to them

was to have been installed'a newcomer, the

Essex steamer, but the space was aban

doned and given over to a display of the

Lambert friction drive cars. Following this

was a large space devoted to the various

types of \Nayne cars. The Thomas, Berk

shire, Frayer-Miller and Premier faced on

the second diverging aisle and were fol

lowed by the Matheson, Olds and Buick.

At intervals along the space flanking the

wall of the building which ~was largely

given over to accessories were to be found

the empty- space awaiting the Page run

about, a new comer. which had failed to

arrive up to Tuesday night. an Olds truck

and an ()lds 'l)us. as well as a heavy Knox

stake truck built for the use of a Boston firm.

Among the principal occupants of the

main floor of-the Grand Hall were the

White steamers, the various makes of Pope

vehicles. the Packard and Cadillac, Pierce

Great Arrow, Royal Tourist, VVintoh. Auto

car, Crawford and American Mercedes,

which accounted for practically the entire

center of the floor. The White steam show

ing was of the same liberal number of

types, ranging from the runabout that is

white in color as well as name, up to a

luxurious limousenc, that has characterized

the exhibit of the makers ‘at every show.

This applies with equal force to the many

varying types of vehicles staged under the

Pope aegis, which likewise ranged upward

from the Pope-Tribune runabout and its

heavier contemporary, :1 Pope-Toledo, in

bright carmine with black striping that was

a center of attraction, to the heaviest cars

of both open and closed types turned out

under this name. not omitting the Pope

\\'av<rly electrics. The stage held the

Peerless, Franklin and Darracq, while the

50 horsepower Apperson and the new

models of the Hotchkiss and \Nelch were

in evidence on the floor. Ranged in the

wall booths, were the Ford, which disap

pointed the first nighters by not having its

exhibit complete, or complete enough to in~

clude the new Ford runabout, the arrival of

which was looked forward to by many, the

Mitchell runabout and touring models, the

Corbin. which staged the same exhibit as

was shown at New York, the Elmore and

Haynes. The Stoddard-Dayton space was

in the centre of the floor, but, like the

Ford, its exhibit had been delayed in tran

sit and was not in place in time for the

opening night. Across the aisle from the

  

has a standard tread on an 86-inch wheel—

base and is fitted with 32x3-inch detachable

Dunlops. All on the weight is 1,450 pounds,

and the selling price is $1,500.

The Pierce Arrow display is very com

plete, including an exhibition chassis, a

limousine, a victoria and a touring car.

Together with these were some representa

tives of the Baker electric family, chief

among which was a physician's runabout.

The new waterless Knox four-cylinder and

the Stearns were prominent, while probably

for the first time. a complete showing of

the American and English representatives

of the Napier mark were on view. The

Pierce-Racine and Cleveland were shown

together.

 

 

Ford was the Jackson exhibit,‘ in \vorsc

plig‘n. as all its cars were delayed. A fea

ture of interest that was studied by many

at the Elmore booth was a sectional single

cylinder engine, plainly showing the work

ings of the three port. two-cycle motor.

Staged in connection with the Acme

touring cars was the new Merkcl four—cyl

inder runabout, which in spite of the fact

that it hails from Milwaukee. was shown

for the first time at Boston. Its 16 horse—

power motor, has dome-shaped independ

ently cast cylinders, the spark-plugs being

set at a 45 degree angle. Its most distin

guishing feature is to be found in the use

of eccentrics instead of cams to actuate the

valves. This has long been a character

istic of the Cadillac single cylinder motor

that has been shared by no other hitherto,

but so far as known the principle has never

been applied to the four-cylinder motor be

fore. The motor is of the four-cycle type,

the dimensions being 372x372 inches. A

three-speed sliding gear change speed box

is fitted, the final drive being by shaft and

bevel gear. Lubrication is Well provided

for by a Hill precision oiler. The car is

intended solely for use as a runabout, It

The levcrless Gasanlec, the sensation of

the 1905 show. was among the missing; its

space was empty up to Tuesday night.

The overflow exhibit which was housed

in Symphony Hall. a block or so

distant, was not ready for the opening

night. It was devoted principally to the

showing of foreign cars, though several

American makers found it impossible to

procure space in the main building. Among

these were the brand new Shawmut, the

Queen line. the new Northern air-controlled

car, and the Northern two-cylinder line. the

Iroquois cars. which hail from Seneca Falls.

N. Y., the Harrison touring cars. the Crown

runabout and the Stanley steamers. Owing

to their great weight the ponderons electric

trucks of the Vehicle Equipment Co., as

well as the heaviest of the Knox “water

lessH trucks were among the boats in the

basement, as the floor of the latter was on

the ground level at the rear of the building.

Boston has the reputation of bringing

forth at least one or two new cars of New

England origin at the annual show, and in

the present instance these were the Shaw

mut, staged in Symphony Hall, :~nd the

new Ross steam car, the latter of
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a description of which follows. It was

confidently expected that the Shawmut car

would be productive of a number of novel

features, and so far as the up-to-date stand—

ard car can embody out of the ordinary

features the searcher for detail was not dis

appointed. The use of separate heads

marks a departure in the cylinders which

measure 4%):57; inches and are rated to

develop 40 horsepower at 1.000 r. p. m. The

cylinders themselves are also independent,

with oppositely disposed valves, the cham

bers of which are entirely surrounded by

the water jackets. It was further marked

by the use of ball bearings not alone on the

crank- shaft, which is supported on five

bearings of this type, but also on the cam

shaft.

Lubrication is of the splash type. each

crank compartment being fed separately

on the countershaft differential, while with

the shaft drive both are on the rear hubs—

one internal expanding and one external.

The body is of aluminum and wood from

designs by a Boston house. One of the

features of the car in this connection is the

employment of non-corrosive steel for

trimmings—a material that is said to be

much easier to polish than brass.

For the first time in the history of the

industry have cars encroached upon the

space that for obvious reasons has always

been considered as the legitimate stamping

ground of the accessary makers—the bal

conies. But here almost 30 feet above the

floor of Grand Hall were heavy cars. and

owing to the fact that they had to be

hoisted into place by means of an impro

vised derrick, the opening night did not

see as many of them in place as was the

shaft to a live axle. The high tension igrii

tion is taken care of by a multiple unit coil

and accumulators. Tread is standard and

the wheel base measures 111 inches. Fitted

with 34x4—inch tires. :1 Prest-o-lite tank and

all on, the weight is 2,400 pounds, and the

touring model lists at $3,000. .

Another new entrant in the field-is to be

found in the balcony in the shape of‘the

Ross steamer, which has been evolved by

Lewis S. Ross, since parting connection

with the Stanley interests. It was not the

beetle-shaped racer in which the maker

earned his fame, but a touring car of the

generally accepted design. The entire

power plant is concentrated under the hood

and comprises a fire tube boiler 24 inches

in diameter. and a two-cylinder, 25 horse—

power double-acting, non-condensing en

gine of the simple type. A clutch is pro

4

  

from a positive plunger pump, which forces

the oil through a sight feed on the dash

and through a rotating valve. \Vhile the

standard form of ignition to be supplied

will be low tension make and break with

the Simms-Bosch magneto, an option will

be given in the shape of the Eisemann

high tension system in connection with

which a Lacoste single vibrator coil and

set of accumulators may be installed as a

reserve. The throttle is controlled by the

usual lever on a stationary sector, but an

accelerator pedal at the base of the steering

post is also provided for this purpose. A

feature of the cooling system is the use of

removable tubes in the honeycomb radia

tor. It is composed of three, any one of

which may be taken out separately for

cleaning. As in the case of the ignition,

the customer is also given an option on

the type of transmission. Either shaft or

chain drive will be fitted. In either case a

four-speed sliding pinion change speed gear

is fitted. the sliding set being mounted on

a fluted shaft instead of the ordinary square

section. The only difference in the two

types of drive lies in the placing of the

brakes, one of which in the chain type, is

case on Monday. Ranged around the spa

cious balcony were the St. Louis, which was

represented by an exhibition chassis and at

Victoria type runabout, the Acrocar,

also with an exhibition chassis and a

touring car. the Dolson, the new Grout,

which is a much larger and powerful car
than the first gasolene vmodel turned out

under this title. the Marmon, the W'indsor

gearless car which employs a friction drive,

and the American, a new-comer, claiming

Indianapolis as its birthplace, but shown

here for the first time.

The American is aptly named, for it cm

bodies throughout, features that have come

to be distinctive of automobile engineering

practise in this country. The model shown

was a 40 horsepower touring type, motored

with the standard, four-cylinder vertical

engine under the bonnet forward. The

cylinders. are cast in pairs and measure

45/5-inch bore by 5-inch stroke, and are so

free from accessories on the off side as to

resemble a two-cycle motor at first sight.

All valves are mechanically operated from

the same cam shaft. Sliding change speed

gear giving three forward speeds'is em

ployed, the final drive being by means of

vided for running the engine with the car‘

stopped, but otherwise the drive is direct

to the rear axle by means of a propellerj

shaft'. The wheel base is 108 inches and,

with Goodrich 34x4-inch detachable tir-ies.i

the weight is 3,200 pounds. Next to thisl

was the display of the Duryea Power Co.,

with the famous Duryea three-cylinder en-‘

gine that has endured all changes in auto

mobile engineering practice.

Accessories.

Scattered here and there among the ex

hibitors of cars on the main floor of Me

chanics’ Hall were a number of accessory

makers and dealers, and the first to strike

the eye in passing down the right hand

aisle was the stand of the ubiquitous Miller

—Charles 15.—whose branches are extend

ing wherever automobiling is indulged in.

it was comfortably ensconced in an alcove

and contained the usual assortment of

everything pertaining to the wants of the

car or the needs of the motorist himself.

Flanking Miller's exhibit on the right was

the instructive display of Harris oils, show- I

ing their composition, and on the left, the

display of the Boston Cycle & Sundry Co.,
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GENERAL VIEW OF ONE SECTION OF THE BOSTON SHCI‘
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representing about the largest exhibit of

its kind at the show, and containing every

thing imaginable in the way of accessories.

Post & Lester, of Hartford, were also well

represented by a goodly showing of the

various specialties handled by that firm,

which, of course, included De Luxe lamps,

and who also had an alcove to themselves.

Along the same line were to be found the

exhibits of the Veeder Mfg. Co., showing

its various forms of speed recording devices

in operation; the Uncas Specialty Co., mak

ers of ignition apparatus, which was _also

shown in operation;The “Powerful” search

light, made by Peter Gray 8: Sons, Speare’s

lubricating oil, and last, but far from least,

for it was not possible at first sight to de

termine whether the exhibit was that of a

car or an accessory, was the showing of the

“Auto bed,” upon which a touring car was

mounted and rolled about in the more or

less limited space for the edification of the

visitor.

Without doubt the most striking acces

sory exhibit and in addition, the largest of

its kind, was that of Gray & Davis. The

space occupied by this exhibit stretched

clear across the base of the large triangle

made by the two lines of cars. and the many

types of highly polished brass lamps com

prising it were housed in artistic colonial

glass cases in pure white which harmonized

effectively with the decorative scheme and

were further set off by their gleaming con—

tents. For the first time, the entire balcony

of the main building was given over to

accessory exhibits, among which were to be

found many of the familiar stand-byes that

have grown and developed with the ex—

pansion of the industry generally. Among

these were the Firestone and Swinehart

tires, the former showing the new Firestone

pneumatic, the Trufiault-Hartford shock

absorbers, “Whitney chains, Exide and Na

tional batteries and a number of others.
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In the field of ignition apparatus, Connecti

cut spark coils and Apple complete outfits

were prominent, as were also the stands of

Leon Rubayfshowing various types of high

and low tension magnetos, and the Lacoste

specialties. The Albert Champion Co. dis—

played Nieuport low tension and the Gia

noli high tension magneto, which is a new

comer on this side of the water and prac

tically the first accessory of Italian inven

tion to be oFfered in this market.

four exhibitors had the balcony to them

selves so far as ignition apparatus went.

Bowser safety gasolcne tanks and garage

outfits occupied a prominent location diag

Thesc '

  

IANICS’ BUILDING, SHOWING THE GRAND PERGOLA.

onally opposite the Gray & Davis exhibit,

while in the other direction was the booth

of the American Electric Novelty Co.._dis

playing the various specialties made by that

firm and including the new Ever Ready

self-starter. Diamond chains, \Vitherbee

storage batteries and lamps were shown by

the Angier Co., and flanking them was the

novel exhibit of the Kilgore air cushion,

shock absorber, which could not be passed

by unobserved, as it contained a number

of the devices placed high on the wall. It

was shown together with the \Varner Auto

meter, which was displayed running.

But there was absolutely no end to the

variety to be found in the shape of acces

sories and in this the Boston show can claim

to be second to none,‘though the fact of their

being scattered considerably detracted

somewhat from the impressiveness of the

size of the accessory display. In the bal

cony alone they ranged in diversity from

the exhibit of a dealer in photo supplies

to a typewriter display, though just what

bearing the latter had on the car was not

apparent as its use for correspondence in

the tonneau was not suggested. While

there was no lack of variety there was not

much duplication, the Jones speedometers

being largely in evidence in their chosen
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field, although the instruments of the Hicks

Speed Indicator Co. and the Hefl‘ecker

speed and mile indicators were on view,

some of both of them being shown in op

eration.

A brand new entrant in the field of shock

absorbing devices is the product of a down

east concern, the Hill Motor Car C0. It

has been given the apt title of “Victory” and

is designed upon familiar lines. It consists

of a friction disk attached to the frame and

Connected to the axle at the c'enter of the

spring through the medium of a rod and

lever, developing about four times as much

resistance on the recoil of the spring as it

does on the compression. For a similar

purpose were the Sager "equalizing"

springs shown by the J. H. Sager Co. In

Connection with the Hill exhibit there were

also staged the Lea tire pumps and the Lea

Speedistimeter. while another combined

exhibit was that of the \Nhitney chains and

the Loring speed gauge. Samson leather

t'res occupied a prominent position and

were shown in such profusion that it was

impossible to overlook them. The Healey

leather tire was also in evidence as was the

“iron Tire" pneumatic wheel which is being'

aggressively exploited. Hoods, fenders and

tanks shown by E. B. Badger & Sons, fuel

tmks, made by the Gilbert & Barker C0..

Banner oils and grease-s. the Dodge oilers,

Keystone lubricants, Murray tops, Bay

State wrenches and tools, Eco acteylene

generators, Triumph tanks and dash gauges,

lron Clad specialties, Gilbert tire cases,

Dover drip pans,Vacuum Mobiloils, Sprague

tops and a host of others contributed to

make the list of accessories as complete as

the most interested visitor could wish‘for.

A few scattering accessory exhibits were

sandwiched in between the cars about the

balcony of Grand Hall, and the same was

true of Symphony Hall, but with these in

conspicuous exceptions, the former build?

ing presented the unique aspect of being

given' over—main floor and balcony—to the

staging of cars, of which many of the heav

iest were on the upper floor. In connection

with the exhibit of Duryea cars, the Artz

folding tonneau was shown, while across

the aisle from the latter were the Dietz

lamps (and Jacobs improved drill chucks.

The most prominent accessory exhibit in

this part of the building was that of the

Gabriel horns and Foster shock brakes,

which unfortunately were not installed in

time for the opening night. Directly oppo—

site them on the other side of the balcony

was the showing of Fawkes “airless” tires.

The exhibits are as follows:

Butler Motor Car Co., Boston, Rapid com

mercial vehicles.

Saunders, C. H., Melrose, Mass, Moline

ears.

Hub Automobile

Mass.

Ross, Louis S., Newtonville, Mass, Ross

steam cars.

Coleman, H. P., Boston, Duryea cars.

Corwin Manufacturing Co., Peabody, Mass,

Gasaulec cars.

Exchange, Dorchester,

\N'ing & Co., F. E., Boston, Marmon cars.

Imperial Auto Co., Boston, Acrocar, Dol

sou, Argus, St. Louis and Martini cars.

Grout Brothers' Automobile Co., Orange,

Mass.. Grout gasolene cars.

American Motor Car Co., Boston, Ameri

can cars. _

Stanley Motor Car Co.,

Stanley steam cars.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co., Buffalo, N.

Y., Babcock electric cars.

Blomstrom Motor Co., C. H.,

Mich, Queen cars.

Shawmut Motor Co., Boston, Shawmut cars.

Newton. Mass,

Detroit,

Stratton Motor Co., Boston, American

Mercedes cars.

Josiison Service Co., Milwaukee, VVisa

Johnson steam ears.

Mors Automobile Co.,

Mercedes Import Co.,

Mercedes cars. . .

English Daimler Co., New York City, Eng

lish Daimler, C. G. V., and Decauville

cars. >

Northern Automobile

Northern cars.

Crown Motor Co_., Boston, Glide cars.

Eisenhuth Horseless Vehicle Co., Middlc‘

town, Conn., Compound cars.

lroquois Motor Car Co., Seneca Falls. N.

\'.. Iroquois-cars. -

Nichols & Co., H. P., Boston, Prayer-Miller

and the Clark steam cars.

Detroit Auto Vehicle Co., Detro't. .‘-lic‘1.,

Crown delivery wagons.

Harrisun Vf’agon Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,

Harrison cars.

Duquesne Co., The, New York, Duquesne

cars.

Clark, Edward 5.. Boston, Clark steam cars.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Boston, Peerless

cars.

Bangs, A. R., Boston, Franklin and Darracq

cars.

Dunham, George J., Boston, Royal Tourist

ears.

\Ninton Motor Carriage Co., Boston, Win

ton cars.

White Sewing Machine Co., Boston, White

ears.

Reed-Underhill Co., Boston, Knox and

Stearns touring cars and Knox trucks.

Moore & Smith, Boston, Autocars.

Napier Co., of America, Boston,

cars.

Fuller, A. T., Boston, Packard and Cadillac

cars.

Boston Automobile Exchange, Boston,

Crawford gasolene cars and Columbus

electrics.

Pope Manufacturing Co., Boston, Pope

Toledo, Pope-Hartford, Pope—Tribune

and Pope-\Vaverly cars and commercial

vehicles.

Randlil’f Motor Car Co., Boston, Panhard,

Stoddard-Dayton, Frayer-Miller and Ard—

sley cars.

Skinner, K. A., Boston, DeDion Bouton

cars.

Maguire, J. \V. Co., Boston, Pierce Arrow

cars and Baker electrics.

Boston, Mors cars.

New York City,

Agency, Boston,

Napier

Brown. George M., Bosfifl' Apperéon and

Hotchkiss cars.

Mills Kennedy Co., Boston, “'eich cars.

Boston Motor Co., Boston, Acme and Mer

kel cars. -

Jenkins 8: Sheldon, Boston, Mitchell cars.

Kimball Co., E. T., Boston, Corbin cars.

Blake 8: Co., E. P., Boston, Jackson cars.

Ford Motor Car Co., Boston, Ford cars.

Breed, E. 5., Boston. Haynes and Elmore

cars.

Butler Motor Car Co., Boston. Cleveland,

Pierce-Racine and Richard Braiser cars.

Sturtevant Mill Co., Boston, Sturtevant

cars.

Jefl’ery & Co., T. B., Boston. Rambler cars

Fosdiek Co., Harry, Boston, F. I. A. T. and

Studebaker cars. '

Locomobile Co., of America, Boston, Loco—

mobile cars. - -

Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., Boston, Co—

lumbia gasolene and electric cars.

Linscott Motor Co., Boston, National and

Reo cars. I

Morrison-Tyler Motor Car Co., Boston.

Maxwell, Ranier and Marion cars.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson. ln:l..

Lambert friction drive touring cars.

\\'ayne Automobile Co., Boston, \Vayne

ears.

B"ker-Comerais

Premier cars.

Berkshire Automobile Co., Berkshire Mass,

Berkshire cars. _ .

llenshaw, C. 5., Boston. Thomas cars.

Matheson Motor Car Co., Wilkes-Barre.

Pa., Matheson cars.

Adams-Sutton Motor Co., Boston, Olds

mobile cars and commercial vehicles.

Buick Auto Agency, Boston, Buick cars.

\Valtham Manufacturing Co., Waltham,

Mass, WalthamTOrient cars.

Page Motor Vehicle_Co., Providence, R. 1.,

Page air-cooled runabout.

Leach, J. N., Boston. Melrose cars.

Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Mass,

Atlas trucks.

Vehicle Equipment Co., Long Island City,

N. Y., commercial electric vehicles.

Motor Car Co., Boston,

Accessories.

Miller, Charles 12., Boston, supplies and

sundries.

Boston Cycle 8: Sundry Co., Boston, sup

plies and sundries.

Bowser, S. F. 8: Co., Boston, safety gaso

lene storage tanks and outfits.

American Electric Novelty Mfg. Co., New

York, Ever Ready dry batteries and

specialties, Ever Ready self-starters.

Angier Co., The, Boston, Diamond chains.

VVitherbee storage batteries, lamps.

Gray & Davis, Amesbury, Mass, lamps.

Autobed Co., The, Boston, Autobed turn

table and car shifter.

American Agency Michelin Tires,

York, Michelin tires.

National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio, C0_

lumbia dry batteries.

Veeder Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Veeder

odometers and tachometers.

Uncas Mfg. Co., Norwich, Conn., ignition

specialties.

New
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Post & Lester Co., The, Hartford, Conn.,

general supplies and sundries.

Alden Spear's Son Co., The, Boston, lubri

cating oils.

Gray 8: Sons, Peter, Boston, The Powerful

seachlight.

Harris Oil Co., Providence, R. 1., Harris

lubricating oils.

Champion Co., Albert, Boston, Nieuport

and Gianoli magnetos, imported ignition

specialties.

Atwood Mfg. Co., Amesbury, Mass, At

wood lamps.

Gilbert Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn., Gil

bcrt tire cases.

Jones Speedometer Co., New York: Jones

Speedometers.

\Vhitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Whit

ney chains.

Anderson Spark Plug Co., Boston, spark

plugs.

Iron Clad Mfg. Co., Brooklyn N. Y., tanks,

galvanized iron specialties

Tokheim Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., gaso

lene storage outfits.

Rands Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich, Rands tops.

Vacuum Oil Co., Boston, Vacuum “Mobil

oils.”

Dover Stamping Co.,

drip pans and cans.

Boston Auto Gauge Co.,

umph” gasolene gauges.

Eagle Oil & Supply Co., Boston, lubricat

ing oils.

Leon Rubay, New York, Lacoste ignition

specialties, imported high and low ten

sion magnetos.

Hartford Suspension Co., New York, Truf

fault~Hartford shock absorbers.

Cambridge, Mass,

Boston, “Tri

  

Tllli NEW "AMERICAN" C.\R.

Eco. Mfg. Co., Boston, Eco acetylene gen- Rose Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Neverout

erators. lamps.

Badger & Sons Co., E. B., Boston, hoods, Rollins Mfg. Co., “Hofiecker” speed and

fenders, tanks. mile register.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio,

Firestone solid and detachable pneumatic

tires.

Iron Tire Pneumatic Wheel Co., New York,

lron tire pneumatic wheels.

Hicks Speed Indicator Co., Brooklyn, N.

Y., Hicks' speed indicators.

Healey Leather Tire Co., New York, Hea

ley leather pneumatic tires.

llntchison Electric Horn Co., New York,

Hutchison electric horns.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Boston, Exide

accumulators.

Samson Leather Tire Co., New York, ar

mored leather tires.

Eastern Carbon \Vorks, Jersey City, N. J.,

dry batteries.

Conn. Telephone & Elec. Co., Meriden,

Conn., Connecticut coils and electric spec

ialties.

Columbia Vehicle Tire Co., Boston, tires.

Baum's Castorine Co., Boston, lubricants.

A. N. Greenwoud Oil Co., Boston, lubri

cams.

Luring, E. J., Somerville, Mass, Loring

speed indicators.

llillman Plating Co., Boston, repairs.

Globe Optical Co., Boston, goggles.

Murray, P. A., Newton, Mass, Murray tops.

Coops, Charles \V., Boston, supplies and

sundries.

Pantasote Leather Co., New York, uphols

tery leathers.

Prosser 8: Son., Thomas. New York, Krupp

steels.

McClellan, Charles P.. Fall River, Mass,

tops.

Sprague Umbrella Co.,

Sprague tops.

Teel & Co., E., Mcdford, Mass, Teel tire

eases.

Cramp & Son Ship & Engine Building Co..

\Villiatn, Philadelphia, bronze castings

and bearing metal.

Buffalo Gasolene Motor Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

Buffalo motors.

Norwalk, Ohio,

Gearless Transmission Co., Glens Falls,

N. Y., friction drive.

Norton Emery Wheel Co., Worcester,

Mass, emery wheels and grinders.

Coates Clipper Co., \Vorcester, Mass, flex»

ible shaftngv

Monitor Electric Speed Recorder Co., Cam

bridge, Mass, Monitor speed recorders.

Hartford,

lighting

Richardson

Conn.,

plants.

Olds Gasolene Engine W'orks, Lansing,

Mich, Olds stationary pumping engines.

Fairbanks Co., The, Chicago, lll., motors.

Mitchell Punctureless Pneumatic Tire Co.,

Swampscott, Mass, puncture-proof tires.

Sage Trunk Depot, Boston, Sage automo

bile trunks.

Dietz, R. E. & Co., New York, Dietz lamps.

Boston Tire & Rubber Co., Boston, Fawkes

tires.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio,

Gabriel horns, Foster shock brakes.

Way Mufiler Co., Philadelphia, Pa., \Vay

mufilers.

Jacobs Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., Jacobs'

improved drill chucks.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co., Boston, Pennsyl

vania tires.

Salisbury Tire Co., Owosso, Mich, tires.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co., Jersey City,

N. J., cushion tires, tire repairs. ‘

l\'er Johnson Sporting Goods Co., Boston,

accessories.

Electric Rubber Mfg. Co., Rutherford, N. J.,

Panther tires.

“"ells Light Mfg. Co., New York, non-skid

bands and retreading covers.

Bullard, J. H., Springfield, Mass, Bullard

speed recorder.

American Metal Polish

Mass, metal polishes.

Kilgore Auto Air Cushion Co., Boston, Kil—

gore air cushion shock absorbers.

Dodge Lubricator Co., Boston, Dodge lub

ricators.

Equitable Distributing Co., Boston, sup

plies and sundries. _ '

Dow Portable Electric Co., Braintree,

Mass, Dow ignition specialties.

Heinze Electric Co., Lowell, Mass, Heinze

coils.

Oil Tempering Spring Co., Chicopee Falls,

Mass. springs.

Auto Goods Co., Providence, R. I., sup

plies.

Tudor Mfg Co., Boston, Bay State wrenches

and tools. -

Motor Car Specialty Co., Trenton, N. J.,

Lea tire pumps and Lea Speedistimeter.

Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, clothing and

sundries. '

l—lill Motor Car Co., “Victory” shock elim~

inators.

Dayton Electrical Mfg. Co., Dayton, Ohio,

Apple generators and ignition systems.

Swinehart Clincher Tire_ & Rubber Co.,

Akron. Ohio, Swinehart solid clincher.

National Battery Co.. Bufi‘alo, N. Y., Na

tional storage batteries.

Sager Co., J. H., Rochester, N. Y., Sager

equalizing springs.

Engineering Co.,

spark plugs, electric

Co., Somerville,

Motor boats formed no small part of the

show; they, however, were relegated to the

basement. “Newspaper row" was also a

feature. All of the automobile publications

and Boston dailies were there, likewise sev

eral prints whose connection with motoring

is vague and remote.
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THE CHOOSING OF A CAR

How the Prespective Purchaser Goes About

it, his Befuddlement and the Way Out.

Volumes have been written on the sub

ject of “How to buy a car," while it would

require all the available phonograph records

that could be produced by that industry

for some time to come, to record all that

is said on the subject during the course

of a single show. And all this without, in

many instances, bringing the would-be

buyer any closer to the attainment of the

education attempted to be forced upon him

To the

man whose knowledge ofythe automobile is

by endless willing spellbinders.

restricted to the single fact that he is de

sirious of possessing one, it must be con

ceded that the task of selecting a car is not

an easy one by any means.

In the first place, he does not know what

he wants. Coming upon the scene utterly

unv-ersed in the mechanical lore which it

takes the average new owner of a car at

least one season to acquire, all automobiles

look alike to him, and if his choice is un

restricted by financial or other considera

tions, he will find that every car is the

best, always has been the best and always

But

this is the least of the things that the sales-,

man can tell him, and by the time he has

listened to an extempore lecture of half an

hour longer, every statement of which is

made with that assurance that totally ig

nores the existence of competition, he will

be quite convinced that he has seen the

only real car in the show. He would not

have recognized ,it if he were to pass by
casually—it does notibear any car marks

will occupy that proud distinction.

of special distinction, but it must be the.

real thing, because it is a limousine and has

a four-cylinder carburetter, direct drive on

the top notch clutch, the latest style of bon

net and is guaranteed to be kind and

sound, city broke and will stand without

hitching.

If the investigator were to call a halt

right here and duly reward the painstaking

young man who has gone to so much

trouble to explain all those things and make

them perfectly clear, by giving him the

order and clinching it with a check for the

deposit. all would be well and there is every

probability that the buyer would be as

content in the and with his purchase as he

is with the car that he decides to invest in

only after an exhaustive study of every

thing the market affords. But unfortu

nately, he does not take this wise step.

Instead he allows himself to be burdened

with a catalogue, a pamphlet 0f testimon

ials. a few special write-ups 0f the car and

its performances besides sundry other liter

ature, and thus equipped, strolls on to the

next stand. His initial sense of helpless

ness has vanished to a great degree since

he imbibed the flow of information that he

has not yet had time to digest; with it his

appealing look has faded somewhat, also.

But the latter returns the moment he tries

to apply his newly gained knowledge to

the concrete at the next booth, and even if

he were minus this badge of his novitiate,

the salesman would recognize him through

that intuitive faculty that enables him to

spot the anxious ones at a glance. '

After an equally lengthy session, the man

who would buy a car departs with much of

his previously acquired knowledge annulled

by what has come after it. Like the new

judge, he would have been perfectly con

tent to decide the case in favor of the first

litigant without hearing the defense, but

the arguments of the second exhorter hav

ing swept the slate clean; he is now just as

ready to decide in the latter’s favor as he

was previously to award the palm to the

first comer. Instead of being burdened

with knowledge, he is possessed of two

forces battling one against the other and

makes a vain attempt to reconcile them——

to bring the statement of his first ex

pounder into line with those of the second,

but all to no purpose. In the process, his

armful of literature has expanded. Thus

equipped he falls a prey to the third, who

proceeds to take him under his protecting

wing and show him the utter uselessness of

all the alleged information regarding what

an automobile should be that he had been

busy in absorbing for the last hour or

more.

\Nith this third visit it may in all prob

ability be his misfortune to fall into the

hands of the expounder who has a special

system with features all of its own—it looks

the same from the outside, but it just bris

tles with exclusivcness according to the

salesman. Lift the bonnet and you uncover

something totally different—something

vastly superior in every way to any other

car on the floor. “Oh yes, it looks the

same. That is. the other cars look like it,"

is the way the salesman puts it, "but make

no mistake, this—this here, is the real car."

The would-be buyer is' charmed; he is de

lighted. He sheds his burden of catalogues

on a convenient spot in the booth as if he

felt that he would have no further need for

them, and he will not have if the salesman

can help it. He listens to all kinds of

speeds, selective shifts with direct drives

on the radiator—impossible to strip any

gears, puncture tires or hurt the bonnet.

You push the button and the car does the

rest. and no matter how little you happen

to know about the rest, the car will take

care of itself under all circumstances and

in all kinds of weather, for it has a limou

sine body. “No, he is not ready to place

his order just at that moment," so he ac

quires further additions to his armful 0f

catalogues which the salesman reluctantly

resurrects from the waste basket upon re;

quest, and he goes forth feeling relieved.

That must be the real car, but he will

take a look around the show generally be

fore making a final choice. He looks at

his watch. Two and a half hours since he

came in and his order has not been placed

yet—he thought it would only be a matter

of an hour or so before he could finish the

whole thing. but come to think of it he

finds that he has only seen three cars altos

gether, and there are lines and lines of

them stretching off in every direction; cars

everywhere he looks, good looking cars,

too. He must see them before he leaves

or it will be necessary to make another

visit. so he bravely heads for the first one

that attracts him—but why prolong the

agony?

The end of the show finds him with cir—

culars, catalogues, posters and calendars

without limit; with an assorted fund of

knowledge that has no particular bearing

on any one car, for what he has remem

bered of it is purely abstract and he cannot

recall just which maker’s “hired man" was

responsible for giving it to him. He has

ridden in a dozen or more different cars;

here again if he had placed his order early

in'his experience, he might have been just

as well pleased, but all the cars seemed to

ride _jL‘St as swiftly and smoothly as the

others; they were all possessed of the same

luxurious finish and upholstery, and they

all looked pretty much the same, so that

at the end of the week he was ‘no nearer

a choice than at the beginning. Doubtless

many a motorist who has since become ex

perienced, will recognize in this picture a

reflection of his own condition upon enter

, ing the ranks and can sympathize with him.

All this does not explain how to buy a

car, it may be remarked, but such was not

its intention. Probably how not to buy a

car would fit it better. As already men

tioned, there have been many and volum

inous articles dealing with the subtle know

ledge required to tell the good car from

the poor at first glance—of the “speak a

foreign language perfectly in five lessons

by correspondence" type. Its axles should

be at least so thick, its frame so heavy and

no heavier, it should have a flywheel and

a bonnet and a wheel-base together with a

few other essentials which the wise ones

discourse on to the extent of several col

umns, and after reading one of these pero

rations. the beginner thinks he knows just

what he ought to have and just what he

ought not to permit himself to be inveigled

into parting with his money for—all this in

the abstract, of course. After having done

the shows until he is footsore and alto—

gether weary, he finds that there is no one

car to which it all applies. To sum up,

knowledge will prove of great assistance

in the selection of a car, but without it, the

new aspirant for honors behind the wheel

may rest assured that whatever he wishes

to spend will be well invested, if devoted

to the purchase of a VCl'llClC which has be

hind it the name of a recognized maker of

standing.
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BOYCOTTED AND RAINED ON

Los Angeles Racemeet run Under Adverse

Conditions—“Whistling Billy" There.

In the East the great bugaboo of track

racing has been the vagaries of the weather

and it seems that the same hoodoo, if such

it can be called, is destined to harass pro

The automobile race

meet at Los Angelcs, originally scheduled

for February'16, 17 and 18, had to be post

poned until March 2, Sand 4, on account of

moters in the \Nest.

the rain_ and finally the last day's events

had to be called off altogether for the same

The meet was held under diffi

The Southern California

reason.

culties anyway.

Automobile Dealers' Association had boy

cotted the affair, because the promoter—

11. D. Ryus, agent for the \Vhite cars——

was not a member of the association.

The races were run on the Agricultural

Park track, where Barney Oldfield made

the record mile in 53 seconds, and had it

not been for the slippery surface this time

would undoubtedly have been eclipsed. The

feature on Friday, the 2nd inst, was the

five-mile free‘for-all. with the famous old

“Whistling Billy" \Vhite. Bert Dingley‘up,

and the home-made Stewart-Garbutt racer,

John Pearson at the wheel, as starters. It

was nip and tuck between the two for four

miles. The home-made, double-opposed

four-cylinder “Greyhound,” as it was dub—

bed, picked up on the corners, but lost to

Dingley on the stretches. In the back

stretch of the last mile. one of the cylinders

of the Greyhound missed fire and Pearson

waved his hand to signify that it was “all

up" with him. At that instant, however,

“\Vhistling Billy" backfired and the home

made cart came on and won the race. The

time was 558%.

The one mile for cars costing less than

$1.500 brought out four aspirants and they

were sent off from a rolling start. The

Franklin had the pole, with the Reo next,

the Premier in third place and the Ford

on the outside. The Reo jumped forward

and took the pole away from the Franklin

at the first curve. Hanshue, the driver,

did not manipulate his clutch right and lost

the advantage. Dan Campbell, on the

Ford, came across from his outside place

and took the pole at the three-eighths pole

and from then on was never headed. The

Premier finished second, and the Franklin

third. Time, 1:17%. ‘

Roy Hanshue, 16 horsepower Reo, won

with hands down the five mile for cars

costing under $2,500, although Dan Camp

bell, in the Ford, challenged several times.

George Bradbeer (Premier), was third all

the way, and the much heralded Napier

runabout could do no better than to run

last, Hamlin in the Franklin having drop

ped out. Time, 6:04%. There was prac

tically nothing to the five-mile open for

stock cars, but the Rec, driven by Shet

ler. He sailed across the finish line with

lee scuppers awash. The Ford followed

second and the Premier third, the Franklin

again seeking the hitching post. By way of

diversion and to settle a private argument.

Harry Olive (Stoddard-Dayton), and Wil—

liam Reuss (Olds), ran a mile. Half way

around the Stoddard-Dayton dropped a

spark plug and the Olds frisked up the

stretch and across the tape alone, in 1:27%.

This was, of course, not satisfactory, so

they ran it over again. This time Olive

won in 1:27%.

In a three-cornered pursuit race between

the Ford, Napier and Franklin, the latter

snapped a_chain at the gun, so that the

Ford had to go two-thirds of a mile to

overhaul its opponent. It finally did after

running seven and a half miles. Two motor

'cycle races completed the first day’s pro

gram. -

Rain broke up the meet on Saturday.

Dingley set out with the idea of making a

few records with “Whistling Billy," but

after covering the first mile in 58% seconds,

thought the track was too slippery to risk

his neck upon. John Pearson, in the home—

made Stewart-Garbutt, had more nerve

and reeled 0f the five miles in 455%. His

fastest mile was caught officially at 058%,

although several of the watches gave him

056%.

The most interesting race of the after

noon was the five-mile lap event, in which

the cars scored at the end of each mile—3

points for first, 2 for second and 1 for third.

The Ford had the pole with the Reo next

and the Napier on the outside. The Reo

beat the pistol to the tape and the judges

started them over again, penalizing the

transgressor by placing him on the outside.

The Ford finished the first lap in front, but

was beaten out in the second by the Rec.

The Ford got back the lead in the third,

but 105t to the Rec again in the fourth. The

Reo got thc‘pole for good and all upon

entering the last mile and won out by one

point. Time, 556%.

An unlimited pursuit was won by the

Ford, after a long run, overhauling the

Napier at nine miles. Time, 11:51%. The

Ford beat the Reo by four feet in the three

mile open. The time was 3:41%. The Reo

won the last race by beating two motor

cycles in a three—mile event. The time was

3:45. The summaries:

FirstDay—Friday.

One mile, for cars costing less than $1,500

-—Dan Campbell, 12 h. p. Ford, first; George

Bradbeer, 16 h. p. Premier, second; Ralph

C. Hamlin, Franklin, third. Time, l:17%.

Five miles, for cars costing less than

$2,500—Roy Hanshue, 16 h. p. Reo, first;

Dan Campbell, 12 h. p. Ford, second;

George Bradbeer, 16 h. p. Premier, third.

Time, 6:04%. Also ran—R. C. Hamlin, 12

h. p. Franklin.

Five miles open—L. T. Shettler, 16 h. p.

Reo, first; Dan Campbell, 12 h. p. Ford,

second; George Bradbeer,v16 h. p. Premier,

third. Time, 6:13%. Also ran—R. C. Ham

lin (Franklin).

One-mile match between Harry Olive

(Stoddard-Dayton) and William Reuss

(Olds)—\’Von by Olive. Time, 123%.

Unlimited pursuit—Dan Campbell, 12

h. p. Ford, first; I. A. Clairemont, 20 h. p.

Napier, second. Distance, 7% miles. Time

not taken. Franklin broke down at start.

Three miles for motorcycles—C. W. Ris

den (Indian), first; E. W. Hoag (Thorough

bred), second; Ernest Bennett (Thorough

bred), third. Time, 3:52%. Fastest mile,

1:11%.

Five miles free-for-all—John Pearson, 20

h. p. Stewart-Garbutt, first;_Bert Dingley,

20 h. p. White, second. Time, each mile,

1:09, 1:04, 1:03%, 1:04%, 1:17%. Total.

558%.

SecondDay—Saturday.

One mile exhibition by Bert Dingley, 20

h. p. White. Time, 058%.

Five mile exhibition by John Pearson, 20

h. p. Stewart-Garbutt. Time, each mile.

059%, 058%, 058%, 058%, l:00%. Total,

455%.

Five-mile lap—~Roy Hanshue, 16 h. p.

Reo, first (13 points); Dan Campbell, 12

h. p. Ford, second (12 points); J. A. Clair

mont, 20 h. p. Napier, third (5 points).

Time, 556%. Fastest mile, 159%.

_ Unlimited pursuit—Dan Campbell, 12 h.

p. Ford, first; I. A. Clairmont, 20 h. p.

Napier, second. Distance, 9 miles. Time,

“51%.

Three-mile open—Dan Campbell, 12 h. p.

Ford, first; Roy I-Ianshue, 16 h. p. Reo, sec—

ond. Time, 3:41%.

Three miles between automobile and

motorcycles—Won by Roy Hanshue, 16

h. p. Reo. Time, 3:45.

Three miles for motorcycles—E. W. Ben

nett (Thoroughbred), first; P. W. Dins

more (Thoroughbred), second; E. W. Hoag

(Thoroughbred), third. Time, 359. Fast

est mile, 115%.

Three miles consolation for motorcycles

—C. W. Risden (Indian), first; George Hall

(Motor-Racycle), second; Ralph Gould (In

dian), third. TimeI 356%. Fastest mile,

1:13%.

Changes in New York Club.

R. H. Johnston has been elected treas

urer of the New York Motor Club, suc—

ceeding Frank J. Griffin, who has been

made second vice-president. A. L. Kull

and W. B. Hurlbut have been elected direc

tors. \N. J'. P. Moore, the president.

will act as delegate to the New York State

Automobile Association. The club's an

nual test, which aroused so little interest

last fall, will be held in May, while the Or

phans’ Day parade will take place in June.

Springfielders Select their Leaders.

The Springfield (Ohio) Automobile Club

held its 'annual meeting and banquet last

week and re-elected all the 01d officers as

follows: President, A. F. Sparks; vice

president, P. A. Stanley; Secretary, H. C.

Downey.
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MAKING THE STARTING EASIER

One Respect in Which no Advance has been

Made—Methods in Use and Possible.

\Vith possibly a single exception, the

the

motor to the motor car, and the questions

application of internal combustion

in connection with its use have been

brought to a point where their ultimate and

final disposition is only a matter of time

and the working out of a legitimate pro

cess of evolution. The exception, however

insignificant it may have appeared in the

light of former difliculties, is by no means

to be neglected now that they have been re

duced in importance, but instead demands

immediate attention. This is the matter of

motor starting, for however little trouble

it may give, the necessity still remains of

turning it over by hand when it is desired

to put it in motion. True, in a few cases

machines are provided with some means

for starting the motor without leaving the

seat, but these are comparatively rare, and

the methods used are, to say the least,

crude and not,of a piece with the mechan

ism used elsewhere in the machine, 4

There are three various means of start

ing an internal combustion motor of the

four-cycle type, depending somewhat on

the method of construction, and upon its

arrangement, but each thoroughly practical

in theory at least. The first, which is a

legitimate outcome of the method of crank

ing by hand, is purely mechanical, the re—

sult being obtained either by the direct

effort of the operator effected through the

medium of some mechanism, or through

the action of some form of stored energy

such as a. spring. The second, which is in

general, applicable only to multiple motors,

depends on the retention of the charges

drawn into the cylinders after the ignition

has ceased on stopping, and is commonly

known as starting on compression. The

third, on the other hand, depends on secur—

ing an artificial impulse in at least one cyl

inder in order to rotate the crank-shaft suf—

-ficiently to secure the completion of one

complete cycle or less in another. This

may be accomplished either by direct fluid

pressure or by means of an artificial explo

sion produced by a special charge of some

sort. - '

The first general method of starting con

sists in the employment of purely mechani

cal means of rotating the crankshaft, and

in its simplest form consists in substituting

for the crank some sort of mechanism which

will enable the operator to do the same

work without leaving his seat. This has

been variously accomplished by the use of

a flexible cable wound upon a drum which

is unwound by pulling a lever or depressing

a pedal, the cable being automatically re

wound and the mechanism set for the next

start as soon as the motor is in action. A

far simpler method is that of connecting

the starting lever or pedal with a ratchet

mechanism which can be reached from the

driver’s seat. This has been done in run

abouts for some time, and is seen in a mod

ified and improved form on several multi

cylinder cars this year. Another mechani

cal method depends for its action upon the

power of a long spiral spring which is un

wound when a trip lever is pulled, thereby

putting the motor in rotation, and which is

automatically rewound and reset as soon

as the regular motion of the ear is fully es

tablished. Of this type, several examples

are now on the market.

Starting on compression is now easily

accomplished in all well built motors of

more than two cylinders using some method

of ignition, the current for which is sup—

plied from a source external to the motor,

and may be depended on in the majority of

cases for a limited period after the motor

has been stopped. After a comparatively

short time, however, the leakage of the im

prisoned charge passed the pistons so re

duces the compression that the primary im~

pulse is too weak to secure an effort great

enough to swing the motor by the first

compression of a new charge. Also, after

the motor has been standing idle for any

length of time, the supply of fuel in the car

buretter becomes so stale that for the first

two or three cycles, the charge is apt to

be‘rather weak. So that except in cases

where the starting is to be done frequently,

the simple compression method is not

wholly satisfactory. The reason why the

use of this method is confined to motors of

more than two cylinders is that when the

ignition is cut off from a multicylinder

motor, it comes to rest—other things being

equal—with the charges in at least two cyl—

inders on compression. In one of them

the piston is part way down on the ignition

stroke, while in the other, the piston is part

way up on the compression stroke, and the

compressions in the two tend to balance

one another, stopping the pistons at corres

ponding points in the strokes. In single

cylinder motors, and ordinarily in tw'o-cyl

inder motors as well, the crank shaft comes

to rest with the pistons down and the

exhaust valves open, hence rendering

self-starting impossible. But, in multiple

machines, the likelihood of starting in—

creases directly with the number of cyl

inders.

By the use of compressed air it is possible

to get as many impulses as may be desired,

and by means of a suitable arrangement

of supplementary valves, to start the motor

from the seat as often as is desired without

reference to the meethod of shutting down,

and regardless of the condition of the car

buretter, the action otherwise being the

same as when starting by means of a crank.

This method, which is used quite generally

on large stationary motors, is perfectly suc

cessful where the need of some starting de

vice is sufficient to warrant the use of the

requisite additional mechanism, tankage,

and so on. On such machines as use com

pressed air for brakes, gasolene feed, or

other purposes, it is highly recommendable,

and, besides, is not necessarily of a complex

nature. Another method of securing an

artificial primary impulse, is to induce an

explosion by inserting into a breech-lock

mechanism in one or more of the cylinders

a cartridge charged with a slow-burning

powder. Still another method which is

much more recent than the last, and more

readily adaptihle to the needs of the motor

car, is that of injecting a small quantity of

acetylene gas into one or more of the cyl

inders in sufficient amount to secure a com

bustible charge when mixed with the at

mospheric contents. This method which is

at present used on but one car, so far as

is known, has about it a good deal that is

feasible. Carbonic acid gas also has been

uSed in a similar way.

Considering the problem simply from the

standpoint of the ideal, it is evident first of

all, that the starting gear should be essen~

tially simple and easy to build, besides be

ing inexpensive; that it\ should be unfailing

as far as its action may be made so inde

pendent of the motor itself, which is to be

supposed to start readily on being rotated

through not more than a single cycle of ac

tion before the first cylinder fires, no mat

ter how long it has been standing; that it

should be free to release as soon as the

motor is again in action, and that it should

be automatic as far as possible. Then, con

sidering the method more in detail, it is

probable that a natural division might be

set up between machines started mechani

cally, and those requiring an artificial im

pulse for the purpose. For the need of

simplicity above all else in cars of small

power, would seem to dictate that in ma

chines having motors of less than twelve

horsepower, which could readily be turned

over by means of suitable leverage without

the aid of any power other than that of the

operator's foot or hand, should be started

by means of some simple ratchet and pawl

mechanism actuated by a pedal or lever

conveniently located. Cars of greater pow

er, on the other hand, would seem to de

mand the use of some mechanism in which

the effort would be generated either by me

chanical means, or by means of an artificial

impulse given within the cylinders. Of the

former method, it is sufficient to say that

the use of springs in mechanism of any

sort is to be avoided as far as possible on

general principles, which, apparently leaves

the field open to the use of compresed air

or some explosive mixture such as an arti~

ficial gas injected into one or more cylin

ders at the proper time and regulated auto

matically.

The sixty by thirty foot wall which com

prised the northeast corner of the machine

shop of the Mack Bros. Auto Car \Norks.

at the foot of Tenth street, Allentown, Pa..

fell one day last week. Several workmen

narrowly escaped being killed.
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5mm HOLD-UP IN THE PARK _

Being an Indian Story with Pictures, but

Without Thrills—Why it Originated.

This is not a real Wild \Nest hold-up of

the old school, nor yet an attempt to mod

ernize the methods of the highwayman and

apply them to the occupants of the motor

  

expression of the delight of these children

of the wild at being once more at large, but

the occupants of the car were not quitt

certain of the harmless nature of the play,

and so soon as they had recovered from the

first shock of the surprise, they took to the

foot path and left the red men in full charge

of the plant. After the excitement had

subsided somewhat, and explanations had

they meant no harm; it was just a harmless

 

   

car, nor yet even an adaptation of the Dos»

ton Tea Party game of anti-revolutionary

fame, but just a quartet of harmless red

men showing how they would have done it

in the good old days before they had been

civilized into a preferance for the pursuits

of peace and fire-water for the glorious

conquests of war. The scene is Central

Park, of course, and the substantial looking

car which they are appropriating is none

other than the Gobron-Brillie which E. V.

Hartford, of the Hartford Suspension Com

pany, of New York, has but recently

brought to town.

It IS a far cry for “Poor Lo" from the

plains of Arizona and Southern New Mex

ico to ‘Little Old New York,” and when it

happens that a delegation of America's orig

inal settlers find themselves within the

range of the Bowery's charmed influence,

the delights of the first few hours soon give

way to a terrible weariness and sense of

oppression, for the unwonted freedom of

the tonm, carries with it only freedom

of limited action, not the boundless freedom

of motion to which they have been accus

tomed, and so they soon began to feel

themselves cooped up and confined in a

durancc all the more arduous because it is _

an oppression of the heart.

These four had found their way somehow

to the park, and had just taken in a few re

freshing breaths of the unlimited air and

noted the fragerence of the evergreens,

when along came the motor car. Of course,

CONCERNING THE HOUSE CAR

Some. of those in Use and Interesting Pos

sibilities Suggested by Such Vehicles.

 

  

Wherever the idea of the motor house

car has been suggested, the idea of being

able to go when and where he listed with

out regard to railroads or hotels, and that

without sufi‘ering the privations _of camp

life, has set the brain of the motorist in a

whirl of expectation, and made him fairly

dizzy for the time when he could climb in

behind the wheel of his own land yacht,

and go about wherever he would absolutely

free to follow only the dictates of his own

instincts. Nevertheless, with the possible

exceptions‘of the armor two Pullman tour

ing cars which have been built and which

but partially served the purpose, albeit in

none too successful a fashion, and thepos

sible half dozen of veritable house- cars

which have been built and used abroad, the

idea has not as yet been approximated in

practice, easily possible though it may be

to all intents and purposes. ‘

Many years 'ago the Duke of Oldenburg

 

been made, however, they were treated to

a good long ride, and then were returned

to their stalls at the Sportsman's Show to

resume their peaceful vocations of angling

for American dollars with “Indian” wares.

These officers have been elected by the

Jacksonville (Florida) Automobile and

Motorboat Association: President, Charles

A. Clark; first vice-president, Walter P.

Corbett; second vice-president, W. R. Ran

nie; third vice-president, E. A. Groover;

secretary-treasurer, Herbert A. Race; direc

tors, H. D. McMillan, H. C. Hare, C. E.

Garner and the officers.

equipped a big Scrpollet steam car with

everything required for traveling, and

toured through the Caucasus, and his

example was subsequently followed by

others, notably M. Turgan, who traveled

through North Africa and across Europe

with his steam house car. Several machines

of the type have been exhibited at the vari

out French Salons in different years, and

at one time the approaching popularity of

the house car seemed so certain that the

Home Car Club was formed in Paris with

the idea of stimulating interest in this

branch of the sport. Apparently, however,

it has not met with any great amount of
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Garage that Differs from Garages Generally.

 
 

  

support, as but little has been heard of it

since its formation.

One of the most recent converts to this

happy-go-lucky mode of travel is the Count

de Sonnevoye, who,‘although a staunch ad

vocate of the motor car, yet has a well de—

veloped bump of caution, and prefers to

have his living apartments entirely inde

pendent of the propelling mechanism and

hence perfectly free for adaptation to ani

mal or other traction, should his _motive

power give out at any time. Consequently,

he has had his house car proper constructed

in the form of a giant trailer, very much

after the style of the gypsy vans to be seen

in England and on the Continent, only

wrought out on a far more elaborate style.

When traveling, a tractor is coupled 'on in

front and the caravan moves on at a leis

urely pace which is not too great to enable

the occupants of the car to see all there is

to be seen of the country .

The interior of the car is fitted up in very

elaborate fashion, being divided into three

compartmrnts, one of which is fitted up

with comfortable divans and serves by ,day

as a lounging apartment, while at night it

may be converted into a stateroom by the

adaptation of sundry folding berths. The

forward compartment serves as a dining

room and contains a cupboard, stove and

all the necessary furnishings, while just in

the middle of the front bulkhead is a small

melodian and over it a diminutive library of

books. The servants quarters are in the

rear, while the provisions are carried in

compartments under the body.

Wherein the Locomobile Garage Difi'ers.

Something of a novelty in garage con

struction has just been introduced by the

Locomobile Company of Bridgeport, Conn.,

in the arrangement of an addition to the

rapidly growing plant which has been com

pleted within a few days. As will be seen

from the illustration, one entire side_of the

addition, which, by the way is the second

garage building put' up at the Locomobile

. plant, consists of a series of well lighted

doors, each sufficiently large to admit a

standard sized car with top on. The method

of opening the doors is peculiar in itself,

and possesses the advantage of affording

a shaded protection for the doorway when

open.

The doors which are hinged at the top

and in the centre, are suitably counterbal

anced by weights, so that they may be

moved readily at all times, their bottoms

being held in guides fixed to the doorways.

In this, not simply are they quite out of

the way at all times, but advantage is taken

of them to form awnings when they are

raised. Thus the locomotive roundhouse

principle is followed to a certain extent,

in that little or no moving about of the

cars within the building is necessary, and

hence the available room may be used to

the best possible advantage at all times.

Within, a mezzanine gallery runs across

one end, equipped with lockers for the use

of the drivers, while the stairway by which

access to it may be had, is hinged and

counterbalanced so that it may be swung,r

up when in use, and the floor space thus

economised to the greatest possible extent.

The floor is of concrete throughout the

building, and eight pits are conveniently

located. Another good feature is the lo

cation of an enclosed telephone booth at

one end communicating with the ofiice. The

heating is done by forced draught system,

a blower forcing air through a quadruple

steam coil and thence through a large main

running the entire length of the building

and having various registers properly lo

cated.

The superior advantages of the Separate

compartment principle in garage construc

tion have long been appreciated in the case

of strictly public depots built on a large

scale, where the purpose has been to give

each individual subscriber' the advantage

of a private storage place without its draw

backs. But the gain to he had by providing

means in the original arrangement so that

each machine can be handled at will with

out disturbing any of the others, remains

to be given its full value by the construc

tors of automobile repositories. It it a

principle which is not to be lost sight of

under any circumstances.

 

Establishment of automobile service from

Manitowoc, Wis., to Mishicott and Kewau~

nee will be undertaken by a company which

William C. Sicker, of Milwaukee, is form~

ing. The company will conduct a general

freight and passenger business. There is

now no line from Kewaunee except by

water and Mishicott cannot be reached ex

cept by team.
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FRELINGHUYSEN REVISED

Amended Bill Passes New Jersey Senate—

Greatly Modified, but Still Drastic—

The Changes that were Made.

Despite the tremendous pressure brought

to bear against the Freylinghuysen bill, it

looks as if the amended measure or “COin—

mittee substitute," as it is styled, will be

enacted by the New Jersey legislature.

On Tuesday last, after minor amendments,

it was passed by the Senate on second

reading.

Although embodying the general form

of Senator Freylinghuysen's original con:

coction, the letter and language of the

substitute act prove it to be a vastly altered

measure. \Vhile it remains drastic, much

of the sting has been taken out of it.

Instead of a tax of 25 cents per horse

power on the owner and'50 cents per horse—

power on the vehicle itself, the new act

imposes an annual registration fee of $1.00

on all drivers of cars not exceeding 30

horsepower and $2.00 on owners of cars

exceeding that horsepower.. The annual

license fee for the cars themselves is $3.00

for those not exceeding 30 horsepower, and

$5.00 for those exceeding that limit of

power.

The same rates apply alike to residents

and non-residents. The original bill im

posed a tax on non-residents of $2.00 for

a single day’s use of the New Jersey roads.

or $1.00 per day for longer periods.

The new act also requires that non-resi

dents constitute the New Jersey Secretary

of State their attorney in order that he may

accept for them legal services in the event

of suits for damage.

The fee for manufacturers and dealers

is reduced from $50 to $20 per year.

The age limit of 18 years is retained, and

all applicants must provide their photo

graphs and must undergo examination. On

application, novices may obtain a written

permit for a period of three weeks in which

to learn the operation of an automobile,

provided they are accompanied by a

licensed driver.

Four-inch 'numbers are required front

and rear: they must be displayed between

30 and 36 inches above the ground. The

original hill required that the numbers in

front be placed above the level of the tire

and below the hood—an almost impossible

position. One-inch numbers are also re

quired on the lamps.

The prohibition of non-skid devices is

made to apply solely to chains and even

these may be used where there is one-inch

of snow or ice on the road. The original

act forbid the use of “chains and other

metal devices.” .

Speed limits practically remain un

changed; that is, one mile in seven minutes

through built-up portions of a town. city,

etc, and a mile in three minutes in the

open country. The provision requiring

that speed be reduced when within 200

feet of any horse or other beast of burden

is retained, but instead of a mile in seven

minutes the reduced speed is made a mile

in five minutes and twenty miles an hour

is made legal to pass a vehicle going in

the same direction. After passing such a

vehicle, however, speed must be reduced

forthwith.

Arrests without warrant, against which

the automobilists aroused such_ a clatter,

are retained in the substitute bill, as is also

the provision permitting arrests within

three months after the filing of a com

plaint.

The new bill also perpetuates the orig

inal Freylinghuysen idea of permitting jus

ti'ces of the peace, or any other committing

magistrate, to revoke the license of an of

fender, but the idea itself has been “toned

down" very substantially. Previously “any

old" magistrate could revoke a license for

“any old" reason, and not even a verdict of

“not guilty" on appeal to the Court of Com—

mon Pleas would _ avail to restore the

license. As amended, the bill permits

magistrates to take such action only in the

event of wilful violations (note the word

wilful), and states that a successful appeal

shall void such revocation. The commis

sioner of motor vehicles, who may also re—

fuse to issue and who may revokea license

at will, is likewise empowered to validate

a license which has been revoked by a

magistrate or to grant a new license.

The punishment and penalties originally

proposed by Senator Freylinghuyscn have

undergone much chastcning. The author

of the. bill originally proposed an arbitrary

fine up to $500 or imprisonment for 60 days

for any violation of the act. The substi

tute bill provides a fine not exceeding $10

for failure to carry lamps and a fine of $25

is the limit for violation of the rules of the

road and for failure to stop in the event of

accident. For use of chains on tires, except

as provided, a fine not exceeding $50 may

be imposed. For violation of the speed

laws, and for practically all other offenses,

the punishment is a fine not exceeding $500

or imprisonment for 60 days.

As amended, the bill in full is as follows:

PART I.——DEFINITIONS.

1. As used in this act: _ _

(1) The term “motor vehicle" includes all vehicles

propelled otherwise than by muscular power, except

in such vehicles as run only upon rails or tracks.
ii2) The term "motorc clc" includes only motor

vehicles having pedals an saddle with driver sitting

astride.

(3) The term "automobile" includes all

vehicles excepting motorcycles.

(4) The word "magistrate" shall be deemed and

understood to mean and include‘all jllelCl‘S of the

peace, judges of the city criminal courts, police

Justices, recorders, mayors and all other officers

havin the power of a committing magistrate. I

2. Kutomobile fire engines and such self‘propelling

vehicles as are used neither for the conveyance of

paSsengers nor for the transportation of .freight, such

as steam road rollers and traction engines, are ex

cepted from the provisions of this act.

PART II.—THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIP

MENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES.

motor

showin white lights, visible at least two hundred

and fity feet in the direction towards which said

automobile is roceeding, and shall also exhibit one

red light visibe in the reverse direction. Upon the

fronts of the two aforesaid lamps showing white

li hts shall be displayed, in such a manner as to be

Eainly visible when such lamps are lighted, the num- .

er of the registration certihcatc issued as in this

act provided, the same to be in Arabic numerals, not

less than one inch in height.

(2) Every motorcycle shall carry. during the period

from one hour after sunset to one hour before sun

rise, and whenever fog renders it impossible to see

a long distance, at least one lighted lamp, showing

a white light visible at least two hundred feet in

the direction toward which the motorcycle is pro

ccedinz.

5. Automobiles of more than ten horsepower shall

be provided with at least tvm brakes, owerful in

action and separated from each other, 0 which one

brake must act directly on the drive wheels or on

the parts of the mechanism which are firmly con

nected with the wheels. Each of the two brakes

must suffice alone to stop the carriage within a

proper time. One of the brakes must be so arranged

as to be operated with the foot; provided, however,

that on automobiles not exceeding eight horsepower

one brake will be sufficient.

Motorcycles shall be provided with at least one

brake, which may be operated by hand.

6. No motor vehicle shall be fitted with a chain

when used upon macadam or other made roads, ex

cept upon natural dirt. asphalt. cobble, Belgium block

or vitrified brick pavements; provided. however, that

tires may be fitted with a chain when used upon

roads covered with a coating of at least one inch of

snow or ice.

7. Every motor vehicle must have devices to pre

vent excessive noise, annoying smoke and the escape

of gas and steam, as well as the falling out of

embers or residue from the fuel.

PART III.-—-DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHI

CLE REGISTRATXON AND REGULATION.

3. Every motor vehicle must be equipped with a

plainly audible signal trumpet. ‘

4. ( Every automobile shall carry, during the

eriod from one hour after sunset to one hour be

fbre sunrise, and whenever fog renders'it impossible

to see a long distance. at least two lighted lamps.

_> 8. The Secretary of State shall forthwith organize

in connection with the Department of State the de

partment of motor vehicle registration and regula

tion. He shall rovide suitable quarters for the

same and shall urnish all necessary su plies and

equipment for the pro er enforcement of) the pro

visions of this act. 1 e shall approve all bills for

disbursement of monev under an of the provisions

of this act, which shall be paid the State Treas

urer, upon the warrant of the 80mptroller out of

anv appropriation recularly made therefor.

9_The assistant Secretary of State shall be ex

ofiicio commissioner of motor vehicles, and shall have

personal charge and supervision of the enforcement

of the provisions of this act. The Secretary of State

shall appoint a chief ins ector of motor vehicles.

who shal be chief clerk o the department, and who

shall have practical knowledge of the mechanical

arran ement and capabilities of all kinds of motor

vehic es, and be capable to'pass upon the efficiency

of_motor vehicles and the competency of motorvvelicle

drivers. The Secretary of State shall also appoint

as many inspectors, not exceeding twenty-one, as

may be ‘riccessary in detecting violations of this act,

in _obtaining evidence of violations and otherwise

assisting in the enforcement of the act. HO shall ~

also provide the clerical assistance necessary to carry

into effect the provisions of this act. He shall fix

the compensation of all inspectors, clerical assistants

and others employed under this act: the salhry of

inspectors, however, shall not exceed three dollars

per day. he compensation of the commissioner

of motor vehicles shall be fifteen hundred dollars per

annum. in addition to any compensation he may re

ceive by reason of any statute fixing the compensa

tion of assistant Secretary of State, and that of the

chief inspector shall be fifteen hundred dollars per

annum. I

10. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall be

authorized. and full power and authority are hereby

given to him, to designate the chief of police and

the lawful deoutv of said chief of police of any muni

cipality in this State, or any other proper person, to

be .the a cut of the said commissioner of motor

vehicles, or the registering of motor vehicles and

issuin re istration certificates, and for the examin

ing 0 app icants for licenses to drive motor vehicles.

and the grantin of licenses to said applicants, sub

ject to the requirements of this act and to such rules

and regulations as shall be imposed by the eommis~

sioner; and any chief of police and denuty who mav

be so designated are herchv authorized and required

to act accordingly and until the said authority so to

act is revoked bv the said commissioner. The fee

allowed such agent for registration certificates so

issued by him, and for every license so granted by

him, shall be fixed bv the motor vehicle inspector.

the same to be retained from the registration fee

or the license fee naid to him: provided. however.

that every registration and registration certificate

and every license to drive motor vehicles shall be

subiect to revocation bv the said commissioner of

motor vehicles at his discretion. and if a driver of

motor vehicles shall have had his license revoked.

a new license granted to him within one year there~

after shall be void and of no efi'cct unless it shall be

granted by the said commissioner of motor vehicles

in person; and if the registration or registration cer

tificate of any motor vehicle shall have been revoked,

a new registration made, or new registration certifi

cate issued. within one vear thereafter shall be void

and of no efiect unless the new registration shall be

made and the new certificate_issiied under the_per

sonal direction of the comnusswaer of motor vehicles.
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11. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall be

authorized,.and full power and authority are hereby

given to him, to license, at his discretion and upon

payment'of the lawful fee, any proper person of the

age of eighteen years or over to be a motor vehicle

driver, said commissioner or his agent having first

examined said person and being satisfied of his

ability as an operator, which operation shall include

a'test of the knowledge on the part of the said person

of such portions of the mechanism of motor vehicles

as is necessary, in order to insure the safe operation

of a vehicle of the kind or kinds indicated by the

applicant, and the said applicant having practically

demonstrated his ability, by means of a trial trip, to

conduct a vehicle of the class designated, and the

said commissioner of motor vehicles may, in his dis

cretion, refuse to grant a license to drive motor

vehicles to any person who shall, in the estimation of

said commisisoner, be an im)ropcr person to be

granted such a license; and t c said commissioner

shall have power to grant a registration certificate

to the owner of any motor vehicle, application for

registration having properly been made and the fee

therefore paid, and the vehicle bein" of a type that

complies with the requirements of this act. But it

shall be unlawful for the said commissioner of motor

vehicles to refuse registration to any vehicle that, in

his estimation, is not a proper vehicle to be used

upon public roads and big ways of the State.

12. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall have

such powers and duties as are in this act given and

imposed, and shall collect such data with respect to

the proper restrictions to.be laid upon motor vehicles,

and the use thereof upon the public roads, turnpikes

and thoroughfares, as shall seem to be for the public

ood, and under the direction of the Secretary of

.tatc shall report to each Legislature the operations

of his ofiice for the year ending on the next pre

ceding twenty-first day of December. It shall be his

duty to attend to the enforcement of the provisions

of this act.
13. The commissioner of motor vehicles shall keep

a record of all his official acts, and shall preserve

copies of all decisions, rules and orders made by

him, and shall adopt an official seal. Copies of any

act. rule, order or decision made by him, and of any

paper or papers filed in his office, may be authenti

cated under said seal, and when so authenticated

shall be evidence equally with and in like manner

as the originals. _
14. Motor vehicle inspectors may be appointed, as

provided in section nine of this act. and shall be

presented with a badge indicative of their ofiice, and

h bad e on the left breast of the
when wearing sue
outermost garment shal have power to stop any

motor vehicle and examine the same to see that it

complies with the requirements of this act, whether

in matter of equi ment, identification or otherwise;

to require the pro uction of the license of the driver;

to arrest, without warrant, for violations of this act

Committed in their wcsence, and generally to act as

special ofi'icers-for the enforcement of the provisions

of this act and for the detection and arrest of those

who violate or infringe upon the provisions hereof.

l’.\RT IV.——TllE OPERATION OF MOTOR

VEHICLES.

1:. No person shall drive a motor vehicle, the

owner of which vehicle shall not have complied

with the provisions of this act concerning the proper

registration and identification of the same; nor shall

any person drive a motor vehicle which shall display

on the front or back thereof a fictitious number, or a

number other than that designated for such motor

vehicle in the New Jersey registration certificate of

such motor vehicle.

1

- teenth, one thousand nine hundred and two:

company of and under the control of a licensed motor

vehicle driver of this State; and rovided further,

that the said person, as well as such licensed motor

vehicle driver, shall be held accountable for all vio

lations of this act committed by the said person

(\ivhilerin the presence of such licensed motor vehicle

I‘IVC -

18.. Each license to drive an automobile shall

specify the maximum horsepower of the automobile

allowed to be driven thereunder, and shall have

firmly attached thereon a photograph of the licensee

(furnished by the licensee, as hereinbefore provided).

whichphotograoh must be an accurate likeness of

the SB" licensee.

1?. No intoxicated person shall drive a motor

vehicle.

20. No person shall drive a motor vehicle without

the consent of the owner.

PART V.-—IDENTIFICATION MARKS OF

MOTOR VEHICLES.

21. The owner of each and every automobile which

shall be driven upon the public streets. ublic roads.

turnpikes, parks, public parkways, ublic driveways

or public highways in this State shall have the num

ber of the registration certificate, issued as in this

printed act provided, upon both the front and back

of every automobile, stationary, in a conspicuous

place, _at'least thirty inches and not more than

thirty-Six inches above the level of the round, kept

clear_and distinct and clean of grease, ust or other

blurrin matter, so as to be plainly visible at all

times uring daylight; such numbers to be separate

Arabic numerals and not less than four inches in

height, the strokes to be in width not less than one

half an inch; and there shall not be placed upon the

front or rear of said vehicle any other numbersw and

when the number of the registration certificatc'shal?

include a letter or letters, such letter or letters are

to be not less than four inches in height and the

strokes to be not less than one-half inch in width.

PART VI.—USE OF ROADS AND HIGH\VAYS.

22. (1) Drivers of motor vehicles, whether of

burthen or pleasure, using any of the turnpikcs or

public roads in this State, when met by another

motor \’(’lllClC,.Ol’ by a carriage, sleigh, or sled shall

keep to the right“ and when overtaken by ai'iother

motor vehicle, carriage, sleigh or sled their shall like-‘

wisc keep to the. right, so as in both cases to permit

such motor vehicle, carriage, sleigh or sled either

[11(‘(l9)0r\.0\'(‘flllkcn. to pass1 uninterrupted. ’

._. l 0 owner or pure aser or driver avehicle who shall have complied with tgi: afgtlaitfit

ments and provisions of this act shall be required

to obtain any other license or permit to use or

operate the same nor shall such owner or purchaser

or driver be excluded or prohibited from or limited

in the free use thereof, nor limited as to speed it iiany public street avenue, road, turnpike drivewpfv

parkway or other public lace. at anv iime wheri

the same is or'may hereafier be opened to fhe use

of persons‘having or using other carriages nor be

required to comply with other provisions or condi

tions as to the use of said motor vehicle, except as in

this act provided; provided, however, that nothin

in this_section contained shall be construed to app}?

to or include any speedway created and maintained

m pursuance of an act of the Legislature of the

State of l\ew_Jersey entitled "An act to provide for

the construction and maintenance of .spcedwa's in

the counties of this State.” approved March )ninc

any parks or_ parkways created and maintaiiifd.accordancev With an act of the Legislature or the

State of l\ew_ Jersey entitled “An act to establish

public parks in the counties of this State andprovide for the acquirement. improvement and re c:

lation of the same," approved March twentieth grile

thousand nine hundred and two. No ci'tv iown

township, borough or other municipality shall have

power to make any ordinance, by-law or resolution

limiting or restricting the use or speed of motor

vehicles, and no ordinance. bv-law or resolution

heretofore or hereafter made by anv city town

township, borough or other municipal oi- local

authority by whatever name known or designated in

respect to or limiting the use or speed of motor

\‘6lllCl€S'Sl‘lall have anv force, effect or validitv ‘

(3) hp person shall drive a niotor vehicle. upon

any public street, public highway, public road public

parkway, turnpike or public driveway in this State

in a race or on a bet or wager.

(4) Every driver of a motor vehicle after causingan accident by collision or otherwise injuring lane

person, horse or vehicle shall forthwith bring his

motor vehicle to a full stop, return to the scene of

accident and give to any proper person demanding

the same lHS. name, the number of his driver’s license

and the registration number of the motor vehicle-F.

PART VII.——PROVISIONS CONCERNING

SAFETY OF TRAFFIC.

l6. (1) Every resident of this State who is the

owner of an automobile, and every non-resident

whose automobile shall be driven in this State, shall

annually file in the office of the commissioner of

motor vehicles, or with the lawful agent of said

commissioner. a statement in writing, containing the

name and address of such owner, together with a

brief description of the character of such automo

bile, including the name of the maker and the manu

facturer’s number of the automobile, if number there

he, and the rated horse-power of the automobile,

and shall pay annually to the commissioner of motor

vehicles, or his lawful agent. a registration fee of

three dollars for each motor vehicle having a rating

of less than tliirtv horsepower, and five dollars for

each motor vehicle having a rating of thirty horse

power or more; and if,an automotii c has two ratings

of horsepower, the registration fee..shall be based

upon the highest rating. The commissioner of motor

vehicles shall issue for each automobile so registered

a certificate properly numbered, stating that such

automobile is registered in accordance with this sec

tion, and shall cause the name of such owner, with

his address. the number if his certificate. and the

description of such automobile or automobiles, to be

entered in alphabetical order of the owners’ names

in a book to be kept for that purpose. Each owner

having a residence outside the. State shall file with

the Secretarv of State a dulv executed instrument.

ci'iiisiituting the Secretary of State and his successors

in office the true and lawful attorney upon whom all

original process in any action or legal proceedini.r

for damages. caused by the. operation of his registered

motor vehicle within this State. against such owner

mav be served, and therein shall agree that anv

original process against such owner shall be of the

same force and effect as if served on such owner

within this State: the service of such process shall

be made by leaving a copy of the same in the ofiicc

of the Secretary of State with a service fee of tvvo

dollars to be taxed on the plaintiffs’ costs of suit.

Said commissioner of motor vehicles shall forthwith

notify such owner of such service by letter to him

addressed at the post-office address stated in his

application; provided, however, that the commissioner

of motor vehicles may refuse registration in the case

of any automobile that shall not comply with the

requirements of this act, or that shall seem to him

unsuitable for use on the public'ri'iads and highways

of this State. l'pon any and every transfer of a

registered automobile by the owner thereof, in whose

name the same is registered. the said registration and

certificate thereof shall forthwith be and become

void; but the same may be validated by the endorse

ment of the commissioner of motor vehicles. the

purchaser having made written application therefor

and paid a transfer fee of one dollar. Every regis

tration shall expire and the certificate thereof become

void at the expiration of one year from the date

thereof, subject to renewal by the commissioner of

motor vehicles upon the filing of the proper state

ment and the payment of the registration fee by the

owner of the automobile.

(2) Every resident who is the owner of a motor

cycle. and evcrv non-resident whose motorcycle shall

be driven in this State, shall pay an annual registra

tion fee or license fee of one dollar for such motor

cvclc, which shall include the right of such person to

drive such motorcycle within this State without an

examination of his ability to run motorcycle, unless

such an examination he required by the commissioner

of motor vehicles.
(3) livery manufacturer of or dealer in automo

biles, instead of registering each automobile owner

or controlled bv him, may make application. as

licreinbefore provided in this section. for a registra

tion number, and the written statement, in addition

to the matters hereinbcfore contained. shall state

that he is a manufacturer or dealer. as the case may

be. and that he desires to use a single number for

all automobiles owned or controlled by him; and

thereupon the commissioner of motor vehicles. if

satisfied of the facts stated in said application. shall

issue a certificate. as hereinbefore set forth, assign

ing the same a number as hereinbefore set forth,

which certificate shall contain the statement that the

same is issued to the applicant as a manufacturer or

dealer, as the case inav be, and that one certificate

shall cover and be valid for all automobiles owned

or controlled bv such manufacturer or dealer until

sold or let for-hire, or loaned for a period of not

more than five successive days. All such automo

biles shall be regarded as registered under such

general number; provided. and if, in addition to the

registration number displayed on the front and back

of'the car. as hereinafter provided, there shall be

added the letter "\T,” of equal size and primiinche:

and provided, further, that not more than five auto

mobiles. owned or controlled by the same manufac

turer of or dealer in automobiles. shall be in opera

tion at the same time under the same number. The

fee for every such manufacturer's or dealer’s certifi

cate shall be twentv dollars.
(4i No registration or registration certificate made

or issued under anv former act shall be valid after

lulv first, nineteen hundred and six. _
i 17. No person shall hereafter drive an automobile

upon any public street. public road, or turnpike.

public park or parkwav, or public driveway or public

highway, in this State unless licensed to do so in

accordance with the provisions of this act, and unless

he shall have upon his person the license to him

granted. No person under the age of'eightccn years

shall be licensed to drive automobiles. nor shall

anv person be licensed to drive automobiles until

llP-Sh'lll have passed a satisfactorv examination as to

his abilitv as an operator, which examination shall

include a1 test of the knowledge on the'part of said

person of such portions of the mechanism of auto

mobiles as is necessary in order to insure _the safe

operation of a vehicle of the kind or _kinds indicated

bv the applicant. as well as a practical demonstra

tion bv means of a trial trip. Licenses and the fees

therefor shall be rated according to the horsepower

of automobiles and shall be granted for the period

of one year: and the license, for one vear from the

date thereof, ishall entitle the licensee to drive_an.v

registered automobile -of the class for which it is

granted. or of a class of a smaller horsepower.

\iitoini'ibiles of a horsepower not exceeding one

horsepower shall be rated Class 1. and in like man

ner the class of every automobile shall be deter

mined bv the number of horsepower of the vehicle.

and the lannual fee for a license to drive anv auto

mobile of a rating less than thirty horsepower shall

be. one dollar, two dollars for each automobile l1?\'lflQ

a rating of tliirtv horsepower or more, and if an

automobile shall have two ratings of horsepower. the

license fee shall be based upon the highest rating.

Fvcrv applicant for a license to drive a motor vehi

clc must furnish the examiner with a photograph of

a size suitable for attaching to thi- license. which

photograph must be an excellenb likeness of S_-'Ilfl

applicant. \Vheii an automobile driver, upon DDSSlIlQ'

a satisfactorv examination, shall have been once

granted a license hereunder. no further examinations

shall be reouired for a renewal of the said license,

unless the commissioner of automobiles shall deem

it necessarv: provided. however, it shall be lawful

for the commissioner of motor vehicles at his discre

limit to issue to anv person a written permit. under

the. hand and seal of said commissioner. allowing

the said person. for the. purpose of fitting himself to

become a motor vehicle driver. to operate a motor

vehicle for a specified period of not more than three

weeks. while iii the companv of and under the the

supervision of a licensed motor vehicle driver; and

such permit, under the hand and seal of the coin

iiiissioner of motor vehicles. shall be sufficient license

for the said person to operate a motor vehicle in

this State during the period specified, while in the

23. The following rates ~of speed may be main

tained. but shall not be exceeded. upon anv public

street, public road or tunnpike, public park br park.

way, or public driveway, or public highway, in this

State by anyone driving a motor vehicle.

(1) A speed of one mile in seven minutes upon

the sharp curves of a street or highway or when

turning a corner. and a speed of one mile in five

minutes at the Junction or intersection of a prom

ment cross-road where such a street, road or hiwhwai'

passes through the open country. The term “open

countrv” meaning where houses are an averagt‘

more than one hundred feet apart.
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(2) A speed of one mile in five minutes where

such street or highway passes through the built-up

portion of a city, town, township, borough or village

where the houses are an average less than one hun

dred feet apart.

(3) A speed of one mile in five minutes within two

hundred feet of any horse or other beast of draught

or burden upon the same street or highway, shall

be lawful in the open country, as may be necessary

in order to pass a vehicle traveling in the same

direction, but the speed shall be diminished forth

with when the vehicle shall have been passed.

(4) Elsewhere and except as otherwise provided

in subdivisions one, two and three of this section

a speed of one mile in three minutes; provided, how

ever, that nothing in this section contained shall

permit any person to drive a motor vehicle at any

reater speed than is reasonable, having regard to

t e traffic and use of highways, or so as to endan

ger the life and limb or to injure the property of

any person; and it is further rovided, that nothing

in this section contained shall affect the right of

any person injured, either in his person or property,

by the negligent operation of a motor vehicle to sue

and recover damages as heretofore; and piovided

further, that the foregoing provisions concerning the

speed of motor vehicles shall not apply to any

speedway built and maintained for-the exclusive

use of motor vehicles, if the said speedway at no

point crosses any public street, avenue. road, turn

pike, driveway or other public thoroughfare or any

railroad or railway at grade, the said speedway hav

ing been constructed with the permission of the

commissioners or the board of freeholders. as the

case may be, of the county or counties in which

said speedway shall be located; and provided fur

ther, that every person driving a motor vehicle

shall, at request or upon signal by utting up the

hand or otherwise from a person ricfing or driving

a horse in the opposite direction, cause the motor

vehicle to stop and remain stationary so long as

may be necessary to allow said horse or horses to

pass.

24. If a physician shall have his motor vehicle

stop ed for exceedin the speed limit while he is

in tiie act of respon ing to an emergency call, the

registration number of the vehicle and t e‘ driver’s

license number may be ins ected and noted, and the

physician shall then be alowed to proceed in the

vehicle to his destination, and subsequently such

proceedings may be taken as would have been

proper had the person violating the provisions as

to speed not been a physician.

25. Motor vehicles belongin to the military estab

lishment, while in use for o cial purposes in time

of riot. insurrection or invasion, are exempt from

the provisions of this act pertaining to speed.

PART VIII.—-I’RUCEEDINGS.

26. (1) A com laint having been made_ in writing

and duly certified: that any person has violated any

of the provisions of this act, any magistrate of the

county in which the offense is committed may.

within three months after the commission of said

offense, issue a warrant directed to any constable.

police officer, motor vehicle inspector or the com

missioner of motor vehicles of this State, for the

arrest of the erson so charged; and the magistrate

shall state what section or provision of this act

has been violated by the defendant, and the time

and place of said violation, and upon the return of

said warrant the said magistrate shall proceed, in

a summary way, to hear and determine the guilt or

innocence of such person, and, upon conviction, shall

impose upon the person so convicted the penalty,

by this act prescribed. together With the costs of

prosecution for such offense. If any person shall

fail to pay the penalty or enalties so imposed, to

gether With the costs 0 prosecution, _the said

magistrate may commit him to the county jail of the

county where such conviction is had, for a period

not exceeding ninety days, or until said penalty

and costs are paid.

(2) Such magistrate, upon receiving com )laint

in writing, duly verified, of the violations 0 any

provision of this act by any corporation, is hereby

authorized and required to issue a summons directed

to any constable, police officer, inspector of motor

vehicles, or the commissioner of motor vehicles, of

this State. requiring such corporation to be and ap

pear before said magistrate on a day therein named,

to answer to said complaint, which said summons

shall be served on the president. vice-president.

secretary,, superintendent or manager of such cor

poration, at least five days before the time of the

appearance mentioned therein, and. thereafter_all

proceedings shall be the same as individuals against

individuals. except where a difl'erent procedure is

provided by this 36!.

'27..\ny hearing to be held pursuant to this act

shall for good cause shown, he adjourned for a period

of not exceeding thirty days from the return of any

warrant, from the time of appearance mentioned

in any summons, or from the date of any arrest

without warrant, as the case may be, but in such

case it shall be the duty of the magistrate to detain

the defendant in safe custody, unless he shall enter

into a bond to the State of New Jersey, with at

least one sufficient surety, in an amount not ex

ceeding five hundred dollars conditioned for his

appearance on the day to which the hearing may

be adjourned, and thence from day to day, until

the case is disposed of; and such bond, if forfeited.

may be rosecuted by a commissioner of motor

vehicles in any court of competent jurisdiction;

provided, however, that in lieu _of said bond the

person under arrest may leave With the magistrate

the motor vehicle owned or driven by the said

persons.

28. The defendant in any proceedings instituted

under this act, may appeal from the Judgment or

sentence of the magistrate to the Court of Common

Pleas of the county in which such proceedin 5 shall

have taken place, provided, the said de endants

shall, within ten days after the date of judgment

deliver to the magistrate a bond to the State of New

Jersey, of such amount as the magistrate shall direct,

not exceeding the amount of five hundred dollans,

with at least one sufficient surety, conditioned to

stand to and abide by such further order or judg

ment as may thereafter be made against the said

party; and provided further, that if the said magis

trate shall have imposed a sentence of imprisonment,

the defendant shall be imprisoned forthwith upon

the imposing of said sentence; but that an appeal

properly taken, in accordance with the provisions

of this act, shall be a stay upon the further enforce

ment of the sentence of imprisonment, as well as

of such other judgment as may be pronounced; and

provided further, that in lieu of the appeal bond in

this section specified, the defendant may leave with

the magistrate the motor vehicle owned or operated

by the said defendant.

29. Whenever an appeal shall be taken, as afore

said, it shall be the duty of the magistrate to send

all papers, and money. if any, deposited according

to the provisions of this act, together with a tran

script of the proceedings in the case, to the next

Court of Common Pleas, of the said county, which

court shall. de novo, and in a summary way, try

and determine all such appeals.

30. Proceedings under this act may be instituted

on any day of the week, and the institution of such

proceedings on Sunda ' shall be no bar to the suc

cessful prosecution o the same; and any process

served on Sunda shall be as valid as if served on

any other day 0 the week.

31. All proceedings for the violation of the pro

visions of this act shall be entitled and shall run

in the name of the State of New Jersey, with the

commissioner of motor vehicles or a motor vehicle

inspector, or a police officer, or a constable, or such

other erson as shall by complaint institute the

procee ings as prosecutor; and any magistrate may,

at his discretion, refuse to issue a warrant on the

complaint of any person other than the commissioner

of motor vehicles or a motor vehicle inspector, until

a sufficient bond to secure the costs shall have been

executed and delivered to the said magistrate.

32. (1) Any constable, or police officer, or motor

vehicle inspector or the commissioner of motor

vehicles is hereby authorized to arrest without war.

rant any person violating in the presence of such

constable, or police officer or motor vehicle inspector

or the commissioner of motor vehicles anv of the

provisions of this act, and to bring the defendant

before any magistrate of the county where such

offense is committed. The person so offending shall

be detained in the office of the magistrate until the

ofiicer making such arrest shall make oath of afi‘irma

tion, which he shall do forthwith, declaring that the

person under arrest has violated one or more of the

provisions of this act. and specifying the provision

or rovisions violated, whereupon said magistrate

shal issue a warrant returnable forthwith, and the

said magistrate shall proceed summarily to hear or

postpone the case as provided in sections twenty-six

and twenty-seven of this act.

(2) Any motor vehicle inspector, or the commis

sioner of motor vehicles is hereby authorized to stop

on signal any person driving a motor vehicle and

require of him the production of his license to drive

motor vehicles, and such person shall forthwith pro

duce his license for inspection; and if any person

driving a motor vehicle shall, u on such a demand,

fail or refuse to produce his ieense, he may be

forthwith arrested by said ofiicer without a warrant

and taken before a magistrate and charged with

the offense of driving a motor vehicle without a

license; provided, however, the said ofiicer shall

forthwith, and upon request of the person so stopped,

exhibit his official badge as evidence of his appoint

ment and authority. ’

33. A warrant issued by any magistrate in accord

ance with the provisions of this act, shall be valid

throughout the State, and an ofiicer who has power

to serve the said warrant ant make arrest thereon iii

the county where the same shall have been issued,

shall have like power to serve said warrant and make

arrest thereon in any of the several counties of this

State. If any person shall be arrested for a viola

tion committed iii a county other than that iii which

the arrest shall take place, the person so arrested

may demand to be taken before a magistrate of the

county in which the arrest may have been made for

the purpose of making a cash deposit, or of entering

into a recognizance with sufficient surety; where

upon the officer serving the said warrant shall take

the person so apprehended before a magistrate of

the county in which the arrest shall have been made.

who shall thereupon fix a day for the matter to be

heard before the magistrate issuing the said warrant,

and shall take from the person apprehended a cash

deposit or recognizance to the State of New Jersey

with sufficient surety or sureties for the appearance

of the said person at the time and place designated

in accordance with the provisions of section tWenty

seven of this act; the cash deposit or recignizance

so taken shall be returned to the magistrate issuing

the warrant, to be retained and disposed of by him

as by this act provided.

34. The same fees shall be allowed the magistrate

and ofiicers making an arrest in proceedings under

this act as are allowed for like services in the small

cause court and shall be paid by the defendant if

the defendant be found guilty of the charge laid

against him. If the defendant be found not guilty of

the charge or charges laid against him, then the costs

must be paid by the prosecutor, exce t that when

in such instances the commissioner 0 motor vehi

cles or any motor vehicle inspector, shall have been

the prosecutor, then the costs laid upon the prose

cutor shall be paid by the commissioner of motor

vehicles from t e moneys remaining in his hands

from the payment of registration fees, license fees

or otherwise '

PART IX.~—PUNISHMENTS AND PENALTIES.

_35.' (1) Any person who shall be convicted of

violating any of the provisions of section fifteen, sec

tion_ sixteen, section .seventeen, section nineteen,

section twenty, section twenty-one, subdivision

(three) of section twenty-two or section twenty-three

of this act, shall be subject to a fine or not more

than five hundred dollars or to im risonment in the

county jail for a period not exceeding sixty days.

_ (.3) .-\ny person who shall be convicted of violat

ing any of the_following named provisions of'this

act shall be subject to the penalties here specified:

Uf section four, a fine not exceeding ten dollars.

()f sectionsix, a fine not exceeding fifty dollars.

()f subdivisions one, two and four of section

twenty-two, a fine of not exceeding twenty-five

dollars.

36. It shall be lawful for a ma istrate before whom

any hearing under this act shali be had, to revoke

the license of anv person to drive motor vehicles

wheii_siich person shall have been guilty of willful

violation of the_provisions of this act as shall in the

discretion of said magistrate justif' such revocation

but the appeal of the matter to the Court of Com:

mon Pleas shall act as a stay upon the said revo

cation and the Court of Common Pleas upon the

appeal of the said matter shall have the power to

void the said revocation; and the commissioner of

motor vehicles shall at all times have the ower to

validate a license that has been revoke , or to

grant a new license to any person whose licenSe

to drive motor vehicles shall have been revoked.

PART X.——.\l ISCELLANEOUS.

Moneys received in accordance with the pro

visions of this act, whether from fines, penalties

registration fees, license fees or otherwise shall be

accounted for_ and forwarded to the commissioner

pf motor vehicles, and by him aid over to the

lreasurer of the State of New Jciisey to be appro

priated annually to the Commissioner of Public

Roads, to be used as a fund for the repair of the

improved roads throughout the State, and to be

by the said commissioner apportioned once each

year_ among the several counties of this State ac

cording to the mileage of im roved roads in each

count , the share aiportione each county to be

used or tlie_repair 0 improved roads in that countv

under the direction of the Commissioner of Public

Roads or his authorized representatives, and to be

paidiii the same manner as State funds are paid for

the‘ im rovement of the public roads under the act

t‘flllilt’t “An act to provide for the permanent im

provement of public roads in this State."

38. The Commissioner of Public Roads shall be

authorized, and full power and authority are hereby

given to him to have erected at such points through

out the State as to him shall seem necessary, cau

tionary warnings of dangerous crossings, steep de

clivities or other irregularities or perils'of the road

way. at a cost, however, not to exceed, in-the ag

gregate, three thousand dollars.

3f). \\'hen any motor vehicle shall have been de

posited under this act in lieu of bond, this said motor

vflncle shall l)(f.ll(‘l(l the property of the State of

l\ew jersey, sublject to the same conditions as Would

govern the bout under like circumstances, and may

be redeemed by the person depositing the same

upon the delivery of the requisite bond or upon

paying such fine and submittin to such penalty as

may be imposed; and unless tie motor vehicle so

deposited in lieu of bond shall be redeemed within

ten days next following the date of the final de

termination of the matter, it shall be lawful for the

commissioner of motor vehicles to sell the same at

public auction and apply the net proceeds of 5?"!

sale (the expenses of the matter having been de

ducted), as set forth in section thirty-seven hereof.

40. _ln case for any reason any section or anv

provision of this act shall be questioned in any

court, and shall be held to be unconstitutional or

invalid, the same shall not be held to affect any other

section or provision of this act.

41. This act shall take effect on July first, one

thousand nine hundred and six: provided, however,

that the organization of the department of motor

vehicle registration and regulation shall be effected

forthwith. and the registration of motor vehicles

and licensing of drivers hereunder may be permitted

for the convenience of owners and drivers of motor

vehicles at such earlier date than the said lulv

first, one thousand nine hundred and six, as'thi'

commissioner of motor vehicles may designate.

_ 42. All acts and parts of acts contrary to and

inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. "*
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WHEN THE LADY’S ABROAD

The Charms of one in the Front Seat and

Dressed for the Occasion.

“One type of lady passenger usually

wears a flimsy silk pneumonia blouse, very

much decollette at the throat, open work

stockings and Louis XV patent leather

shoes," says an exchange. “A diaphanous

overall is supposed to put the finishing

This

sort of lady passenger is generally pretty.

touches to a midwinter motor kit.

The car owner doesn't mind taking off his

coat for her use and contending himself

with a parapluie. As a rule, the ‘utility,’

dressed to defy art, Ajax and the elements,

girl passenger is not lovely to look at either

in or out of her gOggles. And nothing in

the way of speed, narrow shaves or fire

work driving surprises her.

“The pneumonia bloused girl, on the con

trary, is full of admiration notes—she clings

confidingly to the owner’s arm when a

tight corner is negotiated; has stage fright

when a chicken is seen a full mile ahead,

and thinks it ‘awfully clever to drive such a

huge car.' The owner rather likes the friv

olous, airily-fairily clad passenger, even

when her veil pins come out and he has to

throttle down, come to a full stop, and un

ravel the floating chiffons from his own

and his companion's throat.

“ ‘It was nice of you to have your car's

colors to match my hat,’ she murmurs se

ductively in his ear. ‘Gracious! I thought

you'd never escape running over that dog'—

and the clutch is put in with shivering in

tensity—the lady’s clutch, of course!

‘Mustn't I hold on to your arm? I'm awfully

sorry, but I nearly died of fear over the

dog. “'0 should have been killed-—now

there's some dust in my eye. You told me

to wear goggles. I wish I had—oh! do

stop and take it out, I mean the dust.’

“There wasn‘t any dust, after all, but the

operation of trying to take it out of a pair

of pretty blue eyes—she didn't know which

it was in—in the middle of a street on a

market day, was somewhat embarrassing.

“But when she finishes up the run by

saying very prettily, ‘Do take me past

Majorie’s house so that she can see me

driving in this lovely car—and I think you

are the cleverest man I know to manage

such a great, big, fierce monster as though

it were a pet lamb,” the owner of the mon

ster feels that life at the steering wheel is

not without compensations.

“The ‘utility' girl passenger wears such

stout clothes, he has no chance to exercise

his chivalry in the matter of giving up his

fur coat; she gets no dust in her cataract

like goggles; she never puts in the ‘clutch',

or shudders at homicidal ducks and dogs.

“Nevertheless, the ‘pneumonia blouse' is

seen more often beside the driving seat of

his car than the wearer of the utility garb,

who is a garrulous authority on gears, gar

ages and mechanical details generally. The

frivolous girl entrcats to be allowed to sit

next the driver to help him to ‘steer.’ The

‘utility’ girl who would really be able to

help, and says so uncomprisingly, usually

finds herself in the rear. And she is quite

unable to understand why."

How Tarring Preserves the Roads.

“Tarring French roads has as its primary

object the preservation of the surface and

only incidentally the laying of dust," says

Consul-General Robert P. Skinner, of Mar

seilles. _

“It seems to me distinctly unfortunate

that in the United States so much stress

is laid on the dust problem and so little

on primary construction and preservation

of roads, although it is obvious that a well

built and carefully preserved road is neces

sarily dustless. The makeshift whereby the

common American dirt road is occasionally

dosed with tar and greases of various kinds

on the assumption that the French method

is being followed, merely defers the proper

rebuilding of our highway system.

“It must be remembered that France

is already endowed with good roads,

whereas in the United States the automo—

bile has come as an instrument to awaken

interest in the subject of highway building.

To combat the destructive influences of

traffic many of the French engineers em

ploy the tarring process which aids power

fully to prevent the disintegration caused

by wear and which, unless arrested, makes

the dust nuisance acute.

“It has settled down to a positive con~

viction in France that hot tar applications

are valuable in proportion to the excellence

of the surfaces upon which they are laid.

“After two years' wear no more dust is

observed than would be the case with

the ordinary asphalt pavement receiving

the traflic of innumerable unpaved streets.

The surface is intact, and the sides, where

washing generally occurs, looks as fresh

and clean after a rain as an asphalt pave

ment.”

. Wood Tires for Beach Racing.

That son of merry old England, Clifford

Earp, whose performance on Florida’s

strand when he finished on three tires has

won him much fame in the land of his na

tivity, has recently been interviewed largely

on the subject of his exploit by sundry

doubting Thomases who question the pos

sibility of the achievement. To one of

these he is quoted as having said that hard

wood tires of the same section as those

ordinarily employed would serve as well

as the regulation rubber types for the pur

pose of beach racing. Also, he is said to

have delivered himself of the opinion that

the beach course was not so fast nor as

hard as macadamized road by “quite five

miles, as far as the 90 horsepower machine

is concerned." Mr. Earp's wooden tire

proposition certainly deserves the palm for

novelty, and should he apply it another

year, would doubtless serve to draw to him

all the publicity his heart could desire, to

say the least.

WHATl-EHASINVENTED

The Inventor Himself Talks of

Thinks it will Fill the Bill.

it and

The young supervisor had long kept silent.

But the overwhelming importance of a cer

tain veteran colleague irritated him and in a

lull in the conversation he assumed the of

fensive and declared somewhat irrelevantly

as nothing had been said bring up the sub

jcct:

“I've got the greatest thing for automo

biles that ever was. I’ve thought out a

brand-new improvement and after deciding

just how it ought to be put together I went

to work and done it—"

“Did it?" suggested another lawmaker

gently, one who in his youth taught a vil

lage school and as a consequence enjoys

the distinction of being a precisian.

The young supervisor scowled feebly and

hurried on: .“It’s a mechanism that will

appeal to all automobilists."

The nub of the story thus carefully de

layed, now began to excite interest, and the

chairman of the board, who “simply adores

automobiles,” chirked up a bit and queried:

“Which is?"

"An arrangement that causes the ma

chine to play a mellow,*refined refrain

every time you run over a‘person," cried

the first speaker enthusiastically. “Think

of it! You are bowling along, when

Bump! Ting-a-ling, goes the automatic

music bix and the soft prelude of 'Always

in the \Nay,’ floats from behind the car to

soothe the last moments of your victim. I

tell you fellows, it's simply fascinating. If

you lose track of the score, then there's

fascination of anticipating what tune is

coming next. It may be, ‘You are Gone.

but not Forgotten," or “Look up Once

More and Smile.’ And again, it may be a

rollicking jovial piece that would cause the

most hardened victim to smile despite him‘

self—perhaps, ‘Throw Him Down Mc

Cluskey.’

“Before I put it on the market. I shall

perfect it, so that in running down a

group of pedestrians, you can get a full

orchestra effect. I’ve tried to work it out

on the sympathetic plan so that the age

and sex of the person under the wheels

could control the selection of the instru‘

mental offering. It almost seems as if the

number should be appropriate to the vic

tim’s condition in life. A big husky man

man might not like the simple air that

would appeal to a spinster. Kind of incon

grous, you know. But that ideal can only

be attained through the intensity of the

bump. Of course, a ZOO-horse pounder will

cause more of a shock than a child. By that

simple physical law I think it can be made

thoroughly sympathetic.

“What if you ever ran over the Board

of Supervisors?" grinned a rural wit, whose

reputation as a wag consists in asking im

possible questions.

“Probably get a discord," replied the

young supervisor softly.
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ACTS LIKE STEAM ENGINE

Gasolene Motor that Exerts Constant Pres

sure—Its Novel Means of Operation.

What is without doubt the closest ap

proach to the principle of the steam engine

in an internal combustion motor, is repre

sented by what is known as the Brayton

system, something that differs

from the ordinary gas or gasoline engine.

In place of the high initial pressure that is

the distinguishing characteristic of the in—

of practically

radically

ternal combustion motor

every other type, a constant pressure is

maintained in the Brayton motor and is

permitted to act upon the piston for a por

tion of the stroke only, when the supply is

cut off, and the charge is permitted to ex

pand in the same manner as steam.

Its chief characteristic and the one in

which it differs most radically from exist

ing types is in the use of a pressure reser

voir or tank which is maintained by the

working of the motor itself. This pressure

reservoir may be likened to a steam boiler

in some respects in that it supplies the fuel

to the cylinder at the pressure obtained by

the compression stroke of the four-cycle

engine, namely 60 to 80 pounds per square

inch. The vaporized fuel is admitted

through a valve of the usual type that may

be set to open just as the piston is at its

highest point on its upward stroke or

slightly before, and must pass through a

number of baffle plates between which are

layers of gauze, located in the valve cham

ber. This provision is to prevent the ex

plosion from communicating with the pres

sure reservoir before the closing of the

valve, which it might otherwise do, as the

ignition is accomplished by means of a light

constantly kept burning in a small bypass

supplied with gas from the reservoir itself.

The cycle of operations is accordingly as

follows. At that portion of the stroke of

the pump which would correspond to the

suction stroke of a four-cycle engine, the

pump draws in the mixture from the car

buretter which may be of any standard

form. On the up stroke of the pump, the

analogy between the latter and the four

cycle motor may be carried further, except

that instead of merely compressing the

charge in the upper part of the cylinder, 21

second valve opens and permits it to pass

into the pressure reservoir. As the power

piston and that of the pump are run from

the same crank shaft, the storage of fuel

under pressure begins with the starting of

the motor. As soon as the power piston

reaches the upward limit of its stroke, the

valve connecting the combustion chamber

with the reservoir opens and admits a

charge which immediately begins to burn

as soon as it passes the wire gauze in the

valve passage due to the gas flame with

which it then comes in contact. It is, of

course, burning at the same pressure as it

was in the container, or 60 to 80 pounds

to the square inch, and naturally begins to

expand as soon as combustion sets up.

About sufficient fuel to correspond to one

third of the capacity of the cylinder is ad

mitted when the inlet closes and the burn

ing charge expands much after the fashion

of steam. On the up stroke the exhaust

valve opens, closing again just in advance

of the admission of the new charge, so that

every stroke is a power stroke.

This chain of operations will be clear

upon reference to the accompanying sketch.

At the right is the pump into which the

fuel is first admitted on the down stroke of

the piston. On the up stroke of the latter

the next valve to the left of the cylinder

head of the pump opens and allows the

charge to pass into the reservoir, which

for convenience and clearness is illustrated

as a cylinder placed between the pump and

the motor. As the cranks are placed 180

degrees apart, it will be seen that the power

stroke of the motor balances the power or
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compression stroke of the pump and both

run idle together, which makes for good

balance. The position of the valves and

the wire gauze already referred to, as

shown in the sketch make their functions

apparent at a glance.

Tests carried out over an extended time

showed this type of motor to be capable

of operating on 32 cubic feet of gas per

horsepower hour, which for the period at

which it was first exploited—more than 30

years since, was considered something out

of the ordinary. In practice, however, it

was found to develop a defect in that the

subjection of the gauze to the heat of the

explosion soon caused it to burn away and

the first backfire into the reservoir stopped

the engine and suspended work until the

gauze was replaced. Like many other

things in the domain of gas internal com

bustion engineering, the name Brayton has

survived all these years, although it con

veys no meaning whatever to many of the

present generation. Its chief advantages

are low pressure and low temperature and

a perfectly noiseless exhaust. Owing to

the size required to develop sufficient

power under such conditions it would not

appear to lend itself to the needs of vehi~

cle propulsion without considerable mod

ification.

ENGINE AS A BRAKE

Tests that Prove its Efliciency—Scavenging

Effect also is Obtainable.

As a result of the long controversy that

has been waged abroad, anent the use of

the engine as a brake, a scientist has under

taken to prove by experiment just what

does take place when the power is cut off

and its retarding action is utilized to lower

the speed of the car. He is W. Watson,

who rates no less than five letters after

his name, and he has delved into the sub—

ject in no half-way manner. His first ex

periment consisted in measuring the power

of the engine when no variations in pres

sure took place' in the cylinder, all of the

power being absorbed in overcoming the

friction of the moving parts of the engine.

In order that the pressure should not vary

appreciably in the cylinders, the plugs over

the valves were removed and that this ac

complished the desired result perfectly was

evident from the fact that the manograph

recorded no measurable changes in the

pressure.

Without compression, it was ascertained

that .75 of one horsepower was required at

590 r. p. m. merely to overcome the friction

of the moving parts of the engine, the type

used, being a two-cylinder, four-cycle

motor with mechanically operated valves,

governed by the throttle, the lift of

the valves being fixed. Having de

termined this point, the valve plugs

were replaced, thus restoring the engine to

its normal running condition. With the

throttle wide open it was then ascertained

that 1.03 horsepower were absorbed in

turning the engine over idle. Hence, by

making allowance for the amount of power

absorbed through the friction of the mov

ing parts alone, it will be apparent that .28

of one horsepower was expended in suck

ing air into the cylinders, compressing and

expanding this air very nearly adiabatically,

and then forcing it out through the exhaust.

\Vith the throttle open and the compres

sion cocks half open, 1.39 horsepower were

required to drive the engine, while with

the throttle closed and the compression

cocks half open this amounted to 1.49

horsepower. \~Vith both throttle and com

pression cocks wide open, this amount in

creased to 1.63 horsepower and by closing

the throttle it was further raised to 1.69

horsepower—results that appear ut;erly

anomalous and apparently irreconcilable at

first sight. That it should require more

power to turn over a motor with the throt—

tle and compression cocks open than closed

seems totally at variance with theory, but

upon taking into consideration the almost

perfect balance of the well designed and

constructed motor of the two—cylinder type,

it will be clear that once the initial compres

sion is overcome by getting the motor under
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way, the expansive effort in one cylinder

will practically counterfact the com—

pression in the other.

Further experimentation along the same

line disclosed the fact that with the throttle

open and exhaust valve remaining closed

the amount of energy absorbed was slight—

ly less than 1.60. Permitting the exhaust

valve to open on the third stroke brought

this up to 2.40 horsepower. After deduct

ing the amount required to overcome the

friction of the moving parts, it was demon

strated that the operation of the remaining

functions of the engine when turned over

idle absorbed from .28 of a horsepower with

the throttle open to .94 horsepower with

the throttle closed and the compression

cocks wide open. With both throttle and

compression cocks closed the amount was

.47, with the latter half open .74; opening

the throttle lowered this to .64 and opening

both throttle and compression cocks wide

raised it to .88 of one horsepower.

By collating the results of these experi

ments the following data was obtained.

Taking the power delivered at the clutch

when working, which amounted to 3.7

horsepower, then the braking eFfect'with the

throttle closed amounts to 1.22 horsepower;

with the throttle closed and the compres—

sion cocks open, 1.49 horsepower; when the

exhaust valve is prevented from opening

1.69 horsepower, and when the exhaust

valve is opened on the third stroke, 2.40

horsepower. Stated with regard to the

ratio borne by the braking effort to the

total power output of the engine, this ran

ges from 33 per cent. with the throttle

closed to o5 per cent. when the exhaust

valve was only permitted to open on the

third stroke. With the throttle closed and

the compression cocks open this amounted

to 40 per cent. and with the exhaust valve

remaining closed at all times, 46 per cent.,

so that it will be apparent that there are a

number of combinations open to the skill

ful driver by which he may increase or

diminish the braking power of the engine

without resorting to the regular brakes at

all, a further advantage being found in the

scavenging effect on the cylinders when

the compression cocks are open.

It is rather surprising that the maximum

braking power of the engine when used in

the manner indicated should represent such

a substantial proportion of the total power

output of the engine as 65 per cent, but

taking into account losses’betwecn the

transmission and the driving wheels, it will

be apparent that the percentage of braking

efi‘ort will be considerably increased, since

this 1055 in transmission decreases the

power delivered by the engine and aug

ments the amount of power absorbed when

the engine acts as a brake. Thus, if the

loss of power between the clutch and the

road wheels amounted to 15 per cent.,

which is a very conservative estimate, the

maximum braking efi‘ect is increased to

79% per cent., assuming, of course, that the

same gear is employed in both instances.

This demonstrates better than anything

that has previously appeared on the sub

ject that not alone an extremely powerful

braking effect is obtainable with the engine,

but that it may be graduated almost as

effectively as the direct form with the fur_

ther advantage over the latter that any

heat generated will be absorbed by the

water circulating system.

Gasolene Wagon for Trolley Repairs.

One of the most trying features of the

common system of electric traction employ

ing the overhead trolley wire is the not in

frequent tendency of the unprotected

conductor to become andderanged,

greater certainty and dispatch of the me

chanically propelled vehicle over that

drawn by horses, coupled with the facility

of handling and the never tiring quality of

the machine, have at once given it a strong

recommendation to far sighted corporations

and its use is considerably increasing at the

present time.

The machine here shown, which employs

a gaSolcne motor, has been in service on the

Belfast Tramways in Ireland for some little

time, and has done good work from the

start. Equipped with a full assortmnet of

the necessary tools and with its crew always

in readiness, it can be rushed to the scene

of a break in about half the time required

  

the long delays and no little danger to

other traffic consequent upon such contin

gencies. These necessitate the use of tower

wagons for the use of the repair gangs,

and in cases where horse drawn outfits

are used, the stoppages of traffic consequent

on the great length of time occupied in get

ting to the scene of the break necessitate

one of the most serious drawbacks to the

use of the system. Just here is where the

motor car comes into service as a truly

utilitarian modernism.

The use of motor driven emergency

wagons and portable towers for this work

has been considerately extended in Great

Britain during the past year or more. The

for its animal-drawn equivalent, and is in

constant readiness for'a call. A notable

feature of this particular machine is the

application of the rotary working plat

form which can be swung out over the

track while the machine stands beside it,

thereby preventing the obstruction of the

right of way while the repairs are being

effected.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. “’
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LAYING ON THE GOLD LEAF

Two Methods of Performing that Decora

tive Task—The One Most in Vogue.

“The automobile painter who is really an

all-round workman, capable of turning a

clever hand at any and all branches of the

trade, will find it to his interest to acquire

the art, if we may designate it by that

title, of laying gold leaf," says a writer in

the current issue of the Carriage Monthly.

“While there are various methods of laying

the leaf now in vogue, the cushion and tip

method has been practically obsolete for

a decade or more. The method that finds

greatest favor with the workmen who are

accounted particularly expert in this line of

work, consists in laying the leaf_directly

from the book.

“The workman takes the book in the left

hand. The top leaf is then turned over a

little wider than the stripe, the fold of the

paper being made smooth and clean, the

overlapped paper being held down on one

side with the left thumb and on the other

side with the right, the fingers of the hands

meanwhile supporting the under side of the

book as it is carried to the surface.

“The method is by far, the briefest and

quickest of all, and the expert gilder, laying

leaf in such quarters as the carriage paint

shop usually affords, may easily do double

the gilding usually accomplished by the

methods formerly in use. Of course, there

are circumstances sometimes prevailing

which make it impossible, or at any rate,

inadvisable to lay the leaf directly from the

book, as above advised, in which case the

following methods are in order:

“Cut the book at the binding. Then pick

up the top leaf or cover, lay it on a smooth

piece of board, and rub it carefully with a

bar of beeswax. Then rub this waxed

paper, waxed side down, upon the gold and

smooth it out firmly. This brings the gold

leaf tenaciously in contact with the waxed

surface of the paper. so that it may be

handled practically with impuni‘1y. '

“As many leaves as are desired for the

work in hand may be thus treated, after

which the leaves may be cut in width to

suit the width of the striping. From these

strips the gold leaf may very rapidly be

applied to the striping, or to any ornament

ing, in fact.

“The second method, otherwise called the

turpentine method—cut the book at the

binding. Then saturate a small sponge with

turpentine and moisten the back of the

paper as it lies on the cut book. The vola

tile and penetrating fluid strikes through?

the paper, causing the leaf to adhere, in

which shape it can be handled in any and

all sorts of weather conditions.

“However, on account of the quick evap

oration of the turpentine, the leaf must be

used immediately following the turpentine

application. This method was popularized

by furniture ornamentors, and, if worked

rapidly, affords satisfactory results.

“The third method consists simply in

cutting the books of gold leaf into strips

wider than the stripes to be gilded; for

merly, it was believed by car painters to

be the most economicel method of all, but

the first and second methods here describ

ed have the advantage of enabling the

gilder to work in rooms where draughts of

air and adverse weather conditions would

prevent the use of the third method. But,

as above stated, at the present time, not

withstanding the considerable larger loss of

leaf credited to it, the method of laying the

leaf directly from the book is quite gener

ally practiced.

“Formerly, when competition interfered

less than now with paint shop business, it

was probably esteemed a wise way to save

large on gold leaf and small on labor; but

to-day much more advanced methods of

bookkeeping have reversed this, and the

saving of the gold is made to figure secon

dary to the saving of labor, which, after

all, is the more profitable analysis.”

How Fox Makes Non-Fibrous Steel.

A new method of producing a tough non

fibrous steel has lately been brought out by

Colonel Fox, of the London Salvage Corps,

for which a great deal of virtue is claimed

as a means of making materials particularly

suited to the extremely rigorous needs of

motor car metals. It consists in winding

about a core which is a single rod of steel,

several other rods of varying size, in layers,

the mass thus formed afterward being thor—

oughly heated and welded together under

a power hammer. until it has been practic

ally incorporated in one piece. The prin

ciple of the thing is by no means new, a

similar method having been in use for

years in the construction of irons for chain

and anchor work, and a somewhat similar

process in which discarded telegraph wire

is used as a basis, being employed in the

manufacture of the axle steels used by the

London and Northwest Railway Co. of

England. In this case, the wire after hav

ing been sweated to remove all traces of

the galvanizing metal, is rolled into balls

and raised to a welding heat, after which it

is permanently welded together under a

powerful squeezer. The metals resulting

from any of the processes of this general

nature are remarkably tough and refrac

tory, and have the further advantage of

being without grain or continuous fibre and

hence particularly fitted for use in parts

which are to be subjected to strains in diff

erent directions and of varying magnitude.

Protection of the Ignitors.

In one of the foreign cars this year the

practice of locating the ignitors of the make

 

' and break system in separate chambers, has

been adopted. The ignition chambers are

entirely independent of the cylinders and

are bolted in place, being separated from

the combustion chambers by perforated

screens which tend to protect the firing

points from the action of the lubricant,

thereby insuring them against corrosion.

HOW THE POWER INCREASED

Explanation of a Seeming Phenomenon—

"Eight Horse" Gained in Two Years.

That wines improve with age is too well

known to need demonstration, but thefact

that a gasolcne motor, if handled with due

care and properly treated, will not simply

improve in a general way, but will come to

give an increased amount of power in its

old age, is something that requires proof,

at least according to the ideas of the lay

mind.

Nevertheless this is apparently true, as

was shown only last week at the factory

of the Electric Vehicle Company, at Hart

ford, Conn., when a two-year-old motor

was put upon the block and tried out in a

standard test. Much to the surprise of its

builders, it was found to develop full eight

horsepower more than its original rating.

The primary test, according to the rec

ords which have been preserved along with

those of all motors turned out at the fac

tory, gave a rating of 32 horsepower under

standard conditions, and this, though lib

eral according to the custom of the com

pany, was not supposed to be by any means

exaggerated. When on being retested, then,

the power was found to be slightly over

forty, the natural inference was that some

thing was wrong with the test. On being

re-run, however, it was seen that the value

was correct, and the makers soon satisfied

themselves that is was actually true that

the power of that particular motor had not

simply continued to increase during the first

few months of its use, as is common with

all motors, but had continued to do so

afterward.

Strange as it may seem, it is perfectly

possible for the power of a well-kept motor

to increase to a considerable extent with

long continued use, for a two-fold reason.

First of all, the moving parts gradually be

come better and better assimilated to one

another as time goes on, glazing over the

bearing surfaces and automatically reducing

any little errors of alignment which may

have existed at first, thereby reducing the

engine friction by an appreciable amount.

Second, the constant wear on the cylinders

tending to enlarge the bores by an infini

tesmal amount, must increase the effective

area of the pistons correspondingly, the in

crease in diameter being accompanied by a

corresponding increase in the diameter of

the piston rings due to their spring, which

prevents a consequent leakage of the gases.

Thus, since the area increases with the

square of the bore, the total mean effective

pressure of the cycle may be very materially

augmented by an increase in diameter which

in itself, is almost inappreeiable. And this

fact, coupled with the possibility of a

rather conservative primary rating, may be

taken to account for the seemingly impos

sible phenomenon.
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HERE’S WHERE THE

DIFFERENCE LIES:

An ELMORE Two-Cycle engine consists of one or

more cylinders, whose pistons—every one of them——

have power behind them at EVERY stroke. The Four

Cycle engine has only every other stroke a powerful

one. More than that, the ELMORE cylinders have no

outer valves or any other small parts for you to worry

over.

They Start From The Seat.

That’s the whole story. From eighteen to twenty

LESS PARTS for every cylinder. Just the essentials,

but much greater power than the four-cycle cylinder

can produce. You can understand now why the EL

MORE TWO-CYCLEis attracting so much attention.

Take it in comparison with a four-cycle engine, and

see what a tremendous saving is made in the up-keep

expense by the elimination of so many parts. And the

four cylinder ELMORE engine has four powerful im

pulses at every revolution of the shaft. That, you un

derstand, amounts to a steady application of power.

We should like to send you a technical description

of the wonderful

Model l5, Four Cylinder, Two-Cycle Elmore, Price $2,500

Model 14,Three Cylinder,Two-t;ycle Elmore, Price$|,500

Write today for this interesting information.

The Elmore Manufacturing Company,

1104 Amanda 5L, CLYDE, 0.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manuf acturers.

   

FOR DEALERS!
A New Catalog of ROYAL DE LUX! LAMPS.

showing some atylea peculiarly suitable in price

and everything for ' qulpment on cars you put out
  

FREE CATALOG, in colors, describing 14 styles of Royal

De Luxe Lamps. as well as the new Royal De Luxe Grate Generator.

Mention Motor \Vorld.

THE POST &. LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn.

  

 

 

THE MAN IN THE GAB

with his unowening allogianco to duty, represent:

tho can. forethought and consideration which the

LAKE SHURE
& HIGHIGAH SOUTHERN RAILWAY

gives to ovary dalall of Its wonderful system for

the easy and safe transportation of the thousands

who annually travel from East to West. and rice

Iona. over their famous trunk ilno

Direct Connections Between

Boston, New York, Buffalo, Glove/and, ‘

Chicago, Plltshurg, Gincinnatl

and St. Louis.

 

  

Sager Equalizin Springs.

are
Do not stiffen spring

action over 5 m o o t h

roads.

Come into play only

when overload is ap

plied or instant recoil

occurs

Like riding on air. at

~ ‘ any speed over all kinds

{7 ‘\ of roads.
I Never requires ad

justing.

Saves machine ry,

tires and temper

Economical, durable

'7 _ and successful.

Recommended by

leading manufacturers

many of whom have

\ adopted the device.

y Price, $25.
- W Set of Four Sprlngs

' - Wlth Forged Parts

~ for Attaching.

Liberal discounts.

l. H. SABER 00.,

ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK.
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The Week’s Patents.

813,382. Vehicle—Wheel Rim. Isaac

Hodgson, Minneapolis, Minn, assignor to

The Automobile Wheel and Rim Company

of New Jersey. Filed June 6, 1905. Serial

No. 263,982.

C1aim.—l. An elastic rim combining a

plurality of channeled plates flexibly united

by cables, the pad springs engaging said

channeled plates and the base-plates, the

latter being secured to the band, substan

tially and for the purposes set forth.

813,025. Ice-Velocipede. Henry Schneck

10th, Holstein, Iowa. Filed Oct. 17, 1904.

S__erial No. 228,696.

Claim.—-—1. The combination of a vehicle

frame, two shafts mounted in the vehicle—

frame, means for jointly rocking said shafts,

arms on the shafts, a lazy-tongs lever pivot

ed at one end of the machine-frame, means

for connecting said arms with the lazy

tongs lever to extend and to fold the lazy

tongs lever when the shafts are rocked.

813,796. Carbureter. George H. Holgate,

Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 16, 1905. Serial

No. 282,975. '

Claim.—1. A carburetcr consisting of a

font or receptacle, absorbent material con

tained within said receptacle, said absorbent

material so arranged as to leave a space

above and below the same within the recep

tacle, a stationarv tube extending down

ward through the center of the receptacle

open at its upper end and closed at its

lower end, a central gas-tube arranged

within the first—named tube, said gas-tube

also closed at its lower end and open at

its upper end, means for causing the cen

tral gas-tube to remain stationary, a middle

tube arranged between the two aforesaid

tubes and adapted 'to revolve around be

tween the same, ports formed through the

walls of the two stationary tubes coincident

with one another within the space below the

absorbent material, openings formed

through the walls of the revolving tube

adapted to be brought in and out of regis

ter with the ports of the stationary tube,

openings formed through the top of the

font, a valve connected to the revolving

tube for opening and closing these ports

when the tube is revolved, ports for ad

mittin air through the lower end~ of the

gas-tn e, means for opening and closing

these ports by the revolution of the revolv

ing tube, the bottom of the font provided

with an opening for admitting air to the

central gas-tube, means for closing said

opening when the font is to be filled with

a liquid, a chimney surrounding the upper

end of the gas-tube, a burner arranged over

the upper end of the tube within the chim

ney, as and for the purpose specified.

813,905. Automobile Wheel Bearing.

Charles S. Lockwood, Newark, N. J., assig<

nor to the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,

Harrison, N. J., a corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed May 6, 1906. Renewed Aug. 1,

1905. Serial No. 272,195.

Claim.—l. A wheel-hub having the shell

with cylindrical bore, and a keyway and

screw threaded space at each end of the

bore, and flanges for supporting the spokes,

the journals having a double cone tapered

toward opposite ends, the tapered sleeyes

fitted adjustably to the bore and having

feathers fitted movably to the keyways, the

Screw-collars fitted to the threaded spaces

for adjusting the sleeves, and rolls fitted

between such double cone and sleeves and

tapered in the same ratio as the cone and

sleeve.

813,926. Gas Engine Sparker. Andrew

P. Tallmadge, \Nashington, D. C. Filed

Mar. 18, 1905. Serial No. 250,829.

Claim.-l. As an article of manufacture,

the spark-advancer comprising a block

adapted to be mounted and rock on a jour

nal and having a longitudinal slideway, a

box through which the sparker-actuatmg

rod is adapted to reciprocate, said box con

fined in said slideway, and means for ad

justing said box longitudinally of said slide

way and holding the same in the desrred

adjustment, substantially as described.

813,934. Protective Cover for Pneumatic

Tires. Josef Albers, Aix-la-Chapclle, Ger

many. Filed Apr. 7, 1905. Serial No. 254,

415.

Claim.—Improved protective cover for

pneumatic tires of cycles of all kinds, com—

posed of one single, continuous piece of

leather adapted to inclose the entire outer

surface of the pneumatic tire, including the

reinforcements in the wheel—rim and vul—

canized with the said tire and secured in

the wheel-rim, reinforced internally by a

lining of crescent shape in cross-section,

secured to the outer cover by double-point

ed internally-clenched rivets, presenting

outwardly heavy heads on the thread sur—

face.

813,959. Starting Device for Explosion

Engines. Victor Erdmenger, Essen-on-the

Ruhr, Germany, assignor t0 Fried. Krupp,

Atkiengesellschaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Ger

1905. Serial No.many. Filed Apr. 12,

255,210.

Claim.-—1. In a compressed-air starting

device for double-acting four-cycle explo

sion engines, means constructed to open

communication for the compressed air first

to one end of the cylinder and then to the

other end of the cylinder and then to close

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cent: per llno of never: WOl'dl. call: with order.

In cloltalo. 25 com-l per llno.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19054906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

OR SALE—Model “B” Winton, 24-30-h.p.,

in fine condition, newly painted; will make

bargain price to immediate buyer, as my Model

"K" Winton has been delivered. Bargain, care

WINTON COMPANY, 1706 Broadway, N. Y.

 

OR SALE—Secondhand Automobiles from

$100 up; write us for prices and description,

we can save you money. THE E. H. TOWLE CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.

 

ULCANIZING—One-third saved; we :10 re

treading and repairing; make large vulcaniz~

ing outfits. Extra value in single tube tires,

28x2 r-2, 810; 28x3, $12; 30x3, r3; 34x2r-z 510;

seconds, $2 less each; clincher tires, :5 per cent

off list. CHAS. E. MILLER, Anderson, Ind.

 

’I‘ELL us what you want; our bargains: Olds

Northern, Knox runabouts, two and four

cylinder Locomobiles, four cylinder Thomas and

Ford; one cylinder Pope-Hartford. SALES

GARAGE, 34 Temple St., New Haven, Conn.

 

FOR SALE—A 1905 Model Locomobile,

with extras cost, $3,100. Car overhauled in

November, in first class condition. Best offer over

£31,800 takes it. Address Box 582, Waterbury,

onn.
 

ECOND-HAND CARS at lowest prices, but

no junk. Every car rebuilt and repainted by

us before offered for sale. Can guarantee same.

If you want to buy a second-hand car, see our 1905

Wintons just overhauled and repainted; like new;

great bargains. No junk sold. CARLSON AUTO

COMPANY, 1060 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

\Vinton Agent.
 

RANKLIN, 1904 Runabout, 12 H.P., 4'Cylin

ders,extras; Dietz7-in. lights and generator;

Samson rear tires, storage battery, glass front,

canopy top. In very good condition, newly over~

hauled, new wiring and clutch. Tonneau can be

attached, $800. PETER SMITH, P. O. Box 256,

Newark, N. J.
 

 

WANTED—Mechanical Superintendent (engi

neer preferred) for company employing a

large number of commercial motor vehicles, both

electric and gasoline Must be practical, pro

gressive, and experienced in the direction of men.

Liberal salary. Address H. R., P. O. Box 82:, N.

Y. City.

 

OF COURSE,

WE MAKE

THE SPRAGUE TOPS
Col. Spragua’s Now Folding Hale Glass Front.

 

I THE SPRAGUE IDEA

 

| MADE THE SPRAGUE wnl 

Day or night it is what you want.

For frosty weather, for foggy nights.

You can see your way.

You can fold it down to let in the air.

Send for catalogue.

Practlcal-Durable, Handy, Handsome, Flrm, Flnlshed.

You can fold it up to keep out the cold or bugs.

It is complete and practical—can't rattle or annoy you.

'I’HE SPRAGUE UMBRELLA 00., Norwalk, 0.

 

 
 

  

The Special Rapid Fire Cell

solves satisfact rily the oft annoying ignition problem And

for this very oimpl: re.“ n—it is made expressly for auto

mobile ignition service.

ordinarily made batteries. 'h

Send/or our Dry Battery Bank.

Tm: NUNGESSER ELECTRIC BA'I'I‘ERY Co.,

35 King Street

 

  

The Battery

of DRY CELLS you use

for ignition is apt not to

receive much attention ,

until at some critical mo- '

ment it fails to do its I

work. Then you'll wish {

l

  

1m ciA-L'RAP! or“? I,

you hadn’t been content

with “ any old battery."

'   

It’s bound to be better than

  

The Hungfli'r

mm mm!

\_ ("nu-1.0.“.

  

  l

  

Cleveland, 0.
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communication with both ends of the cylin—

der during the succeeding reciprocation of

the piston. and meth for Collin-Cling the

first named to the driving member of the

engine to be started, whereby, when the air

is admitted to one end of the cylinder, the

subsequent movements follow automatic

ally.

813,989. Antifriction Bearing. \'ietts L.

Rice. New York. N. Y.

Serial No. 231,223.

Claiin.—l. .\n antifriction-bearing com

prising an annular set of bearing—rollers,

two concentric bearing parts contacting

with the bearing<rollers. said bearing parts

having unoccupied annular recesses at their

ends, whereby the length of the operative

surfaces of said bearing parts is less than

the length of the operative surfaces of the

bearing-rollers, and limiting means at the

ends of the bearing parts, between which

the bearing-rollers may move back and

forth across said recesses.

814,060. Variable Speed-Gear. Charles

F. G. Low, Charlton, England. Filed Aug.

29, 1903. Serial No. 171,241.

Claim.—ln a variable-speed gear. the

combination of a disk formed integral with

one end of a barrel revoluny mounted upon

a spindle carried by a movable bracket, said

disk having a belt—face; the barrel; the spiii

dle; a second disk in rigid connection with

the opposite end of said barrel and having

a belt-face; a third disk having two belt

faces and held to slide upon the said revolv

ing barrel between the two said fixed end

disks, the three disks forming two belt~

paths, around one of which passes the belt

to the driven wheel; with a movable bracket

carrying the spindle on which is mounted

the said revoliible barrel, whereby the posi

tion of the axis of the pulley is altered in

relation to the position of the motor; and

the means for altering the position of the

position of the movable bracket; and the

means for retaining same in any position

within the limits of its movement, substan

tially as specified.

814,046. Storage Battery. Francois Mou

terde, Lyon, France. Filed July 24, 1905.

Serial No. 270,946.

Claim.—l. A storage battery comprising

a lead vessel having columns integral with

its bottom and provided with flanges, a

plurality of open-ended electrodes disposed

in the vessel. and a spider supporting said

electrodes and terminating in a central pole,

and said electrodes and said vessel being

provided with Y-shaped projections adapted

to receive lead fibers deposited therein.

814,068. Pneumatic Tire. Frederick G.

McKim, London, England. Filed, Mar. 14,

1905. Serial No. 250,047.

Claim.—l. In a tire of the kind described,

the combination with a series of air-cham

bers. of distance-pieces located between the

same, a covering for said air-chambers and

said distance—pieces and thread portions on

said air—chambers constructed 'to project

through said covering, substantially as de

scribed.

814,071. Speed Indicating Apparatus.

Louis Nissim, South-on-Sea, England. Filed

Nov. 7, 1904. Serial No. 231,755.

Claim.—-1. In speed-indicating apparatus,

the combination of a cylinder having a nar

row slit in its wall, a piston adapted to

work in said cylinder and to expose more

or less of said slit according to the position

of the piston in the cylinder, at piston-rod

and means for guiding the same, a deVice

including a spring and means for adjust

ing the tension of the same external to the

cylinder aforesaid, means operativcly con

l"iled Nov. 3, 1904.

_ erling, Akron, Ohio.

llt'Cllllg said sprinw device to the piston

rod of said cylinder, an indicating device,

means connected to the piston-rod beyond

the, end of the cylinder for operating said

device. an air-compressing apparatus in

connection with the-cylinder, and means

for operating the air-compressing apparatus

from a moving part of the vehicle whose

speed is to be measured.

814.087. Vehicle “'heel. Frank A. Seib

Filed Mar. 2, 1905.

Serial No. 248,126.

Claim.—1. .\ vehicle-wheel comprising

the combination with a rim and a tire

mounted thereon, said rim having an offset

along one side, a spring-tire-holding ele

ment mounted in said offset and capable of

lateral movement therein, and means to

lock said tire-holding element against cir

cumferential motion when in one position

in said offset, said tire-holding element be—

ing free from engagement with said locking

means when in a different position in said

offset.

814,088. Vehicle Wheel. Frank A. Seib

erling, Akron, Ohio. Filed July 29, 1905.

Serial No. 271,837.

CIaim.—l. A vehicle-wheel comprising

a rim having a seat for a tire and an offset

along one of its edges forming a seat, a

split ring mounted in said seat and having

the severed ends thereof overlapping so as

to prevent the said ends from displacement

when pressure is applied to the ring, and

means carried by the ring and adapted to

interlock with the said offset thereby pre—

venting the ring from circumferential mo

tion.

814,093. Driving Clutch for Power Trans

mission. John K. Stewart, Chicago, Ill.

Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial No. 254,751.

Claim.--1. In combination with a shaft—

hanger having a shaft journaled therein; a

pinion loose on the shaft and stopped inde

pendently of the latter against endwise

movement in either direction; a clutch

member on the pinion and a companion

clutch member fast on the shaft, said clutch

members having corresponding sloping

shoulders for engagement with each other,

the shaft being longitudinally movable in

its bearings; a lever mounted on the hear

ing and connected with the shaft for receiv

ing and transmitting such longitudinal

movement, and means on the bearing for

holding the lever at the position to which

it is moved by the longitudinal movement

of the shaft.

814,132. Clutch Mechanism. Henry S.

Hele-Shaw, Liverpool, England. Filed Dec.

16, 1903. Serial No. 185,444.

Claim.-—l. A friction-clutch comprising

thin annular plates, each having a single

offset portion extending circumferentially at

the central part and of identical formation

with the single offset of the adjacent plate,

said plates having peripheral fin portions

and means for holding the said plates in

fractional relation, the said fin portions

reaching from the extreme edge of the plate

to the point where the wall of the single

offset begins to project laterally from the

general plane of the plate, said fin portions

and single offset portions occupying the

whole extent of the plate, substantially as

described.

814,133. Starting, Stopping, Speed—Con

trolling aiid Reversing Gear. Henry S.

Hele-Shaw, Liverpool, England. Filed

Dec. 16, 1903. Renewed Jan 9, 1906. Serial

No. 295,321.

Claini.——l. In a reversing-gear, the com

bination of two shafts in axial alineinent, a

direct clutch between the two shafts at

adjacent ends thereof, an externally-toothed

\vlleel fixed to the. one shaft, an internally

toothed wheel fixed to the other shaft, plan

etary pinions gearing with the said wheels

and a second clutch in one part of which

carries the said planetary pinions and the

other part of which is fixed.

814.143. Tire-Shot Edward Krebs, Al

bany. X. Y. Filed Sept. 12, 1905. Serial No.

278.077. -

Claim.—1. A protecting>shoe for inflat

able tires consisting of alternating layers

of non-puncturable and elastic material

Wound upon each other forming a ring, said

ring being arranged to encircle the tire, the

wound strips being fastened together sub

stantially as described.

814,161. Elastic hletallic Tire. Albert

Peust, Hanover, Germany. Filed Feb. 20.

1905. Serial No. 246,488.

Claim.—In a metal tire for vehicles for

ordinary roads, the combination of an un

der layer, steel wires attached obliquely to

said under layer and resilient peripheral

walls laterally of said under layer and ex

tending outwardly beyond the same to a

distance intermediate between the under

layer and the outer ends of the wires for

the purpose set forth.

814,164. Resilient Vehicle Tire. John F.

Rau, Chicago, Ill., assignor of one-half to

John F. Cordcs, Chicago, 111. Filed Sept.

19, 1904. Serial No. 224,993.

Claiin.—~1. A vehicle-tire comprising an

outer casing, a core integrally united therein

comprising a central tube and a plurality of

tubes extending around the same, each of

said tubes being composed of a plurality of

flexible layers.

814,175. Sectional Tire. Fred G. Urfer,

Portland, Oregon. Filed Aug. 22, 1905.

Serial No. 275,301.

Claiin.——1. In combination, a tire formed

of a plurality of sections having scarfed

ends arranged to overlap on lines parallel

with the peripheral line of the wheel—felly,

means for securing each section indepen

dently to the wheel, and means for connect—

ing the scarfed portions of the sections to

each other.

 

  

There is only one way to know your

Speed—accurately! Attach a J o n e s

Speedometer to the dash of your car

This instrument is the most necessary

automobile accessory in use to day and

therefore should be the first item on the

list, for your new car’s equipment.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

132 West 32d Street, NewYork
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A Step Forward in the Tire

‘ Making Art.

6&JIlnns

' for 1966.

Gombine the Latest and Most Ap

proved Methods of Tire eonstruction

with the Best Materials Ever Used

by z ny Tire Manufacturer.

ONE @URE WRAPPED TIRES,

VULGANIZED IN QPEN STEAM.

STRENG, TGUGI-l, DURABLE,

EASY T6 HANDLE.

WRITE US FOR GATALOG.

6&Jhm:C0.
Indianapolis. ~ .

Depots:

ehicago Bufl'alo Detroit @leveland

Boston Denver San Francisco Philadelphia

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros. Portland, Keats 8: 30.

Los angeles, Ramsay-Huteblns Rubber Go.

<§||§>
Rims branded in the channel with this copyrighted

mark have been inspected and pronounced perfect.

We guarantee our tires only on rims so branded.

 

 
 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

    

 

GOVER N M E N T

COMMENDATION.

In explanation of their action in select

ing the White steamer in preference to

any other make of car for the new auto

mobile ambulance, the authorities of the

United States War Department report

as follows: _

“It (the White) is simple in operation.

The means of‘propulsion being steam, it

is better suited to the transportation of the

sick or wounded than gasoline cars on

account of its free and smooth running,

freedom from violent vibration, and ease

of controlling the speed between maxi

mum and minimum without jerks or jolts.”

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

WHITE $2.1m. COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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It's worth your while to compare all other cars with the THOMAS 50 H. P. FLYER. You'll quickly discover that in

this, as in other essential features, the THOMAS naturally becomes the standard for all purposes of comparison.

You'll find that it has the greatest number of expensive and efficient bearings with which any car—American or foreign

——is equipped.

Just consider this summary: A total of nineteen, viz., a roller bearing on the main transmission shaft, three Hess-Bright

bearings on the other shafts, four on counter shafts, eight on wheels and three large ball~thrust bearings.

You'll see now where our argument Comes in. Briefly, it is this: In every part and every detail, THOMAS construction

has not been hampered by the question of expense. In its 50 H. P. Engine, in the advanced character of its Selective Type

Transmission, in its own Three Metallic Disc Clutch, its famous Back Stop Safety Device, its Drop Forged I‘Beams, its Anti

stripping Device and the countless other features through which it excels, the only question has been: Is this the best?

If it is, the Thomas must have it. h

This is the underlying reason for the supremacy of the Thomas on either side of the ocean.

And we must remind you that every (stock) Thomas car is tested to—and does develop—a speed of 60 miles an hour

before it is shipped.

Shall we send you some interesting—and beautiful—Thomas literature?

THE E. ll. THUMAS MUTUR BUMPANY, ' - Builali, N. Y.
Member! Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

  

 

NO MATTER HOW GOOD

the car may be, if can be made better by the use of

Conc. Cone and Rollers. VCup.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS
No matter how good the engines, the transmission and the tires, if the wheels to which the power is transmitted do not roll

freely and with the least possible friction, and if no provision is made for takiv up of the tremendous thrust centered in the

front wheels, as when rounding corners or curves at speed, they do not FULL serve their purposes and the owner does not

obtain the maximum benefits- It is a matter of elementary logic.

Timken Bearings assure the least possible friction and take up that terrific and injuriouslihrusi. Tests and years of use

have proven it.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., - Canton, Ohio.
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of l094 3-16 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

WHY EXPERIMENT ,7

Nltlonll flodel D, 4-cyl., 35-40 '1. P. Prise, $5.000.

National l‘lodel E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. National .‘lodel E, o-cyli, 50‘00 H. P. 'Prlce, $4,000.

‘vflte for Particulclrs.

llATlllllAl. Mllillll VEHICLE 60., - E. 22d Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
NATIONAL DISTIIBUTBRS

l..nscnlt Motor Co., 163 Columbus Ave, Boston Liberty Auto Co., :38 Benny it., E [5,, Pittsburg

Homan & Schulz Co , :34 W 381h 81., N. Yv City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St, Los

Ralph lemple Auto Co., 3| r Mich Ave., Chicago Angcles, ('al.

Tir-ga Ame Co , Broad and Tioga Ms, Phila, Fawkes Auto Co., Minneapolis and St. Paul

Rubi. F Boda & Co , 68 E. Noble St, Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Colonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive SI.., SI Louie, Mo. Fisher Auto Co , 330 N lll. 5t, indianapolis, Ind. ._

Member: A nuricnn .‘llolor Car Mnnufacturzrr’ Arrvrinlion, Chicago.

  

 

 

 

Everything in Electrics

From the handy

delivery Wagon

to the

\ ' ~~»- luxurious Brougham

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Our line includes over MU étaf‘c'ard Designs of the better class of Electric

Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the World

 

New York
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IT IS NOELL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK All OWNER

OFA

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland. 0.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR & CO., New York N. Y.; C. I. DUNHAM,

Boston, Mass.; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chica 0,

ll.‘ G. W. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE & S P.

PLY CO., Lim., Toronto, Ont.: MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa;

REYBURN MOTOR CAR 0.. . Louis, hio.‘ STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE CO. Pittsburg, Pa; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO CO.,

S racuse, N. Y.; SOHOEFFEL CO., Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL

It OTOR CAR AGENCY, San Franmsco, Cal,

ember A. L. A. M

   

 

The Jones Auto-Annunciator

  

Signal/ing dryin—

da:/1 baard.

Purl! boflon plat:—

inrid:

For communicating with the driver from the interior of motor

cars, the AUTO-ANNUNCIATOR is a great convenience.

The push button plate, three inches in diameter, to be placed at

a convenient point inside the car. is made of brass with gun metal

finish and contains eight handsomely engraved pearl buttons to indicate

the different signals.

The Annunciator tor the dashboard. is of polished brass. precisely

the same in size and shape as our SO-mile Speedometer-Odometer,

to which it is designed to be a companion piece.

The glass front shows in white letters against a ruby ground, the

eight signals corresponding to those on the push button—under each

word and in its own separate dark compartment is an electric light—

also inside the annunciator. an electric bell.

Pressure of a button inside the car instantly calls the driver's

attention by ringing the bell. and also illuminates the proper corres

ponding signal word in the glass face.

The lights are powerful enough to make the signals plain and

unmistakable in broad daylight as well as at night.

JONES SPEEDOMETER

132 West 32d Street, NEW YORK
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t Why Bother

With a “Messy” Lamp

 

 

A“ 7'

Passf-o-err. e

I cits TANK l

  

  

will obviate all troubles and inconveniences—and it is always

ready for use.

Turn on the Gas

and apply the match, just as you do when lighting the gas in

your home.

MADE IN TWO SIZES

All you need do is

GEGQQQGBBBEBBBBBBE

QCatalogue: on reqursl.

The Concentrated Acetylene Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Operating under exclusive license irom

The Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

aaeraaaerzasaeeez

EKGQQQQQZGQGQQBBBBBBBB

E38616

 

 

 

  

We make a car for every requirement at a

price to suit every purchaser.

Simplicity is the keynote of Wayne design and in all our cars,

the one aim has been to get all the engine power to the wheels

without waste.

WHICH OF THESE SIX MODELS INTERESTS YOU?

Modal F. Seven passenger lounng car, 4 cylinder so h. p. motor - $35004»

(Limousine ‘4500 00) ~_'

Model K, Five passenger touring car, 4 cylinder 35 h. p. motor - 15°04»

Model _ Five passenger touring car, 4 cylinder 24-38 h p. motor - 2000 00

Model , Five passenger family car. 2 cylindtr uppt ned 20 h. p. - “50,00

Model , Five pas anger family car, 2 cyl-nder opposed 14 h. p.

engine under hoo‘ - - - - - “0°00

Model H I 'l he bus ncss man’s two passenger runabout. Same

engine as Model G - 800,0

Let us send you cat log and full particulars about any of these cars.

WAYNE AUTOMOBILE CO., Dept. 4, Detroit, Mich.
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THAN 85%
of all rubber tires used on commercial automobiles in this country

are FIRESTONE TIRES. This is not guess-work. We can prove

it. You can prove it to your own satisfaction by observation and

  

actual count of the first hundred commercial automobiles you see.

THE FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID TIRE marked an

V era in tire building.

They never come off the rim no matter how heavy the load or

severe the sevice.

They are built upon honor, of the choicest materials that money

can buy and with the best skill to be found anywhere.

Their wearing qualities cannot be excelled. These are the rea

sons why FIRESTONE SIDE WIRE SOLID MOTOR TIRES

are used more than all others.

Then Why Not Firestone?

FIRESTllNE TIRE & RUBBER 00., - Akron, Ohio.

BRANCHES:

NEW YORK—1788 Broadway. CHICAGO—550 \Vabash Ave.

BOSTON—9 Park Square. ST. LOUIS—2226 Olive St.

PHILADELPHIA—211 N. Broad St. DETROIT—Z40 Jefferson Ave.
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THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT»

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers.

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and Factory = - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—302-304 \Vabash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MlLVVAUKEE—457-459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 \V. 62nd St.

Representatives in all leading cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery 6: Company
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FRICTION IN BALL BEARINGS

Hess-Bright Made Defendants in First Case

—Other Suits in Sight.

Although its title does not suggest own

ership of ball bearings, the Standard Roller

Bearing Co., Philadelphia, as is quite gener

ally known, is strong on ball bearings also,

it having just developed that they claim to

hold broad patents covering the annular

type most prominently represented by the

Hess-Bright bearing. The chief of these

patents are No. 417,340 and No. 434,472.

Secure in their possession, the Standard

Roller Bearing Company has begun its

campaign against all those whom they

claim are infringing their patent rights.

The Hess-Bright Mfg. Co. is the chief of

these alleged offenders, and the first gun

of the war was directed against them. Suits

against them for alleged infringement of

the patents inquestion were filed on the

13th inst. It is also common property that

suits are in preparation against a number

of motor car manufacturers who are mak

ing use of the Hess-Bright bearings in their

vehicles.

New Man in Knox Trucks.

After April 1 the Knox Motor Truck Co.,

of Springfield, Mass, is to have for its

treasurer and general manager \Valter G.

Morse, president of the Second National

Bank of Springfield, now in liquidation. He

succeeds to the treasurership of the com

pany through the resignation of Clarence J.

“'etzel, who will withdraw from actual

business associations with the concern. The

change will be attended by an increase in

the paid-up capital of the company from

$150,000 to $250,000, and the taking up of

most of the increase will be provided for

by Mr. Morse, it is stated.

First Jolt in Shock Absorber Suits.

The first of the Hartford Suspension

Company’s suits for alleged infringement

of the Truffault-Hartford shock absorber

patents took the rather daring form of

application for an injunction to restrain the

 

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 22, 1906.

firm of Hollander & Tangeman, New York,

from selling the Diezmann shock absorber

on the cars handled by that firm. The first

step in the case has just been decided

against the Hartford people, which, how

ever, is a matter of small surprise as rarely,

if ever, do the courts grant injunctions on

unadjudicated patents.

Infringement of trade mark and unfair

competition were also among the allega

tions made, but these suggestions were not

pressed. In the words of the court, there

was “left only an application for an injunc

tion on an unadjudicated patent of recent

issue, over which there is a substantial

conflict as to the prior art.” The court

therefore denied the Hartford motion, rul

ing that “these questions shall be left for

final hearing,” which means, of course,

that the case has been carried to a higher

court.

Lozier Gets Selden License.

The Lozier Motor Co. is now a member

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers and is, preforce, now in pos

session of the Selden license. It was taken

into the fold last week, after, of course,

having paid the “initiation fee” of $2,500

and made a settlement for back royalties. ‘

The accession of Lozier brings up the A. L.

A. M. membership to thirty-eight.

Studebakers Buy into Garford.

Studebaker interests have invested some

$200,000 in the Garford Mfg. Co., Elyria,

Ohio, which will permit of a considerable

enlargement of the business. The accession

of capital will cause no change in the name ‘

or location of the Garford Co., which,

among others, has all along supplied the

chassis and parts of the Studebaker gaso

lene car.

Bankruptcy Tack in Milwaukee Tires.

The Milwaukee Rubber Co., whose fac—

tory is in Cudahy, \\"is., were petitioned into

bankruptcy yesterday afternoon, from cred

itors joining in the petition. The chief

of them is William Becker, who claims

that the company is indebted to him in the

sum of $100,000. The company make the

Fawkes “airless” tire.

No. 8.

SPARK PLUG PATENTS BOB UP

Acquired by Selden Interests and Claimed

to Cover Basic Ideas—What they are.

Spark plugs are about due to enter the

realms of royalty and license. The fact is

indicated by the_ announcement officially

made this week that the Association Patents

Company, which is the patents holding off

shoot of the Association of Licensed Auto»

mobile Manufacturers, the

“entire rights, title and interest” in what

are believed to be the basic patents on at

least the annular type of spark plug which

is now coming into quite general use.

The patents involved are No. 582,540, is

sued May 11, 1897, to Oscar Mueller, of

Decatur, Ill., and No. 612,701, granted

October 18, 1898, to F. W. Canfield, of

Manistec, Mich. ~ Both of these patents

had become the possession ’of Edward D.

Wheeler, from whom the A. L. A. M. rep

resentatives acquired them “after,” so reads

the official announcement, “investigation of

the legal validity and practical tests of the

efficiency” of the plugs in question.

“Royalty will now be paid under these

patents by spark plug makers,” artfully

continues the official announcement of their

purchase, “and members of the A. L. A. M.

will have a peculiarly new interest in know

ing that the plugs they use have been duly

licensed."

The device covered by the Mueller patent

is clothed in the following language:

No. 582,840. O. Mueller, May 11, 1897.

Specification:

“The igniter may be detached from the

cylinder head without detaching the head

from the cylinder, and the cylinder head

may be detached from the cylinder without

affecting the igniter.

“It is not impossible that each pole piece

should be set in a separate disk or the

equivalent thereof and the disks be each

secured in the head in the manner de

scribed, and while this modification would

not be so desirable as the form described,

it is included in the broad idea of the

invention.

“What I claim as new and desire to se

cure by letters patent is: '

has acquired
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“An igniter for explosive engines com

prising a cylinder head having an opening

with a seat formed therein and a threaded

rim encircling and extending outward from

the seat, a non-conductor disk bearing

against the seat and closing the opening,

an annular nut screwed into the rim and

against the disk, and a circuit wire c011

nected with a pole piece that extends

through the disk, substantially as set

forth.”

The Canfield plug is described in the pat

cnt as follows:

Specification:

“The object of my invention is to pro—

duce a method of insulating the electrodes

of gas, oil or vapor engines that will not

foul injuriously, but be at all times perfect

and in good reliable working order, thus

causing the electric current from the gen

erator to jump across the space between

the points of the electrodes, and thereby

causing a spark to ignite the charge of gas

or vapor in the cylinder or firing chamber

of a gas, oil or vapor engine.

“My improvement consists of a counter

bore or recess around the electrode at a

point where it enters the cylinder of a gas,

oil or vapor engine of such size and depth

as will prevent the explosive mixture from

cylinder or firing chamber circulating into

said cavity far enough to deposit the pro

ducts of its combustion onto the insulator

at the deepest part of the counterbore or

recess.

Claims:

“1. In a gas, oil or vapor engine igniter

or sparker, a recess or counterbore around

the electrode or electrodes and above its

or their sparking points when said elec

trodes are used vertically, for the purpose

of preventing an injurious accumulation of

the products of combustion or other four

matter on the insulation of said electrodes,

substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

“2. In a gas. oil or vapor engine igniter

or sparker a recess or counterbore of such

size and depth as to prevent the explosive

mixture used in the cylinder from circu

lating into said counterbore or recess far

enough to come in contact with its deepest

part around the electrode or electrodes at

or near the point where said electrode or

electrodes leave the insulator to enter the

cylinder or firing chamber, for the pur

pose of preventing an injurious accumula

tion of the products of combustion or other

foul matter on the insulation of said elec

trodes, substantially as and for the pur

pose set forth."

Because he did not receive commission

on a vehicle sold in his locality, H. E.

Frederickson, a dealer of Omaha, Neb., has

obtained an injunction restraining the

Powell—Bacon Co., of the same city, from

receiving cars from the Cadillac Motor Car

Co. The injunction is only temporary,

however. The agency was taken away

from Frederickson and given to the other

company, so that is why the former fccls

piqued.

 

The Week’s Incorporations.

Buffalo, N. Y.—Independent Machinery

Oil Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital. Corporators—O. F. Ryan, J. J.

Walsh and J. J. Sullivan, all of Buffalo.

~Chicago, Ill.—Monarch Motor Car Co..

under Illinois laws, with $150,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Corporators—T. A.

Quinlan, Jr., A. C. McCord and Joseph

J. Boueher.

New York City, N. Y.—Goodyear Rubber

Tire Co., under New York laws. with $1,000

capital. Corporators—K. B. Harwood, L.

L. Lewis and P. \V. \Villiamson, all of New

York.

Toledo, Ohio—Toledo Auto Touring Car

Co., under Ohio laws, with $15,000 capital.

Corporators—Frank J. Van Loo, James

Sheehan, U. G. Denman, Carl A. Hudson

and Louis E. Kriger.

New York City, N. Y.-—-Louis Burghardt

Mills Co., under New York laws, with

$25,000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—Louis Burghardt, S. B. Mills, Jr.,

and F. J. Grifiin, all of New York.

Millbrook, N. Y.—Lumex Anti-Vibrating

System, under New York laws, with $200,

000 capital; to manufacture motors and ma

chinery. Corporators—I-Ienry Harris, J. J.

Barber and S. F. Fromm, all of New York.

Newark, N. Y.—Mora Motor Co., under

New York laws, with $150,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—S.

H. Mora,'VV. H. Freeman. of Rochester;

W. H. Birdsall, Newark, and G. S. Whitney,

Akron, Ohio.

Providence, R. I.—Rhode Island Machine

Co., under Rhode Island laws, with $20,000

capital; to make automobiles, engines,

gears, parts, etc. Corporators—Walter M.

Jordan, Edwin G. Pinkam and Clayton Har

ris, of Providence.

Memphis, Tenn. Argus Import Motor

Co., of New York, under Tennessee laws,

with $500 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—E. S. \Vaechter, of Hamburg,

Germany; “I. P. Homan and E. M. James,

of New York City.

Camden. N. J.—Camden and Atlantic

Automobile Co., under New Jersey laws,

with $25,000 capital; to operate motor stage

line between Camden and Atlantic City.

Corporators—L. Dare Gindhart, Charles S.

\Veslcy and Leon Berry.

Toledo, Ohio—Cooney Carriage Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

make automobiles. Corporators—John Mc—

Gettigan, James J. Cooney, Charles R.

Bowman. Josephine S. Lindsay, John V.

Todd and Fred E. Bullard.

 

In the Retail World.

The Coming Automobile Co. have "opened

up" in Elmira, N. Y. They are located in

the new garage on Tioga avenue.

Samuel Graybill is erecting a garage on

South Market street, Elizabethtown, Pa.

A general garage business will be con

ducted.

Jason Zimmer will open a garage at 127

North Third street, La Crosse, \Vis., before

the season begins. The building will be

remodeled to suit his needs.

Allen, Austin 8: Endrus have formed a

co-partncrship to do business at Greenwich,

N. Y. A garage will be erected on Green

wich avenue, opposite the postofiice.

\Vork has commenced upon the two

story brick garage to be erected by the

Peoria (Ill.) Automobile Co., in the 700

block on Main street. It will cost $15,000.

George H. Berg has taken the eastern

New England agency for Berkshire cars,

for which the Douglass Andrews Co., of

New York City, are the selling agents. He

has established himself in the Motor Mart,

in Boston.

Fred Read Corporation is the title of a

new company at Newtonville, Mass, with

a branch at 41% Columbus avenue, Boston.

which has been formed to deal in second

hand cars and sundries; a garage will also

be maintained in Newtonville.

Henry D. Stebbs, for thirteen years fore

man of the mechanical department, New

Orleans and Texas Railway Co., has begun

business at 725 Cherry street, Chattanooga.

Tenn, as the H. D. Stebbs Automobile Co.

The new company will sell Reo and Ramb

ler cars and do a general garage business.

The Mitchell Commercial Vehicle Com

pany have removed from the Auto Arcade.

Forty-ninth street and Broadway, to 121

\Vest Thirty-first street, New York City.

This company recently made arrangements

to handle the well known line of Mitchell

pleasure cars in addition to the Mitchell

trucks and delivery wagons, and the re

moval brings the Mitchell interests in New

York under one roof.

Monarch Dead, New Monarch Arises.

Now that the Monarch Automobile Co..

which did business at Aurora, 111., has been

declared bankrupt, a new company has

arisen from the ruins. Papers were taken

out last week for the Monarch Motor Car

Co., of Chicago, Ill., with $150,000 capital.

The corporators mentioned in the papers

are T. A. Quinlan, Jr., a Chicago capitalist.

and A. B. McCord and J. J. Boucher, who

were both prominently identified with the

old company. It is said that the new com

pany will make a runabout similar to the

one turned out by the bankrupt Aurora

concern. The Monarch Motor Car Co. pur

chased the assets, which included the pat

tents, machinery and stock of the Monarch

Automobile C0.

Why Manager McMullen Resigned.

Roger B. McMullen has resigned his

oliice as general manager of the American

Motor Car Manufacturers Association to

join the staff of the A. O. Smith Co., the

Milwaukee parts makers. He leaves the

organization with the good will of all. his

change being induced solely by increased

income.
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RECOGNIZE RENAULT’S RIGHTS

Foreign Makers Adopt Seldenistic Policy

and will Pay Royalty on Direct Drive.

 

It would seem that a partial settlement

of the dispute over the right of the Ren

ault firm in France to exact royalties

from 'other makers using the direct drive

had been reached, resulting in at least a

dozen makers agreeing to pay one per cent.

per car on the catalogue price of the chas

sis under a special arrangement with Ren

ault Freres. In order to protect their

licensees from the dealers in foreign cars,

the Renaults agree to claim a double roy

alty on all machines brought into the coun

try and using the system covered by their

patent. \thile the names of the firms sign—

ing the agreement have not been made pub

lic, it is definitely known that the follow

ing well known houses have stayed out:

Panhard and Levassor, Mors, Brouhot and

Cottereau. .

The considerable stir which was made in

France and England over the matter during

the latter part of last year, arising from a

judgment delivered in March, and culmin

ating in an order delivered on November

23, confirming the validity of the patent

in France, threatened for a time to disturb

the entire industry of both countries on ac

count of the sweeping nature of the claims.

Other patents were dug up in England,

however, which seemed to weaken the Ren

ault case, and the excitement has some

what subsided since that time. The agree

ment subscribed to was merely a provis

ional one, subject to revision later on the

issuance of the special contracts to the in

dividual makers, and was signed under the

date of December 22, 1905. On March 10,

1906, a meeting was held at which the

terms of the final agreement were discussed

and certain provisions made which alter

the original terms to some extent—just

how far is not known.

The sense of the provisional agreement,

and the clause relating to the licensing of

foreign cars, are given in the following

extract:

“The undersigned _motor car manufac

turers in France, after having considered:

(1) The patent of Mr. Louis Renault, dated

9th February, 1899, No. 285,753, relating to

speed-changing gear; (2) a judgment de

liverecl the 3lst of March, 1904, and an or

der delivered on the 23rd of November,

1905, which maintained the validity of said

patent; and acknowledging that they use

transmission and speed changing mechan

ism with direct drive on the chassis they

make, which, accOrding to the said decis

ions are infringements of the said patent;

agree to pay Messrs. Renault Freres a roy

alty of one per cent. on the retail catalogue

price of the chassis, in respect of each

chassis sold. Chassis or vehicles having a

drive by chains or gearing between the

differential gear and the wheels are not to

be subject to this royalty. It is understood

that royalty shall only be payable in respect

of chassis invoiced after the lst of Decem

ber, 1905.

“Messrs. Renault Freres will supply the

undersigned with license plates having the

number of the patent and a current number,

which plates will be attached to each speed

changing gear.

“It is also understood that the chassis

made by the undersigned in France, for

which they shall have paid to Messrs. Ren

ault Freres the royalty above indicated,

may be imported into foreign countries

where Messrs. Renault Freres have patents

for the said invention without it being

necessary to pay any other royalties in

respect of these foreign patents. Messrs.

Renault Freres undertake, as regards vehi

cles imported into France, that the terms

of royalty which they claim shall be at

least double those fixed for chassis manu

facturers in France.”

Johnson Cars Harvester May Build.

The International Harvester Co., of Ster

ling, Ill., is going into the manufacture of

automobiles. A Mr. Johnson, who is said to

be the mechanical expert of the implement

works, has evolved a type of gasolene

buggy, which has been attracting consider

able attention on the streets of the West

ern town upon which it is being tested.

It is stated that the International Harvester

Co. is endeavoring to get a machine for use

by their canvassing salesmen and rather

than benefit by other manufacturers' experi

ence, the company itself is undertaking the

work of building cars. If the type of car

riage, for it is that in every sense of the

word, built by Johnson should prove prac

ticable, the harvester company will go into

the manufacture of them on a large scale.

The machine creation of Mr. Johnson's

inventive mind looks akin to what used to

be called “democrats.” It has high wheels,

fitted with solid rubber tires, and the power

is furnished by a single cylinder engine

directly under the seat. The wheels are

driven by chains on both sides. Naturally

the machine will be marketed at a price

much less than any other make now extant.

Walter Completes Final Details.

All the details of organization of the re

organized \Valter Automobile Co., which is

to build the Walter car, now made in New

York City, have been consummated, and

the work of building the company's plant,

in Trenton, N. J., will begin as soon as the

contract can be awarded.

As has been told in the 'Motor \\'orld, the

plant of the company is to be located on

the site of the Consumer's Brewing Co.,

close to the Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany's shops. The building will be 400 feet

long and 30 feet in width, and it is planned

to begin work with a force of 300 or more

men. '

The stockholders of the reorganized com

pany have elected these officers: President,

Frederick Kuser, of New York City;

vice-president, William Walter, of New

York .City; secretary, Washington A.

Roebling, II, of Trenton; treasurer, John

L. Kuser, of Trenton, and assistant treas—

urer, R. V. Kuser

Stewart no Scalper, Sues Chicago Showmen.

According to dispatches from the Windy

City, some of S. A. Miles’s helpers have

gotten him and the Chicago Coliseum Co.

into hot water. \Villiam A. Stewart, son

of a prominent Chicago doctor, has brought

suit against the Coliseum Company and

Miles, asking $10,000 damages. Stewart

claims that during the Chicago show, while

waiting to take his mother and some friends

into the show, he was mistaken for a ticket

speculator, taken into the manager's office,

where he was accused of being a “scalper”

and after being searched the tickets were

taken away from him and he was ordered

to leave the place.

Parish Elects Officers, Prepares for Work.

The Parish Manufacturing Company's

new plant, at Reading, Pa., for the manu

facturing of nickel-chrome steel frames, is

about completed and will be in operation

by the middle of next month. At a meet

ing of the company held in New York on

March 19th, the following 'office'rs were

elected: R. E. Jennings, president; J. E.

Sullivan, first vice-president; N. E. Parish,

second vice-president; W. B. Kunhardt,

treasurer; Edward Jennings, secretary, and

N. E. Parish, general manager. Hayden

Eames, of Cleveland, Ohio, has been ap

pointed general sales agent.

Why Lear will Leave Columbus.

The Oscar Lear Automobile Co., makers

of the Frayer-Miller air-cooled cars, are

going to move from their present location

at Columbus, Ohio, to Zanesville. The lat

ter city's decision to donate ten acres of

land and enough cash to make up $100,000,

was inducement enough to influence the

change. At present the Oscar Lear Co.

employs about fifty men and is turning out

about 100 cars a year, but it is stated that

as soon as the Zanesvil‘e plant is got in

working order, 500 cars per year will be

the capacity.

Cooney to Make Electrics.

The Cooney Carriage Co. has been in

corporated at Toledo, Ohio, with $10,000

capital, to manufacture electric vehicles.

Charles R. Bowman is president; 'James J.

Cooney, vice-president; George L. Shanks,

secretary-treasurer, and John McGettigan.

general manager. The officers, with F. E.

Bullard, constitute the board of directors.

 

To Make Parts in~Sandusky.

The plant of the National Valve Co., at

Sandusky, Ohio, which has been idle for

more than a year, has been sold and will

soon be turning out automobile parts and

launch engines. E. M. Barnes, of Cleve

land. formerly identified with Wayne in

terests, is stated as the'purchaser.
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FistsTins
POSITIVELY ACCIDENT PROOF

No shadow of doubt or fear ever exists

in the mind of a man who has used them

  

Why add to your trouble and to your expense

account through the use of ordinary tire equiqment,

when, at the same cost, you can secure

the up-to-date FISK TIRES?

  

Why not have these comfortable

tires—these durable, safe,

long-service tires

“ The Reliable Type"?

  

I!!!

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

  

dew-“he ~

p CADILLAC
MODEL M

I $950.00 F. O. B. Detroit

The worthy successor of our 1905 Model F,

of which more were made and sold

last year than any two other

models combined.

 

 

      
 

 

 
 

;.

,1

  

- Cuba, N. Y., January 30, 1906.

“CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemenz—September I, 1905, I purchased from the Centaur Motor Co., Buffalo,

one Model F Cadillac. This machine I have used for livery and have made upwards of 2,000

miles. It has not caused one moment of tr0uble or one cent for repairs. It has made all

' the hills in this section, which are very bad, with perfect ease, no matter what the load might

be. When I purchased it I did not know any more about a machine than a boy of ten years,

but found it to be very simple in every detail. I cannot speak too highly of the Cadillac, it

is certainly a winner. F. L. HA LLACK.”

IS IT ANY WONDER TI'IAT CADILLACS SELL?

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich.
Ila-ban Mastodon 0! Licensed Automobile quhctunn.

a a . _eee.-<d
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Socialism and Automobiles.

From the spread of crime to the dissem'

ination of the brown tail moth range the

offenses for which the automobile has been

indicted, tried and found guilty by its nar

row minded opponents who are in large

measure recruited from the ranks of the

anti-everything element of the public. But

now no lcss_nn authority than the presi

dent of a university comes forth solemnly

declaring in the course of an address that

“nothing has spread socialistic feeling in

this country more than the use of the auto

mobile. To the countryman, they are a

picture of the arrogance of wealth, with all

its independence and carelessness."

There is little doubt that the modern

high powered car with a closed body rep

resents the last word toward the attainment

of that degree of luxury that is far beyond

the resources of the average individual, but

for every car of this kind it is safe to say

that there are a hundred or more that cost

but a fraction of what these rolling palaces

represent. N0 cry has ever been raised

that the huge steam yachts of many times

greater value than the most expensive auto

mobile, are productive of socialistic ten

dencies on the part of the owners of the

thousand and one smaller and less preten

tious craft which by comparison are to the

former what a rickety buggy with a broken

winded nag is to a new model limousine.

Of the 100,000 cars that are said to rep

resent the country’s showing, probably not

more than thirty per cent. are of the kind

that the college president fondly believes

move the downtrodden son of toil to social

istic wrath at the sight of its “arrogance of

wealth.” \Vhat of the thousands of' run

abouts and light cars that so greatly out

number their morc costly and more speedy

contemporaries? They are already within

reach of many of those who will sooner or

later become their possessors themselves,

but who at the present moment regard them
asian omen of wealth untold and something

to be suppressed. The socialist is such

from choice solely and when he accumulates

suiiicicnt of this world's goods and chattels

to feel independent, he ceases to believe

in the doctrine of equality. If the sight of

several thousand dollars worth of auto

mobile passing him on the road in a cloud

of dust rouscs his unreasoning ire against

wealth and all that it represents, the pos

session of a few hundred dollars worth of

automobile will place him in the same posi

tion with regard to his less favored fellow

man. On the whole, it would seem that

the automobile was responsible for the

spread of socialism to just the extent that

it is for the dissemination of the brown tail

moth.

Status of the Change Speed Gear.

In reviewing the great changes that have

been wrought in the car as a whole, and by

means of which there has been evolved

from the crudity of but a few years ago,

the finished vehicle of to-day, the anoma

lous status of the change speed gear can—

not fail to impress itself upon the observant.

From the of a century

established

practice, the professional engineer did not

vantage point

or more of precedent and

regard any such makeshift as the first auto

As the

work of those outside the charmed pale of

mobiles were, in a favorable light.

the profession, these first attempts were

considered as beneath the notice of the

technically skilled, and as for the change

speed gear with its sliding, clashing pinions,

Tech

nical opinion did not grant the automobile

it was nothing short of barbarous.

a very long lease of life at the outset; it was

deemed but the fad of a few enthusiastic

experimenters that would pass away as

similar attempts in the past had done be

fore it. As for any such method of chang

ing gear ratios as sliding the pinions to

gether while in motion, that was something

that violated every rudiment of the art and

could not possibly endure.

It is a curious reflection upon the falli

bility of those too strongly reliant upon

dogma and precedent, that the change speed

gear of the sliding pinion type should be

one of the parts of the car that has sur—

vived the almost complete process of trans

formation that the car has otherwise under

Individual

clutches, planetary gears, sliding keys and

numerous other methods of coupling adja

ccnt pinions without the necessity of sliding

them into engagement have all been re—

gone during the past few years.

sorted to with indifferent success. For some

time the planetary type of change speed.

gearing held its own on runabouts and light

cars and still continues to do so, although

it is significant that even low powered run~

abouts of the latest design embody a slide

ing type of gear.

the planetary gear and the individual clutch

system have held their own on heavy cars,

In one or two instances,

but they are so few, both numerically and

comparatively speaking as to hardly be

sufiicicnt to constitute the exception that

is said to prove the rule.

Barring these few, the use of what is

known as the Panhard sliding type has

come to be practically universal, that is,

its principle of sliding the pinions into mesh

with one another, for so far as the method

of accomplishing this is concerned, there

are two distinct schools—the straight and

the selective. Various claims to priority

between the two have bccn put forth from

time to time, but regardless of their stand

ing it is a matter of common knowledge

that the former was the first to meet with

It was moreover, the

type that first called forth the disapproval

of the profession.

general acceptation.

That it was far from

perfect was not alone fully recognized by

its designers, but was eloquently testified

to by the mangled condition of the pinions

after a few thousand miles running. The

strain and wear to which the teeth were

subjected could only be appreciated by ex

amining a few such specimens as were re

turned to the makers for repair and re

ncwal.

The extremely heavy wear to which the

pinions are subjected on their engaging

edges has resulted in exhaustive study and
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experiment with a view to the production

calculated to withstand this

As a result it is

of material

clashing and grinding.

now the exception rather than the rule to

come across the battered specimens of for

mer days and there is moreover far less

shock and jar attendant upon the operation

of gear shifting. Inventors have not been

idle in the interim by any means, for infin

itely variable gears ad libitum have been

brought forth, though to small purpose,

for none has succeeded in displacing the

now firmly established type. It would ap

pear at the moment as if the supremacy of

the latter, would in the end, yield only to

the engine that will be entirely independent

of any form of change speed gear.

Fake Automobile Schools.

As long as humanity is possessed of the

something for nothing idea, or next to

nothing, the crop of come—ous will be

good and the business of relieving them of

their money will flourish. The combined

effort of all the reformers in the world will

never sufiice to, stamp out such practices,

but they can at least be suppressed to an

extent where the way of the transgressor

will be hard indeed and victims few and far

between. This would appear to be the

cause of the fake automobile school at the

present moment. The number of these in

stitutions offering to

chauffeurs out of any kind of raw material

in the course of a fortnight or so for the

sum of $25, is legion. Little or no attempt

is made to fulfill the the obligation incurred

and once the victim has been bled he is

create competent

thrust out to make room for more. He

comes forth with important looking cred

entials testifying to his competency and

that

much more a menace to the public. It is

time that repressive energetic measures

long experience, which make him

were taken to put an end to this species

of fraud. Meanwhile owners who would

hire drivers should not put unquestioned

faith in every “certificate” presented by

applicants.
 

' At' the rate things have progressed in the

automobile industry in the past few years,

there are doubtless few of us who will not

be on top of the crust to see fulfilled some

of the prophecies of Mother Shipton of the

Automobile Club of America, given to the

newspapers in the morning and solemnly

declaimed over the

club’s new house to be in the afternoon.

cornerstone of the

The world do move, particularly that part

of it that travels on pneumatic tires.

RACING BOARDV COMPLETED.

Vanderbilt Retained, but Morrell is Missing

—Chairman Lets Fall Some Opinions.

Jefferson DeMont Thompson, the new

chairman of the racing board of the Amer

ican Automobile Association and by virtue

of that position, chairman of the Vander

bilt cup commission, has made good his

statement that he would not have anyone

in any way connected with automobile man

Mr.

Thompson's colleagues were made public

The trade flavor of the sub—

committee was also hedged in with infinite

Last year it was called the “technical

ufacturing interests on the board.

this week.

care.

committee"; henceforth the men comprising

it will be merely “technical advisors,” and

they will have no vote. The former tech

nical committeemcn were not supposed to

have a vote in affairs which came up before

the racing board last year, but it is well

known that they were most punctual in at

tendance at meetings of the board, and that

voting regularly became their habit and

recognized privilege.

As if to return good for evil, E. R.

Thomas, the Buffalo manufacturer of the

car which bears his name, has been ap

pointed on the Technical Advisory Board.

Mr. Thomas, it will be remembered, made

a strenuous protest against any person in

any way connected with the trade being

appointed on the racing board. In addition

to Mr. Thomas, the other members of the

Technical Board are A. L. Riker, of the

Locomobile Co., was a member last

year; Peter Cooper .I-Iewitt, of New York

City, and Henry Ford, whose long experi

ence in matters mechanical ought to prove

a valuable asset on a committee of this

character.

There are fourteen voting members on

the new racing board, of whom seven, in

cluding the chairman. reside in New York

City. One-half of the members served in

a similar capacity last year. Robert Lee

Morrcl's name is not on the list, and nat

urally this will occasion some surprise

especially when it is considered that the

former chairman unmistakably let it be

known that he would not refuse a seat in

the circle. Mr. Morrcl was the one against

whom E. R. Thomas directed his complaint

when he requested that nobody connected

with the trade be appointed on the racing

board, it being alleged that Mr. Morrel

holds quite a block of stock in one of the

largest automobile manufacturing concerns

in the country. This, however, the former

chairman denies. A. G. Batcheldcr, the

former secretary of the A. A. A.. accepted

office at the personal urging of Chairman

Thompson, who desires Batchelder’s inti

mate knowledge of the Vanderbilt cup

affairs. S. \V. Taylor is a personal friend of

the chairman. He is the editor of a horse

paper who uses an automobile. The Den

ver and San Francisco clubs are represented

on the racing board for the first time, not

so much in expectation of their attendance

at the meetings as in recognition of the

growing conditions in the West.

The voting members of the racing board

are as follows: Jefferson DeMont Thomp

son, Automobile Club of America, chair

man; \V. K. Vanderbilt, In, Samuel W.

Taylor, E. Russell Thomas and S. M. But

ler, Automobile Club of America; A. G.

Batchelder, New York Motor Club; Her

bert L. Bowden, Bay State Automobile

Club; R. Lincoln Lippitt, Rhode Island

Automobile Club; Frank G. Webb, Long

Island Automobile Club; Ira M. Cobe.

Chicago Automobile Club; George L.

Weiss, Cleveland Automobile Club; Col.

E. H. R. Green, Dallas Automobile Club;

Dr. W. H. Bergtold, Colorado Automobile

Club; L. P. Lowe, Automobile Club of

California.

“I do not think that any radical changes

in the rules governing the running of the

Vanderbilt cup contest will be made this

year," said Chairman Thompson, when

sce,n by the Motor World man this week.

"Mr. Vanderbilt will be back from Europe

by April 3. and as soon after as possiblel

hope to call a meeting. I understand that

Mr. Vanderbilt will suggest several changes

in the racing rules, but just what they will

be I am not at liberty to disclose.

“Regarding circular track racing, the

statement given out that I am opposed to

it is true. I do not think there is anything

so uninteresting as circular track racing.

I have yet to see how it can benefit the

industry. There is continually an uncalled

for strain upon a car going around a circu

lar track, a strain which a car will not

ordinarily meet with in a year’s careful use

over roads. A road contest serves to

demonstrate to makers weak points in con~

struction that can be strengthened, defect;

that can be remedied, improvements that

can be made, and so on and is, therefore.

a valuable thing for the industry."

 

Court Closes Garage to the O’Haras.

Mr. and Mrs. John O'Hara, of Cottage

strcct, Jersey City, N. J., are not to have

the extended privilege of invading the

premises of the adjoining garage of Nelson

& Ray, “at all reasonable times" to inspect

the gasolene tanks of cars therein, or to

hold up cars about to enter to ascertain if

Vice Chancellor Garrison’s recent “half

pint” order is being obeyed.

The anticipated pleasure of indulging in

this little pastime has been denied them

by the ruling of the Court of Errors and

Appeals, New Jersey’s court of last resort.

which modified the former injunction by

reversing the lower court’s decision on

this point as well as that restricting the

amount of gasolene to be left in the tank

of a car to half a pint. The garage owners

were accordingly reinstated in their right

to store machines with full or empty tanks

as they see fit, and the only point now in

issue is their right to store gasolene on the

premises in addition.
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A. C. A. LAYS CORNERSTONE

Ceremonies Brief and Only the Faithful

Present—Shattuck Pierees the Future.

Although the cornerstone laying of the

new home of the Automobile Club of

America, in Fifty-fourth

Broadway and Eighth avenue, yesterday

afternoon, was intended to be an automo

street between

bile function, there were more silk hats

present than there were cars, and there

were not many of the regulation afternoon

tile either. Snow lay deep on the ground

electricity? The wonders of steam?” ora

torically read the speaker from a paper.

“In this age the telegraph is giving place

to the telephone and to wireless telegraphy;

the compound steam engine to the turbine

engine, the horse to the automobile. Assum

ing we make as much progress each decade

to come as each decade passed, who can

say this prophecy will not come true? The

horse will become a draft and riding animal.

(‘What is it now?” whispered a listener to

his companion.) The traffic of the world

will be carried on broad, dustless highways

by the automobile. The railway will fall

into disuse, its cost will be wealth lost.

were enclosed in a copper box within the

stone: A brief history of the club, by

George F. Chamberlin; the club book, the

club badge, the present automobile laws

of all the States, maps showing good roads,

published by the club for the use of its

members; a model of an automobile, a pair

of touring goggles, a statement of aerial

flights by the Wright brothers, the proof

sheets of “Three Men in a Motor Car,”

by W. E. Scarritt, ex—president, dedicated

to the club; a prophecy—“The future of the

Automobile," by Albert R. Shattuck, an

ex-president; a book, entitled “A Journey

Through Other Worlds, a Romance of the

  

ORACLE SHATTUCK DELIVERING HIS PREDICTIONS.

and only the Truly Faithful of the club

were present. A few policemen, newspaper

men and casual sightseers, in all less than

one hundred persons, witnessed the cere

monies. There was a prophet on hand,

however, and that made some of the fun,

although some one was irreverent enough

to remark that the mantle of Elijah would

have to fall a long way to drop on the

shoulders of Twentieth Century Prophet

Shattuck. The club's former president

gave his prophecy of the automobile, which

led one of the spectators to remark that the

vision must have been obtained after a

feast of Welsh rarcbits at midnight.

Mr. Shattuck took for his text the elev

enth chapter of Nahum, twelfth verse, in

the Bible: "The chariots shall rage in the

streets, they shall jostle against one an

other in the broad ways; they shall seem

like torches; they shall run like lightnings.”

“One hundred years ago who then

dreamed of the wonders the Twentieth

Century has produced? The wonders of

There will remain but ‘a right of way and

streaks of rust‘ * * * The automobile

in its turn will disappear to be replaced by

the flying machine, and our children will

wonder why their forefathers crept along

the dusty roads, haraSSed by speed laws, as

they shoot through the air, even to other

stars, and say with Emerson, ‘Hitch your

wagon to a starl’”

The ceremonies opened at 4:30 p. m. with

delivered by President

Dave Hennen Morris, with his overcoat

collar turned up to protect his throat. He

called attention to the growth of the club

and emphasized the statement that it had

something more than a social side, and that

the building would stand as a monument

not only to the sport, but to the advance

ment of a growing industry.

The stone was then hoisted into place,

Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, chairman of

the building committee, mortaring it with

a silver trowel. Mr. \Vheeler made a few

appropriate remarks. The following articles

a short address

L0\VERING THE STONE INTO PLACE

Future," by Colonel John Jacob Astor; cur

rent numbers of the automobile journals,

the silver coins of the United States and

the daily newspapers of New York City of

yesterday’s date.

The ceremonies closed with a prayer by

the Reverend W'. Markle Smyth, of the

Central Presbyterian church.

Club will Try Alcohol.

George F. Chamberlin, chairman of the

committee appointed by the Automobile

Club of America, to draw up suggestions

for a series of practical tests of the different

parts of the car to be carried out during

the coming season, has handed in his re

port to the Board of Governors. Until the

latter act upon the report the nature of the

suggestions will not be made public, but it

is generally understood that chief among

them will be a recommendation that alcohol

as a fuel for the motor be submitted to a

thorough and exhaustive test.
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ABOUT THE ARMY AMBULANCE

Factors that Determined Choice of Steam

Machine—Severe Tests Employed.

 

\Vhen the announcement was made sev;

eral weeks ago that a motor ambulance ser

vice is to be installed in the hospital ser

vice of the United States Army, and that

the choice of type had fallen on a well

known steam vehicle, it was not stated that

the vehicle had already been fully accepted

by the department, and that it had been put

it may seem, the very factor which has

served to introduce the motor vehicle to

this branch of the governmental service

now, has for several years acted as a de—

terrant, and strongly cried against its use

up to the present. The man responsible

for the anomaly in this particular instance

is Captain Clyde S. Ford, Assistant Sur

geon, U. S. A., who is at present attached

to the Medical Supply Depot in New York.

And the story of what would seem at first

thought to have been a senseless delay in

the matter, and the reasons for the choice

of steam as a motive power in preference

  

into regular service at the \Vashington

General Hospital, where in what is prac

tically municipal service, it is being put to

a practical test of its general fitness for

the work. Although it may be several

years before the motor vehicle shall have

taken up the position which it fully de

serves in this field, yet the wedge has been

entered, and its full application seems to

be only a matter of time. To the average

mind, there seems nothing out of the or

dinary in the announcement, rather, it is

a matter of wonderment that it has not

come sooner, but when it is considered that

all matters governmental move in a cycle

of stereotyped routine, and that the very

essential factor of red tape must seriously

interfere with any novel propoganda, the

only wonder is that even now the move

ment has progressed to the extent that it

has. I

That it is so, however, is due chiefly to

the efforts of one man. For without the

effect of a constant personal interest in the

matter, it is quite likely either that the ser

vice would not have been applied at all

for some years to come, or else that it

would have been applied several years

ago, with possibly disastrous results to its

future importance for anomalous as

to gasolene, brings out several points of

great importance concerning the questions

of the prime mover of the motor vehicle

where constant and hard usage is to be

met under conditions seldom favorable, and

never of the best.

When asked by a Motor M’orld man for

some details of the projected use of the

motor vehicle by the government, Capt.

Ford told how he first became interested

in the motor car some four years ago on

his return from the Philippines, when he

became convinced that auto—propulsion

might become of inestimable value to the

ambulance service which was fast becom

ing archaic. Accordingly he made some in

vestigations on his own responsibility

touching the practicability of the machines

then in use, corresponding with the various

makers in the country and seeking to de

termine how far they had progressed, and

whether they were ready to present a mech

anism which would be in any degree reli

able in constant and arduous service, uar

ticularly in emergency work. The result

of the information he thus gained, which

was embodied in a formal report to the

Department later on, was that he formu—

lated certain ideal conditions which must

be fulfilled in order to gain the desired

efficiency in the work. These conditions,

although framed more than two years ago,

when the art was still in a highly experi

mental state, conform remarkably to the

practice of the present day, and serve to

demonstrate at once the writer's engineer

ing ability, and also the degree to which

the designers have been hampered by ad

herence to current practice, which always

folloivs along the lines of least resistance

and chooses the most obvious means to

an end.

According to his idea, the prime requisite

in the adoption of a motor vehicle for gov

ernment work, was that it should not in

volve the adoption of any new principle,

or the introduction of new materials into

the department. Then, as far as the prime

mover was concerned, the most important

point to be considered where the possibility

of traveling over rough roads, or no roads

at all at times, was to be taken into ac

count, was that an even turning moment

should be gained to the best possible de

gree, and that the power of the motor

should be available throughout the greatest

possible speed range. In addition to this,

there was, of course, a clause providing for

a due factor of reliability and fitness for

service under prolonged strain subject to

adverse conditions.

Following along this line of argument,

Capt. Ford came to the conclusion that in

the use of steam, and steam alone, was the

solution of the problem to be found and

that, neither electricity nor the internal

combustion motor could be made to serve

the purpose,- at least not in their present

stage of development. Then, by way of

conclusion, since he had been unable to

discover any machine which came up to

the requirements, as he had conceived them,

he outlined an ideal machine. which, ac

cording to his lights, should be able to

serve the purpose with credit.

And there the matter rested for full two

years, at his own suggestion, although

Capt. Ford continued his investigations in

the matter. Then at length, he came into

touch with Roland \Nhite, of the “'hite

Sewing Machine Company, and found in

him, not simply the first engineer who was

willing to take up the matter with him

from an engineers’ standpoint, and build a

‘machinc especially for the work, but as

well, the designer of a car which strange,

though it may seem, corresponded in all

its essential details with the ideal which he

had conceived independently some time

before.

Owing to pressure of business on both

sides, further work was delayed for some

time, when, at the beginning of this year,

White. who had agreed to build a machine

according to certain specifications differing.

somewhat in minor detail from the original,

offered to supply him with a stock machine

put to a specially lengthened chassis, and!

agreeing to “make good" if it failed to

come up to the requirements. And so the

machine was turned out. work on the nmdel

originally planned being set aside until
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the success of the present venture had been

determined. After being tested out in cer

tain manoeuvers at Fort Myer, Virginia, it

was sent to Washington and assigned to

the General Hospital there, where it is

now in use.

Speaking more in detail of the reasons

for fixing upon a steam machine, Capt.

Ford said: “While the gasolene machine

still represents the result of an experiment

to a certain extent, in that its motive power

has not been adopted to any wide extent in

the engineering world up to the present

time, the steam car represents an advance

ment on a system long in use, and one well

known. More than that, while the gasolene

machine is in many respects unmechanical,

the steam car is fully up to the standards

of the best engineering practice and, insofar

as the use of superheated steam in a com

pound engine using an open condenser is

concerned, is ahead of it. And just there,

to my way of thinking, lies the chief point

in favor of the steam machine. For al

though the generator is thoroughly corn

pact and unobtrusive, yet it is fully able to

carry all the work which the engine can

perform, and at the same time the use of

superheat gives a storage of energy, com

parable, in a way, with that obtained where

a large steam space is available, or to the

use of a large flywheel in an internal com

bustion motor, yet superior to the first, in

that there is an economy of space, and

possessing an advantage over the second,

in that it is available at any time, so ,long

as the heat is retained, and that it is inde

pendent of the speed of the motor, whereas

the latter depends solely on rotational

speed for its value, and hence, is available

at low speeds, even in starting.

he continued, at

matter of torque,

internal combustion

motor falls down, for although in or

diuary work on good roads, the gaso

lene machine is doubtless most excellent,

still when it comes to a bad hole, even with

the use of the low gear, starting can be

accomplished only by allowing the clutch

to slip momentarily, at least, since the

moving motor must be connected to the

stationary mechanism, and there for an in

stant, at least, you must have an unmechan

ical arrangement of parts, and a loss of

power. Then, too, with the gasolene ma

chine, your power for starting depends

solely on a high rotational speed, and that,

developed by a succession of powerful im

pulses softened in intensity only by the

flywheel, while with the steam machine,

you have the entire boiler pressure available

for starting, and that, too, in the form of

.a steady, concentrated effort. Thus, while

'in the one case you have what amounts to

.a series of hammer blows, with the best

effort of the motor only to be had at high

speeds, in the other, you have a positive

and fairly uniform eFfort throughout the

stroke, and available at any speed.

“On this account, and because of the gen

eral reliability of the steam machine, take

7 It

“That consideration,’

once leads to the

and in that the

it the year round, it seems to be superior to

the gasolene machine in work such as that

contemplated, where the requirements will

be most rigorous. Also, it serves to ad

vantage in that it introduces no new ele—

ment into the department, and involves the

installation of no supplies not already pro

vided for in the existing classifications.

“The machine which is now in use, is

practically a stock chassis with a length

ened wheel base. The frame has been

strengthened sufficiently to bear the added

load, and the spring suspension has been

altered suitably. Otherwise, the machine

is the same in every detail as the regular

models put out by the White people. The

wheel base is 132 inches, and when it is

considered that the standard wheels and

axles are used and that the weight fully

equipped is 3,250 pounds, some idea of the

stability of the stock car may be gained.

The weight is brought up not simply by

the body, which is by no means a light

one, but as well by the touring outfit, which

includes a very complete set of road tools,

comprising not simply parts for replace

ments and repairs, but implements for use

on the road such as spades, axes and etc,

'which would be necessary in any sort of

pioneer work.

“The car has been put through a very

rigorous trial over the road, in which noth

ing has been spared, the intent being to

run what was practically a break down test.

And in the course of several thousand miles ,

of such running over rough country roads,

the only mishap which occurred was the

bending of the torsion rod due to throw

ing on the load suddenly when getting out

of a mud hole. As a matter of fact, I ran

the car eighty miles over a practically un

used road outside of Cleveland, where in

places the difierential would scrape along

the ground when the wheels were in the

ruts, and where in one or two cases the

machine had to be pried out of the holes

which were so deep that the axles were

dragging. And on a stretch which was none

of the best, I actually attained a speed of

twenty-five miles an hour by the speedo

meter, when carrying sixteen hundred

pounds of scrap iron in the body as ballast.

And yet nothing happened, the engines

working beautifully and pulling the car

through the worst of it as sweetly as could

be desired, even when frequently the load.

was so great that simpling had to be re

sorted to in order to get a start."

“Now, as to the possible extent of the

use of motor ambulances in army work, I

should say that it would be confined to

base transportation for the most part. That

is to say, to work where a comparatively

large body of troops is sent out on a cam

paign which is to be of considerable dura

tion, thus necessitating the establishment of

a base of supplies. In such cases, of course,

hospitals would be set up, and in case of

action all sick and wounded would be taken

there from the field hospitals and receiving

stations as soon as practicable. Up to the

present, the mule drawn ambulances have

been used, and their rate of speed is so low

and their capacity for continuous work so

limited that such work involved either a

great consumption of time, or else the use

of a very large force, which is impracticable

in most cases, because of the great expense

coupled with the fact that the equipment is

utterly valueless except in time of action.

“For such work, then, which from the

nature of things must be for the most part

only in territory which is supplied with fairly

good roads, I think that the motor ambu

lance can be used to the utmost advantage.

and can be made to replace from four to

ten mule teams, according to circumstances.

That is to say, depending on the conditions

of the roads and the possibilities of main

taining a good rate of speed. But for any

thing of the nature of pioneer work, where

highways are to be abandoned and all sorts

of unfavorable conditions met, I think that

the mule team cannot be superceded, at

leat, not at present."

Hear the Voice of Hohokus, B‘gosh!

Ramsey’s Grange, N0. 135, of Hohokus,

N. J.—of course, you all know just where

Hohokus is located—has arisen in its might

against any improvement or development

of the roads in the township, taking this

stand because automobilists on their way

to Tuxedo and nearby resorts occasionally

pass over the highways.

Proposal was made by the Township

Committee to macadamize Franklin turn

pike to the State line, the sum which the

township would have to pay being small

because of State appropriations and offers

of contributions from automobilists living

along the roadway. But the members of

the grange in meeting last Friday night.

were up in arms the moment automobiles

were mentioned, and passed resolutions de

claring:

“We condemn the spending of one of

the hard earned dollars of our citizens for

the building of said road, and we regard

any township committceman voting for the

same an enemy to the common good."

After passing some more resolutions at

tacking the Vanderbilts because of their

trouble in Italy and slurring automobiles

in general, the grangers adjurned.

’Bus Line to Beat Railroad.

The Los Angeles-San Fernando (Call

automobile stage line which, as was told

in the Motor World would be formed to

run in opposition to the Southern Pacific

railroad, because it would not build a new

station at San Fernando, has started oper

ations. Another town, Downey, will estab

lish an automobile line with Los Angeles.

For Motor Stages in Southwest.

The Southwestern Transit Co., which has

been incorporated at Guthrie, Oklahoma.

with $35,000 capital, proposes to establish

automobile stage lines throughout the terri

tory and Texas. The company already 1135

a line operating from San Angelo, Texas

Texas.
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TO WARM THE KEROSENE

How an Ingenious Inventor Employs Elec

tricity to Efiect Quick Generation of Gas.

Experiment and practice have shown con

clusively that the only drawback to the use

of what have come to be known as “heavy

oils” such as kerosene, owing to their

higher specific gravity, is the difficulty in

getting the engine under way. It is en—

tirely a matter of temperature, which, of

course, would make getting the car started

:in winter a much longer and more tedious

job than in summer, where kerosene is em

ployed as a fuel. But once running for a

few minutes, or long enough to warm up

the engine, the employment of fuel of this

Nu

merous expedients have been resorted to

kind presents no ditiiculty whatever.

in order to obviate this difficulty, but until

recently the use of a torch to assist in the

starting process seemed indispensable. It

appears strange that the simple addition of

a gasolene carburettor to perform this

function should not have presented itself

to the mind of experimenters in this field

before. \Vith the aid of gasolene the motor

may be started immediately and as soon as

wvarm,'which seldom entails more than five

or ten minutes running, the gasolene sup

ply may be shut off and the kerosene turned

on. It is one of those solutions of a vexa

tious problem that is so absurdly simple

as to make its deferred discovery a matter

_that appears inconceivable—after

been effectedv

This, however, has not deterred inventors

from continuing along the same line as

witness the product of the inventive genius

-of a son of France. The novelty of his

idea consists in the employment of elec

tricity as a source of heat to raise the tem

perature of the liquid fuels which will not

vaporize at ordinary temperatures, such as

“petrole lampant" which is the Gallic equiv

alent‘of common kerosene. In the pre

amble to his claims for the invention, he

recites the facts referred to above and

states that the apparatus is designed to

overcome the difficulties of starting the

motor whether with kerosene directly or

through the aid of gasolene. The manner

of applying the electric current is, of

course, along lines made familiar by the use

of electricity for heating in various other

fields, and the details of its application will

‘be clear from the following description of

the apparatus and the sketches illustrating it.

The body of the latter consists of a cham

‘ber through which the carburetted air must

pass on its way to the cylinder. And in this

is placed a hollow rhcostat composed of

windings of fine wire in the form of a

spiral, the terminals of which are indicated

and which are, of course, insulated

from one another and their support.

They are connected to some conveni

ent source of current such as the

it has.

usual set of accumulators for ignition, the

voltage and capacity of the rhcostat being

calculated with this form of supply in view.

The second figure illustrates a horizontal

section, making clear the disposition of the

_ parts of the device.

In order to start, it is only necessary to

turn on the current by means of a switch

placed in the circuit, and as the rheostat

has a very high resistance, it becomes hot

immediately. The warm air thus produced

ascends the central tube and is mixed with

the fuel, soon producing sufiicient gas to

give the first few explosions. As the elec

trically heated air intake chamber is also
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surrounded by an air jacket through which

the exhaust from the motor is conducted on

its way to the mufiier, it is only necessary

to use the current/ for a few minutes when

the switch may be opened.

Sales on Instalment Plan.

It would seem that the popularization of

the motor car has come at length—at least

to the Britishcr—after years of hopeful

prophecy and vain expectation, for the

trade in England has now come to a

point where it is placing a high grade pro

duct within the reach of the individual of

limited means and high aspirations, not

through a vast reduction in price, but

through the medium of the “easy payment

system.” No less than four firms handling

cars which are by no means unknown

propositions, have adopted the practice this

year. Their cars represent one home pro

duct, two cars of American make, and one

made in Belgium. By the payment of

twenty -five per cent. of the entire amount

of the purchase, the buyer becomes full

owner of the machine, and the balance is

paid in installments graded to his liking.

HOW POWER IS WASTED

Complications of Gasolene-Electric Systems

that Lead to Loss and Serve no Purposes.

\Vhen the gasolene engine was such an

unknown quantity on the automobile that

there never was any certainty of its getting

there and back, sufficient reason existed

for adding a factor of safety in the shape

of an electric generator and a set of accu—

mulators on vehicles intended for public

service in which reliability is a sine qua non.

But, in this country at least, there are still

some engineers in the field in question, who

are so far behind the times as not to have

come to a realization of the fact that the

internal combustion motor has come into

its own and no longer requires any factor

of safety other than that to be found in its

own design and the efficiency of its acces

sories. _

Then why burden it with a small sized

central station on wheels simply because

the vehicle in which it is installed is to be

run for hire? Viewed from an engineering

standpoint, the gasolene driven commercial

vehicle of the present is a highly eflicicnt

piece of mechanism in that its complete

power plant constitutes but a reasonable

proportion of the total weight—usually

about twenty-five per cent., and further that

its carrying capacity bears a reasonable

ratio to the total weight of the vehicle.

Lifting his own weight was long considered

a good test of the average man’s strength,

and some of the pioneer commercial auto

mobiles could not come up to the archaic

standard, but capacity has increased and

gross weight decreased until the two bear

a relation to one another that makes this

comparison of little value.

Every step in the chain of operations

through which power must pass from its

primary generation as energy until it is

utilized at the driving wheels, entails a cer

tain percentage of loss and the greater the

number of steps the greater the loss in in

verse proportiou. For instance, the well

designed gasolene motor has a mechanical

efficiency in excess of eighty per cent;

the loss in the transmission will not, under

favorable circumstances, be greater than

twenty per cent., which would mean that

something like sixty-four per cent. of the

total amount of power developed by the

engine was being utilized at the driving

wheels. And it will be apparent that this is

a substantial price to pay for but one step

between the motor and the road wheel.

Again taking the theoretical value of the

internal combustion motor as eighty per

cent., the next step' in the process in the

case of the overweighted travelling power

house type of car, is the dynamo, for which

an efficiency of ninety per cent., is a liberal

rating. This single step then reduces the

output to approximately seventy-three per

cent. Next in order comes the storage

battery, the efficiency of which may be
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granted to be as high as eighty per cent.,

although it will fall considerably below

this in constant service and under unfavor

able conditions. This will make a further

inroad by reducing the total percentage of

the output of the engine itself that reaches

the accumulators in the form of stored

energy to sixty-seven per cent. There is

still another step in the transformation pro

cess—that of redelivering the power to the

electric motors and through them to the

gearing and finally to the driving wheel.

\Vith the utmost liberality that may be ac

corded the best types of machines designed

for the efiiciency of the electric motor will

not exceed ninety per cent., which brings

about a further reduction to sixty-one per

cent., and this must still be reduced by the

loss in the gearing. There is little doubt

but what the latter absorbs fully as much

power as the transmission of the average

gasolcne car, still for argument’s sake it

may be placed as low as fifteen per cent.,

which brings the total down to slightly

under fifty-two per cent.

That is, scarcely more than half of the

power developed by the engine finally

reaches the driving wheels of the car which

in order to produce this complicated chain

of operations is burdened with a load that

makes the ratio borne by its total weight

to its carrying capacity so disproportionate

as to be farcical, Of course, it may be said

in its favor that for a considerable portion

of the time, the electric motors of such a

car are being run direct from the dynamo

so that at least one of the wasteful steps

in the conversion is eliminated, beside which

the generator is also charging the accumu

lators. This must be conceded, but it has

little or no bearing on the result for the

frequent stopping and starting necessary

with such vehicles causes a very heavy

draught on the accumulators, so that the

period during which the latter are in active

use will when averaged up closely approx

imate the entire length of time the vehicle

is running.

The efficiencies enumerated all have ref

erence to the capacity of each portion of

the mechanism under favorable circumstan

ces; all are subject to reduction under ad

verse conditions brought about by wear

and tear and here again the combination cat

shows to a disadvantage for there are few

things that deteriorate to the same extent

under such trying service as ’bus work, as

the accumulator. Add to all this the fact

that experience invariably demonstrates the

impossibility of maintaining even the per

centages of efficiency given over long per

iods of working and the recommendations

of such a cumbrous system are slim indeed

At the end of a year, the gasolcne power

plant's efficiency will not have suffered

more than five to eight per cent., the greater

part of which will be in the worn gears

of the transmission. With the same amount

of care and supervision, but without replace

ments in either case, the various parts of

the combined power plant will have suffered

much more at the end of the same period.

The gasolcne motor part of the plant will

probably not have suffered t0 the same ex

tent as its competitor that utilizes the

power direct owing to the steadier runninr;

of the former, but the difference will be

hardly appreciable; the efficiency of the

electrical part of the plant, particularly the

motors, will have suffered more while it is

nothing unusual for the storage battery

when used constantly in such service to

show an alarming falling off in this respect.

In fact, the showing of the combined nowcr

plant vehicle will not be as advantageous

as that of one using accumulators alone.

By Motor Car to the Pyramids.

Invasion seems to be the only appropriate

word to apply to the spread of the motor

’bus for it is now to be seen in prattically

every part of the civilized as well as many

that can by no stretch of courtesy be ac

corded that title. It has literally invaded

every country and every role of transporta

town clock in the tower of the Reformed

Church. Each face of the clock had a light

of its own and glowed with a radiance that

made the man in the moon turn pale with

envy. The new Oldsmobile with its big,

glaring headlights cavorted around town to

the great delight and admiration of all per

sons abroad in the streets, its goings and.

comings being closely timed by the illum

inated faces of the big clock, which for the

occasion had emerged from its previous

nightly state of darkness and innocuous

desuetude.” All this not twenty-five miles

from Broadway—with two such memorable

events in a single evening. it is not to be

wondered at that the wieldcr of the pen felt

justified in cutting loose.

Adding Luxuries to the Garage.

Parisian garages have become noted for

the choice bait held out to customers in

the shape of comfort, bath and dressing

rooms, newspapers, books and facilities for

   

tion formerly held by the horse or even

some of his more modern sucressors The

rythm of its exhaust has even broken the

undisturbed silence of centuries that hangs

thick about the monuments left as a re

minder for all time by the Pharaohs, for

now it is possible for the modest fare of a

quarter, to ride in a gasolcne driven motor

’bus from Cairo to the Pyramids. D-spite

the fact that the Faithful are suspicious as

to the infidel means employed to make such

vehicles run, they do not hesitate to take

advantage of the convenience as may be

seen from the photo of one of the Cairo

’busses.

When the Motor ’Bus Reached Town.

There is a town on the banks of the Hud—

son not far from New York City—and its

inhabitants have reason to pride themselves

in their progressiveness, too—that has just

acquired a gasolene ’bus as an addition to

its attractions and wishes the rest of the

world to know it. It is evident the occa

sion was deemed auspicious and required

celebrating as note the following from the

pen of ye editor of the local news sheet.

“The arrival of the long expected public

motor car last night was signalized by a

burst of electric light from the dials 0f the

reading and writing letters. Henry Fournier

is now getting up a “salle d’armes" in con~

nection with his garage in the Rue d'Aigon,

where his clients may meet for a bout of

wrestling, fencing. or "le fisticuff," as they

call it in France. Swimming tanks probably

will be installed next.

Growth of the Italian Industry.

During the last two years the Italian

Motor Industry has been developed to a

remarkable degree. According to a state~

ment recently made by Marchese Ferero dr

Vintiniglia, the vice—president of the Italian

Automobile Club, the Turin works alone

turned out more than 2,000 cars during the

year 1905, and the other Italian works had

a proportionately large output. It is said

that the output for this year will be more

than double that of last.

 

One automobile will replace the four

horses now used by the Allegheny county

morgue, at Pittsburg, Pal Commissioner

L. K. Campbell has found that the plan of

keeping the ambulance horses in the

morgue building has proved offensive, and

besides settling this complaint thinks the

automobile will reduce running expenses

to a great extent. Bids have been asked for.
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FINE FRENZY IN VIRGINIA

Full Line of Frelinghuysen Ideas in Old

Dominion Law—Four Miles Speed Limit.

 

Senator Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey,

has found a rival in Virginia in the person

of Representative Byrd, of the House of

Delegates. Mr. Byrd's love of all things

equine, prompted the introduction of House

Bill No. 98, which regulates the “running

of automobiles, locomobiles and other vehi

cles and conveyances whose motive power

is other than animals,” which bill was pass

ed just before the legislature adjourned. In

at least one respect the Byrd law is better

than the Frelinghuysen bill.

permissive, that is to say, it merely author

lt is purely

izes counties, cities, towns or villages to

enact measures in harmony with its terms.

In all other details it is an act that will

make the motorphobe's heart jump for very

j‘W- .

Of course, it requires that all ears be

numbered—$2 per year is the fee—but they

must in addition have the name and address

of the owner painted upon the rear’and “at

night a lighted lamp must be attached to _

the rear in such a manner that the name

and address of the owner, and the number

of the' machine shall be plainly visible at a

distance of fifty yards." It also “shall be

the duty" of every owner upon passing a

toll gate to exhibit his certificate to the

gatcman, who shall enter name, address,

number of car, and hour and day of passing

upon a book. Automobilists also must dis

play their certificates upon request, not only

to any peace officer, but to “any citizen"

as well.

Four miles an hour is the limit of speed

in built-up portions of cities,_ towns and

villages and “around curves or bends" and

“over rises and acclivities” in the public

roads and at all prominent cross roads,

likewise “at points on‘ any public highway

where there is a gathering of horses or

persons.” Otherwise twelve miles an hour

is permissible. Users of such vehicles cov

ered by the act are required to “keep a

careful look ahead for the approach of

horseback riders or vehicles drawn by

horses or other animals,” when he shall

immediately slow up and if signalled to

shall immediately stop. Of course, all vehi

cles of the sort are required to carry bells

and horns and sufficient “break or breaks”

-—that’s the way the spelling in the bill

puts it.

The penalty for violations is not less

than $10 nor more than $100 and imprison- ,

ment for not less than five nor more than

thirty days, 'or both. In case any damage

is wrought by a machine, it may be seized

anywhere in the State. Upon second con

viction of any infractions of the law the

registration certificate will be cancelled and

another not issued forever after. Any per

son “whether he be an officer or not," who

witnesses an infraction, may lawfully arrest

the alleged offender and hale him before

the nearest magistrate.

Would Not Permit Use Twice a Week.

Of the ambitious embryonic automo—

bile legislation that has cropped out this

season, the measure just making its appear

ance down in Maryland entitles its sponser

to the laurel wreath. It appears that down

in Dorchester county, where they raise

sugar corn and oysters, the natives are

friendly to automobiles most of the time,

but on Tuesdays and Saturdays they want

undisputed'possession of the roads. Tues

day and Saturday are the market days in

Dorchester county, and, it is explained in

the Hastings bill, the natives fear that the

automobiles will frighten their horses. A

“physician hurrying to the bedside of a

patient" is, however, exempt from its pro

visions on those days.

Jail Penalty Stricken Out.

The' House has passed its bill regulating

the speed of automobiles in the District of

Columbia. It is the measure originally in

troduced by Representative Simms, of Ten

nessee, minus the Simms penalty clause,

that sent second offenders to jail without

any ifs and ands. The bill as passed, in a

general way, follows the police regulations

as to speed, the maximum allowance being

twelve miles an hour. The penalty clause

provides a fine of from $5 to $50 for the

first offense; a fine of from $10 to $100 or

~ imprisonment from five to thirty days, for

the second, and a fine of from $50 to $250

or imprisonment in the workhouse from

thirty days to six months, upon conviction

the third time.

For Reduced Speed Nearing Horses.

The General Law Committee of the New

York State legislature has reported favor

ably on the amendment to the automobile

law introduced by Assemblyman A. E. Lee,

of Lockport. It provides that when the

driver of a motor vehicle meets a person

riding, leading or driving a horse he shall,

when within twenty rods of such horse, re

duce the speed of his car to a rate not

greater than one mile in six minutes, and

if the horse appears restive or frightened

bring his car immediately to a full stop at

the distance of ten rods from the horse,

unless the person riding, leading or driving

the horse shall give his consent not to stop

by voice, nod of head or wave of the hand.

To Help Garagemen Collect their Bills.

Assemblyman James A. Francis, of New

York City, has introduced into the New

York legislature a bill which garage owners

are hoping will be passed. It gives garage

keepers an unrestricted lien on cars which

they have stored, repaired or otherwise

cared for. The measure also includes other

vehicles stored or repaired in livery stables.

RECEIVED COLORED TUITION

When Sailor-Chauffeurs Objected, they Re

ceived “Diplomas"—Then “School” Closed.

 

In the person of one Oscar Ohlsen, who

wearied of the sea and sought a berth at

the helm of a full rigged touring car, the

worm turned against the fake automobile

school in the shape of the \Vest Side Auto

Transportation Co., at 309 \Nest Forty-first

street. The company with the long name is

Thomas Felton, a gentleman of color, who

immediately made up his mind that his

presence was urgently required in parts

unknown when an attempt was made to

Serve a warrant of arrest on him.

Ohlscn and a friend recently arrived in

New York from a deep sea cruise, and with

several months’ pay in their pockets, fell

victims to the alluring prospect held out

by a circular in which was set forth the fact

that with a few weeks' instruction, one

could become an experienced chauffeur and

command a princely stipend. The various

parts of the extensive curriculum of the in

stitution were detailed with the enticing

assurance that the student is to finish his

course with practice on both foreign and

’American machines. Ohlsen and his friend

parted with $25 each to acquire this vast

fund of knowledge, and in return for their

money were treated to a few impromptu

talks by the gentleman of color over a

dismantled motor and a ramshackle car, be

sides being accorded the privilege of sitting

behind the wheel of a (lead car once or

twice for a few minutes at a time.

The sailors naturally felt that they had

been swindled and demanded their money

back, and with a view of getting rid of

them they were given certificates stating

that they had been employed steadily for

three months repairing and driving cars

and were highly recommended to anyone

needing careful drivers, though they had

not been there a week. But still the deep

sea salts were obdurate and their further

demands resulted in what was practically a

free-for-all fight in which they would have

suffered severely except for their ability to

use their fists. Calling in the aid of the

law only resulted in causing the proprietor

to vanish.

The address given is a tumble down

building in an extremely tough neighbor

hood, and the most noticeable sign of in

dustry about the place is to be found in

the shape of stenographers getting out the

alluring circulars. Scattered about was as

fine a collection of the hand-me-downs of

motordom of three or four years ago as it

is rarely the lot of a motorist to see in one

place, and on the upper floors a little tin

kering was being done. An old-time four

cylinder motor on a bench and a steel

frame on the floor comprised the instruc

tion exhibits on the second floor, and the

gentleman of color was attempting to ex
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Boston Blind Boys} Who “Saw” the Show.

 

 

 

plain to a group of men how the motor

should be placed on the frame. “Mr.” Fel—

ton did not care to remain when he learned

that someone wished to speak to him

about the school and a vicious looking

white man explained that he had been called

away, and that he himself would supply any

information that was wanted.

“Oh, we teach you everything about the

automobile—we take you from one end of

the car to the other. Ours is the most com

plete course in the city. It costs only $50

for the six weeks' instruction, half of which

must be paid now,” was the reply to the

inquiry as to what comprised the course

of instruction.

“How many pupils have you?" was

asked, counting the nine men gathered

about the steel frame. “\\"e have 700,” was

the reply, “but they come at different times

of the day."

“But what does the course consist of;

give me some particulars," persisted the

questioner. This evidently aroused the sus

picion of the hard looking individual, for

he terminated the interview with “I guess

you want too much information for your

money. We are doing a rushing business

and I don't think we want any more pupils."

Ohlsen and his friend placed their inter

ests in the hands of George Hiram Mann,

who will prosecute the gentleman of color

-if he can find him.

The Carload of Blind Boys.

Just what sort of pleasure a blind man

could take in motoring, is not at once ap

parent to the average human being. For

to his way of thinking, the greater portion

of the pleasure derivable from riding lies

in the power of vision. Yet here are shown,

not one, but five youths, all deprived of the

priceless gift of sight, and all tremendously

happy. One of them, who can be seen in

the centre of the rear seat, is the famous

Tommy Stringer, who is not simply blind,

but deaf and dumb as well, but who has

been taught many things by means of an

ingenious sign language, and is fully as

  

well accomplished as any other little lad of

his age. The party was photographed in

Boston just as it was being taken to the

Mechanics Building to "see" the automo

bile show, last week, and the sight of a

carload of people, only one of whom is

able to see the road and his surroundings,

is one not easily to be forgotten. At the

show, the boys took the liveliest interest

imaginable in all they “saw"—through the

aid of their companions—and showed by

their questions that they were not simply

interested and delighted, but that they had

a very good degree of comprehension of

the mechanisms of the cars, and how and

why they are built as they are.

The \Velch-Estberg Co., of Milwaukee,

W'is, has purchased the seventy-five-foot

lot on Grand avenue, adjoining the Auer

estate, for $45,000. The additional purchase

will give the company 125 feet on the ave

nue by 150 feet deep. One of the largest

garages in the \Nest will be erected, work

upon it already having commenced.
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BOSTON’S BANNER SHOW

Attendance Big Despite Blizzard—Figures

that Show Growth and Prosperity.

Boston’s big show that opened with such

an unprecedented rush_ of humanity, closed

on Saturday night lost with a rush and crush

of the same proportions, and despite far

  

 

 

\L
 

more unfavorable weather conditions. In

addition to the fact that the last day proved

an incentive to procrastinating enthusiasts

Saturday was Evacuation Day, which is a

holiday at the Hub, and both these causes

contributed to swell the closing day attend

ance to almost a record crowd.

Some idea of the vast strides made by

the Boston show during the past three

years may be gained from a comparison of

the total attendance for the first four days

of the week since 1904. In that year but

9,900 people passed in the doors in four

days; one year later no less than 102,000

admissions -were taken in the same time

and this year the number soared 114,000

an increase of almost twenty fold. Open

ing or "paper" night rolled up the unpre

cedented total of 52,000 this year as against

47,000 last year and each day thereafter

showed substantial increases up to W'ednes—

day, which broke even with last year at

23,000, this being a day on which special

excursions are run from various parts of

northern New England to the show. Thurs

day's blizzard cut down the attendance on

that day, but had little after effect as Fri

day's attendance was the same as Wednes

day’s. This jumped to 40,000 on closing

day, which brought the official figures for

the week over 200,000.

Never has New England seen such an

automobile show before and its marked

effect on the census of cars “down east”

will be very much in evidence on the high

ways and byways during the coming sea

son. Altogether, no less than 306 vehicles

were staged, in which the gasolene class

naturally predominated. In fact, the latter

alone far outnumbered last year’s total,

which was but 186 vehicles as against 260

gasolene cars this year. The latter were

divided into, 122 touring cars, 49 runabouts,

23 limousines, 9 commercial vehicles and

commercial vehicles, a gain of fourteen

over last year. The steamers were divided

into, eight touring cars, six runabouts, five

limousines, one racing car and one chassis,

the total being the same as last year's show

ing of this class.

Even Thursday's blizzard, leaving the

streets a veritable morass of chocolate col

ored slush, mud and water, could not com

bine to hamper the demonstrating forces

which were out in full force through it all

and promptly the next morning, as will be

evident from the accompanying_ photo

graphs of the line-up outside Mechanics'

Building.

 

No Sales, but Lots of Expense.

Fricdberger & Hecht, 1843 Broadway,

New York City, have learned that not

everyone can make a fortune at the auto

mobile business. Justice Greenbaum, of the

Supreme Court, this week appointed Wil—

liam Goodrich temporary receiver for the

firm, in a suit brought by Walter M. Fried

berger against Rupert Hecht for a dissolu—

tion of the partnership and an accounting.

The firm began business on October 5, 1905,

but gave up the struggle on December 26,

l-‘riedberger testifying that in that time

their expenses were $500 a month, while

they did not make a sale.

       
,. ..,,i; _
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DEMONSTRATING CARS OUTSIDE THE SHOW BUILDING.

two racing cars, besides SS exhibition chas

sis. Last year's total was but 165 gasolene

cars, showing a gain in every class but the

limousine, which dropped behind one. In

the electric class this year the total has

increased to a point where with the addition

of the commercial vehicles, makes it rank

next in numbers to the gasolene class—a

distinction held by steam last year. The

electrics were divided into one touring car,

twelve runabouts, five limousines and seven

Gasolene Car at Steam Works.

Desiring to acquire a means of convey

ance for visitors to and from its big plant,

the Baldwin Locomotive \Norks in Phila

delphia, has demonstrated that it is not

prejudiced in favor of the power with which

it has had so many years of experience by

investing in a gasolene driven touring car.

A'Winton model K has been purchased

and installed in this service, which it is

performing satisfactorily.
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STRENUOUS SPORT IN SNOW

Bets at Boston Show Result in a Long Run

and Short Rushes Uphill.

  

One of the features incident to the closing

of the Boston show was the remarkable

performance of a thirty-six horsepower

four-cylinder Maxwell touring car, one of

the first to be turned out by the factory.

The car was_driven from Tarrytown to

Boston on Friday and Saturday and the

following day made a hill climbing perform

ance that surprised the few hundred who

were out on Parker hill to witness it.

  

MAXWELL DELEGATION FROM PA‘NTUCKE'I‘, R.

In the course of the show week, E. P.

Blake, who has the Jackson agency in_ Bos

ton, came to the conclusion that there was

no four—cylinder American car costing less

than $3,000 that could show its license plate

to the four-cylinder, 40-45 horsepower Jack

son in a hill climbing contest. So sure of

this was he that he wagered $500, that

no car could beat the Jackson two heats

out of three. The money was to be donated

to charity. C. W. Kelsey took exceptions

to the other agent's boasts and said that

he had a car in the factory at Tarrytown

that could show the way to Jackson and

to make the contest more interesting offered

to wager an additional half-thousand that

he could make the trip from Tarrytown to

Boston in less than twenty-four hours.

Kelsey started on Friday morning at

about eleven o'clock from the Maxwell

Briscoe factory at Tarrytown. Tire trou>

bles delayed him and he did not reach

Springfield until 10:45 p. m., where he re

mained overnight. The roads from Hart

ford to Springfield were almost impassible.

Two feet of snow covered the surface and

below this there was almost eight inches

of soft mud. Starting from Springfield at

7:30 a. m. the next morning, Kelsey reached

Boston at 3:30 p. m. Saturday, being fur

ther delayed by tire troubles, and he ran

from Worcester to the city of brown bread

and beans on a flat tire. There it was

found that the two anti-skid chains were

worn nearly through.

On Sunday morning the hill climbing

contest took place. Parker hill was selected

for the test and it was covered with a foot

of snow that had not been trampled down,

and at places deep drifts blockaded the

passageway. Added to this the fact that

the hill was one—third of a mile long and

averaged a grade of 20%, and it will be

seen that it was no easy task that the cars

were set to accomplish. Driver Lee, on

the Jackson, lost the toss and was sent

up first. He negotiated the incline in 1:38.

Then followed the Maxwell. driven by C.

\V. Kelsey, which was timed at 11.30%. The

Jackson made a second attempt, but the

driver stalled it in a snowbank near the

top. Slightly better time was made by the

Maxwell on the second trial, it thereby win

ning the contest, though losing the first

wager. During the climb both cars carried

three members of the Boston Chronograph

club, who acted as official timers. Follow—

ing the main contest, a Maxwell “Speeds

ter" went up the hill on the high gear car

rying four passengers.

Another match climb was between H. E.

\\'ilson, 35 horsepower Rambler, and A. R.

Bangs, 20 horsepower Franklin, the former

winning both heats. Better time was made

in this event as the snow had become

packed and gave better traction. The times

scored by the Rambler were respectively

1:303;§ and 116%, and of its opponent, 1:31

and 1:28. -

Gatling Guns to Protect Gold Car.

In order to insure the safe passage of

gold bullion from his mines in Mexico—

that is, to protect it from lurking highway

men, Torrance M. Hart, of Cambridge,

Mass, who has extensive interests in Mex

ico, has placed an order with the E. R.

Thomas Motor Co., of Buffalo, N. Y., for

one of the most unique cars for practical

use ever built in this country. The chassis

and larger portion of the body are to be

like the regular stock model, but there the

 

1, THAT VlSl'l‘ED BOSTON SHOW.

resemblance ends. Armor plate will be

used to protect the working parts, front

seats and tonneau, and to provide safety

for the passengers. A place will be pro

vided in the tonneau for carrying gold and

either one or two Gatling guns will be

mounted in the front and rear compart

ments of the body. .\lr. Hart has more

than once suFfered from attacks by the

Yaquis, whose habit it is to swoop down

upon the gold trains in the narrow passes,

and he figures that the only way to trans

port gold safely is by means of an armored

automobile.

Syracuse, N. Y., will have a motor stage

line on April 15th, when the C. “1'. Gray

Automobile Omnibus Co. begin operations.

The company will run cars on all streets

not touched by local trolley lines.

R. F. Monroe, of Pontiac, Mich, has pur

chased the plant of the Jackson Body Co.,

at Jackson. In the future automobile bodies

only will be made.
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To secure funds, the Ladies’ Aid Society

of McKinley Hospital, Trenton, N. J., are

planning an “overland automobile tour" for

the first week in May.

The Rutherford Automobile and Motor

Club has been formed by automobile own

ers, of which there are about forty in Ruth

erford, N. J. The club is agitating the

question of placing signs at all cross roads

in and near the town.

  

 

Several Pleasantville (N. I.) boys have

learned that it does not pay to meddle with

property belonging to others. For muti

lating a sign of the Atlantic Automobile

Association, Ralph Sanders was fined $7.50,

and Schuyler Adams and Herman Risley,

$3.75 each.

The Indianapolis (Ind.) automobile deal

ers who had on the tapis a project for an

inter-club road race between Terre Haute

and Indianapolis, have just “discovered”

that Indiana has on its statute books a

State automobile law. Consequently the

project will be abandoned.

Sanction has been granted for the pro

posed hill climbing contest to be held up

the Wilkes-Barre (Pa.) mountain, on May

10. the first day of the city's centennial ex

hibition. The distance is two and a half

miles, and in some places the grade is as

steep as 26 per cent. Classes will be pro

vided for all kinds of cars.

Hereafter automobiles will not be per

mitted to run on the streets of Eden—not

the garden, but a little village up in Maine.

By a vote of 98 to 75 the citizens of that

place have decided that motor cars will not

he'allowed the use of the village streets.

The reason given is that they ran over too

many hens.

Californians in general and Los Angeli

cans in particular, have re-christened

“Whistling Billy" “(bite the “Rainmaker.”

The race meet scheduled for Sunday, the

12th inst., at Agricultural Park, Los An

geles. again had to be called OH“ on account

of rain. Almost every time Bert Dingley

and the White steam car have been adver

tised to go for records, Jupiter Pluvius has

interfered.

Commodore Frederick G. Bourne. of the

New York Yacht Club, has planned to build

a track on his Indian Neck estate at Oak

dale, L. I. Indeed, it already is under con

struction, the ground having been plowed

twenty-two yards wide and five miles long.

The course is double width, the two tracks

running parallel with each other, slightly

diverging at the tWo extreme north and

south ends to allow turns.

President Woodrow Wilson, of Prince

ton, is responsible for the statement that

“nothing has spread socialistic feeling in

this country more than the use of the auto

mobile. To the countryman they are a pic

ture of the arrogance of wealth, with all its

independence and carelessness.” This was in

the course of an address, so it is to be

presumed he went further and said more

on the subject, but history recordeth not

what it was.

For “shocking cruelty" to a horse, which

the magistrate described as “thin, shrunken

and starved,” its owner, who was a justice

of the peace, was fined $25. For not stop

ping at a policeman’s signal and having his

lamps unlighted, a motorist was mulcted

to the tune of $90. The heinous nature of

the latter offense is self evident. This is an

instructive instance of the comparative

gravity of various misdemeanors as viewed

from the British standpoint.

Mayor Fisher, the Wesleyan University

economics professor, elected mayor of Mid

dletown, Conn., wants to make a Coney Is

land of that town. To stop automobile

speeding, he announces, he will have the

street commissioner build a series of “bump

the bumps” on the streets. Mayor Fisher is

more ambitious than the authorities of

Chatham, N. J., and Glencoe, 111., however,

for he proposes to build “bumps” in some

places that will shunt cars off into the Con

necticut river if they go faster than a walk.

“Auto Jim” Quinn, of Leicester, Mass, is

in danger of losing his reputation as a ter

ror to automobilists, for a new rival has

appeared on the scene. He is Martin J.

Wright, the newly elected constable of

Upton, Mass. Through the convenient

columns of the Boston dailies he has been

permitted to tell the terrible things that

will happen to motorists who pass through

Upton faster'than the law allows. \Vright

has a cute little imitation-leather two by

twice picture box with which he hopes to

take the pictures of license numbers.

The city of Fitchburg, Mass, has settled

its automobile suit out of court. the sum

of $45 being paid to the Harrington Auto

Station. The automobile company orig

inally was the defendant in the case. On

April 20, last year, one of its cars jumped

at right angles while going down a street

and pushed a hydrant over. The city authori

ties immediately attached the car for dain

ages to the hydrant. The automobile

company, however, brought a counter-suit,

proving that a hole in the street caused the

accident and it terminated by the city pay

ing the cost of repairs to the machine.

Battle Creek, Mich. boasts of a washer

wonian autoinobilist. in the person of Mrs.

Christine Huber. According to the tale,

Mrs. Huber does from eighteen to twenty

four family washings a week, receiving

therefor about $25. For eighteen years she

has taken in washing. caring for five chil—

dren and giving them a liberal education.

She owns the house in which she lives, an

other house which shc rents and a farm.

Besides this, she has laid away a little over

$1,000 which she has just invested in an

automobile. Whether she uses the car for

business purposes or pleasure is not stated.

“Believing that one of the most impor

tant functions of the club is to supply its

members with reliable touring informa

tion,” to employ the language of the an

nouncement, the governors of the Auto

mobile Club of America have appointed a

clerk of the Runs and Tours Committee to

take charge of this department of the club‘s

work; he will devote his entire time to the

preparation and distribution of information

concerning routes, hotels, repair stations,

freight rates, licenses and registrations, cus

toms formalities, and all the necessary data

for touring both in the United States and

Europe.

An incident that savors strongly of

typical German justice, but which, on the

other hand, does not accord well with the

reputed extent of the royal prerogative of

the great war lord who makes the earth

tremble when he goes abroad, is the arrest

of one of the Kaiser's chauffeurs for ex—

ceeding the speed limit and causing an

accident while so doing. Although the man

was merely carrying out his orders, he was

summarily dismissed, and to add to the

agony, was heavily fined by the authorities,

who, unable to go “higher up,” came down

heavily upon the hired man. But royalty

considered dismissal sufficient punishment

and had the fine reduced.

The Chicago Automobile Club has defi

nitely decided to built its new clubhouse at

15 to 19 Plymouth Place, which it has

leased for ninety-nine years, and the ad

joining lot about to be acquired by the

club, in all 96x93 feet. The building will

probably be four stories, 96x93 feet, in

colonial style of brick and stone, and is

estimated to cost $150,000, complete. \Vork

of razing the buildings on the present site

will begin about May 1. To provide the

funds necessary to erect the clubhouse the

club will organize a stock company under

the title of the Chicago Automobile Club

Auxiliary Association, and capitalized at

$125,000. Shares are to be sold at $100

each.

Not to be outdone by Thomas Higgin

botham, the \Vaukegan man who used his

automobile to earn an honest penny by

sharpening skates, Richard Morrow, of the

same place, has gone him one better by

using his car to clean the snow from his

large property in the Illinois town. After

the recent heavy fall of snow, Morrow.

who is president of the \Vaukegan Auto

mobile Club, attached a heavy plow to the

rear of his automobile and started up and

down his walk, also making paths in the

yard. While his neighbors were perspiring

shoveling by the old method, Morrow

smiled at them from the vantage seat in

the car. Now his neighbors are thinking

of buying automobiles, if for nothing but

the purpose of cleaning snow off the sidc<

walks.
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Los Angeles Plays a Low-Down Trick.

Los Angeies, Cal, now welcomes the

stranger within its gates in a manner cal—

culated to discourage future visits.

“We hereby notify you that one auto

mobile, number 909, belonging to you, has

been assessed at a valuation of $2,800 and

the tax upon the same amounting to $33.60

is hereby demanded. You are hereby noti

fied that this machine must not be removed

unless such tax is paid."

This was the wording of an official no

tice from the city tax assessor of Los

Angeles handed to J. H. Ordway, a resi

dent of Boston, upon going to a garage in

the former city to take out his car. And

the same fate met E. R. Thomas, the Buf

falo manufacturer, a short time later. Both

gentlemen gave expression to sentiments

more forcible than elegant, but as the

assessor was on the spot, and not only

threatened the garage keeper with arrest

if he permitted the cars to be removed and

threatened the owners with confiscation of

their property if they ran the cars without

having paid the tax, the irate victims were

compelled to submit to this form of legal

ized robbery with as good grace as they

could muster.

Mr. Thomas has retained H. C. Brown,

a resident attorney representing the local

automobile club, to fight the case and will

carry it to the Supreme Court of California

if necessary. Other visiting motorists re

ceived the same notice to pay up and then

went and did likewise by calling the law to

their aid.

Italians Plan Ambitious Program.

Italy has decided to not alone have her

fill of racing events during the coming sea

son, a formidable list with substantial prizes

already being established, but has also

come to the conclusion that she will open

the European racing season by adding still

another to be run off in connection with

the exposition to be held at Milan. This

takes the form of an ambitious touring con

test which will start on May 14th and for

which prizes in excess of $30,000 have been

put up, including a gold cup given by the

city of Milan, a trophy put up by the King

himself, and last, but not least, some sub

stantial cash prizes for the winning drivers.

The event will be run under the auspices

of the Automobile Club of Milan and will

be divided into three classes. First for

vehicles the chassis price of which is $2,000

or over, second, light cars the chassis price

of which is between $1,000 and $2,000, and

third, runabouts costing under $1,000 com

plete. It will be noticed that this is prac

tically the only European event in which

[he runabout has appeared in connection

with higher priced cars. Nor will the event

be a race pure and simple, for while victory

will go to the car in each class which at

tains the best average speed, the maximum

sf 25 miles an hour for the first class, 21

miles an hour for the second class, and 16

miles an hour for the third class, must not

be exceeded. A minimum average speed is

likewise set for each day and failure to

make this will result in the disqualification

of the car, so that it will be apparent that

the event partakes more of the nature of a

reliability trial, which will be conducted

throughout under official observation.

For the first class cars, the itinerary cov—

ers 11 days and will take the tourists

through some of the most beautiful parts of

Italy, starting from Brescia and finishing

at Milan. Cars of the second class will

start two days later than the first or on

May 16th, and the third on May 18th, the

itinerary for both the latter only covering

nine days and starting from Milan as well

as finishing there. The winning car of the

first class will receive $5,000 and the Coupe

d'Or, and the second will receive the King’s

trophy and $1,500, besides which a number

of other prizes are hung up.

Atlantic City's Riot of Races.

If sufiicient number of cars to fill out the

long program that has been arranged by the

Atlantic City (N. J.) Automobile Club for

its beach carnival, April 26, 27 and 28, com

pete in the events, there ought to be plenty

of sport. It will be the largest race meet

that the New Jersey resort has yet at

tempted. llere is the program, the events,

unless so specified, being at one mile:

Record trials, steam. Record trials, gas

olene cars, 1,432 to 2,204 pounds. Record

trials, gasolene cars, 881 to 1,432 pounds.

Record trials, gasolene cars, 551 to 881

pounds. Free-for-all, (flying start) cham

pionship. All gasolene cars (standing start)

championship. Heavyweight gasolene cars

(1,432 to 2,204 pounds) championship. Mid

dleweight cars (four cylinders) champion

ship. Touring cars, 40 horsepower or less;

regular equipment; amateurs to drive; to

carry five passengers. Air—cooled touring

cars; regular equipment; to carry five pas

sengers. Price handicap, for four-cylinder

touring cars; regular equipment; to carry

five passengers; $4,000 cars on scratch; han

dicap of one second for each $100 less in

price. Price handicap, for two»cylinder

touring cars; regular equipment; carry five

passengers; $1,500 car on scratch; handicap

of two seconds for each $100 less in price.

For six-cylinder touring cars; regular

equipment; carry five passengers. llandi

cap (one-minute class) for cars that estab‘

lish marks better than one minute on the

beach. Touring cars (gasolene) selling at

$3,500 or less; regular equipment; carry five

passengers. Touring cars (gasolene) sell

ing at $2,500 or less; regular equipment;

carry five passengers. Touring cars (gaso

lene) selling at $1,500 or less; regular equip—

ment; carry live passengers. Runabouts

(gasolene) selling at $1.000 or less; regular

equipment; carry five passengers. Quarter

mile touring ears (open to all) on reverse

gear; regular equipment; carry five passen

gers.

Appearances that are Deceitful.

That things are not what they seem in

motorde as elsewhere was brought home

to a young Pennsylvanian recently. He is

the agent of various American cars and

evidently judges of their capacity by their

looks. He was riding down Philadelphia’s

main street not long ago in a friend's car,

when a dirty looking mechanic in a jerky

little car of uncertain age and antecedents

pulled up alongside. From its .outward

semblance the little machine gave evidence

of neither speed nor endurance, in spite of

which it appeared to have no difficulty in

keeping abreast of its larger rival. This

did not suit the man who banked on looks

too heavily at all, so he remarked to his

companion: “I wonder if that fellow thinks

he can keep up with us. What do you say

if we give him a run?" “\Vell, perhaps he

he can," replied the friend who was driving.

He knew the fellow and he knew the ma

chine and realized full well what it could

do in the way of speeding, though having

no special qualities beyond that. But he

opened her up just to please his passenger,

and the dinky little outfit went to the rear

as if it were anchored. The curious one

smiled with satisfaction. He glanced over

at his companion as the car flew along.

“Where is the little fellow now?" he asked.

“There he goes," was the reply, as a streak

shot by and soon resolved itself into a rap

idly fading ball of dust in the distance.

“You can‘t always judge an automobile by

the color of its paint."

Germany to Tax all Tourists.

Motor car taxation on a horsepower

basis has finally been decided upon in Ger

many and a system of charges worked out

according to a quadruple classification as

follows: Class B, cars of 6 horsepower.

$6.25 per annum; class C, cars of 6 to 10

horsepower, $12.50 per annum; class D.

cars of 10 to 20 horsepower, $25.00; and

class E, cars of more than 2) horsepower,

$37.50 per annum. In addition to this, there

will be an additional tax of fifty cents per

horsepower on cars of class B, and seventy

five cents on class C, while cars coming

under the two remaining classifications will

be charged at the rates of $1.25 and $1.50

per horsepower. Tourists taking their own

cars into the country will be charged sev

enty-five cents for a three days‘ sojourn:

$3.75 for a stay of five days, and if the visit

be prolonged or for thirty days, the cost

will be $10.00.

Motor Cars Ordered Mobilized.

Germany has become aroused to the

value of the motor car in the service of war,

and consequently all owners of motor cars

in Munich have received an order corn

manding their presence at the Bavarian

Ministry of War for mobilization purposes.

The cars must be in the hands of good

and eflicient drivers, must be in good run

ning condition, and must be furnished with

sufficient supplies for a journey of about

one hundred miles, says the order.
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HAS ROTATING CYLINDERS

Striking Application of that Near-Turbine

Idea that has Appeared Abroad.

Although the turbine motor of the inter—

nal combustion type seems not to be in

the immediate prospect for various reasons

which militate strongly against its de

velopment, yet the designers are con

stantly striving to approximate it as

closely as possible by various means.

internalIn the common type of com

bustion motor the number of working

cylinders is being increased from year to

vca r, thus by increasing the number of im

;)U]SCS per cycle of the whole machine,

approaching the conditions which would

exist in the ideal rotary motor, while, on

the other hand, certain radical constructors

:1 re bringing out from time to time motors

\vfiicll they term rotary, and which by other

means gain something toward the desired

cnd_ Of this type the motors of the so-called

rcvulving cylinder class are an example,

and one which is now being considered

n|0rc seriously every year. One of the new

est of these is an English invention which

has just been brought out under the name

of the Lamplough Horizontal Rotary, and

in which the cylinders rotate about a cen

tral axis which, contrary to precedent, is

parallel to the axes of the cylinders them

selves.

As a result of this somewhat radical

method of construction, the motor presents

as a whole a very compact appearance, be

ing quite self-contained, besides being very

efficiently air-cooled, owing to the fact that

the cylinders are constantly cutting through

the air whenever the motor is in action.

  

Six cylinders are used, mounted about a

hollow central drum or axis and which is

made a running fit over an inner drum

which contains two chambers serving as

inlet'and exhaust passages. The cylinders

themselves communicate with these cham

bers through ports which are opened and

closed in proper order by the rotation of

the cylinder group about the inner drum.

A boss affixed to the outer drum is made to

form six bearings radial to the main axis

of the motor, while the outer casing,

also integral with it, has six corresponding

bearings, the six pairs of bearings thus

mounting the crankshafts of the cylinders

which are radial and equally disposed about

the motor. Afiixed to the individual crank

shafts, are bevel pinions which mesh with

a master gear mounted upon the inner

drum, thus communicating the motion of

the shafts to the casing or motor proper.

In this way, while the action of the pistons

is longitudinal to the motor itself, this

motion is transformed by the bevel sets to

a rotary one about the main axis, and a

speed reduction obtained by the same token

which serves to secure a comparatively low

rate of speed in the driving shaft although

the individual pistons are running at a

fairly high rate.

The method of distribution can be under

stood by reference to the sectional illustra~

tion here shown, in which the manner of

mounting the cylinders D on the outer cas

ing A and the drum, the whole mass ro

  

tating about the inner drum C, is clearly

shown, as well as the crank shafts and the

bevel pinions which serve in driving.

Within the drum C are two passages, B and

E, each communicating with a port at the

head end and connected at the outer end,

with the carburetter, and the other with the

exhaust pipe P. A port F in each of the

cylinders is made to register with the pas

sages at the proper time by the rotation of

the engine, thus securing the inlet and ex—

haust without the use of valves of any

sort. The remainder of the space within

the inner drum C is taken up by an internal

water jacket which serves to cool the ex

haust and inlet, and to keep the bearings

of the engine proper at an equable working

temperature.

Two insulated commutator rings are

mounted on an extension of the outer drum

and serve to convey the ignition current.

both primary and secondary, to the ground

and to the spark plugs, the one being

grounded at proper intervals, while the

other G2, passes over contacts on the ring
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G4, which are connected to the plugs by

short leads. The rings being stationary, the

timing of the ignition is controlled in the

usual way by"the Operator. Lubrication of

the bearings is accomplished by means of

the centrifugal force of the rotating ma—

chine. Two small bore pipes, B2 and B4,

are led into the case A, and terminate near

its periphery in bends, where they collect

the oil which is awash there in the manner

common to the splash system, and conduct

it to the two main bearings, one at either

end of the drums. The pistons and con

necting rods, of course, obtain their supply

in the usual manner from the case.

Fixed to the extension of the outer drum

which also carries the distributor, is a

coupling by which the shaft R is connected

to the motor and the power distributed. At

the crank end, a gear K is fastened to the

case, which is meshed by a pinion on a

smaller shaft, to which a starting crank is

affixed.

In the principle view of the motor, it is

shown mounted in the frame of the car, the

points of support being at the two arches

which span the frame from side to side.

The carburetter is'shown at M, the inlet

and exhaust piping being seen at N and N’,

the latter leading to the pipe P, which car

ries the exhaust gases to the mufiler. The

radiator which cools the circulating water

used in the inner drum is shown at Q, and

the flywheel clutch at H.

Departure in Exhaust Pipes.

To obviate the much exaggerated nuis

ance of the blowing out of the exhaust

gases from motor cars when running

through traflic or standing with the motors

running, one of the foreign makers has

just adopted a triple exhaust pipe leading

from the muffler and governed by a three

way cock, controlled by the driver. By

this means, he is enabled to direct the ex

haust from either side of the machine, or at

the rear, or even to deliver it from all three

points simultaneously. Thus, when stand

ing at a curb, the gasses may be blown

into the centre' of the street, or when

checked by trafiic at a crossing, they may

be delivered at both sides, and the fumes

thus directed away from following vehicles.

Despite the fact that the scheme adds one

more to the already overfull list of com

plexities in the gasolene machine, it has

certain commendable features, and is wor

thy of consideration.

Switzerland Levies New Duties.

A new customs tariff has just been fixed

for all motor cars entering Switzerland

which amounts to forty francs per hundred

kilos. for all cars not upholstered, or some

thing like three cents and a half per pound.

For cars which are upholstered, the rate is

sixty francs per hundred kilos, or about

five and a half cents per pound, which

Would seem to indicate a desire to boom

the trimming business in that small but

very self-important section of the globe.

INCREASE OF COMPRESSION

Simplest Way in Which to Obtain it—How

Clearance May be Ascertained.

Despite the tremendous advance that has

been brought about in the efficiency of the

automobile motor during the past few years

the causes that have contributed to it are

not such as to preclude their application

to old motors with a considerable degree

of success. Improvement has been found

to center chiefly in the carburetter, ignition

and valve timing, and compression.

The addition of accessories of improved

type, and in the case of the carburetter the

elimination of sharp bends in the manifold,

presents no difficulty whatever, nor for that

matter does the betterment of valve timing,

a change to mechanical operation or even

an enlargement of their area where the

casting permits it, but improvement of the

compression requires a little study. The

difference between the pressure per square

inch in the old motors and their modern

successors is quite marked, which accounts

for the greatly diminished power of the

former even though of the same dimensions

and designed to run at the same speed.

Within certain well defined limits an in

crease in compression is attained by a cor

responding increase in the power and a

reduction in the amount of fuel used. These

restrictions are marked by the pressure at

which spontaneous ignition takes place

and at which it is possible to start the

motor by hand.

The degree of compression naturally is

dependent upon what is known as the clear

ance of the piston—that is, the space be

tween the top of the piston and the cylinder

head at the upward extreme of the stroke.

And from this it follows that the only prac

tical way to bring about an increase in this

essential without resorting to a great deal

of expense and trouble is to reduce this

clearance by increasing the size, either of

the piston or the cylinder head, or by mak

ing the stroke longer. New pistons would

naturally not be justified and the same is

likewise the case with new connecting rods

where it is desired to carry out the im

provement by lengthening the stroke, so

that the expedients readily available are

narrowed down to a decrease in the clear

ance by affixing a plate, preferably of cast

iron, either to the top of the piston or the

inside of the cylinder head. Either may be

carried out with a resulting advantage, but

the latter method will be apt to destroy

the balance of the motor unless the other

parts are altered to correspond. Just how

much the clearance should be reduced to

give the best results presents a problem

that may be solved in various ways. The

amount provided in a modern motor of the

same dimentions and design may be ascer

tained and used as a standard, or the orig

inal amount of clearance may be taken, the

desired reduction necessary to bring about

the increase in compression calculated and

a pattern representing the cubical content

of the space reduction made.

A ready method of ascertaining the

amount of clearance in the motor consists

of filling the chamber with water through

the ignition plug hole when both valves are

tightly closed and the piston is at the ex

treme point of its travel. This may be

done from a rectangular vessel, the cubical

contents of which may easily be calculated.

Then the displacement of the piston in

cubic inches should be calculated and with

these two factors known, the clearance per

centage may be readily figured regardless

of the irregularity of the port passages. The

plate made to reduce this clearance should

under no circumstances be permitted to

obstruct any of these port openings to the

valves, and if this be the case as originally

designed it must be chamfered away at the

parts adjacent to the ports.

Separate Shows for Commercial Cars.

One of those developments in the show

situation which from its very nature could

not be postponed much longer, has taken

form in the resolution of the representa

tive body of the English automobile trade

—The society of Motor Manufacturers and

Traders—to henceforth make exhibitions of

purely pleasure cars and commercial vehi

cles, things apart. It has become increas

ingly apparent, particularly within the past

two years, that one or the other of these

elements must sooner or later become sue

preme where public exhibitions are con

cerned and from the tremendous.prepon

derance of the pleasure type from the out

set, it was apparent that there could be but

one solution—the final exemption of all

available space by the latter. It has been

evident for some time past that build

ings of requisite size to shelter this branch

alone are not extant so there was but the

single alternative of creating class shows.

This the British industry has decided to

do by holding a show for pleasure cars

solely at Olympia during November, as

last-year, and a second for commercial

vehicles, machinery and the like in the fol

lowing April. The great increase in the

number of firms devoting their attention

wholly to delivery wagons, stages and

heavy trucks has bccnme so large that

there will be no difficulty in assembling

sufficient exhibitors to fill the space as

completely as is at present the case where

both are combined. What is of equal im

portance, the aggregation will hold as

much interest for the visitor and will afi'ord

a far better opportunity to investigate and

compare the merits of the various Systems

than is possible under prevailing conditions.

It is something that has to come sooner or

later in this country and the extremely

rapid development of the past year as well

as the present unsettled state of the New

York show question make it likely that next

winter may see it put in practice here as

well.
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MOTOR FREIGHT LINFS

Important Part they Play in Africa and

Madagascar—Roads Built for them.

As a cheaply installed and economically

operated rival to the steam railroad, the

automobile appears to have met with a

more widespread acCeptation for freighting

in the undeveloped parts of Africa and

Madagascar in the

world. There are already some 14,000 miles

of railroad in operation, but improved

transportation in the hotter parts of the

Continent is said to be advancing too slowly

for commercial needs. Something is wanted

to take the place of the slow and costly

system of transporting freight on human

carriers and the automobile is accordingly

being introduced both as a freight and pas

senger carrier.

The experiment is succeeding better in

some regions than others. It is most suc

ccssful in Madagascar. It has been intro

duced only in the past few months in the

Katanga Province of the Upper Congo and

promises well there. It has been almost

a failure in the French colony of the VVest

ern Soudan for reasons that should have

been obvious from the first; and it has been

anything but a brilliant success in German

Southwest Africa.

Automobile transportation in a commer

cial sense can be only a temporary expedi

-ent, for cheap transportation cannot be

secured by dividing freight, often of small

value in proportion to bulk and weight, into

small automobile loads. It is as true in

Africa as elsewhere that cheap freight car

riage can be secured only by the concentra

tion of a large bulk of merchandise in large

loads moved by the most powerful means

of traction.

The trouble with the automobile in the

French Soudan is that the authorities have

not been willing to expend the large sums

required for good roads, and in the tropics

where the winter rains are often of extreme

violence, poor roads are torn to pieces in

a day and cannot be made usable again for

automobiles without great loss of time and

large expense. So the two automobile

roads in the French Soudan have been noth

ing but impassable quagmire for months at

a time.

It has been proved in Madagascar and

Katanga that good roads can be built and

kept in order with little or no interruption.

The automobile route from the east coast

of Madagascar to the capital, Antananarivo.

about 120 miles inland, has revolutionized

transportation. As late as 1901 the cost of

moving freight between the sea and the cap

ital was $75 per ton. The new road, com

pleted in 1902, was finely built and well

drained. For the first year wagons hauled

by men superseded porterage on the backs

of men, and now automobiles have largely

taken the place of wagons, and freight rates

have been reduced three-fourths. A daily

service of automobiles for passengers and

than anywhere else

.From Stanley Pool

freight is maintained between the Indian

Ocean and Antananarivo. The people are

happy over the great change, but the auto

mobile will resign in favor of the railroad

in 1908 if the line now start.d is completed

in contract time. ‘

An equally remarkable development is

in progress in the heart of Africa, where

automobile freight wagons are now running

over the savannas and through the forests.

there is steamboat

transportation for about 1,000 miles up the

Congo, the Kasai, and Sankuru Rivers to

the head of navigation on the Sankuru, at

the western edge of Katanga Province.

Katanga is one of the newest parts of the

Congo State, but it is rich in rubber, min

erals and agricultural products.

It was desired to provide better means

of transport than human porters across

the province from the last steamboat land

ing on the Sankuru to the foot of Lake

Mwero, where one of the finest stations in

the State has been developed. The distance

in a straight line is about 400 miles, and for

nearly half the way navigable waters may

be utilized.

It was decided to fill in the gaps be

tween these rivers with automobile roads,

and this work is now in progress. At

last accounts fifty miles of road had been

completed to the first navigable waterway

leading in the desired direction. Bridges

have been thrown across rivers; a rock—

ballasted road with perfect drainage has

been built in the best European manner,

and the automobile service is in operation.

The prospect of complete success is so

promising that the second section of the

road is being pushed forward, and another

and more northerly road has been started

toward a freight collecting and distributing

centre, where it is proposed to keep parties

of porters to carry the auto freightage in

various directions.

To Bring Garden Truck to Market.

As a result of a series of conferences be

tween fruit growers in the South of England

and a group of capitalists interested in the

promotion of motor transportation, a

scheme has taken root, whereby a regular

service of motor wagons will soon be or

ganized to daily carry the products of the

fruit growing districts along the South

coast to the London markets. At first, but

a single machine will be used, which will

leave Worthington every evening at about

six o’clock, reaching London in season for

the early morning marketing. If this trial

venture is at all successful, it is planned to

put on a more complete service as soon as

circumstances seem to warrant it. It is

planned to effect a saving of something like

$2.00 per ton on haulage, over the costs of

transportation by rail. The idea is one of

great promise and the result will be awaited

with interest by hundreds of market gard

eners and fruit growers, the world over, to

whom the chief loss of profit has arisen

from the great outlay of time and capital

involved in marketing their crops.

ALUMINHM BRONZING

Methods and Materials that Produce the

Best Results in Obtaining that Finish.

 

“The big and smart looking touring cars,

painted aluminum bronze, have a military

shimmer to them, along with a gaiety of

finish and effect that is hardly surpassed by

any other sort of finish, and if the painting

is done properly, with due regard given to

the durable upbuilding of the foundation

coats, the work is sure to prove satisfac

tory to all concerned," says the Carriage

Monthly.

“Prime the body with a first coat made of

raw linseed oil, three parts; turpentine, one

part; coach japan, one-half gill t0 the quart.

Stain this coat with keg white lead. Apply

with an oval bristle brush, and work the

primer well into the wood. Reduce the

oil for the next coat to one part oil to three

parts turpentine, reducing the quantity of

japan by one-half. Increase the proportion

of white keg lead, using the lead alone

without any shading whatever.

“Brush on a free, smooth, clean coat, laid

with the utmost uniformity of film, using,

as in the case of the primer, a bristle brush,

preferably chisel pointed. Permit the prim

ing coat sixty hours to dry, and the Second

coat at least forty-eight hours. Then look

the job over minutely and putty all defects,

however insignificant they may appear.

Make this putty ~34 dry white lead and M4,

best known whiting, mixed to right consist

ency with equal parts of rubbing varnish

and coach japan. This putty will harden

in a good drying temperature in twenty

four hours.

“Then apply roughstufi made as follows:

Dry white lead, three parts; best known

whiting, one part; No. 00 pulverized pumice

stone, M; part; mix to a stiff consistency in

?/3 elastic rubbing varnish, and K; gold size

japan, the mass then thinned with turpen

tine to the proper working condition.

“Apply five coats of this roughstuff in as

many days, if the surface requires that

amount of filler, otherwise limit the coats

to four, but use' no guide coat, depending

upon judgment and skill alone to determine

when the surface has been rubbed to a

point to finish upon. Upon the color over

which it is best to apply the aluminum,

equally skilled painters disagree, some

sharing the view that a gray, conforming

in shade to the aluminum, is the proper

ground; but a larger number, we believe,

hold to the practice, as above advised, of

making the ground a pure white from the

basis coat.

“The writer has experimented, and com

paratively tested both ways, and is satisfied

that the white ground furnishes the finest

looking and the most durable finish.

“The white ground apparently reflects

its color through the aluminum, giving it a

brighter lustre and serving as a counter

acting agency to the discoloring property

of the bronze. Aluminum bronze, to a
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greater extent than is ordinarily appre

hended, partakes of the nature of the

ground color, or, at any rate, it is acted

upon and influenced by the ground.

“The lighter the ground, therefore, the

more certain is the bronze to show a fairer

vesture at the time of finishing and of re

taining it during its days of service. The

bronze, as we have observed it during sev

eral years of handling both the leaf and the

powder, has the prOperty of absorbing light,

and if the ground is as dark as the alumi

num, the absorption of light, when the sur

face is exposed to light, goes on constantly,

in which case discoloration presently en

sues.

“If, however, the ground is lighter than

the aluminum (and white is actually the

only lighter ground) the surface is enabled

to reflect more light than it absorbs, with

the result that any discoloring tendency is

arrested, and the surface held to its normal

color and lustre for the maximum period.

“The surface having been rubbed out

of roughstufi' in the usual way, and set

aside for several hours to dry out, is now

taken in hand and given a light, uniform

sand-papering to loosen up any increment

of. matter. Dust off, and then, with a cam

el's hair 2%-inch brush, lay on a smooth

coat of white made up of one part Florence

white and three parts of flake white, from

which the oil has been eliminated.

“Or, a better way consists in buying the

white, both Florence and flake, ground in

Japan. Then add a teaspoonful of pale

body varnish to a pint of the semi-paste

white, after which thin with turpentine to

a consistency suited for application with a

camel's hair brush. Lay this on as clean

and free from brush marks as you would

a coat of color of the ordinary kind.

“Apply two coats, both mixed alike as

before described. The surface should now

be found sufficiently solid in color to serve

as a proper ground for the aluminum. If

these coats are kept clean, as they should

be, it will not be necessary to do any sand

papering upon either, and, in fact, there

should be no sandpapering.

“Various sizes are used, but for the or

dinary work. a coat of elastic finishing var

nish, applied with a soft, elastic varnish

brush, and laid to a uniform depth of coat

ing, makes a good size, but one that, as it

approaches the right drying ‘tack' must be

watched closely, especially if a high or

moderately high room temperature prevails,

as even elastic varnish has the property

of losing its “tackiness” altogether and very

suddenly.

“An elastic varnish, however, holds a

‘tack’ for a long time, and possibly a

quicker drying size will serve the purposes

of the painter best, in most cases. A com

paratively quick, hard drying, rubbing var

nish, to which is added a small quantity

of fat linSeed oil, (twenty parts of varnish

to one part oil) furnishes an excellent size.

“This coating dries comparatively rapid,

but holds a perceptible ‘tack’ long after

the hand can be brushed lightly over the

surface. Prevailing conditions in the shop,

etc., should be diligently observed and acted

upon, in order that every point of the work

may be takcn immediate advantage of.

“Buy a fine grade of the powdered bronze.

When the size is right to 'catch’ the bronze

and hold it clean above the surface, so that

the full lustre is obtained, dust on with a

triple-thick, Zl/é-inch camel hair’s brush,

working rapidly, but surely, making no

misses of bronze, although if precautions

are taken, the waste will be very slight.

“Under the job that is treated to the

bronze bath, spread a sufficient surface of

clean paper to catch any surplus bronze

which may shower from the work. Having

made sure that the surface is densely coated

with the bronze, discontinue operations

until the following morning, at which time

the surface may be lightly rubbed over with

a ball of clean cotton batting to give it a

certain indescribable polish which it might

not otherwise possess. Dust with a camel’s

hair brush, thus cleaning up surplus bronze.

“In a receptacle kept for the purpose,

pour the bronze saved in the paper spread

upon the floor. It g0es without saying that

there should be no ‘skippcd' places; but

in case of such a misfortune, touch lightly

with a pencil brush dipped in the size above

described, and dust over with fresh bronze

in due time.

“Next apply a coat of what is known

among the varnish manufacturers as white

or colorless rubbing varnish. Rub down in

due time, stripe if desired, and apply a sec

ond coat of the white rubbing varnish if a

high-class finish is called for. Otherwise

omit second coat of rubbing. In either case,

finish with practically colorless finishing

varnish, which, fortunately, may, at the

present time, be readily obtained."

Elastic Application of Brakes.

Rather a good plan has been adopted in

working out the braking system of one of

the well known foreign cars, this season in

the placing of a shock absorbing device in

the line of application to equalize the effort

and at the same time save the hand of the

operator and the segment from the road

shocks. A small cylinder enclosing a spring

is placed in the tension rod just in front

of the equalizing lever, so arranged that the

effort of applying the brakes is transmitted

through it at all times. By this means,

the power is always applied in an elastic

and well regulated pressure, while all

shocks are absorbed by the spring instead

of being taken up by the mechanism.

Liquid Air Bobs up Again.

Liquid air has bobbed up again, this time

in France, where it is said that the savants

of the Academic des Sciences of Paris re

cently paid a visit to a factory at Bolougne

sur-Seine to witness the manufacture for

industrial purposes of oxygen and nitrogen

in a liquid state from atmospheric air. One

George Claude, is stated as being the in

ventor of the process. and the usual experi—

ments seem to have been performed with

satisfactory results. The price of oxygen

for industrial purposes, according to M.

Claude, will not exceed four to six mills

per cubic metre. And the report naively

concludes that it will be possible to use

liquid air as a motive power. From_which

it would appear that the liquid air motor

car is about due again. Meanwhile, there

are numerous shares of liquid air stock left

over from the last period of excitement

which doubtless could be bought at a re

markably low figure.

To Repair Cracked Castings.

For repairing cracked cylinder castings,

the following compound has been recom

mended: Sixty parts by weight of finely

divided cast-iron borings, sifted and mixed

with sal-ammoniac, two parts, and flowers

of sulphur, one part, the mass being worked

up into a thick paste with water. The out

side corners of the crack should be cut out

to form a V-shaped groove, and the paste

packed into it, and rounded over slightly,

it being held in place by a plaster of wood

firmly clamped in place. After it has been

allowed to stand for about twenty-four

hours, the outside may be smoothed off, and

coated with a good heat resisting paint. If

the crack is a large one and liable to open

up under working strains, it is well to hoop

the cylinder with bands of iron, which may

be drawn up with bolts.

Effect of the Glass Screen.

Ever since the first glass screen was

placed on the dashboard of a motor car in

order to protect the eyes of the driver from

dust and the elements, the prophets of evil

have foretold dire results as certainly hang

ing over the luckless head of the user of so

fragile a protection. Strange to say. how

ever, the first accident in any way charge~

able to the use of such a screen to be re

corded, so far as is known, has only just

occurred. and that in England, where the

driver of a car who was out in a snow storm

mistooked a five-barred gate for the high

way, owing to the fact that the glass was

covered with a thin film of mist, and plung

ed into it fair and square. Even then, how~

ever, the occupants were injured by the

effects of the shock rather than by the

broken glass.

Extent of Michigan‘s Industry.

According to a canvass made by the State

labor bureaus, over $18,000,000 is invested in

the manufacture of automobiles in Michi—

gan. There are 34 factories in the State,

the first of which was established in 1899.

The aggregate annual output of the fac

tories was 13,702 cars, an average of 415

for each plant. The statisticians ascertained

that 96 per cent. of the automobiles made

in Michigan are used for pleasure and that

11 per cent are sold abroad, principally in

Great Britain, Russia and Sweden. The

total number of wage earners is 3,936 and

the annual expenditure in wages for the

productior of automobiles is $9,345,110.
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NOISE AND THE CAUSES OF IT

Parts of the Motor and Methods of Con

struction that Create Undesirable Clatter.

Silence, which the proverb holds to be

golden, has come to be the most marked

feature of a car's performance, and one of

the most important from the viewpoint of

the public. The heavy gasolene car that

swiftly glides along, “silently as an elec

tric," elicits universal admiraticin from lay

man and expert alike. Such a vast amount

of improvement has been brought about in

this respect that the comparisons with

electricity and steam are no longer appli

cable, for many cars of the latter types

are now responsible for more noise than is

created by the up-to-date gasolene car.

That marked difference which character

ized various makes of cars in this respect

but a few years ago, has disappeared al

most entirely, and it is only when a car

of ancient vintage and small number of

cylinders is passed on the road that the

extent of the improvement made becomes

apparent. But there are still many engines

deficient in one or more of the essentials

which go to make for silence, says the

Motor Trader. The causes vary from error

in design, which may never be removed, to

something of a temporary nature such s

the derangement of one or more of the

moving parts.

Taking what may be termed the inherent

sources of noise, there is first, error in de—

sign, whether as regards the requisite area

at the combustion head for the compression

pressure intended, constricted passages

about the valves, incorrect profiling of the

cams and disproportion between bore and

stroke relative to the speed at which it is

intended to run the engine; while as re

gards the same phenomenon due to

mechanical derangement so often brought

about by defects in the mechanism, such

points as the carburetter, lift of inlet valves,

where the automatic type is used, defects

due to non-working parts, too early igni

tion due either to a foul condition of the

combustion head or failure, whole or par

tial, of the water circulation system, or de

fect in the ignition timing gear, and a

choked muffler.

As regards the subject of design, the

motor has now arrived at that stage where

improvement or modification is not to be

looked for without effecting a radical de

parture from accepted ideals. The differ

enCes in point of design are now of minor

character, and anyone who visits a motor

show will testify that except to the eye of

a keen, vigilant critic there would seem to

be rather a wearying sameness about all

present-day motors. Despite this fact,'it

is none the less true that some engines of

apparently similar design are much quieter

running than their neighbors. The mechan

ically-operated inlet valve is not necessarily

more or less noisy than the older form of

atmospherically-operated type, neither does

the placing of the valves on the one side,

or their distribution on either side, account

for it; it is to be found in both species. So

that at least as regards the water-cooled

engine, where more or less ample space for

adequate jacket surface about the valve

pockets and the diameter of the latter is

not restricted, there does not appear to be

any particular point one may single out as

illustrating error in design. Visitors to the

shows may have noticed how, of late, the

tendency is to revert to the former practice

of putting the valves at the top of the com—

bustion head. There does not appear to

be any sufficient data to warrant the belief

that the latter is nowadays a better position

than the placing of the valves at the side.

Such a contention in favor of the inverted

position—or Buchet model—had something

to recommend it a few years ago when

the side pocket system was characterized

by more or less tortuous and inadequately

jacketed gas passage-ways, and before the

value of a direct lead into the combustion

chamber was recognized. On the score of

noise, it is obvious that the tappet and

rocking lever system such as obtain in the

inverted valve or Buchet method, is more

likely, because of the increased number of

rapidly moving parts with necessary small

bearing surfaces about the fulcrum pins, to

clatter early unless the wearing surfaces

have been carefully case-hardened.

For large power motors, where a com

paratively large surface caused by over

hanging valve pockets would otherwise be

a feature, the Buchet system seems desir

able, and such engines, being invariably of

the expensive sort, the necessary quality

of the workmanship can be reasonably ex

pected. It is the inclusion of the feature in

cheap motors the user has to watch, and

the same applies to the indifferent copies

of other well-established mechanical fea

tures which serve to embellish outwardly a

number of modern cheap motors. This

much may be said as summing up on the

point of error in design, that a new engine

which is noisy at the outset will be, like a

roaring horse, incurable. The would-be

purchaser should therefore make it his first

business to hear the engine running, noting

and mentally comparing the noise to what

he has heard elsewhere produced from

other engines having the same number of

cylinders and of similar rated power.

A ready source of noise, and one inherent

to many makes, is that caused by the valves

clattering on their seats when closing. This

is almost always due either to the cams

bcing wrongly profiled at their release side,

or to the construction of the tappet mech

anism. It may, however, be due to a slight

alteration in the relative position of a set

of inlet and exhaust cams—as in the case

of a multi-cylinder engine—which would

be a factor towards distributing the balanc

ing of the running, inasmuch as the firing

or exhausting, as the case might be, would

affect the one cylinder. Any cause which

would el’fect the reasonably steady running

of a single-cylinder motor would be just as

detrimental in the case of a four-cylinder

one, but would be more difficult to trace.

The importance of the correct profiling of

a set of cams cannot be overestimated, and

except in the case of expensive motors of

the first quality, much is to be said in favor

of simplifying the cam shaft of an ordinary

type multi-cylinder engine by operating the

inlet and exhaust valves by separate cam

shafts. Of late, some makers have short

ened to modest proportions the length of

the tappet guides. This is not altogether

commendable, inasmuch as a long sleeve

bearing of the sort assists in producing a

cushioning effect against a valve's closing

abruptly and noisily. Others, again, have

abandoned the hardened roller at the base

of the tappet and merely “backed off"

wedge fashion the meeting side of the tap

pet. An action so arranged is bound to be

a source of clatter, and has no sanction but

cheapness to warrant its use. The use of

rather coarsely—pitched distribution gear

wheels is not conducive to silent running.

It is also against the chances of the valve

gear being accurately turned to use such

a pitch of tooth, and is not warranted on

the score of difference in cost. An error

apparently negligible as regards one valve—

say the exact moment of opening the inlet—

is not so as concerns the exhaust, and, as

users know, it is not an uncommon experi

ence to find an engine on which the exhaust

valve cannot be correctly timed as regards

its opening equally with its closing period.

The fitting of springs of unnecessary

stoutness, or if the coil be too closely

pressed together, are incipient causes of

clatter. The object of the spring is merely

to ensure a prompt closing of the valve,

and to do so it is not necessary to almost

pull the head from the stem. To a minor

degree, too, whatever is to be said as re

gards the neatness and simplicity of the

Panhard or hooked-in style of spring, it is

open to suspicion that such, when of large

diameter, may effect an unequal or side

strain on the valve spindle, and if not caus

ing it to become warped, will tend to wear

the valve seat and spindle guide oval.

A common cause of noise is that where

the inlet valve is permitted too large an

area of opening. Nothing is to be gained

as regards efiicicncy of power by permitting

the inlet valve to open more than 5-32-inch

as a maximum; less, even to 3-32-inch, is

sufiicient on a high speed engine. Then,

again, in the case of an automatic inlet

more is made of using a fairly stiff spring

than is warranted. A comparatively light

one is sufiicient; it is the degree of lift or

area of opening and the prompt closing of

the valve at the right moment which count.

Too great a lift of the inlet valve also

affects the functions of the carburetter,

causing unsteadiness of running at low

speed and a disagreeable popping noise at

the carburetter. Some carburetters by their

construction are prone to be, as it were,

asthmatical and work very audibly at all

speeds of the engine. This species of noise
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is more marked where an extra or auxiliary

air valve is fitted, and, again, it is found

inherent in others having a piston double

or single ported sliding valve of the sup—

posed automatic type, the metallic noise

being more pronounced at low engine speed

when the piston is constantly being

thumped against the mixing chamber base

as the speed of the motor fluctuates. In

part, too, the style of carburetter may be

responsible for metallic-like reverberations

caused by the air streams being variously

advanced and repelled in synchronous form

with the working of the engine. The mount

ing of such a carburetter on a plinth of

wood or an aluminum bracket will often

remove this cause. A spring-controlled

'extra air valve having necessarily a light

spring is subject to a degree of fluttering,

which is incurable while the style of valve

is used; but it might be modified were the

valve of composite rubber, similar to the

type used up to recent years in ship's cir—

culating water pumps.

Thumping in the engine is another form

of noise which may arise from error in the

firing, either due to faulty ignition gear de—

tails, or pre-ignition attendant upon over

heating. The latter cause, in turn, may be

due to failure of the pump to circulate the

water, or to the presence of some incan

descent medium either in the combustion

head passage ways, or following on over

lubrication resulting in the depositing of a

considerable amount of carbon in the same

quarter or on top of the piston head. When

the trouble arises from defective ignition

mechanism, the phenomenon is more or less

constant—that is to say, it starts almost

with the first few strokes of the piston. On

the other hand, the pre-ignition knock will

only develop incidentally to the presence

of one or both of the causes latterly men

tioned. An easier form of noise trouble to

diagnose is that set up by local derange

ment of some piece of the moving parts,

which, like the ignition timing trouble be

fore mentioned, remains constant all the

time the engine is running.

Taking the ignition timing trouble first,

a very common cause concerns multi-cylin

der engines fitted with the low tension or

mechanical make and break contact form of

firing by magneto. An error of l-l6-inch

from the right setting of the trip mechanism

actuating the make and break will produce

a knock similar to that denoted by a 1005e

flywheel. It is even more necessary to

secure a synchronous firing position common

- to all the cylinders than a fairly equal de

gree of compression for each, so far as the

avoiding of noise on this score is con

cerned. Anything, therefore, irrespective

of the type of ignition used, which causes

one or more cylinders to drag on the

power or impulse stroke, e. g., wrongly

adjusted trembling blade on a coil. irreg

ular contact between the form of wiper and

the metal segments on a disc type of make

and break, or sluggishness at a high ten

sion current distributor; in fact, any cause

to account for irregular firing will disturb

the even balance of the engine's running.

Premature firing by incandescence being

a self-evident, but usually only temporary,

cause of knock, hardly needs reference, ex

cept to remark that it is calculated to lead

to mechanical derangement if not corrected,

inducing hammering on the gudgeon pin,

crank pin and shaft bearings, and possibly

subsequent fracture at one of these points

or distortion of the connecting rod. This

leads to the subject of mechanically-cauSed

knock, which, as before remarked, is readily

recognized by its more or less permanent

I -

- character and constant n01se at any speed

of the engine. Simplicity typified by few

ness of working parts is a cardinal feature

in all machines of good design; that is to

say, there should be just as many moving

parts as necessary to the economical work

ing of the machine and satisfactory as re

gards the stress put on any individual part.

Complication is not necessarily the con

comitant of multiplicity of moving parts

so long as the presence of each tends to

wards the economical working of the ma—

chine and each is arranged on the simplest

method available. The placing of the valves

at the top of the combustion head, for in

stance, and their operating by rocking

levers and tappet rods, if proved to possess

a decided advantage over any alternative

position, is justified, despite the increased

number of moving parts. But to prove

so, the economy must cover the cost of

maintenance in repair as well as the con

sumption rate of the fuel. This idea

should be borne in mind by a prospective

purchaser of a car, but at the same time he

should acquaint himself with the placing of

the details so as to gather some idea as to

whether the necessary provision for the

repair has been made.

Reverting to the subject of mechanical

derangement as a cause of knock, there is

primarily the gudgeon pin, which, from

the necessarily limited area of working

surface and intermittent character of the

pressure exerted upon it is usually the first

part to claim attention. It is surprising to

what an extent a mere suspicion of play in

the piston or of the pin in the conecting

rod will contribute to cause a serious knock,

much more pronounced than a similar

amount of play in a pair or a whole set of

crank shaft bearings. The play in the latter

bearings and at the big end of the connect

ing rods is usually of about equal degree,

though the writer has seen cases where the

crank steps required adjustment twice for

the connecting rod’s once. In single cylin

der motors of the De Dion type, a ready

cause of an often hard-to-trace knock is

that set up by the flywheels running eccen

trically, due to the wheels not registering

concentric relatively to the crank pin's

motion. The knock is partly caused by ill

balanced running of the engine, which is

attendant upon the flywheel getting out of

line. This will be the case where the con

necting rod begins to rug against the side

of the flywheel in the type of engine refer

red to. Multi-cylinder engines in which the

flywheel is at the same time part of the

clutch, are apt to develop a knock, some- .

times difficult to diagnose, but which is

due to the key or feather binding it to the

shaft, having become loose. The result is

a disturbance in the balance and a rapidly

increasing cause of knock. Piston rings

when broken, usually set up a quasi grating,

clicking noise in the cylinder, and again a

somewhat similar noise is caused by insuffi

cient lubrication. The latter, though strictly

not in itself a mechanical derangement, is

the cause of one, and is one of the most

important points to claim attention with re

gard to the successful working of a motor.

Excessive backlash in the valve operating

gear or where a lifting lever form of action

is fitted for actuating the valves, are other

causes of knock. Undue clearance between

tappets and valve stems, or again between

rocking lever ends and striking rods, or a

looseness of these rocking levers about the

pivot will cause noise. A trip mechanism

in connection with a low tension magneto

installation may readily cause a disagree

able noise when worn or wrongly adjusted.

Finally, there remains the muffler or ex

haust box as a source of noise—the chief,

one might say the only offender on this

score, is the single-cylinder high-speed

motor. Except a muffler, which is so ade

quate as to cause a suspicion that it is as

much a throttle of power as a means of

deadening the exhaust, be fitted, it is rarely

one finds a silent single—cylinder car. On

the other hand, a four-cylinder engine offers

far less objection on this score and with a

better balanced turning effort and a less

ened time interval between the exhaust dis

charge into the muffler, the exhausting

effort is practically a continual series of

pufls at constant velocity and equable

temperature. In this connection, it would

be of interest to learn how far fitting large

cast iron exhaust pipes or primary expan

sion boxes which intercept the escaping

exhaust gases, in view of the well known

anti-vibratory character of that metal, may

have contributed to the good effect.

 

Mayor Balks at Perpetual Motion.

Because he could not See how it was go

ing to make Boston any bigger, better or

busier, Mayor Fitzgerald has declined the

presidency of a corporation organized for

the purpose of developing perpetual motion.

The offer was made in a letter sent to

the mayor by a man giving an address in

one of the suburban districts. “I have a

machine called perpetual motion," he wrote.

“Some people say that perpetual motion is

something that cannot be obtained. I have

got a wheel that will create its own power

or life. The dimensions of the wheel con

trols the power; that is to say, the bigger

the wheel the more power it’s got. We can

build an automobile with rubber tires on

just as at present, and in the centre of the

wheel it breaks the atmosphere and creates

a life. Each wheel has its own power.

For a factory we can put up one big wheel

and that will drive the shafting."
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The Week’s Patents.

814,171. Buffer for Use on Motor-Vehi

cles. Frederick R. Simms, London, Eng—

land. Filed Sept. 26, 1905. Serial No.

280,200.

Claim.—1. A device of the class described,

comprising a yielding pad and a yielding

support for same adapted to be secured on

the vehicle, the pad and support being in

substantially the same horizontal plane,

substantially as described.

814,187. Gas Turbine Engine. Wilmont

E. Clark, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 20,

1905. Serial No. 256,589.

Claim.—1. In a turbine-engine, a casing

having a turbine-chamber, a turbine therein,

a shaft_on which said turbine is secured, a

chamber connected by ports with the first

mentioned chamber and having charging

inlets, a disk in said last-mentioned cham

ber rotatably mounted on the turbine-shaft

and having explosion-chambers. means for

turning said disk on said shaft simultan

eously with the turbine and sparking plugs

projecting into holes in the casing leading

to said last-mentioned chamber, substan

tially as described.

814,268. Power Transmitting Mechanism.

Alexander T. Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., as

signor to The Brown-Lipe Gear Company,

Syracuse, N. Y., a copartnership. Filed

Dec. 7, 1905. Serial No. 290,685.

Claim.—-l. In a vehicle, revoluble driven

gears of substantially equal diameter ar

ranged substantially end to end, with the

axis of one in advance of, and substantially

parallel to, the axis of the other, and trans

mitting-gears arranged on opposite sides of

the axes of the driven gears, one of the

transmitting-gears being in mesh with one

of the driven gears and out of mesh with

one of the driven gears, and the other trans

mitting-gear being in mesh with said other

driven gear and out of mesh with the op

posing driven gear, substantially as and

for the purpose described.

814,287. Explosion Engine. Rudolf Hart

wig. Ruttenscheid, near Essen-on-the-Ruhr,

Germany, assignor to Fried. Krupp, Atkien

gesellschaft, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, Germany.

Filed Feb. 25, 1904. Serial No. 195,288.

Claim.--l. In combination with an air

conduit, a pair of valves one for each con

duit, and a governor, of means connecting

the valves and the governor to transmit

motion simultaneously to said valves ad

justable to vary the ratio of transmission

from the governor as between the valves

and maintaining such ratio in every posmon

of the governor.

814,377. Shoe for Pneumatic Tires. John

W. Hyatt, Newark, N. 1. Filed May 22,

1905. Serial No. 261,582.

Claim.—l. And endless trough-shaped

shoe for pneumatic tires, comprismg _an

endless warp with wire rings at _oprSite

edges and a transverse filling having selv

age at opposite edges for engaging sueh'

rings.

814,421. Valve Mechanism for Internal

Combustion Engines. Ernest Austin, Bir

mingham, England, assignor to the Wolse

ley Tool and Motor Car Co., Limited, Bir

mingham, England. Filed Aug. 27, 1904.

Serial No. 222,418.

Claim.—1. Means of regulating the area

of opening an air-valve of an internal-com

bustion engine which comprise a lever

through the medium of which the valve is

operated, means for actuating said lever,

a bridle within which the lever is fulcrumed,

guides within which such bridle'may move

in an inward and outward direction, _a

spring which tends to move the bridle in

one direction along its guides, and a screw

device by which the bridle may be moved

in the opposite direction against the pres

sure of the spring, substantially as set forth.

814,479. Resilient Vehicle Wheel. John

W. Roddy, Washington, D. C. Filed Oct.

21, 1905. Serial No. 283,755.

Claim.—Iri a resilient vehicle-wheel, the

combination, with the hub-flanges having

inwardly-prijecting rims, of the'wheel-web

having side rims, a series of spiral springs

interposed between the flange-rims and the

web-rims, and means to loosely clamp the

web between the flanges.

814,502. Variable Speed Gearing. Joac

him Anderson, Seattle, W'asli. Filed Dec.

20, 1904. Serial No. 237,607.

Claini.—l. In apparatus of the class de

scribed. the combination of a driving-shaft,

gears loosely mounted upon said shaft, a

driven shaft, a gear fixedly mounted upon

said driven shaft, an intermediate shaft,

gears loosely mounted upon the last-named

shaft and in mesh with said gears of the

driving-shaft, another gear splined to the

intermediate shaft and normally meshing

with the said gear of the driven shaft,

means for clutching the gears of the driv

ing-shaft to the latter and also the corres—

ponding gears of the intermediate shaft to

their shaft, and means to clutch the driving

and driven shafts directly to each other,

substantially as described.

814,580. Vehicle Wheel.

liams, Los Angeles, Cal.

1905. Serial No. 276,489.

Claim—l. A vehicle wheel comprising

outer and inner rims, U-shaped springs be

tween said rims, and clamps fastening the

respective ends of the springs to the re

spective rims and having end portions en

gaging at the side of the rims to prevent

lateral movement.

814,609. Gas Engine. Edwin C. Kava

naugh. Holyoke, Mass. Filed May 17, 1904.

Serial No. 208,400.

Claim.—l. In a gas-engine, the combi

nation with a cylinder having the cylinder

formed with portions of different diameters,

and a piston working therein and formed

with a flange or enlargement corresponding

to the cylinder portion of the larger di

ameter, a gas-supply inlet entering one end

of the larger cylinder portion, a conduit

leading from the lower end portion of the

larger cylinder portion into the smaller cyl

inder portion, and an air-relief leading from

a portion of the larger cylinder-chamber,

above the piston enlargement downwardly

to communication with the crank-inclosing

portion of the engine-casing.

George H. \Nil

Filed Aug. 31,

814,617. Carburetter. Richard M. Mick,

Bussey, Iowa. Filed June 1, 1905. Serial

No. 263,293.

Claim.—An improved carburetter, com

prising a T-pipecoupling, a supply-main

screwed into one branch thereof, an air

pipe screwed into another branch thereof, a

supporting-leg connected with the T-pipe—

coupling, a plug in the lower end of the

supply-pipe, an open-ended tube supported

by said plug, a hydrocarbon-supply pipe, a

valve therein, said valve supported upon

the said supporting-leg, a coil-pipe com

municating with said valve, said coil in

clined as set forth and filled with granular

substance, a valve communicating with said

coil‘discharging into the T-coupling below

said tube, a burner arranged below the coil,

a pipe contained within the supply—main

passed through the plug in the bottom

thereof, a plug in the T-coupling having

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cent. ner line 0! seven words. cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.
 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19054906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

OR SA LE—S econd-hand Automobiles from.

$ioo up; write us for prices and description,

we can save you money. THE E. H. TOWLE CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.
 

ULCANIZING—One-third saved; we do re

treading and repairing; make large vulcaniz

ing outfits. Extra value in single tube ures,.

28x2 i-2, $io; 28x3, $i2; 30x3, i3; 34x2i-e $i0;

seconds, 82 less each; clincher tires, 25 per cent

off list. CHAS. E. MILLER, Anderson, Ind.

FOR SALE—A i905 Model “E” Locomobile,.

with extras cost, $3,100. Car overhauled in

November. in first class condition. Best offer over

8|,Soo takes it. Address Box 582, Waterbury,

Conn.

SECOND-HAND CARS at lowest prices, but

no junk. Every car rebuilt and repainted by

us before offered for sale. Can guarantee same.

If you want to buy a second-hand car, see our 1905.

\Vintons just overhauled and repainted; like new;.

grkav bargains. Nojunk sold. CARLSON AUTO

COMPANY, 1060 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.,.

Winton Agent.

WANTED—Mechanical Superintendent (engi~

neer preferred) for company employing a

large number of commercial motor vehicles, both

electric and gasoline Must be practical, pro»

gressive, and experienced in the direction of men

Liberal salary. Address H. R., P. O. Box 822, N.

Y. City.

OR SALE —Two Columbia Model A improved

motorcycles, in first-class condition, look al

most like new; have been used by myself; run less

than three hundred miles; fitted with Hartford

tires. Price, $85 00 each. Address W. AMBI ER

STETSER, II and i3 E. Broad St., Paulsho o, N. J.
 

THE BEST OFFER takes the following, sepa

rate or in job lots: New i4-inch boiler with

fusible plug fitted by Stanley, Klingei non-break

able steam glass; Raymond break and chain, for

Locomobile or Stanley; small pressure brass tank,

tested 800 lb-. (28-2 i-z and 28-2 tires); gauges,

etc. The above are new. The following nearly

as good as new: 3 automatic fuel regulators;

Mason engine, in fine condition; two pumps, check

valves, brass piping, gasoline and water copper

tanks; running gear and compensating gear; steer

in g rod; wheels '28-: i-2 rims, headlights, autolyte,

Dietz. Peter Forg burner and pilot; cones, race

cups, etc. Address 18 West Center St., Natick,

Mass. 

WANTED—Foreman experienced in gas en

gine wirk to take charge of engine as

sembling department in large automobile factory.

Must be a hustler and come well recommended.

Address R, Box 649, Mot0i World, New York City.
 

ANTED— Foreman to take charge of repair

department in automobile factory. Must

have had experience with high grade American

and foreign cars and be able to handle men to ad

vantage. No others need apply. Address M,

Box 649, Motor \V0ild, New York City.
 

ANTED—Foreman for body and running

gear finishing and assembling department

in large automobile works. Must have had pre

vious experience in this line. Address C. Box 649,

Motor \Vorld, New York City.

ANTED—Draftsman. One familiar with

automobile work preferred. None but first

class draftsmen need apply. Address T, care of

Motor World, New York City.
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said pipe passed through it, a burner-pan

supported upon said burner and a casing

completely inclosing the burner, the coil

and said valves formed with a doorway to

provide access to the interior thereof, as

set forth.

814,691. Storage Battery. Howard B.

Hallock, Germantown, Pa., assignor to

Samuel S. \Villiamson, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed May 15, 1905. Serial No. 260,418.

Claim.—1. In a storage battery, a jar of

non-conducting material, two horizontally

arranged plates contained within the jar,

the lower plate resting upon the bottom of

the jar, the lower end of the sides of the

jars to a height approximately level with

the top of the lower plate being inclined

inward and downward, the lower plate con

sisting of a grid of conducting material, said

grid consisting of a frame inclined to_ fit

upon the inside surface of the inclined sides

of the jar and surrounding the plate woth

ribs extending across from one side to the

other, active material pasted into the gird,

a separator resting upon the top of the

lower plate, the other plate resting upon the

top of the separator.

814,729. Cushion Tire.

bun, Sioux City, Iowa.

Serial No. 244,390.

Claim.-—l. In a vehicle-wheel, the com

bination of an inner felly, an outer rim hav

ing blocks projecting at regular intervals

toward the felly between the blocks, the

longest of said springs extending between

the blocks, the shortest of the springs be

ing normally free of contact with the outer

rim until pressure is brought thereon, sub

stantially as described.

814,737. Tire. Benjamin C. Season, St.

Louis, Mo, assignor of three-eights to F. A.

Kehl, St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 26, 1905.

Serial No. 262,409. -

Claim.—l. A wheel-tire comprising two

rims having alining walls, the edges of

which are in the form of sinusoidal curves,

the projections formed by said curves alter

nating with each other, and transversely

arranged tension-springs connected to the

transversely-opposite projections; substan

tially as described.

814,798. Tire-Protector.

North Attleboro, Mass.

1905. Serial No. 265,355.

Claim.—l. A tire-protector sleeve or the

like provided with a plurality of outwardly

tapering frustum—shaped burs secured to

the tread-face thereof, said burs each being

formed with an outwardly-flaring central

hole through the bur and having securing

Ransom E. Rath

Filed Feb. 6, 1905.

Henry P. Palin,

Filed June 15,

means consisting of a rivet having a flange

on the inner end which bears against the

inner face of the protector and a shank

which passes outwardly through the sleeve

and the hole in the bur, the shank of the

rivet being headed down and spread after

being passed through the bur, so as to com

pletely fill the flaring hole in the bur to the

outer end thereof.

814,964. Motor-Cutter. Frank P. Jor

dan, New York, N. Y. Filed June 13, 1905.

Serial No. 265,072.

Claim.—1. A sleigh having a flexible

frame comprising a pivoted tube, a plunger

in said tube and provided with a forked

bearing end, a spring bearing on said tube

and plunger, hanger-bars pivoted to the

said fork and to the sleigh body, and a

motor-driven traction wheel journaled in

said forked bearing.

814,991. Automobile-Engine Suspension.

Alfred C. Stewart, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed

Mar. 1, 1905. Serial No. 247,879.

Claim.—1. In an automobile, the com

bination with an automobile engine-frame

and supporting members therefor on the

automobile, of a truss supporting the en

gine-frame on said supporting members,

and comprising upper truss members ex

tending obliquely downward from the upper

part of the engine frame to said supporting

members, and lower truss members ex

tending obliquely upward from the lower

part of the engine-frame to said supporting

members.

815.010. Clutch. George W. Greenwood,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed May 27, 1903. Serial

No. 158,934.

Claim.-—1. The combination, with a shaft

provided, in its periphery, with a groove or

way extending longitudinally of and parallel

with the axial line of the shaft, and a wheel

or rotary member having a hub loosely

mounted on the shaft and provided in one

end face of the hub, with a recess which

connects and communicates with the bore

in the hub and is open at its outer end, and

a gnideway formed in the said face and ex

tending circumferentially of the shaft and

opening at one end thereof into said recess

at one side of the recess and gradually re

duced in depth toward the opposite end of

the recess, which hub is provided, in its

opposite end face and interiorly, with an

annular recess which forms an annular en

largement of the aforesaid bore, of an end

wise-shiftable bar engaging and extending

longitudinally of the peripheral way in the

hub and extending from end to end of the

bore in the hub, which bar, at one end, has

a key-forming head arranged to engage the

aforesaid recess and is provided, at its op

posite end, with a head arranged to engage

the aforesaid annular bore enlargement;

means for exerting pressure against the

outer end of the last-mentioned head to

actuate the bar endwise in one direction,

and means for actuating the bar endwise

in the opposite direction, and the aforesaid

way in the shaft being long enough to

accommodate the location and operation

of the said bar, and the arrangement of the

parts being such that the key-forming head

of the bar shall engage the aforesaid recess,

or the other head of the bar shall engage

the aforesaid bore enlargement, according

as the bar is in the one or the other of its

positions.

815,045. Automobile. Charles Schmidt,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Peerless

Motor Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a

corporation of West Virginia. Filed Oct.

9, 1905. Serial No. 281,881.

Claim.—-l. In an automobile, the combi

nation with two side frame members, of a

crank-case consisting of three longitudin

ally-separable sections, to wit, the section

A having laterally-extended arms which are

secured to said frame members, a bottom

dish-shaped sestion and an intermediate

section the section A being formed with

the upper half of the crank-shaft bearings,

and section with the lower half of said

bearings.

The Grout Gasoline Bar
for l906.

Send for Pnrtlculars.

OROUT BROTHERS AUTOMOBILE 00.,

ounce, MASS.

THE NEW HOTOHKISS
Built like a gun by gunmakers.

THE DE LEON

A French Car at American Price.

ARCHER 8; CO.

l597 Broadway, New York

 

 

 

There's a Blg Difference In Tops.

OUR

AUTOMOBILE TOPS
show a pleasing difference from other: both in quality and

price. It will pay you to know it.

EOLIPSE AUTO & OUBGY TOP 00 Ft. Wayne. lld.

 

OF COURSE,

WE MAKE

THE SPHAOUE TOPS
Ool. Spraguo’s Now Folding Plato Glass Front.

 

I THE SPRAOUE IDEA

   

MADE THE SPRIOUE WAY l
 

Day or night it is what you want.

For frosty weather, for foggy nights.

Practlcal-Durable, Handy, Handsome, Flrm, Flnlshed.

  

The Special Rapid Fire Cell

The Battery

of DRY CELLS you use , ._

for ignition is apt not to

receive much attention

until at some critical mo

ment it fails to do its

work. Then you'll wish

you hadn't been content

with “ any old battery."

You can see your way.

You can fold it down to let in the air.

You can fold it up to keep out the cold or bugs.

It is complete and practical—can't rattle or annoy you.

Send for catalogue.

THE SPRAGUE UMBRELLA 00., Norwalk, 0.

 

 

  

solver satisfactorily the oft annoying ignition problem. And

for this very simple reasm~it is made expressly for auto

mobile ignition service. It’s boundm

m

Send/or our Dr] Buffer] Bank.

THE NUNGESSER ELECTRIC BATTERY Co.,

35 King Street Cleveland, 0.

his In: HI"
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A Step Forward in the Tire

Making Art.

; 6&J112138

for 1966.
H

5‘ ('Zombine the Latest and Most Ap

r proved Methods of Tire @onstruction

Hi with the Best Materials Ever Used

by ’ ny Tire Manufacturer.

,_ ONE @URE WRAPPED TIRES,

i. VULQANIZED IN OPEN STEAM.

/ STRENG, TQUGH, DURABLE,

EASY T6 HANDLE.

l

l WRITE US FOR GATALOG.

l

0&JInuiCo.
Indianapolis.

‘T‘Tl-‘-\\o_-'

Depots :

Detroit

San Francisco

Buitalo

Denver

ehicsgo Eleveland

Boston Philadelphia

Distributing Agencies:

Portland, Keats & 90.

Los Angeles, Rsmsay-llutchins Rubber 80.

Ah

Minneapolis, Plant Bros.

Rims branded in the channel with this copyrighted

mark have been inspected and pronounced perfect.

We guarantee our tires only on rims so branded.-\U

 

 
 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

   

 

G0VBRN M E N T

COMMENDATION.

In explanation of their action in select

ing the White steamer in preference to

any other make of car for the new auto

mobile ambulance, the authorities of the

United States War Department report

as follows: '

“It (the White) is simple in operation.

The means oi-propulsion being steam, it

is better suited to the transportation of the

sick or wounded than gasoline cars on

account of its free and smooth running,

freedom from violent vibration, and ease

of controlling the speed between maxi

mum and minimum without ierks or jolts."

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

WHITE ZE‘ZATSE COl‘lPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIG
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Protection is a Strong Word
Let us put the matter in another way, but which will not lack strength.

THERE IS NOT TO-DAY A BETTER CAR BEFORE THE PUBLIC, ON THIS SIDE OF THE ATLANTIC OR

ON THE OTHER, THAN THE THOMAS.

You may analyze this statement and the car with it. Take the matter of energy. Is it not true that the 50 H. P. IS THE

IDEAL STRENGTH FOR A TOURING CAR OF THE HIGHEST GRADE? For every one but the thousandth man,

more power only means more strain upon the nervous force of the man at the wheel. Pleasure degenerates into a struggle with

a mechanical monster.

Less than 50 H. P. shifts the fight to a contest between the road and the machine, in which, in the long run, the road will

surely be the victor.

Go through the long Thomas list. Examine every vital point that may now be regarded as standardized, and you will find

that in those features this car is an easy leader.

You’ll be surprised, perhaps, to find so large a number that must properly have “ T H O M A S " prefixed to their names.

There are, among others, the Thomas Three Metallic Disc Clutch, the Thomas Back Stop Safety Device, the Thomas Anti

Gear Stripping Device, the roomy Thomas Luggage Room, and the Thomas Selective Transmission, the Thomas Scientific

Chain Alignment, the Thomas Lubricating System, AND SO ON DOWN THE LIST OF ESSENTIALS AND FEATURES

THAT MARK REAL ADVANCE IN AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTION. Drop Forged I-Beams, Chain Oilers, more

costlv and efficient Bearings than probably can be found on ‘any other car, Cross Steering Rod in rear of front axle, Trussed

Frame, Single Coil

But the best way for you to learn all the good things about the Thomas Flyer is to let us send you our interesting and

attractive literature on this subject.

 

 

THE THOMAS MOTOR COMPANY,

1416 Niagara Street, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
  

 

PREMIER
“The

Quality Gar”

AIR COOLED

 

 

g Premiers of i906 offer distinct advantages over other cars of their class; pressed s'eel frame of greater strength than any other car of its

weight; most perfect springs ever put under a motor car; most efficient motor of its type ever built.

These attributes, tcgether with its luxurious upholstering and perfect symmetry, make it the hzndsnmest, most comfo table car offered for

anything like the price.

Owing to our improved Construction, the Model L car is readily convertible into a powerful high class runabout, by removal of the detach

able tonneau and substitution of torpedo deck; or by removal of the entire body back of dash, and substitution of enclosed body, we create the

handsomest Limousine car shown.

Abundant speed and power.

SPECIFICATIONS:-—Pressed steel frame, 4% gt-VA-inch vertical motor, 20-24 M. P., three speeds forward and reverse, sliding gear selective type

transmission, lO6-inch wheel base, 32-inch wheels, 4-tnch G & J clincher tires, very strong l-beam section front axle, full elli tic springs thh Premier

shock-absorbing. head: gasoline tank 12 gallons capacity; upholstered in best hand-buffed, water-grained, black leather, hair- ad ed; body and gear llrt'w

ster Igreen, wi equipment of two handsome headlights, two oil side lamps, oil tonneau lamp, generator, tube horn, and full kits of tire and repair Zuuls.

’nce, $2,250 . o. b. Indianapolis.

Send for catalogue and booklet

PREMIER MOTUB MFG. 00., - - Indianapolis, Ind., II. S. A.

Ma. mbers American Motor Car Mira. Ass'n.
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of 1094 3-16 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

wuv EXPERIMENT?

  

National Node] 0, 4-cyl., 35-40 H. P. Price, $3.000

National Model E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. National Model B, 6-cyl., 50-00 H. P. PrIce, $4,000.

  

‘Vrite for Pena-ticulars

IIATIUIIIL Mlllllll VEIIIBLE 60., - E. 22d Strenl, Indianapolis, Ind.
N ATIONAL DISTR lBlITERS

I..nscott Motor Co., 163 Columbus Aye, Boston Liberty Auto Co., 138 Beatty it., E E., Pittsburg

Human 8'. Schulz Co , :34 W 38m St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St, Los

Ralph temple Auto Co., 3| r Mich Ave., Chicago Angeles, Cal.

Tioga Auto ()0 , Broad and Tioga Sts., Phila, Fawkes Auto Co., Minneapolis and St. Paul

Rubt. F Roda & Co , (:8 E. Noble St., Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Colonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. Fisher Auto Co , 330 N Ill. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

Member! A merl'can .Ilntor Cilr Mnnu/atlurtrr’ A .rsaciatian, Cln'caga.

  

 

  

 

Everything in Electrics

From the handy

delivery wagon

to the

luxurious Brougham.

  

  

  

  

  

\.  

Our line includes over 100 Standard Designs of the better class of Electric

Vehicles, adapted to every social need or business requirement.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Borden Avenue LONG ISLAND CITY New York

Largest Builders of Commercial Automobiles in the world
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Absolutely Accurate

At All Speeds

O matter how fast or how slow

you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

 

 

 

 

  

.4:

4n

! 4C. '\ Li“.B

  

_,.
. speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

IT I N it is actuated by the same unchange

able magnetism which makes the Mari

ner’s Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful mag

netic indicator because there is just one way in

which magnetism can suaessfully be used, and

we have palenlm' that way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliabilin is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Registers Speed and Distance)

1t registers any speed from K mile to 60 mile: per hour.

It tells how far you have gone on the trip and gives total miles

traveled during the season.

it goes on the dashboard, where it can be raid from the seal, and

fits any Automobile.

It's as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rack. It is unin—

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it, and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) it the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

[-10 of I! incorrect. Any man who can afford an automobile can

easily afi‘ord an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in his pocket.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. “Ath Pointers." Address ,

The Warner instrument Co., 81 Roosevelt 5L, Beloit, Wis.

\ (The Auto-Meter is on sale by all first-elm dealer! and It most Garages.)

THE WALTHAM=ORIENT
i'lODEL K.

Runabout.

4 Cylinder.

Air Cooled.

16 Horse Power.

  

THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statementASK AN owucni

OFA

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, 0.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR 8: CO., New York N. Y.; C. J. DUNHAM,

Huston, Mass.; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chica o,

lll.‘ G. W. QAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE & 56p.

I‘LY CO., le., Toronto, Ont.‘ MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

REYBURN MOTOR CAR ('50., St. Louis, 0.; STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE CO. Pittsbur , Pa.; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO CO.,

5 racusc, . Y.; sdnoerr L 00,. Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL

i\ OTOR CAR AGENCY, San Francisco, C .

Member A. L. A. M

  

  

  

 

 

With Buggy or Victoria

Top, $100 extra.

THE IDEAL CAR -

FOR PHYMCIANS.

Four Touring

Car Models.

$l750 to $2250.

Backboard $400

  

Write for Catalog.

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, fittings? Waltham, MassjUi s. A;

Members Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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That Terrific Pounding
that not only shakes a lot of the pleasure out of automobiling but that sets

up fearful strains in every part of the car and is

THE CHIEF CAUSE OE THE BIG REPAIR BILLS

that are the c-mcern of all those who own cars or are thinking of owning

them—that pounding is agreeably lacking in

II'IEWON
“A Mechanical Masferpiece“

AN EXTRAORDINARY CAR AT AN ORDINARY PRICE.

a».

\\\\\>v\

  

Eour cylinders, air cooled. Shaft drive, without Cardan ioints.

CastIIAluminum body.

  

  

Our Patented Double Three-Point Suspension

relieves the car and its occupants of all pounding. It makes automobiling

not only pleasurable but profitable.

  

DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET ON REQUEST.

  

Agents Wanted in Unoccupied Territory.
Ii

1;

I NOI'dYRQ & Marmon C0., INDIANAPOLIS,IND.

car (Eltlbllsllod 185‘.) _

Marmon does 1.). I Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.
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NODiL \L\~'
  

THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and, Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N c H E s =

CHICAGO—302304 \Nabash Ave. BOSTON—I45 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave.

NE\V YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

Repre-entatlves in all leading cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company
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IPITTSBURG DEALERS UNITE

They Raise Storage Rates and Resolve to

Present “Bolder Front" to Manufacturers.

 

By far the most interesting happening of

last week in Pittsburg automobile circles

was the formation on Thursday of the

Association of Automobile Dealers of Pitts

burg, of which W. N. Murray, of the Stand

ard Automobile Co., was elected president.

W. A. Richwine, of the Hiland Automobile

Co., was chosen vice-president, and Arthur

L. Banker, of Banker Bros’. Co., secretary

treasurer.

Of course, the object of the association

will be to further the interests of dealers,

and it was announced that they, the dealers,

would “show a bolder front to manufac

turers who persist in imposing upon them.”

One of the first things the Association did

was to agree on uniform storage rates,

which are increases over those at present

in force. The advance did not please one

dealer, L. F. Martin, so he withdrew. Mar

tin thought the present rates for storing

cars was high enough. The new schedule

which will go into effect on April lst, is as

follows: Runabouts, $5 a week; touring

cars, $6 a week, and limousines, $7 a week.

The dealers who were enrolled in the

Association are The Standard Automobile

Co., Keystone Automobile Co., Banker Bro

thers' Automobile Co., Atlas Automobile

Co., Hiland Automobile Co., Winton Motor

Co., Central Automobile Co., Allegheny

Automobile Co., E. Liberty Automobile Co.

Whitlock Coolers Escape the Fire.

Fire on Sunday morning last, 25th inst.,

in the plant of the Whitlock Coil Pipe Co.,

Hartford, Conn., totally destroyed one of

the several shops comprising the works,

but fortunately did not reach or in any way

afiect the buildings in which the Whitlock

coolers are produced. It was the original

shop in which coil pipe is made that was

destroyed. The loss, about $20,000, is fully

covered by insurance.

The fire is supposed to have originated

in rather an unusual manner. A gang of

men engaged on a rush job were engaged

in painting a large coil of pipe, the work

being done over a large tank into which

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, March 29, 1906.

the waste paint dripped. The paint had be

come thickened and the men were thinning

it out with benzine, when sparks from a

circular saw which was cutting cold pipe

nearby, reached the benzine and ignited it.

Shifts of Branch Managers.

1. \N. McAlman, long the manager of the

Locomobile branch in Boston, has resigned

that office to assume the management of

the Electric Vehicle branch in that city,

left vacant by the transferral of W. W.

Burk to New York. F. E. Dayton, of Hart

ford, was temporarily in charge of the Elec

tric Vehicle establishment in Boston, and

did such good work while there that he has

been appointed manager of the Chicago

branch, succeeding \V. H. Durphy, who

resigned to engage in the typewriter busi

ness.

O’Hara Buys Bankrupt Plant.

C. J. O'Hara, of Detroit, Mich., has pur

chased the plant of the Auto Brass & Alum

inum Co., of Flint, Mich., which was forced

into bankruptcy last month. The purchase

price has not yet been made public. At a

meeting of the creditors, William R. Frank

lin was elected trustee over George A.

Marston, of Bay City, who was temporary

receiver appointed by the United States

Supreme Court, and it is supposed that the

affairs of the company will be wound up.

 

Bcgert to Form Parts Company.

F. H. Bogert, mechanical engineer of the

Corbin Motor Vehicle Co., has resigned

that oflice, and on April lst will remove to

Hartford, Conn., to complete the organiza

tion of a company which will engage in the

manufacture of automobile parts of which

he will become the head. Mr. Bogert will

not be wholly lost to the Corbin interests,

however, as he will continue to serve them
in an advisoryicapacity.

Accessory Makers to Meet in Buffalo.

A meeting of the Motor and Accessory

Manufacturers, Inc, has been called for

April 28th, at Bufialo. It is expected that

same further light will be then shed on the

$50,000 suit for alleged “trespass and con

spiracy" which has been brought against

the organization by A. M. Andrews, the dis

gruntled Chicago parts show promoter.

No. 9

A. P. C. ACQUIRES DYER PATENTS

On Guide Plates, Sliding Gears and Sub

frames—‘Big Price Paid for Them.

 

Five more patents have just fallen into

the hopper of the Selden mill—the Asso

ciation Patents C0. They are the Dyer

patents, for which, as the Motor \Vorld of

Feb. 8th last, exclusively stated, the Selden

interests were negotiating.

The them was

late last week and appears to have been

consummated on rather unsual lines. Both

sides agree that the sum paid by the Asso—

ciation Patents Co. was what is covered by

the term “substantial” and while the con

tract gives the Patents Company the right

to issue sub-licenses, it also provides that

either party may bring suits and that any ‘

royalties or damages collected shall be
equally divided. i

Leonard H. Dyer, the patentee, is also

a New York attorney and on his own ac~

count already has pending suits against the

Lozier Motor Co. and the Auto Import Co.,

but as both of these concerns are operating

under Selden licenses, he stated that the

proceedings probably will be discontinued.

He told a Motor World man, however, that

he has practically ready for institution, ac

tions against a number of other manufac

turers and as the terms of his agreement

with the Association Patents Co. make it

worth while, it is his evident intention to

make a wide sweep.

At least three of the patents apply to

forms of construction or application that

are in at least fairly general use, viz., (1)

the gridiron segment or slotted guide plate

for the gear changing levers, (Z) the sliding

gear transmission of the type in which the

secondary shaft is constantly in motion and

(3) the sub-frame form of chassis construc

tion.

No. 657,650, issued Sept. ll, 1900, is

known as the “gridiron” or “gate pat

ent,” and covers the use of a fixed guide

plate in connection with the operating

mechanism of the transmission gearing,

having several recesses into which the

change speed lever may be passed insecur

ing the respective changes. The object

and intent of this plate is to guide and de

deal for completed
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termine the position of the lever, and it

covers what is now known as the selective

system, or gate change.

The second of these grants, No. 662,401,

of Nov. 27, 1900, which is even more far

reaching in its application to cars of pres

ent day construction, is a gear patent which

is drawn to cover any form of transmission

gearing employing two parallel shafts

which are at all times connected by a pair

of gears constantly in mesh, in conjunction

with another pair or set of gears which may

be brought into mesh by sliding one or the

other of them along its shaft. This, in a

word, covers the use of any type of sliding

gear transmission in which the secondary

or lay shaft is constantly in motion, and in

which the gear changes are secured by

sliding one or more of the gears into or

out of mesh by a longitudinal motion along

their shafts, it being understood that one

pair of gears is constantly in mesh. Al

though a positive driving connection was

secured in the original of this patent, which

,is in many ways analagous to the common

method of securing the direct drive, the

grant does not, in the opinion of Mr. Dyer

himself, cover the direct drive connection

alone, although many systems employing

the drive are subject to it.

No. 676,223, of June 11, 1901, is styled

the “bridge patent," and covers the idea of

mounting the motor and other active mech

anism of the car upon a bridge or frame

work independent of the main frame of the

vehicle, or in other words, the chassis. It

embraces an arrangement in which the en

gine, driving shaft, countershaft, and other

parts are supported as a unit by a frame

bolted to the chassis. It covers in fine, the

method of sub-frame construction, and also

embraces the “three-point suspension" idea,

which plays so important a part in motor

car construction at the present time.

No. 643,595, of Feb. 13, 1900, applies to a

system of change speed gearing for cycles

comprising a pinion which is adapted to be

shifted into mesh with two gears of equal

size, one of which is connected directly to

its Shaft, and the Other, indirectly, through

the medium of a change speed mechanism.

In the original arrangement, which was de

veloped for a tricycle, an epicycle arrange

ment was adopted—the planetary type of

common parlance—and it is thought by the

inventor that the method might be construed

to apply to the use of the two-speed coaster

hub combination used to a large extent in

cycle construction at the present time, inso

far as that employs a single sliding pinion.

The fifth patent, No. 662,400, of Nov. 27,

1900, comprises still another type of change

speed gearing in which a method of discon

necting the gearing from both the engine

and driving gear is provided, the intent be

ing to facilitate the changing of the gears

by simultaneously disconnecting them from

both driving and driven members of the

machine, and rendering them absolutely

idle. This, in itself, involves a principle

which 'appears not to have been adopted

to any degree up to the present time, and

is not, therefore, of particular interest.

The Week's Incorporation:

Cleveland, Ohio—Chemical Auto Co., un

der Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital. Cor~

porators—D. G. Nearpass, A. F. Neith and

Iilijah Bates.

Chicago, Ill.—Coey Automobile Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; to

rent automobiles. Corporators—Benjamin

Levering, G. N. Beckford and A. A. Boone.

Chicago, Ill.——C. A. Coey 8; Co., under

Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—Benjamin

Levering, G. N. Beckford and A. A. Boone.

Boston, Mass.—Darracq Motor Car Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $25,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—A. A. Hastings and F. W. Clark, both

(If BOStOIl.

New York City, N. Y.—\Vakeman Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $100,000

capital. Corporators—Harry G. Wakeman,

Haskell C. Billings and John C. Billings,

all of New York City.

Cleveland, Ohio—Colonial Automobile

Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000 capital.

Corporators—D. G. Nearpass, E. G. Whit

ten, A. F. Neith, J. M. Gee and A. F.

Neill.

Chicago, Ill.—Chicag0 Automobile Club

Auxiliary Association, under Illinois laws,

with $150,000; to build a clubhouse. Cor

porators—John Farson, Ira M. Gobc and

Sidney H. Gorham.

Boston, Mass—W'ayne Automobile C0.

of New England, under Massachusetts laws,

with $3,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

Corporators—J. H. McCarthy and G. C.

Lewis, both of Boston.

Camden, N. J.-—White Motor Co., under

New Jersey laws, with $150,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles. Corporators—

J. \V. White, Philadelphia; C. F. Woodhull

and C. S. King, Camden.

St. Louis, Mo.—St. Louis Automobile

Service Co., under Missouri laws, with

$5,000 capital; to operate motor stage lines.

Corporators—Lee Meriweather, Robert J.

Bowman and Frank S. Reel.

East Orange, N. J.—Charles Gate Engi

neering Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$5,000 capital; to manufacture automobiles,

motor cars, etc. Corporators—A. R. Bangs,

H. A. Bangs, H. B. Hollings, G. H. Bau

man and H. H. Puking, all of East Orange.

In the Retail World.

John Burdick has started in business at

35 First street, Troy, N. Y. He has taken

the agency for the National cars and the

\Valker runabout.

The Essex Auto Co., of Newark. N. J.,

has opened a branch store at 807-809 Mont

gomery street, Jersey City. Dewitt Ro

maine is in charge.

The Newark Garage & Repair Co. opened

for business in Newark, N. J., last week.

It is an offshoot of the Calvert-Zusi Auto

Co., 213-215 Clinton avenue.

The Auto Tire Repair Co. have removed

to 396 Halsey street, Newark, N. J. The

new establishment, they claim, gives them

the largest steam vulcanizing works in the

State.

John F. Fleming will build a modern

garage in Washington street, Brooklinc,

Mass. The building will be fireproof and

will have storage accommodations for one

hundred cars.

Joseph R. Mick, formerly with the Auto—

car Co., Ardmore, Pa., has leased the build

ing at 58 North Second street, Camden, N.

J., where he will carry on a general garage

business. The Autocar will be handled.

Orey Jansen, of Davenport, Ind., has

formed the Iowa Tire & Vulcanizing Co.

which will do an exclusive tire and tire

repair business. A. B. Craft, formerly with

the Fisk Rubber Co., will be in charge.

The Pond Automobile Station formally

opened its commodious garage at Plymouth

and Assonet streets, Worcester, Mass, on

Saturday last. It is a fire-proof three~st0ry

building and contains 23,000 square feet of

floor space. The station is agent for the

Pope and Winton line of cars.

The Hampden Automobile Co., which has

garages in Springfield and \Vestfield. has

made quite a change in its officials. Myron

A. Gilman, of Westfield, has resigned as

secretary-treasurer and George W. Cook, of

Springfield, succeeds him to that position.

while Dr. G. H. Janes, of \Vcstfield, relin

quished the office of vice-president. Robert

A. McKee, of Springfield, has been made

president of the concern. The change means

that the company will be managed entirely

from the Springfield headquarters and that

a man will be placed in charge of the \Vest

field garage.

Small Failure in New York.

An involuntary petition in bankruptcy

was filed last Saturday against the National

Automobile Co., of 205-209 East Eighty

sixth street, New York City, by the Colum

bia Lubricants Co., to whom the concern

was indebted to the extent of $l64. Judge

Adams appointed Robert A. Inch receiver.

and fixed his bond at $2,500. The National

Automobile Co., or the Yorkville Garage, as

it was better known, did a general storage

and repair business, and cut but a small fig

ure in the local trade. J. Edward De.\1.'ir

was the president. A statement of the

company on June 30, 1905, showed assets

$27,000, and liabilities $7,000.

White Buys the West End Property.

The White Sewing Machine Co. has

bought of William J. H. Crawford, the

property Nos. 205 to 209 West End avenue,

New York City, and from \Villiam Craw

ford No. 211, adjoining, forming a plot

100x100. partly covered by a six-stery build

ing. The structure will be remodeled as a

garage and, as the Motor \Vorltl stated

several weeks since, when the alterations

are completed, the \Nhitc branch will be

removed from its present location on Vt'est

Sixty-second street.
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BIG COMPANY BANKRUPT

Creditors Act Against Vehicle Equipment

Company—Reorganization in Progress.

5 J'

A petition in involuntary bankruptcy was

filed yesterday in the United States Court

for the Second District against the Vehicle

Equipment Company, of Long Island City,

and brought out the fact that that com

pany has been in process of quiet reorgan

ization for some time and that the recon

structed concern will be styled the General

Vehicle C0.

Kerr, Page & Cooper, George Endicott and

The petitioning creditors are

Smith 8: Mabley, with claims ranging from

$195 to $869.

Kenneson, Emlev and Rubino, attorneys

for the petitioners, allege that the Vehicle

Equipment Company committed acts of

bankruptcy in that, while insolvent, it made

preferential payments, transferring to oth

ers portions of its property, all of which

was startling news, as no suggestion of

trouble had reached the outside world, al

though the company was known to be

“slow pay."

After the filing of the petition, Judge

Thomas appointed as receiver for the com

pany Charles 0. Dewey, of Brooklyn, who

filed a bond for $10,000. The oflicers and

stockholders of the company were cited to

appear on April 6 to show cause why the

company should not be declared a bank

rupt.

Inquiry at the Vehicle Equipment Com

pany’s office in Long Island City, brought

out few additional facts. It was stated that

a “general clean-up” and reorganization was

in progress and is practically completed,

also that when finished the Vehicle Equip

ment Co. would give way, as stated, to the

General Vehicle C6.

The Vehicle Equipment Co. was origin

ally incorporated under New Jersey laws

in December, 1900, with a capital stock of

$400,000 and was reorganized under New

York laws in july, 1903, and the capital

stock has been increased to $3,000,000, of

which $2,000,000 is common stock and

$1,000,000 preferred stock. There is also

a bond issue of $1,000,000. Robert McA.

Lloyd was president, Hector'I-I. Have—

meyer vice-president and Arthur H. Have

meyer, secretary. They are sons of Wil

liam F. Havemeyer, the sugar refiner.

New York Outdoor Show in Favor.

At a meeting of the New York Automo

bile Trade Association, held on Monday

evening last, President C. R. Mabley stated

that in response to the circulars sent out,

more than eighty per cent. of the members

of the association had expressed themselves

in favor of the proposed open air carnival.

The special committee appointed to take

the matter in'charge is ’ac'cdrdingly pro

ceeding with the plans. As stated previ

ously, the event will be held at Empire City

Track, on the 24th, 25th and 26th of May.

‘In addition to the 6,000 square feet of

space under the grandstand, there will be

three or more tents, each covering an area

of about 7,000 square feet and most of this

space will be devoted to an exhibition of

cars. As a' means of calling attention to

the affair, a number of events of interest

will be held, chief among which will be the

first balloon race'ever held in this country.

A number of aeroplanes will be exhibited

and automobiles will be used to show them

in flight. Prominent aeronauts are to be

invited to participate in both the balloon

race and the aeroplane trials. It is planned

that half of the profits are to go to the

association and the other half to be rebated

to the members in proportion to the

amount of space occupied.

Fire Damages Two Chicago Concerns.

Fire in the five-story building at 80 to 84

Michigan avenue, Chicago, lll., last Satur

day afternoon, 24th inst., which was being

reconstructed for the Goodyear Tire and

Rubber Co., and the Beckley-Ralston Co.,

dealers in supplies, caused a loss of $100,000.

These two concerns were just moving in,

otherwise the loss would have been much

greater. The flames were first discovered

in the salesrooms of the tire company, but

the building was reduced to a mass or ruins

so quickly that it was impossible to tell

where the fire originated.

Exports Continue to Expand.

The export returns for the month of Feb

ruary show continued gains in that depart

ment, the total for February, 1905, was

$280,137, and for the same short month of

the present year, $332,713. The totals for

the period of eight months terminating

with February for three years past, also ex

hibit very substantial increases. They are

$1,141,371 for 1904; $1,402,775 for 1905, and

$1,771,313 for 1906.

Murilly to Manufacture at Marion.

The old electrical works at Marion, Ind.,

are, it is stated, being remodelled for the

Murilly Manufacturing'Co., who will manu

facture commercial cars—a light delivery

wagon and two and three-ton trucks. The

engines—they are to be two-cycle, will be

made in the Marion plant, where also the

cars will be assembled, the other parts be

ing made elsewhere. Wilbur Myers is the

local promoter of the project.

Fire Destroys Rochester Garage.

Fire in the garage of the Thompson

Schoeffel Company, in Plymouth avenue,

south, Rochester, N. Y., Friday afternoon

last, 23d inst., wrought damage to the ex

tent of about $80,000. Thirty or more cars

were stored in the garage and practically

all of these were burned beyond repair,

but the loss is partly covered by insurance.

TWO GARAGFS ARE OUS'I'ED

Failure to Comply with Gasolene Regula

tions Results in Summary Proceedings.

,. 

Not merely for failing to comply with the

rules of the New York Bureau of Com

bustibles, but owing to the fact that they

occupied buildings which could not be made

to conform to these regulati0ns, the occu

pants of garages at 304 West Fifty-fourth

street, run by A. Hartog, and at 308-310

\Vest Fifty-ninth street, conducted by Wil

liam Schrieber, were compelled to vacate

them during the past week and the places

will not be permitted to be occupied as

garages in the future.

In the first instance the reason assigned

is that there are frame buildings and tene

ments directly in the rear of the place,

while in the second and upper floors of the

building are occupied as a dancing school,

billiard hall and bowling alleys, and both

accordingly violate the law which prohibits

the maintenance of a garage where more

than ten people congregate regularly in a

portion of the same building outside of the

garage.

This means that eviction will also follow

in the case of a number of garages, the

upper floors of which are used for dwelling

purposes or other lines of business, so that

many of the old time places will doubtless

be wiped out.

Monarch to Build $500 Car.

E. B. McCord, one of the members of the

Monarch Motor Car Co., which was incor

porated at Chicago to take over the busi

ness of the bankrupt Monarch Aueomobile

Co., which did not flourish at North Aurora,

lll., is authority for the statement that the

new company will make an entirely differ

ent car from the one turned out at Aurora._

The new machine will have feur cylinders,

developing eighteen horsepower, and will

sell for $500.

More Room for Top: and Bodies.

The Automobile Cover and Top Co., New

York, is growing ambitious. They have

removed to 154 East Fifty-seventh'street,

where they will have some 20,000 square

feet and where they will inaugurate de

partments for the building of bodies and

for painting and upholstering work. Percy

Owen and R. E. Fulton, who formerly were

interested in the company, have disposed of

their holdings to the other members of it,

Messrs. Fielding and Spinning.

Ranier Gets Philadelphia Location.

The Ranier Co. finally have located their

Philadelphia branch at 236 North Broad

street, in the premises previously occupied

by the La Roche Automobile Co. The

well-known A. J. Picard will manage the

establishment
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INSURING POSITIVESAFEIY

—-THEIR-—

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

. HAVE GIVEN

FISK TIRES

WORLDWIDE CELEBRITY,

These points of advantage, com

bined with Durability (insured

by the finest Quality and Work

manship) have caused there en

thusiastic endorsement by every

one of experience.

Note the Air Space

All above the Rim!

The Fisk Rubber Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 

 

 

 
 

   

Cadillacs have the reputation

of being the Most Economical

7‘ Cars to Maintain.

Cadillac Model M. $950.00.

HERE’S ONE OF THE REASONS:

All parts, including those of the motor, are made according to our system of limit gauges. No piece is permitted to pass

inspection if it exceeds the prescribed limits of measurement which in some cases are specified to the one-thousandth part of an

inch. That is why there is right and that is why, when for any reason it becomes necessary to replace a part, that it can be

ordered with the assurance that it will not require altering to fit and can be easily installed. .

We cannot offer the argument to dealers that repairs on CADILLACS will pay running expenses so that profits on sales will

be “all velvet."

Our catalog explains why the CADILLAC is THE CAR for the dealer and THE CAR for the motorist.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich.
Ila-ban A ' “ ol 1‘ ‘ A “" Imulecturen.
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Motor Cars for Military Service.

Just what position the motor car will

come to occupy in the operations of the

warring nations of the future, is impossible

to tell. At first conceived as a vehicle of

pleasure only, and later dreamed of in con

nection with its probable utilitarian possi

bilities, the power driven vehicle has been

brought to-a point where it is an essential

in business as well as pleasure, and is fast

assuming a position of greater strength in

that respect. Once having taken up such

a position, it is not unnatural that the war

departments of the various nations should

begin to consider it in a serious light as a

possible addition to their equipment, and

:1 useful adjunct in time of strife.

For the transportation of light troops,

the carrying of dispatches, the conveyance

of ofiicersdn time of manouvrcs, and in

army transportation of goods, it has already

proved itself of value in several countries.

Experimental vehicles are in use here and

there, proving the reliability and efficiency

of motor propulsion in replacing the horse

and the indefaticable mule, and the success

of the experiments seems to be be well

assured. Meanwhile, two new phases of

the matter have arisen, one only recently,

and the other within a twelve-month. The

first relates to the construction of motor

driven armored vehicles carrying a light

equipment of field guns, and suitable for

rcconoitering work and other practice

where the conditions

rapid fire of one or two light pieces are to

be considered. The other is the formation

in England of the Motor Vehicle Corps of

motorists, who are pledged to do duty in

case of war, and the recent enforced count—

erpart of the same idea in Germany.

Thus there are possibilities of the motor

transport wagon, the motor car in signal

service work and in doing of dispatch duty,

the motor ambulance, the motor machine

shop—one of which has been constructed

in England—the motor fort, and last, but

W'ith the in

crease of civilization, and the spread of the

not least, the motor militia.

good roads movement in times of peacc,

the possible utility of the motor car in time 7

of war is constantly increasing, from the

standpoint of its mere serviceability. The

development of its design, involving an

increase in its all-around usefulness and

qualities of endurance, make it a more feas

ible proposition for any use whatever as

time goes on, and the development of

special forms of vehicle suited to various

uses, increases its applicability to specific

duties apart from those of the mere trans

portation of passengers and goods.

Before the motor car shall have become

fully applicable to any service demanding

the absolute reliability which is required of

the implements of war, and shall have be

come responsive in every event to the

emergency work which is the epitome of

the business, many things must be accomp

lished. Parts must be simplified and fined

down to the very limit of size compatible

with strength and endurance, methods of

the transmission and control of power must

be reduced to their lowest terms, and the

factors of maintenance and operation must

All these are,

however, but the natural steps in the pro

undcrgo a marked reduction.

ccss of evolution which is self»iuductivc and

constantly going on.

Satisfactory operation will come in time,

with the accomplishment of these, and a

knowledge of the limitations of the ma

Meantimc, the motor car is serving

a useful purpose in the world of commence

chine.

and pleasure, and is verging toward a use

ful application in military service. It may

of speed and the ,

be that it will come to take the place of

the war chariots of the days of the Caesars;

it may be that it will come to supercede the

use of animals, and thereby reduce by an

increment the horrors of action and the

cruelty of the thing. These are probabili

ties, yct they may never be realized. But

that they will in part, and that the extent

to which they will, is dependent more upon

highway development, than upon any other

factor, is at once apparent. In fact, that

alone has more to do with the further in

troduction of the motor car in practical

work than any other item and is more vital

to the industry than any ofthe questions

of design, fuel or cost.

Abuse of the Small Car.

Swelling the chorus of complaint that

emanates from disgruntled users of cars are

“kicks” of every imaginable nature, starting

with the general condemnation that sums

up the character of the car as “rotten” and

descending to particulars in the shape of

fault~finding that contents itself with calling

to Heaven to witness that never was there

such a mechanical bungle as the carburetter

or timer with which the car in question is

afflicted. Between these two extremes there

is no ill or combination of ills that genius

can invent that the dissatisfied user does

not sooner or later attribute to his car.

They are interesting, these hundred and

one petty ills to which the mechanism of

the car is subject and learning to locate

and master them means invaluable experi

ence to the motorist who is not too ready

to condemn his machine generally without

They teach him

just where to look for it and just how to

looking for the trouble.

remedy it when found and what is far more

than all, they teach him that every little

thing that happens to the engine or its

accessories on the road is not necessarily

fatal to further progress by any means.

Probably ninety per cent. of the derange—

ments that occur are not responsible for

more than a five or ten-minute stop that

entails no great amount of persuasion on

the part of the driver to start the car again.

It would require a volume to attempt to

catalogue these “pannes” as the Frenchman

terms them, for they assume such multi

farious shapes that it is not unusual for

many of them to be given a new name with

each new discoverer. In consequence, many

owners and drivers do not recognize in

their troubles the same thing that afliicts

the other fellow because he happens to

describe it diflerently. For this reason, the
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task of compiling a comprehensive list of

all the shortcomings that a car may suffer

from and then boiling the aggregation

down to a point where it might be said to

constitute a compendium and ready refer

ence for all troubles on the road, would

involve a task of no mean proportions.

As an attempt to pursue an investigation

along these lines any further can only be

profitless, it is interesting to revert to

their very inception and see what the cause

And to

do this it is necessary to go even further

of so much fault finding really is.

back and take into consideration the class

of owners from which the greater part of

It will

soon be apparent that it is the little man

It is the

little man with the little car that is respon

the chorus of complaint arises.

who does most of the kicking.

sible for at least a goodly part of the vast

amount of dissatisfaction that is ever pres

ent in some quarters. And what is strange

about it all is that the reason is apparent at

a glance to every one but the complainer.

The fact that the man with the small car

who complains so lustily of its inability to

perform is trying to keep pace with those

of many times greater power and cost ac

counts for his troubles in a word, and they

stand out all over his car.

\‘Vhen the man with the ten horsepower

good-roads-kind of a car takes it into his

head that he wants to keep up with the

procession and tries to make ten horse

power do the work of thirty, trouble is

bound to follow sooner or later and that it

does not appear sooner is a testimonial to

the honest efforts of the maker in building

it. The small car is intended for light

work; it is also intended to travel at a

comparatively low rate of speed and its

carrying capacity is limited, whether it be

a runabout or what has popularly come to

There is

a wide field of usefulness for such cars and

be known as a light touring car.

within the limits of the service for which

they are intended, there is nothing more

efficient, con

sidered. But when the owner of such a

car attempts to make it keep up with one

costing many times more, it amounts to

about the same thing as hitching a modern

expense of maintenance

thirty-foot trolley car behind a team of

horses accustomed to hauling the ordinary

horse car; they will do the work for a short

time—after a fashion, but then they are

done for. It is merely a case of overload

ing and the result is always the same, re

gardless of the nature of the thing which is

thus taxed far beyond its limits.

When the owner of the small car finds

that its cylinder coughs consumptively and

its connecting rod clanks ominously at

every stroke, its gears groan and its springs

are sagged, he seldom if ever puts it down

to anything but the shortcomings of the

car itself. Poor material and poor con

struction strike him as the sole causes of

the trouble and he does not consider for a

moment that he has been making a small

boy do two men's work with premature

senility as the result. Before condemning

a small machine that has gone to pieces

after a season’s driving, it would be Well

for its owner to hark back in his mind and

try to realize whether its condition is not

due to his desire to be in a class on the road

for which his car was never intended.

 
 

Tilting at the Poles.

\Nhen an idea once becomes popularized,

its application soon becomes widespread.

And granted that its acceptance by the

majority has been a matter of time, and

has required something of demonstration

as well as primary development in itself,

then the greater the scope of its applica—

tion. For perhaps a round dozen of years

the automobile has been undergoing a pro

cess of development, and at the same time

the automobile idea has been germinating.

All along, there have been exceptions to

the general rule, both in the fact of ma

chines which have been ahead of their

time, and in the case of people who have

become impregnated with the automobile

idea. But for the most part, a two-fold

process has been going on, the one—the

development of the idea—being subsidiary

to and dependent on the other. Now, how

ever, the conditions are being reversed, and

the public, after a period of doubting, is

getting an appreciation of the automobile

which is fully up to its capacity. The only

danger is that the appreciation may come

to exceed the possibilities of the thing it

self, and a revulsion of feeling thus be

brought about.

A very good illustration of the way in

which the use of the automobile is spread

ing, and the amount of credence which is

being given to its powers, is to be seen in

the proposition to use motor vehicles in

At the present time,

there are no less than_three distinct and

polar expeditions.

different projects on foot for utilizing mo

tor cars either directly or in the secondary

way in renewed attempts to discover the

earth’s poles. Two of these contemplate

a northern journey, and one a southern.

dne of the former, intends the use of the

automobile to be merely supplementary to

that of the other means of transport, and

is but an item in a very extensive plan.

The other, intends the use of the motor

vehicles to be entirely independent of other

vehicles, the cars designed, being of the

house car variety, and furnishing living

accommodations for the explorers while en

route. The southern expedition, on the

other hand, which is understood to be only

in embryo so far, proposes to utilize the

motor transportation in making a dash to

the pole during the summer months.

l/Vhatever may be the general difiiculties

attendant on polar exploration, the fact re

mains that such work involves a deal of

travel over hundreds, and in some cases,

thousand of miles of trackless and bottom

less snow and ice. To suppose that a

machine designed for use upon common

highways, even American highways, could

be hoped to negotiate any sufl‘icient amount

of travel over such courses, is but the

And to

suppose that machines especially built for

the purpose with the limited understand

ing of the problems of motor propulsion

now possessed, seems hardly worth the

thought. In three or four years, the result

might not be the same, but at present, it

hardly seems likely that anything but com

plete and abject failure can await the hardy

individual who attempts to motor to the

pole.

wildest stretch of imagination.

 

If the bill just introduced into the New

Jersey legislature require the use of lamps

on all vehicles without distinction is passed.

it will do as much to increase the safety of

road travel as all of the rabid Frelinghuysen

anti-automobile bills ever devised. But it

is dollars to doughnuts that the farmers,

truckmen and all the other elements that

so vociferously favor the Frelinghuysen

measure will as bitterly oppose the univer

sal lights bill if they are given an oppor

tunity. They want safety, but at the ex

pense and inconvenience of the “other fel

low." Only last week, the same elements

succeeded in killing a similar ordinance in

St. Louis.

 

It now appears certain that the open air

show idea is to be given an opportunity to

prove itself in New York. The plan out

lined is calculated to attract attention when

interest in the automobile is at its height

and there seems to be no reason why suc

cess should not reward the eflorts of its

promoters.
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LEE’S HORSE BILL SET BACK

Got a Good Start in New York Legislature

and was then Recommitted.

The amendment to the present_New York

State automobile law, introduced by As

semblyman A. E. Lee, of Lockprot, N. Y.,

has been referred back to the committee on

general laws, after having once been re

Mr.

compel

ported favorably from that committee.

Lee’s

automobilists to reduce the speed of their

amendment which would

cars to six miles an hour when approaching

and passing horses if they appear restive or

frightened, is as follows:

“A person operating a motor vehicle or

motorcycle or motor bicycle shall, upon

meeting a person, or persons, riding, lead

ing or driving a horse or horses or other

draft animals, when within twenty rods of

such horse or horses or other draft animals,

reduce the speed of such motor vehicle,

motorcycle or motor bicycle to a rate not

greater than one mile in six minutes, and

if such horse or horses or other draft ani

mals shall appear restive or frightened,

bring such motor vehicle, cycle or bicycle

to a full stop at the distance of ten rods

from such restive horse or horses or other

draft animals, unless such person or persons

riding, leading or driving such horse or

horses or other draft animals shall give his

consent not to so stop by voice, nod of

head, or wave of the hand, and, if travel

ing in the opposite direction, remain sta

tionary so long as may be reasonable to

allow such horse or animal to pass, and, if

traveling in the same direction, use reason

able caution in thereafter passing such

horse or animal; provided that, in case such

horse or animal appears badly frightened,

or the person operating such motor vehicle

is requested to do so, such person shall

cause the motor of such vehicle, cycle or

bicycle to cease running so long as shall

be reasonably necessary to prevent acci—

dent and insure the safety of others.”

Gets $250 for Nervous Horse.

Because one of the Pioneer coach horses

was run into by an automobile belonging

to St. John Wood, and developed “nervous

prostration" as a result of the accident,

Reginald Rives, who owned the horse, got

a verdict in the New York City Court,

Tuesday, for $250 against Wood. The

complainant had a coaching expert and half

a dozen veterinary surgeons and equine

psychologists at the court to prove that

after the accident the "horse seemed to

be always thinking of the automobile and

was as timid as a woman,” and as the de

fendant was more conversant with gasolene

engines than horse diseases, and could not

therefore diSprove the allegation, the jury

gave a verdict for the full amount, $250.

Wood, however, will appeal.

Oldfield Begins the Season.

Barney Oldfield was the stellar attraction

at the automobile race meet that attracted

more than 2,000 spectators to the old Pied

mont race track at Atlanta, Ga.,,on Thurs

day afternoon last, 22d inst. The chief

event was the match race between Oldfield

and Paul Albert, best two beats in three at

three miles from a standing start. The

green—shirted driver won both with ease

and was accordingly given a great ovation

by the Atlantans, who like fast going of

any description. The Peerless driver also

gave a two-mile exhibition in 2:35. The

summaries:

Three miles for Cadillac cars—J. B. Con

nally, first; Milton Elliott, second. Time,

621%.

Two miles start and stop novelty race—

Barney Oldfield (Peerless), first; William

Gilbert (Cadillac), second. Time, 6:31.

Three-mile match race between Barney

Oldfield and Paul Albert—First heat—Old

field, first; Albert, second. Time, 4:15.

Second heat—Oldfield, first; Albert, second.

Time, 426%.

Three-mile handicap, free-for-all—J'oseph

Lander (Franklin), first; William Gilbert

(Cadillac), second. Time, 5:34.

Two miles handicap—Milton Elliott

(Cadillac, I/§-mile), first; Joe Lander

(Franklin, scratch), second. Time, 329%.

Two miles against time—Barney Oldfield

(Peerless). Time, 2:35.

End of a Vanderbilt Splurge.

For Sale—One 250 horsepower real,

brand new automobile. Cost $15,000 to

build. Guaranteed never run, not even for

demonstrating purposes. Can be had at

a bargain. For particulars apply to Alfred

Gwynne Vanderbilt, New York.

Wanted—Position as racing chauffeur by

expert who has had charge of the highest

power racing car ever built. Technical ex

pert, skilled repairer, moderate remunera

tion. Speaks French, Italian and English.

Address, Paul Sartori, New York.

The advertisements, which were not ten

dered by the advertisers, but which are

timely, may be taken as a sign that the

greatest aggregation ever scheduled to

perform miracles on the Florida sands, has

come to a parting of the ways, and that

Mr. Vanderbilt has given up the racing

game in disgust.

Quayle Heads State Association.

Oliver O. Quayle, of the Albany Auto

mobile Club, was elected president of the

New York State Automobile Association at

its annual meeting in Rochester, last Sat

urday night, 24th inst., to succeed Judge

W. H. Hotchkiss, of the Buffalo Automo

bile Club, who declined a re-election. H. S.

\Voodworth, of Rochester, was elected vice

president, and Frederick H. Elliott, of Syr

acuse, secretary-treasurer. The secretary's

report showed a membership of seventeen

clubs with an individual membership of

2,305.

A.C.A.TOGIVEGOLDCUP

Will be Chief Prize in Two Gallon Test—

New System of Scoring in View.

Believing that trophies of value are neces

sary to stimulate genuine interest in auto

mobile contests, the Board of Governors of

the Automobile Club of America have de

cided to offer for competition a gold cup—

the first to be offered in this country. That

the offering of prizes of this character will

have a salutatory effect upon automobile

competition is not to be denied.

The determination to offer a gold cup was

due to the suggestion of a special commit—

tee, headed by George F. Chamberlin, ap

The

event in which the gold prize will be

pointed to devise a series of tests.

offered will be a “Two Gallon Efficiency

and Distance Test," to be held some time

in May, the route and date to be decided

later by a committee consisting of Mr.

Chamberlin, Charles G. Curtis and Dr.

Schuyler Skaats Wheeler.

As is implied by its title, the test will

be a competition to ascertain the amount

of work a car is capable of doing with this

amount of fuel, and to give makers an op—

portunity to prove the efficiency of their

cars. That all the competing machines

will be run on an equal basis, a system of

award is to be devised whereby points will

be allowed for weight, cylinder displace

ment, distance traveled, percentage of effi

ciency shown and such other factors that

may have a direct bearing on the outcome.

In addition to the gold cup, the value of

which is $500, a $100 silver cup and a medal

will be offered, besides certificates of effi

ciency.

American Car Scores in Australia.

J. R. Crooke, of Melbourne, appears to

have developed into a sort of automobile

“angel” in Australia. He has built a special

track for motor racing and at the opening

meet on Jan. 29 presented the chief trophy,

a $500 cup. From an American standpoint,

the meet was interesting chiefly because

the Crooke cup was won by an American

car, a ten horsepower Pope-Toledo, driven

by H. E. Hall, which in the five miles had

a handicap of 2,750 yards. There were

fifteen other starters, a twenty-eight horse

power Mercedes being on scratch. Hall

also finished second in the “Ladies’ Brace

let’ five miles handicap. A car balancing

test—ten seconds on a see-saw—and a start

ing and stopping competition, were among

the other events decided.

Boston Hill Climb Possible.

Although it has not yet been made pub

lic, the Bay State Automobile Association,

of BOston, Mass, will probably hold its

hill climbing contest on April 19. No course

has been selected, but it is thought the

climb will take place in Milton.
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TWO NEW BILLS 1N JERSEY

One Requires Lamps on all Vehicles, the

Other also Favorable to Motorists.

.Assemblyman Perkins, of Union county,

New Jersey, the Republican floor leader in

the House and chairman of the Judiciary

Committee, which has charge of the Fre

linghuysen automobile bill, passed by the

Senate of that State, is of the right sort.

Mr. Perkins has realized what the Motor

World all along has contended; that it is

totally unfair to compel automobiles to

carry lights at night if horse drawn vehicles

are allowed to use the highways without

taking precaution for the safety of other

users of the road. On Tuesday, Assembly

in the House a

measure that provides that each and every

man Perkins introduced

vehicle used on the public highways- of the

State of New Jersey shall be equipped with

two lamps, one on either side, and that in

these a light shall be kept burning brightly

from one hour after sunset to one hour

before sunrise.

Still another measure made its appear

ance in the House of Assembly last week.

It was introduced by Assemblyman Wright

of Passaic, and makes it a misdemeanor for

the driver of any vehicle on the public

roads of the State not to slow down when

requested to do so by a person coming in

the opposite direction who shall signify

the request with uplifted hand. It also

is made a misdemeanor to drive any vehicle

at a speed exceding thirty miles an hour

or for a chauffeur or other driver to take

out or use any vehicle without the consent

of the owner, or to display any false num

bers or marks. The penalty for any vio—

lation of these regulations is fixed by the

bill at a fine of $500 or sixty days in jail

or both, at the discretion of the court. This

bill, also, was referred to the Judiciary

Committee.

Philadelphia’s License Fight up Again.

Philadelphia's all‘important question as

to whether a city license can be required in

addition to the State automobile license

was argued before the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania on Friday of last week and

held under advisement. It came up on

on appeal by H. Bartol Brazier and others

from the decision of the Common Pleas

Court No. 4, in a suit by them against the

city, the mayor and other officials, in which

the right of a city to exact the payment of

a license fee was sustained.

On December 26, IZCZ, Councils passed

an ordinance requiring operators of auto

mobiles to procure a license before they

could use the city streets. On April 9, 1905,

the Legislature passed an act prohibiting

any person from operating an automobile

on the highways of the Commonwealth

until a license had been obtained from the

State Highway Department. The com

plainants asked the lower court to decree

than the act in question had superseded the

ordinance, and asked for an injunction re

straining the defendants from enforcing

that ordinance. This the lower court re

fused to do, and this appeal was then taken.

Ira Jewell \Villiams represented the com

plainants in the argument and Assistant

City Solicitors Ernest Lowengrund and

James Alcorn appeared for the city. The

argument was a purely technical one upon

the construction to be put upon the word

ing of the act.

State Attorney General Carlson also

appeared and contended that the State

had the exclusive right to the granting of

the license.

Must Surmount “Giant Despair.”

If the grade of the \Vilkes-Barre (Pa)

mountain road over which the hill climbing

contest, which will be held in connection

with the city’s centennial celebration, is as

steep as is claimed, there will be some fun

in one of the events, at least. It is claimed

the incline known as “Giant Despair," aver

ages a grade of twenty-four per cent. One

of the events will be for trucks, of any

price and power, but whether or not they

will be loaded is not stated. The events

will be stretched over three days, May 10,

11 and 12, and in all except the free-for-all,

the cars must be fully equipped, although

mufilers and lamps may.be discarded. The

Pennsylvania State mounted constabulary

will police the course. The card of events

embraces the following: Free-for-all, rac~

ing and stripped cars; stock cars costing

$2,500 and under; stock cars costing $5,000

and under; stock cars costing $8,000 and

under, and automobile trucks of any price

and power.

The Lady’s Two-Cent Car.

Mrs. Rheinhold Faelton, a music teacher,

of 215 Huntingdon avenue, Boston, Mass,

considers that she made a good investment

when she expended two cents in a ticket

contest conducted by the Intervale Auto—

mobile Club, of Lynn, Mass. There were

10,000 tickets, ranging from two to twenty

five cents, the first one to be drawn winning

a 1906 model Stanley steam car. Mrs.

Faelton drew a two'cent ticket and thought

no more about the matter until she was in

formed that she had won the car.

Owners Prosecute an Ofiender.

Last week the newly formed Automobile

Owners’ Association, of Boston, made good

its promise “to prosecute ofienders against

laws relating to automobiles" when it

brought its first case before the Massachus

etts Highway Commission. The proceed

ings resulted in the suspension of Earle G.

Greenleafe’s license until July 1. The de

fendant lives in Cambridge, and he was

charged by the Association with driving his

automobile in a “reckless and dangerous

manner.”

FOR use INWm

British War Department Lays Plans to

Obtain Cars Instead of Horses.

As evidence of the present and ultimate

value of the automobile for service by war

departments in time of war and during

manouvres is the decision of the War De

partment of Great Britain to discard the

horses now kept registered and to substi

tute motor cars for the purpose. Plans of

the scheme are embodied in a letter from

the War Office to the Motor Van and

Wagon Users’ Association respecting the

registration of heavy motor vehicles

for the service of the country during war

and during manoeuvres.

“The owner of a heavy motor car,” states

the letter, “should agree to give the War

Department the right to make use of for

a time, or to purchase under conditions to

be agreed upon, such heavy motor car, or

in the case of the owner possessing more

than one heavy motor car—either all such

cars, or certain specified cars or a propor

tion of such cars.

“The War Department to pay to the

owner for the above right a small sum in

respect of each heavy motor car so regis

tered.

“Heavy motor cars so registered to be

available for War Department use.

“In time of peace—for manouvres, when

they would be hired for a continuous period

not exceeding a maximum number of days

in any one year. The price paid for hiring

to include the provision of drivers, upkeep

of vehicle and all stores except water, fuel

and lubricants, and to be per diem,

‘ “In times of war—for home defense, when

they would be purchased by the War De

partment and be bought back at a valuation

by the owners upon completion of the \\’ar

Department’s use. For war service abroad.

when they would be purchased outright by

the War Department. Compensation for

disturbance of trade would be considered

in any case."

Nassau County Files its Petition.

Evidently the residents of Nassau county,

Long Island, know a “good thing" when

they see it, and those who made small-sized

fortunes last year during the elimination

trials of and the Vanderbilt race proper, are

not going to let the chance slip by without

putting in a petition to have this year’s

race held over somewhat the same course

as last year. Such a petition, signed by

about one thousand residents of Nassau

county, has been presented to the Board of

Supervisors. It follows:

“\Ne, the undersigned residents and citi

zens of the county of Nassau, do hereby

respectfully petition your board to request

the Automobile Association of America to

hold its automobile test and race for the

year 1906 over the course laid out by your

board within the county in the year 1905."
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NEW IDEAS IN CARBURETTERS

Bavery Controls Even Temperature of Air

and Obtains Other Useful Effects.

Probably no portion of the field of motor

car design is undergoing more rapid and

significant changes than that of carburation.

The self-regulating type is fast becoming

an essential in any machine, and the numer

ous ways in which the desired result is

being secured, at least to an aproximate

degree, is breeding a great variety of de

vices, all working toward the same end.

The most desirable object, of course, is to

have the device so contrived that the quality

of the mixture will be adaptedto the needs
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of the motor at any speed, and irrespective

of the degree of throttling. And since the

desired quality is entirely dependent on the

speed, it is evident that some sort of gov

erning device taking its actuation from the

motor, is best suited to the work. Such an

arrangement in most novel form, has just

been brought out in France, in the Bavery

carburetter, which is the invention of M.

Bavery, of Irigny.

In this device, the regulation of the mix

ture and the control of the gas is effected

jointly by a single piston valve having a

combined rotary and longitudinal motion,

the one under the control of a diaphram

governor, and the other handled at the will

of the operator quite independently of it.

The fuel, entering the mixing chamber

from an ordinary float feed chamber

through the jet e, is entrained by a portion

of air in the reduced neck of the tube c,

which carries in its main portion the combi

nation valve h, admitting the final mixture

to the engine through appropriate ports

and the intake pipe 9;. The air supply is

drawn through ports a and r, in an outer

jacket b, the increment passing through the

port a being drawn from the outer atmos
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phere, and that coming through r being

taken from a jacket on the engine exhaust.

A rotary valve within this jacket, actuated

by the hand lever d is adapted to alter the

air inlet to the desired temperature, in the

manner clearly shown by the sectional

view. While the main portion of the air

passes through the neck of the mixing tube,

a portion of it is passed into the tube mid

way of its length, serving as a dilutant for

the mixture already forming there, the

ports i and j in the chamber and throttle

valve being formed for this 'purpose. At

the outer end of the throttle, the openings

0 are formed, which are extended in tri

angular form to allow for a gradual throt—

tling effect with equal displacements of the

valve.

The hand control of the motor is accomp

lished by the simple longitudinal movement

of the combination valve h, efiected through
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the stem k and a suitable yoke and other

connections on the outside. Thus it will

be seen that the supplementary air inlet

through the ports i is increased in propor

tion to the displacement of the valve, a

greater proportion of air being admitted as

the gas intake to the motor is augmented.

This function is perfectly independent of

any other, and is absolutely under the con

trol of the operator.

The regulation of the air alone, on the

other hand, is secured by partially rotating

the valve h thereby opening or closing the

ports i by causing them to overlap more or

less the corresponding openings j in the

sleeve c. This is accomplished through the

medium of a yoke taking hold of the stem

k which is made square for the purpose, the

yoke having a seating on a shoulder of the

cap in afiixed t0 the body of the device.

The yoke is actuated by a rod p fastened to

a diaphram governor retained in position

by a spring, and being depressed by the

tension of the circulating water of the cool

ing system. Thus the position of the com

bination valve in respect to the amount of

opening in the ports i and j, is solely de

pendent on the speed of the motor.

Thus, for any position of the throttle

longitudinally, the governor will automatic

ally adjust the port opening of the auxiliary

inlet to give the maximum speed, the action

of the diaphram governor being very sensi

tive, as is well known.

IF THE BRAKES SHOULD BREAK

How the Car can be Stop—ped in Event of

Such an Unlikely Accident.

Despite the efiicicncy of the braking sys

tem applied to the majority of the cars

turned out just at present, not a few driv

ers have an inbred horror of the possibility

of the brakes giving way at a critical time

with disastrous results to the occupants of

the car. And although this is probably one

of the most remote of all the possible mis—

haps which might befall a car upon the

open road, still it is one which it is well

to be able to guard against.

J. D. Maxwell, constructor of the well

known Maxwell car, is authority for the

following method of procedure when in

such straits:

“If the brakes go wrong, the best way to

stop a car going at full speed is to first

withdraw the clutch. The next thing to do

is to change the transmission to the second

speed, and following this, the electricity

should be switched oft. Then, as the fourth

step in the process, if the operator will

throw in the clutch very slowly and care

fully, he will find that the car will gently

and almost imperceptibly come to a stand

still. It is not best to throw into the low

speed because this gives a sudden shock

to the machinery and is apt to send some

of the passengers against the seat ahead or

over the dashboard. It is much better to

use the second speed, throwing the clutch

in very slowly. The effect is to shut oft

the shaft and engine which are turning over

purely by force of inertia, and in this case

the clutch acts as a brake.”

In order to do this, of course, the opera

tor must have a thorough knowledge of

the mechanism of his car, and be able to

change gears with extraordinary deftness.

Moreover, the car must be in the pink of

condition and the lay shaft running free in

its bearings when the gears are out of mesh.

Ordinarily, it is considered impossible to

change from a high to a lower gear when

the car is running at a rate of speed which

is above that of the lower step. The reason

for this is that at such times, the lay shaft

is running at such a rate that the two

gears which are to be meshed are running

at difierent speeds, the slower being-that

upon the lay shaft, and consequently in

capable of acceleration—such as is done by

gently throwing in the clutch when chang

ing from low to high. As a result of this

condition, the gears upon the lay shaft

must be brought up to the required speed

by gently bringing them into contact with

those with which they are about to mesh,

their rate of speed being increased by the

friction of the ends of the teeth. Unless

this is done very cautiously, the result will

be that the gears will be stripped, and con

siderable unnecessary damage done to the

mechanism. With due skill, however, the

method is perfectly possible.
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BROKAW ON IGNITION _

Goes Deep into the Subject and Illustrates

and Explains Many Causes of Trouble.

\Nith the aid of a whole tableful of ap

paratus that included at least one sample of

almost every known method of ignition

with its accessories, Clarence B. Brokaw,

who is principal of the New York Y. M.

C. A. automobile school, lectured on the

subject of ignition at the Automobile Club

of America, on Tuesday evening last.

“As every one of you gentlemen has had

more or less experience with the automobile

it will hardly be necessary for me to go into

the theory of ignition,” said Mr. Brokaw.

“Moreover, I intend this to be a thoroughly

practical talk, more on the subject of igni

tion troubles; how to recognize them and

how to remedy them , than a mere outline

of the various methods. There are many

so-called ignition systems, but when exam

ined it will be found that all can be divided

into two classes, the make and break and

the jump spark.

“Each system has its advantages and dis

advantages and each has its advocates,

some of who are entirely blind to the de

fects of the system to which they pin their

faith and can see no good in any other. But

there are sufficient good points in each to

recommend it and the greatest essential is

a thorough understanding of its workings

and its shortcomings or the derangements

that are liable to befall it in practice. The

chief claims of the make and break system

are simplicity and the great size and heat

of the spark produced in contrast with the

smaller spark of the jump system. And

more than this is the reliability of the ham

mer and anvil plug, contend the supporters

of this system. ‘This plug will never short

circuit through carbonization because the

electrodes are so far apart and it cannot

foul because, no matter how much oil there

may be in the cylinder, the blow of the

hammer and the hot'flash that follows it

will burn it away,‘ they will tell you.

“It is easy to see that there is consider—

able foundation for the claim of producing

a hotter spark,” continued Mr. Brokaw, il

lustrating this point with a set of dry cells

and a primary coil. “The flash is almost

blinding. Qf course, it is not so great inside

the cylinder under compression. There is

a point I wish to bring out here, that in

variably comes up in the questions of stu

dents. VVhy does the spark occur on the

making of the circuit in the jump spark

system and on the breaking with the make

and break? It occurs on the break in the

latter case for this reason. When the cir—

cuit is closed it requires an appreciable

time to saturate this simple wound coil.

Now this coil is wound so as to be highly

self-inductive; it is composed of a heavy

winding of comparatively coarse wire on a

very substantial core consisting of a bundle

of soft iron wire, each strand of which is

separately shellacked before being bundled.

This permits of its being magnetized and

demagnetized very quickly. And when

this is done suddenly as by the breaking of

the circuit at the plug, it not only delivers

the current sent into it from the batteries,

but adds to it and propels it by this force

of self—induction which results in the

greatly increased size of the spark.

“To get back to the plug, warm sup

porters of this system will tell you that it_

is proof against carbonization on account

of the great distance between the points,

but just here where this insulated leg en

ters the metal support," illustrating with

one of the plugs, “there is a very small

space indeed between the two and it re

quires but a very little carbon at this point

to cause trouble. There is another draw

back to the system in that the short cir

cuiting of a single plug stops the engine

and thus makes it difficult to locate the

cause of the trouble, whereas with the jump

spark, the engine may be run on any one

cylinder at a time without interfering with

the others. There is still greater puzzle

brought about in this system by faulty

timing, causing one of the plugs to prevent

another from sparking. This may be illus

trated by sketching the system on the

board. For instance, cylinder number

three follows number one in the order of

firing. In order to obtain a spark with this

system the circuit must first be made and

then broken, and it will be clear that if the

circuit in plug number three is made before

it is broken in number one, there will be

no spark in the latter. Thus one cylinder

may rob the other of its spark and the

trouble is more or less difficult to locate.

“It depends entirely upon the timing of

the igniters; one must have broken the cir

cuit before the other makes it or one

must miss, and this brings me to the ques

tion of the time element in ignition—with

out a doubt the most important factor of

the problem. Power depends almost en~

tirely upon the rate of combustion and if

the flame in the explosive mixture can be

propagated rapidly enough to cause the

greatest effort to take place before the

piston has traveled an appreciable portion

of its stroke downward, there is that much

gained. That is, the greatest force of the

explosion should take place when com

pression is at its greatest and not after a

considerable portion of it has been released.

This explains in a word why the spark is

advanced and retarded and also why when

the spark is advanced too far an engine

begins to pound—the piston begins to feel

the force of the explosion before it has

passed the dead center and the two forces—

the stored away energy of the flywheel and

that of the explosion, are conflicting. It

also explains why with the spark well re

tarded the engine may be made to run

very slowly and with scarcely any power.

If we could devise a system by which the

greatest force of the explosion could be

propagated instantaneously it would mean

a tremendous gain of power, and as an ap

proach to this end I very strongly favor a

system of double ignition—that is, two

plugs firing simultaneously in the same cyl'

inder. Even if one lags momentarily there

will be a gain.

“To conclude with the make and break

system, it is easy -to see why it was not

successful earlier. There was no adequate

source of current supply. It was tried with

dry cells and before a car had run much

more than thirty miles the batteries ceased

to give any current. They became polar

ized and most of us who were not aware

of this peculiarity of the dry cell, doubtless

threw many a good battery away and

bought a new one, although there was prac

tically nothing the matter with the one that

was discarded. The working of every pri

mary generates hydrogen and the dry cell

is no exception; the bubbles of hydrogen

gas attach themselves to the negative or

carbon element and when they have com—

pletely covered its surface the cell ceases

to act—the gas insulates the carbon from

the rest of the cell for the time being. If

the circuit be opened, the bubbles are dissi

pated and as soon as they have disappeared,

the cell is as good as ever. But no primary

cell could ever be successful with the make

and break igniter—the demand for current

is too great. The small dynamo and the

storage battery were then designed in a

manner fitted to use on the car, so that

the make and break system was discarded

and not taken up again until the low tension

magneto was adopted as a source of cur

rent, but before taking up the latter. let me

indicate one other shortcoming of the ham

mer and anvil plug. This is its tendency

to wear away the contact points and some

times to break them off.

“As the spark will burn and oxide iron

or steel very readily, the plug will not func

tion without special contact surfaces. Plat

inum is, of course, the best for this purpose.

but as a comparatively large piece is re

quired it is far too expensive and nickel is

employed for the purpose. If you are ever

caught on the road with a worn out plug

and have no replacement, you can make a

repair by soldering a piece of silver on the

piece. By far the best flux to use for this

purpose is cyanide of potassium; it is a

deadly poison and should be carefully han

dled. There are times when it is justifiable

t0 mutilate Uncle Sam’s coin, so that failing

to have anything else, a dime will serve ad

mirably. Cut it to the size required and

use as much cyanide as there is silver. A

blow torch is the only other requisite so

that none of the tools or materials will be

diflficult to obtain. Difficulty will be experi

enced if borax is used as a flux for it will

form into balls between the silver and the

iron and prevent the formation of the

joint.

“Coming to the magneto, I wish to call

attention to a point that engenders confu

sion with many in this connection and that

is the distinction between the high and the

low tension magneto. All low tension

magnetos, such as are used on the Loco—

mobile, the Cleveland, the Brasier and other
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foreign cars, are the same, so there is diffi

culty there, but all high tension magnetos

are not, strictly speaking, of that kind.

For instance, we have the Remy and the

Eisemann high tension magnetos and the

Lacoste and Simms-Bosch high tension

magnetos and they differ very materially.

The Remy and the Eisemann are really low

tension magnetos, but they are used with a

coil to convert the current into one of high

tension and they send it to the cylinders

through a high tension distributor. The

Lacoste and the Simms-Bosch are techni

cally speaking, high tension magnetos in

that they actually produce a high tension

current. Here is the difference. This arm

ature ‘removing one from a low tension

magneto on the table to illustrate,’ has but

one simple winding, one end of which is

grounded and the other led out through

the hollow shaft. The current generated

is sent through a non-vibrating induction

coil of the usual type, just as if any other

source of current were employed. In such
almachine as the Lacoste this primary gen

erating winding and the secondary winding

are both on the same core and are con

nected with a condenser. The machine is

practically self-contained—it generates the

current, converts it into one of high ten—

sion and automatically distributes it. It

has both its advantages and its drawbacks

and I will indicate some of the latter in

connection with coils.

“Another essential element in which such

magnetos as the Remy differ from the or

dinary low tension type, is in embodying a

distributor which is in the high tension

branch of the circuit—apt to give trouble.

you will immediately conclude, because a

high tension current is almost impossible

to confine. And in a distributor of this

kind (selecting one from a number on the

table) in which there is a metallic rubbing

contact there would be trouble, for the in

visible metallic dust caused by this rubbing

of the metal surfaces would, in conjunction

with a little moisture and sometimes with

out it, provide a path for the current of

30.000 to 40,000 volts that would convert the

distributor into a blaze of fireworks. But

you will notice in this magneto here (tak

ing the distributor cover off a Remy) there

is no rubbing contact; this distributor fin

ger closely approaches but does not touch

any of the points—the spark must jump to

it as there is a gap of a fraction of an

inch. This finger is made wedge shaped

so that the spark may be advanced or

retarded.

“How does the spark occur in both the

primary winding and at the secondary tcr

minals simultaneously and how may its

occurrence be retarded or advanced with

out disturbing this concurrence? is a ques

tion very frequently asked. I can best il—

lustrate it with this low tension magneto

here. \Vhen the armature is in this posi

tion or straight across the poles, there is a

complete magnetic circuit and the voltage

is at its lowest—the lines of force are not

being cut. But in this position (giving it

a quarter turn to the right) the maximum

number of lines of force are being cut and

the voltage is at its' very greatest value.

Here, then, is where it is ordinarily made

in the cylinder. If the Tnachine be turning

to the right, and retardation \is desired,

causing it to occur an eighth of a revolu

tion sooner will give a position where it is

approaching the maximum and for advance,

one where it is receding from the maximum,

so that within these limits the spark may

occur sooner or later and still obtain good

results. .I might interpolate right here that

the low tension magneto is timed in the

same manner, although it is not necessary

as it may be geared to spin at a higher rate

of speed than the engine and thus pro

duce a continuous alternating current, but

this is not generally done.

“It will be apparent from the foregoing

explanation that changing the time of oc

currence causes a loss in the value of the

spark and in order to overcome this, the

builders of the Remy have introduced what

I consider to be an improvement of great

merit. I do not hold a brief for any of

the many classes of ignition apparatus you

see here, nor is it my purpose to condemn

any of them, merely to point out to you

what I have found to be their advantages

and drawbacks in the course of an extended

experience that has covered all of them.

The improvement I refer to is the adoption

of a set of shifting pole pieces. You will

note that the pole pieces of this low ten

sion magneto are fast to the poles of the

magnets; this is also the case with this

Remy machine, but in addition there is a

second set of pole pieces encircling the arm

ature and which may be turned about it to

advance or retard the spark without de—

tracting from the value of the current on

that account. Within the limits of the

occurrence of maximum voltage in the arm

ature that may be governed by this means,

the passing of the distributor finger under

one of the secondary contacts is also pro

vided for by making it wedge shaped as I

have already indicated. Thus the distribu

tor works synchronously with the armature

as they are geared by one to two pinions

and the magneto is geared to the engine

so that its speed bears a fixed relation to

that of the latter. As there is only one

primary connection to the armature, the

other being grounded, always look for trou

ble on this machine at its collector brush

which is at the end of the shaft—a little

dirt or oil there is often the cause of a

stoppage that is most frequently attibuted

to something more serious and the machine

condemned on that account.

“This brings me to the subject of ground

connections and it is my firm belief that if

the grounded connection were discarded

entirely or more attention paid to it, there

would be far less ignition trouble. When

one side of a circuit is grounded the cur

rent must find its way back to its source

through the channel of least resistance;

through rivets, joints and sometimes

through bearings—dirt may have worked

into either of the former and there is al

ways oil in the latter. The better the

bearing the poorer contact will it make

with the shaft and the more oil will there

be between them. All this makes it diffi

cult for the current to pass, except in the

case of the high tension current which will

penetrate or bridge most obstacles of this

character. But such is not the case with

the low tension current and I would recom

mend that wherever it can be done con

veniently that ground wires be carried as

near as possible to the other branch of the

circuit and the metal drilled and tapped

to insure a firm connection.

“Taking up the battery, the matter of

connections is one that must be looked to

carefully and it is something that consti

tutes a drawback to the use of the dry cell

—there are so many connections, so many

places to cause trouble. Rattling and shak‘

ing may loosen any of them and one is

sufficient to put the system out of order.

The accumulator is superior in this respect

as well as many others—in fact, I consider

it the ideal battery. But in either case,

two sets should be carried, one as a reserve

and in the case of the dry cells they should

be used alternately as one displays signs

of weakness. This should not be done with

the storage battery—one should be used up

keeping the other fresh and the reserve not

called into action until the other is dead:

when it only shows 1.7 volts on the volt

meter it is time to recharge it or it will be

ruined. Never under any circumstances

short circuit a storage battery to test it—

the flow of current is so great that it will

burn up almost any small piece of metal.

even this screwdriver I have in my hand

would melt instantaneously if dropped

across the terminals of this ignition set.

Always use a voltmeter and test each cell

separately and always use an ammeter on

dry cells the same way—a voltmeter read

ing means nothing with the latter, as they

give 1.5 volts new or old. It is a wise

precaution to always test dry cells when

buying them, so as not to have palmed

05 on one some that have been on the

shelf for a year or more. Do not take

them unless they show 22 to 25 amperes

on test.

At the request of the audience, Mr. Bro»

kaw continued in order to touch 0n the

dynamo, although the time allowed had

been greatly exceeded. “So far as my ex

perience goes I have found the dynainu un

satisfactory in practice for many reasons.

chief of which is the short circuiting at

the brushes. With regard to the Apple

system of generator and storage cells and

an automatic cut out, I have had no per~

sonal experience, but from using it in dem

onstrating before a class I should think it

wouldwork well. In conclusion, I may say

that I firmly believe that the high tension

system of the Eisemann or Remy type em

ploying a low tension magneto and syn

chronous distribution with one simple coil

will eventually supersede most others for

pleasure car use.”
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WHAT FLUSTERS ENGINEERS

How Popularity of Gasolene Motor Con

founds Them—Benefits of Both Powers.

That the application of the steam engine

to the work of the automobile is not re—

ceiving a greater amount of attention from

the bulk of the industry, is a matter of

universal comment by mechanical engineers

outside its confines. To them, the adapta

tion of the gasolene motor to the work is

unmechanical in the extreme and despite

its rapid growth and general serviceability

at the present time, it still presents a species

of crudity which serves to make the steam

car outclass it at every turn. Accustomed

to considering results from a general point

of view, the greater mass of apparatus re

quired by the steam plant when contrasted

with that of the internal combustion motor,

is but a mere detail, the dcsideratum being

to secure an even turning movement, and a

flexibility of control at all costs. And the

thermal efficiency of the two, yielding by

comparison a marked advantage on the side

of the latter, is not of great moment, when

the cost of a single machine is to be taken

into account.

But apart from the more intimate tech

nical considerations, the fact remains, that

for the uses of the pleasure machine, the

gasolcne engine yields decidedly sucessful

results, requires, if anything, less of skill

in operation, and less of labor in mainten

ance, and is eminently satisfactory from the

view point of its ready response in service

under normal conditions. On the other

hand, it is not capable of carrying a great

amount of overload, is not capable of

starting under load, and is in many ways

unsuited for the work for which it has been

developed.

Owing to the great variation in the load

upon the motor, it is essential that the

power plant of the motor car be extremely

flexible. In the gasolcne machine, this is

accomplished by a combination of throttle

control and alteration of the gear reduction

between the motor and the driving wheels.

In the steam car, on the other hand, this is

done by throttling, where simple reduction

of speed is required, but where additional

power is needed, the result must be ob

tained by increasing the rate of delivery of

steam from the boiler. In large power

plants, this can be done to a certain degree

at least temporarily, by drawing on the

reserve supply held in the steam space, but

in the motor vehicle, where “economy is

the \vatchword," this can be accomplished

only by forcing the boiler, that is to say, by

furnishing it with more heat, and feeding

its water supply more rapidly.

In the small tubular boilers which were

commonly used for the work a few years

ago, the steam space being very small, and

the heating surface very great, a consider

able degree of flexibility was assured, but

as a result, most careful and skillful hand

ling was rcquired to prevent the lowering

of the water level to the danger point.

Then came the types of flash and semi—flash

generators, in which the flow of feed water

was made strictly proportional to the flow

of steam, and by the reduction in the vol

ume of both retained in the boiler at any

given time, the sensitiveness of the appara

tus was increased to a marked extent. Fin

ally, the use of superheated steam was per

fected to a point which, in at least one

instance, exceeds that of common practice

in steam engineering anywhere.

The particular gain to be had by con

tinuing to heat the water gas after it has

been rendered free from water, is not at

first apparent except to the steam engineer,

but its real intent can be understood from

the statement that every unit of heat thus

infused into any given volume of dry steam,

and retained by it, is available for conver

sion into mechanical energy in the motor

when it is released. So that by augmenting

the heat contents of any volume of the

vapor, its capacity for producing work is

increased in a certain proportionate degree.

Thus the use of superheated steam in a

power plant having a small storage space,

has the effect of increasing its capacity for

work, and is wholly comparable to the use

of high tension currents in the distribution

of electrical energy, the analogy being very

close in many respects.

The internal combustion motor, on the

other hand, notwithstanding its great prac

tical utility, has the drawback of being

inflexible, and of generating its power only

at fixed rates of speed which, at best, are

not variable throughout a very great range.

Thus, for starting, the friction clutch be

comes an essential, and for obtaining differ

ent rates of speed, the variable transmission

gearing is brought into requisition, both of

them, admittedly unmechanical from the

standpoint of the engineer. Nevertheless, it

has attained its present position through

its ready response, when furnished with

these two essentials, its compactness and its

general simplicity. Despite its apparent

success, however, it is yet greatly handicap

ped by its lack of range and the fact that

its full power cannot be directly applied in

starting the vehicle.

Both types require a certain degree of

skill in their operation which is only to

be gained by experience. In fuel consump

tion, the gasolcne machine has the lead at

present, and it likely to continue to have,

unless a great improvement in burner and

generator efliciencies is brought about.

Certainly, the steam car involves the use

of a greater amount of apparatus than the

other. Yet considering all these facts, the

use of the steam machine for purposes

where mechanical efliciency and general

utility as well as the conditions of even

driving torque and concentrated, positively

communicated effort at starting are con

cerned, as in commercial vehicles, is not

to be undervalued.

ABOUT

But Small Portion of it Utilized—Where

and how Loss Occurs.

 

In a paper read before the Western So

ciety of Engineers recently, C. E. Sargent

analyzes in detail the losses that take place

in the process of converting the latent en

,ergy in gas or gasolcne into useful work.

Gasolene or gasolcne vapor is credited with

690 British thermal units to the cubic foot,

while illuminating gas or what is known as

water gas is rated at 710, so that in speak

ing of the efiiciency of the gas engine, per

centages and formulae apply equally to the

engine using a liquid fuel. A British ther

mal unit is the quantity of heat required to

raise one pound of water through a tem

perature of one degree Fahrenheit. These

standards of heat production have long

been well settled and represent the max

imum theoretical value of the fuels. The

this and the actual

amount of work produced represents loss

and the ratio one bears to the other is the

efficiency and in this connection Mr. Sar

gent’s summing up of the causes and per

centages of loss is of interest.

Efficiency depends on a number of fac

tors and on none more strongly than on

compression and the character of fuel. Gen

erally speaking, the higher the compression

within certain well defined limits, the

greater the amount of power developed.

The pressure at which premature ignition

takes place is the chief of these restrictions.

\Vith the theoretically correct mixture, gas

olene cannot be compressed much in excess

of 100 pounds to the square inch without

danger of self ignition, but natural gas will

stand a pressure of 150 pounds, alcohol 190

pounds and producer gas about 200 pounds

and still require to be ignited by some out

side means, so that the influencc of the

character of the fuel in determining the de

gree of efliciency will be apparent.

Into what proportions then is the heat

generated in the cylinder by the combustion

of the fuel divided; what part of it is ac

tually utilized and what part represents

loss? The percentage that is utilized in

the well designed gas or gasolcne engine

will not often exceed twenty-five per cent.

This represents its thermal efliciency. The

question then arises, W’hat becomes of the

remainder? About forty per cent. is ab

sorbed by the water jacket and about

thirty-five per cent. is lost by radiation and

through the exhaust pipe. The importance

of the factor of compression in determining _

efl‘iciency is more than ever apparent when

it is taken into consideration that other

things being equal the amount of heat lost

in the water jacket depends upon the sur

face exposed. The higher the compression

the smaller will be the amount of cooled

surface surrounding the compressed charge,

difierence between
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How the Folding Seat is Employed on the Pope-Toledo.

  

There is now a Pope-Toledo runabout,

Type X, as it is officially styled. It is a

powerful one, of course, 20-24 horsepower,

to be exact, and withal substantial and

stylish, as the accompanying illustrations

and as the loss from this cause represents

the largest single item it is evident that im

provement should primarily be directed to

saving at this point. An engine in which

the charge is compressed to 100 pounds to

the square inch before being exploded will

consume but an eighth of the fuel required

by one working at a pressure of but twelve

pounds to the square inch above atmos—

pheric, to develop the same power.

In considering the heat which is lost by

way of exhaust, it must be borne in mind

that the reactions during combustion tend

to raise the temperature tremendously, and

for every degree of rise, there is a corres

ponding increase of 1/490 of the volume of

the gases even though with the proper mix

ture the combustion is not instantaneous.

If a full cylinder of combustible mixture is

compressed from atmospheric pressure and

temperature and heated further by chemical

action,then when the volume is constant the

pressure is increased. But neither the tem

perature nor the volume in the combustion

chamber of the engine remain constant.

From the moment the inlet valve closes.

the operation is that of compression until

just before or at the dead center, according

to the timing of the ignition, the spark

occurs and the reverse takes place. From

this point to the end of the stroke expan

sion is taking place and in spite of the fact

that it is extremely rapid and is accom

panied by an enormous drop in temperature,

there is still sufiicient expanding force and

heat left in the exploded charge to require

a mufiier or sound deadening device of

some kind to absorb it in order to overcome

the objectionable noise otherwise created

by this lost power.

Following 'steam engineering practice,

compounding has been tried with a view to

reducing this large percentage of loss in

the exhaust and while it has met with more

or less success, the gain does not appear to

be sufficiently great to offset the added

first cost. The working fluid of the inter—

nal combustion engine, unlike steam, is

serve to show. This new model has just

made its appearance and like most of the

big runabouts, it is designed to seat three

persons. The seat for the mechanic or

extra passenger is arranged in the rear and

practically a perfect gas, so that the effi

ciency of the gas engine may be increased

if the burnt gases may be expanded to a

greater volume than before compression.

But as in a steam engine, there is a limit to

the degree of expansion desirable. When

the pressure equals the power required to

overcome the friction, a further expansion

reduces the efficiency of the engine. Hence,

the decrease in efficiency as the load is

lightened. In a single expansion steam

engine it has been found that- a terminal

pressure of about four pounds above atmos

pheric is the most efiicient at which to

effectuate the release, while owing to the

somewhat lower mechanical efficiency of

the gas engine a terminal pressure of from

six to eight pounds to the square inch rep

resents the greatest economy. But at pres

ent this is not even approached by the aver

age automobile motor from which the ex

haust issues at a pressure varying from ten

to thirty pounds to the square inch, accord

ing to design and operation and probably

it is seldom that the former of these ex

tremes is reached.

France 05ers Big Purses for Alcohol.

Despite the extended chemical researches

that have been carried out by some of the

world’s most skilled investigators over a

period of years, no approach seems to have

been made‘to the discovery of an entirely

satisfactory substance that may be em

ployed to denature alcohol in order that

it may be used as a fuel for the internal

combustion engine. Many have been found

and are used in large quantities in such

countries as Germany, but the problem re

mains unsolved nevertheless. VVood or

methyl alcohol is largely used in this con

nection for other purposes, but it would be

difficult to select a substance worse fitted

for use in the motor. It not only tends to

corrode the metal and destroy the fine

polish 0f the cylinder walls, but also burns

on the valves in a crystalline deposit like

brown sugar that is so hard as to make it

is of the "lift" or "disappearing" type. When

not in use it may be folded inward and that

the idea is skillfully executed the pictures

bear witness. It imparts an unusually well

finished appearance.

 

difficult to chip off with a chisel. Some

years ago the Russian government ofiered

a substantial prize for the discovery of a

suitable system for denaturing alcohol, but

so far as known it never has been claimed.

Now the French government offers two

prizes, one of $4,000 for a substance, which,

while cheaper than any of those now em

ployed, will prevent any possibility of fraud.

and another of $10,000 for the invention of

a system which will permit of alcohol being

used for lighting purposes under the same

conditions as gasolene. The nature of the

problem that confronts the chemist or in—

ventor who would attach either of the

prizes only becomes apparent upon studying

the conditions. First and foremost. the de

naturant must have a smell and taste which

will make the spirit unfit to drink and there»

fore such substances as romarin, aspic, lau~

rel, essence of thyme and others of the kind

must be rejected. The smell. however.

must not be so strong as to prevent the

use of alcohol for domestic and industrial

purposes, wherefore acteylenc and other

strong smelling ingredients are struck out

of the list. Soluble denaturants which leave

deposits, such as salt, sulphate of soda.

alum, picric acid, tobacco juice and a variety

of chemical and other ingredients naturally

can not be considered. It must not be

more or less volatile than the alcohol itself.

and thus allow of its being eliminated by

distillation. In this category a whole list

of ingredients is given from ether to gaso

lene and turpentine. Such substances as

ammonia and sulphuric acid are eliminated

because they act on the metal, and a long

list of poisons is also rejected. It must be

economical and be a commercial product.

If after seeing what he cannot use the

chemist is able to hit upon a denaturanr

which will exactly fulfil the requirements.

he will have fully earned the prize, and

will have conferred an inestimable boon

upon the agricultural industry by preparing

the way for the almost universal employ

ment of alcohol.
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TWINS IN soup mass

How they are Worked out and the Benefits

of that Form of' Construction.

It develops that the Diamond Rubber

Company, of Akron, Ohio, is now building

its new wire mesh base tire in the twin

construction, which is something entirely

novel in the field. The principle of the wire

mesh base, which was brought out for the

first time during the New York show sea

son in the single tire type, was at that time

exclusively dealt with in the columns of the

Motor \Vorld, but its further application to

the twin type seems to merit some more

extended description.

Contrary to the practice in constructing

other types of heavy vehicle tire, the wire

mesh base tires are not mere enlargements

of the forms used on buggy wheels, but

are designed through and through for the

especial work which they are intended to'

meet. The relation of the three essential

portions of the solid tire—that is to say,

the tread, base, and fastening—having been

proportioned with exceptional carev In the

making, a strip of wire mesh is wound

about a drum which is equal in diameter to

the tire which is being formed, the layer

being built up until the required thickness

is secured, three or four layers usually being

required. The unvulcanized rubber is then

applied and forced into and through the

mesh until it is absolutely and evenly incor

porated into it, after which the vulvanizing

process serves to secure its permanence.

By this means, the base and tread are posi

tively incorporated into a single fabi'ic, and

the fastening, which is a part of the base,

is thus made integral with the structure of

the tread, and the stresses of internal fric

tion in this way are eliminated.

Since it is the tread alone on which the

mileage of the tire must depend, that por

tion lying below the rim being useless as

far as road wear is concerned, it is essen

tial that these two elements be so propor

tioned that the life of each shall be equal,

within natural limits to that of the other.

For to design a tread which is dispropor

tionate to the base, inviting a tendency to

creeping, would be as unwise as to make the

base of unwieldly size. As in that case, it

would so far outlast the tread as to consti

tute a not inconsiderable waste of material.

The tread, then, should be limited in bulk

to the ability of the attaching system to

hold it in position successfully until worn

out. As a result of this process of reason

ing, in the new Diamond construction. the

base beneath the top of the flanges has been

reduced to 7/16 inches, the base itself, how

ever, having been broadened out materially

to support the tread which is of large area,

broad and flat. Also, the factor of needless

resiliency has been reduced to a conserva

tive amount, as this factor contributes

greatly to shortening the life of the tire

through continual deformation and recov

cry when on the road.

Another point, which has been worked

out with care, is that of facilitating roadside

repairs, the use of special fixtures and bolts

having been eliminated, only nuts and bolts

of the common standard sizes, and procur

able at any hardware store, being used. As

a result of this, complete replacements may

be made in half an hour, and that without

the use of any special degree of skill in

manipulation—~a factor, which in itself, is

worthy of consideration. The flanges, the

sole intent of which is to eliminate any ten—

dency to side thrust, are all drilled to stand

ard templates, and hence are entirely inter

. if v i

  

changeable. Moreover, no amount of dent

ing, or distortion through hard usage, can

in any way interfere with the successful

operation of the tire itself.

The rubber compound which is used, has

been chosen with due regard to the needs

of the case, being sufiiciently firm to re

sist distortion at the point of contact with

the road, and at the same time, being un

usually resistant, and not likely to chip or

crack under hard usage. Care has also been

taken to provide a compound which will

submit well to vulcanized repairs, and

which will take an even temper in vulcan

  

ization. The vulcanizing process itself, is

carried out with a view to insuring a uni

form quality throughout the structure. In

this connection the same elements have

been employed as in the Diamond wrapped

tread construction, used in the clincher

tires, and which in that service has given

the best of satisfaction.

As it has come to be evident that the

strains of starting and stopping, as well as

those destructive side thrusts of ordinary

running cannot be evenly distributed

throughout the fabric of a tire of more than

five inches width, where larger sizes are in

demand the Diamond \N'ire Mesh tires are

now made in twin and even in triple types

in widths of six, seven and eight inches.

Beyond this, there is no limit to which the

multiplication can be carried. Indeed, it

is perfectly practicable to mount any num

ber of these tires side by side on a rim,

only one pair of side flanges being required

in any case. No special skill is required in

applying these multiple types, the elements

being driven into place with a mallet, and

the dozen nuts being tightened up in the

usual way. The advantage of the twin over

the single type of tire, is enormous, the

running strains are as evenly distributed as

  

in the smaller sizes of single tire, and hence,

the ton mile cost is reduced. The element of

accident also is reduced in importance, as

1n case of injury, it is only one of the pair

which is effected in most cases, and also,

it has been proved that better traction is

secured by this means, and a reduction in

the tendency to skidding, which is the bane

of all mechanical traction.

 

Challenging the Motor ’Bus.

A case of widespread interest to the ad

vocates of the motor ’hus is now pending

in the English courts, in which the right of

a railway company to operate 'busses under

its charter is brought into question by a

local corporation which seeks to protect

itself in the maintenance of its time honored

tramway system.

The complainant is the Corporation of

Birkenhead, which seeks to protect its

vested rights in an electric tramway. By

them it is claimed that the operation of

motor ’busses as feeders to their line by

the Mersey Railway Company is a separate

and distinct business, and not consequential

to the carrying on of a railway. The rail—

way company contends that it is as inci

dental to its business to carry passengers

to its various stations as it is to carry and

distribute freight. An injunction was “re—

luctantly” granted by the court, and an

appeal is expected. The case of the com—

palinants was considerably strengthened by

the allegation that the ’busses are contin

ually injuring the roads.

Mercedes Makes Radical Changes.

It was announced some little time ago

that in all probability the Mercedes racing

cars for the coming season would be of the

six-cylinder type, and would probably em

body several novel features as well as one

or two innovations of well tried ideas on

the part of the German house. Now the

nature of these departures which constitute

almost a new type, Which may be copied

for the stock cars later on,is announced, and

is practically revolutionary for the Mercedes

firm. The cylinder construction will be

of the separate liner type, turned steel lin

ers being forced into cast jackets of the

same material; the valves will be operated

by rocker arms from an overhead shaft,

driven by bevel gears; the exhaust will be

separately piped to a header at the base of

the crank case; and high tension magneto

ignition will be employed.

To Protect the Bright Parts.

A point which is lost to a good many

drivers is that when a car is to be dri\en

in wet weather, it is a good expedient to

coat all brightly finished parts with heavy

grease which protects them from the moist

ure, and effectually prevents their becom

ing rusted. In the case of the plated parts,

it is well to coat them with tallow when

ever they are to be left standing for some

little time, as in this way tarnishing is pre

vented, and the subsequent labor of polish

ing greatly lessened.
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URUGUAY AS A MARKET

French Cars in Overwhelming Majority—

How American Makers May Gain Ground.

\Nhile the use of the automobile is rapidly

spreading to Uruguay, and it is advancing

in popularity there, the market up to the

present time, has been largely in the hands

of the French makers, who have been

reaching out for it in painstaking fashion.

The conditions there, and the needs to be

considered in establishing a trade, are set

forth by Consul O’Hara, at Montevideo, in

a recent report to Washington.

“Prior to 1905 there were but three ma

chines in Uruguay and they were of French

manufacture," he says, “while during the

year just passed, forty-seven were imported,

Two of the

American machines are now in use.

“As might have been expected, the effort

on the part of American manufacturers to

four of which were American.

introduce their automobiles into this coun

try has met with persistent opposition from

the dealers in other machines, and every

available point of criticism has has been

raised against them. This criticism is hav

ing considerable influence with the expect

ant purchasers and has served to depress

and discourage the importer, who knows

little of the machine or its capacity. I called

upon an importer in this city, who is the

agent of the only American machines in

this country, and found him discouraged.

He complained bitterly of the treatment he

had received at the hands of his principals.

He said they had sent him no catalogues,

no directions as to how the machine should

be operated, and nothing to indicate the

rate of speed of which the machine was

capable, or the amount of gasolene neces

sary for its operation. In these matters I

was able to assist him in some degree by

means of catalogues of other firms which

have been sent to this consulate, but there

was another feature in which I was unable

to assist him, and that was as to prices of

parts or repairs in case any portion of the

machine became damaged or destroyed.

This, he said, was important, something his

purchasers demanded to know before mak

ing an investment, and which information

was furnished by manufacturers of other

countries.

“\Nhen I expressed my surprise at this

apparent neglect to give the proper infor

mation, catalogues, etc., he told me that

the manufacturers had notified him that

they would provide price lists of parts and

general directions on application. This

does not comport with the usual energy and

attention to detail with which the American

manufacturer advertises his products, and

what must have been an oversight proved,

in this case, to be very embarrassing. The

American machines sent into this market

are provided with canopy tops and detach

able curtains, while the style mostly de

manded is the Limousine or closed body

with glass front, after the style of the

French machines generally in use here, and

adaptable to the needs of professional and

business men, who invariably use a convey

ance in going to and coming from their

places of business. My informant had no

information and very little idea as to the

price of such an attachment, and whether or

not it could be adjusted to the machines

he had. I was forced to the conclusion that

this exporter was not fair either to himself

or to his agent, taking into consideration

the great distance between manufacturer

and sales agent, and the great length of

time, usually from eight to ten weeks, nec

essary to secure information from the

United States. Everything necessary to a

complete understanding of the automobiles

should have been furnished to the agent.

“The French machines in use here are

well advertised. Their catalogues are

printed in both Spanish and French; the

parts are explained and listed, and full in

formation may be had by applying to their

agents in this city. The same care should

be exercised by the American manufacturer

and exporter.

“The Uruguayan Government has offered

a special inducement to importers of auto

mobiles by reducing the rate of duty to 8%

percent. on the valuation of the machines,

which is usually placed at very much below

the actual value. It is said, however, that

this rate may be slightly increased, but

owing to the great popularity of motor

vehicles it is not thought that the rate will

exceed 12 per cent. There are a great num—

ber of people in this country who have

ample means with which to purchase ma

chines, and the fact that they are rapidly

growing in favor is sure to open to Ameri

can machines a good market if the manu

facturers and exporters will make the effort

to avail themselves of it.

While the Uruguayan highways are not

available for long tours with comfort, the

streets of the city and suburban roads are

in good condition, and the climate is such

that they may be used with comfort and

convenience during the entire year. The

price of the machines usually demanded

here ranges from'$1,200 to $3,500. and

they should be built strong and durable.

Notwithstanding the fact that the French

machine has been fairly well introduced and

thoroughly advertised in this market, and

that the agents are well equipped with

everything necessary for a vigorous cam—

paign, I have confidence that the American

automobile will become the favorite when

it is properly placed before these people

and its superior qualities fully explained.

It is not believed here that the American

machine is constructed of a better grade

of material than its European rival, or that

it can be operated at less expense. This re

quires demonstration, and to have proper

demonstration requires properly printed

and illustrated catalogues in Spanish, and a

full price list of parts. These should be

furnished the firms selling machines. .But

far more important than this is the sending

of expert salesmen and demonstrators who

understand the Spanish language. If this

is done I have no doubt that the American

automobile will become a popular vehicle

in Uruguay.”

Perpetual Motion for Motor Cars!

One more name has to be added to the

list of those inventive geniuses who pride

themselves on having discovered a means

of obtaining perpetual motion. The dis

covery has not been heralded with any

flourish of trumpets, for its announcement

is limited to a very small advertisement in

smaller type in an English paper. Natur

ally, in this enlightened day and age, the

perpetual movement is obtained by means

of a certain form of automobile, and

its inventor hails from Clermont Ferrand.

so it is evident that the speed of the racing

cars which passed through that town last

summer had something to do with the

man's mental abherration.

The “invention,” upon which a patent has

been taken out, of course, is supposed to

work on the following principle:

“This invention rests on the following

principle: The force exercised by the wheels

of a vehicle laden with a weight, going on

a lever having as fulcrum the ground, as

resistance an organ of transmission which

receives the force, and as power the weight

of the vehicle, is superior to the effort of

traction of this vehicle. That motor is

made of several carriages, with two wheels,

loaded with a weight bound together, and

rolling on two rails, where the levers are

fixed. The levers are placed in a parallel

position to the rails, which allows the

wheels of the carriage, during the rolling,

to have them up and down alternatively.

The object of the movement of the car

riage is to put into action some levers.

which consequently produce a force much

more powerful than the force needed for

the traction of the said carriage. This mo

tor gives the perpetual movement, for when

it has gone on a certain length the force

received by the levers is much superior to

the force required to keep it in motion dur

ing an equal length. And it is so until

the material of which this motor is made

is worn out.”

New Accumulators for Old Ones.

A company has recently been formed in

England for the purpose of supplying mos

torists with freshly charged ignition accu

mulators. The idea is to keep on hand a

comparatively large stock of accumulators

which are to be charged at regular inter

vals, and passed over to the subscribers in

exchange for discharged ones, which, in

turn, will be recharged, and exchanged for

others. The contracts are to run for a year,

and it would seem that a very respectable

amount of business could be done in this

way, especially in a country where the use

of accumulators is as popular as it is in

Great Britain.
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METHODS OF LUBRICATION

Several Systems Discussed—Great Heat in

Bearings—How Turbines are Oiled.

In a great many caSes bearings give

trouble although the surface velocity and

pressure per unit area are well within safe

limits, the, troubles being caused by the

lack of attention to small but essential

details, says the American Machinist.

One of the commonest causes of trouble

in two—part bearings is side binding.

This occurs principally in vertical engines

and in other machinery where the principal

load on the- bearing is that due to the dead

weight of the rotating part. The bearing

boxes are too often bored and scraped to

a good fit all around without being eased off

to prevent wedging action nearing the part

4 ing of the boxes. This not only causes a

tremendous pressure on the bearings at

these points, but prevents the oil getting in

between the shafts and the bearings. A

bearing is always much better if eased off

so that it will be well clear of the shaft

for at least twenty degrees of are on each

side of the centre tine, and even thirty de

grees is not excessive. Many designers,

especially those who have not had practical

experience in the operation of machinery,

seem to dislike to lose any part of the

bearing area by easing off the sides of the

boxes, but area at these points is more det

rimental than efficient, and bearings which

are originally made with all around contact

can frequently be improved by the use of

hammer and chisel. “

Give the oil a fair chance to get in its

work. The edges of the bearing boxes are

frequently left sharp, thus scraping off the

oil instead of assisting it to enter. If the

box is eased off to form a channel for the

oil, meeting the shaft approximately on a

tangent, oil will be drawn in instead of

being scraped off.

In the matter of oil grooves also, de

signers frequently seem loath to sacrifice

bearing area, apparently losing sight of

the fact that no area, no matter how great,

can be sufiicient unless properly lubricated.

Oil grooves should be large, arranged so

as to keep the oil well distributed and

should have the edges well rounded off to

facilitate the entrance of oil between bear

ing and journal. The simple removal of

the sharp edge of the groove is not suffi

cient. Too many designers, however, seem

to look upon the matter of oil grooves as

of too little importance to be worthy of

their consideration, but rather something

to be left to the shop to be taken 'care of,

or to be neglected entirely. The result fre

quently is an oil grooving which does more

harm than good, leading the.oil to certain

parts of the bearing and leaving other parts

dry. _

From time to time various systems of

improved lubrication have appeared, such

as ring oiling, chain oiling, felt pads, packed

waste, compression and spring grease cups,

etc. But with the exception of the

“splasher” system, which is very efficiently

used in a number of types of enclosed en

gines, such as practically all automobili

motors, the old type of drop-by-drop lubri

cation, feeding the oil in homeopathic doses

is one most generally used with engines,

although it is about the least efficient and

most expensive method of all. It is not

only a wasteful method, but leads to danger

of cutting bearings by reducing the oil sup

ply to a dangerous minimum. It is not al

together the fault of engine builders that

this form of lubrication is the one most

generally used by them, but rather because

purchasers will not stand the slight addi

tional first cost of a better method.

Ring oiling and kindred systems are very

efficient for a large class of bearings, but

unfortunately are not well adapted to

engine work, especially in large sizes, al

though some designers have done some

very good work along this line.

Grease and similar lubricants have their

limitations, but are ideal lubricants for

many purposes, and in engine work can be

used to good advantage on the smaller

parts of valve gear and even on eccentrics.

Supplying oil under pressure is a neces

sity with step bearings which carry very

heavy weights, and has been applied with

success to horizontal bearings where the

work is extremely heavy; but this class of

lubrication may be considered as adaptable

only to special cases where it is an ab

solute necessity, to be avoided if possible.

The central gravity system of lubrication

which has come into extensive use in en

gine installations within the past few years

has resulted in a marked saving in the cost

of lubrication and the elimination of bear

ing troubles, and the details of such sys

tems are well worth the serious attention

of engineers. That is, systems which, while

varying in details, comprise essentially an

overhead supply tank, pipes leading to all

bearings with valves for regulating the sup

ply, arrangements for catching the over

flow oil, settling tanks, filters and pumps

for returning the oil to the supply tank, the

whole system being automatic, and result

ing in a continuous circulation of oil. Al

though this system is at present used prin

cipally in large installations, it has been

used with success in smaller plants, and I

believe that engineers would be fully justi—

fied in using it in installations of single

engines of large or even moderate size. Its

success is not only due to the saving of

labor, as in large installations, but by sup—

plying an excess of oil to the bearings the

oil does not become “worn out," as in the

drop-by-drop system, resulting in a reduc

tion of oil bills.

A further extension of the principle of

continuous circulation of oil obtains in the

flooded system of lubrication which has

come into use in connection with steam

turbines. In fact, this system was intro

duced by Jarsons before the central gravity

system for reciprocating engines came into

vogue. This system consists in supplying

to the bearings as much oil as will flow

through them; the oil carrying away the

heat of the bearings and being cooled in a

tubular cooler before going back to the

bearings again. The oil is not forced into

the bearings under pressure, but simply

supplied at a head of from a few inches to

several feet; just enough to allow it to flow

freely to the bearings. As the oil is no—

where exposed to the outside air, circulating

only in a closed system, it collects no dirt

and does not need to be filtered, but is used

over and over again continuously, the en

tire oil supply circulating through the bear

ings every few minutes.

By means of this system speeds and pres

sures are used which would otherwise be

impossible, and, what is of still greater

interest to the owner, is that the oil con

sumption is reduced to a minimum.

Users of engines and other machinery

would do well to take a lesson from the

results of steam turbine lubrication, which

has demonstrated beyond a doubt that the

supply of oil in large excess of that actually

required to prevent bearings cutting is in

the long run the most economical, and far

in advance of the old drop-by-drop method.

Another matter upon which a few words

may not be amiss is that of the tempera

ture of bearings. There seems to be a

widespread misapprehension as to what is

a safe temperature. ‘ Much of the idea about

safe temperature seems to be an inherit

ance from the time when lubricating oils

were all of animal or vegetable origin and

is not applicable to the high test mineral

oils of to-day.

Some time ago I happened to get into a

controversy as to proper bearing tempera

tures, the immediate cause of which was

an engine whose main bearings ran at a

temperature of about 135 degrees F., while

the owner claimed that a temperature of

over 100 degrees was unsafe and produced

“expert” testimony to that effect. Knowing

from experience that this view was not cor

rectly, but requiring testimony to the con

trary, I proceeded to have examinations

made of the temperature of bearings of a

large number of engines of various makes.

The result of this investigation showed

more large engines running with bearings

at temperatures over than under 135 de—

grees. Many bearings were running over

150 degrees, some considerably higher, and

in one case a continuous temperature of

180 degrees was found, and in all of these

cases the bearings were giving no trouble.

In this connection it might be well to

point out that the introduction of direct

connected electric generators has increased

the temperature of engine bearings, with

the same bearings working under similar

conditions. At first sight this may seem

paradoxical, but it is easily explained. With

the older types of drives the eccentrics

were seldom covered, and crank oil guards,

if used, were of an open type. But when

driving direct-Connected generators, where

it is necessary to keep oil off the windings

and commutators, closed oil guards are
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fitted over cranks and eccentrics. This

not only increases the temperature of the

crank pins and eccentrics by preventing

a circulation of air, but also retards the rad

iation of heat from the main bearings as

well.

Extent of the German Trade.

Evidently German manufacturers are en

joying their full share of prosperity. United

States Vice-Consul Schlemmer, at Man

heim, writing about the German iron and

machinery industries, states that automobile

makers have no cause for complaint. “The

export of automobiles from Germany, prin

cipally to England and France, increased

four hundred per cent. to 2,300 tons in 1905,

against 546 tons in 1904," he writes. “The

inquiry for automobiles is so enormous of

late that one of the leading firms in the

business upon inquiry made the statement

that twice the present possible production

in Germany would not supply the demand,

especially for heavy vehicles. This condi

tion of affairs has necessitated considerable

importation of machines, principally“ from

France. The gasolene motor still predom—

inates, and will probably do so for some

time yet, as the expectations placed in the

electric have not been realized. England

is Germany's best customer for automo

biles, and orders for 300 to 400 machines

at a time are sometimes received, principally

for omnibuses and heavy carriages. The

execution of orders is frequently impeded

and delayed by the scarcity of raw ma

terials."

Erie Railroad to Test Gasolene Cars.

Because of the inroads made upon their

passenger receipts on the branch lines by

trolley competition, the Erie Railroad Com

pany is the latest to announce its intention

of experimenting with power cars that may

be operated cheaply. A steam car capable

of carrying sixty pasesngers has been or

dered from Europe and tests also will be

given an American gasolene car. The first

experiments will probably be made between

New York City and Nanuet Junction, N. Y.,

and if they prove successful many of the

small and now unprofitable branch lines

will be so equipped.

Persia to have Motor Line.

Persia is waking up to the benefits to be

derived from motor traction. it seems, and

will soon boast the accession of a regular

passenger and freight service within its

borders. For the purpOSe the Renard

system will be used, a Serpollet steam

tractor, two fifty-passenger trailers, and a

a three-and-a-half-ton truck having just

having been completed in France, and

shipped to Persia for the purpose.

Binghampton, N. Y., is going to have a

“municipal rubber-neck” automobile line.

City Clerk Herrick and Alderman Joseph

Bromley are forming a stock company to

operate a line of “seeing Binghampton"

automobiles.

One Plug for Many Cylinders.

Recently some reference was made in

these columns to a system of ignition which

has been brought out in France and which

involved the use of the flame of the burning

charge in one cylinder for the ignition of

the fresh charge in the next ‘in order of

firing, the system being available, of course,

only for multi-cylinder machines. Since

that time, there has been patented in Eng

land another system in which the same idea
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is carried one "step further, in that a

continuous ignition chamber is provided

embracing all the cylinders and being thrown

into communication with them in succession

by means of poppet valves actuated in the

usual way, and so regulated that at the

time of ignition in any one, communication

is established through the chamber with

another in which ignition is already taking

place. -

As shown in the illustration, the cylin

ders are all cast in a single piece, but this

is not an essential requirement of the de

vice, since the ignition chamber could be

connected from one cylinder to another by

couplings, or could be made in the form of

a manifold, if necessary. As shown, how

ever, the cylinders, 1, 6, 2, 5, 3, 4, are all

surrounded by a common water jacket, and

are provided with the usual distributing

valves located in pockets. The valves are

indicated by the figures 9 and 10, the igni

tion valves being placed between them ad

mitting the ignition flame at the points,

11, 16, 12, 15, 13, 14, and the chamber itself

laying along the backs of the cylinders as

indicated at 17. The water jacket 25 is

made to include these as well as the cylin

ders, thus maintaining the whole motor at

a proper working temperature.

The valves, which are of the poppet type,

are preferably packed around the stems to

prevent any leakage of the gas, and are

actuated by some mechanism capable of

variation suited to the proper regulation

of the time of the ignition. A spark plug 26

is placed in the ignition chamber to insure

a flame there when running under low

compression, or on starting.

Gledhill on Damascus Steel.

According to J. M. Gledhill, the famous

Damascus steel was in reality nothing but

a form of modern high speed tool steel, for

it contained all the important properties

of the latter. Marvelous cutting powers
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have been attributed to it and recent analy

ses of the material show that it contained

certain percentages of tungsten, nickel and

manganese. This shows that a latent high

speed steel was in existence centuries ago.

All that was found necessary in order to

bring out its inherent qualities was to

“burn” it, a process which was long thought

to destroy its usefulness. but which is now

known to produce its greatest adaptability

to the work in hand and render it capable
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of effecting a great revolution in machine

shop practice.

Turning the Front Wheels.

It always should be borne in mind that

to turn the front wheels of a car by means

of the steering wheel when the machine is

at rest brings a very great and needless

strain on both the tires and the steering

gear. When this practice is permitted in

the garage, the amount of lost motion in

the gear is seen to have increased, and not

infrequently the tires show signs of the

wrenching as well. \Nhen it is necessary

to turn the car without starting the engine,

the guidance should always be done by

swinging the wheels themselves, the steer

ing wheel being turned at the same time

by a second person in order to permit the

gear, which in most cases is irreversible, to

follow the motion.

Adding to the Luxuries.

While luxuries have been added to cars

of all types, it is in the electrics that they

are carried out in the highest degree. Here,

for instance, are the conveniences included

in the Columbia electric town carriages:

Dome electric light, mirror, card case, toilet

set, umbrella holder, memorandum pad,

electric cigar lighter. electric foot warmer

or fan and speaking tube and electric bell

to driver’s seat.

Milwaukee’s Auto Transit Line.

For the purpose of operating an automo

bile stage line between Milwaukee and

several of the inland lake resorts, the Mil~

waukee Auto Transit Company has been

incorporated withia capital of $15,000.

For a Municipal Garage.

A municipal garage will be the first of

the buildings to be erected by the city of

Cleveland, Ohio. It now owns one auto<

mobile and is about to buy five more.
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The Week’s Patents.

Safety Starting Mechanism for

Motors. Adolphus H. Beecher, Mason

City, Iowa. Filed Oct. 24, 1904, Serial

No. 229,873.

Claim.—l. A safety starting mechanism

for motors, comprising a casing loosely

mounted on a shaft and spring-held against

rotation, a crank loosely mounted on said

shaft, engaging devices between said crank

and shaft releasing devices connected With

said casing and adapted to release said

engaging devices.

815.257. Cooling Device for Cylinders.

Charles H. Blomstrom, Detroit, Mich., as

signor to C. H. Blomstrom Motor Com

pany, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of Mich

815,137.

igan. Filed Oct. 8, 1904. Serial No.

227,691.

Claim—1. A cylinder for combustion en—

gines having in combination with the cyl

inder-walls. flanges cast integral therewith

and projecting therefrom and rods passing

through the flanges and contacting the

same so as to receive heat therefrom by

conduction, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

815,279. Vehicle Tire. Henrv C. Folger,

West Somerville Mass. Filed May 19, 1905.

Serial No. 261,154.

Claim.-—-1. In a vehicle—tire. in combina

tion with a felly of a wheel, an annular

metal tube provided with parallel members

co-operating with the sides. of said felly, a

flexible non-metallic lining secured to the

exterior perimeter of said felly, and a pneu

matic tube within said metal tube sup—

ported by said felly.

815.303. Recording Apparatus for Motor

Vehicles. David Mason, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to John A. Woods. New York,

N. Y. Original application filed Aug. 25,

1903. Serial No. 170,681. Divided and this

application Med Nov. 21, 1903. Serial No.

182,054.

Claim.-——In a speed-recording device, the

combination of a driving-shaft, a collar

fixed thereon, a second collar slidably

mounted on the shaft, arms pivotally con

nected to the slidable collar and each car

rying a governor-ball at its free end, links

connecting the fixed collar and said arms, a

collar adjustably mounted on said shaft

between the fixed and movable collars, a

set-screw to maintain the adjustable collar

in position, an expansive spring on the

driving-shaft. and abutting the movable

and adiustable collars. a sleeve slidably

mounted on the shaft and engaged by said

first-mentioned slidable sleeve and having

an annular groove, intergeared feed and

take-up rolls carrving a record-sheet, a

counter-shaft parallel to the driving-shaft

ing for transmitting motion from the driv

ing for transmitting motion fro mthe driv

ing-shaft to the counter-shaft, a lever ful

crumed at a point intermediate its ends,

said fulcrum being between the driving

shaft and said rolls. one end of said lever

being provided with a pin disposed in the

aforementioned groove, the other end of

said lever carrying a marking device ar

ranged to transverse the record-sheet.

815,319. Tire-Case. Howard R. Teel,

Medford, Mass. Continuation of application

Serial No. 286,138, filed Nov. 6, 1905. This

application filed Jan. 6, 1906. Serial No.

294,859.

Claim.-—1. A tire—case, havin a main

portion to fit over the tread an sides of

the tire, a supplemental portion at one edge

of said mam portion and of sufficient wrdth

‘longitudinally adjustable on both

to extend across to the opposite side of the

case to cover the rim portion of the tire,

and a retaining device at the opposite edge

only of supplemental portion adapted to

engage the other side of the main portion

at the side of the case to hold the case in

scribed. -

815,345. Speed-Varying Mechanism. Gu

low A. Gulowsen, Hugeth Park, N. Y.

Filed July 13, 1905. Serial No. 269,519.

Claim.—In a speed-varying mechanism,

in combination, driving and driven shafts,

on each an expansible pulley, a belt con

necting the pulleys; a pair of wheels ap

proximately cone-shaped, the sides of which

are in contact with the backs or hubs of

the movable elements of both pulleys, said

wheels being movable laterally to vary

the lengthwise distances between each pair

of the pulley elements.

815.346. Pneumatic Tire. Robert A. Har

ris, Tucson, Ariz. Filed Sept. 24, 1904.

Serial No. 225,817.

Claim.1 The combination with a wheel

rim, of a supplemental rim formed with

grooves, tire-flanges having grooves therein

registering with the grooves in the supple

mental rim, a split ring in each pair of reg

istering grooves, each split ring having

lateral projections on its ends, cylindrical

elements having cam-grooves therein to re

ceive the lateral projections of said split

rings, and means for rotating and locking

said cylindrical elements.

815,360. Device for recharging the Stor

age Batteries of Automobiles. Lamar Lyn

don, New York, N. Y. Filed May 4. 1904.

Renewed Mar. 23, 1905. Serial No. 251,596.

Claim.—1.- In an electrically propelled

motor road-vehicle, the combination of a

dynamo-electrical machine mounted on the

vehicle and having a commutator and inde

pendent collecting devices, a storage bat

tery adapted to furnish the total propelling

current also mounted on the vehicle, and

connections wherebv at will current may be

supplied from said battery to said machine

to operate the same. or alternating current

may be delivered to said machine through

said current-collecting devices when the

vehicle is at rest and being there rectified

and charged to direct current at the com

mutator be supplied from said machine to

the battery to recharge the same, substan

tially as shown and described.

815,386. Change—Speed Gearing. Eugen

Soller, Basel, and Friedrich Hottingcr,

Berne, Switzerland. Filed Apr. 29, 1904.

Serial No. 205,614.

Claim.—1. In 'a change-Speed gearing, a

driving and a driven shaft, a plurality of

gear-wheels mounted loosely on said shafts

and engaging together in pairs, 21 corres

Donding series of pairs of coupling-clutches

shafts,

rotatable disks geared together and each

provided with a partly-concentric and partly

projecting and re—entering cam-groove with

the proiecting and re-entering parts ar

ranged in a different part of the groove

relatively to the other disks, and a series

of clutch-operating cranks engaging in

said cam-grooves, substantiallv as set forth.

815.430. Pneumatic-Tired Wheels. Thos.

B. Jeffery. Kenosha, Wis. Filed Nov. 21,

1904. Serial No. 233.698.

Claim.-——1. In a vehicle-wheel, in combi

nation with the felly. a rim encompassing

the same having laterally-opening recesses;

a flexible tire-casing having its lateral edges

enlarged and entered in said recesses res

pectively; retaining devices also entered in

the recesses. said recesses being narrowed

at their mouths. and the sum of the thick
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TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

19051906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

OR SALE—Secondhand Automobiles from

.5100 up; write us for prices and description,

we can save you money. THE E. H. TOWLE CO.,

Waterbury, Conn.

ULCANIZING—One-third saved; we do re

treading and repairing; make large vulcaniz

ing outfits. Extra value in single tube tires,

28x2 r-z, 5w; 28x3, M2; 30x3, l3; 34x2 r-e ho;

seconds, 82 less each; clincher tires, 25 per cent

off list. CHAS. E. MILLER, Anderson, Ind.

FOR SALE—A 1905 Model Locomobile,

with extras cost, $3,100. Car overhauled in

November, in first class condition. Best offer over

£1,800 takes it. Address Box 582, Waterbury,

onn.

SECOND-HAND CARS at lowest prices, but

no junk. Every car rebuilt and repainted by

us before offered for sale. Can guarantee same.

If you want to buy a second-hand car, see our 1905

Wintons just overhauled and repainted; like new ;

greav bargains. Nojunk sold. CARLSON AUTO

COMPANY, 1060 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Winton Agent.

WANTED—Foreman experienced in gas en

gine wrrk to take chirge of engine as

sembling department in large automobile factory.

Must be a hustler and come well recommended.

Address R, Box 649, Motor World, New York City.

WANTED—Foreman to take charge of repair

department in automobile factory. Must

have had experience with high grade American

and fo|eign cars and be able to handle men to ad

vantage. No others need apply. Address M,

Box 649, Motor \Vorld, New York l ity.

WANTED—Foreman for body and running

gear finishing m d assembling department

in large aut mobile works Must have had p e

vi us experience in this line. Address C, Box 649,

Motor \Vorld, New Y )l'k Citv.

ANTED—Draflsman. One familiar with

automobile work preferred. None but firstv

class draftsmen need apply. Address T, care of

Moo Worl , New York City.

OR SXLE—Baker Electrics, one each, Run

about, Stanhop , Imperial and Surrey with

top, all new and at greatly reduced pric s. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55th Street and

B o dway, New York City.

WANTED—Your auto tires; don‘t throw rhem

away; we rebuild and do retreading; guar

anteed to last like new; less than one~third Ih - cost

of new casings. MEYER RUBBER VULCAN

IZING WORKS, Anderson, Ind.

FOR SALE—1905, 40 h p. Thomas Fly-r, used

for demonstrating purposes, painted dark

green, guarant ed to be in as good running con

di-ion as when new. C. A. COEY & CO., 1424

Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE—A $Ioo Canopy top. practically

new, for Ford ModelC. Price, 860. Address

G. S. MOON, Lynchburg, Va

WANTED—Mechanical Superintendent (engi

neer preferred) for company employing a

large number of commercial motor vehicles, both

electric and gaso‘ine Must be practical, pro~

gressive, and experienced in the direction of men

Liberal salary. Address II. R., P. O. Box 822, N.

Y. City.
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ness of the enlarged edges of the casing

and of the retaining devices in each recess

being greater than the width of the mouth

of the latter, said recesses being extended

back from their mouths with capacity to

accommodate the thickened endges, the lat

ter being adapted to be passed back into

the recesses to bring a thinner portion of

the casing to the mouth, the mouth being

wide enough to admit the retaining device

uncompressed while accommodating said

thinner portion.

815,492. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Francis M. Uhler, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor

of one-half to George W. Davis, Lincoln,

Nebr. Filed Dec. 23, 1904. Serial No.

238,142.

Claim—The combination in an internal

combustion engine, of a frame, a crank

shaft journaled in said frame, a cylinder ar

ranged below the shaft, said cylinder having

heads at its opposite ends, stuffing-boxes

carried by the heads, a pair of pistons ar

ranged in said cylinder and movable in op

posite directions, respectively, tubes con

nected to the outer faces of the pistons and

leading through said stuffing-boxes, the

cylinder being thus divided into a central

explosion-chamber and pumping-chambers,

inlets through which the explosive mixture

may pass to the end pumping-chambers

when the pistons are at the limit of in

stroke, ports leading from said pumping

chambers and connected to a port that is

placed in communication with the central

explosion-chamber, when the pistons are

at the limit of outstroke, one of the pis

tons controlling the inlet-port, and an ex

haust-port leading from the combustion

chamber and controlled by the opposite pis

ton, the ports being disposed, respectively.

at opposite ends of said explosion-chamber.

eonnecting-rods leading from the pistons

through the tubular portions thereof, brack

ets extending outward from the frame to

points beyond the ends of the cylinder,

levers pivoted on said brackets, the lower

arms of said levers being connected to the

rods, and upper rods extending from the

upper arms of said levers to the crank

shaft.

815,523. Cushion-Tire.

Philadelphia, Pa.

ial No. 238,944.

Claim.—l. A tire comprising an outer

ring, a rim having flanges connected there

with for engaging said outer ring, cushion

ing mechanism for supporting said outer

ring. in combination with a wheel having

a rim and flanges for engaging said first

rim thereto, substantially as specified.

815,572. Vehicle-Tire. John K. Williams,

Akron. Ohio. Filed Sept. 5, 1905. Serial

No. 277,024.

Claim—The combination in a vehicle

tire adapted to seat in a channeled rim.

formed of elastic material and provided

with a tread portion and integral side shoul

ders of suflticient width to permit the seat

ing thereon of tire-retaining means, tire

retaining means consisting of circumferen

tially-arranged bands mounted on said

shoulders in a state of tension, and a con

tinuously-formed stiffening device embed

ded in the body of said tire of sufficient

width to extend between the sides of said

tire at such a point in the body thereof that

the outer side edges will be exposed and

form the bottom of the shoulders along

said tire-body, said stiffening means being

formed of a continuous strip of metal pro

vided with a series of regularly-recurring

openings. so shaped that the strips of metal

existing between said openings will extend

obliquely through the tire-body.

815,573. Vehicle-Wheel. Charles C. Wil

Frank- G. Freese,

Filed, Dec. 30, 1904. Ser

son, Dalton, Ohio.

Serial No. 285,387.

Claim.—1. In a vehicle-wheel, a series

of rim-segments hinged at their adjacent

ends, a series of plunger-spokes pivotally

connected to said rim-segments, a series

of tubular spokes and against which the

plunger-spokes bear, a series of leaf

springs lying within the rim-segments and

suitably secured therein, and a tire placed

against said leaf-springs and within the

rim-segments, substantially as set forth.

815,708. Speed-Indicator. Gustav Ihle,

Berlin, Germany, assignor to Max Stein

berg, Charlotteburg. near Berlin, Germany,

and Max Tritter, Berlin, Germany. Filed

May 13, 1905. Serial No. 260,305.

Claim.—l. In a speed-indicator, the com

bination of magnets mounted upon trun—

nions, means for rotating said magnets

upon said trunnions, an armature disposed

within the field of said magnets, and indi

cating mechanism connected with said arm

ature.

815,712. Carburettcr for Explosive—En

gines. John H. Johnston, Paris, France.

Filed June 24, 1905. Serial No. 266,783.

Claim.-—1. In a carburetter, the combi

nation of a spray-pipe, of a hollow piston

around the spray-pipe, having an inner wall

conical in shape and lateral aperatures, of a

Filed Nov. 1, 1905.

~ring surrounding a portion of the length of

the piston, and a means for adjusting or

regulating the position of the piston with

respect to the spray-pipe and the said

ring.

815,732. Reversing Mechanism for En

gines. Harry L. Parr, Yonkers, and Charles

E. Lucke, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 9,

1904. Serial No. 236,145.

Claim.—1. An engine having a cylinder,

a piston arranged to operate in said cylin

der, the latter having a charge-receiving

space, and means operable at the will of

an attendant for decreasing the effective

area of charge~receiving space, thereby in

terposing a resistance, greater than the nor

mal one, to the piston when the latter

reaches a predetermined point on its inward

stroke, for causing a reversal of the motion

of the piston, said means being constructed

to be automaticallv returned to normal rela

tion when reversal takes place, thereby for

restoring the charge-receiving space to its

original relation.

815,735. Automobile. Francois Philain,

Lyon, France. Filed Aug. 15, 1905. Serial

Nov 274,319.

Claim—A live-axle having flared or

splayed wheels for automobile vehicles, in

which the outer tubular body or bridge is

slanted or inclined at its two extremities

forming two parts which make a slight an

gle with the main body of the bridge and

upon which are mounted the road-wheels,

the axes of which are thus slightly oblique,

relatively to the axle of the axle, the live

axle proper located in the tubular bridge

extending horizontally for the whole length

of the latter to beyond its extremities with

out making contact with the bridge and

without bearing-rings, being connected only

at one end to the differential and at the

other to the road wheels, the connection

with these latter being effected by means of

any suitable jointed device transmitting

power from the horizontal axis of the axle

to the wheels which are mounted obliquely

relatively to the said horizontal axis and in

such a manner as to drive the road-wheels

through their outer caps.

815,779. Valve-Gear for Explosion En

gines. Louis P. A. A. Bailleul, Paris,

France. Filed Sept. 27, 1904. Serial No.

226,178.

Clair_n._—Vztlve-gear for explosion-engine

comprising inlet and exhaust valves, said

valves being superposed and having a com

mon seat, a sleeve for the exhaust-valve

concentric with the stern of the inlet-valve,

and means for working these valves where

by at the induction-stroke the inlet-valve

opens alone and the gas enters through the

interior of the sleeve of the exhaust-valve.

which at the time remains closed to the

exhaust, and at the exhaust-stroke the two

valves, one held against the other, more

thereupon exposing the exhaust-outlet.

815,802. Internal-Combustion Engine.

Albert De Dion and Georges Bouton. Pu

teaux, France. Filed Mar. 15, 1905. Serial

No. 250,320.

Claim.—-l. A multiple-cylinder internal

combustion engine, comprising the combi

nation with a plurality of cylinders, each

provided with a suction-valve, of a hood

inclosing said valve, a pair of pillars ar

ranged in operative relation with respect

to each of said hoods, a cross-bar mounted

upon each pair of pillars and engaging each

of the hoods, means for securing the cross

bar in position, conduits for establishing

communication between the hoods. and a

common supply-pipe for said conduits.

815,909. Friction Clutch. Talbot C. Dex~

ter, Pearl River, N. Y. Filed Aug. 1905.

Serial No. 276,286.

Claim—l. A friction-clutch comprising

a friction-wheel, a split friction-band en

circling the friction-wheel, a wedge sup

ported between the ends of the split band.

and means engaging the ends of the band

in opposition to the wedge.

815,910. Automobile Sleighing Attach

ment. Christopher C. Dolan, Lockport. N

Y. Filed June 13, 1905. Serial No. 265,035.

Claim.—1. The combination with a vehi

cle and its axle, of a propelling-wheel fixed

upon and for rotation with the axle, said

wheel being provided with a horizontal

flange having guide-openings, a bearing

ring attaching to the wheel at a point be

yond the flange, spaced members inter

posed between the bearing-rin and wheel

and constituting guides, yielda le surfact

engaging members having shanks arrange

in the guides and movable through the

openings in the flange, and springs for

maintaining the engaging members in nor

mal projected condition, said members be

ing extended laterally beyond their shanks

for contact with the periphery of the wheel

to limit their inward movement.

815,918. Frame for Motor-Propelled

Vehicles. George H. Jones, Philadelphia.

Pa. Filed July 14, 1905. Serial No. 269.609v

Claim—1. In a motor-propelled vehicle.

an integral frame comprising a central g?“

casing with the lower edges of the Side

plates, and ribs connecting the side of the

central casing,'the side plates and bottow

plates, substantially as described.

The Reverend John Roach Straton, pas'

tor of the Second Baptist Church, Chicago

Ill., now pays his pastoral calls in an auto

mobile, and he is correspondingly haPP.“

for he did not have to write any extra str

mons to secure the wherewithal to obtain

his car. After long deliberation his 11ka

concluded that an automobile is a vast "11'

provement over other methods of trans

portation, and they took advantage of the

opportunity of their pastor's natal day W

make the presentation.
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Licensed Under Selden Patent.

66 99 Self-startlng from the

_ ; seat With make-and

“ "- '- athesoim60-60 H. P. '- Water-cooled brakes.

I‘ A

 
 

  

T 0N COMPANY Q" 'glFENglvAxgESmw BROAD‘NAY. ONE YEAR GUARAnjy_ Factory, WILKES BARRE, PA.

(Formerly of Holyoke, Mass)
Complete catalogue mulled on request. The new Mctheuon factory ll one of the largest and molt modern nutnmoblle plants In the world.

 

 

 

WARNING
The Gabriel Horn is fully protected by patents,

and dealers and users are warned against purchasing

I“: you wanta infringing ‘devices. We have recently entered suit

v in the United States Courts against companies which

5 have been displaying and oFfering for sale an infringe

Dun't buy a lamp because it's prettvfiget light.

The SOLAR has a long and penetrating ray that ex

pands to the full width of the road as far ahead as your

eyes can see. and a shorter and broader focus that uncovers

the nearby obstructions before you reach them.

  

h_so%AR gonitmcfimllris strong enough to stand an)“ ment of our patents, and it IS needless to say that we

t imz ut 3 ea -on co ISIOfl. - - - - -

1“ minor 0, lens is made by Baum, & Lomb_ wrll continue. this policy of protecting ourselves and our

Th" SOLAR GENERATOR has. "1° °"l>' We!" link" customers from infringers. When purchasing, be sure
_WlllCh entirely. surrounds the generating chamber so the gas

lS cool when it reaches the tip. the horn bears OUI' Trade Mark.

Look out for soldered generators if you don't want

trouble—the SOLAR is round and made from solid brass _

shells without scams or weldsiall square generators are The Gabriel H0")

made of a number of pieces soldered. welded, or riveted to- _ a beautitully

gether—when you know the difference, you wouldn’t take warns Wltl‘lOIJt d I d

one as a 31 t. - - mo Ll 81¢

Compare the SOLAR combination with any other— f'lghtenmg .

that's all we want. and has chime.

  

 

BADGER BRASS

MFG. CO. GABRIEL HORN "Hi. 60.
Kenouha, 11 W St. 'Wiscomm New Ygiflaky' 98l Hamilton St., Cleveland, Ohio

Manufactured in 2, 3, 4, and 8 chimes.
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MOBILE
  

Standard Runabout. Price, $650.

WITH COMPLETE EQUIPMENT, TOP EXTRA.

Have you seen a copy of that interesting little booklet, “What They Say?” \Ve will send it on request. It is brimful of first

hand proof of what the Oldsmobile has done for thousands of users.

One writer says: “I have had two Oldsmobiles already, and am trying patiently to wait for my third car, for which I gave

you an order about a week ago.”

Another writes: “The Oldsmobile goes as fast as any reasonable man cares to ride; readily climbs any hills one has occasion

to make; wallows, and at a good rate of speed, over the muddiest kind of roads; is easily manipulated and cared for; inexpen

sive to operate, and possesses all the merits desired for a general runabout.”

“What They Say” gives hundreds of letters and the names of the writers.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mieh., U. S. A.

  

Member A. L A. I.

Write for it to-day.

  

 

CATALOG COUPON

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.

I am interested.

Model B . . . . . .

Delivery Carl . . _ . . .

Model S . . . . .. Model L . . . . ..

Passenger Traffic Cars . . . . ..

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

K 19

SPECIAL COUPON

We Will’send one of our handsome Art Calendars

to every Oldsmobile owner. Fill out the following

and mail at once.

Car Number . . . . . . Model . . . . ..

When and from whom purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Present Owner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

K 19

MOTOR TALK COUPON

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

TALK, a magazine devoted to automobiling. sent to

me for 1 year.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H"..---.............--'

Address . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ....-.-.-.......... . . . . -.--
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A PLAIN BUSINESS PROPOSITION.

Diamond

Wire Mesh Base

Construction,

FOR MOTOR TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLES.

No experiment. Backed by experience.

Anyone can apply them. No machinery required.

Our new catalogue, telling all about Diamond Wire I'lesh Base Tires, is now ready

for distribution. Yours for the asking. Write today.

THE DIAFIOND RUBBER COI‘IPANY, Akron, Ohio.

NE“! YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—458 Icfierson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. Ill“ ER—322 Boston Building.

PHILADELPIIIA—iSOLSOG N. Broad St. CHICAGO—167469 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—611 First Ave. S.

BUFFALO-715 hiain St. CLEVELAND—323 lluron St.

 

  

This AUTO TIRE iS both DURABLE and LIVELY

   

When you buy an ordinary Auto both the hard and the soil tire with the bad feat- It's easy for anyone to understand

Tire, you have to decide a difficult ures of neither. WHY this is true. Read carefully, and

question. _ _ ' D. .l. h g I see for yourself.

Is it best to gets hard. infleXIble fire. "éltrff' . it'd-2:2?" First, look at the section of the Good

year Tire in the center column. Notice

the crescent shaped portion in solid

black where the wear of the road comes.

That‘s dense. firm rubber, as tough as

rawhide—practically no wear out to it.

It's what the hard tire is made from.

Now right underneath this is the re

mainder of the outer tube (shown in

grey) which is made from pure para

rubber. as resilient and springy as it is

possible for rubber to be. It's the same

as the seldom-used :ot't tire.

These two different kinds of rubber

-—the dense, tough composition, to take

which will rack your bones and soon put

your car out of business, but which iwill

last a reason or more

Or—

To get a soft. resilient, easy riding

tire.which will go to pieces in a short

time because it won't stand the wear

and tear of the road?

Momentous question.

1 And either way you answer it—you

ose.

Because if you decide on the hard

tire, it means breakdowns on the road,

and consequent liberal use of a farmer‘s team. It means constant repairsto ' ' U m r . d U] Q ft 1. t' bb t

engine. a always;1fin theih‘fw; _ DetaChable mik‘:?oudrride @3531er lint:

ac ing 10111 are own 1 Q I , ' b ‘ l ..

good measure. i and Egri'ci Sligflffheylvsoglglelfiiglo iiihhsgr agzii'lf

And if on select the sofl tire, it n C ' . ' ' ' i .Y ,. UNIVERSAL “"“Tti‘aéf...Enthusiast ..b
means punctures. tire explosions and

tire troubles generally. And you have

to buy new tires every little while.

It‘s Money—Money—Money, either

way

ber together make a tire that‘s almost

as durable as a solid tire, a tire difficult

to puncture yet one which is as resilient

as a man could reasonably ask.

Our l“Good News Book" tells more

about the good points of this trouble

saving tire. You ought to get it now,

for the Goodyear Detachable Auto Tire

with Universal Rim will be “the only

tire" next season.

You’ll envy Rockefeller before you

get through.

Now you can dodge this momentous

question if you will.

Because the Goodyear Detachable

Auto Tire has all the GOOD points of

THE GOODYEAR TIRE 6 RUBBER COMPANY, Grove St" Akron, Ohio

Branches in following cities: Boston, 6 Merrimac St.; New York, 64th St. S: Broadway; Chicago, 110 Lake St.; Cincinnati, 242 E. Fifth St.; St. Louis.

712-714 Morgan bt.; ‘an Francisco, Um. 1‘. Moore &' CO., 596 Golden Gate Ave.; Los .-\ngcles, \V. I.) . Newcrf. 932 50. Main St.; Buffalo, 719 Main St.;

Denver, 220 Ssxteenth St.; Detroit, 242 Jefi'erson Ave.

m

:BAILEY raw furnished on Goodyear Tires (all sizes) when ordered _,____,,
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The Master Clutch of an Automobile is

next in importance to the engine. No

matter how powerful the engine, with an

imperfect clutch there is great loss of

power caused by the constant slipping

and 'what is of more importance, serious

strain to the entire mechanism through

sudden jerks. '

In the Haynes Master Clutch a cam

Controlled by a foot lever constricts a

band which is keyed to the transmission

shaft, on the face of a lO'fi-incli pulley,

the four forked arms of which extend to

the inner rim of the fly wheel, on which

are cast four lugs, one resting between

each fork. Very stiff coil springs are

fitted one on each side between the lugs

ENGINE CLUTCH,

and the forks. The stiff coil springs

effectually cushion the transmission,

driving mechanism and all keys, from the

shocks and racking effect caused by the

sudden application of high power, and

greatly prolong the life of the entire

machine, rendering it much less liable to

breakage. The pulley and band arrange—

ment enables the operator to "pick up"

the car without a jar or tremor, it being

impossible to subject the car to a sudden

jerk, as is common with the cone and

several other types of clutches. The

Haynes .\laster Clutch is located under

the front foot board and is readily acces

sible for adjustment.

The Haynes is the highest-powered

Shaft-driven Car built. In requesting

catalogue, for prompt attention address

Desk D-8.
  

  

“The Cu the Repolrmon Seldom Seen."

HAYNES AUTOl'lOBlLE CO.,

 

Oldeot Automobile floonhetororl In America

KOKOMO, IND.

New York, i715 Broadway. Chicago, 1420 Michigan Ave

Members A. L. A. M.

Model "R" Pour-Cylinder Touring Cor.

Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast

separately, ngxo-inches, 50 An ~exclusive

transmission that absolutely prevents striping of

gears. Positive cooling system. Indivi ual and

special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes hold without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclu

sive universal Juints that prevent wear on ins.

Slivrockct and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear . xie,

al exclusive. Roller-hearings throu hout. lOS-inch

wheel base. 54-inch tonneau. seating ve eople. Four

to 60 miles .an hour on high gear. eight, 2.750

pounds. Price, $3,500. f. o. b. Kokomo. Full

equipment. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The manufacturer who equips his cars with

m odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 
v

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Counters and Fine Castings.
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A Step Forward in the Tire

Making Art.

6&JImus

for lQQo.

Qombine the Latest and Most Ap

proved Methods oi Tire Qonstruction

with the Best Materials Ever Used

by any Tire Manufacturer.

ONE @URE WRZ-IPPED TIRES,

VULC‘ZZINIZED IN OPEN STEAM.

STRQNG, TQUGH, DURi-IBLE,

EHSY T6 HANDLE.

WRITE US FOR GHTKLOG.

GaJIrma00.
Indianapolis.

Depot: 1

chieugo Bull'an Detroit Gleveland

Boston Denver San Francisco Philadelphia

Distributing Agencies:

Minneapolis, Plant Bros. Portland, Keats & 80.

Los Angeles, anaay-Ilutchins Rubber 30.

Rims branded in the channel with this copyrighted

mark have been inspected and pronounced perfect.

We guarantee our tires only on rims so branded.

   

  

The incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

  

  

 

STEAM IS THE WORLD’S

STANDARD lVlOTIVE POWER

Steam power, as utilized in the White car, pos

sesses unique advantages. There is absolutely

no noise, no odor, no vibration, and the spud of

the car is controlled entirely by throttle. There

is an ever present reserve of power which is often

found most useful.

The White steam generator is totally unlike

any other steam-making device ever designed.

To illustrate the radical difference, We might

point out that in our generator the water-is at

the top and the steam at the bottom. In every

other type of boiler the steam is at the top and

the water at the bottom. The safety. sim

plicity and reliability of the system is demon

strated by the perfor nance of the thousands of

White cars now in use. Its economy in gasoline

consumption was proven in the recent Los An

geles-San Diego endurance contest, which was

won bya White steamer. The winning White

used but seventeen gallons of gasoline as com

pared with twenty gallons used by its nearest

competitor.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

WHITE time COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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The Car for today, tomorrow and years to come.

—- Built by practical men i

The AEROCAR will prove the fulfillment of all your

expectations and desires in a motor car. A big. roomy,

luxuriously equipped body, with all the grace and elegance

in design that is given the highest priced motor cars.

It is the ONE perfect air-cooled motor car.

And there are special practical features which com

mand your confidence.

All the mechanism of the AEROCAR is immediately

accessible.

Racing of engine on disengagement of clutch is effect

ively controlled by the use of direct connected auxiliary

throttle, which closes each time clutch is released.

Both inlet and exhaust valves are of nickle alloy and

are mechanically operated.

Connections for all brakes are of drop forged steel.

The generous design of transmission brake eliminates

almost entirely the use of emergency brake, which acts

directly on rear hubs. The dust proof construction of the

emergency brake lengthens its life and increases its

efficiency.

The torsion lever and springs are relieved of unneces

sary strain by use of swiveled spring seats.

Drop forgings only are used in rear hub construction.

These are but a few of the many superior practical

features of the A E R O C A R—“Built bv practical men”

means the AEROCAR is a perfect motor car.

We are making prompt delivery.

But send for our illustrated descriptive literature, and

drop us a card that we may give a practical demonstration

of the running qualities of the AEROCAR.

If no selling agency in your town, write to us at once.

The Aerocar Company,

DETROIT, U. 5. A.

Members A. M. C. M. A.

THE AEROCAR CO. OF NEW YORK—73rd is

Broadway, New York City.

THE AEROCAR CO. OF CHICAGO—347449

\Vabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

THE IMPERIAL AUTO C0.——-ll)24 Boylston St., AER

Boston, Mass.

OSCAR M. BERGESTROM, 349-357 S. Third Ave.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

  

  

 

IHEMKRMON
“A Mechanical Masferpiecej'

 

 

  

How Many l904 Cars

Have Earned This Tribute?

Mr. E. C. Andrews, Secretary of the Liberty Mills,

Nashville, Tenn, writes:

“After driving my 1904 car over 10,000 miles I have sold it to

a gentleman here in the city for more money than a good many 1906

four-cylinder cars are selling for. Before disposing of the car. it

was taken entirely apart and to our surprise we did not find a single

bearing worn on it except the one immediately behind the small

beveled pinion of the propeller shaft. This bearing showed slight

signs of wear. It was renewed at a nominal cost. The car was

repainted here in the city at a cost of $50.00 and today it is a

handsome machine."

Mr. Andrews was one of the purchasers of the five

cars we made in 1904. He now owns one of our 1906

models, as do three others of the original Marmon pur

chasers. The fifth, Mr. John Perrin, President American

National Bank, Indianapolis, will continue to drive his

1904 model during 1906.

All of these 1904 models have been driven uqsparingly,

and are still practically as good as the day they left our

plant—1906 models in all but name.

You should know about the Marmon kind of air

cooling, Double Three Point Suspension, simple Oiling

System, and Rigid Shaft Drive without Cardan joints, and

other distinctive features.

Ask for Catalog No.

  

Four Cylinders. lMODEL C, 24 H. P., $2,500.

Air Cooled. (MODEL D, 30 H. P., $3,000.

  

  

Flexible

Running Gear

  

Eliminates

Road Strain

Nordyke 8t Marmon C0..

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Established 1851.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturer's Association.
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A National Stock Car, Model D, holds the World’s Record

of l094 3-16 miles in 24 hours. National Cars are a known

quantity.

WHY EXPERIMENT ,7

National 11on1 D, 4-cyl., 35-40 PI. P. Price, $3,000.

National l'lodel E is an innovation in touring cars that will

be extensively copied. It is powerful, simply controlled, practi

cally noiseless and its comfortable, roomy aluminum body seats

seven passengers, all facing forward. Notional flodel E. 6-cyl., 50.00 H. P. Price, $4,000.

  

‘Vrite for Part!oular -

NAIIllIIAL MUIIIII VEHICLE 00., - E. 22d Slreol, Indianapolis, Ind.
NATIONAL DISTI? IBUTBRS

L.nscott Motor Co., i63 Columbus Ave., Boston Liberty Auto Co., r38 Bealty it., E E., Pittsburg

Human & Sehull Co , i34 W. 38th St., N. Y. City National Motor Car Agency, 705 S. Main St, Los

Ralph l‘emple Auto Co., 3i i Mich Ave., Chicago Angeles, Cal.

Tioga Anto Co., Broad and Tioga Sts., Phila. Fawkes Auto Co., Minneapolis and St. Paul

19.:th F. Boda 81 Co , 68_ E. Noble St.. Columbus, 0. McKinley Motor Car Co., Rochester, N. Y.

(.olonial Auto Co., 3944 Olive St, St. Louis, Mo. Fisher Auto Co , 330 N 111. St., Indianapolis, Ind.

  

Member: A merz'can .‘Ilalar Car Manufizclrlrerr’ Association, Chicago.
 

 

 

 

  

Progressive and Up-to-Date

Automobilists

Protect themselves from iars and their Springs from breakage by using

FIISTE SI'IUIIK-BIIAKES
They are a new and unique device for relieving

the strain on the Springs of autom- biles, re ard

less of any bump or sudden shock which the w eels

may encounter.

They are a small, light cylinder, made of cold

drawn steel, with piston or plunger which is

atlached to the frame and which operates as

lollows: 'l he lower portion of the cylinder con

tains oil. '1 he sudden compression or the spring

fr rces the plunger down against the oil, and the

plunger head is so constructed that when .t comes

in contact with the oil in the lower part of the

cylinder, it forces it through 8 small holes in the

valve disc into the upper chamber, then when the

recoil oicurs, the oil acts as a cushion and the

plunger retards with a slow, steady pull which

prevents the jar and shock always occasioned by

a sudden bump. The oil flows back into the lower

chamber, a small portion at a time and thus re

lieves all strain and jar from the spr ng as well

as eliminating all possibility of a broken spring.

The Foster Brake is economical, .simple’

— compatt, substantial, weighing 2% lbs., adjustable

""""'“" in every direciion and can be placed on any

machine.

BllllWN-LIPE ornos
Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and llhain Drive

differential.

Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding Gear Trans- 1

mission.

(Latter all sold for presen

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON. 166 Lake Shoatfihloago, Ill. } Direct F

THUS. I. WETZEL, ll Warren Street, New York. 31*"

  

cons. r. MILLER, 97 Reads Street, New York: 1 /

Branches In Philadelphia, Boston, 5/

Cleveland, Buffalo and Denver. "

Set Of 2, $15.00

mm Set Of 4 $30.00.

(Patent pending.)

MANUFACTURED BY

GABRIEL IIllIiN MAIIUFMIIUBINE BUMPAIIY

98l Hamilton Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

POST & LESTER 00., Hartford, Conn., Eas/tfi'

 

 

BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 S.
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Model R. Flva Passenger 20 n. P. Tourlng‘c-r $2250

WALTHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Members Association of Licensed 'Automobile Manufacturers.

SOME ADVANTAGES 0F

AIR-COOLED ORIENTS.
The VValtham-Orient system of Air-Cooling insures a uni

formly cool engine and eliminates all radiators, water tanks,

water jackets, pumps and plumbing. thereby reducing weight,

which permits of more simple and lighter proportionate con

struction throughout, Reduces wear on motor and bearings,

Lengthcns life of tires, Increases elasticity and responsiveness

of car, Reduces repair bills generally. and permits of an easily

controlled car that will take you anywhere, at any time and

brings you back without expert assistance—every part simple

and accessible. A car for every man at a price within his reach.

§cnd for illustrated catalogue and “Air-Cooled" Story.

1906 Models.

MODEL B. B. 4 H. P. $400 MODEL N.

MODEL L. 16 H. P. $1,750 MODEL M.

MODEL K. 16 H. P. $1,600 MODEL R.

20 H. P. $2,000

16 H. P. $1,750

20 H. P. $2,250

Waltham, Mass, U. S. A.
GENERAL OFFICES

A N D F A CTOR Y:

  

 

  

IT IS NO ELL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK an oyvncn

OFA

ROYAL
TYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, 0.

" RR & co., New York N. v.;
- MeDUFFEE Aurouonn.

G. J. DUNHAM.

E CO., Chica o,

‘ _ & S P

' MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

O. St. Louis, 0.; STANDARD

.; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO CO..

CO., Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL

n Francisco, .

\. L. A. M

  

  

 

Absolutely Accurate

At All Speeds

O matter how fast or how slow

  

  

  

80“ you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

. . '-‘ speed at which your Automobile

%‘ 05695 is traveling with unfailing correctness.

Mw fl" mm," It is actuated by the same unchange

able magnetism which makes the Mari

ner's Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful mag

nelic indicator because there 15 just one way in

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have patented [hat way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliability is

THE WARNER ‘ '

AUTO-METER
(Registers Speed and Distance)

It registers any speed from ll mile to 60 mile: per hour.

It tells how far you have gone on the In) and gives total miles

traveled during the season.

It goes on the dashboard. where it can be read from M: seal, and

fits any Automobile.

It's as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It is unin

flueuced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it. and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

[-10 of I! incorrect. Any man who can afford an automobile can

easily afiord an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in In: porkz'l.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. “Auto Pointers." Address - '

The Warner instrument Co., 81 Roosevelt St., Beloit, Wis.

(The Auto-Meter in on sale by all firmlnsu doalers and at most Ganges.)
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BOSTON, r5 Berkeley St. mum

The firemabile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

 

  

Member anxieties of Liam: Mam ile Mann at urn

  

0.

NEW YORK, Broadway and 761h St. HICAGO. :3“ Michigan Ave.

 

 

Pieneer Steel Wheel and Universal Rim Manufacturers oi the World

Our Output of Detachable Bead Rims is Greater than

the entire Output of all other Makers Combined ‘

Sale Makers of the HARTFORD UNIVERSAL RIM

fer IJUNLUP AND BLINBHER TIRES

  

MIDGLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Columbus, Ohio.

SEHRADER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSGLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

, f: shown. Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BY ALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

 

 

MANUFACTURED BY

A. SGHRHDER’S SQN” Ill¢., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New Yo rk
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THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N c H E s =

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—14S Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125‘131 Golden Gate Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 \V. 62nd St.

Representatives irl all leadixlg cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery 6: Company
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PAXTON HEADS NEW COMPANY

No Further Particulars Regarding Successor

of Vehicle Equipment Co. Forthcoming.

Following the action of its creditors in

petitioning the Vehicle Equipment Co. into

involuntary bankruptcy, official announce

ment has been made of what the Motor

\Norld last week stated would be the case,

i. e.: that the Vehicle Equipment Co. has

been succeeded by the General Vehicle Co.

Who comprises the new company, save that

someone of the name of Paxton is presi

dent, where it was incorporated or what

its capital may be, are details not yet ob

tainable.

Herbert D. Lloyd, whose brother is vice

president of the old company, upon being

asked for particulars, began to give the

information sought for freely, stating that

the new company had been organized as a

leasing company to take over the business

of the Vehicle Equipment Co., and that a

Mr. Paxton was its president, when he ex

perienced a sudden change of mind, and

abruptly referred the inquirer to a Mr. Phil

lips, in another oflice of the Long Island

City factory. Mr. Phillips, however, de

clined to discuss the matter at all, merely

saying that full particulars would be made

public “in due course."

/

Spiers Goes With Midgley.

John C. Spiers, formerly suyerintendent

of the Autocar Co., Ardmore, Pa., has en

gaged as superintendent of the Midgley

Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio, and already has

assumed charge of the big plant, the cap

acity of which has been more than doubled

during the past year. Spiers always has had

a high reputation as a factory manager and

as he is no stranger to the Midgley pressed

steel wheels, that his influence will be felt

in his new p sition seems sertain.

Blake Transferred to Boston.

Kenneth M. Blake has been appointed

manager of the Locomobile branch in Bos

ton, to fill the vacancy made by the resig

nation of I. W. MeAhnan, who has assumed

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, April 5, 1906.

charge of the Boston store of the Electric

Vehicle Co. Mr. Blake has been acting man

ager of the New York City Locomobile

branch. He has been connected with Loco

mobile interests since it was formed in 1899.

Mr. Blake has traveled abroad considerably

during the last six years and has won a

number of medals in Continental hill climbs.

He is pround of acquaintanceship with

many dignitaries high in European oflicial

dom, to some of whom he has sold Loco

mobile cars.

Firestone Building Ready May lst.

The Chicago branch of the Firestone Tire

and Rubber Co. will occupy its new build

ing, at 1442 Michigan avenue, about May 1.

The building is to be of two stories, with a

twenty-five-foot frontage and will be 171

feet deep, The second floor will be utilized

by the repair forces, while the ofiice and

stock room will be located on the first

floon

Diamond Rubber in New Chicago Home.

On May 1 the sales and repair depart

ments of the Diamond Rubber Company’s

Chicago branch will move into the new

three-story block now nearing completion

at 1528 to 1531 Michigan avenue. The

building fronts on Michigan avenue 100 feet

and has a' floor space of 32,000 square feet.

0. S. Tweedy, at present in charge, will

continue to act in that capacity.

Geyler 8: Levy Take on the Lozier.

The Lozier Motor Company, now that

they are in a position to place agencies,

would seem to be losing no time, or having

any trouble in securing choice representa

tion. Their latest move in this direction

was the placing of the Lozier agency with

Geyler & Levy, of Chicago, distributors of

the Autocar Company in that section.

New Stearns Agencies.

Several agencies have been placed during

the past week by the F. B. Stearns Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio. Among them are the

Pacific Motor Car Co., 425 Golden Gate

avenue, San Francisco, Cal; Atlantic Auto

mobile Co., 89 North Pryor street, Atlanta,

Ga., and the Auto Storage and Repair Co.,

Wilmington, Del.

No. 10

CLEARS UP SHOW SITUATION

N. A. A. M. Makes Plain its Attitude in

Relation to Local Exhibitions.

At its meeting in New York, yesterday,

the Executive Committee of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers

took pains to render clearer the attitude of

the association with regard to local shows,

as was predicted by the Motor World in

its report of the March meeting. It was

made plain immediately after the latter

meeting that the resolution deciding to

sanction only the New York and Chicago

annual shows, was merely meant to convey

that the National Association will hence

forth concern itself directly with national

shows only and not to eliminate local exhi

bitions as .vas generally assumed was the

case. To further confirm their attitude, as

well as to demonstrate the fact that the

Association actually favors local shows, it

was decided at yesterday's meeting that

branch houses shall be considered in the

same light as dealers, so that if a branch

house manager desires to take part in a

local show no penalty wnll attach to the

manufacturer he represents. The N. A. A.

M. has, however, washed its hands of local

shows which henceforth will require no

sanctions.

Despite the fact that there had been a

joint meeting of the contest committees of

the N. A. A. M. and A. A. A. associations,

it came out that the former committee had

failed to agree upon any code of rules to

govern the running of the Glidden Tom,

and that a step was taken to silence criti

cism of the association's position in assum

ing to even indirectly control competition

by forbidding its members to take part in

events not approved by the association.

This took the form of a recommendation

that the- N. A. A. M. consider for approval

during 1906 only such contests as are con

ducted by the American Automobile Asso

ciation. .

As its reasons for having been unable to

make any definite recommendation with re

gard to rules for the Glidden Tour as re

quested by the American Automobile Asso

ciation, it is stated that “after full consid‘
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eration of the rules of contests held in this

and other countries, it had become con

vinced of the impossibility of making

'e'quitable rules to select from cars of every

cenceivable construction, weight, power,

speed, seating capacity and price, one ma

chine as a winner, except in a speed

contest."

There were present at the meeting: S. T.

Davis, L0comobile Co.; W. T. Metzger,

Cadillac Motor Car Co.; \Nindsor T. White,

White Sewing Machine Co.; Charles Clif

ton, George N. Pierce Co.; S. D. Waldon,

Packard Motor Car Co.; W. E. Innis, Stud

ebaker Automobile Co.; C. C. Hildebrand,

Stevens Arms and Tool Co.; M. I. Budlong,

Electric Vehicle Co.; E. H. Cutler, Knox

Automobile Co.; L. II. Kittridge, Peerless

Motor Car Co., and Albert L. Pope, Pope

Mfg. Co.

Woods' Factory Nearing Completion.

The new factory of the Woods Motor

Vehicle Co., at Twenty-fifth street and Cal

umet avenue, Chicago, is nearing comple

tion. The new plant will be in operation

early in April, according to present plans.

The new building has three times the floor

space of the present factory at Twentieth

street. The original plans for the building

called for four and a half stories, but it will

be increased to seven and a half in the

fall.

Monumental City Dealers Elect.

The Automobile Dealers’ Association of

Baltimore, Md., was formally organized

last week. Richard Keating was elected

president; G. W. Hamill, vice-president;

Howard Gill, treasurer and E. L. Buchanon,

secretary. The board of directors will con

sist of the officers and Dr. Rowe. Prelim

inary organization was effected some time

ago, but all the details were not completed

until last week.

Continental’s New Plant at Muskegon.

Instead of the one-story addition to its

new factory at Muskegon,' Michigan,

the Continental Motor Manufacturing Com

pany has found it necessary to con

struct two. The company will not move

all its machinery from the Chicago plant

until the fall, as it is desired to have every

thing in readiness to begin operations with

out delay when the removal is made.

To Make Engines at Warren.

Besides making marine engines, the War

ren Mfg. Co., which has established itself

at Warren, Mass, will engage in the manu

facture of gasolcne automobile engines and

carburetters and mufflers. The company is

occupying the Torkelson plant.

Blake Resigns from the Corbin.

Philip W. Blake has handed in his resig

nation as purchasing agent of the Corbin

Motor Vehicle Corporation, to accept a

position as assistant manager of the Amer

ican Electric Novelty 8: Manufacturing

Works, New York City.

The Week’s Incorporations.

Chatham, Ont.——Chatham Motor Car Co.,

Ltd., under Canada laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; to manufacture automobiles. Corpora

tors—R. L. Brackin, et als.

Portland, Ore—John S. Matthews' Motor

Co., under Oregon laws, with $100,000 cap

ital. Corporators—John S. Matthews, W.

P. Evans, W. C. Minnis and Clarence Pen

land.

VVinchendon, Mass—\Ninchcndon Auto

Transit Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators and officers—

J. P. Bartlett, president; H. O. McColley,

treasurer.

Brockton, Mass.—Brockton Motor Ex

change, under Massachusetts laws, with

$3,000 capital; to deal in automobiles.

President and treasurer, O. A. Campbell, of

Brockton.

Centralia, Ill—Illinois Motor Roadway

Co., under Illinois laws, with $150,000 cap

ital; to maintain motor roadway. Cor—

porators—T. A. Johnston, W. Rollin Smith

and F. B. Miller.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Flatbush Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $5,000 cap

ital; to make automobiles. Corporators—

E. G. Applegate, Annie E. Applegate and

S. E. Maires, all of Brooklyn.

Chicago, Ill—Washington Automobile

Co., under Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in and repair automobiles. Cor

porators—Albert J. Brockman, Wilbur J.

Wilkins and Leona Barth.

Holdrege, Ind—Holdrege Automobile

Co., under Indiana laws, with $10,000_cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

\Vellman H. Paddock, Albert F. Larson

and \Villiam A. Spurck. '

Tacoma, Wash.—Coon’s Consolidated

Motor Co., under Washington laws, with

$900,000 capital. Corporators--R. E. Coon,

William H. Peacock, L. M. Coon, G. H.

Clark and Mary E. Gardner.

New York City, N. Y.—P. A. Fogarty,

Inc., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—P. A. Fogarty, W. P. Fogarty and

J. J. DeLong, all of New York City.

Boston, Mass—Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in rubber tires. Corpora

tors and officers—President, not named;

treasurer, C. W. Sieberling, Akron, Ohio.

Watertown, N. Y.-——Acme Automobile

Co., under New York laws, with $1,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

F. W. Kavanaugh, Waterford; D. M. Mc

Dermott, Troy, and E. P. Chapman, Jr.,

Troy.

In the Retail World.

The Norcross-Cameron Co., Springfield,

Mass, has taken the agency in that city

and the adjoining territory for the Corbin

car.

C. W. Peters has taken the agency in Mil

lard, Neb., and vcinity, for the Rambler

line. His first week's sales amounted to

three cars.

The Peoria Automobile Co., which is

conducting a garage at 800 Hamilton street.

Peoria, 111., will build a two—story brick

garage at 711 Main street, that city. The

estimated cost is $7,000.

The Muneie Auto Parts Co., which was

organized last fall in Muncie, Ind., has out

grown its present quarters at 115 \Vest

Main street. It accordingly is moving to

210 North Walnut street.

Fire in the building at 80-84' Michigan

avenue, Chicago, 111., on Saturday last, 24th

inst., caused a loss of over $50,000. The

only occupants were Beckley, Ralston &

Co., dealers in automobile supplies, who

were insured.

The Mount Vernon Motor Co., of Morton

street, Baltimore, Md., has bought out the

business of the Auto Storage and Repair

Co., on Cathedral street. 0. L. Gooden.

who owned the latter, will become asso~

ciated with W. F. Cochran, Jr., as soon as

the latter’s garage at Woodbrook is com

pleted.

After May 1, the Bennett-Bird Automo

bile Co., of Chicago, will occupy the new

building which is being erected at 1470

Michigan avenue. The structure is now

well under way and will be of two stories

and 170 feet deep by 25 feet wide. The

firm is at present located at 1404 Michigan

avenue and these premises will be occupied

by Jerry Ellis and A. G. Schmidt when

vacated.

Bankrupt Sale not Confirmed.

'Although it was given out that C. J.

O'Hara, of Detroit, purchased the effects

of the Auto Brass and Aluminum Co., at

Flint, Mich., for $4,250, the sale was not

confirmed and a new sale has been ordered.

The C. C. Wormer Machinery Co., Detroit.

Mich., has petitioned that it be allowed to

remove from the plant machinery which the

petitioner sold to the bankrupt company.

Judge Swan, of the United States District

Court, granted an order that the petitioner

be allowed to take the machinery after the

expiration of thirty days, unless in the

meantime the trustees should pay the peti

tioner the balance due, amounting to $6,363.

Straight Buys Duquesne Plant.

The plant of the Duquesne Motor Car

Co., at Jamestown, N. Y., which was leased

by the Duquesne Construction Co., was

disposed of by mortgage foreclosure sale

last week. R. J. Straight, of Bedford, the

mortgagee, purchased the property for

$21,825.

Bert Morley Leaves Briscoe.

Bert Morley, who has been connected

with the Briscoe Manufacturing Company.

of Detroit, Mich., for about three years, has

resigned his position with that company to

accept a similar one with Hayden Earnes,

of Cleveland.
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ONE-SIDED WILLINGNFSS

The A. M. C. M. A. Invites the N. A. A. M.

to Talk over the Outside Show.

The show pot of 1907, which was placed

on the fire before the embers of this year’s

exhibits were scarcely cold, has just began

to sing merrily and promises to reach the

boiling point an an early date.

At a meeting of the Committee of Man

agement of the American Motor Car Manu

facturers’ Association in Chicago, last Sat

urday, a resolution was offered, and unani

mously passed, favoring the holding of

dealers’ automobile shows in New York

York City and Chicago, to be operated and

managed by the local dealers‘ associations

of those cities. This action, following on

the heels of the organization's declaration

in favor of an open air show, complicates

the situation still further and bids fair to

add to the general hilarity of the entire

show question.

Still another element is likely to be in

troduced by an invitation extended by the

American Motor Car Manufacturers’ Asso

ciation to the N. A. A. M. to talk over the

plans of the outdoor show and, it is as

sumed, secure, if possible, their co-operation

on it.

The recent and much-talked-of resolution

passed by the last named body, which was

intended in effect to mean keeping its

hands off local shows entirely, would in

itself seem to run counter to any proposi

tion along the lines suggested. Whatever

way the situation resolves itself, it seems

certain that the trade will not suffer from

lack of shows, national, local or outdoors.

Olds Adopts Sager Springs.

The Olds Motor \Norks has settled the

‘ question of auxiliary springing by adopting

the Sager equalizing springs; they will be

applied to all Oldsmobiles save the $650

runabout, trucks not excepted.

Credit Due to the Tire.

It is a curious fact that the subject of

tires seldom comes up for discussion except

when there is some criticism to be offered.

So long as a machine runs without tire

trouble, it receives all the credit for its

performance, and the work of the tires

goes without mention, while granted only

that it is delayed by punctures, and the

delay is made as an excuse for any other

shortcomings which even otherwise might

have interfered with its work. A good il

lustration of the case in point is the fact

that little or nothing has been heard of the

performance of the tires on the Stanley

steam car which achieved such success at

the Ormond meet. Although it was equip

ped with standard G & I tires selected at

random from stock, absolutely no trouble

was experienced with them during the en

tire week, cither in practice workouts or in

any of the regular events. Indeed, it is a

matter of record that they were not even

pumped from the time they left the factory

in Newton until the machine was brought

home again after its performance. And yet

all the credit is given to the car rather than

to the tires which carried it to victory. Of

course, the work of the machine itself was

nothing short of the marvelous, but without

in any way minimizing that, it is evident

that, without being properly shod, nothing

like its actual speed could have been ac

complished.

Uniting Against Bad Legislation.

At a meeting of representatives of clubs

in the New York State Automobile Asso

ciation at Albany, yesterday, a resolution

by Dave Hennen Morris, president of the

A. C. A., proposing a campaign to protect

automobile interests from hostile legisla

tion and to favor such bills as may be

recommended by the organization, was un

animously adopted. Oliver A. Quayle, presi

dent of the State association, was authorized

to appoint a special legislative committee of

three. One member will represent New

York City proper, that is, south of the

Harlem, and a second the remainder of the

State, while the third is to be a representa

tive at large. The committee is to report

to the State association not later than De

cember 1, 1906. The first work of the com

mittee will be to fight Assemblyman Lee's

“six miles an hour within twenty rods of a

horse" bill, but Mr. Lee has agreed to drop

his measure in favor of the L'l-lommedieu

tax bill, which he will henceforth support.

Garage Charges in Pittsburg.

The scale of prices which the recently

organized Pittsburg Automobile Dealers’

Association have adopted, went into effect

this week. Storage prices for limousines or

semi-limousine cars will be $7 live and $3.50

dead; for touring cars, $6 live and $3 dead;

and for runabouts, $5 live and $2.50 dead.

These prices.do not include washing and

polishing. Limousine or semi-limousine

cars will be washed and polished for $1.50;

touring cars for $1.25, and runabouts for $1.

As told in last week’s Motor World, the

companies who joined the association are,

namely: The Standard Automobile Co.,

Banker Bros. Automobile Co., the Hiland

Automobile Co., the Keystone Automobile

Co., East Liberty Automobile Co., Fort

Pitt Automobile Co., and Allegheny Auto

mobile Co.

Promoter’s Trial Suddenly Upset.

There was a sudden termination of the

first case against Howard Heath, the self

styled automobile manufacturer who fleeced

some Elgin, 11]., residents out of their hard

earncd cash, by inducing them to subscribe

for stock in an automobile factory and then

suddenly left town without so much as

saying good-bye. After all the testimony

had been offered by both sides it was found

that the name of one of the persons impli

cated had [been spelled wrong. Heath's

second trial will come before the court in

about two ,weeks.

_ /
-/ \k‘

NO CHANGE IN SHOW DATE

Rumors About the A. L. A. M. Exhibition

for 1907 Set at Rest.

Rumors that have been afloat during the

past week to the effect that the Association

of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

would came out in favor of earlier show

dates _and that the matter would be defi

nitely decided at the meeting held on Wed

nesday, prove to have had small foundation.

To those who were cognizant of the state

of affairs where the licensed show situation

is concerned, it was evident that there could

be little or no basis for the reports, as the

lease of the Garden calls for its occupa

tion during the week in January in which it

has been customary to hold the show ever

since it was inaugurated.

When appealed to for substantiation of

this view, Marcus I. Brock, assistant man

ager of the association, confirmed it, but

stated that the association was not bound

hard and fast by its lease with the Garden

management.

“The lease gives up an option," said Mr.

Brock, “ in that we have the choice of one

other week in which to hold the show, but

for our purpose, it is equivalent to none,

for it happens to be the week preceding

Christmas and could hardly be considered

as suitable. The public has become accus

tomed to having the show during January

and you will be perfectly safe in stating

that the licensed show will be held at the

same time as usual."

Report in Favor of Free Alcohol.

Consideration of the bill exempting in

dustrial alcohol from taxation, which has

been before the Ways and Means Commit

tee for more than a month past, culminated

yesterday in the presentation by Mr. Payne

as chairman of that body, of a favorable

report to the House. Mr. Payne dealt at

length with the probable cost of alcohol

under the new system, presenting figures

to indicate the extent of its use here and

abroad, besides reviewing the course of

proposed legislation of the kind during the

past nine years when the subject first came

up. He also presented a long and detailed

argument showing that no difficulty would

be encountered in guarding against fraud

and that no objection could arise on the

score of loss of revenue.

Import Figures Still Climbing.

Imports continue to climb steadily up

ward. The appraiser's report shows an in

crease for the first_three months of 1906

as compared with the corresponding three

months of last year. During March, 1905,

cars valued at $340,000 were imported,

against 49 cars in the same month of 1905.

Since January 1, 1906, 300 machines, valued

at $1,000,000, have been passed through the

customs port of New York City. For the

same three months of 1905, only 172 cars

were entered.
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SECURELY LOCKED

TO RIM

rnsuarneensnrvrsnrrw

— THEIR —

~\\ EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

.- HAVE GIVEN

FISK TIRES

wonrnwror: cranesnr'rv.

These points of advantage, com

bined wiIh Durability (insured

by the finest Quality and Work

manship) have caused there en

thusiastic endorsement by every

one of experience.

Note the Air Space

All above the Rim!

The Fisk Rubber Co.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

CADILLAC

- MAINTENANCE.

Cadillacs have the reputation

of being the Most Economical

\QW. Cars to Maintain.

Cadillac Model M. $950.00.

HERE’S ONE OF THE REASONS:

All parts, including those of the motor, are made according to our system of limit gauges. No piece is permitted to pass

inspection if it exceeds the prescribed limits of measurement which in some cases are specified to the one-thousandth part of an

inch. That is why there is right and that is why, when for any reason it becomes necessary to replace a part, that it can be

ordered with the assurance that it will not require altering to fit and can be easily installed.

We cannot offer the argument to dealers that repairs on CADILLACS will pay running expenses so that profits on sales will

be "all velvet."

Our catalog explains why the CADILLAC is THE CAR for the dealer and THE CAR for the motorist.

CADILLAC MOTOR ACAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich.
In “I: 1“ an
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Care the Price of Perfect Service.

There are those who still await the com

ing of the perfect automobile before invest—

ing. and it may be said without hesitation

that they are not at all apt to purchase a

machine this season any more than they

have been in the past three or four years,

although it must be admitted there was

then more reason for holding back. It is

not that the perfect automobile is no nearer

to-day than it was then—this phase of the

question does not call for comment, al

though there is a large part of the popula

tion that still regards the car as a mystery

which may go or may not, as the whim

strikes it. In that time the car has been

perfected beyond the expectations of its

most sanguine advocates and it may safely

be said that it has attained a point where

reliability and endurance are merely mat~

tors of intelligent care and attention on the

part of the operator.

In short, the car has practically reached

the status of the locomotive. After more

than a century of development under condi

tions that have afforded a powerful incen

_ its designers.

- Thomases is taken.

tive to improvement, the locomotive is still

considered a long way from perfection by

How much more so is this

the case where the automobile is concerned,

when the unreasonable and illogical mean

ing given to the word by these doubting

The latter gentry tri

umphantly select the locomotive and the

ocean-going steamship as examples of relia

bility and endurance for the automobile to

approach if it can, without considering for

a moment that the former undergoes expert

inspection daily and goes to the repair

shops without a moment's delay if attention

be required, while in the case of the latter

the engine is pulled to pieces and thor

oughly‘gonc over at the end of every trip.

W'orn parts are replaced and painstaking

care devoted to adjustment upon reassemb

ling the engine so that every time a steamer

leaves port its machinery is in the best of

condition.

An automobile seldom gets a thorough

overhauling more than once a year and in

the interim is, in many instances, accorded

but perfunctory care. As long as the motor

continues to run, little attention is wasted

in seeing that its various functions are being

performed in a ‘manner that makes for a

uniformly high degree of efficiency. Repairs

and adjustments are, more often than not,

delayed until further procrastination is im

possible and that time comes when the

motor refuses to run any longer. The man

who is looking forward to the advent of the

perfect car is awaiting a mechanical millen

ium and it will be as far off as ever when he

shakes off this mortal coil. The car that

will be as simple as a bicycle and that will

continue to operate efiiciently when sub

jected to the same amount of abuse that

was heaped on that all-enduring machine,

represents a chimera of the non-mechanical

But a

very close approach to its ideal may be

attained by taking the up to date car and

giving it proper and timely attention. '

mind that will never materialize.

Code of Road Signals Suggested.

Someone has suggested that it would be

a most excellent plan for motorists to agree

upon some system of signaling bctwecn

cars which pass on the road so that the

occupants may be notified of dangers which

lie in their path, may call for assistance, or

direct one another as to turnings or cross

ings ahead. At first, it seems rather out of

the question to hope to establish any set

of rules by which communication of this

sort could be established between cars

traveling in opposite directions, and yet on

the other hand, the international horn sig

nals between ships haVc been innuse for

many years and have now become fully

standardized in all waters. In a similar

way, it would be possible for motorists to

come to a universal understanding in the

matter and accept some System by which

a great deal of mutual convenience might

be accomplished.

Among the drivers of horse drawn vehi—

cles in cities, the system of whip signals is

used to a greater or less extent, it having

come to be considered a matter of form

with all good drivers to signal turns and

pulls-up by swinging the lash. In a simi

lar way among city drivers of motor vehi

cles, there is coming to be a fashion of

raising the hand to indicate :1 stop, or an

extension of the arm to the right or left, to

indicate a turn which is about to be made.

This practice is quite essential to the

smooth working of the machinery of the

cities' traffic. On the open'road, however,

nothing of the sort obtains, drivers of cars

being obliged to slow down when they wish

'And it

is evident that were some agreement to be

to communicate with one another.

reached in the matter,'either through the

medium of some of the larger clubs, or

through the trade press, considerable bene

fit might be cxperienced.‘ _

Aside from'thc use' of the e'xtended'arm,

which, of Course, would'bc of but little

benefit at night, there is'a considerable

range of possibility in the Use o'f'Isuitablc

horn signals. Thus, without going to the

extent of employing‘the Morse alphabet

for the purpose, a code could be arranged

on similar lines using long and short blasts

in certain sequences to indicate certain

needs or warnings, and in this way two cars

passing one another at rapid rates of speed

might be brought into communication sufii

'ciently so that their occupants might re

ceive considerable benefit. For distress

signals, or in case of emergency, a hand

kerchief might be fixed to one of the dash

lamps in a certain predetermined position,

or other means of signaling taken, which

would avail at night as well as in the day

time.

In itself, the matter is of little or no ap

parent importancc, yet there is hardly a

driver who has not longed for some such

system at one time or another, and in many

cases, as he well realizes, unpleasant, if

not serious consequences might have been

averted had he been able to take warning

from another person who, in passing gave
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him some unintellegible hail or signal,

which could not be understood at the time.

The actual establishment of such a code

would not be at all a difficult matter were

it formulated in a simple manner and one

not likely to be misunderstood, and once a

few motorists had been prevailed upon to

adopt it, into practice on

the road, its adoption by the majority of

putting it

road drivers would be a matter of but a

short time.

 

Haphazard Lubrication Inefficient.

Probably there is no one thing that is

calculated to shorten the life of the motor,

as well as the car in general, as insufficient

lubrication. Two metal surfaces cannot be

rubbed under pressure without detriment to

one or both unless provision be made for

counteracting the effects of friction to as

And a film of

lubricating oil of a consistency adapted to

great an extent as possible.

the needs of the particular bearing has been

found to be the only thing that will do

this.

a car owner or driver should be conversant

But it is not entirely necessary that

with the theories of lubrication in order to

give this essential proper attention, al_

though the lack of knowledge on the sub

ject where the majority are concerned is

strikingly apparent. Dumping oil on a

bearing fulfills all obligations in this respect

in the opinion of many motorists, and

neither the quality, quantity nor the fact

that the oil may not reach the spot intended

seems to have any weight.

case of oiling—the oil should do the rest.

When fed directly to a bearing the question

of its ingress so that a film may be formed

It is merely a

between the two surfaces in contact is

almost wholly a matter of design, and as

was interestingly pointed out in the Motor

World recently, a poorly designed bearing

will operate directly counter to the function

it is intended to perform. In other words,

it will scrape off and exclude the oil from

the bearings instead of facilitating its en

trance. But all this is a matter for the de

signer and if a car be defective in this re

spect, no amount of care on the part of the

owner will be sufficient to remedy it; noth

ing short of refitting the bearings in the

manner shown to be absolutely necessary

by current practice can cure it. However,

there are extremely few modern cars on

which the matter of lubrication has not

come in for a very liberal share of atten

tion.

But the best lubricating system ever de

vised needs constant and intelligent atten

tion; it requires something more than that

the reservoir should be filled regularly and

the feeds turned on whenever the engine is

run. The oil may not be reaching the bear

ings at all and the fact that it appears to

be feeding so far as an inspection of the

sight feed glasses is concerned will do,

little to save the bearing from seizing or

being scored. Attention to the lubricating

system means keeping the various leads

free of obstruction just as much as it does

maintaining the supply and not omitting

to see that the oiler continues to operate.

It means seeing that the oil is actually

reaching the spot where it will do the most

good and this usually implies considerably

more than the perfunctory attention usually

accorded this necessity of the motive power

by the average motorist.

There are thousands of satisfied users of

cars, but it will be noted almost invari

ably that those who take pains to make

their experiences public dwell on the fact that

regular and painstaking care of the various

parts of the mechanism has been respon—

sible, not alone for extended satisfactory

service, but for a substantially decreased

expense account. To quote a motorist whose

opinions on the subject are expressed else

where in this issue, “There is one golden

rule when in doubt and that is, over-oil if

anything. The worst damage that can

arise will be sooted plugs and perhaps a

sticking valve, if automatic inlets are used,

but under lubrication may means serious

damage and a heavy repair bill."

 

Value of Mud Guards for Chains.

It is something to be wondered at that

during the years of use which have been

granted to the chain system of final trans

mission for the motor car, no method of

protection for the chain has been evolved

and put into common use. In the days of

the bicycle’s greatest popularity, the chain

guard came into very general use on drop

frame machines, and proved beyond a doubt

that some such protection for the driving

chain was of the greatest benefit to its life

and satisfactory performance. From its

inception, the chainless type was provided

with a complete enclosure for the gears and

shafts, and similarly, its analogue in the

the shaft

thoroughly protected, and its cleanliness on

automobile, drive, is to-day,

this one account is used as a strong lever

.in arguing its advantages.

As for the method of transmission by

chain running from a transverse counter

shaft to the rear wheels, or to the centre

of the driving axle, there is this much

strongly in its favor above all else, that it

automatically provides for the variations in

level between the body and running gear

as the machine follows the inequalities of

the road. The radial action which is made

possible by this arrangement eliminates the

necessity of the universal joint mechanism

which is one of the greatest drawbacks of

the shaft drive principle, and thereby sim

plifies the transmission. Again, with the

double chain system, the live rear axle is

done away with, and the stability of that

member thus secured with less expenditure

of parts and less weight. In actual running

efficiency, it is probable that the chain sys—

tem has the advantage when it is in good

order, and hence, of the two, it is in many

But in the

matter of protection lies the difficulty.

respects the more desirable.

For the position of the chains, is usually

such that they are exposed to all the dirt

of the road, and are in no way protected

from sand and mud, their very lubrication

serving to increase their power of catching

and holding particles of foreign matter

which serve to increase the running friction

and decrease the efficiency of the system.

Yet it is perfectly possible to avoid all this

by employing some sort of mud guard in

the form of a complete enclosure, and a

receptical for the lubricant, which in this

event may be fluid oil instead of the heavy

grease usually employed. And, indeed, this

would afford better results, the use of non

fluid oils now being compulsory.

So far as is known, there are only one

or two machines now on the market which

use any device of this description, yet these

are comparatively simple, and are of the

most inexpensive construction. In one

which is fitted to an American car, the

framework, which is of light metal sup

ports a casing of heavy leather which

though by no means handsome, yet serves

its purpose to the best possible advantage.

and is easily demounted when access to the

chains is necessary. Probably an improve

ment over this method of construction

would be the use of light sheet metal for

the side pieces, with an angle iron frame

work of light yet strong construction as :1

skeleton upon which to mount it. Such a

device might easily be contrived by any

mechanic for the individual user, but taken

in hand by a factory designer, it might be

produced at a very slight expense, and added

to the stock machine, would doubtless

prove to be a most excellent “talking point."

as well as a useful accession to the machine.
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BELATED SEQUEL TO ORMOND

Earp Files Tardy Protest Against the

Darracq at the Late Meet.

Although the Ormond meet is now a

matter of history and although at the time

England's representative, W. C. Earp, did

not make any definite protest against the

running of the Darracq cars, which it is

claimed, had no difierentials, since his re

turn to his native shores he evidently has

become impregnated with the typical Brit

ish sporting spirit, which is to “win or

As England made but one of the

records and did not win many of the tro

wrangle.”

phies, due to the French Darracq and the

American Stanley, and the English sporting

spirit having become fully ripened by the

salubrious effect of two months’ native

sunshine, that country has “decided” upon

a way to secure Some of the prizes, if not

the records by protesting the Darracq cars

at this late date.

First intimation of Earp’s or England’s

dissatisfaction was disclosed this week by

the receipt of a letter from the secretary

of the Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland, formally protesting the Dar

racq cars and asking that the records made

by them be wiped from the slate and that

the prizes won by the stud of French ma~

chines be turned over to the cars that

finished second to it. Earp finished second

in one event. The letter, that part which

makes the protest, is as follows:

“I am instructed by the committee of the

Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ire

land to call your attention to the fact that

the Darracq car which competed in these

events infringed this rule in that it was not

fitted with a difierential or its equivalent,

and I am instructed to formally call upon

you to investigate this matter, and further

claim that the races won by the Darracq

car shall be annulled and that all records

made by it at this meeting and under this

rule shall be annulled, and that all races

and records which would therefore rightly

belong to the six-cylinder Napier car, which

was run in strict accordance with the rules,

be awarded to it.”

Rule 19 of the American Automobile

Association’s racing rules, specifies that all

racing cars shall be fitted with a differential

gear or its equivalent. It was known at the

time for the Vanderbilt cup race that the

Darracq car employed no differential and

therefore, according to the rules, was not

eligible to compete. However, as it had

been allowed in speed competitions abroad,

it was decided to let it compete here and,

as is also now a matter of history, the

Darracq won the race. At the Florida

carnival all the other competitors were

cognizant of the fact that the Darracq cars

driven variously by Hemery, Dcmogeot,

Chevrolet, Guy Vaughn, and S. B. Stevens,

had no differential and although there was

a whisper of making a protest at one time

during the contest, the author deemed it

more sportsmanlike to withdraw it, which

he did.

The action of the Automobile Club of

Great Britain and Ireland, therefore, more

than two months after the meet, comes

somewhat as a surprise.

Just what action the racing board of the

American Automobile Association will take,

is not known, but there will be a meeting

of the new board today (Thursday), when

this and other matters will be discussed.

Storm Brewing in Ohio Legislature.

Ohio may have a State automobile law,

if the Sawikie measure, which has just been

passed in the House, meets with the same

fate in the Senate. The bill nullifies all local

ordinances and provides for registration by

the Secretary of State. The license fee for

all cars up to 30 horsepower is $5 a year,

only, and $3 for each additional horsepower.

llired chauffeurs will pay an annual license

fee of $20. The speed regulations provided

in the bill are one mile in six minutes in

closely built up portions of cities or villages

and one mile in four minutes in outlying

parts of municipalities; one mile in three

minutes in the country. The maximum

penalty for violation is $25 for the first

offense, $50 for the second, and for the

third $100 or ten days’ imprisonment.

A Garcon, not a Garage.

If a little learning is a dangerous thing

a mere nodding acquaintance with a foreign

language is generally very amusing—to the

bystanders—especially if it has to do with

automobiles. Two men were talking on

one of the down-town streets the other day

when a well dressed young man, evidently

a foreigner, passed and bowed to one of

them. “Who is that?" asked the other.

“He looks like an automobile driver." “N0,”

replied his friend, “he doesn't run an auto.

He's' a garcon, not a garage."

Buckeye State Clubs Affiliate.

The Ohio State Automobile Association

was formally launched at Columbus last

week and it will become a member of the

American Automobile Association. F.

Seholes, of the Cleveland Automobile Club,

was elected president, A. Audre, J. Baker,

of the Columbus Automobile Club, and Val

Dutonhoffer, Cincinnati Automobile Club,

vice-presidents, and R. H. Cox, Cincinnati

Automobile Club, secretary-treasurer.

Receiver for Milwaukee Concern.

Doctors P. H. and J. I. McGovern, of Mil

waukee, \Vis., have secured an order direct—

ing the B. P. Company, now the Milwaukee

Motor and Mfg. Co., to show cause why a

receiver should not take charge of its assets.

The physicians purchaSed an automobile

from the concern which they testified in

court would not run, and they received a

judgment for $590.04. Failure of the com

pany to pay the judgment resulted in appli

cation for a receiver.

ASHAMED OF THEIR BILL

Responsibility for the Stanley Measure at

Albany Diselaimed by its Friends.

“It’s your bill.” “No, it isn’t; it's your

bill."

attitude of the forces contending for and

This would appear to represent the

against the passage of the Stanley “State

automobile commission" bill, at Albany,

yesterday, for in response to Charles T.

Terry's attack on the bill, which was re

pudiated by the Automobile Club of Amer

ica at its very inception, John C. Coleman,

of the West End Association, who is really

responsible for drafting the bill, also threw

it overboard. He said that the bill would

bring in $250,000 to $300,000 and that the

expense of the commission would be only

about $10,000 a year, but that the West End

Association was not responsible for the bill

and considered that it went too far. The

association had accepted it at the request

of the Automobile club of America," he

added.

Mr. Terry, of counsel for the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers,

characterized 'the bill as “another attempt

of the West End Association to limit the

rights of automobilists." He added that the

Stanley bill was “confused and full of

holes.” “It is a little disingenious on the

part of the West End Association to come

here every year proposing something a

little more drastic than before. This bill

creates an expensive commission with

power to grant or revoke the right to use

the highways and it makes conviction im

possible under its provisions unless it can

be shown that the spe'd limit was ‘know

ingly’ exceeded. The only trouble with the

present law is that it is not enforced and

never has been, but only about ten per cent.

of irresponsible automobilists fail to obey

the law and it is the misconduct of the

few that stigmatizes automobilists as a

class. W'e believe in registration and iden

tification, but there’s a limit to our endur

ance, and a bill proposing a $5 fee for

licenses overstcps it. It is quite likely that

automobilists will contribute to the support

of good roads, but not if they have to pay

$5 for a bit of pasteboard.” H. A. Mel

drum, of the/Buffalo Association, and H.

A. Woolworth, of the Rochester Associa

tion, also spoke against the bill.

Mr. Carr, president of the West End,

Association, arose to speak in favor of the

bill, and began by contradicting John C.

Coleman, the association’s counsel. “We

thought this bill too liberal,” he said, “and

now that we have accepted it, the Auto

mobile Club of America has gone back on

it. The highways are abused, not by ten

per cent., but by forty per cent. of auto

mobile users. who think that God Almighty

has made them and that they own every

thing.” Mr. Stanley urged that automobiles

were practically locomotives running in the

streets. No action was taken.
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MUNICIPAL GARAGE WANTED

Talk of an Establishment for the Official

Automobiles of, New York City.

Now that the motoring lust has aFflicted

the heads of all the municipal departments

of Greater New York, it would seem that an

official garage is the next in order of inno

vation. Eight new machines have recently

been requisitioned by the commissioners of

four of the more important departments,

and if they are purchased, these added to

those already in use will make the city's

equipment quite sizeable and of no mean

importance, since a variety of cars are in

use, and all are subjected to the most se

vere usage imaginable. The efficiency of

the motor vehicle service in city Work has

been evident from the first, and the fact

that there has been a constant demand for

an increase in the equipment from each of

the commissioners, proves beyond a doubt.

the measure of their own appreciation of

mechanical-traction. It is rumored that a

resolution is to be introduced before a

meeting of the aldermen this week provid

ing for the establishment of a municipal

garage to be under the charge of a compe

tent official who will oversee all repair

work, keep the cars in perfect running or

der, and incidentally, ‘make sure that they

are not used, as it has been whispered

about that sometimes they are, for private

junkctings on the part of the officials.

How the Salesman was Fooled.

That old saying about counting chickens

before they are batched has been brought

vividly to the mind of a Nashville, Tenn.

dealer, in the last two weeks. He got hold

of a half-way prospective customer, so the

story goes, and “sicked” the salesman on

him. After three hours of good hard “chin

work" the prospective purchaser was thor

oughly convinced (so the salesman thought)

and visions of a nice large commission

danced before his eyes. The "prospective,"

however, remembered that he had an im

portant engagement that must be filled, but

left with repeated assurances that he would

be right back in a few minutes and close

the deal. He was back. all right, but just

to pass by in a brand new car that he had

purchased from a competitor. It is not

stated what the salesman said as the man

drove by, but it is learned that the gasolene

tank had to be moved for fear of ignition.

Home-Built Cars for Tennessee.

“Tennessee cars for Tennessee roads,”

will be the slogan of the Southern Auto

mobile C0., of Nashville, Tenn., who will

shortly begin the manufacture of commer—

cial vehicles, it is stated. I. H. Lawrence,

who has been mechanical engineer at Van

derbilt University, will have charge of the

factory. No details of the proposed cars

have been given out as yet.

Where White has Room to Expand.

 

In the acquisition of the Sherman Square

Stables, situated between 69th and .70th

streets on West End avenue, by the White

Sewing Machine Company, there is to be

seen another significant reminder of the

fact that the horse is giving way more and

more to the rapid spread of New York’s

automobile district. The building is six

stories in height and measures 5024100 feet,

of semi-fireproof construction and adapts

itself readily to the needs of a garage with

trifling alterations. The plot on which it

stands measures 100x100 feet and contracts

have already been let for the erection of a

three-story addition to occupy the vacant

portion. This is expected to be ready by

July 1, giving a total of 55,000 square feet

of floor space, and the building will then

afford accommodation for 325 cars.

The new premises will be devoted entirely

to garage purposes, while the present quar

ters at 42 W'est 62nd street will be retained

as a salesroom and garage, having a cap

acity for 175 cars, this bringing the com

bined garage accommodation for VVhit'e

ears up to the very substantial total of 500

cars. Bearing in mind the numerous

changes made necessary in the past by the

  

 

rapid demands for space which brought the

“'hite plant from a 20 by 50 stable in

1902, t0_the five-story building in \\-'est

62nd street-in l904—then the “farthest

north’fof the automobile district, the new

addition to the \Vest End property has been

planned so that four'orfive additional stor

ies may be erected on it when further en

largement becomes necessary. The ac

companying photograph depicts the newly

acquired building which will henceforth

“stable” \Vhite steamers.

Spokane Possesses a Factory Now.

_ A real live automobile factory for Spo~

kane, Washington—that is one of the real

ities that has quietly come into existence

and started work there without a blare of

trumpets. And the Spokanites are happy.

for does not the industry give promise of

becoming great in time? Levi Rhodes, whov

calls himself an inventor, is responsible for

the ideas which he_will_attem_pt to work

out in steel. Levi has inventedgsome kin-j

of contraption whereby his machine can

be made to use petroleum for fuel. If the

first car is a success a big factory will be

erected, it is stated.
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BIRMINGHAM HOLDS RACES

Oldfield the Magnet—He Wins Two of the

Three Leading Events.

Birmingham (Ala.) sport-lovers, nearly

5,000 strong, witnessed their first automo

bile race meet on Tuesday of this week at

the fair grounds’ mile track, when Barney

Oldfield gave of fast

going and evidently the green—shirtcd driver

them exhibitions

believed in “playing the whole hog or none,”

for he won every ~heat, except one, in which

he started. The Peerless driver won both

heats in his match race “for $500 with Paul

Albert, the German champion.” “Herr”

Albert drove a Mercedes and in both hea'ts

managed to keep his car even with the

\thethcr or not Oldfield

aided him, is not stated, but the time, al

"Grcen Dragon.”

though fast, was not equal to the capabili

Later Oldfield drove

a mile exhibition, making the circuit in 1

ties of the Peerless.

minute 4 seconds.

The meet originally was scheduled for

Saturday but Jupiter Pluvius discounten

anced it, and the surface was only dried

out in time for Monday's meet by burning

50 gallons of low test gasolene upon it.

The meet was highly successful, as 4,260

persons paid admissions, principally to see

Oldfield, and the local automobile club

netted $792, after paying Oldfield sixty per

cent.§of the gate receipts.

Th'e first event was a three-mile motor

cycle race, which was won by Jenkins in

5:01. Oldfield, from scratch, captured the

live—mile handicap in 7:00; E. \V. VanDuzen,

in a two-cylinder Reo, crossing the tape

second. D. C. B. Van Duzen, at the wheel

of a single cylinder Cadillac, finished third.

Oldfield was not quite as proficient in the

start and stop novelty race at three miles

as E. V. Van Duzen, and he lost by a nar

row margin to the latter. The other Van

Duzen came in third. Then followed the

first heat of the Oldfield-Albert match and

the cars kept together all of the three miles,

the driver of the Peerless finishing three

feet in front. Time, 3:45. The second

heat was quite as exciting to the Birming

hamites, although the time was not as fast.

Cadillac cars finished one, two and three in

the‘ three-mile championship of Birming

ham, Van Duzen winning the title and W.

E. Spink'and Grey J. Huffman running

second and third respectively. The sum

maries: '

Five mile handicap—Barney Oldfield,

Peerless, first; E. W. Van Duzen, 16 h. p.

Reo, second; Don C. B. Van Duzen, 9 h. p.

Cadillac, third. Time, 7:00.

Three mile novelty race—E. W. Van

Duzen, 16 h. p. Reo, first; Barney Oldfield,

Peerless, second; Don C. B. Van Duzen, 9

h. p. Cadillac, third. Time, 4:20.

Three mile match race between Barney

Oldfield, Peerless, and Paul Albert, Mer

ccdes. First heat—Oldfield, first; Albert,

second. Time, 3:45.“ Second heat—Old

field, first; Albert, second. Time, 3:51.

Three miles, for championship of Bir

mingham—Don C. B. Van Duzen, 9 h. p.

Cadillac, first; W. E. Spink, 9 h. p. Cadillac,

second; Grey J. Hufiman, 9 h. p. Cadillac,

third. Time, 4:04.

One mile against time—Barney Oldfield,

Peerless. Time, 1:04.

No Locomobile in Cup Race.

Just now'there is considerable talk, most

of which is speculative, about the manufac

turers who are building racing cars for this

year’s Vanderbilt cup race. Nearly every

large manufacturing house has been cred

ited with having one or more cars under

course of construction, and one of'these is

the Locomobile Co. of America. The re

port is unfounded, for the company has, it

is stated upon good authority, no intention

of building a racing car for the forthcoming

contest. The car which finished so well

last year was built to order for Dr. Harold

E. Thomas, of Chicago, and whether or not

it will again compete is not known.

Baltimore’s Show Purely Local.

Baltimore is holding its automobile show

——the first—this week, in the spacious new

Mount Royal garage. 'It is being conducted

by the Automobile Dealers’ Association,

recently formed for this purpose and, of

course, it is distinctly local, Baltimore deal

ers showing all the exhibits. The show

opened last Saturday night and will con

tinue throughout the week. Among the

cars being shown are the Maxwell, Marmon,

Frayer-Miller, Knox, Pope-Toledo, Loco

mobile, Mitchell, Rambler, Lambert, Orient,

Ford, W'inton, Pope~Tribune, Pope-Hart

ford, Reo, Cadillac, White, Peerless, Stan

ley, Baker, Stevens-Duryea, Columbia,

Haynes, Olds, Thomas and Packard.

Toronto’s First Show.

Toronto’s first automobile show was for

mally opened last Saturday night in the

Granite Rink building by the Lieutenant

Governor of Canada, Mortimer Clark, after

which he and other Dominion officials made

a tour of the exhibits. The decorations in

the two large halls are pleasing, and con~

sist of an intermingling of Union Jacks and

red, white and blue bunting. with here and

there a American flag. Nearly all the

prominent American vmakes of cars are

represented, as well as the accessories and

parts manufacturers. The exhibition will

continue throughout the week.

Frayer-Miller After Vanderbilt Cup.

It is now stated authoritatively that there

will be a Frayer-Miller entrant built to com

pete in the Vanderbilt Cup Race. It will

tip the scales at 1,800 pounds and will be

equipped with the Belden “Geariess” trans

mission. Three cars will be constructed

for the event.

ALARMIN_G‘THE RUSSIANS

Why a British Motorist was Obliged to

Spend Three Days in Prison.

No matter who he may be, and what his;

point of departure, the tourist entering a

foreign land burdened with an imposing

array of impedimenta is inveriably wel

comed with a certain degree of inhospitable

suspicion which is heightened if, by any

chance, he is in any way invested with a

taint of mystery. Just as our own immi—

gration officers sort over the luggage ‘of

the poverty-stricken exile fleeing to these

shores for respite from the tyrant's hand,

even so the minions of his country look

upon us and our neighbors, when we stray

apart from the beaten track. A very good

illustration in point is that of the experience

of the Englishman who, intending to travel

through the Russias by motor car, took

with him along with his personal baggage,

a portable tire vulcanizer. His experiences

in entering the country are rel'ated by the

Car, as follows:

“On arriving at the customs this was

duly turned over, and the vulcanizer, among

other things, examined, but beyond exciting

a little curiosity the incident passed over,

and the motorist proceeded to his hotel.

He had hardly got settled down, however,

when a Russian policeman entered and

arested him on suspicion of possessing a.

bomb or infernal machine, and although he

did his best to make the Russian officials

see that they were entirely wrong, he was

taken to prison and kept there for three

days until these suspicious individuals could

get their absurd fears confirmed or dissi

pated. Enquiries were sent through to

London, and the manufacturers of the ap

pliance were approached, with the result

that the officials found they were mistaken,

and the immediate release of the English

motorist and the return of his belongings,

including the vulcanizer, were promptly

ordered. Probably this was the first occa—

sion the Russian officials had set eyes on

one of these vulcanizers. The little steam

gauge had been taken for a clock wherewith

to ignite the supposed deadly explosive,

while the tubular steam generator and the

bright gun-metal finish of the whole ap—

pliance, doubtlessly encouraged the erron

eous Russian impression.”

. Tacomas Elect and Petition.

The Tacoma Automobile Club, of Ta

coma, W'ash., will petition the city council

of that place to widen the old disused cycle

path to South Tacoma. It is thought that

with a very little outlay it can be trans

formed into an ideal automobile boulevard.

At the annual meeting these officers were

elected: President, W. \N. Pickerill; vice

president, W. 0. Williams; secretary. Del

bert Young, and treasurer, A. G. Prichard.
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Alexander V. Malcolmson Taking an Aerocar over the Road.

    

 

Remarkable progress for so young an

organization has marked the career of the

Aerocar Co.. of Detroit, Mich., up to the

present time. Two weighty essentials

which have contributed to this measure of

budding success have been the production

of something worth selling, and a well

backed financial organization. W'ith a pro—

duct which is capable of satisfying an exist

ing demand, and something back of it to

keep things moving, there is never any

difiiculty in finding a ready response from

the public. And so it is proving with the

Aerocar.

The car itself, seems to be striking just

about right. It is of 24 horsepower, weighs

2.000 pounds, has a three-speed transmis

sion with shaft drive, the usual pressed

steel frame, runs on a lO4-inch wheel base

and has a smooth cut, roomy body which

is neither too large nor too small for the

running gear. Altogether, and counting

the fact that it has an air-cooled motor,

  

which helps to sell it in some quarters, it

is a good car for the price, and the price

is good for the car. All of which go to

make up a good selling proposition, for be

sides being a good looker, it is a “good

actor," as they say of horses.

As to the organization, the “man behind,"

who is as important a functionary as the

spring of a watch, is Alexander Y. Mal

colmson, of Detroit, who is shown in the

picture driving one of the cars. A success

ful coal operator before entering the motor

car business, he first became identified with

the Ford Motor Company, which he served

for some time in the capacity of treasurer

before becoming the moving spirit of the

Aerocar company, an oFfice which he still

continues to hold. His duties there do not

seem to interfere with his giving the newer

organization quite all the attention it re

quires. however, and its business reveals

the presence of a master hand at all times,

and is being prospered accordingly.

  

Marysville Company Hangs Fire.

The fate of the Marysville (Ohio) Motor

Car Company is hanging in the balance.

H. Tarkington, who went there from K0

komo, Ind., last fall, to establish a motor

car factory, has built a test car, but the

Marysville capitalists seem to be fighting

shy of taking stock. All Tarkington re

quires to set the works going is $10111).

Utility Car in Ontario.

Reeve Bobier, of Excter, Ontario, is go

ing to demonstrate to Canadians the utility

of the automobile as applied to commer

cial life. He has ordered a car which he

will use for hauling cream to his creamery;

when it is not thus employed, passengers

will be taken to and from Grand Bend.

The Belden Gearless Transmission Co..

of Pittsburg, are equipping a new factory

on Quincy street, Cleveland, and will oc

cupy it in about thirty days.
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VIGINIA'S AUTOMOBILE LAW

What it Demands and Permits—Full Text

of the Act—One Redeeming Feature.

Byrd's bill

which was passed by the Virginia legisla

Representative automobile

ture and subsequently became a law, was

very much toned down before it was signed

by the governor, but it still is very amateur

ish, both in its provisions and in its text.

The one redeeming feature is found in sec

tion fourteen, which makes the measure

purely permissive, thit is to say, the law

will not become operative unless adopted by

a recorded vote of the Board of Supervisors

in each county. License tags are provided

for naturally—$2 a year is the fee—and the

numbers must be four inches high. Speed

limits of from 15 to 8 miles an hour are

provided and penalties embracing fines or

imprisonment or both, are prescribed. Also,

the driver of a car must show his certificate

each time upon passing a toll-gate, go the

keepers will be enabled to keep tabs upon

him.

The full text of Virginia’s law, which goes

into effect June 13, 1906, follows:

1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly

of Virginia, that it shall be unlawful for any

person or persons except in accordance

with the provisions of this act to run, drive

or operate any automobile, locomobile or

any vehicle of any kind, the motive power

of which shall be electricity, steam, gas,

gasolene or any other motive power except

animals, and which said vehicles shall here

after be called machines in this act, on or

along or across any public road, street,

alley, highway, avenue or turnpike of any

county, city, town or village in the State of

Virginia, except and until such person shall

comply with section two of this act.

2. Every owner of a machine shall regis

ter the same bv making application to the

Secretary of the Commonwealth for a certi

ficate of registration. The application must

contain the name of the applicant and his

address and place of residence, the name

and a brief description of the machine, with

the number, if any, as fixed by the maker.

(a) The Secretary of the Commonwealth

shall issue a certificate of registration in

duplicate, giving the machine in question a

number which shall distinguish it. One of

the certificates of registration must be

firmly attached to the machine in an easily

accessible place, and shall be in form, as

follows:

This is to certify that

owner of a machine numbered

That his (or her) residence is ——-——;

his (or her) postofifice address is———_,

and that he (or she) hath obtained this

certificate according to law on the day

of , nineteen hundred and —.

Teste:

is the

 

 

 

Secretary of the Commonwealth of Virginia

(b) A number plate must also be delivered

to the applicant by the Secretary of the

Commonwealth upon which the number

assigned must be painted in Arabic numer

.115, not less than four inches in height, fol

lowed by the letters “VA.” And this plate

must always be in evidence upon the rear

of the machine.

(c) The fee for the certificate and plate

shall be two dollars ($2.00), which amount

shall be paid to the Secretary of the Com

monwealth.

(d) If the owner of a machine shall fur

nish satisfactory proof of the loss of his

certificate of registration or number plate,

then the Secretary of the Commonwealth

shall furnish one or both, giving the same

number as originally held, upon the pay

ment of the fee designated in sub-section

c of this section. ‘

3. Every machine operator in this State

shall have displayed from one hour after

sunset to one hour before sunriselat least

one white light throwing a bright light at

least one hundred feet in the direction in

which the machine is going, and also shall

exhibit on the rear of the machine one red

light, which shall effectually illumine the

number tag on the rear.

4. Should the owner part with the ma

chine or any interest in it in the year fol

lowing the date of the certificate, it shall be

the duty of the "urchaser to take out a new

certificate in accordance with the provisions

of this act; nor shall the number of any

machine be changed during the life of the

certificate, and there shall be only one num

ber placed on each machine.

5. An operator of a machine shall not

drive in the corporate limits of any city or

town at a greater rate of speed than twelve

(12) miles an hour. Outside of the cor

porate limits of any city or town a speed

of fifteen miles an hour is permissible, ex

cept in going around curves, down sharp

declines, or at the intersection of any cross

roads, or over the crest of bills. or in pass

ing other vehicles or riders on roadways.

when a rate of speed that will tend to avoid

danger must be observed.

6. It shall be the duty of the owner or

the driver of every machine run upon any

turnpike upon passing a toll gate to exhibit

his certificate to the toll-keeper who shall

enter the name and address of the owner

and the number of the machine, together

with the hour and day of the passage

through the gate of the machine, in a

book kept for such purposes, which book

shall be furnished all the toll-gate keepers

by the several boards of supervisors. And

it shall be the duty of the owner or driver

of any machine to produce his certificate

for inspection when so requested by the

sheriff or any constable, policeman or peace

officer.

7. Of the two ($2.00) dollars to be paid

for the said certificate, fifty (50) cents shall

be retained by the clerk for the issuance of

such certificate and the balance shall be

turned over to the treasurer of the county

or city and placed to the credit of said

county or city for the purpose of reimburs

ing said county or city for the expense

entailed by this act.

8. The following rate of speed may be

maintained, but shall not be exceeded on

any of the highways set forth in section

one, of any city, town or village, or county

in this State by any one driving a machine.

(a) A speed of eight (8) miles an hour

around curves or bends or where the road

way is not plainly visible for a distance of

two hundred feet ahead, and at the inter

section of prominent cross-roads when such

road or highway passes through the open

country.

(b) A speed of eight (8) miles per hour

where a street or highway passes the built

up portions of a city, town or village.

(c) A speed of eight (8) miles an hour at

points on any public highwa" when there

IS a gathering of horses or persons. Other

wise the rate of speed may be fifteen (15)

miles an hour but not more, and this rate

is subject to the conditions set forth in the

succeeding sections of this act.

9. The owner, operator, conductor, driver

or occupant of any such machine shall

keep a careful look ahead for the approach

of horseback riders or vehicles drawn by

horses or other animals and upon the ap

proach of such riders or vehicles shall

slow up, keep his machine under thorough

and careful control. give ample roadwa to
such rider or vehicle and if signalledy by

such rider or occupant of such vehicle, or

be otherwise requested thereto, shall imme

diately bring his vehicle to a full stop and

allow ample room and time to allow such

rider or vehicle to pass. And if requested

so to do by the said rider or the occupant

of said vehicle, the owner, operator, con

ductor, driver or occupant, if a male.

of'any such machine, shall lead the horse or

horses ast his machine. Should any

horse riuden or driven in an opposite direc

tion to that which the machine is travelling.

give evidence of fright then the duty of

the driver shall be the same as if he had

been signalled to, by the rider of the horse

or the occupant of the vehicle.

10. W'hen the operator, owner, occupant.

conductor or driver of such machine over

takes a horse or vehicle travelling in the

same direction with himself he shall slow

down his speed, signal for the road by

bell or gong or horn and if the horse or

other vehicle stop, shall pass at a rate of

speed not greater than four miles per hour.

Should such vehicle or ridden horse not

stop and the said operator, owner, driver,

conductor or occupant of said machine de

sire to pass he shall do so at a rate of

speed not greater than may be necessary,

and shall in all cases use due diligence and

care not to frighten the horse or horses.

In case of a machine passing a horse or

vehicle going in the same direction the pro

visions of section nine of this act shall

apply to the operator, owner, driver, occu

pant or conductor of the machine, except

that in such case the horse or horses shall

be held until the horse or horses become

quiet, and then the machine may proceed.

Every machine shall shall be provided

with a lock. key or other device to prevent

its being set in motion, and no person shall

allow any such machine operated by him

to stand or remain unattended in any

street, avenue, road. alley, highway, park,

parkway or any other public place without

first locking or making fast the machine as

above provaded.

Every machine shall be provided with a

good and sufiicient brake, or brakes, and

shall also be provided with a suitable bell,

horn or other signal device.

11. Any' person failing to perform any

duty imposed bv any section of this act

or violatin any provision or condition

herein set forth shall for each ofl’ense be

fined not less than ten dollars or more than

one hundred dollars or imprisoned in jail

not less than five nor more than thirty

days or both, in the discretion of the

justice of the peace before whom the case

may be tried. An appeal mav be taken to

the circuit court of the county or cor

poration or hustings court of the city, in

accordance with the general law governing

appeals in misdemeanor cases.

12. In addition to such fine or imprison

ment any person violatin any of the pro—

visions of this act shal be liable for

damages actually incurred by reason of

such violation and the machine may be

seized and impounded anywhere in any

county or city of this State upon the order

of a justice of said county or city in which

the offense is committed and may, by order

of the justice, be sold to pay such fine or

damage. But before any judgment shall
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be entered in said proceeding the owner

of such machine shall have notice of the

same by publication or otherwise, accord

ing to law and allowed an opportunity to

make defense, and the driver of the ma

chine shall be deemed an agent of the

owner for the purpose of serving process.

13. In case when any such machine shall

be impounded as provided in the preceding

section and judgment be against the OWner,

the sheriff, constable or sergeant, as the

case may be, shall fix upon a time and

place for the sale thereof, and post notices

of the same for at least ten days before

the day of the sale, at three or more public

places in his county or corporation, and

shall publish notice of sale in some news—

paper published in the county or city for

two consecutive weeks. At the time and

place so appointed such officer shall_sell to

the highest bidder for cash the said ma

chine; and the surplus, if any there be

after deducting the amount of fine, cost and

damage, shall be paid to the owner of the

.machine. -

14. This act shall apply to all counties in

this State whose board of supervisors shall,

by a recorded vote, adopt the same and to

none“ other, and upon such adoption this

act as to such county shall become imme

diately operative.

15. Nothing in this act shall apply to the

machines known as traction engines, or to

any locomotive engine or electric car run

ning on rails or motor bicycles. Nor' shall it

apply to any incorporated city or town

which now, or 'shall hereafter, have ordin—

ances governing the operation of machines

within their corporate limits, unless the

council of such city or town shall adopt

this act in accordance with the provisions

of section twenty; and nothing contained in

this act shall affect the right of any person

injured in his person or property by the

negligent operation of any machines to sue

and recover damages as heretofore.

16. Every board of supervisors or council

adopting this act shall at once notify the

Secretary of the Commonwealth, who shall

keep a record of the counties or cities so

adopting open to public inspection.

 

Finds Honest Man Without Lamp.

Magistrate “Diogenes” Crane, of New

York City, at last has found an honest man,

or rather, this is the second honest chauf—

feur that has come under the arrant motor

phobe‘s notice. When Christian Siihr, a

Brooklyn chauffeur, was arraigned in police

court Monday morning on the charge of

hang driven his automobile at the rate

cf twenty-five miles an hour on the previous

day, and asked to plead, he said l“guilty."

After the first momentary shock, Magistrate

Crane recovered sufficiently to think of

words that would look well in the news

papers.

“Young man," he said, “I congratulate

you. You have some manhood about you.

\Nhen you grow older and perhaps grow

rich, always try to keep that manhood and

have consideration for others. Your pic

ture ought to be enlarged and hung in the

Automobile Club of America, with an in

scription describing your honesty, as an

example for others.” '

Despite his satisfaction at finding an hon

est chauf’feur without the aid of a lamp, this

follower of the Grecian philosopher held

the driver in $200 bail for trial in Special

Sessions. '

'I'INKERING IN NEW JERSEY

Senator Frelinghuysen's Measure Finally

Reported to the Assembly.

Senator Joseph Frelinghuysen’s measure

was finally reported from the Judiciary

Committee of the New Jersey House, which

has long had it under advisement, for pas<

sage in the House of Assembly late Wednes

day afternoon. The committee held a long

executive session Tuesday morning and went

over the bill with its author, Senator Fre

linghuysen, and Senator Hoagland, who

also favors it. The section relating to the

creation of a State motor vehicle commis

sion was struck out by a vote of 3 to 2 and

some other concessions were made on both

sides. The maximum speed limit is left at

twenty miles an hour and the clause pro

viding for imprisonment for violations of

The fine of

$500 or imprisonment for sixty days is re

tained as the penalty for driving a car with

out a license, displaying a fictitious license

number, or in case an intoxicated person is

guilty of driving a car. Provision is made

for appeals from the finding of the magis

trate in cases of alleged violations. It

finally was decided to report the bill and

let the Assembly fight the matter out on the

fioon

the speed limit was cut out.

State Commission for New York.

Assemblyman Weber, of Brooklyn, in

troduced in the New York Legislature on

Friday of last week a bill to provide for a

State Vehicle Commission of three, to be

appointed by the Governor. The members

of the commission will hold office for a

term of two years. They shall be paid only

necessary traveling expenses, but are auth

orized to appoint a secretary at $1,200 a

year. The principal office of the commis

sion is to be in New York City. Whenever

injury or damage to a person or to the

property of any person or corporation re

sults from the operation of an automobile,

it shall be the duty of the peace officers to

investigate and send all the information to

the State Commission, which shall hear and

determine the case. The Board is given

power to regulate motor vehicle traffic. In

this way it is contended that the courts

will be relieved. The act is to take effect

May 1, next, if it is passed, with particular

stress on the “if.”

Electric ’Bus for a Cleveland Hotel.

Comfort and convenience are the watch

word of American hotel management and

nothing can be too up-to-date as a means

of attracting custom to a hostelry, but it is

only within very recent times that Boniface

has come to a realization of the fact that

they should be applied to the means of

reaching the house as well. Ancient horse

drawn ’busses and worn out hacks have

been permitted to make an attempt at filling

this requirement too long. A Cleveland

hotel is the most recent convert to the

automobile ’bus for carrying guests to and

from railway stations and has signalized

its adoption of modern methods by invest

ing in a Columbia electric brake with a

seating capacity for 17 persons beside the

driver. The body of the vehicle is mountei;v

on a regular Columbia Mark LII chassis.

such as is ordinarily employed in connec

tion with delivery wagon bodies. It con»

sists of an I-beam iron frame from which

is suspended the battery consisting of 42

of the 13 M. V. Exide cells. The car has

a 92-inch wheel base and is fitted with 36*

inch wheels equipped with 3%-inch solid

tires. The current operates two motors

driving to the rear wheels through a double

reduction gears and individual chains and

fully loaded the vehicle has a speed of ll

miles an hour.

Both Benefited by Automobiles.

The ways of publicity promoters are

amusing, and especially so when they at

tempt to utilize the newest of practical in

ventions—the automobile—as a furtherance

of their schemes. Recently an energetic in

dividual spread broadcast the statement

that the increasing use of the automobile

had increased the consumption of chewing

tobacco fifty per cent. in the last five years.

The reason therefor was because “it is im—

possible to enjoy a cigar while wliizzing

along in an automobile.” Immediately the

press agent for a large chewing gum manu

factory bestirred himself. The use of the

automobile had not increased the chewing

of tobacco, he explained, but it has pro~

moted ‘the sales of chewing gum. “Be~

cause a man who chews tobacco is com~

pelled to expectorate and that causes an

noyance to persons occupying the tonneau:

chewing gum obviates this nuisance," it

was further explained.

Winchendon to Have Transit Service.

The Winchendon Auto Transit Co. has

been formed at Winchendon, Mass, to do

a general transit business and three cars—

two Oldsmobiles and one Rec—already

have been purchased to start with. The

company has elected these officers: Presi

dent, John P. Bartlett; vice-president, Fred

\N. Brunell; secretary-manager, Charles H.

Andrews; treasurer, Harry 0. McColley.

and directors, the officers and Herbert F.

Ballou.

Prussia Educates Her Young.

In Prussia steps are being taken in the

right direction in an endeavor to solve the

accident question. The Prussian Minister

of Education has issued instructions to the

authorities of the various Schools in the

country that they should from time to time

warn the scholars of the care they should

take in crossing roads, owing to the in

creasing automobile traffic, and the risks

they run in playing in the busy thorofarcs.
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PROBLEMS OF LUBRICATION

Some of the Things Required in Addition

to Proper Choice of Oil.

At first sight it might reasonably be sup

posed that every motorist and, indeed, every

person who uses any kind of machinery,

thoroughly appreciates the great import

ance of efficient lubrication, and in the ab

stract there can be little doubt that every

driver and owner of a car has in his mind

the fact that all the working parts should

be oiled. And yet, although this is the uni

versal idea, I believe that a very great many

of the troubles which sometimes arise, even

with cars of the best possible construction,

are due to some error in the carrying out

of this very important matter, says C. W.

Brown in Motor Review. For instance, a

great many drivers regard one oil as prac

tically as good as another, and occasionally

this may be sound reason so far as the

best known brands are concerned, but the

great consideration, always assuming that

a really good oil is regularly employed, is

to see that it actually suits the particular

car on which it is used. There are several

conditions which require careful considera

tion in the selection of the proper lubricant,

but perhaps the most important is the

amount of heating which is habitual with

the particular engine under consideration.

With so many makes it is only natural

to find that there are some that are more

prone to become hot than others, and yet,

under proper lubrication conditions, this

fact does not necessarily imply that these

particular motors are inferior. On the

contrary I know a car which is one of the

fastest of its kind, and yet the motor over

heats to a considerable extent, but this

apparent defect is easily counteracted by

the employment of a suitable oil; one which

develops its highest efficiency when moder

ately hot. As a rule it is more difficult to

obtain an oil which has this characteristic

than one of equal quality but working at its

best at a lower temperature, because the

heavy oils are more liable to "gum," and

some become so congealed at a normal

temperature that it is diFficult to start the

engine from cold without recourse to kero

sene injections, which are not to be recom

mended if they can possibly be avoided,

for the simple reason that kerosene is ex

tremely apt to clog the valves. A good

deal may also depend upon the condition

of the pump, and it is very important that

the water circulation should be kept in

proper order and all the pipes cleaned fairly

frequently—in fact, much more often that

is usually the case—so that the motor may

always run at an approximately even tem

perature. The failure of the pump to throw

the required amount of water well means

that the temperature of the engine will rise

considerably, and then the ordinary oil

which has suited it so well, will become

tun thin.

This will mean that more must be used,

but even then the effect is not perfect. It

is a good thing if pump troubles should

arise, to immediately obtain an oil some

what heavier than that ordinarily employed,

for otherwise it may be taken for granted

that the lubrication of the engine will not

be thorough. But there is a further cause

for failure which is really mechanical, and

this arises from the Occasional stopping of

one or other of the pipes. This more

frequently arises in the case of cars pro

vided with drip feed lubricators. and especi

ally so when a heavy oil has to be used for

any of the reasons already mentioned. And

yet it is very rarely that the average owner

takes care to see that all the pipes from

the oil reservoir are really clear and that

the lubricant passes freely through them.

As a rule two or more of these pipes pass

to the crank-case of the engine, but it

should be recollected that the drip should

be Set so that both feed equally. It fre

quently happens that the sight glasses

through which the drips should be seen,

are so dirty that it is impossible to ascer

tain if the oil is really passing through the

pipes, and hence it happens that probably

only one is actually feeding the crank-case,

so that the engine is kept very short.

For a time the motor may run even under

these conditions, but all the same it is

working under circumstances which are all

the while causing damage, the extent of

which depends largely upon the amount of

shortage of oil. At the same time it is

a fairly easy matter for the driver to ascer

tain whether the engine is being properly

lubricated by the amount of work it is

doing, although with multi-cylinder motors

of high-power, the variation may some

times hardly be noticed before material

damag'e has resulted.

In cars which are fitted with pressure

feed lubricators of good make, there is far

less danger of the engine running short of

lubrication, but it must be remembered that

as the reservoir which receives the pressure,

usually supplied from the exhaust, is com

mon to all the pipes, if one or more be—

come choked, it follows that an extra quan

tity of oil may be forced through other

pipes to those parts which do not require

an excess, whilst the parts fed by the

choked pipes are badly in need of lubrica

tion. Therefore, even when pressure feed

lubrication is adopted, care should be taken

to see that the pipes are periodically and

fairly frequently cleaned, by disconnecting

them from the crank-case, or the bearings

to which they lead, and filling the oil reser

voir with kerosene, which should pass freely

through the pipes.

Even this is not quite sufficient, and be

fore the unions are screwed up, the glands

leading to the crank-case and the bearings

should be carefully cleaned, so that it is

certain that the oil will pass freely. Natur

ally, if the crank-case receives sufficient

oil, if only through one pipe, the engine will

as a rule, be properly supplied, but it is

clear that, in the case of the stoppage of a

pipe leading to an important bearing, either

of the gear box or to the countershaft, the

trouble will not-correct itself, and it is

more than likely that the bearing may run

dry and seize, if not entirely at any rate

partially. This is one of the most frequent

causes of scored bushes and shafts, and it is

generally to be noticed that a car the

working parts of which are constantly re

quiring rebushing, has been neglected in

the matter of lubrication. The bushes of

the gear box may, and do. obtain a certain

amount of lubrication from the grease with

in the box, but the amount depends upon

the looseness of the bearings. As a matter

of fact, a nicely fitted bush should not be

able to obtain sufiicient lubrication from

the more or less thick lubricants employed

in the average type of gear box, and if

such a bush is not properly supplied with

oil in the correct manner through a feed

pipe, the bearing is certain to become

heated, and scoring of the shaft will‘ be

likely to occur. >

Therefore, great attention should be paid

to the cleanliness of the pipes leading to

bearing of gear boxes and countershafts,

and a little time spent on looking to this

detail will save many a repair bill, to say

nothing of the vexation of being without

a car while one or other bearing is being

rebushed. Apart from this, there is the

danger of absolute seizing, and when this

takes place,» it is extremely likely that a

shaft may actually break. Probably taking

all things into consideration, the best type

of gear-box is that which is in one casting

with the brake-case of the engine, because,

so long as the motor is-running properly,

it is then certain that the gear-box will be

lubricated, for, in this pattern, thick grease

cannot be employed and, therefore, a cer

tain amount of oil will work its way along

the shafts and thus keep the bearings

fairly well lubricated. But in the case of

gear-boxes which are separate—and on the

great majority of vehicles this is the type

adopted—it is imperative that the bearings

be properly oiled, because if light oil be

used, it will be certain to escape sooner or

later as the bearings wear.

Moreover, a thin oil does not suit some

gears at all, and hence it is that so many

drivers prefer to employ a thick grease

for gear boxes. I have found in practice

that the best method of ensuring the com

plete and constant lubrication of the gear

wheels without involving waste of oils, to

say nothing of the dirtiness occasioned

thereby, owing to the escape of the lubri

cant round the shafts of the gear box, is

to employ jeweler's sawdust. This is cheap,

costing about ten or fifteen cents for a

large bag. In a medium sized gear box.

such for example as a small Clement, I

have found that about a bag and a half of

this sawdust is required. The dust is very

fine and I think consists for the most part

of boxwood. To about a bag and a half

should be added about a quart of ordinary

oil as used for air»conled engines. This

will readily mix with the wood and the re—

sult is a thick compound which will not
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leak out around the journals. But the com

pound has this great advantage over or

dinary grease, namely, that although suffi

ciently thick to prevent it freely passing

out of the box around the shafts, it is yet

more liquid than grease. If the lid be

taken off the gear box and the change

speed lever be moved it will be seen that

as the traveling sleeve carrying the wheels

slides on the square shaft, the compound

is'pushed along in front of the wheels in

a wave, but directly that the movement of

the sleeve ccases the lubricant immediately

finds its own level and does not remain

packed up in a solid mass after the man

ner of ordinary grease. There is also

another great advantage and this is, that

the traveling wave containing as it does a

mass of wood dust, forms a kind of cushion

between them and thus the jar as the teeth

come into gear is materially reduced. In

fact, with ordinary care it is possible to

pass completely through the middle gears

without the least bang, and this in itself

means considerable saving in the wear and

tear of the gears because it is an admitted

fact that the greatest damage done to gear

wheels arises from the first contact when

gear changing.

Apart from this very great consideration

there is a marked diminution in the noise

of the gears, while experience has demon

strated to me that the general lubrication

is better accomplished. As the teeth of the

wheels pass through the compound they

pick up a certain quantity and as they en

gage the oil soaked up by each particle of

wood is squeezed out upon the faces of

the teeth, the wood being thrown off in a

partially dry state as the teeth disen

gage. The particles fall into the great mass

and immediately absorb more oil in pre

cisely the same manner as a partially dry

sponge thrown into water immediately

takes up all the fluid it can hold.

The lasting qualities of the preparation

are great. I have employed one lot for

the last six or seven months and it appears

in as good condition as ever, while there

has been little or no waste. However, gear

case lubrication is a matter which the user

of a car can easily decide for himself. My

object in this article is to demonstrate how

highly necessary it is to give attention to

the ordinary lubricating arrangements of

cars and to show that a little time spent,

once a fortnight or so, may be the means

of saving a great deal of money in the mat

ter of ordinary repairs. It is not merely

sufficient to fill up the oil reservoir and

turn on the feed; it is necessary to be cer

tain that the lubricant actually reaches the

bearings and that it is working under the

conditions most suitable for the oil to give

the best results. This latter is a far more

difficult matter to solve than the merely

mechanical one of a choked pipe. although

if the truth be told, I believe that the

greater part of lubrication troubles occur

through carelessness in not attending to

this latter very simple thing, and prob'

ably arise in a great measure through the

assumption that there is little fear of any

thing going wrong. So far as a choice of

oil is concerned, it will usually be found

that the manufacturer of a car will be will

ing to say what class of lubricant he has

found to be best suited for that particular

vehicle, but if not, many of the oil com

panies who make a specialty of motor lubri

cants will furnish a list of cars marked with

the types of oil most suitable. In conclu

sion, it may be remarked that there is one

golden rule when in doubt and that is, to

over oil if anything. The worst damage

that can arise is sooted plugs and perhaps

a sticking valve, if automatic inlets are

used, but under lubrication may mean seri

ous damage and a heavy repair bill.

Miller’s Electric Horn “Taking on."

One of the little novelties of the season

which is sounding its own praises far and

wide, is the electric horn which Charles E.

Miller, of New York City, has placed on

the market. Unlike some of the more conven

use of that type of motor traction will be

done away with. The scheme in question

Contemplates nothing more complex than

the use of a kite which is chained to the

earth by a conducting cable, after the fash

ion of the famous Franklin contrivance,

and by means of which, not the lightning,

but the static electricity of the air may be

caught and brought to earth.

In a recent experiment with a device of

this sort, it is said that Michkin succeeded

in driving a specially constructed motor

which was wound to take a high tension

current, its action being continuous except

for a few minutes when the wind died down

If his idea proves to be useable, it may be

that the story of the machine which was

automatically recharged during a violent

thunder storm, and which became a byword

among the trade press for so long a time.

while never being quite reproduced in auth>

cntic fact, may find an apparent counterpart

in the time when every electric touring

vehicle shall carry its kite and recharging

  

tional types, this instrument is absolutely

positive in its action, and gives a clear tone

of uniform pitch whenever the circuit is

closed. Another advantage which it pos

sesses is that as the necessary connections

are exceedingly simple, and may be multi

plied to any desired extent, it is possible

to arrange several of them in different parts

of the car so that the passengers may sound

the note of warning as well as the driver.

Although it is new in this field, there is

nothing novel in the principle of the electric

horn, its active mechanism being identically

the same as that used in any telephone re

ceiver. A small diaphram is placed at the

base of the horn, and it set in vibration by

the action of the intermittant current intro

duced by means of a magnetic vibrator sim

ilar to those used on ordinary spark coils.

The primary current for the device is fur

nished by an accumulator of the common

type, the current consumption being very

slight, and hence the life of a battery charge

comparatively great. The device is as sim

ple as could be desired, and not likely to

give trouble or to get out of order.

To Charge Electrics from ,the Sky.

W'hen M. Michkin, the Russian inventor,

has perfected his latest scheme, it will be

possible to charge the batteries of electric

vehicles without the necessity of having

recourse to a regular charging station, at

least so he says, and then, of course, one

of the greatest drawbacks to the present

transformer, and either hoist its "trolley"

and take its energy from the sky while en

route, or tie up by the roadside, while its

cells are revivified,

Information Under the Front Seat.

Although it is the custom of motor car

manufacturers when sending out new ma

chines, to issue with them books of

instructions in which every possible condi

tion of normal use is discussed and direc

tions for performing all the operations

incident to the daily care of the car given in

complete form, it is a well known fact that

novices are prone to get into difiiculties

with their early machines. Almost invari

ably, the difiiculty is one which might have

been avoided had the directions been fol,

lowed, and almost always the excuse given

afterward is that the instruction book had

been mislaid. In order to forestall any such

possibility in its own case, the Electric

Vehicle Company of Hartford, Conn., take

the wise precaution of pasting a few con‘

cisc rules as to the needs of the machine

on the under side of the front seat of every

car sent out, coating them with shellac to

prevent them from being washed off. In

this way the owner is very much at fault if

he fails to oil the parts in the proper way.

or otherwise misuses the machine.

James Blacklaws has instituted a rapid

parcel delivery system in Rockford, Ill. He

uses an 18 horsepower Rambler car for the

purpose.
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TO TAX BX WEIGHT

Provisions of Senator L’Homrnedieu's Bill

Which Likely Will Become a Law.

 

Senator Irving I.’Hommedieu's measure

to impose a tax of one dollar upon every

500 pounds'

owned in the State of New York, i

weight of each automobile

in a

fair way to become a law. The measure

has been reported out of and recommitted

to various committees no less than a half

dozen times. On Thursday of last week,

29th ult., a final hearing was given the mea

sure at which representatives of several

automobile clubs were present, and as they

agreed to its provisions and practically

pledged the support of their respective or—

ganizations, it is not doubted but that the

bill will become a law. The full text of

the measure, as it stands in its amended

form, follows:

Section l—Subdivision one of section two

of chapter five hundred and thirty-eight of

the laws of nineteen hundred four, entitled

“An act in relation to the registration and

identification of motor vehicles and the use

of the public highways by such vehicles," is

hereby amended to read as follows:

Subdivision 1. Filing statement.—Every

person hereafter acquiring a motor vehicle

taxable under this act shall, for every vehi

cle owned by him, file in the ofl‘ice of the

secretary of state a statement of his name

and address, with a brief description of the

vehicle to be registered, including the name

of the maker, factory number, style of vehi

cle, the weight of such vehicle and the mo

tive power, on a blank to be prepared and

furnished by such secretary for that pur

pose; the filing fee shall be two dollars.

Every person owning a motor vehicle, who

has not filed a statement in ursuance of

this section in which the weight of such

vehicle is specified shall, on or before June

first, nineteen hundred and six, file in the

office of the secretary of state a supple

mental statement of the name of such

owner, the registered number of his motor

vehicle and the weight thereof. The weight

of a motor vehicle includes the weight of

the tires, lamps, top and other equipment

ordinarily used therewith.

Section 2. Such act is hereby amended by

adding thereto the following new sections

to be numbered sections nine. ten, eleven,

twelve, thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, re

spectively, to read as follows:

Section 9. State tax on motor vehicles.—

An annual state tax of one dollar per vehi

cle, and an additional one dollar for each

five hundred pounds or major fraction

thereof in the weight of such vehicle ex

ceeding five hundred pounds is hereby im

posed upon every motor vehicle except

motorcycles owned by a resident of this

state except a motor vehicle owned by the

manufacturer thereof, or by one whose

principal business is that of a dealer in

motor vehicles. but this exception shall not

apply to a motor vehicle in the usual per

sonal use of such manufacturer or dealer:

nor shall the tax be imposed on motor vehi

cles constructed, owned and used for the

transportation of goods, wares or merchan

dise. nor on any motor vehicle regularly

let for hire and which is operated wholly

within the corporate limits of a city. The

tax shall accrue and be based upon the

ownership of such vehicle on June first of

each year. In case of the acquiring of the

title of a motor vehicle after June first of

any year, other than one upon which the

tax has been paid, the tax shall accrue with

such title and be paid pro rata for the re

mainder of the year. The filinw of a state

n‘ent of weight of any vehicle registered

with the secretary of state shall not pre

clude the secretary of state from deter

mining the weight of any vehicle subject

to tax. The term owner as used in this

section and the subsequent sections of this

act includes a vendee having the possession

of a motor vehicle under a contract of con—

ditional sale. although the legal title to such

motor vehicle remains in the vendor.

Section 10. Lien of tax and payment

thereof—The tax imposed by this act upon

a motor vehicle, thogether with any unpaid

interest thereon, shall become a lien upon

such vehicle on the date of the accrual of

such tax. Within thirty days after such

tax accrues, the owner of each such vehicle

shall transmit to the secretary of state the

amount of such tax; and the secretary of

state shall issue to such owner a receipt

thereof. specifyinq' the name of the owner,

the registration number of the vehicle on

which the tax is paid, the weight thereof

and the amount of tax_ paid. If such

tax is not paid within thirty days after the

same accrues, the amount thereof shall bear

interest at the rate of two per centum a

month. .

Section 11. Effect of failure to pay tax.—

If such tax is not paid within thirty days

after the same accrues as required by this

act the owner of such a motor vehicle, not

withstanding his registration under this

act. shall forfeit all rights acquired thereby.

and shall be subject to the same penalties

and liabilities. civil and criminal, for operat

ing such vehicle upon the public highways,

as if such vehicle were not registered. On

the first day of June following the passage

of this act the secretary of state shall pre

pare printed lists giving the numbers,, own

ers’ names and addresses contained in the

applications for registration of automobiles

on file in this office, and shall furnish a

copy of the same by mail to the police de

partment of every city and incorporated

village in the state. On the first day of

every month thereafter he shall prepare and

distribute as aforesaid supplemental lists

of all registrations during the preceding

month.

Section 12. Collection of tax.-—If the tax

imposed on a motor vehicle by this act

is not paid when due, the secretary of state

may enforce its collection. with accrued in

terest, by an action against the owner

thereof on the date when such tax accrued,

in any court of competent jurisdiction; or

he may issue his warrant under his hand

and official seal, directed to the sheriff

of any eounty of the state, commanding

such sheriff to levy and sell the motor

vehicle on which such tax and interest is a

lien. if the same can be found within his

county. for the payment of the amount of

such tax, with accrued interest thereon

and cost of executing the warrant, and to

return such warrant to the secretary of

state and pay to the state treasurer the

money collected. by virtue thereof, at a

time to be therein specified, not less than

sixty days from the date of the warrant.

The sheriff to whom any such warrant shall

be directed shall proceed upon the same in

all respects with like effect and in the same

manner as prescribed by law in respect to

execution issued against property upon

judgments of a court of record. and shall

be entitled to the same fees for his services

in executing the warrant to be collected in

the same manner. -

Section 13. Exemptions from other tax

ation—The taxes imposed by this act upon

motor vehicles shall be in lieu of all other

taxes, general or local, to which motor vehi

cles as personal property may be subject

under the laws of this state; and the owner

of such a vehicle in the assessment of a tax

provided by this act shall not be entitled to

any deduction for debts owned by him

either on account of the purchase of such

vehicle or otherwise.

Section 14. Payment of tax before regis

tration of motor vehicles—The secretary

of state shall not hereafter register any mo

tor vehiclc pursuant to this act, unless at

the time of filing the statement required by

section two of this act, the owner of such

vehicle shall have paid such tax for the

then current vcar, but if the motor vehicle

for the registration of which application is

made was not owned by a resident of this

state on the date fixed by this act for the

‘accrual of taxes for the then current year,

such owner shall only be required, in order

to procure registration of such vehicle to

pay a tax proportioned to the length of

time between the date when such a motor

vehicle was owned within the state, and

the first day of June succeeding.

Section 15. Application of taxes and filing

fees—Taxes and filing fees collected in

pursuance of this act shall be paid into

the state treasury, and shall be expended

under the direction of the state engineer

and surveyor for the 'repair and mainten

ance of highways constructed under the

provisions of chapter one hundred and fif

teen of the laws of eighteen hundred and

ninety-eight, and the acts amendatory

thereof and supplementary thereto.

Section 3. This act shall take effect im

mediately.

To Protect the Garageman.

Assemblyman James A. Francis’s lien bill,

introduced recently in the New York

State legislature, which will, if passed, give

garage keepers an unrestricted lien on cars

which they have stored, repaired or other

wise carcd for, has been referred to the

general laws committee, which is expected

to report it favorably this week. Dealers,

naturally, are anxious to have the measure

passed, as it will give them a chance to

protect themselves from unscrupulous per

sons. The section, which is an amendment

to the present lien law, is as follows:

“A person, partnership or corporation,

engaged in the business of keeping, storing, ’

cleaning, caring for, repairing and furnish

ing supplies and materials for automobiles,

motor cars or other vehicles of any kind,

and the parts and the accessories of the

same, has a lien upon any automobile,

motor car or vehicle of any description, or

any parts or accessories thereof, whenever

he is or shall become lawfully in possession

of the same, notwithstanding the right and

exercise of occasional possession and use

by the owner thereof, and under an agree

ment with the owner thereof, whether such

owner be a mortgagor remaining in posses

sion thereof or otherwise, for the sum due

him for the care, keeping, cleaning of such

automobile, motor car or other vehicle, its

parts and accessories and for work, labor

and services performed and materials fur

nished in repairing of and for supplies fur

nished to the same. under the agreement,

and may detain the automobile, motor car

or other vehicles and the parts and acces

sories thereof until such sum is paid."
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_, CAUSES OF MOTOR FAILURE

Statistics of a Public Service Plant, Show

ing Where the Faults Exist.

At a recent meeting of the Automobile

and Cycle Engineers' Institute of England,

when Col. Crompton's paper on the Un

solved Problems in Motor Engineering was

under discussion, one of the members, who

said that for the last three years he had

been in charge of cars running in public

service which, during that period, had cov—

cred something like 800,000 miles, produced

his analysis of the various causes of failure

which they had developed.

taken exclusive of tire troubles, which seem

These were

almost to belong in a class by themselves,

and developed as follows: 45 percent due

to failure of fuel supply and carburation;

25 percent to ignition; 23 percent to gear

and clutch troubles; 6 percent to the engine

from some other cause that; ignition or

carburation; and 1 percent to the differen

tial.

The greater portion of the failures were

entirely trivial, being in many cases caused

by the mixture of water with the fuel; occa

sional difficulties owing to faulty design of

piping, undue vibration in unsupported

lengths, and lack of provision for expansion,

involving breaks and leaks; the majority

of these were found to have been reme

diable within a few minutes, once the fault

had been located. Of the ignition failures,

the majority were due to badly designed

plugs or to magneto troubles. In the case

of the latter, however, in no instance had

remagnetization been found necessary.

Most of these were the cause of only tem—

porary stoppages, and were not due to

important causes.

due to the keys on gear shafts being strip

ped had been experienced, making it ap

parent that the integral method of construc

tion, or the use of integral flanges to which

the gears were bolted, is much to be de

sired.

From these statistics, as well as from the

general experience of the average driver, it

is perfectly evident that by far the greater

number of road stoppages are due to insig

nificant causes, and causes which well may

be considered as needless. Perhaps nearly all

of them may be laid at the door of'the care

taker of the machine, since they might have

been' anticipated had thorough inspection

been maintained all over the car, and pains

taken to eradicate any faults or impending

faults as fast as they made themselves ap

parent. Not a few of them may have been

caused by carelessness in design or assemb

lage, the work of final installation of the

more delicate parts only too frequently be

ing passed over lightly by the maker in his

haste to produce results. But whatever the

real cause, it is apparent that the difiicul

ties, no matter how numerous they may be,

are in the main chargeable to the neglect

of little things.

While it is perfectly true that the men

A number of failures'

who let everything about the equipment of

the machine go indefinitely, somehow man

age, not infrequently, to get good service

out of it, at least for a while, there is in‘

variably a day of reckoning when the

account has to be adjusted, and when it is

found that there are many things needed

in the general overhauling which has been

found to be necessary. The man who is a

“fuss-budget," on the other hand, and in

variably spends hours each week in over

hauling and inspecting the mechanism

which apparently is in good shape, man

ages to get a total mileage out of his car

which is simply astonishing. He is not

used to breakdowns on the road, knows not

the name of the mysterious stoppage which

requires several hours of aimless-search and

dismantling of parts before its cause is 10

cated—and, what is more, the car which

has been under this man‘s care comes out

fresh and good at the end of the season,

and is ready for another season's running

while the motor of the other has to go to

the repair shop to be overhauled again. The

reason for the difference in the performance

of the two machines is simply because the

one has constant attention—such as any

machine, no matter how constituted and no

matter how well built, needs, and because

all probable troubles are anticipated, and

their coming forstalled. The ratios of the

causes of breakdown cited above, serve as

an apt illustration of this: They point to

the fact that both the maker and the user

can profit by nothing so much as constant

and detailed care of the less substantial

parts of the machine; and thus help to force

home with emphasis, the pointed truths of

the gospel of little things.

Another Armored Car for Gold

Evidently gold mining in Mexico here

after will not be complete without an ar

mored'automobile, for the order of L. M.

Hart for a bullet-proof car from the E. R.

Thomas Motor Co.. was promptly followed

by an order for a different kind of armored

car for the Giroux Consolidated Mines Co.,

of Los Angeles, Cal. \Vhile the car or

dered by Hart, as described in the Motor

\Norld, will be designed to afford complete

protection to the engine and all working

parts and the gold, of course, and will be

equipped with rapid fire guns, the car or

dered by the California company differs

radically from the other, according to tenta

tive plans. The car for the Giroux Com

pany affords protection for the driver.

guards and gold, but rapid fire guns will

not be a part of its equipment, space being

made for four guards and a complete arse

nal. Harveyized steel is to be used and a

compartment, the size of the complete body

of the Thomas “Flyer,” with a square top

and roof covering is planned. Small port

holes will be made in the armored sides of

the moving fortress, to allow rifle sighting.

The entrance to the “auto—fort" will be

through the rear, where a double-locking

steel door should sufficiently ward off any

attack from the rear.

BAY STATE SOLONS PUZZLED

Automobile Legislation Undergoing a Pro

cess of Boiling Down.

Just what will be accomplished in Massa

chusetts this year in the way of additional

automobile legislation is a question which

many would like to know, and which not

even the members of the legislature who

in the

the many measures, can tell.

introduction of

The com—

mittee on Roads and Bridges, to which were

were instrumental

referred the dozen or more bills affecting

automobiles, closed a series of long hear

Since then the difi'er

ent proposals have been

ings some time ago.

considered far

enough to show that not one of the bills in

its natural state would suffice—there wouid

The

whole matter was therefore referred to a

have to be a compromise measure.

sub-committee of fire, which now has tle

bills in hand.

The sub-committee has culled from the

deluge of measures what it considers the

redeeming features of each, and will presen:

at a hearing to be held sometime either this

week or next a compromise bill which it i=

hoped will be agreeable to both opponents

and advocates of automobile legislation.

The draft of a compromise bill is said in

include the bill offered-by Judge Keys, of

Concord, with a slight amendment. This

measure provides for a speed limit uf

twenty miles an hour, any speed exceeding

that constituting prima facie evidence of

an infraction of the law. The amendment

to this bill is the provision of a quarter

mile test course over which the speed must

be determined. The bill also provides

twelve miles for thickly settled districts an-.l

eight miles at corners and crossings. It is

understood that it also contains the

measure introduced by Dr. Francis Sprague.

in abbreviated form. This provides for the

placing on file of first and second offences

of unintentional violations of the law, or

violations where extenuating circumstancrs

are proved. The third offense under this

bill, revokes the license of the person cou

victed, for a period of not less than four

teen days. For driving a car with “wanton

recklessness so as to endanger the lives

or safety of the public," the punishment

proposed in the compromise measure is a

fine of not more than $100 or imprisonment

not exceeding six months. A conviction

under this section also automatically rr

vokes the license and registration certifi

cate of the person convicted, for thirty days

and may be renewed at the discretion (-i

the Highway Commission.

The time now set for the presentation of

the bills is this week, but it is likely that

the committee on Roads and Bridges will

ask for an extension of time, as the Mass;

chusetts State Automobile Association pn—

poses to take the committee on an autre

mobile trip through the State before it

makes a report.
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PROTECTING TRADE MARKS

Amendments to the Existing Law Which

will Eliminate Inconvenient Provisions.

Washington, D. C.—The House Commit

tee on Patents, to whom was referred the

bills for the amendment of the United

States laws relative to registration of trade—

marks, has referred back to the House the

R. 15,911, with amendments and the recom

mendation that it shall be passed as

amended.

One of the amendments proposed is for

the purpose of meeting the objection that,

in ordinary cases, a trade-mark needs no

description, and that often an attempt to

describe it is likely to prove a limitation

to the right of the applicant, since if the

infringers' mark does not come precisely

within the written description it would be

held not to infringe. It is the opinion of

the committee that there is never a case

where a description is either needed or

desirable except when colors are used, and

the amendment provides for this when the

colors (10 not appear in the drawing.

There is a further provision to provide

for the establishment of classes of mer

chandise for the registration of trade

marks, the same to be arranged by the

Commissioner of Patents. and for the de

termination by him of the particular de

scription of goods to be comprised in each

class. It would then be the rule that on a

single application for registration of a

trade-mark, that trade-mark may be regis

tered at the option of the applicant for any

or all goods upon which the mark may

actually have been used which are com

prised in a single class of merchandise, pro

vided a statement shall be filed showing the

particular goods to be covered.

This is in line with the provisions of the

trade-mark laws of nearly all commercial

countries. In England there are fifty classes,

in Germany forty-two, and in France sev

enty-four. Up to 1903 it was the practice in

our own patent office to allow the mark on

an entire class of goods to be registered on

a single application, but in that year a rul

ing was made to the effect that, under a

proper construction of the statute, a single

trade-mark would cover merchandise of

substantially the same descriptive proper

ties, since section seven of the statute gave

a remedy only to those who placed a mark

upon such goods. Since that time and since

the passage of the Bonygne bill there has

has been' much complaint. Manufacturers

have made statements to the committee to

the efi‘ect that where, under the former

practice they could protect all their goods

by from one to three applications, they

would now be compelled to make from ten

to seventy-five, and, of course, pay a sep

arate fee upon each application.

While foreign countries are willing to

protect'American trade—marks, such coun

tries base their registration on that in the

country of origin, therefore the American

manufacturer who produces a certain class

of goods, and is obliged to split up his

application, must do the same in every

country where he seeks registration of his

mark. Besides the inconvenience to which

our manufacturers are subjected by reason

of this rule, the pecuniary advantage en

joyed by a citizen of a country which will

permit an entire class to be registered on

a single application is not inconsiderable

when it is remembered that, in some coun

tries it costs from $50 to $75 for each regis

tration of a trade-mark. Under the present

ruling various goods of the 'ime class can

not be included in one registration, but

separate applications and fees must be

made for each article of the class. The

Commissioner of Patents is in accord with

this proposed change.

Another change in the present law is

proposed so as to allow any citizen of a

foreign country who has manufacturing

establishments located within the United

States the same rights and privileges for

the registration of his trade-marks used

on the products of such establishment as

are enjoyed by our own citizens.

India’s Automobile Enthusiasts.

A novelty in “automobile dinners" was

introduced at a recent club function in far

off India. The table was decorated with

six large blocks of ice, each cake containing

frozen in the centre a miniature automobile

illuminated with electric lights, the ice

being draped with Union Jacks, naturally.

The menus were miniature gold and white

cars, and the bill of fare written on the

canopy. Pairs of goggles constituted the

favors.

Dressmakers Find a New Field.

One or two of the very fashionable Paris

ian dressmakers are now advertising to

decorate automobile “boudoir” interiors.

Some ultra-fastidious persons are not satis

fied unless they sit at ease in a limousine

upholstered in lilac satin broadcloth, plen

tifully festooned and trimmed with real

lace. And the supposition is that this sort

of decoration belongs more to the petti

coat trimmer than to the body-builders.

 

Tennessee's Champion Buyer.

Edwin E. Sweeney, of Nashville, Tenn.,

claims the distinction of having owned

more automobiles than any other resident

of the Volunteer State. Sweeney's first

car was a Toledo steamer, which he'owned

in 1901, and since that time he has pur

chased twenty-four machines, embracing

gasolene, steam and electric.

The Car with the Trail of Perfume.

Like the big gooseberry and the sea

serpent, the lady who uses sweet scented

gasolene in her car, rises perennially in the

newspapers. She has lately been resur

rected and, of course, the process of leav

ing a trail of delicious aroma is a profes

sional “secret” that is worth a large fortune.

READY FOR A BREAKDOWN

British Invention for Hitching up when the

Motorist is Obliged to get a Horse.

An English cabby has made a wonderful

invention. 1n doing so he has evidenced

a careful display of the English sense of

humor, which has for many years made the

columns of Punch as sad and gloomy as

the fogs which drive the sturdy Britons to

red coats and brandy and soda.

Again the face of the horse lights up

with its rare old smile; the equine grins

again, almost giving vent to a hearty horse

laugh.

In late years the faithful animal, to use

a slang expression, has been “put on the

pig" by the automobile, but now the in

ventive Englishman has come to its rescue

and invented an automobile which can be

hitched to a horse when it breaks down.

No more can the automobile be called

a horseless carriage. It has lost that glor

ious distinction. It has gambled against

the brains of an Englishman, and now has

a horse on it. It is now a horseful carriage,

but there are a few points which the Eng

lishman’s sense of humor has overlooked.

What is to be done with the horse while

it is not needed? This problem affords

chance for speculation, even to an Edison.

The horse is intended to be used in the

marvelous double motive power machine

only when the automobile portion breaks

down. Heretofore the machine has simply

been tied to a wagon and pulled home, but

the thoughtful Englishman has prepared a

regular hitching arrangement for the horse,

and so a place for the horse while he is

not needed must be considered.

There are numerous splendid ways of

doing it. In one of the large touring

machines a little stable might be built in

the rear, and the horse carried with the

party at all times, or of this would require

too much space the animal might be hyp

notized before starting out and strapped to

the trunks. Yet this would mean the con

tinual presence of a professional hypnotist

in order to insure the awakening of the

horse in case of a breakdown.

Probably a more feasible plan would be

to put the horse on large ball~bearing roller

skates. A rope could be then tied about

its neck and shoulders and it could be

skated over the country behind the auto

mobile.

The Englishman has made a wonderful

invention, but it can be forseen that he is

likely to have trouble in hauling a horse

around until the animal is needed.

This Hearse was too Speedy.

No one is immune once he finds himself

before the bar of justice with an accusing

policeman and his stop-watch to press the

charge, for a magistrate has even fined a

chauffeur named Hearse for overspeeding.
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MOTOR CARS AID COLONIES

What the Modern Vehicle has Accomp

lished in Opening up New Countries.

Although comparatively new in its prac

tical application to commercial uses, the

advantages of the motor vehicle in the

pioneering of new countries has been recog

nized for many years by far~seeing individ

uals, and more than one attempt to put the

idea to a test was made in the days when

its development had not been carried to

such a point that it was thoroughly depend

able even in domestic usage, to say nothing

of its fitness for the rough and tumble of

work in undeveloped communities. One of

the first of these projects to take shape was

formulated some seven or eight years ago

when a company was formed which en

tered into an agreement with the French

government to run a motor vehicle trans—

port line from Kayes to the river Niger, in

Senegal. A dozen wagons were purchased

and sent out, the DeDietrich house sup

plying them, and the type being that of the

Amedee Bollee system. After the ship

ment'took place, nothing more was heard

of the venture for several years, and then

it was told how the service of the desert

had been too rigorous for the machines.

The next colonial enterprise which fol

lowed some time later took root in Mada—

gascar, to which a number of Panhard

wagons were sent. Chiefiy because of a

thorough-going and business-like organiza

tion, this attempt has succeeded, and the

service is still in operation. Roads were

built to the various points to be covered,

stations for the storage and replacement of

parts were established, and every possible

precaution was taken to ensure success,

even to the training of a number of soldiers

' as mechanics, under a competent officer

who had full control over the operation of

the line. As a result of this, a good mea

sure of success has been secured.

Still more recently, a venture was made

in this country which resulted with far less

of merit to its promoters, and indeed,

turned out to be an abject failure. This

was nothing more nor less than the sending

of three or four American machines of a

half—developed type out to Alaska, to be

run from Nome into the interior, a distance

of perhaps sixty miles; over an excellent

road, and at a time when fabulous amounts

were being paid for transportation by any

means whatsoeVer. There was every rea

son to suppose that a journey of a couple

of days' duration could be abridged to a

matter of ten or twelve hours. When

brought to the spot, however, the machines

refused to work, and after a period of

agonizing trial, the attempt was given over,

although probably to this day no one knows

just why the cars could not be made to go.

But to retum to the more happy results

of other attempts, that in Madagascar, for

example, has proved beyond a shadow of a

doubt that it is far more economical to

open up a new country with motor cars

than with railways. A permanent railway

is out of the question at the outset, unless,

of course, the government is prepared to

maintain it for a stategical or other reasons,

while the narrow gauge and the portable

railway are dropping out of sight except

for plantation and constructional work. It

is of far greater value, all things con

sidered, to lay down a good highway, than

t0'lay a railroad, for the reason that the

former is of more general utility to the

community, and because it facilitates motor

traction, which costing less than that by

rail, where comparath'ely light freights arc

to be carried, is also more convenient.

As an example of the present adaptation

of the motor vehicle to pioneer work of

this sort under conditions which would

seem to preclude all possibility of its suc

cess, the Motor Review gives the following

  

description of a South African propaganda,

and the way in which some of the diflicul

ties have been met, even at the expense of

what, from an engineering point of view,

would appear to be a retrograde move

ment.

"Nowhere has the experience of trans

port of all kinds been more extensive than

in the Congo Free State," says the article

in question, “where the government early

saw that the only satisfactory means of

opening up a virgin country was by motor

wagons. At first it was proposed to take

advantage of the facilities possessed by the

Congo Free State for the unlimited produc

tion of cheap alcohol by employing this

spirit as fuel. Wagons with alcohol en

gines were ordered in Belgium, and ar

rangements were made for creating distill

eries all along the road which is being laid

out between the coast and the sources of

the Nile. Several of these wagons were

imported, and the distilleries started work,

but the authorities very soon saw with re

gret that the human consumption of alcohol

was much greater even then than that of

the engines, and it was clear that the huge _

production of alcohol would keep the na

tives permanently unfit for work from one

end of the Congo Free State to the other,

even if it did not kill them off altogether.

As the natives could not be prevented from

freely indulging in their taste for alcohol

the government had no alternative but to

give up the distillation of the spirit.

“Then the Congo Free State authorities

began to make experiments with steam en

gines. Some Thornycroft vehicles were

imported and, while doing good service,

were found to be too heavy for the roads;

moreover, in the absence of coal and coke

the only type of vehicle that could be con

veniently employed was one burning wood.

The authorities therefore instructed M.

Robert Goldschmidt to design a special

type of steam wagon of which a number

have already been built by John Cockerill,

of Seraing. and have been sent out to West

.\frica. It must be admitted that M. Gold

schmidt has performed quite a remarkable

feat in the designing of his little steam

wagons. A small square flash generator is

carried between the ends of a channel steel

frame and over the front axle. It has a

very large grate into which wood is fed, and

as there is nothing to clog the grate the

lire needs no attention except to feed it

as required, while the draught can be reg

ulated to keep the tubes constantly hot for

flashing the water into steam. The wood

is carried in a box behind the generator.

and forms a seat for the driver. The en

gine is of the four-cylinder horizontal type

and develops from 15 to 20 horsepower.

Power is transmitted by chains to the driv

ing wheels. These are of the Arbel disc

pattern and have channel rims into which

are fixed wood blocks forming the tires.

The body is built up of light wood frame

work covered with canvas, while the top

extends forward and is supported by the

chimney. The weight of this wagon with

out fuel and water does not exceed a ton.

and the vehicle carries a load of one and a

half tons. These vehicles are to be used

on a road of about 750 miles extending

through the Congo Free State to thr

sources of the Nile. At stages of 25 miles

there are to be depots with sawing plants

and water supply for replenishing the

wagons.

"The main object in employing such light

wagons is to reduce the cost of roads and

bridges which would obviously be ruinous

over such an enormous distance if they had

to be made with a sufficiently firm founda

tion to support the trafiic of much heavier

vehicles. These little steam wagons are

themselves to be used for conveying the

material used in vthe construction of the

road and bridges, so that the regular ser

vice will extend with the pushing of thc

road through the Congo territory. The

Congo Free State wagons are particularly

interesting as showing that. contrary to U1?

usual belief, there is plenty of latitude in

the designing of special vehicles for colon

ial use. In the British colonies there has

so far been no alternative between heavy

steam wagons and gasolene cars. The ont

needs good roads, and the other is some

what costly in countries where gasolenedear and scarce, and there is no doubt that

in South Africa and elsewhere there i5 a

vast amount of useful work to be doncil1

the laying of cheap roads upon which fairl."

light wagons can run, employing fuel thf

most easily obtainable in the different tern

tories."
o
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NEW SIX CYLINDER SYSTEM

Method by Which Space is Economized—

Details of the Device.

Flexibility—that goal ever beckoning the

 

gas engine designer on, has resulted in the

adoption of the six-cylinder engine as the

motive power of stock touring cars in a

number of instances and of an eight cylin

(ler engine in at least one case. But having

achieved a point where the desired number

of impulses per revolution to bring about

the long sought uniformity of torque has

been definitely settled, at least for the time

being. there are many who are not content

that this should merely mean a duplication

of units of the existing type. Their aim is to

retain the number of explosions per revolu—

tion, but to condense the engine to a point

that will bring it well within the compass

of the average four-cylinder type, and the

result has been the creation of a number

of ingenious motors.

One of the most recent of these is a three

crank, six cylinder motor, the simplification

being brought about by superimposing three

of the cylinders on those that drive direct

to the crank shaft. The motion of the

three upper pistons is transferred to the

cranks by means of side yokes connected

to cross pins, extending through slots in

the cylinder walls. The pistons in each

pair of cylinders naturally move in unison.

The tandem arrangement of the cylinders

described will be clear from a reference to

the sectional elevation, Fig. 1. All the cyl

inders work on the four-cycle principle, and
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are two explosions simultaneously behind

pistons traveling in opposite directions,

should condnce to an almost perfect bal

ance. “hen the cylinder shown in the end
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elevation is exhausting an explosion is tak—

ing place in its tandem mate just above it

and the same is true of the lower cylinder

of the contiguous pair.

The superimposed cylinder heads are sep

  

   

 

 

 

Fic. a.

at the position shown the lower cylinder of

the pair is about to fire, and as it descends

on its power stroke it pulls the upper piston

down on its compression stroke—an ar

rangement, which in connection with the

three throw crank and the fact that there

arated by a \vatercooled partition, the cool

ing system in general not embodying any

distinctive features. The two cylinders are

bolted together, the valve casings overhang<

ing at each side as indicated. The valves

are oppositely disposed and are all mechan

ically operated, the inlets for all six cylin

ders being placed on one side and the ex

haust valves on the other. Iland holes are

provided in the overhanging valve casings

to permit of inspection and the same is

true of the upper ends of the superimposed

cylinders. They are supplied with light

covers to exclude dust and dirt. The upper

ends of the pistons are recessed and it is

suggested as a modification that they may

be channeled at the side facing the inlet

port in order to facilitate the passage of

the incoming charge. The details of the

arrangement will be clear from the side ele

vation shown partly in section in Fig. 2 and

the sectional elevation of the cylinder heads

and valve chambers in the left hand of the

same sketch.

Another Way to Compute Horsepower.

One more has been added to the already

over-full list of approximate methods "of

obtaining the horsepower of a gasolene

motor, the latest, though not so simple as

some of its predecessors, having the ap

pearance of a greater degree of accuracy

than some of them have had. It is, multiply

the bore by the bore by the stroke, by the

number of impulses per minute, and divide

the continued product by 6,500. The cylinder

dimensions are invariably to be taken in

inches. And the result is said to be fairly

accurate for all motors having an initial

compression of 70 pounds per square inch,

or thereabouts.

Unfortunately, considering the degree of

interest which is usually manifested in that

somewhat extensible quantity, the horse

power of the internal combustion motor

can be obtained only by means of actual

test, or else through a calculation in which

various assumptions are taken into account.

In the use of any rule taking into ac

count only the size of the motor and not

its speed, only the vaguest sort of a result

can be obtained. Thus, the old rule, divide

the cube of the bore by three—0r four, as it

is sometimes givené—is by no means reliable

and is hardly better than guesswork. Any

rule which takes into account both the

cylinder dimensions and the speed; on the

other hand, will produce fairly-'“gdbd re

sults for all motors yielding a mean effect

ive pressure nearly equal in value to that

obtained in the test from which the formula

was derived.

The reason for this is that the standards

of design are becoming so well established

at the present time, that machines of the

same type produce, under normal condi

tions, about the same mean effective pres

sure per square inch of piston area, for the

same amount of initial compression, and

hence, by taking into account the piston

speed and the cylinder area,‘and using a

constant based on the average value of the

pressure, a close approximation to the cor

rest may be obtained. '

In case the cylinder dimensions are given

in the metric rating. the same process is

carried out except the constant used is

110,000,000, instead of 6,500, the result coin

ing out in horsepower as in the first case.
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NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE LAW

Full Text of Assemblyman Cox’s Amend

ment as Passed by the Legislature.

Assemblyman Robert Cox's amendment

to the present automobile law, which has

been passed by the New York State legis

lature, will undoubtedly become a law. In

addition to allowing motorists to deposit

cash bail or leave the car in lieu of security

when arrested for any alleged violations of

the law, Mr. Cox's bill provides that an

automobilist may be released from custody

on giving a bond executed by a legally or

ganized fidelity or surety company. The

full text of the amendment, which now

awaits only the signature of the governor,

to become a law, is as follows:

“Release from custody, bail, etc—In case

the owner of a motor vehicle shall be taken

into custody because of a violation of any

provision of this act, he shall be forthwith

taken before an accessible captain or a ser

geant or acting sergeant of police in any

city or village, or any justice of the peace

or magistrate, and be entitled to an imme

diate hearing; and if such hearing cannot

then be had be released from custody on

giving a bond or undertaking executed by

a fidelity or surety company organized un

der the laws of this State and having a

deposit of at least two hundred thousand

dollars with the superintendent of insurance

of this State, said bond or undertaking to

be in an amount not exceeding the maxi

mum fine for the offense with which the

owner is charged and to be conditioned for

the owner's appearance in answer for such

violation at such time and place as shall

then be indicated; or on giving his personal

undertaking to appear in answer for such

violation, at such time and place as shall

then be indicated, secured by the deposit of

a sum equal to the maximum fine for the

offense with which he is charged, or in

lieu thereof, by leaving the motor vehicle,

being operated by such person with such

officer; or in case such ofiicer is not acces

sible, be forthwith released from custody

on giving his name and address to the

officer making such arrest, and depositing

with such officer a sum equal to the max

imum fine for the offense for which such

arrest is made, or in lieu thereof, by leav

ing the motor vehicle, being operated by

such person, with such officer, provided,

that in such case the officer making such

arrest shall give a receipt in writing for

such sum or vehicle and notify such person

to appear before the most accessible magis

trate, naming him, on that or the following

day, specifying the place and hour. In case

security shall be deposited, as in this sub

division provided, it shall be returned to

the person depositing, forthwith on such

person giving bond or undertaking of a

fidelity or surety company, as in this sec

tion provided, or on such person being ad

mitted to bail as provided in section five

hundred and fifty-four of the code of crim

inal procedure, and the return of any re

ceipt or other voucher given at the time of

such deposit. In case such undertaking

of a fidelity or surety company be not

given, or such personal undertaking with

security or such deposit shall not be made

by an owner so taken into custody, the

provisions of section five hundred and fifty

four of the code of criminal procedure, shall

apply."

How to Stow Tools Conveniently.

One great difficulty in connection with

the roadside repairing of the average tour

ing car, up to the present time, has been

that the tools which were wanted were

always found to be at the bottom of the

tool-box, or hamper, and that on this ac

count, it was frequently necessary to dump

out something like twenty pounds of acces

sories and spare parts in order to come at

just the wrench which was needed to get at
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some part. With the coming into vogue

of the side entrance body with its liberal

running board surface, however, better ac

commodation for the kit has been provided,

and as a result of this, in turn, better pro—

vision for taking care of the tools is being

made now than formerly was done.

Yet the provision of a simple chest, no

matter how roomy it may be, is not all that

is needed, nor is the use of drawers to be

sanctioned, since they must be pulled en

tirely out of their runways in order to get

access to the rear part. Instead, it is better

to make the case entirely open on two sides,

the compartments taking the form of trays

which are linked together in the manner

shown in the accompanying illustration, so

that they all may be drawn out by simply

pulling forward the topmost one. By this

means they are made entirely self-support

ing in any position, and are all open for

inspection simultaneously. The arrange

ment has been adopted this year by a for‘

eign maker with good results, and seems

worthy of consideration from the fact that

the greatest amount of accessibility is pro

vided for without the use of expensive

parts or complicated mechanism.

  

"The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 500. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. "'

TO LIVE IN A MOTOR CAR

How George Washington and Family will

Travel from Chicago to Portland, Me.

Wealth called the automobile house into

being some time ago and even in its incip

ient stages it was lacking in none of the

comforts and conveniences that genius

. could suggest or unlimited means command.

but it has remained for a Yankee to bring

forth the automobile “house boat," for it

bears a closer resemblance to one of those

economic, water borne residences than any

thing else. Its sponsor bears the historic

cognomen of George Washington and

claims Portland, Maine, as his birthplace.

At present he is a resident of the \Vindy

City and the automobile house is to form

the means of transporting himself and his

family from Chicago to his native town.

The cost of the trip is to be raised from

revenue derived from ornamenting the

sides of the house with advertising.

This novel vehicle measures 27 feet over

all, is 6 feet wide and 10 feet high, with

7 to 8 feet of “headroom” in all its “apart~

ments." Though no information is forth

coming on the point, presumably a commer

cial chassis with substantial running gear

and solid tires forms the foundation of this

traveling menage. The house is built di

rectly upon this and is a cross between

what its name suggests and a trolley car

body. There are five windows on each side

and a roof ventilator, while what appears

to be an end vestibule forward is fitted with

windows all the way round. It is sur~

mounted by a headlight at each corner of

the roof which accentuates its resemblance

to a trolley car.

This vestibule-like compartment forms

the living room and here is centered the

motor control. The structure is built of

oak sheathed with light sheet iron, and the

remainder of it is divided into a kitchen

and dining room. They are arranged much

after the order of a Pullman bufiet car and

occupy two-fifths of the entire available

space. On the roof is placed a tank to pro

vide the kitchen and lavatory water supply.

The cooking will be done on a gasolene

stove. The entire house is electrically

lighted and will also have all the other

“comforts of home."

 

Motor Car for Railway Inspection.

And now comes the motor car as a means

of inspecting electric railways. Adams D.

Claflin, of Newton, Mass, has just ordered

a Thomas Flyer from C. S. Kershaw, the

Boston agent, intending it for use in over

looking the various interurban railway sys

tems of which he is the head. In this work

the motor vehicle is at a great advantage

over the private trolley car, in that it is

independent of schedules, not dependent

on power stations, and may be diverted

from the main line as much as may be

desired, in order to inspect new territory.
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ABOUT THE DIFFERENTIAL

How it Mystifies the Novice—What it does

with Apparent Inconsistencies.

Probably the most abstruse piece of

mechanism on a car for the novice is the

differential. There is no great difiiculty in

understanding its purpose and the necessity

Without it the car would

be compelled to execute a snap the whip

motion around every corner. But it is with

out doubt one of the last things about the

for its presence.

car that the uninitiated come to understand

thoroughly, though a knowledge of the

principle on which it works will render it

clear. It is evident that when running

straight ahead both of the driving wheels

are not only receiving the same amount of

power, but on a smooth road are both free

to revolve equally. Hence, both turn at

the same speed. If all driving were of the

straightaway kind and all roads presented

as little obstruction to the passage of one

wheel as to the other there would be no

need of a differential.

If ‘the novice undertakes to fathom the

mystery by a few simple experiments on a

difi'erential he will doubtless be more puz

zled by the time he gets through than when

he started.

be jacked off the ground, and the counter

For instance, if both wheels

shaft brake on a chain driven car be applied

sufficiently to hold the differential case

stationary, it will be found that on turning

one of the road wheels by hand the other

Re—

move a jack so that one of the wheels rests

will revolve in the opposite direction.

on the ground and is thereby held in place

and it will be found that the other wheel

may be turned freely at any speed desired.

If it were running, it would be turned under

similar conditions, at whatever speed the

road compelled it to revolve. If the engine

were driving it and the other wheel was

locked the speed of the single wheel will be

double what it would be under ordinary

conditions, that is, driving straight ahead

with both wheels turning.

The average novice finds himself hope

lessly beyond his depth when he attempts

to reconcile'these apparent inconsistencies,

and it must be admitted that it is puzzling

at first sight to try to figure just what com

bination of gearing will give these results.

The chief cause of the deception is to be

found in the fact that in one case, the wheel

is being turned by hand and in the other

that the engine is driving it from a different

point. The one thing to be borne in mind

is the fact that regardless of what the speed

of the driving shaft may be, the speed of

the driving wheels must equal it, no matter

how it is divided between the two. This is

moot tersely expressed by the formula of

“half the sum of the speeds of the drivers

must equal the speed of the driving shaft,"

and this states the principle of the differen

tial in a nutshell. That is, if the driving

shaft of the car be turning at the rate of

500 revolutions per minute, each of the

driving wheels will be turning at the same

speed when running straight away. But in

turning a corner one wheel—the inner, is

retarded—on a very sharp turn this may

amount to thirty per cent. or more. Then

the inner wheel will only be running at

the rate of 350 revolutions per minute while

the speed of the outer one will have been

increased by just that much so that it will

be turning at the rate of 650 revolutions per

minute. If the inner wheel were stopped

altogether the outer would then turn at the

rate of 1,000 revolutions per minute.

In rounding a curve, the inner wheel has

a shorter distance to travel than the outer,

and so this action is proportionate to the

radius of the curve. But in order that the

wheels may proportion their speeds to

changing conditions it is evident that they

must be independent of one another, though

both are connected to the source of power

—the bevel gear terminating the driving

shaft in that type of car or by chain to the

countershaft. The axle is, of course, in

two pieces, one being fast to one portion

of the differential and the second to the

other half of it, from which it will be evi

dent that holding one does not prevent the

other from rotating, but that when the

strain on both parts is equally applied the

whole will revolve together.

Where Roads are Mended with Hay.

“They mend roads with hay in Vermont,"

reports G. H. Berg. “I was there in Octo

ber and in going to Rouses Point, N. Y.,

from St. Albans, I came across the mud

-diest roads I ever encountered. My car

was a sight. At times the wheels had

disappeared. At the small hotel the far

mers crowded around the car gaping in

wonder, and I remonstrated with them for

their poor roads. One of them said: ‘Well,

but we only last week filled the holes with

four loads of hay.’ I think the cattle must

have gotten out and chewed it up. To me

it was a new way of mending roads."

Why Nappannee is Proud.

Nappannee, Ind., is proud. Proportion

ately speaking, it has, with 2,300 inhabi

tants, more automobiles than any other

town of its size in the United States. With

its present array and those that have been

ordered, the town has more than one car

for every hundred inhabitants, and they are

all of the higher grade, too.

The Speed that Counts.

On a long run it is the average speed

that counts. Spurts are apt to result in

derangements that will reduce the average

speed. Thus, in respect to hard and mod

erate driving, the motor car has some

points in common with a horse.

HERE’S A NEW

How a Motorist uses Kerosene and Gaso

lene Without Modifying his Engine.

It has become a matter of more or less

common practice to install a double tank

system and carburetter where kerosene is

[to be employed as a fuel in order to enable

the engine to be started on gasolcne, this

being installed as a standard equipment in

the ease of some marine engines and it is

an expedient, the practicability of which

has been amply demonstrated on the car.

The gasolcne tank is very small by com

parison, as this fuel is never used for any—

thing but the gasolcne

carburetter is put into action. It has been

tried with a smgle carburetter and proved

to work equally well, except that the pre

caution of shutting off the kerosene supply

starting when

and turning on the gasolcne a few moments

before stopping the engine is a necessity in

order to insure a supply of the more

volatile liquid in the carburetter for the

next start.

But it has remained for an ingenious mo

torist to combine the two fuels without

any modification of the power plant what—

ever. Experiments in this direction were

tried with a view to reducing the size of the

fuel bill and seem to have more than justi

fied the expectations of the investigator.

They were undertaken during the sum

mer months, the prevailing temperature

at such. a time naturally favoring the

use of a greater proportion of kerosene.

In the district in which the experimentor

was compelled to purchase his supplies,

gasolcne ruled at twenty-six cents a gallon

while kerosene was to be had at twelve to

fourteen cents a gallon, a mixture of the

two thus bringing the average cost of fuel

down to the level of gasolcne alone when

at its cheapest.

“Further than this," says this pioneer in

the use of this new mixture, “the calorific

value of kerosene is higher than that of

gasolcne and consequently the power ob

tained from the compound is greater than

that obtained from gasolene alone, pro

vided the mixture of fuel and air is correct.

It is only necessary to mix kerosene and

gasolcne in equal, or other, proportions, in

the tank and feed the carburetter with it in

the ordinary way. Of course, one can

experiment to find what proportions are

most suited to the engine in use, and very

often a mixture far richer in kerosene can

be used than with equal quantities of each.

At any rate, there is not the slightest diffi

culty in any case that I have come across

yet in getting an engine to take one-third

kerosene, and take nearly every drop of it,

starting from the cold as usual, as with

neat gasolcne.

“With more kerosene the starting diffi

culty is sometimes, though very rarely,

greater, but an objection which is notice

able is that it is difficult to start on the last
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pint or two remaining in the tank. When

the tank gets as low as this, I refill the tank

with the mixture and the trouble is over

come. From time to time the dregs can

be run off and used for cleaning purposes.

The chief objection I have against using

any kerosene compound for any length of

time is that, in filling up, some of it spills

on the tank, and this does not evaporate,

but collects dust, and gives rise to an un

pleasant smell. Similarly, it gets on to the

hands, gloves, and cushions, and after a

time the car reeks of kerosene. The same

applies to flooding the carburetter, as the

drops which overflow do not evaporate if

a rich kerosene mixture is used, and the

same objections crop up here.

"\Vith regard to the increase of power, I

have found this not to be 'noticeable in

Certain engines, though in one case I have

in mind the effect was strongly marked. In

this case probably the conditions were per

fcct for the use of kerosene, as the com

pression was high and the cooling excellent.

The carburetters that I have used for this

purpose have been chiefly Longuemares,

and have not been altered in any way ex

cept in two cases in increasing the weight

of the float. As kerosene has a specific

gravity of .800, naturally the density ofvthe

compound is raised considerably, which

makes the float more buoyant and causes

it to cut off earlier than with gasolene. This

means that the fuel lies lower-in the jet,

and consequently there is greater difliculty

at starting, which is overcome by a little

flooding, though it can better be obviated

by cutting a few thin sheet metal washers

of aluminum or tin, and laying one, or more

of these on the top of the float if of the

Longuemare type, so that the buoyancy is

adjusted to what it was with petrol alone.

If the carburetter has the float levers on

the upper side, the top of the float which

carries these, should be packed up a little

by means of thin washers for the same re

sult to be obtained."

 

Pocket Companion for Motorists.

“Instruction book" is the title of a book

let that accompanies every Locomobile to

its purchaser or will be sent to every owner

on application. It is interestingly written

in a manner calculated to enlighten the be

ginner besides being informative to the old

hand. and is divided into nine chapters.

chief of which are “How to prepare the car

for the road,” “Difficulties and how to over

come them." "Adjustments" and “Useful

Hints and tips.” In addition to this it con

tains a glossary of Locomobile terms.

Gasolene Propelled Fire-Fighter.

\\'hile steam propelled fire engines are

not rare. probably the only gasolene driven

fire engine in use on this side of the "pond"

is owned by the municipality of Beaverton.

Ontario. It employs a fifteen horsepower

motor and was built by the \Vaterous En

gine \\'orks, of Brantford. Canada, who are

now making a specialty of such fire-lighting

machines.

AN AID TO EASY RIDING

The Distinguishing Features of a New

Alleviator of Roughness in Roads.

\Vhile France has some of the best roads

in the world—probably more of them than

any other country of the same size, she can

The
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also boast of some of the worst.

lirench "pave" in plain English

nothing more or less than the long forgot

ten but never lamented cobble stones. a few

ancient specimens being still extant in some

cities in the East, such as Brooklyn, in the

  

unfrequcnted byways of which may yet be

found stretches of the nerve racking surface

that only these ill assorted “nigger heads"

can produce when years of exposure to

weather and traflic have aggravated their

original lack of level.

Paris has some of- this and practically

every French village or city can lay claim

to the same distinction so it is not to be

wondered at that shock absorbing devices
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had their origin in France and that invent

ors are still devoting their attention to the

problem of aiding the springs. The latest

to make its appearance is designed by M.

Krebs, of the Panhard & Levassor works,

and is produced by the latter. Externally

it is patterned closely after existing types,

but its mechanism differs in that the prin‘

ciplc of the multiple disc clutch is taken

advantage of to bring about the progressive

braking action on the recoil that is the chief

object of all such devices. It is composed

of a casing and a cylinder, the former of

which is made fast to the frame of the

chassis and the latter to the crank arm at

tached to the axle. This cylinder is ar

ranged to turn through a portion of the arc

of a circle in response to the pull exerted

upon it by the crank arm.

Half of the rings or discs are affixed to

the cylinder and the remainder to the cas

ing. the two alternating and the whole being

preSsed together by a conical washer acting

as a spring. At each end of the group of

plates is a ring, one fixed to the case and

the other to the cylinder. The surfaces with

which these rings come in contact are cut

to form a helicoidal curve, so that if one

piece is rotated the other is pressed away

Thus in one direction the device does not

check the action of the spring while on the

other the rebound of the spring is retarded

by the friction generated between the

plates. The case is filled with lubricating

oil to prevent wear. A good idea of the

appearance of the device as fitted to a car

may be had from the accompanying re

production from a photograph while its

principle and details of construction \v:".

be clear from the line sketch.

Dick Heads Philadelphia Club.

The Automobile Club of Philadelphia ha=

elected the following oflicers: President.

\\'illiam .\. Dick; vice-president, Henry

Rot-lofs; treasurer, J. Maxwell Bullock;

secretary. H. Bartol Brazier. These chair

men of committees were also clected' Dr

A. I). \\'hiting. Entertainment; I. Emlen

Smith, Iiouse; Henry II. Roelofs, High

ways; H. Bartol Brazier, Runs and Tours:

J. Seeds, Legislation, and Isaac Starr.

Membership. A new committee. to be

known as the Committee on Increased

Membership was appointed, Alfred N.

Chandler being made chairman.

San Jose Cuts Loose from 'Frisco.

San Joseans who own automobiles have

heretofore held membership cards in the

San Francisco Automobile Club. Now they

think they are SllfilClClllly strong numeric

ally to have a club of their very own. Ac

cordingly, twenty-four enthusiasts have

signed the charter roll of the San Jose

Atuomobile Club, the oflicers of which wzll

be elected at the next meeting.

  

A. C. A. Soon to be Homeless.

As the lease of its present rooms on Fifth

avenue and Fifty-eighth street expires on

May I, the Automobile Club of America

will be without a home until its present new

building is completed about Dec. 1. It is

planned to have temporary quarters durini:

the summer somewhere near its present

location.

Lancaster Club Elects Davis.

At the annual meeting of the Lancaster

(Pa) Automobile Club, these officers were

elected: President, Dr. S. T. Davis; vice

president, Philip Schaum; secretary. Jacob

D. Rider; treasurer, Dr.,Parke P. l’nnvsne~

man; directors—the oflicers. and H. .\l. llil

legas. Dr. H. B. Roop and ~Martiu Km»

ports.

Kinks that are Helpful.

“Kinks,” one of the most instructiv:

booklets on the subject of ignition troubIes

ever issued without charge. is being dis

tributed in revised form by the Nationa'

Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio. The booklet

contains a lot of those helpful hints that

are “worth their weight in gold."
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The Week’s Patents.

816,006. Tire-Valve. Charles E. Duryea,

Reading, Pa. Filed Apr. 3, 1905. Serial

No. 253,679.

Claim.—-A valve-body having an air-pas

sage therethrough with its outer end en

larged, forming an interior shoulder, the

outer portion of said passage being inter

iorly threaded, a valve-seat resting on said

shoulder and having passage therethrough,

a check-holder having exterior threads en

gaging the interior threads of the body, and

having a passage in line with the passage

in the inner end of said body, and an en

larged passage outward therefrom, a check

having a double conical body with stem de

pending through the valve-seat into the air

passage in the inner end of the body beyond

said shoulder and a stem extended in the

opopsite direction into the enlarged bore

of the check and having a head movable

therein and closing the communication be

tween the large and small bore of the

check, and a cap detachably secured to the

outer end of said check-holder.

816,013. Storm-Shield for Vehicles. Mat

thew R. Hull, Connersville, Ind., to The

Rex Buggy Co.. Connersville. Ind., a cor

poration of Indiana. Filed Sept. 8, 1905.

Serial No. 277,603.

Claim.——1. A storm-shield attachment

top-vehicles comprising a covered frame ex

tending from the dash to the vehicle~top

and approximately the same width as the

top, means for securing the lower part of

the frame to the vehicle. tightening-rods

having turnbuckles in their lengths for se

curing the top of the frame to the vehicle

top, a flexible apron fastened to the top of

the frame and overlapping the valance of

the vehicle-top and means for removably

securing the aoron to the vehicle-top.

816,047. Valve Mechanism for Gas-Eu

gines. Cassius M. Smith and Solon B. W'el

come, Los Angeles, Cal, assignors to

Western Iron Works, a corporation of

California. Filed Jan. 12, 1905. Serial No.

240,673.

Claim.—1. In a gas-engine, an inlet-valve,

a bell-crank lever for operating the inlet

valve, an operating-rod pivoted to the bell -

crank lever and having a hook on its end.

a slide-head having an eccentric operated

by the engine, an eccentric-rod connecting

the slide-head and eccentric, a primary cam

carried by the eccentric. a pivoted rock

lever operated bv the primary cam~for ac

tuating the exhaust-valve, a link connecting

the rock-lever and said operating-rod, and

means operable when starting the engine

for automatically tilting the rock-lever in

termittently a less degree than obtained by

the primary cam. 1

816,062. Gas-Engine. Ira S. Barnett.

Louisville. Ky. Filed Feb. 6, 1904.";Serial

No. 192,410.

Claim.—~I. A gas-engine having, in com

bination, a plurality of upright cylinders

arranged in alinement above a horizontally—

disposed engine-shaft. inlet and exhaust

valves in the cylinder-heads. inlet and ex

haust” pipes disposed at opposite sides of

the ,series of cylinders and communicating;

respectively with the inlet and exhaust

valves, vertically-disposed rods “having

means for engaging and opening said

valves, a shaft geared to the engine~shaft

having a Series of cams adapted at proper

periods to actuate said valve-rods. electrical

circuits having Separate terminals in the

cylinders for ignitin'r'the explosive charges,

and a make-and-break device mounted on

said cam-shaft connected with and adapted ' '

to make and break the several circuits in

succession at the proper periods. .:

816,083. Current-Controller for Igniting

Devices for Hydrocarbon Engines. lFay O.

Farwell, Dubuque, Iowa, assignor 'of one

half to The Adams Company, Dubuque,

Iowa, a corporation of Iowa. Filed Oct.

21, 1904. Serial No. 229,415.

Claim.—l. An igniting device for hydro

carbon engines, comprising normally sep

arated contacts, a rotary driven member

adapted to engage one of said contacts to

bring the contacts together, a driving mem

ber for said rotatory driven member, the

latter being capable of a limited rotatory

movement independent of its driver. means

connected with the movable contact to ac

celerate the movement of the rotary driven

member after the latter has brought said

contacts together, whereby the contacts

will be quickly separated. and means for

.regulating the period of engagement of the

Contacts to maintain such period substan

tially constant for various speeds of the

engine.

816.089. Speed-Meter.

grave, Ann Arbor, Mich.

1905. Serial No. 261,601.

Claim.—1. The combination in a speed

meter of an inclosed case in which are ar

ranged coaxially and to rotate two fans,

having vanes with opposite pitches at their

inner and outer portions. corresponding

portions of the vanes of each fan having

the same pitch. substantially as lescribed.

816,109. Explosive-Engine. Thomas J.

Russell \V. Har

Filed May 22,

'Lutz. In, Mansfield. Ohio, assignor of one

half to A. Kallmerten. Mansfield, Ohio.

Filed May 2, 1904. Serial No. 205.874.

Claim.—1. An explosive-engine of the

7 character described which comprises a pair

of parallelly-arrangcd working cylinders, an

automatically-actuating Working-agent feed,

and an exhaust opposite each working

agent feed that form a co-operative part

of each of the working cylinders. a crank

shaft actuated means for moving the Work

ing-cylinder pistons in unison. a pair of

valves for each exhaust. a crank-shaft-ac

tuated means for alternately shifting the

pairs of valves in unison, one to an open

and the other to a closed position. and

means for feedin'r the working agent to the

cylinders at premeditated times, as set

forth.

816.128. Variable-Speed Driving Mechan

; ism. William L. Schellenbach. Cincinnati,

. Ohio. Filed Ian. 31. 1903. Serial No.

141.298.

Claim.——1. In a variable-speed mechan~

ism. a driving-shaft adapted to be adjusted

-endwise and provided with a kev: a series

of gears loosely mounted on said shaft and

adapted to be respectively cncrawed and

driven by said key: a driven shaft provided

with a key and adapted to be shifted end

wise: and a series of gears on said driven

shaft in mesh with the gears on the driving

shaft. and adapted to respectively impart

motion to the driven shaft bv means of the

kcv carried by the driven shaft.

8l6,149. Vehicle \Vheel. Richard S.

Bryant. Columbus. Ohio. Filed Mar. 23,

1905. Serial No. 251.548. '

Cl_aim.—1. A wheel comprising opposite

sections adapted to be secured together

having integral semitubular spokes and rim

portions. bosses pressed in one or more of

the semitubular spokes. reinforcing means

confined within the spokes between the

bosses. and inner spoke members disposcd

within the outer spokes.

816,182. Tire-Armor. Homer E. Prouty,

 

WANTS AND. FOR .SALE.
15 cents ner Mug 0! seven words. enali with order

Iii capitals. 25 cents 'er'llno.

 

‘ TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

[905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

ANTED—Foreman experienced in gas en

gine w'rk to take charge of engine as

sembling department in large automobile factory.

Must be a hustler and come well recommended.

Address R, Box 649, Motor World, New York City.

WANTED— Foreman to take charge of repair

department in automobile factory. Must .

have had experience with high grade American

and foreign cars and be able to handle men to ad

vantage. No others need apply. Address M,

Box 64:), Motor World, New York City.

 

ANTED—Foreman for body and running

gear finishing and assembling department

in large automobile works. Must have had pre

vious experience in this line. Address C, Box 649,

Motor \Vorld, New York City.

 

WANTED—Draflsman. One familiar with

automobile work preferred. None but first

class draftsmen need apply. Address T, care of

Motor Worli, New York City.

 

OR SALE—Baker Electrics, one each, Run

about, Stanhope, Imperial and Surrey with

top, all new and at greatlv reduced pric 5. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55th Street and

r0 rdway, New York City.

 

WANTEDMYour auto tires; don’t throw them

away; we rebuild and do retreading; guar

anteed to last like new; less than one-third the cost

of new casings. MEYER RUBBER VULCAN

IZING \‘VORKS, Anderson, Ind.

 

OR S \LE—Igos Royal Tourist, royal blue,

fully equipped, victoria top, 52,500; National

24 h. p . driven only (JOO miles, $2.roo; National

24 h. p., black, red, running gear, $1,750; National

24 h. p, 81,600; r905 Franklin, tilting front seat

touring car, red, fully equipped, tools. side hampers,

81,000; Franlrlin runabout,green,'red runninggear,

fully equipped, $550. Above cars have been thor~

oughly overhauled and will be repainted to suit pur

chaser. REYBURN MOTOR CAR CO., 5023-29

Delmar Blvd, St. Louis, Mo. _

 

FOR SALE—Oldsmobile. bargain, with $50.00

worth of extras, had about one season's serv»

ice, guaran‘eed fine condition, and splendid running

order, for quick sale $350.00 cash; demonstrate to

satisfaction. best references. WM. H. MASON,

Lock Box 69, Mt. Carm=l, Ill.

 

OR SALE -\Vhite Steamers. A few igo;'s

overhauled and repainted at the factory, and

guaranteed in first~class mechanical condi ion; all

equipped wi'h engine cutouts and other late im

provements;$750 f. o. b. Marion, () C. C. S'I‘OLTZ.

Marion, 0.

$8 1904 \VIIITE STEAMER, with new

engine; thoroughly overhauled and

repainted; equipped with canopy top. side hampers

and extra rear seat ; engine equipped with cutout;

hand bypass outlash. KEYSTONE AUTOMO

BILE CO , 5905-15 Centre Avé , Pittsburg, Pa.

 

AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE—Our present

stock comprises some of the most drSil'klblt?

propositions in slightly used and secondhand A uto

mobiles it has ever been our privilege to offer,

ranging from $r35 upward. Our complete list is

free and will save you money 'I HE STARIN

COMPANY, 72—74 MAIN ST.. NORTH TUNA

WANDA, N. Y.
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MICHELIN

ON TIRE CONSTRUCTION.

How is a tire made? What is the envelope which holds the cushion of compressed air? How is it fixed on to

the wheel of the vehicle?

This is a series of practical questions, the answers to which will be found below.

The materials employed are iron, which is rigid, on which is fitted rubber, which is elastic.

The air-tube is the life and soul of the tire, it is a continuous rubber tube. The sole purpose of the air-tube is

to be air-tight. Consequently, it is made of pure rubber, without canvas, which is not air-tight.

But on the other hand, an air-tube made of pure rubber would not be capable of resisting a high pressure,

and if it should be inflated to any high degree, it would burst. For this reason, it is placed in a cover made of

canvas, canvas alone being sufficiently strong to resist both the pressure from the inside and the outside friction,

and at the same time sufficiently pliant to yield without being damaged.

The canvas is protected against all causes of damage and also against the friction of the road by a thick

layer of rubber.

Rubber as a matter of fact has more power of resistance to the wear and tear of the road and to bad weather

than any other substance. It is, however, very desirable that another substance should be found and many re

searches have been made for one, for as the cover must be made of rubber of only the best quality, it follows,

naturally, that it is therefore very expensive.

- This outside layer of rubber is made with a crescent-shaped section, which is independent of the cover itself,

except in our special tires without tread, so that when one or the other is worn out, there is only one to be

replaced, which is a saving of expense. This crescent is called the protecting tread.

Thus the air-tube is quite distinct from the cover, and it will be readily understood what an advantage this is.

If the tire is punctured in one or several places, nothing is easier than to repair it in a way which shall be per

manent. In order to do this, it is only necessary to remove one or both of the edges of the cover and take out

the air-tube and then to place a patch of pure rubber on the air-tube. If the cover is very much damaged, which

does not happen often, a piece of canvas lined with rubber is placed inside. The air-tube and cover are then

replaced on the wheel and the repair will be found to be perfectly air-tight; on one side, the patch will have no

strain to bear, as it will be pressed against the cover (some air-tubes have been found to be perfectty air-tight

with as many as twenty patches on them) and on the other side, the canvas, which constitutes the repair, is also

pressed against the cover and will resist perfectly.

Both edges of the cover form beads which are inserted in the corresponding clinches of the rim.

Further, these beads are kept in place and tightened by security bolts, placed at regular intervals. The edges

are thus prevented from moving and from coming out of the rim.

This way of attaching the tire has one great advantage. _

Many experiments have been made to see whether it was possible to keep the tires on the rims simply by

means of the pressure of the air, but it was found not to be feasible. If, from some cause or other, the pressure

should decrease, the cover may slip 05 and get caught between the spokes, and a serious accident result.

Further, the wheel may side-slip in a track or in making a turn, and then if the strain is greater than the

pressure of air, the tire would burst.

This is why we have decided that it was advisable to use these security bolts, by means of which the covers

cannot come off the rims unless it is desired to remove them.

The preceeding instructions for mounting, detaching and repairing tires, and the extracts from “Michelin's

Mondays," which follow show how the difierent parts of the tire are used, and if the advice we give therein is

followed, our readers will be able to make the most of their tires.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY, Inc.

31-33 West 31st Street, New York

 

I, D WINANS, Gen’l Manager Telephone 5560-1 Maihon $1101"

Branches In All Large Cities. Agencies Everywhere.
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Genoa, Ill. Filed June 26, 1905. Serial

No. 266,990.

Claim.—l. A wheel, including a rubber

tire provided with interlocking elements

arranged upon the periphery of the tire,

each element having its ends secured to the

spokes of the wheel.

816.189. Vehicle W’heel. John C. Schlei

cher, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Filed Feb. 23,

1905. Serial No. 246,824.

Claim.—1. A vehicle-wheel comprising

two side wheels. a wheel located between

said side wheels and having a band secured

to its under face provided with projections,

spring-plates carried on the spokes of the

side wheels, seats on said plates engaged

by the projections of the band, an eccen

trically mounted ratchet-wheel, a pawl en

gaging it, a Spring-band adapted to be ex

panded ond contracted by said ratchet

wheel and springs supported between said

spring-band and spring-plates, substantially

as described.

816,215. Tandem Gas-Engine. Leopold

F. Burger, Anderson, 1nd., assignor to

\Voolley Foundry & Machine \Vorks, An—

derson, Ind. Filed Feb. 2, 1905. Serial No.

243,826.

Claim.—1. In a gas engine, a plurality of

cylinders having explosion-chambers at the

same end, simultaneously-operating pistons

therein, a compression-chamber disposed

intermediate of said cylinders and in com

munication with the piston in one thereof

at its end opposite the explosion-chamber.

and means to convey the compressed fluid

from said chamber to either of the cylin

ders.

816,225. Tire. Charles W. Faitoute.

Summit, N. J.- Filed Dec. 27, 1904. Serial

No. 238,444. '

Claim.——1. A cushion-tire comprising an

outer casing, _an interior band filling the

part of said casing adapted to lie against

the wheel, and resilient superposed mem

bers between said casing and _the band, said

members being transversely concavo-con

vex.

816,250. Motor Vehicle. Charles M. J.

Petiet, Villeneuve-la-Garanne, France, as

signor to Societe Anonyme des Automo—

biles Aries, Villeneuve-la-Garanne, France.

Filed Jan. 10, 1905: Serial No. 240,490.

Claim.—The combination of an axle made

in a single piece, a differential gearing fixed

on said axle, transmission-shafts connected

to the driving-pinions of the differential by

means of olive-shaped squared heads en—

gaging in squared holes in the hubs of said.

pinions, the hubs of the wheels being jour

naled in the ends of the axles, rings

arranged non-rotatively on the ends of the

axles, retaining said hubs in place, a box

forming a prolongation of the hub of each

wheel and provided with gaps, teeth on the

ends of the transmission-shafts engaging

in said gaps ,to transmit the rotation of the

shaft to the wheel, a screw-cap closing the

end of each of said boxes, and a spring in

terposed between the end of each shaft and

said gap to form a resilient bearing or

abutment.

816.267. Carburetting Apparatus. Mat

thew Steel, Gosforth, England. Filed Feb.

3, 1905. Serial No. 244,033.

Claim—l. The improved carbureting ap

paratus comprising the combination of a

vessel adapted to hold liquid hydrocarbon,

concentric tubes through which the air to

be carbureted passes to the hydrocarbon,

an inlet-pipe depending between said con

centric tubes, a float, a casing around said

float forming a chamber, said concentric

tubes forming a liquid seal and telescopic

connection between the depending inlet

pipe and said chamber, said casing being

provided with holes at different levels all

below the normal level of the hydrocarbon,

the total area of said holes increasing at

each successive lower level.

816,282. Motor-Vehicle Running-Gear.

Ralph B. Vaughn, Kingston, Pa. Filed Oct.

2, 1905. Serial No. 280,991.

Claim.——l. In a vehicle, the combination

of a frame, an axle, a radius-bar connecting

the frame and axle, a hanger fastened to the

frame and loosely inclosing the axle, the

hanger curving in an arc concentric to the

center of movement of the radius-bar, a

driving-gear for the axle, said gear includ

ing elements of centers of which are re

spectively coincident to the ends of the

radius-bar, a spring fastened to the frame,

a yoke connected to the spring, a box in

which the axle is mounted, the box sliding

in the yoke, and cushions held in the yoke

above and below the box.

816,369. Speed-Changing Device. Otto

F. Presson, Lynn, Mass, assignor to Gen

eral Electric Company, a corporation of

New York. Filed July 20, 1904. Serial No.

217,311.

Claim—1. In a speed-changing device,

the combination with two conoidal friction

gears independently rotatable on a common

axis with their bases adjacent, of a pair of

connected pinions engaging respectively

with said gears, and means for moving said

pair of piinons lengthwise of said gears.

 

  

THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

All Parts of this Chain Pollshed.Note Heavy Chamierred Side Plates.

  

BRAMPTON BROS., Ltd.

TWO PAIRS OF CHAINS IN 75.000 MILES.

Fits Sprockets Without Friction.

Esunc, Lennon, February 1;, 1905.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car tor conveying our “ RlSiN' SUN " METAL POLISH throuahout ENGLAND, calling at the various stations en route to

replenish the loads. We estimate the tar has now covered a distance of 75,000 miles in show three years and five months, runn ng daily with scarcely any delay, the

only renewals worth mentioning were Brasses to Pistons, Chains only once (BRAMPTON‘S),.

Yours faithfully,

tyres frequently, CONNOLLY’S larze solids have oroved the most durable.

JOHN EDWARD SHARP & SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain if you order it that way, and it won't cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain. All standard sizes in stock to fit American and Foreign cars.

We are Sole United States Agents for this Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Sin-s.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

We are now appointing agents for the Brampton Chains in the different cities throughout the United States where we are

not represented and if you want the agency, write us at once.

CHAS. E. MILLER,
BRANCHES: Philadelphia, Pn.—3l8-320 N. Broad St.

Cleveland, O.—406 Erlo St. 8 uffalo—824 Main St.

Address department C.

97-99401 Reade 8L, NEW YllliK, N. Y., U. S. A.

Boston, Mass.—202-204 C lumbus Ave.

Detroit, Mlch.-229 Jefferson Ave.

RETAIL BRANCH—924 Ellhth Ave., New York City.
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THE

TURNER ENDLESS 8mm TIRES
have proven their superiority on commercial vehicles

and have given satisfactory results.

Reduce Gcst ct Maintenance.

Sand and Water Gannot Game in Contact With

Retaining Device.

Turner Method of Attachment Secure and

Rust-Proof.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn., U.S.A,

Branch Houses—NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHILADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.

 

  

BERKS RE AUTOMOBILES “E'NZENOTOR CAR COTE

 

    

Will Increase the pown ol

yourenginelrom 10101513

Are the most thoroughly con

structed coils the marktt

producing th omst spark

and having the most rapid

wbrator.

Are guaranteed against bum

ing out.

Send [or our complete catalogue

Sup. No. 1:.

Manufactured by

Hoinze Electric company.

Factory. LOWELL, MASS.

 

 

 

High Class Touring Cars.

Made and tested in the Berkshire Hills.

l906 Models ready December l5th.

:6 H. 1’. $2,000. 25 H. P. $2.500. 40 H. P. $4.500

DOUGLAS ANDREWS COMPANY

sauna menu's

l623 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

 
 

 
 

 

Nickel Steel Forgings'
  

 

 

 

   

FOR

TRANSMISSION CEARS “mm see/Ba;

AND Tofinisbedaar'

\Ve Manufa tVALVE STEMS- Not Mel.er As°s;;eble.

. I A part of the contract sale of every "Acme" car is—

The Machmery Forgmg cow A YEAR'S ABSOLUTE BINDING summs.

CLEVELAND, OHIO. ACME MOTOR CAR OO., ' Reading, P8

fl
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THE HATHESON COl’lPANY

OF NEW YORK, [619 BROADWAY.
Complete catalogue mulled on request.

LlcensediU nder Selden Patent.

06
40-45 H. P.

60-60 H. P.

  

Self-starting from the

 

99 seat, with make-and

& @§ break lgnltlon.

Water-cooled brakes.

l— A 

  

ONE YEAR GUARANTY.

The new Metheeon llctory In one ol the large“ and meet modern lutoinoblle plants In the world.

 

Factory, WILKES-BARRE, PA.

(Formerly of Holyoke, Mass.)

 

>
\

The eoliclity of Th

8 O L A R ACETY

LENE LAMP is one

of its distinguishing

marks. I

THE SOLAR LAMP is built for hard, rough

work, cky roads, rainy weather.

The strai lit-ahead" beam from the Solar

Lamp is pro need by an accurately ground lens

of great tpower, in combination_Witli a rear re

flector o peculiar shape. This beam _is the

accident preventer—you have plenty oi time to

dodghat any road spec .

_The ground directly in front of your car is

lighted up by the front parbolie reflector. B‘Olll

reflectors—they are really two in one-—-are her

man Silver, highly polished.

If you can afford a motor car or a motor boat,

you can afford a SOLAR LAMP. It_is the

most important part of the incidental equipment.

No other lamp will suit you if you are at all

particular.

Don't lor et the SO LA R GENERATOR—

solid—no so der—the only one.

. Has a water jacket and other individual ideas

in construction that appeal'to any man who

appreciates practical mechanics. 8

\ BADGER BRASS MFG. CO.

Kenolha, ll Warren St.,

Wisconsin. New York City.

  
 

 

 

E. J. WILLIS CO.

ALL NEW NOVEL TIES.

SIREN HORNS,

NEW SPEEDOMETER,

NEW TOOL CHEST,

NEW SPARK PLUG.

The Amazon

Clincher Tires

AT LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

.Send for Trade Prices and Catalogue.

E. J. WILLIS CO.

8 Park Place, NEW YORK
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100 Hour Non=5top Run.

From “ Motor Age," April 5th.

“A successful non-stop run has just been completed in Chicago. A model “S” 26-28 horsepower Oldsmobile,

sent out by the Githens Brothers' Automobile Cd, under the direction of Paul Henderson, put up a new mark by

going 100 hours instead of 1,000 miles. The engine, it is said, was not stopped once, although Henderson was arrested

once because of a sign carried on the boulevards announcing the mission of the car. In the 100 hours the Oldsmobile

traveled 1,115 miles, using 85 gallons of gasoline and 3% gallons of oil, giving a mileage between 11 and 12 miles per

gallon of gasoline.”

The Oldsmobile Palace Touring Car, Model “S,’I sells for $2250 fully equipped.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich., U. S. A.

Member A. L. A. I.

  

 

CATALOG COUPON SPECIAL COUPON MOTOR TALK COUPON

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked. We will send one of our handsome Art Calendars Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

I "11 imUC‘l-Cd- gzdeggl gldggl‘lb‘lc Owner' 1‘ m 0‘“ the fouowmg TALK, a magazine devoted to automobiling. sent ts

Model B .... .. Model s .... .. Model L .... .. Ca, Numb" ____ __ Model ____ n me for 1 year

Delivery Carl . . . . . . Passenger Traffic Car, _ i _ _ _ _ When and from whom purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Name.......-.--...--...-....-"..........-.....-

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Present Owner _ ' . _ _ _ ' I _ ' I . . _ _ _ . _ . . _ I I _ _ I I _ _ . . _ . . . .

Add-real . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . - - - . - - . . . . . - . -. Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..\. - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... Address..............-............;.-. .......... .

K 20 . . K 20 V K a
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An Absolute Necessity—Not A Luxury.

I - ‘

Diamond
Wire Mesh Base

Construction,

FOR MOTOR TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL CARS.
Saves cost per ton mile.

Scientifically correct.

Can be applied by anyone without the use of machinery.

Its practicability proved by the severest of tests.

Made in twin types above five inch.

New catalogue tells all about it. Yours on request.

THE DIAl‘lOND RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. DETROIT—158 Jefferson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS~3966 Olive St. DENVER—322 Boston Building.

PHILADELPHIA—7304406 N. Broad St. Cl'lICAGO—167-169 Lake St. MINNEAPOLIS—6H First Ave. S

BbFFALO—HS Main St. CLEVELAND—323 Huron St.
 

 

 

 

How to Know When Your Tire Gets Flat
the tire. When used for Goodyear Universal (the

tire that wipes out 90 per cent of all tire troubles)

the Universal Rim would be assembled like Fig. 1.

As soon as the air

This is all there is to removing a tire from

the Universal Rim. See how easy it is.

Unscrew the Thumb Nut which holds the

valve stem tight against the rim. Push the

a season if a bell rang as soon as one

of our tires began to get flat?

upposing this were possible.

HOWmuch money would it save you in

    

  

For you know the ordz'na ry tire begins to in your tire leaks out valve Stem

rim-cut as soon as the air begins toleak out. in the d a n ge r point. up into the

And generally you don‘t know a thing it lets the outer Tire (this

about it until you are riding on the rim. 1-8 lush VIM flange slide inward lifts the steel

Then it's too late. for the dama eis done. slightl . except plate which

Nothing remains for you to 0 but say where t e valve holds t h e

things in: t for publication and make the stem comes. This flanges in po

best of it. Isn’t that gospel truth? leaves about 55 inch i sition.)

* .l. q. * playlpetlweliin the top ' Spread and

, o t e oc ing ring remove th e

.0:Y 8 g the flange (see Fig. with your fin

gers. It is split for this purpose at

a point alongside the valve stem. See

Fig. 3. Pull off the outer flange ring.

Slide off the whole tire, or sim ly

pull out the inner tube as you prein

It has taken less than half a minute. And

after the repair is madeI another 30 seconds

and you are ready to pump up.

iii 'I it

without worrying about it—without getting

out of the car.

If you have the Goodyear Universal Rim

on your car, it will sound an alarm before

the air in your tire is exhausted to a rim

cutting point. And this is the wayit does it:

The flanges of the Goodyear Universal

Rim (fwhicl: hold the Eire in pllacef) grebcir

cles 0 stee which sli e on an o t e ase _ -
of the rim. as a ring slides on and off your saved the cost of a new ure'

finger. When both flanges are in place. a * * * *

"key" ring or locking ring, keeps the outer V This is onl one of the reasons why the Good

flange from being forced oif by pressure of ear Uéiiversa Rim will preserve any tire to a

ale 01 age.

2,) and just as soon

as the air leaks out

to the danger point,

this. binding rin g

begins to tinkle like

a bell, saying to you plainly and unmistakably:

" Shut Down l Stopll Your Tire is beginning

to rim-cut! ll" It you heed this call. you have

it

The Goodyear Unlvr-rml Rim will take any Goodyear

Tire (Detachable or (‘llncheri Of (my slimdurdi-Ilnrnrr lire

on the market. If your car has Goodynnr Universal Elma

you can have I tiro of a different make on each mhnl It

you wish. And it will take less than n mlnuto per wheel

make of tire tonnothar, without [he

 

 

Inside Flange Outside Flange _ to change from one

‘ \ There are others of even greater importance. use of a are" tool. * *

“01111111 I If you get a puncture, you can remove your 6 N" B k d m m

' B» It Imklns Rina tire to make the repair in 30 seconds—and it re- 1“ 0'" “0°06 W" M " w 590 9 man! 0 Br
. “- v v'

-' quires no tools but the, hands. its as easy to axrtrssr‘iiz'stnr‘r; mantra":Jsammta
x' ‘ remove and put back a tire on a Good ear Univer- pie (gmi‘lyenrlDetpclloalglfl Agou'lrlrfin Titiiiitimii 5m 1:»

' ' ' nun In BUM“ y In P H II!“ 8 Bl] IC “IFY. (“I I'a, 1 la; a); \i assassin:tannins?“ ° W" °.i'..“l$:'i,lm“'° " - - 0* WM ~11
' I . "l r j “I ‘ - u on.

Triniooobi'aaa TIRE o RUBBER 00., Grove Street, AKRON, o.

bianches in iollowm cities: Boston. 6 Merrimac St; New York. 64th St. 81 Broadway; Chicago. llu Lake St.; lincinnati, 242 E. Fifth St.; Si._Li-|_iis.

712-714 Morgan 51.; San Francisco, Geo. P. Moo re 1* Co., 590 Golden Gate Ave; Los Angeles, \V. D. >Newcrf. 932 50. Main St.; Buffalo, 7l9 Main St;

Denver, 220 Sixteenth SL; Detroit, 242 Jefferson Ave.

—

Oll Tires SiZQS) When Ordered—
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REAR AXLE and DRIVING MECHANISM

YN
A A of both beveled

gears and side chains and

sprockets are overcome in the Haynes construCtion. The axle consists

of a t r-z inch shaft of nickel steel of 100,000 lhs. tensible strength and

70,000 lbs. elastic limit. One wheel is keyed to this nickel steel shaft

which also bears one member of the differential; over the opposite end

is slipped a close fitting steel sleeve extending to the center. on its

outer end is keyed the other “heel, while the other member of the

differential is attsched to its inner end. Secured to the diflerential is

a large beveled sprocket gear (the driving gear of the car) which is

driven by a pinion keyed to the rear universal joint, on which rollers

take the place of teeth. This pinion has a double roller bearing on

one end, and a long, plain bearing on the other end. The entire driv

ing mechanism and axle are enclosed in a steel housing and Strength

ened by a truss rod extending from end to end. The axle runs on four

sets of flexible roller bearings.

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE C0,

n I, ‘I ~ 1(uk01110, lsscllzsna"

‘ Cnl. A00: “20 fllchlgsn Ave.

new VuRK ; l7|5 nrosdwny

Mmibers A. l. A. \l

Thrust is entirely eliminated, friction is

greatly reduced. and it is absolutely noise

less. The thickness of the sprocket teeth

is so great that in an entire year‘s

output not a single tooth has been

broken. A journey of 6,000 miles

producing n0 per

ceptible wear, the

teeth and rollers be

ing only partially

polished from the

driving friction.

The Haynes is the high.

est powered shalt-driven

car built. In requesting catalogue. for prompt attention ad‘

dress desk D9.

Model " R" Four-Cyllnder Touring Car.

Vertical roller-bearin en 'nes.
separately, 5%x6-inchesg 50 P. C

transmission._lhal absolutely prevents

gears. Positive cooling system. Indivi ual

special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes holtll without Jhcrking. Shaft drive.

stvc universa Joints t at revent wear on ins.

SHrockct and Roller Pinion I’and perfect Rear Xxle,

a exclusive. Roller-bearings throughout. lOB-inch

vcvdoeogle. Four

erg t, 2,750

Kokomo. Full

ylindcrs cast

An _exclusive

stri ping of  

wheel base. 54-inch tonneau, seating

to 60 miles 'sn hour on high gear.

pounds. Price, $3,800 f. o. b.

equipment.

 

flodel "0" Ponr-Cyllnder Tourlng Car

Cylinders cast in_ pairs 4%xS-in., 28 to 30 H. P.

Transmission, cooling_ system,-' lubrication, master

clutch, shaft drive, universal Joints, sprocket, roller

inion and roller-bearings and body same as on

ilodel "R." 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tires. Ton

neau seatn'i three persons. Four to 40 miles an

hour on _hig speed. Price, $2,250 f. o. b. Kokomo.

Full equipment.

  

"The Csrthe Pepslrmsn seldom sees.‘

 
 

 

 
 

The manufacturer who equips his cars with

m odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts; who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

‘ THE VEEDER mFo. co., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Counters and Flne Castings.
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Equip your Motor

ears for the Season

of1906

WITH

0&Jlines
and obtain the highest de

gree of satisfaction with

greatest freedom from tire

trouble.

ONE ('ZURE

WRAPPED TIRES,

VIJLGRNIZED IN OPEN STEAM

BETTER TIIHN OTI-IER TIRES

BUT GOST NO MORE.

Write for catalog giving lull information.

Rims branded in the channel with this copy

righted mark have been inspected and pronounced

perfect. We guarantee our tires only on rims so

branded.

GaJImpCo.
lndianapolis.

Depots r

ehiengo Butlnlo Detroit Glevelnnd

Boston Denver San Francisco

Distributing Agents:

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats& 30., Portland

aneay-Hutchins Rubber 80.,

Los flngelee

 

 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

  

STEAM IS THE WORLD’S

STANDARD MOTIVE POWER

Steam power, as utilized in the White car, pos

sesses unique advantages. There is absolutely

no noise, no odor, no vibration, and the speed of

the car is controlled entirely by throttle. There

is an ever-present reserve of power which is often

found most useful.

The White steam generator is totally unlike

any other steam-making device ever designed.

To illustrate the radical difference, we might

point out that in our generator the water is at
the top and thehsteam at the bottom. In every

other type of boiler the steam is at the top and

the water at the bottom. The safety, sim

plicity and reliability of the system is demon

strated by the performance of the thousands of

White cars now in use. Its economy in gasoline

consumption was proven in the 'recent Los An

geles-San Diego endurance contest, which was

won bya White steamer. The winning White

used but seventeen gallons of gasoline as com

pared with twenty gallons used by its nearest

competitor.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

WHITE 5531.“; COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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For I Mile or l000 Miles

THE TYPE Xll

ope-Toledo

is the fastest, most Powerful Stock

Touring Car in America.

35-40 H. P.

Full Equipment, Price, $3500.

Please note carefully that we say one mi'e ora thous

and miles. Moreover, [he type XII, 35-40 H. P.

Pope-Toledo, will run more miles at less cost for tires,

fuel and repairs and with less adjusfing than any high

powered touring car in the world. Transmissirn is made

of the New Chrome-Nickel Steel, having a tensile

strength of 225000 pounds. and is, without question, the

strongest, most silent and smoothest running Trans

mission ever placed in an automobile. This year we

have adopted the “I” Beam form of axles, drop

forged in our own plant from steel having a ten

sile strength of 110000 pounds. Both foot and

emergency brakes act on the rear hub bands, thus re

lieving all brake strain and wear on the transmission.

Engine throttles down to a point making it possible

to drive behind a team walking, or gives the maxi

mum efficiency of the engine ALL ON THE HIGH

GEAR.

Be Sure the Name "POPE" Is on Your Automobile.

POPE MOTOR CAR CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.

New York City—1733 Broadway.

Boston—223 Columbus Ave.

\Vashington, D. C.—819 14th St., N. W.

A. L. A. M.

 
  

 CARS

GASOLENE—ELECTRIC

Meet every requirement of pleasure driving, general use and

business and embody all of the best things known in motor

car building. Columbia Chrome-nickel Steel with an elastic

limit of 135,000 pounds and tensile strength of 225,000 pounds

is used for all vital parts of our gasolene cars.

 

 

   

MARK XLVII, 40-45 H. P. 4-cylinder gasolene car.

Five to seven passengers. Standard

Touring, Royal or Double Victoria,

Landaulet or Limousine Body, $4,500 to $5,500

MARK XLVI, 24-28 H. P. 4-Cylinder Gasolene Car.

Standard Body, Five Passengers,

Limousine, . . . . . . .

MARK XLIV-Z, 18 H. P. 2-0pp05ed Cylinder Gas

olene Car with Governor and Foot

Throttle Control, Five Passengers, $1.750

$3,0(0

$4.000

MARK LX, Electric Runabout . . . . . . . $900

MARK LXI, Electric Victoria-Phaeton, the Most

Luxurious Light Electric Carriage

ever Produced, . $1,350

ELECTRIC BROUGHAMS, HANSOMS, LANDAULETS,

’BUSSES.

ELECTRIC DELIVERY WAGONS AN D TRUCKS

Ranging from 1 ,000-lbs. to l0,000 Load Capacity.

Separate catalogues of Columbia Gasolene Cars, Columbia Electric

Carriages and Columbia Electric Commercial Vehicles will be sent on

request; also illustrated pamphlets, “Columbia Chromemiekel Steel."

“Consistent Difl'erences in Columbia Construction," “Fashioning a Crank~

shaft," “Transmission, Etc."

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY,

Hartford, Conn.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.

WASHINGTON—Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th & Ohio Ave.

PHILADELPHIA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad Sc

BOSTON—Columbia Motor Vehicle Co.. Trinity Place and Stanhope St.

CHICAGO BRANCH—13324334 Michigan Ave.

NEW YORK BRANCH—134-136-138 West 39th St.
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WCDRLD’S RECORDS

F

1000 and 109% Miles in 24 H0urs
are convincing proof of

National Superiority.

W rit e for particulars.

NATIONAL MOTOR VEHICLE (0.

lth7 E. 220d Street,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

 
 

Members American Motor Lar

Manufacturen‘ Association, Chicago, 4 Cylinder, 35-40 H. P., $3000. 6 Cylinder, 50.60 H. P., $4000

  

 

  

“A Mechanical Musfeipil’es‘jjm

' 1 , A MODEL c, 24 H. P. $2500

MODEL D, 30 H. P. $3000

‘3 _ 4 Cylinders; Air Cooled.

  

The car/0r today, tomorrow midyear: to tame. Built by [tract/ml men.

  we
“WANm-‘i _| for

‘ ' a '5 Booklet

 

 

I

7 One Finger Controls It.
The one motor car powered and driven by a perfect air~cooled motor.

The Aer-our will prove the fulfillment of all your expectations and desires in a utotor on “me leve' l°n ll" "firing Wheel Ufmml‘ ll" Wh°l° r3089 of sPeer-l

can A big, roomy' luxuriously equipped bddyy with an the grim: and elegance in design m“ You can crawl or fly in the Marmon, on the high gear. Control is instantaneous

. _ . . _ l wonderfully simple. Iis Iwen tn the hi hest rrced motor cars an
L g p “ It beats the steam car at its own game, with very little more noise."—Drt. H.

2‘ h. p.. 4 cylinders. I04 In. wheel base, 4 x 34 tires, 5 passengers, 45 mlles s_ HUTCHMON’ Bingmmon' N_ y_

' Ill h°lll'- “Win” and" 2 00° PMIBdl- 1- 0' b- Daron $29800. The Mormon motor is an air-cooled revelation. Dependable in any climate

we are making prompt delivery_ and under all conditions. Never overheats. The Marmon oiling system is the

Send for our illustrated literature and know m -re fully all the practical features of the “""Plulv m0" cmuem and mo" BCOIIOmiCll Oiling "Stem "tr deviled

Aemr. Double Three Point Suspension. Rigid Shaft Drive without Cardan joints.

If no "Hing agency in your (own wri‘e us a! on, c_ Not merely assembled. but built entirely in our factory.

High Grade in all that the term implies.

The Acrocar Company, Detroit, Mich., U.S.A. Nordyke a, Marmon 00.,

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association. INDIANAPOLIS, IND

TIIE AEROCAR CO. OF NEW YORK~73rd St. 81 Broadway, New York City. Eiliblislted ISSI

THE AEROCAR CO. OF CHICAGO—347449 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

THE IMPERIAL AUTO CO.—1024 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

' OSCAR M. BERGESTROM, 349457 S. Third Ave" Minneapolis, Minn.

[Member Amrriam t'llvtrrr Car .Mmu/f/zcturrr'x Association.
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SOME ADVANTAGES 0P AIR-COOLEI) ORIENTS.
The VValtham-Oricnt system of air-cooling and perfect radiation not only insures a uniformly cool engine entirely free

from overheating, but reduces weight by eliminating all plumbing, water jackets and water supply, which permits of lighter

proportionate construction throughout, embodying the greatest possible concentration of energy and power and the utmost

simplicity and accessibility of parts, reduces wear on motor and bearings, lengthens life of tires, increases elasticity and re

sponsiveness of car, allows of greater passenger capacity, reduces repair bills generally and permits of a car that will take

you anywhere, at any time, over hilly or sandy roads, and bring you back without expert assistance, and with the least nos

sible amount of jar and discomfort.

Waltham-Orients are big in power, speed, strength and size, big in everything except useless weight and cost of main

tenance.

The wide range of models from the Orient Buckboard to the Touring Model R, enables every man to select a car at a

price within his means.

MODEL K. 16 H. P. $1600 MODEL BB. 4 H. P. $400 MODEL L. 16 H. P. $1750

MODEL M. 16 H. P. $1750 The lowest priced motor car in the world. MODEL H. 20 H. P. $2000

MODEL R. 20 H. P. $2250

Send for our illustrated catalog which tells in detail the Walthani-Orient “Air-Cooled" Story. Good, live agents wanted

for unassigned territory; write for proposition.

WALTI'IAM

MANUFACTURING GUMPIIIIY.

General Olficel and Factory :

WALTHAM, MA88., U. S. A.

  

Members Association of

Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers.

 

Absoluter Accurate

. At All Speeds

J

'~~ ‘29:“ O matter how fast or how slow

Eg'_" you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

  

‘ _ speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

M" i" “no. It is actuated by the same unchange

able magnetism which makes the Mari

i

s‘

  

  

ner's Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful mag

netic indicator because there is just one way in

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have patented that way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliability is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Registers Speed and Distance)

It registers any speed from X mile to 60 miles per hour.

It tells how far you have gone on the trip and gives total miles

traveled during the season.

It goes on the dashboard. where it can be readth the seal. and

fits any Automobile.

It‘s as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It is uniir

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it, and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

1-10 0/ IS incorrect. Any man 'who can afford an automobile can

easily afford an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in In“: porer

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. “Auto Pointers." Address -

The Warner Instrument Co., 8‘ Roosevelt St., Beloit, Wis.

(The Auto-Mom: is on sale by all first-clues dealers and at most Garages.)

  

IT IS NOW WELL KNOWN
THAT THE

ROYAL TOURIST
is the most reliable and most economical motor car built anywhere.

If you care to confirm this statement

ASK All OWNER

OFA

ROYAL
THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, 0.

AGENTS: c. A. DUERR & co.. New York N. Y.; c. J. DUNHAM,

Boston, Mass.“ THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chica o,

iii.~ c. w. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn; AUTOMOBILE & s P

PLY ., Lim., Toronto, Ont.' MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

REYBURN moron CAR 0.. St. Louis °.- STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE co. rims." Pa.; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO co..

5 racuse, N. Y.; SOHOEFFI'EL co? Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL
AIOTOR CAR AGENCY, San Francisco, Cal.

Member A. L. A. I
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HILADELPHIA, :49 N. Broad St. CHICAGO 1354 Michigan Ave

The fimmadile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Anniatx'ou / Li: and I

‘h

0 e Aulom ill Mama at urn

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St. OOOOON, reeeeeeeeeet. P

  

  

 

 

\ Pioneer Steel Wheel and Universal llim Manufacturers oi the World

Our Output of Detachable Bealeims is Greater than

the entire Output of all other Makers Combined

L a

) Sole Makers 0f the HARTFORDUNIVERSAL RIM

r in DUNLUP AND. BLINGHER TIRES

  

MIDGLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Columbus, Ohio.

i MICII— ~LIN

 

    

 

 
 

The Tire that stands alone, without competition.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY, Inc.,

31-33 West 31st Street, New York

E, D. WINANS, Gen’l Manager eeeeeeeene 5560-1 Madison Square

uuuuuu Principal Cities. Agencies Everywhere.
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* THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT.

in‘ Design, ‘Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is’no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

- B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

Representatives in all leading cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company
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CARTER BOBS UP AGAIN

He Seeks to Locate his “World’s Biggest

Factory” in Wide-Awake Detroit.

As long. ago as August 17, 1905, the

Motor world predicted that William H.

Carter, of the then and the yet unidentified

million dollar American Mfg. Co., Inc., of

Washington, D. i C., probably would, after

he had made ~the 'circuit of western towns

endeavorintho linduce Boards of Trade,

Business Mens’ Associations and the like

to subscribe capital sufficient for him to

“plant” his

in the world,” gradually work his way

eastward. The prediction has come true,

although during the eight months interven

ing he has not journeyed many miles to—

ward the rising sun.

Carter was heard of last week in Detroit,

Mich, the heart of the automobile industry

in the United States, and notwithstanding

he is in new dress, so to speak, and has

dropped the initial “W.” from his name, he

and the “\Villiam H.," formerly of W'ash

ington, undoubtedly are one and the same.

Carter‘s new role is “President H. Carter,

of the Carter Motor Car Corporation, Inc.,

of Washington, D. C.," and he is in Detroit

for a few days to complete arrangements

for the manufacture of the “Carter Motor

Car" by_ the “Carter International Car Co.,”

of which he is also general manager, it is

stated. There already is being made in

Detroit the Carter car, but its makers are

the Motor Car Co.

Runabouts, tonneaus, special automobile

fire engines, patrols, ambulances, delivery

wagons and trucks figure largely in the

plans of the new company which is to oper—

ate in Detroit. This extensive list com

prises the same vehicles that were to be

manufactured in a score of other towns,

with the eXCeption of the ambulance, which

is a newcomer.

Evidently the million-dollar American

Mfg. Co., of Washington, D. C., has gone

out of existence and will remain unidentified

for the Detroit paper states that “Mr. Car

ter has disposed of his United States patent

rights to the Carter Motor Car Corporation,

Inc." Perhaps the peregrinating promoter

biggest automobile factory

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, April 12, 1906.

intends to take a trip abroad for the Detroit

information adds that Carter will "in a short

time give his undivided attention to the

export business to all foreign countries."

Milwaukee, Wis, Racine, Wis., Nashville,

Tenn., Omaha, Neb., Appleton, Wis., At

lanta, Ga., Decatur, Ill., are a few of the

places in which Carter has attempted to es

tablish a mammoth automobile factory.

To Make Parts in Providence.

The Rhode Island MachineCo., which

recently was incorporated 'at Providence,

to manufacture automobiles and automobile

machinery, has organized 'with the follow

ing officers: President. John'Wf Bishop,

treasurer, Clayton Harris; assistant treas

urer, Edward G. Pinkham; manager, Waltei

M. Jordan, and secretary, Robert M. Mc

Leod. The company has taken the upper

floor of the building at Nos. 428 to 432

Kingsley avenue. For the present the

company will confine its attention to the

making of gears, engines and small parts.

Walter M. Jordan, who, as manager, will

have the mechanical supervision of the

plant, has been in the gear cutting depart

ment of the Brown and Sharp Manufactur

ing Company for several years.

Bliss Shifts Selling Agency.

The E. W. Bliss Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

whose fame as builders of fine machinery

is world-wide, and whose advent into the

automobile business has been looked for

ward to with much interest, has made a

shift in the control of its selling arrange

ment, which have passed from the hands

of Douglas Andrews & Co., 1683 Broadway,

into those of F. C. Armstrong, formerly

New York manager of the Electric Vehicle

Company. Mr. Armstrong has opened up

a new salesroom at 1964 Broadway, New

York City. I

Canadian Cars in Prospect.

Detroit capital is said to be interested

in the Chatham Motor Car Co., which filed

articles of incorporation last week. The

concern will, it is stated, manufacture auto

mobiles at Chatham, Ontario. I. M. Gardi

ner, of Chatham, and William Miller, of

Petrolea, are named in the papers.

LLOYD MAKES ADMISSIONS

Tells Some Eye-Opening Facts About the

Vehicle Equipment Co. and its Successor.

Before the examination of the defunct

Vehicle Equipment Co.,_held before_U., S.

Commissioner R. P. Morle, in Brooklyn;

on Tuesday last, had proceeded, very far it

became apparent that for some time past

the conce'rn’s affairs had been in bad shape

and that for a number of weeks‘pripr. .to

the presentationof the petition against it.

things were so involved that the-company

was hopelessly insolvent. As fast as vehi

cles could be finished and delivered, the

accounts were assigned in order to raise

sufficient money to cover the-payroll. Two

of these account to the- extent of about

$7,000 were assigned to Riggs, Baldwin 8:

Pierce, a firm of lawyers representing the

Vehicle Equipment Co., as counsel. Ac

counts amounting to $23,500 were in all as

signed, of which about $11,000 went to the

General Electric Co., just six weeks prior

to the bankruptcy, the money being em

ployed for running expenses. But interest

centered chiefly in the fayct that Charles 0.

Dewey, who was ap omted receiver by

Judge Thomas at the instance of Kenneson,

Emley 8r Rubino, attorneys for the petition

ing creditors, had not qualified and assumed

his duties as receiver, a fact that made it

possible for the newly organized General

Vehicle Company to step in and assume the

direction of the defunct concern’s affairs.

George Comstock, of Olney 8r Comstock,

representing Rainier Company, as creditors,

took in hand Robert McK. Lloyd, formerly

an officer of the old company, and since

'last Friday the president of the new Gen—

eral Vehicle Co., and in the course of a

lengthy examination brought out the fact

that during the past year the defunct con

cern had borrowed $250,000, had built and

disposed of $700,000 worth of vehicles,

despite which and the fact that it main

tained a “cost department" to keep track

of the manufacturing costs and figure net

and gross profits, “all it has to show is

$89 in the bank and this statement, besides

which it owes a large amount for material.

Delving into the question of assets, Mr.
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Comstock undertook the examination of a

Mr. Osburg, the auditor of the company,

and in connection with the books and an

inventory made up December 3lst, 1905,

bronght out the fact that the company’s

assets on that date, excluding the realty,

amounted to close to $250,000. Of this the

item of materials alone was $164,000, repre

sented, as testified to by Mr. Lloyd, of fin—

ished and partly finished cars, finished parts

and some raw material, of which about

$30,000 represented finished cars.

Resuming the direct examination R.

McK. Lloyd, the latter stated that he had

organized the General Vehicle Co., and that

he was now its president—since last Fri

day, prior to that time, a Mr. Paxton had

filled the office. That Mr. Clark, who it

appeared, was a law clerk in the office of

Riggs, Baldwin & Pierce, was vice-presi

dent, and Mr. Phillips, the former assistant

manager of the old company, was treasurer.

Also that none of the capital stock of the

new concern had been subscribed for and

that its only assets consisted of $10,000

which he had personally put in. Asked if it

was his own personal funds, he stated that

it was a loan from a personal friend for

the purpose and later admitted that the per

.sonal friend was the Mr. Paxton, who first

held the office of president. Further that

he (Lloyd) had put the money into the new

company without any security; was not re

ceiving any salary or remuneration of any

kind, and that his salary for the month of

February was the last compensation he had

received, and that his only purpose in put

ting up the money and organizing the

leasing company was to keep the plant run

ning for a short time longer so that if pos

sible, the company could be sold as a going

concern for the benefit of the creditors.

The materials or half-finished vehicles were

worth very little compared to what could be

realized by finishing them. Moreover, that

if it became known that the company was

about to go out of business, the orders for

50 vehicles now on the books would be im

mediately cancelled.

Mr. Lloyd also testified that he had ap

proached H. H. Havemeyer and the senior

Havemeyer, William F.., as well as a Mr.

\Nilcox, with this proposition, but they had

refused to have anything to do with it,

and that it was entirely an arrangement of

his own creation. It was neither at the

request of Mr. Havemeyer or any of the

stockholders or bond holders that he had

undertaken it. He was a large stockholder

himself, but not a bondholder and had un

dertaken the scheme entirely upon his own

responsibility, acting with the advice of

Mr. Baldwin, of counsel to the old company.

The latter questions were put to the wit—

ness by Abraham Elkus, representing the

creditors generally, when the witness was

again taken in hand by Mr. Comstoek with

the question “What is the General Vehicle

Co. actually doing?" To which Mr. Lloyd

replied that during the two weeks that had

elapsed since taking over the old concern,

$24,000 worth of vehicles had been finished

‘the company into bankruptcy;

and sold at an expenditure of $10,000, and

that if the company were permitted to con

tinue a month or more longer probably as

much as $150,000 worth of work could be

finished with a net profit of at least $50,000.

But that fully three months would be re

quired to complete all the vehicles and that

the payroll of $2,700 a week represented the

smallest expenditure for labor on which

the plant could continue. Mr. Havemeyer

is the principal creditor, to whom is owing

something like 60 per cent. of the total

indebtedness, but as to Mr. Havemeyer’s

whereabouts, when he left the city, where

he has gone or when he would return, the

witness knew nothing.

He was then taken in hand by Abraham

Elkus, who brought out the fact that Mr.

Lloyd had conferred with Mr. Havemeyer

and the old'company's counsel with regard

,to the organization of the new leasing

company fully 30 days before the date of

the bankruptcy and while the concern was

to all intents and purposes insolvent. He

also tried to establish the fact that either

Mr. Havemey‘er or Mr. Lloyd had re

quested some of the creditors to petition

that the

claim of one of the petitioners, the Smith

& Mabley Co., was only $5.10, but the wit

ness disclaimed any knowledge on the

subject. Asked to explain a payment of

$1,000 to S. M. Hammel, while the company

was insolvent, and also to make clear Mr.

Hammel's connection with the General

Electric Co., the witness stated that the

payment was for money advanced to cover

the payroll, and that Mr. Hammell was a

director of both the Vehicle Equipment

Co. and the Schnectady Trust Co., but did

not know of his connection with the electric

company. After going into detail as to the

present status of the plant. the working

force, running'expenses, including salaries.

with a view to making clear the prospects

of continuing with advantage to the cred

itors, Mr. Comstock remarked that the

prospect looked blacker with every ques

tion asked. A review of the schedule revealed

nothing more substantial than the $89 in

the bank, excluding the realty and the lat

ter is almost totally eaten up by mortgages.

Some of the other items of the schedule

were: bonds, $139,000, admittedly worth no

more than the paper they are printed on;

notes receivable, $19,000, “some good and

some bad, and probably worth $5,000 to

$6,000,” admitted Mr. Lloyd. Stock in the

Merchants' Garage Co., New York City,

$10,000, “may be worth $1,000,” inventory of

April 1, 1905, $285,000, “actual value prob

ably $20,000.” Accounts receivable, $58000,

“minus advances to salesmen and other

items probably worth $25,000 to $30,000."

Patents, contracts and franchises, “say

$500” were some of the answers of the wit

ness with regard to the prospect of recover

ing anything on the assets shown.

And in this connection, the examination

of the auditor, Mr. Osburg, which followed,

brought out in a striking manner the loose

methods of the company in doing business.

The contracts under which vehicles were

built called for payment on delivery, but

accpjding tp the witness, buyers paid when

they got ready, some in two weeks, some in

a month or any time up to six months, the

average time of payment being about three

months from the time the car is delivered.

Moreover, from 5 to 10 per cent. of the

vehicles were returned and no payment

made on them, the contracts under which

they were sold permitting this t_o be done.

 

The Week's Incorporations.

Saginaw, Mich—Morris Automobile Co.,

increases capital stock from $12,000 to

$25,000.

Denver, Col—Smith Automobile Co.

under Colorado laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—M. C.

Smith, F. C. Smith and R. W. Smith, all of

Denver.

New York City, N. Y.—I\'Ietropolitan

Garage Co., under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators—H. R. “’or~

thington, Raymond Carrington and P. R.

Towne, all of New York City.

Norwalk, Conn—\Vehrle Automobile

Co., under Connecticut laws, with $5,030

capital. Corporators—R. S.‘ Barclay and

Mary ‘A. Barclay, Royaton, Nor-walk; and

R. L. \Nehrle, South Norwalk.

Hartford, Conn—Hartford Automobile

Parts Co., under Connecticut laws, with

$10,000 capital. Corporators—Fred H. Bo

gart, of New Britain, and Edward_A. Bar

dol and Andrew Broughel, of Hartford.

Indianapolis, Ind—Miller—Hopkins Mfg.

Co., under Indiana laws, with $15,000 cap

ital; to manufacture and sell motor vehicle

accessories. Corporators—Williarn T. Mil

ler, Thomas H. New and Frank Nuckols.

Augusta, Me.—Automobile Owners" De

fense Co., under Maine laws, with $100,000

capital; to enforce civil rights. Officers

and corporators—President, G. R. Had

lock; treasurer, W. S. Lee, both of Augusta.

New York City, N. Y.—Frayer-Miller

Motor Car Co., under New York laws, with

$1,000 capital; to deal in automobiles. Cor

porators—H. W. Johns, Bronxville, N. Y;

F. E. Muscovics and H. H. Knipper, New

York City.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Keystone Motor Co.

under Pennsylvania laws, with $15,0(X) cap

ital; to/deal in automobiles. Corporators—

H. C. Dodge, 1. A. Kline, C. C. Conklin. J.

E. Sellers, of Harrisburg, and E. G. Irvin,

of Steelton.

Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—Heath Dry Gas

Company, under New York laws, with

$100,000 capital; to manufacture automo

biles. Corporators—E. L. Heath and S. C.

Brown, of Saratoga Springs, and F. A.

Heath, of Jersey Citq, N. 1.

Camden, N. ].—Yacht Gas Engine and

Launch Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$100,000 capital; to manufacture autom~~

biles and launches. Corporatorsfl-F. A.

Von Bayneburgh, H. H. Dantzebcckcr aul

G. H. B. Martin, all of Camden.
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PLANS FOR OPEN AIR SHOW

Big Tent Space and Low Prices—Some

Features of Contests to be Held.

Plans for the first open air automobile

show and carnival, which will be held at

the Empire City track, New York City,

May 24, 25 and 26, by the New York Auto

mobile Trade Association, are progressing.

As the space under the grand stand mea

sures only about 7,000 square feet, it has

been decided to devote this entirely to ac

cessory exhibits and to pitch two mammoth

canvas tents within the track enclosure,

which will be given over to the display of

cars.

The big tent, which has already been

secured, measures 110x205 feet, affording

22,500 square feet of space and an option

has been secured on another tent, which,

if used, will give an additional space of

14,000 square feet. Space under the canvas

is being sold cheap enough, thirty cents

per square foot, while that under the stand

will cost the aceessory exhibitors twenty—

five cents per square foot. For this sum

the New York Trade Association agrees to

furnish uniform signs, settces or chairs in

the space, provide for watchmen and keep

the exhibits in apple pie order. The appli

cations must be in by Tuesday, May 8, and

allotments will be made two days later.

The spaces will be awarded by drawing.

In formulating plans for the contests to

be held during the three days of the car

nival, every efi‘ort has been made to devise

events that would savor as little as possible

of the cut and dried speed trials that have

usually formed the chief feature of such

occasions. Some of these will be a one

pint test for two and four-cylinder cars.

brake tests for all kinds of cars, a vibration

test, which will probably be carried out with

the air of a glass of water or some other .

simple and non-scientific method that will

appeal to the spectator; a tug of war, hill

climbing tests on a specially built incline.

and a relay race. Others will be races on

the reverse gear, obstacle races, electric

mileage races, second-hand ear races, a tire

replacing contest for chauffeurs and last

but not least, a speed guessing contest for

policemen to which Police Commissioner

Bingham will be particularly invited.

William M. Haradon, Frank Eveland, C.

Andrade and C. R. Mabley constitute the

show committee of which Mr. Haradon is

chairman.

 

Cars Lost in Garage Fire.

Fire in the Imperial Automobile Garage.

at 52 and 54 West Sixty-seventh street, New

York City, last Sunday morning. did dam—

age to the extent of $100,000. The blaze

first was discovered in the second floor of

the garage, though how it originated is

not known, and the firemen were practically

helpless as regards saving it. Thirty-five

cars were stored in the building and all of

these were totally destroyed. Among the

cars burned were those of Colgate Hoyt,

J. F. B. Herreshofi, William S. Dcvery,

Westinghouse Companies, Dr. Julian P.

Thomas, John Philip Sousa, Raymond

Hitchcock and 1. Edwards Addicks. The

insurance on the building was only $15,000

and on the stock of the garage company,

$1,000. It is not known to what extent the

individual owners held insurance on their

cars, but the loss will amount to con

siderable.

To Make Hartford Parts.

The Hartford Automobile Parts Com

pany has been incorporated under Con

necticut laws to manufacture and deal in

high grade automobile parts. The new

organization has elected officers as follows:

President and treasurer, E. A. Bardol; sec

retary, A. J. Broughel; vice-president and

manager, F. H. Bogart. An office will be

opened April 15 at No. 438 Asylum street,

Hartford, Conn., where sufficient space has

been secured, together with power, to ac

commodate the present needs of the com

pany. The first product of the company

will be a new type of universal Cardan joint,

on which patents are now pending. The

goods will be marketed under the trade

name of “Hartford.”

Des Moines to Produce Marvels.

Des Moincs, Iowa, is to have a new auto

mobile factory, which will probably be

known as the Marvel Automobile Company,

and which will be incorporated this week.

Stock to _the amount of $25,000 has been dis

posed of to residents of that city. The com

pany is being formed on the strength of a

model “Marvel” car, designed by Fred

Dusenberg, and which has been tested on

the streets of Iowa’s capital. A factory will

be erected at East Fourth and Vine streets.

More Room to Make Spark Plugs.

Because its business has nearly doubled

in the past year, the R. E. Hardy Co., of

New York City, makers of the celebrated

“Sta-Rite” spark plugs and other ignition

apparatus, has been compelled to seek suffi

cient room in which to allow for the ex—

pansion. The company is now located at

86 Watts street, instead of at 225 Broadway.

Roberts Seeks to Locate in Toledo.

According to advices from Toledo, Ohio,

E. W. Roberts, of Clyde, is in the former

city endeavoring to interest sufficient cap

ital to establish an automobile factory. Rob

erts is high authority on the two-cycle gaso

lene motor and wants to incorporate it in

the new car he has devised.

The Lehr Makes its Appearance,

The Lehr Agricultural Co., of Fremont,

Ohio, has just completed its first automo

bile and it now is undergoing a thorough

test over muddy roads. If successful the

company will, it is stated, go into the man

ufacture of automobiles on a large scale.

HUGE GARAGFS FOR BOSTON

Three Planned and one of them will Cost

more than $1,000,000.

Boston bids fair to become a veritable

beehive of motoring activity if the plans

than

last

calling for an outlay of more

$1,000,000, which announced

week, are fulfilled. The Harcourt Associa

\‘VCI'C

tiates are to immediately begin the erection

of a garage, one of the largest in the city,

to be at Irvington and Harcourt streets,

which will represent an outlay of $200,000

for the building alone. It has been leased

for a period of twenty years by the Bay

State Garage Co., a new corporation, and

will be under the direct management of its

president, Chester I. Campbell. The build

ing will consist of two stories and a base

ment and according to tentative plans, will

be quite ornamental. There will be 36,000

square feet on each floor, or 108,000 square

feet in all. The floors will have a grano

lithic finish, with walls of hard plaster fin

ished in enamel. The entrance, stairways

and offices will be done in oak and marble.

The building is intended for the storage and

accommodation for 600 cars, and will

have also shower baths in it and billiard

and pool rooms. It will be finished early 4

in the fall.

Architects also were instructed to draw

plans for an immense garage to be built on

the block of land back of the Motor Mart

in Park Square, it is stated. It is planne'Q

to have this even larger than this building

and if so it will call for an outlay of more

than $1,000,000. This structure is to be

built for those automobile dealers that will

have to leave the buildings on the site ‘of

the old Providence station and isito be up in

a year. It will contain garages and storage

rooms for dealers and also extensive repair

shops for each. In style of architecture it

is to conform with that of the Motor Mart.

The same architects who planned that

structure will design the new one.

Another large garage to be ready by Sep

tember next is the one to be erected on the

south side of Newbury street, just above

Massachusetts avenue, for the Locomobile

Company of America. The offices and

salesrooms of the company are now located

on Berkeley street. The structure will be

three stories high, topping a basement, and

will contain a well equipped repair shop, in

addition to a paint shop. The building will

~ have a frontage of 120 feet and a depth of

80 feet, and will have storage capacity for

about 150 cars. ' '

Studebaker Gets Barger Garage.

The Studebaker Automobile Co., of South

Bend, Ind., has purchased the W. H. Bar

ger garage in South Lafayette street and

will add it to their extensive interests. The

acquisition will enable the company to

continue the garage business started by

Bargcr and will provide a downtown repos

itory for Studebaker cars.
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Cadillacs have the reputation

. of being the Most Economical

‘- -/ Cars to Maintain.
\Qw

Cadillac Model M. $950.00.

HERE’S ONE OF THE REASONS:

All parts, including those of the motor, are made according to our system of limit gauges. No piece is permitted to pass

inspection it it exceeds the prescribed limits of measurement which in some cases are specified to the one-thousandth part of an

inch. That is why there is right and that is why, when for any reason it becomes necessary to replace a part, that it can be

ordered with the assurance that it will not require altering to fit and can be easily installed. I

We cannot offer the argument to dealers that repairs on CADILLACS will pay running expenses so that profits on sales willbe “all velvet.”

Our catalog explains why the CADILLAC is THE CAR for the dealer and THE CAR for the motorist.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., - - - Detroit, Mich
I-bl'l ‘ _' " OI 1' ‘ l “‘ Indochina.
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Uncertainty of Motor Rating.

IIow fallacious must be any attempt to

rate the capacity of an engine or any num

ber of engines by basing calculations upon

any single item of data, such as the cylin

der dimensions or cylinder capacity, has

been interestingly pointed out by Dugald

Clerk, whose opinions on the subject are

And

it is an edict from a source of undisputed

reproduced elsewhere in this issue.

authority in the matter that has long been

needed. Makers generally have given such

free reign to their fancy in devising the

horsepower rating of their motors during

the past few years, and the capacity of en

gines of the same dimensions and speed

have varied so widely, that it is not to bc

wondered at that many of these so-called

ratings which are given due publicity in all

seriousness have come to be looked upon in

the light of a joke.

cordingly come to be variously known as

Horsepower has ac

“catalogue,” “calculated,” “dreampowcr,”

and other terms of ridicule that the inge—

unity of the skeptic happens to create.

' And in this connection, it is amusing to

note that the much lauded “cylinder cap

acity" rating has been almost universally

hailed as the solution of all difficulties in

this direction.

any other competition by the cubical cap

Rate cars in races, tours or

acity of their cylinders and you have ar—

rived at an entirely equitable basis upon

which to compute the rating of any car that

enters, is the contention of the advocates

of this method. A moment's consideration

will suffice to demonstrate how very far

short of fulfilling the requirements this

method falls.

not take as a starting point the pressure,

First and foremost it does

and there is moreover no uniformity of

mean pressure in any great number of dif

ferent engines turned out by makers with

varying standards. Of what effect then, can

bc a rating which utterly ignores this most

important of factors in determining power?

And while the pressure is an item that most

strongly influences the output of the motor,

even this and the cylinder capacity do not

form a sufficient basis upon which the cap

acity of the motor, of which these essen~

tials are accurately known, can be correctly

computed.

Piston speed and engine rcvolutions are

other factors that must invariably enter

into the question if the result is expected to

be at all dependable or to form a proper

foundation for comparison between a num

ber of motors, and these are overlooked

entirely in any rule-of-thumb formula con

stituted solely by cylinder dimensions or

cubical capacity. The utter impossibility

of arriving at a satisfactory conclusion by

basing calculations entirely upon such

meagre data should be evident to even the

lay mind—the comparison may not be alto

gether apropos, but it looks very much like.

rating the ability of a man to perform feats

of strength or endurance by the capacity of

his stomach, and it requires no digression

to explain the fallacy of such an absurdity.

It is unfortunate that such an amount of

confusion should have been allowed to

spring up in the past on this subject, and

certainly nothing that has been devised

since has tended to make matters clear.

Quite the reverse, in fact, so that the only

available expedient would appear to lie in

wiping the slate clean and starting anew

from the beginning. This has been done in

the case of what is known as the “Two

Gallon” trial shortly to be undertaken under

the auspices of the Automobile Club of

America, and while such a method may be

dcridcd in certain quarters as being un

scientific, it is certainly one the results of

which have a definite meaning for the man

in the street and represents a step in the

right direction.

'
:

Supbress Smoke and Odors.

Now that the approach of the summer

riding season makes it perfectly evident

that the use of motor cars will be increased

very largely this year both in city and out,

one phase of that use should be given in

stant and serious attention in every quar

ter. That is to say, some method of abat

ing the nuisance of the emission of smoke

and malodorous vapors from the exhausts

of moving motors should be developed, and

some sort of check put upon the use of

such machines as are objectionable in this

way. For what at one time merely served

as a minor drawback to the use of the self

propelled vehicle, and was dwelt upon by

the non-sympathizing public as of tremen—

dous importance, finally coming to be the

turning point of the joke-monger and the

caricaturist, has now ceased to be a joke.

Indeed, it threatens to become a most seri

ous inconvenience to the public in the strcct.

unless something is done to check the

habit, for it appears to be nothing more or

less than that.

Usually, the presence of smoke in the

exhaust in sufficient amounts to be notice—

able, is indicative of over-lubrication, a very

great excess of gasolene in the mixture be

ing required to produce a visible effect in

the waste products of combustion. The

evil-smelling exhaust, on the other hand, is

almost wholly due to a poor mixture. Until

within a year or two, it was considered im

possible to run a motor with over lubrica

tion because of the tendency to sooting of

the ignition points. Then one or two for

eign machines were constructed which were

so constructed that they ran fully as well

with a slight amount of excess oil in the

engine base as they did with just the

proper amount, and that being the case, it

was considered a wise plan by the drivers

of these machines to keep well outside the

danger line, by running the oil-level as high

as possible. Their example was shortly fol

lowed by other drivers who wished to be

impressive, and the result was that within

a comparatively sliOrt time, the habit had

spread to a very wide extent, and with no

real basic cause to account for it.

As to the emission of noxious fumes from

the exhaust pipes, that has well nigh ceased

with the adoption of the automatic type of

carburetter, and a better understanding on

the part of the designers of the principles
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of gas regulation in carburetting devices.

The gas normally emitted was but a slightly

pungent odor, not distinctly offensive, and

in no wise unwholesome.

At the same time, a certain amount of

smoke and oderous vapor is liable to be

poured forth at times even with the best

of care on the part of the driver, as for

instance, hill-climbing, or when

changing speed, if the carburetter is not

With these exceptions,

when

working properly.

however, the gas thrown to waste from a

well designed and well maintained car,

should be colorless, and should have but a

slight odor, and that hardly offensive. Yet

its odor, no matter how slight and no mat—

ter how inoffensive to one accustomed to it,

is almost certain when mingled in large

quantities with the foul air of the city, to

cause a tremendous amount of dissatisfac

tion and complaint against the motor car,

unless it is in some way abated.

As to a possible remedy for the difficulty,

there are two methods which might be fol

lowed, one being a mere principle, and the

other mechanical. Referring to the latter,

it is perfectly feasible to contrive some

sort of scrubber which might be attached to

the muffler, in which the use of water or

some other cooling agent might be turned

to a double advantage by aiding in the

silencing as well as in the work of purifica—

tion. By this means, the gasses could be

robbed of their taint, and any smoke which

might be temporarily produced, might be

clarified. This could be done in an apparatus

taking up but little more room than the pres

ent simpler types of muffler, and using inex

pensive reagents which would not be any

very great source of trouble to the user.

In lieu of this and pending the possible

introduction of such devices, the desired

result might be obtained by stimulating a

sentiment against the use of machines

which were offensive in this way. The

motoring public has come to regard with a

certain degree of disdain the noisy car—

why should not the same sort of feeling pre—

vail with regard to the machine which emits

smoke or offensive vapors? It is not a

matter of moment in connection with the

mere running of the car, hence it does not

appeal to the maker in the same way as do

those other problems which apply directly

to the car’s performance, yet in the growing

motor traffic of the town, it is something

which is not to be minimized. It is a posi

tive evil which demands abatement, even

if it is only to be obtained at some expense

to the user.

Developing the Garage.

So great has been the use of motor trac

tion now become in all of the greater com—

munities that the business of storing and

caring for them has become an institution

in itself.

where cars were stored and repaired, has

The garage, formerly a place

at length become an enterprise demanding

as much of science and organization in its

arrangement and method of conduct as any

undertaking of production or disposal of

Yet unlike any of the more

stereotyped lines of business, it is an enter

materials.

prise wholly novel and combining a group

of problems which are new in every way.

Up to the present time, the greater num

ber of city garages have been buildings

adapted from old stables or stores, and

hence, arranged in the most convenient

manner consistent with the expenditure

'warranted by the financial standing of the

proprietors. As a result of this, they have

been ill-suited to the work. Repair shops

have been poorly lighted and over crowded;

the floors have been congested with cars at

all times, necessitating the moving of per

haps a half-dozen machines in order to get

out one which has been “buried”; fuel and

supplies have been stored indiscriminately

with tools and parts, frequently at the ex

pense of the greatest fire-risk imaginable,
and in general, the method of conduct has i

been decidedly hit or miss.

The present importance of the large gar

age, however, demands a thorough and

suitable

struction, and a working system which

consistent organization, a con

comprehends and provides in advance for

every class of work which is to be done.

The organization should include a thor

oughly competent technical man placed in

such a position that the value of his past

experience and trained judgment may be

taken at all times. The element of business

ability should by no means be lacking, how

ever, and the two should so co—operate that

neither can have any degree of supremacy

over the other. The construction and ar

rangement of the garage should be such

that equal accessibility shall be granted to

all of the cars, and that the entrances shall

be free from blockades at all times. The

repair department should be designed with

a view to turning off work, rather than with

the idea of economizing otherwise useless

space, and the equipment should be ample

for all the demands which are to be made

upon it. As to the working system, it

should be so cast that a complete cheek

may be kept on all outlay of time and ma—

terial, no matter of what nature, and the

returns preserved in such form that their

actual value may be computed readily at

any time. ' > i

There is a close parallel between the

work of the garage and that of the loco

motive roundhouse, and garage men would

do well to study the systems which are

employed in careing for railroad engines

before feeling certain that they have

adopted the best possible method of look~

ing out for their business. There, each

machine as it comes in from the road, is

turned over to a set of “hostlers” who as

sume full charge of it until such time as it

is ready to go out again. The engineer‘s

duties cease as soon as he has run into the

stall, ‘and begin only when he pulls out

onto the turntable again. This arrange

ment, coupled with a close system of re

porting performance on the road and any

faults which may develop, makes possible

the operation of a large amount of rolling

stock at a minimum of expenditure, and

permits of the most economical working

of the material by a combination of strict

supervision and close tally of results.

In the public garage, of course, matters

are entirely different. Yet, for cars which

are operated under the direct management

of the garage, or in the case of maintenance

garages, which are coming into view here

and there from time to time, some such

method is entirely possible, and not simply

possible, but valuable. As to the more or

dinary business of storage and repairing;

while any hard and fast system is more dif

ficult to organize, still, by making a close

study of the problem, it will at once appear

that a method is entirely possible, and too.

that once put into operation and carried

out sufficiently well so that its results may

be carefully tested, most beneficial results

may be secured.

 

Motoring in Australia is not limited by

any conditions due to the climate, and hence

is without the element of "season" which is

elsewhere to be found. Makers who are

looking toward an export trade in that very

extensive and rapidly growing field should

bear this in mind, as well as the fact that

the highway conditions are not of the best,

although in all likelihood, they are but little

worse than those which have to be con~

tended with in this country. The present

supremacy of the French builders in that

market is attributed largely to their ability

to furnish prompt delivery, coupled with

good values for the purchase money. The

element of substantiality is, however, the

most salient feature of the trade after all.
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RACING BOARD DOFS THINGS

“Fires” a Snob, Refers British Protest and

ArrangesN'Vanderbilt Cup Regulations.

There was “something doing” all along

the line at the first meeting of the racing

board of the American Automobile Associa

tion in the rooms of the Automobile Club

of America on Monday of this week. The

date of the Vanderbilt cup race was set for

October 6 and the elimination trials for

September 22, and the latest date for en

tries was extended from May 15'to July 1.

The entry fee was raised from $500 to

$1,000 and the American team candidates

will be restricted to twenty-five and the

first five cars to finish in the elimination

in the cup

Samuel W. Taylor was prac

tically “fired” from the racing board; the

protest of the Automobile Club of Great

Britain and Ireland of the Darracq car that

shattered records at the late Florida car

trials will represent America

race proper.

nival was disposed of and the rule which

caused all the trouble was changed so that

there would be no further cause for com

plaint.

bristling with business.

Indeed, it was a meeting fairly

This was the first meeting of the racing

board since the appointment of the new

Jefferson DeMont Thompson,

and it had been delayed until the arrival

from Europe of William K. Vanderbilt,

donor of the cup and a member of the

board.

and besides Chairman Thompson, the others

chairman,

Mr. Vanderbilt was in attendance,

present were E. Russell Thomas, A. G.

Batchelder, Frank G. Webb, S. M. Butler,

Sidney S. Gorham, Samuel Walter Taylor

and A. L. Riker.

First of the important questions to be

settled were the questions pertaining to

the running of the Vanderbilt cup race and

it was decided to hold the race on October

6, which falls on Saturday, with the elim

ination race on Saturday, September 22.

Last year the latest date for the nomination

of entrants for the cup race was May 15,

but as there has been such delay in getting

the members of the board together it was

deemed unfair to allow the closing day for

entries to remain the same. Accordingly it

was extended to July 1, which will give

manufacturers ample time to decide whether

or not they will nominate cars for the third

annual event. One reason that the date of

the race was advanced on( week over last

year is that the sun will rise much earlier

on October 6 than it will one week later.

One important action taken at the meet

ing of the board was that this year there

will be only one elimination and not two

as last year. Then the racing board made

such a ruthless star chamber re-elimination

that it came in for an avalanche of crit

icism; accordingly the new board positively

fixed the conditions by declaring that the

first five cars to finish in the elimination

race, and none other, will be allowed to

start in the cup final.

At Mr. Vanderbilt’s suggestion, represen—

tatives of the national organizations of

Great Britain, Germany and Italy will be

included in the cup commission. Under the

original deed of the gift the Automobile

Club of France was delegated to look after

the interest of all the foreign contestants.

The protest that the Automobile Club of

Great Britain and Ireland had filed against

the differentialess Darracq car that com

peted in the Florida races was disposed of

in summary fashion. It was referred for

reply to the Automobile club of America

as the international representative of the

American Automobile Association. Inciden

tally, it was remarked that rule 62 of the

racing rules of 1905 succintly states that

“protests or complaints of any kind must

be made to the referee within twenty-four

hours after the finish of the race involved.

The protestant or complainant must ac

company his complaint or protest with a

fee of $10 which shall be forfeited to the

promoter if the pr'otest is not sustained.”

As the Automobile Club of Great Britain

and Ireland, with characteristic British

energy, did not send in the protest against

the Darracq until nearly two months after

the races involved and then neglected the

formality of enclosing the fee of ten dol

lars, it is expected that the reply of the

Automobile Club of America to the club

across the pond will be short and to the

point.

As the rule which caused all the odor

was not obeyed literally last year it was de

cided to eliminate rule 19, which says that

“an automobile, motor car or car within

the meaning of these rules. is a four wheeled

track or road vehicle propelled by self

contained mechanical means, and provided

with suitable brakes, a differential gear

or its equivalent and a reverse gear”

from the rules and substitute in its place

the following clause: “The car hereafter

must be provided with two sets of brakes.

each operated independently of the other.

and a motor driven reverse gear.”

Weight classification from which a change

had been suggested was endorsed by the

board and the weight limit in open races

will remain the same as heretofore, viz.:

2,204 pounds.

It was thought that it would not harm

the racing rules of the American Auto

mobile Association to undergo a thorough

revision and to a committee consisting of

Messrs. Batchelder, Butler and Webb was

appointed to revise them and report at the

next meeting. It is thought that several

changes will be made.

By a unanimous vote of the board one

of its members, Samuel Walter Taylor, was

“fired.” He was not ofiicially done away

with, but the action of the board virtually

amounts to the same thing. It was decided

that a recommendation be made to the

board of directors that his place on the

racing board be declared vacant and that

President Farson appoint his successor.

Taylor is the individual who, because he

once made an address before the Auto

mobile Club of America in which the desir

ability of more friendly relations between

automobilists and horsemen—he is the

editor of a horse-dog-bird-fish-golf publi

cation which publishes a column of auto

mobile notes wcekly—was eloquently set

forth, and for thus breaking into the lime

light was invited to serve on the new racing

board, his selection by Chairman Thompson

being ratified by President Farson. As

soon as his appointment was confirmed

Taylor turned up his trousers, slapped him

self on the wrist and then published a

snobbish article in his paper entitled “Turn

the Graftcrs Out," in which he handled the

old racing board of the A. A. A. without

gloves and seared them with red hot irons

of journalistic ignorance. Among other

choice opinions to which the horse-dog,

etc, man gave expression, were these:

“The managers, as a rule, were either

commercially saturated or influenced by

the moral microbe modernly designated as

graft Many of them had grad~

uated from the ranks of the now much de

cimated, if not defunct, Grand Army of

the Bike, and their plane of view was not

above the small-change pocket

\Ve are glad that President Farson is prov

ing himself a man of broad and intelligent

views as well as the courage to do the

drastic thing when necessary . . . . .

His recommendation of Mr. Jefferson De

Mont Thompson for the important office of

the Chairman of the ‘Racing Board indicates

clearly that he wants to take automobile

racing out of the hands of the till tenders

and elevate it to the level of clean sports—

manship.” This attack was published be

fore the racing board had been appointed.

Afterwards, when Robert Lee Morrell.

chairman of last year’s board, was being

mentioned for appointment on the new

board, the yellow horse paper came out

with a long article which said that it was

impossible for Mr. Morrell to be on the

board in view of Mr. Thompson’s policy to

not have any one on the board connected

in any way with manufacturing interests:

inferred that E. R. Thomas said that Mr.

Morrell "is" a stockholder in a large manu

facturing company (which is not what Mr.

Thomas said,) and ending up with the

ambiguous statement that the assertion

made by Mr. Thomas “is, in fact, a charge

of dishonesty.

It is said that at the meeting on Monday,

Taylor, who was in attendance, was asked

to leave the room while his case was gone

over. and after discussion of the case the

members of the racing hoard came to the

conclusion that the racing board could best

get along without Mr. Taylor’s services.

Accordingly it was voted to recommend

that he be dropped from the board. After

the vote was taken Mr. Taylor left the

meeting.
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TOURING THE COAL REGION

Arousing the Curiosity of Striking Miners—

Strenuous Experiences Among the Hills.

Even a striking coal miner is a human

being ,and is prone to forget his grievances

for the time being with the appearance of

This

was strikingly revealed to a party of tour

anything that excites his curiosity.

ists who made a week's circuit of the coal.

regions in the hills of. Pennsylvania in a

White.steamer, and incidentally their pres—

ence_in a car proved the undoing of some

of therebellious miners who have already

resorted to force. This was particularly

the case at the Fernwood colliery where the

idle Italians and Hungarians had fallen into

the practice of making a target of the

breaker which was being run with non

union labor, so that the tourists thought it

the better part of discretion to visit the

collieries under the escort of a. body of

mounted constabulary, who are shown with

their charge in one of the photographs.

The appearance of the automobile on the

scene was the signal for a general exodus

from the squalid miners' settlements, mak—

ing it easy for the constables to pounce

upon the:individuals that. were wanted.

Making their headquarters at Wilkes-Barre,

the tourist-s spent two days in visiting the

collieries within a radius of a number of

miles roundabout, a particularly fine stretch

of road between Wilkes—Barre and Pittston

making this easy.

April and especially; the opening of the

month, is'not generally considered as an

ideal time for touring and the roads were

far from being in a favorable condition. In

fact, local'automobilists at several of the

places passed'through warned the tourists

that they would find the way impassable

The route lay through many places 'of his

toric interest, such as Valley Forge, and'

while the going was particularly unfavor

able on the slippery hillsides where snow

and ice were still plentiful, there were many

incidents to liven the trip. One of these

came near precipitating a small riot, for

at Royersford, a bend in the road suddenly

revealed a number of horses and buggies '

hitched in a long line and there was con

siderable prancing and rearing when the

machine came-into view.’ “Who’ll start this

cow at $20?" was the first thing that

greeted ‘the tourist's ears, but as every bid

der,. actual and' prospective," immediately

rushed to see the car, the auctioneer had to

suspend 'busine'ss temporarily. From Potts

town, which was passed through sh'or'tly'

after' leaving-the cattle auction, it was _a

steady climb"to Reading, and'from the lat—

ter place the road'lead up the picturesque

Schuylkill Valley as far as Hamburg, which

marked the end "of a day’s run. Pottsville

waslthe fir'st‘town made next day and ‘it

and. good roads were left together; mud

and more mud through Tamaqua and

Hometown, though the presence of a moun

tain stream paralleling the road in innum

erable cascades, one of which is shown by

an accompanying view, provided scenery

that more than made up for the shortcom

ings of the road, which at points was so

steep that a native driver found six mules

unequal to the task hauling a wagon load of

produce up the hill and was jettisoning

some of his cargo of vegetables in order to

make it.

Through Hazlcton, Harlcigh, Jeddo, Eck

ley, beyond which a descent was made of

the treacherously slippery Eckley Moun

tain, a feat which none of the natives seen

along the road further on would credit.

Then on to \Vhite Haven where for miles

at a time the country is so bleak and

sparsely settled as to resemble some of the

far western States more closely than Penn

sylvania. The return trip was made to

\Vilkes-Barre via Scranton, Elmhurst, Dale

ville and Tobyhanna, between which places

the roads were all but impassable‘quag

mires against which the tourists were

gravely warned, but managed to overcome

them without any delay. MountPocono

was climbed without any difficulty and from

here-the route wound irregularly through

small hamlets t0 Nazareth, where an agree

able surprise came to light in the shape of'

a beautiful stretch of macadam to Bethle»

hem and from the latter town it was but a

matter of.a few hours to Philadelphia.

Minneapolis Club Elects Joyce.

At the fourth annual meeting of the

Minneapolis (Minn) Automobile Club,

which was held last week, the treasurer's

report showed the organization to be in a

healthy-condition both numerically and

financially. During the past year this

sturdy organization has increased two-fold.

now having a membership of 359 as against

168 one year ago. There is a balance on

the books of $524.2I.

lease the first floor of the- Plaza hotel for

its permanent clubhouse. These officers
were electedzl President, Frank M. Joyce‘

vice-president, ASa.Paine; secretary, John

Rhildaefier; ' treasurer, R. .J.‘ Smith; - trus

tees—Dr. C. E. Dutton, E. J.‘ Phelp, Horace

L'owry, W. F. Brooks and1F. \V. Com

mons. '

 

Louisiana Motorists Get Together.

Fifty automobile ownersin the Pelican.

State have formed the Motor League of

Louisiana and have completed organization

by electing these officers: President, Samuel

\Veiss; first vice-president, P. S. Milner;

second'vice'president," \V. Bf Fayssoux;

treasurer, J. M. Sherrouse; secretary, Dr.

A. J. Mayer; governors—Dr. J. M. Ma

grunder, C. C. Hartwell, Samuel Stone, Jr.,

Otto T. Maier, L'. K. Michalson, T. R. Toley

and J. M. Burguires.
1

Austin, Texas, forms a Club;

The Austin Automobile Club, ofAustin,

Texas, has been organized with the follow

ing officers: President, Dr. Bennett; vicc~

president, Frank Covert; secretary-treas
urer, James Bartholemew. i i

The club voted to

HOLDING ON TO BRAZIER

His Resignation as a Director of the A. A.

A. Not Accepted—Talk of Signboards.

It is evident from the action of the

directors of the American Automobile As

sociation that their meeting last week in

refusing to accept the resignation.of H.

Bartol Brazier from the board, thatzthe

withdrawal of the Philadelphia and._.Pitts

burg clubs from the association is not .con

sidered of any great moment and indicates

further that there is a belief in the return

of the erring ones to the fold in the near

future. Tabling Mr. Brazier's resignation

virtually places the three A's in the unusual

position of having as a member of its

directorate a man who is not a member of

the association. On this account'it does

not Seem probable that the defection to

the American Motor League is apt to be

permanent.

In the absence of President John R. Far—

son, Louis R. Speare, of Boston, presided.

An offer of the Automobile Club of America

to donate $2,000 to be employed in the erec

tion of signboards between New York and

Boston and New York and Philadelphia.

was accepted, and Secretary Gorham was

requested to submit a plan for a uniform

sign. It is probable that the design ac

cepted will consist of a dark blue enamel

background with white letters and an arrow

of the same color.

The Macon Automobile Club, of Georgia,

was elected to membership and it is thought

probable that the Savannah club will come

into the fold at the next meeting. In con

nection with the admission of the first

named body, work has already been started

to organize a state association in Georgia. -

Efforts are also being made to'form State

associations in Minnesota, Missouri, Mich

igan, Iowa 'and Indiana. Judge \Villiam H.

Hotchkiss, of Buffalo, sent regrets at his

.inability to accept the chairmanship of the

Good Roads Committee and a new chair

man will be named in the near future.

Besides Mr. Speare. the others present

were: Secretary S. S. Gorham, A. R. Pard

ington, Long Island Club; Dave Henncn

Morris. A. C. A.; S. L. Haynes, Rochester;

J. H. Edwards, Hudson, N. Y.; George A.

Post and George E. Farrington, New Jer

sey; W. .T. White, Cleveland.

 

Asa Goddard Becomes a Buckeye.

Asa Goddard, of Worcester, Mass., will

not hereafter be be active in Massachusetts’

automobile affairs as he has taken up resi

dence in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Goddard

already has been appointed secretary of the

Cleveland Automobile Club to succeed

Charles Marvin, who has resigned.

 

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. ‘"
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HOW BAIL MAY BE GIVEN

The Amendment Simplifying the Matter

1' MW Part of New York Law.

I!

As was fully expected, Governor Higgins

has signed the amendment-to the present

New York State automobile law, which was

passed by the legislature. _It gives auto

mobilists the privilege of depositing cash

bail or leaving. their cars in lieu of security

upon being arrested for any alleged infrac

tions of the law. It also provides that a

motorist may give a bond executed by a

legally organizedfidelity or surety com

pany and be released from custody. The

full text of the law follows:

Section 1. Subdivision three of section six

of chapter five hundred and thirty-eight of

the laws of nineteen hundred and four,

known as the motor vehicle law, is hereby

amended so as to read as follows:

Subdivision 3. Release from custody, bail

et cetera.—_In case the owner of a motor

vehicle shall be taken into custody be—

cause of a violation of any provision of this

act, he'shall be forthwith taken before an

accessible captain or sergeant or acting ser

geant of police in any city or village, or

any justice of the peace or magistrate, and

be entitled to an immediate hearing; and

if such hearing cannot then be had he re

leased from custody on giving a bond or

undertaking executed by a fidelity or surety

company organized under the laws of this

State and having a deposit of at least two

hundred thousand dollars with the superin

tendent of insurance of this State, said

bond or undertaking to be in an amount

not exceeding the maximum fine for the

offense with which the owner is charged

and to be conditioned for the owner's ap

pearance in answer'for such violation at

such time and place as shall. then' be indi

cated; or on giving his personal undertaking

to appear in answer for such violation, at

such time and place as shall then be indi

cated, secured by the deposit of a sum

equal to the maximum fine for the offense

with which he is charged, or in lieu thereof.

by leaving the motor vehicle, being operw

ated by such person with such officer; or in

case such officer is not accessible, be forth

with released from custody on giving his

name and address to the officer making such

arrest, and depositing with such officer a

sum equal to the maximum fine for the

offense for which such arrest is made, or in

lieu thereof, by leaving the motor vehicle,

being operated by such person, with such

nt‘ficer provided, that in such case the officer

making such arrest shall give a receipt in

writing for such sum or vehicle and notify

such person to appear before the most ac

cessible magistrate, naming him, on that

or the following day, specifying the place

and hour. In case security shall be depos

ited, as in this subdivision provided, it shall

be returned to the person depositing, forth

with on such person giving a bond or un

dertaking of a fidelity or surety company,

as in this section provided, or on such per

son being admitted to bail as provided in

section five hundred and fifty-four of the

code of criminal procedure, and the return

of any receipt or other voucher given at

the time of such deposit. In case such un

dertaking of a fidelity or surety company

be not given, or such personal undertaking

with security or such deposit shall not be

made by an owner so taken into custody,

the provisions of section five hundred and

fifty-four of the code of criminal procedure,

shall apply.

2. This act shall take efiect immediately.

 

Tradesmen to Oppose Recklessness.

At a meeting of the Board of Governors

of the New York Automobile Trade Asso—

ciation held recently, the subject of reck

less speeding and the numerous fatal acci

dents for which it has been responsible in

the past came up for discussion, and the

association placed itself on record as firmly

discountenancing such practices as well as

desiring to aid in suppressing them, by the

following resolution:

“That the New York Automobile Trade

Association desires to use all its influence

to abate the evil of careless and reckless

driving and it is also its desire to co-operate

with and give all possible aid to the police

authorities and others in tracing and appre

hending such drivers, thereby reducing and

possibly eliminating a great part of this

danger, and bringing to justice drivers caus

ing injury or death.”

Peter Fogarty and C. Andrade, Jr., were

appointed a committee to take this resolu

tion in hand and see that it was brought

to the attention of the proper authorities.

Iowa Club Reorganizes Itself.

Complete re-organization has been under

gone by the Iowa Automobile Club, of Des

Moines, and the new officers which were

selected at the annual meeting last week,

formulated an aggressive campaign for the

coming season. Several tours, race mEets

and hill climbing contests will be held,'and

a hill climbing contest is on the ta‘pis for

the near future. The officers elected are as

follows: President, W. S. Donahey; first

vice-president, D. B. Fleming; second vice

president, Dr. W. W. Van “’erden; secre

tary, Harold Wells; treasurer, Grover C.

Hubbell; executive committee, L. Aulman,

chairman; W. Kitto, \N. E. Hamilton, and

the officers.

When Law Breaking is Justificable.

At. last an occasion has come to light

upon which an excess of the speed limit is

considered justificable in the case of the

common garden variety of automobilist.

“If your house is burning down and your

property and the lives of your family are

at stake, you should have the same immun»

ity from arrest as the fire chief enjoys when

responding to an alarm," said a Chicago

police justice in releasing a chauffeur.

“But,” he added, “remember that is one of

the very few excuses that will be considered

by this court.”

PASSED AT MIDNIGHT

Much Amended Frelinghuysen Bill Gets

Through New Jersey House.

From 4:30 o’clock Tuesday afternoon

until Wednesday morning, the House of

Assembly of New Jersey wrestled with the

bill the

amendments made to it by the Judiciary

Frelinghuysen automobile and’

Committee of the Assembly and after mak

ing some changes in it passed the measure

by a vote of 35 to 0, so that all that now

remains to be done before the measure be—

comes a law is the signature of Governor

Edward Caspar Stokes. The fight in the

main was over the amendment abolishing

the force of twenty-one special officers to

enforce the law as provided for in the orig

inal form of the bill. Assemblyman Hoag

land, Mr. Frelinghuysen’s colleague, led the

fight and precipitated a long, and at times

acrimonious, debate, offering as a substi

tute for this amendment that seven special

officers be appointed. After a long and

arduous debate, a vote finally was taken

and the clause providing for seven special

officers to enforce the automobile law

adopted by a vote of 33 to 19.

Mr. Hoagland also secured an amend

ment allowing the “commissioner of motor

vehicles" to revoke a license for “good

cause.” Mr. Elvins of Atlantic, secured

an amendment including “gravel roads” in

the list of those upon which “chain or ar

mored tires" cannot be used, so that here—

after, if the Governor signs the bill, no won

skidding devices can be used in New Jersey.

Soon after these amendments were acted

upon Mr. Crowther made a motion to ad

journ, assisted by Mr. Wright, who insisted

that as the bill had already been cut so that

no one could tell exactly what its pro

visions are, it should be laid over until

' copies could be printed and the members

have an opportunity of studying the pro

visions of the measure. After an hour’s

wrangling, Assemblyman Hoagland moved

that rules be suspended and the bill placed

on final passage. Although objections were

offered the motion was carried and as the

distinguished legislators were tired, it being

then past midnight, the measure went

through for final passage with a rush, not

a member voting against it.

In addition to those over which the fight

was made, the principal changes made by

the amendments are the reduction of the

age limit at which drivers may secure

licenses, from 18 years to 16 years and the

reduction of license fees from one dollar

a year for cars of thirty horsepower and

under and two dollars for cars of more

than thirty horsepower. It also is provided

that non-residents make the Secretary of

State their agent on whom ‘summons in

damage suits may be served.

If signed by the Governor, the new law

will go into'efiect July 1, 1906.
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To CONTROL THE INLET GAS

Unique Method of Throttling which Tends

to Prevent Stratification of the Charge.

It is commonly recognized that the mat

ter of controlling the mixture before it en

ters the cylinder of a gasolene motor is

quite as delicate an undertaking as is that

of producing the gas itself, inasmuch as the

degree and method of throttling may under

some circumstances affect the conditions

which .prevail in the mixing chamber as

seriously to interfere with the proportion

ing of the gas and air. Up to the present

time, the attention of designers has been

centered largely upon the evolution of the

generator itself, the questions of main and

auxiliary inlets, and the jet proportions be

ing of very material import. Now that these

are being settled with apparent success,

however, it is becoming more and more ap

parent that the mixture once formed, can

not be handled in the same manner as can

steam or any of the more permanent gases.

Thus, the immediate effect of throttling

is to increase the velocity of the inrushing

gas, and to create in it swirling or eddying

eFfects, which may or may not affect its

constituency after its passage through the

throttle valve. But its most important ef

fect lies in its influence over the amount

of lift from the jet, which is in proportion

to the'velocity of the incoming air. The

natural tendency which this incurs of pro

ducing a gas which varies in quality in ac

cordance with the position of the throttle,

has been counteracted in modern carburet

ters by the use of the supplementary air inlet

valve. But in itself, this is not wholly satis

factory, since in the multi-cylinder motor,

the inlet valves are so far removed from

the carburetter—in some cases being at

difl‘erent distances from it, as well—that

the volume of gas contained in the induc

tion pipe fails to respond immediately to

the opening and closing of the valve, on

account of its inertia and elasticity; as a

result of which there is a lag in the re

sponse of the carburetter to the draughts

made upon it by the inlet valves, and a

certain stratification of the charges in

their passage through the induction pipe.

Hence, while the charge passing through

the carburetter at the instant of any given

period of admission though lagging

slightly behind the demand, may be exactly

of the required proportion, that which ac

tually reaches the cylinder prior to the

closing of the inlet. may be totally different

from it.

It is this condition which accounts in a

great measure for the erratic behavior of

some motors while under control, that is to

say, while being throttled or opened up,

the above mentioned tendency, obviously

not applying when the speed and load

become constant and remain so for an

appreciable length of time. But as the

motor which is applied to a motor car,

must, of necessity undergo frequent and

important change of speed, it is evident

that its ability to vary without suffering

from starvation or too rich a gas, even

during the period of change, is a measure

of its fitness for the work.

Probably the most effective method of

governing the gas which has been contrived

up to the present time, is that in which the

lift of the inlet valves is varied; by which

means the throttling takes place directly

  

at the cylinder, and the gas, coming to

them in its condition of final mixture—be

it well or poorly proportioned—is in no way

affected by the action, any more than steam

is affected by opening or closing the main

valve of a steam engine. ~This, however, is

not applicable to some types of motor, nor

it it fully accepted in principle even, by a

majority of builders. That being the case,

some method of throttling other than that

by means of a simple valve, would seem to

be an approach to the desideratum, pro

vided only that it could be constructed in a

  

manner calculated to satisfy all the require

ments of the case. A valve which is in

tended to act just in the same manner as

the automatic variable lift inlet, proportion

ing the volume of the charge to the desired

conditions of throttling. has been in use for

several years in England, and has recently

been put upon the market in separate form.

It is here presented merely as an illustra

tion of one possible method of controlling

the inlet gases in which the element of

duration of the inlet period enters, the re

sult being that the effect upon the car

buretter is precisely the same as though it

were placed in close proximity to the cyl

inder in operation, and the suction governed

directly by the opening of the inlet valve

instead of lagging behind it and being

affected by the inertia and elasticity of the

gasses.

As here presented in sectional elevation.

the construction of the valve is apparent, its

formation being that of an angle cock, the

valve proper, C, being slidably mounted on a

central stem, and heldagainst its seat by

a helical spring C', the tension of which is

variable. The stem, C", is also slidabir

in its guides, and is under control of th:

operator or governor of the motor, its

position controlling the tension of the

spring which is pinned to it. A second

plunger valve, D, sliding in its cylinder

D', also is pinned to the stem, and is so

arranged that when the latter is in its in

nermost position, which gives the maximum

spring tension, and hence corresponds it

the position of full throttle closure. itwL'l

open, admitting fresh air from without to

the induction pipe, thereby relieving th:

depression in the induction pipe, allowing

the throttle to keep its seat, and at the

same time serving to scavenge the cylin

ders, cooling them and purifying their

contents.

The action of the device, is then. precisely

similar to that of the automatic valve, the

valve C, opening somewhat after the open

ing of the inlet valve, and closing in

advance of it as it begins to close and

diminish the suction. The degree of thii

lag and lead is, of course, proportional 1.

the spring tension, and is quite under thi

control of the operator. By this means. th:

draught upon the carburetter is made slut?

and well defined. the admission of gisifl

the inlet pipe being limited in duration to

a close approach to the time of admiSSif‘i

to the cylinder, while at the same time. lht

suddenly produced suction secures a strel‘iZ

inductive effect upon the jet and mixturi'

It would seem that the employmcnim

some such method as this in connecticr

with the throttling of the charge. would

have a most beneficial efi'ect upon the g1?

after its passage through the mixing thar' ,

ber, to say nothing of the good resultsu

be expected from limiting the period 0i

generation to within reasonable measure r1

the-admission period of the motor. ll

should produce the same general effect tle

formerly was secured by placing an ifldl'

vidual carburetter close up to the cylindtl?

yet at the same time, secure all the 34‘

vantages of uniformity of adjustment ind

action which is possible where a Sin?!‘

carburetter is made to serve all the cylm'

ders in turn.

Advantages of Planetary Transmission

In connection with the rapidly inCrt‘ZrlileI

use of the planetary or epicyclic UP?“

transmission gearing, which. in its appl‘fl'

tion to the motor car is decidedly an Ame"

icanism, a summing up of its advanIJH'FF

by a foreign expert is all the more 119‘"

worthy, since it has not been looked “Po-'

with favor- by many of the over-Seas df'l

signers.

The 8'?“ wheels are constantly in ""55

says a well known British enginceii T“

thrusts are evenly balanced. which Sifts

friction on the bearings and givt‘i M“:

efficiency; the gears engage at 5‘?"“‘1‘

points. so that great strength is Ohm!"u 1

with small teeth, and a light and C0111?aft

gear is possible.
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THE ARMORED GOLD CAR

Details of the Treasure Bearing Vehicle

which will Defy Yaqui Robbers.

Mule wagons for transporting gold from

its mines to the nearest shipping point have

been found too slow by the Giroux Con

solidated Mines Co., of Los Angeles, be

sides. which the route lays through a coun

try infested by Yaqui Indians and even a

large armed escort does not make the party

immune from attack. The company accord

ingly decided to employ automobile trans

port and wishing to combine both speed

and safety, fixed upon an armored car as

best suited to fill the requirements. An

order was placed through the Western

y.

1" QR
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Motor Car Co., of Los Angeles, Cal., and

the latter firm drew up a rough plan for

the guidance of the engineers of the E. R.

Thomas Motor Co., who will build the car.

The accompanying side elevation, though

it merely represents a tentative plan, suffi

ces to give an idea of the details of-con

struction of the armored part of the car, as

well as its armament and what the com—

pleted vehicle will look like. From the

rear end of the bonnet a steel house will

cover the remainder of the car, having a

sloping front with conning spaces for the

driver and his companion, who will prob

ably be in a separate compartment from

the remainder of the armed force occupy

ing the box—like steel tonneau in which the

gold will be stored and which will be pro

vided with gun ports facing every point

of the compass except directly ahead.

The armament will consist of a Gatling

gun mounted in the forward compartment

and having a range of fire on a are of a

circle of about 50 degrees ahead. 'It will

be operated by the driver's companion in

the left hand seat. Two seats will be pro

vided in the tonneau and racks for repeating

rifles which may be handled by two men or

possibly four, there being ample accommo

dation for the latter number. Two revolv

ing stools that may be folded and stored

out of the way when not in use will also be

provided for the tonneau. -
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What the Engineers Discussed.

Noises of the automobile in operation,

composition of metal for frames and the

adoption of a fixed standard for screws,

nuts and bolts, were the subjects that accu

pied the attention of the Mechanical Branch

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, at an all-day meeting held

on Friday last, in this city, The causes of

and the means of obviating the various

noises caused by the motive power and its

accessories, particularly the gears, were

thoroughly gone into and the conclusions

reached on both points should be instru

mental in overcoming this objection to a

great extent. Frame construction and the

composition of metal for frames were dis

cussed in connection with a number of

chemical analyses' of metals used for the

purpose by European builders. The matter
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of adopting fixed standards for small parts

such as screws, nuts and bolts, which was

first discussed at a previous meeting, was

practically settled by the consideration of

further details that are thought to be final.

President A. L. Rikcr was in the chair.

An Always Open Garage.

Milwaukee, Wis, is to~ have the benefit of

a most modern garage system this season,

which the Jonas Automobile Company is

about to put into operation. According to

the plan, the storage and repair branches

will be entirely segregated, each being in

charge of a competent man, and two com;

plete shifts of employees will be main

tained, working night and day. All vehicles.

whether intended for business or pleasure,

will be cared for entirely by the company,

being delivered to the owners' places of

residence or business in the morning, and

called for at'night, after which they will

be over-looked and repaired by the night

gang, Fifteen subscribers already have

been secured for this service, and others

will soon be brought into the fold, it is

expected.

Ground was broken last Week in Trenton.

N. J., for the plant of the Walter Auto Car

Co.,'adj0ining the old Consumers' Brewing

plant-in Hamilton township.

NOVEL'VALVE MECHANISM

A Radical Departure which Tends to Secure

Compactness and Accessibility.

There has been exhibited in England re

cently, a motor which embodies in its valve

mechanism a more radical departure from

the ordinary than has been seen for a long

time, the main idea in its construction being

to secure compactness and accessibility,

which has been done in a most novel man

ner. ‘It is mounted in the Green car, a

newcomer in the market.

 

  

  

As to the valve gear, which is the most

striking thing about the machine, it is»ac—

tuatcd by a group of eightcams mounted

on a stub shaft at the front end which is in

line with crank shaft and directly over it.

Bearing down upon the case are a set of

finger levers through which a set of eight

rocking shafts are actuated, which, in turn

operate the valve tappets through the me»

dium of short-throw cranks linked to ver

tical members having off-set arms at their

extremities which over-reach the valve

stems. The peculiar feature of the contriv

ance lies in the fact that the rocker shafts

are telescopic. Thus, the foremost cam

actuates the innermost rocker shaft which

extends through to the rear cylinder, the

second cam actuates a shaft which reaches

through to the next. and so on, One set

of shafts is disposed on each side of the

engine, thus avoiding any crowding of the

mechanism.

The valves are located in the cylinder

heads—a position ‘which is rapidly growing

in favor, it would seem—and as the tappets

are always directly in contact with the

stems, there is no rattling or clicking in

connection with the action, thus avoiding

unnecessary noise. a -
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ABOUT SECOND HAND CARS

Growth of the Trade in Them—What Buy

ers Must Expect to Get.

Farm lands, farm mortgages and mort—

 

gages on crops are only a few of the things

that are offered in exchange for second

hand automobiles, and still it is generally

considered that the farmer is averse to the

motor car. Jewelry, horses and wagons and

chattels of every imaginable description are

some of the others, and in part, they shed

some light on a query that has become

almost as commonplace as that old one

about pins. \IVhat becomes of all the second

hand automobiles? Take New York State’s

registration alone and it is almost impos

sible to even approximately estimate what

proportion of its grand total of more than

25,000 certificates are represented by cars

that have either ceased to exist altogether

or have, through hidden channels of trade,

found their way from their original place

of registration, and are now swelling the

total of some other State’s registration, or

have doubled that of their own by being

listed twice under different owners.

As to those that have actually ceased to

exist, it is not a difficult matter to answer

for them, because nothing short of total

disintegration is sufficient to bring this

about. Not until a car is wrecked beyond

repair or falls a victim- to the fire that

is put down by newspaper scribes as an

explosion of gasolene, does it totally suc

cumb. People who bought cars of an early

vintage stored them in many instances be—

cause itrwas difficult to dispose of them;

there was no demand for second-hand cars

then and no means of getting them into the

channels of trade if there had beeii for the

second-hand dealer had not yet appeared

on the scene. Now there is no difiiculty in

finding all the old cars that one wishes to

become possessed of, should anyone in his

right senses fall a victim to such a desire.

Note the advertisements and it will be seen

that there are 1902 and 1903 cars without

end, and 1902 practically means going back

to the dark ages of automobiledom, but

there they are and they are being sold.

There is a demand for second—hand cars

and it has become so large that there are

now in New York City alone at least half

a dozen good-sized concerns who handle

nothing else. They are willing to put a

price on almost anything that runs on

wheels and that has an engine in it; with

some of them it is a matter of utter indifi‘er

ence whether the engine will ever run again

——if it be there, that is sufficient and it is

not too much to say that some of those old

cars have engines which will require stren

uous persuasion before taking up their

duties once more. Some of the cars that

finally end up at the second-hand dealer’s

establishment look as if half a century of

hard usage had been their lot instead of a

few years, and others look as if their days

had come to an untimely end long before

the second-hand dealer ever set eyes on

them—as if a junk dealer might have been

a far more appropriate buyer in their casev

But it is marvellous what a little judicious

slicking up will do, for your second-hand

man does not devote any unnecessary atten

tion to his subjects. He makes every stroke

of the brush and every bit of adjusting

count so far as appearances go and be it

said, appearance is what he seeks first, last

and all the time.

His customers look for it and base their

calculations on it—they want looks and

they pay for them, the dealer assures them

that the car is practically as good as new

and if its appearance bears out his state‘

ment it may have a power plant that will

require more expenditure for repairs than

the entire consideration which exchanges

hands, but still the buyer will take it and

think he has done well. He is usually a

long way off when he discovers that things

are not always what they seem and that his

path will be a thorny one until the car's

motive power has had an overhauling—so

far off, that it will cost him as much if not

more to try to obtain redress as it will to

have the machine put in order, except where

the latter thing that has already passed

beyond the shades of possibility. On the

other hand there is many a machine which

to the uninitiated eye appears nothing short

of a candidate for the junk pile. but which

in reality is still in excellent condition and

requires nothing but an overhauling and

paint to make it both serviceable and pre

sentable.

This represents part of the other side of

the question for all second-hand cars are

not‘~~wrecks by any means. Every one of

the~multifarious considerations that cause

the owner of a chattel of any description

to wish to part with it soon after he has

acquired it, apply with equal if not greater

force to the automobile, probably the lat

ter for it often finds a buyer who only

comes to an appreciation of the fact that

he has undertaken more than he is able

to stand when he has had the machine for

a short time and then he is compelled to

realize on it quickly, which means a sacri

fice. Then again, there is the motorist

who has purchased a small car to start

with and has outgrown it almost before he

has mastered all of its ins and outs—he

wants a bigger car and wants it right

away, and his first purchase finds its way

to the second-hand mart. Cars that have

been used for a single season, often for

less than that time, all find their way to

swell the collection and in many cases they

have had excellent care. They have not

actually depreciated anything like as much

as the fact that they are no longer new

causes them to appear. Fashion has a

great deal to do with this depreciatiOn, but

the mode has little effect upon the reliable

running of a car. 1

Of course, the great bulk of thefimachines

that find their way into the hands of the

second-hand dealer. for refurbishing and a

change of owners, are of the runabout and

light touring class, but so far as actual

value is concerned the aggregate selling

price of the high-powered touring cars that

are disposed of through the same channels.

is equal to if not greater than that of the

small cars. New York has become a center

of exchange for the second-hand car—not

only does it draw upon all the surrounding

territory for its supplies, but it sells and

ships them to all parts of the country.

probably the greater part of the machines

disposed of in the second-hand mart oi

the metropolis find a new home in some

other State, frequently quite distant. It

seems inconceivable at first sight, but even

the little teakettle steam runabouts of un

lamented memory, are still changing hands

——at about one-fifth or less that what they

originally listed for. And the mass of fin

ished parts ready to assemble with which

the manufacturers of such vehicles found

themselves burdened when the slump in

popularity overtook them are also in the

second-hand market and all the essentials of

the small steam automobile may now be

had for a song. ,

The uses to which these small second-hard

cars are being put by their new owners in

the rural districts are almost as numerous

as the vehicles themselves. The demand is

naturally almost universal for gasolene ma'

chines, although an occasional advocate of

steam will uphold his faith to the extent

of buying one of the little vapor gushrri

with wire wheels and every now and again

an electric will be called for, but they m

greatly in the minority. The extent to

which the business of handling second

hand automobiles has grown in a year or

two and the fact that the chief SIOCK in trade

of the industry is the small car, sheds light

on at least one thing, and that is the disnP'

pearance of the gasolene runabout from ll"

city streets. It is more numerous than

ever—the little car, but it has found 3 11¢“

set of supporters who place reliability abovf

speed and fashion.

 

Twenty Rapids for Sight-Seeing

An announcement that conveys a victory

for the gasolene car as well as the Rfll‘l‘l

Motor Vehicle, of Pontiac, Mich, is w fl“

effect that the American Sight Seems

Coach Co. have recently made arising"

ments to use a number of Rapid 20 9355'”

ger gasolene driven cars. This companl

extends its operations over a number.“

the principal cities in the country ail“

west as Salt Lake City, and as the facilitifS

in each large city call for quite a number“

cars. a considerable outlet is thus Opened,

Undoubtedly this will mark the enlfflnfel'“

the gasolene car into the field in q1l°5t“"'l

on a scale hitherto unattemptcd in It"

country. . J
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NON-STOP ON BROADWAY

Part of New York’s Great Thoroughfare

the'Course for a Six-day Trial.

 

Spring brings other things than green

grass and budding trees and one of them is

the opportunity it provides for running

six-day non-stop contests. The start of

one of these events usually seems to be the

signal for the elements to let loose on the

contestants and in the case of the 50 horse

power W'ayne car which has been running

up and down Broadway all week, under

the auspices of A. L. Kull, manager of the

New York branch.

The route runs from Long Acre

Square up Broadway to 110th street and

back, the round trip making 7.6 miles, and

  

air-cooled Marmon car, and a growing

recognition of its sterling worth.

Among the agents who have been doing

exceptionally good work, Mr. Rice cites

the Rickey Machine Co., of East Orange,

N. 1., which has been making demonstra

tions almost daily over the famous Eagle

Rock Hill, with the result that their order

book is the fatter for it.

The Brazier Auto “"orks, of Philadel

phia, Pa, has also been putting in some

pretty good licks, and has secured an en

tering wedge in the shape of a number of

sales, with more in sight.

At the local show in Baltimore, George

R. Snodeal, the agent in‘ that territory,

showed two complete Marmon cars and

the chassis which attracted so much atten

tion at the Boston showh Baltimoreans

were not slow in evidencing their interest

WAYNE CAR ON ITS SIX-DAY NON-STOP TRIAL.

the car has been covering the course with

such clock-like precision that there was

scarcely a minute's difference in the time

of the various laps. Besides Mr. Kull him

self, who is doing his “turn” at the wheel,

there are four other drivers who spell one

another about every five and a half hours.

Night and day the car has swung back

and forth on alternate sides of Broadway,

without even “dropping a stitch” as any

time, as Mr. Kull expresses it, and he is

confident that despite the bad weather, no

adjustments whatever will be required be

for the end of the run. An accurate record

is being kept of the amount of gasolene and

lubricating oil used and this foresight

should be productive of interesting data.

As will be seen from the accompanying

photograph of the six-day' Wayne, the car

does not run light, but always carries its

full complement of passengers.

How Marmonism is Spreading.

Sales Manager Herbert Rice, of Nordyke

8: Marmon Co., Indianapolis, Ind., who has

been swinging around the Eastern circle

of agencies, has returned home wearing

“The smile that won't come off." On every

side, he states, he found gratifying evi

dence of the increasing popularity of the

in the double three-point suspension of the

Marmon, for in their city with its rough

Belgian pavements and steep hills, the easy

riding qualities of the car, coupled with its

hill climbing ability, is a combination. which

would naturally meet with much appre

ciation.

Seven Electrics for Carnegie Family.

Recognition of the utility of electric car~

riages is demonstrated in the purchase by

George L. Carnegie, a nephew of Andrew

.Carnegie, of seven Pope-\Naverly electrics

of difierent types, all of special design, so

far as the body work is concerned, for

use at “Plum Orchard," an island off the

Florida coast at Fernandina, which is

owned by the Carnegie family and inhabited

exclusively by them and their servants.

The vehicles include three speed road

wagons, a twelve-passenger omnibus and

eight-passenger break, a surrey and a com

bination truck and passenger car. All of

the seven machines are handsomely fin

ished and fitted with all the accessories

known to the automobile trade.

  

Varied Contents of a Catalogue.

1n the new catalogue of the Matheson

Motor Car Company, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,.

is included a list of the parts and acces

sories which regularly are furnished with

the stock models, and which would seem to

include almost everything the heart of the

motorist could desire from a clock to tell

him the time of day down to a set of,some

thirty-odd machinists’ tools for use when

things go wrong. One thing only seems

to be lacking, and that is a cake of soap,

although as a matter of fact, a box is in

cluded which is meant to contain one. In

addition to this, the catalogue contains a

score of interesting facts concerning the

Matheson cars in their various types, and

some very well mounted illustrative matter

including pictures of the massive truck

which was seen in New York at the time

of the show.

Big Garage for Springfield.

The Norcross & Cameron Co., of Spring

field, Mass, are planning to erect the largest

garage in that part of the' State, on the

land at 55 and 57 Bridge street, bought last

week. The garage will be two stories high,

of brick and steel construction. On the

ground floor will be 50 stalls, each en

closed in a wire grating and with a door

that may be locked. The repair shop and

offices will be on the second floor and an

electric elevator will be the means of hoist

ing cars to the repair department.

Bulgaria Buys American' Cars.

Bulgaria is a country where it has not

been considered safe to travel in an auto

mobile up to very recently owing to the

fanatic attitude of the rural population to

ward modern inventions. But even in this

extremely backward part of the world the

advantages of the motor driven vehicle are

beginning to be appreciated, as witness the

fact that the Olds Motor W'orks have re

cently shipped to the city of Barna, Bul

garia, a number of eighteen passenger

wagonettes and delivery cars.

Indianapolis Develops a Big Buyer.

Au insane man at Indianapolis created

quite a stir among the automobile dealers

of that city last week. He went to all the

leading agents and ordered machines of

every make. He talked intelligently and

seemed to be well informed on all matters

pertaining to the operation as well as the

mechanical end of the machine. He had

ordered something like $30,000 worth of

automobiles before his condition was dis

covered.

Double their Testing Department.

Increased factory output, must in any

case, involve an increase in the capacity of

each and every department in the line of

production of the motor car. Hence, the

recent doubling of the size of the testing

department of the Electric Vehicle Com

pany's Hartford (Conn) plant, has a not

inconsiderable insignificance. The new test

ing service will be able to handle six motors

at OHCC.
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Novelties in Steam Transmission.

One of the most taking features of the

1906 product of the F. B. Stearns Co., of

Cleveland, 0., is the transmission, which

besides being unusually compact for so

large a car, has several novel features and

combines great strength with easy running.

ten annular ball-bearings being required to

mount both ends of each of the shafts.

As will be seen from the accompanying

illustration, the general arrangement is that

which has come to be regarded as standard

practice—~sometimcs qualified by the word

“continental.” The lay shaft is in continu—

ous operation, running at half the speed of

the driving elements and all its parts are

fixed in relation, the speed changes being

obtained by manipulation of one of two

  

shifting sets moving on the squared driving

shaft. The method of changing embodies

the familar selective principle, three shift

ing rods being used for the purpose, each

of which is locked in position when not en

gaged by the shifting arm. The pair of

rods seen in the foreground of the illus

tration actuate the sliding gears necessary

to securing the forward speeds, while the

third actuates the reverse idler through the

medium of a pivoted lever, which causes

it to mesh with the proper lay and driving

gears; a point worth noting, being that a

moving gear is engaged first, and the dead

one picked up afterward.

One rather novel feature is the method of

constructing and mounting the driving

spool, or-primary driving shaft, a-b, which

is connected with the master clutch through

the universal joint a. This is a single forg

ing including the lay driving gear b, and the

live member of the high speed clutch c.

It is mounted in two ball bearings, d and f,

whereby its alignment is absolutely main

tained, and is reCessed to receive the end

of the second driving shaft g. which, instead

of having a plain brass hushed bearing, as

is not uncommon in this type of gear, rides

:u an annular bearing e similar to the oth

ers, and placed directly under the sup

porting point (1. In this way, the element

of friction is reduced to a minimum, while

at the same time perfectly rigidity of align

ment and position is assured.

In general construction, it is noteworthy.

that the gears themselves, which are forged

from a steel capable of taking a tensile

test of 220,000 pounds to the square inch,

are of five pitch size, the driving bevels

only, being smaller by one tooth. In addi

tion to its massive formation, the features

of complete enclosure of all Working parts

has been carried out by the designer, even

the shifting mechanism being covered in by

the casing which is shown detached.

The gear set is capable of being

assembled as a unit outside the car, the ad
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dition of this secondary casing being all

that is required in its final mounting in

place, aside from fixing the stay bolts. As

this case simply clasps the shaft which car

ries the shifting element, and bears no load,

the shifting bars themselves being sup

ported at the-outer end by the bracket h,

which is fixed to the main casing, it is

evident that there can be no difliculty with

this portion of the mechanism through dis
alignment. I

Why National Must Enlarge.

Although the National Motor Vehicle

Company, of Indianapolis, Ind., have under

way plans for a new factory which will af

ford quite as much additional working space

as that which it now occupies, the rush of

spring business has become so great that

an immediate extension of manufacturing

facilities has been found necessary. Ac-v

cordingly during the last two or three

weeks, all the available outside room in its

vicinity has been rented in order to increase

the scope of the plant. In addition to this

spreading out, the shops have been running

double time since the first of March, in an

effort to catch up with the orders,_which

will keep the plant very busy.

Cushion Plan for Shock Absorption.

In the evolution of the various types of

auxiliary to the suspension of the motor

car which have been brought out in almost

startling profusion during the last six

months, two schools of design have sprung

up. And while both agree in the belief that

it is quite essential to the life of the car

as well as to its comfortable riding qualities

to check the surging action of the springs

when rough spots are encountered in the

road, one claims that this action should be

confined simply to checking the rebound.

The other, quite to the contrary, avers that

as the action when a series of obstacles are

encountered in rapid succession must tend

to deflect the springs more and more, fin~

ally resulting in lowering the body to the

plane of the axles unless some foreign re

sistance is offered to it, the proper method

of procedure is to check the downward as

well as the upward motion, thereby cush

  

ioning the body from plunging in either

direction.

A device which has been worked out

quite successfully in accordance with the

teachings of the latter school, is the Dieze

man Shock-Absorber, which is being mar

keted by the Diezeman Shock-Absorber

Company, of Hoboken, N. I. It is a de

velopment of the friction principle, and is

claimed by its maker to offer a uniform re‘

sistance to the plunging of the springs

which is of equal strength in either direc

tion; and is nicely measured in accordance

with the needs of the particular car to which

it is applied. Moreover, it is enclosed in an

air-tight and dust-proof case. the parts

being packed in grease, so that there is no

possibility of the entrance of any foreign

matter, and, by the same token, any leakage

of the contents is prevented.

The especial features claimed for its con

struction are; the friction surfaces con~

sisting of bronze and steel, with fibre in

serts in the shape of disks, the whole being

mounted about a friction spindle which is

pivotally secured to a spring holding plate

upon the axle. The device itself. is afiixed

to the chassis. either upon the inside or the

outside, matters of convenience governing

the choice. and once set up and adjusted.

needs no further attention from the user.

The joint in which the element of friction

is resident, comprises a taper stud working

in a fiber bushing.
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AN OP'I'IMIST ON FUEL

Why he Believes there will be no Famine—

He sees no Reason for Price Advance.

\Vhether as the result of the great amount

that has been said and written in the past

few months as to the threatened scarcity of

gasolene at some time in the near future,

or the fact that the head of the Standard Oil

Company intends to endow another West

ern seat of learning cannot be said, but

nevertheless, the price of the precious fluid

has jumped a cent or two a gallon at whole

sale within the past month. Probably the

flood of predictions as to the exhaustion of

the supply that have been brought forth in

argument in favor of the tax free industrial

alcohol, have caused the octopus to see

things in a new light—gasolene must be

scarce, if people think so, hence the rise

However that may be, the fact remains

that there is a prevalent feeling as to an

impending scarcity and there is no getting

away from the recent rise in price, so that

the investigations of a Russian scientist on

the subject, given in The Car, will be of

interest just at this time.

“In view of the great alarm which has

been created during the past few months as

to the possibilities that the supply of ben

zine, as I prefer to call it, may fail at any

time, it is comforting to look at facts and

figures in their matter of fact light and see

if there is any reasonable ground for such

pessimistic fears.

“I have devoted not an inconsiderable

amount of time to the question of the sup

ply of benzine, and I must at the outset

admit that the fears of a spirit famine are

fora-the most part based upon an entire

ignorance of details, and are therefore quite

erroneous. We all know that the motor

car, both for pleasure and business pur

poses, has come to stay, and consequently

it is a question of the utmost importance

that there should be no lack of supply in its

fuel. The motor industry is extending at a

remarkable rate, and every day the demand

becomes greater, but I make bold to say

that in spite of the views held by alarmists,

the supply will always be found to more

than keep pace with the demand.

“As is well known, the material used for

- motor-ear spirit represents the lighest parts

of crude petroleum, and is received as a

first product upon submitting crude oil to

distillation' for the purpose of obtaining

illuminating and other oils. The product

‘. so received is known by a variety of names

gasolene, naphtha, benzine, and so forth—

' but whether it is produced in America or

Roumania, in Russia or Sumatra, it repre

sents a mixture of hydrocarbons with prac

tically the same chemical and physical prop

erties. The benzine sold upon the English

market has generally a specific gravity from

0.690 the lowest, to 0.715 the highest, some

being sold as imported into this country,

and some refined after importation.

“In order to illustrate the various quali

ties of benzine usually to be found in the

market, I give here the results of investiga

tions made recently with a number of sam

ples of American, Sumatra and doubly re

fined Sumatra spirit in order to determine

their characteristics with regard to vapor

ization. This, of course, is very largely in

fluenced by the temperature. In the case'

of the American oil, the percentages varied

from 2.34 per cent. of spirit of .643 specific

at temperatures up to 50 degrees centigrade,

to 6.20 per cent of spirit of a specific gravity

of .750 from 110 to 120 degrees centigrade,

or well over the boiling point. In the case

of the Sumatra oil, this gave a minimum of

3.34 per cent. by weight of spirit of .650

specific gravity at the lower temperature

and 6.92 per cent. of .775 specific gravity at

the higher, while with the doubly refined

Sumatra this was almost doubled at the

lower temperature, viz:; 6 per cent by

weight; the specific gravity was low, not

exceeding .648, and 7.42 per cent. of .743

specific gravity at 100 to 110 degrees cen

tigrade, and above this the percentage

dropped off sharply to 3.36 per cent. of

spirit of a specific gravity of .751. The

amount of residue varied little in the case

of the American and Sumatra, being 6.02

and 6.92 respectively, but with the double

refined the Sumatra was reduced to 2.50

per cent. Where the amount of loss was

concerned there was little difference, this

being 3.20, 2.98 and 2.92 per cent., respect

ively, in the order named.

“Thus it will be seen that, although in

two of the spirits their country of origin is

entirely different, their boiling points and

specific gravities, especially in the lower

fractions, are similar, the difference being

only shown in the fractions which boil

above 100 degrees C., where the American

benzine fractions are lighter than those in

the Sumatra spirit. The same applies to

benzine of a similar specific gravity from

Russia and Roumania. From experiments

conducted by me a few months ago, I came

to the conclusion that the chief guide in

estimating the suitability of benzine for

motor cars is not to be found in its specific

gravity, but in the range of boiling points

at which the various constituents of the

benzine vaporize. Naturally the higher the

percentage of fractions contained in the

benzine with high boilng points, the more

difficult will be the formation of the ex

plosive gases in the cylinder. If we take

this as a guide to the supply of fuel for

motor car purposes, then I can immediately

state that the quantity of such hydrocarbons

available for that purpose is absolutely un—

limited. If, however, the existing preju

dices are to prevail in the minds of motor

ists, and in the future they still cling to a

spirit with a certain specific gravity as in

dicative of its usefulness for their cars,

then, of course, certain sources of supply

will have to be excluded.

“Therefore, in giving the following de

tails of the production of crude oil in the

various countries of the world I shall in

dicate such crude oils which are available

in case the old standard of quality from

the view of specific gravity is applied, and

then I shall show the sources of supply

which are at the disposal of the motorist

if he will only adopt as his standard the

principle of judging the boiling points

which are found from science and practice

to be the only real standard which can be

laid down.

“The world’s total production of crude

oil last year may be taken approximately at

26,800,000 tons, but had a normal state of

affairs been ruling in Russia, then the total

figures would have exceeded 30,000,000 tons.

Of this quantity, some 17,000,000 tons came

from America, Russia coming second with

her 6,500,000 tons, instead of her average

10,000,000 tons. Sumatra, Java and Borneo

collectively produced 1,200,000 tons, Galicia

800,000 tons, Roumania 600,000 tons, India

465,000 tons, and the other countries about

350,000 tons.

“Now taking America, the chief sources

for the supply of crude oil for the manu

facture of benzine are the fields of Penn

sylvania, which include the territories of

West Virginia; but we must also add to the

chief benzine producing States the newly

discovered fields of Kansas and Indian

Territory. Practically two-thirds of Amer

ica's production is from the Texas and

California fields, but this oil, being of a

heavy character, is unsuitable for benzine
manufacturers. I

“Following upon America, we have the

Far Eastern fields, and although the pro

duction of crude oil is proportionately small

the percentage of benzine in Sumatra oil

is very high, and so we can take it at least

25 per cent. of the total crude oil production

is benzine. Roumania and Galicia between

them are responsible for about 150,000 tons

of benzine, but in these countries develop

ments upon a real business-like basis have

only recently commenced.

“In speaking of Russia, until the present

time there has only been one available

source of supply, Grosny, which represents

about 700,000 tons per year, and from which

crude oil about 70,000 tons of benzine are

obtained. Thus far, no benzine has been

exported from the Baku district, where the

chief production of Russian oil is centered.

This has been due to the fact that the

existing railway line has scarcely been sufii—

cient for the purpose of exporting the il

luminating and lubricating as well as other

oils, but now the opening of the new pipe

line from Baku to the port of Bautoum, will

release quite a large number of tank oil

wagons which have hitherto been used for

the carriage of illuminating oil, and thus

these will be available for transporting

benzine. The crude oil of Baku consists

of two classes—that from the Balachany

Romany-Saboontchi district, or about 60

per cent. of the total yield, and that from

the newly developed district of Bibi Aibat.

The oils from the former district contain

only a small percentage of benzine, but

those from Bibi Aibat are rich in the ben
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zine fractions, and from 200,000 to 300,000

tons of benzine could be exported annually.

Therefore it is easy to see that even if the

motorist choses to have a benzine of a cer—

tain specific gravity, and takes no notice of

the boiling points of the fractions, the

world's supply is approximately 1,000,000

tons per annum, this including 300,000 tons

from Pennsylvania and the Far Eastern

fields respectively, 150,000 tons from Ron

mania and Galicia combined, and 250,000

tons from Bibi Aibat.

“But should the motorist recognize that

the proper standard from which to judge

the suitability of benzine is from the boiling

points of the various fractions, then the

supply of motor spirit can be considerably

augmented. A large supply could be ob

tained from the fields of Borneo, and this

would be found upon application to be as

good as any other, while we could also add

a heavy spirit from the American oils (ex

cluding Pennsylvania) and Russian oils (ex

cluding those from Bibi Aibat). This ad

ditional supply which I would most con

servatively place at 500,000 tons, would

bring the total yield up to 1,500,000 tons

per annum.

“From the point of view of consumption

it is very difficult to obtain accurate statis

tics. We do know, however, that the three

great consuming countries in Europe (or I

could say in the world)—Germany, France

and England—consumed between them

200,000 tons for the past twelve months,

Germany taking 110,000 tons, England

60,000 tons, and France 30,000 tons, and con

sequently at the outside the whole of Eur

ope only consumed during 1905 about 250,—

000 tons of motor spirit. Compare this

with the available supply, and with what

could be produced if only the motorist

would carefully consider the question as to

the suitability of benzines, and we see how

unreasonable it is to argue or in any way

suggest that we are shortly to face a famine

in motor spirit.

“This, I know, has mainly been brought

about by the fact that quite recently the

price of motor spirit advanced, and now

placed at a price which does not mean con

tinual loss all round, as was the case pre

viously when it was in some instances more

advantageous to burn the spirit upon the

fields than to go to the expense of market—

ing it. '

“If motorists really wish to obtain the

spirit at a cheaper price, or to make this

possible in the long run, then they would

be well advised to direct their attention

to fighting the absolutely unnecessary and

absurd restrictions which are now placed

upon the transit of the article. Famine, at

all events, is out of the question."

A Garage for Churchgoers.

An automobile garage figures promi

nently in the plans of a new $150,000 edifice

to be erected by the congregation of the

First and Second Presbyterian Churches

in Cincinnati, Ohio. The new church will

contain a well equipped garage for use of

wealthy parishioners.

NOVEL FORM OF RADIATOR

A Device Which Draws Heat from Circu

lating Water Through Sealed Pipe.

What appears to be the most novel form

of radiator ever used in connection with

the automobile motor, is to be installed on

a new line of English gasolene ’busses—

the Critchley-Norris, that are just making

their debut on the other side.

posed of a central tank into which hot

It is com
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water discharges and from the lower part

of which it re-enters the circulating system.

Extending from this tank on both sides

and tilting upward at a slight angle are two

banks of tubes the inner ends of which pro~

ject clear across the interior of the tank as

will be plain from the accompanying sec

tional sketch of the complete radiator.

These tubes, each of which is an indepen

dent unit, are hermetically sealed at both
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ends and contain nothing but a small quan

tity of alcohol and a little rarified air, as

the tube is exhausted to a certain degree

by means of a vacuum pump after the alco

hol has been introduced.

Their outwardly projecting ends are fit—

ted with coils of tubing of small bore for

dissipating the heat rapidly to the atmos

phere, and the alcohol serves the purpose

of very quickly transmitting the heat from

the circulating water to the tubes. The lat

ter are termed “kitchen” tubes and a better

idea of their construction may be had from

the detailed sketch showing the manner of

coiling the small tubing around its foun

dation.

 

' In Case of Fire on the Car.

Although where a due amount of caution

in the handling of naked flame is exercised,

there is very little danger of fire occurring

in motor cars, still there is always a slight

element of risk, and on this account all

heavy touring cars such as are provided

with elaborate bodies might well be pro

vided with small portable extinguishers

such as might be used with good effect on

the upper structure. In case of fire in the

carburetter, the gasolene supply tap should

be closed at once. When this has been

done, the entire contents of the float cham

ber may be consumed without doing any

damage at all, provided that the adjacent

portions of the machine are kept from ig

niting, which is not difficult in many cases.

If the use of sand, a leather gauntlet or

woolen rug fails to extinguish the flame.

or in case the supply cannot be cut off, th:

best method of procedure is to run, and no

fast.

Liquidated the “Wash Account"

“It seems to be the pleasure and delight

of many owners—wealthy owners, of course

-—to get ‘chesty’ about the large sums of

money the car is costing and the varioru

improvements that have been made since

its purchase," remarked an upper Broadway

garage man, the other day. “Sometimes

however, you run across one who doe

object. The other day two or three owners

were in here waiting for their cars tobt

rubbed dry after a bath, when one said hi

didn’t object seriously to the first cost.

but he does hate to be paying out a dollar

here, two dollars there and sometinr~

thrice that amount somewhere else. “Eve-’5'

time I come into this place,’ he remarkré.

‘it costs me something, but this one we

I shall get out without a cent, for my w

does not need any fixing.’ Before he lei!

the garage, however, he went to the sink

and proceeded to wash his hands, and 15

he was leaving the floorman asked if ht

had used any soap in performing the lblfl'

tion. ‘What difference does that make? lit

asked in surprise. ‘Well,’ said the man who

kept the books, ‘I did not know whether to

charge you with just one plain wash or in

extra one.’ After the laughter had Sub

sided the owner took all hands to lhi

nearest corner and wiped the ‘wash accourl‘

off the books with the contents of seven

bottles."

Fay Heads Altoona's Club.

Altoona, Pa., now has an automoblk

club, which is officially designated 85 Fl"

Blair County Automobile Club, format?“

taking place last week with twenty'm"

charter members. These officers We"

elected: President, R. H. Fay; secrets-ii."

L. C. Wolife; treasurer, Dr. 0. H.5chac1

fer; trustees, J. Emory Shute, Frank Cr<a~

mer and George Rudisill.

Chaufieurs’ Club Adopts Wage Smite

Although at the time Of its organiflfif'n

it was succintly stated that the New york

Professional Chauffeurs’ Club would “0‘ b'

a labor organization, such seems t0 1" Wt

the case. The local organization out

last week that it harl fixed on a mum“

wage scale of $25 a week for its numb“

-dl
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NATURAL WOOD FINISH

How the Best Effects May be Secured in

this Style of Body.

 

“Indications as observed at the automo

bile shows point to the fact that natural

wood finished vehicles are attaining no in

considerable measure of popularity," says

Carriage Monthly. “The general effect was

especially cosey and inviting, even in a mid

winter display, where color schemes were

subject to all sorts of variations as a means

of impressing observers. Of course, the

fundamental necessity in natural wood fin

ish is getting the grain under permanent

subjection; first, by complete and thorough

filling of the wood with a mineral paste

filler, and second, coating upon this filled

surface with a foundation of varnish strong

and solid enough to hold the face of the

wood in a fixed position.

“The chief failure in this sort of a finish

is, first of all, a failure to properly fill the

wood. The application of wood filler and

the wiping of it from the surface is not a

sure promise of a rightly started job, for

the filling may prove a rank failure once

the varnish is in place to photograph the

imperfections of the wood structure. The

amount of filling must be determined by

the grain and general cell structure of the

wood. Some woods with an unusually close,

compactly knit cell and grain structure will

fill up completely at one filling, or one ap—

plication of the filler, whereas another piece

or number of pieces, require two applica

tions of filler. Admittedly much depends

upon the skill of the workman, and his dex

terity as a mixer of the filler, and upon his

judgment and discretion, but, upon the

whole, the proposition holds good that the

amount of filling required depends very

largely upon the grain and cell structure of

the wood.

“Most of the latter day filling is done

with a paste filler with a mineral base, be

cause it is known that a mineral filler is

indestructible, both in its physical compo—

sition and in its power for retaining its first

or original transparent property, which

property, let us note in passing, is the su

preme virtue, among many, that makes a

mineral filler the first choice in modern

wood filling practices.

“The corn starch and other soft fillers,

popular years ago, and still, no doubt, used

to some extent by vehicle painters unac—

quainted with the latest developments in

the wood finisher’s art, are possessed of

the disadvantage of changing color as time

goes on, and of shrinking, the latter fault

giving the finish an impoverished appear—

ance. Such conditions were commonly met

with upon surfaces filled with corn starch,

and they were seldom, if ever, remedied,

short of scraping the finish entirely off,

sand-papering the surface down close and

deep, and then refilling and refinishing.

“The mineral filler to-day recognized

among expert finishers as superior to all

others is that form of silex which permits

grinding into the finest kind of needle

shaped fragments. In making a filler it is im—

portant to consider that only enough pure

refined raw linseed oil should be used to fur

nish the material with a proper finder. In

other words, a minimum of oil consistent

with the necessary finding properties of

the pigment is a prime desideratum, and for

this reason: Oil darkens with age, and in

case of moderately light woods this dark

ening process would result in clouding and

staining the finish.

“Probably the formula that meets with

greatest favor consists of ground silex, any

quantity, and one part each of refined raw

linseed oil bleached, pale drying japan, and

turpentine. Add in these proportions to

the silex to the extent of producing a stiff

paste, which should then be run through

the shop mill to obtain a smooth, fine mix

ture of all the ingredients.

“A good, workable filler should set in

about 20 minutes, and when in condition to

‘rub off,’ it will have a dull, whiting~likc

appearance; with a decidedly fiat look that

is unmistakable. The best rubbing-off ma

terial is flax or hemp tow, this material

being soft and not given to tearing the

filler out of the grain of the wood, as does

' excelsior, and some other coarse substances

sometimes used for the purpose. Failure to

obtain a good job of filling is often due to

the workman’s haste to rub the filler off the

surface. The filler in a wet condition rubs

off easier, and at a less expenditure of time

and muscle, but it fills the wood very little.

“In the operations between the wood fill

ing and the finish there are many delicate

questions to be taken into account and held

in due respect. Cleanliness of the hands

and of the person, cleanliness of the coat—

ings, discoloration by the repeated coatings

of varnish, etc. And in case of automobile

bodies there are the large surfaces to be

worked over repeatedly, and still main

tained in a perfectly natural and unclouded

condition.

“The finish upon such work represents,

at the least, four coats of varnish—three

coats of rubbing and one of finishing var

nish. The striping upon natural wood fin

ish for auto work may be done very effect—

ively with two and three lines of red or of

aluminum, the latter being quite a favorite

in some quarters. But whatever the color

chosen, accuracy of lines is insisted upon

by connoisseurs."

Philadelphia Plans a Motor Car Line.

That Philadelphia will, by next autumn,

have on Broad and on Diamond streets, a

service of electric automobiles that will

compare favorably with similar service in

any city, is promised by the plans of the

Auto Transit Company, of Philadelphia,

which has just paid into the city treasury.

$4,000 for the right to run one year its first

complement of twenty vehicles. The com

pany started one vehicle on a test last year

as a sightseeing coach and as it covered

over 3,000 miles of city streets without one

cent's outlay for repairs, the ofificials are

sanguine of success in undertaking oppo

sition to the trolley lines. The motto of

“No seat, no fare," must be maintained as

each vehicle contains seating capacity for

thirty persons, and there is no ,room for

standing. The coaches are roomy, yet com

pact, designcd to serve the public want,

not only from a viewpoint of necessity, but

also of comfort and luxury.

Directory of the Automobile.

On glancing over the pages of Krausz’s

practical Automobile Dictionary, the reader

is quite likely to exclaim that it is just what

he has been looking for. Since its contents

include those terms which are most likely

to be met in glancing over foreign motoring

publications, and which are invariably used

in conversations either in French, German,

or English, where the automobile is under

discussion. Besides these, are included

pages of information of particular interest

to tourists, comprising the frontier regula

tions for foreign automobile travel, in many

different lands, a list of the American Con

sulates in Europe, a scale of the foreign

cable rates from New York, and a series of

comparative tables showing the relation of

the Metric and English systems of weights

and measures. The edition is pocket size,

measuring 4% by 6 inches, comprises 125

pages from cover to cover, and is nicely

printed and bound in cloth by Frederic A.

Stokes Company, New York.

Motor Car for Canadian Police.

Canada is reputed to have the most ef

fective body of guardians of the law known

to the world, in the shape of the Northwest

Mounted Police, who patrol the vast

stretches of wild country north and west of

Winnipeg. They are evidently determined

to maintain their prestige for a new Winton

Model K has just been acquired from the

Winnipeg agent, to replace some of the

horses. The only Winton to be had in the

whole northwest was the sample car in

the possion of the Dominion Automobile

Co., in Winnipeg, and as the latter city is

a long way from Cleveland, the agent con

sidered it the better part of discretion to

hold on to his demonstrating car, but the

police department was equally determined

to have the car and finally made such an

alluring offer that it was not long in chang—

ing owners.

Resort to Automobiles.

Failing in their attempts to secure a

trolley line in Rahway avenue between the

cities of Rahway and Elizabeth, N. J., a

company of citizens living along that street

have organized a company that will be in

corporated to operate an electric or gaso

lene omnibus line between the Elizabeth

depot and the depot in Rahway and from

there to Carteret. The promoters of the

company are George Bauer and John Wy

nans, who are interested in other transpor

tation lines.
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Hunting Party Returning After a Day of Successful Sport.

  

There are a few things in which the auto

mobile has proved of greater value than as

an aid to the sportsman. It provides the

means of reaching distant hunting grounds

and returning the same day with a maxi

Leavitt's Stair-Climbing Stunt.

Hill climbing is the crucial test of any

car's powers and the Reo touring car hav

ing mastered every other bump in that

city of hills—San Francisco, which is

famed for the steepness of its grades, I. W.

Leavitt, who handles the Rec line at the

Golden Gate, .felt confident that there was

nothing in the way of a climb that the car

could not mount and accordingly set about

proving it by undertaking the now time

honored stair-climbing stunt. The flight

leading from Fulton street to Alamo Square

was selected as the scene of operations and

with G. B. \Voodward at the wheel, one of

the Leavitt selling forces, the car tackled

the forty steps that are reputed to rise

at an angle equivalent to a 35 percent grade.

The first half of the flight proving no ob

stacle whatever to the progress, the driver

gained confidence and made the last half

faster. But the return trip proved more of

a sensation for the spectators than did the

ascent. Turning the car around at the top

the descent was undertaken without a mo

mum of comfort, and throws open to the

man whose time for such pastimes is lim

ited, an opportunity to reach fields that

would otherwise be closed to him. How

successful and enjoyable such a trip can be

L

ment's delay and although a judicious use

of the brakes kept the car from “shooting

the chutes” or taking the forty steps at a

bound, the down trip was made in a frac

tion of the time required to run up the

grade. Neither the Reo nor its driver were

any worse for wear after the performance

and Mr. Leavitt is now of the opinion that

nothing short of a tree represents the limit

of its climbing powers.

The Latest Automobile Romance.

“Foundlingism” is a word coined abroad

to represent the latest crime to be laid at

the door of the automobile. It has been

accused of increasing the tobacco chewing

habit, spreading the brown tail moth, figur

ing in elopements and the divorce court,

aiding smugglers and burglars and—the list

may be continued indefinitely. The occur

rence upon which this latest accusation is

founded hails from a little town in Ger

many. A car drove up to the door of the

principal hotel and the driver entered carry

ing a basket. After having absorbed the

made is strikingly evidenced by the accom

panying photograph of a Pope-Toledo

hunting party and their spoils. The sports

men betray no evidence of having had 3“

arduous day.

desired refreshments, he hurriedly left and

drove off at top speed. The presence 0!

the basket was observed at just about t!"

same time and the landlord rushed out to

inform the motorist of his oversight. bu:

his only reward was a swiftly vaniihll“;

cloud of dust. The “oversight” was a El"

baby with $2,000 in banknotes pinned to Iii

clothing together with an unsigned letter

promising a similar amount two years later

The newcomer and her roll was turned 0"er

to a gamekeeper to whom one more 01‘1‘55

did not make a great difference.

Herreshofi~ Designs a Wind Shield

101m B. Herreshofi, of Bristol, R. Lb!“

known as the designer of racing yachtS, ll“

applied a feature of steamboat construct“-m

to the automobile, in the form of a 6‘1"“!

glass wind shield resembling a pilot boll“

window. In addition to providing 3 5_“"

face that presents a great deal less "351%

ance to the wind, the curved form is 53'

to afford much better protection than [in

ordinary flat sheet of glass.
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MOTOR RATING BY FORMULA

Dugald Clerk Points out a Fallacy—How

Variables Afieet the Problem.

In view of the spreading belief that rat

ing cars by the cylinder capacity of their

motors will prove to be the means of ac

curately classifying machines in contests,

a paper by Dugald Clerk—the dean of

authorities on the internal combustion en

gine,'read before the Automobile Club of

Great Britain recently is extremely inter

esting. He points out the fallacy of such_

a condition and shows why it is impossible

to rely upon any one factor in determining

the capacity.of an engine.

“The rating of an engine's power by

means of cylinder dimensions is no new

problem," said Mr. Clerk. “It arose imme

diately upon the perfection of the steam en

gine by James Watt, and it produced a

series of more or less divergent rules, be

ginning about the end of the eighteenth

century and terminating some twenty years

ago. These rules were all intended to give

the power of a steam engine directly from

the cylinder dimensions. The power given

by rule was long known as the nominal

power of the engine, and steam engines

used to be sold as so many horsepower

nominal, capable or working up to some

fabulous power, generally three times, and

sometimes six times, the nominal power.

In Bourne on the Steam Engine, in the

1872 edition, I find the rule given for nom

inal power of a low pressure engine of

James \Vatt construction:——- ‘Rule: Multiply

the square of the diameter of the cylinder

in inches by the cube root of the stroke in

feet, and divide the product by 47. The

quotient is the nominal horsepower of the

engine.’ Bourne informs us that the as

sumed pressure in computing nominal

power of the low pressure engine is 7 if). on

the square inch, and that the piston speed

varies with the length of the stroke from

160 feet to 256 feet per minute, 160 feet a

minute being common with a 2 foot stroke,

and 256 feet a minute with an 8 foot stroke.

Two rules were given; one was in use for

low pressure engines and another for high

pressure. For the high pressure rule 21

pounds per square inch upon the piston

was the accepted figure.

"No doubt in the early days of the steam

engine these rules gave close approximation

to the actual power of the engine; but the

progress of experience and invention so

greatly changed the conditions that-before

the practically final disappearance of the

term ‘nominal,’ the power of the engine. as

l have said, was generally three times the

nominal, and sometimes six. This concep

tion of nominal horsepower was a great an

noyance for many years to the engineering

World. It introduced an artificial term

which had no relationship with actuality,

and the matters were further confused when

indicated horsepower and brake horsepower

began to be used, as well as nominal horse

power. I hope that in the case of the inter

nal combustion motor no rigid rules may

be formulated, tending to impede progress,

and prevent engine designers varying pro

portions and dimensions of their engines in

any way which they may think best adapted

to secure improved results. Personally, I

fear it is impossible to devise a rating rule

which will enable one to accurately esti

mate the power of any engine from cylin

der dimensions only. To obtain any such

accurate rule would require uniformity of

mean pressures, cylinder proportions, piston

speeds, and engine revolutions, which would

only tend, in my view, to impede progress

rather than assist it.

“In order to consider the matter with you.

I have had certain tests made—some by my

partner, Mr. Adam, sdme by myself—by the

\Volseley Company and by the Daimler

Company. From these various tests I have

prepared a table which gives results from

ten gasolene engines and one three-cylinder

gas engine. For the sake of completeness

I have included in these particulars the re

sults stated by Dr. Watson in his recent

paper here. His engine, however, may be

taken as experimental, as the piston speed

is much lower than that usually adopted by

makers for the market. I have arranged

mean pressure under two columns. In the

one case the mean pressure given is the

exact equivalent of the brake horsepower,

without any allowance for friction; that is,

it is that proportion of the mean pressure

upon the piston which is really delivered

from the engine in brake horsepower. The

second and mean pressure column gives the

‘ mean pressure upon the piston, assuming

the mechanical efficiency of each engine to

be .8. The last column gives the piston

speed. The power and cylinder dimension

columns are self—explanatory. It will be

observed that the cylinder dimensions in

the gasolene engines vary from 3% inches

diameter by 4 inch stroke as the minimum

to 71/3 inch diameter by 6 inch stroke; and

that the mean pressure equivalent to brake

horsepower varies from 61 as the minimum

to 81 as the miximum. The highest mean

pressure actually exerted on the piston is

101.5 lb. per square inch, and the lowest

76.4. \Vith pressures varying so much

as this it is obvious that no rule could be

given depending on cylinder dimensions

only, which would estimate even with ap

proximate accuracy, the power to be given

by two engines. Two engines of exactly

the same cylinder dimensions, with this

variation in mean pressure, would vary as

much as 25 per cent. in rated power. Judg

ing, however, from these numbers, it ap

pears to me that it would he very near

the truth to say that a gasolene engine of

first-class construction should give a brake

equivalent of about 70 lb. per square inch

mean pressure upon the piston.

Looking now at piston speeds, the en

gines from 6 horsepower to 15 horsepower,

excepting Dr. \Vatson’s experimental en

gine, vary from 750 feet to 800 feet piston

speed per minute. It might then be con

sidered with some justice that the piston

speed of a good engine varying from 6

horsepower to 15 horsepower could be

taken at 800 feet per minute. The piston

speed of the more powerful engines ap

pears to vary more; from the 28 horsepower

Humber to 60 horsepower Mercedes it va.'

ies from 862.5 to 1,350 feet. A piston

speed, however, of 1,000 feet per minute

appears to be very near the mark for all

engines except racers. From these tests

I would suggest that for all petrol engines

power might be calculated on the assump

tion of a brake equivalent of 70 pounds per

square inch on the area of the cylinder, and

for engines up to 12 horsepower piston

speed 800 feet per 'minute, and over 12

horsepower 1,000 feet‘ piston speed per

minute. A rule based on these assumptions

would be of the form

D2 X N

C

where D is the diameter, N is the number

of cylinders. and C is a constant. The con

stant will be different for engines up to

12 horsepower and engines above 12 horse

power'. It is true that such a formula is

not really what one would call scientific,

because it takes no note of the fact that

higher piston speeds can be attained with

longer than with short strokes. Mr. Rem

ington, of the VVolseley Company, has pro

posed a formula at Birmingham, which is

D2. 3’5 . N

C

where D is diameter, S is stroke, N num

zer of cylinders, and C. a constant. This

formula takes account of the fact that, from

various causes. possible piston speed does

not increase with longer stroke. Curiously

enough, this formula is exactly that given

by Bourne in 1872 as used for low-pressure

engines of VVatt’s type.

“It would, it is true, be more satisfactory,

and certainly more scientific, if one could

suggest a formula which would include all

the main factors determining power. Un

fortuiately, but little is as yet known as to

some of these factors: Take, for example,

the question of mean pressure. This de

pends—

“(ll Upon ratio of compression in the

cylinder;

“(2) Upon flame temperature of the

mixture;

“(3) Upon temperature of the charge be

fore compression;

“(4l Upon cooling surface and

utation of the cooling surface: and

“(5) Upon the time of exposure.

“All these things vary in every

The effect of some of the factors is well

known; others are by no means under

stood. The law of the change of mean

pressure with the compression is accurately

know_n. The change is proportional to the

change of efficiency, and this has been de

termined with some accuracy by :1 Com

mittee of the Institution of Civil Engineers

on the Thermodynamic Standard for Inter

nal Combustion Motors. Although the

config

engine.
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change of mean pressure with increasing

compression can be accurately calculated,

yet this does not exhaust the matter. The

question of pre-ignition comes in, and

makes it in many cases impossible to pre

dict what will occur in the absence of direct

experiment. The question of flame tem

perature also is pretty well understood, and

it is known that too rich a mixture with

too high a flame temperature tends to pro

duce loss of economy and trouble in run

ning. The question of charge weight is

also understood, both from a mechanical

point of view, requiring large and free inlet

valve areas, and from the physical point

of view, of heating the mixtures during en

tering. The exact effect, however, of sur

face and the shape of the surface is very

little understood, although the time element

can be accurately calculated. From this it

will be seen that the question of mean

pressure alone is a very complex one, so

complex that experiment is the only safe

guide. -

“\Vith regard to the other important fac

tor of power, that is, piston speed; broadly,

the conditions arising with increased piston

speeds are clearly understood. The limit

comes from undue inertia strains. In many

large gas engines the work of pulling up

the piston at the end of each stroke pro

duces pressures on the crank pin almost as

high as the explosion itself. It is difficult

to predict any limit to piston speed with

reasonable accuracy, because it depends so

much upon weight of reciprocating parts,

strength of material used, length of stroke.

and so on. Altogether, it seems to me

hopeless to expect to get any really accur

ate formula in our present state of knova

edge. It is quite possible, however. to ob

tain more accurate information than we

have at present. It must be borne in mind

that mean pressures vary very much, but

that 70 pounds per square inch on the pis

ton, as brake equivalent is not far out from

the ordinary result. The brake power at

which many engines are rated seems to

vary within wide limits, partly, I think, be

cause many makers are content with a few

minutes’ run upon the brake at full load.

I would suggest that all full. load brake

tests be made for at least five hours, with

the water leaving the cylinders at a tem

perature of not less than 70 degrees C., and

that the full brake load be given as the

power to be gotten from the engine under

these conditions. A few minutes' brake test

is very misleading.”

Where the Horse Gave Way.

“_Iim Key has come and gone and the

next great attraction at the auditorium will

he the automobile show,” says an Omaha

paper. Jim happens to be an equine of

unusual intelligence that has been behind

the footlights for a number of years. It

is literally a case of the horse giving away

to the automobile in this instance.

 

Scranton (Pa) motorists are complaining

because the small boys are stealing tags off

cars.

AN AUXILIARY AIR DEVICE

_The Piston Superseded by a Spring Ar

rangement in a New Carburetter.

Ever since the principle of providing ad

ditional air for the carburetter as the de

mands of the motor varied, has become

firmly established, the majority, if not all,
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of the compensating devices created to ac—

complish this purpose, have taken the form

of a piston or similar device actuated by

the vacuum set up in the mixing chamber

through the cfl'ect of the increased suction

of the engine at high speeds. This is the

  

FIG. 2.

case to such an extent that the piston type

of auxiliary air device has practically be

come an established practice, particularly

abroad. A distinct departure from this

form has, however, been made by an Amer

ican, Charles T. Gaither, of Youngstown,

O.. and the carburetter invented by the lat

ter is now being placed on the market by

the Gaither Owen Co., 138 \Yest 38th,

street, New York.

From the accompanying sectional eleva

tion of the carburetter it will be noted that

the latter is of the concentric float type, air

being admitted at a central opening directly

beneath the spray. So far as the float cham

ber and the spray nozzle are concerned.

current practice has been followed, but sur

rounding the nozzle will be seen a coiled

spring of peculiar form, the latter being

shown more clearly in the separate illus‘

tration. The large end of this spring com

pletely fills the bottom of the mixing cham

her to which it is attached, while the small

end is on a level with the outlet of the noz

zle. Each turn of the coil sets closely

against its neighbor, so that normally no

air can pass through the spring except at

the small outlet at its upper end. The coil

is slightly less than two inches in diameter

at the base and the upper opening is a little

more than half an inch, experiment havin;y

demonstrated this form to be the most

et’fective. The wire itself is of steel. cop

per plated to prevent corrosion and is about

l-16 of an inch in diameter.

The size of the upper opening has been

calculated to supply the engine at normal

speeds and when the latter are exceeded.

the greater suction set up causes a partial

vacuum above the spring with a conse

quently increased atmospheric pressure be

neath it. This causes the different windings

of the spring to separate and allow air t-r

pass between them, and it will be apparent

that a very slight- stretching of the spring

in the manner outlined will provide a com

paratively large amount of extra air owing

to the great area of the opening that results

when all of the coils separate. This secures

an automatic compensating action without

the employment of any moving parts in the

sense of one part sliding on another as is

customary and is claimed by the makers to

be positive and effective.

As will be noted at the upper left hand

side of the mixing chamber an auxiliary air

device on the same principle is provided

The needle valve controlling the fuel sup~

ply is adjusted in the usual manner while

the float controllling screw permits of rais

ing or lowering the level of the gasolene at

the mouth of the nozzle. The throttle is a

simple disk as shown.

Sand and Blankets to Subdue Fire.

“'henever there is necessity of handlina

or storing any highly inflamible liquid such

as gasolene, there is always a fire risk. no

matter how carefully guarded the contain

ers and method of use may be. Obviously.

since this is the case, the means taken to

prevent conflagrations should be extended

as well as a means of limiting their speed.

once they have started. To this end, every

garage should be provided with several

pails of dry sand, conveniently located. as

well as an equipment of chemical extin~

guishers, and where possible, several heavy

blankets such as are made for horse cloth

ing, should be hung upon the walls where

they can be caught up and spread over

burning objects, to smother the flames

Means should also be at hand to thoroughly

wet them when in use.

 

J.
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FEEDING POPULAR INTEREST

What Publicity Affects and how its Effect

iveness may be Increased.

Apparently there is absolutely no limit

to the scope and variety of method taken

by the successful advertising man. New

ideas in the advertising line are constantly

being brought forth and followed out or

past up as the case may be with kaleidos

copic variety. The science, as such has

been characterized most astutely as the true

business lever, but just as any lever loses

its advantage of position and grip if the

properly required amount of pressure is

not brought to bear upon it at the right

time, and all the time until its object has

been accomplished, even so the wisely cast

advertising method must be followed up,

or it fails of its purpose and goes down on

the debit side of the account. Moreover,

just as it requires a great many blows de

livered by a hammer to complete the forg

ing of another such implement, so the tool

which is to be used in welding public opin

ion into such shape that it will yield to the

opportunities held out to it by the maker

and the dealer must be wrought out by a

process similar in its persistency, which is

best handled from the vantage point of the

trade press.

Hence, the persistent reiteration of the

principles and merits of consistent and per

sistent advertising, in the columns of the

weekly organs of the industry. Says a

writer in the Bicycling News and Motor

Review:

“Reviewing these things from an unbiased

standpoint, we are bound to conclude that

persistent and broadcast advertising is the

very water without which the tree of life

cannot bear much fruit. And it should be

done, not to the trade only, but to the pub

lic as well; for doubtless it will be obvious

to all wideawake persons that there are

thousands of people who have already de

:ided to purchase a bicycle, but have not

yet decided, have not even the least idea

what particular machine to have, but are

:asting about and reading up everything

.hey come across relating to cycles.

a a a s a a s a s a

“If my observation is clear, I believe

here are some manufacturers who place

.00 much confidence in a name that has

)een made some ten to twenty years ago.

at good name is one of the brightest lights

0 prosperity that any firm can possibly

rave, but however good it may be, or has

>een, it is much easier lost than gained, and

herefore ought to be backed up by quality

n every machine that bears it, and, above

.11, ‘well advertised,’ as this is doubtless

he very best fuel to keep its light still

hining, otherwise it will'most certainly be

ome dim, and finally burn itself out alto—

{ethen Its value having then reached its

owest point, it is often sold for a mere

trifle, it may be to honest men, but most

likely to a lot of speculative rogues, who in

their lust for gain make a counterfeit and

pass it of? as the genuine article, deceiving

those both inside and outside the house so

cleverly that one is brought to doubt

whether or not there is really anything in a

name, and thus the really good becomes

singed by the superficial influence of the

bad, to the great and lasting disadvantage

of a struggling and honest industry. Thus

we get another good reason why the genu

inely good makers should more broadly and -

loudly blow their trumpets, until they al

most make a person feel he is on a good

bicycle, when, in fact, he is simply reading

about it. Do not sit quietly in your arm

chair trying to make yourself think the

agent is the cause because you are not

selling enough machines. There has always

been too much of this. Create a demand,

both by advertising and quality; for it must

be admitted that it is the manufacturer's

right and place to do this, and the agent’s

place to sell that for which there is a de

mand, for it must be recognized that an

agent, if he knows his business, buys on

the very same principle as the manufac

turer himself, namely, that which is best

value for money. Unsaleable goods are as

useless to him as bad material is to the

manufacturer. If goods he buys turn out

faulty, his business suffers in consequence,

thus leaving him no alternative but to cut

the makers or lost his trade. This is no

idle talk, for the writer himself, through

faulty material supplied, has been obliged

to withdraw his support from several prom

inent and well-known firms in the trade.

These people are generally the loudest in

their cry and they cannot get proper repre

sentation, when the real facts are that they

are slowly but surely committing suicide.

“One good and up-to-date form of adver

tising that I believe would pay good mak

ers to adopt, would be to have some good

matter composed, and either sung or spoken

on to some records and supplied with every

machine sold, or otherwise a few supplied

each agent, to be used only in his depot,

where a phonograph might be kept. This

plan would not only work well for the time

being, but it would act as a better lever

still for the year following, because thous

ands of people would hear the records dur

ing the following winter and coming spring.

One thing about this is, that it would not

be wasted, as the articles would be useful,

amusing, inexpensive and lasting. The

greatest responsibility regarding results

would rest on the composition, but in any

case it' could be made one of the best and

most up-to-date advertisements of the pres

ent age."

Charleston’s Up-to-Date Fire Fighters.

One of the first of the Olds two-cycle

cars to reach the South will enter the em

ploy of the Charleston, S. C.. fire depart—

ment. It will be equipped with two Bab

cock fire extinguishers and will be used ,

by the chief of the department.

WHY JAPAN HAS FEW CARS

A Trio of Curious Reasons, all Centering on

Governmental Disapproval.

 

 

“Lack of governmental co-operation is

one of the chief reasons why automobiles

are not coming into popular favor more

rapidly in Japan,” said Mr. Andrews, senior

partner of the firm of Andrew & George,

of Yokahama, who is now in this country

on his periodical buying trip. “Further than

that, I might add that the Japanese gov

ernment is discouraging the introduction

of the mechanically propelled vehicle, and

the reason for its so doing are several."

“In the first place the roads of Japan are

poor and narrow. They were built only

wide enough to allow the passage of two

jinrikishas, which is the popular or at least

the national vehicle of that country. The

jinrikisha is a light two-wheeled carriage,

and has been used since the first political

revolution in 1868, so it is not an easy mat

ter to supplant them with motor vehicles.

Though as far as traditions and customs are

concerned I think the almost universal use

of automobiles could be accomplished were

it not for the abominably narrow roads.

The highways were built for jinrikishas

and would only be wide enough for one

automobile. Complications immediately

would arise should one car meet another

going in the opposite direction. Nearly all

the roads would have to be reconstructed

before the automobile became a popular

ized method of travel and this would entail

an expense which the Japanese government

is not yet ready to bear.

“Then, too, the bridges, of which there

are many, are not strong enough to bear

the weight of an automobile. When they

were built automobiles were almost un

heard of and to put up substantial bridges

would necessitate considerable additional

expense.

“In Japan," laughingly continued Mr. An

drews, “the question of race suicide is not

causing the potentates to lose any sleep.

In fact, there are almost, it seems, a million

children to every family and their play

ground has been, is now, and seems always

destined to be the street. The government

opines that if automobiles become preva

lent one-half of the kingdom will become

depopulated. Be that as it may, I think

that Japan will in time remove the existing

barriers and by ofi‘icial recognition and use

give an impetus to the use of motor vehicles

in that country."

Date Fixed for New Orleans Show.

New Orleans, La, will have its first auto

mobile show in May, the week of May 14

19 inclusive, having been fixed as the date.

The exhibition will be held in Auditorium

Hall. Major W. Stewart, 50 West 37th

street, New York City, is arranging details.
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The Week’s Patents.

816,396. Bearing-Spring for Motor-Vehi

cles. Thomas G. Stevens, Greenhithe, Eng

land. Filed Dec. 17, 1904. Serial No.

237,306: '

Claim.——1. In a motor-car, a spring sup

porting-frame interposed between the car

body and axle, comprising toggle levers or

links connected to the car-frame and to

the axle, helical springs connected at their

outer ends to the central pivots or middle

joints of the toggles, and means connected

with the inner ends of the springs to elon

gate the springs on either side of the vehi—

cle separately, substantially as described.

816,401. Change-Speed Gear. Josef Thann

heimer, Detroit, Mich, assignor of one-half

to John Anderson, Detroit, Mich. Filed

Sept. 18, 1905. Serial No. 278,888.

Claim.—1. In a change-speed gear, in

combination with a plurality of parallel

shafts, disks carried thereby and in the

same plane, gears carried by said shafts, a

driven shaft, gears mounted thereupon and

adapted to be actuated by the gears on

both of said first-mentioned shafts, and

friction-wheels in contact with each side

of said disks, substantially as described.

816,464. Engine. William Heckert, Find

lay, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Henry

W. Seny, Toledo. Ohio. Filed Oct. 4, 1904.

Serial No. 227,168.

Claim.-—1. An engine comprising, in

combination, a plurality of longitudinally

arranged cylinders whose working pistons

are impelled in opposite directions by action

of combustible gas on one side and steam

on the other side, means controlling the

admission, ignition and exhaust of gas for

the proper times for the different pistons, a

water-chamber surrounding the cylinders

and having a surmounting steam-dome, and

a valve working in said steam-chest con

trolling the admission and exhaust of steam

alt the proper times for the different cylin

ers.

814,472.

John F. Johnson, Chester. Pa.

19, 1904. Serial No. 229.134.

Claim.—In ignition mechanism with an

engine, of a sparker, induction apparatus

having a secondary circuit including the

sparker, a source of electrical energy hav

ing a primary circuit that includes ~said

induction apparatus, a switch for the sec

ondary circuit including an element alter

nately movable in reverse directions, a

switch for the primary circuit including an

element alternatelv movable in reverse

directions, a device for operating the

switches to successively close the second

ary and primary switches in the order

named and open the same in reverse order,

and an eccentric driven by the engine to

effect the necessary movements of said

device.

816,477. Carbureter. George W. Kellogg,

Rochester, N. Y. Filed Feb. 3, 1905. Serial

No. 243,690.

Claim.—-1.

Sparking Ignition Mechanism.

Filed Oct.

In combination a main casing

having air-inlet ports, a fuel-supply pipe. a

fuel-regulating valve, the valve-casing hav

ing a fuel-admission port regulable by said

valve. a fuel-distributing cup-valve having

lateral ports to communicate with said ad

mission-port, and an air-distributor having

a plurality of perforations and situated be

tween the air and fuel inlets and extending

above and below the ports of said fuel

distributing cup-valve, wherehv the fuel is

distributed in the midst of distributer air.

816.549. Gas Engine. William Heckert,

Findlay, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

Henry W. Senv Toledo, Ohio. Original

application filed June 13, 1902, Serial No.

111,537. Divided and this application filed

May 18, 1903. Serial No. 157,608.

Claini.—l. In a gas—engine, the combi

nation with the cylinder and its working

piston, of the hollow cylinder-head consti

tuting an annular generating-chamber adja

cent immediately to and encircled by the

explosion chamber of the cylinder, means

for introducing oil or explosive-rendering

material into said generating-chamber, a

mixing-chamber on the cylinder head hav

ing a port for admitting gas thereinto from

said generating-chamber and having com

munication with an air-supply, a distinct

passage leading from said mixing-chamber

through the generating-chamber into the

explosion-chamber, and a valve controlling

admission of explosive mixture to said pas

sage adapted to open on the suction-stroke

of the piston.

816,620. Automobile Turn-Table. Ed

ward A. Turner, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug.

7, 1905. Serial No. 272,960.

Claim.--l. A turn-table for automobiles

and the like comprising a rotatable water

shedding wash-platform with a pit adapted

to receive and collect such water, a dis

charge connection leading from the pit and

suitable devices on which the table is

mounted above and in association with the

pit.

816,639. Speedometer. James H. Bullard,

Springfield, Mass. Filed Dec. 30, 1904.

Serial No. 239,001.

Claim.—1. In an instrument of the class

described, the combination with a suitable

power mechanism, of a record-disk rotating

continuously at-rninute-hand speed and re

ceiving during its rotation the record of

successive occurrences, and a time-dial _hav

ing a partial rotary movement _at periods,

said time-dial. being arranged in comple

mental relatiom to the record-disk on the

same side or face of the instrument.

816,666. Wheel for Automobile. Charles

B. Kimball, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Mar.

13. 1905. Serial No. 249,716.

Claim.—-—l. A wheel provided with tubu

lar spokes and a fixed rim about the outer

ends of said spokes having right-angled

sides, in combination with a time consisting

of a series of separate segments confined

within the sides of said rim and provided

with stems mounted in said spokes and lat

erally—projecting portions along their sides

overlapped and engaged by said rims.

816,687. Pneumatic or Elastic Spring for

Vehicles. William H. Staats, Cohoes, N. Y.

Filed Sept. 28, 1905. Serial No. 280,493.

Claim.-—1. A pneumatic vehicle-spring,

comprising a cup mounted on the vehicle

axle, a relatively movable cap surmounting

said cup, a hanger, two inwardly-channelled,

elongated collars encircling said axle, one

at each side of said cup, and disposed be

tween and formed integrally wtth_opposite

sides of said cap and the ends of said hanger

respectively, packing arranged _in the chan

nels in said collars and a cushion arranged

between and compressed by said cup and

cap.

816,696. Mechanism for Vehicle Lanterns.

W'illiam B. White, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed

February 27, 1904. Serial No. 195.649.

Claim.-—1. The combination of vehicle

wheels, manually-operated means for

changing the aiigularity of the same. a

lantern-bracket connected with said means,

a support for said bracket carried by the

vehicle-body and fixed relativelv to the

same. said bracket embracing said support

on two sides and connected to the same by

a pivotal bolt, whereby the angularity of

said wheels and said bracket mav be varied

concurrently.

816,798.'Roller-Bearing. VVilliam Houlds

worth, Manchester, England. Filed Mar.

7, 1905. Serial No. 248,819.

Claim.—1. A roller-bearing for shaii=

or axles consisting of a ring or sleeve for

the shaft or axle, an outer shell or larger

diameter, a ring of rollers arranged in the

space between such sleeve and shell which

form the roller-race, a portion of the rollers

passing loosely through the washers, col

lars on such projecting rollers bearing

against the washers and by means of which

the washers can be brought into contact

with the ends of the sleeve and shell form

mg the roller'race, substantially as de

scribed.

816.817. Valve-Controlling Liechanism

for Gas Engines. Henry J. Podlesak, Chi

cago, Ill., assignor to International Har

vester Company, a corporation of New Jer

sey. Filed Oct. 22, 1904. Serial No. 229,518.

Claime—‘l. In a gas engine, the combi

nation_of inlet and exhaust ports and valves

operating to open and close said ports al

ternately, means for operating said exhaust

port valve, _means unconnected with said

valve-operating means for holding the inlet

valve positively closed, said means adapte:

to engage With and be directly controlled

by the exhaust—valve in moving toward its

seat.

816,846. Carbureter forPetroleum Motors

Ferdinand Charron and Leonce Girardot

Paris, France. Filed Mar. 22, 1902. Semi

No. 99,415.

Claim—l. A jet or spray carbureter ior

petroleum motors, comprising a carburatic-r.

chamber to which leads the nozzle or petrof

outlet. nozzle and_which is connected by

one Side to the air-inlet pipe and by the

other side to. the combustible mixture nui~

l_et pipe leading to the motor. in combina

tion with an iris diaphragm arranged acre-sa

the air-stream issurng section in the plane

of the orifice of the nozzle. a rotating c3?

inder which controls the blades of the dia

phragm and which is provided with win

dows for the outlet of the combustible mix

ture,_a plate _which keeps said cylinder in

position and insures a Joint on its circum

ference and a controlling-lever secured to

the cylinder outstde of the carbureter, sub—

stantially as and for the purpose set forth

816.884. Detachable Pneumatic Tll'c.

Charles S. Scott, Cadiz, Ohio, assignor. by

mense assignments, to The Goodyear Tir:

and Rubber Company. Filed Mar. 23. 191.15

Renewed Mar. 5, 190. Serial No. 304,264.

Claim:—1. 'I:he combination of a vehicle—

wheel rim_ having a depressod groove net.

its detaching edge, an annular. inextensthe

detachable, rim-flange, having an inner dia»

meter which permits its ready passage over

the outer edge of the groove and sprung

into the groove to form an abutment for

the rim-flange, substantially as described.

816.889. Flexible Tire. Albert V. Sticlie

len, Gand, Belgium. Filed Dec. 16, 1904

Serial No. 237,118.

_ Claim.-—l. hon-inflated tire compris

ing a cover, a lining for said cover, resilient

or spring means_for nlacmg said cover un'

der tenSion, said lining having annular

pockets therein and elastically-extensible

material contained in said pockets and ar

ranged to be put under tension by saE-l

resilient or spring means.

816,906. Clutch. Gustave E. Franquist.

New York. N. Y. Filed June 1, 1905. Serial

No. 263,305.

Claim.—1. A clutch comprising a drivin.
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and driven part, a sleeve slidably arranged

within the latter and having a cam thereon,

an arm bearing against said cam for fric

tionally engaging said parts together, and

means for positively locking them together,

said means being successfully onerated by

continuous movement of said sleeve and

cam.

816,912. Dynamo-Magnetic-Power Trans

mission Device. ]ohn O. Heinze, In, Low

ell, Mass. Filed Apr. 17; 1905. Serial No.

255,921.

C1aim.—A driving-shaft; a driven shaft;

a multipolar field, and an internal—slotted

armature; one shaft being fixed to the field,

and the other shaft fixed to the armature;

commutator-segments fixed to and elec

trically connected with the armature-coils;

a multiplicity of brushes to engage these

segments, each brush being fixed to the

field and between its adjacent pole-pieces;

and electrical connections, whereby the

windings of the armature are short-circuited

through the brushes of the commutator, and

the windings on the pole—pieces of the field,

and poles are formed in the armature at

the brushes, each pole of the armature

attracting one and repelling the other, of

its adjacent poles of the field and causing

the field to move in the same direction as

does the armature.

816,935. Steerint.r Mechanism for Motor

Vehicles. Charles M. I. Petiet, Villeneuve

la Garenne, France, assignor to Societe

Anonyme des Automobiles Aires, Ville

neuve la Garanne, France. Filed Dec. 8,

1904. Serial No. 235,939.

Claim.—1. A steering mechanism includ—

ing in combination a rocking shaft, a pair

of members bearing on opposite sides of

said shaft respectively, each of said mem—

bers having a complete screw-thread, the

thread of one being in the opopsite direction

to the thread of the other, a third member

having two screw-threads corresponding

respectively to the threads upon the first

two members, for pressing said members

alternately forward, and threaded means for

taking up play by adjusting the third mem

ber toward the shaft.

816,990. Sparking Igniter for Gasolene

Engines. John C. McLachlan, Toronto,

Canada. Filed Oct. 31, 1904. Serial No.

230,871.

Claim.—-l. In an electric igniter, the com

bination with the movable electrode having

the actuating-arm adapted to have free

movement in one wav. of the sparker-bar

provided with a contacting end adapted to

engage with the arm, the crank-wheel suit

ably driven and connected to the sparker

bar, a supplemental sleeve through which

the sparker-bar extends provided with a

guiding-bracket, a bearing-block located in

the guiding-bracket and provided with an

upwardly extending stem projecting

through the top of same, a spring between

the bearing block and the upper end of the

bracket, a pin extending between the bear

ing-block and the sleeve and means for

supporting the pin as and for the purpose

specified.

817,051. Carbureter for Explosive Motors

and Engines. Herman C. Domali, Oshkosh,

VVis. Filed Mar. 10, 1905. Serial No.

249,417.

Claim.—1. A carbureter, comprising a

casing provided with inner and outer walls,

said casin provided with a central, mixing

of vaporizmg chamber, said casing provided

with a water-jacket formed between said

inner and outer walls, said casing provided

with a reservoir formed upon the outer wall

intermediate its ends, a cross-pipe integral

with said casing and communicating with

the reservoir, a valve positioned within said

pipe, a priming~cap depending from said

pipe, said pipe provided with an outlv‘

formed above said cup, a movable posi

tioned upon said casing and normally clos

ing said outlet, and a primer for moving

said valve.

817,066. Pneumatic Tire. Sidney Hun

ter, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Sept. 21, 1905.

Serial No. 279,435.

Claim.—A pneumatic tire comprising an

inner rubber section, an outer rubber sec

tion composed of an outer metal sheath en

circling the inner section and embracing

the outer portion of its peripheral surface,

elastic extensions secured to the edgesof

the sheath, and suitable lacing for uniting

the extensions and_drawing them tightly

about the inner section, substantially as set

forth.

817,104. Igniter for Internal-Combustion

Engines. Arthur R. Curtiss, Golden, Colo.

Filed Apr. 10, 1905. Serial No. 254,866.

Claim.—l. In an igniting device for ex

' plosive or internal-combustion engines, the

combination of two electrodes, one sta

tionary and the other movable, the movable

electrode consisting of a plunger, connec

tions for passing the electric current

through the electrodes when they are in

contact, a weak spring acting on one elec

trode to normally separate the electrodes,

and an electrode-actuating lever, a second

spring mounted on the lev.er and through

which the latter acts to close the electrodes,

the last-named spring also acting on the

lever to effect a separation of the electrides

and simultaneously reacting on an electrode

to hold the two electrodes in contact until

the instant of separation.

817,124. Ball-Bearing. Fritz Loefler,

New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1903.

Serial No. 169,965.

Claim—1. In a thrust-bearing, a rota—

table cage, a series of main balls therein,

a series of ball-tracks in said cage, and a

series of smaller balls in said bill-tracks

contacting with said main balls.

817,125. Means for Blowing Automobile

Horns. George W. Lorrimer, Piqua, Ohio.

Filed Dec. 12, 1904. Serial No. 236,564.

C1aim.—An automobile-alarm embracing

the following elements: an air-Dump having

a cylinder open at both ends; two heads

therefor provided with longitudinal bolts

adapted to secure said heads firmly against

the ends of the cylinder, said heads being

provided with legs or extensions for secur

ing the pump in place; a piston located

within the cylinder and secured at the ap

proximate center of a plunger one end of

which extends through one cylinder-head

and constitutes operating means for the

foot of the user, the other end thereof ex

tending through the opposite cylinder-head;

a spiral spring surrounding the latter por

tion of the plunger and resting one end

against the cylinder-head and the other

against the piston; an air-inlet in one cylin

der-head and air-outlets in the other; in

combination with a reed horn connected

to the cylinder by an outlet-pipe having a

ball-valve seated in a valve~seat connected

with the outlet—pipe and provided with ad

justable means for varying the flow of air

therethrough; together with a regulating

screw located also in the outlet-pipe, the ar

rangement being such that the reed of the

horn will vibrate for sudden pressure of

the piston and the loudness thereof may be

regulated as desired.

 

WANTS All] F011 SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words. cash with order.

In espltsls. 25 cents per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

WANTED—Your auto tires; don't throw them

away; we rebuild and do retreading; guar

anteed to last like new; less than one-third the cost

of new casings. MEYER RUBBER VULCAN

IZING WORKS, Anderson, Ind.

 

FOR SALE—1905 Royal Tourist, royal blue,

fully equipped, victoria top, $2,500; National

24 h. p, driven only 600 miles, $2.ioo; National

24 h. p., black, red, running gear, $l,750; National

24 h. p, li,6oo; i905 Franklin, tilting front seat

touring car, red, fully equipped, tools, side hampers,

$1,000; Franklin runabout,green, red running gear,

fully equipped, $550. Above cars have been thor

oughly overhauled and will be repainted to suit pur

chaser. REYBURN MOTOR CAR CO., 5023-29

Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.

 

FOR SALE —\Vhite Steamers. A few 1903’s

overhauled and repainted at the factory, and

guaranteed in first~class mechanical condition; all

equipped with engine cutouts and other late im

provements ; $750 f. o. b. Marion, 0 C. C. STOLTZ,

Marion, 0.
 

$8 50—1904 WHITE STE AMER, with new

engine; thoroughly overhauled and

repainted; equipped with canopy top, side hampers

and extra rear seat; engine equipped with cutout;

hand by-pass on dash. KEYSTONE AUTOMO

BILE C0, 590545 Centre Ave, Pittsburg, Pa.

BARGAIN—Quality considered; [904 White

Steamerucondition first-class; looks neirly

new; used little; $loo extras included in price;

$1,050. AIL WILLSON, 103 Miler Ave , Colum

bus, Ohio.

OR SALE—Yale 1903 Touring Car; two

c linder; 12 horse power; good condition;

price, 0. C. G. BILL, Unionville, Conn.

OR SALE—Owing to a change in my plans,

I will sell my 1906 Packard touring car. Car

just recently delivered. Has never turned a wheel.

Address N. R. W., this office.
 

FOR SALE—1905 Ford Model F, side-entrance,

Cape cart top, gas, lamps, generator; etc.;

cost $1,350, run about 600 miles; bought 4~cy1inder

car and will take nearest check to 8800; make

offer. W. A. BLACKFORD, West Chester, Pa_

FOR SALE—8 H. P. engines for automobile

and marine use, $75; engines built to order

tom 8 to 40 H. P. at bottom prices; castings tor

8 H. P. 5x6 engines, $30. Apply with stamp, B.

W. RICHARDSON, Peoria Heights, Ill.
 

FOR SALE—Oldsmobile, bargain, with $50.00

worth of extras, had about one season’s serv

ice, guaranteed fine condition, and splendid running

order, for quick sale $350.00 cash; demonstrate to

satisfaction, best references. WM. 11. MASON,

Lock Box 69, Mt. Camel, Ill.

ANTED—SALES POSITION WITH

MANUFACTURER OR GARAGE

BY YOUNG MAN, 25 YEARS OF AGE.

GOOD SALES RECORD; ONE HOUSE

THREE YEARS. FACTORY EXPERI

ENCE. THOROUGHLY FAMILIAR

WITH THE GAS ENGINE AUTOMO—

BILE. AT PRESENT EMPLOYED.

OPEN FOR GOOD PROPOSITION;

CONFIDENTIAL. ADDRESS 2,, MOTOR

\NORLD.
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THE

Tunnrn Enorrss Souo TIRES
have proven their superiority on commercial vehicles

and have given satisfactory results.

Reduce 00st of Maintenance.

Sand and Water Gannot Game in Gontact With

Retaining Device.

Turner Method of Attachment Secure and

Rust-Proof.

 

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, C0nn., U.S.A.

Branch Houses—NEW YORK, BOSTON, PHTLADELPHIA, BUFFALO, CLEVELAND, DETROIT,

CHICAGO DENVER, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES.

  

 

 

Ool. Sprague’s New Folding Plate Glass Front.

SPRAOUE TOPS

 

I THE SPRAOUE IOEA I MADE THE SPRAOUE WAY

  

  

Practical-Durable, Handy, Handsome, Firm, Flnlshed.

Day or night it is what you want.

For frosty weather, for foggy nights.

You can see your way.

You can fold it down to let in the air.

You can fold it up to keep out the cold or bugs.

It is complete and practical—can’t rattle or annoy you.

Send for catalogue.

THE SPRAGUE UMBRELLA CO., Norwalk, 0.

HEINZE MOTOR CAR c6TL's'
Will increase the power of

your engine from 10 to 15°»~

Are the most thoroughly oun

structcd coils on the market

producing the hottest spark

and having the most rapid

vibrator.

I Are guaranteed against bunt

ing out.

Send for our complete catalog“

Snp. No. 12.

\ Manufactured by

lloinza Electric Company,

\ .. “4/1 Factory, LOWELL, MASS.

  

 

 

 

Automobile Forgings.
SPECIAL WORK TO YOUR DRAW'NC-S.

IRON, OPEN I'IEARTN OR NIOKEL

STEEL.

QUICK DELIVERY.

The Machinery Forging 100.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

 

  

 

 

1906
    

  

'fi-om Steer/Ba;
Ibfinishedthf

We Manufacture

Not Merely Assemble

A part of the contract sale of every “Acme” car is—

A YEAR’S ABSOLUTE BINDING GUARANTEE.

 

 
acrer moron cAR co., - Reading, Pa
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Equip your Motor

('Zars for the Season

lot 1906"

WITII

6&JImus
and obtain the highest de

gree of satisfaction with

greatest freedom from tire

trouble.

QNE QURE

WRI-IPPED TIRES,

VULQIINIZED IN OPEN STEAM

BETTER THAN 0THER TIRES

BUT 3651‘ NO MORE.

Write for catalog giving full information.

Rims branded in the channel with this topy

righted mark have been inspetted and pronounced

perfect. We guarantee our tires only on rims so

branded“

GaJIIRECo.
Indianapolis.

Depots :

Ghlcago Buffalo Detroit Gleveland

BOIIOII Denver San Francisco

Distributing Agents:

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats& 80., Portland

Ramsay-Hutchlns Rubber ('30.,

L0! Hngelea

 

  

 

  

 
  

 

TRE GABRIEL HORN .
From the tinkle of a bell to the discordant shriek of a

foghorn, noises of every sort have been employed as

warnings for the use of automobiles.

The warning blast from a GABRIEL HORN is thor

oughly efficient, yet its tones are so agreeable that it is

really a pleasure for a pedestrian to get out of your-road

when you ask him in the GABRIEL way. '

GABRIEL HORNS are made with two, three, four

and eight chimes.

They are blown by exhaust pressure, operated by a

foot lever, are out of your way, and as they have no bulbs,

tubes or reeds to get out of order, they are always ready

for ins.ant use.

FOSTER SllllllK-BRAKES
act as a cushion for your automobile on

the down thrust or recoil when you

run into a hole or overa bump in the

road.

They prevent a sudden drop or a

quick, spring-breaking and back

wrenching recoil.

FOSTER SHOCK BRAKES ab

solutely eliminate the vicious jar and

jolt occasioned by rough roads and

make riding an unalloyed pleasure,

reducing to a minimum the possibility

of injury to machinery and tires.

A set of FOSTER SHOCK

BRAKES costs $30.00 and you will

save their cost several times over In

a season by the saving in repair bills.

Then think of the comfort.

Sold by all live dealers. Catalog

for the asking.

GABRIEL HORN MFR. 00.

98l Hamilton St., Cleveland, Ohio
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1} 6‘SKIDD'0099$

For the Patent Bugaboo!

OTHERS WARN; WE PRbTecT.

While others may issue warnings, we issue guarantees of protection to all purchasers of

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Exhaust Horn.

PRICE, $12, including our new air regulator valve. .

This horn licensed to attach under U. S. Patent No. 783,784, coveming any horn blown by the exhaust from a gas engine.

Look for that patent number when you purchase. It’s a guarantee of protection from litigation.

 

OUR POLICY:

Full Protection to Purchasers, a Fair Price to All and Generous

Discounts to the Trade.

 

  

 

WE ALSO MAKE THE

   

 

           

 
I'v'

 

        

 

 
 

PATENT AI I'LIED FOR.

Air Regulator Valve.

Removes the discordant screech from any exhaust blown horn. FURNISHED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE ON

THE EXHAUST HORN. Price, ready for application to any other horn, $5.

f SOLD BY ENTERPRISING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR DIRECT BY THE MAKERS.

NEW JERSEY TUBE COMPANY,

gigghl‘simn 1894. NEWARK, NJ.

, 500,000.
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SATISFACTION

‘1; If you are satisfied with your

Motor Car—that is the best any

manufacturer can do for you.

(Lln fact his every effort is to

that end.

‘L If you are not satisfied—you

should see THE LOZIER

MOTOR CAR.

(LEvery Lozier owner is a satis

fied owner.

(L Join them.

Q35! 40, 60' H- Pu $41500, $55009

$7,000.

{We are now delivering 35 H. P.

and 40 H.P. Cars and booking

60 H. P.0rders for May.

‘LSend for Catalogue and a copy

of “ EXPERT TESTIMONY."

 

T H E L O Z I E R

MOTOR COMPANY

55TH STREET AND BROADWAY

N E W Y O R K C I T Y

(Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.)

 

AGENTS—MARTIN 8: HART, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HARRY FOSDICK COMPANY. BOSTON, MASS.

GEYLER & LEVY, CHICAGO, ILLS.

  

The Incomparable!

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 

 

  

 

ALL ROADS LOOK ALIKE TO

THE WHITE

The White, owing to the advantages inherent

in its unique system of generating and utilizing

steam as a motive power, will take you any

where at any time—it is a touring car in the

fullest sense of the term. If you own a White,

you need not wait until favorable weather and

the County Supervisors make the roads hard and

smooth, nor need you confine your touring to the

main highways. All the wild and beautiful spots

of Nature are accessible to the driver of a White.‘

regardless of road conditions. Buy a White and

see the country as you have never seen it before,

and as you cannot see it in any other way.

One other point of interest, the White, be

cause oi the simplicity of its mechanism, is par

ticularly adapted for the man who wishes to

drive and to take care of his own car.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE

WHITE $233.3 COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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MODEL BB. 4 H. P. $400

The lowest priced motor car in the world.

  

MODEL K. 16 H. P. $1600

MODEL M. 16 H. P. $1750

MODEL L. 16 H. P. $1750

MODEL N. 20 H. P $2000

MODEL R. 20 H. P $2250

 

 

 
 

Q,

T®' it All"; '1“? .

/-\ I 7 ~ 7 mm tigtw/

SOME ANTGES or’AlR-uioilil) ORIENTS.
I The Walthnm-Orient system of air-cooiin and perfect radiation not only insures a uniformly cool engine entirely free from overheating, but reduce:

weight by eliminating all plumbing, water )ac ets and water_supply, which permits of lighter proportionate construction throughout, embod ing the greatest

ossible concentration of energy and power and the utmost simplicity and accessibility of parts, reduces wear on motor and bearings, lengtgens life of tires,

increases elastimty _and rQonslveness oi car, allows of greater passenger capacity, reduces repair bills generally and permits of a car that will'take yo '

anywhere, at any time, over hilly or sandy roads, and bring you back without expert assistance, and with the least possible amount of jar and discomfort.

  

. i r,
\ " Y / ,- '

e iii-inine",

' Waltham-Orients are big in power, speed, strength and

size, big in everything except useless weight and cost of

maintenance.

The wide ran e of models from the Orient Buckboard

to the Touring odcl R. enables every man to select a

car at a price Within his means.

Send for our illustrated catalo ue which tells in detail

the Waltliam-Orient “Air-Cooled” tory. Good, live agents

wanted for Lll'lZlSSlgl'lCd territory; write for proposition.

' WALTHAi‘l riFo. c0..

Generll Office! ll'ld Factory:

Waltham, Mass.

Member! Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers. .1

 

  

xv‘

THE CITY DOCTOR . THE COUNTRY DOCTOR . $400$l600

 

 

 

  

Absolutely Accurate

At All Speeds

O matter how fast or how slow

you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

It is actuated by the same uni/tang!

able magnetism which makes the Mari

ner‘s Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful ma -

nelic indicator because there is just one way In

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have paler/led Ilia! way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for pennanenl reliability is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Regiltere Speed and Dietance)

It registers any speed from 5‘ mile to 60 miles per hour. '

it tells how far you have gone on the trip and gives total miles

traveled during the season.

It goes on the dashboard. where it can be read from the ml, and

fits any Automobile.

It‘s as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rack. It is unin

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it, and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter withln10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

[-10 0! If incorrect. Any man who can afford an automobile can

easily afford an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in In} poem.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. “Auto Pointers." Address .

The Warner Instrument Co., 8‘ Roosevelt SL, Beloit, Win.

lThe Auto-Meter is on sale by all flue-clam dealer: and at moatGm)
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WHY IS THE

ROYAL TOURIST
FAMOUS ?

  

  

ASK AN OWNER.

ROYAL
a,

  

“I!  

Model (1. $3500.00 40 H. P.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, Ohio.

c. A. DUERR & CO., New York, N. Y.; c. J. DUNHAM.

Mass.; THE MeDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chica 0,

ill. . w. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE & s P

PLY CO., Lim., Toronto, ()nt.- MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, 113.;

REYBURN MOTOR cAR 60.. St. Louis, in»; STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE co. imum . Pa.; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO co..

5 racuse, N. Y.; SOHOEFF'L co._ Rochester, N. v.; ROYAL

b OTOR CAR A ENCY, San Francisco. C .

Member A. L. A. M

lied“uni“le

AG E NTS:

Boston,
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The ficomaéile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.
Member Anociall'an of Linn-uni Autvvwbile Maw/“Mar:

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St. BOSTON, r5 Berkeley St. PHILADELPHIA, 149 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. “54 Michigan Ave.

  

 

 

 

Pioneer Steel Wheel and Universal Rim Manufacturers oi the World

Our Output of Detachable' Beadeims is Greater than

the entire Output of all other Makers Combined

Sole Makers of the HARTFORD umvensm‘mm

for numne AND euueuen TIRES *

Columbus, Ohio.

  

 

 

Automobiles

REPRESENT AMERICAN SUPREIMGY.
Gasolene; 18 H. P., 5 Passengers, $1,750. 24-28 H. P., 5

Passengers, 33,000. 40-45 H. P., 5 to 7 Passengers,

$4,500 to $5,500.

Electric : Runabout, $900. Victoria-Phaeton, $1,350.

Broughams, Hansoms, Landaulets, Delivery Wagons

  

and Trucks.

" Catalogues on request: also illustrated pamphlets, “ Fashioning A Crankshaft,"

" Columbia Chrome-nickel Steel," “ Transmission, Elc." “Consistent Difierences."

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, - - Hartford, Conn.
NEW YORK BRANCH—134436438 West 39th St. CHICAGO BRANCH—13324334 Michigan Ave.

BOSTON—Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., Trinity Place and Stanhope St. PHILADELPHIA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad St.

WASHINGTON—Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th & Ohio Ave.

M ‘ A ' a” of 1' ’ A ‘ “' llanuhcturen. 
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THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser. I

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches. ,

Main Office and Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N c H E s =

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MILWAUKEE—457459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

Repre-entatives in all leading cities.

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company ‘

. all
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AEROCAR ACQUIRES OWEN

Detroit’s Youngest Concern Springs a Sur

prise on Eastern Trade—Owen's Scope.

  

Alex. Y. Malcolmson's recent stay in

New York has been fully explained: Percy

Owen is now general Eastern sales man

ager of the Aerocar C0. Owen made the

change late last week and simple though

it may appear, few greater surprises have

been given the trade.

Practically from its inception, he

been manager of the \Vinton Motor Car

riage Co.'s New York branch and had come

to be looked upon as one of the perman

ent pillars of the Winth institution. None

suspected him of even harboring the idea of

a change. There is no gainsaying that

Owen is a distinct acquisition to the Aero

car stafi and one whose influence will be

felt. He has the experience, the. acquaint

anceship, the personality and the ability

that assures it, and as he will have a good

car. of which he will be able to make imme

diate deliveries, the fruits of his influence

should quickly ripen.

Owen will, of course. preside over the

new and elaborate Aerocar branch in New

York. at 75th street and Broadway, and will

also handle the Eastern business generally.

Incidentally, he has just invited a young

lady to preside over the Owen household

it is his intention to create and she has ac

cepted the invitation. The date of the wed

ding shortly will be announced.

  

Vehicle Equipment’s “Discrepancy.”

From a statement issued by the Creditors'

Protective Committee, it appears that the

liabilities of the bankrupt Vehicle Equip

ment Co. are upward of $1,400,000, while

the assets probably will realize less than

$100,000. The committee, which is com

posed of the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

the Hartford Rubber \Norks Co., the Na

tional Battery Co., the Electric Storage

Battery Co., and the American Hard Rub

ber Co., have called a meeting of the gen

eral creditors for April 24th. The statement

says the committee is determined to force

an explanation of the “extraordinary dis

crepancy” between assets and liabilities and

had -

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

to select a trustee who will be “free and

untrammeled and who will probe every cir

cumstance to the bottom."

 

Changes in the Fosdick Company.

Harry Fosdick has purchased the inter

ests of J. A. Dowling in the Harry Fosdick

Company, Boston, Mass, the deal also

bringing about the consolidation of interests

with Robbins Brothers, Orient agents in

Boston and Lynn. The officers now are as

follows: Harry Fosdick, president; L. D.

Robbins, treasurer, and A.'N. Robbins, see—

retary. The paid in capital is $25,000. On

May lst the Fosdick Co. will move into

their new retail department in the Motor

Mart, but the garage and repair business

will be continued on Stanhope street, as

at present.

Viqueot Closes its Doors.

The Viqucot Co., New York. has quietly

and fully liquidated its accounts and gone

out of business. This action was the direct

and not unexpected outgfi'owth of the failure

of the Vehicle Equipment Co., the l-lave

meycr interests being dominant in both

concerns. The Viqueot Co. was of com

paratively recent origin and was handling

the Viqueot car which is made in Paris in

a factory in which the Havemcyers are in

terested; it also had the American agency

for the Oleo spark plugs.

Fire Destroys a Fisk Branch.

The Fisk Rubber Company's San Fran

cisco branch was totally destroyed by fire

last week, but fortunately the company had

a large stock in its Los Angeles depot to

draw on to make good the loss. ' Large

shipments from the factory to San Fran

cisco are now on route so that the fire will

cause no delay in filling orders.

 

First Slice of Boston "Melon."

The 60 members of the Boston Automo

bile Dealers' Association received on Tues

day of this, week the first dividend of $450

a share, par value $10. from the profits of

the Boston show held last month. No state

ment of the profits has been given of the

Boston Show Association, which was the

promoting company.

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, April 19, 1906.

PROBING VEHICLE EQUIPMENT

Court Upsets Lease and Proceedings Bring

Out More Spicy Details—Millionaire

Havemeyer as a Merry “Goat.”

Further disclosures of an

nature were brought out at the continuation

interesting

of the hearing on the affairs of the defunct

Vehicle Equipment Co., United

States Commissioner R. P. Morle in Brook—

before

lyn, N. Y., on Thursday last. A rather

merry inquisition to which the millionaire

sugar refiner, \Villiam 1". Havemeyer, was

subjected, and the legal imbroglio in which

opposing counsel for the creditors found

themselves by the persistence of Henry A.

Rubino, being the features of the occasion.

Rubino, the

creditors, employed Standard Oil tactics in

representing petitioning

declining to answer every question put

to him with a view to bringing out the

fact that the bankruptcy had been brought

about by agreement with the petitioning

creditors, which was strongly implied by

the questioning of Abraham 1. Elkus, who

appeared for a portion of the creditors.

Mr. Rubino not only declined to answer.

but declined to give grounds for declining

to answer, and declined also to say why he

gave no grounds, in true H. ll. Rogers

style, so that it was finally left for

Judge Thomas to decide as to the

competence of the questions put, and

whether the witness should be compelled to

answer them. Another revelation was an

explanation why Charles Dewey, the puber

school principal who was appointed receiver

had not taken possession of the plant imme

diately upon qualifying. lt came out that

he had no power to do so while the lease

to the General Vehicle Co. remained in

force, his action. or lack of action, having

been taken with the advice and consent of

Judge Thomas. .\ttorney lilkus' questiom

insinuath broadly that the lease and the

petition in bankruptcy had been prepared

by the same "cooks" at about the same

time. ()n 'l'uesday last Judge Thomas

handed down an order declaring the lease

to the General Vehicle Company invalid
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and ordering the receiver to take posses

sion.

Such proceedings are not ordinarily

looked upon as occasions for mirth—in fact,

they are usually rather mournful affairs,

particularly for those who have to bear the

brunt of them, but the ordinary course of

things was totally reversed when William

F. Havemeyer was called as a witness.

Mr. Havemeyer was taken in hand by

Abraham Elkus, representing a portion of

the creditors, and said that he was the

father of Hector H. and Arthur Havemeyer,

officers of the Vehicle Equipment Co., the

whereabouts of whom are matters of con

siderable interest to the attorneys in the

case. Interrogated on this point, Mr. Have

meyer said that he had not seen either of

his sons since the Friday before. Pressed

for more particular information, he admit

ted that the only thing he knew concerning

their present place of sojourn was the fact

that “Hector is playing golf somewhere in

South Carolina."

Coming to the main issue the witness

said that he had never been connected with

the company except as a stockholder and

that he held probably 200 to 500 shares of

stock, and that he had had no transactions

or business with the company other than

loaning money to it.

“I do not know whether you would or

dinarily call that a business transaction or

not,” he added, and then said, good humor

edly, “It certainly was not in this case.”

“You must have considered it as a char

itable bequest," remarked the inquisitor.

Questioned as to when these "business"

transactions began the witness replied: “I

guess I began to loan money to them from

the very start; they got hard up and I let

them have the money.”

“I have never been an officer of the com

pany and I think I have loaned tbout $22,000

or $23,000,” he replied to further question

ing, “and the whole amount is still owing

without interest. I did not receive my Se

curity, bonds or unassigned accounts. but

think I have notes. They are not endorsed,"

were answers which caused his audience

to begin to smile.

The witness then testified to the owner

ship of $100,000 worth of bonds, which he

had acquired at 70; some when the com

pany was first incorporated and the remain

der about a year later; that he had known

nothing whatever about the bankruptcy ex

cept indirectly and that he had never

received a dollar in repayment of his loans.

And further, that he was an endorser on

the company’ notes to the extent of about

$150,000, which were held by various banks

and trust companies such as the Bank of

North America. the Corn Exchange Bank,

Van Norden and Knickerbocker Trust

Companies, of which the witness said he

was a director, with the exception of the

last named.

“Some of the notes were endorsed by me

at the request of my son and some at the

request of the directors of the company,"

he added, supplementing this a moment

later by statingthat Mr. Willcox, one of the

directors and New York's Postmaster, was

his son-in-law.

“I do not wish» to express any opinion as

to the value of my bonds,” was the first

answer of the witness on a new line of

questioning, which‘brought a visible smile

to the faces of all in the room, and none

more than the witness himself, who appar

ently enjoyed the proceedings as much as

those who had nothing at stake. “I sup

pose I bought the bonds at the request of

the directors," he concluded.

After interrogating the witness at some

length as to whether he had ever used his

influence in procuring credit for the com

pany from merchandise creditors, which

brought an answer in the negative, Mr.

Elkus asked Mr. Havemeyer:

“How did you come to loan all this

money and endorse notes to such an

amount as you say, without taking any
security?" I

“I have been wondering that very thing

myself ever since'I did it,” replied Mr.

Havemeyer, in a genuinely puzzled tone

that set his audience roaring, so drolly was

his answer delivered. “I was ‘easy’; that

was all.” .

'By dint of questioning, Mr. Elkus

brought out the fact that the bonds had

been given as security for the loans in the

ratio of two for one, so that Mr. Have

meyer admitted to, the ownership of no less

than $450,000 of ‘the' company’s bonds,

$370,000 of which he held as colatteral, and

the Knickerbocker Trust Co. held $120,000

worth for the same purpose. That he had

begun to loan money practically from the

start and had loaned money ever since up

to within' a short time ago, an advance of

$4,500 having been made only last January

on the security of an assigned account

against the California Auto Dispatch Co.

for $9,000. He said “he had put his foot

down and refused the company money a

dozen different times.” He had loaned this

money one day and got it back the next.

was the way in which he explained that he

did not consider'it a loan and had not

spoken of it previously. He had lent $2,000

more to ward off a persistent creditor even

later. -

“Yes, they invariably came to me when

hard up. I insisted upon good security, but

they always put me off with ‘you better

take bonds’ and I was the goat," was the

manner in which Mr. Havemeyer explained

how he came to be the “doughbag” for the

company. Mr. Havemeyer finally was ex

cused. after testifying to the fact that he

and all concerned__ ad made every effort

to save the compan ‘and that Mr. Edgar

and Mr. Perry, who were directors and

were also “General Electric" men, had done

likewise, also that he thought it was a "Gen

eral Electric proposition," by which he

meant that the company had been trying

to effect a reorganization as the Vehicle

Equipment Co., never had the capital it

needed."

William R, Willcox, New York’s Post

master, who was a director and counsel to

the bankrupt, was the chief witness at a

continuation of the hearing yesterday, but

almost three hours’ steady questioning by

George Comstock, representing Ranier &:

Co., and James N. Rosenberg, of James,

Schell & Elkus, representing the newly

formed Creditors’ Protective Association.

failed to bring out any definite informa

tion. Mr. Willcox said that Hector Haves

meyer had taken dinner with him on the

Sunday evening previous, but that he had

not seen him since. The hearing certainly

did nothing to clear up or relieve the situa—

tion, as at the close of his questioning Mr.

Comstock accused the witness and his fel

low directors of being parties to a conspir

acy to defraud creditors by entering into an

agreement to lease a concern that had long

been insolvent to one that had no financial

standing, and Henry Rubino made a counter

accusation that the opposing attorneys bad

willfully misconstrued his testimony at the

former hearing and were sending it out m

printed form in an attempt to control the

election of its trustee.

As the minutes of the directors' meeting!

were not at hand, a great deal of time was

wasted in asking questions as to what oc—

curred at those meetings, of which the wit

ness had but a hazy recollection. .\lr.

Rosenberg tried hard to make him admit

that the company had never been otherwim=

than insolvent from its very inception. but

the witness would not do so and declined

to answer any questions as what part he

played in the actual bankruptcy proceed

ings.

New York Dealers Elect Ofiicers.

At a meeting of the New York Automc»

bile Trade Association. held on Monday

evening last for the purpose of the annual

election of officers for the coming year.

election of officers for the coming

year. Percy Owen, now of the Aeroca.‘

Company. was elected president; Carl

Page, \Vhite Sewing Machine Co., first

vice-president, and C. F. Wyckot'f, Decan

ville Automobile Co., second vice-president.

while W. P. Kennedy was re-elected secre

tary and treasurer. It has been decided.

however, to separate these latter offices and

a special meeting shortly will be held for

the election of a treasurer. Mr. Owen was

the first president of the association. so

that he is not new to the duties of the ofl'ice

Churchill Succeeds Percy Owen.

C. W. Churchill, assistant manager of

the Cleveland branch of the Winton Motor

Carriage Company, has been appointed

manager of the Winton New York branch

house, to succeed Percy Owen, who re~

signed to go with the Aerocar Co. Church~

ill had just been appointed the “'inton

company’s Eastern supervisor when Mr.

Owen's resignation was received. so that

understanding the duties of his new office

will not involve as much of a change as

would otherwise have been the case.
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JAILED THE TWO JACKSONS

Illinois Victim Shows the Way to 'Reach

Second-hand “Sharks”—How they Worked.

When a few of the proprietors of so

called automobile companies and storage

houses that sell second-hand crocks to

“easy marks" are lodged behind the bars,

the legitimate second-hand business will be

in a much more healthy condition, and that

there is a way to reach the “sharks” an

Illinois jeweler has demonstrated.

Two of the ilk, Dwight E. and A. H.

Jackson, who were supposed to do a lawful

business at 313 Nicolett avenue, Minneapo—

lis, Minn., were last week fined $350 each

and sentenced to imprisonment for ninety

days in jail by Judge Morris, in the United

States District Court, in that city, for using

the government mails for fraudulent pur

poses. Their specific crime was defrauding

S. A. Crippe, a jeweler of La Place, 111., in

the connection with the sale of a second

hand machine.

According to information received in

New York, yesterday, an advertisement ap

peared in a trade paper last May offering

"a 1904 White steamer for $600,” half to

be sent on to bind the bargain and the bal

ance to be sent when the machine had been

delivered and had been tested by the pur

chaser. This advertisement was signd by

th “Advance Manufacturing Co., Minne

apolis."

H. H. Haynes, the Minneapolis agent for

White cars, noticed the wonderful induce

ment and scenting a fake because of the

low price, started in to investigate the offer.

After some difficulty he found that the

“Advance Mfg. Co.” consisted of the Jack

son brothers and two other persons who

carried their office in their card cases. The

machine in their possession was, it was

discovered, not a White, but a ramshackle,

home-made affair that had never run around

the block. The publisher of the paper was

notified of the fraudulent character of the

advertisement, and it was removed from

the paper—but too late, as it was afterwards

discovered.

At the end of June a letter was received

at the White factory in Cleveland from S.

A. Crippe, a jeweler, of La Place, 11]., re

questing an instruction book, as he “had

just bought a White car, which will arrive

to-morrow." A few days later Crippe wrote

again, saying: “I have been swindled. I

sent the Advance Manufacturing Company

$200 in prepayment and they sent me a

machine which in no respect resembles a

\Vhitc."

Thereupon the victim, in co-operation

with the White Company and Mr. Haynes,

undertook criminal proceedings against the

Advance Manufacturing Co., which resulted

in the imprisonment and fining of the Jack~

son brothers.

Rubber Goods Reduces Directorate.

At the annual meeting of the Rubber

Goods Manufacturing Co., held in Jersey

City last week, the membership of the

board of directors was reduced from fifteen

to nine. These were the directors re-elected,

Charles H. Dale, Ernest Hopkinson,

Charles A. Hunter, Frank W. Eddy, Arthur

L. Kelley and Samuel P. Colt. The new

members chosen were Anthony L. Brady.

Lester Leland and John J. \Vatson, Jr.

The directors who retired were Talbot

J. Taylor, Edward Lauterbach, Harry

Keene, C. J. Butler, M. J. Blanchard, H. O.

Smith, E. Coughlin, W. J. Courtney and

J. H. Cobb.

The report of President Dale for the

fiscal year ended March 31, shows an in

crease in the surplus over the preceding

year of $158,477. The sales of the company

were $17,662,453, an increase of $207,,768.

Douglas Andrews Down and Out.

Although Douglas Andrews is now en

tirely out of the New York company which

bears his name, the style the Douglas An

drews Co. will be_continued, but instead of

having the general sales agency for the

Berkshire car, its scope will be limited to

the metropolitan district. The officers of

the concern now are M. J. Mercer, president

and treasurer; F. V. VVhyland, secretary,

and C. S. Tate, manager. It was Andrews

personally and not the company who had

the sales agency for the Bliss car which last

week was transferred to F. C. Armstrong.

Andrews, who, previous to his entry into

the automobile business, was employed in a

Brooklyn telephone office, is now recuperat

ing outside, 0f\New York.

More Room for Shock Absorbers.

After May 1 the Hartford Suspension

Company will be located in its new build

ing at Broadway and Eighty-eighth street,

New York City, and the factory will be

moved from Hudson street to the corner of

Clarkson and West streets. This will give

three times the present amount of floor

space which, according to President E. V.

Hartford, will not be more than enough.

Solar Factory for New York.

In addition to the one in Kenosha, \Vis.,

there shortly will be a Solar lamp factory

in the East—in New York City, to be exact

R. H. Welles, treasurer of the Badger Brass

Mfg. Co., is now in New York and expects

to close negotiations for a plant before he

leaves.

Splitdorf to Open Uptown.

For the convenience of the uptown de

mand, C. F. Splitdorf, the well-known coil

maker, has taken the lease of the four-story

building at 1679 Broadway, of which be will

take possession May lst. A full stock of

Splitdorf coils and other ignition appur

tenances will be carried, of course.

BALTIMOREIANS AMBITIOUS

Dealers Incorporate an Exhibition Associa

tion and now Plan Weekly Racemeets.

A tangible result of Baltimore’s first auto

mobile show developed last week in the

formation and incorporation of the Mary

land Motor Exhibition Association, with

headquarters at room 501, Piper Building,

Baltimore. The association, which is for

the most part composed of tradesmen in

the Monumental City, will not 'egnfine its

labors to the limited field of holding an

automobile show once a year. In view of

the fact that the automobile racing fever

seems to have taken hold of Baltimore, the

satisfy the

craving for speed by holding automobile

new organization expects to

race meets once a week, and it now is con

sidering the selection of one of three tracks

under consideration. Many are favorable

to the idea, but there are those who point

to New York as an example and point out

the fact that weekly automobile race meets

in a city many times smaller than New

York. where the venture proved a failure,

would have the effect of killing a sport

which until now has been successful in that

city. The conservatives argue that race

meets held frequently, but not weekly,

would stimulate interest in automobile

track racing and not cause the Baltimorean

public to lose all interest in the sport.

The Maryland Motor Exhibition Associa

tion was incorporated for $1,200. The fol

lowing ofi‘icers were elected: President, B.

R. Johnson; vice-president, Howard W.

Gill; treasurer, A. S. Zell; secretary, E. L.

Buchanan; directors, the officers and Rob

ert J. Atkinson.

Why one Show Association Disbanded.

At a meeting held in Boston on Wednes

day night of last week, it was voted to

disband the Boston Show Association. The

association comprised a number of men

identified with the automobile industry that

acted in conjunction with the Boston Auto

mobile Dealers' Association in holding the

annual show in that city. As some of the

members have moved out of town, thereby

leaving the greater part of the work to be

done by those remaining, yet sharing

equally in the profits, it was decided to dis

solve. One of the officers of the association

stated that there might be a re-organization

later if it were found that the association

had not outliived its usefulness.

Rates Reduced on Tires for Western Points.

The efforts of the Fisk Rubber Co., act

 

ving for the tire manufacturers generally, to

obtain a reduction of rates on rubber tires

to Western points. has achieved results. To

Denver and all points common thereto and

to Salt Lake City and all points common

to that city, the rate has been lowered to

43% cents per hundred pounds, a very sub

stantial reduction. tonnage considered:
1
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SECURELY LOCKED

TO RIM

INSURINGPOSITIVESAFEIY
—THElR-—

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

HAVE GIVEN

l: | S K Tl R ES

WORLD-WIDE CELEBRITY,

These points of advantage, com

bined with Durability (insured

by the finest Quality and Work

manship) have caused there en

thusiastic endorsement by every

one of experience.

Note the Air Space

All above the Rim!

The Fisk Rubber Co.,

CHlCOPEE FALLS, MASS.

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

 

 

  

  

THE FISK RUBBER CO.

CADILLAC
smou: CYLINDER CARS

“A Dead One.”

Yes, That’s what some unscrupulous competitors (P) would have you think

But, let’s see. '

Up to and including March 3Ist, we had shipped since January lsi, 1"st

1,057 of these same single cylinder Cadillacs (these “dead ones ”). In fact'i"

but a very few of them were shipped since February 10th, some days running

over "40 cars (one complete automobile every fifteen minutes). (These “dud

ones ). H

Of the above, we shipped to one dealer in a large city where competition

is supposed to be strongest, 82 (of these “dead ones”). I. I

In the face of this output, we are over four hundred cars behind specification

dates, largely because so many of our dealers have increased their original 01' “5

———(On these “ dead ones, ” mind you.) I

We are already again increasing our facilities and commencing in AP"1

during the season will be turning out 50 or more cars per day (These " dead 00“

Our Catalogue tells all about them (The “ dead ones ").

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - - Detroit, Mich.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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Sitting the Chauffeurs.

\Vith mechanics, washers and telephone

boys graduating from the garages to a post

behind the wheel, schools, good, bad and in

different, turning them out like so much

grain flowing from a hopper and all other

sources of supply adding their quota, the

demand for competent chauffeurs was never

more pressing than at the present moment.

The average handy man who is quick to

acquire the knack of handling the steering

wheel and keeps his eyes and ears open,

picks up more than a sufficient smattering

4 f the rudiments of the game in the course

of less than thirty days to favorably im

press the uninitiatcd owner of a car with

the great depth of his knowledge and

ability.

a few weeks without anything serious hap

If he manages to run the car for

pening he gets a foothold in the good graces

of his employer that a far more experienced

and capable man sometimes proves unable

to win. Then again, sheer luck may guide

his awkward thumbs and ignorant hands

to just the spot to correct some trivial de

rangement that has caused the car to stop

  

momentarily and a few such occasions are

sufficient to establish his reputation.

A month at this and he is a full-fledged

chauffeur who considers it beneath him to

accept anything but the maximum wage,

and if his first employer, at whose expense

he has gained his meagre experience, is not

willing to stand for an advance, he backs

his cupful of knowledge with unlimited

bluff and usually wins out, by landing in a

better berth.

favored by fortune in serving an employer

It frequently happens that,

whose demands seldom keep the car long

away from the garage, such a driver may

find life behind the

round of pleasure, and undoubtedly there

wheel an unending

are scores of this very type who have little

or no difiiculty in obtaining and holding

positions. Many of them go on indefinitely

and by dint of pcrscvering application to

the tactics that brought them into the

game primarily, manage to become fully as

competent as the average chauffeur to be

found anywhere. Others, content to let

well enough alone, sooner or later meet

their Nemesis on the road in the shape of

simple repairs that are beyond their limited

knowledge to fathom and correct, or that

have been brought about by their neglect,

though

case where the owner is willing to pay the

the latter is not usually the

bills, as this type of driver takes pains to

see that his work is done by the garage at—

tendants.

It would take a volume to even attempt

to describc the thousand and one channels

through which men drift to the post of

chauffeur. Many whose first glimpse of, the

to them, totally foreign sphere, has first

been gained by loitering about a garage

have sooner or later found themselves

chauffeurs at a stipend far greater than any

they had ever hoped to command in other

lines.

What is the remedy?

wholly with the owner himself; as long as

people who buy cars are willing to entrust

the custody of their property to drivers of

whose antecedents or prior training they

are absolutely ignorant, that long will the

It lies almost

self-made and irresponsible type of chau

fcur continue to flourish. Vt’ere all motorists

as careful in employing men for such a po

sition as they are doing the same thing

where business is concerned, the chance

of the man who is a mere “butter-in" would

be slim indeed. He would be compelled to

work about a garage until he knew suffi

The reliable

keeper

cient to take care of a car.

school and conscientious garage

who will not recommend an incompetent,

always should be the motorist’s source of

supply when in doubt.

As for the dire prophecies of impending

evil to motoring generally through the con

stantly increasing influx of green drivers,

there need be little said. The situation is

akin to that which confronts every other

field of endeavor at an early period in its

history and nothing but the eliminating

processes worked by time will provide a

remedy. N0 revolutionary changes are to

be looked for one way or the other. Things

of this nature progress slowly and are

not to be hurried; in the fullness of time

conditions will have changed so completely

and yet so imperceptibly that many will

wonder what there was to be alarmed

about.

 

Status of the Touring Car.

That the modern motor car in its most

popular form, in the form which is most in

vogue, is one of the most wasteful and ex

pensive luxuries ever put before the man

of means under the guise of a medium of

pleasure and a source of uncounted benefits,

is a doctrine which is not likely to find

favur either with the manufacturer or with

the user as a class. Yet the undeniable

truth of the assertion stands forth in glar

ing simplicity, and is not to be contro

vertcd by even the most ardent enthusiast.

That it is so, is by no means the fault of

the builder, but rather that of the user him

self who has proved himself willing, cvcn

eager to subscribe for a form of amuse

ment which in its extravagance is almost

without parallel, in the world of recrea

tion. Moreover, since, as in the case of

certain food stufis, “there’s a reason,” there

need be no cause for immediate alarm to

the industry from the prevalent trend to

ward more elaborate and expensive forms

of motor car. But what may be its ultimate

effect, is only a matter of conjecture for

the wise man to ponder, and the iconoclast

to rant about.

As to the rcctitudc of the cry of extrava

gance, consider the case of the man who

uses his forty horsepower touring car to

go and come from his business in the city.

Perhaps he lives in the suburbs, or well up

town, and has to travel a distance of fifteen

miles, or even twenty-five miles and back

every day. For the purpose, he employs a

machine costing $5,000, and occasionally, he

carries with him a single friend. Besides

these two the car carries a mecanicicn,

whcse weicht must count with the weight
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of the machine, in considering the cost, and

hence, the total profitable load, may be

set down as being not over three hundred

and fifty pounds at the outside. To carry

this, the services of something like three

thousand pounds of manufactured material

are required. This material is the most ex—

pensive and perfect in structure which

money can buy, and into its manufacture,

have been put the best efforts of a large

force of men, all of them high-class me

chanics, and the most careful factory super

vision of which the mechanical arts are

capable. And yet this great mass of ma

terial capable of running at the rate of fifty

miles an hour, climbing hills, and travers

ing the roughest of country, is reduced, per

force, to an average of perhaps fifteen miles

an hour, and after having made one round

trip with its load, and one without it, must

lie idle for the greater part of the day.

On holidays, the program is varied by a run

of one or two hundred miles, but even with

this, the mileage in the week is so small

that balanced against the first cost, and the

cost of operation and up-keep, the load effi

ciency is pitifully low.

Of course, as it furnishes the most ad—

vantageous and pleasant means of getting

about, the vehicle put to such a use is not

lightly to be thrown aside, yet its position

from an economical standpoint, is not an

enviable one. The status of the touring

vehicle in its most popular form is hardly

more pleasing from the same point of

view. There, the load efficiency is some

what greater, and the element of cost, is

even less to be considered than in the first

instance, yet the tremendous superfluity of

material—essential to the last ounce, when

considered in detail, yet alarming extrava

gant when taken in the aggregate—is still

apparent.

That the same amount of work as is ac—

complished by the modern touring car,

might be accomplished at the expense of

moving a far less cumbersome and complex

machine, is apparent from the performance

of the-lighter weight cars which are in use

at the present time. That its accomplish

ment by‘a less pretentious assemblage of

parts, would be at a certain sacrifice of

luxury and expense of superlative finish,

also, goes without saying. And it is equally

true that the placing of the motor car on a

more economical basis, would result in its

becoming popularized to a degree which

might result in the lessening of its prestige

among certain of its present adherents. Yet

this is bound to come in the end in any

event through the process of cheap imita

tion and the installment plan of purchase.

Hence, it is taebe borne in mind that,

while nothing can dim the glory of the

traveling boudoir car of the day, or the

magnificent touring coach, with its com

forts and its speed, it is not grounded upon

a firm foundation, nor one which is likely to

endure for more than a few passing years.

The mechanically propelled vehicle has

come to stay, like the subway and the auto

matic vending machine, yet its most endur

ing form will be that which appeals to the

greatest number of people. The low priced

car may not be a thing of beauty nor a joy

forever, in prospect; it may not be a thing

easy to achieve; but it is to become the

backbone of a great industry. The twenty

thousand dollar limousine, is far more orna

mental, more to be desired, pleasanter to

ride in, and altogether a work of art, but

it is too much of a good thing to last in

definitely and ever must be the vehicle of

the classes.
 

 

It has apparently taken the professional

politician some time to realize that the

automobile might be made to serve-his pur

poses in ways other than as a butt for hos

tile but he

‘GErived" this spring, if the fact that two

legislation, seems to have

State legislatures at least, have attempted

to pass bills providing for “State automo

bile commissioners" or soft snaps under

other names. And a more open strike of

this kind than New York’s bill proposed by

Assemblyman Weber would be difficult

to find. of the

State‘s money for recording statistics of

kinds. Just

what is to happen to these valuable figures

He would spend some

automobile accidents of all

after they have been laboriously compiled

does not appear.

 
 

The “lady racer” is almost due to make

her annual appearance in competition with

men. Will the new A. A. A. Racing Board,

_l|ke its predecessor, sufier that sort of thing

to continue or will it wait, as the old board

waited, for an accident to occur, when out

raged public opinion will require that the

check be applied?

 
 

Scientists have always contended that the

odor of gasolene is fatal to Jersey’s chief

product, the mosquito. This is something

the anti-automobile legislature should keep

in 'mind when doing their best to drive the

car off New Jersey roads and raise. an im~

penetrable barrier to visiting motorists.

The Week's Incorporations.

Lansing, Mich.—-Rco Car Co., filed arti

cles changing its name to the Rec Motor

Car Works.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Lubek Automobile

Co., under Michigan laws, with $15,000 cap—

ital. Corporators not named. _

Philadelphia, Pa.—United States Motor

Vehicle Co., under Delaware laws, with

$100,000 capital. Corporators not named.

Tacoma, Wash—Tacoma Automobile

Co., under Washington laws, with $5,000

capital. Corporators—W. W. Pickerill, C.

N. Seeley and E. R. Wheeler.

Chicago, Ill.—VValden W. Shaw Co., un~

der Illinois laws, with $20,000 capital; to

make automobiles and accessories. Cor

porators—\Valden W. Shaw, Bronson Bux

ton and Jessie K. Shaw.

Camden, N. J.—Company 2 Motor Co.

under New Jersey laws, with $1,000,000 cap

ital; to manufacture and deal in motors of

all kinds. Corporators—J. Jenks. R. Ander

son and J. L. Rodgers, all of Camden.

Chicago, Ill.—Auto Rental and Repair

Co., under Illinois laws, with $2.500 capital;

to repair and rent automobiles. Corpora

tors—F. \V. Ritchey, J. E. Smeyd and H. A.

Pierce.

Chicago, lll.-—Darracq Motor Car Co..

under Illinois laws, with $5,000 capital; to

manufacture automobiles and accessories.

Corporators—Joseph B. McKeague, Hosea

W. Wells and Charles C. Stilwell.

Los Angeles, Cal.——Anti-Rubber Tire Co.

under California laws. with $30011!) cap

ital; to make leather automobile tires. Cor

porators—Charles R. Twitchell, James M.

Brennan and Charles Fuller Gates.

New York City. N. Y.—Hastings Motor

Car Supply Co., under New York laws, With

$1,000 capital; to deal in supplies. Cor

porators—E. S. Perat, G. J. Jackson and

Cornelius Gallagher, all of New York City.

Pittsburg, Pa.-—Fort Pitt Automobile Co.

under Pennsylvania laws, with $20,000 cap~

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators-—

John R. Stubbs, Thomas McGovern, A. I.

Crooke and James E. Glass, all of Pitts

burg. _

New York City, N. Y.-—Harvey Auto

Shop, under New York laws, with $5,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—C. H. O’Neill, \N. K. Hadley, J. IL

Murray, E. W. J. Taylor, of New York

City; L. Powers, Ossining, N. 'Y.

Baltimore, hid—Maryland Motor Exv

hibition Coz, under Maryland laws, with

$1,200 capital; to hold automobile shows

and automobile race meets. Corporators—

Howard W. Gill, A. S. Zell, E. L. Buch<

anon, B. R. Johnson and R. J. Atkinson.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Colonial Automobile Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $25.0» cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

Max Reinhold, of Milvale; Harry M. Mil

ler and D. M. Miller, of Pittsburg; Louis

M. Schaeffer,_of Halsville; and Lawrence

H. Kril, of Sharpsburg.
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HANDBOOK STATISTICS

Figures that Interestingly Illustrate Sev

eral Phases of the American Industry.

Q

With the issuing of hand books by both

the “licensed” and the “independent” asso

ciations this year, it has become possible to

easily compile some very interesting figures

regarding the number of models now being

placed on the American market by domes

tic builders, as well as their chief features

and selling prices. There are 52 manufac

turers altogether, in both associations, 3l

in the former and 21 in the latter, and be—

tween them there are now being offered no

less than 166 different types of American

Of this number the licensed

builders are responsible for 108 models and

built cars.

their independent competitors for the re

maining 58. The average price of the for

mer number is $3,600, and of the latter

$2,024, so that the average price of this

year’s American car taken as a whole is

$2,812.

“Licensed” figures range from $650 for

the Oldsmobile and Northern single cylin

der runabouts up to $18,000 for a 90 horse

power, four-cylinder Locomobile such as

was built for the Vanderbilt Cup Race last

year, and the buyer may pay almost any

thing he wishes between these two limits

or go even higher if he chooses. No less

than 26 different models in this category

list at $5,000 or more, the 60 horsepower

Matheson at $7,500 heading the touring car

type.

The Ford four-cylinder runabout at $500

naturally opens the ‘independent" list which

finds its maximum at $6,000 in the Austin

60 horsepower limousine, although the ma

jority of cars under this heading fall be

low $3,000 and not a few of them below

$2,000, this being well illustrated by the

fact that the general average for the entire

range of “independent” cars is but $24 over

the latter mark.

\Vhere the characteristics of the various

types turned out by the members of each

of the organizations are concerned, it is

curious to note how closely they compare

as a whole. For instance, there is but one

three-cylinder engine employed in each in—

stance, the Duryea in the “licensed” strong

hold and the Elmore in the “independent,”

while two manufacturers in each body are

turning out six-cylinder engines, the Frank

lin and Stevens-Duryea in the former and

the Ford and National in the latter. The

comparison may be carried even further

although there is a majority of three in the

“independent” ranks on the air-cooled prin

ciple, this being represented in the latter

instance by the Corbin, Frayer-Miller, Aero

car, Marion, Marmon and Premier cars,

while in the former the Franklin, Knox and

\Valtham models complete the list.

It goes without saying that the four

cylinder engine is the chief characteristic

of the bulk of the models in both lines,

there being no less than‘86 “licensed” cars

of this type, the remainder being made up

0f 13 two-cylinder and 9 single cylinder

types. Applying a similar classification to

the “independent” group the figures are 34,

16 and 1 respectively.

Of no less interest is the centralization of

the industry in different cities of the coun

try in which respect Detroit takes the

palm, although closely pressed by Cleve

land and Indianapolis. Of the 52 makers

comprising the total, 6 are located in De

troit and there are 4 more near it in the

same State. Indiana boasts' of 8 factories,

most of them near Indianapolis, while

Cleveland has 4 with three others near it.

No less than six different makes of ma

chines are constructed in New York State.

In the Retail World.

Joseph F. Monfort has opened up at 1309

Sycamore street, Cincinnati, Ohio. He is

agent for the Reo cars.

The Broadway Automobile Exchange has

leased the building at 347-349 West Forty

seventh street, New York City.

Robert Morrison will embark in the auto

mobile business at Lisbon, Ohio. He has

been employed in a Lansing (Mich.) auto

mobile factory.

The Sid Black Automobile Co. moved

into its new garage at 21 East Ninth street,

Cincinnati, Ohio, last week. This year the

company's line comprises the Olds, Buick,

Franklin and Thomas cars.

W. M. Griffin, the Fort Wayne (Ind)

dealer, has disposed of his garage and stock

to a stock company which will be known

as the Griffin Motor Co. Fay Randall, of

that city, has bought most of the stock and

will take charge of the business.

The big frame circular-shaped building at

Lake and Heck streets, Asbury Park, N. J.,

which has been used for skating rinks,

merry-go-rounds, basket ball courts and

numerous other purposes, is to become the

home of the automobile. The building is

to be known as the Monmouth Garage, and

will be managed by Fred Kunz, of New

York City.

Morristown, N. J., is to have a large

stone garage. A plot of ground in Pine

street, 80x192 feet in dimensions, has been

purchased by Victor A. Wiss & Bro., who

will start at once the construction of a

building 50x180 feet in size, affording 9,000

square feet of floor space. The garage will

be ready for occupancy-by June 1.

A new company for Pittsburg, Pa., which

was formed last week is the Fort Pitt Auto

mobile Co., with $20,000 capital, and a large

garage is being erected for it at the corner

of Baum street and Euclid avenue. Olds,

Stearns and Waltham cars will be carried.

These officers will govern the company:

President, John R. Stubbs; secretary, Thos.

McGovern, Jr., and treasurer, James E.

Glass.

'I'HIEF’S NEW TRICK

It Required that he Pay the Repair Bill,

but it Netted him a Car.

A daring case of larceny and forgery has

just been brought to the attention of the

Kenosha (Wis) police, in connection with

the theft of an automobile from the plant of

the Thomas B. Jeffery Company in that

city. The automobile was owned by J. W.

Lone, of Lake Geneva. Last fall, when

Lone went to California to spend the win

ter, he sent his car to the factory to be

overhauled and repaired for the new season.

A few days ago he wrote to the plant ask

ing that the machine be shipped to him at

Lake Geneva. The managers of the plant

sent back a letter stating that the machine

had been shipped on his order to South

Chicago more than a month ago. Some

man who had known of the conditions,

went to the Jeffery plant several weeks ago

and asked to inspect the car, giving the

name of John W. Lone. Lone was not

known to the men in charge of the depart

ment and after the stranger had inspected

the machine he asked for a bill for repairs

and storage and a day later sent draft for

the amount with a request thatthe car be

forwarded to him at South Chicago. No

trace of the man or machine has been

found.

Extent of the Import Trade.

Ofiicial figures issued by the Department

of Commerce and Labor at the instance of

the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, show that the total number

of foreign automobiles imported into the

country during the past year fall short by

about 200 cars of the recent estimate made

from the New York customs records.

In all there were 896 cars imported of a

total value of $3,184,174, on which there was

paid $1,431,075 for duty. New York naturally

led, with a total of 827 cars aggregating

$2,930,402 in value, the combined figures of

Boston and Charleston coming next with

29 cars totaling $99,583, the remainder of

the list being completed by Chicago with

16 cars of a value of $58,510, and Philadel—

phia, 13 cars of a value of $57,613.

In addition a total of 8 cars were received

at various other points, such as Cleveland,

0., Kansas City, Mo., Newport, R. I., Louis

ville, Ky., Grand Rapids, Mich. and George

town, D. C. During the same period there

were imported automobile parts aggregat

ing a value of $231,606.

Kedwin Making a Southern Sweep.

John Kedwin, representing the mechan'

ical department of the H. H. Franklin Co., is

making an extended trip through the South

ern States which will take him as far south

as Tampa, Fla., from which town he will

cross to Havana, Cuba, and Merida, Yuca

tan. He will return hy way of Mexico City

and Dallas, Texas.
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The Flower Fete at Ancient but Famous Nice.

  

Of all the events which mark the giddy

season along the Riviera, probably none at

tracts more widespread attention alike from

the colonists of that wonderfully, fair region

and the pleasure seekers of all Europe than

the Flower Fete at Nice, and the automo

has come to mark itshile parade which

conclusion. This. year, there were more

than sixty cars in line on the first day of

April, when the procession wended its way

along the magnificent boulevards of the

ancient town, and not a few notables were

among them, the King of Sweden being the

most notable. The picture shows a few of

the cars, and gives some idea of the settirg

as well as revealing the degree of elaborat:

preparation which was outlaid in decorating

the cars

 

Now it’s a “Nullius Filius.”

An automobile is a “nullius filius”

which, being literally translated, means a

"son of nobody,” in insurance law, accord

ing to the answer of the Assistant Attorney

General of Washington to the Insurance

Commissioner asking how automobiles

ought to be classified for purposes of insur

ance. “An automobile appears to be a

nullius filius in our insurance law," says the

Assistant Attorney General. “No niche

clearly appears in the insurance laws for

such risks. While this modern machine is

a thing of beauty, it is an inanimate object,

and for that reason livestock, casualty or

life insurance ivill not cover the risk. This

leaves only marine insurance and, indeed.

there are many points of similarity in the

risks assumed between an automobile and

a ship. Both are liable to collision, fire,

breakdown. explosion, injury from the ele

ments and running amuck, and insurance

that meets the risks of a floating vessel

apparently cover the risks of an auto

mobile."

New Jersey Counting the Cost.

A bare hint of what New Jersey's new

motor vehicle commission is going to cost

the State each year is best set forth in the

general and supplemental appropriation

bills which were passed by the Senate last

week. By it $10,500 was appropriated for

the new automobile department. One of

the biggest single items in the State roads

appropriation was the item of $4,000 for

the purchase of an automobile to be used by

the State Road Commissioner in pursuance

of his duties. As this official does a vast

amount of traveling in the course of a year

the automobile will, besides proving a

money-saver, enable him to come into

closer contact with his work, which ought

to be productive of great good.

Horse Ends Wayne Non-Stop TriaL

On Thursday afternoon, last, an accident

which was no fault of the machine put to

a summary stop the six-day non-stop ru't

the 50 horsepower \Vayne car was making

over the streets of New York City. AtS

o'clock the car got in a jam of vehicles at

Fifty-eighth street and Broadway and ;

horse-drawn cab backed into it and pune

tured a 5-inch hole in the radiator. James

Rothford was driving the car at the time

and he managed to take it back to the

\Vayne salesrooms before the enginc

heated. A. L. Kull declared the trial oti

as it would have been only a matter of a

few minutes before the engine would over

heat,~ as the water had all leaked from the

radiator. During the 87 hours the car ha.‘

been running it had covered a total dis~

tauce of 1,261 miles, an average of 14.4 miles

an hour, and' during that time not an ad

justment had been made.
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FLORIDA’S SECOND SANDFEST

New Beach “Inaugurated” with Four Days
1

Racing—Good Going by Stock Cars.

~The

held on a Florida beach this year, opened

second automobile carnival to be

inauspicioust on Tuesday, April 10th, at

.\tlantic Beach, and closed Friday, the 13th,

in the same manner.

ing its object is concerned the meet was a

perfect success. for it advertised the inter

So far as accomplish

itors, or rather the spectators, but they took

advantage of the long covered pier in front

of the Hotel Continental, where the races

started and finished. It was sapiently

termed a “natural grandstand." Special

' trains brought many excursionists from '

other resorts. In all, seventeen events were

run, and these stretched over four days.

Joe Landis. of Atlanta, who drove S. C.

Creelman's new 50 horsepower Thomas

Flyer, relieved the monotony of the first

two days of the carnival by making some

very fast performances on Thursday and

erosscd the tape first, with Covert second

and Barber third. The time was not an

nounced. A timing apparatus was provided

for the races, but some times it failed to

time; this was one instance.

The best contested event of the after

noon was the three-mile match race be

tween S. G. Davison, in a 30 horsepower

Peerless, and “'illis A. Adriance. at the

wheel of a 20 horsepower Stevens-Duryea.

The two came down the stretch abreast for

a flying start and kept in that position for

the entire distance, the Peerless winning
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ests of the corporation that “soaks-it~tu"

‘winter 'resorters who go to enjoy the

Flower State's salubrious climate, and it

discovered a natural beach speedway that

rivals even the celebrated sand stretch at

Orinon'd and Daytona. The shore line be

tween Atlantic Beach and Pablo, about 20

miles from Jacksonville, afiords a ten-mile

stretch of natural speedway, wider than

that at Ormond, and fully as fast. No

record-breaking times were made because

none but stock cars—their number could be

counted on the fingers of both hands——took

part in the events, and the contests were

limited to cars belonging to persons who

had wintered in Florida for at least three

seasons. So, naturally, it was distinctively

a Florida meet. The cars made some re.

markalde flights. however, two records for

stock cars going by the boards.

.\'o grandstand was provided for the vis

GENERAL VIEW OF THE ATLANTIC—PABLO REACH.

Friday. In a five-mile handicap on Thurs

day, Landis covered the distance in 4 min

utes 55 Seconds, the fastest of the meet, and

onythe following day he drove one mile

against time in 57% seconds—both excell

ent performances. The honors of the meet

seem to have been divided between tvvo

thirty horsepower Peerless cars and the

aforementioned Thomas. Of the total num—

ber of automobile events—there were fif

teen—the Peerless cars scored eight firsts,

four seconds, one third and one fourth; the

Thomas three firsts and two seconds, and a

Stevens-Duryca three firsts, three seconds,

one third and one fourth.

The ball was opened with a one mile

motorcycle handicap, at 1:30 p. m., Tuesday.

10th inst. J. D. Hannon (Racycle) with 35

seconds handicap over J. P. Covert and

Henry Oetgens on Indians, and A. Barber

astride a Columbia, was never headed and

out by the narrow margin of one-fifth of a

second.

Then came the event that was brimful of

interest to the l0calists-—a one-mile match

race for the “championship of Florida and

Georgia." It took only two heats to decide

the so-called championship, C. 0. Sum

mers, in a 20 horsepower Franklin, winning

both beats in runaway fashion. Summers

won the first heat so easily that he was

handicapped fifteen seconds in the second-—

imagine a handicap championship race, if

you will—but even this weight did not seem

to hinder him and it was announced that

Georgia won the “championship.”

The only other event run off on the first

day was a ten-mile handicap, open to all

classes, and this was won in clever fashion

by S. G. Davison, in the Peerless. from

scratch. His time was 12 minutes 7 seconds.

\V. A. Adriance. 20 horsepower Stevens
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Duryea. with a lead of 1:30, finished second,

and Summers, in the Franklin, was third.

The chief feature of \Nednesday’s racing

was a remarkably fast five miles made by

the 30 horsepower Peerless driven by S. G.

Davison. His time was 5 minutes 8 sec

onds. This was accomplished in the race

for the “Florida championship," in which

there were four starters, namely, the Peer

less, a Thomas, Stevens-Duryea and Max

well. Adriance, with the Stevens-Duryea,

had the pole and close beside him was Dav

ison with the Peerless. Then came J0e

Landis in the Thomas, and the Maxwell

with \-V. R. Rannie up. Slowly but surely

the Peerless cut down the slight lead the

Stevens-Duryea had gained at the start and

it finished half a minute ahead of the other.

The Maxwell blew out a cylinder head and

finished last, the Thomas taking third. The

time, 5:08, was announced as a new record

for stock cars.

Landis, in the Thomas, attempted to

make a record for one mile, but the carbur

etter was not mixing properly and the best

he could do for the distance was 1:28.

\V. A. Adriance won the one mile “cham

pionship," Davison finishing second. Time,

111%. The one mile motorcycle race was

captured by C. T. Anderson, on a 3 horse

power machine of his own construction.

Several novelty and gymkhana races

completed the day’s program.

Thursday was considered the best day of

the meet, for Landis, the Georgia driver,

succeeded in piloting the Thomas car over

the tide-washed strand for miles in less

than one minute. It was nearly five o’clock

in the afternoon when the five mile handi~

cap was called. Most of the spectators

had gone back to their hotels, so they

missed the best event of the carnival. The

start was made from two miles below the

Continental Hotel. \\"heeler, in the Peer

PlER THA'I‘ FORMED THE “NATURAL GRAND STAND.w

less, was the first to be waved off, and

twenty seconds later llutto. a native Flor

idian. in a car of his own construction. got

off. McCant, in a \\'inton, started at the

same time. Fifteen seconds elapsed before

\\'ilkes opened the throttle of his Franklin.

Forty-live seconds ticked off before Adri

ance. in the Stevens-Duryea, was given the

signal to go, and half a minute after that

Davison, in the Peerless. that had done so

well, started. The Thomas, with the

plucky Landis at the wheel. was the last to

get away, and the way it seemed to eat up.

the space was surprising. Just below the

Hotel Continental a large hound crossed the

path of the oncoming car. Landis was doing

miles in less than a minute and took just

one instant to decide his course. To turn

  

 

out meant probable death and the wrecking

of a valuable car. and to run over the (1";

also was dangerous. He did not hesitate.

however, and a second later hints of frank

furters were thrown to the four win-ls. A:

one mile to go Landis had passed two cars

and was making a brilliant effort t-

down the leads of the remainder. In the

last mile Davison crept past Adriance, Little

dis passed the Stevens-Duryea and sit-“1y

gained on the Peerless'. Landis and Dar-

son fought it out together for the 1331

quarter, as VVheeler’s Peerless had a lead

too great to overcome and it finished first.

winning the trophy. Landis beat out the

other Peerless by less than one second. cm

ering the five miles from scratch in the

fast time of 4:55, beating the record made

the previous day.

\V. A. Adriance won the ten mile handi~

cap, with a lead of two minutes and 3"

seconds, with Davison, from the 50 second

mark, second. This was uninteresting a:

several misunderstandings marred the start.

The turning flag was placed half a mile to:

far, so that the cars ran eleven miles instead

of the intended ten.

It took three heats to decide the three

mile match race between Landis, Davison

and Adriance. Landis captured the first

heat, while Davison came over the line

winner in the second. The Thomas driier

won the third and final. The Stevens-Dur

yea ran last in each heat.

Only three events amused the watchers

on Friday, the concluding day of the car

nival, and these were not above the ordin

ary. The only thing that served to relieve

the monotony was the record breaking

flight of the stock Thomas in the mile time

trials, and this was accomplished under

difficulties. On its first trial the timrng

apparatus refused to work and Lanclzs took

three passengers along. They held strp~

  
ti:
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watches and snapped the mile at 58 sec

onds. Later, when the electric apparatus

was put into commission, Landis made an

official trial in 57% seconds, the best time

for that distance that had yet been made,

and which was announced as a stock car

record.

\\'heeler's Peerless added two more tro

phies to its bag by winning the other events.

both handicaps, at one and five miles re

spectively. The time of the live-mile was

8:50 and \Vheelcr started from 2 minutes.»

I. .\lcC:\nt, in a \Vinton, was second and

the little Panhard, by Devzmtery, finished

third. The officials put \\'hecler on scratch

in the one mile race but the Peerless won

it just the same, it taking three heats to

\Yhecler, 24 horsepower Peerless

fourth. Time, 12:07.

“Wednesday—April 11.

One mile motorcycle handicap—First

heat—C. T. Anderson, 3 horsepower Special

(0:10) first; _I. P. Covert, 2% horsepower

Indian (scratch) second; A. Barber, 1%

horsepower Indian (0:20) third. Time not

given. Second heat—C. T. Anderson, 3

horsepower Special (scratch) first; A. Bar

ber. 1M; horsepower Indian (0:20) second;

I. P. Covert. 2% Indian (20) third. Times,

1:3616, 2:05 and 2:07-34.

One mile for Florida championship—W.

A. Adrinnce, 20 horsepower Stevens-Dur

first; S. G. Davison, 30 horsepower

(1:50)

yea.

 

 

  

)OF. LANDIS, THE “BIGGEST PEBBLE ON THE BEACH."

decide. The second heat was won by the

\\'int0n.

The summary of each day's events fol

lows:

10.

One mile motorcycle handicap—J. N.

Hannon, Racycle (0:35) first; _I. P. Covert,

234 horsepower Indian (scratch), second;

A. Barber, 2% horsepower Columbia

(scratch), third; Henry Oetgens, 1% horse

power Indian (scratch) fourth. Time not

given.

Tuesday—April

Three mile match between S. G. Davison,

30 horsepower Peerless, and Willis Adri

ance, 20 horsepower Stevens-Duryea—VVon

by Davison. Time, 3:42%.

One mile interstate match (Georgia vs.

Florida)—First heat—C. O. Summers, 20

horsepower Franklin (Georgia) first; Jos

cph Devantery, 12 horsepower Panhard

(Florida) second. Times, 1:38 and 1:52.

Second heat—C. O. Summers, 20 horse

power Franklin ( scratch), first; ]. Devan

tery, 12 horsepower Panhard (0:15), sec

ond. Times, 1:49 and 2:06'/§. Third heat

not necessary.

Ten mile handicap, free-for-all—S. G.

Davison, 30 horsepower Peerless (scratch)

first; W. A. Adriancc, 20 horsepower Stev

ens-Duryea (1:30) second; C. O. Summers,

20 horsepower Franklin (1:40) third; F. C.

Peerless, second; Roy Kenyon, 18 horse

power thite, third. Time, 1:14%.

One mile against time—Joseph Landis,

50 horsepower stripped Thomas. Time,

1:28.

Five miles for Florida championship—S.

G. Davison, 30 horsepower Peerless, first;

W. A. Adriance, 20 horsepower Stevens

Duryea, second; Joseph Landis, 50 horse

power Thomas, third; \V. R. Rannic, 18

horsepower Maxwell, fourth. Times, 5:08,

5:38 and 6:38.

Half mile novelty race—S. G. Dnvison, 30

horsepower Peerless, first. Time, 2:03 Also

ran—Henry Oetgcn, 20 horsepower Frank

lin; Roy Kenyon, 18 horsepower White, and

\V. A. Adriance, 20 horsepower Stevens

Duryea.

Half mile obstacle—W'. A. Ardiance, 20

horsepower Stevens~Duryea, first; S. G.

Davison, 30 horsepower Peerless, second.

Also ran—Roy Kenyon, 18 horsepower

White. Franklin burst tire.

Half mile gymkhana for ladies—Mrs.

P. E. Allison, 30 horsepower Peerless, first;

Mrs. \V. \V .Adriance, 20 horsepower Stev

ens-Duryca, second; Mrs. H. E. Beinis, 18

horsepower \Yhitc, third; Miss Myers, 18

horsepower White, fourth.

12.

Five mile handicap for the Greenleaf and

Thursday—April

Crosby trophy—F. C. \Vheeler, 30 horse

power Peerless (2:20) first; Joc Landis, 50

horsepower Thomas (scratch) second; S. G.

Davison, 30 horsepower Peerless (0:30)

third; \V. A. Adriance, 20 horsepower

Stevens-Duryca (1:00) fourth; _I. \Vilkes,

20 horScpower Franklin (1:45) fifth. Time,

7:02. Fastest time made by l.andi< in 4:55.

Ten mile handicap for \‘Vindsor trophy—

\V. A. Adriance, 20 horsepower Stevens

Duryca (2:40) first; 5. G. Davison. 30 horse

power Peerless (0:50) second. Times. Ad

riance, 15:20}f, (corrected, 13:10?_=): Davi

son, 16:00 (corrected, 12:10).

Three mile match in one mile heats—

First heat—Joe Landis, 50 horsepower

Thomas, first; S. G. Davison, 30 horsepower

Peerless, second; \V. A. Adriancc. 20 horse

power Stevens-Duryea, third. Times, 1:04%

and 1:04-36. Second heat—S. G. Davison,

30 horsepower Peerless, first; Joe Landis,

50 horsepower Thomas, second; \\'. A. Ad

riance, 20 horsepower Stevens-Duryea,

third. Times, 1:03-34, and 1:05)? Third

heat—Joe Landis, 50 horsepower Thomas,

first; S. G. Davison, 30 horsepower Peer

less, sccond; \V. G. Adriance. 20 horsepower

Stevens-Duryea, third. Times, 1:05 and

105%.

Friday—April 13.

One mile against time—Joe Landis. 50

horsepower Peerless. Time, 057%.

Five mile handicap—F. G. Wheeler. 30

horsepower Peerless (2:00) first: _I. .\Ic

cant, \Vinton (2:15) second; Joe Devautery,

12 horsepower Panhard (2:40) third. Time,

8:50.

One mile handicap—First heat—\Von by

F. G. Wheeler, 30 horsepower Peerless

(scratch). Time, 1:465/5. Second heat—

\\"on by _Dr. Stinson. \Vinton, (0:2;6).

Time, 1:56. Third and final heat won by

\Vheeler in 155%.

Free Alcohol Bill Passes House.

By a vote that plainly showed that it was

merely “going through the motions," the

House passed the bill exempting industrial

alcohol from taxation on Monday last with

a total of 224 yeas against 7 nays. By the

time the bill got to the floor of the House

for a vote, all opposition had faded away

completely; even Representative Dalzell,

who has been the bill’s chief opponent all

along, was not in evidence.

It was submitted to the Senate Committee

on Finance yesterday and has been put

down for a hearing before that body on

Tuesday next. In spite of the fact that

the House Committee held exhaustive henr~

ings and investigated every aspect of the

situation, it is the intention of the Senate

to do likewise and more witnesses will be

called. This is explained by a statement to

the effect that the House did not undertake

to investigate the phasas of the matter that

will form the subject of the Senate inquiry.

Incidentally, the wood alcohol lobby has

not ceased its opposition to the bill.
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HOW DAIMLER DOES IT.

Evolves a Self-Charging Set, but Departs

from Path Trod by Apple.

To the motorist who was an electrician

before he took up the car, as well as to all

those who have a leaning in this direction,

it has always seemed to be an anomalous

state of afiairs that the small direct current

dynamo and the accumulator did not sooner

establish themselves on the automobile,

particularly in the combined form—that is,

the self-contained charging set. So far as

the theory of the thing was concerned.

nothing seemed easier than the installation

and successful operation of such a means of

providing a generous and constant supply

of current for ignition purposes—and it was.

so far as the installation was concerned;

its operation was a totally different story

and probably kept the recording angel busy

for some time.

The first small dynamos employed for the

purpose were little better than toys. _ Some

of them had proved satisfactory in a service

the demands of which are far less exacting

than those of the automobile, the stationary

engine. with its low and constant speed, but

their transfer to the car at once showed

them to be totally unfit both mechanically

and electrically. They were not built to

withstand the vibration and racking to

which they were subjected and the first few

violent fluctuations of speed on the part of

the motor usually ended their career by

burning out the armature, if not the entire

machine. The first attempts to devise a

satisfactory governor to protect the gene

rator against such mishaps as this fell far

short of the requirements and the machines

continued to burn out in spite of the pre

caution. To thebuilders of the Apple igni

tion apparatus in this country for their

perseverance in sticking to this form of

apparatus through thick and thin, is due

its attainment to the state in which the

present day finds it.

On the other side, the makers of the

Daimler cars have been experimenting with

the same thing for some time past, though

working along different and very novel

lines. The invention is said to have been

pretty thoroughly tested out in service dur

ing the past year or more and has now

reached a point in its development where

it is ready for the market. The generator

itself is of the multipolar type which is un

usual for a dynamo for this service, but as

will be noticed from the sketch showing it

in position on the car it is very much

larger than the machines generally made

for the purpose. “'hat is more unusual and

quite contrary to general practice, and this

in fact is the piece de resistance of the de

signer, is the provision made for maintain

ing a revolutionary movement of the fields

as well as the armature. The fields are of

the usual circular type common to multi

polar generators, but instead of being

rigidly fastened fastened are mounted on a

spider supported on a hearing which is

nothing more or less than the armature

shaft itself. A brake drum is secured to

the armature shaft also and upon its peri

phery are arranged a series of brake blocks,
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the tension of which may be readily ad

justed to a nicety by a set screw carried by

the band and passing through the aluminum

housing which encases the apparatus.

The device takes the place of a governor

and as its action is dependent entirely

upon the electrical output of the machine.

once adjusted. it is claimed by the makers

to be impossible for the speed set to be

exceeded and in consequence for the

dynamo itself to suffer through over—
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speeding. lts operation will be clear when

it is stated that with the band under no ten

sion the armature will revolve with the

fields, which are turned by the power

through belts and pulleys, and at practically

the same speed. In such a case. as the ar—

mature cannot pass the fields, the magnetic

lines of force are not cut by it and no cur

rent is generated. \\'ith the machine under

way in this condition, if an ammeter be put

in the circuit and the brake band on the

armature shaft be tightened almost imper

ceptibly, the output of current will visibly

increase until, the band screwed down hard

so that the armature is held absolutely sta

tionary, the machine becomes the same ID.

one of the ordinary type and delivers its

maximum output. The point in the speed

at which the armature will start to slip and

follow the field. owing to the greatly in

creased magnetic drag of the latter, is thus

dependent upon the tension of the bralze

band which may readily be adjusted ti suit

the circumstances.

.~\n automatic cut-out is provided in a .

dition in order to prevent the itCCllll]UlZiI01’~

from discharging through the machine

when the latter is at rest or when its speed

falls below a determined point. both the

accumulators and the remainder of the sys

tem which is fed directly from the generator

when the car is under way being connectc-I

up in parallel as is customary. The auto

matic cut out which throws the accunuz~

lators into the circuit the moment the on:

put of the machine exceeds a certain poiit.

and cuts them out again when it drops be

low the voltage of the battery, is of the

usual type in which a solenoid acts against

gravity or a spring controlled armature

forming the contacts. As soon as the volt

age reaches the proper point, this armatur.

is attracted, closing the circuit and drop:

away again as soon as its weight or the

strength of its spring becomes too great in:

the power developed by the magnet “'iIil

the weakened current.

The details of the generator will be clear

from the illustration. the brake band com

prising its chief feature being at the right

while at the extreme left will be noted a

pair of collector rings and brushes, necessi

tated by the movement of the field about its

axis as either solid or flexible connections

between it and the armature would interfere

with its revolving. The automatic cut-out

is combined with a switch for diverting the

current from the generator or the batter}

into the ignition system or lighting the

lamps of the car, and also with a volt-an“.

meter, all of which are in a compact case

mounted on the dashboard.

When the Motor Stops.

\\'hen, for some unknown reason. a motor

has stopped, it not infrequently happens

that the cause of the “panne” is removed a:

the first trial, especially when the fault lies

with the ignition system. But even then.

there may be some difficulty in getting an

explosion, for the reason that in his eager

ness to flood the carburetter, the operator

overdoes the matter and gets too rich a

mixture in the cylinders. \Vhen this hap

pens, starting may not be possible until the

pet cocks have been opened and the motor

"ventilated" by giving it a few turns. Of

course, gasolcne is an essential to the actior.

of the machine. but not too much of it.
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TO INCREASE CZARLIKE POWER

Bill Pending Gives Massachusetts Commis

sion Greater Scope—Favorably Reported.

Although the existing automobile law

clothes the Massachusetts Highway Com

missioners with authority such as is enjoyed

only by the Czar of Russia and other des

pots, the members .apparently fear .that

there are some small loopholes that may

be uncovered. Accordingly they are in a

fair way of being empowered to make such

other laws—rules is the milder term used——

as suits their own sweet wills whenever

The first

move'in that direction was made on Tues

day last, when the Committee on Roads

and Bridges of the State legislature, re

ported the following bill:

Section 1. The Massachusetts Highway

Commission may from time to time prepare

rules and regulations governing the use and

operation of automobiles and motorcycles.

Said rules and regulations shall be in ad

dition to any rules and regulations already

written in the certificates and licenses is

sued bv said commission under authority of

Chapter 473 of the Acts of 1903 and acts

in amendment thereof. Said Commission

may from time to time alter, rescind,

amend or add to any rules and regulations

previously made by it. Such rules and

regulations and any changes therein shall

take effect only when approved by the gov

ernor and council.

Section 2. Said commission shall publish

the rules and regulations made and ap

proved under authority of this act in at

least two newspapers printed and published

in each county of the State, and such

publication shall be sulficient notice to all

persons. The sworn certificate of any mem

ber of said Commission or its secretary that

said rules and regulations have been pub

lished as herein provided shall be prima

facie evidence thereof. A copy of said rules

and regulations attested by any member

of said commission or by its secretary shall

he prima facie evidence that said rules and

regulations have been made by said com

mission and approved by the governor and

council as provided by law.

Section 3. Any person convicted of oper

ating an automobile or motorcycle in vio—

lation of any rule or regulation made under

authority of this act may be punished by a

fine not exceeding twenty-five dollars for a

first offense, not exceeding fifty dollars for

a second offense, and not exceeding one

hundred dollars for subsequent ofi’enses.

Section 4. This act shall not be construed

as giving to the Massachusetts Highway

Commission the power to regulate the

speeds at which .motor vehicles may be

operated on the public ways, or to affect

the power, as now provided by law, of the

Metropolitan Park Commission to make

rules and regulations governing the use of

automobiles and motorcycles in lanes, road

the spirit moves them to do so.

ways and parkways in their care and con

trul.

Crop of Cup Cars Increasing.

Although the entry blanks have not been

issued and formal 'entries are therefore not

yet possible, there is no longer doubt that

the eliminating trial to decide the make-up

of the American team in the Vanderbilt

cup race will be of keenest interest.

The E. R. Thomas Motor Co. had long

since let it be known that three Thomas

cars would be entered and it was equally

well known that the Pope interests would

enter a Pope-Toledo, while the Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Co. also have a cup car in

prospect. Last week, however, the biggest

surprise of all was let out of the box when

the Olds Motor \Vorks announced that

Engineer Howard Coffin is designing an

Oldsmobile which will be a candidate for

the American team. It was a big surprise

because the Olds people have paid prac

tically no heed to racing and none even

remotely suspected a move of the sort on

their part. The Olds cup racer will be

driven by Ernest Keeler. The Matheson

Co. likewise have announced their inten

tion of again entering one of their cars,

with Ralph Mongini as the driver.

 

A. A. A. and F. A. M. Close a Compact.

Hereafter an automobile driver who of~

feuds the racing rules of the American

Automobile Association will not be able to

bestride a two-wheeler and compete as a

motorcyclist. or vice versa, as has been

done on several occasions, more particularly

in the West. The A. A. A. and the

Federation of American Motorcyclists have

entered into a compact to respect and en

force suspensions made by each other,

which will considerably restrict the antics

of ofienders who would play on both sides

of the fence. As the F. A. M. has similar

alliances with the Amateur Athletic Union

and the National Cycling Association, its

arrangement with the A. A. A. will be. in

deed, even more far reaching than appears

on the surface.

Massachusetts Re-elects Old Officers.

At the last meeting of the Massachusetts

State Automobile Association, Elliot C. Lee

was re-elected president, Franklin \Veston.

vice-president and J. C. Kerrison, secretary

treasurer. L. R. Speare, J. P. Coughlin and

W. H. Chase were chosen chairmen res

pectively of the legislative, good roads and

membership committees. The association

will co-operate with the American Automo

bile Association in erecting signboards

throughout New England this summer.

For the Troubled American Abroad.

Major F. A. Malian, 51 Avenue Mon

taigne, Paris, has been appointed attorney

in France for the Automobile Club of

America. If necessity arises, the Major

will render legal advice and assistance—for

a reasonable fee—to A. C. A. members

touring Europe.

OLDFIELD SHOWS IN TEXAS

Wins “Match Race” in Two Straight Heats

—His "Rival" too Fast as a Parader.

Despite the fact that Barney Oldfield did

not break any records at the race meet

at Houston, Texas, on \Vednesday of last

week, and although Paul Albert, the "phe—

nomenal German champion driver," did not

win the thousand dollars (a product of

Manager Pickins’s fertile imagination) for

beating the American champion, the meet

did not lack for excitement, particularly for

Albert. Just after his race with Oldfield,

when several persons were congratulating

him for his good showing, Albert was

served with a warrant for exceeding the

speed limits of the city of Houston the

night before.

It seems that about a year ago the father

of a young man named E. Pennington was

Since that

time young Pennington has sworn summary

run down by an automobile.

vengeance against any and all automobilists

he detects going faster than the prescribed

six miles an hour. Many have had to pay

fines since that time. On Tuesday night

the motorists of Houston held a parade and

it was led by Albert, the racing partner of

Oldfield. Pennington did not recognize any

of the other paraders, but he did recognize

the stripped white car driven by Albert and

he got out a warrant for him. It cost

“Herr” Albert $12.45 in police court the

following day, whereat the “German cham

pion" waxed exceedingly sore, and swore

never again to race in Houston.

The races on the half-mile driving track

on Wednesday were interesting and excit

ing enough to suit the native Texans. Long

before the first event was called every

available seat in the two grandstands was

occupied and hundreds lined the railings.

The crowd was estimated at anywhere from

3,000 to twice that number.

Oldfield won the first heat of his three

mile match race against Albert in 4:10%.

The Peerless driver also came in first in

the second heat, his time being 417%.

When Oldfield and Albert raced in Bir—

mingham, Ala., two weeks ago, Albert was

credited with driving a Mercedes. It trans

pires, however, that he sits at the wheel of

a stripped Peerless. In a two-mile handicap

Oldfield won out in 4:00;/, while T. I. An

derson, a local driver, finished second in

421.5%. Oldfield drove one mile against

time in 124954.

In the three and one-quarter mile event

for Cadillac cars, the winner was Samuel

Bering. He covered the seven circuits of

the track in 5 minutes 28 seconds. John

Foley scored first in the two mile novelty

and T: I. Anderson was given second. Time,

5:46. Several bicycle events completed the

programme.
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OBTAINING RIGHT OF WAY

Practices of the Gentle Farmer that Make

Establishment of a Motor Line Doubtful.

For fifty years have the residents of

Shelbyville and Bethe], in Missouri, been

praying for a railroad or some means of

transportation so that the people could get

somewheres in bad weather. Recently

when some promoters sought to answer

their prayers by the establishment of a

motor line everybody was happy in the

thought that at last their cherished hopes

would become a realization. Others

were jubilant for a different reason—it

would give them a chance to realize a little

pocket money by the bold hold-up game.

“Nothing easier in the world than secur

ing the right of way for a. motor line, as it

will benefit the great public,” said Captain

Bailey, the chief engineer of the road, when

he set bravely forth with the paper to se

cure the necessary signatures. But the

Captain found, as it has been the lot of

other railroad companies to discover, that

the prices of land along the proposed auto

mobile railroad had suddenly taken a ten

dency to soar skyward.

One man near Shelbyville wanted $100

an acre for his holdings. \Vhen he found

that the company probably would pay this

amount he demanded a seven—strand fence

of strong barbed wire. Then in view of the

“bargain” the motor line was getting, de

manded that it ought to give him and his

family passes for five years. \Vithout this

concession, he would not deed the right of

way.

“You can well imagine what a proviso

like that means,” said Engineer Captain

Bailey. “This farmer has several grown

children; some will marry and live with

the old folks. They will be legitimate mem

bers of his family. Before five years there

is a probability that this family might fill

an entire car. If we give this man a five—

year pass for himself and family, other

people would make the same demand and

we would have the experience of running

our cars for the first five years simply for

the pleasure of those living along the line.”

In view of this, the La Belle-Shelbina

motor line is in danger of not being put

into operation.

Southern Motorists Form Federation.

At a meeting of delegates, representing

the various automobile clubs and good road

workers in the South. held at Atlantic

Beach, Florida, on Thursday last, the

Southern Motorists’ Federation sprang into

being. The objects of the organization will

be the furtherance of good road building in

the South and to push the project of a main

trunk road from Richmond, Va, to Jack

sonville, Fla. These officers were elected:

President, Benjamin L. Jones, President

Macon Automobile Club; vice-president,

Frank C. Beatty, president Savannah Auto

mobile Club; second vice-prcsident, Colonel

JOSeph P. Bryan; third vice-president,

George W. Vanderbilt; secretary, W. R.

Rannlee, Jackson Automobile and Motor

Boat Club; treasurer, Edward Inman. and

directors—George W. Wilson, Clark How

dell, J. E. Estell, Major W. A. Hemphill,

General Gilmer, John B. Parkinson, W. A.

McWilliams, Thomas W. Laylcss, John W.

Anderson, Guy Jordan, Charles W. Murray, ‘

W. P. Brownlow and R. S. Munger.

The Tale of a Yellow Dog.

Because a small yellow dog—not the in

surance variety, just the common garden

type of homeless canine—happened to be

passing, and was offered a drink of gaso—

lene by the chauffeur who stopped to re

plenish the car’s tank, a bright scribe for

a more or less yellow daily, accuses the

animal of having contracted a gasolene jag

and starting forth on a rampage on that

account. “Deceived by the color of the

liquid, the dog lapped up several mouthfuls

before realizing the difference, and the

last seen of the creature it was barking

down the street like an automobile just get

ting under way,” says this wielder of the

imaginative pen. The fact remains that the

animal did run amuck and bite several per

sons, but the “accident” is one that only a

State commission could do justice to in

recording.

Here's the Real Automobile Play.

It was not long after the automobile be

came an actual, every day reality that it

found its place among the other stage prop

erties behind the footlights, and the early

stage automobiles were as weirdly con

structed and as prone to break down

unexpectedly as their prototypes of the

road. But even in plays of which it has

actually formed the foundation, the car

itself has seldom played anything higher

than the role of a piece of mechanical prop

erty. Now an original Frenchman has con‘

corted a play which is automobile, first,

last and all the time, even to the title,

which is “40 Horsepower.”

Toledo Tourists Choose Officers.

The Toledo (Ohio) Automobile Touring

Co. has elected these ofiicers and directors:

President, John Stollberg; vice-president,

Louis E. Krieger; secretary-treasurer,

Frank G. Crane; directors—John Stollberg,

John C. Heldleberg, Milton Taylor, Louis

E. Krieger and U. G. Denman.

Horse-Motor Show for Hospital.

Gradually the horsemen throughout the

country are becoming reconciled to the

automobile. Advices from Rutland, Vt., an

nounce the fact that the horsemen of that

place will give an interstate horse and auto

mobile show on the fair grounds, June 5

and 6, for the benefit of a local hospital.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. '“

NEW JERSEY BILL A LAW

Senate Passes Amendments and Governor

Promptly Signs the Frelinghuysen Measure.

Evidently Governor Edward Casper

Stokes of New Jersey did not dare trust

himself in the matter of the Frelinghuyscn

automobile bill. As told in the Motor

\Vorld of last week, the Assembly tinkered

with the measure and finally passed it at

midnight, after making a dozen amend

ments. Then the obnoxious measure was

sent to the Senate for ratification of the

amendments and it was passed on Thurs

day of last week.

If a bill which has been passed by the

New Jersey State Legislature is not signed

by the Governor within thirty days, it does

not become a law. Last year a bill to regu

late the running of automobiles was passed

and was not signed until the eleventh hour.

Evidently Governor Stokes did not want In

give the automobilists a chance, to'protcs:

against his affixing the official seal—he i!

was who inspired the introduction of tilt

measure—for after it was passed by the

Senate last Thursday, the Governor signed

it on the following day, thereby making it

a law. The amended bill has not been put

into printed form as yet.

L’Hommedieu Bill Passes the Senate.

Senator Irving L’Hommedieu's measure

imposing a State tax of one dollar per year

and an additional tax of one dollar for only

500 pounds’ weight of each automobilf

owned in the State of New York was passed

by the Senate last week by a vote of 32m

12. It now goes to the Assembly for P29

sage.

The representatives of the automobrlr

associations who endorsed the measure are

now beating the air and threatening to 01*

pose the bill, because the amendment pro‘

viding that all fines collected from motorist5

be applied to the maintenance and RPair

of good roads, which, it is said, was pme"

ised by Senator L'Hommedieu, was not

made. The outcry also is being made thi!

the term “tax” is used in the text of tilt

measure instead of the words “registratiflfl

fee.”

Four Cars Stolen in one Week.

Denver, Col., is suffering from 3 p138“

of motor kleptomaniacism. During 1‘“

week four cars were stolen which have "Pi

yet been recovered, while various other (115'

appearances were cleared up by the 10“1

automobile dealers. Frequently the thith

confine their purloining to electric “'5

which are run until the power gives out 311d

then abandoned. The Colorado Automell'

ists’ Association has employed detective-i

to run down the worrysome thieves. Tim"

is a standing reward of $50 for evfl’r' P“

son found guilty of tampering with or 11‘"

ning an automobile who does not own 0"

have charge of it.
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5 GOOD WORK ON THE GRASS

z This Lawn Mower has Cut 17 Acres in 10

r; Hours—How it Operates.

Results are what count in every compari

son of the motor driven vehicle with the

horse and in few instances are they more

favorable than the case of the motor lawn

mower. Considerably more attention has

been paid to the development of this appli—

cation of the internal combustion motor on

the other side than here with resulting ad

. vantages over the horse-drawn kind that

'more than justify the change. Ransomes,

Simms & Jefiries, Ltd, are an English firm

be dumped without stopping the machine.

By removing the fore carriage carrying the

cutter and grass box the machine is imme—

diately converted into a roller.

New York's Forty Cars.

Acording to present indications, before

the first of June, the municipality of Greater

New York will be the proud possessor of

no less than forty motor cars, which will be

used by its heads of departments; and by

estimate, this will represent a total outlay

of some $125,000 in rolling stock, and will

require an annual expenditure of $50,000

for up-keep, and $12,000 for attendance.

Unfortunately for the cause of the automo

bile, the intrinsic value of this equipment in

WANT SOME ELECTRIC WATER?

You’ll have to Send to Italy for it—But

Tame Says it’s Great Stuff.

In a comparatively short time, when the

most recent invention in the way of the

accumulation of electrical energy “has been

perfected," it will be possible to buy the

“juice” by the quart or pint, to store it in

barrels in the back yard, and to replenish

the batteries of electric vehicles very much

the same way that the tanks of gasolene

machines are now refilled—through a fun

nel. At least, this will all come true if the

invention of Adolphe Tame, the Italian

electrician who claims to have invented a

method of electrifying water so that it can

be used in the same general way as a stor

age battery now is, proves to be all that it

is said to be.

-“T‘"'11"

Tame, the director of the electrical com

pany, “La Gada," at Oneglia, in Liguria,

Italy, who has been carrying on his re
IIB"

searches for the last seven years, has an

nounced that he has at length succeeded,

‘1w“:

_~"-‘“-T'

that have made a specialty of building this

type of mower and in a recent trial one of

their machines mowed 17 acres of a polo

ground in the course of 10 hours.

The machines are built in three sizes,

with 24, 30, and 42 inch cutters, the motors

being of 2%, 3% and 6 horsepower respect

ively, the smallest having an air-cooled

engine and the other two water-cooled. The

valves are mechanically operated from a

single cam-shaft to which the gear pump

is also attached, and from which the high

tension magneto used for ignition is driven

by sprocket and chains. A planetary re

ducing gear is employed with a final drive

by chains both to the roller and cutters.

The steering is done by shifting the

small rear roller over which the driver

is seated within easy reach of all

the controls. In addition to cutting the

grass, the machine gathers it in the box

just in front of the cutters as shown by the

photograph which was taken during the

course of the trials mentioned. It also has

,1 convenient chain-operated arrangement

bv means of which the grass collected may

  

the saving of the precious time of the over

worked city oflicials and convenience to

them in carrying on their work, cannét

be expressed in dollars and cents. So that

while the debit side of the account is

painted in bright red colors by those smug

politicians whose tastes run in other direc

tions, the credit column is blank, except

when the commissioners themselves and

their deputies come up before the Board of

Estimate with eager demands for more.

Garage for the Rockaways.

To fill a long felt want as regards auto

mobile accommodations in the Rockaways,

Long Island, a large garage in Far Rock

away is now under course of construction

for Guy Mott. The garage will occupy a

site on Central avenue near Cleveland and

will have a frontage of 50 feet and a depth

of 100 feet and will be two and one-half

stories high. The frame work will be steel

and the floors and walls concrete. The

building is to be finished by June 15 and

will cost $18,000.

and that by the use of his special form of

container, in which, of course, the virtue

of the method consists, it is possible to

store up electrical energy or its equivalent,

and to reclaim it afterward in the ordinary

manner. According to the inventor, a 20

horsepower car carrying twenty quarts of

the electrified water, can make a run of ten

hours' duration at a cost of hardly more

than two cents per kilowatt hour. More

over, it is claimed that the efficiency of the

process is very high, only about 1.75 per

cent of the energy being lost in the trans

formation.

Buenos Ayres a Big Market.

More than one thousand motor vehicles

are said to be in present use in Buenos

Ayres, the advantages of motor traction

appealing readily to the Argentine people.

Most of the public officials own cars, it is

said, the President of the Republic head

ing the list. Three-quarters of the machines

are of Continental manufacture, and of

these the greater majority are French.

Commercial vehicles are being introduced

there, as they are in all countries just now.

and it is said that seven or eight will soon

be in active use. The good roads movement

is spreading at the same time, which makes

the outlook all the more favorable, especi

ally as the Minister of Public Works has

recently set aside a fund of $200,000 for

highway improvement.

A change has been made in the sales de

partment of the Prayer—Miller Motor Car

Co., of this city. Herbert K. Levick, for

merly of the Central Automobile Company,

has become sales manager for the New

York branch.
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ELIMINATFS DIFFERENTIAL

How the Massot System Serves that Pur

pose—Frce-wheel Idea Involved.

One of the most novel propositions in

connection with the final transmission of

the motive power of an automobile from the

power plant to the driving wheels which

has been recorded for some time, is the

Massot system, the invention of a French

man, who has contrived a free-wheel

arrangement by means of which a true live

axle is made to run freely within bearings

 

 

 

 

  

in each of the rear wheels, or drive them,

as the case may be. The scheme involves

the introduction of no new elements which

have not already been applied in motor

propulsion, and besides, seems likely to

prove reasonably efiicient, whatever may

be the degree of its desirability as applied

to a car of the common type.

As will be seen from the accompanying

illustration, the axle A carries at either end

a cone clutch C of the ordinary leather

faced type, which is held in engagement

with its seat, the latter being bolted to the

spokes by means of the boss T. The clutch

is splined to the axle stub in the usual man

ner, and is seated by the spring R, in order

to secure the requisite driving power. By

means of the rods P-P, acting through the

ball thrust bearing b, it may be disengaged

upon occasion, when the axle runs free of

the wheels in a double ball bearing set

within the hub. The control of the sys

tem comprises two foot pedals instead of

the single one ordinarily employed, one

having the mastery over each of the two

driving wheels. In addition to these, the

emergency brake lever, controls both

clutches simultaneously, their disengage

ment being effected by its initial movement,

while further movement applies the brakes

which encircle the drums T.

In a measure, the device is intended to do

away with the differential, since on round

ing curves at high speed, it is possible to

disengage one side of the drive, leaving it

perfectly free to assume whatever rate may

he demanded by the radius of curvature,

while the driving efi'ort is derived solely

from the other side. Also, when starting on

curves, by slipping in one clutch before the

other, and thus bringing the bulk of

the power to bear upon the outside

of the turn, a better theoretical driv

ing effect may be produced, than in

the ordinary way. At the same time,

when from any cause, one side of the drive

has been disabled, it is, of course, possible

to free it, the wheel then running as easily

as do the steering pair, and the load falling

upon the other side.

One particular advantage of the arrange—

ment, which is at once apparent, is that as

the power is applied to the load directly,

and not through the intermediary of any

mechanism whatever, the result of heavy

shocks due either to a sudden application

of the clutches, or through the encountering

of any obstruction on the road, is that a

yielding of the drive due the slipping of

the leathers, will occur, there being little

or no danger of the stripping of gears or

to the breaking or springing of driving

shafts as is not infrequently done under

harsh exigencies with the more ordinary

methods of final connection.

Concerning Cylinder Expansion.

Unequal degrees of expansion set up on

the inner and outer faces of the cylinders as

well as in the cylinder proper and its water

jacket, owing to the great difierence in tem

perature betwen those parts directly sub

ject to the influences of combination and

those distant from it, seems from a theoret

ical point of view to constitute a factor that

should sooner or later prove the undoing

of the integrally cast cylinder and jacket.

Rut experience has proved conclusively that

this is but another instance in which theory

and practice are widely separated. Inde

pendent water jackets are. however,

employed in various instances to counter

act this force and a more novel expedient

is embodied in the engine of the Austin car.

The bottom of the water jacket is left open

and between this and the cylinder proper is

screwed a cast iron ring, having recessed

on its inner face a washer of a special com

position. which causes it to expand as it

is forced into position. \Nhile making a

perfectly water tight joint. it is also claimed

to permit the cylinder to expand and con

tract unhampered.

According to a dispatch from Johnstown,

Pa., a large drop steel forging plant is to

be established there. Among those men

tioned as being interested in the venture

are John H. Waters, R. Purlie Smith, Curt

G. Campbell, James M. Shumaker, E. B.

Entwistle, W. Milton Brown, George M.

Wertz and John M. Rose.

MAKES HORNS MUSICAL

Simple Device that Accomplishes that D:

sirable End—Acts Like a Bunsen Burner.

In all the varied ramifications of the auto

mobile accessory business, probably l'lOll!

ing has passed through a more vigorous

infancy, nor promised more in the way ti

a healthy maturity than that has that device

by which the

useless force of the motor exhaust is d:

means of otherwise

verted to a good use and made to produce

a musical tone.

The simple attachment of a horn of the

organ pipe variety to the exhaust is not

all that is necessary, however, and it has

been found that where this alone is done

there is a tendency to screeching and over

tone, which is by no gneans desirable. Tat

tendency to this is brought about by the

  

varying pressure in the exhaust, and ti:

fact that the horn itself is not responsiie

to a wide range of pressures. In an eritrt

to avoid this, the New Jersey Tube Cent

pany, of Newark, has just brought out a ‘

secondary appliance which may be attac're!

to any horn of the type and which is it

tended to soften the note, rendering it pure

and musical at all times. It is called an

air regulating valve, and acts on the well

known principle of the Bunsen burner.

The valve, which is interted in the pit:

line just in front of the horn, consists of:

fitting containing a jet through which the

exhaust rushes with great velocity. at tie

same time, by its energy, drawing a por

tion of pure air through a couple of suitabi:

openings at the side, with the result the:

the volume of the blast is increased. and. l?!

the same token, its pressure is diminisiwl

It is fitted to all the company's Exhaust

horns without extra charge, is said to git:

a fine effect and, as applied to other makes.

it works equally as well.

If a Ball Should Break.

It may appear more economical at the

time to renew but one ball—and that the

broken one of a bearing which has d<~

faulted in this respect, but it will turn 0m

to be far cheaper in the end to put in 3

whole set, unless the bearing has had very

little wear or the new ball can be careful};

gauged to the exact size of the others

Otherwise, the new ball, having more (3.1:

its share of the load- to bear will quickly;

give way again. It is a small matter, but it

pays to see that grease used for lubricatr;

this and other parts of the car is entire)?

free from grit.
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NEW THINGS AT LATE SHOW

London’s Agricultural Hall Exhibition Pro

duces Some Novelties—What they are.

Experience would seem to indicate that

no matter how often automobile shows

were held, there would be plenty of novelty

forthcoming to provide them with. At

least, such would appear to be the case on

the other side at any rate, for the recent

Agricultural Hall Show, in London, was

hailed by the motoring press there as being

productive of fully as much in the way of

detailed novelty that is now the only dis

tinguishing feature of the car, as was its

predecessor of less than six months ago,

the Olympia Show.

And as is true in every other case, some

of the novelties are that and nothing more

—in fact, some of them have more disad

vantages than advantages, and their only

raison d'etrc would appear to lie in their

  

FIG. I. UN‘C Fl.Y\\'HF.F,l..

being out of the ordinary. On the other

hand, many possess merit. One that would

seem to be in the former class is the vaned

flywheel of the Unic car—a new bidder for

fame. its purpose is to aid in inducing a

draft through the radiator and it is but

another method of accomplishing what is

more often brought abcut by making the

spokes of the flywheel vane shaped, as

shown by the sketch Fig. 1, and is, of

course, claimed to be superior to the lat

ter. So far as its actual capacity to perform

the function intended of it is concerned,

there would appear to be no objection, but

it does not take one experienced with ma

chinery to realize that when revolving at“

a high speed such a wheel is practically

transformed into the equivalent of a circular

saw and that anything coming in contact

with it will be torn to pieces. Unless en

closed iu a secure casing of metal it would

appear to constitute a source of danger

rather than of benefit.

It was hardly to be expected that some

thing new in the form of a shock absorbing

device would be lacking, though this year's

shows on the American side of the Atlantic

were not productive of as many as were

looked for. One that mrde its appearance

hails from Belgium and is built by the

makers of the ca' carrying it—the Metal

lurgiquc. lts construction as well as its

manner of attachment will be plain from the

accompanying sketch showing it in place on

on the chassis. It is of the plunger or

piston and cylinder type as distinguished

from the friction disc, the retarding action

being increased by transmitting it through

a chain and small roller.

  

FIG. 2. METALLURGIQUE SHOCK AIISORBEL

“Turbinamo” is the rather odd looking

title of one of the novelties shown in the

shape of an accessory and it owes its exist

ence to a very large demand that extsts

for ignition accumulators. Rendered into

the Queen's English, its appellation is

merely turbine dynamo, of a size designed

particularly with this service in view. It

consists of a small turbine and equally

diminutive dynamo mounted on the same

base and the charging plant entire is in

tended to be run from the house faucet.

lt generates sutlicient current to charge

  

ALBANY GEAR PUMP.no. 3.

two sets of accumulators simultaneously

and should prove a great convenience for

those who find themselves distant from

charging facilities.

A special gear pump for which the mak

ers claim the great advantage of being

proof against the annoying fault of leakage,

was also on view. As will be noted from

the illustration, Fig. 3, showing it uncov-.

cred, it does not differ to all appearances

from the ordinary article of the kind. But

up the face and along the edge of each

tooth runs a groove which in an ordinary

sized pump does not exceed one-sixteenth

of an inch in depth or width. When in

action these grooves fill with water which is

retained in them as they revolve, forming

a water joint or seal between the teeth and

the barrel. The Albany Engineering Co..

who are the makers, claim that a pump of

this type of {ti-inch bore—a size suitable for

use on the average car, has a capacity of

500 gallons per hour against a head of 100

feet, when run at the rate of 450 revolutions

per minute.

Names as well as the accessories them

selves were novel, for a new form of wind

shield boasted of the euphonious title of

“Pioven.” It consists of a sheet of celluloid

operated on the familiar roller blind prin

ciple. The shade roller is attached to the

dash and the shield can be drawn up and

fastened at any height desired, being main

tained in position by a skeleton frame of

the type usually employed with glass. As

an auxiliary it is fitted with a special rain

 

  

l‘IOVEN “‘INU hllll' l.l\.no. 4.

shield, designed to protect the driver from

the weather without at the same time oh

scuring his vision by permitting the shield

to become wet or fogged. This consists

of a second sheet or narrow strip of cello-

loid mounted in a frame attached to the

upper end of the frame carrying the roller

shield. When in place the latter is let

down some distance and the rain shield is

fastened at an angle. as indicated in the

illustration, Fig. 4, showing it from behind.

Another maker of shields has taken hccd

of the cry raised against the plate glass

variety by providing an unbreakable type,

which is, none the less, of glass. It is

termed the “safety” motor Screen. and is

a permanent fixture of the usual type, con

sisting of layers of celluloid and glass, ce

mented together so as to become practically

integral. Naturally it is not claimed to be

unbreakable. but is intended principally to

reduce the damage otherwise occasioned by

the accidental breakage of the usual type.

The great tenacity of the composite struc

ture of alternate layers of celluloid and

glass was illustrated at the show by a

shield against which a large rock had been

hurled with considerable force. The glass

on both sides. was naturally broken, but

was not penetrated and did not fall to pieces

nor permit any of the small pieces to fly

about. The reason for placing the celluloid
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beneath the glass is explained by the fact

that the former material tends to discolor

when unprotected and is highly inflam

mable

A novelty in the shape of an adjunct in—

tended to facilitate filling the fuel tank that

was shown, goes by the name of “Pettet’s

Petrol Filler" to which should be added the

word safety to make its title complete, for

it is not only designed to dispense with a

funnel, but prevents any overflow or spill

ing of fuel if properly used. It is made

in two forms. both of which are shown in

the illustration, Fig. 5, as well as its man

ner of operation. One is fitted with a union

for attaching to the standard English gaso

lene can. while the other is equipped with

a wooden bung adapted to use with the

ordinarv holder. The inwardly projecting

tube of small calibre is bent in a curve

when in use so that when the spout is in

serted in a can, the former will open at its

highest point, which will naturally not be

occupied by liquid once the emptying pro

cess is under wav. This tube is for the

purpose of admitting air over the contents

of the tin. The outer end of this tube pro—

jects slightly beyind the spout, so that if

the end of the latter be placed at the level

to which the tank is to be filled, the step

indicated by C. which is placed there. for

this purpose. the liquid will rise into the

air tube and thus effectuallv shut off the

flow. The end of the spout is provided

with a detachable gauze filter.

The “Autoloc” is a novelty with a mis

leading appellation for it is not one of those

numerous contrivances to prevent the wily

individual who would annex someone else’s

car from getting away with it, but is

merely intended to take the place of the

ordinary notched quadrant and bolt em

ployed for holding the change speed gear

levers in their places. The advantages

claimed for it are greater compactness and

automatic as well as universal action, as it

will hold the lever rigidly in any position

throughout its range without the use of a

trigger, and at the same time the hand lever

is always free and can be moved in either

direction. The details of its construction

as well as the principles of its action will be

clear from a reference to the sectional

drawing Fig. 6.

To begin with, the hand lever A, and the

operating lever B on the other side of the

fulcrum C, are two different pieces. On the

inner end of the lever B is a cam shaped

boss, represented by the black portion of the

sketch: partly surrounding this are two

jaws which are really an extension of the

lever A. Between these jaws at one end

passes the lever B, but two hardened steel

balls and a helical spring are placed be

tween their other faces. These balls are

held apart by the spring and lie on the

flat face of the cam, thus wedging that

member rigidly to the steel case, enclosing

the whole mechanism. Owingr to the lock

formed by the balls, any force applied to

life outer end of the lever B, would have to

burst the steel case before the lever could

be moved. On the other hand, B may be

moved by the lever without any difficulty,

because there is just sufficient clearance be

tween the jaws 'and the lever B, to enable

  

Fro. 5.

the other ends of the jaws to release the

balls from their wedged position before the

two levers engage with one another, and

begin to move in unison. As the two levers

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

FIG. 6.

theyfulcrum

carry the balls with them and these in

rock about their common

stantly lock the lever B, directly the

pressure on A is released.

The Pilfering of Tools.

In the opinion of some New York garage

keepers who have already very forcibly

expressed themselves on the subject by

posting notices offering a reward of any

where from $10 to $50 for the apprehension

of chauffeurs who pilfcr tools from other

cars, it is high time that the maker of the

medium priced car took cognizance of this

pernicious practice that is prevalent in

nearly all garages and provided their vehi

cles with some means of locking the tool

box. I There is little doubt that the opinion

in question is shared by every garage

keeper, but the practice has probably not

assumed the same proportions in every

case.

Nothing is more natural when in need of

some tool not at hand than to look for if

on the nearest car, and as at present con

stituted there is nothing to prevent access

to the tool kit under the front or rear seat

of the average car, it is an easy matter to

find what is wanted. And nothing is more

exasperating to the owner of that same car

than to miss the tool when its presence is

urgently needed at a little function on the

road. The frequency with which owners

of cars stored in their garages came bark

with “blood in their eyes" looking for the

man who had "lifted" the tools in ques‘

tion, explains the posting of the notices in

question. _

It is a small thing. the odd screwdrivir.

wrench or tire lever, but there are times

when its equivalent is not to be had ir-r

love or money, and a lock of some sort

placed on the tool box is an equally small

thing that would insure its presence when

most needed. Tool boxes are not broker

open and rifled; the offender "borrows" t'fli

implement, fully intending to put it hackin

the majority of instances and sometime

does so, but more often“ not.

Whether it be from a desire to lean!

nothing undone that will show that they

have attempted to give the purchaser hi5 i

money's worth, or whether it springs from

a realization of the state of affairs jib!

dwelt upon, the average maker of the hiil

priced car has not neglected this conven

ence. His confrere who appeals to a “W

popular taste should do likewise and can"

the gratitude of both owner and gang

keeper. In all probability its absence hi:

been due more to the fact that the new»

sity for it has not been recognized rather

than from motives of economy.

Wood Garage that may Prove Expmsi"

The Board of Commissioners of R64

Bank, N. J., has directed Edmund \l'ilsm

the town counsel, to bring suit againl

George Hance Patterson for erectiflgi

wooden building in Monmouth street toused as a garage, as the building is With!-1

the fire limits of the town. The ordinalKt

provides that no wooden building shall i";

put up in those limits under a penaltif‘i

$10 a day for every day the building remain

standing.

Why Hungary’s Imports Decreased

Owing to an impending tariff rate whirl

went into effect March first, the Austnr

Hungarian imports showed a tremendvui

increase in January of this year over ll“

corresponding figures of 1905. The ing“

of dutiable material effected all brim-ii;

of trade. ‘but was especially noticeable "1

the ease of the automobile, the total \alui'

tion for the month of January, 1906' hi“;

$36,600 as against $4,000 one year 380‘
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LIGHT ON OBSCURE DEVICES

Paris’s Peculiar Exposition Brings Them to

the Surface—Several that Seem Promising.

The “Exposition des Petits Inventeurs,”

which was held in Paris last year, proved

such a success that it has reached the dig

nity of an annual affair and the second show

of the sort which took place during the first

week of the present month, was productive

of fully as much in the way of novelty as

Naturally quite a numberits predecessor.

ing the emergency brake. Despite the auto

matic features of the device or its value in

shoving the obtruding pedestrian from the

line of travel in a gentle and polite manner,

the man in the street will probably prefer

not to come in contact with a moving car

whether it is provided with one of these

young cowcatchers or not.

To one of the exhibitors, however, must

be given the credit of having realized the

applicability of an extremely simple and

long familiar principle to the problem of

self-starting. This is the Archimedian

screw which has already figured on the

    

 

ADAPTATION OF THE COW-CATCHBR.

of the inventions brought forth show a lean

ing toward the bizarre, and are, to say the

least, of doubtful value, but it is the salva

tion of the occasional gem of merit that

glitters unseen among this mass of harm

less oddities that constitutes the very pur

pose of the exhibition.

An Englishman paved the way for sub

sequent crimes of the sort by devising a

pneumatic buffer for the forward end of

the car, and now a Frenchman has gone

him a great many better by enlarging upon

the idea until it has reached maturity in the

shape of a full-fledged cow-catcher, the odd

appearance of which may be realized from

the accompanying photograph of the in

vention. And the reproduction of the end

of a locomotive has been carried still fur

ther by adding two buffers which in this

instance are pneumatic, the compressed air

release being formed by the pet cock which

terminates the junction of the two pipes

that came together directly over the dash

board. Below the pneumatic cylinders are

fenders designed to shove to the right or

left any obstruction that the car happens to

come in contact with. But this does not

complete the function of the device by any

means, as it is interconnected with the

throttle and brakes and when a collision

occurs it is intended to bring the car to a

stop by shutting ofl‘ the mixture and apply

automobile for some time past in the role

of providing a means of advancing and re

tarding the spark of the magneto. That

it should have not been thought of sooner

for starting the car without the necessity

  

A SIMPLE SELF-STARTER.

of leaving the seat is merely another one

of those anomalies of the channels followed

by inventive thought—that it should not

have occurred to anyone of the horde of

inventors who were applying themselves

to the subject when the latter first came

up, seems nothing short of absurd—after it

has been adopted. It is a familiar prin

ciple of mechanics that dates back to the

ancient Greeks that a screw having a very

long pitch will revolve, it it be held at one

point by a nut, when pressure is applied

at either end of the screw, the direction of

the revolution depending upon the thread

and the end at which the pressure happens

to be applied. And in the present instance

the screw is attached at one point to the

motor shaft through the medium of a

sprocket and chain as shown in the illus

tration, is supported by a large nut which

  

ARCHIMEDIAN SCREW SELF-STARTER.

compels it to revolve and is attached at the

other end to the starting lever which is

placed so as to be conveniently operated by

the driver. One pull on the lever is suffi

cient to give the motor several complete

revolutions, and the operation may be re

peated indefinitely by merely moving the

lever back and forth, means being pro

vided to disengage the screw automatically

when the motor starts. The details of the

device as well as its striking simplicity, will

be apparent from the illustrations.

A “Ruckwartsgang” attachment for the

rear of the car, which in spite of the fact

that it is of Teutonic origin and is shown

at a French exhibition, bears the imperative

  

TO PREVENT REAR-END COLLISIONS.

warning “Stop” in the Queen's English,

is something the purpose of which is ob—

vious. Hand signals are all well and good

in open cars where the driver of a car ap

proaching from the rear can see what the

manipulator of the vehicle in front of him

is doing. but with the closed car this is not

the case. The device consists of a glass

plate of oval shape on which the warning is

painted or engraved in letters of a substan

tial size. During the day the signal is

white and at night it is illuminated by an

electric light. The cover which obscures

it when not in action is connected with the

clutch pedal by means of a light steel cable,

So that whenever the clutch is out of en—

gagement the warning becomes visible.

It would constitute a work of consider

able magnitude to attempt to catalogue all

of the things brought together at such an

exhibition and it goes without saying that

such a collection can seldom be seen under

the same roof.
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How Fisk Fumishes Free Air.

Free air is a gift which every one accepts

as an heritage, but free compressed air is

something that will appeal to the average

chauffeur as a veritable godsend of a con

venience and a labor-saver. An advertising

scheme that puffs for itself is the com~

pressed air device which the Fisk Rubber

Company is installing in all its branches.

The new Boston store at 239 Columbus ave

in the same manner as dry cells. They are

also employed in forming what the makers

term their type C ignition set which con

sists of the required number of cells packed

in a hardwood case in connection with a

shock absorbing medium between the hard

rubber and the wood. The elements of the

Rex cells are of the pasted type, the active

material being applied to grids made of

inoxidizable alloy. The substances used in

 

line, which is reproduced above, was one of

the first to establish the free air arrange

ment and the automatic box is shown under

the side display window. The owner who

feels the tires of his car becoming soft has

only to drive up to the curb, attach the

tube to the tire valve, turn on the stop—

cock and let the air do the rest.

Secrets in Rex Accumulators.

Accumulators are now conceded to rep

resent by far the best source of ignition

current for the car in cases where batteries

are used; in fact, their adoption has become

so widespread as to almost make a state

ment to this effect superfluous. This de

mand has done much to bring about im

provements in the small storage cell, both

internal and‘external, so that the present

day set of ignition accumulators is lacking

in few things that go to insure convenience

or reliabiliay. One thing that has been

found more or less inconvenient with the

encased sets is the necessity of investing

in an entire new set where it is found neces

sary to increase the voltage, or where one

of the cells becomes damaged, pending the

repair. This is something that has been

taken into aceount by the New England

Motor Co, of Lowell, Mass, which has

placed a line of storage units on the market

in addition to the various types of Rexes.

These are, of course, independent cells,

any number of which may be coupled to

give the (lCSH‘Ctl \‘t'Jlt-"ige. The elements are

enclosed in sealed rubber jars, furnished

with valves and terminals and may be used

  

compounding the composition used in mak

ing the active material for the positive

plates constitute a trade secret, even the

chemicals entering into it being purchased

by numbers. The use of this compound is

claimed by the makers to produce a very

dense peroxide which has absolutely no

local action. by which means abnormal last

ing qualities are said to be secured, in

stances' having occurred in which marine

sets have served from April to October

without recharging. The Rex sets are

made in all regular sizes, 40, 60 and 80

ampere hours at 4, 6 and 8 volts, the system

of notation employed to designate them

being extremely simple. For example, a

number 64 set, is a battery with a capacity

of 60 amperes at 4 volts.

Napier to Produce “Gearless” Cars.

The English Napier Co., which has been

loudly applauding the cause of the six-cyl

indered vehicle, has at length crossed the

Rubicon and announced the immediate pro

duction of that long-desired achievement,

the “gearlcss” car. The machine in pros

pect will not be gearlcss in the strictest

sense of the word, as the transmission to

the. driving wheels will be by bevel gears.

The change-speed gearing will be quite

lacking, however. all variations of speed

being obtained by the use of the engine con

trol, the drive being a solid connection.

New York offices of the Carpenter Steel

Co. have been established in the American

Surety Building, at 100 Broadway.

Safeguards from Gasolene Leaks.

It has become a matter of almost unner

sal practice to place a slint-ofi' cock in the

gasolene feed pipe, but it is not so very long

ago that this was considered rather in the

light of an unnecessary detail, and in some

instances this is still the case. The motorist

who knows how to do such things, and who

is not athicted with a penchant for attempt

ing to “improve” upon what the maker has

established through costly experience to

be the best suited for the purpose, should

make this a subject for his attention if his

car be not provided in this respect. There

is no telling when a carburetter will begir.‘

to leak and if the car is standing for the

night when this happens, merely turning

the car over in the morning may provide the

spark that will start a blaze. But half a

dozen difl'erent ways of shutting off the

gasolene will not avail much if they are

not used whenever the car is to stand for

any length if time.

Just how the Motor Works.

Graphic illustration rather than technicaf

dissertation seemed to have been the object

of the salesman who in dwelling upon the

merits of the particular car he was retained

to sell, came forth with the following: “You

see," said the expert elucidator, “when the

piston comes up and compresses a lump of

gas, a spark jumps in and touches it 05

and the engine gives a poke which turns the

crank shaft around. Then the piston comes

up again and chases out the burnt gas and

takes in a fresh charge as it goes back;

then it comes up once more and the loarl

gets a spark again and the piston is blown

back and the crank shaft gets another poke

just as before. Every time a spark is let

in the engine gets a poke and gives it to the

crankshaft, you see. It's perfectly simple."

Color Line for Chaufl'eurs.

Race war tactics have been extended to

the automobile, for Chicago chaufi'eurs—the

white ones—claim that their brethren of

color are entering the ranks in such num

bers that the erstwhile high calling is being

demeaned, and. what is more to the point.

salaries are suffering by the same toket‘

In consequence, the Chautfeurs' Club of the

Windy City has taken ofiicial cognizance

of prevailing conditions by dcploring the

fact that colored men are fast supplantin;

them as motor coachmen in private families

with a resulting tendency to cut salaries

and cheapen the business. but no action hil:

been decided upon as yet.

  

More Room for Springfield Bodies.

Prosperity, which has come in generous

measure to the Springfield (Mass) Metal

Body Co., is well reflected by four-story ad—

dition to their plant, of which they haw:

just taken possession. The new building

adds 48,000 square feet of space to their

“elbow room" which, of courSe. means a big

increase in their facilities for producing thr

aluminum bodies and fenders and the tops

thc quality of which has been responsibi

for their prosperity and reputation.
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SOFT BERTH FOR POLITICIAN

New Yorker’s Accident Bureau Bill Would

Create it—“Traveling Expenses," too.

Although at the time of its introduction

into the New York legislature, it was stated

that the measure proposed by Assembly

man VVeber was to provide for a “State

Vehicle Commission," it transpires that the

'bill is nothing more or less than an attempt

to create a meaningless automobile accident

record commission that will serve to give

a job to at least one secretary at $1,200 a

year and possibly a few more helpers. It

gives the governor power to appoint three

persons who shall constitute the "motor

vehicle commission," and whose term of

office shall be for two years. These three

commissioners shall do their work—“ser

vices" is the way the bill expresses it—

gratis, but—and it is a very big “but” that

means more than the bill would have it

understood—they “shall be paid their neces

sary traveling expenses.”

The secretary of the commission, who is

to be appointed by the trio, of course, seems

to be the one to reap the greatest harvest.

In addition to having his expenses paid he

will receive a salary of $1,200 per annum.

The commissioners also may appoint ad

ditional clerks and an attorney, so that the

chances for unlimited graft for those who

secure the "plums" appear large. There

will be no work attached to the positions

as the clerks of the secretary of said com

mission could in one day record all the

automobile accidents that might occur in

the State of New York in one or even ten

years, this seeming to be the only work

the commission will be required to do. The

full text of the measure follows:

Section 1. Short title—This chapter

shall be known as the motor vehicle acci

dent recordlaw.

Section 2. A commission is hereby cre

ated, to be known as the State motor

vehicle accident commission.

Section 3. Within ten days after the pas

sage of this act the governor shall appoint

three persons who shall constitute the

motor vehicle accident commission. They

shall hold office for the term of two years,

and until their successors shall have been

appointed and qualified. A commissioner

shall, in like manner, be appointed at the

expiration of the term of any commissioner,

or when any vacancies shall occur in the

office of the three commissioners. Such

commission shall receive no compensation

for their services, but shall be paid their

necessary traveling and other expenses.

Section 4. Such commission shall appoint

a secretary, who shall serve at its pleasure,

and wh05e duty it shall be to keep a full

and faithful record of the proceedings of

such commission, preserve at its general

office all documents and papers intrusted

to his care, prepare for service such papers

and notices as may be required of him bv

the commission, and perform such other

duties as. the commission may prescribe

He shall have the power, under the direc

tion of the commission, to issue subpoenas

for witnesses, and to administer oaths in

all cases, pursuant to the duties of his

office. Such secretary shall receive an an

nual salary of twelve hundred dollars, pay

able quarterly by the State treasurer, on

the warrant of the comptroller.

Section 5. Such commission may also

employ, and at its pleasure remove, such

additional clerical officers and examiners,

as may be necessary, for the transaction of

its business, and may employ an attorney

at-law, counsel for the commission.

Section 6. The principal office of the

commission shall be in the city of Albany,

in rooms designated by the capitol com

missioners, and it may have a branch oflice

at the city of New York, and one at the

city of Buffalo, and the said commission, or

a quorum thereof, shall meet at least three

times a year, during the year, at Albany.

The commission shall have an official seal.

Two of the commissioners shall constitute

a quorum for the transaction of any busi

ness, or the performance of any duty, and

may hold meetings at any time or place,

within the State of New York. All exam

inations and investigations made by the

commission may be held and taken before

and by any one of the commissioners by

order of the commission, and the proceed

ings and decision of such single commis

sioner shall be deemed to be the proceeding

and decision of the commission, when ap

proved and confirmed by it.

Section 7. The commission shall have

power to administer oaths in all matters

relating to its duties, so far as necessary

to enable it to discharge such duties, and

may cause witnesses to be subpoenaed,

and if a person duly subpoenaed fails

to obey such a subpoena, or to

answer a legal or pertinent question,

or to produce a book or paper which he is

directed by subpoena to bring, the com

mission may take such proceedings as is

authorized by the code of civil procedure,

upon the like failure or refusal of a witness

subpoenaed to attend a trial of a civil action

before a court of record. The said commis

sion shall adopt rules for the examination

into causes of automobile accidents, and

other matters pertaining thereto happening

upon the public highways and streets of the

State of New York. Such examination

may be had before the commission, or any

one of them, or before an examiner to be

designated by the commission. The said

commissioners shall have reimbursed to

them the necessary traveling expenses and

disbursements of themselves, their em

ployees and clerks. All salaries and dis

bursements shall be audited and allowed by

the comptroller, and paid quarterly by the

State treasurer, by order of the comptroller

upon the certificate of the secretary out of

any funds appropriated therefor.

Section 8. Whenever injury or damage to

the person or to the property of any person

or corporation, results from the operation

of any automobile or in connection there

with, or of any, other motor vehicle, not

upon tracks, on the public streets and lligh—

ways of the State of New York, it shall be

the duty of the peace officers of the juris

diction in which the injury or damage oc

curred, to investigate the injury or damage.

within ten days after the happening of the

accident or injury, and within twenty days

after the happening of such accident or in

jury, to send by mail to the secretary of the

motor vehicle accident commission at Al

bany, a written report of the particulars of

the accident or injury, including the time,

place of injury or accident, stating the num

ber of the motor vehicle, the names and

residences of the operator of the vehicle.

the owner, the occupants, the names and

residences of the parties injured, if any, the

names and residences of owners of the

property damaged, if any, and names and

residences of the parties who witnessed

the accident or injury, if possible. It

shall further be the duty of such peace

officers to state the cause of the accident

or injury as determined from an examina

tion into the facts, and there also shall be a

statement of the result of the accident, in

reference to its injurious effect upon prop

erty or to the person. Any person who is a

witness to an automobile accident causing

injury or damage to the property or to the

person of another, or who knows the facts

concerning such an accident or its cause or

its results, may have the privilege of re

porting the matters hereinbefore prescribed

as a duty of the aforesaidpeace officers, but

in order that said witness's report shall be

accepted, he shall as a condition to its ac

ceptance, make the report in accordance

with the rules adopted by the said commis

sion, and shall make oath to the facts

stated in his report before some'officer of

the State of New York, duly empowered

and commissioned to administer oaths. The

said motor vehicle accident commission

shall issue proper blanks for the purpose

of stating the particulars hereinbefore men

tioned, which blanks shall be distributed to

all persons requesting the same, and it shall

be the duty of the peace ofiicers investigat

ing the cause of a motor vehicle accident,

resulting in damage to the property of

another, to truly answer the Questions of

said blanks, and to fill in the blanks accord

ing to the rules adopted by the said com

mission.

Section 9. It shall be the duty of the

motor vehicle accident commission to fur—

nish proper blanks to be filled out for the

purpose of this act, and to provide a book

in which records of alllaccidents and the

matters pertaining thereto may be kept, and

to see that there is a proper record kept of

reported motor vehicle accidents, happening

~ within the State of New York. upon the

public streets and highways, whereby injury

or damage to property or to the person of

another is caused. Said book and other

records of the said motor vehicle accident

commission shall be at all proper and rea

sonable times open to public inspection.

Section 10. All acts and parts of acts in

consistent herewith or contrary hereto. or

as far as they are inconsistent or contrary,

are hereby repealed.

Section 11. This act shall take effect May

first, nineteen hundred and six.
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__ _.. .21223121'32. New York, April_l4th, 1906.

The Wayne Automobile Company,

Detroit, Mich.

Gentlemen:

  

Replying to your favor of the 12th instant askin' f r d1 ‘ a

nation-regarding the performance of the 50 Horse Power, "Wayge"0Modela;l;gur?£ZP

Car, in the recent six day non-stop reliability run, we beg to say that the per

formance of the car up to the time of the unfortunate accident which made it up

possible to continue, was simply remarkablel

' During the 87 hours which this motor was kept running continuously, there

was not one indication that the motor was not capable of continuing its worklin

definitely; only those who'are familiar with the route traversed by this car due

ing the 87 hours, will appreciate the magnitude of this performance. Starting

at Long Acre Square, one of the most congested points of Broadway, and procedhm

straight up Broadway to 110th St., and return, is perhaps the most gruelling wofi

a car could have been put to. The continual slowing up and stopping, then start

ing, which often times had to be done five or six times in an ordinary city

block, subjected this car to use and Strain that it would not have received in

an ordinary year's work.

Our total consumption of gasoline for the 87 hours during which time we

covered 1261 miles, was 104 gallons! There was also 14% gallons of lubricating

oil used. The two sets of "Porter" storage batteries, alternately, easily fur

nished the ignition for the entire run.

The unfortunate accident which necessitated discontinuing this remarkable

runlat 59th Street and Columbus Circle, was caused by a private carriage back

ing into the car and running the Spring through the radiator. It was imposssibb

for the driver of our car to avoid this as the traffic was so congested that um

vehicles behind him made it impossible for him to back out of the way.

The observer in the car at the time was Mr. F.0.Emmons, of the New York

Times; the remaining gentlemen who observed the performance of this run during

its entirety were-~-_
George Brown New York Tribune Duncan Curr New York Amer.

H.L.Humphreys New York Post W. Horner " " Press

W.McAlliSter New York Sun E.Thompson* " " Jr. of

Commerce.

After the accident, the car was stopped at our salesrooms, and dis:

assembled to such an extent as to give all those who cared, an opportunity of

examining the gears, motor bearings, connecting rods, and such other parts of

the motor as would show wear during a run of this kind. The universal empres

sion was that the car was as good as ever and that the running perhaps did It

more good than hann.
Regretting exceedingly that we were so unfortunate as to be unable to

continue the remaining two days, we are

Yours truly,

For full particulars about all our models, wrlts THE WAYNE AUTOMOBILE 00., Dept. 4, Detroit, Mich.
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How the Chinese Commissioners Saw Things.
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IN THE POPE‘TOLEDO IN WHICH THEY nDIDH DETROIT.

 

Philadelphia Wants Motor Ambulances.

Philadelphia’s city hospital will have

automobile ambulances if Director of

Health and Charities Coplin is fortunate in

getting his ideas accepted. He says that

the department's ambulances frequently

journey thirty miles or more in making a

single round trip. After such a journey

the horses, he contends, are in no condition

for further service that day. On some days,

he says, three ambulances are in such con

stant use that each requires three or more

teams to perform the service. In all the

department has to maintain a stable of

about eighty horses. He believes that one

automobile could do the work of two

horse-ambulances.

In the Year 2006.

"What was the largest class of liars that

ever existed?" inquired the teacher of the

class in history in 2006.

“There is no accurate record,” replied the

student addressed, “but it is an accepted

fact that it was the sect of automobilists

that flourished about one hundred years

ago who bragged to their friends that their

cars c0uld travel 90 miles an hour and

swore under oath in police court that they

were not capable of more than 8 miles an

h our."

Long Island to Repeat Economy Test.

Announcement is made by the Long

Island Automobile Club that it will hold

another economy test this year for its club

members. This organization held the first

economy run last year from Brooklyn to

Southampton, L. I., and return. Dr. C. B.

Parker, who won the event last year, has

of’fered a trophy for this year's contest and

the committee is now at work on dates,

route and conditions.

Twenty-four Hour Race in Prespect.

A twenty-four hour endurance race for

catalogued stock cars is one of the projects

that is being agitated in the Rhode Island

Automobile Club, of Providence. If the

idea is officially accepted the start will be

made on July 3, finishing the next day, when

it is planned to hold a series of races on

the Naragansett Park track.

Peoria Elects Onken President.

The Peoria (111.) Automobile Club has

elected these oFficers for the ensuing club

year: President, B. H. Onken; vice-presi

dent, A. E. Angerson; secretary, A. R.

Whitney; treasurer, W. H. Rees; directors,

' L. C. Wheeler, J. B. Bartholemew, M. E.

McGruder and S. K. Hatfield.

“Automobile Day” at Kentucky Fair.

In Kentucky, the home of blue-blooded

racing horses and good whiskey, the

automobilists and horsemen get along

most amicably. The Shelby County Fair

Association, which is composed mostly of

horse owners, has set apart Wednesday,

August 29, as “Louisville Automobile Club

Day." On that day the club will make the

run to Shelbyville and be the guests of

the fair association. Just a wee bit of

diplomacy is apparent, for some time ago

the Louisville Automobile Club voted to

award a $150 cup. for one of the prizes at

the fair. '

Hartford Club-Chases Officers.

At the meeting of the Hartford (Conn.)

Automobile Club, last week, J. Howard

Morse was re-elected president. Other offi

cers were chosen as follows: Vice-presi-'

dent, F. C. Billings; secretary, G. B. Dus

tin; treasurer, R. B. Belden; chairmen com

mittees—membership, L. C. Grover; runs

and tours, George Beach; racing, George E.

Sykes; good roads, I. M. Birmingham;

amusement, A. L. Hills; rights and privi

leges, R. M. Goodrich. Several new mem

bers were elected and the report of the

treasurer showed a balance of over $300

in the club treasury.
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Why the ’Bus Drivers Struck.

Proof positive that the status of the

motor ’bus has become fixed inGreat Brit—

ain at least, is seen in the record of the first

strike among the drivers of the Kingsway

route of the new London and Suburban

Omnibus Company, which has just been

inaugurated. A faculty developed by some

of the drivers for “soldiering” along their

trips, thereby delaying the schedule, and

materially affecting the amount of their

daily work, made it evident to the manage

ment that a piece-rate system of wages was

imperative. Accordingly, the men were

paid by the trip instead of by the day as was

done when the service was first started, but

dissatisfaction over the rate and system

soon arose, and the usual “hold-up” method

of asserting their rights was taken by the

men. Unlike the strike situation in certaln

other lines of activity, however, the supply

of motor drivers is never failing, and the

company is reported as having no difficulty

whatever in filling the places of the dis

gruntled drivers.

To Test the Resilient Wheels.

Although the idea of the resilient wheel

has not as yet taken hold on this side of the

Atlantic to any appreciable degree, the

makers and users being quite content with

the ordinary types of pneumatic tire and

solid wheel, apparently the conditions are not

whollyunfavorable to it on the Continent

and in England. Although the car builders

there have not as yet .given their official

sanction to the spring wheel, yet several

makes are on the market, and that there is

considerable feeling in favor of them, suffi

cient, indeed, to stimulate the inventors, is

shown by the fact that a baker‘s dozen of

different types are entered for the forth

coming trials which are to be held in

France.

The Woman with the Streamers.

“I don’t like a woman who ‘streams’ on a

car," says a driver-owner who will never

permit anyone else to hold the wheel when

he is in the car and who attends strictly to

business every moment the vehicle is under

way. “It’s all very well for them to get

themselves up in that truly feminine and

fascinating way they have, by throwing‘on

a puff here and a dab there with a winding

sheet about the whole to keep it in place,

but when a woman wants to sit beside the

driver, she ought to see to it that none of

her yards of head drapery are allowed to

float in the breeze, and it doesn’t matter

who she is, she has to do so when she sits

beside me.”

How Paris Promotes Installment Sales.

Paris now has an “Automobile Bank,"

which is somewhat analogous to the Amer

ican building and loan institutions in that

purchasers of motor cars are permitted to

make monthly payments on their machines,

the company assuming the responsibility

of the purchase, and collecting the install—

ments. The term of the loan is twenty

months, and the amount payable totals the

list price of the car purchased.

Insurance Company Sets up Crazy Claim.

Although the assertion oftenr-has been

made that most automobilists are mono

maniacs as regards speed, it had however

taken no more tangible form than in utter

ances from motorphobic yellow newspapers

and from individuals with these same ten

dencies. An accident insurance company

now is using this far-fetched reason as

grounds for not paying a large accident in

surance policy made out on the life of M. L.

Hancock, of New Orleans, La., who was

killed in an automobile accident in Los

Angeles, Cal., some months ago. The com

pany says that it cannot pay a claim on an

automobilist, as most of them are mono

maniacs on speed and, therefore, it, the ac

cident insurance company, is not respon

sible.

The beneficiaries of Hancock’s policy

have brought suit, and the company in its

filed answer, asserts that the man who was

killed was practically insane on the ques

tion of speed and it should not be held

liable for deaths resulting from the actions

of a person temporarily insane. In the

same answer, the company asks that if it

should‘be held liable it should be for only

half the amount, as it holds that its liability

is lessened if the insured shall engage in any

hazardous employment, and this, it is as

serted, includes automobiling. The case is

interesting to automobilists as it will estab—

lish a precedent as to the liability of insur

ance companies for accidents to persons

while in an automobile.

Why the Pedestrian Wondered.

An automobilist who was touring through

the country saw, walking ahead of him, a

man followed by a dog. As the machine

drew near them the dog started suddenly

to cross the road; he was hit by the car and

killed immediately. The motorist stopped

his machine and approached the man.

“I am very sorry, my man, that this has

happened," he said. “Will five dollars fix

it?”

“Oh, yes," said the man; “five dollars will

fix it, I guess."

Pocketing the money as the car disap—

peared in the distance he looked down at

the dead animal.

“I wonder whose dog it was?" he said.

Jersey Club Makes Nominations.

Present Vice-President Joheph H. Wood

of the New Jersey Automobile and Motor

Club, of Newark, N. J., has been nominated

to succeed James R. English, as president

of that organization, when the annual elec

tion is held the first Monday in may. Angus

Sinclair, of East Orange, is slated for the

vice-presidency, and James R. Coleman,

who has been the organization’s treasurer

ever since it was formed, is due to again

succeed himself.

Cause of Carburetter Trouble.

Not infrequently a most mysterious ai

fection of the ca‘rburetter may develop or.

the road without apparent provocation.

which results in the stoppage of the motor

At such times it is usually the case that re

starting is comparatively easy, the motor

exploding at the second or third turn of

the crank, and giving no further trouble fer

some little time. Usually, this may be

traced to the choking of the jet, which may

occur through any one of three causes

Either entrained water may be present in

the gasolene which accumulates at the base

of the jet in sufficient quantities to clog it:

particles of dirt may be present, which, ris

ing and having cut off the supply long

enough to stop the generation of the gas.

fall back again into the settling cup be

neath; or there may be an accumulation of

parafine in the form of a gelatinous ‘pastr

which forms an effectual seal. The remedy

in either event, is first of all, to drain cti

the jet from below, and then to clean it

thoroughly with a fine wire. Another good

method is to attach a tire pump to it ani

blow out all impurities.

Boston to “Open the Ball.”

The Bay State Automobile Associatin:

will hold its annual Decoration Day rat:

meet at the Readsville track, Boston, or

May 30th, sanction having been granted h;

the American Automobile Association. It

will be the first track meet to be held i:

the East this season.

made to secure Oldfield, Hilliard, Ross.

An attempt will be l

Cedrino and other cracks to enter match ‘

races. In addition there will be a five nil:

event for steam cars, five miles for can“

costing not more than $1,000; five miles 1

for cars costing between $1,(I)0 and $2,015:

five miles for cars costing less than $3,543“

five miles free-for-all stock cars; and a han—

dicap stock car race for owner-drivers.

What an Automobile is not.

According to the English law, an auto

mobile weighing more than 20 cwt; or

2,240 pounds is not a “light locomotiwf

and is in consequence not taxed under tZ-ut

heading. Nor is a motor car that weig‘li

not more than one ton or upward of fire
tons, unladen, a young road roller. It is of i

no particular moment to delve any fur

ther into the question of what the auteur-i"

bile is not, one of the queer things that i! l

is under the law in question, is its classi

fication with dogs for the purpose of licef:~

ing. If a British car owner wishes to licensr ‘

his “motor” and his “motor dog" he mi."

do so by filling out an application for boi‘

on the same blank, for Internal Res-cam

form 132, is to be used in making “Derlzn~

tions for Establishments, Motor and Dr;

Licenses.”

“My car hasn't a freckle on it,” is th

quaint way which a motorist took to cor

vey the information that the finish of flu

body of his car showed no signs of wear

whatever after six months’ continuous ast
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The Week’s Patents.

817,132. Storage Battery. William H.

Palmer, Jr., New York, Y. Filed Fed.

14, 1905., Serial No. 245,605. H

Claim—1. A storage-battecy cell com

prising a series of positive and negative

plates alternately disposed therein, the two

groups supported from opposite ends of

the jar, and means at the upper edges of

the plates constructed to provide additional

mutual supporting means, substantially as

described.

817,180 Cooling System for Braking and

Clutch Mechanisms. John F. Metten,'Phila

delphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 15, 1905. Serial

No. 255,820.

Claim—l. In a device of the character

described, the combination of a braking

device, a casing therefor and a wholly-con

fined centrifugally-actuated fluid—circulating

cooling system thereof.

817,193. Supply-Controlling Mechanism

for Gas-Engines. Frederic K. de la Saulx,

Seraing, near Liege, Belgium. Filed May

17, 1904. Serial No. 208,424.

Claim.——1. In a supply-controlling mech

anism for gas-engines the combination with

the cylinder, of an inlet-opening in said

cylinder, a mixture-inlet valve closing said

inlet-opening, an air-supply valve rigidly

connected to the mixture-inlet valve, a gas

valve arranged concentrically with the mix

ture-inlet valve, a governor, means for con

trolling the moment of opening the gas

valve by the governor and a connection be

tween the gas-valve and the mixture-inlet

valve so as to limit the amount of opening

of the gas-valve according ta the amount of

opening of the mixture-inlet valve, substan

tially as described and for the purpose set

forth.

817,203. Mud-Guard Fastening. Bert E.

Thompson, Detroit, Mich., assignor to The

\Vilson & Hayes Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Filed Oct. 17, 1904. Serial No. 228,688.

Claim.—l. The combination with a mud

guard, of a bracket having an end extend

ing across the guard, a loop secured to the

guard and embracing the end of the bracket,

and a bifurcated clamp embracing the loop

and provided with openings to receive said

end.

817,204. Fastener for Fenders. Bert E.

Thompson, Detroit, Mich., assignor to

Hayes Manufacturing Company, Detroit,

Mich., a corporation of Michigan. Filed

July 22, 1905. Serial No. 270,890.

Claim.-—1. The combination with a fen

der and an arm to support the same, of a

fast_ener comprising a socket lying flat

against said fender and split longitudinally

on one side, lugs projecting from the edges

of the split side of said socket. bolts ex

tending through said fender and said lugs

and adapted to clamp the socket securely

on said arm when the engaged end of said

arm is parallel to the fender, and a project

ing plate on said socket adapted to be

secured to said fender.

817,210. Magnetic Friction Clutch. Harry

A. Williams, Akron, Ohio, assignor to The

\Villiams Electric Machine Company, Ak

ron, Ohio. Filed May 26, 1905. Serial No.

262.371.

Claim.-l. The combination of a shaft, 3

driving member rigid therewith and a

driven member loose thereon. an expansible

member carried by, the driven member,

adapted to engage the driving member a

magnetic coil carried by the driving mem

ber, and means operated by said coil to

expand the expansible member and engage

the drivmg and driven members.

817,218. Carbureter. William and James

Brown, Vancouver, Canada. Filed Oct. 20,

1905. Serial No. 283,654.

Claim.—1. In a carbureter, a casing pro

vided with a plurality of elongated passages

running from end to end, absorbent ma

terial held in said passages, header-plates

for each of said ends, and provided with

connecting-passages for' said elongated pas

sages of the casmg to connect them in a

serial arrangement, means for introducing

atmospheric air to the said passages at the

beginning of the series, means for convey

ing off the gas from the end of the series

of passages, an oil-reservoir for containing

hydrocarbon liquid having a valve—con

trolled inlet in its bottom, said means for

conveying off the gas being also connected

to the valve-inlet of the oil—reservoir, means

for withdrawing the gas from the upper

end of the oil reservoir, and a spring-con

trolled air-valve opening inward in the

withdrawal-pipe.

817,235. Spring Wheel. Dudley Farrand,

Newark, N. J. Filed May 20, 1905. Serial

No. 261,331.

Claim.—A vehicle-wheel including a rim,

a flanged hub and spokes pivotally con

nected to the rim and hub, each of said

spokes comprising a cylinder having exter

nal strengthening-webs extending length

wise of the cylinder and projectingr at the

base thereof and pivoted to the hub-flan e;

a stern pivoted to the rim, and provicfed

with a piston mounted in the cylinder; a

spring-cushion above the piston and a

pneumatic cushion beneath the piston with

in the cylinder.

817,258. Motor Driven Vehicle. Otto G.

A. Littman, Charlottenburg, Germany. Filed

Mar. 1, 1904. Serial No. 196,001.

Claim—In a motor-driven vehicle, the

combination of two relatively large front

driving-wheels, two hind-steering wheels of

small size relatively to said front wheels,

an elevated axle for the front wheel serving

as a driving and braking axle for the vehi

cle, a motor located between the front

wheels, gearing between the motor and the

driving-axle 0f the vehicle. a water-recepta

cle located between the front wheels with

cooling arrangement for the motor, a store

receptacle located between the front wheels

and below the front axle, a car-body over

the rear axle, a driver’s seat located over

the front wheel axle and above the plane

of the car-bod", and means for operating

the small hind wheels from the driver’s

seat.

817,265. Spring Wheel. Warner W. Mc

Kee, Belleville, N. J. Filed May 20, 1905.

Serial No. 261,330.

Claim.—1. A wheel comprising a rim, a

hub, and resilient curved connection be

tween the rim and hub and directly connect

ing said rim and hub, said connections being

in yielding contact with each other for a

portion of their lengths. ‘

817,266. Starting Device for Explosive

Engines. Gilbert N. McMillan, Buffalo, N.

Y. Filed Dec. 3, 1904. Serial No. 235,294.

Claim.——1. The combination of an engine

shaft, a starting shaft, means connecting

said shafts and constructed to cause them

to turn together in one direction and hav

ing a part movable in a direction endwise

of said starting-shaft to release the engine

shaft and allow it to rotate in the opposite

direction independently of the starting

shaft. and means for positively holding the

starting-shaft from rotation with the engine

shaft in said opposite direction, substan

tially as set forth.

817,309. Clutch. Louis W. G. Flynt,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Quentin W.

“A

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line. ‘1

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample ear,

[905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO.,

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

ANTED—Your auto tires; don't throw them

away; we rebuild and do retreading; guar

anteed to last like new; less than one-third the cost

of new casings. MEYER RUBBER VULCAN

IZING WORKS, Anderson, Ind. '
 

OR SALE —White Steamers. A few 1903’s

overhauled and repainted at the factory, and

guaranteed in first-class mechanical condition; all

equipped with engine cutouts and other late im~

provements;$750 f. o. b. Marion, 0 C. C. STOLTZ,

Marion, 0.
 

$8 50—1904 WHITE STEAMER, with new

engine; thoroughly overhauled and

repainted; equipped with canopy top, side hampers

and extra rear seat; engine equipped with cutout;

hand by-pass on dash. KEYSTONE AUTOMO

BILE'CO., 5905-15 Centre Ave , Pittsburg, Pa.

OR SALE—Yale 1903 Touring Car; two

cylinder; r2 horse power; good condition;

price, 8600. C. G. BILL, Unionville, Conn.

OR SALE—Baker Electrics—One each, Run

about, Stanhope. Imperial and Surrey with top

—all new and at greatly reduced prices. THE

LOZIER MOTOR COMPANY, 55th Street and

Broadway, New York City.

 

 

 

FOR SALE—Winton Quad. r905 model, in

good condition CARL PRITZ, 909

Sycamore street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

 

ANTED—Position in Automobile Manu

factory as foreman of paint, body or

trimming shops; many years experience in carriage

and three years in automobile shop; Highest

reference as to character and ability. FOREMAN,

care of Motor World.

 

AUTOMOBILE FOR SALE at a Bargain.

1905 Rambler Surrey Type I, special color,

three extra tubes, one shoe, cape top and other

extras costing over $|,500. This car is in fine

condition and run only about I,7oo miles. Will

demonstrate thoroughly and sell at sacrifice_

Excellent reason for selling. Dont miss this

chance, but write at once for price and particulars

to W. R. OLNEY, Oneida, N. Y.

 

HAUFFEUR, wilh road experience, wishes

position, preferably in New Jersey or New

York; references; experienced on Rambler, Pope

Toledo, and Cadillac, but can run any gasoline

car. Address G. F. Jackson, 409 Chestnut St.,

Roselle Park, N. J.

FOR SALE—1905 Royal Tourist, blue body,

cream gear, Victoria top, $2,500; National

24 H P., light hlu r, yellow gear, $2,100; National

24 H. P., black, red gear, $1,750; National 24

H. P, light blue, cream gear, 3|,600; Franklin

tilting, front seat type tou-ing car, red, side

hampers, 81,000; Franklin model "E" runabout,

blue, cream gear, $550; Winton ’04 model, new

tires, $950; Winton '04 model, 5850. AhoVe cars

thoroughly overhauled, newly painted, fully

equipped. REYBURN MOTOR CAR CO,

5023-29 Delmar Blvd, St. Louis, Mo.
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Booth and Irving E. Booth, Rochester, N.

‘Y. Filed June 7, 1905. Serial No. 264,081.

Claim.-—1. In combination, a driving

member having a steel bush provided with

a plurality of holes, and a brass bush at

each side of said steel bush, a driven mem

ber having a hole adapted to register with

the holes in the steel bush, a movable coup

ling-ball operatively associated with said

members, and an Opening device for shift

ing said coupling-ball into engagement with

the walls.of alined openings in the driving

and driven members whereby said members

are positively connected.

817,391. Gasolene-Dispensing Can. Wil

liam Hy Robertshaw, East Orange, N. J.

Filed April 29, 1905. Serial No. 257,993.

Claim.—A dispensing-can comprising a

casing, an outlet-pipe extending from the

interior to the exterior of the can, a valve

in the outlet, a oump extending from the

top to the bottom of the can and having

a plunger therein. a tight clOSure at the top

of the pump between the pump and the

can. a ball in the neck oithe pump, a pipe

parallel with the pump and entering the

pump above the neck of the pump, a flaring

mouth on the pipe in close proximity to

the top of the can, and a ball in the mouth

of the pipe larger in diameter than the

space between the top of the pipe and the

top of the can. '

817,498. Storage Battery. James R.

Macmillian, Menomonie, “us, assignor to

Northwestern Storage Battery Company,

Chicago, 111., a corporation of Illinois. Filed

April 1, 1905. Serial No.'253,207.

Claim.—1. In a storage-battery grid unit,

the combination of an_ inclosing frame, a

plurality of horizontal ribs extending across

said frame, a plurality of transverse ribs ex

tending across said frame and intersecting

said horizontal ribs to form compartments

for lodgment of active material, projections

being quadrilateral, the top and lower edges

thereof being dispoSed in a common verti

cal plane, and a web on said ribs and pro

jections, disposed in said vertical plane,

substantially as described and for the pur

pose set forth.

817,517. Means for Attaching Canopy

rTops. William C. Rands, Detroit, Mich.

Filed Aug. 2, 1905. Serial No. 272,304. ‘

Claim.—1. The combination of a plate

adapted to be secured to the outer sur

face of a vehicle-body and formed to con

form to the shape of said surface, a socket

on said plate, a hook-shaped bracket formed

with a wedge-shaped end to engage.the

socket, and a seat for the bows of a vehicle

top formed at the bottom of the hook.

817,538. Compound Air-Pump. Howard

W'ixon, Chicago, Ill. Filed July 1, 1904.

Serial No. 214,920.

Claim.—1. A compound pump compris

ing an outer, low pressure cylinder having

an internal packing at its end, a high-pres

sure cylinder working through said packing

and having an external piston working in

said outer cylinder, a piston carried-by said

outer cylinder and working within said

inner, high-pressure cylinder. sald.cyl.|n

ders being in unobstructed communication

at a point between said pistons, substan—

tially as described.

817,539. Non-Slipping Tire and Brake.

Joseph A. Young, New York, N. Y. Filed

May, 12. .1905. Serial No. 260,152.

Claim.-—1.- The combination of a wheel

provided with a felly and with a tire wider

than said felly, and a_ plurality of sector

like shoes each partially encircling said

tire. said shoes being loose relatively to

and tire.

817,555. Speed Indicator. Robert Hart

mann-Kempf, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger

many, assignor to The Firm of Hartman

8: Braun A. G., Frankfort-on-the-Main, Ger

many. Filed June 27, 1905. Serial No.

267,243.

Claim.-1. In a speed-indicator the com

bination of a graduated scale, means for

producing a continuous magnetic field, re

sonant bodies of magnetic material situated

in said field and turned to correspond with

said scale, and means for displacing the

lines of force of said field for the purpose

of imparting periodic magnetic impulSes to

said resonant bodies.

817,560. Tire for Vehicle-\Nheels. James

L. Heward, Cardiff, England. Filed Jan.

27, 1904. Serial No. 190,763.

Claim.—A sheath for the inner tubes of

pneumatic tires, comprising a thin resilient

metallic ribbon spirally wound in the shape

of a hollow ring, said ribbon being bent

transversely to conform to the peripheral

contour of the tire to which it is applied.

817,592. Carbureter. Elder E. Shiess.

Newport, Ark. Filed Aug. 7, 1905. Serial

No. 273,164.

C1aim.—1. A carbureter comprising an

oil-tank, a horizontal carbureting-cylinder

thereunder, containing a lining of capillary

material and a series of horizontal trans

verse sheets of similar material, a series of

pipes leading from the tank into the top

of the cylinder, a splasher under each pipe.

arranged to distribute the oil therefrom to a

different sheet, and inlet and outer pipes

in opposite ends of the cylinder.

817,632. Sprocket W'heel. James M.

Dodge, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 23,

1898. Serial No. 681,467.

Claim.—_l. The combination in a sprocket

wheel having a series of V-shaped teeth all

lying in the same plane, with an open-link

chain arranged to pass around said wheel.

the teeth of the wheel extending into the

open links of the chain and the transverse

members of the chain bearing against the

teeth, substantially as descriked.

817,668. Tire. John C. Raymond, New

York, N. Y. Filed June 9, 1905. Serial No.

264.428.

Claim.-—1. The combination substantially

as herein described, of the rim, the rim

plate thereon. and provided at one edge

with an upturned flange and having its

other opposite edge unobstructed, the base

plate adapted to slip over said unobstructed

edge and having its inner edge unobstructed

and its outer edge provided with an up

turned flange, the tire-frame having

threaded openings for the securing-screws

and provided at its outer edges with the

outwardly-projecting inturned flanges for

securing the cushion, and with the inwardly

projecting inturned flanges for engagement

with the casing-ribs, said tire-frame being

also provided with the central circumfer

ential web having the outwardly-projecting

flanges opposing the inwardly-projecting

flanges at the outer edges of said frame, the

casing provided along its edges with the

circumferential ribs undercut for engage

ment with the outer inturned flanges of the

tire-casing, and fitting in the circumferen

tial undercut channels formed by said outer

inwardly-turned flanges and the. opposing

web-flanges of the tire-frame, the cushion

held to and extending around the outer side

of the tire-frame. the inner tube within the

casing and bearing against the outer side

of the cushion, and the screws passed

through the rim-plate and tire-plate and

connected with the tire-frame, substantially

as and for the purposes set forth.

  

Even with an inaccurate stop-watch

the officer will make his case, if the

automobilist hasn’t a

JONES SPEEDOMETER

on the dash of his car.

JONES SPEEDOMETER.

132 West 32nd Street, New York

 

 

 

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.

  

Constant Sight Feed.

McOORD & co.. 1407-80 on Colony Bldg, CHEW“

E. J. DAY & CO., Pacific Coast Distributors

324-326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cll

No Liquids

  

O O

The Pullmln of Motor CI"

(elehvated (or its last year‘s record, admired

for its present perfection. sold m‘th a bnd

comprehensive guarantee that speaks volumes

tires? Pi8999!?m Orzo/YJ’"

30'35 H. P. - ‘4,°°°

Make and Break Spark, Shams-Bosch M1915"

THE RAMBR co., Broadway a son- 51.817

Philadelphia Branch, 336 N. Broad Street.

Chicago Branch, 1253 Michigan Ave.

Boston, Morrison-Tyler Motor Co , Izi Massachusdbh'

St. Louis, Van Automobile Co., 4106 \Vashinirwfl 5"

Cleveland. The Paxson Motor Co., 311 Huron A"

San Francisco, A. H. Hayes, Jr., 33' Pine 5L

  

 

 

‘

THE NEW HUTBHKISS
Built ilre a gun by gunmakers.

THE DE LEON

A French Car at American Price

ARCHER 8‘ CO.

l597 Broadway, New York.

A
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EXPERTS ENDORSE

Dicnnoncl
ire Mesh Base Construction

FOR FlOI'OR TRUCKS AND COl‘ll‘lERCiAL CARS.

Mr. H. A. Knox, President of the Knox Motor Truck Co., Springfield, Mass, writes:

“\Ve are pleased to state regarding your Diamond \\'ire Mesh Base solid tires that we have recently given

these tires :1 long and severe test, and the result, as far as we are able to judge, proves them superior in every way

to any solid tire on the market.

“\Ve have decided to adopt and recommend these tires for use upon our trucks during 1906.

“Yours very truly, H. A. KNOX.”

The only scientifically correct tire oFfered for the purposes named.

EASILY APPLIED BY ANYONE WITHOUT THE USE OF MACHINERY.

IN SHORT—IT SOLVES THE PROBLEM FOR ALL TIME.

MADE IN T\-\"IN TYPES ABOVE FIVE INCH.

\Vrite for Special Catalogue.

THE DIAI'lOND RUBBER COMPANY, -

YORK——78 Reade St.

ON—l74 Columbus Ave.

llILADELPHlA—304-306 N. Broad St.
vI"F.'\I.O—7lS Main St.

DETROIT—US Jefferson Ave.

ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St.

CHICAGO—153341 Michigan Ave.

CLEVELAND—1514 Euclid Ave.

Akron, Ohio.

FRANCISCO»608 Mission St.

NEAPOLlS—SOB Second Ave, S.

DENVER—322 Boston Building.

  

 

 

 

Change'l‘ires

30 SecondsGOOdYQarUniversal

UPPOSING you were 25 miles from home. and

your tire exploded. And you hadn't another

with you. And when you stopped at the gar

age. the man said: " I'm sorry. but I haven‘t

a single tire of that make."

Wouldn't it make you mad?

0t course it would, if you had an ordinary rim.

But it you had a Goodyear Universal Rim. you

would smile and say: "Bring on any old tire, as

long as it's a clincher my rim will take it." And in

less than three minutes you would be enjoying the

scenery once more.

Because it isn’t an all-day job to take ofl‘ and

put on a tire when your car has

Goodyear Universal Rims. Just

jack up the wheel and in 30

seconds the old tire is off, and

in another 30 seconds the new

tire—ANY kind—is on. You

need no tools but the hands—

, and are “fixed up" and on the

road while the man with ordi

Fls'nrel nary rims is hunting for his

crowbars and levers.

You see the flange comes

right off on Goodyear Uni

versal Rims. like Fig.1.

And then a 30-inch tire (for

example) slides right on to

the ID-inch rim like Fig. 2. as

easy as you would put on yoor

hat. On an ordinary rim you

would have to pry that 30-inch

tire over a 31-inch flange.

  

Flcnre 2

THE GOODYEAR TIRE G RUBBER CO.,

sngM

'~ lla?l_oni%side the valve stem, like

You know what a profanity-inspiring job that is.

and it doesn't do the tire any good, either.

Now this is all there is to taking otf and putting

on a tire when you have Goodyear Universal Rims.

See how simple and easy it is.

The rim is

made up of four

parts. like Fig. 3.

Nos. 1 and 3

are the remov

Flsuroa able flanges

(rings). which can be adjusted to any clincher tire.

No. 2 is the base of the rim attached to the felloe

of the wheel. It can be used without fitting on any

standard wheel built for the standard clincher rims.

No. 4 is the locking ring. which holds the flanges

I), in place.

If you have decided to re

lieve yourself otall tire troubles

and in consequence ride Good

year Detachable Auto Tires. a

  

Films 4

iSCtlgll of the rim. when put together, would be like

lg. .

Or. if you ride an ordinary clincher tire. the rim

section would look like Fig. 5.

The ring which holds the s 1*

flanges in place is split at a point . I

.Itlcan‘t be removed (and. of Film" 5

course. the tire can‘t come off) while the flange

presses against it.

This flange is kept tight against the ring by a

  
plate which slips

over the valve

stem, like Fig. 7.

W h e n y o u

wish to remove

the tire. loosen

the nut which

holds the valve

stem down. and

push the stern

up through the

rim. This pushes

up the plate and

lets the flange

ring slide inward. like Fig. 8.

Then lift out the locking-ring, slip

off the flange. and pull off the tire.

Time. 30 seconds. No tools but

the hands.

'I‘ h o s e w h o are

weary of tire troubles

are specifying Good

year Auto Tires on

Universal Rims. This

equipment curl: no

more than the ordinary

kind, and multiplies

Fixure 6

  

FigureB

the pleasures oi motoring many times.

Ask for our " Good News Book" and find out

all the good points of the Goodyear Auto Tire and

Flgure'l

Universal Rim. It‘s of vital interest to the Manu

facturer, Dealer or User who is satisfied with noth—

ing but the but.

. Grove Street, Akron, 0.)

Branches in following cities: Boston, 6 Merrimac St.: New York, 64th St. 8: Broadwa ; Chicago. ilO Lake St: Cincinnati. 242 E. Fifth St.; St. Louis,

712-714 Morgan St.; San Francisco, Geo. P. Moore &' Co., 596 Golden Gate Ave.; Los ngeles,

Denver, 220 Sixteenth Sh; Detroit, 242 Jefl'erson Ave.

 

 We furnish ALL SIZES of Tires with BAILEY TREADS if dsiered

W. D. Neweri. 932 So. Main St.; Bufl'alo, 719 Main SL;
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UNUSUAL attenticn has been given to the cooling of

Models ‘0’ and ‘ R'—the 1906 Haynes cars—and un

usual results have been obtained. On a 5000 mile journey

not once did either of these engines get hot enough to cause

a single explosion after the spark was shut off.

Two fans, one back of raditor, the other in fly wheel.

sweep the air through the radiator and over the engine and

the very large Volume of water around the valves also greatly

assists in cooling. The water pump is so simply and strongly

constructed that it cannot get out of order. In spite of

HAYNES AUTOMOBILE CO.

‘ -. '19,.

  

, ,{2
  

COOLING

SYSTEM

1(01{01110, 111 dies n11.

CHICAGO“ I420 Michigan Ave.

new YuRK ; |7|5 Broadway

Members A. L. A. .'\l.

the severe freezing

weather on the Janu

ary trip of Model ‘R’

from New York to

Chicago—over 1100 miles there was no trouble whatever

with cooling system, nor was any “anti-freezing compound "

used.

The Haynes is the highest-powered Shaft-driven Car

‘built. In requesting catalogue, for prompt attention address

Desk, D 11.

  

Model " R" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

Vertical roller-bearing engines. Cylinders cast

separately, Sl/fixo-inches, 50 H. P. n exclusive

transmission that absolutely prevents stri ping of

gears. Positive cooling system. Indivi ual and

special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes hold without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclu

sive universal joints that prevent wear on ins.

Sprocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear Xxle,

all exclusive. Roller-bearings throu hour. IOB-inch

wheel base, 54-inch tonneau, seating ve e0 le. Four

to 60 miles an hour on high gear. \ eig t, 2,750

pounds. Price, 53.500 1. 0. Kokomo. Full

eqnlpmcnt.

 

Hodel " 0" Pour-Cyllnder Touring Car

Cylinders cast in pairs 4%xS-in., 28 to 30 H. P.

Transmission, cooling system, lubrication, master

clutch, shaft drive, universal joints, sprocket, roller

inion and roller-bearings and body same as on

iodel "R." 97-inch wheel base. 4~inch tires. Ton

neau seatin three persons. Four to 40 miles an

hour on big speed. Price, $2,250 f. o. b. Kokomo.

Full equipment.

 
 

 

 

The manufacturer who equips his cars with

W odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

THE VEEDER MFG. 60., Hartford, Conn.

.lVlakers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers,

Counters and Fine Castings.
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Equip your Motor

ears for the Season

of 1906

WITH

GaJInnis
and obtain the highest de

gree of satisfaction with

greatest freedom from tire

trouble.

ONE @URE

WRAPPED TIRES,

YULQHNIZED IN OPEN STEAM

BETTER THAN OTHER TIRES

BUT (“305T NO MQRE.

Write ior catalog giving full informationv

Rims branded in the channel with this copy

righted mark have been inspected and pronounced

perfect. We guarantee our ires only on rims so

branded. ’

Indianapolis.

Depots:

ehicago Bullalo Detroit Gleveland

Philadelphia Boston Denver

San Francisco

Distributing Agents:

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats & 80., Portland, Or.

Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber $0.,

Los llngeles

  

  

  

 

 

  

l eel

  

Pane-Hartford

MODEL G.

2-Cylinder Opposed, 18 H. P.

Price, $1600.

Z-Cylinder opposed motor located under the hood.

Sliding gear transmission, 3 speeds forward and

reverse.

Bevel gear {drive Powerful double acting

brakes expanding in drums attached to rear wheel—

double acting band brake on transmission shaft. Speed

35 miles an hour, Seating capacity five.

The Pope-Hartford Model G 2-cylinder Touring

Car perpetuates our successful 2-cylinder car of last

season with important improvements suggested by

a year’s service, which makes this car the peer of

any 2-cylinder car in the world.

Compare it point for point with any other 2-cylinder

car on the market and let us prove these statements by

giving you a demonstration.

Write for Catalogue.

PUPE MANUFABTURING 00.

HARTFORD, CONN.

New York City, :73; Broadway.

Boston, 213 Columbus Avenue.

Washington, 819 14th Street, N. W.

San Francisco, 451 Mission Street.

LLLI
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“SKIDDOO”

For the Patent Bugaboo!

OTHERS WARN; WE PROTECT.

While others may issue warnings, we issue guarantees of protection to all purchasers of

 

 

 

  

The Exhaust Horn.

PRICE, $12, including our new air regulator valve.

This horn licensed to attacn under U. S. Patent No. 783,784, coverning any horn blown by the exhaust from a gas engine.

Look for that patent number when you purchase. It’s a guarantee of protection from litigation.

 

OUR POLICY:

Full Protection to Purchasers, a Fair Price to All and Generous

Discounts to the Trade.

 

  

 

WE ALSO MAKE THE

  

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

Air Regulator Valve.

Removes the discordant screech from any exhaust blown horn. FURNISHED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE ON

THE EXHAUST HORN. Price, ready for application to any other horn, $5.

SOLD BY ENTERPRISING DEALERS EVERYWHERE OR DIRECT BY THE MAKERS.

NEW JERSEY TUBE COMPANY,

ESTABLISHED 1894- NEWARK, N. J.

CAPITAL, $500,000.
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II'IEMKRMQN
"A Mechanical Musferpigiej'

MODEL U, 24 H.-P. $2500

MODEL D, 30 H. P. $3000

  

i I

Th ' ' 'e Prlze Ollmg System.

When you don't know that you have a stomach, it's a good one.

“The oiling system is certainly the most perfect that has come to

my notice, for you really forget there is such a thing."~ O. F. Pearson,

Pres., Big Four Lumber Co., St. Louis, M0.

The Marmon oiling system is self~contained. It has no adjust~

ments and needs no attention other than replenishing at long intervals.

More than 500 miles on one gallon. The lubrication is thorough, even

to the piston‘pin bearings.

Double Three-Point Suspension. Rigid Shaft Drive (without

Cardan joints). Absolutely successful, dependable air‘cooling.

High grade in the fullest sense of the term.

Get acquainted with Marmon features.

Nordyke 8: l‘larmon Co.,

Established 1851. ' Indianapolis, Ind.

Member American Motor Car Manufacturers' Association.

 

 

 

 

AUTOI'IOBILE HOl‘l ES

LINED WITH PATENT FIREPROOF PLASTER

  

This Style Complete $l00.

Will Accommodate any Tonneau and Top.

After you buy your motor car the first thing is to provide a place to keep it,

We Have Them. A descriptive catalog will he sent to automobile owners.

“rlta Today for Booklet No. MII. We have been making Portable Houses

for Universities and large Institutions all over the country to their satisfaction.

We Can Suit you and Save You Money.

These homcs are built in sections and are shipped knocked down and can be

put to ether in two hours by any one who can use a screw driver. 7 _

1 ry IN Unnlfl'llfled of the best Southern Pine, dry seasoned, perfectly

matched, weather and wlnrl proof, on‘y needing painting, to be an ornament when

placed in positiou on any lawn. Other houses built of sheet steel from $50.00

upward

Au Automobile Home is one-third of the expense of arage charges. We

build Greenhouses, Summer Cottages and every description of Portable House.

CHARLES H. HAN LEY.

Premier Manufacturing Works,

Motor Dept. ST. JOHNS, MICHIGAN.

  

 
 

 

 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE

I" he Car for Service.

   

 

ALL ROADS LOOK ALIKE TO

THE WHITE

The White, owing to the advantages inherent

in its unique system of generating and utilizing

steam as a, motive power, will take you any

where at any time—it is a touring car in the

fullest sense of the term. If you own a White,

you need not wait until favorable weather and

the County Supervisorsymake the roads hard and

smooth, nor need you confine your touring to the

main highways. All the wild and beautiful spots

of Nature are accessible to the driver of a White.

regardless of road conditions. Buy a White and

see the country as you have never seen it before,

and as you cannot see it in any other way.

One other point of interest, the White, be

cause of the simplicity of its mechanism, is par

ticularly adapted for the man who wishes to

drive and to take care of his own car.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

SEWING

WHITE MAC...“ COl‘lPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Licensed Under Selden Patent.

GHIIUME NIGKLE STEEL

used throughout in

construction of shafts,

transmission and gears.

HESS-BRIGHT IMPORTED

— ball-bearings soc u re

perfect transmission of

power from engine to

wheel.

  

THE MATHESON COMPANY OF NEW YORK,

1619 BROADWAY, near Nth Street. 'I’AF-roirv, \VILRESVBARRE. PA

  

Member A. L. A. M.

 

 

 

  

WHY IS THE

ROYAL TOURIST
FAMOUS?

ASK AN OWNER.

ROYAL
$3500.00 40 H. P.Model (1.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, Ohio.

AGENTS: C. A. DUERR 8: CO., New York, N. Y.; C. J. DUNi-IAM,

Boston, Mass; THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO., Chicigo,

Ill.‘ G. W. CAPLIN. Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE 8: S I’

PLY CO., Lim., Toronto, Ont.‘ MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

REYBURN MOTOR CAR 60., St. Lonis, 0.‘ STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE CO. Pittsbulg, Pm; AMOS-PIERC’E AUTO CO.,

S racuse, N. Y.; SOHOEFF L CO_., Rochester, N. Y.; ROYAL

It OTOR CAR AGENCY, San Francisco, Cal

Member A. L. A. M
 

 

  

I Absolutely Accurate

At All Speeds

g,

i :1 rnn- '

~ .‘ \nn

  

O matter how fast or how slow

you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

It is actuated by the same unchange

able magnetism which makes the Mari

ner's Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful mag

nelic indicator because there is just one way in

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have patented Illa! way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliability is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Registers Speed and Distance)

1t registers any speed from 34 mile to 60 mile: per hour.

It tells how far you have gone on the trip and gives total miles

traveled during the seam".

It goes on the dashboard, where It can be read from the seal, and

fits any Automobile.

It’s as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It is unin

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it, and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

\Ve will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

I-10 of If incorrect. Any man who can afford an automobile can

easily afford an Auto-Meter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the watch in his pocket.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. "Auto Pointers." Address 9

The Warner Instrument Co., 8‘ Roosevelt St., Beloit, Wis.

(The Auto-Meter is on sale by all fine-clue dealers and at moot Gar-ages.)
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ficamalile
The flaunt/7e Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Jinn/arr Anariah'ou v/ Lz'nnud Automobile Mnnu/nrturerr

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St. BOSTON, 15 Berkeley 5!. PHILADELPHIA, 249 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. r354 Michigan Ave.

 

  

  

 

 

 

Pinneer Steel Wheel and Universal Rim Manufacturers at the World

Our Output of Detachable Bead Rims is Greater than

the entire Output of all other Makers Combined

Snle Makers of the HARTFORD UNIVERSAL RIM

fnr DUNLUP AND BLINBHER TIRES

  

- Columbus, Ohio.
  

 

 

Automobiles
REPRESENT AMEh.“'N SUPBEIMGY.

Gasolene: l8 H. P , 5 i’assenb , $r,750. 2448 H. 1)., 5

Passengers, 83,000. 40-45 [1. R, 5 to 7 Passenge-s,

$4,500 to $5,500.

Electric ; Runabout, $900. V ice 0 ri a - P hae r on , $r,350.

Broughams, Hansoms, Landaulets, Delivery Wagons

and Trucks.

Catalogues on request: also illustrated pamphlets, “ Fashioning A Crankshah,"

_“ Columbia Lhronrt-lrirkel Sn r1," “ 'l'ranemiasion, Ems" "k onsistenl Diflerencear"

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, - - Hartford, Conn.
NEW YORK BRANCH—l34-136-l38 West 39m Sr. CHICAGO BRANCH—13324334 Michigan .Ave

BOSTON—Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., Trinity Place and Stanhope SL PHILADELPHIA—Pennsylvania Electric Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad St.

WASHINGTON—Washington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th & Ohio Ave.

Member Association of Licensed Automobile Manufacturers.
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THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT all the time. ‘

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N c H E s =

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—14S Columbus Ave.

MILNVAUKEE—457-459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave‘

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

 

Representatives in all leading cities

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company *
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BIG CREDITORS ARE BEATEN

Lawyers for Bankrupt Vehicle Equipment

Co. in Control—Assets are Ordered Sold.

  

Despite the illuminating and suggestive

probing by the Creditors' Protective Com

mittee—made up of most of the large cred

itors—their efforts to influence the selection

of a trustee for the bankrupt Vehicle Equip

ment Co., met with defeat at the general

meeting of the; creditors in Long Island

City, N. Y., on Tuesday, 24th inst.

The attorneys representing‘the bankrupt

had not been idle. They had gone among

the small creditors and on the “show down"

held an overwhelming majority of the votes

necessary to control the election of the

trustee. They were very “magnanimous,”

however, and waiving the right to elect, left

the choice of the trustee to Referee Tipling,

who presided at the meeting.

Mr. Tipling promptly appointed Charles

0. Dewey to fill the office, Mr. Dewey also

being the receiver. The Protective Com

mittee's lawyers objected to Mr. Dewey’s

competence to serve, which objection gives

them the right to lodge an appeal—a right

of which they admit, however, they are not

likely to take advantage.

In adjourning the creditors’ meeting,

Referee Tipling let it be known that it is

the desire of the court that the bankrupt’s

property be disposed of as early as possible

and this probably will be done within the

next three weeks.

As the property is said to be worth

scarcely $100,000 and as the estimated liabili

ties are $1,400,000, the sale is not likely to

add greatly to the creditors’ happiness or

treasuries.

Kansas City to go to Kenosha.

The Kansas City Motor Car Co., of Kan

sas City, Mo., which is an outgrowth of the

Caps Bros. Mfg. Co., has decided to move

to Kenosha, Wis., contracts for the erection

of a large factory just north of that city

having been signed last week. The pro

moters who .have made the contract with

the company have taken 300 acres of land

and it will be divided into lots with a view

of creating a model factory village. The

Kansas City Company is to receive a prac

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, April 26, 1906.

tical bonus of $100,000 and is to erect a

plant costing three times that amount. The

company will continue the manufacture of

heavy automobile trucks and delivery

wagons. George K. ~\"theler, the general

manager of the company, was in Kenosha

last week and stated that the company

would build a factory costing $250,000 and

that it would employ from 300 to 400 men.

Truscott Invades Automobile Domain.

The Truscott Boat Mfg. Co.,iof St. Jos

eph, Michigan, has decided to add automo

bile supplies and parts to its products. The

new shop will employ about one hundred

mechanics and work will begin on the new

line next month. A specialty will be made of

automobile engines. The Truscott Boat‘Mfg.

Co. is one of the" largest-manufacturers of

small boats in the country, and for some

time it has been making a‘ specialty of

motor boats and marine engines

G 8: J to Open New York Branch.

The G & I Tire Co. are making ready to

establish a branch of their own in New

York, having leased quarters at 10 \Nest

Sixtieth street for the purpose. Arthur T.

Smith, who so long has looked after the

G & I interests in this territory, will be in

charge of the new place. Heretofore the

G 8: I Co. .has shared quarters with the

Hartford Rubber Works Co. '

Solar Locates Eastern Factory.

The Badger Brass Mfg. Co. finally have

selected the location for their Eastern fac

tory, which has become necessary because

of the call for Solar lamps. The plant will

be located in the David W‘illiams building,

Eleventh avenue near Thirty-sixth street,

New York, Treasurer Wellesof the Badger

Co., having this week executed the lease

for the premises, which will be immediately

equipped for lamp making.

Witherbee has a new Treasurer.

W. H. Reid has resigned as treasurer of

the Witherbee Igniter Co., New York, and

disposed of his holdings. He has been suc

ceeded by A. B. Elliott, an old General

Electric man, who brings with him an in

flux ot new capital and ideas that will be

felt in the expansion of the business.

MANY CARS WERE SAVED

Before the Stores were Destroyed in San

Francisco—Reports Arrive Slowly.

Although full and definite advices from

San Francisco, concerning the extent of the

automobile trade's losses by the appalling

earthquake and the subsequent fire that

swept that city last week, are not obtain

able, there is small prospect that the trade

fared any better than the other businesses.

Save-a few garages located in the out—

lying districts, all of they important stores

and branch houses were situated within the

stricken section. Telegrams that have es

caped the general congestion make it plain,

however, that in a number of instances, at

least, there was was time enough before the

fire reached and destroyed the buildings, to

remove all or a number of the ears stored

therein.

Thus, the Locomobile Co. have received

word from Adolph Rosner, one of their

traveling mechanical experts who was in

San Francisco at the time of the disaster,

that all of the cars in the Locomobile

agency were saved. Rosner’s message came

from Sacramento and was three days in

transit and while the information concern

ing the cars was explicit enough it was

coupled with a statement “Lost everything”

which was not thoroughly intelligible.

Cuyler Lee, the Cadillac agent, reports

the saving of 21 Cadillacs, which were taken

over by the authorities for relief work.

The \Nhite Co.'s branch was destroyed

and headquarters have been set up in the

Oakland stare, 470 Eleventh street—but

whether anything was saved from the

flames is not known.

The Pope Mfg. Co.’s branch was wholly

destroyed and as it carried not only a large

stock of automobiles, but of bicycles and

sundries of all sorts, the loss probably will

exceed $250,000.

‘ T. B. Jeffery 8: Co. are yet without ad-,

vices from the unfortunate city, but are

satisfied that there is nothing left of their

branch, which had been just completed and

occupied. But as it was located in the

residential section, on Golden Gate avenue,

near Van Ness street, which was not within
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the first day's sweep of the flames, ample

time must have elapsed to save the Ramb

ler cars in stock, of which there were more

than 43 on hand at the last report, Friday,

13th inst. Another carload reached Oakland

on the 16th, the day before the catastrophe

and there are hopes that this escaped. Two

other carloads were overtaken en route and

diverted to Los Angeles.

The Knox Automobile Co. is also with

out advices, but is concerned only about a

$4,500 'bus constructed for the Palace Hotel

and shipped draft against bill of lading

and which was due to reach San Francisco

at about the time of the disaster.

The Royal, Winton and Packard com

panies are among the others who are with

out definite advices.

Practically all of the tire companies main

tained branches which were located well

within the fire swept zone. There is small

hope that any of them escaped. The G & J

Tire Co. and the B. F. Goodrich C0. already

have been heard from. Their depots with

their entire stocks were wiped out. G & I

have established temporary quarters in

Oakland and Goodrich already has shipped

goods to begin anew.

So far as known, none identified with the

automobile trade were killed or injured.

There was some concern about the safety

of E. R. Thomas, the Buffalo manufacturer,

who was visiting San Francisco, but a wire

from Vt’innemucca, Nevada, stated that he

had left the city the day previous.

What was Shown at Denver.

Automobile dealers in Denver, Col., held

their first automobile and moving picture

show last week, the entertainment opening

in Coliseum Hall Tuesday and continuing

throughout the week. The exhibitors were

'as follows: Brown & Beck, Orient buck

‘boards and Apache motorcycles; Colorado

'Automobile Co., Cadillac and Pope—Toledo

Icars; Consolidated Supply Co., accessories;

Colburn Automobile Co., White, Locomo

bile, Autocar, Pope-Waverly and National

cars; E. R. Cumbe, Marian and Mitchell

cars; Fernald Automobile Co., Maxwell

cars; 0. P. Fritchle, Rauch & Lang electric

cars; Herbert Havens, Lambert car; Mat~

hewson Automobile Co., Thomas, Olds,

Columbia and Woods cars; Reo Automobile

Co., Reo and Moline cars; Smith Automo

jbile Co., Smith Cars; Smith Automobile

Co., Logan cars; S. C. Shearer Automobile

"Co., Holsman cars; Studebaker Bros'. Mfg.

Cd, Studebaker cars; F. W. Spacke Machine

Co., parts; S. M. Wood, Stoddard-Dayton

cars; A. T. Wilson, Ford, Wayne, Grout,

Marian and Columbus cars.

“Light Building a Big Addition.

' Extensive improvements are being made

at the plant of the Light Manufacturing

Co., Pottstown, Pa. A four-story brick

building, 71x100 feet, is being put up for a

machine shop, and a pattern shop, 40x60

feet, is among the additions.

In the Retail World.

Matthew Anhcuscr has opened up in

Green Bay, Wis. He has the agency for

Rambler cars.

George Peters will erect a garage at

Horncllsvillc, N. Y. It will be located at

Cass and Union streets and will measure

71x40 feet.

The Bronx Automobile Co., of New York

City, has leased a plot of 1,000 square feet

at the corner of Boston Road and Jeffer—

son street. A garage will be erected.

Fred Bowman is to open a garage at

Muscatine, Iowa, shortly, which will mea

sure 70 x 60 feet. He has taken the agency

for the Winton and Studebaker cars.

George A. Youlden, of Hartford, Conn.,

has formed a partnership with Charles T.

Fletcher, 0f \Norccster, Mass, and the two

will open a garage in North street, Ware,

Mass.

Smith & Swan have opened their commo

dious garage at 276-278 Main street, Nor

wich, Conn. The building measures 100 by

30 feet. Olds and Cadillac cars are their

leaders.

V. W. Eisenrath has rented for a term

of years the private stable of James R.

Roosevelt, at 241 \Vcst 107th street, New

York City. A garage will be maintained, it

is stated.

Seabright, N. J., is to have a new garage.

William Brennan has just completed a large

building on Church street, which affords

2.500 square feet of floor space, for the

storage and repair of cars.

Dr. M. J. E. Moore and O. E. Vestal will

open a store on Baum street. near Beatty,

Pittsburg, Pa. Automobile accessories will

be carried and a shock absorbing device

invented by Vestal, will be made.

Arthur S. Winslow, who has taken the

agency for southern Westchcstcr county,

New York, for Cadillac cars. with head

quarters at New Rochelle, will shortly open

a branch agency in Port Chester.

I. C. Kibbe's building on Main street,

Chippewa Falls, Wis, has been sold and

will be converted into a garage. M. S.

Bailey, Robert Clark, George McCall and

A. E. \Valrath are the purchasers.

Work has begun on the new Dudley gar

age at the corner of \Villiam and Main

streets, Springfield, Mass. The building

will have a 45-foot front on Main street

and extend 85 feet west on William street.

It will be of brick and cement construction.

A license has been granted to the North

Shore Automobile Company to erect a gar

age at 44 Humphrey street, Lynn, Mass.

Property owners at first were adverse to

its erection. but at the hearing of the town

council the objectors did not put in' ap

pearance.

Oakland, Cal. now has a well equipped

garage, the Pioneer Automobile Co., of

San Francisco, having established a branch

at the corner of Twelfth and Oak streets.

W. J, Freeling is the manager and will look

after the interests of Winton, Buick, Olds

and Mercedes cars, which are carried.

The Chester Automobile Co., of Chester,

Pa., has asked for a charter to deal in and

repair automobiles. The company will take

possession of and remodeled the old Moya

building at Broad and Crosby streets. Harry

VonH. Stoever, Howard H. Houston and

George Bunting are interested in the ven

ture.

The Week’s Incorporations.

St. Louis, .\lo.—Kobusch Automobile Co.

under Missouri laws, with $1,000,000. Cor

porators—Gcorgc J. Kobusch, H. F. Flovel,

George H. Mills and \V. S. Miller.

Chicago, Ill—Adams-Farwell Co., under

Illinois laws, with-$2,500 capital; to deal in

automobiles. Corporators—Eugene Adams,

Herbert Adams and F. O. Farwell.

Detroit, Mich—St. Clair Motor Co., un

der Michigan laws, with $35,000 capital; to

manufacture gasolene -motors. Corpora

tors—Harry D. Baird, Earl Roscoe Ryno.

Brockton, Mass.—-—Brockton Motor Ex~

change Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$30,000 capital. Corporators—Oscar A.

Campbell, Harry Lyon and F. H. Marshall.

Portland, Oregon—Pioneer Automobile

Co., under Oregon laws, with $1.000 cap

ital. Corporators—Edward L. Estes, Cal

vin Hellig, Edward Hellig and H. F. Estes.

Louisville, Ky.—The Prince Wells Co.,

under Kentucky laws, with $5,000 capital.

$3,000 debt1limit; to deal in automobilesv

Corporators—Prince Wells, H. L. Vt-"clls

and M. Ehrlc.

Cleveland, Ohio—Boulevard Garage Co..

under Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—G. “fil

ter Brunner, H. J. Dunn, C. O. Harmon.

H. P. Hoffman and Wilson H. Levens.

Des Moines, Ia.—Thc Sears-Nattingcr

Co., under Iowa laws, with $10,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles and do a general

garage business. Corporators—VV. \V

Sears and O. R. Natinger, both of Des

Moincs.

Newtonville, Mass—The Duo Motor Co..

und‘er Massachusetts laws, with $250,000

capital; to deal in motors, engines, etc.

Corporatbrs and ofl‘icers—C. F. \Vhitncy.

president, Newtonville; N. H. Harriman.

treasurer, Roxbury.

South Bend, Ind—South Bend Antonio

bile and Garage Co., under Indiana laws.

with $5,000 capital; to manufacture autov

mobiles and do a general garage business.

Corp'orators—Harry D. Johnson, Nelson

J. Riley, George ,M. Studebaker, E. L.

Kuhns, and C. A. Cai-lisle.

Jersey City, J.—De Luxe AutomobiIc

Co., under New Jersey laws. with $125,000:

to manufacture automobiles and all kinds of

mechanically-propelled vehicles. Corpor

atorseRalph R. Caldwell, H. O Coughlun.

John R. Turner, Henry T. Hunt, \V. C

Caldwell and Stanley H. Mcrrcll.
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PLANS OF OPEN AIR SHOW

Cars in Tents, Sundries under Grandstand

—Admission Fee Fixed at Fifty Cents.

Detailed plans of the show that is to be

the foundation of the Open Air Carnival, to

be held by the New York Automobile Trade

Association at the Empire City track, on

May 24, 25 and 26, were issued this week.

They disclose that accessories will be con

fined to the space under the grand stand

which will be sold at 25 cents a square foot,

while cars and motors will be housed in

the three large tents to be erected in the

field bounded by the track, space in which

will be sold at 30 cents per square foot. In

the latter case space will be sold in units

measuring 10 by 20 feet, while the acces

sory space units will be 16 by 14 feet in

the east end and 10 by 10 feet in the west

end.

There are 14 of the smaller space units

numbered from 1 to 14 in the east end of

the grand stand and 16 of the larger size

numbered 15 to 30 in the west end. The

10 by 20 foot spaces in the tent are num

bered 31 to 104 and are ranged in two sin

gle lines against the sidewalls with a 'double

line dawn the center and four spaces at

each end between the entrances that are

there provided, thus making a single wide

aisle. In the case of the accessory exhibits

in the grand stand, a wide aisle will be run

between the smaller spaces and there .will

be a narrow aisle on each side of the larger

ones.

The drawing for spaces and allotments

will be made on May 10. With few excep

tions the rules drawn up for the regulation

of the exhibition are those usually in force

at the annual indoor shows, such, for in

stance, as the prohibition against sub-letting

space, or exhibiting anything other than

articles of the exhibitor’s own manufacture

or that he sells in the usual course of busi

ness, also the provision of a uniform style

of decorations and signs which will be un—

dertaken by the management. In this case,

however, the exhibitors will be permitted to

do any additional decorating they wish,

provided its style is approved by the Car

nival Committee.

Admission tickets will be 50 cents each,

while season tickets good for the three days

of the exhibition will be sold at $1 each,

no trade or cut-rate tickets and no coupon

books being issued. Fifty per cent. of the

net profits of the show will be paid into

the treasury of the New York Automobile

Trade Association and the remainder will

be rcbated pro rata to exhibitors who are

members of the association at the time of

space allotment, in proportion to the

amount of space taken.

 

The New York and New Jersey Lubri

cants Co. will next week remove to new and

larger quarters at .332 Broadway, New York.

Kobusch Forms Separate Company.

The Kobusch Automobile Company, of

St. Louis, Mo., which is the style under

which George J. Kobusch, president of the

St. Louis Car Company, has incorporated

for the automobile end of the railway car

company‘s business, which has been con

ducted for the past year or so. The K0

busch Company’s capital stock is $1,000,000,

divided into 10,000 shares of $100 each. The

establishment employs about 400 men. All

but three shares of the capital stock are

owned by George J. Kobusch. The other

stockholders are: Harry F. Vogel, vice

president of the St. Louis Car Company;

George A. H. Mills, general manager, and

\V. S. Miller, manager of the automobile

plant, who have one share each.

 

Murillo to Begin Business.

Within a week the Murillo Mfg. Co., of

Marion, 1nd., which has remodeled the old

Mead power house for an automobile fac-,

tory, will begin operations. The company,

which will manufacture delivery wagons

and three-ton trucks, is composed of

George C. Power, general manager, for

merly with the Haynes-Apperson Company,

of Kokomo; L. W. Coppock, designer, who

worked in that capacity at the Kokomo

factory, and Wilbur Meyers. The machines

to be made by the Murrillo company will

employ a two-cycle motor, designed by

Coppock.

A-Z Take a Whole Building.

Prosperity having smiled on the A-Z Co.,

New York, they are preparing to remove

from 520 West 37th street to 527-529 West

56th street, which is now being altered to

meet the needs of the new occupants. The

A-Z people will occupy the entire building

and with more room and increased facilities,

they naturally will be better positioned to

meet the call for radiators, hoods, tanks,

mud-guards, mufilers, etc., and to do alum

inum brazing and beating, which is one of

their specialties.

Cincinnati Money may Revive Peckham.

According to reports from Kingston, N.

Y., there will probably be a reorganization

of the bankrupt Peckham Motor Mfg. Co.,

and in addition to building trucks for rail

road cars the new company will manufac

ture automobile trucks. It is stated that

G. P. Altenberg, a Cincinnati financier, is

in the town looking over the prospects and

that he will invest $100.000 to get the works

again in operation under the name of the

Kingston Manufacturing Company.

Hambrick will Leave Huntingdon.

After many concessions on both sides,

the Commercial Club of Washington, 1nd.,

finally has "landed" the Hambrick Motor

Car Co., of Huntingdon, W. Va., which has

been home-seeking for nearly a year. The

“prize” was secured upon the Commercial

Club’s guaranteed bonus of $25,000.

CREDITORS WERE DEFRAUDED

Court so Rules in Remington Bankruptcy—

Stockholders Must “Make Good.”

 

 

Like echoes from a long-forgotten past,

were the findings of fact and law by Judge

Ray in the bankruptcy proceedings of the

Remington Automobile and Motor Com

pany, of Utica, N. Y., brought by the trus

tee for the purpose of ascertaining the lia

bilities of some of the stockholders, which

were filed last week. The litigation to re

cover on unpaid stock subscriptions for the

benefit of the creditors has been before the

court for some time and is not yet settled.

The trustee in bankruptcy filed a petition

with Judge Ray asking for an order that

certain persons designated as stockholders

show cause before the court on proposition:

“Why any agreement or contract between

said stockholders and said bankrupt cor

poration whereby any of said shares of

stock issued at less than their par value

should not be vacated and adjudged to

be void and fraudulent as to the creditors

of the bankrupt corporation and why the

trustee should 'not be directed to levy an

assessment or call of 100 per cent. upon

each and every share of the capital stock

of said corporation, which has been issued

at less than its par value, less any amount

which may have been heretofore actually

paid upon said shares either in money or

money's worth.

Judge Ray held that all the Ilion stock

subscribers except John Bates, A. T. Shel

don and Carrie Jepson are liable for $75

on each share of stock held by them. Mr.

Bates was liable for $50 a share and the

Sheldon and Jepson stock, reissued to W.

E. Taber, was also liable for $5 a share.

The court holds that the payment by the

Remington Company to the Quick Auto

mobile Company of New Jersey of eighty

shares for $6,000, in property, was a fraud

upon these creditors, and that it should be

set aside, and that all such shares of stock

are liable for $25. Newspaper contracts

were also held to be a fraud against the

creditors and this class of stockholders

were held for $25 a share. As to all other

parties, including the Chamber of Com

merce stockholders, none are liable for any

unpaid stock in the Remington Company

and the court holds that the proceedings

brought by the trustees should be dismissed.

The appeal will be in behalf of the trustee.

Rogers Decides to Quit.

A petition for dissolution has been filed

in Superior Court by the Rogers Automo

bile C0., of Springfield, Mass, the signers

representing a majority of the voting and

outstanding stock. The petitioners. say..that

there are no outstanding deth'or liabilities

and that the company has ceased to do busi

ness. The company set out to build cars

but failed to produce any.
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These tires are built particularly for those who wish to avoid all kinds of exasperating

tire troubles,

WHO BELIEVE IN LIFE INSURANCE,

and who are desirous of economy in tire maintenance.

  

“AN EVER SA TISFACTOR Y ARTICLE WITH NO DISAPPOINTMENTS. ”

THE FISK RUBBER CO. CHICOPEE FALLS. MAS.

CADILLAC
SINGLE'CYLINDER CARS

“A Dead One.”

Yes, That’s what some unscrupulous competitors (P) would have you think'

But, let's see. .

Up to and includin March 31st, we had shipped since January 1st, just

1,057 of these same singfiz cylinder Cadillacs (these “dead ones ") In fact all

but a very few of them were shipped since February 10th, some days running

over "310 cars (one complete automobile every fifteen minutes). (These “dead

tones .

Of the above, we shipped to one dealer in a large city where competition

is supposed to be strongest, 82 (of these “dead ones”).

In the face of this output, we are over four hundred cars behind specification

dates, largely because so many of our dealers have increased their original orders

——(On these “ dead ones, ” mind you.) '

We are already again increasing our facilities and commencing in April and

during the season will be turning out 50 or more cars per day (These “ dead ones.")

Our Catalogue tells all about them (The “ dead ones ”).

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, A - Detroit, Mich.
L;,eawWof 1‘ led Automobile Mmulacturers. -
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San Francisco and the Automobile.

In the days of its dire distress, the heart

of the world has gone out to San Francisco.

During such dark hours, and despite the

dawning of a newer and greater city, to

discuss profoundly the effects of the dread

ful disaster on any particular profession or

industry savors too much of sordid sacri

lcgc. It is enough to say that not only will

the draining of the banks due to the west

ward flow of tens of millions of dollars be

felt in the East, but that that few tradesmen

are likely to feel the effects of the disaster

more severely than those engaged iv. the

automobile business. In a general way, the

automobile is still viewed as a luxury which

it is easy to forego; and men engaged in

rebuilding shattered fortunes must perforce

forego such luxuries. Because of the fact,

the destruction by earthquake and fire, how

ever great, will represent but the smaller

loss which the automobile interests will sus

tain. The loss of prospective business is

what will hurt worst and extend over the

longer period of time.

, But whether or no, the hearts of the San

Franciscans themselves must warm toward

the motor car. As a means of deliverance

from danger and death, as an untiring

medium of intercommunication and for the

works of relief and protection. the auto

mobile has written for itself such passages

as must command the attention and admira

tion of the civilized world. One of the

wires from the stricken city b*st expressed

this admiring appreciation in these words:

“\Vhat would we have done without it?"

Beginning with the day of the earthquake,

such cars as were available were used for

the transportation of troops and detach

ments from point to point in the devas

tated sections of the city, in removing the

dead and injured to places of safc‘y, carry

ing supplies, and, in those terrible moments

when all other available methods had failed

to check the spread of the flames and the

use of dynamite was resorted to in the vain

hope of creating an effective insulation be

tween the fire and the unburnt district, the

automobile was called into requisition to

carry the powder from the Presidio to the

points where it was to be used.

\Nhen harnesses and wagons had been

destroyed, when horse fodder was not to

be had within miles of the burning city,

when street car lines were halted, and

streets blocked with debris, it was the auto—

mobile which came to the fore and did what

no other type of vehicle could do for San

Francisco. 4 Finally, in order to hurry the

work of transporting supplies, all automo

bilcs and all garages left standing were

commandeered, a special guard of sixty.

soldiers was placed in charge of the stock

of gasolene, and arrangements made to use

every available machine. Owners wishing

to place their cars at the disposal of the

authorities, were allowed all necessary sup<

plies and an orderly was detailed to accom—

pany them to see that they were granted

adequate protection, and that their service

was well performed.

It required some emergency to bring out

the ever readiness and willing response of

the automobile. Its utility, in a certain

broad sense, and its serviceability under

adverse conditions already were recognized.

and its capacity for continuous unrelenting

work has been proved. But the importance

of the fact that it need not be harnessed,

that in driving it, there is no animal will

power to contend with, that it could be

driven through flame-walled streets and

over scorching pavements obedient to the

hand at the wheel, and that it required no

rest or feed at stared intervals, without l

which it would fail of its duty, was empha

sized as never before.

Seeking the Owners’ Opinions.

No matter how gruelling a test the manu

facturer of an automobile subjects its very

poorest part to before actually adopting it

-—and it must be admitted that few makers

of standing fall short of their duty in this

respect, the strains which must be borne

by it in the course of steady service so '

greatly exceed those suggested by his most

conscientious efforts in trying out, that

some means of supplementing the usual cut

and dried process would seem to be neces

sary, if the best results obtainable are to be

had. And as a means of ascertaining just

how the outcome of the factory tests and

the results of a season's wear tally, nothing

could be simpler or more effective than

the plan followed for some years by one or
two iof the old bicycle makers. Testing is

no less at trying process for the material

that enters into the high-grade bicycle than

it is for the various metals that go to make

the automobile of a corresponding class,

but the makers in question added another

safeguard by sending out hundreds of let

ters at the end of each year asking indi

vidual riders what parts of the machine had

proved adequate in their estimation.

Naturally the liberal scope granted the

rider very frequently afforded an oppor

tunity for the latter to give play to his

imagination and many of the answers re

fiction.

Opinions differ as widely and as frequently

ceived were purely works of

as the individuals who give expression to

them and the liberty accorded often resulted

in replies that were ludicrous in the extreme

and as was to be expected from anything

of the kind, the causes which “in my esti

mation” brought about a breakdown or

showed evident signs of weakness, made

‘ the great bulk of the correspondence value

less.

inspection ever devised falls short of per

Then again, the best system of parts

fection and a greater or less number of

opinions were based upon the default of

parts that had given way through some

latent and probably undiscoverable defect.

But, after having sifted the chaff from

the wheat, there was considerable of prac

tical value to be gleaned from what

remained. '

And so far as can be seen, there is no

reason why a similar plan could not be

utilized in the case of the automobile with

far better results than could be obtained

. Y
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with the bicycle, for more reasons than one.

First, because the mechanism of the up-to

date automobile represents almost as much

machinery as into a hundred

bicycles with that many more chances of

entered

defection in the numerous small parts, and

secondly, because the average automobile

owner is either a pretty fair mechanic him

self, or if not, employs a man who is, or

at least is supposed to be, and a far greater

proportion of the answers to such an in

quiry would be based upon actual knowl

edge and experience.

It appears to be only reasonable to con

sider that the part which under test

shows a factor of safety of several hundred

per cent. over what it is to be actually

called upon to withstand, should be proof

against any strain to which it could pos

sibly be subjected in service. And ordin

arily this is the case, but it should be borne

in mind at the same time that such parts

are always tested when brand new. By the

time they have seen a season's hard service

they have gradually weakened through re

peated overstrain, until their factor of safety

has been eliminated and they are ready to

succumb, sometimes to what amounts to

less than a normal load. Better material

or changed dimensions in every such case

mark but another step toward the attain

ment of the state of perfection that means

as close an approach to absolute reliability

as is obtainable. And such a system of

keeping in touch with the actual user of the

car is not alone a simple and readily fol

lowed plan, but also accomplishes another

purpose. that the

maker of the car has not lost all interest in

it, as soon as it left his hands, and often

marks the entering wedge that means an

It shows the owner

other sale of the same make whenever the

old car must give way to one more up to

date.

As to the Commercial Vehicle.

Mechanical traction, the life-blood of the

world’s existance, has made possible during

the last half century, many things which

otherwise could not have taken shape. And

during its earlier development, while the

railroad and the aquatic transport were

bridging great distances and drawing into

closer communion the centres of activity

with the steam-fed magic of the age, gigan

tic business undertakingswere being formu

Cities were

drawn together, the producer, the manu

lated and put into action.

facturer and the consumer were placed in

immediate relationship with one another,

and the interchange of all things which

make, not simply for the life of the com

munity, but for its commercial prosperity

as well, was secured. -

Without the marvelous efficiency of the

railroad and the steamboat, this could not

have been possible. The factory would still

be adjacent to the market, the producer

next door to the distributor, and articles of

foreign manufacture together with food

stuffs from the open country could never

have been sold at low percentage profits

One thing, however, has

The common carriers have

in every city.

been amiss.

transported their ladings only to and from

certain centres, depots, wharves, and ware

houses, and from these points a secondary

haulage has been necessary in order to

complete the interchange of commodities,

which has been carried on by the little im

proved methods of our forebears, the horse

drawn wagon, and the push cart.

For many years, the idea of applying

mechanical traction to vehicles which were

adapted to traffic upon the common high~

roads, was looked upon with complacency

by a few farseeing individuals, considered

as a desirable possibility by others, and by

still others, looked upon with downright

scorn. But the automobile, growing from

a ludicrous beginning, and suffering many

visicitudes during its maturation, is fast

knitting up the gap which has existed be

tween the door of the consumer and the

warehouse and depot. It is completing the

chain of transportation and broadening the

circulation which hitherto has linked coun

try and town, and town and town, until it

reaches out to embrace not simply the town,

but the And the advantages

which apply to the railroad, apply equally

individual.

as well to the motor vehicle in its capacity

of serving the uses of mankind.

Just at present, a somewhat equivocal

situation exists with regard to the motor

business vehicle, for its adherents, sud—

denly grasping its possibilities, and appre

ciating what has been achieved in the way

of design and construction in the field of

pleasure vehicle, have jumped to the con

that the

equally as well advanced in point of struc

clusion commercial vehicle is

ture, and that it remains but to stimulate

interest in its possibilities, when a great

use for it will at once spring up, and a

gigantic demand for vehicles. The pros

pective users, on the other hand, are still

holding back to a great extent, profiting

by the lessons learned by the earlier adven

turers, and skeptically regarding every pro

posal which comes to their consideration.

The number of experimenters, however, is

constantly increasing, hundreds of business

vehicles are now in use, and successful use.

From these, their owners are learning les‘

sons of maintenance and service which will

be valuable to them and to others as well.

But the growth is

speaking, and the symptoms which augured

slow, comparatively

so much for the pleasure vehicle a few years

ago, indicate far less in the case of business

conservatism.

Even with slow rate of growth, however,

and with a certain number of attempts

going down into history as failures, the con

stantly increasing use of the commercial

vehicle, is far from insignificant. For many

of the machines which are now being oper

ated on a basis which is admittedly unsatis

factory, are eclipsing the service possible

with the use of animal traction, and of the

others, many are running under constantly

improving conditions which measure the

degree of experience of the users.

As to the possible spread of the use of

this type of motor vehicle, its extent is

seen when the fact is taken into account

that full 90 per cent. of all goods trans

ported by rail, are rehandlcd by other vehi

cles subsequently. At present there is a

minimum limit to the practical applicability

of the motor vehicle, but with the growth

of the industry, this will be lowered grad

ually until its practical capacity is meas

ured only by the ability of the user to

justly proportion his transportation facili

ties with his need of them.

 

Argentine Show Merits Attention.

Buenos Ayres. the Paris of South Amer

ica, is to have an automobile show. Time not

being of the essence of the matter, it will

Here

is a free field with no favor and plenty of

not be held until September next.

time to get ready for the campaign and as

conditions in the Argentine, and particularly

the nature of the roads, more closely ap

proach the American type than any other,

cars built for American roads are without

doubt the best suited for that country. It

is one vast plain, and a goodly proportion

of its population is not alone wealthy, but

daily becoming wealthier. The foreign

manufacturers were quicker to grasp the

situation and their cars are far more numer

ously intrenched. But the show in Sep

tember next should prove in the nature of

an opportunity for the American makers

the that is almostto reclaim trade

their own.
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UP SMITH MILLS HILL

Parker’s Car Makes Fastest Ascent—

Horses Interfere with the Sport.

 

David L. Parker’s Pope-Toledo and Pope

Hartford cars captured the lion’s share of

the honors in the hill climbing contest held

at New Bedford, Mass, on Patriots’ Day,

19th inst, winning two of the regular events

and making the fastest time in a special

match race against a Franklin car from the

Lowe garage. The contest was held on the

Smith Mills hill, and the distance marked

ufi‘ was 3,300 feet, approximately five-eighths

of a mile. The incline averaged a grade of

6% per cent., and Parker’s Pope-Hartford

with J. P. Grady at the wheel, made the

ascent in the fast time of 51 seconds.

Nearly 3,000 spectators lines _the course

\vhen the first event was called. Some dif

ficulty was experienced in obtaining a clear

road as'several tcamsters persisted in keep

ing the middle of the road. After the first

car had started on its way a pair of horses

gut in the way, and it was necessary to

begin all over again. This sort of thing

was repeated sevearl times and undoubtedly

many of the cars would have made better

time had they not been forced to turn out

for horse drawn vehicles.

Dr. W. H. Thayer, in an 8 horsepower

Reo, won the first event, for runabouts

costing less than $1,000, his time being 1

minute 39 seconds. Charles A. Bowen, in

an Oldsmobile, finished second. In the

free-for-all runabouts a Napier, driven by

H. E: Walmsely, reached the finish line in

five seconds less time than it took a Frank~

lin to cover the ground. The time of the

former was 1:05. John H. Lawrence, at the

wheel of a 20 horsepower Olds, won the

event for cars not exceeding twenty horse

power and costing less than $2,000, with

hands down, beating out the Second car by

nearly seven seconds. Three Franklin cars

scored second, third and fourth, and Gilbert

Thompson, in a 16 horsepower Reo, was

fifth.

Dudley H. Marks, in a Franklin, made

the best time in the event for cars of less

than twenty horsepower, making the ascent

in one minute fiat. Frederick H. Taber,

Locomobile, finished second, twenty secs

onds later. A Reo and a Locomobile, driven

respectively by Thomas and Marks, tied

for third place. Their times were 120%

each. J. P. Grady, in Mr. Parker’s Pope

Hartford, was clocked at 58 seconds in the

next event, for cars costing not more than

$2,500, winning that event; an Olds, driven

by Marks, beat out Brownell (Winton) to

second place. - -

The fastest time in the regular events

was made by A. K. Keller, who drove Par;

ker's 40 horsepower Pope-Toledo in the

free-for-all. He was clocked at 52% sec

onds, just five better than that made by

Marks, who finished second. James Allen,

30 horsepower Peerless, was third in 059%.

and J. Tinglof, driving a 40 horsepower

National, crossed the tape next. In all these

events the cars were in full touring equip

ment and carried passengers, but in the

special match race between the 25 horse

power Pope-Hartford and the 20 horse

power Franklin, the cars stripped from the

“waist up.” J. P. Grady drove Parker's

Pope-Hartford and Marks steered Lowe's

Franklin. The Pope car was victorious and

made the best time of the afternoon, climb

ing the ascent in 51 seconds. Marks re

quired two seconds more to reach the top.

The summary follows:

For Runabouts Costing Less than $1,000.

1. Dr. W. H. Thayer, 8 h. p. Reo.. . ..1:39

2. Chas. A. Bowen, 7 h. p. Olds . . . . . ..l:50

3. Oliver LaBelle, 3% h. p. Pierce....2:09

4. Jean B. Jean, 6 h. p. DeDion . . . . ..2258

Open to all Runabouts.

1. H. E. \Valmsely, 18-20 h. p. Napier.1:05

2. H. W. Hervey, 12 h. p. Franklin..1:10

3. J. B. Rhodes, 20 h. p. Locomobile. .l:13

4. Joseph Perry, 12 h. p. Franklin....1:21%

5. J. C. Shaw, Jr., 12 h. p. Autocar..1:23%

6 Dr. C. W. Hunt, 12 h. p. Duryea..1:35

7. J. B. Rhodes, 12 h. p. Franklin.. ..

For Cars not Exceeding 20 Horsepower and

Costing Less than $2,000.

1. John Lawrence, 20 h. p. Olds.. . ..1:14%

2. Fredk. Lorraine, 12 h. p. Franklin..1:21%,

3. C. P. Brooks, 12 h. p. Franklin....l:23'/§

4. W. W. Wentworth, 12 h. p. Franklin 1:35

5. Gilbert T. Thompson, 16 h. p. Reo..l:45

Open to all Cars not Exceeding 20 Horse

power.

 

1. Dudley H. Marks, 20 h. p. Franklin.1:00

2 F. H. Taber, 20 h. p. Locomobile..1:20

3. G. T. Thompson, 16 h. p. Reo. .. ..1:20%

4. D. H. Marks, 20 h. p. Locomobile..1:20%

S H. E. Walmsely, Jr., 20 h. p. Winton 1:29%

6 G. G. Williams, 20 h. p. Maxwell..1:42%

For Cars Costing not More than $2,500.

1. J. P. Grady, 25 h. p. Pope-Hartford 0:58

2. Dudley Marks, 28 h. p. Olds . . . . ..1208

3. C. E. Brownell, 35 h. p. Winton...l:12

Free-for-all.

1. A. K. Keller, 40 h. p. Pope-Toledo.0:52%

2. Dudley Marks, 20 h. p. Franklin..0:57y2

3. J. W. Allen, 30 h. p. Peerless.....0:59y;

4. J. Tinglof, 40 h. p. National . . . . ..1:05%

5. Murray O’Neill, 35 h. p. Winton..1:10%

Special Match Race.

1. J. P. Grady, 25 h. p. Pope-Hartford 0:51

2. Dudley Marks, 20 h. p. Franklin..0:53

The Status of Hemery.

There has been not a little speculation as

to what action the American Automobile

Association would take over the fact that

Hemery, the surly driver of the Darracq

cars who was suspended for incivility at

the late Florida meet, had been nominated

by the Darracq firm to drive its cars

abroad this season, especially in view of

the fact that there are equivocal relations

existing between the American and the for

eign bodies that control automobile racing.

But it seems that some of the mysteries

that surrounded the ill-fated Florida car

nival may not be cleared up satisfactorily

until a twelve-month has passed.

Although at the time of Hemery's offense

it was published that he had been sus

pended for a year and notice of his suspen

sion cabled to the Automobile Club of

France, this was not to be the case. At

this late day it has just been learned that

Victor——or August Hemery, as he is known

here, was suspended for the Florida meet

only, and that no official notification had

been sent to the French body. Therefore,

it would appear, the so-called punishment

amounted practically to nothing. It will

be remembered that last year Hemery was

suspended for one year by the Italian Auto

mobile Club, for telling the oFficials of the

Florio cup race to “go to hell three times,”

as the peppery Frenchman expressed it.

Later he was reinstated, after a profuse

apology, in time to compete in the Vander

bilt cup race. Whether or not he apolo

gized to the Florida ofiicials, is not stated.

New York Must Buy American Cars.

After dabbling for a number of years in

cars of foreign construction and second

hand condition, the City of New York will

now devote its entire patronage to machines

of American manufacture. A decree to that

effect went forth from the Board of Alder

men on Tuesday last. Moreover, the de

partments which invest in machines here

after, must content themselves with such

as can be purchased at a sum lower than

$4.000 each. Another stroke of Aldermanic

legislation made at the same time, will com

pel the commissioners to have the initials

of their departments indelibly marked

upon the cars, so that the identification can

be readily made at any time. Incidentally,

Dock Commissioner Bensel was given per

mission to purchase two new cars, one at

$2,500 and the other at $4,000, without pub

lic letting—which is a most striking mark

of grace on their part.

The Ways of the Thief.

Stealing automobiles has come to be a

fine art, and the assumption that it is safe

to leave a car standing unattended because

there is not one man in a hundred, thief or

otherwise, who could run it, no longer holds

good. And this for the simple reason that

the man who now steals a car is an ex

driver who knows the ropes more thor—

oughly than his master, particularly where

it is the latter's car that he has designs

against. Nothing illustrates this better

than the capture of a driver who was

rounded up in the very act of getting away

with the car of his former employer and

every accessory that he could lay his hands

on. He had taken adequate precautions

against discovery by manufacturing a num

ber. of identification plates out of pieces

of blackboard with numbers of white paper I

pasted on so that they could be changed.
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Raising Funds for San Francisco.

While the motor car has been doing yeo

man service in the all-important relief work

in San Francisco, it has by no means been

idle in the carrying on of the same cause

in other parts of the country. Indeed, it

has figured in many of the incidents which

have gone to make up the attendant "local

coloring,” which has formed a whirlpool in

the great tide of popular feeling which has

surged across the country. One of the

most striking of the purely local incidents

in this connection occurred on the Satur

There-was Money in this Car.

The manager of the Oldsmobile Company

of Baltimore, Md., had a peculiar experi

ence recently,, which, he declares, empha

sizes the value of the Olds “as a machine

to put your money in.” Last October he

made a trip in his Olds touring car from his

country place, midway between Long

Branch and Red Bank, N. J., to the latter

place. Among other things, he intended to

deposit a check for $250 and $50 in cash

with his bank in the town of Red Bank.

After attending, as he supposed, to his

 

day following the disaster, when \Nillie

Hoppe, the young billiard expert, peddled

evening papers about the ball grounds fro

the tonneau of a White steamer. ‘

Hoppe, who had received permission from

the New York baseball club to sell evening

papers on the grounds before the game, se

cured a White car for the purpose and half

an hour before the game began, together

with his assistants, was admitted to the field

and steamed across the diamond. Manager

McGraw at once jumped into the car and

offered at auction the ball with which he

had been practicing. A prominent Wall

street man bid $150, and after a lively

scramble a representative from the White

garage secured it with a bid of $200, th(

sum having been subscribed by the em

ployees. The entire team then entered the

car and were driven around the field. A

strong-lunged man with a megaphone

meanwhile shouted the mission of the party

to all of the twenty thousand people who

had gathered for the game. After this

auspicious entree, Hoppe and his assistants

walked through the stand dealing out the

papers at fancy prices with the result that

the San Francisco Fund was materially

enriched.

  

,-..

various errands, he returned home. The

next day bad weather set in, and he placed

his car in a New York garage. Soon after

he left home for some time on business.

He opened an agency in Baltimore some

time ago and last week wired the New York

garage to send on his touring car, which

was done. One morning last week one of

Mr. Purroy’s employees found underneath

of the seat, among some rubber blankets, his

Red Bank deposit book, still holding the

check for $250 and $50 in cash.

To have a Country Clubhouse.

The Indiana Motor Club has been organ

ized at Indianapolis and within the next

few days the new clubhouse to be built by

the club at Broad Ripple, on White River,

five miles north of the city, will be under

way. The club ,has'secured 400 feet from

on the river and on this strip one-of the

most modern and most complete club

houses will be erected this spring. The

club house will cost in the neighborhood

of $5,000. The following officers of the

club have been elected: President, Frank

J. Barr; vice-president, Guilford A. Dietch;

secretary, Frank B. Willis; treasurer, Bert

N. Pierce.

Oldfield Plays Tag at San Antonio.

At San Antonio, Texas, on a three-quar

ter of a mile track at the fair grounds oval

on Sunday afternoon, 15th inst., Barney

Oldfield covered the mile in 120736. He

also won what was to have been a five mile

race between Oldfield and Paul Albert, the

“German champion,” but which was cut

down to four and one-half miles.

Oldfield drove his “Green Dragon" and

“Herr” Albert sat at the wheel of a stripped

car. Oldfield covered the distance in 5:33.

Albert finished in 6:50.

Locally the greatest interest of the brief

meet centered in the three mile match race

between Oldfield and Dr. F. J. Fielding, both

using touring cars. According to a local

paper the champion has found a rival to his

claim for championship honors.

"By reason of Oldfield having the super*

ior power over Dr. Fielding the latter was

handicapped, though that seemed unneces

sary, Dr. Fielding’s car and his splendid

driving being superior to Oldfield‘s." relates

the scribe. “In the finish, Dr. Fielding

ended a quarter of a mile ahead, a greater

distance than his handicap."

The race was from a standing start and

San Antonio's prodigy’s time was 5:02v

Whether or not Oldfield indulged in a quiet

little nap on the back stretch while the race

race was in progress is not stated.

 

Smith to be New Jersey’s Czar.

B. R. Smith, the assistant secretary of

state of New Jersey, who. by virtue of his

ofiicial position, is the new Commissioner

of Motor Vehicles, already is “on the job."

He is sending out notices to all automobil

ists in the State that the provisions of the

New Jersey law must be complied with and

that right early. The commissioner is th

person who has the czar-like power to take

away a driver’s license to run a car “for

good and sufficient cause." Edward John

ston, of Jersey City, has been appointed

Deputy Commissioner, but the seven in

spectors, who are given the right to arrest

without warrants, will not be named until

about the time the penalties of the law go

into effect, July 1.

Winnipeg Reorganizes its Club.

The Winnipeg (Manitoba) Automobile

Club has reorganized for the season

with the following officers:_ Patron.

Sir Daniel McMillan; honorary president.

John Galt; president, J. C. Armitage; first

vice-president, F. H. Pippen; second vice

president, R. MacLeod; secretary-treasurer.

A. Emmett; executive committee, Messrs.

Maw, Newman, J. C. McCullogh, \V. C.

Power, H. Alwyn, D. H. Bain and Dr.

Baird; touring and racing committee, D. H,

Bain, W. 0. Power, I. H. McCullogh, H.

Aylwyn and R. MacLeod.

“The A B C of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City!"
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FORTHEA.C.A.GOLDCUP

Rules that will Govern Efficiency Test on

May S—Route also Selected.

After a period of careful deliberation, the

Two-Gallon Efficiency Contest Committee of

the Automobile Club of America has an~

nounced the rules governing the forthcom

ing consumption test, together with the

course and the date—may 5. The regula

tions throw open the test to all cars of the

pleasure type, owned either by individuals

or manufacturers, and the score formula

provides for-all types of engines.
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imately a ton-mile basis, the object of the

committee has been to bring out some of

the points in the performance of the average

car which are but little understood at the

present time. To compare the relative efii

ciencies of different types of vehicle on a

common basis, is by no means an easy task,

especially since the field of recorded data

is absolutely barren of all material which

might serve as a just basis of handicapping.

So that this contest is intended in a mea

sure to serve as a trial, and a basis for

subsequent investigations of a similar

nature. Complete data of the constructive

features of all competing cars will be pre

Y Mil"r
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to examine the cars at this time, and in any

case where it appears to the committee that

any attempt has been made to avoid com

pliance with these regulations, the car will

be ruled out of the competition. A suflicient

number of cars, each containing exactly

two gallons of gasolene, carefully measured,

and sealed, will be at hand and will be dis

tributed to the cars.

Cars will be required to conform to all

official regulations of the City, State or

Federal authorities, and will be required to

possess 'all equipment required by such

authorities, such as brake, lights and horn.

The rating will be based on cars having

four or more cylinders. Cars having two

_~\.‘;Fv.
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GOLD CUP AND OTHER PRIZES FOR A. C. A., TWO GALLON CONTEST.

The only restrictions placed upon the

machines is that they must be taken from

stock, which, of course, excludes all of

special or freak design, and that they are to

run with the regular touring equipment;

the only permissible alterations being such

adjustments as are ordinarily made while

on the road, and any necessary change in

the size, inclination, or elevation of the

gasolene tank which may be necessary in

order to insure complete delivery of the en

tire two gallons to the motor. The course

will lie between the club house on Fifth

avenue and the Boston Post road, covering

the well known route, by way of Jerome

avenue, Pelham Parkway, and New Roch

elle, and the finish of the cars will be care

fully noted both by the individual observers

which accompany them, and by the pilot

and following-up cars, which will carry

cyclometers. -

In arranging the test on what is approx

The entrance fee will be $10 per car, and

the lists will be closed on May 2, at noon.

The contest will start from some garage

near the club house. Beginning at 1 o’clock

in the afternoon, after being weighed at

their own convenience, the cars will start

immediately for the club house, and go over

the measured course, which will be straight.

up Fifth avenue to 110th street, to St. Nich

olas avenue, to 155th street, to Central

Bridge, to Jerome avenue, to Pelham Park—

way, to the Shore Road, to New Rochelle

and on to Boston Post road, per route card.

No attention will be paid to the time made,

but any car not starting within fifteen min

utes after the committee gives the word to

it and that does not finish within five hours,

will be disqualified.

Each car, and especially the float chamber

of its carburetter, must be emptied of all

gasolene before starting. A sufficient num

ber of independent experts will be on hand

cylinders will be rated as though their

weight loaded were 75 per cent. of the

actual weight, while single cylinder cars

will be treated at though they weighed 70

per cent. of their actual weight. The

weights will be determined before the con

test begins, and will include that of the

operator and observer, who will be fur

nished by the committee, and no dead load

other than the regular equipment will be

allowed. All passengers and equipment

taken in the original weight of the car must

remain there during the entire run. The

score formula will be as follows:

To the actual weight of the car includ

ing passengers and equipment, qualified ac

cording to the number of cylinders, as above

shown, a handicap of 800 pounds will be

added. This sum will be multiplied by the

distance traveled in miles, to obtain the

final score. The cars making the highest,

and second and third highest scores, will be
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awarded the first, second and third prizes,

respectively.

As soon as a car comes to rest from the

consumption of its entire allotment of fuel,

its observer will note the exact position

which it occupies, by means of his map,

measuring from the tires of the front wheels

and will see that it remains stationary until

.the arrival of the official wagons, one of

which will proceed, and another follow the

contestants. These cars will also carry

observers who will check off the position of

the contestant, and will supply it with suf

ficient fuel for the return journey. The re—

sults of the contest will be telephoned t0

the committee which will be in continuous

session during its duration, and will an

nounce the results and award the prizes as

soon as the positions of the leading cars

have been officially determined. As soon

as the results have been declared, the win

ning cars will be sent to a garage under

the care'of an official, and will there be sub

jected to a further examination. The com

mittee has reserved the right to open and

examine the gasolene tanks, if thought

necessary.

The awards consist of a $500 punch bowl

for first. a $100 cup for second, and a medal

for third. In addition to these, upon re

quest. certificates of performance will be

given for each car that enters, goes over

the course and complies with all the re—

quirements.

A clause in the rules provides for the im

mediate consideration of protests by the

committee, in case they are made in a

regular manner and accompanied by a fee

of $25. Protests will be decided upon at

once, and if not allowed, the fee will be re

tained by the committee.

 

“David Harum” in New Jersey.

That old saying about “All's fair in love

and war," which has been stretched to in

clude politics, may be stretched again so as

to include horse and automobile trades.

There is a good story going the rounds of

a certain New Jersey automobilist, whose

name is omitted on account of his connec

tion with the church. but who rightly may

be termed the automobile “David Harum.”

Recently he heard another owner say that

he was tired of his machine and would

trade it for a good horse and buggy: The

matter was apparently forgotten, but the

party of the first part remembered the con

versation a few days later when in conver

sation with another friend about automo

biles it was remarked by this other friend

that he would buy a machine just as soon

as he could sell his horse and buggy. The

minister struck a trade right there, and later

his automobile was given to the owner of

the horse and buggy and the horse and

buggy—and a phaeton, to boot—was in the

property of the minister who wanted the

automobile of the first gentleman. The

second trade was made and now the min

ister is a phaeton ahead and has the ma

chine which he desired to trade his horse

and buggy for in the first place.

HONORS WELL DISTRIBUTED

Stock Cars Show to Advantage at Atlantic

City—Lady Racer in Evidence.

The Atlantic City Automobile Association

opened the season’s racing yesterday on the

beach at Ventnor, two miles south of At

lantic City, N. J., with the first day’s instal

ment of a three days’ meet. Favorable

weather conditions served to attract thou

sands to the course and while it is impos

sible to accurately ascertain the number of

of the crowds that lined both sides of the

course and filled the big grandstand, it is

estimated that 10,000 people saw the races.

The beach was in fair condition, soft in

one or two spots, but on the whole good

time was made and the result of the first

day’s racing augurs well for the remaining

two. One thing that caused the spectators

~—that is, those who have attended other

Atlantic City carnivals—to rejoice, was the

fact that the meet was well conducted.

There was not the delay that has marred

preceding meets, and although the first

event was not started until 2:40 p. m., it

lacked a few minutes of five o’clock when

the last was finished.

One of the most notable performances of

the day's racing was that of a stock Thomas

which ran a mile in the fast time of 56%

seconds, although this was not the fastest

time made. In the time trials a twenty

horsepower Stanley, driven by H. Ernest

Rogers, covered the measured course in

42% seconds, while Hilliard, driving an

English car in the four-cylinder champion

made the mile in 46% seconds. In fact, the

stock cars “put it all over" the specially

built racing cars, which is in itself a tri

umph. In the standing start for the gaso—

lene car championship, W'alter Christie,

who has, during the winter months, recon

structed his freak front drive racing car,

traversed the mile stretch of sand in 53

seconds, winning the event and setting up

a new record for the distance from this

kind of a start.

All the events were at one mile. What

some people would .style a feature of the

meet was the appearance of the lady driver

who similarly cavorted on the beach and

elsewhere last year. Fortunately or unfor

tunately, according to individual opinion,

luck was against her and even the timing

apparatus failed to register her perform

ance in the trials.

Honors were well distributed in the other

events. Two Stoddard-Daytons ran first

and second in the thirty horsepower or less

class, and an Acme finished third. Two

Pope-Toledos, driven respectively by Chas.

Soules and S. H. Elliott, crossed the tape

first and third, in the event for stock cars,

regularly equipped, selling for $4,000 orless.

M. Roberts, 50 horsepower Thomas, was

second. Roberts won the event for Stripped

stock cars. In a price handicap, in which

the cars costing $4,000 were placed on

scratch, the others given handicaps of one

second for every $100 less in price, two

Stoddard-Dayton cars, with 17 seconds’

handicap each, crossed the tape one and

two, while a 36 horsepower Acme (12 sec

onds) finished third. The summaries:

Championship for four—cylinder cars——

\Von by \V. H. Hilliard, 80 horsepower

Napier; A. S. Robinson, 50 horsepower

Thomas, second. Time, 046%.

For American touring cars of not more

than 30 horsepower, for Lyon cup—First

heat won by Peter A. Fogarty, 30 horse—

power Acme; P. F. Rockett, 30 horsepower

Stoddard-Dayton, second; C. M. Hamilton,

30 horsepower S. and M. Simplex, third.

Time, 118%. Second heat won by F. S.

Walton, 30 horsepower Stoddard-Dayton;

C. B. Bacharach, 24 horsepower Packard,

second; W. W. Hepburn, 18 horsepower

\Vhite, third. Time, not taken. Finalheat

won by P. F. Rockett, 30 horsepower Stod

dard-Dayton; F. S. \Valton, 30 horsepower

Stoddard-Dayton, second; Peter A. Fog

arty, 30 horsepower Acme, third. Time,

117%.

Standing start gasolene car championship

(free-for-all)—\Von by Walter Christie, 110

horsepower Christie; W. H. Hilliard, 80

horsepower Napier, second; Montague Rob

erts, 60 horsepower Thomas, third. Time,

0:53.

For regularly equipped touring cars sell—

ing at $4,000 or less, carrying five passen

gers—VVon by Charles Soules, 35 horse

power Pope-Toledo; Montague Roberts, 50

horsepower Thomas, second; Stewart H.

Elliott, 35 horsepower Pope-Toledo, third.

Time, 1:13%.

For stripped touring cars of, not more

than 50 horsepower—Won by Montague

Roberts, 50 horsepower Thomas; E. B.

Jackson, 45 horsepower Chadwick, second;

H. E. \N’oodman, 32 horsepower Pope—To

ledo, third. Time, 1:02.

Price handicap, for four-cylinder cars;

regular equipment, carrying five passengers;

$4,000 cars on scratch; handicap of‘one sec

ond for each $100 less in price—First heat

won by F. S. Walton, 30 horsepower Stod

dard~Dayton (17 seconds); P. A. Fogarty,

30 horsepower Acme (12 seconds), second;

Montague Roberts, 35 horsepower Thomas

(5 seconds), third. Time, 117%. Second

heat won by P. F. Rockett, 30 horsepower

Stoddard-Dayton (17 seconds); Charles

Soules, 35 horsepower Pope—Toledo (5 sec

onds), second; C. B. Bacharach, 24 horse

power Packard (scratch), third. Time, 1:26.

Final heat won by F. S. \Nalton, 30 horse

power Stoddard-Dayton (17 seconds); P. F.

Rockett, 30 horsepower Stoddard-Dayton

(17 seconds), second; D. Landau, 30 horse

power Acme (12 seconds), third. Time, 1:25.

Time trials—H. Ernest Rogers, 20 horse

power Stanley, 0:42%; A. S. Robinson, 50

horsepower Thomas, 056%; Mrs. Joan

Newton Cuneo, 18 horsepower \Nhite, time

not taken. ’
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CO-OPERATION IN DESIGN

Factory Practice that Improves the Product

and Prevents Stagnation.

One of the greatest advantages of the

introduction of the more modern methods

into the science of factory production, is

that they are gradually tendingr to develop

in the mechanic that individuality of which

he was in a measure deprived by the early

the

When the use of jig tools, and sclf-rcgulat~

introduction of automatic machine.

ing production machinery first came about,

it was harsly contended by the workmen

themselves, that the ultimate result would

be to rob them of their vocation, reduce

them to the plain of unskilled laborers, and

altogether deprive them of their status as

skilled artisans. But with the further de

velopment of these same machines and fix

tures, it is seen 'that on the contrary, their

whole tendency is to develop a greater

degree of understanding of intricate mech

anism, and to produce in the men who are

familiar with them an understanding of

mechanical matters and a realm of thought

which would have been impossible under

the old regime.

Naturally enough, the effect of this ten

dency, while acting directly on the men

themselves, has reacted on the manufac

turer in a manner which is wholly beneficial

to him, for it has fitted his employees to

perform his work in an intelligent and

painstaking manner impossible without an

entire comprehension of the needs of the

work and its purpose. It has enabled him,

in cases where he has had the psrspicncity

to undertake it, to utilize in his work the

advantages of new thoughts and ideas bred

directly from intimate contact with the bus

iness of production, and untainted Iy the

crotchcts which are the inevitable accom

panymcnt of the purely technical construc

tor, and the unpracticed theorist. For the

genii of theory and practice, albeit a jealous

pair, must ever go hand in hand, and the

closer their relationship, the better the ulti

mate result to their patron, the maker.

That being the case, since in the designer,

is always to be encountered an individual

of “set ideas,” and, not infrequently, of nar

row perspective as well, when it comes to a

determination to have his own way regard

less of the tenets of common practice and

facility of manufacture, the wisdom of in

fusing into that complex master machine.

the plant, some of the hard-headed practical

ideas of the shop is at once apparent. Of

course, in attempting this, it would be use

less to sort out a particularly likely me

chanic from the floor gang and send him

into the draughting-room in an advisory

capacity. That would simply spell failure of

the most cxasperating variety. But, on the

other hand, to give each and every me

chanic an opportunity to express his ideas

fully and freely on matters pertaining to

the work, would accomplish the same result

without any of the element of friction which

otherwise would be engendered.

Appreciating this idea, many manufac

turers have instituted a “suggestion box’

in one form or another, and thrown it open

to the entire factory force, requiring only

that each hint be accompanied by the writ

er's name, as proof of good faith and for

other obvious reasons. At stated intervals

the boxes in which these suggestions have

been deposited by the men are opened by

some representative of the “office,” who

treats them with due respect, separating

the chaff from the wheat, and making note

of those which seem to be especially per

tinent. The adoption of any ideas gleaned

in this way, needless to say, confers upon

their author a feeling of co-partnership

which serves to strengthen the bond be

tween him and his employer, and at the

’same time, its weight and significance car

ries with it no obligation on the part of the

“office” to treat him with any sp:cial re

gard, although in some cases, the practice

of awarding prizes for the best suggestions

has resulted satisfactorily.

In the motor car industry, it is pleasing

to note that several makers already have

instituted this system, either in its complete

form or in the simpler way of throwin

open the office doors to the men at any

time. In every case, the result has been

noteworthy, and the maker has made haste

to announce the fact without delay. In one

instance, a maker has even gone to the ex

tent of mentioning in his advertisements

for new help that he makes it a practice

to welcome all suggestions from the opera

tives upon any subject connected with the

work in hand.

The principle of the thing is so apparent

that it needs no exposition, and. its develop

ment has been that in no case which has

been recorded, has such a system, c-nce

adopted, subsequently been given up.

That being the case, it would seem that

those who have not as yet embraced it, are

losing a deal of valuable material whi h is

literally going to waste. For even granted

that the majority of the suggestions ic

ceived are of little intrinsic value in the end,

still the opportunity of getting in touch

with the minds of the employees, with the

barcst chance that it may result in a saving

of big round dollars, is one which is not to

be neglected.

Motor Baby Carriages Next?

Once the idea of motor propulsion for

vehicles not confined to rails had become

popularized, it was naturally to be ex

pected that it would soon be extended to

cover any and every type of wheeled vehicle

—no matter what its purpose. yet the idea

of the motor-driven baby carriage, is some

thing which certainly lays claim to a deal

of novelty and unconventionnlity. Neverthe

less, in the land of the 'orse and the 'ousc.

where they call such vehicles by the very

much abbreviated syllable “pram,” a firm

is said to be at the present time working

upon a type of self-propelled baby carriage

which is to be driven by an electric motor

at a conservative rate of speed, and con

trolled by a nursemaid for whom a “dicky”

seat is provided at the rear. In order to

distinguish this from the more archaic

types and prevent confusion of terms, they

will dub the new vehicle a “pramotor.”

Shellac for Roadside Repairs.

Comparativer few operators recognized

the great value of shellac in its application

to roadside repairs. But when it is con

sidered that it is simply and easily applied,

dries almost instantly, is water-proof, oil—

proof, and a non-conductor of electricity,

its utility is at once apparent. For instance,

when a leaky water connection is to be

closed up in short order, simply to wind it

tightly ‘with adhesive tape and then run

over it a light coating of shellac is often

sufficient to check the flow for some little

time. Similarly, all temporary repairs to

the ignition system should be protected

with a solution of the gum, and cven'in

straits, it may be used to close a leak in a

carburetter float after it has been thor

oughly dried by a gentle heat.

Motor Street Cleaners to Compete.

A competition for motor-driven street

clcaning machines is scheduled as one of

the events to be held in connection with the

forthcoming International Exhibition at

Milan, Italy. In order to compete, the vehi

cles must have a carrying capacity of not

less than 35 cubic feet, be suited to all sorts

of road surfaces, and have a speed capacity

of a trifle over six miles per hour when

climbing a grade of three per cent. The

competition is open to manufacturers, and

cash prizes amounting to $800 and $400 re

spectively will be awarded to the first and

second winners.

When the Car is Idle.

When housing a car in a garage, the

owner should never fail to leave the speed

lever in the neutral position, as otherwise,

the washers, in order to roll it to and from

the wash rack will be obliged to shift the

gears. In most cases these functionaries

have little or no appreciation of the ad

vantages of unclutching when moving the

lever, and the result is not apt to be benc

ficial to the car when the precaution has

been neglected. The necessity of leaving

the gears neutral when the car is standing

unattended in the street, needs no com

ment.

Mason' Begins Building Factory.

Work was commenced last week on the,

automobile factory the new Mason Autos

mobile Company is erecting at Des Moines,

Iowa. The location is at East Fifth and

Market streets and the new building will

be SOXISI feet and two stories in height.

It is expected to have it completed and in

operation in about sixty days..
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DON’T LOAN YOUR GOGGLES

Eye Troubles Apt to Arise—Disinfection

Possible, but Supply of “Spares” is Better.

Lend your ear, your gold watch or your

automobile to your friends, if you will, but

do not be induced to, lend your goggles to

any one under any circumstances, says

a foreign alarmist. It is a curious cir

cumstance that medical men have not called

attention to the necessity of making goggles

of such materials as to render them easy to

disinfect. It is not difficult to trace causes

of more or less Serious eye trouble to the

practice of indiscriminately borrowing and

lending goggles.

Among any party to be found in a car at

the same time, there are always sure to be

found some individuals whose eyes are

more susceptible to the baneful influences

of dust and wind than others, and by one

of those freaks of contrariety that beset

human nature at every turn, those who suf

fer most from this cause are least apt to be

provided with the necessary protection.

Nine cases out of ten the sufferer may be

of the fair sex and every other member of

the party immediately offers his goggles.

Not to lay herself open to an implied accus

ation of favoritism she will usually try them

all to see which pair is the most becoming.

\Nhatever be the reason, and there are

many, it is a common, every-day matter to

lend or borrow goggles and ordinarily noth—

ing is thought of it. That there is more

reason for wishing the temporary use of

such an article than prevails in the case of

the tooth brush, or even a pair of ordinary

glasses, must be apparent, though the

alarmist who raises the cry is of the opinion

that a pair of goggles is fully as much a

piece of personal property as the article

with which the matutinal cleaning of the

dentition is performed.

But that there is something more than an

idle alarm in the warning not to lend or

borrow such a thing as a pair of goggles

must also be plain, and it is not necessary

to cite instances to make clear the risks

involved, although those brought to bear on

the subject illustrate how readily these eye

protectors may prove quite the reverse by

conveying to the wearer something far

more harmful than a little dust or the incon

venience caused by the wind. In one case

a motorist who was suffering from con

junctivitis—a highly contagious and inflam

matory affection of the eyes, frequently

used his car and consequently his goggles

while in that condition. As a result they

became saturated with the contagion and

from wearing them after being completely

cured, he reinfected himself and was com

pelled to undergo the whole weary and

painful course of being cured the second

time.

As a matter of fact the materials of which

goggles are made do not lend themselves

readily to disinfection, and what is con

siderably more to the point, man’s innate

habit of disregarding what appear to be

‘petty precautions would not cause such a

process to be resorted to in one case in a

hundred. The silk and other porous sub—

stances entering into their manufacture

undoubtedly provide an excellent vehicle

for the spread of contagion, but there is

little doubt that if they were to be exposed

to such a process of disinfection as would

do any good—sulphur or chlorine fumes, for

instance, it is quite likely that they

would be so thoroughly disinfected as to

become utterly worthless. The danger is

probably much more remote than it appears

to be to the alarmist, but if such should not

be the case, it must be put down as one of

the numerous evils for which the auto

mobile is held responsible, such as the

spread of the brown tail moth and a falling

off in the receipts of the railroads. If there

be any motorists who are so “finnicky” as

to adopt such a precaution as a general

thing and under all circumstances, the rem

edy is obvious. Carry an emergency case

containing half a dozen pairs or more of

assorted goggles, just as spark plugs for

replacement are always taken along. When

they have been used more than once, make

a present of them to the person who wore

them or discard them just as a broken spark

plug would be thrown away on the roadside.

 

Oiled Roads not for Heavy Traffic.

After considerable experimentation, the

use of crude oil on country roads has been

declared a partial failure by the highway

authorities of Fresno, Cal., and accordingly,

a committee appointed by the Chamber of

Commerce has commenced an investigation

looking toward the substitution of macadam

for the oiled surfaces, including an estimate

of the probable cost of the change. A

$300,000 bond issue is proposed to cover

the necessary expense.

In some places where the oiling has been

done, the results have been highly success

ful, but in other localities where the traffic

has been composed of heavy vehicles, many

farmers and property owners have com

plained of the conditions. As a result of

this, several petitions have been circulated

which seek to have the macadam construc—

tion adopted. Roads which are used for

light vehicles only, are giving good satis

faction. This result of the Californian ex

periment, simply goes to bear out the ad

mission of its advocates, that oiled surfaces

are not suitable for heavy traffic.

Baltimore to Begin Racing on May 30.

Baltimore‘s Maryland Motor and Exhibi

tion Company, which was incorporated re

cently for the purpose of holding weekly

automobile race meets in the Monumental

City, has decided to raise the curtain' on

May 30. A track has not yet been secured

for the meet, but as negotiations for the

famous Pimlico course have been under

way, it is reasonable to suppose that the

events will be run off there.

NO LONGER AN OILED ROAD

Vanderbilt Course as Dusty as Ever it was

—Experiments with Dust-Layers.

Crude oil as a preventative of dust has

been proved to be as effective for the pur

pose as anything that could be devised;

however, it is not only very expensive to

apply, but experience shows that it is far

too evanescent. No better instance of this

could be found than the Long Island circuit

over which the Vanderbilt cup race was

run not more than seven months ago. The

course was not only thoroughly treated

with a generous layer of crude oil only

thirty days before the race, but a second

though lighter application was made but a

few days before the race actually occurred.

Now the road is entirely innocent of any

sign of oil.

In this connection, the report of a county

surveyor on the other side, who has been

carrying on a course of experiments in dust

prevention for the past two years, are of

interest. In his latest annual report he

shows the cost of treating 800 square yards

of surface with the much vaunted tar

macadam to be $600, while the expenditure

for 12,200 square yards covered with a tar

and oil composition applied to the surface

only, was but $510, so that the tar ma

cadam cost fully eighteen times more.

Moreover, it had not proved a success in

any sense of the word, as there was no evi

dence forthcoming that the application of

such a treatment would improve or prolong

the amount of wear of which the road was

capable in any way. Tarring the surface

alone, on the other hand, showed a consid~

erable saving in scavenging and road main

tenance, and for the second year the saving

effected by the process had more than offset

the cost of the treatment.

The materials used included tar, lime,

grit, pitch and oil, the first and principal

coat of which was supplemented from time

to time by an occasional light dressing of

mineral oil alone. One of the most curious

things included in the surveyor's report was

the fact that the treatment was a decided

benefit from a hygienic point of view also,

as during the period covered by the ex

periments, there had been a marked diminu

tion of infectious diseases in the town lying

along the road treated, and as the time oc

cupied was fully two years there was an

almost unavoidable inference that the

effective laying of the dust had been respon'

sible for the improvement in the health of

those living in the neighborhood. Another

section of road was treated with a patent

dust preventing composition, at a cost of

from $300 to $350 per mile for the applica

tion alone, but it was found to have a very

destructive effect on the surface of the road

so treated, which would necessitate the lay

ing of new material on all such roads at

the approach of winter.
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FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES

Types of Cars Employed in New York and

Varied Uses to Which They are Put.

How much the cause of the commercial

motor vehicle has been advanced within the

confines of the Greater New York during

the ‘last twelvemo_nth, can be observed by

anyone who cares to stand at the junction

of any two well uSed thoroughfares for a

matter of ten minutes. A year ago mechan

ically propelled vehicles were still being’

pointed out among the other "sights" of

the city. Now, they pass without notice,

and their constantly increasing numbers

are not commented upon save by those who

trade upon the success of the movement.

And it is a significant fact, that although

their prevalent use has deprived them of

their early advantage from the advertising

standpoint, pure and simple, they are still

employed in constantly increasing num

bers.

Nevertheless, although the mere use of

a Self-propelled vehicle by a business house

has ceased to star its owner as progressive,

its intrinsic value as a means of advertising

is in no wise dimmed, for the flexibility of

mechanical traction makes it ameanable to

any service whatever, and to none more

profitably than to advertising.

A striking example of this is to be seen

in the vehicle which the Proctor Amuse

ment Company sends up and down Broad

way daily advertising the current show at

its Fifth avenue house. It is a notable

vehicle, even in so congested a street as

  

o.Tr»:

Broadway below Thirty-fourth street, and

never fails to attract a deal of attention.

Its high narrow body done in white and

‘ FIFTH it" ,'

  

and illustrative of varied subjects. The

driver's seat is enclosed within the vehicle

and opens through curtains to the front

\3-_~<_.a;____'

-e~4¢aeg,4;,

p-__‘-a_..-_;‘

(‘9

THEATRICAL ADVERTISING WAGON.

ornate with gilded ornamentations, carries

set in either side a panel made up like a

great picture frame, and mounting under

glass, a series of panoramas done in colors

BERLIET GASOLINE TRUCK.

which is built to suggest the outside of a

theater box. At night, a plentiful illumina

tion sets OK the decorations and gives a

most pleasing effect to the whole.

Quite in contrast to this purely orna

mental vehicle, and serving a purpose, the

utility and importance of which is at once

apparent, is the new emergency ambulance

of the Lying In Hospital, which in use as

well as in appearance, is a diametric oppo

site of the other. Instead of the construc

tion usually typical of the ambulance, this

vehicle is entirely closed at the rear, the

sides opening in two sections to admit the

patient. One_of these swings up to a hori
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zontal' plane, forming a covering for the in

teriorg while the other opens downward on

a level with the floor thus permitting the

cot td be slid out to a point clear of the

side and over the wheels, while when

closed, the panels are sealed air-tight, and

show ho sign of the method of opening. At

the same time, the driver’s seat, which is in

two 5 ctions, may be lifted at the right side

to admit access to a door for the admission

of the attendant to the interior. This light

and staunch machine is capable of making

the best possible speed consistent with

safety in traffic burdened streets, and is

probably one of the most easy riding vehi

cles elver mounted on wheels.

Still another branch of utility to which

the commercial vehicle is adapted, is illus

trated by the accompanying picture of the

heavy, truck employed by the construction

department of the New York Telephone

Comfiany. This takes the place of a port

able stock-room and shop, carrying all the

impedimenta of the crew, including their

tools and materials, which are seen conveni

ently'disposed under the heavy canopy,

whileithe electric winch which is placed

underi the driver's seat serves a useful pur

pose iin drawing the cables through the

underground conduits, and also in lowering

materials into the manholes where the work

of connecting the myriads of -wires is done.

Numerous other vehicles which are adapted

to special work of the same general nature

are to be seen in use almost daily in the

city, many of them doing the work of four

horses at a time, and some of them perform

ing duties which could not be accomplished

:were animal traction to be relied upon

solely.

‘ Practically the same type of vehicle as

'this is also used by the United Electric

Light and Power Company, which also uses

a number of heavy trucks of the covered

platform type for heavy duty in transport

ing supplies about the city. In the vehicle

here shown, the massive formation of every

part, not unlike that of a freight car, barring

the under bracing, which is here dispensed

with on account of the rigidity of the angle

iron sills, is worth noting. Incidentally, it

may be said that this company has prob—

ably the most complete system of operation

of any in the city aside from those which

are common carriers exclusively. It has a

large number of vehicles of various descrip

tions in use, and homes themgin its own

garages, all being under careful and com

pctent supervision.

A somewhat similar vehicle is also shown

loaded with canned goods, the property of

R. C. Williams & CO., grocers. The load

' which is shown on this machine could only

be handled with difficulty by a two-horse

team, and its rate of speed with animal

traction would be less than half of that

which is easily possible on uncongested

streets with the truck; while for starting.

either in traffic or on grades, the machine

does unaided and without diflficulty. work

which would be a hardship for a four-horse

team.

lai'll'gLIAMS a col
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The great stake trucks which are used by

the brewing companies in making their de

liveries, are by no means unfamiliar sights.

Indeed, so common have they become, that

it is difficult to realize what magnificent

duty they are daily performing. The George

Ehret truck, here shown, is loaded with no

less than one hundred and six empty beer

casks, making a load of over two and a

half tons; and when it is considered that an

equal number of full casks could be carried

with equal tacility, some idea of the chi

ctency of the vehicle can be gained.

But aside from the heavy duty machines,

there are many in use which though npt

coming directly under that classification,

are yet adapted to carry considerable bur—

dens at better rates of speed. One of this

type, which exhibits a most excellent style

of finish, combining with its usefulness a

striking beauty of line and surface, is that

of the Berlin and Jones Envelope Company,

in which are displayed all the teste and re

finement which is outlayed in the best pri

vate. carriages, yet in a simple and unostcn

tutious manner which is most admirable,

Another type of delivery wagon. in which

the Wonderful adaptability of the motor

\chicle is well illustrated, is that of the

new llearn machine, which is completely

enclosed, the driver's seat being in a sort of

cab :it the front, enclosed by sliding doors,

and the entire body being drawn without

regard to the convention which seeks to

give prominence to that portion of the

  

NEW YORK TELEPHONE UTILITY TRUCK.

vehicle, as once was essential. The wheels

are small, and of the same size, and the

appearance of the machine is strongly sug

gestive of that of the vestibuled baggage

car. .

Among the express companies, there has

long been a desire to utilize the motor vehi

cle, once it has assumed proportions which

justified its employment in a service which

would brook no delay, and indeed, the

Adams Express interests were among the

first to put it to a practiCal test. Hundreds

of dollars were spent by them in trials of

embryonic vehicles which failed to fulfill

their expectations, and it has only been

within a year or two that a really practical

service has been obtained from them. Now,

however, they have a large number of varied

types in use, among them being the light

electric here illustrated, which is one of

the more recent acquisitions.

All of the vehicles referred to heretofore,

have been electrically propelled. And, in

deed. the greater majority of utility

machines in city work at the present time,

are of this broad type. For, notwithstand

ing their admitted lack of practical

efficiency on account of their limited radius.

they serve an all around purpose, and

answer to a constant demand, in a way that

remains to he eclipsed by either the gaso

lene or steam machines. Also, their sim

plicity of operation, and the fact that all

the attention they require can be given them

by a single expert or corp of experts main

tained at the charging station, militates

strongly in their favor since it removes

from the operators the temptation to

“tinker by the wayside,” which sometimes

is almost irresistable in the case of a more

complex machine. In a word, the fact that

a comprehension of the cycle of operation

of one control lever, one brake pedal, and

one steering wheel, is all that is required of

the driver, is sufiicient to place the electric

vehicle on a pinnacle by itself wherever its

greatest drawback is not of serious account.

Nevertheless, the gasolene driven ma

chine is beginning to make serious

inroads on the market, and not a

few machines of this sort are doing

good and efficient service in the

streets.

In this connection, it is well to point out

one of the newcomers in this line, the

American Locomotive Company’s truck,

familiarly known as the American Berliet.

a ponderous, though by no means clumsy

machine, which is doing its first season's

work at this time. In it, will be noticed all

the lines which have marked the develop

ment of the gasolene machine and which

have been accepted by common practice and

laid down as standard. Yet at the same

time, it is distinctive in the careful detail

with which every part has been worked crit

and bids fair to be a striking example 0!

what is by many considered to be the typt

of greatest future popularity among the

users of the commercial motor vehicle.
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IWHERE TO APPLY THE OIL

Experiments that Seem to Upset Present

Practice and Open new Line of Thought.

Although a vast amount of data has been

collected on the general subject of lubri—

cation, and not a little attention has been

devoted to it by designers of motor cars,

deal

he learned of the subject in its broadest

there doubtless is a great yet to

sense, and even more in its application to

the mechanically propelled vehicle where

certain disturbing conditions interfere with

the effective working of some of the

systems which are applied with good

effect in stationary work. Thus, after

all considerations relating to the effect of

heat and the centrifugal and inertia effects

IDAD ON BEARING
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due to the rapidity of motion usually em

ployed have been taken into account, there

yet remains the fact that the commonest

method of feeding oil to a bearing is by

gravity or a comparatively slight pressure

through the top. Yet it would appear that,

aside from the apparently logical basis of

this method, where the simple method of

oiling is to be employed, the top, instead

of being the best, is next to the bottom,

the worst possible place to apply the feed.

Considering the theory of lubrication, it

should be borne in mind that the function

of the lubricant is to provide an unctuous

film between the journal and its bearing

which is of sufficient body to keep them

apart by an almost infinitessimal space, and

that its viscosity is'relied upon to secure its

even distribution over the entire bearing

surface. Further, it becomes the duty of the

lubricant to absorb the heat of friction, and.

either convert it into another form of energy

by partially evaporating the lubricant itself,

or else to carry it away in the overflow.

This being the case, whatever pressure may

be brought to bear upon the hearing as a

whole, must exist in the lubricant, and,

speaking rather broadly, there must there—

fore exist in the lubricant a fluid pressure

corresponding to the pressure on the hear

ing, when the journal is rotating.

The common practice of relieving a split

bearing at the sides, must, therefore, result

in a greater pressure at the top and bot

tom than exists at any other points, and,

also, it is evident that to a certain degree.

the effect of the friction of the lubricant

against the journal must serve to drag the

former in the direction in which the shaft

is turning, thus creating a. locus of high

pressure lying at the top of the hearing but

slightly to one side.

  

That being the case, it would seem that

any attempt to feed oil to the top would be

to a certain extent resisted by the fluid pres

sure in the bearing, and that this resistance

would have to be overcome before the feed

could be accomplished. Of course, in the

natural course of events, if the pressure

were very great—great enough, in fact, to

check the feed—it would seem that the na

tural generation of heat would result in the

using up of a certain portion of the oil

already in the bearing, and that as this

took place, a drop in pressure would occur,

which would permit the oil to flow again,

but this may be rather an overdrawn con

clusion.

In support of the theory, however, a

series of experiments which recently have

been carried out by a firm of British motor

manufacturers, although only partially cov

ering the subject, serves to throw some light

on a point which has been but little dwelt

upon up to the present time. The experi

ments referred to, of which but the most

meager details are available, were conducted

with a view to determining the best method

of lubricating the crank pins of motors, and

have resulted, says the Autocar, from which

the illustrations are taken, in at least one

firm altering its previous method of lubri

cation.

In Fig. 3 is shown the commonest method

of oiling the crankpin bearing by simply

allowing the oil which is thrown up by the

crank to trickle down the web and flow into

a counter-sunk hole in the top of the bear

ing. The method of test is illustrated by

Fig. 1, in which is shown a bearing block E,

which is loaded to give a pressure of sixty

pounds per square inch on the bearing,

having a series of holes drilled through

it in the manner shown. To these holes

were attached pipes leading to a pressure

guage F, by means of which the pressure of

the oil could be recorded, and the shaft D.

was made to turn at the rate of 700 revolu

tions per minute, amounting to a linear

speed of 550 feet per minute.

During a series of runs it was found that

the pressures registered at the various holes

were as follows:

No. 1 6.5 lbs. per square inch.

No. 2 46.0 “ “ “

No. 3 95.0 “ “ “

No. 4 61.0 “ “ “

No. S -——1.9 “ “ “

That is to say, the highest pressure was

registered just at the place C where present

practice tries to admit the oil. When the

pressure gauge was removed from N0. 3 the

oil was thrown out with considerable force.

After a sufficient number of observations

had been made, a distributing groove was

cut into the bearing metal at shown in

Fig. 2, and further results obtained, as fol

lows:
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No. l 7.0 lbs. per square inch.

N0. 2 100.0 “ “ “

No 3 107.0 “ “ “

No. 4 107.0 “ “ “

No. 5 -—O.9 “ “ “

Apparently, the reason for a higher pres

sure being reeorded after the grooves had

been cut, was that the point of maximum

pressure lay somewhere in between the

third and fourth holes, and that by the

effect of the groove, this pressure was some

what equalized. The temperature of the oil

bath during the tests _was 100° F., the max

imum result when the oil was cold being as

high as 170 pounds per square inch, the load

still being the same.

It would certainly appear to be a piece of

rank heresy to suggest that the old method

of oiling bearings through the top was not

the best, and yet, many revolutionary points

of apparently trivial import are constantly

being brought out and adopted, which are

of hardly more importance than this, and it

is not unlikely that for bearings which are

subjected to high pressures and run at great

speeds, it will be found that the successful

results derived from pressure systems, and

ring oilers, are due quite as much to the

fact that they are so constituted as to over

come the pressure of the oil in the bearing

as to any other reason, and that for a sim
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ple gravity feed, some other point, possibly

the front side, where the drag of the journal

will carry the lubricant over the surface in

a natural manner, will prove to be more

advantageous than the highest point.

Tampering with the Carburetter.

“Make it a rule never to suspect or tam—

per with the carburetter, valves or com

pression until you are absolutely certain

that the ignition is in working order,” says

a motoring M. D., whose car is on the go

morning. noon and night and frequently

after midnight, so that his advice should

carry some weight.

which extends over two years steady going,

and years with me mean 365 days, not pleas

ant summer_weather alone, I have found

that fully 90 per cent. of my troubles have

been'traceable to the ignition, and by this

I do not refer to the ignition system only

for there are many things which affect it

indirectly. For instance, not long ago my

car developed a very annoying miss, which

on account of its having but a single cylin

der, meant a loss of power sufficient to

hamper me a great deal. The car had to be

nursed and coaxed over every little rise

which under ordinary circumstances would

not affect it in the slightest, and muffler

explosions would occur every now and

again—with startling regularity, one might

say.

"If I had taken the piece of advice I have

just given you, I would have discovered the

trouble several days somier and not suffered

anything like the delay to which I was put

by the car being practically out of commis

sion, for the engine could not be depended

upon to turn over a dozen times without a

miss. But the first thing I attributed it to

was the carburetter, and over the carburet—

\ter I fussed unceasingly, taking it down and

putting it up again without the slightest

result, adjusting it a hundred times in the

course of an hour without the faintest glim

mer of hope, although the spasmodic man

ner in which the engine would at times pick

up and run finely often encouraged me to

think the defect had been remedied only to

have despair sink deeper than ever upon

trying it under load. There's no question in

my mind that it was one of the most ex

asperating things that I have come across,

but once I had cured it, it did not take me

long to see what a great amount of time I

had wasted in fooling with the carburetter.

“Of course, I did not confine my atten

tion to that altogether; I took turns in

testing the coil, batteries and plug, even re

placing the latter with no permanent bene—

fit. until finally an examination of the points

revealed the cause. The engine is of

the horizontal type so that any excess of

oil in the crank case readily finds its way

back into the combustion chamber, and that

was my trouble. The whole engine was

simply flooded with oil and although the

plug is seated in a pocket in the upper side

of the cylinder the oil was splashing on it

Continuously, thus effectively insulating the

“In my experience,

Running for half an hour or more

without feeding any oil promptly showed

that the ignition was at the bottom of it as

usual. The system itself was not at fault.

but other causes had contributed to prevent

its working, which amounted to the same

thing, for all the engine needed to perform

its work regularly was the spark. Take my

advice and look to the ignition first, last

and all the time—it is soon enough to worry

about the carburetter or something else

when you have made sure that the spark is

taking place when and where it is most

needed and the best coil, batteries and

timer ever invented are not much good if

the plug is choked up, whether it is soot

or oil."

plugs.

Here’s a Novel Frame.

Quite the most novel form of frame that

has been thus far devised as the support of

the car's motive power is a prominent fea

/
/
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ily be tilted either way, thus exposing the

mechanism lying in the apron, and giving

ready access to it at any time for inspection

or repair.

Protection of Inner Tubes.

It did not take the professional tire re

pairer long to see the. fallacy of attempting

to put a bandage around the shoe of a

damaged tire, in order to run home on it.

and two or three years ago when the mar

ket first began to be flooded with tire ban

dages, and "first aid to the injured"

appliances of various types intended to be

laced around the wound, one of the frater

nity pointed out to a customer the reason

therefor:

"If the cut happens to be a bad one and

these things are only designed to take care

of bad cuts in the shoe," he said, “there is

nothing to prevent the inner tube from

bulging up into the cut and being twisted by
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ture of a vehicle that is conspicuous for its

novel features in other respects. It is known

as the Lucas “valveless” car, wluch is Brit

ish for two cycle, although the Lucas motor

differs radically from the ordinary two

cycle type. in that it has but a single U—

shaped cylinder in each leg of which there

is a piston and connecting rod actuating an

independent crankshaft, and which has been

described in detail in the Motor \’\'orld.

The frame takes the form of a triangu

lated steel lattice girder and despite the

number of struts and braces composing it

as well as the apparently large amount of

metal that enters into its construction, it is

very light. Moreover, such is its nature

that much greater resisting power is ob

tained with expenditure of metal

than in the common types. The engine

is placed crosswise in the rectangular

open space that will be noticed about

the center of the frame in the

tration. and as the two flywheels of

the former are geared to run in opposite

directions the car is said to be particularly

free from vibration. Taken as a whole the

shape of the frame is that of a flat bottomed

skiff. and when complete, which in the pres

ent instance means the addition of a sheet

metal casing about the sides and bottom.

the resemblance is greatly emphasized.

\Vholly enclosing the engine and its ac

cessories in a dust and water proof casing

not only provides excellent protection, but

is claimed by the makers to considerably

reduce the amount of dust raised by the

car, the pan having a sharp dip fore and

aft to the center. In order not to seal the

engine up entirely, the body is hinged at

both sides of the frame so that it may read—

less

illus

the bandage. no matter how tightly it hap

pens to be laced on. If those things were

only made to be put around the inner tube.

there would be no trouble for the tube could

not blow through the hole at all."

it has remained for the makers of the

l‘almer tires to take advantage of this piece

of sage advice. though late in the day, by

bringing out the Palmer “air tube protec

tor" which is nothing more or less than

the old time tire bandage designed to be

used on the inner tube instead of the shoe.

The latter having suffered a bad cut which

would otherwise permit the air tube to

bulge out through the hole and make it im

possible to drive on the tire, one of these

protectors is slipped over either the re

paired inner tubc or a spare, immediately

under the cut. and as it is made of strong

fabric, it will effectually prevent any ten

dency to bulge at the usual riding pressure.

The protectors cover the tube for about 1?.

and as the pressure holds them

tightly in place there is no necessity for

cementing them on. so that the same one

may he used a number of times. The mak

ers claim that the tire can be. ridden 200 to

300 miles. if necessary. before making a

permanent repair.

inches

King Purchases Home Car.

His Royal Ilighness, the King of Spain.

evidently believes in patronizing home in_

dustry as far as possible, which is a trait

quite laudable in a king. It is recorded

that he has just ordered a car from the

only motor n'ianufacturing firm in his

domain. the “Sociedad I‘Iispano Suiza” of

Barcelona.
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SPHERES OF CI-IAUFFEURS

Wherein they Differ Greatly and why the

' Coachman Comparison is Unsound.

 

“Should a chauffeur be merely a ‘steerer

and cleaner’, or should he be a skilled me—

chanic?” are the two sides of a question

taken by different motorists, and the argu

ments brought to bear pro and con are both

interesting and instructive. “To expect every

man who drives a car to be a mechanic is as

foolish as to expect every man who drives

a horse to be a veterinary,” says the up

holder of the ‘steerer and cleaner’ end of

the debate, and then continuing “Given a

car properly tuned up and a good introduc

tion to it, I could get as good results from

it as any mechanic. Of course, I could not

take down a back axle or a gear box, as

I am not competent. Compare the two by

putting the driver on the same footing as

a coachman in private service; the latter

is not expected to be a coach-builder or a

horse-shoer.

“Your argument carries its own refuta

tion, for it is based upon an assumption and

it falls of its own weight when its founda

tion is attacked,” was the opener of the

holder of the "con" end of the argument.

“You say- ‘given a car properly tuned up'.

Who is going to keep it tuned up, if not the

driver? We are speaking with the average

car owner in mind, and such people cannot

afford to maintain a whole force of attend

ants, one to drive, another to clean, another

to make adjustments, and. so on. Probably

25 per cent. of all motorists are their own

chauffeurs, and another 25 per cent. or more

cannot afford to keep more than one man

to look after their cars, so we may eliminate

the man who maintains an ‘establishment'

from the argument at the very beginning.

That effectively riddles your contention

founded upon a car ‘properly tuned up’ for

the car will not stay in that condition of its

own accord with nothing better than a

‘steerer and cleaner’ in charge.

“And in making your comparison be—

tween the coachman and the driver of a car,

you have committed the same error, for a

coachman's duties consist of considerably

more than simply driving. He must keep

both the carriage and its motive power

tuned up. He need not be a mechanic, but

he must be enough of a handy man to

tighten up axle nuts or temporarily repair

a broken trace or other part of the harness

that defaults on the road. Nor need he be

a horse doctor, but he must know enough

about horses and their peculiarities and

failings to know when to call in a veter

inary. A good coachman should under

stand his business fully as well as the good

motor driver, except that the duties of the

latter call for more skill and care.

“Taking down a rear live axle or a gear

box is not a job for anyone but a skilled

mechanic, and it is, moreover, something

that is not necessary more than once in the

course of a season's driving, barring an

accident. Such a repair no more falls

within the province of the average driver

than welding a broken coach axle does

within that of the coachman. Any compari

son founded on extremes must always be

misleading for it places things in a totally

false light. Repairs of a fundamental na—

ture such as those referred to, or taking up

the bearings of the crank shaft and seeing

that they are correctly aligned, constitute

something that can only be properly han

dled with the facilities of a well equipped

machine shop and a motorist who expects

his driver to do such things and do them the

way they should be done is looking for a

great deal for his money.

“Just what the average driver should know

and be capable of are not at all hard to

define. That he should be a good ‘steerer

and cleaner' goes without saying. If he

does not know how to drive, it is not a fatal

defect, for he can easily be taught. Granted

that he is already a driver, he should know

every part of the car, know when it is work

ing properly and realize the fact that it is

out of adjustment soon after it becomes in

that condition. He must know what parts

are most likely to go wrong and. be able to

diagnose the trouble without unnecessary

delay in pottering around the car aimlessly,

although, of course, there are some simple

troubles that will stump the best of men.

Unless the break is serious he should al—

ways be able to set it right and get home;

in short, he should be capable of all ‘running

repairs’ and unless he is, he belongs in

the category of ‘steerer and cleaner' and

nothing higher.

“To sum up the whole matter in a nut

shell and put the quietus on your falsely

founded arguments for good, it is simply

a question of price. If you are looking for

a $10 a week man, you will get a ‘steerer

and cleaner,’ nothing more, and he may

not be over efficient at that; in fact, the

saving on his salary may be wasted several

times over by the damage he causes. But

even if he be only on this first rung of

the ladder, he will not stay there long. After

a few months’ experience gained at your

expense, he will not hesitate to demand a

substantial increase, if he does not actually

strike for the union limit of $25 per week

that the chauffeur walking delegates have

recently set. Should it not be forthcoming,

you will have the job of breaking in another

$10 a week man and he will desert you in

the same way sooner or later. If you want

to have a man who is a good all round

driver, mechanic and repairer and who can

keep the car on the road indefinitely and

always get home, you have to pay well for

it, and even at that such men are in demand.

In fact, the supply falls short. When you

do find such a man, it will not be unusual

to also find that he is capable of taking

down that rear axle or gear box, and unless

something serious has happened to it, put

it back in good shape within a reasonable

time. If a serious break has occurred he

will be able to install the replacement part

and in many instances save a heavy repair

bill as an offset to the higher price you have

to pay. The call for chaufi'eurs of this

class is so great-that they can command

their own price and like the other exclus

ives, snap their finger and say ‘we come

high but you must have us' and that's all

there is to it.”

 

Chaufieur Problem in China.

The Baronness Ward, whose husband

owns one of the largest newspapers printed

in China, recently sailed for home with a

big Columbia touring car which she selected

at the New York show. Before her depar

ture she talked interestingly with a repre

sentative of the San Francisco Examiner

about automobiling in China. The roads in

and around Shanghai, she says, are excell

ent with no speed limit outside the city,

while inside the city a speed of 30 miles an

hour is virtually permitted. There are a

good many motor cars in Shanghai, but

very few arrests have ever taken place. In

case of trouble the police take the name of

the owner and the number of the car and

unless someone is killed or badly injured,

prosecution seldom follows. Most of the

motorists employ French or Chinese chauf

feurs, but the latter are very unsatisfactory.

They readily grasp the mechanical end of

their work and some of them are' good

operators although the majority are' very

careless. The Baronness drives her own

car, her experience as a practical motorist

covering several years. She, however, has

secured an American chauffeur to run her

car part of the time.

Efl'ect of “Mobussing” on “Mobusters.”

According to foreign prints, “Mobuster”

has come to be the popularly sanctioned

appellation of the employees on London

motor ’buses, whether driver or conductor,

and the latest yarn to come to light regard—

ing the changes brought about by the

power vehicle, is the large increase in appe

tite that has been effected. The conductors

in particular complain that their craving for

food has been heightened and one of them

calculated that the demand was almost

twice what it had been when he presided

over a horsedrawn ark.

The conductor in question ascribed the

difference to the greater “rush of air into

the lungs,” and the increased up and down

stairs work, for all London buses are of

the double-decked variety. “Carrying more

passengers and covering more ground we

go up and down many more times collecting

fares" was the way he explained it. Since

the introduction of the motor driven vehi

cles, the employes have shorter hours

through working in three shifts and are

better paid, the conductors receiving $1.60

per day, and 32 cents a trip on the long

Sunday shift, this bringing the total for a

full week’s work to slightly over $9.
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GEARS THAT DO NOT SLIDE

Ingenious Manner in which Bramley-Moore

Effects the Change—Four Forwards, too.

A novel form of transmission in which

are combined the compactness and stable

formation of the sliding gear type with the

special advantages of the individual clutch,

by the application of the positive or crab

claw principle, has been evolved recently

by one S. Bramley-Moore, of London.

It provides for four changes of forward

speed without the sliding of a single gear,

provided with two fixed gears, and one slid

ing member which is held in its normal

position except when the reverse is in

action.

Keyed to the driving shaft, A, is a sliding

clutch member, E, which may be slid into

connection with either of the two female

members G' and H’. The clutch G’, is made

integral with a sleeve G, which rides in

a plain bearing Q’, and carries internally

the bearing X', which supports the driving

shaft. Externally, it is formed into a gear

which meshes constantly with the lay gear

S. The clutch H,’ similarly made, is part of

the member H, carrying the gear H mesh—

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

  
  

 

 

 

 

  

 

and with the same number of gears as is

required in the more conmion system for

the accomplishment of three speed changes.

Moreover, since, with the exception of the

reverse, there are no movable gears, there

is no danger of the accidental stripping

which always is the bete noir of the novice.

The manner in which this seemingly re

markable arrangement'is worked out is dis

tinctly novel, apparently feasible, and but

for the multiplicity of bearings, would

seem more than ordinarily noteworthy. Ball

bearings are used wherever practicable,

however, and when the fourth, or high

speed is brought into requisition, all gears

are idle and out of action, while the driving

elements are positively connected, and run

ning in ball bearings.

Taking up the arrangement as shown in

the accompanying layout, it will be seen

that the driving and driven shafts which

are in line according to common practice,

are supported in the ends of the case, and

meet midway of it, the driven member rid

ing in an annular bearing within the driver.

The latter is supported in a riding bearing,

which in turn is mounted in a pedestal fixed

to the bottom of the case. The lay shaft

also, is mounted in annular bearings, and is

ing with the secondary gear M on the lay

shaft, and running in a plain bearing Q",

set in the case, and carrying internally the

ball bearing mounting of the driving shaft

A. At the opposite end of this member,

is a second clutch, H", which is adapted to

receive the male clutch F, of the driven

shaft. A similar clutch D, integral

with the driving shaft, carrying the bearing

X", which supports the inner end of the

driven shaft E, is also suited to the same

purpose. The gear K, is made with a plain

bearing Q’”, carrying the supporting bearing

X’", and having the internal clutch member

K’, which is mated to the male clutch in the

right hand end of the moving part F. The

gear \N, on the lay shaft, is in mesh with

gear K.

For securing the various combinations,

the following procedure is adopted. For the

first speed, the clutch E, is slid to the left,

locking the gear G to the primary driving

shaft, A, and actuating the lay shaft through

the gear S. Gear W driving the gear K, is

connected to the secondary driving shaft

through the clutch F, which is moved to the

right for the purpose.

For the second speed, the clutch E, is

moved to the right, and the primary drive

thus transferred to the pair H-M, the gear

\V still driving the follower through the

gear K. In the third combination, the gears

G-S-M-H, are brought into requisition, both

clutches being moved to the left, while in

the fourth combination, F remains in its

former position, while B is thrown into

communication with H', the final combina

tion securing the same result but without

the use of any gears, being that F is moved

to the extreme left, clashing with the

clutch D, thus locking together shafts A

and B, and E is thrown into its neutral

position. For the reverse, the gear VV is

moved to the left, and made to engage with

the idler set R’-R”, the second member of

which is constantly in mesh with the

gear K.

Although the arrangement suffers some

what by comparison with the regular types

by reason of its apparent complication and

the necessarily varied combinations of the

elements in securing the changes of speed,

it is evident that its certainty of action and

strength of connection as well as its com

pactness, should make its principle worthy

of serious consideration.

The Loss of Nuts and Pins.

Vibration is the greatest bugbear that the

motorist has to contend against and it is

apt to make its presence felt in so many

different places that eternal vigilance must

ever be the price of safety in this regard as

in others. Nuts and pins that have stood

hundreds of miles of running on ordinary

roads will sometimes work loose and drop

off in the course of half an hour's session

on a rough way. There is about as much

chance of recovering the pin or nut that

has dropped on the road as there is of find

ing the proverbial needle in the haystack

and the only reason such a search is ever

undertaken is became the driver has forgot

ten to provide a supply of spare parts of

this nature. They are the best friends in

need that one can have under the circum

stances and as the investment of a dollar

or less will supply enough to keep a car in

spares for more than the span of its natural

life, they constitute cheap and effective

insurance.

Who wants a “Gentleman Chaufi'eur"?

The genteel and lady-like chauffeur has

appeared on the scene. He has been some

time arriving, but that he is here can hardly

be doubted after perusing the following

advertisement which recently appeared in

a “Situations Wanted" column. Of course.

it is extremely vulgar to have to resort to

such plebeian means of getting in touch with

some person of wealth and taste who wishes

to support another appendage of this kind.

but what is a gentleman—a real gentleman.

mind you—to do when pecuniarin embar

rassed and without friends. Hear his plea:

“A young man seeks a place as a motor

driver. Being a gentleman, I wish to be a

gentleman chauffeur, with a staff of under

chaufl‘eur to clean and do all things dirty."
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A DAY WITH A SECOND-HAND

It was no Storage Crock, Either, but the

Day was Full of Happenings.

“All this talk about incompetent chauf

feurs has considerable foundation in truth, I

suppose," remarked a motorist of some ex

perience to a Motor World man recently,

“and the constant influx of greenhorns,

many of whom have never done anything

more mechanical than shovel manure in a

stable or drive a horse, is certainly doing

nothing to improve matters. While I have

been of the game and a considerably inter—

ested onlooker ever since it started on any

scale, I haven't really been directly in it.

Never ‘broke into the game,’ as the expres—

sion goes: always been on the fringe, so to

speak. On that account, probably my ex

perience as an unbiased critic is worth

something. '

“Don’t misunderstand me, I have no pane

acea that will make every applicant for a

chauffeur’s job a veritable jewel of resource

whom nothing will stump, and I have no

reform plan for the existing evils. But I

have got what I think is an excellent plan

to test the capability of the would-be chauf—

feur who claims that he has had all kinds

of experience. You know they all tell you

with an air of ‘know it all from the ground

up’ sort about the ‘big' cars they have

driven. I have come across a number of

them and I can't recall one who was ever

willing to admit that he had been driving a

small car. According to their way of put

ting it they all dropped into high-priced

berths at the wheel of a forty or bigger and

they would have you believe that they are

so full of knowledge regarding the car and

its mechanism that it simply oozes out all

over them.

“Probably you have met the type I speak

of, so it isn’t necessary to describe him any

further. The thing I started to tell about

was the plan that struck me for showing

one of those fellows up before you gave

him a job. It's a rather inconvenient one

and something that every owner couldn't

do, but I think it's good enough for you to

write a story about."

“Go ahead, by all means," assented his

listener.

“Don’t look for anything wonderful or

startling, for you will be disappointed. It is

merely to take your applicant for a job out

on a fifty or seventy-five mile run, in a

‘fixed’ car—a second-hand will fill the bill

without any ‘fixing’ whatever on your part.

I think I can safely guarantee any second—

hand car you want to buy to break down at

least a dozen times in that distance. Noth

ing serious, of course, but usually every one

of those ‘pannes’ will call for a thorough

knowledge of cars in general to locate and

remedy and if your man has had anything

like the experience he boasts of. you won't

be very long in finding it out. You can \Cil

by the very way he goes about it and his

success in doctoring it without unnecessary

delay will show every time. As there are

thousands of second-hand cars changing

hands just at this time of the year, un

doubtedly this will appeal to a great many

more people than you think.

“And this is not theory, either; it's cold,

hard experience that you have to buy. Being

pretty much of a jack at all trades, it didn't

cost me a great deal of money—very little,

in fact, but it did cost me no end of stiff

joints and sore, swollen hands, before I

got to know every weak spot on the ma

chine and had remedied it by putting in

better metal or re-designing it to suit my

self. To digress a bit, the man who is at

all mechanically inclined and can’t stand

the price of a new car, can certainly get a

great deal of enjoyment and good service

out of a second-hand car that has not been

used up.

“My first experience of the kind dates

back three or four years, but as the car was

not only a freak of the worst sort, but had

also been racked to pieces by a reckless

devil whom nothing short of forty or fifty

miles an hour would satisfy, I won‘t bore

you with the details. Her first owner

always wanted to be in the same class with

cars of three or four times the power, or

five or six times the price and she was

certainly a sorry looking wreck and a con

firmed invalid. Her makers have since

fallen into line by bringing out a car that

is modern in every respect, so we’ll let their

first stroke of genius and exclusive origin

ality rest in peace.

“I was in the market for another second

hand car this spring and after looking round

a bit I came across one that suited me. Its

former owner was a man who had a record

in the game that he could well be proud of

for he had bought his first car—a Duryea—

way back in 1896, and I say ‘way back' ad

visedly, because I feel confident you

could rake New York’s motoring community

—the biggest in the Country, if not in the

world, with a fine tooth comb, and not find

many such. Since that first acquisition he

had probably bought and sold more than

$100,000 worth of cars, for he made a reg'

ular practice of buying new cars, using

them a season and then disposing of them

second-hand. He kept a big private garage

in connection with his factory over on the

west side of town, and when I first went

there he had a pretty complete stud; every

thing from a last year's runabout up to the

latest 1906 model forty—eight or ten cars

in all. He had another one out at his coun

try home and was expecting his recent pur

chases in about May lst. Kept two men

who did nothing else but look after those

cars. Naturally you would conclude with

out a moment's hesitation that it would be

hard to buy a second-hand car under better

auspices.

“I bought the runabout—one of the single

cylinder type with tiller steer of last year‘s

model upon which he had put something

like two centuries in the way of extras, in

cluding a specially built canopy top that set

her oFf in great shape. Struck me as sort

. far sliding down the other side.

of top heavy at first glance, but my wife

admired it and as a matter of fact it really

made the car look as if she were more than

a runabout. It didn't take more than one

look for me to see that the car had received

splendid care, and I made up my mind

right then and there. Its former owner

told me he had always had trouble with

the carburetter and it was there alright.

She would miss in the most exasperating

manner and the symptoms all pointed to

too rich a mixture, but no amount of ad

justment had any effect on the erratic firing

of the engine which would cause the muf

fler to fill and explode like a cannon cracker

about every other block.

“I spent an hour fooling with the car

buretter—then tackled the coil and the con

nections and the plug in turn, but found

nothing whatever the matter with them. I

don’t know how riany hours one of the men

at the garage put in doing the same thing.

but all to no purpose—she would not fire

regularly and some times the power strokes

were so few and far between that she would

all but stop. Then again the engine would

run several blocks without a miss and pull

ing finely. It was the extremely erratic

running that made it so puzzling, and the

cannon cracker explosions out of the 'muf

fler constituted a free advertisement that

was not at all welcome.

“In spite of it, I decided to run out about

fifty miles in the country and started off

with two passengers early Sunday morning.

We got across the ferry without frightening

more than half a dozen people, and going

through Long Island City she had a good

streak and went finely, laying down again

when we struck that long hill. By dint of

perseverance and nursing we crawled up it

with many stops to let the engine catch up.

Given a start she would run down hill

alright, so we made the fastest half mile so

Then she

got more and more erratic and stopped sev

eral times, but always started up again on

the first turn or so of the crank, which made

it all the more puzzling. I took the car

buretter to pieces, cleaned the nozzle and

put it back again. Still the same trouble.

Adjusted the coil and got her running finely

—light, as soon as we needed the power

she was off again, and a mounted copper

took advantage of our predicament to break

in his horse by riding him alongside.

“The spark plug was brand new so there

was no occasion to suspect it, but I took it

out and it worked beautifully. That is,

after I had wiped it off and there was the

cause of the trouble—between the points

was a fat drop of fresh lubricating oil. I

looked at the cylinder oil cup that holds a

pint or more and although it had been filled

to the brim before we started, it was now

entirely empty. I shut the feed off alto

gether and refilled the cup, and we started

ofi‘ in great shape running the next eight

or ten miles without giving her a drop of

oil. \Ve had used up so much gasolene

doing nothing that we stopped for more,

and at the same time I adjusted the feed to
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drop four or five times a minute and only

turned her on occasionally. We made the

next twenty miles in fine time, even passing

more preten‘tious cars.

“\Ve got within five miles of our destina

tion and took the wrong road, and the sand

hills we struck in those woods gave me

several hours work. The engine gave up

the ghost unceremoniously at the first sand

heap, but it only proved to be a broken

battery wire and was easily remedied. By

the time we had got five to eight miles out

of our way over execrable ruts that threat

ened to separate the car from its wheels,

we finally found some one to direct us.

Half a mile further we decided we had

taken the wrong turn and started to back

up. This necessitated taking a steep rise

from a standstill, but with the engine rac

ing itself almost off its foundation the car

refused to budge, and the change lever

could be moved idly back and forth in a

way that was positively sickening. Plan

etary gear, of course, with the brake bands

held taut by cams pinned to the shaft moved

by the lever. The pin had sheared right off.

“\Vith a pair of pliers as the only avail—

able tool, I managed to loosen the nuts

holding the band and get the cam back in

place. But how to keep it there stumped

me. Finally I had an inspiration and be

thought me of some lock fittings I intended

to use on a barn door. I shoved one of the

staples in and we were fixed. It worked

fine. Then the high speed began to slip

and utterly refused to hold, having become

smeared with oil oozing out of the trans

mission case, so we ran five or six miles on

the low and finally reached our destination.

1 cleaned the leather face of the clutch as

Well as I could and we started back, but

hadn't gone a hundred feet—the lever was

idle again and this time the pin holding the

rocker arm to the shaft had sheared off,

leaving half of it solidly embedded. Every

thing is so inaccessible about that car that

it was a good two hours before I could force

the rocker off, take out the pin and get it

on again.

"I tried a big wire nail and it clipped in

half very neatly just giving it a trial. Then

1 used the other staple and tried to make a

start and the staple that had done such good

service on the low collapsed. I put the

other leg of it in, and we started off in good

shape once more except for the high which

still slipped. We hadn’t gone a quarter of

a mile before both the low gear pin and

the rocker pin sheared off again one after

the other, the latter while we were running

backward to our starting point, as I had

come to the conclusion to leave her in the

barn and fix things at my leisure. Then we

all had to become ‘shovers’ and, take my

word for it, it’s no joke to push a twelve

hundred pound car over a sandy road.

“()h, I forgot to tell you about an amus

ing little adventure we had half an hour or

so before arriving at the farm. We were

going along at as good a pace as the low

would allow—about four miles an hour,

and just as we rounded at corner, the eu

gine, which had not been missing for hours,

caused an explosion in the muffler. We

were almost abreast of a big white farm

horse and buggy driven by a ten-year-old

boy, who promptly threw down the reins

and fell out of the carriage the

moment the horse stood on his hind

legs. I shut off the power, jumped

out and tried to catch the animal,

but by that time he had broken free of the

harness, burst through a rail fence and was

careering down the middle of a twenty acre

lot. The boy was almost insane with fear,

and as the animal's owner came running

up to investigate, he shouted to him: ‘He

shot, Mr. Baylis, he shot’—evidently mean

ing that we fired at him. The far

mer noticed our number particularly al

though he did’t say anything, and then made

ofi to recapture his property. The replace

ment of a rotten strap probably represented

the total damage and even that would not

have occurred if the infantile driver had

kept hold of the reins. .

“An obliging farmer drove us four miles

to the nearest station in a springless farm

wagon and that jolting and bouncing made

me more tired than all of the rest of my

exertions put together, and if you have ever

sweated over a refractory fastening with

improvised tools, while laying on the broad

of your back and trying to escape hot water

and grease dropping into your optics, you

know what it is. Take my word for it, if

you ever want to test a cliauf’fcur’s knowl

edge and experience make him take a

second-hand car out for a fifty or seventy

five mile drive. There is simply no telling

what can happen to such a car in that dis

tance. Punctured tires, trouble with the

ignition system, carburetter and transmis

sion only begin to sum up what your driver

of a ‘big’ car will have to overcome before

be gets through, and if he can take her out

and back give him the job, for be de

serves it.”

Omaha Club to Assist Police.

Determined to assist in the effort to

break up the practice of fast speeding by

automobilists and incidentally put itself

in the right light with the city officials, the

Omaha (Nebraska) Automobile Club, at its

last meeting, passed these resolutions:

“Be it resolved, by the Omaha Automo

bile club, That it is the sense of this club

that fast and reckless driving of automo

biles in the business districts of the city be

discouraged and the club hereby tenders its

aid and support to the police department of

the city in an effort to put a stop to such

reckless driving, and,

“Resolved, That this club pledges itself

to aid and assist in apprehending and pros

ecuting any and all persons for reckless

driving in said city of Omaha, and respect

fully asks the co-operation of the police

department to the end that such practices

may be stopped, and,

“Resolved, That it shall be the duty of

members of the club seeing or knowing of

such reckless driving to report the same

to the chief of police and request that a

complaint be filed against such person, and,

“Resolved, Further, that this club protect

and defend its members against assaults,

unjust arrests and improper prosecutions

for alleged violations of the laws and or

dinances.”

Following the adoption of the foregoing

resolution the club elected the following

ofi'icers: President, Dr. F. N. Connor; first

vice-president, Charles Brown; second vice

president, I. F. De Jarnette; secretary, E. L.

McShane; treasurer, Emil Brandeis; trus

tees—Harry L. Cummings, Gould Dietz and

Louis C. Nash.

Results of Club Elections.

At its annual meeting the Davenport

(Iowa) Automobile Club elected these offi—

cers: President, A. E. Rosenthal; vice-presi

dent, George A. Gould; secretary, A. H.

Ruesbam; treasurer, I. H. Haas; directors—

Dr. A. L. Hageobeck, F. W. VVernentin,

Benjamin L. Schmidt, A. E. Rosenthal.

George A. Gould, A. H. Ruesbam and I. H.

Hass.

The following officers have been elected

to serve the Louisville (Ky.) Automobile

Club: President, George H. Wilson; first

vice-president, Dr. W. C. Pfingst; second

vice-president, Thruston Ballard; secretary,

Charles Chreste, and treasurer, I. D. Lew

man.

Frank Miller was elected president of the

Automobile Club of Bridgeport, Conn., at

the annual meeting last week. The oth(:r

officers chosen were: Edward A. Godfrey,

vice-president; Frank T. Staples, treasurer;

\Villiam E. Seeley, secretary. and Henry

H. Taylor, Silas Burton and Arthur K. L.

\Vatson, governors.

These officers were elected at the last

meeting of the Peoria (111.) Automobile

Club: President, B. H. Onken; vice-presi

dent, R. A. Whitney; treasurer, H. \V. Rees;

directors—I. B. Bartholemew. S. K. Hat

field, L. C. VVheeler and M. E. Mayruder.

One-eyedness of the Motorphobe.

“There is an autophobist in Hackensack

.\I. 1., who is collecting all of the motor car

accidents every week and furnishing notes

to his paper," says the Newark Sunday Call.

"‘He didn’t observe the fact that two men

were killed in the Middle States last week

by bricks falling from old chimneys and

that seventeen deaths occurred from rail

road crossing accidents. He can’t see much

further than what an acetylene searchlight

shows up in front of a benzine wagon.”

France’s Exchange with England.

During January, February and March of

the present year, French manufacturers

sold no less than 1,171 ears in England.

They represented an aggregate value of

considerably more than $2,000.000. In the

same time England sent to France exactly

10 cars, of a total value of $30.000.
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The Week’s Patents.

817,641. Carbureter.

Wilmington, Del.

Serial No. 233,328.

Claini.—l. A carbureter including a sub

stantially horizontal conduit connected to a

source of air-supply and having means for

the admission of liquid fuel. With a deflect

ing-partition in the conduit for directing

the current of air toward the bottom of

said conduit and causing it to take up liquid

fuel therein, and a priming-valve in addition

to said fuel-admission means, substantially

as described.

817,671. Oil Engine. Canfield J. Rous

seau, New York, N. Y., and Elmer C. Fer

ris, Stamford, Conn. Filed March 1, 1905.

Serial No. 247,975.

Claim.—-1. The combination with the

casting forming an engine-bed, of a pro

jecting portion thereon, a removable cover

therefor and an oil~tank_ adapted to_ be

"laced inside of said casting and provided

with a projecting spout extending into the

projecting nortion of the casting.

817.678. Vehicle Brake. VVilber H. Smith.

Bar Harbor, Me. Filed Sept. 2, 1905. Serial

No. 276.845.

Claim.—1. The combination with a vclii~

cle—wheel of a band~rim secured to the

spokes thereof and about the hub, and _ad

justable reinforcing and centering devices

interposed between the rim and hub.

817,682. Scat Suspension for Motor Vehi

Coleman B. Harris,

Filed Nov. 18, 1904.

cles. Oscar Werner, New York. N. Y.

Filed. Sept. 16, 1905. Serial No. 278,736.

Claim.—l. In a motor—vehicle, a chassis.

suspension-springs supporting said chassis

upon the front and rear axles. a rear seat.

a relatively light auxiliary spring support

ing said seat from the chassis, a frame for

said seat. and a localizing connection be

tween said frame and the chassis, said con

nection being disposed in a transverse plane

centrally between the front and rear Zones~

of major vertical shock vibrations.

817,692. Radiator. Frank Briscoc, De

troit Mich., assignor to Briscoe Manufac

turing Company, Detroit, Mich., a corpora

tion. Filed March 24, 1905. Serial No.

251.730.

Claim.—-1. A radiator comprising a pliir

ality of rows of conduits with the indi<

vidtial conduits of adjacent rows stazgered

in relation to each other, gang-fins sleeved

upon and connecting the conduits of adja

cent rows, said tins together completing

and substantially filling the rectangle sur—

rounding said rows of conduits. whereby all

available space for radiating-surface is

utilized.

817,706. Air and Gas Engine. Allen O.

Haney, Shakespeare. Ind. Filed Dec. 21.

1904. Serial No. 237,778.

Claim.-An air and gas engine. employing

a cylinder having an inner piston-chamber

opening into the intake end of said cylinder,

and oppositely-moving pistons. said piston

chamber having a single inlet~port also

communicating with said cylinder-intake

end and delivering the gas and air charge.

after initial compression. to the opposing

action of the pistons, said inlet»port also

communicating with said cylinder-intake

end and delivering the gas and air charge.

after initial compression. to the opposing

action of the pistons, said inlet-port also

adapted to be shut off by one of said pis

tons in its forward or compressing niove~

ment, and said piston-cylinder also having

a single exhaust-port adapted to be uncov

ered by the opposite piston, in its rearward

movement, after the exploding of said

charge, substantially as set forth.

817.730. Electrical Friction-Clutch. llarrv

A. \\'illi:ims, Akron, Ohio. Filed Oct. 22,

1904. Serial No. 229,522.

Claim—1. The combination of a shaft.

a driving-pulley, a driving-disk having an

elongated hub and carrying non-magnetic

retaining blocks. a series of recessed con—

tact-rings engaging said blocks, and a pres

sure-disk movable on said elongated hub

adapted to bear against said rings; with a

driven pulley carrying non-magnetic retain'

ing-blocks. a series of recessed contact

rings engaging said blocks, said series of

rings forming part of a magnetic circuit.

and electrical connections whereby said

pressure—disk is moved to press the contact

rings into frictional contact to drive the

driven pulley.

817.787. Vehicle “"lieel. Frederick 1'.

Lancaster, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 25.

1905. Serial No. 242.596.

_Cl;\lll\.——l. The combination with a vehi

clc<wlieel felly. of an annular series of iii

dependeiit springs arranged around the

\vlieel-felly, and a tire of rubber compound

or analogous material having an annular

series of inwardly-extended lugs overlap

ping the springs whereby the tire is inter—

locked to and yieldineg spaced from the

fclly by the said springs.

817.903. Carliuretter.

stock, Fvanston. Ill.

Serial No. 256,906.

Clainr—l. In a carbiiretter, in combina

tion. an air—passage, a fuel-passage, a car

burcting-passage having an opening to the

atmosphere and receiving from the fuel

passage and delivering to the aiF-passage.

and means for simultaneously controlling

the flow of air and fuel through the air and

fuel passages. respectively, the flow of air

through the carbureting‘passage being in

dependent of such controlling means.

817.905. Motive Power Engine. Paul

Daniel. Levallois-l’crret, near Paris, France.

Filed Dec. 8, 1902. Serial No. 134,354.

Claim.—ln an engine of the character de

scribed. the combination with a plurality of

cylinders arranged side by side, pistons

therein, a shaft passing through the pis

tons and slidzible within the cylinders, rol

lers arranged upon the shaft, one within

each piston. a driving shaft and elliptical

cams mounted as described upon the driv

ing-shaft and elliptical cams mounted as

described upon the driving shaft and hear

ing upon the rollers. two tubes arranged

cxteriorly of each set of cylinders. an auto

matic inlet-valve closing each tube at its

upper end. a piston working in each tube.

aid rods carrying the pistons and mounted

on the shaft which passes through the first

nieiitioiied pistons. a spindle carried by each

of the power~pistons, a transverse shaft

screwing into each spindle and a roller

mounted upon each of said transverse shafts

and running upon a bearing-surface on

each elliptical cam in the manner described.

817.908. Transmission Gear. William

Folbei‘th, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Oct. 31,

1905. Serial No. 285,322.

Cl;lilll.~l. The combination in a three

spced transinissioii-gear. of a driving-pinion,

two friction clutches. a gear connected With

Alphonso S. Com

Filed April 22, 1905.

‘one member of each clutch, and twin pin

ions engaging the driving-pinion and the

gears of the different clutches, substantially

as set forth.

817,933., Grip—Tread for Pneumatic Tires.

 

WANTS AND FOR SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals. 25 cents per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyviile Sq., Providence, R. I.

I

WANTED—Your auto tires; don’t throw them

away; we rebuild and do retreading; guar.

anteed to last like new; less than one-third the cost

of new casings. MEYER RUBBER VULCAN

IZING \VORKS, Anderson, Ind.

 

FOR SALE—Yale 1903 Touring Car; two

cylinder; 12 horse power; good condition;

price, $600. C. G. BILL, Unionville, Conn.

AUTOMOBILE FOR SALE at a Bargain.

1905 Ramb'er Surrey Type 1, special color,

three extra tubes, one shoe, cape top and other

extras costing over $r,500. This car is in fine

condition and run only about 1,700 miles. Will

demonstrate thoroughly and sell at sacrifice.

Excellent reason for selling. Dont miss this

chance, but write at once for price and pariiculars

to W. R. OLNEY, Oneida, N. Y.

 

ANTED—A position with some private

party as chauffeur; am a first-class ma

chinist and have had plenty of road experience;

will go anywhere; reasonable salary expected:

best of references. G. R. WELLS, 37 Clarke St.,

Torrington, Conn.

SECOND-HAND CARS are frequently better

than new ones, if thoroughly overhauled.

We have a few of leading makes that are. It

is money in your pocket to get our list before

buying. DURYEA POWER co.. Dept. P

Reading, Pa.

'1

 

FOR SALE—One Hartford automobi'e tire

viileanizer with 3-inch round die and base,

one flat die and clamp for double‘tube tires, and

thermometer; never used; price low. Address

GEO. O. HAWES, Sanford, Me.

 

FOR SALE—Four new two-cylinder, Vertical,

Continental engines. Cylinders 4~inch bore

by 4%-inch stroke, about 12 II. P. Cash offer

wanted;c"st new $175 each. A. I). MEISELB AC H

MOTOR \VAGON CO., North Milwaukee, \Vis.

SITUATION WANTED—Chauffeur. German,

experienced on Foreign and American cars,

wants position. Can make all repairs. Good ref»

erences. OTTO BAHN, Saloon, 332 Hudson

St., Hoboken, N. J.

PURCHASING AGENT WANTED.

One with experience as buyer for Automobile

 

concern. State age, experience and salary.

Address R. B. CO, Box 649,

New York City
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Arthur H. Parker, Sr., Auburn, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 16, 1905. Serial No. 245,906.

Claim.—1. A grip-tread for tires compris

ing a circular series of metal plates seated

on the tread of the tire and each provided

With a rib having sliding interlocking con

nection therewith, and means for holding

the plates on the tire.

817,934. Spring “'heel. Reginald B.

Parsons, Kingston-on-Hull, England. Filed

March 15, 1905. Serial No. 250,261.

Claim.—In a spring wheel, the combina

tion of an inner rim, an outer rim of flat

steel, spindles rigidly connected to said

rim and movable freely through said inner

rim, springs encircling said spindles re

spectively, the outer ends of said spindles

being extended outward considerably be

yond said outer rim, and a solid-rubber tire

encircling said outer rim in which the out

wardly-projecting ends of said spindles

are embedded, said inner and outer rims

being thickened in proximity to said spin

dles by means of washer-plates secured

thereto, substantially as described.

817,941. Carburetter. Charles Stute,

Newark, N. 1'. Filed March 25, 1905. Serial

No. 251,927.

Claim.—l. A carburetter comprising a

main body having its upper portion made

open and provided with a screw-thread, a

cover screwed down over said open portion,

said cover being formed with a centrally~

disposed opening, a cylindrical body within

said main body having its upper end por

tion of said cylindrical body extending be

low the closed bottom of said main body,

a screen in said lower and open end portion

of said cylindrical body, an upwardly-ex

tending flange on said cover, said flange

surrounding the opening in said cover, and

a laterally-extending tubular body upon and

conected with said flange, said laterally

extending body and cover being both re

movably arranged upon the said main body,

a centrally—guided inlet-valve in the upper

and open end of said cylindrical body, a

means of attachment at one end of said

laterally extending body, said valves being

arranged so that the back-fire will close

said inlet-valve and will open said relief

valve, substantially as and for the purposes

set forth.

818,060. Pneumatic Wheel. Richard

Thew and Hollis H. Harris, Lorain, Ohio.

Filed Dec. 19, 1904. Serial No. 237,391.

Claim.—1. The combination of a sleeve

adapted to surround the axle, an annular

member mounted on said sleeve, a cushion

on said annular member, a wheel having a

hollow casing surrounding said cushion, a

collar on the axle bearing against said

sleeve and holding said annular member in

place, and means for holding the collar in

place.

818,107. Power Transmission Mechan

ism. Rolal A. Morton, San Jose, Cal. Filed

June 15, 1905. Serial No. 265,348.

Claim.—I. In a power transmission, the

combination with a drive-disk, of friction

rollers arranged upon opposite sides of the

disk, means to drive said rollers simultan

eously and in opposite directions and means

to move said rollers in unison into and out

of engagement with the drive-disk, said

last-named means including a rock-shaft

having oppositely extending arms and con

nections between said arms and the rollers.

818,161. Non-Grinding Power Transmis

sion Device. David S. Grant, Stoneham,

Mass. Filed June 12, 1905. Serial No.

264,781.

 

Claim.-—1. In a non-grinding power

transmission device. a pair of interlocking

members capable of being engaged and dis

engaged with eaeh other. one of said mem

bers being loose on its mounting; and

means for causing such engagement and

disengagement; in combination with means

for limiting the change of position of said

loose member relative to its mounting; and

elastic means for automatically maintaining

said member about midway between the

limits of said change when said members

are disengaged, substantially as set forth.

818,166. Valve Gear. “'ilhelm Hart

mann, Berlin, Germany. Filed June 2, 1904.

Serial No. 210,826.

Claim.—1. A valve gear for intermit

tently and positively actuating a valve, com

prising a valve-lever connected with the

valve, a rocking cam engaging the said

valve-lever, for the latter to open the valve,

and a clutch member rocking in unison with

the said rocking cam, said clutch member

being mounted on the pivot of the valve

lever engaging the said valve-lever, to im

part a return motion to the same, for clos

ing the valve.

“The A. B. C. of Electricity" will aid you

in understanding many things about motors

that may now seem hard of understanding.

Price, 50c. The Motor World Publishing

Co., 154 Nassau Street, New York City. '“

 

 

ESTABLISHED 1834.

Aluminum Bodies.

J.M.QumBY&Co.

NEWARK, N. J

k CARRIAGE BUILDERS. J
 

 

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.

  

Constant Sight Feed. No Liquids.

McCORD & CO., 1407-80 Old Jolony Bldg , CHICAGO

 

THIS TYPEWRITER

DELIVERS THE GOODS!

It's Oliver—the Standard Visible

\‘Vriter.

The Oliver Typewriter is just like an

athlete stripped for a race.

It is free from un

necessary multiplicity

of wires and springs

No network of flimsy

keys to get tied into

hard knots.

The nimble fingered

stenographer can put

talk into type with this

machine fur! a: rapidly at :11: lake: your dirla~

tum.

For no matter how swiftly she writes,

she can .wjust what she’s doing.

The key-board is so wonderfully re~

sponsive to the touch of the finger tips that

spud mm '1 wit/mu! (fort.

The factors that make for speed are its

visible writing, its light elastic key touch

and its all ’round simplicity. It has the

fewest possible wearing points, and it

prints with a downward stroke.

T524.

OLIVER

TszWrHTzr

T11: Stan/lard Visible Writer

To Complete Our Selling Organization

we will appoint a number of Local Agents in un

occupied territory. This is an opportunity for making

big money in an easy, dignified way.

Our Traveling Salesmen persona 1y instruct Local

Agents, and help them make sales. If ou are open

to engagement write at once. But on't ask for

the agency unless you mean to do business and

hustle. Address at once-—

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER CO.,

310 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK CITY.

the

  

NEW YORK.
 

 

This

man

runs a

"8T.Lllll|8"
ST. LOUIS llllllll L'AR CU.

PEORIA, lLLS.

 

  

 

 

40-45

H. P.

$5,000.

CHADWICK MOTOR CAR CO.,

l697; Broadway, New York Glty

 

 
 

E. J. DAY & CO., Pacific Coast Distributor!

314-326 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco. Cal.

‘ 0 O

r— auutr -1
The Pullman of Motor Con.

Celebrated for its last year's record. admired

for its present perfection. sold With a brief

comprehensive guarantee that speak! volumes.

lthegiBeQElrg FO§_OI’\° Yeai|

30-30 H. P. - $4,000

Make and Break Spark, Simms—Bosch Magneto.

THE RANIER CO., Broadway 6‘: 80th St., N. Y.

Philadelphia Branch. 316 N. Broad Street.

Chicago Branch, l25] Michigan Ave,

Boston, Morrison-Tyler Motor Co., l2! Massachusetts Ave.

St. Louis, Van Automobile Co., 4701: Washington Ave.

Cleveland, The Parson Motor Co., 317 Huron Ave.

San Francisco, A. H. Hayes, Jr., "I Pine St.

 

 

THE NEW HllTGHKISS
Built ike a gun by gunmakers.

THE DE LEON

A French Car at American Price.

ARCHER 8‘ CO.

I597 Broadway, New York
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NO MATTER HOW GOOD

the car may be, it can be made better by the use of
 
 

Cone. Cone and Rollers. Cup.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS
No matter how good the engines, the transmission and the tires, if the wheels to which the power is transmitted do not roll

freely and with the least possible friction, and if no provision is made for with? up of the tremendous thrust centered in the

front wheels, as when rounding corners or curves at speed, they do not FULL

obtain the maximum benefits- It is a matter of elementary logic.

serve their purposes and the owner does not

Timken Bearings assure the least possible friction and take up that terrific and injurious thrust. Tests and years of use

have proven it.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., - - - Canton, Ohio.
 

l
 

  

HEALY LEATHER TIRE

Not a TOY, but a TIRE.

No skidding, No puncture,

No blowouts, No rim-cutting.

The strength of leather with the resilience of rubber.

COPPER RIVET LEATHEFF

  

STEEL RIVET

‘

‘

_

LEATHER A

covm is ’

RUBBER

SECTION OF CLINCHER TIRE LEATHERIZED

Your own rubber tire may be made to have these qualities, as

shown in cut, by having them covered by the

HEALY LEATHER TIRE CO.

Healy Building

88-90 GOLD STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

 

 

 

 

 

E. J. WILLIS CO.

ALL NEW NOVEL TIES.

SIREN HORNS,

NEW SPEEDOMETER,

NEW TOOL CHEST,

NEW SPARK PLUG.

Th e Amazon

Clincher Tires

AT LOWER PRICES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE.

Send for Trade Prices and Catalogue.

E. J. WILLIS CO.

8 Park Place, NEW YORK
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Your Best Entertainer—the

OLDSMOBILE
City or Country, hill or level—all roads are alike. Life is one grand holiday when you drive a Gentleman's Roadster.

This machine is a runabout edition of the Oldsmobile Palace Touring Car, Model S.

with 26 to 28 horsepower, four-cylinder, water-cooled motor located under hood. Here are four practical

Oldsmobile Four-Cylinder car gives complete satisfaction:

Its price $2250. It is equipped

reasons why the

It requires the smallest money investment of any car of anything like equal capacity.

It has speed and power (26 to 28 h. p.) in excess of all requirements.

Style of the most approved form.

Simplicity of parts, united with high-grade, fully tested material and skilled workmanship, giving it uniform dependability.

Our Model S booklet giving further reasons and facts, telling why this is the repreSentative American car—the product of

brains appealing to brains—sent on request.

OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich., U. S. A.

Member of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Canadian trade supplied from Canadian Factory, PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Ltd., St. Catherines, Ont.

  

 

CATALOG COUPON

Kindly lmd me information regarding cars checked.

I on mterute

lode] B . . . . .. Iodel S . . . . .. Model L . . . . ..

Delivery Can . . . . . . Passenger Trnfie Cm . . . . . .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . .

Allie-0......0. ....... H... ..............

SPECIAL COUPON

We will send one of our handsome Art Calendars

to every Oldsmobile owner. Fill out the following

and mail at once.

Car Number . . . . .. Model . . . . ..

When and from whom purchased . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Present Owner...“ . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .-.. . . . . . . . ....

...... .................. ........... ..

K 23

MOTOR TALK COUPON

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

TALK, 5 magazine devoted to automobiling, sent to

me for 1 year.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................

Addreu . . . . . . . . . . . .-............... . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

K 23
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You’ve Been Waiting for THE TIRE for Commercial Vehicles.

IT’S HERE.

Diamond

Construction

FOR MOTOR TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL CARS HAS l'lADE CERTAIN THE

FUTURE OF THE SELF-PROPELLED VEHICLE.

Scientifically proportioned.

Easily applied, and remains on until you remove it purposely. Triumphant over tests of

extraordinary length and severity. Commended and recommended by manufacturers of experience.

Made single up to 5 inch; above that in twin types.

Let us send you our catalogue explaining this feature.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. SAN FRANCISCO—608 Mission St.

_. 4

D 'mmo
w‘m' ML'JN e.

(1
\LE F

  

Dl'lT ROI'l" *l 58 Jefferson Ave.

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS~3966 Olive St. MINNEAPOLIS—503 Second AWE-- 5

PllIl,_z\DF.LPHIA—_304-306 N. Broad St. CHIPAGUmISZJ-Bl Michigan Ave. DENVER~322 Boston Building

BL FPALO—HS Main St CLEVELAND—1514 Euclid Ave.

  

 

 

 

 

WhyGoodycarDctachablcAutoiircsWon’tRimCut
HEN an Auto Tire gets rim-cut, Now look at the picture of the Good

it's time to feel for your pocket. year Auto Tire on the Goodyear Uni

book and ask yourself] “ What versal Rim (Fig. 5.) The portion of the

tire shall I get next time?” rim against. which the tire rests forms

For a rim-cut tire is the arc of a large circle. That rim can

no more out the

way the ordinary rim cuts the ordinary tire. When

the tire is inflated, like Fig. 3, even the tremendous

weight of the car is not suflicient to cause the rim

  

pretty near its finish. foe-“t _

And the chances are " tlre than you could

ten to one that it you I have out the Strap

are forced to ride ‘\ uilplg ihefhan

around the block on a \ , {'1'- e 0 e III e m

\"' stead of the blade.deflated ordinary tire .. .

Ivg.6 Notice the

  

  
  

with ordina rims . .

your tirewillb‘zrim cut —— edge of the ordinary rim used with ordi»

before you get there. “00" YEAR nary tires (made into a circle), in Fig. 6,

Becauseordinaryrims Flirt-I . _— and compare With the Goodyear Uni

are just like a dull jack-knife. Now if \éofsal 118?, 1188711)W1th Goodyear Auto
~ on wished ires 1g. . r a V

{0 cut a Detachable Then ylou lcan get: ,

str ith more 0 ear y w a
mi". 5‘1,“ AUTO TIRE and We mean, I , I ,

‘ ' W d th xiillifes'tiig UNIVERSAL hav‘l (131.12.. iiil ----"

was held ' ‘ Goodyear Auto For-7

Tire on Universal Rims absolulely flat

for 25 miles on rough roads without

serious injury to the tire. We have

like Fig, 1 y01i couldn’t do

it, because

  

0 u r

Ztrength the evidence if you would like to see it.

would not This is only one reason why wise riders

be feat are specifying Gooodyear Auto Tires on

g Universal Rims for their new cars. Our

' e n o-u g h ' ~> . . . "Good News Book" gives ALL the reasons.

F'l- 3 But if you F'I- ‘ to cut the tire. But Just as soon as it gets partly It is intensely interestmg to Manufact.

deflated 01‘ fiat. like Fig- 4, then the Tim begins urers. Dealers and Riders seeking relief

to cut it, just as the knife did the strap in Fig. 2. from tire troubles.

Grove Street, Akron, Ohio.

take the strap like Fig. 2, with a little

sawing you can cut it. That‘s exactly the

THE GOODYEAR TIRE (3 RUBBER COMPANY

llO Lake St.; Cincinnati. 242 E. Fifth St.: S'o‘LOUlS,

Neweri, 932 50. Main St.; Bufialo, 719 Main SL;

Branchcs in following cities: Boston, 6 Merrimac St; New York, 64th St. & Broadway; Chica 0.

712-714 Morgan km; San Francisco, Geo. P. Moore & Co., 596 Golden Gate Ave; Los Angeles, . D.

Denver, 220 Sixteenth SL; Detroit, 242 Jefferson Ave.
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YN TRANSMISSION
In the ordinary types of transmission where a change is are equal, when the

made from high gear at 30 miles per hour wiih a 2,750 pound pawls engage and en~

car and a normal load to 15 miles per hour on middle gear, gmes take up the load.

the shock to the mechanism is equivalent to a verticle fall Change may be made

of 7 feet. from high to middle or

The Haynes Transmission assures ease and perfect safety low _ gear without any

in operation and entirely prevents the violent shock that posmbihty of burring or

would ordinarily be caused by changing from high to a stripping the gears.

lower gear. The Haynes IS the

In the hub of the Master Gear is a ratchet and pawl Highest-Powered Shaft

device which permits the car to coast with middle or low Driven Car Built. In requesting Catalogue, for prompt at

gear engaged until the speed of the car and engine tention address Desk 1) 12,

CO0 Model " R" Four-Cylinder Tourlng Cur.

K011011109 1111:113an Vertielal gflleg-beaging ssngliélul) Cylindersl can

‘ _ . - separate y, Ix -inc es. . . n excusive
R ._V 1 4} ” ' ’ _ CHICAGO- “20 M‘Ch'gan Ave' transmission. that absolutely prevents ltri ping of

,. H - ‘__._. - NEW YORK: 1715 Broadway- gears. Positive cooling system. Indivi ual and

- a . . ' Members ‘\_ L_ A, M_ special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

and takes hold without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclu

sive universal joints that prevent wear on ins.

Slprocket pnd Roller Pinion and perfect Rear xlt,

al exclusive. Roller-bearings throu hout. 108-ineh

Z

  

  

*"Z

  

wheel base, 54-inch tonneau, seating ve :0 le. Four

to 60 miles an hour on high gear. eight, 2,750

pounds. Price, $3.500 f. o. b. Kokomo. Full

equipment.

flodel" 0" Pour-Cylinder Tr urlng Cor

Cylinders cast in pairs 4%xS-in., 28 to 30 H. P.

Transmissionl cooling system, _lubrieation, master

clutch, shaft drive, universal joints, sprocket, roller

inion and roller-bearings and body same as on

Iodel "R." 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tires. Ton

neau seatin three persan Four to 40 miles In

hour on hig speed. Price. 52,2501. 0. b. Kokomo.

Full equipment. ~

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The manufacturer who equips his cars with

m odometers reaps a crop of mileage enthu

siasts, who, in the face of the odometer readings,

will make no unreasonable demands for replace

ments or free repairs.

 

THE VEEDER MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometera,

Counters and I-‘lne Castings.
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Indianapolis

Dunlop Tire

we MAKE THIS TIRE

of the same good quality

and the same construction

as the 1906 G ~& .1

RAISED TREAD

OPEN STEAM GURE

FLAP

and the flap is a great

thing in the 1965 Dunlop—

protects the tube from the

rim; no necessity for lining

the tube with fabric; makes

the tire easy to handle.

GaJInn:Co.
Indianapolis.

Depots :

ehlcago Bu"an Detroit Cleveland

Boston Denver Oakland. Gal".

Philadelphia New York, IO W. 60th St.

Distributing Agents:

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats & 80., Portland, Or.

Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber ('30.,

Los flngeles

MAE-10“-1&v\-\L,..

  

“-"~"l':\-r,,_.

 

 

  

  

 

TI'IE GABRIEL l'lllllN. 7.
Of all automobile accessories in the market, none has;

met with such warm favor as has been accorded the"

GABRIEL HORN. .

Its sweet, melodious chimes are heard in city and

country, wherever automobiles are found and always give

an air of added distinction to the car on which it is usedf

THE GABRIEL HORN is blown by exhaust pressure

from the engine controlled by a foot lever. It is placed at'

the side of the car entirely out of the way of injury and

there are no bulbs, tubes or reeds to break or get out

of order.

There is nothing you can add to your car that will

afiord so much real pleasure and good service as a

GABRIEL HORN.

Write for Catalog

FOSTER snout-BRAKES
THE FOSTER SHOCK BRAKE is the ..

simplest yet most efficient device you ever saw.

It is a small cylinder, of cold drawn steel,

with a piston which is attached to the frame

of your automobile, the cylinder being fixed to

bottom of spring. The lower portion of the

cylinder contains oil. Run over a bump or

drop into a hole and when your spring is

compressed the plunger or piston strikes the

oil, forcing it through 8 small holes into the

upper chamber. \Vhen the recoil occurs a

lime washer drops over and partly closes

the holes, retarding the upward motion 0

car which returns slowly and steadily without

the jar and shock you are bound to get if the

FOSTER SHOCK BRAKE is not used.

With the FOSTER SHOCK BRAKE you

save springs, repairs to machinery and tires

and add a world of comfort to those who

ride in your automobile.

Write for Catalog.

GABRIEL HORN MFR. 00..

98l Hamilton St., Cleveland, Ohio
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HARTFORD

SINGLE and TWIN

c .r .\ I a .11) I q

_ ,1 _ t; p. 7 e, I_I-v-—-~ ' r'

' _ TVS/IN
SINGLE L FUR HEAVY WORK

FOR LIGHT WORK

Note Method of Attachment.

The successful commercial vehicle tire must have its re

taining device vulcanized inside the tire, otherwise the attach

ments rust The HARTFQRD is secure and rust-proof.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO., Hartford, Conn.

Branches :

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA DETROIT

CHIC-RC BL'FF\LO DENVFR,0 . ‘
YEW YORK CLEVELAND . SAN FRANCISCO
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“ WHAT’S THE USE%
01

h
m
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e
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9

“

6692929292 of delay? It's merely a question of timevrhen you purchase

BROWN-LIFE ennns
Irreversible Steering.

Bevel and them Drive

ilillerenlial.

Many Sizes and Models.

Sliding llear Trans

mission.
(Latter all sold for present.)

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON, 166 Lake Slreet,0hlcago, Ill. } Direct Factory

THUS. J. VIETZEL, ll Warren Street, New York. Salem"

  

  

Pnlsr-o-Lififi
cAs TAN§_;§ W

“

lt's clean. It’s simple. It‘s safe. Buy now, and get

your freedom from generator troubles at once.

The Prest=o-lite

[5

h

Pl
The Only Light. %

ll
w

  

eaaa

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reade Street, New York; 1 S I A t

Branches in Philadelphia, Boston] > a e‘ gen

Cleveland, Buffalo and Denver. 1' carrying smek'

PUST I; LESTER 00" Hartford, Conn" Eastern Sales Agents

TWO SIZES OF TANKS.

Catalogue on requerl.

 

The Concentrated Acetylene Co., Indianapolis, Ind. w

 
Operating under exclusive license from

The Commercial Acetylene Co., of New York.

QGQGQEGBBBBBBB

BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 S. Geddes 81., Syracuse, N. Y.
EGZ

 

EQGQZGQZ
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THE DIEZEMANN SHOCK ABSORBER does more

toward adding to the ‘real comforts’ of motoring than any

other known device. It positive‘y removes the jolt and jar

caused by uneven roads and insures a uniform action and

I comfortable driving under all conditions.

It is the only sell lubricating, dust and dirt proof

Shock Absorber in use to-day. When once properly ad,

justed i' requires no further regulation.

RIDE ROUGH ROADS RIGHT.

DlEZEMANN SHOCK ABSORBER CO.,

1307 Hudson Street, l'loboken. New Jersey

 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE HOMES

LINED WII‘I'I PATENT FIREPROOF PLASTER

 

  

After you buy your motor car the first thing is to provide a place to keep it.

We have them. Adescri tive catalog will be sent to automobile owners.

Write Today for Booklet o. M". We have been making Portable Houses

for Universities and large Institutions all over the country to their satislaction.

We Can Suit You and Save You Money.

These homes are built in sections and are shipped knocked down and can be

put together in tw-a hours by any one who can use a screw driver.

1' ey are Constructed of the best Southern Pine, dry seasoned, perfectly

matched, weather and wind proof, only needing painting.to be an ornament when

placeddin position on any lawn. (ilihtli‘ houses biilt of sheet steel from $50.00

is war '
p An Automobile Home is one—third of the expense of aragc charges. We

build Greenhouses, Summer Cottages and every description 0 Portable House

CHARLES H. MANLEY,

Premier Manufacturing Works,

Motor om. ST. JOHNS, MICHIGAN.

 

 

‘The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

 

STEAM 15 THE wonurs STANDARD

monvs' POWER.

On land and on sea, steam power is recog

nized as the most reliable, the simplest and the

safest. No power other than steam is ever seri

ously considered by engineers for important "

work. The tremendous development of elec

trical machinery has served only to increase the

importance of the steam engine which is, in

almost every electrical installation, the “prime

mover.”

In adapting steam power {or use in the auto

mobile, it was early found that some radical

changes would be necessary in the conventional

designs of steam machinery. The White Sys

tem, introduced in 1901, has from the first for

nished a complete solution of the problem, as

has been abundantly demonstrated by five years’

of continuous White success.

The achievements of White cars in all en

durance and reliability contests and the notable

tours made each year by White owners are the

most inspiring and convincing chapters in the

history of American automobiling.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

"WI'I ITE :ilizlillgfl COl’lPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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THE MATHESON COMPANY OF NEW YORK,

I619 BROADWAY, near Nth Street. Member A. L. A. M.

 

 

\ Pioneer Steel Wheel and Universal Rim Manuiaorurors ol the World

Our Output of Detachable Bead Rims is Greater than

the entire Output of all other Makers Combined

Solo Makers of the HARTFORD UNIVERSAL RIM

for IIUNLUP AND BLINBHER TIRES

  

MIDGLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, - - Columbus, Ohio.

“8%
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ficamalile
The ficamolile Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

lllunber Association a/ Licensed Automobile Mann/army":

NEW YORK, Broadway and 76th St. BOSTON, I5 Berkeley St. PHILADELPHIA, :49 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 MlClti‘lh Ave.

   

 

 

Absolutely Accurate.

At All Speeds.

O matter how fast or how slow

you go, the Auto-Meter tells the

speed at which your Automobile

is traveling with unfailing correctness.

It is actuated by the same unchange

able magnetism which makes the Mari

ner’s Compass unfailing and certain forever.

The Auto-Meter is the only successful ma -

nelic indicator because there is just one way n

which magnetism can successfully be used, and

we have patented Mal way.

That means that the only indicator you can

depend upon for permanent reliability is

THE WARNER

AUTO-METER
(Regiatera Speed and Distance)

It registers any speed from 5 mile to 60 mr‘In per hour.

It tells how far you have gone on the trip and givea total miles

traveled during the season.

it goes on the dashboard. where it can be read from the seal, and

fits any Automobile.

It's as sensitive as a compass and as solid as a rock. It in unin

fluenced by any shock which would not ruin your car.

It is accurate when you get it, and is

GUARANTEED TEN YEARS

We will renew any Auto-Meter within 10 years (unless injured by

accident) if the Magnet (the HEART of the instrument) is more than

[~10 of I! incorrect. Any man who can ufiord an automobile can

easily afford an Autheter. It is as indispensable to the Motorist as

the wait/l in his pockel.

Let us tell you more about it. Write us today and we'll send you

with our answer our free book. “Auto Pointers." Address m

The Warner lnatrument Co., 8‘ Roosevelt St, Beloit, Wis.

(The Auto-Meter in on sale by all firm-oin- dealers and at moat Gm)

 

 

WHY IS THE

ROYAL TOURIST
FAMOUS?

ASK AN OWNER.

  

 
 

  

Model 0. $3500 00 40 H. P.

THE ROYAL MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Again-a; c. A. DUERR & co., New York N. Y.;

Bolton, Mass.’ THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBXL

111.- c. w. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn; AUTOMOBILlE

PLV CO., Lim. Toronto, Ont.‘ MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia, Pa.;

REYBURN Moron cm: 60., 5'. Louis, o.' STANDARD

AUTOMOBILE co. Pittsbulig. Pa.; AMOS-PIERCE AUTO co.,

slums, N. .; cnoerr L co,. Rochester, n. Y.; ROYAL

OTOR CAR AGENCY. San Francisco, Cal.

Member A. L. A. M

44444-44'l4-wvlllaa1,

G. I. DUNHAM.

E CO. Chica o,

a stip

  

 

 

v ' [TELEGRAIVI]

S'Im Fanncrsco, Can, April :4, 1906

M. J. BUDLONG, Prea., Electric Vehicle Co.,

Hartlord, Conn.

Three of your forty-five horse power Columbia: have besn used by myaell and assistants Shaughnesay

and Willis continuously night and day since earthquake, April 18th, and are still in service. The machines

have conveyed us over our steepest grades to all parts of burning city, having had to run over the ruined

AT streets cracked and piled up in many places with fallen brick, stone and other bebris Their work haa been

perfect at all times and i marvel that an au‘o can stand up under such unusual and severe test. Have been

' ' ' ' b h .SAN ANc l o. skeptical about automobiles prevrous to this grjgfvlvgknoublg: gar'erzr'em my earty endoraement

Acting Chief of San Francisco Fire Department

Catalogues on request; also illustrated pamphlets, “ Fashioning A Crankshaft," Columbia Chrome-nickel Steel," " Tranami. sion, Etc," “Consistent Dili'erencea."

ELECTRIC VEHICLE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.

NEW YORK BRANCH—134436438 West 39th St. CHICAGO BRANCH—13324334 Michi an Ave.

BOSTON—Columbia Motor Vehicle Co., Trinityl Place and Stanhope St. PHILADELPHIA—Pennaylvania Electrc Vehicle Co., 250 N. Broad St

WAS INGTON—Waahington E. V. Transportation Co., 15th & Ohio Ave.

Member Aaaociation of Licensed Automobile Manui acturera.
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MODEL \l—\-'
  

THE CAR THAT IS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material, handled according to the design of skilled and experienced engineers,

by expert mechanics in the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in the world.

There is no part based on guess work or on what the other fellow does, and the costly experimental work

is done in the factory and not by the purchaser.

It is RIGHT in the beginning, RIGHT when delivered and stays RIGHT a1! the time.

These are the features of primary importance but the facilities of our enormous factory enable us to give you

THE RIGHT CAR AT THE RIGHT PRICE.

Will be cheerfully shown and demonstrated at our various Branches.

Main Office and Factory - - - - Kenosha, Wis.

B R A N C H E S :

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. BOSTON—14S Columbus Ave.

MIL\VAUKEE—457-459 Broadway. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—125431 Golden Gate Ave.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

Reprementatlvea in all leading cities

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company
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THOMAS IN NEW DEAL

Chapin, Coffin and other Olds Men also

in it—Factory in Detroit.

Reports that Roy D. Chapin, formerly

sales manager of the Olds Motor \Vorks,

was engaged in the organization of a new

automobile manufacturing company; and

that H. E. Coffin, chief engineer of the Olds

interests, was making ready to sever his

connection with Olds, which reports had

been denied, received ample confirmation

this week. Not only has Mr. Chapin formed

the new company, but Mr. Coffin has joined

hands with him, together with F. 0. Ben

zer and I. 1'. Brady, who were respectively

the Olds purchasing agent and traffic man

ager.

However great may be the surprise

caused by this coalition, it will be as noth

ing compared with the news that E. R.

Thomas, the well-known manufacturer of

Thomas cars, is one of the backers of the

new company, which will be known as the

E. R. Thomas Detroit Company. Not the

merest inkling of Mr. Thomas's connection

with the venture had been permitted to

leak out and nothing of the sort had

been even suspected. The new con

cern has been incorporated with a cap

ital stock of $300,000, and already has leased

the former Wayne plant in Detroit and set

up temporary offices in the Majestic Build

ing in that city. These offices will be main

tained until the remodeling of the offices in

the factory building has been completed.

The car that will be produced will be

styled the Thomas, and while but a mere

intimation of its nature has been permitted

to escape, the intimation is sufficient to

make plain that it will be of the runabout

or light tburing car type, thus afiording a

lower priced companion for the Thomas

Flyer; for, be it understood, the entire out

put of the Detroit factory, for the season

of 1907, at least, will be handled by the

E. R. Thomas Motor Company, at Buffalo.

With such experienced hands at the helm,

that the new enterprise will prove a con—

siderable factor in the trade almost goes

without saying.

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, May 10, 1906.

Why Show Accounting is Delayed.

Although the affairs of practically all the

other shows have been cleared up, those

of the “independent” show, held in the 69th

Regiment Armory, New York, are not yet

settled. The delay has been ascribed to

many causes, but it came out this week that

the real reason is due to the attitude of the

contractor concerned with the building of

the armory, which, as it will be recalled,

was not wholly finished at the time of the

show.

\Vhile there was no great evidence of

damage, the contractor’s keen eyes are said

to have 'discovered that the holding of the

automobile show in the structure caused in

jury to the walls or other parts to the ex

tent of some $20,000. He has filed a for

mal, or informal, claim for this amount,

and until this is settled the Automobile

Club of America, which stood as sponssor

for the show, will be unable to strike a bal

ance or to render an accounting to the

American Motor Car Manufacturers' Asso

ciation and the Motor and Accessory Man

ufacturers, who are to participate in the

profits.

Whatever profits may be rendered, by

the bye, will be rather smaller than would

have been the case had the exhibition not

been held in an unfinished public building.

It is said that before permission to use the

armory was obtained it was necessary to

“see” several gentlemen of influence in pol

ities, and the "seeing" cost a pretty penny.

No Show for New Orleans.

There will be no automobile show in New

Ordeans this spring. The promoters have

found it advisable to postpone action until

some date in the fall or early next year.

although nothing definite has been decided

on. “Weather too hot and dealers too

busy" are the reasons given for the tempo

rary abandonment of the project.

Selden Takes the Stand.

George B. Selden is this week giving tes

timony in the case of the Electric Vehicle

Company versus the Ford Motor Company

for'infringement of the Selden patent. De

spite the extended litigation in which that

patent has been involved, this is said to be

the first occasion on which Mr. Selden him

self has taken the stand.

 

No. 15

WILL REMOVE TO NEW YORK

“Independents' " Headquarters to Come

East—More Action on May 15th.

New York is about to become the head

quarters of the American Motor Car Man

ufacturers’ Association, which will be New

York's gain and Chicago’s loss. The re

moval was decided on at the meeting of the

board of management of the association,

held in the Manhattan Hotel, New York, on

Friday last, the 4th inst. Offices are to be

established on West 42nd street, at no great

distance from the headquarters of the Asso

ciation of Licensed Automobile Manufac

turers.

This decision and the appointment of a

committee to attend the free alcohol hearing

at Washington, and to urge the passage

of the free alcohol bill, were the chief de

velopments of the meeting so far as the

outside world is concerned. The session

lasted, however, from noon until 6:30 p. in.

No action was taken toward filling the

vacant general managership caused by the

resignation of R. B. MacMullen. There

are on file a number of applications for the

pOsition, but no selection will be made until

the next meeting, May 15th, at which it is

expected there will be a larger attendance.

Action on the projected open air show

this fall was also deferred until that date

for the same reason.

There were present at Friday's meeting

Messrs. Couzens, Lewis, Briscoe, Duryea

and Vandervort.

Midgley Becomes Hartford’s Head.

The Hartford Rubber Works Co. has a

new president, Thomas Midgley, who was

elected at the meeting of the Board of

Directors on Tuesday last. Mr. Midgley,

who only recently came from Columbus.

Ohio, to assume the duties of vice-presi

dent, succeeds Charles H. Dale, who is the

head of the whole Rubber Goods Manufac

turing Company.

Mr. Dale resigned the Hartford presi

dency because he found it impossible to

give to the office the particular attention

which it required.
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obtained about noon on the 19th, when

he learned that the Market street store was

completely destroyed and he then wired

the home office to that effect.

Owing to lack of room or the large num

ber of cars on hand, it was impossible to

keep the entire stock at the Rambler garage

and, on the morning of the disturbance,

stock was disposed of as follows: Fourteen

cars were at 1331 Market street, eleven at

Freed's bicycle establishment on the oppo

side of Market street, and fourteen cars at

a warehouse on Bluxome street. On this

stock Mr. Bill was carrying an insurance

aggregating $32,800.

At the same time there were in the hands

of the railway company at the yards ready

for delivery, one carload of delivery wagons

and one carload of model 14's. These were

restroyed by fire as were all the cars on

Bluxome street and at Freed’s bicycle store.

Fred Linz, one of the attaches of the

San Francisco store, reported to Mr. Bill

on the morning of the 20th that during the

night the wind had suddenly changed direc

tion and the Rambler garage on Market

street and Freed’s place were entirely de

stroyed by fire early that morning. He also

ieported that the cars at the garage had pre

viously been removed to a safe place near

the Park Panhandle.

Upon receipt of this report Mr. Bill at

tempted to send men in to get the cars that

were still in good order, but none of them

returned, and he learned on fairly good

authority that both men and cars had been

impressed by the military and that they

were then serving at the point of the bay

oneL

On the let Mr. Bill succeeded in reach

ing the wreck of the Market street store,

but was not allowed to enter. He reports

that the safe appeared intact, but that every

thing else was utterly destroyed and that

he could at that time obtain no informa

tion as to the whereabouts of the cars

saved from the fire.

A temporary office has been opened at

421 Ninth street, Oakland, and a shipment

of new cars and a full supply of parts is

already on the way.

While most of the automobile interests

in the stricken city have been accounted

for by the terse phrase “lost everything,"

it appears from advices just received at the

New York office, that the White garage

proved to be one of the most fortunate, as

the forty or fifty cars on hand were, with

few exceptions, stored on the ground floor

and as the earthquake did not damage the

building they were easily run out and saved.

The exceptions consisted of three cars that

were in the paint shop on the upper floor

at the time and as the power stopped there

was no way of getting them out. These,

together with the stock of parts, were de

stroyed. With the spread of the fire the

building had to be abandoned, all books and

records except the letter files being saved.

The cars were run out to a place in the

outskirts where a temporary open air gar

age was established.

In the Retail World.

Fire in the garage of the Knox Auto

mobile Co., at Allentown, Pa., on Friday of

last week, caused damage to the extent of

$6,000; there is $3,000 insurance. Most of

the automobiles in the place were saved.

The H. J. Williard Company, the well

known dealers of Portland, Maine, have

opened a branch at Lewiston, it being lo

cated at 48 Ash street. Peerless, Winton,

Cadillac, Buick and Franklin cars will be

carried.

F. E. Avery, the Columbus, Ohio, dealer,

has so benefitted by the general prosperity

that he has been compelled to seek more

elbow room. To secure it he is having

built a two-story addition, 40x65 feet, which

will be used for storage purposes.

Julius Ruff and E. Schuester have formed

the Auto Renting Co., and have located at

138 West Thirty-eighth street, New York

City. They have purchased ten Packard

touring cars, for renting purposes and en

gaged competent chauffeurs to operate

them.

Clute Bros, electricians, at Cohoes, N. Y.,

have taken the agency for the extensive

line of Pope cars. As a result they are pre

paring to expand, having leased the spacious

store opposite the Miller House, on Mo

hawk street, which they will equip as a

garage and salesroom.

A shift has been made in the selling

agency of Cadillac cars in Kansas City. The

Cadillac Company of Kansas City, of which

Fred Pattee was manager, is succeeded by

the Cadillac Automobile Company of Kan

sas City, which is controlled and will be

managed by J. D. McInnes.

Plans for a modern garage on North

near Prospect avenue, Milwaukee, Wis, are

being made for Fred Herwig, who has ac

quired the store property there. The pres

ent building will be utilized, and about

$6,000 spent in improvements. When com

pleted it will be 100 feet in depth with a 30

foot frontage on North avenue.

For several years the automobile owners

in Hornellsville, N. Y., have wished for a

garage and now their hopes are to become

an actuality. George S. Peters, the pioneer

automobilist of that place, has contracted

for a garage to be located at the corner of

Cass and Union streets. It will be one

story high, of brick and cement construc

tion and will measure 71x40 feet.

Robert Nelms and R. L. Atkinson, two

Jacksonville, Fla., young men of experience

in the bicycle and automobile business,

have formed a partnership and will conduct

a garage, which is now in the course of con—

struction, at 44-46 West Adams street. The

building will be two stories high, of white

pressed brick, and will measure 42x75 feet.

A one-story machine shop, 25x30 feet, will

be erected in the rear.

From the ashes of the Thompson-Schoef

fel building on Plymouth avenue, Roches

ter, N. Y., will rise a four-story brick build

ing which will be used by the Schoef-‘t'el

Auto and Livery Co., which is the successor

of the Thompson-Schoeffel Co. Since the

fire last month the company has been lo—

cated at Caledonia avenue and Spring street.

In addition to handling the Royal, the com

pany will take on the Rec.

The new $25,000 garage of the Stoddard—

Dayton Automobile Co., at Grand Boule

vard and Fortieth street, Chicago, 111., was

opened May 1. The building has accom

modation for over 100 cars and each patron

will have a private compartment, separated

from the others by steel wire and under

lock and key. The building is two stories

high, and is fireproof, being constructed

of pressed brick and white glazed tile. The

company will also conduct a renting de

partment with 1906 models for hire at $3

per hour.

The Week’s Incorporations.

New York City—Auto Service Co., under

New York laws, with $50,000 capital. Cor

porators—R. Bolshaw, Elmer Stoufi'er and

David Hyams, all of New York.

Saginaw, Mich—Jackson, Church 8: \\'il

cox Co., under Michigan laws, with $25,011?»

capital; to make automobiles and machin~

ery. Corporators—John L. Jackson, .\I. L.

\Vilcox and E. D. Church, all of Jackson.

St. Louis, Mo.—Commercial 1\Iot0r Car

Co., under Missouri laws, with $10,000 cap

ital. Corporators—Charles B. IMcKinney.

Frank E. Sturns, Lou E. Stevens and

Eugenia E. McKinney.

New York City, N. Y.-—Rothschild & Co..

under New York laws, with $30,000 capital.

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—“i. H.

Mendel, M. J. Rothschild and N. D. Reich.

all of New York City.

New York City, N. Y.——\\'elch Motor

Car Co., under New York laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—C. A. Hamilton, Burgoyne Hamilton.

and L. H. Pehrlman, all of New York City.

New York City, N. Y.—R. Bertelli & Co..

under New York laws, with $75,000 capital:

to manufacture engines and deal in auto

mobiles. Corporators—R. R. Bertelli. E.

Paladina and C. Piva, all of New York City.

Boston, Mass—Observation Automobile

Co., under Massachusetts laws, with $10,001.“

capital; to‘ deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—Norma Drew, 235 Ocean street, Lynn:

Barton L. Thomas, 107 Warren avenue.

Boston.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Auto Transit Co., un—

der Pennsylvania laws, with $100,000 car»

ital; to operate automobile passenger line.

Corporators—Charles S. Pierce, Charles

Berg, James O. G. Duffy. Bernard A. Cas

sidy and John R. Criswell, all of Philadel—

phia.

New York City, N. Y.—The Rossel Co.

of America, under New York laws. with

$100,000 capital; to deal in automobilt's.

Corporators—Harry N. Fletcher, Francois

Rossel, William S. Ottman, Count Manuel

de Caserta, Charles M. Eaton and \Villiam

P. S. Earle.
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BUFFALO’S BUBBLE BURST

It was a very Pretty One but Exposure to

New York Air Caused Collapse.

 

Up in Buffalo, N. Y., there are some pub

lic spirited gentlemen who dreamed a large

dream which carried with it the settlement

of all trade differences respecting shows,

the settlement revolving around Buffalo as

'a show center. The dream was so pleas

ant that the gentlemen came to New York

last week and painted their dream picture

for the benefit of both the National Asso

ciation of Automobile Manufacturers and

the American Motor Car Manufacturers’

The Buffalo committee waited

on both organizations and unfolded in

Association.

glowing colors the advantages of one large

national show to be held in Buffalo during,

say, October next.

Buffalo is possessed of a very large and

palatial armory, which the gentlemen were

~convinced would house the entire industry.

The Buffalo armory, however, will have no

opportunity to house the industry, as sug

gested. Both Associations courteously lis

tened to the Buffalo committee and then

respectfully declined, the action of the N.

A. A. M. taking the form of the following

resolution:

“W'hereas this committee has been waited

upon by a committee of gentlemen repre

senting the city of Buffalo, with a view to

securing the co-operation of this associa

tion in the promotion of a national show in

Buffalo in October, which committee has

presented arguments intended to demon

strate that such a show would prove bene

ficial to the manufacturers, be it

“Resolved, that in the opinion of this

association the promotion of such a show

would be inadvisable, for the reasons that

it would entail the expenditure of a large

sum of money without compensating ad

vantages; that it would prove a disturbing

element in a situation at present satisfac

tory to a large majority of the trade; that

.tone of the reasons advanced by the gen—

tlemcn from Buffalo, or by any other per

sons, warrant a departure front the recent

decision of this executive committee that

any shows in addition to those already de

cided upon are advisable; and that such a

show could not interest manufacturers to

such an extent as to prove creditable to the

trade or to the city of Buffalo.”

 

New Ball from Philadelphia.

The Standard Roller Bearing Company,

of Philadelphia, are just placing upon the

market a special steel ball known as the

"Standard Alloy” grade which are claimed

to be much stronger and more durable than

any that have previously been made; they

are made of an alloy steel. tempered, and

are produced by a special process. The

halls are guaranteed true both in diameter

and sphericity to .0001 inch and have a

harder surface than it is possoble to secure

with ordinary steel. When broken the

fracture shows a soft velvet grain, very

much finer than in regular crucible steel

balls.

The crushing strength which they will

stand shows clearly their value as com

pared with the regular crucible steel balls,

these being the statistics compiled by the

Standard Co.: A %-inch ball of ordinary

steel will crush under a pressure of about

25,000 pounds, while “Standard Alloy Balls"

require 45,000 to 50,000 pounds. é’fi-inch

bals usually crush at about 39,999. “Stand

ard Alloy" at 95,000 to 100,000 pounds.

Remington Trustee Takes Appeal.

As was expected, L. N. Southworth,

trustee in bankruptcy of the Remington

Automobile Co., of Utica, N. Y., has filed

an appeal from the decision of Judge Ray

and the case will go to the United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit.

The appeal is from the ruling which ex

empted members of the Chamber of Com

merce and other Uticans who made liberal

subscriptions to the capital stock of the

ill-fated company, the trustee having

brought suits to compel these stockholders

to pay $100 on every share of stock held

by them. The decision of Judge Ray, as

was detailed in the Motor World, was in

favor of this class of stockholders.

To Auction Vehicle Equipment Assets.

On \Vednesday next, the 16th inst., there

will take place the closing chapter in the

history of the ill—fated Vehicle Equipment

Co. Then its assets, which according to

the schedule, hardly represent 10 per cent.

of its liabilities of more than $1,400,000 and

which consist of a new factory building,

100x500 on 86 city lots, subject to a mort

gage of $105,000, machinery, tools and

work in process, will be sold at public auc—

tion by Charles 0. Dewey, as trustee in

bankruptcy.

Spain Raises its Tariff Bars.

According to the new Spanish tariff

which will go into effect July 1, automobiles

will be taxed $270 for two-seated cars and

$386 for those having over two seats. Amer

ican lubricating oil, which heretofore has

been discriminated against, will pay $9.65

per 100 ki10grams, or the same as all others.

Aerocar Adds Shock Absorber.

The Aerocar, the generous equipment of

which has constituted not the least of its

featurespis to have the complement added

to. Arrangements were this week effected

to apply Trutfault-Hartford suspensions to

all Aerocar cars.

Ford $500 Car Almost Ready.

It is now expected that deliveries of the

Ford four-cylinder $500 car, which have

been long delayed, will commence on June

1st or earlier. Henry Ford was in New

York on Monday last, and was very confi

dent on this point.

FISK GAINS ITS POINT

Railways Sought Delay, but Fisk Insistence

Brings Lower Rates to Western Territory.

 

Pressing their initial advantages, the Fisk

Rubber Co., who have applied themselves to

the task of obtaining lower freight rates on

tires, finally has succeeded in breaking down

As a result of

their efforts, they have just received word

from the W'estern Classification Committee

that their suggestions and urgings have

been fully accepted and that a general low—

ering of rates to the West will shortly go

into effect.

the whole W'cstern barrier.

Mr. Lyman, traffic manager of the Fisk

Rubber Company, has borne the brunt of

the fight, and it is due to his insistence that

the railroads did not adopt dilatory tactics.

He appeared before the \Vestern Clas

sification Committee early in March and,

although the railroad men tried to persuade

him to permit the whole matter to go over

until their July meeting, he stood firm and

insisted on a mail vote. It is this mail

vote that has just resulted favorably, and

that will bring a reduction in rates and a

consequent saving to all those who have to

do with tires.

Throughout the entire fight, the Hartford

Rubber Works Company loyally supported

the Fisk People, their Mr. Kesser being

present with Mr. Lyman at all of the con

ferences.

 

Licensees Again Discuss Tires.

At a meeting of the mechanical branch

of the Association of Licensed Automobile

Manufacturers, held on Friday last, the

discussion turned upon tires, the sizes to

be used for the front and rear wheels, for

different weight of cars, and those best for

cars of the same weight, but of different

speed capabilities. Also the limiting point

of the load for the proper tractive effect

was discussed. A committee was appointed

to report upon the feasibility of standard

izing as far as possible the fasteniugs for

different clincher tires for front and rear

wheels.

Pennsylvania Opens More Branches.

The Pennsylvania Rubber Co., of Jean

ette, Pa., has just established new branches

in Chicago, located at 1241 Michigan ave

nue; Buffalo, corner Main and Tupper

streets, and Atlanta, Ga., at 102 North

Pryor street. This brings the number of

Pennsylvania branches to six, the others

being located in New York, Boston and

Philadelphia.

Jones, of Georgia, may Assemble Cars.

Macon, Georgia, will have an automobile

factory if the efforts of the Honorable Ben.

1.. Jones, of "Choctaw" fame, are rewarded

with success. His plan is to buy the parts

and assemble them in Macon.
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These tires are built particularly for those who wish to avoid all kinds of exasperating

tire troubles,

WHO BELIEVE IN LIFE INSURANCE,

and who are desirous of economy in tire maintenance.

“AN EVER SATISFACTORY ARTICLE WITH NO DISAPPOINTMENTS.”

CADILLAC

It SECRETS.

innassihiliiy

‘ Economy

Interchangeability

 

  

 

  

 

   
 

 

 

Eiiiciency

Simplicity

Durability

and

  

" Value Received"

In no motor cars are these virtues so evenly blended and well balanced as in the Cadillac,

the car behind which stands the largest automobile manufacturing organization in the world.

Every detail of the Cadillac has been brought to the highest state of perfection that genius

and skill have been able to accomplish.

Cadillac drivers are enthusiasts because they get all there is in motoring—except the troubles.

Ask any Cadillac owner, preferably one whose experience has not been confined to the

Cadillac alone.

CADILLAC moqu cAR CQ., - - -‘ Detroit,
In “I. , a an “ad   

Mich.

l
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The Two Gallon Test.

That the question, How far can a car

travel on two gallons of gasolene? was not

conclusively answered by last Saturday's

test, was shown a few days later when the

cars that obtained first and second place

in the official test were again run over the

course under more favorable conditions and

both exceeded their original showing. One

thing that the test did demonstrate beyond

a doubt was the fact that the time honored

standard of “20 miles to the gallon" has

become archaic in that a number of the

competitors not only exceeded 40 miles on

their allowance despite bad weather and

heavy roads, but many of them topped the

half century mark while the winners rolled

up the amazing total of 87 miles. And even

more remarkable was the performance of

the very light cars.

From the point of view of the general

user, actual distance covered 15 naturally

the only factor of importance, but the re

sults brought out by the test, even when

figured by the arbitrary and unfortunate

psuedo ton miles basis adopted by the

sponsms of the event, are indicative of

great gains in efficiency. Regarding the

former alone, particularly with relation to

the cost of the fuel consumed and the ability

of some of the cars in this respect are

startling. than 100

miles were covered by one of the buck

boards at a cost of 50 cents, taking the

current retail price of gasolene.

For instance, more

This makes

the cost per mile less than half a cent for

fuel consumption alone, a figure that is

again halved by the performance of the tri

car which did the same distance on a single

gallon of fuel, and which was but very

slightly increased by the winning car which

covered 87 miles at a cost per mile of

slightly less than .6 of a cent.

of this has been brought about by improve

How much

ments in the motor itself and how much

in the transmission, it is, of course, impos—

sible to estimate, but the figures would

seem to reveal great advances in both

respects.

The holding of such a test is further

illustrative of the fact that automobile de

sign has progressed to a point where the

builder and user have the necessarv time

and inclination to consider small matters,

for the question of gasolene consumption

has hitherto been regarded as utterly trivial

from the point of view of the pleasure car

The fact that the car would travel

10 or 15 miles more or less, on a gallon was

immaterial, and undoubtedly much of the

gasolene paid for by the motorist went into

the pocket of the chauffeur instead of the

tank of the machine.

(HVIICI'.

Gasolene was cheaper

then, it is true, but an advance of a few

cents a gallon would not greatly disturb

the average motorist, other things being

equal, and it is hardly likely that any stren

uous attempt to reduce fuel consumption

would be undertaken on this account alone.

But there is a phase of the matter that

should not be overlooked. and this is, that

even the best designed motor and acces

sories, equipped with the most efficient

that devised and

mounted upon the easiest running gear that

it is possible to build, will not run itself.

Results are largely a matter of skillful

handling and a good car may often be han

transmission can be

dicapped by an inexperienced driver whose

knowledge is limited to avoiding obstruc

tions in the road and handling the ignition

and throttle levers when more speed is rc~

quired. Taken all in all, it is apparent that

the driver must unfortunately, always con

stitute the deciding factor in such a test

and to what an extent this may be true may

best be realized from the order in which

four cars of the same make, the majority

of them of the same type, finished. This

does not alter the fact, however, that the

test accomplished what was its chief dc

sign—to show the possibilities of two gal

lons of fuel. And the possibilities were

proven so great that even the. industry was

staggered.

 

Depreciation of Used Cars.

Depreciation has ever constituted the

greatest bugbear of the would-be motorist

who stopped to calculate the initial cost,

maintenance and value at the end of a sea

And it is

nothing strange that this purely dollars

son, before investing in a car.

and cents view of the matter should be

more than sufficient to discourage anyone

who allowed his inclination toward entering

the ranks to be swayed entirely by the ap

parently disproportionate return foi' the

outlay. For it must be conceded that the

prospect of having to dispose of a car at

the end of a single season for 50 per cent.

or less of its first cost, is not alluring. The

cars of a few years ago actually depreciated

in value that much in the majority of in

stances after several months running, but the

same cannot be said of their more mod

ern successors. Nevertheless, their market

value when a year old is seldom if ever

more than half of what it was when new.

regardless of the actual amount of depre—

ciation that the machine has undergone as

the result of its season's use.

This is not an arbitrary figure by any

means, for it is more often exceeded on the

wrong side of the ledger than otherwise

and the car that is but a year old brings

less than half of its list price. It goes

without saying, that improvement in mo—

tors, transmission and running gear and

particularly in the increased sizes of tires

fitted by the makers, have brought about

a marked decrease in the percentage of de—

preciation suffered by the car, so that the

purchaser of a_modcrn type may rely upon

its serving him well for at least three or

four years. By this is meant actual depre

ciation, of course, for as already referred

to. there appears to be slight connection

between actual value as based upon the

car's selling price, and the market value, or

what it will bring if offered in the second

hand market. In consequence, the modern

car that is good for several years' service,

and which should still bring a fair pro

portion of its original cost at the end of

that time, will seldom command more than
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half of its list price should its owner wish

to dispose of it any time after it ceases

to be a model of the current year.

About once in so often, some writer

with a bent for statistics will figure out an

elaborate depreciation table showing exactly

what cars of a certain price should drop in

value, the first, second and third years of

their existence, granted that they receive

Needless to add, the figures

thus brought to bear on the subject are

ordinary care.

seldom realized in actual practice; they gen

erally fall far short of the facts and the

motorist who congratulates himself that his

car is worth a certain amount at any time

he wishes to dispose of it, must go through

a disillusioning process if his estimate be

There is al

ways a heavy demand for cars of reputable

based on one of these tables.

make at second hand, it is true, but unlike

the market prices of new ones, the figures

at which the old ones change hands are

subject to violent fluctuation with each sale.

This state of affairs is exactly the same

as obtains in the case of the purchase of

any commodity, and the prospective motor

ist who limits it to the automobile, places

the latter in a category which it does not

deserve. Whether it be a motor car. a car

riage, a piano or what not, if it has been

used for a season or more, its market value

will seldom be more than half of what was

paid for it originally and usually not that

much. For that reason these elaborately

worked out depreciation tables are meaning

less to the owner and worse than useless to

the builder, for the figures represent an

estimated drop in value that really exceeds

the loss actually suffered in this respect by

the machine, and falls far short of what its

market value should be.

 
 

The Variance of Horse Powers.

In the various methods of testing em

ployed by difi'erent makers would appear

to lie an explanation of the startling differ

ences in the horsepower rating of a number

of motors, the dimensions of some of which

approach each other so closely that they are

practically identical while in others the vari

ance of size is so small as to be negligible.

The practice of rating one motor as

12 horsepower while another of the same

dimensions and designed to run under prac

tically the same conditions, as regards

speed, compression and other factors, is

credited with 20 horsepower, has come to be

so prevalent that manufacturers’ horse

power ratings arc no longer looked upon

with any degree of awe. The fact that the

power of the engine is given in every in

stance as “brake horsepower" and not nom

inal or rated horsepower, and that the man

ufacturer is willing to make affidavit to

the effect that his engine actually developed

that power under a regular brake test,

makes matters that much more confusing

for the unsophisticated.

The manufacturer is not deliberately fal

sifying the figures, nor would his opinion

of his own creations—a factor for which

due allowance must be made—permit him

in the majority of instances to inflate them

to such an extent. Taken all in all, it is

safe to say that where a maker’s catalogue

states that his motors have a certain rating

under brake test, that they have actually

done so and that his statement is a mere

record of fact

But it is one thing to have a motor show

a tremendous amount of power, considering

its dimensions, when tested under brake,

and quite another matter for it to develop

the same power under a continued efficiency

test. From its very nature the duration of

a brake test must be comparatively short;

its length is measured by minutes and often

by seconds and forcing a motor to develop

an amount of power far beyond its normal

output for such a short time presents no

insupcrable obstacles. Electric motors are

now built that will stand an overload of

fully 500 per cent. for a limited time—say

5 minutes, and it is nothing unusual for

the well designed gasolene motor to reach

a point almost 100 per cent. in excess of its

rated power if tested for that purpose. But

if coupled to a dynamo and run steadily

for a period of several hours, in accordance

with the usual practice of conducting effi

ciency tests, the readings would at no time

show that any such wonderful amount of

power was being developed. The motor

that rose to 20 horsepower under the mo

mentary brake test will find its level under

the continued grind of the efficiency test

and the latter will seldom fail to show why

the maker following this method of testing

Both are

correct and it is easy to see why they are

has rated it at 12 horsepower.

misleading, though as a matter of fact,

neither horsepower rating nor actual out—

put have much to do with selling cars to

day—the latter must speak for themselves.

The Matter of Costs.

Probably nothing serves as a greater

source of wonderment and continual annoy

ance to the average motorist than the wide

discrepancy which exists between the the

oretical cost of motoring and the corres

ponding figure which develops in actual

practice.

On the other hand, according to certain

high calculations which have been placed

before him from time to time, he has been

given to understand that, barring accident,

the cost of motor transportation should be

to him hardly greater than that by rail—

less in some cases and greater in others, ac

cording to his location and the amount of

service which he extracts from the machine

-—-and that as compared to a similar service

extracted from the horse, he should find

the mechanical method greatly to his ad

These ideals have been strength

ened, perhaps, by the recorded results of

vantage.

certain tests which have been held occas

ionally, in which most flattering results

have proved to all appearances that the ma

chine is in reality a most economical con~

trivance after all. Hence, he very naturally

arrives at the conclusion that either his

own machine is at fault, or that he is in

some way handling it amiss. As a matter

of fact, probably the machine is all right.

and the apparently poor showing which it

makes is brought about by a combination

of two causes. That is to say, the basis of

comparison, be it by calculation, or by the

result of any economy test, it is but a par

tial statement of the whole truth.

It is so very easy to ride in a motor car.

the distance and time elements are coir

sumed so greedily and the machine shows

the effect of its labor so little that the actual

amount of work which it is doing is hard to

realize. Constant service with an animal

would be cruel, were it even possible to

Con~

stant service from the machine, implies to

achieve it without ruining the beast.

the average mind, simply a strain upon the

driver, and no thought to the possible effect

upon the mechanism is permitted—it is

merely a machine. In the same way, the

extent and nature of the wear and tear

is not appreciated, and the actual expenses

of operation are allowed to mount up all

unconsciously. As to the comparative data

which have been collected from road com~

petitions and tests, it is a well recognized

fact that they fail to account for all the

factors which combine to form the grand

total of the cost. The elements of interest

and depreciation are all neglected, and even

the average of the maintenance allowance.

is passed over. Hence, the values honestly

obtained in themselves, are falsely applied

to a summation, in which some of the very

essential elements are neglected.
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STAGGERED BELlEF

_ Two Gallon Test Upset all Preeoncerned

Notions—Winner Covers 87 Miles and

Does Better in Private Test.

Efficiency of the sort that staggered belief

was the net result of the “Two Gallon Effi

ciency Test,” conducted by the Automobile

Club of America, on Saturday last, 5th inst.

So remarkable was the performance of the

leading ears that the promoting commitee

shared the doubts that arose and that

caused the circulation of unpleasant ru

mors. To still these doubts and to quiet

wagging tongues, the committee called on

which must have been operated all night,

had its operator, F. M. Dampman, at<

tempted to use a second gallon. The per

formance of the little cars is more remark

able in view of the heavy condition of the

roads. '

Figured according to the formula pro

pounded by the Technical Committee-0f

the Automobile Club of America, by which

the product of the car and passengers'

weight, plus 800 pounds, times the distance

covered, represented its performance, with

a handicap of 25_per cent. off for double

cylinder and 30 per cent._ for single cylinder

. cars, the i2 horsepower Franklin was an

easy winner with a score of 200,100, with a

 

 

 

  

THE WINNER.

the prize winners to undergo a private test

over the same route and under the strictest

supervision. This private test more than

corroborated the cars’ ofiicial performances;

it developed 95 miles which, with gasolene

retailing at 25 cents per gallon, is at the

rate of but slightly more than half a cent

a mile.

As waS'to have been expected, the small

cars left their heavier competitors far to the

rear in the contest, but none anticipated

the extraordinary showing made by the

winning 12 horsepower Franklin, driven

by “Deacon” Holmes, which finally came

to a stop on the other side of New Haven

after covering 87 miles, nor that of the

4 horsepower single cylinder Orient Buck

boards, one of which, piloted by Guy hL

Green, rolled up the amazing total of 101.6“

miles, stopping a mile this side of Meriden,

while-the second was but 7 miles behind,

and that of the Indian Tricar driven by

Frank M. Dampman, which covered 99

miles on but one gallon of gasolene and

24 horsepower Frayer-Miller, driven by Dr.

Butler, a close second. The latter covered

47.9 miles and rolled up a score of 194,953.

A 20 horsepower Darracq, piloted by S. B.

Stevens, was third, with 180,642, having cov

ered 40.2 miles.

Immediately after the start, a number of

protests to the effect that the gasolene

emptied from the tanks of cars arriving at

the starting point was being peddled to

the competitors by small boys and that

some of the entrants had taken advantage

of this, were made to the committee and as

a result the latter body was unable to an

nounce any award after a prolonged meet

ing which was held Saturday night, when

reports of the performances of the cars had

been received. In order to satisfy them

selves that the protests were unfounded,

the committee decided to'have the cars

which made the best showing, go over the

same course again, and this was done by

the winning Franklin and Frayer-Miller en- '

trants on Tuesday last. The outcome not

  

alone confirmed the result of the official

performances, but showed conclusively that

the cars had been handicapped previously

by bad weather, as the Franklin covered

95 miles and the Frayer—Miller 59.8, a1<

though this. of course, will have no bearing

on the official award. '

Another interesting development of the

week was the sending of_a check for $1,000

to Secretary Butler, of the A. C. A., by C.

F. W'yckofi, president of the Deeauville

Automobile Co., which entered the Frank

lin cars, as a wager that the car could re

repeat Saturday's performance at any time.

He also offered to return the trophy if the

club would agree to hold another contest.

The Deeauville money was promptly cov

ered by A. L. Kull,.manager of the New

York branch of the \Nayne Motor Car Co.,

on the condition that the competing Frank

lin should be a regular stock car. Mr. Kull

claimed that the winning car did not con

form to these connitions.

Out of the total of 71 entries received up

to Friday noon, no less than 65 entrants

appeared ready for the start at 57th street

and the East River at 12:30 Saturday, the

hour having been advanced from 1 p. m.

on this account. The significance of select

ing a big brewery as the starting rendez

vous was not apparent at first, but soon be‘

came so when the cars started to weigh in

one at a time on the convenient platform

scales. The first car to get away was the

10 horsepower Renault landaulet, driven

by J. I. Harding, and the last was a 24

horsepower Packard touring car, with I. B.

Herreshoff at the wheel. Owing to the

great amount of time consumed by this

process, as well as that for emptying the

tanks of fuel and running the motor until

it had exhausted what was left in the float

feed chamber of the carburetter and then

refilling with the oFficial two gallOI‘lS-—Wl‘ll0l1

was supplied by the club in cans containing

exactly that quantity—it was more than two

hours later before the last car with its load

of passengers left the brewery.

\Vith that innate perversity that has

characterized it ever since automobile tests

have been held, the weather let loose by

the time the leaders reached'Ncw Rochelle

and not only drenched the drivers and their

passengers, few of whom were sheltered by
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THE CHI-CKER ARRIVES.

hoods, but also made the going heavy, par

ticularly for the lighter cars. This was the

case especially between Larchmont and

Stamford, where the roads were very

muddy; the shower being local did not

affect the roads beyond the latter point. A

free hand was permitted in the arrangement

of the gasolene tanks so as to permit every

drop of the precious fluid to be utilized and

advantage was taken of this in a number of

instances to rig a temporary tank above the

dashboard, which gave the cars in question

a peculiar appearance. The route in the

city, which lay up Fifth avenue to 110th

street, to St. Nicholas and Seventh avenues

to Central Bridge, happened to conflict with

the route of the Road Drivers' parade which

compelled some of the late comers to make

a detour of a mile or more via the 145th

street bridge.

It was anticipated that the running of the

test would not occupy more than two or

three hours and that all returns would be

in early in the evening, but at 6 p. m. 20

machines, including the Indian tricar, had

passed through Norwalk, 44 miles from the

start, all going strongly. Some of the more

weighty cars that did not get above the 20

mile limit before the motor “died,” leaving

their passengers out in the rain for some

time before the official checking car ar—

rived. Next to the winners, taking first.

second and third places, came a 24 horse

power Berliet. driven by H. K. Burras, with

a score of 174,386, and the ponderous Mack

18 passenger brake, which, owing to its

gross weight of 10,125 pounds, was less

than 1,000 pounds behind in fifth place, al

though it completed but 19 miles. In sixth

place came a 10 horsepower Cadillac driven

by \V. C. Martin, carrying four passengers

and which made the very creditable show

ing of 56.5 miles, resulting in a score of

173,240; then came a Franklin four-cylinder

runabout, that covered 58.4 miles,.but drop

ped almost 2,000 points below owing to its

light weight; a Stoddard-Dayton and a

Queen touring car which broke practically

even with 40.75 and 40.73 miles to their

credit. although the score of the'latter was

close to 1,700 points less on account of the

difi‘erence in weight. The holder of tenth

place was a 40 horsepower Lozier touring

car and provided a revelation as to what

anAmerican touring ear of the heavy type

can do by covering 30.28 miles. Its score

was 160,181.

Including the Orient buckboards and the

Indian tricar, which were eligible to com

pete for certificates of performance only,

no less than nine of the competitors ex‘

ceeded 50 miles, while 20 in all completed

40 miles or better. Apart from the wiri

ners or those that stood among the first

ten, others that performed creditably in this

respect were an Oldsmobile runabout with

57.5 miles to its credit; a Duryea three-cyl

inder car which did 53.12 miles. and a Cov

FAILING ON THE HILL.

ert 4V2 horsepower runabout which covered

73.75 miles. The best performance below

the half century mark were those of a

Napier, 48.75 miles, a Cadillac runabout,

48.6 miles, an Oldsmobile of the same type

with 45.5 miles, a Renault and a Franklin

‘which tied at 45 miles, a third Franklin

which did 44.05 miles and a Darracq at 43

miles.

A White steamer carrying the officials

acted in the capacity of a checking and

relief car, starting over the course imme

diately after the last car left the scales at

East Fifty-seventh street. Its passengers

found nothing to do until slightly more

than 15 miles had been covered, a Mors

touring car being the first derelict to be

found by the wayside with but 15.72 miles

to its credit. Another ten minutes brought

to light the huge 18 passenger Mack brake

which, owing to its tipping the scales at

more than 5 tons. was well up to the front

where its oflficial rating was concerned.

though its actual mileage was 17.13. Two

miles further along a Bliss touring car

had come to a halt with 19.01 miles to its

credit and in the same mile was a Panhard

with 19.53 miles. Once over the 20 mile

mark stops became more frequent, .as was

to be expected. A Wayne was picked up at

the 22d mile, a White steamer at 22.51, a

Hotchkiss at 23.1 and another White at

23.81, the cars in some instances having

come to a halt within plain view of one
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another, and in others hardly a stone’s

throw apart.

In some places three to five cars were

found struggling with but a few hundred

yards separating them, so that between the

25th and 30th miles the checkers moved

often but made short jumps. A second

Franklin awaited them at 26.78 miles from

the start and the second Darracq was just

ahead of it at 26.81. The game of checking

was an interesting one.

As the Technical Committee of the Auto

mobile Club of America did not meet to

consider the results until almost the end of

the week, no official figures were forth

coming. The following, however, is an un

official summary of the standing of all com

petitors who were reported at the end of

the run, the work of the “college boy” ob

servers who had been selected particularly

for their impartiality leaving much to be

  

Western Clubs Choose Officers.

These officers have been elected by the

Duluth (Minn) Automobile Club: Presi

dent, A. 15. McManus; vice-president, 1.. R.

Martin; secretary, D. A. \Villard; treasurer,

Victor Huot; trustee, C. A. Brewer.

The Freeport (111.) Automobile Associa

tion has been formed for the ,purpose of

holding race meets at Taylor‘s Park. The

officers chosen' were: President, Fred J.

jastram; secretary, George Coon, and treas

urer, J. B. Taylor.

Tacoma to Build Clubhouse.

Although it is very young, the Automo

bile Club of Washington is proving itself

an energetic organization. A club house

will be built on the property in Brightwood

avenue, near Tacoma Park, and it is ex

pected it will be ready for occupancy be

  

desired where following instructions in re-_ fore July 1. The club now has over 150

porting their cars were concerned: members.

Gross

Order. Car. H.P. Cyl. Entrant. Pass. Wt. Miles. Score

'1 Franklin ........ .. 12 4 Agents ........ .. 2 2.300 87 200.100

2 Frayer-Miller . . . . . 24 4 Dr. Butler . . . . . .. 5 4,070 47.9 194,953

3 Darracq . . . . . . . . .. 20 4 S. B. Stevens . . . . .. 5 3.910 40.2 180,642

4 Berliet . . . . . . . . . . .. 24 4 H. K. Burras.... 5 4,460 39.1 174,386

5 Mack . . . . . . . . . . . .. 50 4 A. F. Mack. . . . . . 19 10.125 17.13 173,441

6 Cadillac . . . . . . . . . .. 10 1 \V. C. Martin.... 4 2,375 56.5 173,240

7 Franklin . . . . . . . . . . 12 4 Agents . . . . . . . . . 4 2,940 58.4 171,696

8 Stoddard-Dayton 30 4 D. W. Pardee... 5 4.000 40.75 163.000

9 Queen . . . . . . - - - . - - 28 4 Agents 4 3.960 40.73 161,296

10 Lozier . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 4 Makers 6 5,290 30.28 160.181

11 Frayer-Miller . .. .. 24 4 Makers- 5 4,200 38 159,600

12 Renault 14 4 J. B. Trevor.... 5 4,200 36.61 153,762

13 Corflpound . . . . . . .. 16 3 Makers . . . . . . . .. 5 3.410 45 153,450

14 Darracq - . - r - - - - - - - 32 4 Agents . . . . . . . .. 4 4.400 34.62 152,328

15 Compound 16 3 Makers . . . . . . . . . 4 3.435 43.5 149,422

16 Renault . . . . . . . . . .. 10 4 I. H Harding... 4 4.040 36.83 148,793

17 Packard . - - . - r ~ - - - 24 4 A. W. Chamberlin 6 4,910 30.25 148.527

18 Napier . . . - - - - - . - - - 18 4 Agents . . . . . . . . . 2 3,020 48.75 147,225

19 Aerocar . - - - - - - - - - 24 4 Percy Owen. . . .. 5 4,050 33.8 145,890

20 American Mercedes 45 4 C. M. Bouggy... 7 5.240 27.78 145,567

21 Freya-Miller -- m 36 6 Agents . . . . . . . . . 7 4.855 29.4 142,737

22 Packard . . . - - - - - -- 24 4 J. B. Herreshofl’. 5 4.600 30.54 142,316

23 Packard - - - - - . . - -- 24 4 A. R. Shattuck.. 4 4,380 32.49 142,306

24 Franklin . . . . . . . . . . 20 4 R. G. Howell. . . . 5 3.520 39.82 140,166

25 La Comete . . . . . .. 30 4 W, H, Barnard__ 6 5,340 26. 138,840

26 Locomobile . . . . . .. 35 4 A. B. Hilton.. .. 6 5.440 25.32 137,741

27 Duryea . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 3 Makers . . . . . . . .. 4 2,020 53.12 135,114

28 S. & M. Simplex 3O 4 D. H. Morris.... 5 4,700 28.64 134,608

29 Franklin . . . . . . . . .. 12 4 R. G. Morris.... 4 2.970 45 133,680

30 Franklin . . . . . . . . .. 12 4 F. E. Spooner... 4 3,020 44-05 133.031

31 Franklin . . . . . . . . . . 30 6 Agents . . . . . . . . . 5 4,030 31.84 128.315

32 Martini . . . . . . . . . . . 4O 4 Agents . . . . . . . . . 4 4,770 26.78 127,741

33 Fiat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 4 Agents . . . . . . . . . 3 4,140 30.43 125,930

34 Compound 16 3 Agents . . . . . . . .. 4 3.160 39.51 124,852

35 Covert . . . . . . . . . . .. 6% 1 C. D. VanSchaick 2 1,654 73.75 121.982

36 Rochet-Schneider. 35 4 C. M. Jacobs. .. 4 4,800 25.34 121,632

37 Renault . . . . . . . . . .. 14 4 Hugh 1. Grant... 4 3,980 30.55 121.589

38 Mercedes . . . . . . . - - 4O 4 Irving Brokaw .. 3 4.210 28.63 120,532

39 Columbia . . . . . . . .. 40 4 C. E. Knoblaueh. 5 5.020 24 120,480

40 Elmore . . . . . . . . . .. 35 4 Dr. E. Steese. . .. 5 4.180 28-2 117.876

41 Darracq . . . . . . . . . . 35 4 C. T. Adams .1 . . 3 4,360 26.81 116,981

42 Oldsmobile ... . ... 7 1 J. K. Mills . . . . . .. 2 1.962 57.5 112,815

43 Winton . . . . . . . . . .. 20 4 I. P. Channing.. 5 3.880 28 110,580

44 Hotchkiss . . . . . . . .. 35 4 Agents . . . . . . . . . 5 4,700 23.1 108,570

45 White (steam) . . . . 18 2 Agents . . . . . . . . . 5 4.180 25.94 108,429

46 Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . 16 2 Makers . . . . . . . .. 5 2.780 36 100.080

47 Cadillac . . . . . . . . .. 10 1 L. R. Burne 2 2,046 48.6 99,436

48 Columbia . . . . . . . .. 24 4 C. D. Alton, Jr.. 4 3.720 26.28 97,761

49 White (steam) . . . . 18 2 Carl Page. . . . . 4 4.025 23.01 94.627

50 S. 8: M. Simplex. . . 30 4 J. S. Bunting. . . . 2 3.910 24.13 94.348

51 Bliss . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 40 4 F. C. Armstrong. 5 4.940 19.01 93.909

52 White. (steam) 15 2 A. A. Post . . . . .. 4 4.170 23.51 93,867

53 Wayne . . . . . . . . . .. 24 4 A. L. Kull . . . . . .. 5 3.800 22 85,600

54 Mors ... . . . . . . . . .. 40 4 I. J. Astor . . . . .. 5 5.290 15.72 83.159

55 01121511101311e - - - - - - - 4 l 1.. B. Farmer. . .. 2 1.731 45.5 78,760

56 Panhard - - - - - - - - -- 12 4 Am’n Generator. 4 3,990 19.53 77.925

57 Northern ~ - - ' - - - -- 13 2 I. H. Hammond. 3 2.870 25.87 74,246

58 Buick . . . . . . . . . . . .. 22 2 H. I. Koehler. . . 2 2,510 28.77 72,212

No Evidence, but Guilty, Anyway.

As an example of how justice is dealt out

to automobile men in the country districts.

the experience of Harry Tate, a tester for

the E. R. Thomas Motor Company at Bufn

falo, N. Y., serves a good purpose. He was

running through Kenmore, a Buffalo su

burb, at slgw speed, one morning recently,

when he was stopped by the village con

stable and arrested on charge of speeding.

He was informed that he had gone through

the opposite side of the town at the rate

of forty miles an hour before. At the trial.

none of the four witnesses were able to say

that Tate was the man who was doing the

speeding. Nevertheless, he was fined $5.

Later a court official explained the whole

matter by saying:

“We held a meeting last night and de

cided that this speeding must stop. This

man was the first to come along slow

enough for us to catch so we arrested him."

 

Red Confetti as a Danger Signal.

In England. where the activity of the

police in establishing traps for \unwary

motorists has given such a deal of trouble

to those gentry, and has resulted so benefi

cially to the municipal treasuries that Punch

has been moved to characterize them as

“Copper Mines,” someone has discovered

an antidote. The method, which is in the

nature of a self-regulator, consists in strew

ing red confetti on each side of a spot which

is guarded by the officers. As tried in vari

ous localities, it has been found to work to

perfection. The officers cannot pick it up.

and the motorists never fail to see it and

take warning, and it begins to look as

though barring special legislation to pre

vent its use, these same “mines” will soon

be forced to suspend operations.

Every Farmer a Detective.

The Farmers’ Protective Association of

Harrison township, Ohio, has just con

cluded a series of meetings with the end

in view of bringing automobile scorchers

who penetrate their territory, down to

slower speed. Every member of the asso

ciation, which embraces between seventy

five and one hundred farmers, has consti

tuted himself a detective to enforce the

laws of traffic and bring all violators to

justice. All prosecutions will be reported

by the association, in its entirety. The sin

cerity of the' movement is emphasized by a

fund created for the purpose of prosecut

ing the rebellion against the speed enthus

iasts.

Gerrtfany “Goes the Limit."

Teutonic paternalism is apparent in the

measure recently introduced before the

German Reichstag, providing that automo—

bilists found guilty of permanently injuring

or killing persons on the highways, be com

pelled to pay a life annuity to those de

pendent upon the person injured; the

amounts are to be assessed by the courts

and the owner of the machine to be held

responsible in every case.
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OLDFIELD LOSES $500

But he Beats Barnstormer Albert and then

—0 Joyl—is Beaten by a Native.

 

Although Barney Oldfield failed to win

the purse of $500 which A. B. \Nharton, a

local enthusiast had promised him if he

broke the track record at the Fort \Vorth

automobile race meet, on Friday, 27th ult.,

he nevertheless gave the Texans a good ex

hibition of fast driving. Oldfield is popular

in Texas, and the papers of the cattle State

refer to him as the “millionaire automobile

racing enthusiast." It is a well established

fact that the Green Dragon driver has made

money in the last three years, but a mi]

lion—it sounds nice and anyway, if a per

son has $10,000 he is considered a “million

aire" in the South.

The meet was held on the Forth Worth

Driving Club's track, a half mile circuit.

To win Wharton's $500, Oldfield set out to

beat the record of 114%, but the best he

could do was 1:17. The three mile match

race between Oldfield and Paul Albert was

won by Oldfield by three lengths. Albert,

in his stripped car, got off better than his

opponent and held the lead for two miles.

At the two and one~half pole the cars were

neck and neck and in the last stretch Old

field won out by a few lengths. The time

was 431%. It was a thrilling race—at least

the Texans thought so, which answers the

purpose—and the green-coated driver was

given quite an ovation.

Oldfield then went two miles against

time. The officials gave out 2:3514, which

was gravely announced as “a world’s track

record for a half-mile track." A. B. Whar

ton, the man who wanted to throw his

money around indiscriminately, defeated

Oldfield in a two mile match race. Accord

ing to the terms of the contract, the cham

pion will have to spend some of his easily

earned money to buy Mr. \Vharton a sterl

ing silver trophy. W'harton drove a Frank

lin runabout and Oldfield a Peerless tour

ing car, the latter giving the Texan a quar

ter of a mile start. Wharton held the ad

vantage until the cars came down the

stretch for two and one-half miles. Old

field then tried to crowd Wharton from the

pole but the later headed him of? and won

by a bonnet. The time was not announced

and even if it had been the crowd would

not have heard it, they made such an ur.

earthly din cheering the local favorite. Paul

Albert drove two miles against time, the

first being covered in 111% and the second

in 11247;, a‘ total of 2:46.

The races in which the local machines

cavorted were interesting. The two and

one-half miles for single cylinder cars was

won by \V. R. Edrington, who piloted a

Cadillac, I. E. Redeker, also driving a Cad

illac crossing the tape second. Time,

6:14%. W. G. Burton, Olds, finished first

in the event for two-cylinder cars at the

same distance. His time was 5:05. T. I.

Boaz (Ford) was second and A. B. Whar

ton (Franklin) third. A three mile start

and stop novelty race amused the crowd.

It was won by a local driver named Bo—

mar, Wharton finishing second and Jesse

Illingsworth, third. It was not quite so

amusing as the “city ordinance race," how

ever. This was won by a car belonging to

Bomar, which covered the half-mile in 4:16.

The city ordinance requires that cars shall

not travel at a speed greater than seven

miles an hour and the cars in the race en~

deavored to keep within this limit. The

cars crawled along like sick turtles which

caused Chief of Police Maddox, who re

fereed this event, to remark that if cars

traveled as such slow speed in the city he

would feel like taking the drivers into cus

tody for making Fort \North appear as a

“slow town.”

The attendance numbered about 2,000

and the gate receipts were unusually large

as it had been advertised that the balance,

after paying Oldfield’s expenses, of course,

would be turned into the San Francisco

relief fund. It was suggested, however, that

the money be sent to Bellevue, Texas, where

a recent cyclone did so much damage.

Income from the New Jersey Law.

New Jersey's new automobile law will un

doubtedly prove one of the best revenue

raisers-—at the expense of automobilists—

ever enacted in the State. and it is estimated

that the net profits from the act for this

year will be nearly $65,000. In annual fees

about $50,000 will be taken in from licenses

and $25,000 more from the State motorists

who will be registered. Taking from this

$75,000 the $10,000 appropriated by the

‘legislature for expenses, the snug balance

of about $64,500 in profits will be left. All

money collected for licenses is to be used

for road improvement. except $3.000, which

is to be expended for the erection of guide

posts and- warning signs. The $10,500 ap

propriated by the legislature this year for

expenses will be appropriated as follows:

Commissioner. $1,500; chief inspector, $1,

500; seven deputy inspectors, $2.000; clerical

services, $3,500; postage, $1,000, and sta

tionery, $1,000.

Scorching Doctor Receives Reprirnand.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Automobile Club

is evidently starting out to bear down hard

on its members who have a proclivity for

scorching. Several days ago, Dr. A. V.

Hart, a member of the club, drove his

Thomas Flyer from Buffalo to Rochester

in 1:32:45, just 9% minutes more than it

takes the Empire State Express to make the

run. Dr. Hart was summoned before the

board having such matters in hand. The

evidence was conclusive since affidavits

had been made to it by Edward \V. Mills

and Charles F. Brooks, sporting editors of

Buffalo papers, who kept the time; but as

this was the doctor’s first experience as a

defendant on such a charge, he was let off

with a reprimand.

NASHVILLE IS “PUT WISE”

“City Dads" Learn that Cyclometers do not

Register Speed and Amend their Law.

Somebody should direct the efforts of the

Carnegie Hero Fund Commission, or some

other society of similar endeavor, to Nash

ville, Tenn., for there there lives a man who

saved the would-be automobile legislators

of the council of that city from disgrace.

He was sufficiently brave enough to appear

before that body and tell them just how

absurd their intentions were. His name is

W. L. Granberry. Mr. Granberry was

backed up by Thomas I. Tyne and they car

ried along Dr. S. E. Cox to assist in the

fray should his services be required.

Nashville's city council made its bid for

fame and unpopularity by introducing the

ludricous ordinance which required “that

every automobile, motor car, bicycle or

other vehicle propelled by steam, gasolene

or electricity, except street railway cars,

which is driven within the corporate limits,

shall be equipped with a cyclometer or de

vice whereby its speed will be shown when

a police officer shall stop the same to ascer

tain such speed."

The gentlemen named met the Im'prove

ment and Expenditure Committee, to which

the bill had been referred, in Mayor Mor

ris's office last week, and convinced the

committee that a cyclometer was not a de<

vice to register speed, and that if every car

was equipped with a speedometer the speed

of an automobile would be shown only when

the car was actually moving and that ofii

cers who thought cars were going at a rate

faster than allowed could not climb aboard

cars while they were moving to ascertain

such speed.

Councilman Marlin acknowledged the

sensibleness of these remarks and submit

ted an amendment providing that no motor

car shall turn from one street into another

or cross any street in the city when driven

or propelled at a rate of speed in excess

of eight miles an hour. To this Mr. Gran

berry suggested be added a clause prohibit

ing the operation of automobiles or motor

cars at any other place in the city at a dan

gerous or reckless rate of speed. The com—

mittee decided to recommend that this

amendment with the addition suggested by

the spokesman of the visiting trio, be sub—

stituted and passed.

Booming Good Roads in Georgia.

The first “good roads automobile cara

van” ever organized in Georgia left Savan

nah Tuesday morning of last week to pay

visits to towns in Severn and Eflingham

counties. The visitors were carried by

seven touring cars-and it is their purpose

to stir up agitation on the good roads ques~

tion, and to have the counties adjoining

Chatham build good roads to connect with

those of the latter county. Jenkins county

is in favor of building good roads and the

automobilists will do missionary work in

other important counties in the State.
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TIMING THE IGNITION

When the Spark Affords Most Power—

Evils of Incorrect Timing.

Although custom decrees certain set rules

for the guidance of the driver in handling

his engine on the road and at other times,

it is more than likely that few of even the

experienced and skilled operators

comprehend to the full all that underlies

most

those rules, or knows just why it is that

for instance, the spark lever must be ad

vanced at certain times and retarded at

others while running, and this, despite a

fairly accurate knowledge of the working

of the cycle. The obvious reason for this

lies in the fact that a complete technical

understanding of the gas engine in its inner

most workings, requires a depth of study

which it is given only to the specialist to

undertake. Yet for- even the most casual

user, a more thorough knowledge of the

all-important matter of ignition in its re

lation to the time of the explosion, is quite

essential to successful operation, and is by

no means difficult in itself.

In the first place it is to be understood

that explosion, in the ordinary acceptance

of the term as here ‘applied, refers not

to an instantaneous ignition of the com

pressed gasses in the cylinder, but to a

rapid combustion, which because of its

rapidity, is commonly referred to as an

explosion in rather a loose way. That is

to say, instead of the gasses becoming ig

nited at the instant of the administration

of the spark, they take fire gradually, the

maximum pressure being attained when

they are completely on fire and before the

loss of heat through expansion or radiation

shall have diminished the consequent ten

sion. As a matter of fact, it may be con

sidered that the particles of gas nearest the

spark take fire first, and communicate the

flame to those nearest them, they. in turn,

igniting others, until the whole charge is

on fire, the process occupying but an in

stant of time, yet one which is well within

the limits of measurement.

It is perfectly obvious, this being the case,

that the relative distance between the par

ticles at this time must govern the rate of

flame propogation. or, in other words, if

they are crowded closely together, the

spread of the flame must be more rapid than

'f they are loosely arranged. And, of course.

the method of molecular arrangement de—

pends upon the tension of the gas, or in

plain words, upon its degree of compression.

This theory is borne out in actual practice. to

the extent that the law has been firmly es

tablished that the maximum pressure at

tained is dependent Solely upon the initial

compression, for any given condition of

mixture and strength of spark. In practice,

however, certain exteraneous

among them being the amount of outside

work required to secure compression, places

a limit to the amount which it is advisable

conditions,’

to employ in any given motor, and hence,

the matter of cylinder design in relation to

this factor is restricted by certain laws

known to the designer. But as it is a fixed

quantity for any motor which is in theoret

cally perfect condition, it need have no

thought from the user.

What does interest him more vitally than

he is apt to know, however, is the time

when the ignition takes place—a matte:

which introduces the element of the time

required for the completion of the infiama

tion of the cylinder contents. This time,

which is ordinarily reckoned as from the

beginning of the formation of the spark,

rather than from the real point of ignition,

is in all motors variable, and its action is

relegated to the care of the driver. The

reason for this depends upon the fact that

although the time required for igniting the

entire charge is comparatively slight—but

the smallest fraction of a second, in fact—

the piston is travelling at a rapid rate, and

hence, unless the point of actual ignition,

in distinction from that of sparking, be at

or near the beginning of the stroke, the

full effect of the explosion is lost. The na~

ture and degree of this loss is dependent on

a two-fold consideration, but a single fac

'tor of which is commonly taken into ac

count.

In the first place, if the time‘of actual

ignition be at some point part way down

the working stroke of the piston, it is evi

dent that the full effect of the resulting

pressure will be lost, because the exhaust

valve will open before complete combus

tion has taken place. Or, to state it rlit

:ferently, instead of the power behind the

piston being exerted during the entire

working stroke, it will lag somewhat, and

the maximum thrust will not occur at its

commencement, as it should in theory. But

in addition to this loss through the lag of

the combustion, there will also be a diminu

tion in the actual pressure attained, due to

the fact that as the piston travels down

ward it increases the volume behind it,

thereby lowering the compression of the

gas, and reducing at once the possible rate

of ignition and the maximum efi'ect pro

duced at the same time. Thus, whatever

may be the loss due simply to lag, its aug

mentation on account of the loss of initia:

compression must be considerable, and de

pendent on the amount of piston travel

which has already taken place.

On this account, the time of sparking is

in practice adjusted in such a way as to pro

duce the maximum pressure at the earliest

possible point, and in high speed motors.

it is common to carry on the functions of

compression and initial sparking at one

and the same time for a part of the stroke. '

That is to say, the spark is produced be

fore the piston has reached the top of its

compression stroke in order that the ig

nition may be fully completed by the time

it is ready to descend. But since, in any

motor. the maximum compression is de

termined by the designer and remains prac-»

tically constant throughout its period of

' speed, being advanced as

active service, the time required to ignite

the charge is also fixed for any given crit

ical mixture of gas. And as it is required

to vary the speed of the crankshaft, it be

comes further evident that the period of

expansion, or the duration of the working

stroke must vary. Hence, to obviate the

difficulty of reconciling a variable period of

ignition with a constant requirement for it,

the point at which the spark commences to

take place is varied in accordance with the

the speed in

increases and regulated to yield the maxi

mum of power at the flywheel.

Thus, by way of illustration, suppose a

motor to be run at 500, 750, 1,000, and 1,250

revolutions per minute, respectively, at dif—

ferent times. Then the duration of the

working strokes will be, in order, .06, .04,

.03, and 0.24 seconds. Recent experiments

conducted with coal gas, which probably

“1:15 a slightly lower rate of combustion than

gasolene vapor, show that with 45 pounds

compression, approximately .04 seconds are

required to secure the maximum pressure.

Hence, in this case, it is obvious that were

ignition to commence at the dead point of

piston travel, the maximum pressure would

not be attained until the end of the stroke,

when running at 750 revolutions per min

ute, or an instant after the exhaust valve

had been thrown open. Also, at 1,000 revo

lutions per minute, even though the spark

were given at the commencement of the

compression stroke, the ignition would not

be complete until the piston had travelled

nearly one third of its working stroke. But‘

in practice, greater compressions are com-v

monly used, and also it is probable that the

gasolene mixture ignites more'readily and

hence gives a considerable earlier maximum

than is here indicated. The necessity of

varying the point of sparking is. however,

vvell brought'out. v

The thing to be desired in the operation

of any motor, at no matter what speed,

is then, to so time the point of sparking

that the maximum pressure shall be at

tained at the earliest possible moment in

the cycle after the piston has passed its

dead point. That the variation of this

function should be entirely independent of

the throttle position, is perfectly obvious

from a moment's consideration of the fact

that while the open throttle is primarily in

tended for high speeds only, it is fully as

often used when running up hills and through

bad stretches of road, when, of course,

the piston speed is necessarily reduced by

the great load. Hence. any arrangement

in which a joint regulation of both throttle

and spark levers at the time time for all

conditions is attempted, is evidently im

practicable, the only correct arrangement

of the two being one in which they are

entirely independent of one another.

As to the proper method of manipulation,

its determination is more a matter of ex

perience than one of ruling. But in gen

eral, it may be. said that the variation of

the spark follows the speed of of the motor

pretty closely, increasing in approximate
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proportion to it. The exact point at which

the best results are obtained can readily

be determined from the behavior of the

motor by a little practice, the result of late

ignition being manifested by a lack of vigor

in the explosions, while too early sparking

is signified by a knocking in the cylinder,

and by a jerky propulsive efi'ort which is

unmistakable This latter evil is more

. easily detected than the former, and hence,

it is customary to advance the lever as far

as may be necessary without reducing the

speed or causing the well known knock.

Simple as the, matter of correct adjustment

is in theory, however, it requires constant

attention from the driver when on the road

to maintain it at the proper point, and

quite as much depends upon its successful

attainment, as does upon the otherwise sim

ple knack of driving in itself.

Neglect of the Differential.

_ Probably no portion of the mechanism of

the modern motor car comes in for less

thought on the part of the driver than the

differential and probably none serves its

purpose with less of complaint and less of

attention. Yet its duty is all-important. and

the fact that its component parts are com

paratively small, yet are made at times to

carry a considerable portion of the driving

load, implies that the strain upon it must

be terrific. Under no other conditions.

would such small gears be called upon to

carry a load at the high rotative speeds

which are imposed upon the differential

pinions, and seldom if at all, would other

equally important parts be allowed to go

for as long a time as these frequently do

without attention.

The average differential, placed in an

inconspicuous place. self-contained and un

complaining, is allowed to run uncared for,

while the motor and the other organs of

transmission are watched and tended with

frequent solicitude, and never permitted to

become seriously deranged without getting

their share of attention. The care which

this bit of mechanism demands, is compara

tively slight, to be sure, yet its duty is such

that it cannot well be neglected. A dose

of oil or grease now and then, with a clean

ing out of all sediment and deposit at stated

intervals requires but little time and labor

and is well repaid in the end.

Resin for Improving Babbitt.

A small piece of resin stirred into melted

babbit serves to improve the pouring qual

ities of even a poor grade of metal, and also

improves its grain to a certain extent. Bab

bit metal which is heated only to a sufficient

degree to light a pine splinter when mixed

with a bit of resin will run into places

where otherwise it Would refuse to go. By

some workmen. it is also claimed that the

resin serves to prevent blow holes when

damp boxes are being run. Poured bear

ings are ustd but little on the automobile.

but when the occasion for new ones arises,

the mechanic will find it to his advantage

to remember this tip.

PIERCE’S NEW PLANT BEGUN

Coochee-Coochee once was Danced on Site

—To be Built in 95 Days.

An event of more than passing import

ance occurred last week when the George

N. Pierce. Co., of Bufi'alo, N. Y., broke

ground for a new factory that is designed

that

which is one of the pillars of the automobile

to properly house sterling concern

industry. The event, carrying its signifi

cance with it. brings in its train a story of

progress, for the new factory is a monu

two stories, surmounted by a central dome

This is to be known as the “Good \Nill"

building.

The ceremony of turning the first spade

ful of earth was simplicity itself, the act

being performed, of course, by the ever

youthful, though white-haired, president,

George N. Pierce, surrounded by his asso

ciates and a few invited guests. A mighty

big spadeful it was, too, that Mr. Pierce

vigorously turned and threw a goodly dis

tance from him, while a couple of cameras

caught what ought to be an historic act.

On someone suggesting that a few words

be appropriate, Mr. Pierce, with instant re

 
 

  

 

 

l'khSlDEN'l‘ PIERCE TURNING THI FIRST SPADEFU]. OF EARTH.

ment to the kind of progress one likes to

know exists, and which in the fullness of

time reaps its own reward.

The site comprises sixteen acres, being

that part of the Pan-American Exposition

grounds in which was located the famous

"Midway" of the exposition. The property

extends for one thousand feet along the

belt line tracks of the New York Central

R. R., and has a frontage of 900 feet on

Elmwood avenue. It is within striking dis

tance of five railroad lines, and in a rapidly

growing manufacturing quarter of the city.

The ground is level, well-drained, and

everything considered, an almost ideal site.

The plant itself is to be of reinforced

concrete construction, most modern in

every respect, and not the least astonishing

thing about it is that the contracts call for

its completion in just 95 days.

There are to be three main buildings,

or rather two, with the third a series of

buildings in itself. The machinery and

manufacturing building will be one story in

heighth, 210x400 feet. The assembling

building will also be one-story, 400x120.

The third great building or group of build

ings. will be the body-making plant. two

stories in heigbth and 355x60 feet. All will

be of “saw-tooth roof" Ctillhll'llCllUn.CllSUr~

ing light in every part. In addition there

is to be a big oflice building, 250x60 feet, of

spouse, thanked the little group for their

presence, and with the directness so char

acteristic of him, thanked the contractors

for their promptness and courtesy to date.

adding. with ominous emphasis, that he

would keep on thanking them for just 95

days.

The half dozen or more Arrow cars that

were in waiting then carried the party to

the Park Club, where they were the guests

for lunch, the honors being gracefully done

by Mr. Pierce and Col. Charles Clifton and

their associates.

Packard to Enlarge Again.

Two large factory buildings to cost

$90,000 and an increase of 500 employees

over the present working force. are imme‘

diate plans of the Packard Motor Car Co.

in the automobile progress of Detroit.

The new buildings will be erected at Con

cord avenue and the Boulevard, in conneo

tion with the company’s already large plant

The present buildings are in the form of a

hollow square. The new structures will be

built on the same ground plan, but will

surround the present structures. Both will

be two stories high and one will be 480 feet

long by 63 feet wide. The other will be

248 feet in length, 'with a width of 63 feet.

The structures will be entirely fireproof, of

concrete construction.
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LOZIER’S NEW “ SIXTY.”

Impressive Addition to the Line—Bristle:

with American Ingenuity.

“All American” is probably the most fit

ting appellation that may be accorded the

new Lozier “sixty,” a private view of which

was given a Motor World man at the Stam

ford factory this week, for, like its compeer

the 40 horsepower car of the same make, it

speedy look for its rating. In making this

step forward the designer of the Lozier

cars has taken heed of the cry for reduced

tire maintenance and has established a pre—

cedent where the heavy car is concerned——

in fact, 36 inch wheels have been employed

in but one or two isolated instances previ

ously.

The frame upon which the chassis of

the 60 horsepower car is built is of unusu

ally deep section—S inches by 5/32, of the

usual channel construction tapering forward

   

 

Lozn-LR 60 H. P. MOTOR.

forms an excellent example of the ability

of the home designer to meet prevailing

Conditions in a manner that is distinctively

American. This is apparent in numerous

details, one of the most noticeable being

the provision of a 30 gallon, pressure-fed

tank that still permits a clearance of fully

12 inches without interfering in any way

with the body—something that has bothered

more than one foreign designer, as witness

the stone-punctured gasolene tanks of two

of the foreign-built cars in the recent en

durance run to Boston. Another small

thing—so small in itself that it bears strik

ing evidence of the infinite pains that have

been lavished on the design of the car, is

the placing of the cross rod of the steering

gear behind the front axle instead of in

front of it. as is customary. The stray dog '

that will occasionally try conclusions with

a rapidly running machine, or the boulder

that is Sometimes thrown a few inches in

the air by the front wheels, cannot damage

the axle. but are more apt to prove detri

mental to the steering gear.

Concerning the most apparent features of

moment. the first to strike the eye is the

fact that the. car runs on 36 inch wheels and

is shod with 4 and 4% inch tires—the adop

tion of the same equipment on the smaller

car giving it an unusually powerful and

to facilitate steering. The cylinders are

cast in pairs, measure 5% by 6 inches and

develop their rated power at a moderate

speed. The _cylinder castings are all put

through a special process of annealing be

fore any machining is done on them. The

crankshaft is worked out from a solid ingot.

and the cam shafts are also machined from

a solid, one-piece forging of tool steel. This
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LUZ l ER VALVE LIFTS.

also applies to the arched front axle as it is

a drop hammer forging without a weld, but

is of nickel steel as are also the valves. The

same material is employed for the main and

lay shafts of the transmission. Accessibility

stands out prc-eminently as the aim of the

designer in the manner of placing the cam

shafts which? Aare covered with removable

  

CLUTCH, FRONT VIEIN.

  

LOZIER DISC CLUTCH.

housings of aluminum and may be readily

lifted out perpendicularly without disturb~

iny any other part of the car. By specially

case-hardening the Z§§~inch journals of the

crankshaft to a good depth, the use of a

very hard grade of phosphor bronze is per

mitted. and the attention to detail that

characterizes the design throughout is here

again apparent in the provision of spiral

grtmvcs in the bearing faces that are filled

with babbit metal. The journals and end
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bearings are 2%; inches wide while the cen

ter bearing is 2% inches.

This is also the case where the lubrication

is concerned. A 5 feed McCord pressure

oiler supplies the main bearings, but instead

of forcing the oil directly onto the hearing

it is supplied to a liberal sized well ma

chined out of the aluminum housing into

which felt pads pressing against the sides

of the bearing dip, acting as strainers. As

these wells hold considerable oil they would

be apt to prevent cutting even should the

supply fail temporarily. Splash lubrication

supplements this, to facilitate which oil

grooves and leads are drilled through the

connecting rod ends and journals, dippers

being affixed to the former. The piston is

provided with four rings, two being placed

in each groove and pinned to prevent work

ing round. As a guard against the wrist

pin working loose, the set screws are drilled

and a piece of steel wire passed through

both and bent up at the ends. Steel pinions

meshing with fibre gears built up on a

bronze spider make for quiet running, and

a positive valve action is insured by the

provision of an additional helical spring

contained in the bronze housing of the push

rod, the details of this construction being

illustrated by the accompanying photo

graph.

An aluminum casting‘forms the engine

base, filling the entire space between the

sides of the frame and is heavily webbed

transversely to stiffen the latter. A second

aluminum casting enclosing the flywheel,

clutch and main shaft and bolted at its after

end to the aluminumhousing of the trans

mission itself. gives a perfectly clear and

clean nnderbody from axle to axle, and is

an excellent guaranty of cleanliness as well

as a preventative of accident. The crank—

case vent tube is carried up to a level with

the top of the cylinders and forms a con

venient method of filling the former with

lubricant without the necessity of removing

anything. Particular attention has been

paid to the ignition, for which two totally

independent systems are provided. A single

Autocoil with a high tension distributor

supplied by VVitherbee accumulators, sup

plies the current for starting or emergency

purposes, while a Simms-Bosch high tension

magneto is used generally for running, the

plugs for the former system being located

over the inlet valves. with the second set

over the exhaust.

A Schehler carburetter is employed in con

nection with the Lozier balanced throttle

actuated by the governor. As shown by

the accompanying photograph, this con

sists of a throttle of the piston type sliding

horizontally and controlled by a helical

spring. the pressure of which is overcome

by the governor when the engine exceeds

the speed for which it is set to run. In

consequence. the throttle lever on the in

dependent sector at the steering wheel

merely adjusts the tension of the spring

referred to and does not move the throttle

ihvhfl It is equivalent to setting the en

gine to run at any speed desired and which

it is prevented from exceeding by the ac—

tion of the governor. In order to run the

motor up to its maximum the throttle lever

is moved until the tension of the spring is

such that the governor cannot counteract it.

The transmission gives four speeds and

reverse and runs on ball bearings through

out, in fact, there are 19 Hess-Bright ball

bearings used, the only plain bearings em

ployed being for the crankshaft. The shift

ing mechanism is of the selective type.

square sliding shafts being used for the

various changes, and an interlocking device

being provided to guard against damaging

the gears.

A feature that merits particular attention

is the multiple disc clutch which is shown

dismounted with its housings and on the

end of the main shaft by the accompanying

photographs. It is composed of S6 alter—

nate plates of bronze and saw blade steel,

the edges of the latter being stamped up at

intervals around their periphery in order

to provide springs which facilitate declutch

ing. Otherwise the great amount of fric

tion generated between the bronze and

steel faces would tend to make the clutch

extremely “fierce.” Recesses are cut out

of the edges of all the discs in the form

of keyways, corresponding to large square

keys in the cast iron housing which is of

very substantial construction. The end of

the engine shaft is bolted to a heavy bronze

spider carrying the discs of the same kind

while the transmission shaft is made fast

to a plate, so that as a whole the clutch is

very simple and should need little or no at

tention in the course of a season’s running.

The running brakes are placed on the

countershaft and are located one on each

side of the differential so as to overcome

the skidding tendency caused by braking

on one side of the latter and are also equal

ized. This is likewise true of the emer

gency brakes which are enclosed in dust

proof housings on the rear hubs. In con

nection with the brakes a convenient back

stop is provided on the countershaft. It is

thrown into action by a small lever. and

not only supplies an effective check against

backing down hill when all other means of

stopping the car fail. but also permits of

starting on a hill with brakes off. It is

interconnected with the reverse lever so

as not to be injured by reversing with it

on and immediately comes into action again

as soon as the car moves forward. Semi

elliptie springs are used forward with a half

platform at the rear joined to the side mem

bers with double shackles which permit

of a great deal of either side or end move

ment on the part of the chassis without

transmitting. it to the body. Every nut on

the car is locked with cotters or split pins.

so that, as a tourist disgustedly expressed

himself. “You don’t have to spend one day

running and the next day going back over

the route to pick up nuts." This is but one

of the items evidencing the great amount

of painstaking care that has been devoted

to the matter of detail. and after all it is

the little things that make for satisfactory

running or the reverse, nowadays. The wheel

base is 120 inches and with the 7 passen‘

ger body in place and all on, the weight is

3,100 pounds.

Thomas Makes an Interesting Test.

At the instance of a prominent engineer

ing firm of Chicago, the E. R. Thomas

Motor Company has recently been conduct

ing a series of road tests near its Bufi‘alo

plant. A letter was received some days

ago asking that the company supply data

for the purpose of assisting the engineers

in determining the best material for high

way construction. Comfort and speed were

two of the points on which information was

asked particularly.

As soon as the letter was received, a car

was set aside for experimental purposes

on various kinds of roads. A brick pave~

ment was selected as the standard and a car

was geared low enough to be capable of

making just a mile a minute on the selected

course. It was run over this measured

brick pavement distance to prove that this

speed was uniform and then was taken over

a measured mile of asphalt. Next a dirt

road was tried and then a stretch of ma

cadam. As a result, the speed of these

various road materials with one mile in

one minute over a brick pavement as the

standard was shown to be as follows:

Brick pavement . . . . . . . . . . ..1:00

Asphalt pavement . . . . . . . ..l:02

Dirt road . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1:05

Macadam road . . . . . . . . . . .. :5834

For speed it was shown that the macadam

was faster than the other three, but for

dust the brick pavement was preferable.

Observations show that the macadam, un

less oiled or sprinkled, is dustier for all

classes of travel than the brick.

The report was therefore made to the

Chicago engineers that while macadam is

the best for speed, and, under ideal condi

tions, for comfort, too, it is less desirable

than brick under every day conditions.

“Sewer Explosions," new Style.

That New York is not the only muni

cipality in which the motor car is made to

shoulder the blame of “sewer explosions."

in which a mySterious vapor which smells

like gasolene becomes ignited with more or

less potent efiect, is made plain by recent

dispatches from London, which state that

down in one of the suburbs a couple of

workmen who were attempting by the aid

of a lighted candle to discover a leak in a

sewer, were suddenly pitched over by a

tremendous explosion. As is usual in such

cases, a nearby manhole cover went sailing

into space, and the rumblings and detona

tions familiar to Gothamites at the present

time, were heard to the last echo. \thre‘

upon a local daily in reporting the happen

ing the following day, sagely explained

that the explosion had been caused by gaso

Ieiie which had escaped from passing motor

cars and had there become vaporized!
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HOW ENGINES ARE TESTED

Methods Employed in the big Factories—

How Loads are Varied.

It would seem reasonable to suppose that

after having worked out the design of a

stantly increased until they reach their max

imum output, the current developed by

the dynamo being absorbed by passing

it through a special water rheostat com

posed of iron plates immersed in brine.

The resistance, upon the amount of which

the load on the generator depends, is varied

  
  

 

“TRYING our" A LOCOMOBILE moron

motor and built experimental types galore

which are tested until no possible doubt of

their efliciency remains, it would be un

necessary to put the stock motors built after

the same design through any particular

process of testing. Quite the contrary is

the case, however, as regardless of the

painstaking care that may be devoted to

turning out every part the same to the

thousand part of an inch, and every motor

a duplicate of its.predecessors to an equally

exacting degree, there still remains some

thing akin to the personal factor—each one

of the motors corresponds to an entity

and in the building of high grade cars, the

performance of each individual engine must

be ascertained before it takes its place on

the chassis.

This is as true of the Columbia and Loco

mobile motors as of all others, and the

manner in which they are put through this

preliminary ordeal is interesting. In the

Columbia testing room, a group of special

beds are fitted in a line so that a number

of motors may be tested simultaneously. At

the end of each there is'a multipolar gen

erator with an independent switchboard

and rheostat. To this the motor is directly

coupled and run under the supervision of

expert testers, who constantly watch the

motors in operation and stop them from

time to time for adjustment so that when it

finally leaves the testing bed, the timing

of the valves, ignition and other functions

is absolutely correct. The motors are run

under a light load at first, which is con

power rating accurately determined. This

test follows what is known as the “running

in" process which consists of flooding the

mOtor with lubricating oil and running it

by belt for a considerable length of time

and is in turn followed by the “trying out"

tests, which are carried out by running the

car several hundred miles on the road.

In the case of the Locomobile motors

every effort is made to have the test which

follows the running in approach as closely

as possible to actual service conditions.

Locomobile camshafts for operating the

valves and the make and break mechanism

are all duplicated on a special machine that

turns them out exactly alike. In addition.

they are tested to 1/1000 of an inch both

before and after hardening, the cams being

hardened at one time and the camshaft

journals at another, the shafts going

through the hardening ovens twice in order

to prevent distortion. The motor is ac

curately timed before running in and after

the latter operation is ready for the testing

bed. The cooling water is circulated by its

own centrifugal pump and both the car

buretter supplying the gas and the magneto

which provides the spark for ignition are

those which will form its accessories on

the car.

The motor is first run idle slowly for

some time before being coupled to the gen

erator, which is shown with its switchboard

directly behind it at the right of the photo

graph. A clutch of the regulation type em
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TESTING THE COLUMBIA ENGINES.

by changing the number of plates in cir

cuit or moving them further apart. The

output is readily determined by the reading

of the ammeter and voltmeter, and after

making due allowance for the efficiency of

the generator and other parts of the testing

apparatus, the performance of the motor

can be readily ascertained and its horse

ployed 0n the car serves‘to couple the

motor and dynamo as soon as the former

is ready for the test. The latter is inter

mittent, the motor being stopped from time

to time for examination and adjustment if .

necessary, and each time it is restarted the

speed is increased somewhat until its maxi

mum output is reached, considerable time
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being devoted to testing each motor so that

any possible defects will manifest them

selves and so that its ability to maintain

its horsepower rating steadily will be con

clusively demonstrated. The apparatus

shown in the accompanying photograph is

that employed for the 30—35 horsepower

Locomobile motors, the duplicate instru

ments on the switchboard being accounted

for by -the fact that the testing beds are

made to accommodate two motors. Units

of the same kind, but smaller, are used for

testing the 15-20 horsepower motors.

 

Iowa Jester now Files his Claim.

Although it is a much mooted question

who built and operated the first automobile

in America, John Wesley Jester, of South

English, Iowa, stoutly maintains that he

was the first automobile owner and maker

in this country and that his assertion is no

jest, either. -

According to the raconteur, 17 years ago

last month, Jester mounted the seat of the

most weird contraption that the State of

Iowa ever knew, sounded a whistle and

piloted his six horsepower automobile

through the town of English at the rate

of ten miles an_ hour. He was a king for

a while. The car had cost Jester $800 in

real money, but he did not care.

“So far as I have been able to learn,’ said

Jester, “I have the first automobile ever

built in this country. I became possessed

of the microbe, as it were, to build one by

the receipt of a little pamphlet from France.

“I wrote everywhere for information

about an automobile and tried factory after

factory. It was up to me to build every

thing except the engine. That I obtained

in St. Louis. While it was a two-cylinder

motor it really was made up of two engines,

and developed six horsepower. This en

gine was the only really imperfect feature

of the automobile I made seventeen years

ago, as compared with the workmanship

and features of the up-to-date touring cars

now put out.

“If I had a new engine put into the old

wagon I made so long ago—I have made

twenty-five miles an hour with it a good

road—I should not be much offended if

some one would permit me to enter it for

the Vanderbilt cup race. The wheels are

thirty-two inches, especially built for my

order and provided with hard rubber tires.

The transmission was of the selective type,

two speeds forward and one reverse. also

built for me. I got some of the machinery

at Oskaloosa, some at Ottumwa and some

at What Cheer. The parts that came from

the latter city brought good cheer, for they

made the machine a success.

“This automobile,” concluded the Iowa

inventor, “had two seats. It was a sort

of a trap, the passengers sitting back to

back. The power was applied to the rear

axle and by a departure from all common

ideas of the transmission of power then in

use. I got a high percentage of the entire

engine power on that axle. There was no

differential, of course."

TO KEEP SUCTION UNIFORM

Noble Evolves Novel Means of Mixing and

Throttling to Attain that End.

A most novel form of mixing and throt

tling chamber for carburetters has recently

been evolved by P. W. Noble, a well known

English authority, which while introducing

no new or unknown principle in connection

with its application, 'yet serves to illustrate

the variety of means which may be em

ployed to secure the desired end of main

taining a uniform suction in the jet, and dis

plays considerable originality in idea.

Unlike other arrangements, the jet A,

instead of being placed in the centre of
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the chamber, is set at one side and in close

proximity to the wall B‘, while the air inlet

is at the other side of it. the tendency due

to the shape of the inlet passage D, being

to cause a sharp blast of air to pass over the

top of the jet and impinging against the

wall above it, be deflected slightly, by the

same .token, mingling freely with the gaso

lene which is lifted by it. Set in a suitable

recess opposite the jet is a broad faced

cam C, pivoted upon a trunion shaft which

is set in the walls of the casing and ac

tuated by outside means. The contour of

this cam is such that as it is turned about

its axis, the opening between its face and

the opposite side of the air inlet passage

and the jet adjacent to it, is gradually closed

up, the blast of air by the same token being

concentrated at a point nearer the top of

the jet than before.

By this means, granting, of course, that

the profile of the cam is properly worked

out, the result of any throttling action, caus—

ing a diminution in the suction of the en

gine, must at the same time cause a ten

dency to an increase in the velocity of the

inrushing air, which will counterbalance

the decrease in the initial suction by the

proper amount to regulate the lift at the

jet to a constant quantity. The operation

of the cam may be either manual or auto

matic, the former method of actuation be~

ing preferred by the designer, who accord

ingly proposes to connect it with some form

of governor. Although, in the arrangement

shown, the jet is of the common circular

type, the inventor claims greater efficiency

for a flat or rectangular opening.

What Raises Dust and Reduces it.

A motorist who has made a study of the

dust problem has summarized the result of

recent observations as follows: _

Sharp corners and excessive road crowns

lead to slip, and, therefore, to dust.

More dust is raised by cars from a rough

road than from an equally dusty road if it

be smooth for an equal speed of traveling.

Tarmac is one of the best anti-dust road

surfaces. Tar-macadam, the spreading of

crude oil on roads, the spreading of oil

emulsions in water on roads, are important

palliatives.

Wood, asphalt and cobbles are not dusty

save after use by horse traffic.

Cars with smooth, boat-shaped under sur

faces are less dusty than others.

Cars with flaring mudguards fitted with

leather flaps near the road are more dusty.

Cars on high wheels well clear of the

ground are less dusty.

Cars with large tool boxes at the back

reaching low down between the wheels are

dusty.

Large car bodies are in some cases dustier

than small ones.

Blowing off the exhaust near the ground

is dusty.

Cars fitted with engines having an insufii

cient flywheel or an uneven turning ef

fort from any cause are more dusty.

Cars whose chassis are mounted on very

easy springs having a large up-and-down

travel will suck up the dust with each rise

and fall of the body on rough roads.

Front wheels—or rolling wheels—raise

less dust than back wheels or driven wheels.

Smooth pneumatic tires are dusty.

Solid pneumatic tires are more dusty at

higher speeds and with high-powered en

gines.

Non-skid devices, such as small steel

studs, etc., not only do not increase the

dust, but actually diminish it.

That a car fitted with two long vertical

dust screens placed near the ground be

tween the road wheels and the chassis, and

extending the full length of the car edge

wise to the direction of travelling (i. c.. ar

ranged to prevent the dust-laden air thrown

up by the road wheels from mixing with

the air draught which passes underneath

the car), showed no improvement from

these attachments.

Horizontal screens fixed so as to closely

embrace the driving wheel tires, and ad—

justable to various heights from the ground.

were tried. in the hope that they might

throw back on to the road the dust-laden

air raised by the wheels, and so prevent it

from becoming entangled in the air eddies

at the back of the car. No good result

was obtained.
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KNIGHT’S RAILWAY COACH

It will Employ a Gasolene Motor, but not

as Other Coaches Employ Them.

\Nhy it should be deemed necessary to

follow the roundabout process of converting

the power of a gasoline engine into elec—

tricity, and sending it through

motors in order to reconvcrt it into me

electric

chanical energy at the driving wheels, simp

ly because the motor is to be applied to a

railway coach, is something that appears

unfathomable to the uninitiated. It means

more than doubling the first cost of the

car’s mechanism, adding to its weight and

complication enormously and greatly in

creasing the cost of maintenance. The ex

planation is to be found in the one word

flexibility, and that is something the gas

motor is not credited with having to an ex—

tent sufiicient to warrant the application of

its power direct to the driving wheels; that

is. directly as is done in the case of the

automobile, which means through gears

in starting and direct at high speed.

Theoretically the gasolene motor is only

efficient when run steadily at its normal

speed, and this, of course, represents a con

dition under which a motor of any type

develops its highest degree of efficiency.

For railway work such as that contemplated

by the new application of the gasolene en

gine, the starting torque is extremely high;

frequently beyond the normal capacity of

the engine to overcome. In order not to

burden the car with an engine out of pro

portion to its ordinary requirements simply

with a view to starting readily and over

coming grades, as well as the difficulty of

changing speed through the medium of

gears as is ordinarily done in the automo

bile, a generator and storage battery are

installed. The latter is called upon when

ever extra power is needed, the generator

alone being sufiicient to provide for all

ordinary requirements.

But now a native of Illinois has under

taken to show that all this extra complica

tion and weight is unnecessary. He is H.

W. Knight, and is at the head of the Inter

urban Power Co., of Peoria, which has been

organized to build motor cars for interurban

lines. Working on the theory that as the

gasolene motor will drive an automobile

over a good road as fast as any could

desire to travel, it should readily do the

same with a railway coach on steel rails,

Mr. Knight has decided to eliminate the

dynamo, storage batteries and electric

motors and connect his gasolene motors

direct. He has no special design of motor

that he wishes to exploit or that is going

to revolutionize things generally; building

the motors will be left entirely to manu

facturers Who make a specialty of it. The

company will devote its attention to build

ing the lines and operating them.

The Knight car is more of a locomotive

than a car, as it is not intended to provide

passenger accommodation except to a limit

cd extent, but will pull a trailer. Part of

it will be used as a smoking compartment,

the remainder being devoted entirely to

the engine space. This is done so as to

eliminate all vibration and smell from the

passenger coach which will be entirely in

dependent. It is anticipated by the in

ventor that even the smoking compartment

of the motor car proper will be more free

from noise and vibration than cars of this

kind now in use.

Perfumery for the Exhaust.

Evidently the “smell behind” has been

bothering a certain Swiss inventor, one An—

tonin Deletrain, who has just come forth

with a process, which for a merely nominal

outlay, will insure a perfumed trail for at

least a hundred miles. At the end of this

distance, it is only necessary to drop an

other “Motorcone” into the gasolene tank

to convert the engine into a young cologne

factory for another century. The cones

are very small, only 1% inches high by 1

inch in diameter and so far heliotrope is a

favorite. According to the inventor, they

are composed of a number of acids mixed

in certain proportions, the combination of

which has taken him several years to

evolve. The chief ingredient is said to be

a new and extra powerful carburite, discov

ered by the inventor and a secret with him.

One cone to ten gallons of gasolene is said

to be the correct proportion and accord

ing to the claims made for the invention,

will not only create a perfumed trail, but

will increase the driving power for the fuel

fully tenfold.

New Features of “Moving Day.”

With the advent of May lst this year

there entered a new element in the daily life

of those who pack their household goods

once a twelvemonth or oftener to depart

for fields and pastures new—the power

driven moving van. It is an innovation

that is by no means general as yet, as

Chicago is probably the only place in the

country that has adopted it for this purpose

on any scale. In some instances the work

of the slow moving truck was supplemented

‘ by the owners of touring cars who insured

the safe transportation of the most fragile

and valuable pieces by carrying them in the

tonneaux of their cars.

Monks Organize Motor Car Service.

Originally intended only for the hauling

of supplies up the mountain to the Hospice

of the Grand St. Bernard, the monks of the

latter institution intend to organize a motor

car service between the latter and the Sim

plon Hospice, as well as between Domo

dossola and Aosta. The cars have been de

signed especially with a view to negotiating

the very heavy grades and the gentle tour

ists who are anxious to see the places in

question will form the passengers. The

chauffeurs will be chosen from among the

monks themselves and will wear cowls as

usual.

“ GIVING UP ” TO CHAUFFEURS

Why one Man Considers it Cheap Insur

ance—Tricks that Bring Tribute.

“It's a very cheap kind of guarantee for

smooth and satisfactory running," is the

way a Parisian agent sums up the situation

of the chauffeur and his commission, a con—

troversy on this constantly recurring sub

ject having been the talk of the day with

the dealers of the French capital recently.

In other words it is far more economical to

placate the grafting chauffeur by handing

out his “pourboire” right at the start than

risk his enmity and the multifarious ways

that he has of showing it to “get even."

And to judge from some of the instances

referred to, such would seem to be the case.

for there is nothing whatever to prevent the

“chauffeur” who has not been "seen" from

tampering with the mechanism and there is

no telling just what form the disgruntled

one’s diabolical ingenuity may take. For

instance, one made a practice of sprinkling

a little sand in the lubricating oil and the

gasolene. The car sufi‘ered in consequence

and the maker suffered likewise for he had

tqsmooth down an extremely irate owner.

Tribute is levied upon the coach builders

besides, for it is the custom in Paris to buy

the chassis of one maker and the body of

another. He must give up to the same ex

tent as the manufacturer and the supply

dealer; no one is immune from this species

of bleeding. Nothing is easier than to see

that a liberal proportion of gasolene finds

its way into the water used for washing

the car and that is the end of its fine finish;

it begins to look shabby in the course

of a few weeks and the maker is accused

of turning out poor work. Or what is

simpler than easing off the nuts of the bolts

fastening the body to the frame? These

are but isolated instances of the innumer

able forms that the chauffeur’s evil plans

may take. Sometimes the maker of the car

or the body builder begins to see daylight

after the car has come back to him several

times in the first few weeks' use and makes

up for his oversight. Then the trouble

ceases like magic.

On the whole the Parisian dealers approve

the practice of “seeing” the chauffeur of

the owner who buys a new car. The custom

of tipping everyone, everywhere, everytime

is such an established feature of Continental

everyday life that it is bred in the bone, and

as the chauffeur is none the less a menial,

though he has not, as a general rule, come

to the livery of the flunkey, he considers

it his inherent right. And just as a man

who wishes to frequent a certain restaurant

or barber’s dare not leave without distribut

ing the usual pourboire, so the maker and

everyone else connected with the automobile

trade is helpless; he must give up. Their

cars or their daily course of business will

no more run smoothly without this form

of lubricant than it will without the proper

oil.
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ENGINE WITH FIXED PISTON

Travels the Four Cycles but Only One

Revolution—Good Results Obtained.

Application of the modern gasolene motor

to the propulsion of balloons has been re

sponsible for the creation of many changes

in design that would otherwise probably

not have come about, as well as for the pro—

duction of some motors of a very uncom

mon type such as the Tygard, says the

American Machinist. This motor is re

markable for the fact that, though employ-.

ing the Beau de Rochas or four-stroke

cycle, and having but one piston, one im

pulse per revolution is obtained, without

stuffing

boxes; and also for its low weight per

having recourse to piston rod

horsepower despite its strong and substan

tial construction.

The details of its peculiar design as well

as its cycle of operations will be clear upon

referring to the accompanying illustrations,

which are two lingitudinal sections, Fig.

1 being a section through the axis of the

shaft, and Fig. 2 a section on a plane at

right angles to the first. In addition, Fig. 3

shows the valve on a larger scale; this cut

being made from a sketch of a valve differ

ing a little from the one shown in the en

gine. The first engine built was formed

by removing from the crank-case or base

of a 3 horsepower De Dion~Bouton motor

its water-cooled cylinder and bolting to

the same base the cylinder end of the Ty

gard motor, the result of the change being

to leave the weight of the engine at 100

pounds, while the horsepower was increased

to six. The present stock engine has the

same total weight, viz., 100 pounds, delivers

8 brake horsepower (hence its weight per

horsepower is 12% pounds), it has an

aluminum exterior casing, a cylinder dia

meter of 3 inches, stroke 3% inches and the

distance from center of shaft to top of

case is 24% inches.

The first striking thing about the mechan

ical construction of the Tygard engine is

that the piston is fixed and the cylinder

moves. The divided shaft, cranks and con

necting-rod do not differ materially from

those usual with the gasolene engines of

automobiles and motorcycles. In the de

scription which follows the engine is re

garded as a vertical. A is the frame of the

engine, B is the cylinder, made in top and

bottom halves, held together by bolts C.

Into the lower half of the cylinder is fixed

the wrist pin, passing through the upper

end of the connecting-rod. This end of the

cylinder is enlarged to slide in the frame A

and acts as a cross-head, taking the side

thrust of the connecting-rod, so that this

thrust does not cause a side pressure be

tween the piston and the cylinder. D is the

stationary piston. which is made gas-tight

in the cylinder by packing rings near its

uper and lower edges. In order to support

the piston the cylinder has, on each side, a

slot near its middle, and through this slot

project out the lugs E of the piston, which
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are firmly seated in the frame A. These

lugs are hollow and form the seat for the
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one rotary valve of the engine, which per~

forms all the functions of the collection of
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poppet valves, cams, gears, springs, etc,

usual on a hydro-carbon motor. Within

one of the hollow lugs is also located the

one spark plug, which gives the ignition

for both the upper and lower combustion

spaces. These combustion spaces, as is

pretty evident, are formed between the

upper and lower heads, respectively, of the

moving cylinder and the central fixed pis

ton; the piston itself is hollow and the cyl

inder heads are introverted or formed with

projections into the piston approaching

close to its central body. The inlet and out

let to each of these combustion spaces are

through ports (F and G) cut through each

piston face into a valve-seat located in a

bore extending completely through the pis

ton and lugs on each side of it; into this

seat is fitted a plug valve H having a small

amount of taper. This valve is a hollow

gray-iron shell with ports which communi

cate alternately with the fuel supply and

with the exhaust outlet. It is continuously

rotated at one-half the speed of the crank

shaft by a silent chain drive, the sprocket

wheels I and K of which are visible in the

illustration.

The Situation Expressively Expressed.

“Excuse me from the automobile habit,"

the man who had just had his first ride in

a motor car is alleged to have said: “Yester

day a friend of mine took me out for a

whirl in his sixty horsepower car. with the

intention of inspiring in me an ambition to

buy one of the big machines. “7e got out

about forty miles when something happened

in the interior of the car. It sounded as if

the flipperflap had broken. My friend

crawled under the car to investigate and

found that the jiggerclap had cracked, al

lcwing the hopperchoke to smash into the

(lingleback, jamming the bilchug against the

wofile suatcher so badly that the fiuking on

the right hand side had torn loose. This

was pretty bad, as any chauffeur knows, but

the worst of it all was that the plunker

hole had become filled up with fiber from

the whipperbung, preventing the slapigus

from working easily in the packerhatch, and

the only thing to be done was to borrow a

vibberskid from some passing automobilist

and proceed half speed by fixing the emerg

ency clinchcrbing. \Ve did this and got

half way back to the city at the rate of

almost a mile an hour, when the rafflebang

worked loose and the gasolene began to

work down in the chigerbiff. The machine

came to a dead stop and my friend gave the

job up. We came back to town at the end

of a rope. I have no desire to own of the

things since that experience.”

Those "Rotten" Piston Rings!

“Your piston rings are ‘rotten‘; they

snapped in two every time I tried to push

them over the piston,” wrote an irate cus

tomer to a London agency for a French

car. It is a new way of stating the matter.

but undoubtedly anyone who attempts to

spread the brittle cast iron rings as if they

were spring steel will have a similar ex~

perience. Despite the fact, no inconsider

able ignorance exists on the subject.
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STRAIN ON THE VARNISH

Rarely Considered Feature of Automobile

Usage—Elastic Coats Made Necessary.

“Even the varnish with an endless pedi

gree must show a fine turn of endurance to

stay with a good glimmer of lustre to its

coat for a reasonable term of service upon

the vibrating horseless lcviathian," says a

well known authority upon automobile and

carriage body painting. “There is a tense

ness about the service a ‘chug-chug' motion

in the machine’s days of action that virtually

puts a continuous and severe strain upon

the varnish.

“VVith all the facilities for easy oscillation

of the body of the vehicle furnished by the

builders, there is nevertheless a telling

strain upon the varnish that is not to be re

marked in connection with the average

horscdrawn carriage. The automobile

painter and finisher has in the wearing and

use of varnish a rich field of research and

experiment if he would equal his brother

craftsman of the carriage paint shop in

getting the best value out of varnish.

“It scarcely need be repeated here that

the richest and finest varnish imaginable is

at the pleasure of the finisher, and if ade

quate provision is made for its reception

upon the surface, and its application to the

surface, there would seem just grounds

upon which to found a demand for the

maximum wear of the illuminating material.

“We have said that the vibration, oscil

lation and the sometimes sharp, rebounding

like motion are incidents of service w‘iich

operate to the undoing of varnish. 'l‘he

painter’s plan of action lies therefore along

the line of counteracting in a very substan

tial way the conditions above mentioned.

First in order, then, is the preparation of a

supporting base that will furnish the re

quired amount of elasticity—that will, in

short, respond to all the laws of diverse

motions and counter-motions without frac

turing in any least fraction of a degree the

surface supporting the varnish.

“The exact quantity of elasticity which

the supporting foundation should contain

will, of course, depend in a large part upon

the time allowed the painter to bring the

vehicle to a finish, but for the strictly plea

sure ‘auto,’ for the finish of which greater

time is usually conceded, the elasticity may

well be proportioned to the measure of

strain usually imposed upon the surface.

In the case of the pleasure automobile, for

the painting of which additional time may

be granted, I would advise the employment

of a little more lead and oil as a means of

contributing the greater elasticity sought

for. The rough stufi to be preceded, natur

ally, by lead coats proportioned as to elas

ticity to meet the larger suppleness of the

following coats.

“After the rough stuff I would suggest an

increased supply of varnish as a binder in

the color, thus carrying the chain of elas

ticity directly through to the varnish coats.

“\Vith elastic rubbing varnish and elastic

finishing varnish coats carefully developed

in all the hardening and drying phases, we

then have a united foundation, or, rather,

structure, harmonious in all its paths, and

all parts working together for the maximum

life and lustre of the varnish.

“There is not much reason, and certainly

less practical trade logic, in bringing up cer

tain parts of the paint and varnish structure

hard and quick, and imparting to certain

other parts an overbalancing measure of

springiness, the two extremes working to

the destruction of all. A house divided

against itself cannot stand, which likewise

describes the fall of the divided paint and

varnish structure."

Shocking Language of the Garage.

In very many garages there is a bulletin

board whereon the wants and wishes of the

various patrons are marked, and when at

tended to are rubbed off, and the language

it speaks is at times shocking, to say the

least. The shop men naturally become fa

miliar with the disposition of the owners

of the cars to a greater or less degree—so

familiar, indeed, that each machine has a

name, some after the owners of the cars

and others from incidents connected with

them.

In one such establishment one car bears

the name of a certain doctor, while another

is known around the garage as Maud. Imag

ine the amusement of the dealer when en

tering the garage one morning to find

chalked on the board: “Wash Dr. Blank, oil

his crank case and blow him up," which be

ing interpreted is, Clean the car, put oil in

the crankcase of the engine and inflate the

tires. Just below the above admonition was

this inscription: “Twist Maud's tail first."

This message meant that some work had to

be done on the car nicknamed Maud the

first thing next day. \Nhile to the average

citizen this talk may be as hard to under

stand as when in certain restaurants the

waiter yells to the cook: “Draw one in the

dark and fry one sunnyside up,’ it is, never

theless, the vernacular of the garage, and is

perfectly understond by the employees.

Milk Can Test of Shock Absorbers.

One of the most original contests to be

organized this summer on the other side, is

that known as the “milk-pot competition."

The idea of it is to test the relative values

of the various shock-absorbers now on the

market. as hitherto they have not been com

pared by public tests. Every competitor

will be required to carry two boxes each

holding eight milk cans without covers. The

boxes are to be fixed in the back of the car

between the two doors of the side entrance,

and before the start of the race the cans will

be filled with a certain quantity of waté‘r.

After a run of about one hundred miles the

quantity of water remaining in the cans

will be measured, and the car having the

most water in the pots will be declared the

winner.

WELLFS ON WAGON LAMPS

Solar Man Outlines Requirements of Com

mercial Cars—Appearance a Factor.

A fact which is just beginning to appeal

to those who cater to the motor vehicle in

dustry is that numerous factors in connec

tion with the commercial or utility vehicle

although seemingly identical with tones

to the

reality,

totally different from them, and are gov

erned by certain special requirements of

the work to be done. Thus, it is coming

to be a recognized fact that to put a light

and spacious body on a runabout chassis

does not, of necessity, constitute the mak—

ing of a light delivery wagon which is really

suitable for all the demands which may be

made upon it, and in lesser degree, it is

seen that all of the parts and accessories

of the machine must be contrived with due

regard to the class of duty for which they

are intended. One of the first to develop

this idea in a specific way, was Richard H.

\Velles, treasurer of the Badger Brass Man

ufacturing Company, of Kenosha, Wis,

makers of the Solar lamps.

When seen by a Motor World man re

cently, Mr. \Velles summarized the require

ments of lights for commercial vehicle work

and classified the needs of the type some

what as follows:

“You see,” he said, “aside from the fact

that the commercial vehicle imposes a to

tally difl'erent service upon its entire equip

ment from that which is required of the

corresponding fittings when applied to plea

sure cars, there is a considerable distinction

between the work which is required of the

various types of the commercial car itself,

which, in turn, imposes varying duties upon

the entire equipment. Thus.” he continued,

“the natural division of all commercial ma

chines under the double classification of

light and heavy duty, similarly grades the

entire equipment. ‘

“For machines of the lighter class, which

are called upon to do duty as delivery

wagons in many cases, and for other work

requiring a fair rate of speed together with

frequent stops, it is quite essential that the

lighting equipment be such that the load

may be inspected from time to time, and

that the inspection of street signs and door

numbers be made possible when required.

At the same time, the essential necessity of

simplifying and reducing the first cost of

the equipment to the last degree, generally

precludes the possibility of utilizing a num

ber of lamps including a body light and a

searchlight. On this account, the most

desirable thing in this line is a form of

swinging lamp, which could be directed at

will upon the road ahead on either side. or

turned back into the body. To properly ful

fill the demands of this class of work. such

a lamp should he made to conform “'l‘ll

with the general appearance of the machine,

and the sort of trade in which it is to be

ponding considerations, as applied

pleasure types of machine, are in
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used, and, needless to say, it should be of

good appearance in itself, and of good

quality.

“As to the illuminating equipment for

vehicles of the heavy duty class, a steel

lamp, heavily made, and designed to with

stand the severest shocks to which it is at

any time liable, solidly built, and painted

to conform to the body color of the machine

will best serve the purpose.

“Of courSe, the matter of ornamentation,

the use of brass finish and so on. depends

more or less upon the nature of the busi

ness which the vehicle is to serve. Probably

nothing contributes more to the appearance

of the car than the lamps, and the impres

sion which it creates is governed by them

to a greater degree than the man in the

street would begin to suppose, yet the de

gree and nature of the display which is per

mitted on a business vehicle is largely a

matter of taste and due regard for the fit

ness of things. For instance, a massive

headlight of the locomotive type, such as

might be appropriate to a truck, would look

totally out of place on_a wagon used in the

delivery of light merchandise or gentle

men's clothing, and by the same token, a

pair of imported brass scarchlights mounted

on the forward end of a truck which is used

to transport baled cotton, would be equally

incongruous.”

To Assist the Exhaust.

With the idea of assisting in the scaven

ging of the cylinders, an inventor has just

taken out foreign patents on a device in

which an exhaust fan is placed in the out

let of the muffler, its effect being to lower

the pressure within, and at certain portions

of the cycle to serve as a suction producer

in drawing the burned gasses from within.

To this intent, the fan is mounted on ball

bearings on an axis located at the centre

of the outlet. Naturally, during the early

part of the exhaust, the sharp impinging

of the exhaust upon the blades causes it to

turn. their velocity thereby being broken up

to a certain extent, and the functions of

cooling and mul’fling thereby increased.

When the pressure has fallen in a measure.

the momentum which has been accumulated

in the fan and a comparatively heavy fly

wheel which is mounted with it, continues

its motion, with the result that it is trans

formed into a suction blower, for the time

being, and tends to further lower the pres

sure within the cylinder prior to the clos

ing of the exhaust valve.

Advices from London state that the open

ing of the carriage season there finds mat

ters in very bad shape. prices being extra

ordinarily low for certain classes of vehicles

and the demand poor. By the carriage build

ers, this state of affairs is attributed solely

to the inroads made by the motor car. Many

line stables are being given up, and cars

used partially or entirely to take their place,

and of thosc who still use horses, few are

outlaying much upon the equippages.

FOR ALL-AROUND TESTS

Four Basic Factors to be Considered—How

they may be Applied.

At the present time, when the attention of

the motoring world is being fucused more

and more upon those classes of competition

which strive to bring out the general merit

of a car’s performance, and away from those

which seek to develop only a single quality

of its excelence, as for instance, its speed

capabilities, it is constantly becoming more

and more evident that so far, no just and

equible basis of comparison, applicable in

any broad sense to vehicles of all types, has

been evolved. Consequently, the following

suggestion of a French engineer in connec

tion with a consideration of the heavy

vehicle trials held in France last fall is par

ticularly appropos.

"At the December meeting of the French

Society of Civil Engineers, after the reading

of the report of the last contest for heavy

duty and industrial vehicles, Mr. R. Arnoux

made a very wise suggestion which, as we

believe, ought to receive consideration in

the future.” Says a writer in La Nature:

“He first of all brought out the fact that in

all motor car races and competitions, the at

tention is concentrated either upon the aver

age speed'attained, without regard to the

consumption of fuel or lubricant, or to

the consumption without regard to the

speed. Thus, there are the two classes of

speed test, and consumption test based on

the ton-mileage. The automobile has today

become an essential in the transportation

business, he said. But in all questions re

lating to transportation, four basic factors

are to be taken into account, namely: the

load carried, the distance to be covered, the'

rate of transportation, and the correspond

ing cost. And, obviously, the best solution

of the problem is such as will admit of

carrying the maximum load with the great

est possible speed, at a minimum of expense.

“Mr. Arnoux drew attention to the meth

ods of the railroad companies which base

their tariffs in proportion to the load car

ried, the distance traversed, and also, in

proportion to the speed of transportation,

the tariff being modified greatly in accord

ance with either high or low rates of speed.

\Vhen it comes to automobile transporta

tion, of course the speed element has an

especially important commercial value.

“Based on these considerations, he con

structed a formula which yields what he

termed the ‘co-efficient of merit,’ of the

self-propelled vehicle. If the load carried

be expressed by P. representing tons, the

distance in miles by L, the speed in miles

per hour by V, and the fuel consumption in

gallons, by C, then,
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“This formula gives 'then, for each

vehicle, the number of ton-milcs-miles per

hour per gallon of fuel. Equally as well, the

number of ton-miles-miles per hour could

be replaced by an expression of the capacity

of haulage, when the co-efiicient of merit

would give a ready method of securing the

hauling capacity per gallon of fuel con

sumed.

“Or, in the formula, the speed V, could

be replaced by the ratio of the distance

covered and the time T, taken in covering

the Course, when the expression would be

come
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“Mr. Arnoux, had, it seems, proposed this

method of claSsification as far back as 1901.

It permits of the inclusion under a single

caption, in one and the same test, of vehicles

of totally different types. Its originator

further suggests that its use today would

have the effect of compelling the manufac

turers to make an elaborate study of the

motor, and the organs of transmission, gear

ing, chains, wheels and tires. They would

also seek to avoid any excessive consump

tion of fuel and lubricant.

“It is not enough to consider in a test

solely the qualities of speed and endurance

in a vehicle. That which is important above

all is at the same time to account for the

economy of running."

Stripped of all technical verbiage, this

method introduces an arbitrary‘means of

comparison based on the load carried, the

rate of speed maintained, the distance

covered, and the fuel consumption. For

practical usage, it would probably serve to

better advantage, were the weight of the

vehicle loaded to be taken into account in

stead of the load alone, as that would also

consider the load efficiency of the machine—

a most important factor in construction.

This is the day of endurance trials. econ

omy tests, and consumption tests. But at

present there is a most deplorable lack of

agreement among the bodies conducting

such events as to the methods of accumulat

ing data, and the manner of its subsequent

treatment in the evolution of a score. Oi

course, some method of universal rating

will be agreed upon ultimately, but in seek

ing it, and in working out preliminary tests.

such as the A. C. A. Efiiciency Test of last

week is admitted to be, it should be born

in mind that the more inclusive the formula

finally produced, the more it will teach the

user, and the greater will be its value to the

maker.

Here’s the “Motor Jobmaster.”

“Motor Jobmasters, Ltd." is the euphori

ious title of a London concern that is prob

ably the tirst to undertake the business of

hiring out automobiles on an extensive

scale. The business will be started with a

stud of 50 gasolene ears, of the landaulet.

brougham and open types, the latter pro

vided with cape tops. The drivers will all

be uniformed and the charges will be mod_

crate in contrast with the rates that have

obtained for this sort of service hitherto.
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The Week's Patents.

817,734. Ball Bearing. Eugene Blin,

Aubervilliers. France, assignor to La

Societe des Establissements Malicet et Blin,

Aubervilliers, France. Filed Oct. 22, 1904.

Serial No. 229,619.

Claim.—A two-part ball-bearing and ball

retaining device comprising two annular

concentric rings, ball track grooves on the

outer circumference of the inner ring and

on notches in the edges of said rings of

such depth that when the balls are inserted

and spring into the ball-race the opening

formed by the notches is slightly less than

the diameter of the balls. which cannot

therefore escape, substantially as set forth.

818,735. Means for Cooling Internal

Combustion Engines. Fred H. Bogart, New

Britain, Conn., assignor to Corbin Motor

Vehicle Corporation, New Britain, Conn., a

corporation of Connecticut. Filed April 4,

1905. Serial No. 253,816.

Claim.—l. In an apparatus for cooling

internal-combustion motors of the air—

cooled variety, an engine-shaft, a fan-shaft

substantially parallel therewith, an engine

cylinder between said shafts, a fan between

said engine-cylinder and fan-shaft, and a

means of connection between said shafts.

818.768. Electrical Controller for Electric

Vehicles, Karsten Knudsen, Chicago, Ill.

Filed Jan. 13, 1902. Serial No. 89,529.

Claim.—1. The combination with contact

segments, of a drum connected to rotate

therewith, a coiled spring mounted in the

drum and having its opposite ends normally

resting upon opposite sides of a lug or said

drum, a segment-rotating device mounted

opposite the end of the drum and having a

pin projecting thereinto and located be

tween the ends of the coiled spring whereby

when said part is rotated in either direction,

the spring is placed in tension with the

corresponding direction and tends to rotate

the drum therewith and means to hold the

drum in contact position during a portion

of the travel of said part in either direction

and to then release the drum whereby the

segments snap from one contact position

to another, substantially as described.

817.771. Tire for Wheels. Hans Macr

ker. Wiesbaden, Germany. Filed Aug. 28,

1905. Serial No. 276,071.

Claim.—1. In an elastic tire for wheels,

in which the elastic tire proper is composed

of a plurality of segments and of a like

number of carriage springs. each of which

has its ends connected with one of said

segments, and its middle portion secured to

the inner or rigid tire of the wheel, the

combination with each segment and its ap

purtenant spring, of yokes fixed to the inner

side of the segment, and adapted to receive

the ends of the spring, these ends being

rebent outside of said yokes. and means

adapted to prevent the spring with its seg

ment from turning out of the plane of the

wheel, said means being applied to the mid

dle portion of the said spring, for the pur

pose as described.

818,815. Brake for Motor Cars. Rasmiis

Bugge. London, England. Filed March 25,

1905. Serial No. 251,988.

C1aiin.—1. In motor-cars, automobiles

and other like vehicles, a brake consisting

of a laterally-swinging bow, the arms of

which are pivotally connected to the vehi

cle, a plate on the lowest point of said bow

adapted to contact with the ground, means

whereby said how may be swung laterally

to force said plate into contact with the

ground. and operating means located within

the vehicle actuating said last-mentioned

means whereby said plate may be set from

within the vehicle.

818,828. Clutch. Rutgers S. Kasson, Wil

mington, Del. Filed Jan. 15, 1906. Serial

No. 296,077.

Claim—1. In a clutch. in combination, a

case presenting a substantially conical bore,

a cone mounted in said conical bore, a shaft

rigidly attached to said cone, a diaphragm

attached to said case and lying adjacent to

the end of said cone, and means for apply

ing fluid-pressure to said diaphragm.

818.845. Transmission Mechanism. Ed

ward Nelson, New York, N. Y. Filed July

19, 1905. Serial No. 270,406.

Claim.—In a transmission mechanism, in

combination, a rotatable friction-disk. a

shaft adapted to be driven therethrough, a

Second shaft in alinement with said first

shaft, a friction-roller carried on said sec

ond shaft and engaging said disk to rotate

the same, means for advancing said roller

along its shaft, and a member carried by

said first shaft and co-operating with said

roller to constitute a clutch.

818,846. Vehicle Body. \Villiam W. Og

den. Chatham, and Walter C. Yelton, New

ark, N. J., assignors to J. M. Quimby & Co.,

Newark, N. J. Filed Oct. 13, 1905. Serial

No. 283.241.

Claim.—1. A vehicle-body having a

wooden frame, a metal shell, said shell con

sisting of a plurality of separate panels and

the frame comprising elements located be

hind the joints and between the panels and

having grooves corresponding with said

joints, and a molding or strip located on

the outside of each joint and projecting into

the groove in a corresponding part of the

frame.

818.853.

Billancourt, France.

Serial No. 262,888.

Claim.—l. A carburetter comprising a

mixing-chamber, a spraying nozzle provided

with a plurality of outlet-passages of dif

ferent lengths, said passages communicating

with the mixing-chamber and a hydrocar

bon-supply, a funnel-shaped member ar

ranged within the mixing-chamber, a

vertically-movable disk arranged within the

mixing-chamber, a cylindrical member car

ied by said disk, positioned within said

funnel-shaped member and having openings

in the side thereof, and means carried by

said disk for closing certain of the outlet

passages of the nozzle and for establishing

communication between the passages and

the atmosphere.

818,857. Wheel for Vehicles. Gustave A.

Schultz, Hawkeye, Iowa. Filed April 17,

1905. Serial No. 255.971. '

Claim.1. A wheel embodying in its struc

ture a series of springs, rotatable means for

simultaneously increasing or diminishing

the resilient area of the springs, and means

for preventing movement of said means

laterally in relation to the wheel.

Carburetter. Louis Renault,

Filed May 29, 1905.

818.863. Tire. Isaac N. Bowen, Lead,

S. D. Filed May 17, 1905. Serial No.

260.330.

Claim.—1. A tire comprising a U-sliaped

rim, a plurality of tread-sections telescopi

cally connected together. each of said sec

tions comprising a tread portion and side

plates projecting therefrom and having one

end reduced internally and the other ex

ternally, said side plates being designed to

fit over the U-shapcd rim and rest against

the outer surface thereof. means adjustably

connecting said side plates to the rim, and

springs secured within the rim and bearing

against the tread portion of the sections.

818,898. Variable Speed Mechanism. Geo.

W. Marble, Chicago, Ill. Filed Dec. 7, 1904.

Serial No. 235,866.

Claim—1. The combination with a trans

mission-shaft, of a friction-disk rigidly se

cured thereon, a driving shaft, oppositely

rotating friction rollers driven thereby and

adapted to engage opposite faces of the

driven friction-disk, a yoke, non-rotative

collars pivotally engaged thereon in which

said rollers are journaled and means for

shifting said rollers into and out of engage

ment with the disk.

818,962. Motor Plow. Alonzo I. Holland,

Hypoluxo, Fla. Filed May 31, 1905, Serial

No. 263,100.

Claim.—A motor-plow comprising later

ally-spaced beams, an integral frame pro

vided with shovels secured to the beams

on their narrow sides, said frame compris

ing an enlarged rear portion and a narrowed

forward portion, said forward portion in

cluding parallel sides connected at their

ends by an integral end portion, a motor

support connecting the sides intermediate

and rear portion of the frame and the said

end portion, bearing-blocks formed on the

sides of the frame adjacent the end portion,

an axle mounted in said bearing-block, trac

tion-wheels mounted on said axle. a

sprocket-wheel carried by each of said trac

tion-wheels, a motor mounted upon the said

motor-support, sprocket-wheels carried by

the shaft of the motor and a chain connect—

mg each pair of sprocket-wheels.

818,967. Automobile Steering Device.

Charles F. Jenkins, Washington, D. C., as

signor of one-half to Charles C. Dieudonne,

Washington, D. C. Filed Oct. 19, 1905.

Serial No. 283,423.

Claim.—l. The combination, with the

running gear of an automobile, of a suitable

power device connected with the steering

wheels, a_steering-head connected also with

the steering-wheels to turn them in either

direction, and' means whereby the operation

of the steering head shall automatically

throw the power devices into and out of

action.

819,014. Portable Turn-Table. Charles

W. Hilleinbrand, Kansas City. 30., assignor

of seven-eights to Nathaniel C. Barnes,

Kansas City, Mo. Filed Nov. 6, 1905. Serial

No. 286,018.

C1aim.—l. A turn-table consisting of a

centrally-disposed track, trucks arranged to

travel in a circle thereon, supporting-arms

carried by the trucks, and a pair of runways

carried by said arms.

819,036. Cushion Tire. Frank M. Ashley,

New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 3, 1903. Serial

No. 167,984.

Claim.-—l. A tire portion comprising

yielding side walls contributing to form an

inner iecess. radial walls integral with and

laterally disposed, said radial walls being

integral with a tire portion in the inner side

thereof and presenting interiorly-extended

transverse edges containing transversely

extended radial arches forming a clearance

of space for promoting the movements of

the tire under tread compression, and a

radial longitudinal web intersecting the

radial walls and extending continuously

from the roof of the arch t0 the top of the

tire portion.

819,039. Vehicle \Nhecl.

ker, VVoburn, Mass.

Serial No. £4,409.

Claim.—1. A vehicle-wheel comprising

in its construction a rim. a series of blocks

adapted to slide radially to said wheel, the

outer end of each of said block, respectively,

Marcellus Bun

Filed Oct. 26, 1905.
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projecting outwardly beyond the periphery

of said rim, each of said blocks having a

radial post in the interior thereof sur

rounded by an annular recess, a series of

radial pins each projecting into a recess, a

spiral spring located in each of said an

nular recesses encircling said post and act

ing to move its respective block outwardly,

and means to limit the extent of said out

ward movement. .

819,089. Gas Turbine. Charles \V. ShOe

maker and John M. Lithgow, Allegheny,

Pa. Filed April 14, 1904. Serial No. 203,

186.

4 Claim.—~l. In a gas engine the combina

tion, with a power-shaft and impact-surfaces

in operative connection therewith, of an ex

plosion chamber provided with an inlet—port

through which gas is received and with a

discharge port through which the products

of explosion are delivered to the impact

surfaces, means for exploding gas in said

explosion-chamber to move in uniform

direction to open and close said inlet-port

prior to explosion and to open and close

said discharge-port subsequent to explosion.

substantially as described.

819,116. Valve and Ignition Mechanism

for Internal-Combustion Engines. Herbert

Austin, Birmingham, England, assignor to

the VVolseley Tool and Motor Car Com

pany, Limited, Birmingham, England. Filed

March 5, 1904. Serial No. 196,721.

Claim.—l. An internal-combustion en

gine, having a valve to be opened, a rod,

slidable in guides, for opening the said

valve, said cam having in its operative edge

a special recess, a spring which holds said

rod in operative relation with the cam, a

laterally-projecting part on the said slidable

rod, a fixed electric contact, a spring which

holds said contacts normally in touch with

other, a movable contact-actuating arm in

the path of said lateral projection on the

rod and adapted to be actuated therebv

when the spring on the rod moves the end

of the latter into the recess in the cam to

produce a spark between the contacts when

said moveable arm is actuated.

819,118. Variable Speed Gear, “'illiam

Baines, Crosby, England. Filed May 31,

1904. Serial No. 308,034.

Claim.—l. In a motor vehicle rotary vari

able speed or power gear. a part for trans

mitting the motion, movable away from,

and toward the axis; a carrier for said part;

a flexible band connected with said part.

and passed to the center of the gear, and

adapted to be operated therefrom; a hollow

shaft carrying said carrier: and manually

controlled means connected with said hol

low shaft for moving said flexible connec

tion; substantially as set forth.

819.148. Feeding and Igniting Mechanism

for Explosion Motors. Franz R. Lorenz,

Gumbinnen. Germany. Filed Nov. 3. 1904.

Serial No. 234,569.

Claim.—l. In an explosion—motor worked

by solid explosive, the combination with

the motor-cylinder, of an axially-slidable

feed disk having equally-spaced perforations

equidistant from its axis. means for rotat

ing the feed-disk intermittently so as to

bring each perforation in turn in coincidence

with the inlet-orifice of the explosion-cham

ber of the motor-cylinder, a screw conveyer

for charging the perforations of the feed

disk in succession in the intervals between

the partial revolutions of the feed-disk,

means for rotating said convever intermit

tently, means for automatically regulatincr

the speed of said conveyer, means for op

tionally varying the speed of said conveyor.

means for separating the charge of explos

ive in the perforations of the feed-disk and

said conveyor, an anvil-plate having a firing

hole opening into each perforation of the

feed-disk when the same is in coincidence

with the explosion chamber, means for

pressing the feed-disk into gas-tight con

tact with the said-explosion chamber just

before and during the explosion, means for

feeding a chain of detonators intermittently

through said anvil-plate, a firing-pin for ex

ploding each detonator as it comes in co

incidence with the said firing-hole, and

means for cocking and releasing said firing

pin, substantially as set forth.

819.156. Appliance for Putting Tires on

the Rims of Vehicles. Leon G. Morrill.

Norwood, Mass. Filed March 11, 1905.

Serial No. 249,572.

Claim.-—l. The combination in an appli~

ance for putting tires on vehicles of a hor-k

member having a hook portion at one end

and a pivot portion near its end; a lever

pivoted at one of its ends to one end of the

hook member; a pusher member pivoted at

one end to the lever and arranged to move

longitudinally of the hook member. said

pusher member having a head laterally ex

tending therefrom, and arranged to over

lap the honk of said hook member the

pivots in all said members being so ar

ranged as to lock the pusher member

against longitudinal movement when the

lever is pushed upward against the hook

member.

819.159. Storage Battery Jar. Roger .\I.

Xewhold, Louisville, Ky.. assignor to The

Adams & \-\"estlake Company, a corporation

 

(9

HEALTH Fllll YUU
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at

FRENllll llBK-WEST BABEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

  

Cons

THE STANDARD

BF THE WBRLD

Avoid any chance of trou

ble by seeing that your coil

bears the name SPLITDORF,

C. F. SPLITDORF

l5-27 Vandewater St.,

New York

  

 

  

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor llooroallons lo Plenty—Golf Playing Now

Superb Hotel Accommodations.

6)) (memo.|nmguousc-[gmsviuc Rsuwov

. - Y - _

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

Booklet telling all about the waters and giving III! of Hotel: and

Boarding “hill”, with their rates, sent tree.

FRANK ll. REED, CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Gan. Pass. Agl., Chicago. Traffic Ian.
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of Illinois. Filed April 24, 1905. Serial

No. 257,145.

Claim.—1. A battery jar closure corn

prising, in combination, a rigid plate, and

a soft flange proiecting from the margin

of the plate and inclined upwardly from the

plate thereof, whereby the flange presents

a flat face to the walls of the jar.

819,184.

Thornton, Chattanooga, Tenn.

20, 1904. Serial No. 229,292.

Claim.—1. Anti-friction bearing compris

ing a fixed member having an annular recess

therein, a rotary member provided with a

cylindrical portion mounted in said recess,

elongated rollers in said recess between the

members having contracted ends seated

upon the base of the recess in the fixed

member, and means for sustaining the ro

tary member free of the other ends of the

elongated rollers.

819,213. Reversible Power Transmission

Gear. Ole O. Furru, St. Paul, Minn., as

signor of one-half to Elias Cronstedt, St.

Anti-Friction Bearing. William

Filed Oct.

Paul, Minn. Filed March 21, 1905. Serial

No. 251,214.

Claim.—l. The combination, with :1 cas

ing provided with bearing-boxes, of a worm»

wheel mounted in said casing, a worm en

gaging said wheel, a shaft fitting within said

worm, bearing-sleeves interposed'between

said shaft and boxes and having flanged

outer ends, caps fitting over said flanges

and forming dust and oil proof joints there

with, ball-bearings provided between said

caps and sleeves, and said worm and worm

wheel operating in a chamber adapted to

contain a body of oil and communicating

with said ball-bearing through said bearing

sleeves, substantially as described.

819,244. Vehicle. Frederick J'. Newman,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to \Voods Motor

Vehivle Company, Chicago, 111., a corpora

tion of Illinois. Filed Ian. 9, 1905. Serial

No. 240,304.

Claim.——1. In a vehicle, the combination

of a running-gear frame, a spring-supported

box-frame, a semi-elliptic transversely~dis

posed spring rigidlv balted at its central

portion to one of said frames, slidably con

nected at its ends with the other frame,

latsral guides embracing the ends portions

of said spring to confine the latter against

lateral displacement and a longitudinally

disposed elliptic spring at each end of said

semi-elliptic spring having its upper and

lower central portions rigidly united with

the spring-supported frame and running—

seat having an air-inlet portion formed with

chamber portion formed with an interior

gear frame respectively.

819,258. Internal Combustion Engine.

Carl \V. W'eiss, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Mar.

6, 1902. Serial No. 96,878.

Claim.—A frame for an explosive engine

comprising a bace, an independent crank

an interior seat having an air-inlet port in

said seat and a finished face, and an inde

pendent cylinder portion formed with a fin

ished face to fit the finished face of the

crank-chamber portion and having an ex—

tension fitting closely within said seat in

the crank chamber portion with a port ar

ranged to be covered by the piston regis

tering with the air-inlet port in said seat,

said crank-chamber portion and said cylin

der portion havim7 other registering ports

in their respective finished faces and an ex

haust-port 1n the cylinder portion arranged

to be covered by the piston, substantially

as described.

819,283. Sparking-1gniter-Adjusting De

vice for Explosive Engines. Thomas B.

 

Jeffery, Kenosha, Wis. Filed March 20,

1905. Serial No. 251,168.

Claiui.—l. In an explosive engine in

combination with a valve for controlling

the supply of motive fluid, a contact making

and breaking device comprising a rotatable

element ann an adjustable element; mov

able devices for operating the supply-valve;

a flexible cable connecting the said supply

valve-operating devices and the adjustable

element of the contact device, and a guide

about which the same passes located for

causing said adjustable element to be mov

ed positively in direction for delayed ig

nition by the valve-closimr movement of the

valve-operating devices, and a spring for

retracting said adjustable element upon

the reverse movement of said devices.

 

 

ALUMINUM BODIES

J. mousinggYs-co.
NEWARK. N. J.

CARRIAGE BUILDERS.

  

 

 

 

runs a

“ST.|.0U|8"
ST. lUUIS MOTOR [JAR CU.

PEURIA, lllS.

  

 

 

 

 

FORCE FEED LUBRICATION.
  

Constant Sight Feed. No Liquids.

MCCORD Q CO.. l407-80 Jld Jololly Bld¢., CHICAGO

E. I. DAY & co, Pacific Coast Distributor:

2005 Delaware Street. Berkeley, Calif.

  

The Pullman oIMotor Carl.

Celebrated for its last year's record, admired

for its present perfection. sold with a brief

comprehensive guarantee that speaks volumes.

 

U712?515039131" R one Y°a_rI

30-35 H. P. - $4,000

Make and Break Spark, Slums-Bosch Magneto.

THE RANIER co., Brudwny & 502h St., N. Y.

Philadelphia Branch, 336 N. Broad Street.

Chicago Branch, 1253 Michigan Ave.

Boston, Morrison-Tyler M othr Co., 1: 1 Massachusetts Ave.

Cleveland, The Paxson Motor Co., 317 Huron Ave.

 
 

St. Louis, Van Automobile Co.. 4706 \Vaahington Ave.

San Francisco, A. H. Hayes, Jr., 331 Pine St.

 

WANTS AND F011 SALE.

15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

A TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO..

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.

 

OR SALE—Four new two-cylinder, vertical,

Continental engines. Cylinders 4-inch bore

by 434-inch stroke, about 12 H. P. ( ash offer

Wanted; cost new $175 each. A. D. MEISELB \CH

MOTOR WAGON CO., North Mi waukee, Wis.

 

OR SALE— One Pope Toledo 30 H. P. 4

cylinder, equipped with gas lamps, oil lights,

tail lights and Presto gas tank. Was 1» ed as de

monstrator a short time last year. Just thoroughly

overhauled, and is in A-r condition. Will sell for

52,100, net cash. One new 1905 Pope Toledo,

never been run, 30 H. P. Touring Car 4 cylinder,

comp ete with Phare Solar gas lamps, oil ligh's,

tail light, Goodrich clincher tires, 34 x 4 inch, mile

a minute car; $3,000 net. One absolutely new

Baker Imperial Electric, with Baker special clincher

tires, no batteries; 5860. Will equip with latest

type Exide batteries and sell complete for $1,060.

One absolut' ly new Ba“ er Stanhope Electric, with

Baker special 30x3 inch tires, no batteries ; $1,200

Will equip with latest type Exide batteries and sell

complete for $1,350. One 1905 4 cylinder 16 II. P.

Air Cool OrientTouring Car, Diamond tires, 32 x

3% inch, equipped with Gray & Davis oil lights,

has been litt e used as demonstrator—in excel ent

contition—net $1,600. One 1905 4 cylinder 12

H. P. Orient Air Cool Runabout, with Interna

tional tires, 30x 3% inch, net $1,200. One Waverly

Chelsea, with leather top—very little used—bat

tery in good order, tires look as good as new, used

less than two months, net $750. One Columbia

Runabout, fair condition ; $200

The above are at absolutely inventory figure, and

guaranteed as represented. Address W. B. N.,

care of Motor World.

 

LAMBERT, friction drive, model “6" 1905, 18

h. p., 2 cylinders in front; force feed pump

oiler; tools; car seats five; removable side door

tonneau; excellent condition. Will give so-mile

demonstration up and down mountain. Bargain.

J. A. TUTH1L1., 152 Dubois St., Newburgh, N. Y.

 

OR S \LE — Four passenger Pope-Tribune

automobile, 1005 model; has never been

run 50 miles and has proved entirely unsatisfac

tory; no reasonable offer refused. Address R. E.

EXCHANGE, New London, Conn.

 

ANTED—To hear from any and all persons

who have ever owned a Pope-Tribune car,

1905 model. Address R. E. EXCHANGE, New

London, Conn.

 

OWNERS of cars and those about to purchase,

con ult an expe t of nine yea-s’ practical ex

p rience as to the exact condition and value. Ex~

aminations made and estimates furnished by a

Mercedes expert. Terms reasonable. Apply to

lNO. F. MACCONNELL, No. 209 East 56th St.

Telephone 4920-} Ram.

 

iOR SALE—A few second-hand cars taken in

as part payment on LOZIER cars. DAR

RACQ, 16-2: h.p., canopy top, f'ourcylinder car.

$1100; THOMAS FLYER, 4o h.p., 1905 model,

glass front, full equipment, $1650; LOCOMOBILE,

15-20 h.p , canopy top, recently refinished and over»

hauled, $1650; AU'I‘OC -\R, four-cylinder, $1375;

WINTON, 24 h p., 1905 Model Touring Car, cape

top, new tires, recently refinished and overhauled,

51650. Address THE LOZIER MOTOR CO.,

55th Street and Broadway, New York City.
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THE LARGEST AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY HOUSE IN AMERICA.

Note Heavy Chamierred Side Plates. All Parts of this Chain Polished. Fits Sprockets Without Friction.

  

TWO PAI OF CHAINS IN 75,000 MILES.

BRAMPTON BROS-. Ltd. Ealing, London, February 13, 1905.

Dear Sirsz—We are using a Napier Car for conveying our “RISIN' SUN" METAL POLISH throughout ENGLAND, callin at the various

stations en route to replenish the loads. We estimate the car has now covered a distance of 75,000 rniles in about three vears and ve months, run

nin dail with scarcely any delay, the only renewals worth mentioning were Brasses to Pistons. Chains only once (BRAMPTON S). tyres frequently.

CO%INO LY'S large solids have proven most durable. Yours faithfully, JOHN EDWARD SHARP 8: SON.

YOUR AMERICAN CAR

can be and will be fitted with the celebrated Brampton chain it you order it that way, and it won't cost you or the manufacturer any more than

an inferior chain. All standard sizes in flock to fit American and Foreign cars.

We are Sole United States Agents for this ,Line of Chains, and are Ready

to Quote Manufacturers Interesting Prices on American Standard Site's.

Catalogue Mailed on Request.

We are now appointing agents for the Brampton Chains in the different cities throughout the United States where we are

not represented and if you want the agency, write us at once. Address department C.

CHAS. E. MILLER, 97-99-101 Realist, NEW YORK, ll. Y., u. s. l.
BRANCHES: Philadelphia, Pa.—3l8-320 N. Eroad St. Boston, Mass.—202-204 0 iumbus Ave.

Cleveland, O.—406 Eric 5'. Buffalo—824 Main St. Dotrol', Mich.—229 Jefferson Ave.

RETAIL BR MUCH—924 Elizhth Ave., New York City.

 

IMPROVED

IRUFFAULT-HARTFORD
SHOCK ABSORBER d

Increase- the speed and prevents lost traction

(ilrviales the necessity oi slowing down for obstructions.

Absolutely prevents break-ii g oi springs.

When 95% Iof all Shock Absorbers in use are Truf

fa" lt-Hartford, why should you try experiments

on principles discarded by us?

Sell adjusting—Tequiree no attention Makes the car ride like a baby carriage, Wears longest

Adv/tn! by Mr Pierce Grml Arrow, Lommolvi/r, III-rtliexon,

Ridmn/Jira.u'cr, Peugeot, ann'r, Gabran-b‘rlllie‘, Studebaker.

Cars und/er l 500 _lbs-, 840. Cars over l,500 Ibs., $60.
iour .Suxprnrmu: ( our Smprnuom)

“" A R N I N G

We are the owners of fundamental patents entirely coverine every

practicable form of frictional retarding devices for vehicle springs,

and hereby warn the trade from handling any Infringing device that

may be offered for sale. We also warn the trade against the use

of the term “SHOCK ABSORBER,” which is our trade mark.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY,

67 VESTRY STREET, new YORK.

  

 

 

I.

‘ Mtg

E. V. Hartford, Pres.

We are Sole American Agents for the celebrated

GOBRON-BRILLIE

  

 

“ The finest automobile in the world ” i
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INCREASES THE PIIWEII; IIEIIUIIES THE STRAIN

/

Cone. Cone and Rollers.

THOSE ARE TWO OF THE LARGE PURPOSES WHICH ARE SERVED BY

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARINGS
They are such far-reaching purposes as to induce every person about to purchase

a car, to discover whether those bearings are applied to it; and if not, why not.

TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING AXLE CO., - -' - Canton, Ohio.

  

 

  
 

YOUR OLD TIRE

can be made practica'ly new if there is anything left of it to work on. Wl l

A tire so treated has many of the good points of the Q Q I . .

HEALY LEATHER TIRE ALL new NOVELTIES.

which we make, and will be free horn puncture, skidding, rim

flmins agitate “ATM NEW SPEEDOMETER,

NEW TOOL CHEST,

NEW SPARK PLUG.

The Amazon

Clincher Tires
SECTION OF CLINCHER TIRE‘LEATHERIZED AT LOWER PR|CES THAN ANY OTHER MAKE

It will pay you to study this cut. These tires are built with “the Send for Trade prices and catalogue

best of everything in the place"and everycontingency of strength, .

  

reliability and safety have been met by the construction. —

Wrile fur particular: in lie/ml. ‘ ‘ I

HEALY LEATHER TIRE 00. E' J' CO.

Holly Building 8 park Place, NEW YORK

88-90 GOLD STREET. NEW YORK CITY
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OLDSMOBILE
  

 

 

Palace Touring Car Model s, Price, $2,250

The 100 hour non-stop record made by one of these cars in Chicago has been broken by a 200 hour non-stop run, just

completed in Detroit. Of this run the Detroit Free Press of April 27 says:

“With the motor running as smoothly as when first started on the long run, the Oldsmobile touring car, which

for the past eight days has been engaged in a 200 hour non-stop test on the streets of Detroit, fetched up in front

of the city hall, victorious, yesterday morning, a few seconds after the clock had struck 6. The plug was pulled for

a few moments to give those interested in the test a chance to make examinations. At first the motor refused to

stop, the heated carbon deposit supplementing the sparker, but after a few seconds was induced to take a short

nap.

“During the run the car covered nearly 3,000 miles of ground."

For further particulars, address Dept. K.

i: OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing. Mich., U. S.\A.

Member of Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

Canadian trade supplied from Canadian Factory, PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Ltd., St. Catherines, Ont.

Outside a little dust and carbon deposit, the car was evidently as good as new.

  

q

 

CATALOG COUPON

Kindly send me information regarding cars checked.

I am interested.

Model B . . . . . . Model S . . . . . . Model L . . . . . .

Delivery Care . . . . . . Passenger Trafie Carl . . . . . .

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . .k. .

SPECIAL COUPON

We will send one of our handsome Art Calendars

to every Oldsmobile owner. Fill out the following

and mail at once.

Model . . . . ..Car Number . . . . ..

When and from whom purchased . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Present Owner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

K 24

MOTOR TALKI COUPON

Enclosed find 25 cents, for which have MOTOR

TALK, a magazine devoted to automobiling. sent to

me for 1 year.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . "nu-n...- . . . . . . . . . ......

Address . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . ............. . - - . . - . . . . ..
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REHARKABLY

HIGH l'lILEAGE

LOW COST

PER TON l'llLE.
at:

These are only two of the many points about

Diamond
Wire Mesh Base

1.3 innionf}
wmx "~

W

i-mmon -

-,H tan QA.

Construction
Which make it easily the best for motor trucks and commercial cars.

MADE IN EITHER SINGLE 0r TWIN TYPES

Other points are : Scientific balancing of the parts, simplicity

in design and fastening device, the quality of the stock, etc.

Our new catalogue tells all about it. ' Send us your address today.

THE DlAl‘lOND RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.
~W YORK—78 Reade St. DETR T—lS . N FRANCISCO—

STON—174 umbue Ave. ST. L 18—3 NNEAPOLIS— Second Ave., S.

ILADELPH —§04-306 N. Broad St. CHI GO— DENVER—322 130 n Building.

FFALO—715 Mam St. CLl'Z ILAN

eifersou Ave.

0' St.live

1523-31 Michi Ave.

D—ISH Eucl Ave.

  

 

‘fl _ The GOODYEAR

(\Aurq;TIRE

  

Universal Rim

is so durable yet so llvely—so dlf

ficult to puncture yet so easy to

Repair — that it really

Vii-Ms

y

  

Gall and see a demonstratlon at

any of the following branches—

it will convince you.

Boston.261 Dartmouth St.

New York. cor. " ty—fourth St. and Broadway.

  

Chicago. 82-84 M ran Ave.

Clncln l. 242 E. Fifth St.

St. L0 . , 712—714 Morgan St.

Los Angel . . . So. Main . _

" ~ ,‘ Oakland. 0. . Moore & ., 3771001 5!.

' JT Bufl’alo, 719 Maln St.

' ‘4 \ / " ' ‘ Denver, Sixteenth St.

, Detrolt. ‘ Jefferson Ave.

» " 'l'lIe Goodyear Tire and Rubber 00., Grove St., Akron, 0.
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YN Master Clutch

In the HAINES Master Clutch a cam controlled by

afoot lever constricts a band which is keyed to the trans

mission shaft, on the face of a Iofl-inch pulley, the four

forked arms of which extend to the inner rim of the fly

wheel, on which are cast four lugs, one resting between

each fork. Very stiff coil springs are fitted one on each

side between the lugs and the forks. 'l‘he stiff coil

springs effectually cushion the transmission, driving me

chanism and all keys from the shocks and racking effect

caused by the sudden application of high power, and

greatly prolong the life of the entire machine. The

H A c0. Model ' ' R" Four-Cyllhder Touring Car.

  

 

operator can “ pick up"

'the car without a jar or

tremor, a sudden jerk, as

is cemnion wuh the cone

and several other types if

clutches,being inii‘ossible.

The HAYNES is the

highest - powered shaft

driven car built. In requesting catalogue

for prompt attention, address Desk D I4.

Vertical roller-bearin en 'nes. C linden cast
1(01{0m09 Indiana. separately. Slwfixo-incheis,I $0 P. {An exclusive

. - - transmission that absolutely prevents stri ping of
CHICAGO' 1’20 Mlcmgan Ave' gears. Positive cooling system. Indivi no] and

NEW YORK- 1715 Br°adWiY~ special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

Members A. L. A. M. and takes hold without jerking. Shaft drive. Exclu

sive universal joints that prevent wear on ins

Sprocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear x1e.

all exclusive. Roller-bearings throu hout. lOS-incli

wheel base. 54-inch tonneau. seating ve neonle. For-

to 60 miles an hour on high gear. \Veight, 2.750

pounds. Price. $3 500 f. o. b. Kokomo. Full

  

, \

 

equipment.

"_ .‘lodel"0" Fonr-Cyllnder Touring Cor

~ Cylinders cast in pairs 4%xS-in., 28 to 30 11. l'.

Transmission, cooling system, lubrication, master

clutch, shaft drive, universal joints, sprocket, roller

pinion and roller-bearings and body same as on

Model "R." 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tiren. Ton

neau seatin three persons. Four to 40 miles In

hour on hig speed. Price, $2,250 I. o. b. Kokorno.

Full equipment.

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Absolutely Accurate—

Reacls from the“ Sea

An accurate speed and distance indicator is quite as necessary on your AUTOMOBILE

as a watch is in your POCKET.

Furthermore, it must be ABSOLUTELY DEPENDABLE under all conditions or heat,

cold or position. Otherwise a speed indicator is not worth the space it occupies.

Isn’t that so? You can always depend on

 

 

 

whether you go slow or fast, whether the road. No one else can successfully use magnetism to determine

is rough or smooth, hilly or flat. the speed of an automobile, though it’s the only POSITIVE and

  

  

  

  
_ ' It’s the only indicator which is ALWAvs

absolutely infallible at SPEEDS UNDER TEN MILES PER noun,

and any other speed.

It’s the only indicator which gives correct readings in ANY

POSITION, no matter what the angle of your car.

The Auto-Meter is the only indicator you can READ with

certainty, because the din] changes with the SPEED ALONE,

and is uninfluenced by the jar of the car.

_'I‘he Warner Auto-Meter has all these EXCLUSIVE good

pomts—beeause it is the ONLY speed indicator which is actu

ated by the same FIXED. UNCHANGEABLE MAGNETISM which

makes the Mariner's Compass reliable and dependable FOR

EVER under all conditions.

THE WARNER INSTRUMENT CO.,

(The Auto-Meter is on sale by all first-class dealers and at most Garages.)

SURE way, because there is only just ONE WAYthat magnetism

can successfully be used for this purpose, and WE HAVE

PATENTED THAT WAY.

The Warner Auto-Meter will last a life-time. It's as sensi

tive as a compass and as SOLID As A ROCK. It will withstand

any shock that your CAR will stand without the SLIGHTEST

INJURY and without affecting its ACCURACY in the slightest

degree.

We will gladly tell you more about this wonderful instru~

ment it you will write us, and at the same time will send you

something every motorist will prizkour

Free Book, “Auto Pointers."

Write for particulars TODAY—don’t put it off.

283 Roosevelt Street, BELOIT, WIS. 1
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HUNG UP  

 

Ever see anything like what’s happening to the

man on the right, Mr. Motorist?

And. when a man pays from $1900.00 to $5.000 00 for a Motor Car, with an

engine worth a fifth at the whole cost, body worth a tenth wheels a twenueth

l d, l.

. and so on—ttll equally n :c-naarv to giving him th: pletsure h: expects to get i r

his money— isn’t it just a little inconsnn nt [0 cc nomize (P) on linht wh‘ch eta

un 0 but I per cent of the total - utl. y, and a risk' of 50 [in r cent of all the pleasure

For the best light :pparatus cu. t; - nly about a hundr-dth part as much asthe

rut of the car and on it depen' sf 5! about I ne hall of all the enjoyment you can

expect to get. Any Motorist wll telt y cu that there is nothing to compare with

the exhilaration of a spec: y i lglti ride.

But you cannot really enjoy it unless You have confidence 'and are without

w tlmught oi danger. Clrar liuh‘ l n the road is your proteCIion azainst accident.

with it, you are an e— confid nt. Without it, lea handles your steering gear.

And the one and onlv w y t » be sure of good, c'ear,dependable light, alwats.

0f a is to g-t your gas ready mar’e and ready to use

send [or our Pres~O~Lite bunk " R-ady Made Gas for Auto Liihts" and

read how vou can really :rnnun‘ze on lizl-t and at the stme time, be rid of jigg

ling carbide forever. There are ove' r -000 Pu Sl-U-l‘llt tank in use today and

an t e over 400 Recharging tatinne’nthe Un ted States. Ynl can exchange empty

ttnka for full ones at any of the stations by paying the cost of re-charging, and

the change can be made in five minutes.

as G & J We want every Mntorlrt to have a oony of our Prest-O-Lite book. Let us

RAISED TREHD

OPEN STEAM (‘ZURE l..—

TiiE DREST-O-LITE 00. Department 168, Indianapolis, ind

FLAP

. ELEBTRIG WELDING
and the flap is a great

in the Dunlap-pro. the method that should interest

- those in the manufacture of

teets the tube from the rlm’ articles constructed of iron or

makes the tire easy to steelfor

handle.

“mm AlllllMllBllES.

  

 

  

 Indianapolis.

Depots:

Ghicago Bu"an Detroit @leveland

Boston Denver Oakland. Galii., 399 12th St. E R n G 00

Phiiadelphia New York, 10 W. 60th St.

Distributing Agents: CLEVELAND'

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats & 80., Portland, or. Western Representatives: Eastern Representative:

Ramsay-Hutchins Rubber 80., McCLERNAN 81. ORR, L. D. ROCKWELL,

L0! “MW-IQ! l064 Monadnook Block, Havemsyer Building,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK.
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HARTFORD

SINGLE and TWIN

SOLID TIRES

Note Method of Attachment.

The successful commercial vehicle tire must have its re

~ taining device vulcanized inside the tire, otherwise the attach

ments rust. The HARTFORD is secure and rust-proof.

THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS (10., Hartford, COnn.

Branches :

PHILADELPHIA

BUFFALO

CLEVELAND

FOR H EAVY “'ORK

  

  

DETROIT

DENVFR

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

SC‘ZI-IRHDER UNIVERSAL VALVE.
Trademark Registered.

SIMPLE AND ABSOLUTELY AIR TIGHT.

MOTOR TIRE VALVES, as shown in cut, are made in four lengths as

‘ shown, Cut is exactly half size of the 2 in. valve.

SUPPLIED TO THE TRADE BYALL TIRE MANUFACTURERS.

  

 

  

 

MANUFACTURED BY

 

A. SQHRHDER’S SQN” Inc., Nos. 30-32 Rose Street, New York

M
MM. Mow-0"" -

r - _

The output of complete Front

and Rear Automobile Axles of this

plant exceeds the capacity of all

competition combined.

TlfliAmerinan Ball-Bearinq 00,

L. S. & M. S. Ry. 8:. Edgwater Park,

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U.$.A.
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IMPROVED ‘

lIRUFFAULT-HARTFORQ
SHOCK ABSORBER

TRADE MARK

  

  

Increases the speed

and pr' vents lost

traction.

Obviates the necessity

of tlowmg down for ob

structiona.

Absolutely prevents

breaking of springs.

The TiuHauIt

Hartford may cost a

little more than the

numerous lmlto

lions and experi

menta; but, when

every test has

proven its superior

ltv, does It pay to

buy lnythlnv but

the best? 95"; nt

III Fhotk Absorbers

In use are Truffault -

Hartford.

Sell-adjusting—Requires no attention. Makes the car ride like a baby carnage.

Wears longest.

Ado led by the Pierce Great Arnrw. Laramabi/r, III-lflrrsnn,

Kit ard-lirlufn', Peugral, Napier, Gubran-Bri/lie‘, Studebaker

Cars under 1500 lbs $40 Cars OVrl' 1500 lbs. 360

(four suspensions) (four suspensions)

  

W A R N l N G

We are the owners of fundamental atents entirely rovering everv practicable form

of frictional retarding devices for wide springs and hereby warn the trade from

lnndling any infringing device that ma be offered for sale 'We also warn the trade

against the use of the term " Shock A sorber " which is our Trade Mark.

HARTFORD SUSPENSION COMPANY

E.V.Hartford.Pres. 67 Vestry Street, New York.

 

WI ARI SOLE AMERICAN AGENTS FOR THE CILBIIRATBI)

oosRou-BRILLIE,

“TI-IE FINEST ~\UTOMOBILI“. IN THE WORLD.“

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

AUTOMOBILE HOMES

LINED WITH PATENT FIREPROOF PLASTER

  
 

This Style Complete $100.

Will Accommodate any Tonnenu and Top.

After you buy your motor car the first thing is to provide a place to keep it.

We DIV. them. A descriptive catalo will be sent to automobile owners.

Write Today for Booklet N0. M". e have been making Portable_Houses

for Universities and large Institutions all over the country to lhcil' satisfaction

We Can Suit You and Save You Money.

These homes are built in sections and are shipped knocked down and can be

put to ether in tw - hours by any one who can use a screw driver.

T ey are Ginsu-noted oi the best Southern Pine, dry seasoned. perfectly

matched, weather and wind root, only needing painting, to be an ornament when

placeddin position on any awn. Other houses built of sheet steel from $50.00

u warD An Automobile Home is one-third of the expense of garage charges. We

build Greenhouses, Summer Cottages and every description 0 Portable House

CHARLES H. MANLEY,

Premier Manufacturing Works,

Motor Dept. ST. JOHNS, MICHIGAN.

 

 

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

 
  

 

 

" WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE WHITE STEAM CAR.’

The above is the title of a booklet which

has just been issued, containing some two score

letters from White owners, relating their experi

ences with their machines. These letters describe,

much more eloquently than we could ourselves,

the qualities which have made the White the

most popular car in the country. A few quota

tions follow :

“ Nothing ever happens to it."

“Do not spend in care to exceed one hour

per week.”

“ Convinced that the-White is the safest on

the market."

“Repair expenses for 12,000 miles, $17.25."

“I have forgotten what automobile troubles

are.”

“The White principle is a stroke of genius.”

“Quickly learned to use it without needing

a chauffeur.”

“Fit to go anywhere and surmount any

thing."

A (of)! 0f 112i: ins/radio: {wok/e! will be sent on request.

 

WHITE time COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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used throughout in

construction of shafts,

transmission and 26878. '

HESS-BRIGHT "NORTH!

99 —- ball-bearings secure ‘Malefimeeaerm :zezezeenserense l
wheel. 

 

Self Starting From the Seat With

Make and-Break lanitlon.

CHROME - NIBKEL STEEL dd

    

THE MATHESON COMPANY OF NEW YORK,
Facmnv, WiLKES—BARRE, PA-——— 1619 BROADWAY, near 19th Street.—— 0x1; YEAR cunnnxrrl

  

 

 

 

Pioneer Steel Wheel and Universal Rinr Manufacturers of the World

Our Output of Detachable Bead Rims is Greater than

the entlre Output of all other Makers Combined

Sale Makers of the HARTFORD UNIVERSAL RIM

fer IJUNLUP AND ULINBHER TIRES

  

Columbus, Ohio.
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ficamalile
The samurai/7e Company of America, Bridgeport, Conn.

Member Arucl'alian a/ Lirnuld Automobile Manufacturer:

NEW YORK, BPOIdWIy and 76th St. BOSTON, 15 Berkeley St. PHILADELPHIA, :49 N. Broad St. CHICAGO. 1354 Michigan Ave.

. renown-urn ernns
Irreversible Steering.

  
 

 

 

   

  

wnv rs THE Bevel and ltlrain llrive

Differential.

fl” Many Sizes and Models.

  

FAMOUS?

AsK AN oWNER. Sliding Gear llBllS'

""38""!

l (Latter all sold for present.)

ll. FBAIKLIII PETERSOI,166 Lalo Sfreof,0hloago, Ill. }Dlrect Factory

Mode, (L 53,0000 4,, H_ p_ THUS. r. werzer, rr Warren Street, New York. Salem"

C CO. BHAS. E. MILLER, 97 Reads Street, flew Yorlr; Sales Agent

Branches in Phlledelphla, Boston, Cm),ng Stock

leveland' Oh'o' Cleveland, Buffalo and Defroll.

AGENTB: c. A. DUERR & 00., New York, N. Y.; c. J. DUNHAM,

Boston, Mass.‘ THE McDUFFEE AUTOMOBILE CO.I Chica o.

r.- c. w. CAPLIN, Minneapolis, Minn.; AUTOMOBILE & s P- POST & LESTER 00.. Hartford, Conn., Eastern Sales Agents

PLY CO., Lim., Toronto, OnL- MOTOR SHOP Philadelphia. Pa.;

REYBURN moron CAR 60.. St. Louis, °.- STANDARD _—

emmrme Ceeneeeerr were
racuse, . .; ., oe ester, . .;

nl'oroa CAR AGENCY, San Francisco, cu. BROWN-LIFE GEAR 00., 200 s. Geddes 3L, SINGING, N. Y,
Member A. L. A. M

MICHELIN

  

 

 

 
 

Tires of High Class Only.

All uniform and guaranteed perfect.

Michelin does not make seconds.

If you are having trouble with other tires try Michelin.

MICHELIN PRODUCTS SELLING COMPANY, Inc,

Excwsrvs AMERICAN AGENTS

E. D. WIN/ms, Gen’l Manager. 31-33 West 3ISL Street, New York Telephone 5560-5561 Madison Square.
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l

The highest possible grade of raw material worked into a modern

touring car by the best of workmen after the design of skilled and

experienced engineers.

_

A Car of Utility, Power and Service 1

' l
l

Every component feature, whether of great or little importance, is

made of metal especially selected and designed for the purpose.

In design and workmanship but one consideration obtains, The Best.

These conditions, backed by the enormous facilities of the greatest

automobile factory in the world, result in a car that is right from

its inception to the end, and the volume of our output enables us

to present to the public

The Right Car at the Right Price.

Nialn Office and Factory: KENOSHA, WIS.

BRANCHES:

CHICAGO—302-304 Wabash Ave. PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave. _SAN FRANCISCO—31 Sanchez St.

MILWAUKEE—457-459 Broadway. NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W. 62nd St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company
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THE EXHIBITS AT EMPIRE

Those who will Display their Wares at the

Open Air Show.

In the matter of variety and instructive

ness of entertainment and competition, the

program of the New York Automobile

Trade Association’s open air show and car

nival at Empire City track, May 24-26, has

already made plain that in that respect

nothing will be lacking. The closing of the

list of exhibitors this week makes as clear

that the exhibition part of the carnival will

be fairly representative. Those who have

boode space are as follows:

Blotor Cars—Smith & Mabley, White

Sewing Machine Co., Cryder & Co, Covell

& Crosby Motor Co., Oldsmobile Co. of

New York, New York Motor Car Co., Dar

racq Automobile Co., E. T. Kimball & Co.,

Ardsley Motor Car Co., Aerocar Company,

.A. G. Spalding Bros, Majestic Auto Co.,

VVayne Automobile Co., Rainier Company,

blatheson Co., Reo Motor Car Co., Peter

Fogarty, Nielson Motor Car Co.. Maxwell

Briscoe Motor Car Co., Winton Motor Car

riage Co., New Amsterdam Motor Co., Auto

Import Co., Theo. E. Shultz, Decauville

Auto Co., Cadillac Co. of New York, Ad

vance Motor Co., H. J. Koehler Co., Frayer

I\Iiller Co., De Dietrich Import Co., C. A.

Duerr & Co., Welch Motor Car Co., P. A.

Fogarty, lloman & Schultz, George J. Scott

Nlotor Co.

Accessories.—Raimes & Co., Eastern Car

bon \Vorks, Connecticut Telephone & Elec

tric Co., Pennsylvania Rubber Co., R. & P.

Traction Tread Tire Co., E. T. Kimball Co.,

Allen Bag & Specialty Co., Duplex Ignition

Co., Diezemann Shock Absorber Co., Hart

ford Suspension Co., Gaither-Owen Carbur

etter Co., Jacob Veith, Michelin Products

Selling Co., Newcomb Carburetter Co.,

lVIutual Accessories C0. of America. Haver

rrieyer Oil Co., Vorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.,

\’act"tm Oil Co., Acme Autometer C0.

 

Shake-up in New York Autocars.

The Metropolitan Motor Car Co., who

handled the Autocar in New York and

vicinity, are going out of business, as the

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, May 17, 1906.

result of a nine-day flare-up that has kept

eastern trade tongues wagging.

The first that was known of the trouble

was the publication by the Metropolitan

Co., in which the well-known S. F. Randolph

is the active man, of a spreadeagle adver—

tisement in the New York papers reflecting

on Autocars and their makers. Then fol

lowed reports that a disputed account was

at the bottom of the trouble. At any rate,

it is certain that the Autocar Co. took dras

tic action as a result of which their account

was quickly paid and their agency trans

ferred to the Atlantic Motor Car Co., which

was formed for the purpose and which will

locate at 138 \Nest 38th street, as soon

as the premises are vacated by the Rec

branch which is about to be removed to 40

West 60th street. R. T. Newton is the man

ager and responsible man of the Atlantic

Co., which was organized by himself and

his associates in the Motor Car Co. of New

Jersey, which handles Autocars in Newark

and the adjacent territory. The Newark

store will be managed by Inglis Uppei'cu.

Dunha'n Becomes Olds’s Engineer.

George \N. Dunham has been appointed

chief engineer of the Olds Motor \Vorks to

fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of

Ii. E. Cofiin. Mr. Dunham is no stranger

tothe duties or to the Olds product, his

appointment being in the nature of a promo

tion. Previously he was Mr. Cofiin's right

hand man and shared with him all of the

engineering plans and projects undertaken

by the Olds people.

Gibson to Manufacture Here.

Hugo C. Gibson, inventor of the Gibson

Power Indicator. has come to this country

and established headquarters for the sale

of the indicator at 194 Broadway. New York

City. As soon as possible, Mr. Gibson will

arrange for the American manufacture of

the device, which is quite ingenious and

which may be attached to any engine.

Billings & Spencer to Enlarge.

The Billings 8: Spencer Co., the Hartford

drop forgers, have purchased two plots of

ground on which will be erected a large

addition to their present plant; the plans,

however, are not yet wholly complete.

No. 16

POPE TO QUIT SAN FRANCISCO

Branch there will not be Re-established—

Decision Reached Before the Disaster.

In the reconstruction of San Francisco

there will be one notable automobile estab

lishment that will be missing, that of the

Pope Mfg. Co.; it will not be continued.

The branch and

pletely wiped out by the fire that followed

its effects were com

the earthquake, but as a matter of fact the

disaster had nothing to do with the Pope

decision to discontinue direct factory rep

resentation on the Pacific coast, and to

transfer their agencies to local houses. This

conclusion had been reached previous to

the catastrophe, but the latter, of course,

has greatly: if expensively, simplified the

transferral.

Col. George Pope, treasurer of the Pope

Mfg. Co., leaves this week for San Fran

cisco to settle the matter of insurance, and

also to wind up the other affairs of the

branch.

P. H. Burneys, who has been the Pope

manager on the coast for very many years.

handling both their bicycles and their motor

cars, will be retained by the company until

everything is thoroughly liquidated, but

just who will secure the Pope agency is

among the things to be determined.

Accessions to New Ycrk Association.

At the last meeting of the governors of

the New York Automobile Trade Associa

tion, the following firms were elected to

membership: Hartford Suspension Com

pany, Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company.

Matheson Company of New York, Covell

8: Crosby Motor Company, \Vayne Auto

mobile Company of New York, Prayer

Miller Motor Company and the Lozier

Motor Company.

 

Dunn to go to San Francisco.

Harry T. Dunn, president of the Fisk

Rubber Company, leaves this week for

San Francisco to assist in the re-establish

ment of the Fisk branch in that city. Mr.

Dunn has made the cross—continent journey

so often during the last three years that

when he now undertakes the trip it seems

almost a matter of course.
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The Week's 'Incorporations.

Sandusky, Ohio—The Sandusky Auto

mobile Co. reduced its capital stock from

$150,000 to $15,000. J. J. Hinch, president.

Pittsburg, Pa.—Atlas Automobile Co.,

under Delaware laws, with $200,000; to

manufacture and deal in automobiles. Cor

porators not named.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Grant Square Automo

bile Co., under New York laws, with $20,000

capital. Corporators—C. F. Bott, Frank

Wilson and W. Weston, all of Brooklyn.

Springfield, Mass—Flexible Tire Co., un

der Massachusetts laws, with $60,000 cap

ital. Corporators and ofiicers—VVilliam G.

Marr, president; R. J. Talbot, treasurer.

Chicago, Ill—O'Neill-Ollier Co., under

Illinois laws, with $10,000 capital; to manu—

facture automobile equipment. Corpora

tors—Charles C. O'Neill, L. F. Ollier and

S E. Gillard.

Passaic, N. J.——Passaic Motor Car Co.,

under New Jersey laws, with $50,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

J. B. Ryall, A. W. Ryall and G. Ryall, all

of Passaic.

Portland, Me.—Railway Auto Car Co.,

under Maine laws, with $700,000 capital.

Corporators—Millard W. Baldwin, presi

dent; Clarence E. Eaton, treasurer, both' of

Portland.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—VVilling Garage Co., un

der New York laws, with $10,000 capital.

Corporators—Herbert 0. Hyatt, Edward

H. Bancker and George E. Austin, all of

Brooklyn.

Denver. COL—Automobile Rental Co., un

der Colorado laws, with $50,000 capital.

Corporators—G. G. Bloom, E. Owens, A.

P Smith, S. H. Hammond and O. O. Doh

ner, all of Denver.

New York City, N. Y.—Ge0rge H. Terry

C0,, under New York laws, with $25,000

capital; to manufacture motors and engines.

Corporators—G. H. Terry, S. C. Smith and

Arthur Thompson.

Boston, Mass—Boston Auto Livery Co.,

under Massachusetts laws, with $15,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators—

A. Levrone, president; R. A. Waiteling,

treasurer, both of Boston.

Birmingham, Ala—Auto Scenic Co., un

der Alabama laws, with $2,500 capital. Cor

porators—Harry Haynes, A. Max Boxer,

A. E. Campbell, Louis Pizitz, T. W.

O'Byrne and J. L. Cooper.

Cleveland, Ohio.—Holmes-Booth Auto

]: obile Co., under Ohio laws, with $25,000

crp'tzzl. Corporators—William N. Booth,

15. H. Holmes, H. G. Dickinson, B. J. Erl—

anger and‘ J. W. Smith.

Detroit, Mich—The E. R. Thomas De

troit Co.. under Michigan laws, with $300,

COO capital; to manufacture automobiles.

Corporators—J. J. Brady, H. E. Cofiin,

Roy D. Chapin and Fred C. Benzen.

Camden, N. J.—Matthews Motor Co., un

der New Jersey laws, with $75,000 capital;

to deal in automobiles. Corporators—Lewis

N. Matthews, J. Morris Wister and Craig

Harberton, all of Philadelphia.

Beverly, Mass—North Shore Auto Pas

senger Co., under Massachusetts laws. with

$50,000 capital; to conduct automobile stage

line. Corporators—S. Harvey ’Dow, presi

dent; U. G. Haskell, treasurer, both of Bev

erly.

Boston, Mass.—Augier Automobile Sup

ply Co., under Massachusetts laws, with

$20,000 capital; to deal in automobile sup

plies. Cbrporators—H.

president; 0. M. Angier, Dorchester, treas

urer.

New York City, N. Y.—New York and

New Jersey Lubricants Co., under New

York laws, with $5,000 capital; to make and

deal in lubricants. Corporators—T. A. Mat

thews, W. F. Kimball and F. J. Barnes, all

of New York City.

Memphis, Tenn—Memphis Automobile

Co., under Tennessee laws, with $10,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles and conduct

motor stage line. Corporators—E. B. Myer,

A. L. Cross, E. L. Menanger, William Floyd

and F. Zimmerman.

Columbus, Ohio—Direct Drive Axle Co.,

under Ohio laws, with $150,000 capital; to

make automobile axles; formerly Columbus

Auto Axle Co., with $25,000 capital. Cor

porators—C. T. Phillips, \V. E.'Canipbell,

C. O. Haines, Irvin M. Pleukarp and J. R.

Fassig.

Lexington, Mass—Lexington and Con

cord Sight-seeing Co., under Massachusetts

laws, with $10,000; to deal in automobiles

and conduct motor stage line. Corporators

—'George W. Taylor, president, Lexington;

Henry F. Knight, treasurer, No. 50 State

street, Boston.

Little Rock, Ark—Little Rock Automo

bile Co., under Arkansas laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora—

tors—E. P. Ladd, W. S. Mitchell, J. F.

Rutherford, Jr., H. A. Bowman, J. F. Boyle,

Jr., Morehead Wright, J. A. Van Etten,

W. E. Green, Joseph Irwin, Thomas Laf

ferty, C. A. Pratt, Gabe Block, M. H. John

son, C. B. Myers, Charles T. Caldwell, Guy

C. Smith, W. B. Miller, T. H. Hutchinson,

S. P. Scott, R. E. Farrell, E. B.~ Bloom,

W. M. Kavanaugh, H. B. Ake, H. L. Bo

zart, F. 0. Bowen, Theodore Treadway and

Jeff Hicks.

New York Dealers Elect Reeves.

Alfred Reeves, than whom there are few

men more widely or more favorably known,

has been elected secretary of the New York

Automobile Trade Association, succeeding

W. P. Kennedy. The office is purely an

honorary one, but it affords an abundance

of scope for Reeves's talent and energy.

The New York and New Jersey Lubri

cant Co., who, it was reported, were making

ready to remove to a Broadway address,

state that the report was erroneous. They

have no idea of leaving their present loca

tion, 14 and 16 Church street, New York.

M. Butler, Boston, '

Boston Dealers to Reorganize.

Plans for reorganization of the Boston

Automobile Dealers’ Association. which

disbanded some time ago, are now being

formulated, a committee having been ap~

pointed for the purpose of drawing up a

new constitution and by-laws. The decision

to reorganize was arrived at during a special

meeting and banquet of the association on

Thursday night of last week at the Hotel

Lenox. After the dinner, President Ken

neth E. Skinner called the meeting to order,

Chester I. Campbell acting as secretary.

The question of reorganization was brought

up and thoroughly discussed. It was finally

left to a committee comprising J. H. .\lc<

Alman, J. W. McGuire, J. H. Hathaway, A.

B. Underhill and A. E. Morrison, with full

power. Twenty-seven cars were pledged to

take the boys from the Perkins Institution

for the Blind on an outing in June. A reso

lution also was passed urging the Massachu

setts senators to support the free alcohol

bill now before Congress.

Axle Company Reorganizes Itself.

The Columbus Auto Axle Co., which has

been doing business in Columbus, Ohio, was

rc-incorporated last week, as the Direct

Drive Axle Co., with a capital stock of

$150,000, the incorporators being C. T. Phil

lips, W. E. Campbell, C. O. Haines, Irvin

M. Pleukarp and J. R. Fassig. The com

pany has about $ompletcd arrangements for

building a factory in the northwestern part

of the city to manufacture the direct drive

axle, invented by Pleukarp. The building

will be 60x150 feet, of brick construction.

Another Thomas to Make Automobiles.

According to advices from Lyons, N. Y.

Orlando F. Thomas, president of the Bank

of Wayne and of the Lyons Business Men's

Association, has purchased the Kingston

Steel Works, a plant covering eight acres

of land, and will fit it up for the manufac

ture of automobiles. Operations will not.

however, begin until the latter part of the

year.

Los Angeles Concern Suspends.

An attachment on a $1,100 bill caused the

Auto-Dispatch Co., a $90,000 concern 01

Los Angeles, Cal., to suspend operations.

Just what the liabilities of the company are.

or whether business will be resumed, is not

stated. Fourteen trucks and two sight

seeing cars constituted the rolling stock of

the company which, apparently, was doing

a thriving business. .

Berliet Branch in Chicago.

The American Locomotive Co., manufac—

turers in this country of the Berliet car.

opened its Chicago branch last week at 1533

Michigan avenue. Waldon W. Shaw ha>

been given the Chicago agency, the only our

which will not be strictly maintained by the

factory, it is stated.
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ELECTRICS FOR FIRE CHIEFS

New York Makes a Surprising Departure-—

Baker Gets the Big Order.

One of the biggest boosts ever given the

electric vehicle was given it this week

with the arrival of the first consignment

of the Baker cars received by C. B. Rice,

the New York agent, which are designed for

to drive it a distance of eighty-four miles‘

on a single charge.

\Vhen seen by a Motor \Vorld man, Mr.

Rice told of the Fire Department deal, but

proved to be reticent when questioned as

to the number of vehicles included in the

lot. That a part of them were included in

the first cars received, he admitted, and that

others were to follow, but just how many,

he refused to say. “In fact, I wouldn't dare

~.:

 

BAKER

the use of the deputy chiefs of the New

York Fire Department. These vehicles, one

of_which is here illustrated, are particu

larly well fitted for this class of light, rapid

service. besides possessing especial fitness

for the wqu on account of their simplicity

of operation and control, which, in connec

tion with their instant ever-readiness, were

the features that appealed to the Fire De

partzttent.

structurally, the cars are built upon rather

novel lines, having the motor mounted at

the forward end, and carrying a shaft trans

mission of the approved cardan type. The

general appearance is that of the wholly

modern runabout, with a low closed bonnet

in front of the dash, and a long sloping

turtle deck behind the seat, which is pro

tected by a folding leather top. The bat

tery is carried under the seat, and comprises

twenty-four cells. giving a rated running

capacity of forty- miles on a charge. The

motor, which is iron-clad and entirely en

The

whcel base is 82 inches, the tread 55%

inches, and the weight totals 1,800 pounds.

The Control is from the right side of the

closed, is rated at 2% horsepower.

vehicle, lever steering being employed.

In

far as speed capabilities

actual work. this little machine. has

already vindicated itself to the entire satis

faction of its makers, having run at a max

imum speed of thirty miles an hour, gener

ally cclipsing other machines of its type as

are concerned,

while unrhr stress, the battery has been

found cent in supplying sufficient energy

  

ELECTRIC FOR NEW YORK FIRE DEPARTMENT.

RAMBLER WAGON APPEARS

Jefl'ery’s First Commercial Vehicle Reaches

New York—How it is Built.

Homan & Schultz, local agents for T, B.

Jeffery & Company, of Kenosha, Wis., last

week received a Rambler delivery wagon,

and at once set about an exploitation which

promises early returns of an encouraging

and remunerative nature. The car, as here

shown, is of a particularly attractive type

for this class of work, and it the first of the

sort to reach New York.

Structurally, the machine is not sufficient

of a departure from the well known surrey

to be anything in the nature of an experi

ment, for, indeed, it is constructed on prac

tically the same lines. as far as the chassis

alone is concerned, except that the double

chain drive with the solid rear axle is em

ployed. The motor is horizontal. opposed,

of S by 6 inches dimensions, and rated at

18 horsepower, and the planetary type of

transmission yielding two speeds and the

reverse is carried, the chain reduction on

the final drive being such that a low speed

may be obtained ordinarily with the. acquisi~

tion of greater power, by the same token.

The body is of simple and heavy con

struction, giving plenty of room in the

clear behind the driver's seat, a screen

serving to retain the load at the front,

while full double doors at the back give

 

 

  

 

RAMBLER DELIVERY

tell you," he said, “for you wouldn‘t believe

me. But as a matter of fact, I have no

reason to complain."

It is generally understood, however, that

the Fire Department‘s order is for some

twenty odd machines.

\VAGON

ample access to the interior. The exterior

is finished in full panels, with curved edges.

a single ornamental window in front at

either side giving the proper driving facili

ties and also serving to relieve the otherwise

plain appearance of the machine.
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These tires are built particularly for those who wish to avoid all kinds of exasperating

tire troubles,

WHO BELIEVE IN LIFE INSURANCE,

and who are desirous of economy in tire maintenance.

  

  

“AN EVER SATISFACTORY ARTICLE WITH NO DISAPPOINTMENTS."

Err: FISK RUBBE~CO. CHICOPEE‘FALLS. MA.

CADILLAC

SUPREMACY
The "staying" and “get there" qualities of the sing]: cylinder Cadillac again asserted their

supremacy over the two cylinder misconception as evidenced by the following telegram from .\Ir.

Jacob Roth. the Cadillac Dealer in Erie, Pa.:

“Single cylinder Cadillac ten horse power wins thirty mile race in mud against two cylindtr

—_ of sixteen horse power in one hour and twenty-five minutes by margin of nine mmulfi

and twenty seconds."

The telegram was followed by the accompanying letter which speaks for itself:

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Mich.

  

 

_ Erie, Pa., May II. 1906,

Dear Sirs: Your congratulations on winning the race received. Beg to state that

if there were any 2 cylinder adherents before the race, they have since disappeared.

The fine work of the single cylinder Cadillac has been doing on our roads, which

are not of the very best, being both very hilly and rough, has sold for us up to the

.I present time six carloads. The result of the race with the 2 cylinder ——

has closed three deals for Cadillac cars with people who had been listening to the

sweet two cylinder story. Our claim that the Cadillac would be subjected to severe

services on the heavy roads, especially through six inches of mud and over hills as

during the race, without over-heating or racking any part of the car, was proven.

“7c allowed the car to be examined by the enthusiastic crowd to verify the fact.

while the ——_— camc in laboring very hard and steaming like a steam engine.

\‘Ve wish to congratulate the Cadillac Company in giving the public the best value

in :r family car at the right price.

Yours very truly, (signed) JACOB ROTH.

Our” catalogue tells why the single cylinder Cadillac has such “winning ways."

MODEL "K" LIGHT RUNABOUT, $750.00

MODEL "M" LIGHT TOURING CAR, $950.00

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - - - _ Detroit, Mich.
Memb r ‘SiOCiJliOJ Litensel Automobile Manufacturers.
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The Doom of the Scorcher.

Very gradually there is dawning on the

police authorities of this country the proper

The solution

is a simple and comparatively inexpensive

'solution of the scorching evil.

one, and long has been clearly apparent to

all of th0§e who have given the subject

really serious thought. It does not carry

with it any great mass of legislation or the

exaction of extortionate fees, nor require

any burdensome or one-sided enforcement

of class laws, for the solving of the whole

problem is contained in the motor bicycle,

which during the past few months the po

lice authorities in not a few communities
have called into service. i i

The value of the motor bicycle in this re

gard has been apparent at all times, and

why it should have been so long overlooked

is one of the things difficult of understand

ing. To rid a barn of rats, men do not

sit all day with pitchforks or shotguns wait

ing for the rodents to make their appear

ance; they have recourse to the natural

born rat-catchers—cats, dogs or ferrets.

The animals are employed because of their

special aptitude for the purpose, and be

cause they are as quick or quicker than the

pests which it is desired to exterminate.

the

bicycle has all the attributes of the rat

Comparatively speaking, motor

catching animal. It is as fast or faster than

the average motor car; it is likewise in

conspicuous and inexpensive; and, what is

very much to the point, it can not only fol

low almost any pace set by the scorcher,

but can maintain it, practically to the end

of time. It is thus able to pursue its quarry

into its very hole.

\threver laws have been passed, the cry

has been that the trouble is not with the

But

the more or less elaborate traps laid by the

law itself, but with its enforcement.

police for the purpose have served to catch

only those automobilists who are willing

to be caught. The most flagrant offenders

—those who cause all the trouble and out

cry, are able to snap their fingers at such

But few

of them could escape a pursuing motor

contrivances and escape at will.

bicycle. At best these traps are premiums

on hairsplitting, oppression and even per

jury, and vfor that reason the law abiding

automobilist himself will rather welcome

the The

also should welcome the change of mount

motorcycle patrolman. latter

from the pedal propelled bicycle to its

motor driven prototype. W'hen he swears

to speeds of 30 and 40 miles an hour it will

seem less like perjury and more like truth.

Scorching on bicycles was not suppressed

until policemen were mounted on bicycles

and now that policemen are being mounted

on motor bicycles the end of scorching in

motor cars is in plain sight. It will prove

an effective check, as it will also show the

needlessness of all the ponderous and intri

cate legislation that fills the pages of the

statutes.

The motorcycle policeman sounds the

and willdoom of the scorcher

what the Motor \N'orld has contended from

prove

the beginning—that there was and is small

need for other than the

Its enforcement was all that the necessities

common law.

of the case required, and the police have at

last awakened to the means of its enforce

ment.

 
 

Magnitude of the Accessory Trade.

\Nhile it is the fashion, and not unnatur

ally, to marvel at the development and mag

nitude of the automobile industry, and t0

rcmark with more or less awe the impres

sive values in dollars and cents represented

by the finished cars, it is as usual to over

look the equally remnrkable development

and magnitude of the parts and accessory

trade. Yet even a cursory glance over the

field shows that the growth of the manu—

facture of motor cars has been responsible

for astonishing influence on and develop

ment of many of the older industries, to

say nothing of the new businesses which it

has brought in its train.

It has effected marked perfection in

steels and has infused with new life and

the production of tires,

wheels, bodies, chains and the like; also,

new earnings

it has wrought a revolution in the produc

tion of such things as lamps, horns, speed—

ometers, odometers, goggles, spark—plugs

and kindred wares, all of which previously

had been on the market, but the demand

for which, and the improvement of Which,

had lacked vitality. Even in the matter of

clothes, the automobile has exercised no

small influence, and the new garb for which

it has been responsible, represents in the

aggregate a tidy sum.

It is impossible to even guess at the total

value of the accessories produced, but there

is no doubt that if it were possible to do

so the value, comparatively speaking. would

be as staggering in extent as that of the

cars themselves. For few of the accessories

are cheap wares. Each usually represents

a round sum. It is a great big business,

that of automobile accessories.

 
 

Suppressing Evils with Resolutions.

The Rochester Automobile Club held its

annual meeting on Thursday last. Among

those present was a State Senator. Among

the subjects discussed, the evil of scorching

and the best means of suppressing it were

uppermost. A rather fanciful idea of. con

stituting the automobile clubs “a clearing

house of complaints" was considerably

lauded. The State Senator himself partici

pated in the. talkfest. He told his heart-rs

that if there was not evolved a “clearing

house" or some other check on “the crazy

man in the automobile,” as he termed the

scorcher, the legislature would be compelled

to “do things.”

About a week previous the Rochester

Automobile Club had also held a meeting.

On that occasion also the club had dis

particular case ofcussed scorching—a

scorching. One of its own members had

made the run from Buffalo to Rochester

at the rate of some fifty odd miles per hour.

He had smashed the “record” into smith

(itcl'lS. He has designed to do that very
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He carried two timekeepers with

him—one was a newspaper reporter, the

thing.

other—please note—was a' former State

Assemblyman. They had been strapped in

the car in order that they might not be

tossed out as the car fairly burned the

road, alike in the open country and in vil

lage and town. The laws of the land and

of safety and decency were fairly mocked.

But the Rochesterian “broke the record,"

all right.

former assemblymau, both accessories be

fore and after the fact, executed formal affi

davits to the correctness of their timing.

Despite the existence of this proof, there

is no evidence that the police authorities

But such premeditated and

The newspaper reporter and the

took action.

authenticated law-breaking did not escape

the club. What did it do? Please do not

It duly and solemnly reprimanded

His suffering readily

laugh!

the offending member.

may be imagined!

The Rochester record-breaker is not the

first man to indulge in flagrant and delib

erate law-breaking; probably he will not

be the last one to do so. The Rochester

club is not the first organization, nor will

it be the last one, to denounce and dis

countenance such offense. But the particu

lar incident and the proceedings of the

club's two meetings simply serve to accen—

tuate the situation that exists and long has

existed.

Resolutions, reprimands and suspensions

that amount to nothing are mere figures of

speech—mere jumbles of words. They serve

no real purpose. They never will suppress

scorching or a scorcher and serve rather

to show their own hollowness. If auto

mobilists and automobile clubs are truly

sincere in their railing at evils, they must

make their deeds square with their words.

The squaring will entail drastic and dis~

agreeable action on their part and it prob

ably will not add to the popularity of the

man or organization that takes it, but if

merely to “place the organization on rec

0rd" is the purpose of such resolutions, it

is better that they be left unresolved. They

do nothing to curb “the crazy man in the

automobile." They merely flatter the fan

cies of the resolvers.

 

Why the Electric Fire Wagon.

It is by no means a new idea, that of the

electrically-driven fire apparatus, yet up to

this time its only realization has been in

the form of chemical engines and tenders of

moderately light construction, as lightness

goes iv fire-fighting apparatus, yet moder

ately heavy. according to the ordinary ac

ceptance. These machines, of which a num

ber have been made and used, have done

their meed of work, at the same time, how

ever, attracting little or no attention from

the world at large. Now, however, the an

nouncement that New York's Fire Depart

ment is about to be equipped with a number

of electric runabouts for the use of its oflfi

cers and the fact that the wonderfully popu

lar gasolene machine, with its great adapti

bility to all sorts of uses, and the steam car,

with its marvelous speed record, have been

passed over in the choice, induces a measure

of reflection which brings out a number of

advantages peculiar to this method of pro

pulsion and not possessed by any other.

Considering these briefly, in relation to

their adaptibility to this sort of service then,

it is a remarkable fact, first of all, that the

the electric machine is always ready to

start on the instant. There is no interval

lost while a steam supply pipe is discon

nected and the fire started,

necessity of cranking, nor the peradventure

there is no

that a slight maladjustment of parts may

render it fruitless and involve a delay of

precious time. There is no machinery to

be tended by skilled engineers, one or

more, when on the road, nor at the fire—

the driver is in full command, and the speed

of the modern vehicles, 25 to 30 miles an

hour, is all that any city fire chief requires

or will be able to attain. The driving effort

is ideal in its evenness and ease of gradation

and the technique of its handling is neither

difl’icult to master nor likely to become con—

fused under stress of emergency duty.

Moreover, the motor and transmission are

so constituted that they are capable of run

ning for many hundreds of miles without

overhauling or attention, other than that of

lubrication; and the batteries by duplica

be

comes necessary, the machines in this way

tion. may be renewed as fast as

being kept going almost indefinitely.

As to the disadvantages of the electric

vehicle as they apply to every day service,

it will be seen that their significance is here

diminished by a considerable amount,

owing, first of all, to the fact that the fire

department work is that of an emergency.

which admits of the employment of any

method which is sufliciently responsive to

meet the demands made upon it, regardless

of cost, and, second, that it is of an intermit

tent nature, which, in the case of the me

chanically propelled vehicle of any type, im

plies that the maintenance cost depends al

most wholly on the mileage.

\

\

EFFICIENCY I?le AWARDED

Ceremcnies Attending the Distribution

Oflicial Score Shows but Slight Change.

Awards were made Monday night at the

rooms of the Automobile Club of America.

New York City, of the prizes won in the

two-gallon efliciency test last week. Previ

ous to the presentation of the cups and

medals, President Dave Hennen Morris and

Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, Chairman of

the Contest Committee, gave a resume r-i

the results of the contest and told what lr=

sons the committee had learned Whtrcb)‘

future events of this character might be

improved upon. In this respect one oi the

most frank admissions was that handicaps

allowed the one and tvyo cylinder cars had

been too severe.

E. S. Partridge, of the Decauville Auto

mobile Co., which entered the winning

Franklin car, and which concern also han

dles a foreign machine, accepted the gu'tl

punch bowl from Dr. \Vheeler. He con—

"\\’e all are

glad that an American car won the trophy.”

The second prize, a silver cup valued at

$100, was presented to Dr. Butler, who

drove the 24 horsepower Frayer-‘vliller car

that finished second in points. 5. B. Stev

ens, who was third in a Darracq, was Hui

present to receive the silver medal for third

place.

Certificates of performance will be issued

to such of the sixty cars that finished a5

desire them.

The Ofl'lClal promulgation of the ft’Sllll:

of the contest difl'er little from the lira!

rough summary, the chief change being an

increase in the scme of the Darracq, which

finished third. The final standing of tilt

first fifteen cars follows:

cluded his thanks by saying:

Pas- Con

Sln- ‘QSK

Cir H P. gers weight Mi‘es Sm"

Darracq . . . . . . . 32 4 4,400 34.62 152.31%

Franklin . . . . . . . 12 2 2,300 87. 200.001.|

Frayer-Miller . . 20 5 4,070 47.9 194.953

Darracq . . . . . . . 20 5 3,910 46.44 131.593

Berliet . . . . . . . . 24 5 4,400 39.1 174.350

Mack . . . . . . . . . . 50 19 10.125 17.13 173.441

Franklin. .. 12 4 2,940 58.4 171.0%

Queen . . . . . . . . . 28 4 3,960 41.4 163.944

Stod'rd-Dayton 30 5 4.000 40.83 163.331)

Lozier. . . . .. 40 6 5,290 30.28 160.1li1

Renault . . . . . . .. l4 5 4,200 36.61 153.703

Compound. . 16 5 3,410 43.5 149.411

Frayer-Miller.. 24 5 4.200 35.5 149.100

Renault... . .. 10 4 4,040 36.83 148.19%

Packard . . . . . . . 24 6 4,910 30.25 148,531

Pennsylvania Law Unconstitutional

On Monday, Judge Newcomb sitting "1

the court at Scranton, declared the Ptflll'

sylvania automobile law to be unconstitu

tional; the text of his decision is not Y“

available.
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Great Going Up Wilkes-Barre Mountain.

  

Up a stony road, whose perilous con

volutions and water-breaks vividly put one

in mind of the storied hazards of Alpine

climbing or the difficult travel across Siber

ian, steppes; over a rough, treacherous sur

face more than a mile in length with an

average grade of fifteen per cent and in

some places as steep as twenty-seven per

cent, in an automobile at the speed of 27

nliles an hour is a feat of no mean accomp

lishment, and one in which the victor is

entitled to every whit of glory and praise

he received.

This was done on Thursday last, 10th

inst, by H. N. Harding, who drove an Eng—

lish Daimler car over the twists and turns

of the ntountain course that was the scene

of the first Wilkes-Barre hill-climbing con

test whirh opened the public jubilee ar—

ranged in honor of the Pennsylvania city’s

one-hundredth anniversary. Harding drove

his car—one of 45 horsepower—in two

events, for stock cars selling at $9,000 and

under, and the free-for-all, winning them

both, and in the former establishing the

fastest time of the meeting—two minutes

eleven and one-fifth Seconds. But Harding

was not all alone in his glory nor does his

feat belittle the excellent performances and

sterling tests of nerve displayed by the

other cars and drivers who successfully

negotiated this stamina testing mountain

road.

 

 

  

H. N. HARDINGI THE VICTOR

 

Should one search the entire country

over it is doubtful if a more ideal course

for a hill-climbing contest can be found

than VVilkes-Barre Mountain, in Central

Pennsylvania. It has been christened by

some Giant's Despair, and the name never

will be mal-appropos. For natural beauty

the scene afforded at the summit of the

mountain is unsurpassed. The road is seen

winding its tortuous way down the side,

skirting around massive bluffs of solid rock,

disappearing here and there in clumps of

forest growth and finally swallowed up in

the maze of low-built houses that form the

city of Wilkes-Barre below.

The scene spread out before the watcher's

gaze from the mountain top on Thursday

last was one no artist could do full justice

to. On the east and west are two long

ridges of mountains. In between lay the

beautiful Wyoming Valley. On top of

both the eastern and western ridges the

sun was shilling beautifully, while a dense

fog hovered over the valley, completely

obliterating from sight the» city. Suddenly

the fog was dispelled and the valley in

all its beauty and grandeur could be. seen

as plainly as it was invisible but a moment

before. Then the scene on the mountain

top was changed. Misty rain followed the

sunshine, to be in turn succeeded by hail

and snow. All the while the elements were

raging on the mountain, countless numbers
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of celebrators were basking in the sunshine

in \Vilkes-Barre.

That the course was a difficult one is sub

stantiated by the fact that not all the cars

that started were able to reach the top.

.\s time wore on, the road, dangerous at its

best, ivas 'made more so by the rain, bail

and snow making the surface more slippery

and more treacherous than at first.

The climb started at 9:40 a. m., and it was

two hours after noon before it was ofiicially

declared over. The first event was for

stock cars costing under $1,000. There were

but three entries, two starters, and one

finisher. The lone survivor was a 22 horse

power Buick, driven by H. J. Koehler. :\

10 horsepower Maxwell, by Kelsey, was

announced as having started, but was said

to have run out of gasolene before reaching

the top. The other car, a Stanley steamer,

was the cause of the only row of the meet.

It had been brought on from Baltimore.

Md. and entered in several of the stock

car events as well as the free-for-all. On

the ground that it was not a stock car it

was ruled out of all the events except the

free-for-all. This led to a wordy alterca

  

 

THE Poe's TOM-1D!) comma 0?.

tion between Gill, its owner, and Secretary

Sidney Gorham, of the American Automo

bile Association, who refereed the meeting.

in the lobby of the Hotel Sterling on \N'ed

nesday night. The men were on the point

of forgetting their positions by settling the

difiiculty with an ungloved fist light then

and there, when spectators interfered and

separated the wranglers. The cause of all

the trouble did start. in the free-for-all

event but never reached the top.

The hill climbing capacity of the Buick

was proven in the next event. for cars

costing under $1,500. when Koehler cov

ered the distance in 3:004é. E. F. Scheuf

tier, at the wheeb of a 20 horsepower Jack

son, finished second in 4:4Q!{;. Kelsey, in

the Maxwell. was announced. but it took

him more than five minutes to reach the

top. Then the officials at the telephone—

the timing was done by means of this in

strument, as an electrical timing apparatus

had gone astray in transit—announced that

the 16 horsepower Reo, driven by R. M.

Owen, had started. Something evidently

happened for it took the car so long to

reach the summit that the timers an~

nounced: “.\'0 time taken." This caused

a small boy to shout to a companion across

the road: “Hey, Jimmy; it didn't take that

car no time to come up."

About this time the bail began to fall

with a vengeance. which made the course

anything but desirable. Just when the bail

fell so thick that it was well nigh impos

sible to distinguish objects twenty feet dis

tant, some exhuberant soul started the re

frain: “Hail, hail, the gang’s all here." and

the spectators down the mountain side took

it up. Snow followed the hail, the thermo

meter fell many degrees and the faithful

group on the top shivered, shook and swore

until one of the rural constables conceived

the happy idea of building a bonfire. Fence

rails and dead branches was requisitioned

and, warmed externally by the blaze and in

ternally by the contents of some lunch bas

kets, the watchers were once more in a

cheerful frame of mind.

It is difiicult to estimate the number of

spectators who saw the cars romp up the

incline, for they were scattered over an
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SCENE AT THE STARTING

area of several miles. Several thousand

crowded around the starting point. there

were perhaps a thousand at the “Devil's

Elbow,” and as many more at the top, while

many groups secured various vantage points

_along the roadside. The mountain police

had some difficulty in keeping the course

clear and that no one was hurt is remark

able. The committee on arrangements had

expected to have the Pennsylvania State

mounted constabulary patrol the course, but

on account of the ill-feeling existing be

tween the State troops and the miners, it

was thought advisable to do without them.

Instead. the miners were given a few special

officers' badges with instructions to keep the

spectators of? the road and they did as well

as their limited amount of experience would

allow.

“Devil's Elbow," appropriately named,

proved a Jonah for the Matheson runabout.

Lescault, the driver, took the turn at full

speed and, as a result the car landed in a

ditch, burying its nose in the bank and

smashing a bicycle that had been left stand

ing there. Neither the driver nor his helper

received a scratch, and the only damage

the car suffered was a broken strut rod.

“Devil's Elbow" is nearly half way up and

is that part of the road that nearly doubles

on itself. It might be characterized as an

"S" curve, but for that matter, the course

abounds with multiple “snake curves.” The

steepest part of the course and where many

of the cars balked, was three~quarters of

the way up. Here is a sharp upward rise

for a hundred feet, grading 27 per cent. and

several engines gasped and died before get

ting over the crown.

One of the notable performances of the

day was that of the big six-cylinder Stevens

Duryea. In the event for cars costing un

der $5.000, Driver Hancock got a false start

and although the car was going great guns

at the finish, no time was taken. Later,

when the road was in much worse condi

tion, the big car went up in 2 minutes 27

seconds, the time counting for the event in

which it had a false start and also in the

free-for-all. This gave Hancock first place

in the stock car class and second in the

THE STEVENSDURYEA IIREAS'I‘ING THE BROW.
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free—for-all, the second best performance in

the meet.

In the event for cars costing under $5,000

two Pope-Toledo cars showed up well. The

“45,” driven by Valentine Bliss, took sec

ond place in 3:12, and S. A. Elliott's 35

horsepowered machine was third in 351%.

Frank Lescault (24 horsepower Matheson)

with Ralph Mongini, who it is said will

pilot the big Matheson racer in this year’s

Vanderbilt cup race, sitting up in the front

seat nonchalantly putting away at a big

black cigar, finished for fourth place. His

time was 405%. The next car to cross the

tape was E. C. Johnson's \Vhite runabout.

A 35 horsepower Rambler runabout, with

Herbert Bittner at the helm, scored a

decisive victory in the class for cars cost

ing between $2,600 and $3,000. Bittner

was timed at may, nearly seven seconds

faster than the time scored by the next

car, Elliott's Pope-Toledo. C. W. Kelsey

was third in 327%, and the driver of the

Pope car wanted to protest the Maxwell

until he learned that its time did not equal

that made by the Pope machine. Kelsey

drove a stripped car in this event, which

was supposed to be for cars in full touring

equipment, minus mufilers. The Matheson,

driven by Lescault, scored another fourth.

   

APPROACHING THE DEVIL'S ELBOW.

The performance of the \Nhite was rather

disappointing to both the Philadelphia

agent and the spectators, for the same car

had made much better time in previous pri

vate trials.

The best time of the day was made in the

event for cars costing up to $9,000—a

special race created to allow the English

Daimler, which sells at that figure, to com—

pete. Harding's daring driving elicited

cheers from each group of spectators as he

sped past them, and when the time—2 min

utes 11% seconds—was announced 'the

driver, who, by the way, is a good sports

man, albeit he is decidedly English, was

warmly congratulated. Harding started on

second speed, but after negotiating “Devil’s

Elbow" finished the climb on high speed.

What makes his performance all the more

noteworthy was that he had driven the car

all the way from Springfield, Mass, carry

ing three passengers besides himself and

four hundred pounds of baggage. Second

place in this event was "copped" by Elli

ott's Pope-Toledo, which finished in 3:163/5.

C R. Greutter's 40 horsepower Matheson

runabout finished third in the good time of

331%. '

A Pope-Toledo car added another medal

to its string in the event for cars costing

less than $2,500. This was about the best

tilled event on the program and all but two

cars finished. Werland drove the 24 horse

power Pope-Toledo and finished fast. His

time was 256%, even better than that of

the larger cars in the other events. Bitt

nerr's Rambler and Koehler's Buick tied

for second place in this event, each taking

321% to reach the white tape at the top.

Later it was announced that these two cars

would run off the tie, but the Buick stalled

on the way. R. E. Pardee, driving a 30

horsepower Stoddard-Dayton, came in

fourth in 42.31%. Johnson, in the \'Vhite

runabout was next.

It was after one o’clock before the in

tended tid-bit of the meet was served and

by that time many of the spectators had

forsaken “Giant's Despair" and its chill at

mosphere. The event was the free-for-all

but due to a lack of competitors it was less

interesting than the stock events. From

a mile below the timer's stand came the

telephoned message that the Stanley

steamer had been sent on its way. Five

minutes passed and then it was learned that

the Stanley had turned back. There was

more waiting until the Stanley started again.

It got ten feet around “Devil's Elbow," and

there stopped. What happened it could not

be learned. The boiler was steaming mer

rily with no one in sight to answer ques

tions when the Motor World man reached

his Satanic Majesty's "funny bone.” After

the steamer was declared out, the daring

Harding started with his Daimler. ',The

car was in full touring equipment with the

exception of the cushion in the tonneau,

which was thrown overboard just after the

start. Although the time made by the

Englishman in this event was not as fast

as that in the stock car class it was lmv

enough for him to win. Conditions were

poorer for good time in the free-for-all

event, as the road was even slippery to

walk up. This was the only foreign car

that was seen in the events. Another en_

trant for the free-for-all was the 80 horse

power Darracq that won the Vanderbilt

cup race last year, but it did not start. The

car had been driven all night over the

rough roads and the transmission went out

of kelter iust before the start. Hancock's

one trial for two events netted him second

place in the free-for-all and C. \V. Kelsey.

in a stripped Maxwell, finished third. The

time of the latter was 3:04;§. The sum

mary of the various events follows:

FREE-FOR-ALL.

Pcs. Driver. Car. Ti re.

1. F. N. Harding, 45 h. p. English Daimler..2:lo’i

2. S. H. Hancock. 50 h. p. Stevens . . . . . . . . .2:27

3. C. W. Kelsey, 36 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . ..3.04 ‘4

4. H. W. Gill, 8 h. p. Stanley . . . . ..(did not finish)

CARS COSTING $1.000 AND UNDER.

1. H. J. Koehler, 22 h. p. Buick . . . . . . . . . . ..3:lf)=$

2. C. W. Kelsey, 10 h. p. Maxwell....(did not finish)

CARS COSTING $1,500 AND UNDER.

1. H. J. Koehler, 22 h. p. Buick . . . . . . . . . . “3200‘s

2. E. F. Scheufiler, 20 h. p. Jackson . . . . . . . ..4:49}§

3. C. “'. Kelsey, 20 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . . . .5125

4. R. M. Owen, 16 h. p. Reo . . . . . . ..(no time taken\

CARS COSTING $2.500 AND UNDER.

1. Edward \Nerland. 24 h. p. Pope-Toledo.....1':564i

2. Herbert Bittner. 35 h. p. Rambler . . . . . . . ..3:2l'~i

2. H. J. Koehler, 22 h. p. Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . ..3:Zl'>’§

3. R. E. l’ardee, 30 h. p. Stoddard-Dayton. . . . 1:31;;

4. E. C. Johnson, 18 h. p. \Vhite . . . . . . . . . . ..5:06;‘s'

5. Charles Fleming, 20 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . ..5:l4

6. E. P. Chalfant, 20 h. p. Orient.... .(did not finish)

CARS. COSTING $2,600 TO $3,600.

1. Herbert Bittner, 35 h. p. Rambler . . . . . . . . ..3218‘§

2. S. A. Elliott, 35 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . “3:255

3. C. W. Kelsey, 36 h. p. Maxwell . . . . . . . . . ..3:27%'

4. Frank Lescault, 24 h. p. Matheson . . . . . . ..4:24?~s'

CARS COSTING $5,000 AND UNDER.

1. S. H. Hancock, 50 h. p. Stevens-Duryea. ...2:27

2. Val Bliss, 45 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . . . “3:11.

3. S. A. Elliott, 35 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . . "3251‘s

4. Frank Lescault, 24 h. p. Matheson . . . . . . . “4:05;;

5. E. C. Johnson, 18 h. p. \Vhite . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5:51§§

CARS COSTING $9,000 AND UNDER.

. H. N. Harding, 45 h. p. English Daimler...2:lllg

2. S. .A Elliott, 35 h. p. Pope-Toledo . . . . . . “3:11:13

3. C. R. Creutter, 40 h. p. Matheson . . . . . . ..3:31‘§

w

New York, or what may be styled the

“better half" of New York, i. e., Brooklyn.

is to have an automobile parade, after all.

The Long Island Automobile Club will hold

one on Saturday next.
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ROAD RACE FOR ROCHESTER

Event Finally is Decided on at a Busy Meet

ing—Officers Chosen.

The sixth annual meeting of the Roches

ter Automobile Club, held at the Eureka

Club, Thursday evening, May 10, was the

largest and most enthusiastic in the history

of the club. Senator W. W. Armstrong,

F. H. Elliott, secretary of the New York

State Automobile President

Brown of the Syracuse club, and President

H. A. Meldrum of the Buffalo club, were

guests of the occasion.

Association,

Perhaps the greatest enthusiasm of the

evening contered about the proposition to

hold a 100-mile road race over a 25-mile

course in the vicinity of Rochester on Labor

Day. The idea, as presented by President

Woodworth, was to make it a gentlemen’s

race in which stock touring cars should be

used, driven by the owners or some person

whom they should designate. No race of

this character has ever been held in this

country. F. H. Elliott, secretary of the

State Association, spoke at some length of

the practicability of holding Such a race

and said that he was authorized to give the

name of a Syracuse man, not in any way

connected with the manufacture or owner

ship of automobiles, who would be the

donor of a $1,000 cup to go to the winner

of'the race. Upon being put to a vote

only four members voted in the negative;

the officers were therefore authorized to go

ahead with plans for the race in conjunction

with the State Automobile Association.

The plan proposed by Prof. Chas. T.

Terry, of Columbia University Law School,

relative to making automobile clubs a

“clearing house for complaints" against

automobile drivers, which has been sub

mitted to all the clubs in the State Asso

ciation, was taken up with a great deal of

interest. Senator Armstrong, in a concise

and pithy speech, strongly commended

Prof. Terry‘s plan and said that unless the

automobile clubs did something practical

toward cutting short the career of the crazy

man in an automobile, that the pressure

upon the legislators at Albany would be so

great that automobile owners and interests

would be confronted with the passage of

laws of the most drastic character. The

plan, as outlined by Prof. Terry, was unani

moust adopted and the Board of Govern

ors was named as the club's Committee on

Grievances.

The election of officers for the ensuing

year resulted as follows: President, Harry

S Woodworth; vice-president, Henry G.

Strong; secretary-treasurer, H. Seymour

Bentley; attorney, John A. Barhite; con

sulting engineer, A. I. Rockwood; direc

tors—Griff D. Palmer, F. H. Bettys, Lee

Richmond, F. E. Mason, A. F. Crittenden,

J. S. Bingeman, George G. Foster, Wm. C.

Barry, Jr., Rudolph Schmidt. Luncheon

was served after the meeting.

The report of the secretary showed a

present membership of 203. a net increase

for the year of 47.

No Crime to Give Warnings.

It' is not a crime to prevent the commis

sion of a crime. So decides an English

magistrate, and it cost him Several weeks

of earnest thought and research to arrive

at this sensible conclusion.

As has been related in the Motor \Vorld,

a motorist who resided on a country road

just outside London, where the “hobbies”

had planted an elaborate speed trap to

detect violators of the law, stationed him

seld on the highway one Sunday morning

and essayed the good Samaritan role by

warning all passing automobilists of the

existence of the speed tr'p. So eflicient

was his work that not one driver fell prey

in the trap and the "hobbies" were forced

to suspend business without making a single

arrest. Then the disgruntled millions of

the law went for the public spirited indi

vidual who had upset their plans for the

day, arrested him, and haled him before the

very magistrate whom they had expected to

further their schemes in an entirely differ

ent manner.

The grave charge was “interfering with

His Majesty's police in the course of their

duty." The defendant was defended by the

Motor Union and the case went against the

over zealous police officers, the magistrates

deciding that it is not a crime to prevent

the commission of a crime.

Massachusetts Commissioners Upset.

Whenever a law is placed on the statute

books it looks imposing enough in cold

type until some lawyer tries to beat it, and

then when a legal defect is discovered

which will free a client there is much re

joicing.

It follows that Massachusetts automobilists

are wearing smiles as the result of the

Walter Clapp, Jr., case in the Municipal

court of Boston, last week. Clapp, who is

attached to the Rambler branch, was sum

moned on a charge of violating the rules

and regulations of the Massachusetts State

Highway commission in not displaying two

numbers on his car.

The only evidence which the secretary of

the Massachusetts highway commissioners

could introduce from the records of the

commission was that on August 20, 1903, it

was voted that a “form of certificate" be~

approved, and the government tried to show

that this vote included the rules and regula

tions printed thereon, but the court sus

tained the contention of the defendant's

attorneys, that to approve a form of certifi

cate is not passing rules and regulations.

Incidentally it developed at the trial that,

as matters now stand, the Massachusetts

highway commissioners' regulations, as

printed upon the various certificates of

registration, are. null and void.

Viewing it in this light, Judge Sullivan

dismissed the charge.

WILL GIVE GOLD CUP, TOO

That Trophy to be Chief Award in New

York’s Economy Test—Details Arranged.

Rules and conditions have just been is

sued for the New York Motor Club's second

annual economy test, which is scheduled

for June 20, 21 and 22. Although it com

prises three runs, the route this year is

slightly different from the course taken last

year. The first stage of the journey will be

to Albany, 150 miles; on Thursday, June 22,

from Albany to Springfield, Mass, 131

miles; on Friday from Springfield to New

York City, about 149 miles. The total di»

tance is about 430 miles.

The basis of comparative charges as

against railway transportation for the entire

test is to be as follows:

New York to Albany—1 passenger, $3.10;

2, $6.20; 3, $9.30; 4, $12.40; 5, $15.50; 6.

$18.60; 7, $21.70. '

Albany to Springfield—1 passenger, $2.95;

2, $5.93; 3, $8.85; 4, $11.80; 5, $14.75; 6.

$17.70; 7, $20.65.

Springfield to New York—1 passenger,

$2.98; 2, $5.96; 3. $8.94; 4, $11.92; 5, $14.93;

6, $17.88; 7, $20.86.

Totals—1 passenger. $9.03; 2, $18.06; 3.

$27.09; 4, $36.12; 5, $45.15; 6, $54.18; 7.

$63.21.

According to the conditions published on

the entry blank 'the awards will be made on

the basis of per ton mile. This eliminates

all handicapping and division into classes;

it will be remembered that last year so

many classes were provided for that nearly

every car that survived received a prize.

The basis of the cost per mile is as follows:

The total weight of the car, passengers.

baggage, extra parts and equipment, in tons

and fractions, is multiplied by the miles

travelled giving what is known as “ton

mile." The total cost or charges against

each car when divided by the ton miles

travelled, gives the average cost per ton

mile. Total cost will then mean the sum

of all charges against each car as laid down

in the rules, including gasolcne, oil, repairs,

adjustments, new parts, tires, fines, tolls,

storage, etc.

Charges will be as follows: Storage at

Albany and Springfield, one dollar per

night; gasolcne, twenty cents per gallon;

lubricating oil, ten cents per pint or fraction

thereof; time of all repairs, adjustments, or

replenishmeuts, one cent per 'minute for

the driver and two cents per minute for

each and every other person employed. This

rule will include all work done in connection

with the tires.

The entire fee for all cars is $100, pay

able at the time of making the entry. The

prizes are first, a gold cu'p; second, a silver

cup; third, 3 bronze medal; each to bQCOI'llc

the absolute property of the winner. A cer

tificate of award will be given to each car

completing the test.
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Results of Club Elections.

Contrary to expectations, the annual

election of the New Jersey Automobile and

Motor Club, Newark. N. J., passed off very

quietly. An oppsoition ticket in the field

had stirred the club factions and it was

anticipated that there would be a fight for

the respective offices, but just after the

meeting opened the opposition was with

drawn because the workers for this ticket

could not induce the man they had nomi

nated to serve. The only contest was for

the position of secretary; it resulted in H.

A. Bonnell receiving a majority of votes

over Charles S. \Nells. The officers elected

are: President, J. H. \‘Vood; vice-president,

Angus Sinclair; secretary, 11. A. Bonuell;

treasurer, J. C. Coleman; trustees, to serve

two years, Dr. James R. English, J. \V.

Mason, Paul Heller and \V. C. Shanley.

Edwin S. George was elected president

of the Detroit Automobile Club, at the an

nual meeting in that city last week. The

other officers chosen were: First vice-presi

dent, C. A. DuCharme; second vice-presi

dent, I). M. Ferry, Jr.; third vice-president,

Harry G. Hamilton; secretary; Harry Skill

man; treasurer, Louis H. Case; consulting

engineer, Samuel J. Serrell; directors-—

George S. Hodges, Arthur Peck and James

H. Flinn. President George named these

chairmen of the various committees: House,

Arthur Peck; contests, runs and tours.

George L. Fleitz; laws and ordinances, D.

M. Ferry, Jr.; good roads, C. G. Edgar; en

tertainment, George S. Hodges. The club

now has 188 members, 67 of whom joined

last year, and a full treasury.

At the annual meeting of the Grand Rap

ids (b-lich.) Automobile Club, on May 7th.

Benjamin P. Merrick was elected president

for the ensuing year. The other officers

elected were as follows: Vice-president, A.

A. Barber; secretary, Dr. D. Emmett

\Velsh; treasurer, N. Fred Avery. The

new board of directors is made up of the

newly elected officers and in addition, Dr.

Henry Hultz, O. H. L. Wernicke and John

T. Byrne. The secretary's report showed

a membership of 74, half of which was

taken in last year.

At the last meeting of the Knox County

Club, of Maine, the following officers were

elected: President, Orel Davies, of Rock

land; vice-president, E. S. Stearns, Thomas

ton; secretary, C. E. Rising, Rockland;

treasurer, Harry Stearns, Camden.

The Hamilton (Ohio) Automobile Club

has reorganized with thirty members and

these officers: President. C. Ilemp; vice

president, George P. Sohngen; treasurer.

F. \\’. Whittaker; secretary, Mark Sohn

gen.

At the animal meeting of the Automobile

Club of Maine, held at Riverton, last week,

the following ofificers were elected: Presi

dent, Henry F. Merrill; vice-president, Dr.

N. M. Marshall; secretary, Silas B. Adams;

treasurer, Maynard D. Hansom.

Minneapolis Climbs on Saturday.

Saturday next, May 19th, is the date that

has been set for the annual hill climb of

the Minneapolis (Minn) Automobile Club.

The contest will this year take place on St.

Anthony Parkway, a hill that starts with a

grade of 4 per cent. and changes to 10 per

cent. half way up. Six events. as follows,

are carded: For gasolene stock cars listed

at $800 or less, for gasolene stock cars

listed between $800 and $1,500, for gasolene

stock cars listed between $1,500 and $3,000,

for gasolene stock cars listed at $3,000 and

over, free for all, and for second-hand cars

built previous to 1905. This last event

should prove of interest for the entrants

are bound to sell the car after the event, for

the price stated on the entry blank.

The Eternal Feminine.

Why is a woman or a car

Like conscience when you err?

Because, however hard you try,

You cannot “silencer.”

\Vhy is a motor feminine?

(The subject dare I touch?)

Because, sometimes if she’s upset

She has a strong, fierce "clutch."

\Vhy is a woman like a car?

(Think a moment on it)

Because a woman and a car

Both must have a “bonnet.”

Why is a motor feminine?

(You really ought to know)

Because ’till she‘s inclined to move

You cannot make her go.

Or should the answer be because

A woman and a car

Of pleasure, comfort, worry too,

A funny “mixture" are?

—Ex.

Racemeet Announced, Track in Detroit.

Baltimore’s Maryland Motor and Exhi—

bition C0. is encountering difiiculties. It

has advertised an automobile race meet for

May 30, and had expected to secure the

famous Pimlico course for the day, but the

management of the track has taken an ar

bitrary stand and it is doubted if it can be

secured. However, the promoters aver the

meet will be held on the date scheduled

whether Pimlico is secured or not. Charles

Settles, the well»known Pope-Toledo driver,

has been engaged as the star performer.

He Called it a Witticism.

“It may be just one of those inexplicable

coincidences that are occurring diurnally,

but as I am somewhat of a fatalist, it seems

like a perverse freak of fate," said the Broad

way salesman. “I read the other day of an

automobilist who was touring the wilds of

Africa, and he was attacked and devoured

by two cannibals.” “I see nothing so un

natural in that,” ventured a listener. “Prob

ably not,” replied the story teller, “but the

number of his car was ‘2-8-1."’ Then he

wondered why the crowd looked so weary.

r

Seven Events on Bay State's Card.

Seven events, with possible additions.

will constitute the card for the annual Dec

oration Day race meet of the Bay State

Automobile Association. The events which,

as usual, will be run on the Readsville

track, are as follows:

Five miles, for stock steamers, owners to

drive. First prize, $100 in plate; second

prize, $50 in plate. Five miles for stock

gasolene cars, costing $1,000 or less. First

prize, $100 in plate; second prize, $50 in

plate. Five miles for stock gasolene cars.

costing $1,001 to $2,000 inclusive. First

prize, $125 in plate; second prize, $50 in

plate; third prize, $25 in plate. Five miles,

for stock gasolene cars, costing $2,001 to

$3,000 inclusive. First prize, $125 in plate;

second prize, $60 in plate; third prize, $25

in plate. Five miles for stock gasolene cars.

costing $3,001 to $4,500 inclusive. First

prize, $150 in plate; second prize, $75 in

plate; third prize, $35 in plate. Ten miles,

open to all. First prize, $150 in plate; sec

ond prize, $100 in plate; third prize, $50 in

plate. Five miles handicap for gasolene

stock cars, owners to drive. First prize.

$125 in plate; second prize, $50 in plate;

third prize, $25 in plate.

Strawberries or Motor Cars.

According to the daily press, the time

has once more arrived when rural England

is brought to choose between the motor

car and the strawberry, which lucious and

succulent fruit, it is claimed, is being ruined

in wholesale quantities by the dust which

the passing cars are wont to induce. How

much wiser it would be on the whole, if

the same ranting press would confine itself

to furthering the dustless highway move

ment. For in the event of its success in

stirring up even the half of the commotion

which the anti-motor campaign invokes, the

strawberries would still be unharmed, and

the farmer would be able to get his crops

to market in a fresh condition, unstained

by travel, and, if he were to utilize the

much berated motor himself, even before

the dew had dried from OH them.

Portland Extends the Limits.

Members of the Portland (Oregon) Auto»

mobile Club are jubilant over their success

in securing the passage of the new ordin

ance regulating the speed of automobiles

in the city limits. The city council at the

last meeting voted that hereafter, ten miles

an hour in the fire limits, and 15 miles out

side that district shall be the lawful speed

of automobiles. Previously the limit was

eight miles an hour.

North Jersey to Race.

Great preparations are being made for

the annual automobile meet to be held at

the Hohokus race track, Hohokus, N. J., on

June 9, by the North Jersey Automobile

Club. If the committee arranges an event

more ludicrous than the “Get a Horse" race

last year the success of the meet is pre—

aSsured.
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PERU AS A MARKET

Automobiles now Making Headway There

—Possibilities of the Future.

“One of the most striking evidences of

the modernization of the old vice-regal city

of Lima is to be found in the presence of

automobiles on the streets—the medical

man in his runabout making professional

calls, the alcaldc in his big touring car in

specting streets and police vigilance, the

heavy freight autos carrying cargo from

Callao, the near-by suburb and port, to the

dOors of Lima warehouses, and in the af

ternoon parties of young men heading their

cars for the Paseo Colon, where heavy

traffic is not permitted," writes Consul Gen

eral Gottschalk in a report to the Depart

ment of Commerce and Labor.

“Automobiles are comparatively few in

number as yet in Peru, owing to the scare

ity of good roads. lntercommunication be

tween coast cities is very slight, the various

towns being separated by stretches of loose

sand, which means heavy driving for all

vehicles not provided with specially adapted

wheels; the roads to the interior over the

Andes have been much neglected since the

advent of rail transportation a half century

ago, and in the cities themselves the streets

are usually paved with small flinty cobble

stones, which are always near at hand, their

use doing away with expensive quarrying.

The situation as regards motor cars in

Peru therefore is much the same as it was

a few years ago in more favored countries,

in that the automobile will have to bring

with it the good roads.

“The first automobiles were imported

from America in 1905 by the Lima firm of

Elgueta Hermanos, the makes being Loco

mobile, Reoiand Olds. Close upon this fol

lowed an order for four more, one of which

was sold to the municipality of Lima. Some

French machines were then imported by

private individuals. Then followed the in

troduction of three American \Vinton cars

by C. Magella, of Lima, and a Columbia

electric-motor car by E. Godoy, manager

of the Lima-Callao Electric Tramway. Not

long after the manager of the Eten Docl.

and Railway at Puerto Eten. L. Marquina,

ordered another from the United States.

The live heavy freight automobiles. for ser

vice between Lima and the port, were in

troduced from Germany by the firm of

Muelle 8t Dammort.

“The ministry of public works at Lima

is soon to have one for official touring, and

Doctor Pardo's inspection of the recent

military maneuvers at lnfantas from an

American-made touring car will lead, I am

told. to the Government house being pro

vided with one of our American machines.

In t'tc city of Lima particularly, which is

gradually telng repaved with Belgian block.

there should in a few years he a decided

increase in the number of cars in use. There

is also talk of certain prominent merchants

ordering a delivery car or two as an ex—

periment. This diversified use of the motor

car at a time so very near its introduction to

the Peruvian public promises well for the

future of that line of trade here.

"Freights on cars imported from the

United States are, of course, high, still they

can compete with the rates from Europe.

The cars themselves and their legitimate

accessories are free of customs duties. Parts

are assessed at the rate of $0.0974 United

States currency per kilo, figured on 10 per

cent. of the gross weight."

The. Little Chauffeur.

 

  

WANT TO TAKE A RIDE ON GOOD TIRES?

Morgan & Wright‘s new and striking lithograph,

now being distributed gratis:

 

Advance of Raw Materials.

W'ithin a year. the British metal market

has witnessed tremendous increases in the

prices of raw materials, and the fact has

been attributed in some instances to the

growing demand for the better grades of

the structural metals by the automobile

makers. The quotations for the present

time and a year ago range somewhat as

follows: Copper, per ton, $418.6. and $336.25;

tin, per ton, $844.37, and $690; steel, per ton,

$33.75, and $27.50; lead, per ton, $82.40. and

$07.40; and platinum, per ounce, $22.12, and

$20.62. Meantime, a dismal prophet has

seen in the San Francisco disaster an oppor

tunity for exercising his vocation, and there

fore rises to announce that on account of

the great demand for structural metals

there, the prices are likely to go even higher

and remain so for another year at least

greatly to the loss of the country.

PROGRESS OF VANADIUM

Production of it Increasing—Chrome-Vana

dium Shows Remarkable Results.

Recent reports from abroad show that

the development of vanadium steels is pro

gressing there to a notable degree, a growth

both in the quality and quantity of the pro

duct being apparent. It will be remembered

that a great deal has been expected of this

compound since, despite numerous difiicul

ties in connection with its manufacture, it

serves to such good advantage in the pro

duction of a tough and hard metal that test

results hitherto unapproached, and almost

incredible in their nature, have been ob

tained from it. Its history and properties

were discussed at length in a late issue of

the Motor World in which it was made

plain that awaiting its further refinement, a

great future lay in store for it in the service

of the motor car manufacturers. That they

are already adopting it to no small degree,

is shown in the following extract from a re

ccnt contribution of 1. Kent Smith before

the Liverpool section of the Society of

Chemical Industry. He stated in the course

of his remarks that:

"VVillans and Robinson were now produc

ing special vanadium steel alloys at the rate

of 800 tons per annum at their Queensferry

works. The ferrovanadium used for the

manufacture of these special alloys was

obtained from the Llanelly works of the

New Vanadium Alloy Company, in South

Wales. and contained up to 30 per cent. (f

vanadium. The chrome-vanadium steels

were those which showed the most remark

able properties, and these contained from

10 to 20 per cent. vanadium. The vanadium

steel industry is altogether an English one,

80 per cent. of the production being now

taken by the motor car and motor omnibus

manufacturers of that country. In one

case 150 axles of chrome-vanadium steel

were ordered and are now running with

satisfactory results, and the firm in ques

tion has given a repeat order for 400 axles

of the same alloy. Chrome vanadium steel

has also been exported to France, although

an import duty of $25 per ton has to be

paid upon it.

“The efifect of vanadium upon tertiary

and quaternary steels is to increase the re~

sistance to both static and dynamic tests,

a result which is partly due, in his opinion,

to the action of the metal in retarding the

segregation of the ccrbidcs (llll'lllg‘it‘fiflllllg.

The highest test yet obtained from a

chrome-vanadium steel, after special heat

treatment, was a maximum breaking strain

test of 103 tons per square inch: this steel

showing at the same time great resistance

to dynamic and torsional tests. This is a

combination of properties which has never

been obtained before, and is the peculiar

feature of the chrome-vanadium steels. The

nickel-valuidium steels were of great

strength, but showed much lower resistance

to dynamic and torsional tests."
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Book About Business Vehicles.

In “Motor Vehicles for Business Pur

poses," the first technical hand-book on the

subject of the modern commercial vehicle

in its general phases. makes its appearance.

I. “'allis-Taylor, the English periodical

writer, who is already well known through

numerous technical and descriptive works

upon mechanical matters, has qualified him

self for the undertaking of this, his latest

book, by several years of careful study of

the problem of mechanical traction. That a

considerable portion of the matter con

tained in the two hundred and eighty odd

pages of the work has already appeared

in periodical form, in no wise detracts from

its value in consecutive form, nor does the

fact that liberal use has been made of other

authorities necessarin impair its value to

the student.

The first three chapters are devoted to a

somewhat abstruse discussion] of traction

resistances and their causes, together with

the development at length of several for

mulae for the power required in the motor

of any type of vehicle. In this, the deriva

tion of the equations is thoroughly worked

out, and the value of appropriate constants

given. Following this section, the balance

of the book is given over to a series of de

scriptions of existing .commercial vehicles

of all types, classified according to duty,

and scggregated accordingly. In addition

to the regularly classified types.certain ma—

chines for special uses are detailed, such

as scavenging machines, commercial travel

er's wagons, motor ambulances, fire wagons

and others, and in conclusion, there is a

chapter on costs. which is of an optimistic

nature.

Altogether, it is a convenient reference

book for users and intending purchasers

who wish to familiarize themselves with the

entire field, and furnishes a ready means of

comparison of the existing types. The de

scriptions of the individual machines, are,

however, painfully concise, giving but little

attention to detail, and in niany cases

simply stating the general nature of the

mechanism employed without going into it

at all technically. The freedom from cat

alogue reproductions, which are so familiar

in most books upon motoring subjects, is

quite refreshing, on the other hand, and if

some of the descriptions are brief, it is

equally true that none of them are over

prolix.

The volume, which is copiously illus

trated with diagrams and half-tones, many

of which have a familiar look, is well got

up. and bound in cloth, (8vo.) by Crosby

Lockwood & Son, of London, and is being

handled in this country by D. Van Nost

rand 8: Company, of New York.

Scarritt, the Author; his Book.

“Three Men in a Motor Car” is the famil

iar sounding title of a volume from the pen

of Vl’inthrop E. Scarritt, published by E. P.

)utton & Co. At first glance it might be

taken for an account of a tour of the Con

tinent in a car, and probably such was its

author's intention when he undertook the

work, but before its two hundred and sixty

odd pages had come to a close, it finished

up by being a rambling, disconnected assort

ment of automobile history and information

with odd bits of poetry here and there as

leaven and quotations from the scripture to

relieve the monotony, finally concluding

with an apostrophe to the automobile.

After the wind-up of what was evidently in

tended for the story, some of the following

chapters are devoted to “Man's Ancient

Foes"; “The Automobile of the Future,"

“The Commercial Vehicle"; “Automobile

Legislation"; “The Fuel of the Future"—

in short, the volume is a “Scarrittism.” It

is necessary to coin a word to cover it

though only those who know the author

can appreciate its fitness.

Gasolene Still Going up.

“I wonder where the price of gasolene is

going to stop?" observed the economically

inclincd owner. “Not long ago the Stand

ard Oil Company, which virtually controls

the supply, put the price for 76 test from

15 to 17 cents, and then another cent was

added, so that now the price wholesale is

18. That is why yesterday I received no

tice from my garageman, who has been

retailing gasolene at 20 cents, that here

after the price will be 25 cents a gallon.

This last raise certainly ought to add an

other point in favor of the free alcohol

bill."
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OFFSETTING THE CYLINDERS

Advantages Afl‘orded by the Practice—The

Pros and Cons Discussed.

One of the most persistent of the many

petty annoyances which beset the mechan

ical engineer in his race after perfection, is

the reactionary loss of force in the trans

formation of a reciprocating to a rotary

motion, due to the fact that the direct

thrust must be distributed at a varying

angle to its line of action. This loss, which

is commonly attributed to the “angularity

of the rod," varies not simply with the posi

tion of the mechanism, but also with the

relatively proportionate dimensions of the

elements themselves, and brings about a

continual conflict between the desire to

produce a good mechanical movement and

one which is not cumbersome. Common

practice has decreed certain ratios of con

necting-rod to stroke length, for steam and

general mechanical practice, and in general,

these have. been transferred to the gasolene

engine without question. Certain considera

tions peculiar to the single-acting type of

motor, however, make it apparent that a

different treatment may be given to the

parts with good advantage, and conse

quently, the idea of the off-set crank-shaft

is receiving considerable attention from the

motor car engineer at the present time.

The idea of off-setting the cylinder from

the transverse axis of the crank-shaft, is

by no means new in gas engine practice,

having been under discussion and ex

perimental use for several years, yet

its principle is one which is but lit

tle understood by the average user,

and the resulting effects are apt to be mis

leading unless all the elements involved are

cc nsidered rather intimately, and in detail.

Probably on this account, it is under dis

cussion in the technical press for a con—

siderable portion of the time, and probably

for the same reason no definite conclusion

is forthcoming as a result. Yet, the rela

tive advantages and disadvantages are by

no means too occult to be readily under

stood by the non-technical reader, granted

only that they are logically discussed, and

hence an elementary review of the princi

ples involved, may not be amiss at this

time.

In the first place, it is to be remembered

that force is only propagated along right

lines, and that any diversion of a force from

its original line of action is productive of

certain corresponding secondary forces de

pendent upon it, and known as reactions

Also, it should be borne in mind that, ac

cording to Newton's first law, every force

is resisted by an equal and opposite counter

force. thnce it is evident that every force

no matter what may be its method or direc

tion of application, must be resisted by a

reaction or a group of reactions which in

their intensity are just equal to the force

itself. This law applies equally well to the

forces exerted within a body of any sort, or

to external forces applied to it so long as

there is no motion. \Vhen, however, the

original force preponderates over the com—

bined efforts of the resistances, some de

gree of motion will result, the product of

the unbalanced force and the

through which it is applied, constituting

external work.

  

 

Returning to the very commonplace

mechanism of the piston, connecting-rod

and crank arm, then, the initial force is

exerted on the face of the piston, which, in

turn transmits it to the connecting-rod, and

through it to the crank. But since the con

necting rod does not remain in direct line

with the force applied to the piston, there

must be certain reactionary forces which

partially dispell the energy originally ap

plied, and diminish its final value as de

livered at the crank shaft in the form of

the all-essential torque. As to the nature

of these reactions, considering, first of all
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the wrist pin and supposing the crank to

stand at right angles to the cylinder axis,

the piston itself being somewhere in the

vicinity of its median point, it is apparent

that the line of effective effort must lie

along the connecting rod itself, while the

primary or impressed efl‘ort is in line with

the cylinder bore. These two being at an

oblique angle to one another, there must

be a third force, or else a group of forces,

which lie in some other direction, and since

there is no other possible point of appli

cation for such a force or group of forces.

this reaction must be perpendicular to the

wall of the cylinder, and must be applied

at the wrist pin, and in a direction opposite

to that in which the crank is pointing.

This side thrust, evidently depends upon

two distinct considerations, namely, the

intensity of the primary force impressed

upon the piston, and the angle which the

connecting rod makes with the axial line

of the cylinder. This angle, which is re

sponsible for much loss of sleep on the part

of the designer, varies not simply with the

position if the crank, increasing from a

straight angle to a maximum and back

again, repeating on the opposite side once

in each revolution of the shaft, but also

distance~

depends upon the relative length of the

crank and rod. Other primary and

secondary forces are to be met with

at the crank, and in other parts of

the motor, in almost infinite num

ber, but it is upon these three, the primary

force of the gas in the piston head, the

force directed along the line of the rod, and

the reaction against the cylinder wall, that

the question under discussion is entirely

dependent.

The development of the idea of offsetting

the cylinder by a slight amount depends

upon the fact that the piston is single act

ing, and that its labor is expended almost

entirely upon the down stroke, the only

moderate effort of compression being a

minor consideration in the face of the very

high pressure of the explosion. That being

the case, it is quite apparent that to move

the cylinder forward in the direction to—

ward which the crank turns, will consider

ably diminish the angle between the axis

of the cylinder and the axis of the rod at

the point of maximum deflection, corres

ponding to the quarter point in the orbit

of the crank-pin. By the same token, of

course, the angle formed at the correspond

ing point on the inward stroke of the piston

must be increased, but it may be assumed

for the time being that since the load on

the piston is comparatively slight at that

time, the ~resulting reaction will be so

slightly increased as to be unimportant.

Just what the intimate effect of thus

shifting the cylinder will be is best seen by

viewing the subject from two points, first,

with relation to the effect of the change

upon the forces acting upon the cylinder

walls in the form of a reactionary thrust,

and second upon those acting effectively

upon the crank-pin itself.

In Fig. 2, then, are plotted the successive

values of the thrust upon the walls for

different crank positions, the full line repre

senting the condition when the cylinder is

centrally placed, and the dotted curves, the

result of offsetting the cylinder .1 distance

equal to about 16 per cent. of the stroke,

which is the accepted practice. In the

more common central position, it will be

noticed that the. force increases from zero

at the dead centre, to a maximum some

where about mid-stroke, and thereafter

diminishes gradually until the point of ex

haust opening. Similarly, the thrust due

to the compression stroke, acting on the

opposite wall, and hence. in this case con

sidered as negative to the first, increases

from zero at the point of closure of the in—

let valve to a maximum in the same locus

as the maximum of the expansion curve,

and then diminishes evenly to zero again

at the head end. \Vith the offset cylinder,

on the other hand, it is evident that the

point at which the thrust of the gas upon

the piston and the direction of effort in

the connecting rod arc in line, instead of

being at the (lead centre of piston move

ment, as it is with the centrally placed

cylinder, falls somewhere over the (kid
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centre, and that as a result of this, there

must be a point slightly below the dead

centre, at which there will be no side

thrust owing to the fact that the original

force and the connecting rod are in line.

This is illustrated in the diagram, for, as

will be seen from the dotted line, there is

no wall thrust at the point p, which de

uotes the point where the mechanism is in

line with the thrust, which by this means has

been transferred from the top of the cylin

der to a point slightly below it. From this

point, the thrust increases according to

the same law as before, but with less intens

ity, finally decreasing to the point of

exhaustion. On the compression stroke,

a greater thrust will be observed than

occurred in the former instance, but

following the same general rule of

increase to the upper end of the stroke.

At this point, the pressure is seen to in—

crease by a considerable amount owing to

the sudden rise of pressure behind the pis—

ton due to the explosion, whence, as the

piston again travels toward the crank, the

thrust diminishes to zero at the point p, and

again appears upon the opposite wall later

on.

To sum up the results of observing the

course of the curves, there is in the ofiset

arrangement a point near the com

iencement of the stroke at which

there is no wall thrust whatSOever, and

from then on, the thrust is markedly less

than in the case of the central cylinder. On

the compression stroke, although the thrust

greater than in the ordinary case, it is to

be remembered that the load upon the pis

ton is comparatively light, and moreover,

although the pressure upon the wall at or

near the end of the stroke is considerable,

and displays a sudden increase, at this

period, the piston is travelling very slowly,

relatively speaking. and its actual distance

of travel is slight. So that at no point is

the thrust greater than in the central ar

rangement, and as an average, especially

on the working stroke, it is far lower.

The significance of this fact will be ap

parent when it is considered that engine

friction depends. insofar as the cylinder re

sistances are concerned. upon the magni

tude of this particular thrust. For friction

is measured as the product of the pressure

between two rubbing'surfaces into a co

efficient dependent on the nature of their

surfaces. Hence, any diminution in the

intensity of the wall thrusts, or any traits

ferrence of them to some point at which,

either the pressure upon the piston is com

paratively slight. or the piston itself is

traveling but slowly, cannot but be saluta

tory to the general condition of the ma

chine. and must inevitably result in a

diminution of the frictional resistance of

the piston within the cylinder.

Turning then, to the st.csses in the con

necting rod. as shown in Fig. l. the full

and dotted lines having the same relative

meaning as in the former case. it will at

once appear that with the offset arrange

ment the pressures, upon the crank pin,

which are measured by the height of the

curves at any point of the stroke are lower

on the explosion and higher on the com

pression strokes. At first blush, this would

appear to be a most obvious disadvantage,

since decreasing the pressure upon the

crank-pin would not point to a loss of

power at the shaft. And when this is taken

in connection with an increase in the crank

pin pressure on the compression stroke, it

would appear that the arrangement is

totally inadequate for the purpose. That

such is not necessarily the case, however.

will appear from a moment's consideration

of an apparent paradox in the connecting

rod thrust.

Under certain conditions, this thrust may

become as great or even greater than the

total pressure which is being outlayed upon

the piston head by the gas, and this taken

in connection with the fact that there also

is a reactionary thrust upon the cylinder

walls would make it appear that there must

be a creation of new force in some inexplic

able manner. Not so, however, for, as is

apparent, the thrust upon the walls, lying.

as it does, at right angles to the action of

the piston, cannot in any way interfere with

nor increase, nor even diminish it. Hence,

its existence, and magnitude must be de

pendent upon the thrust in the connecting

rod, and, by the same token, the latter must

be affected in some manner by this, as well,

in accordance with Newton's first law, re

ferred to above. That is to say, for certain

positions of the connecting rod, the pres

sure which is exerted along its axis is

greater than that which is being impressed

upon the piston, and the excess over that

amount is wholly accounted for by the wall

thrust.

Hence, it is apparent that instead of

diminishing the effective efiort upon the

crank shaft by offsetting, the result of

diminishing the side thrust is to diminish

the frictional resistance to the motion of

the piston, which, in turn. results in in

creasing the relative proportion of the orig

inal force which is converted into rotative

effort at the shaft and hence, in increasing

the mechanical efficiency of the motor. In

other words, although the actual effort dis

played at the crank is decreased, the pro

portion of that effort which remains after

the engine resistances have been overcome

is increased, and hence the net result is a

general improvement.

Hence. it would appear that to offset the

cylinder by a certain rational amount, not

sufficiently great to create a serious draw—

back on account of the increased wa-ll

thrust on me compression stroke, yet

enough to decrease the piston resistance

during the Working stroke. and thereby les

sen at once the actual strain upon the con

necting rod, and the engine friction, would

be most beneficial. And. indeed, this has

been found to be the case, not simply in

the few instances where it has been tried

in gas engine practice, but also in steam eu

gine \vork, where it has been applied to

single acting motors of small capacity.

Aside from the' purely kinimatical and

dynamic considerations, there is little to be

said one way or the other, for as such the

cost of construction could not be greater.

nor could the matter of framing and stay

ing of the engine bed be affected to any

great extent. The offset arrangement has

the objection of being unsymetrical, to be

sure, but the degree is so slight as to be

hardly worth considering, and the same

would seem to apply to the possible objec

tion that the centre of gravity would be

thrown out of the axial line of the motor.

though, as a matter of fact, this effect could

well be counteracted by careful design in

placing the valves and cam mechanism upon

the off side of the cylinder.

Thus, it would seem, in theory at

least, to be a point worthy of deep consid

eration by the designer, and for adoption in

all cases where high efficiency is sought at

the cost of expense in design and depar

ture from the common ways of other build

ers. And especially would this appear to

be the case since, as a foreign authority

has recently proved by experiment, the

maximum wall thrust is reduced by fully

one-half, while the increase in wall thrust

on the compression stroke is hardly a third

greater than the valtte obtained in the or

dinary arrangement.

Gives Either Chain or Shaft.

Whether or not the two methods of final

transmission of the motor power to the

driving wheels of the car by the chain and

cardan shaft are of equal merit or notv

seems not as yet to have been fully de

cided, but however that may be, a certain

foreign maker seems bound to get the right

answer anyway, for he is prepared to fur

nish either type to his customers at their

option. As stated in his announcements.

he makes no pretention of distinguishing

between the merits of the two, but offers

them on equal terms, the only difierence be

tween the cars equipped in the two Wall's

being that one has the countershaft and

differential mounted just back of the gear

box, while the other dispenses with this

and uses the simple shaft and live axle.

The scheme speaks volumes for the busi

ness ability of the maker in question, but

is not calculated to advance the cause 01'

either school of design to any great extent.

either school of design to any great extent.

Simple Expedient to Check Fire.

Ammonia gas is said to be effective in

smothering the flames of gasolene, and

granting this to be the case, a simple and

by no means inefficient automatic extin

guisher may be contrived by simply sui

pending a thin glass bottle containing aqua

ammonia over a danger spot by means oil

light string, so that in case of fire, the lat

ter would be burnt and the bottle would

fall and break among the flames. The 68

pedient is so simple as to seem almost

childish, yet its employment might set“

at some time to prevent a serious catas

thrope.

"
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GEAR CHANGING BY PEDAL

Device that Renders it Possible—Ingenious

Manner in which Worked Out.

Each year the appearance of new auto

matic devices for increasing the ease of

driving the ordinary type of car are becom—

ing rarer, and by the same token, those

which do appear are usually worth con

sidering in some detail, for the reason that

they are constructed with a view to over

coming some well-recognized drawback to

the operation of the machine. The decreas

ing numbers of merely catch-penny inven

 

  

ing provided to prevent the gears from slip

ping out of place at other times.

As shown in the accompany illustrations,

the mechanism is arranged to be attached

to any existing gear box of the type men

tioned, all working parts being enclosed

and protected by a suitable casing. The

pedal A, connected to the clutch B in the

usual way, is also linked by the drag bar

C to a sliding member D, which aside

from being slidable, may be rotated at will,

a swivel joint D’ being provided for the

purpose. Set into the face of the rod D at

proper intervals are four key pieces, K, L,

M, N, which are of varying lengths and are

adapted to mesh with a disc Q upon a sec
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tions of the same general type, is doubtless

accounted for by the fact that the whole

trend of the art is toward simplification,

nothing which is not absolutely essential

to the mechanism being accepted with any

degree of favor. One of the few novelties,

then, is the Humphrey-Scowan gear chang

ing mechanism, an English device which is

applicable to any transmission gearing of

the so-called Panhard type, and which

entirely does away with the shifting lever,

making the mere depression of the clutch

pedal effect the changes as required, and

with no alternation in its usual methad of

manipulation.

In a word, the system employs a shifting

member which is linked to the clutch pedal

by suitable means, coupled with a selective

member which may be altered in position

by means of a small indicator lever mounted

on the steering column, or in some other

convenient place, by which means it is made

to pick up and mesh any set of gears, when

moved by the operator on de-clutching.

When set in any given position, the move

ment of the pedal has no effect upon the

gears, but after the indicator has been al

tered, the first subsequent depression of

the clutch, causes the required change to

occur. The shifting action is secured by

the positive motion of the pedal in the one

direction, and by the action of a spring in

the other, suitable interlocking means be-_
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ond shaft 0, when properly turned. A disc

I, also is fixed to the rod D. By means of

suitable mechanism. which may comprise

a universally jointed shaft. but here is rep

resented by a spool and cords, F, G, the

rod D may be turned through the medium

of the handle H, which is mounted on the

steering column and swings over a dial.

By adjusting this to register with the num—

ber or mark corresponding to any re

quired speed, the proper key, is brought

into position to mesh with the disc Q on

the shaft 0, and, as is evident, upon throw

ing out the clutch, this latter rod will be

thrown to the right in consequence.

Shaft O, is connected with the regular

gear box through the shifting yoke 0', so

that any motion which it receives is im

parted to the gears, the motion of the rods

D and 0 always being just sufiicient to

effect the change of one set of gears. Upon

the tail of the shaft 0, is a spring P, which

serves to keep it always bearing against

its stop, and which also serves the purpose

of shifting the gears in the opposite direc

tion from that which is effected by the

direct motion of the pedal. Since this

spring tension is constant, however, it is

evident that there must be same method of

locking the gears against any lateral motion

while the clutch is seated, and this is ac

complished by means of the ratchet lock

plate R which is hinged to the case at the

point R’ and held against the disc by a

flat spring. A boss S upon this plate also

is touched by the disc 1 upon the the rod

D whenever that is actuated by the pedal,

so that during the time of the de-clutching

action, all restraint is removed from the

shifting rod 0, and its spring P is permit

ted to draw it back against whichever one

of the keys happens to be set to engage

with the disc at the time.

Thus in action, supposing the second

speed to be in engagement and the car run

. ning along smoothly, when it is desired to

change to the third, the operator first sets

the indicator to the third position, which '

causes the shaft D to rotate until the key

M comes into position to stroke the disc

Q. Upon declutching then, the rod D is

drawn forward, causing M and Q to move

together, the disc I at the same time re—

moving the locking plate R from contact

with the side of disc Q, and causing the

required change of gear through the me

dium of the yoke O'. The clutch is imme

diately seated as usual, and at the same

time the plate R is returned to its former

contact with Q, thus locking the gears in

position. Subsequently, so long as the in

dicator is left in its present position, any

depression of the clutch simply serves to

release the locking action of the plate R and

throw the strain of the spring P against the

key M, but as the release does not occur

until the clutch is fully out, no resulting

motion in the gear boxes occurs, and upon

returning the clutch, the former position

of the lock plate is resumed. If, on the

other hand, itis desired to change to a lower

gear, the indicator is first turned to the,

proper position, after which the depression

of the pedal serves to release the lock, as

before, except that there being now no key

for the disc Q to fall back against, it is

driven by its shaft and the spring P to

travel back to the next key which stops it,

thereby altering the gear ratio in the desired

way.

By this means the function of gear shift

ing is transferred from the hand of the

driver to his foot and made semi~automatic,

in that the step-down process is controlled

by a spring, and hence is only accomplished

when the gears are running at the proper

relative rates of speed and the consequent

resistance of the ends of the teeth is re

moved. Also, as there can be no harm done

by a novice through de-clutching without

first setting the indicator, there should be

little danger of mischief being done in

learning to manipulate it. On the other

hand, however, it is one of those simplify

ing devices which simplify a process at the

expense of added mechanism, and therefore

introduces a greater element of liability to

error than otherwise would exist in the ma

chine. In the arrangement shown, it is

applicable only to gears of the direct shift

ing type, as already stated, the selective

system requiring two and sometimes three

shifting bars, but its application to that

case is perfectly conceivable with only a

comparatively slight amount of alteration.
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NOW FOR CALCIUM STEEL

Experiments Making in that Direction and

the Possibilities they Hold.

In the struggle which is Continually be

ing carried on to improve the more refrac

tory metals and make them at once more

resistant and more ameanable to the prac

tices of the arts, not one of the elements is

being overlooked in its possible applicabil

ity in one way or another to some of the

processes, elementary or otherwise. Thus,

within a comporatively short time. the use

of nickel and chromium in the production

of nickel and chrome steels has been

worked to advantage, and other elements

are being sought which may be put to an

equally efiective use in a similar way and

with possibly greater advantage from the

standpoint of both the maker and the user.

Just now, experiments are being made with

vanadium, and it would appear that they

have been successful to the extent of prov

ing that for certain uses a vanadium steel

can be made and used which is superior

in many ways to any other variety of that

wonderful and, to the uninitiated, myster

ious, compound.

Recent consular reports from Germany

make it appear, however, that vanadium

steel can no longer lay claim to being the

most recent departure in the line of steel

production, contemporary researches there

having developed the possibility of a Cal

cium steel being within the bounds of future

possibility. Just what properties this new

steel will develop, if indeed, it can be pro

duced to advantage, does not as yet ap

pear, but its attempted production marks

another step in the rapid advance of the

exact science of metalurgy. Calcium steel,

as such, is already somewhat widely known

as a ceramic product, in which form it is

composed of finely pulverized feldspar,

sand and lime, made into paste, and fired

in an oven. The resulting product is an

earthenware of the greatest durability

which takes its name from the feldspar.

At the works of the Electroteclmical Co.,

in Bitterfeld, in Prussian-Saxony, means

have been found for producing calcium

metal from certain minerals in quantities

and at a cost which permits it to be freely

used for industrial purposes. With the cal

cium thus provided, a series of experiments

are being made, as it is understood, by the

Electrotechnical Company itself and By

several leading steel manufacturering firms

in Westphalia and Rheinland. As to the

results of these studies nothing conclusive

can yet be definitely ascertained. From an

occasional paragraph in the German tech

nical press it does not appear that the re

sults thus far are entirely reassuring. In

Metallurgie has appeared a statement,

based on the extensive studies and tests

made by an eminent specialist, to the effect

that: “Through these experiments it is

proven that calcium metal does not combine

with iron in a molten Condition, and its use

for the formation of alloys with iron is

therefore impracticable."

In the same publication L. Stockern

writes as to the conclusion of researches

which he describes: “From the foregoing

facts the conclusion follows that calcium

metal can scarcely be considered as appli

cable to the production of steel from pig

iron, but on the other hand it may be

very useful in refining copper and in

bronze casting, and will not unlikely re

place the hitherto more costly magnesium

metal in the refining of nickel."

Worm Drive with Ball Bearings.

From many viewpoints, it is evident that

the worm gear is particularly well suited

 

  

  

 

to the needs of the transmission of the

motor car. But up to the present time, its

manifold drawbacks, including chiefly its

great friction when reversed, which makes

driving through the wheel a practical im

possibility except under special conditions,

and the necessarily high ratio of reduction

in speed which it introduces, have seemed

to render it out of the question for the

purpose. In fact, as is well known, but one

firm has as yet undertaken to utilize the

principle on a stock machine. and this is

as yet not sufficiently well known to serve

as a broad commentary upon the success of

the idea in this application. Just now, how

ever, there has been presented to the British

public, a modification of the worm drive

introducing the principle of the ball bearing,

which would seem to give a more favorable

cast to the future outlook of the worm and

wheel in general work, if not in this, its

specific application.

In brief, this invention, which is subject

to patents by A. T. Collier, of St. Albans,

consists in the utilization of a special form

of hour-glass worm which meshes with a

disc in the periphery of which are set a

series of steel balls which take the place of

the ordinary teeth. The cup-shaped de—

pressions into which the balls are sunk are

equal in depth to about one-half of their

diameter, and are formed in true hemi

spherical shape. The profile of the worm,

on the other hand, is made an arc of the cir

cumference of the disc, and its contract is

of sufficient length to enable it to embrace

three of the balls at one time, thus giving

the efi'ect of a triple thread. The tooth

shape is semi-circular, and the resulting ac

tion is that the balls turn in their sockets,

giving a rolling contact at the worm ir

place of the ordinary sliding motion.

By this means, the element of friction

is greatly reduced, and the sliding, which

under ordinary circumstances takes place

at the point of contact of the teeth. is trans

ferred to the bottoms of the sockets. Also,

the triple contact design, yields a far greater

strength of driving power than otherwise

would be possible except with the use of a

long pitched, triple thread.

In a working model which has been ex

hibited in London, 17 balls were used in a

wheel 5% inches in diameter, meshing with

a worm which is 3 inches long, the balls

being $4 inch in diameter. In this, although

the ratio of drive was 17 to l, the drive

could be reversed with great case. That is

to say, the worm could be driven by the

wheel without the attendant loss of power

which would be expected, considering the

great reduction.

Ample lubriczt-Ing surface for the balls is

provided by the retaining cups, and as the

balls are held in place when out of mesh

by a suitable retainer, the drive is said to

be silent as well as efiicient. Moreover.

it is claimed that the device is not ex

pensive to manufacture. and hence its early

adoption in motor car construction is looked

forward to with considerable interest by

engineers.

Strike Injuring French Trade.

According to cable reports the general

movement that has affected industry gen

erally in the French capital has extended to

the automobile and coach building trades

which are practically crippled, and as the

French industries in this field center in

Paris the work of turning out cars is at a

standstill. A few firms that have special

contracts with their mechanics are said to

be running their plants, but they are hardly

a drop in the bucket.

The situation at the C. G. V. plant may

be taken as indicative of the state of affairs

prevailing throughout the industry. On

May 2 the force stopped work after having

completed eight hours and upon returning

the next morning found the factory closed

and a notice on the doors dismissing the

entire staff by order of the management. A

few days later they returned to ask for their

wages, which were refused, the men being

informed that they could sue for them if

they wished to.

Prospects for the settlement of the strike

appear to be remote, some authorities con

tending that it will blow over in the course

of a few days. while others think the end of

a month will not see a resumption of work.

The press as a whole is calling upon the

manufacturers in strenuous editorials to

bring about a speedy settlement in order

that foreign manufacturers of automobiles

may not do irreparable injury to the French

industry during the period of enforced idle

ness.

The tenor of these editorials show how

jealous is France of its export trade and

how fearful it is of losing it.
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NO CARBURETTER NEEDED

This Novel Motor Uses Liquid Gasolene

and has Sixteen Cylinders.

Without doubt, the most extraordinary

results thus far obtained in a commercially

successful motor of the internal combustion

type where gross weight per horse power

is concerned, are to be found in the Antoin

In this

the weight per horsepower has reduced to

slightly more than 2.2 pounds, or just in

excess of a kilogram. More than this, it

embodies a number of novel features hither—

to unattempted in motor design. The num

ber of cylinders varies from 8 to 24, the en

gine with which the makers had the great

est success having 16. They are placed at

an angle of 90 degrees to one another and

45 degrees to the perpendicular—the famil

iar V-setting.

There is but one crank to each pair of

pistons and connecting rods, and the en

gine is made reversible by the extremely

simple expedient of changing the relation

of the cams with regard to the position of

the piston and its stroke. To efiect this,

one of the two to one cam-shaft pinions

which drives its shaft through a simple

clutch mechanism, can be varied through

an arct of 90 degrees. The clutch

consists of nothing more than a pin

which can be pulled out of engagement by

a knob provided for the purpose, this per

mitting the pinion to revolve a fourth of a

revolution when the pin again engages by

dropping into a second hole. This rotates

the cam-shaft through a quarter-circle with

reference to the piston’s position without

in any way disturbing the ignition timing.

as the latter is operated by an independent

pinion from the main shaft. A single high

tension coil working with a specially de

signed commutator is employed.

The carburetteris dispensed with entirely.

the liquid gasolene being introduced directly

into the cylinder through automatic inlet

valves, in connection with each of which

there is an atomizer. All are fed by means

of a small plunger pump which delivers the

gasolene directly to all of them at a pres

sure of about 30‘ pounds to the square inch,

this being varied at will by regulating an

eccentric on the pump. This not only dis

penses with the cumbrous and complicated

inlet manifold that would be required by

such a multiplicity of cylinders, but also

insures greater certainty of action, as each

cylinder receives its fuel supply independ

ently of the others.

Current standards of construction are

also radically departed from in that high

tensile aluminum castings are employed as

cylinder heads. These are bolted directly to

the iron castings upon which spun brass wa

ter jackets are clamped in position. The ex

haust valves operate in these cast aluminum

heads on inserted steel seatings, all the ex

hausts, even in the 24 cylinder engine, be

ing operated by the same cam-shaft. One

ette motor, a French production.

of the chief advantages claimed for the use

of aluminum in this connection is its cap

acity as a heat conductor, in which respect

it is almost equivalent to silver. While

its introduction was primarily to reduce

weight, it also gives a maximum of cooling

efficiency to the exhaust valves.

Why Clutches Require Attention.

Despite the all around efficiency which

the multiple disc type of clutch is giving

in service, especially in point of the super—

ior starting facility which it afi’ords through

its provision for slipping momentarily, it

is to be remembered that from this fact

alone, it requires a due amount of attcn~

tion from the user. For the very fact of

the slipping action involves the generation

of a certain amount of heat which must

be absorbed by the lubricant, and by the

same token, unless the temperature is kept

properly reduced, a deleterious action will

result, similar to that which will occur in

any bearing which has been overheated.

That is to say, the plates will heat, and

their surfaces will become abraded, finally

cutting one another deeply, and even be

coming set, in extreme cases. It is of the

utmost importance, therefore, that the re

quired amount of oil be kept within the

clutch enclosure at all times, that any ex

cess of the slipping action be avoided as

far as possible, and that the entire mechan

ism be cleaned out at not infrequent inter

vals, flooded with gasolene, and re-filled

with pure oil, which must, of course, be

of the prescribed consistancy.

Greens that are Popular.

An observant authority, who has been

taking note of the prevailing colors used

by the painters of motor cars, calls atten

tion to the fact that the majority of the

greens used, are of the deep shades, many

of them so dark that they appear black un

less viewed in a full light. “Quaker green,"

both in the medium and dark tones, is ex

ceedingly popular, he says, as is olive

green. This, he attributes, to the warmth

of afi'ect in these shades which is com

monly lacking in many of the other dark

green colors. Still another shade which is

impressing itself upon the popular taste

just now, is known as the English surrey

green, which gives a cast to the surface

suggestive of prussian blue to a certain

extent.

How the Wrench got its Name.

Nothing is more amusing than to ferret

out the names of some of the commonest

utilities of life and discover that in the

original they were far from what they now

are supposed to be. Thus, the monkey

wrench, which from its name is ordinarily

supposed to have been so termed in derision

at first, proves to have been named after its

inventor, Charles “Moncky,” who disposed

of his patent for some $2,000 and outlaid

the cash in Brooklyn real estate many years

ago.

BENEFITS OF MOTOR BUSSES

Their “Flexibility” as a Means of Relieving

Crowds and “Rush Hours.”

One of the greatest advantages of the

motor vehicle as applied to the transporta

tion of street passenger traffic is that it is

not confined by nature to any stated routes,

and therefore is amenable to any such

variations alike in route and schedule as

may be desirable under special conditions

which do not ordinarily obtain. Thus, at

times when the flood tide of traffic is set

ting in any given direction it is possible

to concentrate all available vehicles to that

~vork, returning those which are light by the

shortest and most expeditious route and,

since they may pass each other at will,

permitting certain of them to run entirely

light, thereby saving their running time and

giving greater stress on the bulk of the

work at the point and in the direction where

it is most needed. Thus, in cities, where

the flow of passengers is mainly in one

direction in the morning and in the other

at night, the bulk of the machines in use

may be returned to the starting point un—

loaded, while only a number sufficiently

great to maintain the schedule, are com

pelled to carry passengers in the reverse

direction. On Sundays and holidays, also,

the same advantage applies still further,

in that the vehicles may be used to carry

passengers to and from church or recrea

tion centres, their regular daily routes be

ing either abandoned, or held open by a

comparatively limited number of vehicles.

The saving in cost to the company effected

in this way, and the added convenience to

the patrons, would be very great.

In a recent lecture during which a com

parison of the methods of “tramway” and

motor ’bus passenger transportation were

under discussion, an English authority

brought out this advantage, and also

pointed out how much it might mean to

the traffic managers of a route in time of

especial congestion. The racy way in which

he emphasizes the idea, brings out the point

most admirably, and shows one of the

most marked features of motor traffic

which at once differentiates it from all sorts

of traffic by rail, and at the same time ex

alts it correspondingly:

“There are certain days—such as Satur

day afternoons, Sundays. and holidays—

which are the despair of the tramway man

ager," he says. “He sees the multitude he

would fain carry, going to and from certain

places ready to pay their way; in fact, he

wouldnot choke it offif heimposed rates as

high as the trafi‘ic would bear—as our rail

way friends say when they are in narrow

minded moods. But the shoe pinches on

the other foot, because it is the track cap—

acity and rolling—stock which will not bear

the offering traffic. Here the auxiliary

fleet of cruising omnibuscs would come in,
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not only as proper auxiliaries alongside

the tramlines on the routes of main move

ment, but as available to be sent wherever

the holiday tide was flowing. Because it

does not follow that the routes which are

most used from Monday morning to Sat

urday noon are those most favored on Sat—

urday, Sunday, or a holiday. The inflexibil

ity of tramways is a cause of loss to them

selves even where they have the luck to

terminate near a place of great popular re

sort. Because things like football matches

and fireworks only disport themselves at

definite hours. When the referee signals

the cessation of hostilities by finally blow

ing his whistle, or the Grand Boquet of

Rockets has screamed to the Zenith, and

the crowd has given its last yell or groan of

wonder (as the case may be), it descends

like the flies of Egypt on the tramway offi

cils. They are hampered by the fact that

(if at a terminus) only one or two cars

can be there at one time, and that certain

shuntings and perch matters must be done

to each in turn, or (if it be a running track

point), that long congestive stops must be

made to let the flies swarm on the cars—al

ready fairly filled with ordinary passengers.

Given a fleet of auxiliary omnibuses a good

engineer will have them all in fettle on days

of public rejoicing, and given a good traffic

man he will have them plying early to the

match or display, and then concentrate

them in side roads en masse till the ‘scaling’

of the crowd come, and then will call up

his swift reserves. Be it noted also that

on such occasions the omnibus service can

be made ‘extra special express’ by going

and returning by practically deserted side

streets. Holiday crowds start from definite

centres and return from the like, largely at

aseertainable hours, so that (given a fleet

of flexible vehicles') due concentration of

plant, and the shortest and best routes, can

both be thought out and carried out with

ease."

British Railway Builds Special Cars.

Following the lead of the American rail

roads. the Midland Railway of England has

just had constructed a number of “vans”

especially designed for the transportation

of motor cars. They are 31 feet long, and

8 feet wide. Internally, they are fitted

with sliding bars to which the contained

vehicles may be strapped while in transit.

They are capable of holding two motor

cars at a time, have both side and end en

trances, and are provided with special ven

tilators which are designed to screen the

in-coming air free of dust.

 

Jamaica now Requires Steel Drums.

Gasolene imports into Jamaica hence

forth must be shipped in steel drums, writes

Consul G. H. Bridgman, of Kingston, un

der date of May 14. The new regulation is

contained in the “petroleum law of 1906,"

which has just been ratified, and which pro

vides that inflammables giving off vapor

at lower than 95" can only be imported in

this way.

TO CARRY EXTRA LUGGAGE

Simple Disappearing Rack for the Purpose

--How to Make it.

  

Although the majority of the touring cars

now on the market are provided with am

ple means for carrying luggage, there are

not infrequently cases when it is desired

by the owner to increase it sufiiciently to

T

T
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enable a small trunk or several bags to be

taken on without inconveniencing the pas

sengers. For this purpose, nothing serves

to better advantage than a suitable rack

mounted at the rear. If of the hinged type,

this is apt to be unsightly when not in

  

use, and if dismountable, it is quite likely to

be left behind when most needed.

A far better arrangement is the disap

pearing type of rack here illustrated which

when not in use, may be slid in under the

frame completely out of sight. As will be

seen from the cuts, it consists of a pair of

side members of angle iron which are held

to the frame by means of two pairs of

forged brackets riveted in place underneath.

At the rear extremities of these is bolted

a criss piece, also of angle iron, and a simi

lar piece is at‘fixed to the rear cross member

of the frame. Between the two cross pieces

are a couple of jointed braces, such as are

used in folding tops, and joining them mid

way between the joints and the cross pieces

are a couple of telescoping braces which may

be made of steel tubing of difl’erent sizes,

hinged to the jointed members by suitable

solid pieces.

When fully drawn out this rack is amply

strong to carry a steamer trunk or several

grips, which may be strapped in place in

the usual way, and when not in use, it may

be slid close up against the back of the

chassis, the braces and telescoping rods

being contrived to lie within the lap of the

two cross angle irons. Such an arrange

ment is simple and easy to build, and will

serve its purpose most admirably under all

sorts of conditions.

To Obtain Fine Finishes.

“As most of the leading carriage makers

are now building automobile bodies, it fol

lows that a high standard of carriage paint

ing will soon be manifested in automobile

work,” says a carriage painting expert. “The

eye of the prospective automobile purchaser

must be pleased with a harmony of c010rs

and finish. Before priming, the aluminum

used in the construction of bodies should

be thoroughly roughened with No. 2 sand

paper, in order to make the priming hold.

A primer that is to be wiped off is most

suitable for aluminum. After it is filled up

and rubbed out in the usual way on the

high limousine or tonneau, the body should

be painted after the style of a brougham or

Iandaulet, with panels in color and balance

of the body in black.

“The frame of the chassis should be in

black, and the wheels, springs and axles a

lighter shade than that used on the body

panels. The materials to be used are:

Royal blue, glaced with fine line of yellow

on moldings and %-inch line on chassis:

Munich lake or carmine with striping of

lighter shade, or blue panel with fine line

of yellow; light yellow for wheels, springs

and axles, light blue points or Munich

lake panels, with fine line of carmine and

carmine wheels, springs and axles and

black striping; olive green, which is best

suited for tonneau bodies, with heavy, fine

line of carmine—all of which make very at

tractive combinations.

“Many bodies when on exhibition at the

various automobile shows were very rough.

and showed plainly to the experienced eyr.

that they were not properly rubbed out of

rough stuff. I venture to say it cost about

as much to rub them as they were rubbed.

as if it were properly done. Not enough

importance is given to rubbing rough stuff.

as it is the general impression that any

one can do this sort of work. If people

would stop to think, they would conclude

that it is a very important matter. and.

when done, will go a long way toward mak

ing a smoothly finished job

“The ground coat over rough stuff for

light green panels, should be made of lamp

black and yellow, making it a few shades

lighter than the color. The painter will

find, for most light greens, that one coat

of color is sufficient. For light greens on

the olive shade, if the color is solid, clear

rubbing varnish will make the better job.

In applying color varnish on these shades.

whenever the color is crossed in the final

brushing it will show."
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EVOLUTION OF THE BODY

How the Tonneau Came About and Why it

no Longer is a Tonneau.

That all the world moves in a stereo

typed cycle of rotation, is a thing too well

known to need demonstration, too evident

to require comment or to elicit surprise,

and yet there are those who express amaze

ment at the way in which the return of

fashion is marked from year to year, and

who would even maintain that it is the re

sult of coincidence rather than a natural

\daptation of what is old to certain newer

equirements. This law of the universe has

:en particularly well marked in the case

of automobile body design. And never

was it more evident than at the present

time that the body builders are not simply

10th to get away from the forms of vehicle

developed in horse drawn types, but

that even were they so disposed, their inno

vations would meet with but a chilling re

An apt

illustration of the inevitable way in which

the old forms are constantly being re

vamped and adopted is to be seen in the

latest designs of the French builders which

are assuming the proportions of the well

known victoria, but little modified as to

type, and mounted upon a chassis which is

dropped at the point of entrance, the latter

in this case being absolutely barren of any

form of door or barrier between the pas

senger and the step.

Regarding the manner in which the de

velopment of the automobile body has

come about, and the invincible manner in

"which the name “tonneau‘y still adheres to

a form which has absolutely no claim to it,

a writer in the Autocar presents a rather

spicy study in evolution.

“Two generations hence," he says, “while

our grandchildren are discussing the pur

chase of a motor car, some curly-headed,

blue-eyed rogue, anxious to air his recently

acquired French, will ask, ‘Why ‘tonneau’

body, father?’ Father will ponder the thing

for a moment with a mental picture of a

cask contrasting oddly with the catalogue

-—illustration of the tonneau body—reply

ing weakly, ‘I don’t know, my boy, I expect

it is just a name.’ As if anything in the

world were causeless! Possibly even to

some of us in 1906 the origin of the term

may be obscure or only half understood.

In point of fact, the evolution of the ton

neau is one of the most extraordinary

phases of a romantic business.

“This is how it came to be. The men

who delved deep into the unknown for the

secret of the car during the pioneer days

of 1893 and 1897 had little time to waste

on coachwork. Every dawn brought a new

mechanical problem which sunset left too

often unsolved. With the perfecting of the

mechanism came the desire to superimpose

ception at the hands of the buyer.

a handsome body, and the Frenchmen

turned instinctively tu curves. Curiously

enough, the mail-phaeton supplied the base

idea. Two comfortable seats in front softly

cushioned in handsome cloth—two uncom

fortable skimpy seats behind in shiny

leather. The car was fundamentally two

seated. \Vith a demand for four equally

luxurious seats came the double phaeton, a

duplicate of the front seat being placed in

the rear. For more than four seats, the

waggonette. At this point the motor car,

qua body. was a metamorphosed

vehicle. With the dawn of 1898 came a new

era. ‘All the world,‘ said the quidnuncs,

“want a light two-seated car of moderate

price just for the Mr. All-the-VVorld and

his wife.’ For ‘wife' we may safely read

‘any feminine person of good appearance.’

The result of the clamour was the ‘voitu

rette’; short in frame, two seats side by

side, gorgeous paint and polish—flimsy

partout. ‘

“The ‘solitude-a-deux' theory proved its

inherent truth, but there was a fly in the

amber. Mr. All-the-VVorld, besides the en

cumbrance aforesaid, possessed mothers

in-law and friends. Could he have a third

seat? ‘Yes,’ answered the obliging maker,

‘he could.’ So a spider Seat or ‘dicky' was

added behind, and the unhappy occupant

bore a strong resemblance to Mahomet’s

cofiin—‘neither of heaven nor earth.’ More

than this, M. All-the-World frequently

soiled his lavender kids in a vain endeavor

to bring a recalcitrant motor to a sense of

decency. With ‘aunt' in the dicky, there

was no room for a boy. ‘Could we have

four seats?’ The maker considered. If

two seats were put behind in the manner of

a double phaeton the back axle would have

to bear double the designed load. The

weight of the additional passengers, too,

might conceivably precipitate a catastrophe

—tilting the car backwards. The dog cart

with seats ‘dos-a-dos' was the hors con

cours. No one would occupy rear seats so

arranged. To lengthen the wheelbase of

the frame seemed imperative, but, unluckily,

most makers held large stocks of short

frames designed for two-seated bodies.

Necessity, say those of old time, stimulates

invention, and some genius suggested the

fitting of the two seats waggonette wise,

tucked up closely to the back of the present

phaeton front seat with a little door. Thus

was born the ‘tonneau,’ so called from the

fact that the added seats bore a strong re

semblance to split casks or tubs. As the

early ‘tonneaus’ were constructed to fit

existing frames and bodies it is not very

surprising on that account to learn that

they were ludicrously uncomfortable. Still

the little door at the back appealed to the

childish love of toys which characterizes

the adult of all ages. No one seemed to

realize that the tonneau was forced, un

natural, and inconvenient. To enter the

rear seats one was constrained to wade into

the muddy road; to distribute a fair quarter

of the available space to each leg consti

tuted a formidable undertaking.

horsed '

“Mirabile dictu. As succeeding designs

provided for an adequate length of frame

the wretched ‘tonneau' flourished exceed

ingly. Blind, unthinking fashion! Then

came the tonneau with an entrance obtained

by a process redolent of legerdemain, per

formed by the unwilling occupant of the

near front seat. That scheme proved short

lived, and no wonder.

“Now, the very latest thing is the side

entrance tonneau, which is a sensible double

phaeton. In other words, we have evolved

a form of body by a circular process, which

is neither more nor less than the body we

possessed in 1896. It is most emphatically

no ‘tonneau,’ but we shall continue to call

it a tonneau if for no other reason than

that luminoust embodied in the ancient

pun lucus a non lucendo."

What the Strike did to Chicago.

Visitors to Chicago’s “automobile row"

last week were somewhat at a loss to decide

whether Chinatown was moving into the

sacred precincts of motordom, or a mis

take had been made in the location by the

passer-by himself, who began to think he

really was in the Ghetto.

“Look at those hieroglyphics on the win

dow," insisted a student from the Art insti

tute; “are they not beautiful types of

Hebraical letters?”

"Not on your life,” declared her escort.

“That is a sample of Chinese nomeclature.

I saw some just like it on a chop suey bill

of fare once when we were slumming."

“It looks like Greek to me,” said a third

visitor. And so it continued until darkness

fell like a mustard plaster and eased the

pulsing throb of discussion.

Investigation of the phenomena, however,

disclosed the fact that moving days on the

“row” had necessitated relettering of sev

eral windows, and when the appliers of the

gold leaf had about half completed the job

a walking delegate wandered along and or

dered a strike. 'thn this incident oc

curred the artists had reached that stage

where the leaf was roughly applied in those

irregular lines and gobs which are chaos

to the observer, but out of which the sign

makers weave a system of words and fancy

lines which attract unsparing enthusiasm

from the chance observer.

Some of the concerns awaiting 'the return

of the artists are the Hamilton Automobile

C0,, Dan Canary, “Jerry” Ellis, Arthur G.

Schmidt and the Bennett Bird Automobile

Co. Some of these have moved only from

one floor to aonther, some just across the

street, and others have moved almost a

block. '

Mayor Wants Hiring Charges Halved.

Mayor Becker, of Milwaukee, Wis., will

ask the city council to pass a resolution

against overcharges for automobile hire.

The customary charge is now $4 for the

first hour; the young and respectable mayor

believes that half the amount would be

just.
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HOW FRANCE BUILDS ROADS

And Pays out Nearly $32,000,000 to Main

tain them—Now Being Beautified.

Of all other nations, France has ably

earned her enviable reputation for suprem

acy in the matter of highway structure and

maintenance.

form and better road way conditions to

For nowhere, are more uni

be found, nor a more perfect system of

upkeep, than there. The system graduates

all thoroughfares into six classifications,

all of which are under the supervision of

certain stated authorities, according to the

nature of their location, and the amount of

traffic which they are called upon to bear,

and,v by the same token, all are perpetuated

according to set rules which are laid down

by the government, and carried out in ac

cordance with its mandates. Of the details

of the method and the nature and develop

ment of the system in itself, Consul Bru

not, of St. Etienne, writes in a recent report

to \Vashington:

“France had wretched roads in former

times, and this notwithstanding the good

example left by the Roman occupation," he

says. “Indeed, high road accidents were a

favorite stock in trade of the old romancers.

Now the roads are not only nearly perfect

and good at all seasons, but are beautified

by artistic stone bridges and frequently

lined with fruit and shade trees. Spas

modic efforts were made to better the roads,

mostly around Paris, under Louis XIV

(1643-1715), but it was not until about 1775

that the serious work of building great

roads of national extent was undertaken,

and Napoleon I carried it forward vigor

ously as a part of his military schemes,

uniting frontier points with the capital.

I‘Iever has the work ceased, except during

periods of war, and the more difficult sec—

tions, at first left to a more convenient sea

son, are~ steadily being built, while new

cut-ofis and connecting links are continu

ally being declared open for service. The

roads are divided into six classes, as fol

lows:

"l. National roads. built and maintained

by the government, 21,300 miles.

“2. Departmental (State) roads, built and

maintained by the political divisions tra

versed by them, 15,700 miles.

“3. Principal local roads, traversing two

or more townships (communes), are main

tained by them with government aid, 124,

000 miles.

“4. Secondary local roads, the same as

the preceding. except that they are of less

importance, and are maintained by the

townships under supervision of the Govern

ment, 150,000 miles.

“5. Minor local roads, still less important

than the foregoing anl maintained by the

townships under the supervision of govern

ment engineers.

“6. Rural roads, lanes of small import

ance, entirely maintained by the townships

without any intervention or supervision by

the government.

“The rules for grades are—national roads,

3 per cent; departmental roads, 4 per cent.;

principal and secondary local roads, 5 per

cent, which is the maximum allowed, ex

cept in extremely mountainous regions or

on the most difficult sections of the less im

portant roads, where there is too little

trafiie to warrant the expense of reducing

the grade to within the rule. The method

of construction formerly was to grade the

bed level and lay a stone dressing for a

depth of 17y. inches in the middle, dimin

ishing to 14 inches at the sides, but experi

ence proved that a better plan was to give

the earth bed the same rounded form in

tended for the surface, and the thickness of

the stone layer was reduced to 11% inches.

_This is the method now generally followed,

and about 8,700 miles of the most recent

construction have been built on this plan,

the others being macadam roads, built of

material found on the spot, and some minor

roads of gravel and earth.

"The materials used vary with the nature

of the stone found in the different localities.

A standard of the quality of materials has

been established to serve for comparison

and each kind of stone used is given a num

ber, ranging from 0 to 20, which represents

its particular value. Porpheries, being the

best, are numbered from 10 to 20, while

pudding stone, the worst, varies from 4 to

8. In the north central departments me

dium quality material (8 to 13) has been

used. this being better economy than trans

porting a superior quality from a long dis

tance.

“The steam roller is now general in use

and permits of repairing the whole width of

a road at one operation. The new work is

always well watered in advance of rolling.

Great care is given to the construction of

drainage ditches and their relief by fre

quent traverse culverts. On grades, these

gutters are separated into short levels by

steps of stone forming a series of miniature

waterfalls, by which plan the flood water

makes its descent without erosion of the

ditch or causing damage to the sides of

the road.

“The cost to the government for mainten

ance of roads, bridges included. averages

per mile: National roads, $206; depart

mental, $l80; principal local, $129; second

ary local, $57; amounting to an annual ex

penditure of $31,615,668 for maintaining

311,000 miles. or about 65 cents per inhab

itant.”

Many Terms for Same Man.

i In England the proper term for the man

who drives a motor car for pay seems to be

rather indefinite. In an afternoon paper

the following were a few of the positions

advertised vacant: “Driver,” “Gentleman

Engineer," “Experienced Mechanic,” “Chauf

feur Handyman." “Chaufieur Chef," “Motor

Driver," “Driver Mechanic,” “Chauffeur

Mechanic,” ant “Motor Gardener."

THE ORIGINAL CHAUFFEURS

How their Hold-ups and Scorching Differed

from their Modern Namesakes.

Tracing the derivation of words which

have come into prevalent use, is an occupa

tion which is by no means unpleasant, and

it is frequently quite amusing to those who

have nothing better to do. In particular is

this true when it comes to hunting down

old nouns which have recently come into a

sort of use in due accord with the spirit of

the times, but which in the original were

employed in a tar different manner. Thus,

the Figaro explains at some length the his

tory of the word chauffeur, which already

has come in for quite enough abuse in the

way of mis-pronounciation, and would seem

to have merited a period of comparative re

spite from discussion in that account alone.

Figaro, however, must needs discover that

in the olden time the chauffeur was a per

son a deal less popular than he is to—day

in some quarters.

It seems that during the year 1795, or

thereabouts, there sprang up in France,

groups of men, who, fantastically dressed.

and with their faces blackened, prowled

about desolate spots in the country dis

tricts working all sorts of evil and pretty

generally invoking the terror of the coun

try folk. Their custom was to first strangle

their victims, and then drag them before

the fire, where their feet were toasted until

they consented to reveal the hiding place

of the family treasures, which summary

argument usually proved all effective and

convincing. Whence, in some way, theSe

gentry, who operated largely in the eastern

and southern districts, came to be known

as chauffeurs. Later the term was applied

to the soot begrimed individuals who fed

the fires under steam boilers, and finally

was transferred to the driver of any self—

propelled vehicle.

But, however much the chauffeur of the

day may “burn the earth” in his eagerness

to race the hands ofl’ the clock, it is safe to

say that he no longer toasts his victims.

though there be those who affirm that his

ways result in a certain amount of scorching

and bleeding which amounts to an extortion

hardly less insistant than the traditional

method. Hence, it may be after all, consider

ing this latest story, that Mark Twain's

“mahout” or even the plain Yankee term

“driver,” carries less of opprobium than the

borrowed French which sounds so well, and

means either a scoundrel according to the

ancient, or a hireling in the perverted mod

ern application, and that the time may come

when this, or a simon pure, brand new word.

will come to supplant it and wipe out its

traditions, and its inferential malice.

Peoria, Illinois, has made its bid for rec

ognition and wants the world to know it.

According to statistics of the city clerk

there are 131 automobiles in the city.
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The Week’s Patents.

819,303. VVheel-Mount for Vehicles. Geo.

D. Munsing, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept.

26, 1905. Serial No. 280,201.

Claim.—1. In a wheel-mount, the com

bination -with a fork of a support, means

at each side of the support in the fork to

yieldineg and non-rotatably guide the

same, and'a wheel-spindle secured to said

support between said means, substantially

as described.

819,302. Wheel»Mount for Vehicles. Geo.

D. Munsing, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept.

22, 1905. Serial No. 279,660.

Claim.—l. In a mount for a vehicle

wheel, the combination with a stationary

member on the vehicle; of a swinging mem

ber pivoted at one end thereto and having

a friction face; means to guide the opposite

end of said swinging member and having

a friction-face co-operating with the face

on the swinging member, means between

the two members to cushion the movement

of the swinging member and means project

ing from the swinging member on which a

wheel is rotatively mounted.

819,334. Transmission Gear. Alexander

T. Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to The

Brown-Lipe Gear Comnan". Syracuse, N.

Y., a copartnership. Filed Nov. 16, 1905.

Serial No. 287,580.

Claim.—l. In a transmission-gear, a case

having opposing walls formed with integral

hollow hubs, caps for the hubs, a revoluble

shaft within the case formed of greater

length than the distance between the op—

posing walls of the case, the shaft being

supported by the hubs, and gears fixed to

the shaft, the gear nearest one of the hubs

being of less diameter than the internal

opening of said one of the hubs. substan

tially as and for the purpose specified.

819,337. Vehicle \Vheel. Samuel S. Childs

and \Villiam Childs, Jr., Bernardsvile, N. J.

Filed Aug. 22, 1905. Serial No. 275.219.

Claim.——-1. A wheel comprising a hub, a

rim, and a series of ogee curved spokes,

each spoke being secured at one end to the

hub at a point in the hub's periphery, and

attached at its other end to the rim at_ a

point approximately diametrically opposne

to the point of attachment to the hub.

819,344. Vehicle \Vheel. James F De

Jarnette, Omaha, Neb. Filed May 22, 1905.

Serial No. 261,494.

Claim.—l. A vehicle-wheel, in combina

tion, comprising a hub; coiled springs; a

tire; a series of spokes rigidly mounted

upon the hub and extending therefrom a

part of the radial distance from the hub to

the tire; annular rims; said annular rims

being mounted rigid upon said series of

rigidly-mounted spokes; reSiliently-formed

spokes; said resiliently-formed spokes being

each composed of two tube portions having

suitable spring-bearing ends, said tube por

tions of each spoke being of different dia

meters and of a length less than the radial

distance from the hub to the tire; and the

end of one tube portion being pivotally

mounted upon the hub, the end of the other

tube portion of each tubular spoke inclos

ing the opposite end and part 0f_the body

of the other tube portion and forming Within

said tube portions a radially-extending

chamber; one of said coiled springs being

seated within each of chambers and ex

tending lengthwise therein between _said

spring-bearing ends 'of said tube portions;

said resiliently-formed spokes being dis

posed between and closely adjacent to said

annular rims.

8l9,374. Elastic Tire for Road Wheels.

Edward C. F. Otto, London, England, as

signor of one-half to George Frederick

Richardson, Lee, England. Filed March 7,

1905. Serial No. 248,933.

Claim.—1. A rubber tire having brass

coated metallic studs vulcanized into its

tread, substantially as described.

‘ 2. A rubber tire having studs vulcanized

into its tread, the studs having bases em

bedded in the tread in order to distribute

the pressure. substantially as- described.

819,421. Clutch Mechanism. Benjamin

A. Gramm, Chillicothe, Ohio. Filed Nov.

29, 1905. Serial No. 289,587.

Claim.—In a clutch mechanism, the com

bination of a driving-shaft; a wheel

mounted thereon and formed with a fiengc;

a two-part band adapted to be tightened

around said flange one pair of the opposed

ends of said band being connected by a

turnbuckle and the other pair of the 0p

posed ends of said band being positively se

cured to one end of each part of said band,

the other end of each of said levers being

connected by a spring, said levers being

each provided with a roller on opposite

sides of said shaft; said spring; said turn

buckle; a bracket upon which said levers

are fulcruined; a sleeve mounted loosely

upon said shaft and secured to said bracket;

and a cone slidable along said sleeve and

adapted to enter between said rillers to

swing said levers and tighten said band.

819,436. Magnetic Metal Collector for

Gear Casings. George H. Jones, Philadel

phia, Pa. Filed July 14, 1905. Serial No.

269,610.

Claim.—l. The combination with a gear

casing, of a magnetic bar therein, substan

tially as descrobed.

2. The combination with a gear-casing,

of a magnetic-bar secured therein, substan

tially as described.

819,469. Clutch. Nels E. Swanson, York.

Nebr. Filed Sept. 11, 1905. Serial No.

278,045.

Claim.—In a clutch, the combination of

a shell or hollow drum adapted to be at

_ taclied to one member, a web located in the

drum and adapted to be atteched to the

other member, said web having an annular

groove, an expansion-band having an annu

lar rib fitting loosely in the groove, and

means in the drum for operating the band.

819,503. Tire for Vehicle \Vheels. Vic—

tor E. Belledin, Paris, France. Filed Nov.

16, 1905. Serial No. 287,560.

Claim.—In an elastic tire for all kinds of

wheels the combination of a felly, spring

plates secured transversely on the felly and

having their lateral portions curved out

ward and toward each other. their ends

being bent inward toward the centre of the

wheel, a tread-rim of flexible material and

T-shaped in cross-section, the median rib

of which is engaged between the ends of

the spring-plates and the lateral portions

of which spread on the curved outer por

tions of the said spring-plates, and flat

springs curved into C or O-shape secured

within the said curved spring-plates and

extending under and at a certain distance

below the inner edge of the tread—rim so

that the said rim shall come and bear_ on

the said inner springs when it is pressed

toward the center of the wheel, and a cloth

cover spreading on the lateral portions of

the said spring-plates and having its mid

dle engaged between the ends of the latter

so as to fold under and surround the median

rib of the tread-rim.

819.544. Friction Clutch. Albert Herri

son. Nimes, France. Filed Nov. 22, 1904.

Serial No. 233,861.

Claim.—1. In a friction clutch, a cup

shaped member having a portion of its cir

cumferential 'wall expandible and the other

portion extending from and to said ex

pandible portion rigid, thereby causing the

movable part of the clutch to press un

equally on the walls of the said cup-mem

ber and to progress more readilv when the

points of maximum pressure are in and

against the expandible portion of the cup

shaped member, thus determining a con

siderable increase of pressure when they

reach the undeformable part of the cup

shaped member, substantially as hereinbe

fore described.

819,557. Internal Combustion

John B. King, Plymouth, England.

April 26, 1905. Serial No. 257,457.

Claim.—l. The improved internal com

bustion engine, comprising in combination

an annular casting an odd number of cyl

inders having their axes in one plane and

radially disposed in said casting with spaces

for water circulation between the same. a

crank-shaft, a disk formed in two parallel

halves and connected to said crank-shaft.

pistons in said cylinders, connecting-rods

for said pistons, pins on said disk to which

said connecting-rods are pivoted, means

for guiding said said disk to prevent its

rotation on its own center, a centrally-dis

posed half-time shaft, gearing connecting

said half-time shaft with the crank-shaft, a

commutator on said half-time shaft, com

mutator-segments disposed so as to efi‘ect

ignition successivelv in alternate cylinders,

and valves for said cylinders actuated from

said half-time shaft.

819,618. Apparatus for Recording the

Movements of Vehicles. Benjamin F. Teal.

Engine.

Filed

Glenside, Pa. Filed Aug. 9, 1905. Serial

No. 273,390.

C1aim.——1. In an apparatus for recording

the movements of vehicles, a record-surface

holder, means for constantly moving said

holder at a predetermined speed, a marker.

and a lever adapted to cause said marker to

approach the contact area, said marker hav

ing motion toward the contact area after

said lever has ceased to move, whereby the

marker may be brought to the contact

point by a motion independent of the mo

tion of the lever.

819,695. Speed-Changing Attachment for

Tachometers. Anthony Fricker. PittsburO'.

Pa. Filed Oct. 23, 1905. Serial No. 284,085.

Claim.—l. The combination in a tacho

meter, of a reversible attachment compris

ing a casing, beveled gears mounted in said

casing, one gear being attached to the eas

ing and the other free to revolve therein, in

dependent shafts projecting from opposite

ends of the casing, a rotating and revolving

beveled gear-wheel engaging said first

named gears, substantially as described.

819,377. Driving Mechanism for Auto

mobiles. William C. Price, Chicago, Ill.,

assignor to Staver Carriage Company,

Chicago, Ill., a corporation of Illinois.

Filed July 8, 1905. Serial No. 268,880.

Claim.—l. In a self-propelled vehicle.

the combination with a frame, slide'boxes

mounted on said frame, springs secured to

said slide-boxes, an axle secured to said

springs, driving-wheels mounted upon said

axle, and driving-pulleys rigidly connected

with said driving wheels, of a driving-shaft,

driving-pulleys secured to said driving

sliaft, driving-belts connecting the driving

piilleys on said driving-shaft with the driv

ing-pulleys on said driving wheels, friction

pulleys secured to said driving>shaft in

alinenient with said wheels, a lever mounted

on said frame, and connections between

said lever and said slide-boxes and axle.

whereby when laid lever is moved in one
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direction the said driving-belts will be tight

ened and when said lever is moved in the

other direction said driving—belts will be

slackened and said driving-wheels moved

into frictional engagement with said fric

tion-pulleys.

819,386. Shock

Turner, Los Angeles, Cal.

1905. Serial No. 276,629.

Claim.-—l. A shock-absorber comprising

inner and outer hub members, a clutch,

means for tightening the clutch, a ratchet

casing, a spring connecting the ratchet-cas~

ing with the inner hub and a flexible con

nection connected at one end to the ratchet

casing, the absorber adapted to be, secured

to one portion of a vehicle and the outer

end of the flexible connection to another

whereby to absorb the shock caused bv

one in the other.

819,825. Lifting _Iack.

Sioux City, Iowa. Filed Sept. 9,

Serial No. 277,664.

Claim.—The combination with a hollow

frame, and a vertical, movable toothed bar

in said frame, of a hand-lever having a

cogged sector folcrumed to the frame. a

segment of gear having cogs adapted to

mesh therewith fulcrumed to the frame

underneath the hand-lever, a pawl-bearing

rock-lever fulcrumed to the frame and

guided by said gear, pawls one above

the other fulcrumed to said rock-lever and

adapted to engage the teeth of said bar,

whereby when the hand-lever_is operated

and a reciprocating motion imparted to

said gear the pawls alternately engage said

bar, and means for holding said pawls in

engagement, substantially as described.

891,890. Friction-Clutch. Thomas I. Ke

hoe, Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed Nov. 9, 1904.

Serial No. 231,980. '

Claim.—l. In a friction-clutch, a driving

member having an internal friction-face_; a

hub in axial alinement with the driving

member; a spring-frame consisting of outer

and inner curved webs, the ends of the lat

ter being united with the corresponding

ends of the former, and with its inner ends

fixed to the hub, and the outer web being

adapted to frictionally engage the drivmg

member; and means in connection With the

hub acting oppositely against the respective

ends of the webs to expand the frame.

Absorber. Harry C.

Filed Aug. 31,

Nicholas \Veiler,

1905.

819,942. W'heei. \Villiam S. H. Smith.

Croydon, England. Filed Nov. 2, 1905.

Serial No. 285,645.

C1aim.—l. The combination of an axle,

two plates on it, the inner surface of each

plate consisting of an annular groove sur

rounded by a plane surface, a nave free to

move between the plane surfaces and a

pneumatic tube of more or less oval sec

tion with its major axis parallel to the axle

and wider than the nave in the space in

closed by the axle, the nave and the grooved

part of the plates.

819,990. Explosion Turbine. Fritz H.

Grawert-Zellin, New York, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 19, 1904. Serial No. 233.398.

Claim.—'1. In a machine of the character

described, the combination of an annular cyl

inder of substantially circular cross-section,

rotary pistons in said cylinder, :1 main driv

ing-shaft and a circular disk mounted there—

on and supporting said pistons inlet and

exhaust openings in the wall of said cylin

der for the explosive power medium and

the exhaust-gases oppositely hinged and

eo-operating traps forming an explosion

chamber in conjunction with said pistons,

lateral projections at the hinges of said

traps, rings mounted upon the main driving

shaft having circular grooves engaging said

lateral projections when the traps are in

closed position and cam projections so as

to open said traps shortly prior to the pas

sage of the pistons and sparking devices

within said cylinder for igniting the explos

ive mixture, substantially as described.

820,008. Vehicle Seat. Donald G. Mc

Diarmid, Chicago, Ill. Filed Sept. 23, 1905.

Serial No. 279,809.

Claim.—l. In a device of the character

described, the combination of a vertical

pivot-stud adapted to be secured to a vehi

cle, an arm pivoted on said stud and adapted

to swing in horizontal plane, and a seat

hinged to said arm adapted to be swung

horizontally on said pivot-stud and turned

into a vertical plane by means of said

hinges, substantially as described.

820,010. Gasolene Motor. Ludwig Pet

terson, Chicago, Ill. Filed June 6, 1904.

Serial No. 211,233.

Claim.—1. The combination of companion

simultaneous]y-exploding cylinders, each

having an explosion-chamber at one side

of the piston and an air—compression cham

ber at the other side thereof, an explosion

chamber of each cylinder being connected

by a valved passage to the air-compression

chamber of the other cylinder.

820,040. Battery Plate. Owen H. Fay,

Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 19, 1904. Serial

No. 221,384.

Claim.—1. A battery plate comprising

end bars, a series of longitudinal bars pro

vided with a series of rearwardly-flaring

grooves, and a series of strips extending

across the opposite faces of the plate, and

in staggered relation to each other.

   

SHOCK ABSORBER

(L The l)iezemann Shocksorber does more toward adding

to the “real comforts” of motor

ing than any other known device.

It positively removes the jolt

and jar caused by uneven roads,

and insures a uniform action

and comfortable driving under

all conditions.

(L It is the only self lubricat

ing, dust and dirt proof Shock

Absorber in use to-day. When

once properly adjusted, it re

quires no further regulation.
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1307 Hudson Street - - Hoboliau, Ntlltl’lt)‘

 

 

treatment are “

48 Hanover Street, .

 

WHEN YOU REQUIRE

AUTUMUBILE TIRES 0r ABBESSUBIES,

you. will find that our prices and

all to the good."

Send for new ILLUSTRATED ClTALOGUE

BUSIUN GYGLE & SUNiiRY 110.,

BOSTON, MASS.

 

 

 

If You Are Interested

in Motorcycles

The Bicycling World

and Motorcycle Review

Will Interest You.

,3

Published Every Thurdsay at

154 Nassau Street, New York.

$2.00 per Year.Specimen Copies Gratis.
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a."Iones Speedometer

for This reason=

The Jones Speedometer scored the high

est possible number of points for reliability

in the 2000 mile English Speedometer trial

of the British Automobile Club

It was the only American instrument

which scored a perfect record

JONES SPEEDOMETER,

Mfg. by 10:. W. Jones,

132 West 320d Street, New York.

 

  

 

How ArelYour Batteries?

A CONNECTICUT VULT AMMETEI'I.

will tell you.

Guaranteed, and the price is right.

end for catalogue and trade dis

counts.

Volt Ammstsr, $8.00. Ammoth only. $4.00

CONNECTICUT TELEPHONE

and ELECTRIC CO., Inc

MERIDEN, CONN
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ALurvrmulvraonles.

J. M. QUINBY & CO. _
EST. 1834.

Carriage lulldo's, NEIANI, ll. 1.

~l|lllllllll|i—

FORD

FORD MOTOR 00. ,

DETROIT, MICK-I.

Members A. M. C. M. A.
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ST. LOUIS NUTIlIt CAR 00.

PfURlA, ILLS.

  

 
 

 

 

FORCE FEED LUBRICA'I'ION.
  

' ‘- “EL-._

Constant Sight Feed. No Liquids.

E. J. DAY & co. Pacific cm; Distributers.

12th and Madison Streets, Oakland, Calif.

McCORD Q CO., 1407-80 Old Colony Bldg., CHI :AGO

 

BETWEEN

Buffalo and Detroit

The D. 8; B. Line Steamers leave Buffalo

daily at 5:30 p.m. (eastern time) and Detroit

week days at 5:00 p.m., Sundaysat 4:00 p.m.

(central time) reaching their destination the -

next morning. Direct connections with early _

morning trains. Lowest rates and superior

service to all points west. -

Rail Tickets Available on Steamers

5 All classes of tickets sold reading via Michi- .

\ gan Central. Wabash and Grand Trunk Rall- '

‘ ways between Buffalo and Detroit. in either

r directtomwill he arcepted for transportation

\ on D. & B. Line Steamers. Send 2 cent

I stamp forlllustrated pamphlet. Address

\ A. A. SCHAN'I'Z, 6.8. 81 P.T.M.. Detroit, Mich.

Detroit 81 Buffalo Steamboat Co.

0‘

  

 

CASTINGS
ALUMINUM Ind MANGANESE BRONZE.

SYRACUSE ALUMINUM A. BRONZE 60.

Syracuse, N. Y.

THE

WITHERBEE BATTERY

Solves the Ignition Prohlom
WITHERBEE IGNITION 00..

54! West 48d S'troot, New York.

 

  

The Pullman of Motor Cars.

Celebrated for its last year’s record, admired

for its present perfection. sold wrth a brief

comprehensiVe guarantee that ape. ks volumes.

 

lF‘r-ee of Repqing rorz One Yeer|

30-35 H. P. ' $4,000

Make and Break Spark, Simms-Bosch Magneto.

THE RANIER 00., Broadway 8: 50th St, N. Y.

Philadelphia Branch, 236 N. Broad Street.

Chicago Branch, 1153 Michigan Ave.

Boston. Morrison-'1 yler Mob-r Co., 121 Massachusetts Ave.

St. Louis, Van Automobile Co., 4706 Washington Ave.

Cleveland, The Paxson Motor Co., 317 Huron Ave.

San Francisco, A. H. Hayes, Jr., 331 Pine St.

 
 

4

 

WANTS AND FUN SALE.
15 cents per line of seven words, cash with order.

In capitals, 25 cents per line.

 

TEN PASSENGER wagonette; sample car,

1905-1906 model steam; price and descrip

tion on application. THOMPSON AUTO CO .

Olneyville Sq., Providence, R. I.
 

FOR SALE—Four new two-cylinder, vertical,

Continental engines. Cylinders 4-inch bore

by 4%-inch stroke, about 12 H. P. Cash offer

wanted; cost new $175 each. A. D. MEISELBACH

MOTOR WAGON CO., North Mi'waukee, Wis.

 

WNERS of cars and those about to purchase.

con ult an expert of nine yea's’ practical ex

perience as to the exact conditionand va'ue. Ex

aminations made and estimates furnished by a

Mercedes expert. Terms reasonable. Apply to

INO. F. MACCONNELL, No. 209 East 56th St.

Teleplr one 4929-] Plaza.

 

FOR SALE-1905 Royal Tourist, blue body,

cream gear. Victoria top, $2,500; National,

24 h p., light blue, yellow gear. $2,100; National,

25 h. p., block, red gear, $1,750; National. light

b'ue, cream gear, $1,600; Franklin tilting front

seat type touring car. red, side-hampers, $1,000;

Franklin Model “ E " runabout, blue, cream gear;

$550; Winton,1904 model, new tires, I950; Winton,

1904 model, $850. Above cars fully equipped,

thoroughly overhauled, newly painted. REV

BURN MOTOR CAR CO, 5023-5029 Delmar

Boul., St. Louis, Mo.
 

LAMBERT, friction drive, model “6" 1905, 18

h. p., e cylinders in front; force feed pump

oiler; tools; car seats five; removable side door

tonneau; excellent condition. Will give 51-mile

demonstration up and down mountain. Bargain.

J. A. TUTHI LL, 152 Dubois St., Newburgh, N. Y.

 

OR SALE — Four passenger Pope-Tribune

automobile, 1905 model; has never been

run 50 miles and has proved entirely unsatisfac

tory; no reasonable offer refused. Address R. E.

EXCHANGE, New London, Conn.
 

ANTED—To hear from any and all person;

who have ever owned a Pope-Tribune car,

1905 model. Address R. E. EXCHANGE, New

London, Conn.

 

FOR SALE—A few second-hand cars taken in

as part payment on LOZIER cars. DAR

- RACQ, 16-22 h.p., canopy top, four-cylinder car.

81100; THOMAS FLYER, 4o h.p., 1905 model,

glass front, full equipment, $1650; LOCOMOBILE,

1 5-20 h.p , canopy top, recently refinished and over

hauled, 81650; AUTOCAR, four-cylinder, $1375;

WINTON, 24 h p., 1905 Model Touring Car, cape

top, new tires, recently refinished and overhauled.

31650. Address THE LOZIER MOTOR CO,

55th Street and Broadway, New York City.

FOR SALE.

“ PIERCE GREAT ARBUW."
One 32 h. p. 1905 “ Pierce Great Arrow," used

very little as demonstrator, in perfect condition.

New tires. Great bargain. CHAS. R. LUL1.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
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POWER
At this stage of automobile development, the power transmission by chain is most popular.

Properly cut sprockets. and the best and strongest chain in the world,

THE BRAMPTON

  

Which is made of self-hardening steel with large spun rivets, and all parts polished, so that it fits and revolves on sprockets without friction

HA5 PROVEN DECIDEDLY SUPERIOR.

The matter of repairs and replacements is simple.

YOUR CHOICE.

The Brampton chain is the same price as the others to manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and users. All standard sizes in stock

to fit American and foreign cars. Speclal chalns t0 fl! Indian motor-cycle.

M'ANUFAOTURERHIOBBER, EXPORTER AND IMPORTER,

El HOME OFFICE: 97-99-10] READE ST., NEW YORK GITY.

BRANCHES: New York Clty—924 Eltzhth Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.—3t8-320 N. Broad St. Boston, Mass.—202-204 Columbus Ave.

Cleveland, O.—406 Erie St. ' Detrolt, "Hem—227% at 229 Jefferson Ave. Buffalo—824 Main St.

 

HEALTH FUR YOU THE MAN lNTllE GAB
flows out of the rocks at the

various medicinal springs at with his unsvlorving allegiance to duty, represents

FRENCH uoK-wrsr BADEN SPRINGS
in the highlands of Southern Indiana. This

is the season of the year when a brief visit

there will restore the normal balance of your

system—renew appetite—put you in condition.

Outdoor and Indoor Recreations in Plenty—Bolt Playing Nov &

Superb Hotel Accommodations. _

gives to every detail of its wonderful system for

the easy and safe transportation of the thousands

i M n N u N E who annually travel from East to West, and rice

rersa. over their famous trunk line.

a) (momejrvmaunousehomsvurr RAILWAY

 
 

 

. - v . .

Hotel Rates range from $8 to $35 per

week, including free use of

all the waters.

_ Dlroot Connections Between

Booklet telling I“ about the waters and giving list of Hotel! and BOS‘O"; NOW YOI'k,

Boarding Houses, with their rates, sent free.

FRANK H. REED, CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,

Gen. Pass. Agt., Chicago. Trattio Man.

chloago, Pittsburg, Ginclnnatl

and Sh LOUIS.
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NOTE THE ENORnos TRACTION.

REMEMBER THE RIGID, NON=ELASTIC BASE.

With these in mind, it’s easy to understand why

Diamond
Wire Mesh Base

Construction
Was received and is used with delight in the field of the commercial vehicle.

More points in \fhiCh Diamond Wire Mesh B: se Construction excels all others:

SIHPLICI FYt—“fnedafii‘eai‘a‘ifilmg M“ "" °“° SCIENTIFIC BALANCE:

ECONOMY :—P';;g?,;';;~;3f“ "a' a‘ ‘0'" w" P" QUALITY: DIAMOND.

Applied and "moved Without any machinery, in your shop, anywhere. Twin and triple types used for tires above five~inch the.

Special catalogue on request.

THE DIAMOND RUBBER COMPANY, Akron, Ohio.

  

  

Base and tread proportioned

rightly for their m rk

 

 

 

NEW YORK—78 Reade St. _ DETROIT—158 Iefi‘erson Ave. SAN FRANCISCO—

BOSTON—174 Columbus Ave. ST. LOUIS—3966 Olive St. MINNEAPOLIS—503 Second Ave, S.

PHILADELPHIA—304-306 N. Broad St. CHICAGOV—lSZS-Jl Michigan Ave. DENVER—322 Boston Building.

UL 1"1".\L0—715 Main St. CLEVELAND—1514 Euclid Ave.
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Universal Rim

  

The Goodyear;
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The Goodyear Delaehuhlo

Auto The will not

creep when

_ ridden

{dell-ted.

O

  

can be ridden deflated for miles over Thimmomwm

country roads or rough pavements $~"f.*f'.“;'."..'.!fi' 2:241:12:
tie
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The illustration plainly shows why. Gail at any of the following stores

and learn the dozens of other trouble and time-saving featm es

Boston. 231 Dartmouth St. Chicago, 8284 Michigan Ave. Los Angeles. 932 80. Main St. Bufl'alo. 719 3‘13!“ St

New York. cor. Sixty-fourth Cincinnati. 242 E. Fifth St. Oakland. Geo. P. Moore & Co.. Denver. 229 hlxtct‘mh 5!

St. and Broadway. St. Louis, 712-714 Morgan St. 377 10th St. Detroit. 242 Jetterson Ave.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber 00., Grove Street, Akron, 0

‘0‘
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 . UNIVERSAL AJOINTS.

Y" THE Universal joints entire joint is encased in

  

in the Haynes car an oil tight housing and

are c ifferent in;princip‘e pa:ked in grease sufi‘icient

from those in common use. Between two dr0p forged steel forks for hundreds of miles

with broad, flat inner faces. is fitted a flat-faced square steel block, Haynet roller bearing eng

held in position by pins running both ways through blocks and ines.'ransmission,sprocket

through forks. The driving frictibn is exerted entirely on the and roller pinion, master

fiat inner faces of the forks and surface of the block, no strain clutch and every other un- I I

whatever being thrown on the pins. Both forks and block are case portant feature is exclusive 4”

hardened, With the Haynes. It 18 the J \

car of lowest cost for up

This construction, found exclusively on the Haynes (and is but one keep and “pairs. -7

of many exclusive Haynes features), gives a. much larger wearing sur- The Haynes is me high“, powered. shaft driven car built In

face than can be obtained on pins, thus reducing the wear. The requesting catahgue, for prompt attention address, desk D. 15.

m 1 Vertical roller-bearing en 'nes. Cylinders cast
KOko 0’ Ind “nu. separately, 5%x6-inches, 50 P. is exclusive

': ‘ ft . CHICAGO: 1420 Michigan Ave. transmission_ that ablsplutely preventls dstri pifig o;

' . _ gears. osrtrve coo mg system. n ivi ua an
NEW YORK' 1715 Broadway“ special lubrication. Master Clutch has metal faces

Mcmbcrs A' L~ A- M- and takes hold vyithout Jerking. Shaft drive. Exclu

sive universal Joint! that prevent wear on ins.

S rocket and Roller Pinion and perfect Rear xle.

al exclusive. Roller-bearings throu hout. 108~inch

wheel base. 54-inch tonneau. seating ve e0 le. Four

to 60 miles an hour on high gear. \ eig t, 2.750

pounds. Price, $3.500 f. o. b. Kokorno. ull

equipment.

C0. Model “ R" Four-Cylinder Touring Car.

  

flodel“ 0" Pour-Cylinder Touring Car

Cylinders cast in pairs 4%x5-in., 28 to 30 H. P.

Transmission, cooling _ system, ‘ lubrication, master

clutchI shaft drive. universal jomts, sprocket, roller

inion and roller-bearings and body same as on

lodel "R." 97-inch wheel base. 4-inch tires. Ton

neau seatin three persons. Four to 40 miles an

hour on _hig speed. Price. $2.250 f. o. b. Kokomu.

Full equipment.

“The Csrthe Repairman seldom secs. ‘

   

 

 

‘

 

 

_ ANNOUNCEMEIfl'

“Standard Alloy Steel Balls”

made of ALLOY STEEL, will be ready for delivery by or before June lst.

 

 

Double Crushing Strength Ordinary Balls

%-inch Crucible steel balls’ crushing strength, 50,000 to 56,000 lbs.

% -inch ” STANDARD ALLOY” steel balls, 95,000 to 100,000 lbs. Guar

anteed true to .0001 inch in diameter and sphericity.

Prices quoted on request.

STANDARD ROLLER BEARING COMPANY

48th and Girard Avenue - - PHILADELPHIA
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lndianapolis

Dunlop Tire

WE MAKE THIS TIRE

oi‘ the same good quality

and the same construction

as the 1906 G & .l

RAISED TREHD

GPEN STEAM GURE

FLAP

and the flap is a great

thing in the Dunlop—pro

tects the tube from the rim;

makes the tire easy to

handle.

6&JIlnnCo. ‘
Indianapolis.

Depots r

ehicago Bullalo Detroit @leveland

Boston Denver Oakland. Gall!" 399 l2th St.

Philadelphia New York, 10 W. 60th St.

Distributing Agents:

Plant Bros., Minneapolis

Keats & 80., Portland, Or.

Ramaay-Hutchlns Rubber ('30.,

Lon Hngeles

 

 
  

 

The Incomparable

WHITE
The Car for Service.

  

THE WHITE GENERATOR.

The White generator is entirely unlike any

other steam-making device ever designed. It is

completely immune from'any of the mishaps to

which the ordinary types of boiler are sometimes

subject. It consists simply of eleven coils of steel

tubing placed above one another. If these coils

were to be unwound and straightened out, the

generator would be seen to consist of a single long

piece of tubing.

In speaking of its absolute freedom from the

danger of explosion, the late Prof. Thurston, Dean

of the Engineering School of Cornell University,

in a professionel report said:

“ The tubular construction ensures safety

against pressures many times those actually em

ployed. Even if rupture is effected by deliberate

over-pressure to the required amount, it will not

result in anything more serious than a split tube,

in which the rent acts as a self-provided safety

valve."

WRITE FOR LITERATURE.

WHITE $23,118 COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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THE CAR THAT lS RIGHT

in Design, Material and Workmanship.

The highest possible grade of material. handled according to the

design of skilled and experienced engineers, by expert mechanics in

the largest and most thoroughly equipped automobile factory in

the world.

There is no part based on guesswork, or on what the other fellow

does, and the costly experimental work is done in the factoryfiand

not by the purchaser.

It is right in the beginning, :rightlwhen delivered, and stays

right all the time.

 

 

These are the features of primary importance, but the facilities of J

:1 our enormous factory enable us to give you

The Right Car at the Right Price.

Main Office and FactOry: KENOSHA, WIS.

 
 

 
 

BRANCHES:

PHILADELPHIA—242 N. Broad St.

SAN FRANCISCO—31 Sanchez St.

NEW YORK AGENCY—3840 W'. 620d St.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL LEADING CITIES

Thomas B. Jeffery 8: Company

CHICAGO—302304 \N'abash Ave.

BOSTON—145 Columbus Ave.

MIL\VAUKEE—457-459 Broadway.
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EPHRAIM COMES TO NEW YORK

Picturesque Addition to Local Trade Col

ony—His Monte Carlo Reminiscences.

 

Lee Ephraim is here—here in New York

City. Just when he arrived is not generally

known but at any rate he has been installed

as manager for the United Automobile Co.,

which will deal in second-hand cars.

Who constitute the United does not ap

pear, but who constitutes Lee Ephraim is

He was a member of the

Buffalo firm of Ephraim Bros., dear to the

memory of many creditors. The brothers

made a picturesque failure and under the

proddings of the creditors, Lee told the

court an equally picturesque story. He had

borrowed a wad of money from a Virginia

caterer, given notes for it and then taken a

little journey to Monte Carlo where he

“bucked the tiger" unsuccessfully—this, at

well known.

least, was the burden of his tale. He was a

little hazy about the exact location of

Monte Carlo and about the particular

“tiger” whose tail he endeavored to twist,

but at any rate he came back to America

with the remnants of his wad, sought out

the Virginian and took up his notes, which

he tore to bits and threw out of the window

of a mile-a-minute train. The fast flying

Virginian then promptly shut up shop, took

a steamer for Europe and actually did not

say when he would return nor did he leave

any address where he could be reached.

Lee Ephraim swore to all this so it must

have been the ephramistic truth.

The Ephraims’s creditors were very ugly

for a while and made things so unpleasant

that there were stories afloat that a good

friend of the Ephraims on Cortlandt street,

New York, was nervously fingering a check

book preparatory to settling. But about

that time the creditors accepted a compro—

mise and the check book was stowed away.

Lee Ephraim was lost sight of, but his

brother Henry, who had not been to Monte

Carlo, turned up in the automobile business

in San Francisco. Last month, the earth

quake and the fire that wrecked that city,

smote Henry hard. His establishment and

its contents went up in smoke—that is, all

save the insurance policy, which, curiously

AND KINDRED INTERESTS

New York, U. S. A., Thursday, May 24, 1906.

enough, is said to have been safely stored

in a safe on Cortlandt street, New York,

which is so strong that its holdings cannot

be singed, even if tire should visit the place.

As few of the men in the New York trade

have bucked the Monte Carlo tiger or bor

rowed money from Virginia caterers, it goes

without saying“ that the presence “in their

midst” of Lee Ephraim, who, as he himself

has said, has done those very things, will

cause him to become an object of no little

interest.

Enter the Toledo DeLuxe.

The new company which has been or

ganized chiefly by F. M. Keaton, formerly

connected with the Pope-Toledo factory,

will be styled the De Luxe Motor _Car Co.

It will begin operations in the plant in

Toledo, Ohio, in which the Yale car for

merly was made, which has been leased for

the purpose. Two models, termed the

“Toledo De Luxe” and listing at $4,000, will

be produced; one will be distinguished by

shaft drive, the other by outside double

chain transmission.

Poole to Represent Aerocar Abroad.

\Vhile he and his associates in the Aero

car Co. have been with aggressive industry

planting the Aerocar standard in this coun

try, Alex Y. Malcolmson has not over

looked the foreign field. The proof: John

L. Poole, for many years' the foreign rep

resentative of the Olds Motor Works, has

been “acquired” by the Aerocar Co., whom

he will serve in a similar capacity.

Collapse of Non-puncturable Tire.

E. O. Hogan has been appointed receiver

for the Tennant Auto Tire Co., of Spring

field, Ohio, on application of Ira W. Wal

lace. The liabilities of the concern amount

to about $9,000. The Tennant tire was

one of the large family of non-puncturables.

Increase in Price Possible.

It is reported that one of the big manu

facturers is making ready to announce a

considerable advance in the price of his

touring cars. The increase, it is said, will

be either $500 or $1,000, with the chances

favoring the latter figure.

OUT OF TRANSPORTATION

Electric Vehicle Co. Sells Holdings in Allied

Concern—Value Exceeds a Million.

  

The Electric Vehicle Co. is no longer

interested in the New York Transportation

C0.—the company which operates all of

the electric cabs and similar vehicles in

New York. The E. V. Co. has disposed of

all of its holdings to the Metropolitan Se

curities Company, or to interests identified

with that company, according to reports

circulated in wall street this week. A large

stockholder of the New York Transporta

tion Company is authority for this state

ment. -

The Electric Vehicle Company held about

72,000 shares of the par value of $1,140,000

out of the $4,700,000 capital of the New

York Transportation Company. This stock

was acquired by the Electric Vehicle Com—

pany at the formation of the transportation

company, which operates electric vehicles

under license granted by the E. V. Co. If

this stock has been acquired by the Metro

politan Company itself, no report of the

transaction has appeared in any of the

statements issued on behalf of that com

pany.

It has been rumored at different times

that the Electric Vehicle Company had

negotiated the sale of its holdings of New

York Transportation Company stcok, but

no official confirmation of the rumor has

ever been had. The statement concerning

the matter was that the sale actually had

been completed months ago.

The New York Transportation Company,

which operates about 700 electric vehicles

in New York City and Newport, also owns

the entire capital stock of the Fifth Avenue

Coach Company and of the Metropolitan

Express Company. The latter was leased

in 1904 to the American Express Company

for sixteen years.

May be in Popular Priced Aerocar.

Reports are current that the Aerocar

Co., Detroit, Mich., have “in the works" a

small, light four-cylinder car which is to

be marketed at a popular price. The re

ports, however, are not possible of confirm

ation at this time.
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In the Retail World.

T. J. Butler has opened the first auto

mobile garage in Harrison, N. J. It is lo

cated in Harrison avenue, near Fifth street.

Fifield Bros., Augusta, Maine, will erect

a garage just north of the Purinton coal

sheds, that city. The building will be one

story in height and measure 40x50 feet.

Fred A. Clark has acquired the property

at Main and Ninth streets, Zanesville, Ohio,

where he will establish a garage. The build

ing will have 6,400 square feet of floor space

and will be thoroughly equipped.

\V. L. Nichols has leased the projected

automobile warehouse that Edmund C. Cof

fin will build at 244-250 \Vest Forty-ninth

street, New York City. The building, which

will cover a plot 80x82 feet, will be eight

stories high and will cost, approximately,

$200,000.

An attractive and commodious garage is

to be erected at once for Hill & Holt, 372

Somerville avenue, Somerville, Mass. It

will be located in the vicinity of Central

Hill. The building will be one-story in

front and two rear, and have accommoda

tions for about 100 cars.

The Rockford Engineering Co. is the

name of a new concern that has been

formed at Rockford, Ill., by Eugene Hart

and Walter B. Taylor, to conduct a garage.

The company has leased an old carriage

shop on South Main street which will be

remodeled. T. E. Hart, a Chicago automo

bile mechanic, will manage the garage.

Following the removal of the Chicago

agency of the Fisk Rubber Co., last week,

to 1440 Michigan avenue, their former quar

ters on the ground floor of No. 1251 will be

occupied by the Hamilton Automobile Co.,

.now doing business on the second floor.

The Michelin Tire Agency will replace the

Hamilton Co. on the second floor.

Ilenry P. Thompson, of Savannah, Ga.,

who has occupied a minor role in local

automobile affairs, has embarked in business

for himself. The new firm will be styled

Thompson & Co., the latter representing

C. W. Gasque. The firm has taken the

agency for the White, Maxwell-Briscoe and

Rec cars and in addition to repairing, will

conduct a livery department.

Plans have been filed for a six-story brick

garage to be built for James E. Kennedy,

as lessee, for 21 years, on a plot in Central

Park West. north of 100th street, New York

City. It is to be 25.3 feet front and 97 feet

deep with a facade of iron and glass, and

will cost $25,000.

Place Finds Maine Money Shy.

C. Wilson Place is experiencing difficulty

in locatinf the “mammoth automobile fac

tory” which some unnamed Boston capital

ists are endeavoring to establish in Maine.

Saco was the first place that was “felt,” but

the capitalists of that place did not like the

proposition. Then C. W. Place, who is

acting as the intermediary for the Boston

promoters, went to Biddeford and presented

his proposition to the local Board of Trade.

The scheme was for the citizens of Biddc

ford to subscribe $100,000 worth of stock in

the proposed company, the Boston promot

ers agreeing to furnish $50,000. The mys

terious company’s representative stated that

the company would employ 250 skilled

mechanics, and that it would build a four

cylinder, 15 horsepower convertible run

about-delivery wagon, weighing about 800

pounds and selling at from $500 to $700.

The Biddeford Board of Trade appointed

a committee to sound the citizens and their

efforts met with discouragement, the mon

eyed men apparently not being inclined to

give up.

Calcutta Show Offers Opportunities.

Calcutta is to have an exhibition of auto

mobiles, motorcycles, accessories and kind

red lincs, in January, 1907, and as there is

a prime demand for goods of this descrip

tion, the hint is a timely one to those who

are on the alert for new outlets. At the

time of the year in question, India's chief

city is filled with visitors, not alone from

the surrounding country for many hundreds

of miles, but from all parts of the world.

The afl’air will be held under the auspices

of the Automobile Association of Bengal,

the headquarters of which are at 57 Park

street, Calcutta.

New Deal in Saginaw.

The Jackson, Church, \Vilcox Company,

which was incorporated in Saginaw, Mich.,

last week, with $25,000 capital, will take over

the business of the Jackson & Church Co.

and manufacture machinery and automobile

delivery wagons. The company will start

in a modest manner, employing about 30

mechanics. John L. Jackson has been

chosen president, M. L. Wilcox, vice-presi—

dent and general manager, and E. D.

Church, secretary-treasurer.

Des Moines Compound Changes Hands.

The Motor Components Co., of Des

Moines, Iowa, has purchased the entine bus

iness and plant of the Hopkins Bros.

Springer Co., Des Moines, who manufac

ture a brazing compound under the trade

name of “Brazol,” and has moved the plant

to its factory at 119-121 East Walnut street.

The Motor Components Co. will make the

compound in connection with its other auto

mobile specialties.

For Quick Inflation of Tires.

The Prest-O-Lite Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind., have placed on the market a new tank

containing enough liquid gas to fill forty

tires with eighty pounds pressure, the pres

sure being automatically regulated to this

figure. In operation it does not differ from

the regular Prest-O-Lite illuminating tank

and may be stored in a locker. It is not,

however, designed to be carried on the car.

The Week's Incorporations.

Chester, P3..—Cl'185t€l' Automobile Co.,

under Pennsylvania laws, with $15,000 cap

ital; to deal in automobiles. Corporators

not named.

Brooklyn, N. Y.——Burns Auto Co., under

New York laws, with $5,000 capital; to deal

in automobiles. Corporators—D. H. A.

Burns, A. R. Burns and Fred Burns.

New York City, N. Y.—Auto Tally-ho

Co., under New York laws, with $16,000

capital. Corporators—O. Schueler, E. F.

Flammer and L. Noyes, all of New York

City.

Chicago, Ill.-—Tr0ut Auto Livery Co., un

der Illinois laws, with $2,500 capital; to

deal in automobiles. Corporators—David

Trout, Warren M. Trout and Bion M.

Trout.

Cleveland, O.-—Empire Garage Co., under

Ohio laws, with $10,000 capital; to deal in

automobiles. Corporators—R. H. Paton.

M. E. Sterre, Joseph C. Sparrow, John D.

Paton and Herbert A. Steere.

Milwaukee, Wis—A. D. Meiselbach

Motor Co., under Wisconsin laws, with

$200,000 capital; to make motor delivery

wagons. Corporators—A. D. Meiselbach.

E. R. Godfrey and Charles A. Rohde.

New York City, N. Y.——Atlantic Motor

Co., under New York laws, with $25,0(I)

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—J. J. Desmond, New York City;

R. F. Newton and L. P. Newton, New

ark, N. J.

Salt Lake City, Utah.-—Salt Lake Auto

mobile C0., under Utah laws, with $10,000

capital; to deal in automobiles. Corpora

tors—W. O. Duvall, president; Estella Du

vall, vice-president; W. \V. Rivers, secre

tary-treasurer.

New York City, N. Y.—-Muller Porous

Plate Accumulator Co., under New York

laws, with $5,000 capital; to manufacture

electric storage batteries. Corporators—

Frank Assmus, Mount Vernon; Albert Mul

ler and J. F. Joyce, New York City.

Jersey City, N. J.—The New York Car

& Truck Co., under New Jersey laws, with

$2,500,000 capital; to manufacture automo

biles, railway passenger and freight cars.

Corporators—J. R. Turner, H. S. Rossell

and T. S. Strong, Jr., all of Jersey City.

Kittery, Maine.—Dragon Automobile Co.

under Maine laws, with $550,000 capital,

$300 paid in; to manufacture and deal in

automobiles and equipment. Corporators—

Harold P. Knowlton, Malden, Mass, presi—

dent; Albert E. Knowlton, Boston, Mass.

treasurer.

Laramie, “Ho—Wyoming Central Rail

road Co., under W'yoming laws, with $2“).

000 capital; to operate automobile railway.

Corporators—H. 0. Barber, E. H. Four!

and Frank Thomas, of Lander; Joseph

Shaw, W. H. Shinnick, and J. Hope Sutor,

of Zaneaville, Ohio.
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SELDENS IN THE LIMELIGHT

Father and Sons Appear in Ford Suit

Original Car Shown in Operation.

If, despite the long litigation in which

his patent has been concerned, George B.

Scldcn never had been on the witncss stand

until called in the pending case of the Elec

tric Vehicle_Co. vs. the Ford Motor Co.,

he cannot complain that he was not thor

oughly quizzed when he did give his testi

mony; nor can his sons have any cause for

complaint on that score. The sons had

their uinning" on Saturday last and amid

rather unusual surroundings.

“Uri-a

Lyn
. ~ '1'

 

 

GEORGE B SILlllN AT THE WHEEL OF HIS ORlGlNAl. VEHICLE.

Sclden's original vehicle, on which he ap

plied for a patent on May 8, 1879, had been

brought to New York as evidence in the

case. It had been stored in the Decauv'ille

garage on 56th street, and Saturday last

was the day fixed when the charge set up

by the Ford attorneys that the historic Sel

(lcn car was an impracticable vehicle that

would not run was put to the crucial test.

Inventor Selden and his two sons, Henry

and George B. _Ir., were on hand to assist

in the performance and also to answer the

questions of the lawyers in the case. all of

whom were present. Those representing

the Ford Motor Company were R. A. Par

ker. counsel, and Prof. Carpenter, of Cor

nell, and Jesse Smith, experts. On the

Electric Vehicle Company side were \V. A.

Rcdding and Samuel R. Betts, of counsel;

ex—State Senator Raines, personal counsel

for Mr. Seldcn, and S. F. Fisher, formerly

assistant United States Commissioner of

.Patents.

They all congregated in the basement of

the Decauville establishment and there the

two younger Seldens established the fact

that the now archaic three-cylinder, three

horse, three hundred pound vehicle built

by their father really could be operated

under its own power. It was run across

the basement several 'times and later was

pushed by hand to the street where the

photographers bombarded both the car and

the Selden family.

The lawyers, with stenographers at their

elbows, spent what seemed an interminable

length of time in the basement catechising

the Seldcns, chiefly the sons. Most of the

questioning was of dry technical order, but

the Ford attorney gave cause for at least

one hearty laugh.

“What is there in existence in this vehi

cle that was in existence in 1879?” he

gravely asked of Selden, Jr., whose youth

ful appearance suggested his answer.

“As I was not in existence in 1879 I can

  

 

not truthfully answer that question,” the

younger man smilineg replied. And then

the basement resounded with laughter in

which Attorney Parker himself joined.

Nichols and Norwalk Part Company.

_I. C. Nichols and A. B. Norwalk, who

have been trading as the General Automo

bile Supply Co., in New York, have dis

solved partnership. Nichols will continue

to operate under that title at the Broadway

address and will also establish a down town

branch at 11 \Varren street, in the premises

now occupied by the Badger Brass Mfg.

Co., who are preparing to take possession

of their Eastern plant in the David \IVil

liams Building. Norwalk will retain the

Chambers Street store and will incorporate

his business as the “35 Percent Automobile

Supply Co."

C. \V. Hatch, formerly in the motorcycle

department of the Consolidated Mfg. Co.,

Toledo, Ohio, has caught on with the Dia

mond Chain & Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis,

Ind. He will cover the eastern territory,

succeeding William Culver, who returns

to his old stamping grounds, the Middle

West.

GENERAL ELECTRIC’S BID WINS

Big Company Purchases Vehicle Equip

ment Property—Business will Continue.

On the ruins of the bankrupt Vehicle

Equipment Co., late of Lang Island City,

N. Y., there is about to arise a company

which would seem of practically unassnil

able strength, since it will represent the

powerful General Electric interests.

This was indicated by the purchase of the

plant at the trustee's sale by M. C. Hum

stone, who, it is definitely known, acted

as the representative of the General Elec

tric Co. He paid $235,000 for the property'

 

THE SELDENS, FATHER AND SONS

which is a much higher figure than had been

expected would be obtained.

It is understood from an authoritative

source that the General Electric interests

will reorganize the plant and continue the

production of the same types of electric

commercial vehicles made by the defunct

Vehicle Equipment Co.

White to Build in Cleveland.

A six-story garage, to cost between

$75,000 and $100,000, will be erected on the

plot of ground in Rockwell avenue, N. E.,

between East Sixth and East Ninth streets,

Cleveland, Ohio, which has just been pur

chased by the \Vhite Sewing Machine Co..

for $26,000. The building will be of brick.

stone and steel construction and will, of

course, be fireproof. The White Company

will abandon its present building on Rock

well avenue as the property has been sold

to the city for a group plan.

The National Tire Protector Co., of which

Charles F. Bareson is the head, will move

to Peoria, Ill. The company has, in a

small way, been making a tire-filling com

pound at Chicago.
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Fisk Tires are

Remarkable

for the Simplicity and Ease with which

they can be repaired, for their Positively

Safe Rim Attachment, their Comfort,

and their Long Service Qualities.

1i Fisks cannot roll on the rim. It is so

fii'mly secured that there is absolutely

no chance for it to creep—as other tires

a*9do. Its inner tube cannot get pinched.

All the air in a Fisk is entirely above

the rim, making the one perfect wheel

cushion.

{I They are now recognized everywhere

as The Standard for Sterling Excellence

of Design, Material and Construction.

11' We would like to send you an article on

the subject of different tire constructions.

THE FISK RUBBER COMPANY,

Chicopee, Falls, Mass.

 

 

fROM THREE OF

THE MORE THAN 10,000 SATISFIED

CADILLAC Owners
_ \Vestminster, Maryland, Dec. 19th, 1905.

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILE CO.. Detroit, Mich. _ . _ .

Gentlemen—Last 5 ring I purchased from the Mar-Del Mobile Company, your representatives in Baltimore, 3 "MOdcl E" Single cylinder Cadillac, and it

has iven me such fait ful and excellent service that I feel a word of recommendation is owing to you. I _

“he roads in this section of the country are very rough and hilly, but my “dear little Ca illac’ has always “'lihout fall like“ me Where I Winkd l0 8°.

and brought me back home again. _ _ _ _

I have used it for every purpose that I formerly used a horse and buggy, and the difi'erence in cost of Operation and maintenance Of my machine, is less

than half of what my team cost me. have had _my machine to stop for me only three times while in use covering nearly two thousand miles, and this was

caused by my spark plugs fouling, which upon being cleaned, remedied all the trouble. - _ _ _ '

I can truthfully say and recommend after my experience with the “Model E” Cadillac that it is the best machine of its build and price that is made.

Yours very truly, (Signed) _HARRY B. HOFFACKER.

altiniore, Jan. Twentieth, 1906.

MARDEL MOBILE CO. City. ' i

_ Gentlemen—About eight months ago I urchased a sin Ie cvlinder Cadillac automobile. and am glad to say that I have had absolutelv none of ll‘il.‘

difficulties about which machines are ridicu ed so extensive y. urin the above mentioned period, in motor has never once otten out of or er. Occasionv

ally_such parts as the spark coil and carburetter need adjusting, which you know is quite trivial. o_$um the mailer up, if“ 50 well pleased with the

Cadillac that I have concluded when I make a change and purchase a larger machine, I will not consider any other make. \Vishing you and the "inn

facturcrs of the above mentioned motor much success, I remain, Yours truly, (Signed) D. F ECI-IINGER.

I _ Cumberland, Md., January 1. I906.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR CO., Detroit, Michigan. _

Gentlemen—I feel it is my duty and due to you. that I express myself concerning my experience With the Cadillac automobile.

I have operated a model "B" sin be c linder nearly eighteen months and during that time have put my car to the severest tests imaginable, am] it it};

never failed to give a good account 0 itsef and to assist in sustaining the well-earned and universal enviable reputation of this make of car, and should

I get another car, it would most certainly be of the same make. , _

The operation of the car is simple and economical, and an operating knowledge of the car can be eaSIIv and quickly acquired bv anyone having any turn

whatsoever toward mechanics. I have made three trips from Baltimore to Cumberland over the National Pike in Cadillacs, and each trip was made in record

breaking time. I have operated quite a good deal, nod cars of other makes, both chain and shaft drive, which has not influenced me to change my mind as

to the superiority of the Cadillac. I consider the Cadillac product the best proposition on the market at anything near the same price. I can conscien

tiously assert that the car will take you any place any high priced car will, and with a 00d deal less trouble than many of them.

g'ours truly. (Signed)

SINGLE CYLINDER CADILLACS.

RUNABOUT, $750.00 LIGHT TOURING CAR, $950.00

A. E- GLISAN'.

F. O. B. DETROIT.

CADILLAC MOTOR CAR COMPANY, - Detroit, Mich.
Member Association at Licensed Automobile Manufacturer-a

4.44‘C444
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About Accessibility.

Accessibility is a subject that has been

harpcd upon by the motoring press and

motorists generally to such an extent -that

it is not difficult to call to mind a number

of instances in which the necessity of being

a prize contortionist is no longer necessary

when repairs are in question. Nor does the

call to burrow in the dust or mud and gaze

if at all.

,VVhether the designers who have achieved

upward come so frequently,

this long-sought object have done so only

as the result of bearing in mind their own

experiences on the road in vainly trying to

tighten a screw or nut, cannot be said, but

it would seem most likely. for no one who

has not bent and twisted himself into posi—

tions that the human anatomy was never

intended to take in the attempt to make

some adjustment, can appreciate the effort

he would make to avoid such a mistake in

future if he had the designing of that car.

There is, of course, a certain class of

motorist and particularly, chaufi'cur, who

could really show the man who designed

and built the car how it should have been

done—if he had his say, but as individuals

of this ilk have little or nothing to say

through fear of exposing their ignorance

and'incompetcnce when confronted with an

experienced hand, they may well be left out

of consideration. But after

these as well as that other and far more nu

eliminating

merous class who raise their voices in com

plaint on the slightest provocation, it must

be admitted that there are many cars which

fall far short of what may be termed the

This is asking a

great deal, to be sure, but there are so

acme of accessibility.

many that do not even make an approach

to it that the motorist who takes all things

into account before condemning a design,

is justified in putting them down as faulty.

One possible explanation ofv the many

“ungctable” parts on such cars, and it is

a very plausible one as well, is to be found

in the fact that the designer has kept the

chassis in his mind's eye at all times in

working out the various locations of the

different parts of the car's mechanism. The

body is something with which he has noth

ing whatever to do; the frame dimensions

are given to the bodymaker and he does the

rest, this being the case particularly where

the chassis is supplied by one firm and the

body by another. Given the chassis alone

and nothing could be simpler to reach any

part of the mechanism with the proper tool

to adjust it, and it will be recalled with

what persistent frequency the show sales

men demonstrate this point on the polished

exhibition piece over which they labor. The

interested listener is delighted and if he

happen to have had previous experience in

barking his knuckles and shattering his

temper in squirming into positions to

tighten a nut in place, this may be the de

ciding argument that brings his order.

But leaning over a spick and span chassis

that is mounted at exactly the right height

to make it more convenient and is moreover

absolutely devoid of every impediment such

as running boards, guards and the like, not

to speak of the body, and doing the same

thing on the road when all these are in

place, is a far different matter. Accessibility

is naturally a variable quantity and may

mean totally diHercnt things to different

designers, but when it means taking off the

body in order to reach a part that is at all

prone to go wrong on the road, it will be

considered a poor brand of article at best,

by the average motorist. Nor do the ma

jority of home garages boast the conveni

ence of either a pit or a tackle with which

to remove the body. In short, anything less

than a serious mishap must be capable of

repair either on the rOad or in the average

garage without the necessity of reducing

the car to its chassis in order to reach the

affected part, and until this has been at—

taincd the designer can scarcely be said

to have achieved'more than a ‘fraict'ionirbf

what is represented by the word accessi

bility. - ' ' "
 

__.,.._ ., .1.“

'The Matter of Sliding- Gears.

It is a source of never-failing-lwondcr

ment to the uninitiated that the designers

of the motor car should have settled-down

by common consent upon a form of variable

speed transmission in which -,the various

combinations are effected by so unmechan-i

cal an arrangement as the end toend clash

ing of spur gearing. That it is so, however,

by no means brands the designers as im

becilcs, nor does it prove that the point of

' absolute finality has been reached, by any

means. It simply goes to signify that for

the present, the sliding pinion type of

change gear seems to satisfy the rigorous

demands of the motor car transmission in

a way which can be done by no other ar~

rangcmcnt. It is the result of a number of

years of study, and a process of evolution

by the rule o’ thumb, which has largely

eliminated other methods proposed and at

one time or another given a more or less

thorough trial.

W'crc its advantages to be discussed,

probably their strongest claims would hinge

about the fact that once in gear, the con

trol of the car is placed in the manipulation

of a single master clutch, which, being com

mon to all speeds, and being so placed that

ample space can be given for its ample pro

portionment, little excuse can be given for

its failure to act promptly and well under

all circumstances. Also, its actuation by a

simple movement unvarying throughout the

speed range of the car, argues strongly in

its favor. The gears themselves, once in

mesh, are positive in action, strong in ser

vice, and reasonably efficient. On the other

hand, it may be said that the method oi

change is a disgrace to the motor car build

er's art; that it tends to shorten the life

of the transmission through careless hzind

ling, and that by misuse it may become not

simply offensive to the esthctic car, but a

menace to the mechanism of the machineas

a whole. " ‘

After the early forms of belt drivefa'n'd

with the inspiration of the spur gear trans“

mission, came the notion of the individual

clutch. In one form or another, it has seen
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considerable use, more largely in this coun

try than abroad, and still is to be found in

one or two isolated cases on machines,

which in other respects are excellent enough

to call for careful consideration from the

standpoint of the designer. In the closely

banked gear set, as contained within the

driven or driving gears, it was used success

fully by at least one maker for several

years. Others took it up in more expanded

form, sometimes in conjunction with an ar

rangement for sliding the idle members

But all the time

the sliding type of transmission was grow

out of mesh laterally.

ing in favor, partly by virtue of its inherent

qualities, once its operation was understood,

and partly, be it said with shame, because

it was “Frenchy.”

At all events, it finally_ came about that

the individual clutch was practically ousted

from the field of American design, at least

as such. But behold a curious anomaly. For

the planetary type, American of the Ameri

cans, refusing to be downed by custom or

fad, and constantly growing in favor be

cause of its compactness, cheapness and

general effectiveness, is nothing more nor

less than an individual clutch transmission

in a negative form. That is to say, where

in the orthodox individual type, the appli

cation of the clutches serves to set the

driving train in motion, in the planetary,

the parts rotate in idleness until the clutch

bands are applied, when the retardation of

the outer element furnishes the reaction

necessary to effect the desired transmission.

The method is somewhat different, it is

true, but the underlying principle is unde

niably the same in both cases.

But stranger yet, from England, and even

from France, the home of the sliding gear,

comes news that individual designers are

tackling the individual clutch there, even as

it has been tackled here. Not that the all

popular type is losing ground, but rather

that even the designers themselves are not

fully satisfied with the type. Hence, from

these, and from other indications, as well as

from the present estimate placed on the

value of the planetary type, it may safely

be considered that the end of the individual

clutch transmission has not come.

The

disorder of one speed cannot ordinarily

Of itself, it has many advantages.

affect any of the others, its control need

not be more complicated than that of the

other type, its operation is simple in the

extreme, mistakes are far less liable to hap

pen, and its construction need not be ex—

pensive. Moreover, with the possibility of

an increase in the speed range of the motor,

and the consequent diminution in the calls

which are to be made upon the transmis

sion, its practicability is constantly increas

ing.

and it is worthy of a deal of careful con‘

sideration.

It is by no means out of the race,

 

Brakes that may be too Powerful. 4

Increased power has brought with it a

demand for increased stopping facilities and

the car that can do a mile a minute or better

must be able to stop in a correspondingly

shorter space of time than one limited to

a much lower speed. In other words, it

is of paramount importance that the car be

as well provided with brakes as it is with

a motor, and one of the most noticeable de

velopments that came to light at this year’s

opening show was the great amount of at

tention that had been devoted to this essen

tial. And as is almost invariably the case

where attention is concentrated on any one

point some designers had gone to extremes

and had provided 'means of stopping that

were capable of bringing a fifty-ton loco~

motive to a sudden halt from high speed.

This was particularly the case with the

Americanized models of foreign cars that

have recently appeared on this market. In

one instance, the brake drum was 16 inches

in diameter and had a 5—inch face, while in

at least three others the dimensions were

equally substantial though the cars were

not above 45 horsepower.

There is an element of danger in the

presence of such a brake on a car for when

the emergency arises it is likely to be ap

plied so abruptly that disastrous results

are apt to follow. Should it happen to

bind one wheel slightly more than the other

the tremendous _momentum would in all

probability cause the car to turn broadside

on and capsize, turning one or more somer

saults. In any case it would be likely to

lock the wheels and ruin the rear tires, if

no more serious damage resulted, and in

this connection it is apparent that consid

erably more thought has been devoted to the

matter of equalizing the braking effort on

the rear wheels than has hitherto been the

case. Just how many accidents a failure

to take this into account has been respon

sible for in the past there can be no telling,

but doubtless they were numerous for it is

difficult to conceive of anything more con

ducive to slewing a car broadside on than

the application of the brake to one wheel

Brake

equalization and a tendency to concentrate

alone or to one more than another.

the brakes on the rear wheels mark some

what of a departure on this year‘s carsv

Current practice favors two sets besides

the differential brake.

and expands against the drum and the other

One set is internal

is external and operates on the outside face

of it. Considerable attention has also been

paid to the matter of providing intercon»

necting devices between the brakes and the

motive power of the car. in one case the

brake

motor beside disconnecting the clutch.

application of the throttling the

Regardless of how much thought and at

tention the builder has devoted to evolving

the very best type of brake, it will be of

little use in any emergency unless properly

looked after. There are a number of motor

ists who would not think of permitting the

adjustments of the engine to be overlooked

before taking the car out, but who will per»

sistently ignore the brakes simply because

There

is so little actual need in the course of daily

they play no part in running the car.

running for the emergency brake that it is

usually neglected to a greater extent than

the pedal. brake which is more or less con

stantly used. The importance of including

an inspection of the brakes in the daily go

ing over of the mechanism cannot be mini

mixed and connections, equalizer and the

bolts and pins holding them together should

be subjected to close scrutiny as well as the

adjustment of the bands themSelves. To

few other things does the maxim “Eternal

vigilance is the price of safety" apply with

so much force as to the car that is capable

of sixty miles an hour or better.

According to the Lucerne Correspondent

of the Paris Herald, the lot of the tourist

in Switzerland will hereafter be much easier

than heretofore, as many of the local abuses

are to be abated and a more cordial we]

come accorded the traveler, no matter what

his mode of conveyance, than has been the

custom in the land of cheese and watches

At a recent meeting under the Presidency

of the Minister of the Interior, held at

Berne, it was decided to look into the status

of the motor tourist, and to provide for his

VVhence, it is to be

inferred, that the thrifty ministry, realizing

what emoluments might be obtained from

such a course, have recommended that the

better accommodation.

open hand rather than the closed fist be

extended to the chauffeur and his compan

ions in the future. The. almighty dollar of

the visitor and the threatened loss of it

often is of potent influence even in affair;

of $tate
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SNARL OVER SMALL CARS

Glidden Cup Committee Causes a Howl—

Another Revision in Prospect.

 

 

At sixes and sevens apparently represents

the predicament in which the special sub

committee of the American Automobile

Association, appointed to draft rules for

the Glidden Tour, finds itself. According

to a\press dispatch from Chicago early in

the week, Secretary S. S. Gorham had made

public the results of the sub~committee’s

labors, but painstaking search in New York

failed to reveal anyone in authority who

was aware that such was the case Oliicial

information was to the effect that as the

rules thus drafted must be submitted to the

7 directors of the American Automobile As<

sociation for sanction before they could be

adopted, no publicity would be given th=m

until such action had been taken. However

that may be, it became known that the pro

posed regulations contained a provision

barring cars of less than 2,000 pounds

weight—in other words, the runabout and

light touring type, and there immediately

arosc a universal howl of 'protest from

sinall car interests.

To make the elimination of the runabout

absolute the rules further stipulate that not

less than four passengers must be carried,

and that the cars themselves must be. fit

ted with tonring bodies of the tonneau type.

The cause of the ruling is manifest when

i~ is taken into consideration the great dif

ficulty that must attend the drafting of any

equitable regulation that will cover the

single cylinder runabout of less than 10

horsepower and the multicylinder touring

car of 40 horsepower and over, as well as

the many types that lie between these two

extremes. This was strikingly demon

strated in last year‘s tour and as a result

there has been a strong demand from large

car interests that the rules should be so

formed that the runabonts should not be

permitted to compete on the same basis as

the heavy cars to the detriment of the lat—

ter and it is apparent that the influence in

question has made itself felt.

As there is no provision in the original

deed of gift that discriminates so radically

against the smaller cars, the makers of the

latter have not been slow in showing their

disapproval of the attempt to shut them

out. Upon being consulted as to the'valid

ity of the rule in question, Paul Deming,

chairman of the Touring Committee of the

American Automobile Association, wired

from Detroit. stating that the rules formu

lated by the special sub-committee would

undergo radical changes before being fin

ally adopted by the directors of the associa—

tion. He further made it known definitely

that the 2.000 pound rule would not be al

lowed to stand, which in

_ consequence

makes this a moot point until the rules as a

whole are passed upon officially. In con

nection with the discussion that has arisen

over the proposed rule one motorist gave

it as his opinion that the adoption of such

a ruling would bar no less than 20 types of

cars, while another bright individual sug

gested that a second trophy be oflered for

the small cars alone.

But even with the question of the basis

upon which the small car is to be allowed

to compete eliminated, the difficulties will

not be entirely removed by any means. It

is no easy task to assimilate the rating of a

large number of cars of such widely varying

capacity and horsepower into a concrete

formula that will place all on an equal foot

ing, and in recognition of this the commit

tee has decided to apportion other honors

where they may be due in the shape of eight

special prizes. These will be given for hill

climbing, brake tests, minimum tire trouble

record. heaviest load carried, for the great

est distance covcred and one to the club

providing the greatest number of entrants

while the eighth will be a booby prize for

the car having the greatest amount of tire

and mechanical trouble. Until the rules have

been passed upon by the directors cf the

American Automobile Association, nothing

definite regarding the route or conditions

of the competition will be known and there

has been considerable criticism on the part

of makers regarding the dilatory methods

pursued.

Free Alcohol Almost Assured._

There now is practically no doubt of the

passage of the free alcohol bill. Yester

day it was favorably reported to the Senate

from the Committee on Finance, and it

is understood that the President has

brought his influence to bear in its favor.

The Senate committee amended the bill

by providing that it shall take effect on

January 1 next, instead of three months

after passage, and also provided more dras—

-tic penalties for evading the revenue taxes

by illegally using denatured alcohol by

providing for the forfeiture of the building

and ground upon which the act is commit

ted, in addition to the five years’ imprison

ment and $5,000 fine stated in the House

bill. The committee also provided that the

process of denaturing the alcohol should

take place in special bonded warehouses

designated for that purpose only.

Princeton Students to Compete.

The Automobile Club of Princeton Uni

versity will hold a hill-climbing contest at

Princeton. N. J., to-morrow afternoon.

Seven classes have been provided for. .The

course will be laid out on \Vashington road,

with the start at Carbeie lake and the finish

at '79 hall. The events are open to club

members only.

St. Joseph Motorists Organize.

Automobile owners in St. Joseph. Mo,

have effected organization as the St. Joseph

Automobile Club, and the club will direct

its efforts for better roads.

elected are: President. Huston \Veyth; vicc~

president. Louis TIGolding; secretary,s R,

Ev Culver; treasurer, Henry Krug, Jr.

The oflicers '

OHIO LAW IS NOT DEAD

Is Merely Doubtful, says the Attorney Gen

eral—Test Case Being Arranged.

 

 

Although it was generally reported

that Attorney General Wade Ellis, of Ohio,

had handed down an opinion that the auto

mobile law passed by the last Ohio legis

lature is unconstitutional, such seems to

be not the case.

“I have not stated, as reported," says the

Attorney General, “that the new automobile

law is unconstitutional. What I did say

was that the auditor of the State had better

test the_law before proceeding under it."

In line with his idea the Attorney Gen'

eral will bring a suit before the Supreme

Court of Ohio in the near future to test the

constitutionality of the law. Attorney

Cushing has been retained by the Automo

bile Club of Cleveland and the State Auto

mobile Association. The automobile or

ganizations will maintain that the law is

unconstitutional in that it is not uniform

in its operations; that it‘deprives munici

palities of the power to regulate the use of

their streets as to certain classes of vehi

cles, automobiles and traction cars, and that

the provisions of the law are uncertain and

indefinite. It is doubtful if the State’s at

torney will fight the case very hard as he

is of the opinion that the law is totally un—

just and although he does not say so in so

many words, he believes that it is uncin

stitutional.

The Secretary of State will not enforce

the new law until a decision is arrived at.

but will continue to issue licenses under the

old law in force previous to the passage of

the Sawicke measure by the State Legisla

ture on April 2, 1906.

 

Making use of Sponge Remnants.

"You can use the remnants of your

sponges almost indefinitely, and in many

cases to good advantage.” says \N'. J. Ed»

wards. “If you will buy a Turkish bath

towel; or, better still, if you can get such

goods by the yard. cut the same into pieces

that when sewed on the two sides will be

about 5x5 to 4x6 inches, and then well fill

these bags with small pieces of sponge and

sew up the remaining end. and the trick is

done. When the bags show signs of wear

you can easily slip another of the bags over

and sew up the open end, and there you are

-—or you can put your pieces in a new bag.

“The idea or point is this: our sponge

remnants are of themselves useles<. but

'1 when confined in a bag they form a resiiicnt

land absorptive cushion, and are nor snb~

‘__-_t

jected to wear other than comes from

wringing or squeezing out the watt-‘-v I

have found these _bag sponges to work ad

mirably in cleaning woodwork—2;! fact

they are really'preferable to the ordinary

sponge.”
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Brooklyn’s Parade Proves 'a Free-for-All Scramble.

 

\rVith one hundred and thirty cars in line,

a few of them decorated, the Long Island

Automobile Club held its annual parade

over Brooklyn streets last Saturday, 19th

inst. That is, the cars paraded until the

Coney Island Boulevard was reached and

there began a semi-sanctioned free-for—all

race to the island resort, four motorcycle

policemen who had been detailed to act as

ofiicial escorts, setting pace and thereby

rendering the speeding motorists immune

from any danger of arrest.

Prospect Park Plaza, where the line was

formed, was a scene of great activity from

 

F_—_

BEFORE THE SCORCH BEGAN.

1:30 o’clock until an hour later when the

procession started up Eastern Parkway. It

was gratifying to the promoters to see so

many cars in line for the start as this was

the first parade that had been attempted

since the dismal failure .that attended the

first parade of the organization several

years ago, when the sport was in its infancy.

Several of the cars made a pretense of dec

orating, and red and gold, the club colors,

were much in evidence. One of the most

distinguished cars in line was that of Grand

Marshal Charles Jerome Edwards, whose

machine was partially covered with the Na

\

 

 

  

tional and club colors. "Damon," the club’s

chef, proudly occupied one-half the front

seat and held aloft an immense burgee of

red bearing the words “Long Island Auto

mobile Club."

Mr. Edwards’ assistants at the formation

were Clifford R. Hendrix, I. R. Hegeman,

Jr., C. II. Galt, Carl H. Page, H. B. Wil

liams and I. P. Fairchild. The route led

the cars up Eastern Parkway to Bedford

avenue, to Lafayette avenue, to South Ox

ford street, to Hansom place, to Fourth

avenue, to Lincoln place, to the Park plaza,

thenCc through Prospect Park to the west

 

 

 

  

 

TWO OF THE FEW DECORATED CARS
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drive to Ocean Parkway and thence to

Coney Island.

Edwards. This was the signal for all the

cars to, increase their speed and the motor

 

 

 

 

A LARGE CARLOAD OF

  

FA I R BROOKLYN ITES.

 

  

  

GROUPED ON THE

6" the bomevard was reached one of

‘i-wh'le parade“ pushed his lever up

"cab and scooted past Marshal

SANDS AT CONE".

cycle "cops," not to be outdone by the auto

mobilists, put on full speed and soon all

were scurrying down the avenue toward the

sea. The parade excited more than the

usual amount of interest attendant upon

such attairs. Along the route of parade in

Brooklyn, many “automobileless'” residents

displayed their interest by decorating the

houses along the course with flags and

bunting, while door step and window par

ties cheered the motorists as they paraded

past.

Ready for Open Air Carnival.

Everything now is in readiness for the

first open air automobile show and carnival

which will begin its three days’ duration

this afternoon at 2 o’clock at the Empire

City track, near New York City, under the

auspices of the New York Automobile

Trade Association. All the spaces in the

big tents and under the grandstand have

been allotted and the various events that

will provide instruction and variety during

the progress of the show have been ar

ranged for. This is the way they have been

apportioned: -

Thursday—2:30 p. m., flexibility test; 3

p. m.. brake test for cars capable of more

than 40 miles an hour.

Friday—2 p. m.. power and efiiciency

test; 3 p. m., tug of war; 4 p. m., reverse

gear and obstacle race for cars with wheel

base of more than 100 inches.

Saturday 2 p. m., vibration test; 3 m..

traction test; 4 p. m.. obstacle race for cars

with wheel base less than 100 inches; :

p. m., contest for b'est equipped touring

cars.

These tests will begin on the even hour

and last fifteen minutes, the remainder of

the hour being given up to demonstrations

on the track. It is quite likely that other

events will be arranged. This afternoon's

events will not begin until 2:30 o’clock as

the show will be ofiicially delivered by Dave

Hennen Morris. president of the Automo

bile Club of America, at 2 p. m., when he

will deliver an address.

 

Where the Clevelanders will Climb.

GateslMill hill,_located ten miles from

Cleveland in one of the garden spots of

Ohio, will be the scene of the Cleveland

Automobile Club's second annual hill climb~

ing contest on Decoration Day. The course

is nearly a mile long, is nearly straight and

has a rise of 450 feet in 5.280, making an

ideal incline on which to test the climbing

powers of the machines. A varied assort

ment of events is provided, as follows: For

amateur championship of Cuyhoga county.

stock touring cars. owners to drive; for

stock cars listed at $850 and under; for

stock cars listed between $850 and $1,500:

for stock cars listed between $1,500 and

$2,000; for stock ears listed between $2,000

and $3,000; for stock cars listed between

$3,000 and $5,000; for stock cars listed above

$5,000; for cars weighing between 551 and

851 pounds; for cars weighing between 851

and 1,432 pounds; for cars weighing be

tween l,432 and 2,204 pounds; t'ree-t'or-allv
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“FREAK” WAS THE FEATURE

But Stock Cars Gave Good Accounts of

Themselves in Minneapolis’s Hill Climb.

Ideal Weather, perfect management and a

good course made the annual hill-climbing

contest of the Minneapolis Automobile

Club, held on Riverside hill, last Saturday

afternoon, 19th inst., a complete success in

every respect. Fully 3,500 persons lined the

course and crowded about the finish to see

the big cars as' they flashed past. Scenery,

ranking as the most picturesque to be found

in Minnesota, a perfect spring day and a

winding road furnishing a rise of 76 feet in.

a run of 1,990 feet, made a course which

could not be surpassed—in Minnesota. To

crown it all, the efficient management of

the meet did away with all the delays and

false starts which too often mar meets of

this character. The police kept the spec

tators from overrunning the course and not

only were there no accidents, but‘ there

were no hairbreadth escapes.

.From a standpoint of speed the perform

ance of the freakish home-built steam car,

made and owned bv N. C. \Nilson. was the

“feature.” Although rated at only four and

one-half horsepower this low-built racer

whistled up theincline in the phendmenal

time of 32% seconds, the fastest time of

the meet and a record for the course. As

it was not a stock car it was allowed only

in the free~f0r-all, which it won in steaming

fashion.

The meet was remarkable from the fact

that so many makes of cars were repre

sented in the events: altogether there were

twenty-three various makers represented,

and they were all American, too. Honors

were well distributed in all the events. In

the first, for cars costing less than $800.

Gus Ringlund, driving an 8 horsepower

Cadillac, had an easy victory while in the,

class for cars costing between $800 and'

$1,500 three Buicks annexed the first three

trophies.

If ever there were any close finishes, the

kind that are designated as the “eye-lash”

variety, they certainly occurred in the event

for cars costing between $1,500 and $3.000.

Erne Thompson won the event in a Mit

chell, his time being 43% seconds. William

Folberth, who drove one of the new four

cylinder Olds cars, finished only one_quar

ter of a second behind. Third place was

won by W. E. W'heeler, who sat at the

wheel of a six-cylinder Ford which is, by

the way, so far as is known, the first of the

new creations to be entered in an open con

test. The big car rnmped up the hill easily

in 44% seconds, which gives evidence—

rhough it is not needed—that this latest

creation of Henry Ford’s inventive mind

will be “it.”

George Soules, the well-known Pope-To

ledo driver, steered one of the 35 horSepower

cars up the hill in 37% seconds, thereby

winning that event by one second from

\\"illiam Kipper, who sat on a 50 horsepower

Thomas. Charles Meyers, 35 horsepower

Peerless, finished third, it taking him 40

seconds to reach the summit. '

It is evident that there are few second

hand cars in Minneapolis or else their own

ers are 10th to part with them. \Nhat

should have been the most interesting event

—that is, interesting to those whose bank

account will not warrant the purchase of a

1906 model, proved to be the most unin

teresting, in that only one car ran. The

rules provided that all cars entered would

he handicapped according to the valuation

given on the entry blank, and any one

would be given the opportunity of purchas

ing the car at the figure named at the close

of the race. A 20 horsepower Jackson was

the only car to show up and it made the

ascent in one-half a second more than a

minute. The only machine to go against

the freak steamer in the free-for—all was a

stock Royal, driven by Henry Jardine. Its

time was 47 seconds. The summary follows:

FOR CARS COSTING LESS THAN $800.

  

  

  

  

  

1. Gus Ringlund, 10 h. p. Cadillac . . . . . . . . . “121614

2. F. M. Overholt, H h. p. \Vayne . . . . . . . . ..1224

3. . C. Thornhill, 8 h. . Reo . . . . . . . . . . ..l:25’/§

A. C. S. Norris, 8 h. p. glaxwell . . . . . . . . . ..1:28%

5. I. Beard, 14 h. p. Wayne . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..l:57%

FOR CARS COSTI§95£FTWEEN $800 AND

1. H. I. Mich, 22 h. p. Buick . . . . .. ..0:47

2. E. L. Weiant, 22 h. . Buick 0:48%

3. H. E. Pence, 22 h. p. nick... 025116

4. A._O‘Brien, 12 h. . Quee 053%

5. . S. Spargo, 20 h. p. ackson... 1:00%

6. J. Robb, 12 h. p. Franklin . . . . .. ..1 :05

7. Claus Lende, Granite . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1:12

8. A. L. Cedarholm, Model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..1:45%

FOR CARS COSTINg OlggiTWEEN $1,500 AND

1. Erne Thompson, 24 h. p. Mitchell . . . . . . . ..0:43%

2. William Fo berth, 28 h. p. Olds . . . . . . . . . "024346

‘ 3. W. E. Wheeler, 40 h. p. Ford. . . . . ..0:44~}/

4. \V. E. \Vheelcr, Ford “0:451

5. Charles Meyer, Franklin 051%

6. Ed. Clark, Rambler . 0:51?

7. P. R. Brooks, Olds.. 0:52 4

8. H. L. Jenkins. National 0:54

9. W. C. _Th0rnhill, Fraver-Millcr. ..0:54%

10. Gus nglund, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . ..0259V

10. H. B. Allen, Marmon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “0:59;;

FOR CARS COSTING MORE THAN $3,000.

1. George Soules, 35 h. p. Po e-Toledo . . . . . ..0:37~}/

2. \Villiam Kipper, 50 h. p. homas . . . . . . . ..O:38 4

3. Charles Meyers, 35 h. p. Peerless . . . . . . . ..0:40

4. Gus Ringlund, Peerless . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0244

5. George C. Hilgers, 50 h. p. Thomas ..0245

6. T. M. Anderson. 40 h. 0. Royal .. ..0146

7. Carl Arosin, 50 h. p. Thomas . . . . . . . . . . ..0:59%

FREE-FOR-ALL.

l. N. C. Wilson. 4% h. p. Wilson steamer.....0:327/fi

2. Harry Jardine, 40 h. p. Royal 0:47

FOR SECOND-HANDlggSARS MADE BEFORE

1. John Nelson, 20 h'\ p. Jackson . . . . . . . . . . .:1:00%

Sand Added to Fire Fighting Equipment.

Two hundred weight of sand comprises

the latest addition to the equipment of a

fire department station that is located near

a number of garages. It is carried in buck

ets 0n the hose tender and constitutes a

tardy recognition by the fire fighting author

ities of the fact that fighting a gasolene fire

with water is not exactly an effective way

of putting it out. This peculiar property of

gasolene has been well known for such a

length of time that it would seem to be im

possible to find a motorist who is not aware

of it, but that such is not the case is ap

parent from the occasional reference to the

old time methods in attempts to save a

burning car.

UP HILL IN CINCINNATI

Winding Grade had been Rolled Smooth

and Some Fine Performances Resulted.

 

“Vas you effer in Cin-cin-nat-i?”

Ever since John Ransom created this

famous catch phrase for the musical com

-cdy, “The Prince of Pilsen,” the Ohio city

has been famous. Its citizens are noted

for three primary things—brewing good

beer, raising marriageble daughters, and

Cin

cinnatians consider that what is inade in

buying American-made automobiles.

America is fully good enough for them to

eat, drink, wear and use, but that has only

slight bearing on this story.

Exactly one year ago last Saturday, May

19th, the Cincinnati Automobile Club held

its first event of importance—a hill climb

ing contest, and it was notable for one

thing, there was not one foreign car in

any of the events. Last Saturday the club

repeated the climb and this year’s contest

was marked by the same feature. The

course was up Paddock hill, a distance of

3,975 feet, or fifteen feet less than three

quarters of a mile.

Five ,thousand spectators crowded the

hillside to witness the events, and it was

the first occasion of the present season for

the automobilists and other enthusiasts to

enjoy an afternoon of sport and a glorious

time was had by all without an accident of

any kind or an unsatisfactory incident to

mar their pleasure. President Val Duten

hoFfer, In, was to a great extent responsi

ble for the success of the climb. The course

was not fast, but it had been well rolled and

some excellent performances were recorded,

the best being that of O. F. Pogue's 24

horsepower Packard in the free-for-all,

which climbed the winding road in one

minute and one second. A few of

the entrants failed to put in an appear

ance at the starting point, but there were

sufficient actual starters to provide good

sport. The special event for lady drivers

was scratched because of non-starters, but

one of the sex won second place in the

event for touring cars between twelve and

twenty-four horsepower.

Pope~Toledo, Packard and Franklin cars

won all the events. In the first. for run

abouts, A. R. Morgan made the best time,

1.26, beating out the Stoddard-Dayton, by

A G. Brunsman, four seconds. H. F. Ful

ton, at the wheel of :1 Franklin touring car,

climbed the tortuous road in 1:24, in the

event for cars between 12 and 24 horse

power. Miss Charlotte Allen, Stevens-Dur

yea, finished second five seconds later, and

third, fourth, fifth and seventh places were

captured by Buicks. F. F. Bradley, Pope

Toledo, made the best time in the touring

car class, carrying four passengers, with a

Stoddard-Dayton, coming in for second

place. Two other Pope-Toledos followed.

Three cars only contested the class for
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big touring cars and it was won by Bradley

in 1.07. Henry Burkhold, Thomas, finished

second, and J. G. Hughes, in a Stearns, was

third. The fastest time of the afternoon

was scored in the free-for-all class. 0. F.

Pogue drove a Packard in clever fashion

and thrilled the crowd by taking the turns

at full speed. His time was 1:01. Although

the man who finished second has an omin

ous name for a hill climbing contest—~Balke

is his legal cognomen—his Packard car car
riedihim up the hill without once missing

and in the fast time of 192%. Three Pope

Toledo cars, driven respectively by Albert

Krippendorf, F. F. Bradley and H. H. Hoff

man, finished next in order and Henry

Burkhold, Thomas, was sixth in 114%. The

summary: »

FOR RUNABOUTS.

1. A. R. Morgan, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 :26

2. A. G. Brunsman, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . . . . .1 :30

3. E. J. Calipenter, Duryea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 :50

4. Thomas . Stack, Reo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 :l7%

5. A. C. Anderson, Franklin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :45

FOR TOURING CARS, 12 TO 24 H. P.

  

  

l. H. F. Fulton, Franklin. . . _ , . . . . . . . . .1:24

2. Miss Charlotte Allen, Stevens-Duryea .1 :29

3. L. \V. Anderson, Buick. . . . . . . . . .1 :34

4. Sidney Black, Buick . . .1:37%

5. Baum, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l :47

6. Robert C. Crowthers, Compound . . . . . . . . 2 :30%

7. H. C. Hoefinghoff, Buick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 :SCHfi

~~‘OR TOURING CARS'CARRYING FOUR PAS

SENGERS.

1. F. F. Bradley, Pope-Toledo _ . . . . . . . . . . . ..1209

2. A. G. Brunsman, Stoddard-Dayton . . . . "121856

3. Albert Krippendorf, Po e-Toleco . . . . . . . ..l:20

3 H. H.‘ Hoffman, Pope-To edo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1220

4 Standard Auto Co., Pope-Hartford . . . . ..1:30

FOR TOURING CARS CARRYING FOUR PAS
SENGERs

1. F. F. Bradley, P0 e-Toledo . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 :07
2. Henry Burkholrl, 'IPhomas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1223

3. I. G. Hughes, Stearns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .122846

FREE-FOR~ALL.

O. F. Po ue, Packard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

“’. \V. Ba ke, Packard . . . . . . .

Albert Kn pendorf, P0 e-Tole

. F. F. Bra ley. Pope-Toledo. . . . .

H. H. Hofl'man. Pope-Toledo. .

Henry Burkhold, Thomas. . .

. T. G. Hughes, Stearns . . . . . . . . . .. ;

Sidney Black.'Bi.uck ...-..............,__;

  
\lmylbf-Hm—

O-lr-lb-lb-lu—n-n-lnd

"v;...... ,_.

Horses and Oldfield Thrill Evansville.

Barney Oldfield, who, with the aid of

“Herr” Paul Albert, is now accumulating a

new bank account on the strength of his

having had at various times during his

meteoric career numerous hairbreadth es—

capes, lost his nerve last week. So did Paul

Albert, but it was not the fault of these

hippodrome drivers. Having left hospitable

Texas, Oldfield and Albert were billed to

perform their usual “record-breaking"

stunt on last Wednesday, 16th inst., for the

edification of the equinically inclined resi

dents of Evansville, Ind.

This frontier city is a great town for

horse races and, of course, the events were

-run on the fair grounds track, where sev

eral thoroughbreds cavorted in the_infield

while the automobile races were in pro

gress. The bit of unanticipated excitement

occurred in the final heat of the Oldfield

Albert match and it furnished the 1,000 or

more spectators in the grandstand enough

thrills to last them a lifetime and this was

their first automobile race meet, too.

It was in the third lap of the final two

mile heat that Oldfield and Albert thought

the last call had come. They were com

pleting the mile and one-half and had just

rounded the lower turn when a gate leading

from the track to the infield blew open. The

horses that had been galloping in the en

closure, evidently were piqued at the auto

mobilist usurpers in using the oval which

had always unquestionably been theirs, and

they dashed out upon the track, seemingly

bent on heating the racing cars up the back

stretch. At that minute the cars were trav

eling at the rate of fifty miles an hour.

The spectators in the grandstand saw the

imminent danger, but the cars had kicked

up such a dust on the last lap that Oldfield

and Albert failed to see their pacemaking

horses as they rounded into the straight.

If ever spectators sat rooted to their seats.

too paralyzed to move or-utter a warning

cry, their blood frozen in their veins, and

with horrified looks at the impending cat

astrophe, those Evansvillians did. Just

forty feet from the drove of horses, at

least a local reporter says so, and his ver

acity never before has been questioned, Old

field and Albert espied the danger at the

same instant. There was a grinding of

brakes a cloud of dust as the tires bit into

the dirt, and the spectators breathed again.

Some say that the “Green Dragon" prodded

one of the horses just as it--the car—came

to a standstill; the horse is running yet.

Had it not been for this thrill‘ the meet

would have been a dismal failure. Eight

or nine events between local cars were

scheduled to take place, but at the last

minute each of the local drivers found

something or other the matter with his car

and all these events had to be called ofi.

The first heat between Oldfield and Albert

was won by the latter in four minutes. Old

field won the next, his time for the two

miles being 3 minutes 8 seconds. He also

won the last despite the interference of the

automobiles' predecessors, the time being

one second faster than that of the previous

heat. Later Oldfield went one mile against

time, from a flying start. He completed

the first lap in fast time, but a rear tire

punctured on the second and the two cir

cuits were traversed in 1:22.

.The only other event of the afternoon

was a one-mile race for motorcycles, in

which Samuel Troyer, riding a R-S, won

the final heat from Otto Geiss, Indian. The

time was 234%.
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“LETTING OUT A LINK” ON THE LONG, WINDING GRADE.
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OWNERS ARE LIABLE, TOO

Massachusetts Establishes Precedent that

they Share Guilt of Chauffeurs.

Whoever participates in the overspeed—

ing of an automobile is criminally liable, ac

cording to a decision of a majority of the

Supreme Judicial Court handed down last

week in the test case of the Commonwealth

of Massachusetts vs. Roland H. Sherman.

If an owner or, in fact, any member of his

family, allows an

run at a speed greater than that allowed by

law he is equally liable with the chauffeur.

Sherman was found guilty in the Central

District Court of \Norcester of driving his

car faster than twelve miles an hour, that

speed being the maximum allowed by the

by-laws of Leicester. In the Superior Court

he was found guilty by a jury and he con

tended that he could not be found guilty

on the proof submitted. It was agreed that

the automobile was registered at the time

with the Massachusetts Highway Commis

sion by the defendant and in his name; that

he was in the automobile, which was going

in excess of twelve miles an hour, that be~

ing the maximum speed at which automo

biles were allowed to go in Leicester by

the town by-laws; that he was one of five

people in the vehicle, was not himself oper—

ating it, but was seated in the tonneau.

The court holds that the proof was suffi

cient and goes on to say that the automo

bile was registered with the Massachusetts

Highway Commission by the defendant,

and in his own name, warranting a finding

that he was the general owner of it or

that he had a special property therein which

gave him control thereof. It is provided by

the statutes that an automobile must be

registered by the owner or person in con

trol thereof. The court holds that if he

is guilty here he is guilty not as owner, but

because the evidence warranted by the jury

in finding as a fact that he participated in

the machine’s being run at an illegal speed.

The court says the offense with which he

stands charged is a misdemeanor and not a

felony, not being punishable by imprison

ment in State prison. If it be material the

court says it is settled that in misdemeanors

there are no degrees, but that all who par

ticipate in the commission of the offense

are principals and may be charged as such.

The court further holds that the Com~

monwealth made out a prima facie case of

participating by the defendant in the ma

chine's being run at an illegal speed while

the defendant, being either the owner of

the machine or having a special property in

it that gave him the right to control it, was

in the tonneau. The court holds that the

facts warranted the inference that the de

fendant knew and allowed his machine to

be run illegally. The case is a prima facie

case only and may be contradicted or ex

plained. But uncontradicted or unexplained

it does, says the court, warrant that in

automobile to be.

ference and so makes out a prima facie

case.

In the district court the defendant was

fined $15, but after his conviction in the

Superior Court, Judge Crosby ordered the

execution of the sentence stayed until the

determination of the case by the full bench,

having entertained a reasonable doubt as

to whether the judgment should stand.

Even the full bench was divided, but the

majority decision establishes the law that

will be followed in the State of Massa

chusetts.

France’s “Code de la Route.”

Rules of road usages, formulated into a

code and subdivided under ten headings,

as a sort of decalogue, have been adopted

by the Automobile Club of France, by the

Touring Club of France and by the French

federation of clubs. These are known as

the “Code de la Route" and are supposed

to be observed by all members. Here are

a few translated excerpts:

“If the road is free, the driver may keep

in the middle of the road, but he must leave

on his left sufficient space to allow another

car faster than his too pass, following the

same road.

“When passing through villages the speed

should always be so reduced as to permit

of stopping the car within a distance of 30

feet if the road is broad, and of 10 feet if

the road is narrow.

“When nearing men, horses or cattle. the

horn should be sounded so as to awake their

attention, and the driver must slow down if

the road is narrow. If the horses or cattle

are scared, the driver must always slow

down, and, if necessary, stop.

“In case of accidents, the driver must at

once stop and give all possible help to the

victims of the accident. When the injured

have been properly seen to, and when medi

cal aid has been secured, the driver should

at once find witnesses capable of giving a

thorough account of the circumstances un‘

der which the accident happened.

“A car passing at the time the accident

happens must also stop and offer the best

possible aid to the injured.

“Every automobilist must give assistance

to any other who asks it.

“In case a car should suddenly run short

of gasolene, the driver of a passing car, on

being asked, must deliver whatever he can

possibly spare. This gasolene must be paid

for at once."

For the Annual Display of Charity.

Mayor McClellan, John jacob Astor, W.

B. Scarritt and Robert Lee Morrell are

among those who have placed their cars at

the disposal of the New York Motor Club

for its orphans' outing on June 6th; the

club is, however, still crying for more. The

Mayor has agreed to review the “parade”

from the steps of the City Hall, the club

having undergone no change of mind re

garding the propriety of dispensing charity

with a brass band. _ “I
¢,g..

FINDS THE ACT DEFECTIVE

Pennsylvania Court Upsets the State Law-—

Violates the Constitution.

The decision handed down by Judge

Newcomb, at Scranton, last week, declaring

Pennsylvania’s automobile law, which has

been a thorn in the side of the motorists

of that State ever since it was passed, to be

unconstitutional, came as a piece of wel

come news.

The decision was rendered as the result

of a motion to quash an indictment against

one Alfred Harvey, who had been arrested

for operating an automobile without a

license. That provision of the law is found

in the sixth section, which reads as follows:

“No person shall be allowed to operate any

motor vehicle upon any of the public high

ways aforesaid until the owner thereof

shall have procured a license from one of

the cities or counties of this common

wealth.”

The defendant's attorneys attacked the

constitutionality of the act on two grounds:

first, because its title does not express the

subject matter of the statute in accordance

with the provisions of the' Pennsylvania

State constitution; and, second, because it

does not bear uniformly on all persons and

vehicles, or even on all motor vehicles.

In rendering his decision Judge Newcomb

dismissed the second contention from con

sideration and based his opinion entirely

on the first. The opinion is as follows:

“The first reason, however, is based uan

a palpable constitutional defect. The sec

tion which defines the offense alleged in

the indictment relates only to a license to

be issued to the owner. Nothing is said

there or elsewhere in the body of the act

about licensing any other than the owner.

The penalty prescribed in incurred through

the owner's failure to procure a license.

But so far as the title says anything on the

subject it indicates a purpose to put the

duty of getting a license only on the person

of the operator and to attach the penalty

to his default in that regard. In our judg

ment there is a substantial variance be

tween the title and the body of the act in

that respect, and it brings section six within

the prohibition of section three. article three

of the constitution, which requires that the.

subject matter of a statute be clearly ex

pressed in its title."

Care Necessary in Wiring.

As dry air is the best possible insulator

for the electric circuit, care should be taken

in arranging the wiring of ignition circuits

to see that the conductors are as little

crowded as possible and that they stand

away from metal parts. Also, as water and

moisture may serve to break down the most

perfect insulation imaginable, care slwould

be 'taken to preserve the conductors from

rain, mud and oil.
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IMPORTANCE OF MIXING

Is Still of Potent Influence in Obtaining

Fine Finishes—Faults of Mixers.

Some one has remarked in the public

prints that the necessity for the painter to

be a paint mixer no longer exists, which,

upon analysis, will be found true only in

part. It is admitted that the color grinder

comes into the market with a multitude of

colors finely ground and compounded re

quiring a simple thinning and beating with

turpentine to fit them for application. But

there is another multitude of pigments that

require special mixing and manipulation

ere they are ready for use, not to mention

a great variety of shades, tints and colors

to be made up by the painter for certain re

quirements which the color and paint manu—

facturer cannot be supposed to provide un—

less specially ordered to do so. To say,

therefore, that a painter need no longer

seek to know how to mix paints, to match

colors, and to otherwise prepare pigments

for use upon surfaces is to misinterpret

the actual needs of the situation, says the

Carriage Monthly.

As a naked fact the automobile painter

should be an expert paint mixer, thoroughly

versed in every detail of the work, and a

student in the history and composition of

pigments. The mere mechanical feature of

paint mixing is not a difficult accomplish

ment, although one requiring care and prac

tice, but the knowledge covering the study

of proportions and balances, coloring and

covering powder, and the hundred and odd

controlling factors connected with the mix

ing problem, is a matter of gradual accumu

lation determined, of course, to a greater

or less extent, by the ambition of the

painter.

It is certain, moreover, that with the infinite

variety of colors required to exploit the mod

ern phase of color practice, a broader and

more scientific knowledge of pigments, both

in their crude state and in their manufac

tured condition, is an essential part of the

painter’s equipment.

The basic principle of paint and color

mixing is thoroughness. Unfortunately,

the term thoroughness has a formidable

ring to it as comprehended by a very great

proportion of painters who would enjoy

being looked up to as trade experts if they

could by some hook or crook avoid being

thorough. The thoroughly mixed pigment

is immensely fortified to resist the wear and

tear of service imposed upon it. In other

words, thorough mixing begets thorough

ness in the product. It furnishes strength,

durability, depth of color and brilliancy of

tone, besides excellent working properties.

Two men may be set to the apparently

simple task of thinning a cup of ordinary

drop black. The color in given proportions

is taken into the cup, and one man pours

in at one great draught enough turpentine

to thin the whole mass of black. The sec

ond man adds to the color a small quantity

of turpentine, and proceeds to beat the mass

into a pasty condition, adding little by little

the thinner until by skillful stirring and

mixing the color liquifies and comes to the

right brushing consistency. In its condi

tion in the cup and under the brush it is

uniform, with a smooth, free working qual

ity that gives to the painter much pleasure

in applying. .

The first painter with the color sub

merged in the turpentine digs and splashes

and makes a brave show of turning in a

smooth article, but to no purpose, because

his pigment lacks uniformity of mixing,

evenness of consistency, and by virtue of

these failures, brilliancy, and a just balance

of color.

Perfect incorporation and mixture of all

the particles of a paint is essential if uni

formity of strength, coloring and covering

capacity would be assured. In the mixing

there is the property of some colors, when

united with other colors, of asserting their

strength disproportionately, in which con

dition the resultant color, if applied to the

surface, will develop streaks and with ap

parently different shades of the same color.

Especially is this true of the green pig

ments, and of the dark blues, to some ex—

tent, and even of certain reds and lakes

The fact that two or more even colors

mix well together does not lead to the es

tablished conclusion that the same colors

liquify easily or evenly, for in truth they

very often do not, in which case it is only

by the most thorough process of mking,

adding ingredients, both liquids and solids,

gradually, and by careful measure, that a

smooth compact and fine working color is

produced. The painter who aspires' to be

come an expert-paint mixer will earlv learn

to respect the practice of measuring with

exactness the quantities of the materials

used, both liquids and solids, to make a

given pigment or color. While it is admit

ted that this measure of quantity might not

absolutely govern in mixing a second con

signment of this same color, owing to the

varying strength of colors as furnished by

different firms, it nevertheless holds true

that these quantative measurements furnish

a clearly defined line of mixing procedure.

Probably no small share of the Qakmg

and scaling of certain colors which under

the modern requirements of auto-panning

must be shop mixed and compounded, is

due to a lack of thoroughness in the mixing

operations. In color mixing the finished

product, to be of established value, must

be equally strong in all its parts. Any

least point of weakness is qualified to mea

sure the resisting strength of the entire

surface, on the principle that a chain is no

stronger than its weakest link. The strength

and stability of colors largely depends on

how they are fortified in the mivmg and

preparation for the surface. And in this

not simply is a knowledge of the methods

required to obtain a given result essential,

but also constant and unflagging zeal in

attention to detail.

WITHOUT GEAR CHANGE

Olds Undertakes Journey “on the High"

and Completes it Without Trouble.

\Nhile the gearless car has not as yet ar

rived, that is to say, the. car which may be

successfully operated at all times without

the requirement of the cumbersome change

speed mechanism, progress in design has

reached a point where it is possible to drive

a machine for many miles and under aver

age road conditions without having re—

course to that mechanism, traveling at per

fectly normal rates of speed, and without

the display of

trickery.

This was proved beyond a doubt by the

most unusual performance of the 26-28

horsepower Olds (Palace) touring car,

which on Saturday, 19th inst., traveled the

75 miles from New York to Poughkeepsie

under the alternate tutelage of Earnest Kel

ler, who is to drive the Olds candidate in

the forthcoming Vanderbilt cup race, and

Joseph Tracy, the well-known engineer

driver. The trial was made under the tech

nical observation of two representatives of

the New York Motor Club, and was con

summated without a hitch of any sort in

5 hours and 10 minutes.

The car used was the regular model “5,”

a stock machine in every respect, and the

only alteration made in it for the trial was

the sealing of the speed changing lever in

the high gear. This, however, since the

motor gives a speed range equivalent to a

variation of from three to fifty-two miles

an hour, proved to be no great detriment

to the performance.

With Keller and Tracy as drivers, and

Paul L. Snutsell and E. L. Ferguson, of the

Motor Club as observers, the start was

made from the Oldsmobile agency, 1653

Broadway, at 12,35. The trip to Yonkers

was made at an average of 14 miles an hour,

and from there on, Dobbs Ferry, Tarry

town and Ossening were passed without in

cident. Near the top of the long sandy hill

south of Croton, the first real test of the

car'was encountered. The climb was made

bravely, however, until near the summit a

truck was overhauled, the driver of which,

hearing the horn and becoming panic

stricken, fled, leaving the team in the mid—

dle of the road. It was impossible to stop.

and the road was narrow, but the passage

was safely negotiated via the ditch, with the

car riding on two wheels.

On the Welcher hill, north of Croton.

more difficulties were encountered in the

shape of new laid dirt and traffic, but it was

traversed without serious loss of time. At

Peekskill, a stop was made for supplies. and

the Annisville hill, just beyond, was nego~

tiated with a flying start and a romping

finish. From there on through Fishkill and

VVappingers Falls, the run was uneventful,

and the Nelson House in Poughkeepsie was

reached without difficulty at 5:45.

extraordinary skill or
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TOO MUCH VALVE GRINDING

How that Practice is Overdone when the

Valves are not at Fault.

Almost very motorist who runs his own

car has a hobby and with many this is valve

grinding. Any loss of power or faulty

running that cannot be readily traced to

some other cause is generally considered

sufficient provocation to go through the

process of grinding the valves in. Trouble

with the valves is not half so prevalent or

frequent as might be imagined from the

great amount of advice that is handed out

on the subject. Given ordinary care there

should be no necessity to grind the valves

of a new engine during its first season on

the road unless it be used to an excessive

extent. Over lubrication will often cause

a temporary loss of compression as the par

ticles of carbon produced will sometimes

find their way between the valve and its

seating. When to an excess of lubricating

oil is added the practice of frequently flush

ing out the valve chambers with kerosene

the trouble is apt to be worse, as this

simply washes the carbon directly into the

valve seats.

Too much attention to the matter of

valve grinding is more apt to result in

damage than otherwise for as the operation

must be carried out by hand it is difficult to

maintain the valve absolutely accurate in its

seat while turning and the result is calcu

lated to disturb or distort the concentricity

of the seatings, which will sooner or later

entail the somewhat expensive process of

having them trued up by machine. Then

again the loss of compression may be due

to the poor fit of the valve stem in its

guide. It may have become jammed

slightly in one wry or another, probably

through dirt or carbon particles collecting

between the stem and the guide which will

prevent the spring from closing it tightly.

As some of the exploded charge will blow

out through the small opening thus left,

the faces of the valve itself and the seating

will be blackened and all the symptoms will

point toward the necessity of regrinding

where it does not actually exist. Still an

other cause is imperfect contact of the tap

pet with the spindle and this is a more or

less common cause of lost compression, as

striking at the side of one or the other is

apt to distort the valve spindle and thus

prevent the valve from seating well.

 

Reserve Batteries of the Right Sort.

After an extensive course of experiment

ing, supplemented by continued actual use

under observation, the National Carbon Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, has succeeded in evolving

what every user of the dry battery has so

long and ardently hoped would one day

materialize—a cell that could be absolutely

relied upon to supply current in an emerg

ency. It is, of course, always customary

to carry two sets of cells, but in order to

derive the greatest benefit from them they

must be used alternately. If one be em

ployed continuously and the other allowed

to stand idle the one that is not in use will

deteriorate almost as rapidly as the other,

and the chances are that when called upon

through the failure of the first it will also

fail to respond. When used alternately

there is a risk of both sets giving out simul

taneously and it is to avoid this as well as

to insure an absolutely dependable source

of current in an emergency that the new

cell has.been devised. '

It is being put on the market under the

appropriate title of Reserve and is only in

tended for this purpose, its construction be

ing such that it suffers absolutely no deteri

oration until put into actual use. As may

be surmised, it is in reality as well as name

a perfectly dry cell—all moisture has been

omitted so that the chemicals remain inac

tive until the water in introduced when the

cell becomes the same as a fresh one just

from the factory. The water is introduced

into the cell through the medium of a hol

low carbon element and the ease with which

a perfectly fresh set of cells may thus be

obtained will go a long way toward elimin

ating the worry and guess work on the

question of ignition when on a long tour.

Experience has shown that two sets of

cells when connected in series—rmultiple,

that is, each set in series and the'two units

in multiple, will last from 10 to 25 per cent.

longer than a single set under the same cir

cumstances, and as with the new cell an

extra “live” set is not necessary as a re

serve, the makers have designed a new ig

nition system employing a running battery

wired up in this manner and a set of Reserve

cells for emergencies. Once the latter have

been wet they must then be used continu

ously until exhausted just as if they were

fresh cells from the factory. On this ac—

count, they should not be called upon until

the running battery has actually given out;

the Reserve set may then be switched into

the circuit and as soon as an opportunity

ofl’ers made a part of the new running bat

tery. A new set of Reserve cells then

brings the equipment up to normal again

and it is ready for any emergencies. These

cells are being placed on the market in the

three standard sizes usually supplied. for

automobile use.

New for the Respirator.

Since the dust will not down it must be

provided against and a foreign authority is

of the opinion that a motor respirator is

what is needed to keep the all pervading

powder out of the nostrils and mouth. A

combined respirator or nose and mouth

shield and a pair of goggles is suggested

and anyone who has done a hundred miles

or more over a dust covered road on a hot

day can appreciate what an amount of com

fort such a device would afford. It would

provide an opportunity for the cartoonist

to give his fancy more play, though some

of the goggles at present in use could hardly

be worse from the ornamental point of view.

IF WHEELS ARE OUT OF LINE

The Many Unsuspected Troubles that may

Result—Often Easy of Correction.

One source of lost power in the car which

it but little recognized by the average driver

from one cause or another, which results

in one or more of the tires running at an

oblique angle to the proper course of the

machine with consequent decrease in effect

ive power, and increase in wear upon the

tread. Aside from these two important con

siderations, the result may also be trans

mitted further to include a series of undue

reactions in the mounting of the chassis

due to a distortion either directly caused

by or secondary to the original source of

the disarrangement of the wheels. Primar

ily, of course, such disalignment may be

caused by the springing of an axle or steer

ing knuckle, or the bending of a steering

connection or distance rod, but in addition

to this, some mal-adjustment of parts, or

some far more remote cause may be re

sponsible for the condition, which, in itself,

may be the only visible indication of

trouble.

If the disorder be located in the steering

group, of course its existence, and usually

its cause as well may readily be determined

by the action of the steering gear itself,

the result of a set in the gear, or even of a

bend in one wheel being noticeable in the

tendency of the car to fall ofl‘ its course. By

lining up the wheels, front and back, it may

be determined in a general way where the

fault lies, and the remedy is usually self

suggestive. Of the trouble common to the

steering group proper, the bending of rods

and arms are the most frequently to be

met. and fortunately, as well, the most eas

ily to be remedied. Bent front axles are

less common, and by the same token, far

harder to locate and correct; bends in the

knuckles are least frequent.

In the driving wheels, a difference in the

tensioning of the radius or distance rods,

is all too prevalent, thanks to the hurried

work of the average repair man, and also

the most easy to correct. But, by the same

token, it should not be allowed to continue.

as it serves to set the rear axle at an angle

to the chassis and swing both wheels out

of line. Another cause of trouble in the

rear wheels, which also is to be found oc

casionally in the front of the machine, arises

from the offsetting of the springs due to

the side thrusts generated in rounding

curves at speed. This difficulty results in

shifting the axle bodily to one side, and

causes the car to travel crab-wise, or else

to line up with its course fore and aft, with

one or both of its axles set at an angle to

the line of travel. Obviously, this must

result not simply in wearing the tires un

evenly and unnaturally, but alsn must

generate a host of stresses all unprovidcd

for by the designer.v
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generate a host of stresses all unprovided

for by the designer. _

\Nith a shaft driven machine, the same

thing may Occur through the bending of a

strut rod and the consequent disalignment

of the rear axle or its offsetting. Or, per

haps, a sudden lurch into a rut may cause

an unusual strain upon the springs which is

too sudden to be absorbed by them in the

usual way, and therefore results in the bulk

of the load being momentarily taken by the

dumb irons, resulting in their distortion,

and the resulting evil of disalignment.

But whatever, may be the cause, it is

evident that aside from a bend in the axle

or steering knuckle which affects but one

wheel locally, the result upon the machine

as a whole must be to cause additional

strain upon some of its parts, and not in

frequently upon a whole group of them.

Thus, with a chain-driven machine, the

cross shifting of the rear axle may be suffi

cient to cause the chains to ride and break,

doing considerable damage to the trans

mission, perhaps even bending the counter

shaft in the process. While, in a similar

way, the disalignment of the driving axle

of a shaft driven machine may cause side

thrusts upon the axle sleeves, resulting in

springing them and ultimately producing

that “toeing-out" effect which was the bane

of all the earlier attempts at live axle con

struction.

In fact, the nature and extent of the in

jury which may be done to a car by neglect

ing to correct any error which may con—

tribute to a dis-alignment of the wheels, is

too broad and far reaching to be possible

of delineation. It may result in the total

destruction of the machine, as a matter of

fact, through the causation indirectly or

otherwise, of an accident on the road, or,

it may go on for a long time, only showing

itself in the excessive wear on the tires.

But whatever its efi’ect, its speedy and cer

tain correction is an absolute prevention

of further trouble and may lead to the dis

covery of a condition far more serious than

the present symptoms would seem to in

dicate.

Why the Car Wouldn't Go.

"It won't go and you simply can't make

it go," was the utterly disgusted comment

of a dilettante motorist to the repair man

who had been sent out on the road in re

sponse to urgent calls over the 'phone to

the garage keeper. And to substantiate his

statement the new hand skillfully turned the

switch to the point representing the reserve

set of accumulators and gracefully turned the

crank a few times with absolutely no result.

The man from the garage was impassive

and silent; without making a remark he

quietly investigated what was behind the

switch. A wire leading from it had snapped

off close to the terminal in plain sight and

there was no second set!

A roll of adhesive tape should be carried

in the tool kit even more religiously than a

sheet of court plaster in the note ease.

as T0 INDIVIDUAL CLUTCHFS

Renewed Interest Apparent Abroad—One

of the Recent Developments.

While the sliding-pinion type of change

speed gear is being accorded the greatest

amount of usage at the present time, it by

no means follows that is it the best suited

to the needs of the motor car, or that it is

in any sense of the word final in its adop

tion. ' Many authorities, indeed, are of the

opinion that it is not, and not a few are

striving to develop some other and more

Of these, the ma

jority of the American designers are work

suitable arrangement.

ing over the friction drive problem, while

  

across the water, this and the individual

clutch system, already discarded by more

than one American constructor, are coming

in for a share of research. In this connec

tion, it is interesting to note in France and

in England, the reappearance of the latter

type, long since practically discarded there,

one example of which is seen in the Lansac

and Boulier transmission which appeared

there at the beginning of the year.

In this design. the transmission is always

through the lay shaft, all gears being con

stantly in mesh, and the successive con

nections being made through the medium

of a plunger rod riding in the hollow of the

driven member. Such is the arrangement

that the gears lie close together, and the

casing being built to embrace them closely,

but little space is taken up. The clutches

themselves, in which as is commonly recog

nized the solution of the problem lies, are

of the internally expanding type, very simi

lar in construction to those employed so

extensively in rear wheel brake construc

tion, and apparently, there is nothing to

interfere with complete and satisfactory ac

tion at all times and under the most rigor

ous of conditions.

Referring to the accompanying illustra

tion for details, it will be seen that the driv

ing gears are all solid with the main motor

shaft A, and that the driven gears ride

loosely upon the exterior of the driven

shaft B, to which are keyed the clutch mem

bers. These, which consist of split rings

separated by rotating dogs, are actuated by

plunger pins, n, which are thrust outwardly

by the action of the plunger G on the end

of the shifting rod E, riding within the hol

low interior of the secondary shaft. The

pinions a, b, c, and d, are arranged to give

even graduations of speed according to their

size, while the pinion e, meshes with an

idler to give the reverse.

It will be noticed that except for the

too sudden engagement of the clutches,

there is little or no possibility for

a false movement on the part of the driver

to injure the mechanism, that no two clut

ches can be thrown into action at the same

time, and that furthermore, there is little

about the contrivance which is liable to be

come disordered. As to the clutches them

selves, their construction, backed up as it

is by the tenets of common practice in

another, but by no means unimportant

line, would seem to be sufficient guarantee

of their ability to act satisfactorily, granted

only that they are designed to give the

operator sufiicient leverage to apply them

with proper force and without the expense

of too much labor.

 

No Negro Chauffeurs Wanted.

For the purpose of setting a fixed scale

of wages, excluding negroes from the busi

ness of driving automobiles, and advocating

legislation which will require all chauffeurs

and drivers in Indiana to stand a State ex

amination before being allowed to operate

an automobile in that State, the Chauffeurs'

and Repairers' Association of Indiana has

been formed at Indianapolis. To promul

gate the objects set forth in the constitu

tion these officers have been chosen: Presi

dent, William Davidson; vice-president,

W'illiam Ruggenstein; secretary, Fred \Vilt

shire; assistant secretary, Fred Seegar;

treasurer, George Swihart; directors. Harry

Bell, Minor Farley, Gus Krause and Jesse

Southerland.

One Cause of Tire Wear.

Of course the amount of wear which is

exhibited by the rear tires should consid

erably exceed that which is developed by

those in front, but if at any time it appears

that the wear is in any way excessive. the

condition of the differential should be care

fully examincd into. For a sluggish con

dition of that organ will cause the wheels

to skid unduly, producing serious effects

in the driving shoes.

Misuse of the Pliers.

It is but a half-blown mechanic that

places his sole dependence in a pair of

pliers. They serve a useful and multifar

ious purpose, but when made to take the

place of a monkey wrench, they soon burr

and spoil the nuts, as well as failing in

many cases to loosen them. '

If the Tires do not Track.

“hen the wear on a tire is out of the

centre-line of the tread, the cause may be

sought in the axle near the wheel. If more

than one tire displays the same tendency.

the cause is further to seek, but by the same

token, it is possible to prolong the life of

both, by exchanging them.
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HANDLING THE SPARK LEVER

Some of the Things that Puzzle the new

Operator—How the Charge Ignites.

Handling the spark lever is one of the

elements of driving that puzzles the novice

The throttle

and its action are perfectly plain—more

at the wheel for some time.

speed, more gas—the operation is exactly

similar to that of opening the throttle on a

locomotive and it seldom takes the begin

ner long to master the knack of handling

the lever nor of understanding the why and

wherefore of it. \Vith the spark it is a to

tally different matter; there is the same

amount of spark regardless of the position

of the lever, and—well, electricity is such

a mysterious thing anyway, so what does

the lever do when it is moved? _

Lifting the bonnet and showing how the

movement of the lever causes a correspond

ing shift in the location of the timer, where

batteries are used, or in the position of the

armature in the case of the magneto, only

tends to puzzle the seeker after knowledge

to a greater extent. The amount of motion

appears to be relatively insignificant and its

function so impossible of comprehension

from merely viewing its operation while

the motor is inert, that it is not difficult to

see why it should confuse the uninitiated.

Shown with the motor in operation and its

effect is immediately apparent, but why

such a result should follow such a cause

is something too deep for the average be

ginner to fathom.

The reason is to be found in the fact that

even with the critical mixture, which means

with the proportions of air and gas as nearly

correct as it is possible to obtain them, an

appreciable length of time is required to

thoroughly ignite the charge. There is an

impression that the explosion follows the

occurrence of the spark instantaneously

and such is the case, though it depends

largely upon the interpretation that is

placed upon the word. The moment the

spark leaps the gap in the plug the mixture

immediately surrounding it becomes ig

nited; if it did not there would be no ex

plosion at all. But setting fire to that part

of the charge that immediately surrounds

the plug and burning the entire contents

of the cylinder, which is a necessity if the

proper amount of expansion is to be ob

tained, are two very different things. Or

dinarily speaking, one follows the other so

closely that both are practically one opera

tion and may be termed instantaneous, but

as with the shutter of a rapid fire camera,

there are different degrees of instantaneity

and regardless of how quickly the shutter

may be made to open and close, an appre

ciable amount of time is consumed.

The theory of spark regulation consists in

timing the occurrence of the explosion so

that it always takes place at the point in the

stroke where it will effect the most, con

sistent with the speed. And this, in brief,

explains why the spark should be retarded

when the motor is running slowly and ad

vanced as the speed increases. If the motor

he running very slowly, say 250 r. p. m., '

then the spark could be set at the extreme

point of retardation so that the explosion

would take place just as the piston was

starting downward on the power stroke or

even after it had passed the dead center for

an appreciable fraction of its stroke. In

such a case much of the compression would

be lost before the explosion occurred and

but little power would be developed. \Vith

each notch on the quadrant that the spark

lever was advanced the time of the occur—

rence of the explosion would be brought

forward a portion of the stroke of the pis

ton—probably a small fraction of an inch,

until with an extreme advance the charge

would begin to ignite quite an appreciable

length of time before the piston had passed

the dead center on the compression stroke

and a sharp knock would be felt with every

explosion.

In such a case the spark is “too early'“

and the initial force of the explosion and

the stored energy of the flywheel are com

bating for the mastery. The thumping that

results is quite alarming to the beginner

and it is well that it is so for nothing will

ruin an engine quicker than to permit it

to run under such conditions. But if with

the engine running at four times the speed

assumed in the previous case, which would

make it 1,000 r. p. m., it is obvious that

unless the spark were advanced a large

part of the energy developed would be

wasted as the piston would have completed

a considerable fraction of its downward

stroke before it felt the impulse of the ex

plosion and the latter would be correspond

ingly weaker owing to the loss of compres

sion. But by making the spark occur be

fore the piston has quite completed the

compression stroke, it will readily be ap

parent that by the time the entire charge

is ignited the speed of the crank will have

advanced the piston to a point best calcu

lated to take advantage of the full benefit

of the explosion throughout the whole

working stroke of the motor.

Cause and effect may best be illustrated

by assuming a car to be running along a

_ level road with the throttle half open and

the spark well advanced, some motors be

ing most readily controlled with the spark

alone. As soon as the car starts up a long

and somewhat steep hill the speed of the

motor will gradually decline until it is going

at a comparatively slow rate and unless

the spark be retarded it will begin to de

velop an alarming knock; the speed has

dropped to a point where the spark is

much too early for the energy of the ex

plosion to be taken advantage of and while

the car may thump its way up the remain

der of the hill, it is likely to stall unless

the spark be retarded to a point where the

knocking is no longer heard.

.wise “fluid” friction.

RELATING TO LUBRICATION

The Real and the Ideal—Size of Cylinders

a Factor—Tests of Oils.

Some interesting points in the all-im

portant subject of lubrication that have

either not been touched upon at all pre

viously or dismissed with slight attention

were brought out in a paper on this topic

read to the members of a foreign organiza

tion by J. \V. Brooker.

touching upon the subject of lubrication

proper, he brought out the fact that there

is more than one kind of friction; when the

Before actually

surfaces of ,two solid bodies slide or roll

upon another what may be termed “solid”

friction is set up, and when fluids do like

Lubricants minimize

the former, but they set up the latter them

selves.

The ideal construction is one when the

sliding surfaces are completely separated

by the film of lubricant; but it is seldom at

tained, so that for all practical purposes

there is a compound friction due to the ac

tion of surfaces partly separated by a fluid

in which there is solid friction where the

bare surfaces touch one another, and fluid

friction where the lubricant intervenes. Vis

cosity is the property by virtue of which

the lubricant forms a comparatively thick

film between rubbing surfaces. The more

viscous the lubricant, the greater is the

pressure which can be sustained; but, at

the same time, unnecessary high viscosity

creates unnecessary fluid friction, and the

viscosity of the lubricant should, therefore,

be in proportion to the pressure which it

will have to sustain.

One of the functions of a lubricant is to

overcome or neutralize accidental variations

of the smoothness of surfaces, which though

almost infinitesimal in magnitude, cauSe

variations in the friction and always tend

to produce overheating, and it is solely a

matter of chance when these tendencies

preponderate over the lubricating effect of

the oil. A light oil lubricates as well as a

viscous one ,when all is smooth, but when

a minute irregularity occurs, such as grit

or rough places on the surfaces, heat is gen

erated when the oil becomes too thin, and

there is a risk of seizure taking place. By

the use of a plentiful supply of a viscous

lubricant this risk can be considerable re

duced. A new engine under lubricated will

seize much more readily than one well run

in. There are three other conditions to

meet which a viscous lubricant is necessary,

viz., great pressure, slow speed, and high

temperature.

“Seizing” always can be traced to a failure

of the lubricant to keep metal surfaces ade

quately separated by a film of oil. Either

the oil may be too thin, or the pressure be

tween the surfaces too great, or there may

be no lubricant there at all. The last will

be a matter of rank carelessness or a failure

of the lubricating system; in either case it
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is outside the limits of this paper. When

the two surfaces come into close contact

under considerable pressure much work has

to be done to get one to slide over the

other. The heat thus produced raises the

temperature of the bearing, and the mole

cules of metal of the two surfaces spurred

into great activity by the rise of tempera

ture diffuse from the shaft into the brasses

or bushes, and from the piston into the

cylinder wall and vice versa. This tendency

to diffuse or weld is so great that when two

metals with carefully cleaned and polished

surfaces are very strongly pressed together

and left for several weeks at the atmos

pheric temperature, molecules are found

diffused throughout the other.

Scoring and seizing are facilitated by

high temperature, high pressure, and close

fitting; a close fit at a low temperature be

comes a much closer fit at a high tempera

ture. Hence, the principal features that

a suitable lubricant should possess are ar

rived at—it must withstand the maximum

pressure and the maximum temperature

which it will-have to meet, and preserve as

far as possible an unbroken film between

the sliding surfaces.

The variety of substances added to a lub

ricant for one purpose or another is very

great. Each has its use—some improve,

others do the reverse. There is a material

here .variously known as a “thickener,” “vis

com," etc., intended to be added to a thin

oil to increase its viscosity. It consists of

cotton seed or other vegetable oil saponified

with alkali and the'resulting soap precipi

tated by alum. Ordinary soap is sometimes

added to a lubricant; it imparts body and

gives a fine sparkling appearance, but it is

quite unfit—indeed harmful—for lubrica

tion. Water, although not exactly an adult

erant, is often found in a badly prepared

lubricant; it causes great trouble, especially

in cylinders, and particularly if vegetable

oils are also present. Another adulterant

added to improve the viscosity of a poor

oil is india rubber, it is said to prevent the

tendency of an oil to gum on the bearings,

but imagine its effect if it gets into the com

bustion chamber by mistake.

The point, however, of greatest interest

is whether to countenance the addition to

the mineral oil of vegetable oils, such as

cotton seed, rape seed, or olive oil; or of

animal fats, such as lard, tallow, neatsfoot

oil, or sperm oil. In their favor it may be

said that they have a very low setting or

solidifying point, and when heated thin

much less rapidly than do mineral oils of a

similar viscosity. Further, they are more

resistant to high pressures, hence their use

under certain conditions for heavy steam

and gas engines. The following are a few

arguments against the use of vegetable oils,

even in small quantities. They all develop

acidity, particularly at high temperatures,

which has a corrosive action on metals. They

nearly all absorb oxygen from the atmos

phere, and thicken or gum on the bearings.

At a high temperature such as might be

met in an air-cooled cylinder the fatty mat

ter would be burnt into a tarry deposit,

while a mineral oil at the same temperature

would be merely volatilised and swept out

of the cylinder with the exhaust gases. It

is, of course, possible that with the cylinder

running cool, the temperature at which the

vegetable portion will be decomposed is

not reached.

The first effect of heat on a lubricant is

to considerably reduce its viscosity. The

temperature of the cylinder wall in an air

cooled engine averages from 250 deg. to 300

deg Fah., and in a water-cooled engine

from 180 deg. to 250 deg. Fah. At the

higher of these temperatures the lubricant

is about as thin as water or kerosene and

splashes just as readily. If there be an ade

quate supply, even in this state, it is capable

of preserving a good film between piston

and cylinder, and it is not till temperatures

of 400 deg. up to 500 deg. Fah. are reached

that danger arises. Unless copious supplies

are pumped in to make up the loss by evap

oration the piston will seize. With a well

refined pure oil, 99 parts in a 100, say, evap

orate and do no damage; the one part is

carbonized—that is to say, decomposed by

the heat. It is solid matter in a very fine

state of division; a portion of it will go out

of the exhaust with the gases, the rest will

be deposited on the walls of the combustion

chamber and on top of the piston. In the

ease of the oil containing notable quantities

of impurities, the proportion carbonized is

very much greater, and the deposit in the

cylinder head grows more rapidly.

There is another and a very prolific cause

for this deposit, and that is, defective car

btration. Either an over rich or a not

sufficiently sprayed and vaporized mixture

will cause a carbon deposit to form. In

practically every case these deposits are

the cause of pre-ignition, and in many cases

of overheating. There are few worse con—

ductors of heat than carbon, and a thin film

will work wonders in keeping the heat in.

The lubricant is always at the same tem

perature as the cylinder wall, and it is this

factor which governs the choice of an oil.

The size of a cylinder is of some ac

count, because a big cylinder means a big

piston and a correspondingly heavy pres

sure between them. If an abnormal piston

speed, either very fast or very slow, is em

ployed, that must be taken into account, but,

as a rule, piston speed need not be consid

ered, so the question narrows down to

cylinder temperature as the chief question

to be studied. \Vith an efficiently water

cooled engine. an oil of moderate viscosity

and volatility can be used; in fact, a good

quality of gas engine oil will frequently

serve. But it is necessary to discriminate

between a single-cylinder and four or six

cylinders; the latter engine, with its smaller

and cooler cylinders. less pressure on crank

pins and shaft and higher average speed

of running, is best served by a thinner lub

ricant than the slower speed single-cylinder

engine.

To sum up, the chief properties which the

proper lubricant should possess are, first,

sufficient body or viscosity to prevent the

surfaces it is intended to lubricate from

rubbing together or coming into actual

metallic contact at their maximum pressure

and temperature. Second, the greatest

fluidity consistent with the required vis‘

cosity; third, freedom from change through

atmospheric influences as well as from fatty

or mineral acids likely to corrode the sur

faces of the metal. Fourth, a high “flash

point’ or temperature of vaporisation and

decomposition and a low freezing or “set

ting" point. That it should be free from

grit, water or other foreign substances goes

without saying.

To ascertain whether a certain sample of

oil meets the requirements that it should

have in order to be used for a certain pur

pose such as for the motor cylinder, it is

subjected to a number of tests. Its flash

point and ignition point are tested at the

same time, the first representing the tem—

perature to which the oil can be heated be

fore it gives off an inflammable vapor and

the second, the temperature at which it will

actually take fire. If the specimen under

test happens to be a compound consisting

of light and heavy oils or a proportion of

more volatile oil, this test is apt to be mis

leading as the light portion takes fire much

sooner and ignites the remainder, before

it would otherwise burn. In order to ascer

tain the volatility of an oil, it is usually e2:

posed in a shallow open pan for twelve to

twenty-four hours at a temperature of ZIU

to 250 degrees Fahrenheit. the amount of

loss by evaporation determining its quality

in this respect.

To ascertain its freezing or “setting”

point, the sample is slowly cooled by a

freezing mixture and the temperature at

which parafine or other solid hydrocarbon

is deposited is noted. In many cases no

precipitation whatever occurs so that the

point at which the whole- mass solidifies

marks the only observation to be taken.

The presence of acids is also tested for and

whether due to mineral acids—evidence of

bad refining—or to fatty acids which show

the existence of fixed oils in the sample.

The latter is heated with a solution of caus

tic soda or potash in dilute alcohol which

renders the fatty oil soluble. It can then

be washed out with water and its percent

age obtained, or from the mineral oil which

is not acted upon by the alkali, can be ex

tracted from the mixture with the aid of

gasolene and weighed to see whether it

has lost weight or not. The spreading

power of a lubricant is tested by placing

equal drops of it between polished glass or

steel surfaces heated from 250 to 300 de

grees Fahrenheit. Gumming and oxidation

tests conclude the series and, as their names

indicate, are to determine the absorpt.on

of oxygen or exposure, and the extent of

the formation of gum, as a good mineral

oil, even on long exposure, absorbs very

little oxygen and remains practically un

changed, while all fixed oils change more

or less quickly under these conditions and

the change is hastened by warming.
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PORTABLE CHARGING OUTFIT

Simple Apparatus that Renders Touring

with Accumulators Free of Apprehension.

Despite its unquestionable efficiency as a

 

source of ignition current, the compara

tively short life and sudden "death" of the

charge in the accumulator, serves as a great

drawback to its utility upon the touring car.

It yields a strong current, supplying the

motor with a hot fat spark, and is to be

relied upon invariably—up to a certain

breakage. The charging is intended to

be done from an ordinary lighting fixture

in the owner's room at night or whenever

a lay-up provides the requisite time, and

thus, granted only the availability of elec

trically lighted hotels, the charging diffi—

culty may well be considered to be van

quished.

Considering the apparatus itself since

the method of construction is perfectly 0b»

vious from the illustrations, and further,

need conform to no set rule, the only need

of special description is in relation to the

method of making connections. This is
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point, when it gives out with a snddenness

that leaves the improvident tourist in a

most unpleasant predicament in instances

which are all too frequent. Probably it is

this drawback alone which has prevented

it from receiving in this country the

usage which it has on the Continent and

in England, a fact which is not wholly the

fault of the apparatus itself, but rather is

due largely to the preference of the user.

That a degree of independence from fully

equipped garages and charging stations is

possible when touring with an accumulator

fed ignition system, which closely ap

proaches that attained where dry cells are

used, is quite readily possible, however, is

evident from the following description of a

home-made charging outfit which was re

cently detailed in the “Car.”

The materials composing this touring

outfit rather than being of an expensive

and cumbersome nature, consist of the

simplest fittings possible, and the cost of

the apparatus itself may well be conceived

to amount to hardly more than a dollar.

The base, or charging board proper, con

sists of nothing more formidable than a

common cigar box upon which are mounted

a switch and fuse plug together with a

couple of incandescent lamp sockets to

gether with the line current and charging

terminals. By proper contrivance, it is

possible to make the cover reversible so

that in transit, the fixtures may lie within

its enclosure, and, by the same token, the

lamp resistances and terminal wires may

be packed away within, making a neat and

handy package taking up but little space

in the car, and being reasonably safe from

shown by the diagram, in which it is made

plain that the lead from the lamp socket

A. whence the charging current is to be

taken is divided at the box, one terminal

B being taken to the cut-out switch, and the

other to the local fuse E, which, in turn,

is connected to the charging terminal L,

where a binding post permits of readily

making connections with the accumulator.

  

  

  

  

HOW THE LAMPS ARE CONNECTED IN THE CIRCUIT.

The two lamp sockets F and G, are con

nected in parallel, that is to say, each is

connected with both the switch and the

second charging post K, from which the

current is led to the accumulator through

the terminal N.

For general touring, two sets of lamps

should be carried, designed to take current

at 110 and 220 volts respectively. and. of

course, a pair of 16 c. p. and a pair of 32

c. p. lamps should comprise each set, mak

ing in all, eight lamps. In many instances.

however, the lamps will not be neceSsary,

since one or two can be borrowed for the

occasion from the hotel keeper or store—

keeper where the current is obtained. Care

should be taken in every case to ascertain

the voltage used, and also before coupling

on the accumulators, whether the current

is direct or alternating. If direct, well and

good; if not, unless some sort of rectifier

is available, the proceedings must be post

poned indifinitely.

Supposing, however, the current is found

to be direct, as may most readily be done

by a slip of pole finding paper, and by the

same token, the polarity of the terminals

determined, the apparatus may then be con

nected up, care being taken t' ioin the two

positive poles toegther, or, in other words,

to connect together the two sets of poles

giving the same reaction with the test paper.

In the beginning, if a 110 volt circuit is

used, either one 32 candlepower lamp

or two of 16 candlepower should be

placed in the resistance sockets, thus re_

ducing the current through the accumu

lators to a fraction over an ampere at 5 or 6

volts pressure. The pressure of the accu—

mulator should then be tested from time to

time until it has risen to its standard of 4

volts and a little over—the charging cir

cuit being opened for the time being, of

course—when the apparatus may be packed

up and stored away in the car once more.

By the use of some such device, it is

possible to keep accumulator constantly

charged while on the road, and thus to

derive the benefit of the excellent ignition

which it secures without the annoying

worry as to just when and where the sup—

ply of “juice” is going to give out. Of

course, there are to be had on the market,

regular charging outfits which are designed

for this especial purpose, and which save

the annoyance of having to make all the

connections. Either of these arrangements,

together with a good portable voltmeter

and a coil of fuse wire are all that is re

quired to place the storage cell on an even

f00ting with the dry battery for touring.

The region of electrically lighted towns can

hardly be abandoned, to-day, except in very

remote localities, and even then, a ride of

a day or two, well within the powers of

the fully charged cells, will take the trav

eler to some point where he can find the

desired source of supply.

“Animals” the Automobile is Replacing.

Giraffes, camels, horses of weird mein

and the other queer-looking quadrupeds that

have from time immemorial adorned the

circular platform of the merry-go-round

are giving away to the automobile. But,

barring the same gaudy colors with

which the animals were always finished,

there has been more of an attempt at real

ism in using the car for this purpose. In

stead of employing “property” fittings the

accessory dealer has been called upon and

as a result these circulating ears have real

bonnets and headlights, genuine steering

'wheels and registration numbers and the

regulation car wheels shod with pneumatic

tires, although the latter do not work as

the car really runs on small iron wheels,

which, like its lack of "insides," are out of

Sight. _
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GERMANS BEGIN IMITA'I'ING

Influx of Air-Cooled Cars Showing the

“Borrowing” of American Ideas.

“Piccolo” is the appropriate title of what

appears to be the first attempt to produce

a four-cylinder air-cooled car on the Cori

tinent, and it is one of several cars of this

kind now being brought out on the other

side that demonstrate very conclusively how

closely foreign builders have been follow

ing the success that has rewarded the efforts

of the American designer in that direction.

So far as novelty is concerned, air-cooling

is certainly nothing new abroad, but it

has never been tried on anything but the

most insignificant scale—usually single cyl

inder cars not much larger than a motor

cycle, and has always been regarded in the

light of a freak idea of the class that. would

not down, but that would never amount to

anything.

“The Piccolo car is of German origin and

is hailed as the first of its kind by the Ger

man press, with the statement that “\Vhat

has been so often predicted and so long in

coming has finally arrived." The frame

is of stamped U-section and is supported on

the usual running gear with long semi-el

liptic springs front and rear. The motor

is of the four-cylinder type with the cylin

ders placed tandem, and having their sur

faces corrugated in a peculiar manner to

assist radiation, though just what this con

sists of does not appear. The engine as a

unit, is covered with an air-jacket through

which circulation is insured by means of a

blower placed at the forward end of the

motor—in short, a German adoption of the

Frayer-Miller system that has made such

a name for itself. The inlet and the ex

haust valves of each cylinder protrude

through a common opening in the casing

and the motor is said to run so cool that it

may be left standing indefinitely without

danger of overheating. The dimensions of

the cylinders are 80 by 80 millimetres or

3.15 inches “square,” and these diminutive

dimensions are carried out in every part of

the car giving it a peculiarly undersized

and toylike appearance as if its builders had

feared to experiment with air-cooling on

any larger scale. Its aspect is that of a

very light runabout to which a touring body

has been added. A two-cylinder model is

also being turned out, this merely having

half the same engine as the larger car.

The “Perl” voiturette is another imitator

of the Frayer-Miller idea that was shown

for the first time at the Vienna exhibition

a few weeks since. At first glance it might

be mistaken for an American car of the

make in question, but for the fact that it

has only two cylinders and the air jackets

while of identically the same type are not

carried as far down toward the base of the

cylinders. The two cylinder rotor is

placed tandem as usual and is rated at 10—12

horsepower. The blower is placed at the

forward end of the engine and this as well

as the casing is of aluminum. Instead of

being carried down around the cylinders]

vertically, the jackets are cut off at an angle

of 45 degrees so as to expose the under side

of the valves and large tubes from the main

outlet of the blower, lying horizontally

along the tops of the cylinders, deflect the

current of air downward at an angle so

that it issues around the valves.

A third entrant into the air-cooled field

is also a 10 horsepower runabout but does

not appear to promise as well as its con

temporaries. It differs from them in not

adopting the blower idea at all, depending

entirely upon the cast flanges of the cylin

ders, supplemented by a high-speed fan at

the rear end of the engine, to do the cool

ing. Its designers have apparently worked

upon the principle that it is more effective

to draw the hot air away from the motor

than to blow cold air upon it. The operation

of the fan is facilitated by providing a cover

for the engine and the latter is of such a

form that it prevents the hot air from

“pocketing” between the two cylinders, col

lecting round them or conveying the heat

from one to another. The inlet valves are

of the automatic type and are located

directly in the center of the cylinder head,

while the exhaust valves are placed in pock

ets at the side that are almost as large as

the cylinders themselves.

Departure in Cut-Out Switch.

Cut out switches for testing the ignition

of each cylinder in turn have become such

a standard feature of the up-to-date engine

as to be regarded in the light of an absolute

necessity. To accomplish this the switch is

so wired up that opening it merely drops

the cylinder to which it is attached out of

the circuit. But the coil is still permitted

to operate and as the gap made by the

opening the switch is too great for the

spark to bridge it is apt to be damaged as

the result. To avoid this the makers of

the Pognon plugs have just brought out

a spark plug switch which reverses the

usual order of affairs by merely short cir—

cuiting the cylinder that is cut out. The

device is attached to the body of the spark

plug by a brass strap just above where it

enters the cylinder and consists of a short

pivoted lever and brass knob on the end

of it which is brought in contact with a

similar upright when in operation. As the

high tension current is then provided with

a direct return path without any gaps, all

danger of overburdening the coil windings

is eliminated. The procedure followed in

testing the cylinders is, of course, the same.

Three are short circuited while the fourth

is run under inspection.

 

The Syracure Automobile Livery Com

pany has been formed. Cars will be rented

day and night, an innovation in the up—

State town.

GRAFTERS WALKED HOME

How two of them Overworked an old Game

Very Much to their Sorrow.

 

Ingenious youths and a few old enough

to know better, who have been working

Chicago salesmcn‘and agents for free rides

on Sunday, by representing themselves to

be prospective purchasers of cars, will learn

something by a perusal of the narrative re

garding the experience of two of their ilk.

recently.

On Saturday afternoon a pleasant voiced

young man called up E. Q. Cordncr, mans

ager of the Rainier Company’s branch, stat—

ing that a friend, who is a physician on the

south side, Wished to purchase a touring car.

The doctor, of course, was too busy to in

vestigate the merits of the machines for

himself and had placed the matter of selec

tion with the speaker and another friend.

who is a mechanical expert, the pleasant

voiced young man explained to Manager

Cordner. He further asked for a demonstra

tion on Sunday and as he seemed so earnest

about a quick delivery, Manager Cordner

strained a point and promised to take them

for a Sunday ride in Indiana.

Meeting them as he had promised, the

trip was made, but Mr. Cordner's suspicions

were aroused and he became convinced that

he was entertaining a pair of grafters. This

thought was strengthened when, after vari~

ous excuses, he stopped occasionally to call

up the physician, whom he was unable to

reach by telephone. Continued assurances

of the fraudulent representation of his pas

sengers kept manifesting themselves, and

finally the Rainier driver brought the mat~

ter to an issue.

“I am convinced," he said while the car

was at a standstill at Crown Point, Ind.

"that you fellows are not on the level. Now

it is up to you to square yourselves by com

municating with your alleged friend, the

doctor, or pay me for the trip out from

home." The third alternative is to walk

home.” The passengers were on the ground

making a pretense at examining the car.

They tried to “bluff” but their story did nOt

hang together well enough to satisfy the

driver. "Well," he said at last, "what is

your answer?"

“I guess it is up to us to walk home,” re

plied one of the grafters, and Mr. Cordner

was as good as his word, for he immediately

turned on the power and left his erstwhile

passengers standing by the roadside, five

miles from the nearest railway station and

forty-five miles from home.

Since the incident it has been discovered

tlrat the young men have been grafting on

“Automobile Row,” ever since spring

weather opened and the salesmen and

agents are hoping that their last experience

will teach them and others of their ilk a

much needed lesson.
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TO REDUCE THE DUST

Outcome of Experiments in Switzerland

and France—Tar Gives Best Results.

 

“The processes under consideration are

oiling, watering with deliquescent salts, and

tarring,” says Consul McNally, of Liege, in

describing the methods being employed by

the Swiss Anti-Dust League in its war

on the principles of dust composition. “The

first consists in spreading upon a well—

swept road a heavy oil obtained from dis—

tilled petroleum. During a dry and warm

period the spreading process is done with

a brush. These oils are obtained in Califor

nia, Galicia, and Baku, and cost from $5

to $6 a barrel.

“Watering with such salts as chloride of

calcium would give appreciable results were

it not for the ophthalmic effect on the eye's.

Products of this kind are rapidite, westruni

ite, apulvite, basilite, odocreol, and pulver

anto. At the automobile exposition in

Paris a block of macadam could be seen

amalgamated with rapidite, giving to the

mass an idea of great compactness,

“For tarring the product used is coal tar,

the product of gas works. It is black and

viscous and its density varies from 1.10 to

1.25. It can be applied hot or cold. Its

boiling point varies between 70° and

80°, C., and thereafter it is impossible to

raise it to a higher temperature. The spread

ing with watering pots must be done during

a warm and dry period. The road, which

has been thoroughly cleaned before the ap

plication of the tar, must then be carefully

and gently brushed and trafi‘ic must be sus

pended over it for at least twenty-four

hours. The quality of tar preferable for

lasting use is the product from gas made by

carburated water.

“It is said that these three antidust pro

cesses have given general satisfaction, and

the numerous trials made under the super

vision of the league in Switzerland demon

strate that the tar obtained as above is the

most efficacious of anything heretofore

tried. The league urges frequent and sub

stantial demonstrations of dust-settling

processes, and estimates the cost to be but

nominal. The French Government, after

a four years’ trial of the tarring method,

have obtained satisfactory results fully jus

tifying the expense of from 2% to 3 cents

per square yard. The annual economy on

the wear and tear is found to be about 2

cents a square yard, and for watering, 1

cent per square yard, so that the process of

tarring is of no expense while its benefits

are evident." ‘

Accident with Unusual Outcome.

Generally, the motorist who has the mis

fortune to run into or over a pedestrian,

expects on dismounting, to find him either

dead, or ready to commit murder. That

there are exceptions to this, as as all rules,

however, is proved by the experience of a

British motorist who, driving along one of

the principal streets of Wolverhampton,

was much alarmed to see a small boy sud

denly dart out from behind a wagon stand

ing by the curb and run squarely in front

of his car. There was a howl, and the

youngster disappeared from view beneath

the machine as it was brought to an abrupt

halt. The driver descended expecting to

find the scattered remains of the boy hor

ribly mangled, but instead, beheld him

scampering away as fast as his legs could

carry him, and yelling at the top of his

lungs, “Don’t hit me, mister, I won’t do it

again.” When he was caught it was found'

that one of his arms was broken, but that

otherwise he was unscathed.

American Car Scores in New Zealand.

The American product is beginning to

make its quality felt in foreign fields. The

most recent evidence of the fact is con

tained in the following letter to the Cadillac

Company, from Dexter & Crozier, their

Auckland, New Zealand, representatives, as

follows:

“It will no doubt be very gratifying to

you to know that the model “B” single cyl

inder Cadillac driven by Mr. Crozier, made

a non-stop run, secured full points and tied

for the cup with 12 and 15 horsepower

Darracqs for the North Island Reliability

Test of New Zealand.

“The test was a four days’ run to the

Hot Lakes District and back again, cover

ing some very hilly and sandy districts. The

test was divided into three classes, A, B, C.

Class A, cars up to 8 horsepower; class B,

cars from 8 to 12 horsepower; class C, cars

from 12 horsepower and up.

“The Cadillac was the only car carrying

a full load of four passengers securing full

points and the total distance of 409 miles

was done with only 19% gallons of gasolcne

consumption. This, considering that the

roads were of a very hilly and sandy nature,

makes a very creditable performance."

To Instruct the British Soldiers.

It is reported that the British War Office

has under consideration a proposition to

organize a series of classes for the instruc

tion of the soldiery in automobile manipula

tion. One method suggested is that men

in their last year of service shall be given

regular instruction in the art. The obvious

inference, of course. is that the War Ofiice

attaches a good deal of importance to the

automobile movement, and appreciates the

advantage which would accrue in time of

invasion, from having at hand a body of

available material which could be mob

ilized and employed in the handling of

vast bodies of troops and supplies by means

of self-propelled vehicles.

Here after all automobiles used in Ger

many will be taked 10 marks per horse

power. This law was passed by the Reich

stag last week. A motion of the radical

party to exempt from taxation all automo

biles used for commercial and industrial

purposes was rejected.

J

REGULATING THE TOURIST

Requirements Laid Down by France—Ad

vantages Afforded by “Le Triptyque."

into

France, for whatever purpose, is subject to

a specific duty, which varies according to

the nature of the motor, whether steam,

electric, or hydrocarbin, and also whether

“An automobile vehicle imported

the country from which it comes is or is

not entitled by treaty to the minimum tariff

on imports into this country," writes Con

sul-General Frank H. Mason, from Paris

to the Department of Commerce and Labor

at Washington, in an endeavor to simplify

for tourists who go to France either with

their own automobiles or with the intention

of buying or hiring a car in Paris for a

tour through the continent, the annoying

and somewhat confusing red-tape customs

regulations in vogue on the other side.

“America, no such

treaty, and therefore motor vehicles orig

inally made in the United States are sub

ject to the general or maximum tariff rate,

\'lZ.Z

unfortunately, has

Automobiles, for persons, weighing

275 pounds or more, $11.58 per 220 pounds;

motor bicycles, etc., Weighing less than 275

pounds, $28.95 per 220 pounds. Electric

automobiles are taxed as above on the

vehicle and motor, and $4.14 per 220 pounds

on the accumulators which they carry.

When imported for touring or other tem

porary purpose, the duty so paid on a motor

vehicle will be refunded at the frontier

when the vehicle leaves France ,on (presen

tation of the receipt given by the customs

officer at the port of entry.

“As a means of avoiding the payment of

this deposit at the frontier, many Americans

and other foreigners avail themselves of the

special privileges of the Touring Club de

France, a powerful organization founded in

1890, which has now nearly 100,000 mem

bers, and central headquarters at No. 65,

Avenue de la Grande Armee, Paris. A for

eign member of the club, wishing to make

a tour with his automobile in France, may

obtain from its central ofiice a permit for

the temporary importation of his machine.

The application for this permission is made

on a prescribed form, accompanied by a

deposit of the amount of duty, and the per

mit is at once issued under its authority, the

club becoming, so to speak, responsible for

its member during his sojourn in France.

This license for free international circula

tion is known as ‘Le Triptyque," being

printed on three leaves or sections, each

bearing the same serial number. The first

leaf is detached for the customs officials at

the point of final departure of the car from

France, and the third section is retained by

the member to be presented finally, person

ally or by mail, to the touring club, where

upon his deposit is refunded at once with

out the delay and inconvenience which so
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often attend repayment of such a deposit

at the custom-house.

“Among the other advantages of the

‘Triptyque’ for an American is that he can

obtain by it‘ correspondence in advance,

and then on landing he is enabled to pass

the custom-house at once with his auto

without annoyance or payment of money.

“In France, Germany and Belgium the

"Triptyque’ is valid for a period of one year

from its date; in Italy and Switzerland for

six months only. During the period of

such validity the holder of a ‘Triptyque'

may make any desired number of trips into

and out of the country designated, unless it

be Germany, where only one voyage during

the year is permitted. The ‘Triptyque’ is

not recognized in Spain or Austria, and is

not necessary in Holland or Great Britain.

“Having secured the admission of his car

and the permission to have it placed in cir

culation, the next important step for the

visiting motor tourist should be to obtain

a ‘Certificate de capacite,’ or license to

drive an automobile in France. Theoret‘

ically, this is made somewhat easier for for

eigners than for a native of the country, but

this courtesy which seems so gracious at

the outset, is no protection against the re

sults of ignorance or incapacitity, and it is

therefore advisable that every American

who desires to traverse this country with

an automobile, either imported or purchased

here, should take the full examination and

so qualify himself as to be entitled to all

the rights and privileges that a certificate of

capacity can secure.

“An application for a license or ‘permit

dc conduire’ should be written on a sheet

of stamped paper of the denomination of

60 centimes (about 12 cents). It should be

addressed to the prefect of police, give the

full name and address of the applicant, and

embody in simple, direct form a. request to

be permitted to pass the examination re

quired to obtain a certificate of capacity to

drive an automobile weighing kilo

grams, with a petroleum motor, and of the

system (giving the name of the

maker). \Nith this letter of application

should be incloscd the passport of the ap

plicant (viseed by an American consul in

France if issued from any other office than

the American embassy at Paris) and his

birth certificate, or, if that is not available,

a police certificate which is issued from the

prefecture of the police, 36 Quai des Or

fevres, called a ‘registre d'immunite.’ If

the applicant is a resident of France he

should likewise inclose with his application

a certificate of residence from the commis

sary of police in the precinct where he re

sides, attested for identity by two witnesses,

and finally two unmounted photographs of

himself.

“\Vithin a fortnight the applicant should

receive an official letter requesting him to

meet the examiner at a designated time and

place, to which he should go in an auto

mobile of the same type as the one de

scribed in his application. This examina

tion is a practical one on broad lines laid

 

 

'works.

down in a circular of the minister of public

The candidate must maneuvre the

machine in the presence of the examiner

(an engineer of the mines department or

his delegate). The examiner is directed to

pay special attention to the prudence, cool—

ness and presence of mind of the candidate;

his judgment of distance, steadiness in

steering, ability in changing, as occasion

may require; the speed of the vehicle, ap

plication of brakes and starting again, and

his general ideas about traffic in street and

road so far as appreciating the require

ments of other vehicles in passing, preced

ing, following, and crossing. \Nhere steam

is the motive power the examination varies

somewhat and some theoretical knowledge

is necessary

“If the trial is satisfactory and shows the

applicant to be capable of managing his

machine acceptably, the examiner will gen—

erally give him at once a temporary license

authorizing him to drive in and about Paris

until the permanent ‘permis dc conduire’ is

issued, which latter is good for the whole

of France. This certificate and receipt of

declaration describing the car should always

be carried by the automobilist when travel

ing in his automobile, as they may be called

for at any moment, and failure to produce

them might subject the delinquent to seri

ous embarrassments.

“If the automobile is capable of a speed

exceeding 30 kilometers (approximately 18

miles) an hour, it must bear in front and

rear a tag painted in white on a black

ground, and showing its number and the

distinctive letter which has been given to

the machine to indicate the place or dis

trict headquarters where it has been regis

tered. The dimensions of these letters and

figures are carefully prescribed by law and

regulations. The tags must be so placed

as to be clearly visible, and the rear one

so illuminated at night by a reflecting light

as to be read as easily as by day. The rear

tag may be replaced at night by a lighted

lantern bearing the number and letter of

the vehicle.

“The speed of an automobile in France

is limited by governmental decree to 30

kilometres (18 miles) an hour in open coun

try, and 20 kilometres (or 12 miles) an hour

in cities and towns. Any speed exceeding

this, although it may be leniently consid—

ered by the police, is contrary to law and,

in case of accident resulting from the ex

cessive pace, liable to get the offender into

serious trouble.

“In case of accidents on the road it is

of the highest importance that the foreign

automobilist should control his temper and

preserve the courtesy of bearing toward

officials and other persons, for the lack of

which nothing atoncs in France. If another

person has been the cause of or in any way

concerned in the accident, his name and ad

dress, together with those of any witnesses

present, should be obtained and written

down, the automobilist giving in return his

own.

“In case indemnity is voluntarily paid for

an injury, either real or imaginary, a re

ceipt should be taken, showing that the

payment involves full immunity from sub

sequent proceedings of any kind. Fin

ally, if signalled to stop by a policeman or

other official, the tourist should always

obey, treat the delay as good-naturedly as

possible, and if summoned to appear before

a court he should never fail to do so,

either in person or by attorney.

“When an American lives in Paris or

elsewhere in France an automobile for the

purpose of making a tour in this or ad

joining countries, and when (as is usually

the case) the person or firm furnishing the

vehicle supplies also a chauffeur, a care

fully drawn contract should be made and

signed to define clearly the ersponsibilities

of both parties. As this contract may after

wards become the basis of proceedings be

fore a French court it should be written on

stamped paper and cover every point that

may be likely to come into dispute."

These Witnesses were Tall Swearers.

That American “cornstubble” who in all

seriousness swore that the speed of the car

whose driver he had apprehended was 200

miles an hour, has more than found his

match on the other side. A motorist had

been summoned in an English rural court

for overspeeding and the testimony of the

various witnesses was amusing to say the

least. One of the estimates was 60 miles an

hour, but when asked the distance covered

and the time consumed, the figures given

by the witness worked out at 15 miles an

hour. Another was quite certain that the

car passed him at the rate of 80 miles an

hour, but was equally certain that he could

read the number.

Two witnesses who evidently did not

wish to be ridiculed for going too far wide

of the mark, dropped to “forty to fifty" and

“forty-five to fifty miles an hour." It was

the last named who proved to be the star

witness of the occasion, for upon cross

examination, he testified that the car was in

sight about a quarter of a mile and had

appeared and disappeared in from one to

two seconds. Putting the most liberal in

terpretation upon this by adopting the wider

estimate of two seconds, it works out at

450 miles an hour. Notwithstanding the

hopelessly contradictory nature of the evi

dence as well as the fact that it was wholly

unsupported, it cost the motorist a fine and

c0sts which together totalled $40.

Kansas City’s “Mileage Fiends.”

The Kansas City Automobile Club has

two feminine members who are mileage

“fiends.” Mrs. Mary Dickerson holds the

club record for 1905-06. Beginning June 24

last, to the present time, she has traveled

more than 8,900 miles in her Pierce ear.

During the year her only expense, she main

tains, was for tire covers, amounting to

$40. Mrs. Victor Bell, who drives a. Stev

ens-Duryea, holds second place with a rec

ord of 8,000 miles.
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The Week’s Patents.

820,041. Means for Actuating Signals.

Anthony B. Ferdinand, Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed Sept. 8, 1903. Serial No. 172,192.

Claim.-—l. The combination with a wheel

having an inflatable tire, of signal mechan

ism associated with said tire, a casing pro

jected into said tire and forming a part of

said signal mechanism, and a rod mounted

in said casing and adapted to be actuated

by said tire when the latter is partially de

flated to render the signal mechanism oper

ative.

820,059. Folding Vehicle-Top. Richard

B. Miles, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Aug. 18,

1905. Serial No. 274,661.

Claim.——1. A vehicle-top including a

pivoted main bow having two pairs of

spreader-bars pivotally supported thereby,

with two contractible bows pivoted to the

main bow and also to the pairs of

spreader-bows.

820,077. Vehicle-Wheel. George S. White

ley, Baltimore, Md. Filed May 3, 1905.

Serial No. 263,146.

Claim.—1. A vehicle-wheel consisting of

a central wheel having spokes and felly, a

channel-iron rim‘distant from the inner one

and a series of S-shaped springs interposed

and having their ends secured to both rims

with bolts and nuts, and rubber-cap cush

ions over said nuts, substantially as de

scribed.

820,102. Automobile. Charles W. Duer,

Chicago, Ill. Filed Oct. 23, 1905. Serial

No. 283,873.

Claim.-—l. In an automobile, the combi

nation of a transverse driving-shaft, means

for driving it, pulleys upon the driving

shaft, a rear or traction axle and traction

wheels thereon, pulleys on the traction

wheels registering with the pulleys on the

driving-shaft, belts connecting the pulleys

on the wheels and shaft, self-adjusting

brake-shoes registering with the tires of the

traction-wheels, and means for causing rela

tive movement of the shaft and axle in

parallelism and simultaneously of the brake

shoes and traction-wheels toward and from

each other, to slacken the belts and apply

the brakes, or to tighten the brakes or dis—

engage the belts.

820,104. Pneumatic Tire. Percy W. Faw

cett and Edward L. W. Bellhouse, Sheffield,

England. Filed Oct. 25, 1904. Serial No.

229,950.

Claim.-—A flexible metallic tread for pneu

matic tires of wheels consisting of a plur

ality of seetions, each section having a cen

tral tongue at one end and a corresponding

recess at its other end and recesses on each

side of the central recess on the upper

side of the section and overhanging por

tions at its other end on each side of the

tongue, the_tongues and overhanging por

tions engaging the corresponding recesses

in the adjacent sections. '

820,110. Means for Repairing Punctures

in Pneumatic Tires. .Harry Harrison, Erd

ington, England. Filed Oct. 4, 1904. Serial

No. 227,150.

Claim.—An appliance for closing_a punc

ture in an air-tube of a pneumatic tire, con

sisting essentially of two tnetal or other

suitable disks with means for pressing and

securing them together, one of _said disks

having a slot to facilitate its being passed

through the puncture into the interior of

the air-tube, substantially as set forth.

820,122. Power Transmission. George

Morrice and Charles G. Grim, Sonora. Cal.

Filed Feb. 10, 1905. Serial No. 245,155.

Claim—The combination of an engine

shaft, a gear loose on said shaft and having

a member of a clutch, a female clutch mem

ber slidable 0n the shaft and adapted to en

gage the clutch member of the loose gear

said shaft having a central passage-way, a

rod slidably mounted in said passage way of

the shaft, and provided with a cross-piece,

a screw in line with the rod and made sep

arate therefrom and bearing endwise there

on, and means for adjusting the screw, said

slidable clutch member having an integral

flange for housing the ends of the cross

pipe.

820,179. Mechanism for Connecting Vehi

cle Axles and Bodies. John F. Byers, Ra

veiina, Ohio; Kate Byers administratix of

said John F. Byers, deceased. Filed Dec.

26, 1903. Serial No. 186,616.

Claim.—-1. The combination with the side

rails of the body—frame, and the driving

axle, of oppositely-positioned springs hav

ing their upper members secured to the

body-frame, equalizers pivotally mounted

on the axle and formed with oppositely-ex

tending radial arms, connecting-rods at

one side of the springs, and having their

lower ends pivotally connected to the ends

of the upper arms of the equalizers and

their upper ends pivotally secured to the

side bars of the body-frame, connecting—

rods pivoted to the ends of the lower arms

of the equalizers and to said body portion in

difi’erent horizontal plane, and rigidly-de

pending arms secured to the side rails and

their lower ends pivotally secured to the

upper end of the second set of connecting

rods.

820,185. Tool. John W. Edmands, New

ton Center, Mass. Filed Aug. 4, 1904. Serial

No. 219,573. .

Claim.——1. A wrench comprising a hold

ing member provided with means for twist

ing or turning it axially, a head or socket

member provided with a nut-engaging por

tion, and means for connecting said holding

member and head or socket member, com

prising a pair of ears connected to one of

said members, a lug connected to the other

of said members and adapted to fit between

the ears of the other member, a pivot-pin

secured to one of said members, and an

open-sided eye formed in the other member

and adapted to dctachably engage said

pivot-pin, to thereby pivotally connect said

holding member and socket member,

whereby said socket member may be re

tated axially in any of a plurality of selected

positions by the twisting or turning of the

holding member, and the socket member

readily detached from the holding member,

820,219. Chain. Christopher W. Levalley,

Milwaukee, \Vis. Filed July 19, 1905. Serial

No. 270,403.

Claim.—l. A chain composed of links

connected by cross-bars, each link having

a tubular end bar and perforated side bars,

whereby are formed pintle-seats. and the

side bars of the links being composite and

formed of metal of different qualities. sub

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

820,220. Set-Collar for Shafts. Christo

pher W. Levallcy, Milwaukee, \Vis. Filed

Dec. 13, 1905. Serial No. 291,597.

Claim.—1. A set-collar comprising a pair

of rings internallv shaped to fit the shaft to

which the collar is applied, these rings being

spaced apart, and a series of spoke-like con

necting parts arranged.

820,222. Internal-Combustion Engine. D.

McRae Livingston, New York, N. Y. Filed

May 12, 1904. Serial No. 207,531.

Claim.-—1. An internal combustion engine

having a power cylinder and piston and

means forming a compressor communicat

ing with the power-cylinder and operating

in unison with the power-piston, said com

pressor havmg ports leading into the com

pressor-chamber at opposite points therein

and respectively servmg to introduce the

combustible mixture _and scavenger-air

whereby _to maintain said elements in strat

ification in the compressor-chamber and to

discharge said elements in said relation to

the power-cylinder.

820,230. Intake-Valve for Explosive-En

gines. Albert' C. Menges, Grand Rapids,

Mich., assignor to William Harrison, Grand

Rapids, Mich. Filed Sept. 14, 1904. Serial

No. 224,457.

Claim—l. In a valve for explosive-en

gines, the combination of the valve and the

valve-stem, a casing formed of a lower sec

tion and an upper section rotatable thereon,

the lower section provided with beveled

projections and the upper section openings

having inclined sides adapted to engage

with the projections as the upper section is

rotated for the purpose of lengthening 0r

shortening the throw of the valve.

820,239. Augustus L. Moss,

Ohio. Filed March 17, 1905.

250,523.

Claim.—1. An explosion turbine com

prising a cylinder, :1 turbine-wheel mounted

to turn in said cylinder and provided with

peripheral buckets, an explosion-chamber

having a discharge-nozzle for discharging

Sandusky,

Serial No.

_ a motive aaginst against the buckets in the

direction of rotation of the turbine-wheel, a

piston in said explosion-chamber, operating

means for the piston controlled from said

turbine wheel for drawing in an explosive

charge and for compressing the same pre

vious to ignition, and means operated by

the piston-operating means for locking the

piston during the explosion period.

820,239. Valve. Augustus L. Moss, San

dusky, Ohio. Filed. Feb. 6, 1906. Serial

No. 299,715.

Claim.—1. A valve comprising a valve

casing having an inlet for connection with

a pressure-supply and an outlet for the dis

charge of the fluid-pressure, a valve-seat in

the said valve-casing between the inlet and

outlet, the said valve-seat having an open

ing and an annular groove, a bearing on the

said valve-casing, a valve-disk having a

stem engaging the said bearing, the valve

disk having an annular groove in the said

bearing, the said valve-disk having an annu

lar groove registering with the said valve

seat groove, a rubber gasket fitting the said

registering grooves, and a spring pressing

the said valve-disk.

820,251. Corner-Support for

William G. Persing, Braman. Okla.

Sept. 18, 1905. Serial No. 279,032.

Claim.—-As a new article of manufacture

a corner for vehicle-bodies consisting of

two L-shaped plates vertically disposed and

spaced apart and connected by an integral

web at their elbow portions and forming

vertical recesses for the terminals of the

sides and end members of the body open at

the ends and extending the whode width of

said side and end members. and L-shaped

clamp-plates horizontally disposed and in

tegral with the inner vertical L-shaped

plate, one of said horizontal plates flush

with the bottoms of said vertical plates for

bearing beneath the floor member of the

vehicle-body and the other of said horizon

tal plates spaced from the first-mentioned

horizontal plate for bearing ab()\e said

floor member.

820,278. Cooling Device for Engine-Cyl

inders. Lewis D. Zent, Belifoutaine, Ohio.

Vehicles.

Filed.
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Filed Nov. 10, 1904. Serial No. 232,205.

Claim.—In a device of the character de

scribed, the combination of a cylinder hav

ing a series of grooves formed therein, pairs

of heat-radiating strips of reticulated ma

terial having their inner edges flattened and

bearing against the walls of said groove,

and a fastening-strip inserted in each groove

between the flattened ends of the strips and

expanded to fill the spaces between the

flattened ends of the heat-radiating strips

and to retain latter in the groove. said

strips extending radially from the cylinder,

substantially as described.

820,285. Oil-Engine. James W. Cross,

London, England. Filed Feb. 11, 1905.

Serial No. 245,295.

Claim—1. In an oil-engine, a power

chamber and piston so relatively shaped

that just before the piston completes its

compression stroke it will divide the air

space within the combustion end of said

chamber into separate closed compartments,

that will be again placed in communication

with each other only after the piston has

made a part of its working outstroke, a

valve adapted to admit air to said chamber

on the suction-stroke of the piston, an oil

pump, means arranged to cause said pump

to inject oil into one of said compartments

after the same has been separated from the

other compartment by said piston, and

means for igniting the mixture of Oil and

air in the first compartment before this

compartment is again placed by the move

ment of the piston in communication with _

the second compartment.

820,296. Method of Making Armored

T-ires. Valery Gallien, Paris, France, assig

nor to Societe-Anonyme_ des Pneumatiques

Cuir “Samson,” Paris, France. Filed Jan.

26, 1903. Serial No. 140,642.

Claim.—1. The method of making ar

mored tires which consists in cold-vulcan

izing the flesh side of chrome-tanned leather

to rubber tires, substantially as set forth.

820,343. Vehicle-Body. William H. F.

Bluine, St. Louis, Mo. Filed July 24, 1905.

Serial No. 271,059.

Claim.—l. The combination with a Stan

hope body, of a supporting-bracket hinged

to the rear side of said Stanhope body, and

a coupe-body constructed to be positioned

on the bracket against the Stanhope body;

substantially as specified.

820,377. Gearing. Hans Baersbalck, ‘Ham

ilton, Ohio, assignor to The Hamilton Ma

chine Tool Company, a corporation of Ohio.

Filed April 3, 1905. Serial No. 257,714.

Claim—l. The combination of a pivot

ally-supported frame, a shaft. carried_there

by, means to rotate the pinion longitudin

ally thereon, a second shaft journaled in

fixed bearings and parallel with said first

shaft, a cone of gears secured thereon to

turn in unison, and means to move and

maintain said pinion into engagement With

either gear of the cone.

820,408. Vaporizing Device for Internal

Combustion Engines. Bernt Garllus, Mad

ison, \Vis. Filed July 21, 1904. Serial No.

217,574.

Claini.—1. In a mixer for internal-com

bustion engines, the combination with the

body having the substantially straight inlet‘

passage therethrough and the nozzle for

the admission of hydrocarbonaceous mater

ial, projecting transversely into said pas

sage and having its discharge-opening in

the end thereof, a valve liavin~ its end fit

ting iii said diScliarge-opening, a stem on

said valve extending across the inlet-open

ing, a diaphragm connected centrally, di

rectly to said stem and operated by the in

spiration of the engine to lift the valve and

open the nozzle and means for regulating

the inflow of carbonaceous material; sub

stantially as described.

820,444. Motor-Vehicle. Horatio W.

Soutliworth, Mittiiieague, Mass. Filed Aug.

16, 1904. Serial No. 220,956.

Claim.-—1. In combination, an axle, a

non-reciprocating engine mounted thereon,

a cross-bar above said axle, wheels on said

axle, and means supporting said cross-bar

on said axle at both sides of each of said

wheels, said engine passing between said

cross-bar and said axle.

820,446. Friction-Clutch. George Stahl,

Dayton, Ohio, assignor of one-third to Wil

liam P. Cofl’man and one-third to John I.

Cot‘fman, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Dec. 14,

1904. Serial No. 236,783.

Claim.—l. The combination with the

outer revolving part of an inner friction

device consisting of a rim split transversely

and circumferentially as set forth and means

for forcing the parts on each side of said

transverse slot in opposite directions to

cause them to impinge the outer revolving

part, substantially as described.

820,475. Rotary Washer for Vehicles.

Jay D. Chapman and William R. McAtee.

Oil City, Pa. Filed June 21, 1905. Serial

No. 266,325.

Claim—l. In a combination in a rotary

washer for vehicles, a reservoir rotatable

upon a supply-pipe leading thereto; said

supply-pipe; a valve controlling the outlet

end of said supply-pipe within said reservoir;

a hose leading from said reservoir; and

automatic mechanism connected with said

hose and controlling said valve.

820,497. Gas Engine. Frederick H. Hurl

burt, Alameda, and Thomas W. Munroe,

San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 24, 1905.

Serial No. 247,105.

Claim.—l. In a gas-engine, two single

acting motive cylinders, with pistons con

nected to oppositely-placed cranks on a

common shaft, a double-acting compres

sion-cylinder between said motive cylin

ders, having a displacement volume greater

than either of said motive cylinders, a pis

ton in said compressing-cylinder connected

to a crank on the common shaft at an angle

to the motive piston-cranks, inlet-valves in

said compressing-cylinder_ at both ends,

pipes and passages from a fuel-supply to

said inlet-valves, a valve at each end of

said compressing-cylinder with passages

leading to each motive cylinder respectively,

a check-valve in each motive cylinder at

the terminus of each of said passages, cir

culatory passages between the Compression

cylinder and the motive cylinders, and a

regulating-valve in said circulatory passage,

substantially as specified.

820,520. Ball-Bearing. August Riebe and

Paul Brulil, Berlin, Germany. Filed Jan.

19, 1905. Serial No. 241,770.

Claims—.1. In a ball-bearing, an inter

mediate piece having a_ plate formed with

a ll'lCCCSS shaped to receive a portion of the

a

2. In a ball-bearing. an intermediate piece

having end plates and an interposed spring,

and a C-shaped casing disconnected from

the spring and extending over the spring

and expansible to permit its withdrawal

sidewise from this spring.

820,535. Electric Igniter for Explosive

Engines. George J. Weber, Kansas City,

Mo. Filed Feb. 16, 1903. Serial No. 142,661.

Claim.-—-l. ln igniters for explosive—en

gines, the combination with an electric cir

cuit having included therein two electrodes.

of means for normally holding the elec

trodes in contact with each other, a mag

netic field, an oscilatory armature located

in said field and included in said circuit~a

reciprocating slide, means controlled by

the running of the engine for moving the

slide in one direction, means for oscilating

the armature by means of the slide. means

for separating the electrodes when the slide

is moved in said opposite direction, and

means for timing the movement of the said

slide in said opposite direction.

820,549. Means for Cooling Engine and

other Cylinders. Edward P. Caldwell,

Chicago, Ill., assignor to Charles \V. Cald

well, Waterloo, Iowa. Filed Dec. 22, 1904.

Serial No. 238,020.

Claim.—1. The combination with a cyl

inder provided on its upper portion with

longitudinally-arranged fins, and a jacket

surrounding the lower portion of said cyl

inder, said jacket having an upper wall por

tion in which a series of openings register

ing with the spaces between said fins, of

means for admitting a cooling agent to the

space between said cylinder and jacket.

substantially as specified.

820,575. Wheel-Bearing. Frederick G.

Hughes and Robert P. Stout, Bethlehem.

Pa., assignors to Bethlehem Steel Com

pany, South Bethlehem, Pa., a corporation

of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 10, 1902. Serial

No. 134,665. '

Claim.—l. The combination of a jour

nal having a bearing portion, a hub, an in

ternal removable sleeve therein, having an

end flange with an annular groove, anti

friction-rolls between said bearing portion

and sleeve and extending at their ends into

said grooves, and means to prevent the

sleeve from turning while permitting its

longitudinal withdrawal, substantially as

set forth.

820,626. Explosive-Engine. John F.

Crowley, Milwaukee, Wis. assignor of

three-fourth to Marguerite Pauli. Milwau

kee. Wis. Filed Nov. 2, 1903. Serial No.

179.534.

Claim—1. In an explosive-engine a com

pressed-air tank having connection with the

cylinder, an air-valve controlling the pas

sage through said connection, a slide oper

ated by the engine, a spring-pressed trigger

arm pivoted to the slide, a roller carried by

the trigger-arm, a plate guiding the roller

so that the trigger-arm will engage and

operate the air-valve, said plate having a

recess into which the roller may pass, and a

slidable plate controlled by the engine-gov

ernor and having a recess to register with

the recess of the first-named plate to allow

the roller to enter said recesses when the

governor operates upon said second plate.

820,636. Electric Ignition Apparatus.

Gustave E. Franquist, New York, N. Y.

Filed June 24, 1905. Serial No. 266,751.

Claim.—l. A circuit-controller for hydro

carbon-motors comprising a frame or sup

port having a fixed journal, a shaft jour

naled in said journal and having a collar

thereon, a primary timer and a rotating sec

ondary sWitch on said shaft. a casing hav

ing an annular collar disposed to engage

said first-named collar and journaled on

said fixed journal, a brush mounted in said

casing and bearing on the timer, and con

ductors supported adjacent to said switch

820.673. Tire for Vehicles. Thomas C

Saiiderson, West New Brighton, N. Y.

Filed July 14, 1905. Serial No. 269,575.
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